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INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs Gregory Ford ("Greg"), Paula Ford, and Rodney Ford (together, 

the "Plaintiffs") brought this action against defendants the Roman Catholic 

Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole (the "RCAB"), Bernard Cardinal Law 

("Cardinal Law"), John B, McCormack ("Bishop McCormack"), and Thomas V. 

Daily ("Bishop Daily") (collectively, the "Defendants") for failing to protect Greg 

from Paul R. Shanley's ("Father Shanley") sexual abuse. Father Shanley is not a 

party to this action. Rather, the Plaintiffs have brought negligence claims against 

the Defendants, who were Father Shanley's supervisors. 



Generally, the Plaintiffs claim that the Defendants' negligence was the 

proximate cause of their harm and, more specifically, fostered an environment 

which allowed Father Shanley to abuse Greg. As shown below, the irrefutable 

evidence existing within the RCAB's own files, shows that the Defendants clearly 

knew or should have known that Father Shanley was a threat to children well 

before he abused Greg. In addition, the Plaintiffs assert that the Defendants had 

the duty to take reasonable action to alert the Plaintiffs that Greg had been 

exposed to Father Shanley to alleviate his continuing harm once they learned 

definitively that Father Shanley had molested other children. 1 Discovery in this 

action establishes that, consistent with the RCAB's practices and policies with 

other sexually abusive priests, the Defendants not only failed to take appropriate 

action to curtail Father Shanley's conduct by removing him from ministry, they 

also took actions that fostered his conduct and purposefully concealed their own 

misdeeds. Those policies and practices are the subject of the Plaintiffs' motion. 

The Court already has stated that evidence of what the RCAB did with 

respect to other priests is relevant to the Plaintiffs' negligence claims. The 

Court's view is consistent with decisions of other courts, which have admitted 

similar evidence when addressing sexual abuse cases, particularly with regard to 

1 See Martinelli v. Bridgeport Roman Catholic Diocesan Corp. 196 F.3d 409,430 (1999) (agreeing 
that a jury could find II a duty of care including a duty to investigate and warn or inform so as to 
prevent or alleviate harm to additional victims II that may have been sexually abused by Diocesan 
priest). 
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proving proximate cause and analyzing the statute of limitations. 2 The evidence 

will reveal the existence of the following RCAB practices, policies, and 

procedures, which existed from the time of Father Shanley's ordination (1960) 

through the time that Cardinal Law resigned his position as Archbishop of 

Boston (2002): 

1. retention and reassignment of priests known to have abused 
minors; 

2. failing to inform parishioners that priests assigned to their parishes 
were a threat to their children; 

3. ignoring warnings from medical professionals retained by the 
Archdiocese that certain priests were potentially dangerous to 
children and others; 

4. lying to victims who requested information about priests who 
abused them; 

5. failing to provide those medical professionals evaluating abusive 
priests with the necessary facts and, in some cases, lying to them 
about the priest's background or concealing material facts; 

6. ignoring warnings from others within the RCAB who believed that 
certain priests were a threat to children; 

7. failing to report the crimes committed by certain priests to law 
enforcement and obstructing or interfering with law enforcement 
investigations concerning abusive priests; 

8. failing to alert parishioners at previous parishes where abusive 

2 See generally, Armstrong v. Lamy, 938 F. Supp 1018, 1033 (D. Mass. 1996); Doe v. Board of 
Educ. of Hononegah Community High School Dist. No. 207, 833 F. Supp. 1366 (ND.Ill. 1993); 
Doe v. Paukstat, 863 F. Supp. 884 (ED. Wis. 1994); Sowers v. Bradford Area School Dist., 694 F. 
Supp. 125 (WD.Pa. 1988), aff'd, 869 F.2d 591 (3rd Cir. 1989), judgment vacated on other grounds, 
sub nom Smith v. Sowers, 490 U.S. 1002 (1989). 
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priests had served that their children were exposed to known or 
suspected child molesters; 

9. making decisions which reflected that the interests of abusive 
priests and the desire to avoid scandal to the Church were vastly 
superior and more important than the interests of children who had 
been abused by priests; 

10. using Church influence to alter the outcome of the criminal legal 
process relating to priests who had been engaging in illegal sexual 
acts; and 

11. fostering an environment and culture where abuse of children 
could flourish and in which it was clear that there was no 
accountability for criminal acts towards children. 

The RCAB's policies, practices, and procedures also are relevant to 

Defendants' statute of limitations and charitable limitation of liability affirmative 

defenses. In particular, prior to the wide-spread publicity during the beginning 

of 2002 concerning sexual abuse of minors by RCAB priests, which triggered 

Greg's memories of Father Shanley's abuse, the Plaintiffs did not know and 

could not have known that the Defendants' wrongful conduct was the proximate 

cause of their harm. The RCAB's policies, practices, and procedures also 

represent the only practical way the Plaintiffs may show what actions the 

Defendants took or failed to take with regard to Father Shanley, where the 

Defendants cannot recall what they did or did not do based on the passage of 

time or failed memories. 

Furthermore, the RCAB's policies and practices rebut key defenses raised 

by the Defendants, such as the lack of institutional memory and poor record 
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keeping. The fact that sexual abuse was so pervasive and that virtually every 

other priest who came to the attention of the Defendants for molesting children 

(during the time that Greg was abused) was returned to ministry without 

restriction undercuts the Defendants' claims that they would have done 

something about Father Shanley, had they had access to all of the relevant 

information. The Defendants' pattern of conduct also undermines the defense 

asserted by the Defendants that there was no institutional memory about abusive 

priests and that there was "inadequate record keeping" with respect to abusive 

priests. As shown below, the record keeping was hardly inadequate. For all of 

these reasons the Court should grant the Plaintiffs' motion in limine. 

RELEVANT FACTS 

In addition to the extensive discovery taken by deposition, the Plaintiffs 

obtained more than forty-five (45,000) thousand documentary pages pertaining 

to one hundred and forty-one (141) priests who are alleged to have sexually 

abused minors. In order to illustrate the patterns of conduct that have 

characterized the actions of the Defendants, what follows represents a factual 

sampling and summary of 25 priests, in which those patterns of conduct become 

apparent. 

A. Father Paul R. Shanley 

The following represents a general summary of the evidence the Plaintiffs 
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intend to present concerning how the RCAB, by and through the actions and 

inactions of the Defendants and others, dealt with accusations against Father 

Shanley over the years. The summary below by no means is intended to be 

exhaustive and the Plaintiffs reserve the right to proffer additional evidence at 

trial. 

On February 2, 1960, Father Shanley was ordained following his 

graduation from St. John's Seminary. See 11-0144.3 Father Shanley's classmates at 

seminary included, among others, Bishop McCormack, Joseph Birmingham, 

Bernard Lane, and Eugene O'Sullivan (all of whom have been accused publicly 

of sexual abuse with the exception of Bishop McCormack). See Relevant Facts, 

infra. Father Shanley entered the priesthood following work in other areas, 

including work with youth activities. See RCAB 00326-00329. On February 16, 

1960, Father Shanley was assigned to st. Patrick's Parish in Stoneham, 

Massachusetts (liSt. Patrick's"), see 11-0144, where he replaced Father Coughlin, 

who had molested children at the parish. 4 

While at st. Patrick's, the RCAB received notice that Father Shanley had 

molested a child. Specifically, in or about 1960 or 1961, Father Shanley asked a 

3 The documents referenced in this section "A. Father Paul Shanley" will be found behind the tab "A" in 
the Addendum which is attached to the brief. The documents are in the following order: Bates stamped 
documents; Affidavits; Deposition Transcripts; Complaints and Other Pleadings; Miscellaneous 
documents. 
4 See infra. Father Coughlin was later sent to sent to California where he was accused of 
molesting choir boys in Orange County. See infra. 
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teacher at the St Patrick's elementary school, Mary Corcoran, to arrange for 

Thomas Peter Devlin, Jr., then a twelve or thirteen year old boy, to go to the 

Rectory to speak with Father Shanley. See Affidavit of Thomas Peter Devlin, Jr., 

dated July 16, 2003 ("Devlin Aff."), enen 1-3. At the time, Mr. Devlin was the son 

of a well-known physician in Stoneham. See Devlin Aff. en 1. When Mr. Devlin 

entered the Rectory office, Father Shanley offered him a cigarette and told Mr. 

Devlin that he was a psychologist. See Devlin Aff. enen 4-5. He also told Mr. 

Devlin that he had been to Mr. Devlin's house looking for pornographic material 

and he knew Mr. Devlin was a "known bisexual" and leader of a "sex ring." See 

Devlin Aff. en 6. Father Shanley then proceeded to sexually molest Mr. Devlin. 

See Devlin Aff. enen 7-9. 

Later that day, after Mr. Devlin arrived home, he learned from his parents 

that Father Shanley had indeed been to his home on the pretense of looking for 

pornography. See Devlin Aff. en 11. When confronted by his parents, Mr. Devlin 

told them the full story, including the fact that he had been abused. See Devlin 

Aff. en 16. Shortly after, Mr. Devlin's mother wrote a letter to the Chancery and 

the pastor of the st. Patrick's, Monsignor Sexton. See Devlin Aff. en 16. Mr. 

Devlin read the letter and it described the abuse and named Father Shanley as 

the perpetrator. See Devlin Aff. en 16. Mr. Devlin's mother asked him to mail the 
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letter, which he clearly remembers mailing, and that "it was addressed to the 

Chancery in Brighton, Massachusetts." See Devlin Aff. en 16. 

In 1967, Father Shanley was transferred from st. Patrick's to St. Francis of 

Assisi Parish in Braintree, Massachusetts ("St. Francis"). See 11-0144. Prior to the 

transfer, the RCAB had received a second claim that Father Shanley had 

molested a child and perhaps children. See RCAB 00001-00003. Specifically, 

Arthur Chabot ("Father Chabot"), a priest with the Our Lady of LaSalette order 

in Attleboro, wrote to the RCAB concerning Father Shanley reportedly 

masturbating a boy at a cabin in the Blue Hills, Milton, Massachusetts. See 

RCAB 00001-00003; Affidavit of John Doe 1 , dated July 15, 

2003 ("Doe 1 Aff."), en 9.5 Father Chabot told John Doe 1 that he would be 

contacting the Chancery about Father Shanley. See Doe 1 Aff. en 11. Father 

Chabot did that by sending a letter to the Chancery, a copy of which was 

produced by the RCAB in April of 2002. See RCAB 00001-00003. In addition, 

two other potential victims of Father Shanley were identified by name by John 

Doe 1 and those names were contained in Father Chabot's letter to the Chancery. 

See RCAB 00001-00003. 

The letter was reviewed at the Chancery by Msgr. Francis Sexton, the 

Chancellor of the Archdiocese (no relationship to the pastor of st. Patrick's, 

5 John Doe l's name has been provided to defense counsel and the Court in this action. 
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Stoneham). Notwithstanding the fact that, in Father Shanley's mind, Msgr. 

Sexton thought "the accusations against me [Father Shanley] must have seemed 

just[,]" and without interviewing John Doe 1 or Father Chabot, Msgr. Sexton 

"accepted as true" Father Shanley'S explanation of the situation and denial that 

he "did not masturbate this boy .... " See RCAB 00046-00048. There is no 

indication that Msgr. Sexton conducted any investigation apart from accepting 

Father Shanley'S version of the story. See RCAB 00001-00003 and 00046-00048. 

In 1967, Father Shanley was transferred to St. Francis of Assisi in 

Braintree. There, he continued to molest children. See Affidavit of _ 

_ ("_ Aff."). In 1970, Father Shanley was reassigned as a "street 

priest" and was eventually appointed as Minister of Alienated Youth, a position 

he held until 1979. 

Despite the specific allegation of sexual abuse, Father Shanley operated 

with impunity and to say or do anything without consequence. For example, 

Bishop Daily continuously failed to investigate various complaints that Father 

Shanley was making public statements contrary to Church teaching, including, 

without limitation: 

1. a report made by Charles Lerrigo in May of 1973; 

2. two letters from Thomas J. Flatley in March of 1974, and May of 

1975; 
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3. an article in the Brockton Enterprise in March of 1974; 

4. a letter from Dianne M. Adams in March of 1974; 

5. a letter from Reverend Arthur L. Reardon in April of 1974; 

6. a letter from Joseph J. Reilly in April of 1974; and 

7. a letter from Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Melia in May of 1974. 

See Defendant, Most Rev. Thomas V. Daily's Responses to Request for 

Admissions, dated January 21, 2003 ("Daily Admissions"), Response Nos. 8-41 

and 46-50. Remarkably, Bishop Daily asserts he did not even review the RCAB's 

files on Father Shanley in response to those complaints, see Daily Admissions, 

Response Nos. 8-41 and 46-50, which would have contained the report by Father 

Chabot. Likewise, even considering the fact that, as of May of 1974, Bishop Daily 

considered Father Shanley to be a "troubled" priest, i.e., "a priest who is 

disturbed in one sort or another," Bishop Daily alleges that he did not review the 

RCAB's files on Father Shanley or ask anyone to review those files. Daily 

Admissions, Response Nos. 43-44. 

The Plaintiffs expect that the evidence will show that, in 1974, while 

Father Shanley was speaking publicly against RCAB teachings, John Doe 2 

6 was walking his dog and encountered Thomas Reaves, who 

later became one of the outspoken founders of The North American Man-Boy 

6 John Doe 2' s name has been provided to defense counsel. 
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Love Association ("NAMBLA"). At the time, John Doe 2 was a 15 year old high 

school student. Mr. Reaves referred John Doe 2 to Father Shanley. Father 

Shanley used strip poker, the very same technique he would later use with Greg 

in the 1980s, to entice John Doe 2 into having sex. 

John Doe 2 kept a journal of his encounters with Father Shanley and his 

mother discovered his journal. Outraged that her son had reported sexual 

conduct with a Catholic priest, John Doe 2' s mother complained to then Cardinal 

Humberto Medeiros ("Cardinal Medeiros"). Father Shanley later reprimanded 

John Doe 2, indicating that he had been brought into meet with Cardinal 

Medeiros concerning John Doe 2's mother's allegations. Nothing, however, was 

done to curtail Father Shanley's behavior and Father Shanley promptly resumed 

his sexual abuse of John Doe 2 and began sending him out to have sex with other 

men. This was at least the third time that senior officials at the RCAB were 

notified that Father Shanley had sexually molested a child. 

In November of 1977, Cardinal Medeiros and Bishop Daily received 

further notice about Father Shanley's deviant behavior and beliefs. See Daily 

Admissions, Response No. 51; RCAB 00013-00014 and 00020. Specifically, in a 

letter that was sent to Cardinal Medeiros, a woman (Jeanne Sweeney) from 

Rochester, New York described remarks that were heard by another woman 

(Dolores Stevens), who had attended a lecture given by Father Shanley. See 
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Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 51-53; RCAB 00013-00014 and 00020. Ms. 

Stevens' eyewitness account was enclosed. Ms. Stevens reported that Father 

Shanley publicly: 

Spoke of pedophilia (which is a non coerced sexual manipulation of 
sex organs including oral-genital sex between an adult and child) .. 
. [and that Father Shanley stated] the adult is not he seducer - the 
"kid" is the seducer. and further the kid is not traumatized by the 
act per se, the kid is traumatized when the police and authorities 
'drag' the kid in for questioning ... [and that Father Shanley stated] 
he can think of no sexual act that causes psychic damage - 'not 
even incest or bestiality'. 

See RCAB 00013-00014; Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 51-53. Bishop Daily 

did not speak with Ms. Sweeney or Ms. Stevens about their accusations against 

Father Shanley. See Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 54-55. In addition, Bishop 

Daily asserts that he did not review the RCAB's files on Father Shanley, speak 

with Father Shanley, or even investigate whether Father Shanley made the 

deviant statements reported by Ms. Stevens. See Daily Admissions, Response 

Nos. 56-59. 

Then, in late 1977 or early 1978, Cardinal Medeiros and Bishop Daily 

received a complaint that Father Shanley gave a "scandalous" talk at a college in 

New York, but Bishop Daily did not review the RCAB's files on Father Shanley, 

speak with Father Shanley, or investigate whether or not Father Shanley gave 

such a scandalous talk. See Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 59-63. 

Nonetheless, by the end of 1978, Bishop Daily believed Father Shanley needed 
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psychological help and mental health treatment. See Daily Admissions, 

Response Nos. 64-65. Father Shanley, however, simply was allowed to continue 

his work as a street priest ministering to alienated youth without any known 

restriction. 

By 1979, Cardinal Medeiros shared Bishop Daily's assessment of Father 

Shanley and wrote to the Vatican that he thought Father Shanley was a "troubled 

. t " pnes .... See RCAB 00027-00034. Cardinal Medeiros proffered that 

explanation in response to concerns raised by the Vatican about some of Father 

Shanley's public activities. See RCAB 00027-00034. In addition, on April 2, 1979, 

an attorney from New York (Joseph McGeady, Esq.) wrote a letter to Cardinal 

Medeiros, which enclosed articles from "Gay Community News" and 

"Gaysweek." See RCAB 00813, 00763, and 00816-00817 (received on April 6, 

1979); Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 66-68. The articles reported that Father 

Shanley was among various persons attending a conference organized by Mr. 

Reaves (the individual who introduced John Doe 2 to Father Shanley and a later 

founder of NAMBLA), during which views were aired in support of man-boy 

love and sex between men and boys. See RCAB 00813, 00763, and 00816-00817. 

Indeed, Father Shanley reportedly supported the concept of man-boy love and 

sex by telling a story of a boy who reported his male adult lover to the police and 

that the child was harmed not by the sex, but by the police involvement. See 
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RCAB 00813, 00763, and 00816-00817. Attorney McGeady's enclosures mirrored 

the theme already presented to Cardinal Medeiros and Bishop Daily by Mses. 

Sweeney and Stevens, i.e., that Father Shanley believed in the propriety of sex 

between men and boys. Compare RCAB 00813, 00763, and 00816-00817 with 

RCAB 00013-00014 and 00020. 

Although disturbed by the statements attributed to Father Shanley in the 

articles, Bishop Daily (1) did nothing to get the facts as to what Father Shanley 

actually said at the conference; (2) did not speak with the authors of the articles 

to determine if the statements attributed to Father Shanley were accurate; (3) did 

not speak with Attorney McGeady; and (4) did not verify whether Father 

Shanley actually attended the conference referred to in the articles. See Daily 

Admissions, Response Nos. 70-74. Similarly, although Bishop Daily was aware it 

was reported that at the end of the conference the participants "caucused" to 

form the Man Boy Lovers of North America organization (later known as 

NAMBLA), Bishop Daily (1) did nothing to verify if Father Shanley actually 

participated in the caucus; (2) did not review the RCAB's files on Father Shanley; 

and (3) did not speak with Father Shanley. See Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 

75-78. 

On April 12, 1979, approximately six (6) days after receiving the letter 

from Attorney McGeady and with knowledge of the information set forth above, 
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Cardinal Medeiros appointed Father Shanley as Associate Pastor at St. Jean's 

Parish in Newton. See RCAB 00352; Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 79 and 81. 

At the time Cardinal Medeiros appointed Father Shanley as Associate Pastor, 

Bishop Daily knew that Father Shanley had access to children at St. Jean's. See 

Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 80. At the time, Greg was not yet two (2) years 

old and his parents were unaware that there was a serial pedophile in their midst 

posing as a priest. Yet, Bishop Daily did not place any restrictions on, did not 

recommend that any restrictions be placed on, and was not aware of any 

restrictions being placed on Father Shanley by anyone that would have 

prevented him from having access to children at St. Jean's. See Daily 

Admissions, Response Nos. 85-88. 

Father Shanley's predatory behavior continued at St. Jean's and, in March 

of 1980, Father Shanley raped a sixteen year old boy who had been sent to him 

for counseling. See generally, Affidavit of Andrew Magni, dated July 17, 2003 

("Magni Aff."). Specifically, one night after speaking with Father Shanley, Father 

Shanley advised Mr. Magni that it was too late for him to return home and that 

Mr. Magni should stay at the St. Jean's Rectory. See Magni Aff. en 10. In fact, 

Father Shanley persuaded Mr. Magni to stay in his room, and Mr. Magni awoke 

in the middle of the night to find Father Shanley penetrating him anally with his 

penis. See Magni Aff. enen 10-16. In addition, starting in or around 1980 (and 
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continuing through in or around 1984), Father Shanley molested 

II who has never met Gregory Ford. See generally, Affidavit of 

II dated July 15, 2003 (". Aff."). 

Notwithstanding that the RCAB and Bishop Daily already knew about 

Father Shanley, in 1981 or 1982, a parishioner at st. Jean's (Jacquelyn Gauvreau) 

learned that Father Shanley had molested a boy he was transporting back to a 

DYS facility. See Deposition of Jacquelyn Gauvreau ("Gauvreau Depo."), dated 

October 25, 2003, pp. 14-25; Affidavit of Daniel Quinn, dated July 16, 2003 

("Quinn Aff."), enen 9-11. Ms. Gauvreau reported the molestation to many 

officials within the RCAB, see Gauvreau Depo., October 25, 2002, pp. 25-30; 

Quinn Aff., en 13, and a current RCAB priest will testify that he indeed recalls Ms. 

Gauvreau reporting to him her claims against Father Shanley in the early 1980s. 

In addition, Ms. Gauvreau twice spoke to Cardinal Law about Father Shanley's 

molestation, once at a televised Mass at which Cardinal Law appeared and 

during which Ms. Gauvreau sang in the choir and once at a Mass at Our Lady 

Help of Christians parish in Newton. See Gauvreau Depo., October 25,2002, pp. 

44-60. Cardinal Law was not able to contradict Ms. Gauvreau's allegations at his 

deposition, although he said he could not recall speaking with her. See 

Deposition of Bernard Cardinal Law ("Law Depo."), dated August 14, 2002, pp. 

138-39. 
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Furthermore, in 1982, Bishop Daily received a letter from Father Shanley 

reporting that a Brockton woman was making calls to Father Shanley and 

complaining about Father Shanley. See Daily Admissions, Response No. 91. 

Despite Bishop Daily's knowledge of Father Shanley's history and belief that 

Father Shanley was a troubled priest in need of mental health treatment, Bishop 

Daily did not ask Father Shanley what the woman was complaining about and, 

in fact, made no effort to contact the woman whatsoever. See Daily Admissions, 

Response Nos. 92-93. Indeed, Bishop Daily did not even investigate whether the 

woman had credible complaints against Father Shanley. See Daily Admissions, 

Response No. 94. 

Continuing in 1982 and 1983, Cardinal Medeiros and Bishop Daily 

received letters (addressed to Cardinal Medeiros) from Pastor Hugh W. Weston 

and Joseph H. Moynihan, respectively, questioning whether Father Shanley was 

representing the RCAB at the founding conference of NAMBLA, as reported in a 

book entitled "The Homosexual Network," and claiming that Father Shanley had 

personally endorsed the propriety of sex between men and boys. See 11-0669; 11-

0686, 11-0687, and 11-0689; Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 95-96 and 103-04. 

Although in June of 1983, Bishop Daily knew that NAMBLA was an organization 

of people supporting sexual relations between men and boys, Bishop Daily 

asserts he did not (1) review the RCAB's files on Father Shanley, (2) speak with 
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Father Shanley, (3) verify whether Father Shanley had attended the founding 

conference of NAMBLA and endorsed the sexual relations between men and 

boys at the conference, or (4) otherwise investigate the questions raised by Pastor 

Weston and Mr. Moynihan. See Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 97-101 and 

103-08. 

In November of 1983, despite all that he knew about Father Shanley's 

history, Bishop Daily appointed Father Shanley as Administrator and acting 

pastor of St. Jean's. See RCAB 00366; Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 109 and 

111. Prior to appointing Father Shanley as Administrator, Bishop Daily did not 

ask Father Shanley about his views on sexual relations between men and boys, 

although he knew that Father Shanley had been associated with endorsing the 

views of NAMBLA. See Daily Admissions, Response Nos. 112 and 113. In 

addition, Bishop Daily did not place any restrictions and was not aware of any 

restrictions placed on Father Shanley that would have prevented him from 

having unsupervised access to children at St. Jean's. See Daily Admissions, 

Response Nos. 117 and 118. 

In December of 1984, Cardinal Law appointed Father Shanley as Pastor of 

St. Jean's. See 11-0692. Prior to leaving the RCAB in or around 1984, Bishop Daily 

neither relayed to Cardinal Law the institutional memory he had concerning 

Father Shanley or as contained in documents that were in the RCAB's files 
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concerning claims against Father Shanley, nor did Bishop Daily tell Cardinal Law 

that he believed Father Shanley was a potential threat to children. See Daily 

Admissions, Response Nos. 121 and 139. 

Then, in 1985, Cardinal Law was sent written notice that Father Shanley 

harbored deviant beliefs about the propriety of sex between adults and children. 

See RCAB 00058. Specifically, in April of 1985, another resident of Rochester, 

New York, Wilma M. Higgs, wrote a letter to Cardinal Law and complained 

about a speech that Father Shanley had given the previous November. See 

RCAB 00058. In particular, Mrs. Higgs complained about that which was now 

familiar to the RCAB: that Father Shanley had stated again that when adults 

have sex with children, it is the fault of the child. Compare RCAB 00058 ("'When 

adults have sex with children, the children seduce them. Children may later 

regret having caused someone to go to prison, knowing that they are the guilty 

ones.") with RCAB 00013-00014, 00020, 00813, 00763, 00816, and 00817. Mrs. 

Higgs made it clear that her complaint was not just about Father Shanley's 

remarks on homosexuality and that she also had a tape of some portions of 

Father Shanley's speech. See RCAB 00058. 

On May 15, 1985, Bishop McCormack (who had replaced Bishop Daily) 

wrote to Ms. Higgs and stated that: "Archbishop Law received a letter April 29, 

1985. He is sorry to hear you were disturbed about the talk given by Father Paul 
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Shanley last November regarding homosexuals and asked that I respond on his 

behalf." See RCAB 00056 (emphasis added). Notwithstanding the fact that 

Bishop McCormack (1) received and read the letter from Ms. Higgs, (2) by 1985, 

knew there was a potential for RCAB priests to sexually abuse children, (3) 

believed the statements reportedly made by Father Shanley were terrible and 

was shocked about the alleged statements concerning sex between adults and 

children, and (4) had concerns about Father Shanley as a result of what was 

reported by Ms. Higgs, Bishop McCormack did not speak to or instruct anybody 

to speak to Ms. Higgs to verify whether Father Shanley had made the statements 

reported in the letter or request a copy of the tape referenced in the letter. See 

Responses of Defendant, Most Rev. John B. McCormack, to Plaintiffs' Requests 

for Admissions, dated January 6, 2003 ("McCormack Admissions"), Response 

Nos. 11, 16-24. In addition, Bishop McCormack did not review the RCAB's files 

on Father Shanley. See McCormack Admissions, Response No. 25. 

The only action Bishop McCormack took to verify whether Father Shanley 

made the statements reported by Ms. Higgs was to speak with Father Shanley 

and accept his explanation of the matter. See RCAB 00059; Response No. 26. In 

addition, notwithstanding the fact that Bishop McCormack wrote to Ms. Higgs 

on May 15, 1985, and stated that had already "been in contact with Father 

Shanley and will be speaking with him about this matter soon[,]" see RCAB 
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00056, Bishop McCormack in reality only first informed Father Shanley about the 

letter from Ms. Higgs and the "note" he "received" from Cardinal Law on June 

4, 1985, a couple of weeks later. See RCAB 00053. Bishop McCormack admitted 

that, prior to sending his response to Ms. Higgs, he had not spoken to Cardinal 

Law or Father Shanley about Ms. Higgs's letter. See McCormack Admissions, 

Response Nos. 27-30. Moreover, when Bishop McCormack finally informed 

Father Shanley of the letter, he merely questioned whether Father Shanley 

"would care to comment" on the letter and asked him to put his comments 

(seemingly if he chose to comment at all) in writing or they could "get together 

some day about it." See RCAB 00053. Finally, although Bishop McCormack 

knew that Father Shanley had unsupervised access to children as Pastor at St. 

Jean's, he did not place any restrictions and he was not aware of any restrictions 

placed on Father Shanley from 1985 through 1990 that would have prevented 

him from having such access to children, including Greg. See McCormack 

Admissions, Response Nos. 36 and 38. 

On May 31, 2002, Cardinal Law answered, under the pains and penalties 

of perjury, Plaintiffs' Request for Admissions. See Responses of the Defendant, 

Bernard Cardinal Law, to Plaintiffs' Requests for Admissions ("Law 

Admissions"). In response to the first request, Cardinal Law responded that he 

"does not believe he read the 'Higgs Letter' in 1985 .... " See Law Admissions, 
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Response No.1. On the first day of his deposition, however, Cardinal Law 

admitted that it was more probable than not that he did receive the letter from 

Ms. Higgs and wrote a "note" to Bishop McCormack asking him to respond to 

Ms. Higgs, as Bishop McCormack explained in his letter to Ms. Higgs. See Law 

Depo., June 5,2002, pp. 222-25. In fact, Cardinal Law indicated that he wanted to 

amend his sworn answer to the Plaintiffs' request for admissions on that very 

same subject to: "the defendant believes that he did read the Higgs letter in 

1985." See Law Depo., June 5, 2002, pp. 222-25. Two days later, after admitting 

that he had discussed the subject with his counsel, Cardinal Law again changed 

his sworn answer and stated that: "The defendant does not believe he read the 

'Higgs Letter' in 1985." See Law Depo., June 7, 2002, pp. 55-66. Father Helmick, 

personal secretary to Cardinal Medeiros and Cardinal Law, however, testified 

that he would have expected under the policies at the time that Bishop Robert J. 

Banks ("Bishop Banks") would have spoken to Cardinal Law about the letter sent 

by Ms. Higgs. See Deposition of William Helmick ("Helmick Depo."), dated 

May 22, 2002, pp. 211-212. As a result, it is clear that Bishop McCormack 

received and, at the very least, Cardinal Law likely knew about the letter from 

Ms. Higgs in 1985, yet neither did anything about it -- not even look at the 

RCAB's files on Father Shanley, which contained various allegations of sexual 
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molestation and deviant beliefs about the propriety of sex between men and 

boys. 

Throughout this time, from around 1983 to 1989, Father Shanley was 

sexually molesting not only Greg, but also Paul Busa,_ 

_ and Anthony Driscoll who were all parishioners at St. Jean's where 

Father Shanley had unsupervised access to children. See generally, "Plaintiffs' 

Memorandum In Support Of Motion In Limine To Admit Evidence Of Paul R. 

Shanley's Sexual Molestation Of Others," dated July 21, 2003, which was filed 

contemporaneously herewith ("Plaintiffs' Other Molestation Memorandum"). 

Father Shanley now faces criminal prosecution for rape and indecent assault and 

battery with respect to all four victims who contend that they were molested at 

st. Jean's. Father Shanley pled the Fifth Amendment at his deposition with 

respect to questions concerning whether he abused those persons and others. 

See generally, Deposition of Paul R. Shanley, dated December 29,2002 ("Shanley 

Depo."). 

In 1986, a social worker with the Department of Social Services ("DSS"), 

sent Cardinal Law a letter on official DSS stationary. See DG-0002; Affidavit of 

Bryan Schultz, dated July 15, 2003 ("Schultz Aff."), en 7. In that letter, Mr. Schultz 

stated that he had recently seen a television program concerning sexual abuse of 

minor children by parish priests and was concerned about the Catholic Church's 
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"lack of response" to the situation. See DG-0002. He also reported that he had 

been sexually abused by three priests and would be pleased to meet with 

Cardinal Law discuss the situation. See DG-0002. In response, Mr. Schultz 

received a letter from Father Helmick. Schultz Aff. en 8. Father Helmick stated in 

the letter that he had been asked to respond on behalf of Cardinal Law and Mr. 

Schultz could be assured that if there was any abuse that occurred within the 

RCAB, it would be taken "most seriously .... " See Schultz Aff. en 8. On August 

25, 1986, Mr. Schultz responded to Father Helmick's letter and conveyed his 

dissatisfaction with the response. See DG-OOOl. That letter also was sent on 

official DSS stationery. See DG-0001; Schultz Aff. en 8. Mr. Schultz did not 

receive a response. 

Had Cardinal Law held the requested meeting, he would have learned 

that Mr. Schultz had been sexually abused by three RCAB priests: Fathers 

Robert Gale (who has multiple allegations against him); Daniel Graham (who 

later admitted to abuse); and Shanley. See Schultz Aff. en 9. At his deposition, 

Cardinal Law was unclear as to whether or not he had ever seen the letters from 

Mr. Schultz, although both letters were addressed directly to him. See Law 

Depo., October 11, 2002, pp 66-80; DG-0002 and 0202. In addition, Father 

Helmick testified that it was safe to say that Cardinal Law had asked him to 

respond to the letter of Cardinal Law's behalf. See Helmick Depo., October 9, 
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2002, pp. 42-43. Nonetheless, when asked why there was never a meeting with 

Mr. Schultz, Cardinal Law attempted to minimize the letter and testified that Mr. 

Schultz had only reported that he was not sure he was sexually abused by a 

RCAB priest. See Law Depo., October 11, 2002, pp. 57-58. 

In March of 1988, another complaint was presented to the RCAB about 

Father Shanley. See RCAB 00060. Specifically, a patient at McLean Hospital 

reported that Father Shanley had been speaking with him in detail about a 

specific sado-masochistic incident and was "coming on to him." See RCAB 

00060. The patient was interviewed by Bishop Banks, the Moderator of the 

Curiae and Auxiliary Bishop (second in command) of the RCAB, who also was 

personally familiar with the allegations in letter from Ms. Higgs. See Deposition 

of Robert J. Banks ("Banks Depo."), dated November 7, 2002, pp. 177-78; 183-85. 

Indeed, as the second man in charge of the RCAB at the time, Bishop Banks had 

full access to the records of Father Shanley. See Banks Depo. pp. 68. 

On March 18, 1988, Bishop Banks spoke with Father Shanley who 

"became irate at first, questioning why the matter should be brought up at all." 

See RCAB 00060. After Father Shanley calmed down, "he indicated he 

remembered the person and the incident, but did not remember anything in the 

conversation, especially on the subject that T. mentioned." See RCAB 00060 

(emphasis added). Father Shanley, however, did not deny the allegation. See 
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RCAB 00060; Banks Depo. pp. 195-96. On March 19, 1988, Bishop Banks, 

however, telephoned the patient and "told him that Father S. had denied the 

allegation, and that there really was nothing I [Bishop Banks] could do." See 

RCAB 00060; Banks Depo. pp. 199-200. Considering that Bishop Banks was 

aware of both the letter from Ms. Higgs and the allegations of the McLean 

patient, even Cardinal Law could not defend his actions. See Law Depo., August 

14, 2002, pp. 184-85. In fact, Cardinal Law admitted at his deposition that Bishop 

Banks could have and should have done more than he had done with regard to 

his handling of the letter from Ms. Higgs and complaint from the patient at 

McLean's. See Law Depo., August 14, 2002, pp. 184, 187, 195. At the time, Father 

Shanley was still sexually molesting Greg and others at St. Jean's. See generally, 

Plaintiffs' Other Molestation Memorandum. 

On December 7, 1989, Cardinal Law acknowledged Father Shanley's 

resignation. See RCAB 00664-00665. Cardinal Law not only warmly thanked 

Father Shanley for his thirty years of priestly service and his impressive record, 

but also stated that "all of us in the Archdiocese are grateful to you for your 

priestly care". See RCAB 00664-00665. A host of reasons (none of them having 

to do with sexual abuse) were provided for Father Shanley'S departure. See Law 

Depo., October 11, 2002, pp. 85, 102. The first asserted reason was that Father 

Shanley refused to take a new oath from Rome. See Law Depo., August 14, 2002, 
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p. 200. As a sitting pastor, however, Father Shanley was not required to take the 

oath and an RCAB spokesperson, John Walsh, was quoted in a local newspaper 

stating that Father Shanley's refusal to take the oath was not an issue. See Law 

Depo., October 11, 2002, p. 82. Other reasons included allergies and stomach 

troubles. See Law Depo., October 11, 2002, pp. 85, 102. Father Shanley's 

personnel status within the RCAB changed continuously and is well summarized 

in a memorandum, dated January 2, 1990, and later in another memorandum 

dated February 6, 1990. See RCAB 00636-00637, respectively. Indeed, RCAB 

personnel director James McCarthy testified that he had never confronted a 

priest whose status had changed so much. See Deposition of James McCarthy 

("McCarthy Depo."), September 25, 2002, pp. 161-162. 

Father Shanley's past did not, however, prevent Bishop Banks from giving 

Father Shanley a glowing recommendation to the Diocese of San Bernadino. See 

RCAB 00379. As Bishop Banks stated in a letter to the Very Reverend Philip A. 

Behan at the Diocese of San Bernadino, dated January 16, 1990: 

Reverend Paul R. Shanley, a priest in good standing and of the 
Archdiocese and was recently granted a medical leave for one year 
by His Eminence, Cardinal Law. . .. I can assure you that Father 
Shanley has no problem that would be a concern to your diocese. 
He has resigned from his parish on his own, and we shall place him 
in parish ministry when he returns. 

See RCAB 00379 (emphasis added). When asked about the letter of 

recommendation and whether the Diocese of San Bernadino deserved to know 
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about the allegations raised in the letter from Ms. Higgs, Bishop Banks testified 

that, even assuming the allegations raised by Ms. Higgs were true, the new 

Diocese did not deserve to know "if the priest had said he misspoke or that he 

changed his mind or that he was very sorry about the whole thing." See Banks 

Depo., November 7, 2002, pp. 243-44 (emphasis added). 

Seemingly, Father Shanley was not pleased with his relocation to 

California and continuously pressured the RCAB for more money and actually 

threatened to "go public" with the story. See RCAB 00707-00710. In response, 

Father Shanley was provided with extra money by the RCAB. See McCarthy 

Depo., September 25, 2002, pp. 109-110. In addition, on December 11, 1990, 

Cardinal Law officially extended Father Shanley's sick leave for another twelve 

months. See RCAB 00668. 

In 1991, Bishop McCormack provided information to Edwin H. Cassem, 

M.D., the Chief of Psychiatry at Massachusetts General Hospital, who consulted 

(along with numerous other MGH doctors) with the RCAB during the late 1980s 

and through the 1990s about priests accused of sexual misconduct and other 

matters. See Deposition of Edwin Cassem, M.D. ("Cassem Depo."), dated May 

20, 2003, pp. 32, 116. Dr. Cassem testified, however, that he was not provided 

with relevant information from Father Shanley's file, including, in particular, 

claims that Father Shanley supported the views of NAMBLA and believed in the 
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propriety of sex between men and boys. See Cassem Depo., May 20, 2003, pp. 

131-134. Indeed, Dr. Cassem testified the he was "stupefied that I was not 

provided with the information," see Cassem Depo., May 20, 2003, pp. 190-191, 

that he feels he was manipulated and mislead by Bishop McCormack, and that 

Bishop McCormack "is a liar." See Cassem Depo., May 21,2003, pp. 140, 169-170 

(Dr. Cassem later attempted to change that testimony in an errata sheet by 

replacing it with "I do not believe that I received all of the information from 

Father McCormack.").7 

In 1993, more allegations were made against Father Shanley, which Father 

Shanley admitted were true. See RCAB 00622-00623. A settlement agreement 

was negotiated which required that Father Shanley not be placed into ministry 

where he would have unsupervised access to minors. See RCAB 00183-00193. 

Notwithstanding that agreement, Father Shanley relocated to New York, with 

the approval of Cardinal Law, where he became the assistant executive director 

of Leo House, a Catholic hotel, whose guests included children. See RCAB 

00511. Even though he was working in another Catholic Diocese, the RCAB was 

less than candid about Father Shanley's past. See RCAB 00521, RCAB 00538-

7 Notwithstanding Dr. Cassem's errata sheet, a witness may not make wholesale changes to a 
deposition transcript.. See Boynton v. Boland, 1996 WL 1348859, at *3 (Mass. Super. Ct. March 14, 
1996); see Rios v. Bigler, 847 F. Supp. 1538 (D. Kan. 1994) (explaining that an errata sheet may not 
be used to change what has been said under oath); Greenway v. International Paper, 144 F.RD. 
322,325 (WD.La. 1992) (a deposition is not a take home examination). 
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0539. As Father Brian Flatley (who replaced Bishop McCormack) wrote to 

Cardinal Law on September 13, 1995: 

Monsignor O'Donnell [a representative of Cardinal O'Connor, 
former Archbishop of the Diocese of New York] does not know 
much about Father Shanley's history. Monsignor Murphy told 
him that there have been allegations of sexual misconduct about 
Father Shanley, and he felt that was all he needed to know at the 
time. Cardinal 0' Connor would like him to find out more about 
Father Shanley's situation .... In reviewing Father Shanley's file, 
I recognize that this is a very difficult situation. Father Shanley 
was assessed at the Institute for Living in 1993. It was not a very 
positive assessment. He has a great deal of psychological 
pathology. . .. I do not think that Father Shanley is a threat to 
abuse youngsters. I do understand that he could become a problem 
that Cardinal 0' Connor does not need. 

See RCAB 00538 (emphasis added). 

The Order of Nuns which had founded Leo House also was concerned 

about rumors that Father Shanley had a history of abuse. See RCAB 00568. In a 

letter to Cardinal Law, dated December 14, 1995, Sister Anne Karline wrote: 

Last evening, December 13, I received a phone call from the 
BOSTON AREA, presumably from a priest. I am somewhat 
disturbed, because after throwing out some wild accusations, he 
openly said that FATHER PAUL SHANLEY WAS A CHILD 
MOLESTER and we had better be aware! I didn't think that this 
person had any justification to state all that he did, but he ended up 
saying he would have to make it known to THE NEW YORK 
TIMES! ... Would you be so kind as to clarify FATHER PAUL"S 
INTEGRITY AND REPUTATION AND CHARACTER. 

See RCAB 00568. Father Flatley's response to Sister Karline's letter did not 

address the issue of whether Father Shanley had a history of abuse. See RCAB 
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00570-00571. Rather, Father Flatley gave the clear impression that there was no 

such history. See RCAB 00570-00571. As Father Flatley reported in a 

memorandum, dated January 25, 1996: 

Father Shanley asked if I would be willing to speak with Sister 
Anne to allay her fears. . .. I called Sister Anne. She returned my 
call and we connected on Thursday, January 25, 1996. I told her 
that I was willing to answer any questions that she might have, and 
told her of my opinion that Leo House is a good placement for 
Father Shanley. She agreed that it seemed to be, but that she 
needed to pass her concerns along after the call in December. She 
does have some reservations about Father Shanley's moving into 
the Hotel after that call. I told her that I felt that those are internal 
questions to be resolved there. I asked if she were comfortable 
having Father Shanley discuss these matters with her and Sister 
Bertha. She said she would welcome it. I believe that she said that 
hearing from me was enough to make her feel comfortable. 

See RCAB 00570-00571 (emphasis added). 

In 1997, Father Shanley communicated with the RCAB about his desire to 

replace Francis Pilecki (the former president of Westfield State College who was 

convicted of sex crimes against children), the executive director of Leo House. 

See RCAB 00598. Among the files produced by the RCAB is a letter signed by 

Cardinal Law to Cardinal O'Connor concerning the potential of placing Father 

Shanley in charge of Leo House. See RCAB 00600. As the letter stated: 

Father Shanley has done good work at Leo House and is well 
regarded by staff, but, as you know, some controversy from his 
past has followed him to New York. Two conflicting issues arise in 
considering Father Shanley for the post. The first is that he has 
done good work and is surrounded by a competent staff which is 
aware of his situation. Opposing this is the likelihood that the role 
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of Executive Director will bring with it a greater notoriety. That 
could draw publicity to him, to Leo House and to the Church. I am 
aware that you will be discussing this with Monsignor Edward 
O'Donnell. It is my understanding that he has the most complete 
information of anyone. If you do decide to allow Father Shanley 
to accept this position, I would not object. 

See RCAB 00600 (emphasis added). Cardinal Law later testified that he did not 

send the letter, but, instead spoke to Cardinal O'Connor about Father Shanley. 

See Law Depo., October 16, 2002, p. 240. In any event, Cardinal O'Connor 

vetoed the idea of Father Shanley becoming Executive Director of Leo House, 

and Father Shanley left New York for California, where he resided before his 

arrest in May of last year. See Law Depo., October 16, 2002, pp. 240-241. 

In February of 1996 Cardinal Law wrote to Father Shanley thanking him 

for his years of service upon granting him Senior Priest/Retirement status. See 

RCAB 00737. In that letter, Cardinal Law stated as follows: 

This letter provides me with an opportunity to thank you in my 
name and in the name of the people of the Archdiocese for the 
ministry which you offered both in parishes and in a specialized 
way over the years from you ordination in 1960 until your Sick 
Leave began in 1990. For thirty years in assigned ministry you 
brought God's Word and His Love to His people and I know that 
that continues to be your goal despite some difficult limitations. 
That is an impressive record and all of us are truly grateful for your 
priestly care and ministry to all whom you have served during 
those years. Without doubt over all of these years of generous and 
zealous care, the lives and hearts of many people have been 
touched by your sharing of the Lord's Spirit. Your are truly 
appreciated for all that you have done. 
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See RCAB 00737 (emphasis added). Father Shanley is currently awaiting trial on 

rape and indecent assault and battery charges involving Gregory Ford, Paul 

Busa, and Anthony Driscoll. 

B. Other Priests 

Listed below is a sample and general summary of the evidence the 

Plaintiffs intend to present concerning how the RCAB, by and through the 

actions and inactions of Defendants and others, dealt with accusations against 

other priests over the years. The sample and summary below by no means is 

intended to be exhaustive and the Plaintiffs reserve the right to proffer additional 

evidence at trial. 

1. JOSEPH BIRMINGHAM8 

In February of 1960, Joseph Birmingham was ordained, along with Father 

Shanley, Bishop McCormack, John M. Cotter, Bernard J. Lane ("Father Lane") 

and Eugene M. O'Sullivan ("Father O'Sullivan"). Father Birmingham's first 

assignment was at Our Lady of Fatima in Sudbury, Massachusetts. See 

Birmingham 2.1. In a matter of only three short years, Father Birmingham 

molested more than one dozen young boys. Two of those boys, Michael McCabe 

and Peter Taylor, reported what had happened to them and confront Father 

8 The documents referenced in each numbered subsection (i.e. 1. Joseph Birmingham) will be found behind 
the corresponding numbered tab in the Addendum attached to the brief. The documents are in the 
following order: Bates stamped documents; Affidavits; Deposition Transcripts; Complaints and Other 
Pleadings; Miscellaneous documents. 
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Birmingham about it. In November 1964, a meeting was called at the Chancery 

with the pastor of Our Lady, Robert Hurley, RCAB Chancellor, Monsignor 

Francis J. Sexton ("Monsignor Sexton"), Personnel Director, Monsignor Thomas 

J. Finnegan ("Monsignor Finnegan"), the two boys, their fathers, and Father 

Birmingham. Father Birmingham denied that he molested the young boys. See 

Birmingham 2.1. Nevertheless, the RCAB officials, including Monsignors Sexton 

and Finnegan, recommended that Father Birmingham seek treatment with Dr. 

Philip Quinn and in the words of Monsignor Finnegan, "in any event, Father B. is 

to be transferred." Birmingham 2.1. About one year later, Michael McCabe saw 

Father Birmingham with a group of children on a ski trip in New Hampshire. 

Almost immediately after the meeting at the Chancery, Father 

Birmingham was transferred to St. James parish in Salem. See Birmingham 2.33. 

It is unclear whether Father Birmingham ever received any therapy as 

recommended by the RCAB officials after the November 1964 meeting. In Salem, 

Father Birmingham molested more than 20 young boys. See Complaint of 

Hogan et al. v. RCAB et al. ("Hogan Complaint"). 

In 1970, rumors circulated around Salem that Father Birmingham was 

molesting the altar boys. See Birmingham 2.5-2.6. Father Patrick Kelly, from 

Annunciation Rectory in Danvers telephoned and wrote to Personnel Director, 

John Jennings about these rumors. See Birmingham 2.5-2.6. He expressed his 
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concern about the children Father Birmingham was hurting and about Father 

Birmingham's health as well. Birmingham 2.5-2.6. He said he visited with the 

pastor of St. James and expected that the pastor had sent a letter to Jennings. 

Birmingham 2.5-2.6. Father Kelly noted that Father Matthias, OFM is also aware 

of the Birmingham problem. Birmingham 2.5-2.6. 

Bishop McCormack served with Father Birmingham in Salem for a period 

of time in the late 1960's. Now Bishop McCormack of Manchester, New 

Hampshire, he testified that he saw "Damn Father Birmingham" scrawled on a 

fence in Salem in or about 1970. See Deposition of Bishop John McCormack, 

("McCormack Depo."), dated August IS, 2002, p. 148-149. Shortly thereafter, a 

male parishioner, knocked on the door of Catholic Charities 

where Bishop McCormack was assigned and reported to him that Father 

Birmingham had molested parish altar boys. See McCormack Depo., August IS, 

2002, p. 148-149. Bishop McCormack testified that he believed this report. See 

McCormack Depo., August IS, 2002, p. 148-149. 

In or about the end of 1969 or 1970, Father Birmingham was transferred 

from St. James to St. Michael's in Lowell. See Birmingham 2.33. Shortly after his 

transfer, a group of women learned that their sons too were being sexually 

molested by Father Birmingham. See Affidavit of Mary McGee ("McGee Aff."). 

One mother, Mary McGee spoke immediately with the Principal of the school, 
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Sister Grace Kenning. See McGee Aff.. Sister Grace already knew that 

Birmingham had been molesting children and said "don't tell me they got 

Michael too." See McGee Aff .. 

Sister Grace told Mary that she had gone to the Archdiocese of Boston as 

soon as she became aware of the situation with Father Birmingham. See McGee 

Aff.. Sr. Grace spoke with Father John Jennings, the Personnel Director. See 

McGee Aff.. She told Father Jennings that as long as she was Principal of St. 

James, Father Birmingham would no longer be allowed near any of her students. 

See McGee Aff .. She told Mary that Father Jennings dismissed her as a meddling 

female. See McGee Aff.. She suggested that Mary go to the Archdiocese with a 

group of the parents. See McGee Aff.; Birmingham 2.42-2.43. 

Mrs. McGee called a meeting where concerned family members and 

parishioners got together. See McGee Aff.. It was decided that a group of 

women, including Mary McGee, Winnie Morton, Judy Fairbank, Ann McDaid 

and Tony Abraham would go to Brighton to speak with Father Jennings. See 

McGee Aff.. At the meeting with Father Jennings, these women made three 

requests: (1) that Father Birmingham receive professional help; (2) that his access 

to children be restricted; and (3) that the pastor at his new parish, St. Michael's in 

Lowell, be told about Father Birmingham's past in order for him to keep an eye 

on Father Birmingham. See McGee Aff .. Father Jennings refused to agree to any 
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of these requests. See McGee Aff.. In fact, he warned them of the penalties of 

slander. See McGee Aff.. He excused the women and told them to go back to 

Salem and let the Archdiocese of Boston handle this matter. See McGee Aff .. 

Father Birmingham served at St. Michael's in Lowell from 1970-1977. See 

Birmingham 2.33. There, he was head of the Catholic Youth Organization and 

ran the altar boy program. He established a club house in the church basement 

where young children would gather to play games and study. During this seven 

year period, he molested another 20 boys. See Hogan Complaint. It is clear that 

either Father Jennings did not warn the pastor at St. Michael's or the pastor did 

not heed Father Jennings' advice. 

In 1977, Father Birmingham was transferred to St. Columbkille's parish in 

Brighton. See Birmingham 2.33. There are at least three known victims of Father 

Birmingham's sexual abuse from St. Columbkille's. See Hogan Complaint. One 

young boy could not swim and therefore relied on Father Birmingham to hold 

him while the two of them were in the pool together. See Affidavit of John Doe 3 

("Doe 3 Aff.") 9 Father Birmingham took advantage of this 

child's vulnerability and sexually molested him in the swimming pool. See Doe 

3 Aff.. On another occasion, Father Birmingham tried to sexually molest this 

9 John Doe 3' s name has been provided to defense counsel. 
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same child in the church but the boy ran away so fast that he ran into oncoming 

traffic and was hit by a car. See Doe 3 Aff .. 

In 1985, the RCAB sought a recommendation from Dr. Philip Quinn. See 

Birmingham 2.10. Dr. Quinn wrote "at the present time there is no evidence of 

any significant sexual preoccupation .... Consequently I can see no reason why 

he could not be made a pastor." See Birmingham 2.10. Father Birmingham 

remained at St. Columbkille's until he was transferred to St. Ann's in Gloucester 

in 1986. See Birmingham 2.33. Father Birmingham molested at least three boys 

while at St. Ann's. See Hogan Complaint. Interestingly, by this time, Bishop 

McCormack was now the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, a high level 

position within the Archdiocese of Boston. "As secretary for ministerial 

personnel, [McCormack] had administrative oversight over those offices and 

departments within the RCAB that dealt with ministerial personnel. So it was 

planning, budgeting, problem solving." See McCormack Depo., June 3, 2002, p. 

31. It was under Bishop McCormack's watch that Father Birmingham was 

promoted to pastor by Cardinal Law in 1985. See McCormack Depo., dated June 

3, 2002, p. 238-240; Law Depo., October 11, 2002, p. 201. Bishop McCormack 

testified that he spoke to someone about whether or not Father Birmingham was 

fit to be pastor. See McCormack Depo., June 3, 2002, pp. 238-240. Bishop 

McCormack wondered at the time whether he ought to be made pastor, in light 
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of his past sexual abuse of children. See McCormack Depo., June 3, 2002, p. 238-

240. He also testified that he knew it was Bishop Banks and Cardinal Law who 

were responsible for assigning priests to their parishes. See McCormack Depo., 

August 15, 2002, p. 166-168. But Bishop McCormack did not do anything to stop 

the appointment of Father Birmingham to pastor of a family parish. 

In 1987, Paul Ciaramitaro, who was only 15 years old, told his mother 

about the sexual abuse he had suffered at the hands of Father Birmingham. See 

Hogan Complaint.. Mrs. Beatrice Ciaramitaro, his mother, immediately called 

the Chancery and was told to call her local bishop, Bishop John J. Mulcahy. See 

Affidavit of Beatrice Ciaramitaro ("Ciaramitaro Aff."). Mrs. Ciaramitaro did just 

that and Father Birmingham was transferred from St. Ann's the very next day. 

See Ciaramitaro Aff.; Birmingham 2.11. Bishop Mulcahy agreed to provide Mr. 

Ciaramitaro with therapy. Mrs. Ciaramitaro received counseling from Bishop 

Mulcahy himself. See Ciaramitaro Aff. 

Over the next few years, Mr. Ciaramitaro became increasingly emotionally 

unstable. His illness, tuberous sclerosis made him more vulnerable to pressure 

from home. See Hogan Complaint. He was completely reliant on the shelter, 

food and care his parents provided. See Hogan Complaint. In 1990, Mr. 

Ciaramitaro decided, with the help of a friend, to consult a lawyer. See JB 0014-

0015. In or about 1991, Bishop Mulcahy called Mrs. Ciaramitaro screaming at 
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her. See Ciaramitaro Aff.. He was very angry that Mr. Ciaramitaro had decided 

to bring a claim against the church. Mrs. Ciaramitaro did not know what Bishop 

Mulcahy was talking about. See Ciaramitaro Aff.. Paul had not told her about 

contacting the lawyer for fear that it would greatly upset her. Bishop Mulcahy 

told her that if Mr. Ciaramitaro continued to bring a claim against the church, 

Bishop Mulcahy would withhold counseling from Mr. Ciaramitaro. Counseling 

was very important to Mrs. Ciaramitaro. See Ciaramitaro Aff.. She felt 

intimidated into convincing Mr. Ciaramitaro to drop his claims against the 

church. See Ciaramitaro Aff.. She told him that if he continued to sue the 

church, he would be kicked out of the family. See Ciaramitaro Aff.. Shortly 

thereafter, Mr. Ciaramitaro went to his attorney and told him to "settle the 

matter." See Birmingham 2.50-2.53; Birmingham 2.88. Mr. Ciaramitaro's 

attorney in fact settled the matter for a "meager settlement." See Birmingham 

2.91; 2.92 

Bishop Banks, then Vicar for Administration, spoke with Father 

Birmingham who admitted "there had been some difficulty." See Birmingham 

2.12-2.14. Father Birmingham agreed to resign from his position as pastor of St. 

Ann's and seek assessment and therapy. See Birmingham 2.11. In March 1987, 

Father Birmingham was sent to the Institute of Living for a psychiatric 

assessment. See Birmingham 2.20-2.22. The Institute doctors expressed concern 
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over "what is the risk of his acting out in this manner again." See Birmingham 

2.20-2.22. 

Nevertheless, Father Birmingham was transferred to St. Brigid's in 

Lexington. See Birmingham 2.33; Law Depo., October 11, 2002, p. 201, 204. 

According to Cardinal Law, see Affidavit of Tom Blanchette ("Blanchette Aff."), 

Father Birmingham's ministry was restricted and he was to have no contact with 

children. See Blanchette Affidavit. However, according to Sister Marie Labolitta, 

a nun assigned to St. Brigid's with Father Birmingham, none of the staff at St. 

Brigid's were told that Father Birmingham had any restrictions, particularly with 

respect to children. 

In April 1987, a man by the name of William Connelly wrote specifically 

to Cardinal Law to ask him about "Father Joe Birmingham who was taken out of 

St. James' Parish in Salem during the last 1960's to early 1970's .... Birmingham 

had been removed because he had molested boys in the parish." See 

Birmingham 2.22-2.23. Mr. Connelly demanded that Cardinal Law tell him 

whether the Joe Birmingham, pastor in Gloucester was the same Joe Birmingham 

that was assigned to St. James .. " See Birmingham 2.22-2.23. He raised a concern 

about whether his son, an altar boy, had been abused by Father Birmingham and 

also that there were rumors that Father Birmingham had AIDS. See Birmingham 

2.22-2.23. The RCAB's response came from Bishop McCormack who wrote "I 
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contacted Father Birmingham and asked him specifically about the matter you 

expressed in your letter. He assured me there is absolutely no factual basis to 

your concern regarding your son and him. From my knowledge of Father 

Birmingham and my relationship with him, I feel he would tell me the truth and 

I believe he is speaking the truth in this matter." See Birmingham 2.25-2.26. 

Despite the grave concerns Mr. Connelly raised in his letter and the assertions 

Bishop McCormack made in his deposition that he would have encouraged Mr. 

Connelly to speak with his son, Bishop McCormack actually told Mr. Connelly "I 

see no need of your raising this question with your son." See Birmingham 2.25-

2.26; McCormack Depo., June 3, 2002, p. 243. Bishop McCormack testified, 

however, that at the time he received this letter, he knew that the Father 

Birmingham referenced in Mr. _' s letter was the same Birmingham that 

was removed from St. James' parish in 1970. See McCormack Depo., June 3, 

2002, p. 241. Father Birmingham remained at St. Brigid's until his death in 1989, 

at the age of 55. See Birmingham 2.33. 

Thirty years after being abused, Thomas Blanchette decided after years of 

not speaking about Father Birmingham that he wanted to visit Father 

Birmingham at St. Brigid's. See Blanchette Aff.. Mr. Blanchette gave Father 

Birmingham a brief description of the effect of Father Birmingham's abuse on 

him and his brothers. See Blanchette Aff .. Father Birmingham tried to explain to 
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him that he had personal difficulties all of his life, his parents were both dead 

and he was an only child. See Blanchette Aff.. He also explained to Mr. 

Blanchette that he now suffered from a "mysterious illness." See Blanchette Aff .. 

Mr. Blanchette said to Father Birmingham, "I have come here tonight to ask you 

to forgive me for the hatred and resentment I have held against you for 25 

years." See Blanchette Aff.. Father Birmingham stood up, raised his fists and 

said, "Why are you asking me to forgive you?" See Blanchette Aff.. Father 

Birmingham then fell back in his chair and sobbed. See Blanchette Aff .. 

A few days before Father Birmingham died, Tom Blanchette went back to 

visit Father Birmingham at Symmes Hospital. See Blanchette Aff.. Father 

Birmingham was gravely ill and he had a friend with him in the hospital room, 

Military Chaplain Lawrence Kelly. Father Birmingham died a few short hours 

after Mr. Blanchette left the hospital. See Blanchette Aff .. 

Tom Blanchette attended Father Birmingham's funeral in February 1989. 

See Blanchette Aff.. There, he approached Cardinal Law to tell him about his 

relationship with Father Birmingham. See Blanchette Aff.. Cardinal Law 

promised Mr. Blanchette that once he learned of Father Birmingham's sexual 

abuse of children, he had placed him in a restricted parish setting where he had 

no access to children, presumably st. Brigid's in Lexington. See Blanchette Aff .. 

Cardinal Law told Mr. Blanchette to speak with Bishop Banks about the matter, 
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as he was the Bishop handling these matters. See Blanchette Aff.. Mr. Blanchette 

told Cardinal Law that there were many young men who needed the church's 

help and the church has an obligation to reach out to them. See Blanchette Aff .. 

Cardinal Law continued to urge Mr. Blanchette to speak with Bishop Banks 

about the matter. See Blanchette Aff.. Furthermore, in an attempt to silence Mr. 

Blanchette, Cardinal Law blessed him and stated "1 bind you by the power of the 

confessional not to speak to anyone else about this. We don't want to destroy the 

reputation of this good man's ministry." See Blanchette Aff .. 

2. RICHARD BUNTEL 

Father Richard Buntel ("Father Buntel") was ordained in 1971 and 

incardinated into the Archdiocese of Boston. See Buntel-2 003. From 1977 to 

1983, Father Buntel served as part of Team Ministry at St. Joseph's parish in 

Malden, from which he resigned following "personality clashes and tensions." 

See Buntel-2 036. Around this time, Bishop Daily took a very active role in 

overseeing Father Buntel. See Buntel-2 041. In fact, Father Buntel was "sent 

away for a month" to Our Lady's Hall for alcohol abuse treatment. See Buntel-2 

041. An August I, 1983 memorandum from Bishop Daily to Father McCarthy 

memorializes a conversation the two of them had on July 30, 1983 regarding 

Father BunteI's alcohol and drug abuse and "personal problems." See Buntel -2-
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041. While Father Buntel admitted to alcohol and drug abuse, Bishop Daily 

wrote, "he made no admission of personal problems." See Buntel-2-041. 

Despite the fact that Father Buntel admitted to having abused alcohol and 

drugs and despite the RCAB's suspicions that there were other "personal 

problems," including homosexual behavior, see Buntel-2 041, Father Buntel was 

assigned to St. Catherine's parish in Westford in August 1983. See Buntel-2 042. 

In or about October 1983, Father Buntel sexually assaulted a 21-year old man 

who lived and worked at the rectory of St. Catherine's after supplying this man 

with cocaine. See Complaint of Leeland Eisenberg v. RCAB et aI, ("Eisenberg 

Complaint"). 

The truth surrounding the break-up of the Team Ministry, Father Buntel's 

treatment at Our Lady's Hall and his subsequent transfer to St. Catherine's, is 

memorialized in a 1994 memorandum from Bishop McCormack in response to a 

complaint that Father Buntel sexually molested a child from the ages of 15-21. 

See Buntel-2 092. Bishop McCormack wrote that Father "Kevin Crowley called

doesn't doubt [victim's] report." See Buntel-2 092. Father Crowley and Father 

Guarino were assigned to St. Joseph's at the time the abuse occurred and "Kevin 

complained to Dick. Mike showed Kevin all of Dick's male pornography mags 

[sic] in Dick's closet. Smelled marijuana, saw cocaine and thought he drank too 

much. Confronted Dick. [Father] Vic Lavoie did drugs a few times. Reported 
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Dick -told [Father Robert] Beale-only treated him for alcohol-which Kevin 

thought he was still doing cocaine. He returned to parish in a mo[nth]-not at all 

improved. Team broke up-Dick went to Westford." See Buntel-2 092. 

Father BunteI's personal problems with drugs, alcohol and homosexual 

behavior were once again raised in November 1983 by Bishop John M. D' Arcy 

("Bishop D' Arcy"), Auxiliary Bishop of Boston. See Buntel-2 046-047. In a letter 

dated November 1, 1983, Bishop D' Arcy wrote to Bishop Daily about a 

nickname used by kids for Father Buntel: "pothead." See Buntel-2 046-047. He 

also told Bishop Daily that there was talk at Father BunteI's previous parish (St. 

Joseph's in Holden) about Father BunteI's homosexual activity. Bishop D' Arcy 

highlighted that these activities could have a devastating effect on children and 

that a scandal may ensue for the Church. See Buntel-2 046-047 (emphasis added). 

Bishop D' Arcy stated that Father Buntel was well aware that people thought this 

about him and nevertheless refused to get help or treatment. See Buntel-2 046-

047. Bishop D' Arcy expressed grave concern for the parish and the parishioners, 

as well as the scandal which could arise in Westford. See Buntel-2 046-047 

(emphasis added). Bishop D' Arcy clearly stated that he believed that Father 

Buntel had serious problems in the area of drugs, alcohol and homosexual 

activity. See Buntel-2 046-047 (emphasis added). 
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On November 3, 1983, Bishop Daily responded to D' Arcy's letter and 

scheduled an appointment to meet with Father Buntel. See Buntel-2 048, 050. 

After meeting with Father Buntel, Bishop Daily wrote to Bishop D' Arcy 

explaining that Father Buntel "was upset and angry about [your] letter. .. in no 

way is there any question of scandal or admiration ... I suggested to him ... that 

it was my understanding that you had serious problems about potential scandal 

relating not only to alcoholism and drugs but, more especially, to inappropriate 

activity about which we have previously discussed." See Buntel-2 051 

(emphasis added). Bishop D' Arcy agreed to meet with Father Buntel and in a 

letter to Bishop Daily states "I certainly hope that his response to you represents 

the total truth. As you know, it is in some conflict with other reports." See 

Buntel-2 053. According to RCAB records, no further investigation was 

conducted and nothing was done to prevent Father Buntel from engaging in 

similar behavior at St. Catherine's. 

In an April 27, 1984 memorandum from Monsignor Frederick Ryan to 

Bishop Daily, Monsignor Ryan told Bishop Daily that a social worker called 

stating her concern about Father BunteI's drug abuse and his use of drugs with 

children while at St. Joseph's. See Buntel-2 054-055. The social worker 

highlighted the effects this could have on children. See Buntel-2 054-055. 

Monsignor Ryan reported to Bishop Daily that in response to the social worker's 
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concerns, he pointed out that "in her own profession there would be guidelines 

for protection of the person who is in a problem, as well as trying to resolve and 

correct the difficulty." See Buntel-2 054-055. Monsignor Ryan said that he asked 

the social worker to "keep the confidentiality of a professional as regards any 

information she may have secured about past situations at the parish." See 

Buntel-2 054-055. It is clear from this memorandum that Monsignor Ryan's goal 

was to keep this "problem" secret. 

Despite the concerns of Bishop D' Arcy and the social worker from 

Westford, Father Buntel continued to serve the RCAB. Between 1988 and 1994 

Father Buntel was passed over for pastorship five separate times. See Buntel-2 

063, 073, 085, 086, 091. Father Buntel remained at St. Catherine's until he was 

placed on Administrative Leave in 1994. See Buntel-2 003. Bishop McCormack's 

memorandum, dated February 4, 1994, provides greater detail about Father 

BunteI's abuse of a young boy at St. Joseph's. See Buntel-2 092. After Father 

Buntel was transferred to St. Catherine's, he took a boy to St. Catherine's where 

they used drugs and Father Buntel sexually abused the boy. See Buntel-2 092. 

Children from Father BunteI's previous assignment in Hudson would travel to 

St. Joseph's to get cocaine from Father Buntel. See Buntel-2 092. Bishop 

McCormack also noted that the relationship between Father Buntel and the 

victim only stopped because Father Buntel was sent to "Milton" for treatment. 
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See Buntel-2 092. Even while in Milton, Father Buntel would visit the victim and 

they would continue to do drugs and Father Buntel would sexually abuse the 

boy. See Buntel-2 092. Father McCormack makes a note that Father Buntel is 

known as the "blow king of Malden." See Buntel-2 092 (emphasis added). 

Father Buntel was confronted regarding the victim's allegations on 

February 28, 1994. See Buntel-2 103-104. Father Buntel admitted to the sexual 

activity, but denied knowing that the victim was a minor. See Buntel-2 103-104. 

Father Buntel also admitted to having contact with the victim after he left St. 

Joseph's. See Buntel-2 103-104. He stated that the victim went to the Westford 

parish one time and then another time to Father Buntel's home because the 

victim wanted assistance in buying a car. See Buntel-2 103-104. Father Buntel 

admitted that he had sexual activity with other older men and used cocaine and 

marijuana. See Buntel-2 103-104. He later denied that drugs, alcohol or 

homosexual activity were interfering with his ministry. See Buntel-2 103-104. 

Father Buntel agreed to take an administrative leave and to have an 

assessment at St. Luke's. See Buntel-2 103-104. It took the RCAB ten years to 

realize that Father Buntel was not fit to be a priest. Chancery officials notified 

the members of St. Catherine's parish that Father Buntel was taking time off for 

personal and health reasons. See Buntel-2 109, 110. On February 25, 1994, 

Cardinal Law placed Father Buntel on administrative leave, effective March 1, 
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1994. See Buntel-2 102. "The blow king of Malden" (a.k.a. "pothead") would 

never serve in parish ministry again. See Buntel-2 092. 

3. ROBERT BURNS 

Father Burns was a priest incardinated into the Diocese of Youngstown, 

Ohio in June of 1975. See BURNS2 290. His problem, in the words of RCAB 

personnel director Gilbert Phinn was "little children." See BURNS2 011. In or 

about 1981, Father Burns was originally sent from Youngstown to a treatment 

center for priests in Massachusetts called the House of Affirmation. See BURNS2 

011. The purpose of the placement was "to treat incidents of and a proclivity 

towards sexual activity with boys." See BURNS2 290. In 1982, Father Burns 

approached the RCAB about the possibility of doing parish work. See BURNS2 

290. 

After meeting with Father Burns, Bishop Alfred Hughes informed Father 

Phinn that while Bishop Hughes "realizes there is a risk ... Bp. Feels he can 

recommend placement." See BURNS2 027. Bishop Daily was also aware of 

Burns' problems and had reservations about the placement, see BURNS2 018, 

although, as Auxiliary Bishop, he would have to approve any assignment. On 

October 27, 1982, the House of Affirmation sent a letter to Father Phinn clearly 

stating that Father Burns ought not to be assigned to a position that "placed him 

in a position to minister to minors." See BURNS2 290 (emphasis added). 
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On November 8, 1982, Father Burns was appointed to as part time 

associate pastor at St. Thomas Aquinas Parish in Jamaica Plain, where he 

received the "full faculties of the Archdiocese." See BURNS2 038; 2-290 

(emphasis added). On June 24, 1986, Cardinal Law appointed Father Burns as 

part time parochial vicar at St. Mary Parish in Charlestown. See BURNS2 052. 

Neither of the Pastors with whom he was assigned was informed of a need to 

restrict Father Burns' ministry with children. See BURNS2 290. 

In March of 1991, a complaint was received by the RCAB about Father 

Burns engaging in acts of "masturbation, sodomy and oral sex" with a boy from 

St. Thomas Aquinas when the boy was thirteen or fourteen years old. See 

BURNS2 054. By May of 1999, the RCAB had received six complaints about 

Father Burns molesting children. See BURNS2 290. After the first allegation in 

1991, Father Burns was removed from ministry, with Bishop McCormack stating 

that his plan was to "help [Father Burns] to resettle once we have word from [the 

Youngstown Bishop] what he would like Father Burns to do." See BURNS2 054. 

There is no indication that any thought was given by Bishop McCormack or 

Cardinal Law to reporting Father Burns to the police regarding the allegations of 

child rape. 

When the RCAB was named in a civil suit by a victim of Father Burns, and 

there was a fear that the matter would receive publicity, the RCAB attempted to 
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understate the significance of its "misjudgment." See BURNS2 290. Various 

draft press releases stated that the "tragic allegations involve a priest from 

outside the diocese" and never once revealed the true facts about the RCAB's 

prior knowledge of Father Burns's past and the RCAB's rejection of the advice 

from the House of Affirmation that Father Burns not be placed into contact with 

minors. See BURNS2 077-078. Instead, Cardinal Law's emphasis was to distance 

the Church from the deviant acts of Father Burns and to avoid scandal. In a 

letter of April 29, 1999, Cardinal Law wrote a letter to Cardinal Sodano of the 

Holy See in support of the petition to laicize Father Burns. See BURNS2 288. As 

Cardinal Law stated: "The immoral and illegal activities of Father Burns during 

his stay in the Archdiocese are the cause, potential and actual, of grave scandal." 

See BURNS2 288. 

When asked about Father Burns at his deposition, Cardinal Law first 

suggested that the "full record of Father Burns was obscured" and that he never 

should have received an appointment. See Law Depo., January 22, 2003, p. 43. 

As set forth above, there was nothing obscure about the record of Father Burns. 

See supra. When asked about the assignments of Father Burns in two parishes in 

the RCAB, Cardinal Law emphasized the fact that his policy on matters of sexual 

abuse of minors was one of "delegation." See Law Depo., January 22,2003, p. 37. 

Specifically, Cardinal Law stated it would have been Bishop Daily who would 
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have followed up on personnel decisions. See Law Depo., January 22, 2003, p. 

51. When asked whether he did anything to alert the police or Department of 

Social Services about Father Burns when he left the Diocese to ensure that he did 

not commit another crime, Cardinal Law responded as follows: 

What I did with regard to Father Burns is what I was able to do and 
that was to be sure that he did not serve in this Archdiocese. I did 
not have the responsibility, the authority over Father Burns beyond 
saying that he could not serve in this Archdiocese because I was not 
his bishop. 

See Law Depo., dated January 22,2003, p. 41. 

Following his departure from Boston, Father Burns "resettled" in New 

Hampshire where he was arrested in 1995 and subsequently convicted and 

incarcerated in 1996 for sexually molesting a twelve year old boy. See BURNS2 

290. In a memorandum submitted to the Holy See by Cardinal Law in May of 

1999, it was noted that Father Burns propensity to sexually molest boys was 

"known to officials within the Archdiocese, but overlooked in favor of Father 

Burns' solemn assurance of his ability to control his impulses." See BURNS2 290. 

Cardinal Law described the decision to place Father Burns without restriction in 

two parishes of the RCAB as a "misjudgment." See BURNS2 290. 

4. RICHARD T. COUGHLIN 

Father Richard Coughlin was born on June 13, 1924 and ordained at the 

Holy Cross Cathedral in Boston by then Archbishop Richard J. Cushing on 
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September 29, 1953. See Coughlin-16. His first assignment was as an assistant at 

st. Patrick's, Stoneham beginning on October 12, 1953. See Coughlin-16. On 

February 16, 1960, he was transferred to St. Mary's in Lynn, to serve as an 

assistant where he remained until June 15, 1965. See Coughlin-16. On that date, 

Father Coughlin moved to the Archdiocese of Los Angeles [Orange County], 

California under the Lend Lease program. He was excardinated from the 

Archdiocese of Boston on February 19, 1971. See Coughlin-16. While in 

California, Father Coughlin founded the All-American Boys Chorus, a 100-

member choir of boys aged nine through fourteen. See Coughlin-43. 

On November 30, 1985, Bishop John McCormack, the RCAB Secretary for 

Ministerial Personnel, documented a telephone conversation with Mr. David 

Coleman. See Coughlin-I. Mr. Coleman reported that as a boy of about nine to 

eleven years old, he was abused by Father Coughlin at st. Patrick's in Stoneham. 

See Coughlin-I. Mr. Coleman described how Father Coughlin first molested 

him in his automobile after CYO basketball games in Stoneham in about 1957. 

See Affidavit of David Coleman ("Coleman Aff."). Father Coughlin often gave 

Mr. Coleman and several other boys a ride home after the basketball games, and 

Mr. Coleman was sexually molested by genital fondling in Father Coughlin's car. 

See Coleman Aff.. The sexual molestation continued for approximately five 

years, even after Father Coughlin was transferred to St. Mary's Parish in Lynn, 
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Massachusetts, and after Mr. Coleman and his family moved to Wellesley, 

Massachusetts. See Coleman Aff .. 

Mr. Coleman told Bishop McCormack that he was a recovering alcoholic, 

actively participating in AA, and had been in therapy for several years. See 

Coughlin-I. Mr. Coleman worried that Father Coughlin might still be abusing 

children. See Coughlin-I. He felt obliged to inform the RCAB, and Bishop 

McCormack assured Mr. Coleman that "[the RCAB] would handle this". See 

Coughlin-I. At the end of McCormack's handwritten note is a phrase describing 

his quandary as to what to do: "Should contact be made with Los Angeles. 

[Richard T. Coughlin] teaches at a boys school there" See Coughlin-I. 

The typewritten version of this memo contains Bishop McCormack's 

subsequent decision, "I also assured him that we would look into this matter and 

follow through with the Archdiocese of Los Angeles" See Coughlin-2. Bishop 

McCormack took no action himself, but instead sent a confidential handwritten 

note to Bishop Banks that was received on December 3, 1985. See Coughlin-20. 

The address of Father Coughlin and his superiors were listed. See Coughlin-20. 

Not until March 12, 1986 did Bishop Banks act on this memorandum, noting that 

he called Bishop Steinbeck, who "said that he'd speak to N orbetines", Father 

Coughlin's religious order. See Coughlin-20. 
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Years later, on November 19, 1992, Mr. Coleman called the RCAB again 

and spoke to Sister Catherine Mulkerrin. See Coughlin-23. Mr. Coleman 

identified himself as a journalist and a victim. See Coughlin-23. Mr. Coleman 

told Sister Mulkerrin about meeting with Bishop McCormack in 1985, and said 

that he was warned at that time that "I would not be told what was found" after 

Bishop McCormack's investigation. See Coughlin-23. Mr. Coleman asked Sister 

Mulkerrin to have Bishop McCormack contact him, and subsequently, a meeting 

was arranged in December, 1992. See Coughlin-23. 

Before their second meeting, Mr. Coleman forwarded to Bishop 

McCormack a long, poignant, and eloquent story of Father Coughlin's abuse and 

its horrible, all-encompassing and tragic effect on his life. See Coughlin-3-6. In 

"Living On A 'Fault' Line", Mr. Coleman describes his years of abuse, his shame, 

his guilt, his attempt to inform church officials by meeting with Bishop 

McCormack, and his emotional breakdown five years after that meeting. See 

Coughlin-3-6. The effect on his emotional life was devastating: 

In 1990, I suffered an emotional breakdown. I signed myself into a 
hospital to avoid acting on increasingly dark thoughts. With the 
help of a psychiatrist, I finally began to see the origins of my 
behavior. I couldn't trust people. I couldn't bear intimacy. I had no 
belief in myself or my value as a person. I was a workaholic and a 
perfectionist. In intimate moments, I feared discovery to the point 
of panic.... I had needed to find a sanctuary, a place safe from the 
danger of the world, a world where nothing was as it seemed, 
where nothing was predictable .... 
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See Coughlin-4. Bishop McCormack had no memory nor could he locate any 

notes of their meeting in November, 1985. See Coughlin-33. 

Hoping that the priest would take responsibility and tell Mr. Coleman that 

the abuse was not his fault, Mr. Coleman decided to contact Father Coughlin and 

tell him how much he had been hurt by the sexual abuse. See Coughlin-5. 

Father Coughlin's reaction was devastating: he denied that "such a relationship 

ever existed." See Coughlin-5. When Mr. Coleman described his memories and 

the locations of the abuse: "his brother's place, Laconia County Club and Weirs 

Beach, Oyster Harbor Golf Course and Falmouth, the Margate Motel in February 

and skiing at Sunapee, his blue can of tooth powder[,]" Father Coughlin simply 

said, "If that's what you remember, it must be so." See Coughlin-5. 

Since Father Coughlin would not accept responsibility, even privately, for 

his actions and the RCAB did not take responsibility, Mr. Coleman decided to 

contact officials in California. See Coughlin-6. On about December 18, 1992, Mr. 

Coleman called Monsignor John Urell in Orange County, California and asked 

him to investigate his charges of abuse against Father Coughlin. See Coughlin-

157. Mr. Coleman also contacted the Orange County District Attorney to report 

his sexual abuse. See Coughlin-157. 

After Mr. Coleman contacted Monsignor Urell and the District Attorney, 

the RCAB documents show that there were many conversations between the 
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RCAB and the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. See Coughlin-31, 32, 52, 56. The 

documents contain notes of Bishop McCormack's consultations with media 

expert John Walsh (see Coughlin-35-39), and Bishop McCormack's notes 

regarding interviews with the Boston Globe. See Coughlin-35, 47. 

According to the notes of Bishop McCormack, Msgr. Urell stated in 

December, 1992 that the Archdiocese of Los Angeles was actively investigating 

Father Coughlin regarding an allegation of abuse occurring twelve years before. 

See Coughlin-157. Bishop McCormack was told that in 1974 Father Coughlin 

had become a faculty member of St. Michael's Abbey, a Norbetine high school, 

and in 1989 Father Coughlin become a full-time director of the All American 

Boys Chorus. See Coughlin-157. Although he denied the charges of sexual 

abuse, Coughlin resigned from his post as leader of the All-American Boys 

Chorus on December 28, 1992, and was placed on Administrative Leave by the 

Los Angeles Archdiocese. See Coughlin-43. 

A statement from Bishop Norman McFarland of the Los Angeles 

Archdiocese was released on February 10, 1993: 

all things having been considered in the context of the serious 
nature and scope of the allegations, it has been my judgment that 
Father Coughln's priestly faculties in the Diocese of orange must 
prudently be removed and Father Coughlin has been personally 
informed of this by me. See Coughlin-43. 
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Five men had approached the Archdiocese separately complaining of sexual 

abuse by Father Coughlin: four from California for abuse that occurred while 

they were choir boys in the All-American Boys Chorus and the fifth was Mr. 

Coleman complaining of abuse occurring in the Boston Archdiocese. See 

Coughlin - 43. 

In the early months of 1993, Mr. Coleman contacted Father Coughlin by 

telephone about a half dozen times to discuss their relationship and continued to 

ask Father Coughlin if he would admit that he had sexually molested him. See 

Coleman Aff .. Father Coughlin would not admit during any of their 

conversations that he had sexually molested or harmed Mr. Coleman in any way. 

See Coleman Aff. 

Bishop McCormack's handwritten notes from this period indicate that he 

was attempting to chronicle a more benign version of the events, and to explain 

away the RCAB's lack of action after Mr. Coleman's meeting with him in 

November, 1985. See Coughlin-52, Coughlin-33. Bishop McCormack did find 

the entry on his calendar on November 5, 1985 at 11 a.m. and wrote that he had 

no recollection of the meeting, except an inquiry about a priest being an organist. 

See Coughlin-33. As an aside, Bishop McCormack added at the edge of his 

notes, "Probability of error is there, I feel terrible!" See Coughlin-33. 
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At some time in January or early February, Bishop McCormack notes that 

James Franklin of the Boston Globe was investigating the story, and that a friend 

of Mr. Coleman's had corroborated the meeting in November, 1985. See 

Coughlin-35. Mr. Coleman's friend had accompanied him to the meeting with 

Father McCormack at the Chancery. See Coughlin-35. She remembered that Mr. 

Coleman was crying very hard, that he was told that there would be an 

investigation, but he would not know the result. See Coughlin-35. Faced with 

the certainty of adverse publicity, Bishop McCormack and his media consultant, 

John Walsh, worked on a press release. See Coughlin-36-39, 42. In his notes, 

Bishop McCormack wrote "Say something - pastoral and entirely confidential". 

See Coughlin-36. The end result was the draft of a press release dated February 

12, 1993, which contained the following half-truths: 

The Archdiocese of Boston has no record of any allegations of 
improper conduct against Father Richard Coughlin. Neither Father 
John McCormack, Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, nor any 
other officials of the Archdiocese have any recollection of 
notification of alleged incidents until very recently. Still, the 
Archdiocese takes the current allegations very seriously and will 
listen respectfully to any individual who feels that he or she may be 
a victim of the terrible offense of sexual abuse. 

See Coughlin-42. An article in the Boston Globe in March, 1993, see Coughlin-

58, reported the details of Mr. Coleman's meeting with McCormack in 

November, 1985, his description of abuse by Father Coughlin, and the lack of 

action by the RCAB. See Coughlin-49-50. In an undated memorandum, 
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presumably in later March or on April 1, 1993, Bishop McCormack reported that 

the records of the meeting were located. See Coughlin-52. A story in the Pilot, 

the RCAB newspaper, followed the general press release on April 2, 1993, 

describing the fact that Bishop Banks informed the Diocese of Orange 

[California] of Mr. Coleman's accusations against Father Coughlin. See 

Coughlin-54. Bishop McCormack's notes indicate that in addition to the story for 

the Pilot, the RCAB attempted to control the public relations nightmare that 

faced the RCAB. See Coughlin-52, 54, 56. Cardinal Law called Bishop 

McFarland in California See Coughlin-52. Bishop McCormack called the Orange 

County hierarchy. See Coughlin-52. And John Walsh was involved in the plan 

to release information to the public, while attempting to keep Mr. Coleman 

adequately informed. See Coughlin-52. Additional notes of Bishop McCormack 

indicate that telephone contact was also made with Bishop Steinbeck, as well as 

more contact between Bishop McFarland and Cardinal Law. See Coughlin-56. 

An excerpt from the April 2, 1993 article in the Pilot, entitled "A Very 

Painful Issue," shows that the RCAB, even when faced with its shortcomings and 

mistakes, did its best to deny responsibility: 

As we go to press the story is one-day-old. It is simply too soon to 
speculate on the whole matter with any finality. And, because Mr. 
Coleman's and Father McCormack's memories of what took place 
at that private meeting back in 1985 vary, we have a serious public 
relations problem on our hands. It most [sic] not grow and wound 
the Church's credibility in this Archdiocese. Looking for 
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scapegoats is too easy. We must look at a very painful issue, 
examine our consciences, and remind ourselves that we who love 
the Church must always protect the innocent - especially the 
children. 

See Coughlin-58. 

5. PAUL J. FINEGAN 

Father Paul J. Finegan was ordained on May 23, 1970. See Finnegan 315. 

Between 1975 and 1987, Father Finegan was assigned to St. Michael's parish in 

North Andover, Massachusetts. See Finnegan 312-313.10 On October 12, 1980, 

wrote a letter to Reverend Gilbert Phinn, then Personnel 

Director of the RCAB, in which she related that her younger sister, _ age 13, 

was sexually molested by Father Finegan. See Finnegan 121-23. Ms._ 

asked for Father Phinn's assistance in addressing Father Finegan's sexual 

transgressions. See Finnegan 121-23. Ms. _ became aware of Father 

Finegan's assault upon her sister because wrote her a letter 

detailing Father Finegan's offenses which _ in turn, sent to the RCAB. See 

Finnegan 115-20. In that letter, relates, in pertinent part: 

You know how I work at the rectory on Sunday nights. Well my 
friend [TM] (she's our cousin too!) he does the same thing to her. 
Father Paul is perverted. Trisha I'm serious he'll start out rubbing 
your shoulders then he'll reach down your shirt (back) & says what 
feels better? So we stay outside & he just kinda laughs- its pathetic 

10 The documents produced by the RCAB regarding Father Paul J. Finegan were Bates stamped 
with a misspelling of Father Finegan's name. However, for ease of reference, documents are 
cited exactly as they are stamped, "Finnegan". 
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& I don't know what to do. I wore a turtleneck & a blouse Sunday 
& he didn't bother me & I told [TM] that & she said she wore a 
turtleneck too & he went right down it. I wasn't gonna say 
anything cause I didn't want rumors going around. But, [Tm] 
brought it up to me cause she thought he only did it to her & I 
thought he only did it to me. I feel a little better that I'm not alone 
but I still don't know what to do. w/b & tell me what you would 
do o.k.. - don't forget. 

See Finnegan 115-120. Father Phinn received the _s complaint. See 

Finnegan 106. In his reply letter to _ Father Phinn requested the name of 

the priest and stated: "please be assured that we shall address this matter with 

great sensitivity." See Finnegan 106. On October 18, 1980, 

responded to Father Phinn's request. See Finnegan 107-08. Ms._ 

provided Phinn with Father Finegan's name and asked for an update on what 

was being done by the RCAB to address Father Finegan's sexual transgressions. 

See Finnegan 107-108. 

On November 5, 1980, Father Phinn wrote back to 

Finnegan 109-110. Father Phinn suggested that resign her position 

at the rectory as part of the "solution to the difficulty." In addition, Father Phinn 

stated in his letter: "I cannot confront the priest if I am unable to cite any 

evidence or if I do not have the name of one who had registered a complaint." 

See Finnegan 109-110. Father Phinn sought permission to use the victims' name. 

See Finnegan 109-110. 
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There is evidence that then called Father Phinn. See 

Finnegan 111. recalls that Father Phinn told her by phone that 

she should keep the Finegan matter confidential and reassured her that "it was 

being handled by the RCAB." See Affidavit of ("_ Aff."). 

She never told or suggested to Father Phinn that she and her sister were not 

committed to have the RCAB take appropriate disciplinary measures with Father 

Finegan. See _ Aff .. Nonetheless, Father Phinn created a memorandum 

which inaccurately stated that -LULUC;U on phone to say that the 

matter has been resolved." See Finnegan 112. 

Despite the fact that he posed a danger to minors, Father Finegan 

remained in active ministry at St. Michaels Parish until 1987 when he was 

transferred to St. Margaret's Parish in Lowell. See Finnegan 095. There is no 

evidence in the RCAB files that Finegan was ever confronted about the _ 

allegations or that any efforts where made by the RCAB to protect minors. 

In approximately 1984, Father Finegan sexually abused Jane Doe at St. 

Michael's Parish, the same Parish where and her friend were 

molested. See Complaint of Jane Doe v. RCAB, Rev. Gilbert Phinn. ("Jane Doe 

Complaint"). 
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6. lAMES D. FOLEY 

James D. Foley was a graduate of St. John's seminary in the class of 1960. 

See FOLEY, JAMES D.-2 001. His classmates included Fathers Shanley, 

Birmingham, Gale, Lane, Cotter and Bishop McCormack. Father Foley was first 

assigned to St. Bartholomew's in Needham Massachusetts. Shortly after arriving 

there, he became sexually involved with a female married parishioner, Rita 

Perry, who had sought counseling from him. In 1962, he requested a transfer 

"for personal reasons, for the good of the priesthood." See FOLEY, JAMES D.-2 

001. He was transferred to Holy Redeemer Parish in East Boston, "but the 

woman would not let him go." See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.122. 

In July of 1964, Father Foley was placed in the Glenside Hospital in East 

Boston. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.119. It is believed that he was hospitalized after 

learning that Ms. Perry had reported to him that she was pregnant with his child. 

See Affidavit of James Perry ("Perry Aff."). 

August 30, 1993 notes reflect that Father Foley then asked Cardinal 

Cushing to transfer him to Calgary, Canada. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.122. Father 

Foley "did not tell him what the real reason was" See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.122. 

However, "the problem," as the Calgary Diocese referred to Ms. Perry, followed 

him out there in May of 1966 and he abruptly left the Diocese with Ms. Perry and 

her baby and they departed for San Francisco. See FOLEY, JAMES D.-2 003; 
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3.122. On June 18, 1966, three days after the Calgary letter was sent, the Bishop 

of Calgary wrote to the Chancellor of the RCAB, Monsignor Sexton, informing 

him that Father Foley had returned to Calgary. See FOLEY, JAMES D-2 008. 

Father Foley did not last long in Calgary following his return. He became 

"involved with another woman; 18 years of age, married to a violent husband." 

See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.122. "There has been considerable scandal" wrote the 

administrator of the Calgary Diocese to Cardinal Cushing. See FOLEY, JAMES 

D.-2 013. Father Foley was therefore banned from the Diocese and his 

belongings were packed and shipped to him. See FOLEY, JAMES D-2 012. In a 

letter of June 1, 1968 to Chancellor Finnegan of the RCAB, the Calgary 

administrator stated: 

Whether or not he [Father Foley] is psychologically secure enough 
at present to avoid further difficulties could be questioned. From 
what has transpired here I cannot express confidence concerning 
his immediate return to priestly work. .... He seemed capable of 
living a dual life. 

See FOLEY, JAMES D.-2-014. Nonetheless, by June 4, 1968, Father Foley was 

returned to priestly work within the Archdiocese of Boston, where he was 

assigned to St. James Parish in Haverhill. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.049. The 

Diocese of Calgary sent a clinical report to the RCAB, which has been withheld 

on the basis of the alleged medical/psychiatric privilege. 
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Father Foley became involved with yet another woman from Haverhill, 

who was described as "very spiritual." See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.127. In 1987, 

Cardinal Law promoted Father Foley to the position of Pastor at Our Lady of 

Fatima in Sudbury Massachusetts. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.083. In 1993, he was 

up for reappointment as Pastor, when Bishop McCormack wrote a note to Bishop 

Alfred Hughes about Father Foley, indicating that Bishop McCormack recalled 

something about Father Foley's past and the incident in Calgary. See FOLEY, 

JAMES D. 3.102 . .11 

On December 23, 1993, Cardinal Law met with Father Foley. See FOLEY, 

JAMES D-2 028-029. Father Foley recounted the incidents described above. See 

FOLEY, JAMES D-2 028-029. But he also revealed other far more disturbing 

details. As the contemporaneous notes of Bishop McCormack reflect, Father 

Foley also reported to Cardinal Law that he had two children with Ms. Perry and 

was present when she died in 1971. See FOLEY, JAMES D-2 028-029; Perry Aff .. 

Specifically he reported that Ms. Perry overdosed while he was present, she 

"started to faint - he clothed -left, came back - called 911 - a sister knows." See 

FOLEY, JAMES D.-2 028-029. In the second page of notes concerning this 

meeting with Cardinal Law, Bishop McCormack wrote: "Criminal activity? -

11 The fact that Bishop McCormack was able to "recall" events concerning from the 1960's 
concerning Father Foley undermines the assertion of Cardinal Law that the RCAB lacked an 
institutional memory concerning abuse committed by RCAB priests and that the RCAB had 
inadequate record keeping. There are numerous other examples of the RCAB easily obtaining 
other records. 
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overdosed - later called." See FOLEY, JAMES D.-2 028-029 (emphasis in 

original). In a meeting the following month (January 23, 1994), Father Foley 

informed Bishop McCormack that the woman "seduced him" and that she had 

had a lobotomy12. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.127-128. It is also apparent that the 

true circumstances of the woman's death had been kept from law enforcement, 

Father Foley's "children" and quite possibly Ms. Perry's husband. As Bishop 

McCormack noted: "[Father Foley] has never seen children since time of her 

death. Sister threatened him that if he bothered the family, she would reopen the 

case about cause of death and who called 911." See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.127-128. 

Cardinal Law remembers being shocked by the information he received 

from Father Foley. "And I might say nothing like that have - had I ever heard 

or imagined before or since." See Law Depo., January 22, 2003, p. 102 

(emphasis added). The scandal "was so pervasive .... " See Law Depo., January 

22, 2003, p. 105. 

Rather than alerting the police, Bishop McCormack and Cardinal Law 

immediately sought to protect the Church from any "scandal." When asked why 

he did not immediately report the matter to the Needham police who were 

obviously unaware of the true facts surrounding Ms. Perry's death, Cardinal 

12 The true facts are even more horrendous. As Father Foley stated in a taped interview with Mr. 
Perry, Rita Perry had actually forgotten about Father Foley following her lobotomy. When Father 
Foley returned from Calgary, he was the one who initiated contact and did not remember him 
until reminded by her sister. 
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Law testified as follows: "You know I really delegate with confidence here and I 

can't read back into what I should have thought or would have thought." See 

Law Depo., January 22,2003, p. 111-112. 

In the January 23, 1994 meeting, Bishop McCormack reviewed the three 

points Cardinal Law had made at the meeting the previous month: "scandal; 

spirituality; emotional and psychological health." See FOLEY, JAMES D-2 025-

026 (emphasis added). Only in passing did the RCAB make reference to the fact 

that Father Foley was the alleged biological father of two children and that he 

should "work out with the Archdiocesan legal counsel a resolve around his civil 

and moral responsibility toward his children." See FOLEY, JAMES D-2 031. 

Apparently Archdiocesan legal counsel felt he had no such obligation since his 

"children" were never contacted and never learned of the true circumstances of 

their mother's death until Dec 6, 2002, when the records of the RCAB concerning 

this matter were publicly released. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.130-131; Perry Aff .. 

Cardinal Law's first reaction upon hearing Father Foley's story was to 

suggest that he "not be in pastoral ministry due to potential scandal." See Law 

Depo., January 22, 2003, p. 117 (emphasis added). He thought, in July of 1994 

that Father Foley should do penance in a monastery for the rest of his life. See 

FOLEY, JAMES D-2 069; Law Depo., January 22, 2003, p. 101. There was no 
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effort undertaken by Cardinal Law to determine the financial or emotional 

situation of Father Foley's children. See Law Depo., January 22,2003, p. 120. 

Dr. Ned Cassem, psychiatrist in chief of Massachusetts General Hospital, 

and a principal advisor to the RCAB on priest abuse issues, was consulted and 

Bishop McCormack's notes reflect that Dr. Cassem advised that there was no 

basis to put Father Foley back in ministry. See Cassem Depo., May 20, 2003, p. 

106 to 109. However, Dr. Cassem was not informed of all of the facts, as he so 

testified at his deposition. He was not informed that Father Foley had possibly 

been involved in criminal activity; he was not informed that Ms. Perry had had a 

lobotomy; he was not told that Ms. Perry had mental difficulties, and if he had 

been informed of these facts it would have strengthened his recommendation 

that Father Foley not be assigned. See Cassem Depo., May 21,2003, p. 67-70. But 

these facts were never disclosed and the recommendations of Dr. Cassem were 

ignored. 

Six months after stating that Father Foley should be assigned to a 

monastery for life, Cardinal Law changed his mind. See FOLEY, JAMES D-2 069. 

In December of 1994, Bishop McCormack reported that Father Foley did not, in 

fact, have to be assigned to a monastery. See Law Depo., January 22,2003, p. 130. 

In January of 1995, Father Foley was assigned to St. Mary's Parish in Waltham, 

where he was authorized to say Mass. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.171. In April of 
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1995, the RCAB decided that verbal communication to Father Foley concerning 

his future would be sufficient communication, since "there are current issues in 

this case that make written communication inappropriate at this time." See 

FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.181. In January of 1996, less than two years after his 

communication that Father Foley should reside in a monastery for the rest of his 

life, Cardinal Law ended Father Foley's sick leave and assigned to St. Joseph's 

Parish in Stoughton without restriction. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.187. As 

Cardinal Law remarked: "To you I offer a most hearty 'welcome back.'" See 

FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.187 (emphasis). When Cardinal Law was asked at his 

deposition whether it was not just "simply common sense and judgment that this 

man who had done these horrendous things never again be put in the position 

where, through his auspices as a priest of the Archdiocese, [he] could do it 

again," Cardinal Law responded as follows: "I think it was common sense to 

handle this case in the manner in which it was handled." See Law Depo., 

January 22,2003, p. 136. 

Dr. Cassem did not receive the courtesy of a communication to inform 

him that his clinical recommendations were now being overridden. Indeed, the 

information about Cardinal Law's reversal of his prior position was such a shock 

to Dr. Cassem that he testified as follows at his deposition: 

Question: And the assignments of Father Foley to Stoughton and 

then to St. Joseph's parish where he was ultimately promoted to 
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associate pastor until December of 2002, would those appointments 
have been consistent with your recommendations? 

Answer: No, sir 

[Objections omitted] 

Answer: They fly in the face of the evidence that he should have 
such an assignment. 

Mr. Rogers: I missed that. Could I have that read back? 

Answer: And I complimented Cardinal Law on his judgment 
yesterday [in the first day of the deposition], I certainly should 
withdraw that. 

Question: Why is that, Doctor? 

Answer: Yesterday, he said he shouldn't be in pastoral ministry, he 

ought to be in a monastery doing penance. It thought that was 
exactly on the mark. 

Question: Right. 

Answer: And here he sends a letter giving him his second 
assignment. 

Question: Less than two years later? 

[Objection omitted] 

Answer: That's correct. 

See Cassem Depo., dated May 21,2003, p. 72-73 (emphasis added). 

On April 2, 1998, the Review Board closed its case on Father Foley and he 

was eventually promoted to the position of Associate Pastor at St. James Parish 
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in Salem. See FOLEY, JAMES D. 3.201; 3.203. He served in that capacity until 

December 6, 2002, when his records were produced and made public pursuant to 

court order. He was then removed from active ministry. On December 13, 2002, 

Cardinal Law resigned his position as Archbishop of Boston. See Archdiocese of 

Boston Press Release dated December 13, 2002. 

7. THOMAS P. FORRY 

Thomas Forry was born on August 3, 1941 in South Boston, 

Massachusetts, and ordained at the Holy Cross Cathedral on May, 29, 1968 by 

Richard Cardinal Cushing. See FORRY2 477. Father Forry's first assignment 

was as an assistant priest at St. Elizabeth's parish in Milton. See FORRY2 477. 

On April 3, 1973, Father Forry was appointed associate pastor of St. Francis X. 

Cabrini parish, North Scituate. See FORRY2 477. 

In December, 1974, Bishop Daily notified Bishop Maguire in Brockton, 

Massachusetts that Fathers Luke Farley and George Connolly had complained 

that Father Forry was not properly preparing couples to receive the Sacrament of 

Matrimony. See FORRY2 018. A year later, Father LaFrance reported to 

Cardinal Medeiros incidents concerning Father Forry during Father LaFrance's 

attendance at a Parish Renewal Mission the month before: that Father Forry 

stayed in his bedroom for a week, did not attend the renewal program, did not 

appear for meals, and did not assist with communion. See FORRY2 021-023. 
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Father LaFrance also reported that the rectory housekeeper lived in fear of 

physical harm from Father Forry, and Father Jakmauh, the parish Administrator, 

did not dare to sleep in the rectory due to Father Forry's "rage and frustration". 

See FORRY2 021-022. 

The complaints continued. In November, 1977, John O'Neil, a parishioner 

at St. Francis X. Cabrini complained to Cardinal Medeiros that Father Forry was 

rude and used swore at him repeatedly. See FORRY2 025. Bishop Daily 

forwarded this letter to Bishop Hart in Brockton. See FORRY2 031. In December, 

1977, Mr. O'Neil again wrote to Cardinal Medeiros and asked him to realize the 

Father Forry is a "possibly sick priest and above all that no stigma be brought on 

our Church." See FORRY2 032-33. After visiting St. Francis X. Cabrini parish, 

Bishop John D' Arcy wrote to Cardinal Medeiros on July 5, 1978. See FORRY2 

035. Bishop D' Arcy was concerned that Father Forry's approach and interaction 

with people in the parish was not effective and said that parishioners spoke to 

him with similar complaints. See FORRY2 035. 

Then, on May 3, 1979, Father Helmick, Secretary to the Cardinal, learned 

that Father Forry had physically assaulted the rectory 

housekeeper, by throwing her down the stairs. See FORRY2 038-039. Ms. 

_ suffered a contusion over her eye and face and a "large amount of hair 

pulled out" of her head. See FORRY2 040. This was not the first time Ms. _ 
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suffered injuries caused by Father Forry. See FORRY2 040. She was treated for 

neck and back strains caused by Father Forry on June 13, 1975 as well. See 

FORRY2040. 

On May 11, 1979, Bishop Daily interviewed Father Forry, who "did admit 

to handling Ms. _ roughly" and Bishop Daily recommended moving him 

to another assignment in a memorandum to Cardinal Medeiros. See FORRY2 

059. A hand-written note by Cardinal Medeiros on the bottom of the 

memorandum gives instructions to Bishop Daily to proceed with the transfer of 

Father Forry. See FORRY2 059. On May 25, 1979, a memorandum from Bishop 

Daily to Fathers Helmick and McCune discusses the transfer of Father Forry as 

soon as possible and a meeting was scheduled with Cardinal Medeiros in June, 

1979. See FORRY2 064. However, according to the assignment card of Father 

Forry, this transfer was never completed, and Father Forry remained at St. 

Francis X. Cabrini through May 1, 1982. See FORRY2 477-478. 

In February, 1981, Cardinal Medeiros granted Father Forry's request, see 

FORRY2 068-069, to apply for a position as a chaplain with the Army National 

Guard. See FORRY2 070. The Military Ordinate requested a letter of good 

standing for Father Forry, see FORRY2 071, and in response, Cardinal Medeiros 

gave his permission with the only caveat being that Father Forry could not do 

active duty and that his commission with the National Guard must not interfere 
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with his parish duties. See FORRY2 074. Father Forry was granted an 

endorsement (a certificate of clearance) by the Military Vicarate. See FORRY2 

078-079. 

The RCAB continued to commend and promote Father Forry. See 

FORRY2 082; 094. On April 21, 1982, Cardinal Medeiros assigned Father Forry as 

an Associate pastor at St. Joseph's in Kingston effective May 1, 1982. See FORRY2 

082. On May 14, 1984, Cardinal Law appointed Father Forry to Associate Pastor 

at St. Francis Xavier parish in South Weymouth, Massachusetts. See FORRY2 

094. 

On May 12, 1984, _ wrote to the RCAB, complaining that Father 

Forry was sexually involved with eleven years earlier, starting in 1973. See 

FORRY2098-099. Mrs .• reported that she left her husband to live with her 

son and Father Forry in a house he built in Mashpee. See FORRY2 098. Father 

Forry had recently ended their relationship, and had refused to support her 

financially. See FORRY2 098. This letter was forwarded by Bishop Daily to 

Fathers Oates and McCarthy on July 11, 1984. See FORRY2 097. By then, Father 

Forry had been transferred from his assignment at St. Joseph to St. Francis 

Xavier. See FORRY2 477. Subsequently, Father Forry was interviewed by RCAB 

personnel and evaluated by Father Mike Foley. See FORRY2 110-112. The RCAB 

documents indicate that Father D' Agostino and Attorney Wil Rogers were 
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consulted, and Father Forry was sent to St. Michael's Retreat in St. Louis, 

Missouri for an assessment. See FORRY2 113, 2 124. Father Forry refused to 

stay and complete his treatment, even thought the staff at St. Michael's felt that 

he was "in grave need of some long range assistance," including an extended 

inpatient stay followed by outpatient therapy. See FORRY2 124. A meeting with 

Cardinal Law in August, 1984 followed, to convince Father Foley to return to St. 

Michael to complete his assessment. See FORRY2 124. 

In March, 1987, Father Forry requested active duty as a military chaplain 

and Cardinal Law willingly wrote a letter approving Father Forry's appointment 

as a military chaplain. See FORRY2 140-141; 186. On March 28, 1988, Father 

Forry was appointed a full time chaplain to the U.S. Army to represent the 

RCAB. See FORRY2 196. In February, 1990, Cardinal Law granted an extension 

to Father Forry's military service. See FORRY2 214. Father Forry wrote to 

Cardinal Law from Saudi Arabia in December, 1990, stating that he was ready to 

return to serve as a priest for the RCAB. See FORRY2 219-220. Despite Father 

Forry's history of violence and sexual relationship with parishioners, Cardinal 

Law answered in January, 1991, advising Father Forry that "of course you are a 

priest of the Archdiocese of Boston, and you are free to return." See FORRY2 

221. 
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In August, 1992, the RCAB received a complaint from who 

had sought advice from Father Forry when she was seventeen and was sexually 

abused by Father Forry in the rectory. See FORRY 2 244-246, 2 295. The RCAB 

notes reflect that Father Forry also took her to his Aunt Kay's cottage on Cape 

Cod, gave her wine and lobsters, took her to bed and brought himself to orgasm. 

See FORRY2 244-246, 2 295. 

In December, 1992, contacted Sister Catherine Mulkerrin at 

the RCAB to complain that Father Forry had sexually abused his son while his 

ex-wife had a 15 year relationship with Father Forry. See FORRY2 253. Warren 

__ ' s son, spoke with Sister Mulkerrin about his abuse of drugs and 

alcohol and suicide attempts while a teenager. See FORRY2 258. In a 

confidential meeting held on December 11, 1992, details of Father Forry's 

relationship with the. family were disclosed: the.s were divorced in 

1974 due to Father Forry's affair with Ms. _ Father Forry was a friend of 

Father Forry sexually and physically abused their son, _ 

•. See FORRY2 260-261. told Sister Mulkerrin that when he was 

twelve years old, Father Forry grabbed him, and rubbed his genitals. See 

FORRY2262. 

262. 

tried to avoid being alone with him. See FORRY2 

also reported other examples of sexual abuse by Father Forry. 

See FORRY 2 376-377. While watching television, Father Forry would stroke Mr. 
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·' s back, thighs and legs and move his hand higher up on his legs. See 

FORRY 2 376-377. Eventually Father Forry would caress Mr. .' s genitals 

while Father Forry commented on the progress of his manhood and puberty. See 

FORRY 2 376-377. Father Forry put ice cubes down Mr. .' s pants and then 

removed them while groping at his genitals. See FORRY 2 376-377. Father Forry 

wrestled with Mr. • inappropriately and rubbed his erect penis against Mr. 

• while whispering inappropriate words. See FORRY 2 376-377. Father Forry 

had physically beaten Mr. • at about age ten and demanded his silence, or he 

would expose the romantic relationship Father Forry had with his mother. See 

FORRY2 297, 376-377. He also beat him relentlessly when he was about fourteen 

to fifteen years old. See FORRY2 297. 

Documents from RCAB files indicate that neither Sister Mulkerrin nor 

Father McCormack knew whether the complaints of the. family or _ 

_ had ever been investigated by RCAB personnel when originally made in 

the mid 1980s. See FORRY2 266. Sister Mulkerrin outlined a complete history of 

the complaints and allegations against Father Forry: the abuse of the rectory 

housekeeper, and_and See FORRY2 271-

273. 

On December 31, 1992, Father Oates told Sister Mulkerrin his recollections 

of meeting with Father Forry in 1985. See FORRY2 279. Father Forry had then 
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confessed to leading a double life with Mrs .• and Father Oates recalled that 

he "came apart-wept in my office for hours." See FORRY2 279. Father Oates 

interpreted it as: "He's relieved." See FORRY2 279. At a meeting regarding his 

assessment at St. Michael's Retreat, a counselor recommended that he be 

"hospitalized, sedated." See FORRY2 279. 

On January 25, 1993, the Review Board recommended that Father Forry 

live at Our Lady's Hall and that he should be monitored; he should not perform 

ministry until after his assessment due to the allegations and his anger, and he 

should be informed about s complaints. See FORRY2 305. Father 

Forry was sent for an assessment at the Institute of the Living in Hartford, 

Connecticut in February, 1993. See FORRY2 297. After his release, he was 

treated in outpatient therapy by a social worker and a psychiatrist, Dr. John 

Curran. See FORRY2 355. On June 21, 1993, the Delegate's recommendations 

were that Father Forry "be allowed to do weekend ministry once a month in the 

Military and return to Our Lady's Hall", continue therapy and" once he sees his 

management of his feelings as problematic and one which he is desirous of 

addressing, and his therapist feels he is able and responsible to manage these, he 

should be returned to full-time ministry." See FORRY2 354. 

In February, 1994, Father Hickey at Holy Family Parish, Rockland (Father 

Forry lived at the rectory), requested that Father Forry be allowed to say public 
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mass. See FORRY2 387. The Review Board denied this request on April 7, 1994, 

and Father Forry became very upset when Father McCormack told him. See 

FORRY2396. On June 1, 1994, Father Forry was assigned to the Massachusetts 

Correctional Institute ("MCI Concord), Concord, Massachusetts. See FORRY2 

396. The restrictions on Father Forry's ministry were lifted on April 6, 1995 

based on the 2/13/95 recommendation of the Delegate's staff, and accepted by 

Cardinal Law. On September 7, 1995, the Review Board recommended that the 

restrictions on Father Forry's ministry be lifted, because there was "no 

convincing evidence to conclude that sexual misconduct with a minor occurred." 

See FORRY2 413-414. Cardinal Law informed Father Forry by letter of this 

decision on November 2, 1995. See FORRY2 417. On April 2, 1998, the Review 

Board recommended that the case be closed and not carried on the open case 

roster. See FORRY2 423. 

On January 29, 1999, Father William Murphy received a complaint 

regarding Father Forry from Deacon Bill Kane and Father Paul O'Brien 

describing an incident at MCI Concord when Father Forry lost his temper during 

a meeting with a "screaming tirade". See FORRY2 434. Deacon Kane described 

Father Forry's behavior as inappropriate and unprofessional and publicly 

scandalous to the Church. See FORRY2 435. He questioned whether Father 

Forry's presence at M.C!' Concord may be harmful to the prisoners, thinks 
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Father Forry is unbalanced and should be assessed. See FORRY2 435-436. 

Ultimately, Father Forry submitted his resignation on April 15, 1999, effective 

May 6, 1999. See FORRY2 446-447. On May 7, 1999, Father O'Brien wrote in a 

memorandum to Father Miceli that "Father Tom Forry is a deeply troubled 

person". See FORRY2 445. On May 20, 1999, Cardinal Law officially ended his 

appointment at M.C!' Concord. See FORRY2 450. 

Even though Father Forry was removed from MCI Concord, he was still 

permitted to fill in and serve as a priest when other priests were on vacations. 

This assignment was approved notwithstanding the abuse that Father Forry had 

inflicted upon children, women and his colleagues, as described above. 

However, on October 18, 2001, another individual came forward to complain that 

Father Forry had abused him and his sister as children. See FORRY2 470-471, 

474-475. On February 8,2002, Father Forry was finally removed from ministry. 

See FORRY2 482. 

8. JOHN J. GEOGHAN 

John J. Geoghan, known as "Father Jack" to many, was ordained a priest 

of the Archdiocese of Boston on February 2, 1962. See GEOGHAN-II 00059. 

Father Geoghan's first assignment was at Blessed Sacrament Parish in Saugus, 

Massachusetts where he was an Assistant Pastor from February 13, 1962 to 

September 27, 1966. See GEOGHAN-II 00059. Father Geoghan had a brief 
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assignment as the assistant pastor at St. Bernard Parish in Concord, 

Massachusetts from September 27, 1966 to April 20, 1967 and was thereafter 

moved to St. Paul Parish in Hingham as an assistant pastor from April 20, 1967 to 

June 4, 1974. See GEOGHAN-II 00059-00060. 

During the 34 years that Father Geoghan served in the Archdiocese of 

Boston he was transferred to half a dozen parishes and molested more than 130 

known victims (who have come forward through the mid-1990s). Although 

notice that Geoghan was unsuitable to interact with minors was given as early as 

1979, when allegations were made against Father Geoghan and were reported to 

Bishop Daily, Father Geoghan was thereafter continuously moved from parish to 

parish to victimize others. See August 17, 1979 letter from Frank Delaney to 

Bishop Daily; August 23, 1979 letter from Bishop Daily to Delaney; GEOGHAN

II 00059-00060. 

In May of 1974, Cardinal Humberto Medeiros moved Father Geoghan 

from St. Paul Parish in Hingham to St. Andrew Parish in Forrest Hills. See 

GEOGHAN-II 00059-00060. Father Geoghan served there from June of 1974 to 

February of 1980. See GEOGHAN-II 00059-00060. In 1979 serious charges of a 

"moral nature against Father John J. Geoghan" were made by Mrs. _ a 

Forest Hills resident and parishioner at St. Andrew's Parish. See August 17, 1979 
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letter from Rev. Frank Delaney to Bishop Daily; August 23, 1979 letter from Daily 

to Delaney. 

When Rev. Frank Delaney, Pastor at St. Andrew's, learned of these 

accusations he stated that the accusations made by Mrs. _ were completely 

false and that it was Bishop Daily's duty to "personally assure Father Geoghan 

that his record is clear and inform him that he still enjoys the blessing of a good 

priestly reputation - a reputation which is rightfully his." See August 17, 1979 

letter from Rev. Frank Delaney to Bishop Daily. Bishop Daily responded by 

stating that the "charges were quickly proven to be completely unfounded and 

totally irresponsible. One phone call accomplished that." See August 23, 1979 

letter from Bishop Daily to Rev. Frank Delaney. This was the first sign to 

Geoghan that his behavior would be tolerated and he could continue with his 

molestations. See Flatley Confidential Timeline. 

Shortly after the _ complaint, on February 9, 1980, Bishop Daily was 

visited by the Pastor of St. Thomas Parish in Jamaica Plain, Rev. John Thomas, 

who reported that a woman, from Blessed Sacrament Parish, 

in Jamaica Plain called him to report homosexual activity by Father Geoghan 

with her three sons and her nephews (ages 6-14) who were living in her home at 

the time. See Memorandum dated February 9, 1980. That same day Bishop 

Daily confronted Father Geoghan at the Chancery to discuss this claim. See 
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Memorandum dated February 9, 1980. Father Geoghan freely admitted that "he 

had engaged in the homosexual activity (touches, etc.) as indicated - felt badly 

'ashamed' - had been very open with his confessor/spiritual director. He had 

asked about professional psychological help but confessor said to 'hold' for 

now." See Memorandum, dated February 9, 1980. Three days later Father 

Geoghan was placed on "Sick Leave" by Bishop Daily, the then Vicar General. 

See GEOGHAN-II 06707. Bishop Daily stated, "I shall remember you in my 

masses and prayers Father John, that your recovery may be swift and complete." 

See GEOGHAN-II 06707. 

At this time Father Geoghan was required to see Dr. John Brennan for 

psychoanalysis and Dr. Mullins for psychotherapy and continued on "Sick 

Leave" status until January of 1981 when Dr. Brennan sent a letter to Bishop 

Daily stating that it was "mutually agreed that he was now able to resume his 

priestly duties." See GEOGHAN-II 06711; Flatley Memorandum, dated July 11, 

1996. One year later, on February 13, 1980, Father Geoghan was returned to 

active ministry and appointed Associate Pastor at Saint Brendan's Parish in 

Dorchester, Massachusetts by Cardinal Medeiros. See GEOGHAN-II 01976. 

On July 24, 1982, three members of the _ family, the source of the 

1979 complaint, as well as met with Bishop Daily. See 

Memorandum from Bishop Daily dated July 24, 1982. Infuriated, they 
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demanded that Father Geoghan "should not be [allowed] around children (boys) 

where he uses (at least in past with the _) his collar and religion to 

become integrated with families toward ultimate possible abuse." See 

Memorandum from Bishop Daily dated July 24, 1982. Bishop Daily told the 

_and that the Cardinal had been informed about the abuse 

from the beginning two years ago and Bishop Daily promised them that he 

would speak with the Cardinal to seek direction in what actions to take toward 

Geoghan. See Memorandum from Bishop Daily dated July 24, 1982. 

No response was made and no action was taken toward Father Geoghan. 

letter to Cardinal Medeiros dated August 16, 1982. II 
_ wrote a letter to Cardinal Medeiros explaining to him what had 

happened to her family and expressing how embarrassed she was that the 

church was so "negligent." See letter to Cardinal Medeiros 

dated August 16, 1982. She noted that she understood that "we cannot undo that 

(the abuse), but we are obligated to protect others from this abuse .. .it was 

suggested that we keep silent to protect the boys- that is absurd since minors are 

protected under law, and I do not wish to hear that remark again, since it is 

insulting to our intelligence" See letter to Cardinal Medeiros 

dated August 16, 1982. Cardinal Medeiros responded that he was managing the 

issue and that she must "love the sinner and pray for him." See Cardinal 
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Medeiros letter to dated August 20, 1982. Cardinal Medeiros 

stated further that he planned to speak with other priests in order to determine 

"the most Christian way to deal with the problem with [Geoghan] and at the 

same time remove any source of scandal for the sake of the faithful." See 

Cardinal Medeiros letter to dated August 20, 1982. 

Father Geoghan was sent to Rome to attend the "North American 

College's renewal program" in September of 1982. See GEOGHAN-II 01972 and 

GEOGHAN-II 01924. The RCAB provided Geoghan with a $2,000 grant to assist 

him with his expenses in hope that the three months away would provide him 

the opportunity "for the kind of renewal of mind, body and spirit" that would 

enable him to return to parish work "refreshed and strengthened." See 

GEOGHAN-II 01972. 

In March, 1984, Cardinal Bernard Law became the Archbishop of Boston. 

See GEOGHAN-II 00059-00060. A letter was sent to Cardinal Law in September 

of that year by informing him that "[ t ]here is a priest at St. Brendan's 

in Dorchester who has been known in the past to molest boys." See _ 

_ letter to Cardinal Law dated September 6, 1984. She further related that 

Father Geoghan had recently been seen in the company of many boys and 

driving them home as late as 9:30 in the evening. See letter to 

Cardinal Law dated September 6, 1984. She states that she is not accusing the 
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parish of sin, "since we are all sinners, but rather we speak of crime!" See 

letter to Cardinal Law dated September 6, 1984. Bishop Banks 

was also aware of this issue as his contemporaneous handwritten notes indicate 

that "Father Geoghan had been seen several times with children" and there was 

concern not only among the community but within the RCAB. See GEOGHAN-

II 07224-07225. Cardinal Law finally determined on September 18, 1984, that 

Father Geoghan's assignment at St. Brendan's Parish would be ended and he 

would be placed by Cardinal Law in the category of "in between assignments." 

See GEOGHAN-II 01966. 

One month later, in October of 1984, Father Geoghan was reinstated by 

Cardinal Law as Parochial Vicar in Weston, Massachusetts at Saint Julia's Parish. 

See GEOGHAN-II 01961. Bishop D' Arcy contacted Cardinal Law by letter in 

December, 1984 upon Father Geoghan's transfer to Weston and stated: 

Just a word on the recent assignment in this region of Father John 
Geoghan as an associate at St. Julia's in Weston. There are two things that 
give me concern. 1) Father Geoghan has a history of homosexual 
involvement with young boys. I understand his recent abrupt departure 
from St. Brendan's, Dorchester may be related to this problem. . . I am 
afraid that this assignment has complicated a difficult situation. If 
something happens, the parishioners. . . . will be convinced that the 
Archdiocese has no concern for their welfare. 

See GEOGHAN-II 06948-06949 (emphasis added). Within the next few days, two 

doctors, Dr. Mullins and Dr. Brennan met with Father Geoghan and evaluated 

whether or not he could continue with his duties in the parish. See Flatley 
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Memorandum, July 11, 1996. Father Geoghan was apparently cleared by both 

doctors, according to an archdiocesan "confidential time line" as well as a note 

from Brennan. See GEOGHAN-II 06702; Flatley Confidential Timeline. The 

latter reads: "10/20/84 Dr. Mullins - Father Geoghan fully recovered ... 12/14/84 

Dr. Brennan - no psychiatric contra indications or restrictions to his work as a 

parish priest." See Flatley Confidential Timeline. This was not the first time that 

the RCAB had sought the opinion of a doctor with regard to Father Geoghan's 

behavior. See GEOGHAN-II 06709;-11 6711. He had been seen at least twice 

before, by Dr. John Brennan in 1980 and 1981, when he had been put on "sick 

leave" for molesting boys. See GEOGHAN-II 06709 and GEOGHAN-II 06711. 

In approximately 1986, a social worker from DSS reported to Bishop 

Banks that a boy was fondled in a pool by Father Geoghan who, when 

confronted, denied the allegation. See Flatley Confidential Timeline; Flately 

Memorandum, July 11, 1996. The allegation was investigated by the Boston 

Police Department and later dropped due to too many discrepancies. See Flatley 

Confidential Timeline; Flatley Memorandum, July 11, 1996 (Father Flatley also 

references that two 51As were taken out against Father Geoghan prior to 1989 

and that there was another report that "Father Geogan patted [a] boy on the rear 

while he was changing in the bathroom".) 
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In April of 1989, Bishop Banks refers to a phone conversation with Father 

Geoghan's doctor, John Brennan, M.D. in which Brennan stated: "you better clip 

his wings before there is an explosion; you can't afford to have him in a 

parish." See GEOGHAN-II 06712 (emphasis added). On May 23, 1989, Father 

Geoghan was forced to go on sick leave by Cardinal Law after more complaints 

of sexual abuse. See GEOGHAN-II 01960. Cardinal Law sent a letter to Father 

Geoghan informing him that his assignment at St. Julia's was terminated. See 

GEOGHAN-II 06712 ("I realize that at this point it is impossible for you to attend 

the personal concerns which you have and at the same time be available to care 

for others and their needs"). In 1989, Geoghan spent months in two institutions 

purporting to specialize in the treatment of sexually abusive priests -- St. Luke 

Institute in Maryland, where he was diagnosed with "homosexual pedophilia" 

and the Institute of Living in Hartford, Connecticut, where he was diagnosed 

with "A Typical Pedophilia" - it was recommended that "he be returned to 

assignment; keep in touch with psychiatrist." See Flatley Confidential Timeline; 

Flatley Memorandum, July 11, 1996. 

On November 13, 1989, Father Geoghan was reassigned to full ministry at 

St. Julia's by Cardinal Law. See GEOGHAN-II 01954. In November of that year, 

Bishop Banks sent a letter to Dr. Vincent Stephens at the Institute of Living with 

regard to Father Geoghan's Discharge summary which had been previously 
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been sent to him. See Bishop Banks Letter to Vincent J. Stephens, MD at the 

Institute of Living dated November 30, 1989. In his letter, Bishop Banks 

expressed his concern over the fact that the report concluded with a diagnosis of 

"Atypical pedophilia." See Bishop Banks Letter to Vincent J. Stephens, MD at the 

Institute of Living dated November 30, 1989. Bishop Banks had been "assured 

that it would be all right to reassign Father Geoghan to pastoral ministry and 

that he would not present a risk for the parishioners whom he would serve." See 

Bishop Banks Letter to Vincent J. Stephens, MD at the Institute of Living dated 

November 30, 1989. He continued by stating that it was because of this 

reassurance that he went forward in reassigning Father Geoghan, and requested 

that Dr. Swords provide him with a letter communicating the assurances that he 

was "given orally about Father Geoghan's assignment." See Bishop Banks Letter 

to Vincent J. Stephens, MD at the Institute of Living dated November 30, 1989. 

Cardinal Law also intervened on behalf of Father Geoghan, calling the director of 

the Institute, stating that "it really is necessary for us to receive in a very timely 

manner, a written, full, written report in this instance, in this case, as it was in 

every case." Law Depo., Day 6, page 60. 

Two weeks later, Dr. Swords, a staff psychiatrist at the Institute of Living, 

responded to Bishop Banks' transparent attempt to influence the opinions of the 

Institute. See Institute of Living letter to Bishop Banks dated December 13, 1989. 
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While Dr. Swords stated that "the probability that he would sexually act out 

again is quite low," he also stated that "we cannot guarantee that it could not 

reoccur." See Institute of Living letter to Bishop Banks dated December 13, 1989. 

As a result, the "final administrative decision" for him to resume his pastoral 

ministry was "yours." See Institute of Living letter to Bishop Banks dated 

December 13, 1989. At his deposition, Cardinal Law agreed that the final 

decision on Father Geoghan's continued assignment was his, as it was with all 

priests accused of child molestation. See Law Depo., Day 5, pages 42-44; Day 6, 

pages 79-86. 

After receipt of Dr. Swords' letter, the Archdiocese once again determined 

that a balancing of the interests of Father Geoghan and the interests of any future 

victims tilted in favor of an "administrative decision" to leave Father Geoghan in 

ministry, Cardinal Law testified. See Law Depo, Day 6, pages 79-86. Father 

Geoghan was left alone to continue his assignment at St. Julia's where he 

remained for the next three years until 1993. See GEOGHAN-II 07370. 

When Cardinal Law reassigned Father Geoghan to serve at St. Julia's in 

1989, he voiced his support to Father Geoghan by telling him that "it is most 

heartening to know that things have gone well for you and that you are ready to 

resume your efforts with a renewed zeal and enthusiasm. I am confident that 
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you will again render fine priestly service to the people of God in Saint Julia's 

Parish." See GEOGHAN-II 01954. 

During Father Geoghan's time at St. Julia's, he learned of an opportunity 

to become the Pastor of the parish. See GEOGHAN-II 01949. In June of 1990, 

after Monsignor Rossiter announced that he would be resigning, Father Geoghan 

immediately contacted Cardinal Law requesting to be appointed his successor. 

See GEOGHAN-II 01949. For the next two years, between 1990 and 1992, Father 

Geoghan pursued this role without any progress and little response from his 

supervisors. See GEOGHAN-II 01949, GEOGHAN-II 01953, GEOGHAN-II 

01944, GEOGHAN-II 01952. Cardinal Law acknowledged Father Geoghan's 

desires and thanked Father Geoghan for all of his hard work, "with my warmest 

personal regards and my blessing upon you and all whom you serve so well .... " 

See GEOGHAN-II 01943. During this time it is unclear, due to lack of 

documentation produced by the RCAB, whether or not individuals had made 

other complaints in regard to Father Geoghan's behavior. However, there are 

several letters from Dr. Brennan indicating that he had evaluated Father 

Geoghan and he had recommended that Father Geoghan continue with his 

priestly duties. See GEOGHAN-II 06703. These facts suggest that his 

supervisors had some suspicion or indication that Father Geoghan continued to 

pose a threat to minors. See Geoghan-II 06703. 
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More complaints about Father Geoghan surfaced in 1991 and 1992 

regarding inappropriate interactions with children in the community. See 

GEOGHAN-II 0767-07368. Father Geoghan had been seen "proselytizing" at a 

pool accompanied with a young boy in June, 1991 and Father Geoghan was also 

accused of molesting two altar boys at Blessed Sacrament in the 1960s and the 

complaint was made by the boys father, in 1992, after Father 

Geoghan allegedly contacted one of his sons in recent years causing him to 

become emotional. See GEOGHAN-II 07367-07368. This claim was brought to 

Bishop McCormack's attention by Msgr. Fred Ryan after a woman ( _ 

_ ) called him on July 3, 1992. See GEOGHAN-II 07367-07368. Ms._ 

had also spoken to Pastor Rossiter, at St. Julia's Parish and alerted him of the 

problem prior to speaking with Father Ryan. See GEOGHAN-II 07367-07368. 

In early 1993, Father Geoghan was appointed as Associate Director of the 

Office of Senior Priests (Regina CIeri) by Cardinal Law, and was supervised by 

Monsignor Tierney. See GEOGHAN-II 07369-07370. This was a position that 

received funding from the "Clergy Fund under Special Case," a fund that fronted 

money for several perpetrators including Father Robert Gale and Father Ronald 

Paquin. See GEOGHAN-II 07372. 

On January 19, 1994, Father Paul McInerny received a letter from _ 

_ discussing the incidents that had occurred in the 1970's with the 
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_ family. See GEOGHAN-II 07400. She expressed her concern that the 

problem had been brought to several priests attention, and nothing had been 

done" except the usual transfers, which we are now painfully aware did nothing 

but spread the misery and destroy still more families and lives." See 

GEOGHAN-II 07400. Father McInerny immediately disseminated the 

information to Bishop McCormack who met with the Review Board in June of 

1994 and determined that Father Geoghan could no longer be in the parish or 

take part in weekend ministry. See Flatley Memorandum, dated July 11, 1996. 

Within in a few months, Father Geoghan was placed on "Administrative Leave" 

by Cardinal Law. See GEOGHAN-II 07398. 

Father Geoghan was placed on "Sick Leave" and thereafter granted 

"Senior Priest Retirement Status" in the Fall of 1996. See GEOGHAN-II 01927; 

See Cardinal Law letter to Father Geoghan dated December 12, 1996. Cardinal 

Law wrote to Father Geoghan while he was admitted to Southdown in December 

1996. He granted Father Geoghan's request for Senior Priest Retirement status. 

In his letter of December 12, 1996, Cardinal Law states: 

Yours has been an effective life of ministry, sadly impaired by illness. On 
behalf of those you have served well, and in my own name, I would like 
to thank you. I understand yours is a painful situation. The Passion we 
share can indeed seem unbearable and unrelenting. We are our best 
selves when we respond in honesty and trust. God bless you, Jack. 

See Cardinal Law letter to Father Geoghan dated December 12, 1996. 
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Father Geoghan was permitted to reside at Regina CIeri, and finally was 

dismissed from the Priesthood on February 17, 1998. See GEOGHAN-II 01935; 

Monsignor Richard Lennon Memorandum to Rev. James McCarthy dated May 8, 

1998. In January of 2002, at the age of sixty-six years old, Geoghan was convicted 

of indecent assault and battery by Judge Sandra Hamlin and sentenced to nine to 

twelve years in jail nearly forty years after he began molesting children. 

9. DANIEL M. GRAHAM 

Daniel M. Graham was ordained at Holy Cross Cathedral in Boston on 

May 23, 1970, see DG-0059, in a class that included another accused child 

molester, Father Paul J. Finegan. Father Graham's assignments placed him at 

Our Lady of the Rosary, in Stoughton, Massachusetts, until June of 1975 and then 

at St. John the Baptist, in Quincy, where Father Graham remained for thirteen 

years, until June of 1988. See DG-0059. 

The first documented complaint against Father Graham came to the RCAB 

by way of Mr. Bryan Schultz's letter of July 10, 1986, referenced above, that 

described Father Graham's abuse of Mr. Schultz some twenty years earlier, 

approximately in 1966. See DG-0002, 0005-0006; see Schultz Aff.13 Mr. Schultz's 

request for a meeting with Cardinal Law was never answered. See DG-002, 020l. 

Instead, by letter dated August 10, 1986, Cardinal Law's secretary, Father 

13 See Schultz Affidavit as referenced in Addendum "A." 
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William Helmick, assured Mr. Schultz that the matter would be taken "most 

seriously." See DG-0201. 

However, at Father Helmick's deposition in 2002, he testified that he had 

no explanation as to why he did not invite Mr. Schultz to come in and speak with 

Cardinal Law or why Cardinal Law did not ask him to obtain the names of the 

priests Mr. Schultz referred to in his July 1986 letter. See Helmick Depo., October 

9, 2002, p. 53. 

A handwritten note by Bishop Banks, dated April 28, 1988, recorded a 

conversation that Bishop Banks had with Father Graham, during which Father 

Graham stated that "Brian did not want to see me" and that "Paul Shanley ha[ d] 

acted as a mediator. See DG-0003. The note further indicated that Father Graham 

had told Mr. Schultz that Father Graham had turned his life around. See DG-

0003. 

In a May 1988 letter to Father Graham, Mr. Schultz detailed the sexual 

assaults that Father Graham had perpetrated on Mr. Schultz beginning when Mr. 

Schultz was 14 years old. See DG-0005-0006. Mr. Schultz described assaults that 

had taken place in Father Graham's car, Father Graham's parents' home, Father 

Graham's vacation home in Hull, at Our Lady of Lourdes rectory in Stoughton, 

and at st. Patrick's Rectory in Stoneham, among other places. See DG-0005. The 

letter indicated that the sexual molestations involved the use of alcohol and 
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pornographic material. See DG-OOOS. Mr. Schultz added that he had heard that 

Father Graham had continued to befriend young boys and had taken them away 

on overnights. See DG-OOOS. Mr. Schultz asked that Father Graham do four 

things and provide documentation that they had occurred: 

1. Inform his pastor of the abuse; 
2. Remove himself from child-related activities; 
3. Develop a program within his parish to address sexual 

victimization; 
4. Enroll in a Sexual Abuse Perpetrator's Self-Help Group. 

See DG-OOOS. Mr. Schultz threatened legal action and public disclosure if Father 

Graham failed to do any of the above, and a copy of this letter was sent to 

Cardinal Law. See DG-OOOS-0006. Father Graham answered this letter saying 

that he would meet with Cardinal Law and that he would then contact Mr. 

Schultz. See DG-0206. 

In an undated reply to Mr. Schultz, Father Graham admitted the sexual 

abuse, said that he was sorry, asked for forgiveness, and acknowledged that "[he 

had] struggled with celibacy during [his] 18 years of ordination and this [in] no 

way mitigate[d] [his] past negative behavior or [his] guilt." See DG-021S-0218. 

Ironically, Mr. Schultz had also written to Father Shanley, in an undated 

letter (presumably) written in approximately Mayor June of 1988, that relayed in 

greater detail Mr. Schultz's suspicions of Father Graham's continuing abuse of 

young boys in the parish, and Mr. Schultz's frustration that no-one from the 
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Chancery, particularly Cardinal Law, had been in touch with him. See DG-0208-

0212. 

Notwithstanding Mr. Schultz's allegations and Father Graham's 

admissions, in 1988 Dr. Alexander O'Hanley, M.D. performed an assessment of 

Father Graham and by letter dated May 3, 1988, reported to Bishop Banks that 

Dr. O'Hanley, "found nothing in [Father Graham's] eval uation that would 

preclude [Father Graham], psychologically, from holding any position .... without 

reservation", and that Dr. O'Hanley saw no impediment to any assignment that 

those in authority wished to bestow on Fr. Graham. See DG-0004. 

Bishop Banks's notes dated May 9, 1988, chronicled the history of the 

allegations against Father Graham. See DG-0007. Bishop Banks documented 

Father Graham's confession that as a seminarian and young priest, Father 

Graham was involved in sexual activity with a young man; Father Graham's 

failed attempt to meet with Mr. Schultz; Father Graham's request to Father 

Shanley to meet the young man to have Father Shanley explain that Father 

Graham "was in good condition now"; and Dr. O'Hanley's report, "which 

allow[ed] [them] to continue to assign Fr. Graham to priestly ministry." See DG-

0007. Bishop Banks ended his note by saying that he had, "no doubt that Father 

Graham ha[ d] been honest in admitting his guilt and in denying that any 

improprer [sic] activity ha[d] [taken] place in the past 20 years." See DG-0007. 
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Father Graham remained as Associate Pastor at St. John the Baptist, in 

Quincy until June of 1988. He was then appointed Parochial Vicar at St. 

Brendan's Parish, in Dorchester. See DG-0059. 

In August of 1988, Bishop Banks interviewed Father Graham, who 

confirmed that he had completed the four things that Mr. Schultz asked Father 

Graham to do. See DG-0013. Father Graham insisted to Bishop Banks that he 

did not have a problem. See DG-0013. Bishop Banks mused about the wisdom 

of Father Graham's attending a self-help group, Sex and Love Addicts 

Anonymous, known as S.L.A.A., and Father Graham indicated that he was just 

placating Mr. Schultz. See DG-0013. Finally, Father Graham denied Mr. 

Schultz's accusations that Father Graham had befriended young boys, and had 

taken them on overnights and upstairs to the Rectory, among other things. See 

DG-0013. 

On August 10, 1988, Mr. Schultz again wrote to Father Shanley 

documenting the RCAB's lack of belief in and response to his complaints, and 

stated the following: 

It is clear that I have come up against a systemic bureaucracy 
whose only intent is to protect itself - at the expense of it's [sic] 
parishioners and staff - if need be .... Not only is it important to 
insure that no further victims are created but that all involved 
parties are taken care of and not further victimized by this 
disclosure. 

See DG-0017-0018. 
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In Bishop Banks's note dated August 17, 1988, Bishop Banks indicated that 

he had spoken with Father James Lane, Father Graham's pastor at St. Brendan's 

Church to inform Father Lane of Mr. Schultz's charge that Father Graham was 

continuing to act improperly with boys, and that there seemed to be no 

foundation to the charge. See DG-0014. Bishop Banks noted that the 

communication to Father Lane was made to assure the complainant, Mr. Schultz, 

that Bishop Banks had spoken to and had alerted the pastor to be on the lookout 

for any improper familiarity between Father Graham and teenagers. See DG-

0014. Bishop Banks also noted that he and Father Lane agreed that Father 

Graham would be a "plus to the parish." See DG-0014. Bishop Banks also noted 

that he had called Mr. Schultz, related the conversation with Father Lane, and 

that Mr. Schultz seemed to be satisfied. See DG-0014. 

Bishop Banks wrote to Father Shanley by letter dated August 23, 1988 that, 

"Obviously [Mr. Schultz] is not going to be satisfied ... [Mr. Schultz] adjusts 

things to fit his already established way of thinking. It is unfortunate." See DG-

0227. 

Over a year later, on January 8, 1990, Bishop Banks and Father Graham 

had a meeting to discuss Father Graham's potential to be appointed as pastor. 

See DG-0228. Bishop Banks noted that "One problem could be the location of 

Bryan Schultz. But it seems that he lives in New Hampshire, so Fr. Graham 
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could be appointed any place." See DG-0228. Bishop Banks then summarized 

his understanding about Father Graham's abuse, by stating, 

I said hat [sic] it sounded to me as if the problem was not an innate 
one but more related to stress at the time and the maturing process. 

See DG-0228. On August 25, 1990, Cardinal Law appointed Father Graham as 

Pastor of St. Joseph Parish, in Quincy, for a period of six years. See DG-0l06. 

On September 10, 1992, another complaint against Father Graham was 

received by the RCAB. See DG-0230. Father Tim Harrison reported that a 

woman named "." the leader of a physical therapy group, had reported that 

a man named "11" had alleged that he had been sexually abused at age 18 by a 

priest in Quincy 10 years ago, and that priest was presently a pastor at st. 

Joseph's. See DG-0230. The victim had reported this abuse to the police, but the 

police had taken no action on the allegation, because it was beyond the criminal 

statute of limitations. See DG-0230. Further notes indicated that a follow up 

investigation had failed to find " •. " See DG-0l93-195. Almost a year later, 

Sister Catherine Mulkerrin called Father Harrison twice, to ask the identity of the 

complainant, however without success. See DG-0l93-0l95. 

In 1994, Father Brian Flatley took over as the Delegate for cases of Clergy 

misconduct. See DG-0231. In January 1995, in citing the new Sexual Misconduct 

policy that said: "The assignment of one who has engaged in sexual abuse with a 

minor will exclude parish ministry and other ministry that involved minors", 
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Father Flatley asked Father Graham to resign from the parish. See DG-0019-0020. 

Father Flatley informed Father Graham that an assessment at St. Luke's was 

necessary, but he assured Father Graham that Father Graham could remain in his 

parish until after his twenty-fifth anniversary of ordination, in May 1994. See 

DG-0019-0020. 

The RCAB documents indicate that within the next several months, Father 

Graham was assessed by Dr. Mark Blais, of Massachusetts General Hospital, 

who provided a report to Father Flatley. See DG-0196. Then on June 5, 1995, the 

Review Board recommended, and Cardinal Law approved, that Father Graham 

not be involved in parish ministry. See DG-0239. The Review Board's 

recommendation also indicated that Father Graham "engage in therapy as 

recommended, that another ministry be sought where this priest's talents may be 

used." See DG-0027. 

An undated, handwritten note in the file from an unknown author states, 

"Brian - yes to all of this. Let's get Dan Graham off any hook." See DG-0245 

(emphasis added). 

Less than six months after Father Graham was removed from ministry, in 

a memorandum to Father Murphy dated February I, 1996, Father Flatley wrote 

that Father Graham's case needed to be re-examined. See DG-0032-34. Father 

Flatley opined that the recent Sexual Misconduct policy could have been 
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construed as not applying to Father Graham's case because the policy was not 

retroactive, and the case had been treated appropriately before the policy was in 

place. See DG-0032-34. Accordingly, Father Graham's case was heard at the 

Review Board meeting on February 5, 1996, and notes thereto indicate that 

Father Graham's case was "a source of uneasiness for all those involved in the 

office of the Delegate." See DG-0032-34. The Review Board then issued a new 

recommendation as follows: 

That this be determined to be a case reported and handled 
appropriately before the present Policy was in place, and thus one 
to which the Policy does not apply. Father [] (sic) does not require 
further assessment and there should be no limits or restrictions on 
his ministry. 

See DG-0032-34. Cardinal Law accepted the Delegate's recommendation and on 

February 9, 1996 he reinstated Father Graham to ministry. See DG-0035-366. 

Several weeks later, Cardinal Law wrote to Father Graham appointing 

him Vicar Forane of the Quincy Vicariate of South Region. See DG-0121, 0183-

0184. This promotion allowed Father Graham, an admitted child molester, to be 

in charge of more than a dozen parishes. In November 1996, Cardinal Law 

renewed Father Graham's term as pastor of St. Joseph's parish in Quincy for a 

period of six years. See DG-0125, 0130. In November, 1998, Father Graham was 

re-appointed Vicar Forane for three years. See DG-0137. 
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Then in January 2002, in another reversal of position now based on the 

new RCAB policy with regard to past instances of clergy sexual abuse of minors, 

Father Graham was asked to resign by Bishop Malone. See DG-0248-0249. In his 

memorandum to Father Higgins, Bishop Malone wrote that Father Graham, 

"was shocked with the suddenness of this decision ... did not fight it in any way, 

but accepted it in a very sad but manly fashion." See DG-0248. Father Malone 

added that, "This was the most difficult thing [he has] had to do as a bishop, and, 

perhaps, in 30 years as a priest. But, with God's grace, it [was] done." See DG-

0249. 

Since January 2002, Father Graham has remained on "Unassigned Status" 

and resides in Quincy. See DG-0059, 0152. 

10. RICHARD JOHNSON 

Father Richard Johnson was ordained in 1947. See Johnson, Richard G. 1-

003. He served at St. Mary's in Lynn from 1951 to 1960. In 1957, RCAB records 

indicate that he was diagnosed by a psychiatrist as having an adolescent, 

psychopathic personality after allegations that he was "parking" with two girls, 

one of whom was mentally ill. See Johnson, Richard G. 1-028-030. Notes from 

the Chancery indicate that the psychiatrist "insisted on the grave scandal that 

could be caused" if the mentally ill girl, "continues to talk." See Johnson, Richard 
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G. 1-028-030. Notwithstanding the doctor's report, Father Johnson continued to 

serve at various parishes within the Archdiocese. See Johnson, Richard G. 1-003. 

On February 18, 1994, Father Johnson met with Bishop McCormack 

regarding allegations of sexual molestation involving another girl who was a 

high school student and parishioner when Father Johnson was serving at Sacred 

Heart Parish in Roslindale. See Johnson, Richard G. 1-099. Father Johnson 

admitted to being "a little affectionate with girls," but denied molesting them. 

See Johnson, Richard G. 1-099. Bishop McCormack told Father Johnson that he 

was aware of the 1957 allegations. 14 See Johnson, Richard G. 1-104. In an internal 

memorandum of April 4, 1994, Bishop McCormack noted that that the 1957 

allegations "involved his being physically involved with vulnerable women." 

See Johnson, Richard G. 1-104. As the memo continued: "It seems Father 

Johnson admitted more to Dr. McCarthy than he did to Monsignor Riley." See 

Johnson, Richard G. 1-104. In other notes, Bishop McCormack noted that Father 

Johnson was "narcissistic," "arrogant," "haughty," and that he "minimize[d] 

thing that happened. See Johnson, Richard G. 1-110. While it was difficult to say, 

in Bishop McCormack's opinion, that there was a "reasonable probability that 

something happened," he continued: "[I]f linked to with first complaint - seems 

14 The fact that Bishop McCormack could retrieve records from 1957 which indicated the name of 
the two alleged victims negates the "inadequate record keeping" defense that has been asserted 
by Cardinal Law and Bishop McCormack in this case. 
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to be there could be some substance." Bishop McCormack therefore 

recommended "that he be monitored." See Johnson, Richard G. 1-110. 

In a memo of January 27, 1995 Father Flatley noted that while the 

Archdiocese considered the allegations against him to be "serious", the RCAB 

was unable to reach any conclusions because of Father Johnson's denial of the 

Sacred Heart allegation. See Johnson, Richard G. 1-123. However, Father 

Johnson was required to inform a priest in his vicariate about the allegation and 

he and the priest were to be in touch with each other. See Johnson, Richard G. 1-

123. 

After Father Johnson raised the issue of retirement and transfer to Florida, 

Cardinal Law received a memorandum from Father William F. Murphy which 

enclosed a letter recommending Father Johnson for service in the Diocese of 

Palm Beach, Florida. See Johnson, Richard G. 1-137. Father Murphy noted that 

the allegation of sexual misconduct (ignoring that there were, in fact, four 

allegations from two different parishes) and that since "there was never any 

proof" it was safe for Cardinal Law to execute the form. See Johnson, Richard G. 

1-137. One form (the file contains only an unsigned copy with the Cardinal's 

name at the bottom) states that Father Johnson was a priest in good standing 

with the Archdiocese and continued: "I am unaware of anything in his 

background which would render him unsuitable to work with minors." See 
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Johnson, Richard G. 1-136. No mention was made of the information contained 

above or the requirement imposed by the Review Board that he inform a priest of 

the vicariate about the allegation. No mention was made about the other three 

allegations against him. 

11. EDWARD KELLEY 

Father Edward Kelley was ordained a priest of the Boston Archdiocese in 

May of 1968. See KELLEY-2 003. He was assigned to three parishes in the Boston 

Archdiocese before being placed on unassigned status in 1993. See KELLEY-2 

003. On August 15, 1977 a letter was sent to the Chancery by the Nahant Police 

Department reporting an incident that took place on August 4, 1977. See 

KELLEY, E. - 5- 6. At that time two officers observed a blue sedan parked on the 

side of a road. See KELLEY, E. - 5. As the police approached, the officers saw 

"person jump from the seat of the car." See KELLEY, E. - 5. This individual "had 

his pants and underwear wrapped around his ankles." See KELLEY, E. - 5. 

When the officers pulled up next to the car, one recognized the driver of 

the car as the former parish priest of St. Mary's in Lynn, Father Edward Kelley. 

See KELLEY, E. - 5. The police initially let the car go, but then "after discussing 

the matter between ourselves" they pulled the car over. See KELLEY, E. - 5. The 

young man who was the passenger identified himself at the time as a nineteen 

year old. See KELLEY, E. - 5. When Father Kelley was asked what he was doing 
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at the time of the initial stop, "he was sweating profusely." See KELLEY, E. - 5. 

When asked what he was doing in Nahant at that hour (4 am in the morning), 

Father Kelley stated that he was counseling the young man and that the young 

man had to go to the bathroom. See KELLEY, E. - 5-6. After hearing this story, 

one of the officers remarked: "Father, from what I see here, I have nothing but 

really bad thoughts about the circumstances that just occurred." See KELLEY, E. 

- 6. Father Kelley made no response but was allowed to leave. See KELLEY, E. -

6. The police returned to find the original scene and found a broken bottle of 

Bacardi rum at the exact same spot where the car was originally seen. See 

KELLEY, E. - 6. 

When interviewed by Bishop Daily on August 29, 1977 Father Kelley 

stated that he had visited the homes earlier in the evening of young people who 

were waiters at Camp Fatima. See KELLEY-2 046. Camp Fatima was a camp in 

New Hampshire and "waiters" were typically teenagers who would assist 

priests who were counselors there. 15 See KELLEY-2 046. Father Kelley conceded 

that he "had drank more than he should of [sic]," and that the incident was an 

"unfortunate set of circumstances all around." See KELLEY-2 046. 

15 Father Gale, who is under indictment for alleged child molestation also faces accusations of 
molesting Camp Fatima waiters, describes himself as a "friend" to Father Kelley in a 1986 letter to 
Bishop McCormack when Kelley was assigned to a program for alcoholics. See KELLEY-2 071. 
Father Gale, Father Shanley and Father Daniel Graham, all of whom frequented Camp Fatima, 
are alleged to have molested Bryan Schultz, currently a DSS social worker. See Schultz Affidavit 
as referenced in Addendum II A." 
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When faced with a set of facts and a police report that was strongly 

indicative of improper activities by a priest of the Archdiocese and a teenager, 

the notes of Bishop Daily are illustrative. See KELLEY-2 046-047. He stated as 

follows: "I indicated to Father K. that I wanted to help spoke of vulnerability of 

priests to accusations, etc. - the obligation to assist those with problems." See 

KELLEY-2 046 (emphasis in original). 

By the time of this meeting, Bishop Daily had already "helped." On the 

day that the letter was received from the Nahant Police Department, August 15, 

1977 Bishop Daily received a call from the Nahant police chief. See KELLEY-2 

052. Bishop Daily went directly to Nahant where he met with the chief and the 

two police officers. See KELLEY-2 052. Bishop Daily dismissed the seriousness 

of Father Kelley's behavior. Bishop Daily's notes reflect, "no charges are to be 

filed because no 'act' actually witnessed - evidence circumstantial." See 

KELLEY-2052. 

As of August 1977, Father Kelley was assigned to St. Columbkille's parish 

in Brighton. See KELLEY-2 003. There is no evidence in the records produced by 

the RCAB that Bishop Daily informed the pastor or other staff at St. 

Columbkille's that Father Kelley had engaged in such behavior. There is no 

indication that Father Kelley was disciplined or asked to participate in treatment 

after the 1977 Nahant incident. 
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In 1992, reported that he was sexually abused by Father 

Kelley in 1977. See KELLEY-2 323-324. also reported that he was 

abused by Father Kelley beginning when. was approximately 15 years old 

in 1974 and continuing until. was in his early 20's. See KELLEY-2 323-324; 

204-206. Had the RCAB removed Father Kelley from his ministry in 1977, or at 

the very least required that he seek treatment, a young boy may have been 

spared years of abuse. See KELLEY-2 323-324; 204-205; 2 046-047. 

Ultimately, Father Kelley was removed from ministry. See KELLEY-2 323. 

He was diagnosed at St. Luke's Hospital in Maryland as suffering from a sexual 

disorder. See KELLEY-2 323. 

12. BERNARD LANE 

Ordained in 1960, Father Lane became a street priest through the 1960's 

and in 1969 he established Adolescent Counseling in Development, Inc. 

(" AcID"), a residence and counseling center in Malden, Massachusetts for teens 

in trouble with the law. See BL-0594-0598. In 1973, Father Lane and Father C. 

Melvin Surette opened Alpha Omega House in Littleton, Massachusetts that also 

operated as a residential home for troubled teens, most of whom were DYS 

committed. See BL-0612-0613, 0467. 
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In 1975, Reverend Thomas M. Gillespie conveyed a cryptic message 

referenced in a letter to Cardinal Medeiros, which warned the RCAB as of 1973 

about Father Lane. See BL- 0383, 0385. In that letter Father Gillespie said: 

About two years ago Tom Hudgins and I sought you out about our 
concerns over the then proposed assignment of Bernie Lane to the 
Alpha-Omega House in Littleton. As you may recall, we expressed 
serious misgivings about the wisdom of this move .... 

See BL- 0383, 0385. The nature of Fathers Gillespie and Hudgins's serious 

misgivings about Father Lane is not clear and the letter, however, in its entirety, 

it indicates that Father Gillespie's concerns were allayed by 1975. However, 

something troubled these priests about Father Lane's assignment to Alpha 

Omega House that was sufficient for them to bring it to Cardinal Medeiros' 

attention. 

Father Lane's tenure at Alpha Omega ended in 1978 following the 

complaint of one boy that resulted in scrutiny by the Massachusetts Office For 

Children and DYS. Another complaint followed shortly thereafter, with several 

in the early 1990's and dozens by 2002. See BL- 0386, BL 0472-0473. Father 

Surette was similarly terminated at Alpha Omega and put on 'administrative 

leave' on August 8, 1993. See BL- 0921. 

It took repetitive abusive conduct on Father Lane's behalf for a young 

teenage boy, who risked being returned to prison, to tell his parents in 1978 

about Father Lane's repeated sexual molestations and demands for nudity. See 
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Offices of Child Care Services ("OCCS") 0001-0037. The boys parents 

complained and the matter was forwarded to the State of Massachusetts' Office 

for Children ("OFC"), the agency that licensed such group care facilities (now 

Office for Child Care Services - OCCS). See Offices of Child Care Services 

("OCCS") 0001-0037. On October 20, 1978, the OFC formally notified the 

Executive Director of AcID, the parent corporation of Alpha Omega, of the 

complaint and its determination to revoke AcID's license to operate. See Offices 

of Child Care Services ("OCCS") 0001-0037. DYS and the State Police were duly 

notified and conducted investigations. See OCCS 0037. 

In the course of the ensuing investigations, a second resident stepped 

forward to corroborate the molestations that Father Lane was perpetrating on 

the residents at Alpha Omega. See OCCS 0037. It was reported that Father Lane 

was engaging in lewd behavior and that boys were sleeping in Father Lane's bed 

in the nude. See Offices of Child Care Services ("OCCS") 0001-0037. Dr. Stephen 

Howard, the clinical director and supervising psychiatrist at Alpha Omega, said 

that he had become aware of Lane's taking kids home about two years earlier 

and was shocked, but when seen in context, it had therapeutic value. See OCCS 

0036. 

Father Lane defended his actions by claiming that the first young man 

came to the program as an alternative to jail but had to be asked to leave the 
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program - and was "out to get him." See BL- 0110. Father Lane "admitted 

visiting resident at his room," but that he was just "touching him," with "no 

homosexual activity ever." See BL- 0473. However, the investigations revealed 

that" the Director at first denied that unusual forms of treatment had ever been 

utilized in the facility. Another staff member subsequently joined this 

conversation and a detailed discussion ensued, during the course of which the 

Director admitted that unusual forms of treatment had, in fact, been utilized." 

See OCCS 0004-0005 (emphasis added). Ultimately Father Lane admitted the 

allegations to the investigators who "talked to Lane who disagreed w/only 

small particulars of kids' stories - admitted going to bed wlkids nude, etc." See 

OCCS 0036. As a result of the OFC complaint, as of November 1978, Father Lane 

and Dr. Stephen Howard resigned and their relationship with the Alpha Omega 

Program was terminated. See OCCS 0009. 

After leaving Alpha Omega House, Father Lane was sent for evaluation to 

Boston's House of Affirmation, see BL- 0389, where he was seen by Reverend J. 

William Huber, Psychologist-Therapist, who reported his findings to Bishop 

Daily. See BL- 0389. There is some indication that Father Lane had agreed to go 

into counseling. See BL- 0008. However, the RCAB has refused to produce the 

report issued at the time. 
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In January of 1979, less than three months following his termination at 

Alpha Omega, Father Lane asked that his reassignment involve work with youth 

with a preference to work with Father Paul McLaughlin at St. Peter's in Lowell. 

See BL- 0217. Bishop Daily was enthusiastic to this request and encouraged the 

appointment See BL- 0218. Bishop Ruoco expressed reservations - "no desire for 

precedent setting." See BL- 0218. 

Notwithstanding the clear message that the RCAB should have received 

about Father Lane's predatory conduct with young boys at Alpha Omega, in 

March of 1979 Cardinal Medeiros, upon the recommendation of the Personnel 

Board, appointed Father Lane Associate Pastor at St. Peter's Parish in Lowell. 

See BL- 0110, BL 0396. No restrictions on Father Lane's access to children were 

indicated. 

By November 1979, Father Lane was once again active with youth in the 

Christian Youth Witness Corps. See BL- 0477. The Mayor of Lowell heralded 

Father Lane and wrote, "Lowell's young people need a purpose, a road to walk 

and I see your Youth Witness Corps as one of those roads." See BL- 0477. 

Apparently Mayor Rourke had not been informed by the RCAB of the allegations 

of sexual abuse of young boys that had been leveled against Father Lane the year 

before and that had caused Father Lane's ouster from another youth program, 

Alpha Omega. 
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In 1980, Father Lane wanted to establish Youth Ministry Programs with 

Father Ruoco. See BL- 0238. By letter of April 16, 1980 to Father Hudgins, 

Bishop Daily said that he had "serious misgivings with Father Lane's association 

with a project of this kind, however good it may seem to be." See BL- 0482. 

Shortly after that, Paul McLaughlin added that, "Bernie talks youth work but 

does ng withe (sic) youth of St. Peter." See BL- 0249. 

Father Hudgins wrote to Bishop Daily on April 29, 1980: 

Since Father's transfer from the Alpha Omega House, I have heard 
from Protestants as well as Catholics some very disturbing stories 
concerning the reasons for his removal. If there is any validity to 
them, I believe that he should receive psychiatric help before he 
can be placed again in the same circumstances. If he is allowed to 
continue with the project and something should happen, God 
forbid, his Eminence will be subjected to criticism and 
embarrassment .... 

See BL- 0003-0004 (emphasis added). Over the next several years Cardinal 

Medeiros appointed Father Lane Associate Pastor (May 1980) at St. Maria Goretti 

Parish in Lynnfield, see BL- 0404, and Associate Pastor (November 1981) at Saint 

Charles Borromeo Parish in Waltham. See BL- 0424. Father Lane continued to 

abuse children. See Complaint of McKeever, et al. v. Roman Catholic 

Archbishop of Boston ("McKeever Complaint"). However, notwithstanding the 

OFC and DYS investigations at Alpha Omega and the subsequent voiced 

concerns indicated above, in December of 1985, Bernard Cardinal Law 

appointed Father Lane Pastor of Our Lady of Grace Parish in Chelsea, 
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Massachusetts where he had complete unsupervised access to children, 

teenagers and adults alike. See BL- 0427. 

By March 1993, in a letter to Bishop Hughes, Bishop McCormack, who 

was Father Lane's classmate at Seminary, was rewriting a sanitized version of the 

1978 allegations against Father Lane stating that the boy made the charges in a 

vindictive way and that there was no substantiation for holding them to be 

credible. See BL-0008. Bishop McCormack further perpetuated this distorted 

version of the facts by adding that it was his "impression [is] that Father Lane 

must have been overextended and probably was not using good judgment at 

times." See BL- 0008. This statement belies the outright admission Father Lane 

made to DYS, the statements of staff, the ultimate findings of the OFC and DYS, 

and the complaints raised by two boys at Alpha Omega. 

Bishop McCormack's confidential memorandum to Bishop Hughes of 

May 3, 1993, documenting his version of the 1978 allegations against Father Lane, 

further said, "[w]e can uncover no evidence that points to Father Lane acting 

irresponsibly or in a way that points to sexual misconduct.... If you would like 

this presented to the Sexual Misconduct Review Board, I would do so. However, 

I do not encourage it." See BL- 0517 (emphasis added). This assertion appeared 

to startle even Bishop Hughes, who stated: "Jack: Why do you recommend not 
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going before the Board? I appreciate all the steps you have taken, but wonder 

about your last sentence. Just wondering!" See BL- 0011. 

In 1993, another former resident of Alpha Omega came 

forward stating that he was sexually abused in 1975 when he was 15 years old by 

Father Lane. See BL- 0110-0112,0019. The victim reported that at Alpha Omega, 

Father Lane would "teach him how to relax, love his own body ... remove pieces 

of clothing ... lay naked in bed with him when he (Lane) was naked ... massage 

_ rush him, try to masturbate him and teach him how to feel orgasm. They 

would talk about oral and anal sex, but he (_) would not do it. He reported 

that this happened about twenty times within one year. .. " See BL- 0019 

(emphasis added). Father Lane denied that there was any sexual abuse, but 

admitted to nakedness. See BL- 0110. He said that he "never engaged in 

massage or masturbation of the boys ... the boys were street boys and generally 

did not have underwear at night or pajamas or bathing suits for swimming .... " 

See BL- 0023. In 1994, another former resident of Alpha Omega came forward to 

report that he was sexually abused by Father Lane when he was seventeen years 

old and working in the residential treatment program. See BL-01lO. Father Lane 

denied that there was any sexual abuse, but admitted to nakedness. See BL-

0110. 
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In response to both the 1993 and 1994 allegations, Father Lane attempted 

to excuse his behavior and diminish the credibility and integrity of his victims by 

saying that the residents were street kids who were given a last chance before 

going to jail. See BL- 0111. Father Lane further described the therapy as 

reflective of the times - the 1970's - but added that, "now seen as being 

'unorthodox', [he] wishes that he had greater supervision in that aspect of 

running the program." See BL- 0110. Without remorse, Father Lane then added 

that these young men are "twisting the picture." See BL- 0111. 

Following these additional allegations in 1993 and 1994 of abuse that took 

place at Alpha Omega in the 1970's, Father Lane participated in an inpatient 

assessment at St. Luke Institute where he was diagnosed with an "adjustment 

disorder with mixed emotional features (marked to severe anxiety). There was a 

diagnosis of un-integrated sexuality and a diagnosis of ephebophilia by history." 

See BL- 0111. However, by letter of February 7, 1994 from psychiatrist Dr. 

Howard G. Iger to Bishop McCormack, the Institute recommended Father 

Lane's return to full unrestricted ministry." See BL- 0161-0169 (emphasis 

added). 

The Review Board of June 6, 1994 interpreted the 1978 assessment of the 

House of Affirmation and the 1994 assessment of St. Luke Institute as finding 

"no current sexual disorder." See BL- 0110-0112. However, they determined that 
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Lane had engaged in "serious boundary violations and poor judgment," see BL-

0110-0112, and the Delegate recommended that Lane should not serve in parish 

ministry and that there should be no public ministry in the near future, with 

review in two years. See BL-011O-0112. 

Then in December 1995 Dr. Howard G. Iger, at Father Lane's request, 

wrote a letter of recommendation in support of Father Lane's application to 

become Associate Director of senior priests of the RCAB. See BL-0178. In that 

letter, Dr. Iger reiterated his February 1994 recommendation that Father Lane be 

returned to full unrestricted ministry and added that Father Lane was a "deeply 

spiritual man of a high level of integrity ... commitment, and intelligence." See 

BL- 0178. 

In 1997, another former resident of Alpha Omega, 

came forward and described Father Lane's molestations of him from January to 

June of 1974. See BL- 00119-123, 782-785. He said that Father Lane also provided 

him with Vaseline and pornographic magazines and videos. See BL- 00119-123, 

782-785. Father Lane encouraged him to masturbate openly, and brought the 

boy to his bedroom at night, rubbing his hands up and down his torso and legs 

and giving him 'body rushes' as they both lay naked in Lane's bed. See BL-

00119-123, 782-785. He said that Father Lane forced him to perform 'hand jobs' 

on him. See BL- 0122. Father Lane denied the claims. See BL- 0125. Mr. 
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_ settled his claim against the RCAB for $200,000.00 in 1998. See BL-

0796-0804. 

In February 1999, another former resident of Alpha Omega ( _ 

_ ) came forward with a claim of his abuse that occurred in 1976. See BL-

0806-807. He said that Father Lane took him to his private beach house in New 

Hampshire where he gave the boy oral sex and sodomized him, and then 

threatened to send the boy back to the Detention Center if he ever told anyone. 

See BL- 0806-807. Father Lane denied the allegations. See BL- 0128. 

In February 1999, Father Lane was still in ministry despite all of the 

allegations set forth above. Specifically, he was celebrating two Sunday Masses 

at St. Linus Parish in Natick, had contact with minors in open forum of liturgy, 

and performed ministry in the work he did at Regina CIeri. See BL- 0128. In 

April of 1999, another former resident of Alpha Omega (_) came 

forward with his allegations of abuse dating to 1974. See BL- 0834-0837. He 

reported that Father Lane had gotten into his bed and rubbed his private parts 

under his underwear. See BL- 0834-0837. On another occasion Father Lane took 

him to Father Lane's New Hampshire cottage, where Father Lane climbed into 

bed with the boy. See BL- 0834-0837. 

Reverend Charles Higgins, the Delegate to the Cardinal for Clergy Sexual 

Misconduct, met with Father Lane on June 21, 1999 and Father Lane finally 
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admitted that at Alpha Omega he engaged in nude hugging, fondling, touching 

and sexual arousal. See BL- 0142. Father Lane admitted that there was touching 

of genital areas along with touching of all the other parts of the body. See BL-

0142. 

Father Lane resigned "probably for poor health" as of August 14, 1999. 

See BL- 0023. In December of 2002, Father Lane testified in court before Judge 

Sweeney, who admonished Father Lane for filing a false affidavit with the Court. 

See Memorandum of Decision, dated November 25,2002, page 12. 

13. ROBERT V. MEFF AN 

Father Robert V. Meffan was ordained on September 29, 1953. See 

Meffan-2002. He served from 1953 through 1968 as an Associate Pastor at two 

parishes, St. Anne's in Bridgewater, Massachusetts and Sacred Heart in 

Weymouth, Massachusetts, and as an Assistant Chaplain at Metropolitan State 

Hospital in Waltham, Massachusetts. See Meffan-2 002. In August of 1972, he 

was transferred and appointed to serve as an Assistant Pastor at Our Lady of 

Good Counsel in Quincy, Massachusetts. See Meffan-2 0002. 

On July 29, 1977, Father Meffan submitted a letter to Cardinal Medeiros in 

which he stated, "I submit my retirement effective one week after a new pastor 

has been appointed ... to serve at Our Lady of Good Counsel." See Meffan-2 075. 

The wellspring of Father Meffan's desire to resign appears to relate to 
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philosophical differences between him and the church hierarchy. See Meffan-2 

073; -2 083; -2 092-093; -2 151. Father Meffan expressed to Bishop Daniel Hart his 

view that the "system [is] an evil one because of its emphasis on money ... ". See 

Meffan-2 092-093. Meffan refused to engage in certain church fundraising 

campaigns. See Meffan-2 151. Cardinal Medeiros did not place Father Meffan on 

retirement status. See Meffan-2 090), but his appointment at Our Lady of Good 

Counsel Parish in Quincy, Massachusetts was terminated on October 31, 1977 

and he was placed on "sick' leave" status through April, 1978. See Meffan-2 098-

099. Father Meffan insisted that he was not "sick". See Meffan-2 116. 

In the years after Meffan was placed on "sick leave" status, Archdiocese 

officials, including Bishop Daily, expressed frustration at the "anomaly" of 

Father Meffan's situation -- receiving sick leave benefits but not being sick. See 

Meffan-2 118-119. In January, 1979, Bishop Hart, having met with Meffan, 

reported that Father Meffan was operating his own ministry and engaging in 

counseling outside the scope of the RCAB structure: 

Ministry- He told me he sees many people for individual 
counseling. The next day, for example, he had six appointments. 
More and more are seeking him out now that he has a more 
permanent living arrangement. He says Mass at Nursing Home 
regularly, baptizes on some occasions, teaches CCD high school 
courses, helps out on weekends at St. Elizabeth's Parish, Milton; St. 
Bonaventure's Paris, Manomet; and other places. He is as busy as 
he ever was, doing priestly work, as distinct from fund-raising. He 
is completely satisfied with his present ministry. He feels he is 
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more a priest than he was two years ago. "God has been good to 
me. While it was not easy at first, I am very happy now." 

See Meffan-2 121; -2 123-124. 

Cardinal Medeiros, although dissatisfied with Meffan's "arrangement," 

took no action to return Father Meffan to an active status within the RCAB. See 

Meffan-2 129. In 1984, it appeared that Father Meffan was ready to accept a 

Church assignment, see Meffan-2 156, but he confided in Bishop Hart that he was 

compelled to complete what he described as his "mission" (involving his private 

ministry) and that a Church assignment would be incompatible with that 

"mission". See Meffan-2 159. Cardinal Law, "with reluctance" assented to Father 

Meffan's wish to complete his "mission" and his "sick leave" status was 

extended to late 1985. See Meffan-2 163. 

On December 16, 1985, Father Meffan was appointed by Cardinal Law to 

the position of Parochial Vicar at St. Teresa's Parish in Pembroke, Massachusetts, 

thus ending his eight-year private ministry. See Meffan-2 177. Within two 

months, there was an allegation that Father Meffan sexually abused a minor. See 

Meffan-2 181; -2 257. In January 1986, Father Meffan was accused of sexual 

abuse involving a 17-year-old girl. See Meffan-2 181; -2 257. (although there is 

little documentation, it appears that the same victim came forward years earlier, 

in 1980, and that Bishop Daily was made aware of the abuse then. See Meffan-2 

146. Father Meffan was confronted concerning the substance of the allegations 
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and although his denial was "accepted," Bishop McCormack noted that "Bob 

[Meffan' s] reactions were such that the allegations might well be true: not upset, 

but matter of fact-- no desire to know who - no indignation- no dry mouth." See 

Meffan-2 184. Father Meffan, despite this allegation, was permitted to remain in 

active ministry for the next seven years. See Meffan-2 002. In 1993, there were 

additional reports of sexual abuse. See Meffan -1-2; -2 215-216; -2 233-234; -2 257. 

Two victims of Father Meffan who reported their abuse as minors were young 

female students at Sacred Heart School in Weymouth, Massachusetts where 

Meffan served and the" allegations all revolved around spiritual advice given to 

vulnerable young girls which encouraged liberal interpretation of the scriptural 

image of the Bride and Bridegroom." See Meffan-1-2;-2 257. One of the young 

victims reported that Father Meffan "used to suggest to her that she imagine 

Christ touching, kissing and having intercourse with her". See Meffan-2257. 

Notwithstanding that the 1993 allegations were first raised in January, 

Father Meffan was still in active ministry as of July, 1993. See Meffan-1-2;-2 215-

216; -2 233-234; -2 259;. The RCAB sought to have Meffan undergo residential 

treatment at St. Luke's Institute, but he refused. See Meffan-2 263. 

Finally, on July 8, 1993, Father Meffan's church assignment was 

terminated. See _Meffan-2265. The Review Board recommended that he receive 

counseling and live in a "structured environment" See Meffan-1 284, yet he was 
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allowed to live alone at White Horse Beach in Plymouth, Massachusetts. See 

Meffan-2288. Predictably, upon receiving a request by Father Meffan in 1996 for 

Senior Priest/Retirement status, Cardinal Law granted the status and wrote: 

This letter provides me with an opportunity to thank you in my 
name and in the name of the people of the Archdiocese for the 
ministry which you have offered in both hospital and parish 
settings over the years since your ordination in 1953. You have 
worked over these years to bring God's Word and His Love to His 
people. We are truly grateful for your priestly care and ministry to 
all whom you have served during those years. Without doubt over 
these years of generous care, the lives and hearts of many people 
have been touched by your sharing of the Lord's Spirit. We are 
truly grateful. See Meffan-2 329. 

In July 1996, Father Meffan wrote a letter to Cardinal Law and expressed 

his "thanks for your time, your kindness and especially your pain." See Meffan-

2349. Father Meffan enclosed a rambling letter, signed by Meffan as "Prisoner of 

Love" in which he said "I was trapped, a prisoner of love in a cell of allegation." 

See Meffan -2350. 

14. ROBERT MORRISSETTE 

Robert H. Morrissette was ordained at St. John's seminary in May 17, 

1975. See Morrissette-2 011. His first assignment was at St. Mary's Parish in 

Lynn, Massachusetts as an associate pastor effective June 3, 1975. See 

Morrissette-2 011. In November of 1976, Father Morrissette was moved to St. 

Joseph's Parish in Salem, Massachusetts to serve as associate pastor until 

December of 1984. See Morrissette-2 011. He was immediately moved that 
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December to Assumption Parish in Bellingham and was assigned as the 

parochial vicar for nearly ten years. See Morrissette-2 011. During this time 

Father Morrissette molested five known victims until he was placed on sick leave 

in the middle of 1993. See Morrissette-2 011. 

During Father Morrissette's time at Saint Mary's he served as the Juvenile 

Court Chaplain of the District Court of Southern Essex in Lynn, Massachusetts. 

See Morrissette-2 014. He also participated in the Campus Ministry Program at 

Salem State College in Salem, Massachusetts during his assignment at Saint 

Joseph's Parish. See Morrissette-2 023. Early on in Father Morrissette's career his 

peers had concerns about him being around children, especially young boys. 

Handwritten notes by Bishop Daily describe Father Morrissette as taking part in 

"suspicious conduct." See Morrissette-2 028. 

At the end of 1984, several allegations were made about Father 

Morrissette's behavior which included two reports of abuse by Father Larry 

Rondeau at Saint Joseph Parish in Salem. See Morrissette-2 032. Father Rondeau 

had heard from Father Ray Plourde that Father Morrissette was looking to 

transfer and nobody could figure out why. Father Rondeau also stated that 

Father Morrissette had admitted the allegations to him, but had" denied it to the 

Bishop." See Morrissette-2 032. A few weeks later, Father Morrissette was 

interviewed and admitted that the allegations made about sexual behavior were 
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in fact true, and that he had also been involved in a "gay scene." See Morrissette-

2034. Father Morrissette was advised by an RCAB supervisor that he would be 

immediately transferred and that he was to seek an evaluation at the House of 

Affirmation. See Morrissette-2 034. 

Alexander O'Hanley, a psychiatrist, was contacted in December of 1984. 

See Morrissette-2 036. After evaluating Father Morrissette, Dr. O'Hanley felt that 

Father Morrissette had "no bad history, just recent. Just a problem the past three 

years." See Morrissette-2 036. He also determined that Father Morrissette had a 

"homosexual orientation." See Morrissette- 2 060. In a letter sent to Bishop 

Banks with regard to Father Morrissette's treatment, Dr. O'Hanley stated that 

"assignment to parish ministry is sound and reasonable" and that he should 

continue in his therapy, but continue with his day to day relationship building 

within the ministry, which had posed an ongoing problem for him. See 

Morrissette-2 037. 

Immediately following the receipt of the evaluation, Bishop Banks 

reinstated Father Morrissette and transferred him to Assumption Parish in 

Bellingham, Massachusetts as parochial vicar in December of 1984. See 

Morrissette-2 040. During his assignment at Assumption Parish, Father 

Morrissette continued to receive treatment from Dr. O'Hanley, who reassured 
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the archdiocesan supervisors that Morrissette was suitable to continue on with 

his pastoral duties. See Morrissette-2 043-044. 

In July of 1985, Father Morrissette requested to be allowed to take a trip 

with a group of young boys to the mountains for skiing. See Morrissette-2 029, 

050. Due to the fact that they were going skiing, Father Morrissette requested 

that the trip be overnight. Father Arthur Bergeron told him that "going away 

with youngsters was all over for him." See Morrissette-2 050. Father Bergeron 

also voiced his concerns to Bishop Banks who placed a typed memo in the 

archdiocesan file. See Morrissette-2 029, 050. 

In 1988 Bishop Banks met with Father Morrissette to discuss rumors in 

regard to activities that he had taken part in with a former 

seminarian, who had referred to Father Morrissette as his lover. See Morrissette-

2 049. Bishop Banks confronted Father Morrissette about the allegation that was 

reported to him by Father Richard Matte, who was assigned with him at 

Assumption Parish. See Morrissette-2 049. Father Morrissette denied that he 

had any relationship with Mr. _ and reiterated the fact that "there was 

not a problem with any young people and that the whole thing was behind him." 

See Morrissette-2 049, 055. Father Morrissette also states that Father Matte was 

the individual who" encouraged all of them to come by to visit frequently," and 
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acknowledges the fact that he knows that he will never be trusted again due to 

his actions in Salem. See Morrissette-2 056-057. 

The Priestly Renewal Advisory Board recommended Father Morrissette to 

attend a semester at the Vatican II Institute for Clergy Education in Menlo Park, 

California to attend in the fall of 1993. See Morrissette-2 062. In a letter sent to 

Father Morrissette on March 27, 1991, Cardinal Law expressed his hope that the 

program would offer him the "opportunity for the kind of renewal in mind, 

body and spirit" so that him would be able to return to the parish "refreshed and 

strengthened." See Morrissette-2 062. 

Before his departure to California, Cardinal Law ended Father 

Morrissette's appointment at Assumption Parish upon the recommendation of 

the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese in May of 1993. See Morrissette-2 065. 

He also informed Father Morrissette to stay in touch with the Clergy Personnel 

Office up his return so that he can be re-assignment in December of 1993. See 

Morrissette-2065. 

Prior to the time that Father Morrissette was scheduled to leave for the 

Clergy Education Program, rumors and allegations began to surface. In June, 

Bishop McCormack and Bishop Daily were informed that Father Morrissette had 

been involved with two young boys, which included touching and fondling. See 

Morrissette-2082. In a Review Board Meeting which took place on June 29, 1993, 
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the board discussed the recent actions of Father Morrissette and determined that 

he must return to the Institute of Living as well as resume his treatment with Dr. 

O'Hanley. See Morrissette- 085-087. That fall of 1993, Father Morrissette was put 

on "Unassigned-Status '00'" and thereafter informed by Cardinal Law that he 

would be on "Sick Leave effective September 18, 1993" with the understanding 

that he would be residing at his family home in Lowell and could only celebrate 

Mass privately. See Morrissette-2 091 and Morrissette-2 099. In Review Board 

notes dated October 14, 1993 it states the following: "The priest enter into twice

weekly therapy for a period of two to three years. He not receive an assignment 

in ministry with a further review in one year by an independent reviewer. That 

he not reside where there is contact with adolescent males and that he be 

engaged in an academic experience." See Morrissette-2 115. 

Father Morrissette began working with a friend to develop a candle 

company, Marklin Candle Company, in Nashua, New Hampshire in the fall of 

1993 and continued to receive therapy with Dr. Rizzuto, paid for by the Clergy 

Fund, and was diagnosed by his psychiatrist with generalized anxiety and 

dependent personality disorder. See Morrissette-2 122, 2214,2 123. 

Despite the allegations, Cardinal Law received several letters from 

individuals, specifically expressing their interests in Father 

Morrissette returning to the parish and serving the community. See Morrissette-2 
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169, 2 172. Cardinal Law responded by simply stating that at the time he was 

unable to comment on the situation, and that Father Morrissette was on a "health 

leave." See Morrissette-2 169,2 172. 

In November of 1995, Father Morrissette reported to Father Flatley that he 

would be applying for a position at the Boston Harbor Hotel as a room service 

waiter, but still had high hopes that he would be able to be assigned back within 

the ministry. See Morrissette-2 262-263. Within one month Father Morrissette 

was working at the Boston Harbor Hotel. See Morrissette-2 269. 

In the winter of 1998, Father Morrissette became the part time concierge at 

the Boston Harbor Hotel and an agreement was made between Reverend 

William Murphy and him that his status would be changed to "Unassigned" and 

later to be placed on "Sick Leave" status with a Leave of Absence permitted by 

Cardinal Law for January 1, 1999. See Morrissette-2 300, 2 304, 2 310. Father 

Morrissette remained on "Leave of Absence" status until January of 2000. See 

Morrissette-2006. 

15. DAVID C. MURPHY 

David C. Murphy was ordained in February of 1963. See Murphy, 2-385. 

He served as an assistant pastor in three parishes after his ordainment before 

being assigned in 1966 to serve at St. Monica's Parish in South Boston, 

Massachusetts. See Murphy, 2-385. In 1967, Reverend Francis Sexton, 
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Chancellor, RCAB, sent a letter to Pastor Herbert Phinney at St. Monica's Parish 

enclosing a letter that Cardinal Medeiros received. See Murphy, 2-016. In 

particular, the letter states "if it is a typical crank letter, you can ignore it. If you 

think the matter should be called to Father Murphy's attention, I will leave it to 

your judgment." See Murphy, 2-016 (The RCAB failed to produce the 

underlying letter). The event referred in the letter proved to be a precursor of a 

pattern of sexually inappropriate behavior which would span the next three (3) 

decades. 

By 1974, Father Murphy was serving as Technical Assistant at the St. Peter 

& Paul Parish in South Boston, MA. See Murphy, 2-385. On December 26, 1974, 

Bishop Daily corresponded with John J. Gartland, Esq., in which he reported that 

several South Shore area women had lodged complaints that Father Murphy 

called them on the pretext of conducting a survey and posed" questions ... of a 

personal nature and requests [were] made that were not proper." See Murphy, 

2-069. The letter goes on to relate that Father Murphy denied the allegations that 

he placed the call and to question Attorney Gartland as to "what protection can 

we afford to Father Murphy's reputation." See Murphy, 2-069. 

On July 9, 1975, it was reported, again, that a woman received an obscene 

call from Father Murphy, as documented by Bishop Daily. See Murphy, 2-082. 

Father Murphy remained in active ministry despite these reports of obscene calls. 
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See Murphy, 2-385. However, on or about November 13, 1982, Bishop Daily 

questioned Father Murphy about what he termed "Murphy's Whore House" 

being operated out of the basement of St. Peter & Paul's Parish. See Murphy, 2-

167-168. Father Murphy again denied that anything untoward happened there. 

See Murphy, 2-167-168. 

On January 16, 1986, Bishop Banks was informed that Father Murphy 

offered and paid a thirty-year-old man money to engaged in sado-masochistic 

activity and that the sexual acts occurred in Father Murphy's room in the 

Rectory. See Murphy, 2-195. The victim complained because he did not want to 

participate in the acts, but did so because of Father Murphy's offer of money. 

See Murphy, 2-195. There is no evidence in the RCAB file that Bishop Daily or 

any other RCAB representative took action regarding the report and, in fact, 

Father Murphy remained in active ministry. See Murphy, 2-385. Indeed, Father 

Murphy sought, with the approval of Cardinal Law, a transfer as a priest to the 

Diocese of Orange California in 1989 as part of "lend lease" program, but the 

area Bishop denied the request. See Murphy, 2-204-206. There is no indication in 

the records that the Orange County Bishop was advised of Father Murphy's 

prior allegations of sexual impropriety. See Murphy, 2-204-206. Following 

Father Murphy's return from an academic leave in 1991, Cardinal Law appointed 

Father Murphy as parochial vicar of our Lady of Lourdes Parish in Boston. See 
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Murphy, 2-227. In fact, Cardinal Law wrote: "It is a pleasure to extend a warm 

welcome upon your return .. .. ff See Murphy, 2-227. 

In 1992, another allegation of sexual impropriety was made against Father 

Murphy, this time by a minor, _ regarding abuse in the 1978-80 time frame. 

See Murphy, 2-229; 2-246-248. Despite that report, there is no indication that any 

action was taken against Father Murphy and he remained in active ministry until 

1996 when, at last, the RCAB addressed the allegations and placed him on 

Administrative Leave. See Murphy, 2-238-242; 2-385. Despite the fact that Father 

Murphy failed a polygraph examination relating to his conduct with _ see 

Murphy, 2-315, and was issued a canonical warning regarding contact with 

minors, see Murphy, 2-330, Father Murphy was assigned in 1998 to ministry by 

Cardinal law as Chaplain to Good Samaritan Hospital and Brockton Hospital. 

See Murphy 2-346. Father Murphy held those ministry positions until 2002, 

when he was placed on unassigned status, see Murphy 2-358, in connection with 

yet another report of sexual abuse of a minor. See Murphy, 2-355-360. 

16. RONALD H. PAQUIN 

Father Ronald H. Paquin was ordained on April 11, 1973 and from the 

time Father Paquin was assigned to Saint Monica's Parish in Methuen, in May of 

the same year, he began sexually molesting children there. In this regard, the 

RCAB's own Review Board records reveal complaints from more than seventeen 
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(17) victims of Paquin, see RP-0001, which range from the 1970's into the early 

1990' s and there are also another twenty three (23) pending claims of individuals 

who were molested by Paquin - - more than forty (40) known victims of sexual 

abuse by him. See 00013-00014. The Pastor at Saint Monica's when Paquin was 

assigned there was Rev. Allan Roche, who revealed to his supervisors at the 

Chancery that Paquin had an "unusual" interest in boys and would bring them 

to his room at the rectory at Saint Monica's. See Roche 1-091. 

Father Paquin is one of the few priests to have pled guilty to his crimes 

and he is now serving his sentence at MCI Cedar Junction in Walpole. See 

Affidavit of John Doe 4 ("Doe 4 Aff." . Father Paquin forced his 

child victims to engage in oral copulation and touching of genitals, as well as 

causing them to engage in sex with each other to satisfy his appetite for 

voyeuristic pleasures. See Affidavit of Michael Simonds ("Simonds Aff."). 

Father Paquin preyed upon the most vulnerable children, often from broken 

homes and he cultivated them as his sexual playmates. See RP-0586-0594 and 

RP-0984-0987; Doe 4 Aff .. 

In one instance, in 1977, the father of a molestation victim confided in 

Pastor Roche about what Father Paquin had done to his son on a trip to Cape 

Cod. See Affidavit of Anthony Facella ("Facella Aff."). At the time, his wife was 

sick with cancer. See Facella Aff .. The father went to Pastor Roche to demand that 
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Roche contact the police about Paquin. See Facella Aff.. Instead, Roche 

convinced him not to do so, saying that it would be too much stress on his wife. 

See Facella Aff. From 1977 to 1993, Father Paquin continued to molest scores of 

children, who he met at his parish. See 000012;13;14. The molestation, however 

took place in various locations including Methuen, Haverhill, Canton, Cape Cod, 

Vermont, New Hampshire, Canada, and elsewhere. See Doe 4 Aff.; Simonds Aff. 

In the fall of 1989, shortly after Rev. Frederick Sweeney was assigned as 

Pastor to Saint John's Parish in Haverhill, he immediately suspected that Father 

Paquin was molesting children there. Father Sweeney contacted Bishop Alfred 

E. Hughes, Vicar for Administration of the Archdiocese at the Chancery in 

Brighton to discuss his concerns. See RP-0022; Deposition of Frederick Sweeney 

("Sweeney Depo.) dated December 4, 2002, pp. 60-61. At this time, Father Paquin 

was involved sexually with more than one boy including John Doe 4, then age 

13, who was ultimately the complaining witness in the criminal case brought 

against Father Paquin. See Doe 4 Aff .. 

As a result, a meeting was held between Bishop McCormack and two 

victims of Father Paquin. See RP-0024-25. At the meeting, McCormack learned 

that Father Paquin was urging boys to sleep with him in the Rectory and that he 

focused primarily on vulnerable boys whose parents were separated, divorced or 

in prison. See RP-0024-25. McCormack also learned that Father Paquin had 
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grabbed one boy's private parts and had attempted to sexually touch him. See 

RP-0024-25. 

Based upon Bishop McCormack's recommendation, Cardinal Law placed 

Father Paquin on sick leave and ended his assignment at Saint John's in 

September 1990. See 000667. The letter from Cardinal Law says: "I realize that 

at this point it is impossible for you to attend to the health concerns which you 

have and at the same time be available to care for others and their needs .... " 

See 000667. Father Paquin was sent to St. Luke's Hospital in Maryland for 

evaluation. See 000667. 

In March of 1991, Bishop McCormack reviewed Father Paquin's treatment 

at St. Luke's for the purpose of planning for his return to the Archdiocese. See 

RP-0033. He stated that Father Paquin "finds young people sexually 

attractive ... we agree that he is not free to work with young people .... " See RP-

0033. In a separate 1991 memorandum, Bishop McCormack wrote "He has to 

learn to accept that one of his difficulties is that he tends to get too intimate with 

youngsters and this is his disability." See RP-0249-50. 

Directly upon his return from St. Luke's, Father Paquin had re-contacted a 

boy he had been sexually involved with and re-engaged his molestations. See 

RP-0035-36. This was brought to the attention of Bishop McCormack by Pastor 

Sweeney. See RP-0035-36. They visited Canada together in 1991 and molested 
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the boy there. See Doe 4 Aff .. Father Paquin also took the boy to Nantucket; they 

stayed at The White Elephant hotel where Father Paquin orally raped him. See 

Doe 4 Aff .. In addition, Father Paquin took the boy to New Hampshire and New 

York where he also molested the boy. See Doe 4 Aff .. 

On September 30, 1991, Father Paquin was living at St. Joseph's Parish in 

Lincoln. See 000392-393. Despite the information previously provided by Pastor 

Sweeney and Father Paquin victims to Bishops Hughes and Bishop McCormack 

in 1990, Father Paquin was allowed to have continual contact with minors. In 

September 1991, Father Sweeney again reported to Bishop McCormack that 

Father Paquin was back "visiting a young man named .... He is age fifteen or 

sixteen. He was 'romancing him' ... he has been sighted visiting the boy's home 

on ... four times." See 000392. Father Paquin molested the boy in his room at 

the Lincoln Parish. See Doe 4 Aff.. Despite the significant volumes of data 

flowing into the Chancery about Father Paquin's continued deviant behavior 

with children, he was not supervised, isolated, laicized or removed from the area 

by the RCAB or its supervisors in 1990-1993 when the incidents occurredl 

In 1992 and 1993, Father Paquin continued to sexually molest a boy 

whom he had met at St. John's in Haverhill. See Doe 4 Aff.. He did so in 

Haverhill and also when he was living at Our Lady's Hall in Milton in 1992-1993, 

a facility operated by the Archdiocese for those suffering alcoholism or accused 
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of sex crimes. See Doe 4 Aff.. On some occasions, he would invite the boy in and 

have him stay overnight at Our Lady's Hall. See 000779. 

Cardinal Law ended Father Paquin's Health Leave in July 1998 and 

assigned him as a part-time Chaplain to Youville Healthcare in Cambridge. See 

000685. Cardindal Law wrote: "I am confident of your ability to minister 

competently and compassionately to the community at Youville ... I trust that 

your own continued vigilance and the support of competent professionals will 

allow you to begin a new phase of ministry in the Archdiocese." See 000685 

(emphasis added). Laicization was finally requested by the Archbishop in 

December 2000, thirty years after Paquin began molesting scores of children at 

various parishes. See 00006. 

17. JOHN PICARDI 

Father John Picardi was ordained as a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston 

on June 11, 1983. See Picardi, John M. 1.0003. He was assigned to St. Ann's 

Parish in Gloucester and was there during the same time when Father 

Birmingham (who had been molesting children in the RCAB for two decades) 

was elevated to pastor by Cardinal Law in 1986. See Picardi, John M. 1.0003; 

Birmingham 2.33. In May of 1988, Cardinal Law reassigned Father Picardi to St. 

Michael's Parish in Bedford, Massachusetts. See Picardi, John M. 1.0022. 
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In February of 1992, Bishop McCormack reported to Cardinal Law that the 

pastor at St. Michael's had reported Father Picardi to be feisty, angry, 

argumentative, sad and troubled. See Picardi, John M. 1.0030. Cardinal Law was 

informed by Bishop McCormack that, according to Monsignor Andrew Cusack, 

Father Picardi might be "acting out privately [or] ... he is on the brink of doing 

so." See Picardi, John M. 1.0033-00-34. Father Picardi was therefore placed on 

sick leave by Cardinal Law effective March 2, 1992. See Picardi, John M. 1.0037 

In March of 1992, it was reported to Bishop Alfred C. Hughes that during 

a trip to Florida Father Picardi had raped a 29 year-old youth minister and that 

Father Picardi admitted to the rape. See Picardi, John M. 1.00343-50. He was 

sent by the RCAB to a doctor who reported back to Bishop McCormack that 

Father Picardi had "sexual identity confusion" and had an "acute emotional 

stress reaction." See Picardi, John M. 1.0069. In an April 1992 memorandum, 

Bishop McCormack raised questions about whether Father Picardi's Florida 

victim was still "angry" and whether he was "in a litigious stance." See Picardi, 

John M. 1.0069. Despite the doctor's assessment and despite the fact that Father 

Picardi had admitted to rape only one month earlier, Bishop McCormack 

wondered further whether an immediate assignment might not be appropriate. 

See Picardi, John M. 1.0069. As he posited it in his memorandum: "would the 

archdiocese want Father Picardi to serve temporarily in a diocese such as 
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Orlando or Venice, California?" See Picardi, John M. 1.0069. In another memo

random written around the same time, Bishop Hughes (ACH) noted that Father 

Picardi's victim wanted to pursue charges against Father Picardi. See Picardi, 

John M. 1.0073. The file of Father Picardi produced by the RCAB reveals nothing 

but concern that the matter could become public and create scandal; there is no 

evidence in the file that any member of the supervisory hierarchy considered 

reporting Father Picardi to the police or encouraging his victim to do so. See, e.g. 

Picardi, John M. 1.0069. When the Florida victim approached Bishop Hughes to 

ask that Father Picardi be tested for AIDS, Bishop Hughes wrote that he wanted 

to "bring issues to a closure." See Picardi, John M. 1.0093. Cardinal Law testified 

that when he learned of the rape in 1995, "it did not enter his mind" that law 

enforcement should be contacted. See Law Depo., February 3,2003, p. 63-64. 

Father Picardi was sent to the Institute of Living in Connecticut for an 

assessment in September 1992. See Picardi, John M. 1.0099. Bishop McCormack 

spoke with Father Picardi's doctors and noted that Father Picardi admitted to 

being the aggressor in the Florida incident and that the doctors believed that 

Father Picardi was "immature, impulsive [and] hedonistic." See Picardi, John M. 

1.0101. 

Father Picardi's behavior did not prevent the RCAB from returning Father 

Picardi to ministry. In October 1992, Bishop McCormack noted that Cardinal 
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Law agreed that Father Picardi could serve in priestly ministry in the Diocese of 

Paterson, New Jersey for a period of one year. See Picardi, John M. 1.0115. On 

October 26, 1992, Cardinal Law wrote to Bishop Rodimer, of the Diocese of 

Patterson, indicating that he had given permission to have Father Picardi serve in 

the Diocese of Patterson for one year. See Picardi, John M. 1.0135. There is 

reference in that letter to certain conversations that Bishop McCormack had with 

a representative of the Patterson Diocese, but no mention of the rape. See 

Picardi, John M. 1.0135. Bishop McCormack disclosed only to the Diocese or 

Patterson that there was a "sexual incident with an adult in Florida". See Picardi, 

John M. 1.0115. 

Dr. Ned Cassem served as the Chairman of the Psychiatry Department at 

Massachusetts General Hospital between 1988 and 2000. See Cassem Depo., May 

20, 2003, p.8. The RCAB consulted with Dr. Cassem in the late 1980s and into 

the 1990s concerning priests who were accused of sexual misconduct with 

minors. See Cassem Depo., May 20, 2003, p.16. Dr Cassem's opinion was sought 

by Bishop McCormack concerning Father Picardi in 1993 following the rape and 

during the period when Picardi was serving in Patterson, see Picardi, John M. 

1.0168, but Dr. Cassem was never informed that Father Picardi had admitted to 

rape. See Cassem Depo., May 20,2003, p. 187-188. 
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On April 6, 1994, Bishop McCormack recommended to Cardinal Law that 

Father Picardi, an admitted rapist, be allowed to be incardinated into the Diocese 

of Patterson. See Picardi, John M. 1.0202. On June 6, 1994, Cardinal Law granted 

a continued "lend lease" for Father Picardi to remain in the Patterson Diocese. 

See Picardi, John M. 1.0003 and 1.0213. There was no explanation advanced as to 

why Father Picardi was suitable to serve in the Diocese of Patterson, but not the 

Archdiocese of Boston. See Picardi, John M. 1.0213. 

Father Picardi's tenure in New Jersey was not a long one. In January of 

1995, a fifth grade girl reported to the New Jersey Department of Youth and 

Family Services (DYFS) that she had been inappropriately touched by Father 

Picardi. See Picardi, John M. 1.0245-02-46. On March 23, 1995 Father Flatley, the 

new delegate to the Cardinal on sexual abuse matters, advised Cardinal Law that 

the RCAB would be subject to "tremendous liability" if Father Picardi was found 

to be working around children. See Picardi, John M. 1.0246. On March 29, 1995, 

Bishop Rodimer of the Diocese of Patterson, advised Cardinal Law that Picardi's 

decision to take a leave of absence was a "good one." See Picardi, John M. 

1.0247. 

The New Jersey DYFS investigation of Father Picardi resulted in finding 

that sexual abuse was unsubstantiated with concerns. See Picardi, John M. 

1.0299-300. However, DYFS found that: 
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The actions of Father Picardo (sic) were determined to be 
unjustified/inappropriate, placing [the victim] at some unnecessary 
and undue risk of harm. Specifically, the credible evidence 
indicates Father Picardo (sic) placed his hand on [the victim's1 
buttocks area over her skirt for one or two seconds and then lifted 
the child's skirt below the level of her buttocks. 

See Picardi, John M. 1.0299 (emphasis added). It was the position of DYFS that 

Father Picardi should "never be assigned by the Church to any position in the 

State of New Jersey where he would have any contact with children." See 

Picardi, John M. 1.0284-285; 1.0307. The need for this remedy was reaffirmed in 

the final DYFS report of June 6, 1995 where Father Picardi's actions were deemed 

to be "non-accidental in nature." See Picardi, John M. 1.0307. At his deposition, 

Cardinal Law testified that he understood that Father Picardi had been found to 

be guilty of unjustified and inappropriate actions that involved sexual 

misconduct with a minor. See Law Depo., February 3,2003, p. 29. 

On October 11, 1995, Cardinal Law wrote to Bishop Rodimer urging him 

not to conduct an investigation concerning Father Picardi. See Picardi, John M. 

1.0374 (the reasons for this request are unclear since Bishop Rodimer would have 

had access to first hand information regarding Father Picardi's actions in New 

Jersey.) However, in urging Bishop Rodimer not to conduct an investigation, 

Cardinal Law did not reveal in his letter that Father Richard Lennon, in response 

to Cardinal Law's request, had urged that Patterson not conduct an investigation 

because "opening such an investigation runs the real risk of negative fall-out 
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for both Father Picardi and for the Church." See Picardi, John M. 1.0364 

(emphasis added); See Law Depo., February 3, 2003, p. 34. No mention was 

made by Cardinal Law of the needs of the victim or other possible but yet 

unidentified victims. See Picardi, John M. 1.0374. 

In February of 1996, a chronology of the events concerning Father Picardi 

was prepared in anticipation of a possible canonical appeal by Father Picardi 

concerning restrictions on his ministry. See Picardi, John M. 1.0546-53. On May 

31, 1996, Cardinal Law accepted the recommendations of the RCAB Review 

Board on Father Picardi. See Picardi, John M. 1.0475. The Review Board found 

that there was reasonable probability that sexual misconduct with a minor had 

occurred and that Father Picardi should not return to parish ministry or ministry 

that involves minors. See Picardi, John M. 1.0478. The Review Board also 

recommended that Father Picardi be encouraged to accept laicization. See 

Picardi, John M. 1.0477. In July of 1996, Father Picardi filed an appeal to Rome. 

See Picardi, John M. 1.0491. 

By 1995, Cardinal Law clearly understood that Father Picardi had 

admitted to the 1992 rape. See Law Depo., February 3, 2003, p. 38. Yet despite 

the admission of the rape and despite the fact that Father Picardi had been found 

to have endangered the welfare of a minor in the State of New Jersey, the Vatican 

plainly expressed a desire for the matter to be resolved by the RCAB with Father 
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Picardi in lieu of the Vatican having to address Picardi's appeal. See Picardi, 

John M. 1.0604. In a letter of January 28, 1997, Cardinal Castrillon, the Pro 

Prefect for the Congregation of the Clergy for the Vatican, made clear his 

sentiments when he sent Cardinal Law a letter in which he stated as follows: 

"Were Your Eminence to resolve this matter before this time with Father 

Picardi, we would be extremely happy to learn of this outcome." See Picardi, 

John M. 1.0604 (emphasis added). Extensive documentation concerning both the 

rape and the molestation were prepared by the RCAB. See Picardi, John M. 

1.0586-0592. 

Upon receipt of the Vatican letter, events moved quickly to reinstate 

Father Picardi. On April 8, 1997, Father Murphy reported to Cardinal Law that 

the Review Board, which had been so unequivocal in its ruling a year earlier, 

voted to rescind its finding and now found that there was inadequate evidence to 

find sexual misconduct with a minor. See Picardi, John M. 1.0649. The rape that 

had been admitted by Father Picardi in 1992 was not referenced by the Review 

Board. See Picardi, John M. 1.0646. Instead, Father Picardi was moved to serve 

as a parish priest in the Diocese of Phoenix. In a letter to Bishop O'Brien of that 

Diocese on April 24, 1997, which was sent in support of Father Picardi's desire to 

relocate to Phoenix, Cardinal Law euphemistically stated that Father Picardi had 

been involved in "an incident of homosexual behavior" and that there had been 
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an allegation that Father Picardi had brushed up against a girl while they were 

both part of a moving crowd and that the state authorities had stated that "it was 

impossible to say if the event constituted sexual abuse." See Picardi, John M. 

1.0656-57. The admission of a rape was not set forth in the letter and the details 

of the New Jersey incident were minimized and described in a way that de-

emphasized their significance (for example, no reference was made to the finding 

of sexual contact or the fact that Father Picardi was not allowed to have contact 

with minors). See Picardi, John M. 1.0656-57. 

Cardinal Law provided the following testimony when asked why he 

described the admitted rape to Bishop O'Brien as a "incident of homosexual 

behavior:" 

Question: Does the term "homosexual behavior," as you include it 
in your letter of April 24, 1997, to the Bishop of Phoenix, encompass 
non consensual rape of another person? 

Answer: In this instance, it's a generic term which becomes more 
specific with the second sentence. 

Question: All right. So does "homosexual behavior" encompass 
rape, Cardinal Law, as you understood that term in 1997, used it? 

Answer: You know, that's a question that I've never really 
thought of before and I don't know that have a - -

Question: Can't answer it? 

Answer: Yeah. 
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See Law Depo., February 3, 2003, p. 76-77. Father Picardi was accepted 

into the Diocese of Phoenix as a priest. See Picardi, John M. 1.0674-

1.0675. 

18. ARTHUR O'LEARY 

Arthur O'Leary was ordained at St. Eulalia Church, Winchester, MA in 

May, 1975 at the age of 44. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0004. For seventeen 

years before his ordination, he was a school teacher in Hingham, MA and served 

as a Boy Scout leader. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-052. From 1975 to 1981, 

Father O'Leary served as Associate Pastor of Our Lady of the Rosary, Stoughton, 

followed by an assignment at St. Christine, Marshfield. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR 

P. 1-004. In June, 1991, he was assigned as parochial vicar at St. Mary of Sacred 

Heart, Hanover, MA where he remained until October 28, 1994. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-004. Father O'Leary was placed on Administrative Leave in 

October, 1994, and on August 1, 1996, he was granted Senior Priest/Retirement 

Status. He presently lives in Yarmouth, MA in his own home. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-004; 1-253. 

In early November, 1985, Bishop Robert Banks was told by a Chaplain of 

the State Police that Father O'Leary was often seen at a rest area on Cape Cod 

frequented by homosexuals. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0044. When 

confronted by Bishop Banks, Father O'Leary denied that he had done anything 
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wrong, but nonetheless agreed to stay away from the rest area. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-0044. In February, 1986, Bishop McCormack received a letter from 

Fred Murphy, the Dean of St. John's Seminary in Brighton, reporting that one of 

his students learned from the State Police that a priest [identified by separate 

letter as Father O'Leary] had been frequently observed by police stake-outs at 

certain rest areas, and that police were soon to "move in on for involvement with 

boys." See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0046-0047. The Dean wrote in his letter to 

Banks that he hoped that with this early notification by letter, the RCAB could 

intervene with the priest and presumably, avoid any scandal for the church. See 

O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0048-0050. In a subsequent meeting with Bishop 

Banks, the allegations of homosexual activity were vehemently denied by 

O'Leary. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0052. However, Banks believed that 

Father O'Leary was an active homosexual and warned him to stay away from 

rest areas, which O'Leary agreed to do. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0052. 

When Cardinal Law was asked at his deposition on February 3,2003 if he knew 

the policy regarding notification to the RCAB by the police in advance of an 

arrest for the sexual molestation of a minor [a criminal act], and how it would 

have been handled by Bishop McCormack, he stated: 

He [McCormack] would have investigated this, and at some point 
this would have needed to have been brought to my attention 
because some action would need to have been taken. 
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See Law Depo., February 3, 2003, p. 132. When Cardinal Law was questioned 

about the action of the RCAB at that time, he admitted that despite the allegation 

and the investigation by Bishop McCormack, Father O'Leary remained in his 

parish assignment until 1994. Moreover, in December, 1993, Father O'Leary 

admitted, despite his prior protestations of innocence, that he had engaged in 

anonymous sex in 1985 and 1986. Father O'Leary made this admission while 

undergoing an inpatient psychiatric assessment. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-

0076-0078. 

Father O'Leary was assigned as a parochial vicar at St. Mary of Sacred 

Heart, Hanover, MA in May 1991. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0055. In 

September, 1992, a mother contacted the Chancery to report 

that her 12 year-old son, who served as an altar boy at the parish, told her that 

Father O'Leary's sexually inappropriate language and shoulder massages made 

him very uncomfortable. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0057. A meeting was 

subsequently held with Father Congdon of st. Patrick's Stoneham, a relative of 

Father O'Leary and the parents. Father Congdon noted that 

O'Leary's response was not normal in that he offered no apology and his manner 

was very calculated. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0058. 

In October, 1993, a memorandum, presumably by Bishop McCormack, 

outlined the history of the sexual allegations against Father O'Leary in 1985, 1986 
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and in 1992. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0062-63. Shortly thereafter, Father 

O'Leary reluctantly agreed to go to St. Luke Institute for an inpatient assessment. 

See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0060-61. Father O'Leary's discharge diagnosis 

from St. Luke's Institute was the following:"l. Diagnosis with sexual disorder 

not otherwise specified, compulsive sexuality, unintegrated sexuality, and 2. 

Dependent and compulsive traits." See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0076-077. 

Long-term outpatient psychotherapy was recommended, as well as a follow-up 

visit at St. Luke's Institute in one year. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0076-077. 

Although Father O'Leary consistently denied interest in minors, he did admit 

that he used sexually inappropriate speech around some people, including the 

group of altar boys. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0076-077. 

In spite of the admissions by Father O'Leary and the abnormal diagnosis 

of his personality by the psychiatrists at St. Luke's Institute, Father O'Leary was 

allowed to continue in his assignment at St. Mary of Sacred Heart parish. See 

O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0076-077. The only condition to his continuing as 

pastoral vicar at his parish was that the pastor should be informed of his history, 

and this caveat was contained in the recommendation to the Review Board by 

the Delegate in February, 1994. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0076-077. The 

recommendation of the Delegate was endorsed by the Review Board in April, 

1994. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0079. Cardinal Law was informed of the 
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Review Board's decision by memo from McCormack shortly thereafter See 

O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0080. Although Cardinal Law requested to speak to 

McCormack about O'Leary's case in May, 1994, and Father Deeley's notes in the 

records indicate that they did speak, Cardinal Law did accept the Review 

Board's recommendation that O'Leary continue to serve in his parish. See 

O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0084. 

In late October, 1994, Father Deeley was notified by Pastor Henry Doherty 

that a father in St. Mary's parish, reported that both his sons had 

made complaints about Father O'Leary's inappropriate behavior towards them 

during their service to the parish as altar boys. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-

0118-0119. His older son, who was a freshman at Harvard at that time, had been 

recently hospitalized for a panic attack. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0118-0119. 

In subsequent therapy, the boy expressed concern about the safety of his younger 

brother in O'Leary's presence. Although the older boy was concerned about his 

brother, during his six-day inpatient hospital stay he was not able to discuss 

what had happened to him with Father O'Leary. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-

0155-0156. When confronted about O'Leary by his parents, the younger son 

related that Father O'Leary gave him the choice of a shoulder rub or a " wedgie" 

while he was counting the collection on Sunday, and he was advised by the other 

boys to choose the shoulder rub. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0118-0119. As a 
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consequence of the shoulder rub by Father O'Leary, the boy's shoulder was 

sufficiently injured to cause him to miss an athletic event the following week. 

See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-0118-0119. By the boy's report, Father O'Leary also 

pulled down his pants in front of the boy to show him a new pair of boxer shorts. 

See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-118; 1-155-156. The boy also received a Christmas 

present of boxer shorts from O'Leary. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-118; 1-155-

156. The boy's father asked that Father O'Leary be removed from the parish. 

During a follow-up meeting with Father Flatley and Father Deeley, Father 

O'Leary denied and minimized his inappropriate involvement with any of the 

boys, but nonetheless, agreed that his parish assignment would end and that he 

would be placed on Administrative Leave. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-122-

0123. Several days later, Father O'Leary called the father of the boys and 

attempted to explain his behavior as "fooling" around. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR 

P. 1-129. When this contact was reported to Father Deeley, he assured the father 

that Father O'Leary would be instructed not to have further contact with him or 

his family. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-129. On October 31, 1994, Cardinal 

Law wrote a letter to O'Leary ending his assignment at St. Mary of the Sacred 

Heart parish in Hanover, and officially placed him on Administrative Leave. See 

O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-132. 
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Father O'Leary asked for a meeting with Cardinal Law on December 23, 

1994. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-151-152. As a consequence of the recent 

allegations and in accordance with the recommendations of St. Luke Institute in 

November, 1993, a re-evaluation of O'Leary was scheduled for January, 1995. 

See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-151-152. In preparation for O'Leary's meeting with 

Cardinal Law, a background memo containing the history of the allegations was 

prepared by Father Deeley for the meeting with Cardinal Law. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-151-152. 

In February, 1995, Father Deeley reported to Father Flatley regarding a 

meeting he had with Father O'Leary regarding his re-evaluation at St. Luke 

Institute. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-169. Although the assessment is not 

available, from the memo it is clear that a long-term inpatient assessment was 

recommended. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-169. Father O'Leary wanted 

assurances that if he got a positive report after his inpatient stay that he would be 

restored to ministry, and wondered what the consequences would ensue if he 

did not comply with the recommendations. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-169. 

He was informed by Father Deeley that his lack of cooperation would be 

reported to Cardinal Law. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-169. 

On March 13, 1995, the Delegate's staff met and decided that the verbal 

communication of the Review Board in April 7, 1994 was sufficient, and no 
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written follow-up was necessary in Father O'Leary's case because "There are 

current issues in this case that make a written communication inappropriate at 

this time." See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-179. The document was signed by 

Father Flatley on April 19, 1995. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-179. This 

statement by the Review Board clearly did not reflect the history of abuse that 

Father O'Leary had inflicted on his victims, and Father O'Leary's continuing 

refusal to confront his sexual pathology. While the _ reported the 

debilitating effects of Father O'Leary's actions on their boys and their family. See 

O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-180; 0184. Father O'Leary continued to lobby the 

church to get back into ministry while refusing to undergo a long-term 

psychiatric assessment and neglecting to contact his Monitor. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-182. Father O'Leary also engaged in hospice work against the 

orders of the RCAB. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-182; 1-189. Despite the 

intransigence of Father O'Leary in acceding to the recommendations of the 

RCAB, Father O'Leary was given permission to concelebrate a Mass with 

Cardinal Law at a parish in Marshfield, MA in September, 1995. Cardinal Law 

was apprised of his status by memorandum from Father Flatley. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-186. Both Father Flatley and the office of the Delegate stated their 

concerns about O'Leary. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-186. 
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On October 4, 1995, Father O'Leary agreed to release his records to 

Southdown in Ontario and go there for a second opinion after a meeting with 

Father Flatley. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-189. On December 6, 1995, Father 

Flatley met with Father O'Leary to discuss the second opinion from Southdown, 

which concurred with the recommendations from St. Luke Institute in 

recommending long-term inpatient treatment. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-202-

203. Father O'Leary stated that he was healthy and did not need residential 

treatment, but would discuss it with Dr. Purcell, his long-term therapist and 

contact Father Flatley. On January 23, 1996, Cardinal Law granted him sick leave 

status as of February 1, 1996 and Father O'Leary went to Southdown on February 

3, 1996 and remained there though the end of May, 1996. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-208. The departure covenant and the evaluations by Southdown 

personnel fit the characterization of "sexual misconduct with a minor" and 

therefore, according to the RCAB policies on Sexual Misconduct of a Priest, 

Father O'Leary could not be returned to ministry. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-

245-246. Father O'Leary was angry and devastated by this decision, angry at the 

Archdiocesan personnel, angry about the sexual policies of the Church, and 

continued to lobby for permission to carry out hospice work. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-245-246. Cardinal Law was informed of the status of Father 

O'Leary's case before a meeting in June, 1996. Although Father Flatley clearly 
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states that Father O'Leary had violated the sexual abuse policy with minors, and 

therefore, could not return to parish ministry, the apologist tone of the 

memorandum clearly shows that the RCAB's concern lies more with Father 

O'Leary and returning him to service that with the welfare of minor children: 

There was no clear-cut acting out, no sexual contact. Certainly this 
case was different from some of our more celebrated abuse cases. I 
struggled with the idea that perhaps there was something akin to 
sexual harassment here rather than abuse or misconduct. However, 
I was not able to find anyone with expertise in this area to agree 
that this was a valid distinction where minors are concerned. So 
the policy stands. 

See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-254-256. On July I, 1996, Cardinal Law wrote to 

Father O'Leary to inform him officially that his status was Senior 

Priest/Retirement. 

Father O'Leary continued in follow-up treatment at Southdown as 

required during the next few years, and to treat with Dr. Purcell, but he never 

gave up his crusade to return to priestly ministry. In June, 1997, Father O'Leary 

made a request to help his parish by doing weekend work; this proposal was 

passed on by Msgr. Coleman to Bishop Sean O'Malley, who denied the request. 

See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-289. This decision was formalized by a letter from 

Cardinal Law on June 9, 1997. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-289. 

Father O'Leary continued to ask to perform weekend and limited 

ministry, as the letter to Cardinal Law notes with regard to funeral masses of 
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hospice clients, and to perform weekend ministry in his parish. See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-289. The Delegate's recommendation to the Review Board 

considered his request to perform weekend ministry within the RCAB, and the 

request was not recommended by the Delegate. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-

315-316. The Delegate's Assessment of the Priest's Response in the September, 

1998 Review Board memo aptly summarized the character of Father O'Leary: 

" .. The priest's response [to the allegations] indicates a desire to conceal 

information which could damage his standing or reputation. He has admitted 

only to that at which he has been caught, and reluctantly." See O'LEARY, 

ARTHUR P. 1-315-316. 

Subsequently the Review Board recommended, in September, 1998, the 

following: "That the behavior of the priest, partly by his own admission, 

qualifies as sexual misconduct. In light of this, the Policy applies to the priest 

and he is prohibited from the weekend celebration of parish masses, which is at 

his request." See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 1-319. Finally, in February, 2001, the 

new Delegate, Father Charles J. Higgins, gave Father O'Leary the final refusal of 

the RCAB to his request to perform weekend parish ministry, citing a letter from 

Cardinal Law in June, 1997 stating the same policy. See O'LEARY, ARTHUR P. 

1-328. 
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19. EUGENE O'SULLIVAN 

It took only three short years, following his ordination on February 2, 1960 

in a class of other child molesters including Father Birmingham, Father Lane, 

and Father Shanley, for the first of many complaints of sexual abuse against a 

minor to arise against Father O'Sullivan. Specifically, in a June 12, 1963 memo 

found in the RCAB files, it is documented that Father Shinnick had reported that 

Father O'Sullivan "was molesting several boys (altar boys) in parish among 

whom was his nephew ... also _ boy, + _ boy." See EO-0015-16 

(emphasis added). At that time, Father O'Sullivan was assigned to Our Lady 

Comforter of the Afflicted, in Waltham, Massachusetts. See EO-0466. Father 

O'Sullivan denied anything serious and said that he was just fooling with the 

boys and putting his hand in their pockets. See EO-0015-16. This information 

was sent to Bishop Riley, who advised that they "wait a bit." See EO-0015-16. 

Father Ed Harrington, Father O'Sullivan's pastor, was called in to the Chancery 

and reported that the parents of the boys had called him to their homes and had 

told him about Father O'Sullivan's actions. See EO-0015-16. 

The RCAB responded to these allegations by telling Father O'Sullivan to 

start his three week vacation beginning June 16 to July 6 and then informed 

Father O'Sullivan that he would be transferred effective July 9, 1963. See EO-
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0015-0016. Father O'Sullivan was transferred to St. Ann's Parish, Marshfield, 

Massachusetts, in July 1963. See EO-0466. 

Just over a year after the Father Shinnick complaints, on October I, 1964, 

Mr. and Mrs. wrote to Cardinal Cushing complaining about 

Father O'Sullivan's sexual molestation of their 12-year old son _ an altar 

boy, in August 1964. See EO-0002. The allegations were that Father O'Sullivan 

had reached under James's bathing trunks and had touched him repeatedly in 

the private area for several minutes, and had told _ "not to tell anyone I 

touched you." See EO-0002. _ told his parents that this was not the first 

time this had happened. See EO-0002. 

The letter to the Cardinal indicated that on the day after the abuse, the 

_ complained to Father Finn, Father O'Sullivan's pastor at St. Ann's 

parish, and Father Finn had told them to return that evening. See EO-0002. 

Expecting Father Finn to confront Father O'Sullivan that evening, instead Father 

Finn told the _ that he "had rather hoped [they] would not return but 

would forget the incident." See EO-0002. Father Finn told them "not to discuss 

the matter with a soul; that he would report the matter to the proper authorities 

in Boston"; and that the _ would be contacted upon their return to Milton. 

See EO-0002. Six weeks later, having not heard back from anyone, Mr. and Mrs . 

• telephoned Father Finn and were shocked to hear that Father Finn had not 
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reported the matter because he had not received any further complaints. See EO-

0002. 

The RCAB's response to these charges against Father O'Sullivan was to 

transfer Father O'Sullivan from St. Ann's to Assumption, in East Boston, in 

February 1965. See EO-0467. In May 1970, Father O'Sullivan was transferred 

from East Boston to Arlington's St. Agnes Parish. See EO-0467. 

In 1984, Father O'Sullivan pled guilty to a charge of having "unlawful 

sexual intercourse or unnatural sexual intercourse" with a boy younger than 

sixteen, in Arlington, Massachusetts. See EO-0181. The abuse allegedly began 

when the boy, an altar boy, was thirteen years old, and the abuse continued for 

two years. See The Record (wire services) 7/17/93. 

The • allegations of rape prompted Father O'Sullivan's resignation 

letter, of November I, 1984, to Cardinal Law that referenced, "the recent 

circumstances which I have discussed with you, Father Banks, and my pastor, 

Monsignor Linnehan." See EO-0293. Cardinal Law wrote back to Father 

O'Sullivan on November 9, 1984 saying, "it is my intention to refrain from 

appointing you to any new position of pastoral responsibility in the Archdiocese 

until it is evident from professional evaluation and a successfully completed 

program of rehabilitation that you are able to undertake such responsibilities 

without possible harm to others or to yourself." See EO-0296. 
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The following day, on November 10, 1984, Bishop Banks wrote to Dr. 

Peterson of St. Luke Institute in Maryland asking for a recommendation and 

report about Father O'Sullivan. See EO-0003. Bishop Banks informed St. Luke's 

that a couple of years after his ordination, Father O'Sullivan had been involved 

in incidents with altar boys, that Father O'Sullivan had been transferred, and 

within a few months was involved in more incidents with altar boys. See EO-

0003. 

The RCAB files also contain a letter dated November 13, 1984, written by 

Mr. one of Father O'Sullivan's 1963 abuse victims, stating that 

Father O'Sullivan, "has been a sexual deviate for at least (20 years) and the 

church has known since he was removed from Our Lady's parish in Waltham. I 

was one of a group of altar boys that was molested by the deviate ... Nothing was 

done. The Diocese made no effort to correct the situation." See EO-0006-0007. In 

a companion letter of the same date, November 13, 1984, Mr. _ wrote to 

the Middlesex Assistant District Attorney, "[w]hen we advised the Pastor, Father 

Harrington, of the problem Father O'Sullivan was immediately transferred and 

was never seen or heard from again. I was under the assumption that the 

Diocese was taking care of the matter and either rehabilitation or expulsion had 

occurred. What I see now is a cover up. I am also sure that until the incident in 

Arlington we were not the last group." See EO-0008-0009. 
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The RCAB files contain undated notes in Bishop McCormack's 

handwriting that reference Dr. Phil Quinn, and state that Father O'Sullivan was a 

"big problem -8 times!" The notes further indicate that Father O'Sullivan had 

"very little guilt" and was "very bitter." See EO-0005. However, in December 

1984, Father O'Sullivan con-celebrated his uncle's funeral Mass with Cardinal 

Law. See EO-0386. 

By letter of January 12, 1985, the mother of 

whose abuse by Father O'Sullivan at St. Agnes' Parish in Arlington had resulted 

in Father O'Sullivan's guilty plea, wrote to Cardinal Law describing the 

"anguish, pain and suffering" that Father O'Sullivan's October 1984 abuse of her 

son had caused. See EO-00l0-00l2. She documented her disappointment that 

"no one from the church came or called to offer guidance or assistance ... The 

hardest thing for me to believe is that this has gone on for so many years ... when 

he was exposed for molesting a group of boys at Our Lady's Parish in Waltham, 

20 years ago all the church did at that time was transfer him. See EO-00l0-00l2. 

The RCAB's continued protection of predatory priests and primary 

concern about the media is evident in the June 1985 letter from Bishop Banks 

permitting Father O'Sullivan to perform the marriage of Father O'Sullivan's 

niece, "as long as there (was) no great publicity." See EO-0387. By letter of 

November 5, 1985, Cardinal Law ended Father O'Sullivan's assignment as 
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Associate Pastor at St. Agnes Parish in Arlington and placed Father O'Sullivan 

on Sick Leave. See EO-0425. In August 1985, Father O'Sullivan was treated at 

Southdown, a treatment center in Ontario, Canada, See EO-0381, where he 

received, according to Bishop Banks a "very favorable report." See EO-0382. 

In October 1985, less than a year after Father O'Sullivan pleaded guilty to 

unlawful intercourse with a child, Cardinal Law transferred Father O'Sullivan to 

the New Jersey Diocese of Metuchen on a "Lend Lease." See EO-0466. Newark 

Bishop Theodore McCarrick, who headed the Metuchen Diocese at the time, 

confirmed in 1993 that he was made aware of Father O'Sullivan's past, but had 

been assured that there were no restrictions on where Father O'Sullivan's 

ministry could take place. See EO-0181. Bishop McCarrick stated that he had 

received assurances from both the Archdiocese of Boston and the treatment 

center, that Father O'Sullivan was rehabilitated and that Father O'Sullivan could 

reestablish a ministry for Jesus Christ. See EO-0181. In Metuchen, Father 

O'Sullivan was assigned to a parish that had an elementary school, and later he 

was involved in ministries that included religious education programs for 

children and a youth group. See EO-0181. Cardinal Law has denied that he had 

given any assurances to Bishop McCarrick about Father O'Sullivan. See EO-

0184-0185. 
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In 1993, the Archdiocese learned that the Boston Globe was about to write 

an article about Father O'Sullivan's transfer to New Jersey. Discussions then 

ensued at the Chancery as to how to best control the publicity. The Cardinal 

himself wrote the "talking points" to be made with the Globe; and many of those 

points were false. In Cardinal Law's handwritten memo of July 16, 1993 to 

Bishop Hughes, Cardinal Law wrote that he had contacted the Bishop of 

Metuchen, reviewed the case, and had asked if the Bishop would consider 

allowing Father O'Sullivan to serve. See EO-0184-0185. Cardinal Law added 

that Bishop Banks had "held a more extensive interview w. the Bp. (sic)." See 

EO-0184-185. To the contrary, Bishop Hughes replied (in the margin of the same 

note) that Bishop Banks said that he had never talked to Bishop McCarrick and 

that Cardinal Law had done the conversing with McCarrick. See EO-0184-185. 

Further to Cardinal Law's memo, Cardinal Law wrote that his first knowledge of 

the allegations against Father O'Sullivan was in 1985. To this Bishop Hughes 

replied (in the margin of the same note), "Certain? - There were previous 

reports." See EO-0185 (emphasis added). 

At Bishop Banks' deposition taken on November 7, 2002, he testified that 

the pastor in Metuchen had been notified about Father O'Sullivan and to monitor 

Father O'Sullivan very closely so that there would not be any repetition of what 

had happened before. See Banks Depo., November 7, 2002, p. 66. Bishop Banks 
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testified that he had forgotten if he was the one in contact with the Diocesan 

officials in Metuchen, see Banks Depo., November 7, 2002, p. 67, and he had 

forgotten if any restrictions were placed on Father O'Sullivan's access to children 

when Father O'Sullivan was reassigned to Metuchen. See Banks Depo., 

November 7, 2002, p. 67. Bishop Banks also testified that after Father 

O'Sullivan's six month treatment at Southdown, it was determined that Father 

O'Sullivan was not pedophilic or ephebophilic, but that Father O'Sullivan was 

sexually immature. See Banks Depo., November 7, 2002, p. 67. Bishop Banks also 

testified that Father O'Sullivan could have been transferred to avoid scandal. See 

Banks Depo., dated November 8, 2002, p. 216. 

At Cardinal Law's deposition taken on June 5, 2002, he testified that 

Father O'Sullivan was transferred to the Diocese of Metuchen in New Jersey 

because Father O'Sullivan had family in New Jersey. See Law Depo., June 5, 

2002, p. 167. However, Father O'Sullivan testified at his deposition of January 

16,2003, that he did not have any family in New Jersey. See Deposition of Father 

O'Sullivan ("O'Sullivan Depo."), January 17, 2003, p. 58 Furthermore, Father 

O'Sullivan testified that Bishop Banks had suggested that Father O'Sullivan go to 

New Jersey because they had a need for priests. See O'Sullivan Depo., January 

17, 2003, p. 57. Cardinal Law testified that he was the person who made the 
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ultimate decision on assignment of a priest and he made the decision that Father 

O'Sullivan could function without risk. See Law Depo., June 5,2002, p. 188. 

RCAB records indicate that as of March 16, 1991, Father O'Sullivan was 

having "serious difficulties in Metuchen ... want[s] out." See EO-00l8. Bishop 

McCormack's notes of August 1991, made reference to Father O'Sullivan's "short 

fuse" and psychological problems. See EO- 0168. Undated notes in Bishop 

McCormack's handwriting, referenced July 23, 1985 and Bishop McCarrick of 

Metuchen, New Jersey, who said, "no accusations in Metuchen ... why yank him 

out ... " See EO-0004. 

Father O'Sullivan returned to Boston in 1992 and was unassigned. The 

complaints about Father O'Sullivan's prior abuse of children kept coming in to 

the RCAB: 

• In approximately June of 1992, Father O'Sullivan was accused of having 

committed incest with his brother _ son _ from 1970 to 1979 

beginning when. was nine years old. See EO-OOOl, 0169. As a 

defense, Father O'Sullivan, known as "Father Bud" to family members, 

argued that. was not a blood relative, but rather was the product of 

an adulterous relationship that Father 

O'Sullivan's former sister-in-law, had engaged in during her marriage to 

his brother _. See EO-OOO1. Father O'Sullivan further defended 
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himself by adding that when. was a young teenager, he told Father 

O'Sullivan that he was gay. Father O'Sullivan reported that. led an 

active gay life and contracted AIDS in California. See EO-OOO1. • 

reported that his older brother, II who had died in 1989, had also been 

abused by their uncle, Father O'Sullivan, years before .' s abuse. • 

died in the early 1990' s. 

• In September of 1992, Sister Catherine Mulkerrin received a call from 

who was looking for Father O'Sullivan and wanted to get 

something out of his system that "happened a long time ago." See EO-

0173. 

• Demand letters poured in from: 

in September 1993 See EO-0024-002S; 

in September 1993 See EO-0031-0033; 

in March 1994 See EO-0041; and from 

in March 1994 See EO-0274. 

• In April of 1999, the Boston Police Sexual Assault Unit contacted the 

RCAB about a complaint by 

molested him. See EO-00S2. 
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• In February 2002, the nephew of Monsignor Robert Barry, 

called Sister Rita to make an allegation of abuse by Father O'Sullivan. See 

EO-0461. 

In 1997, the RCAB placed Father O'Sullivan on senior Priest/Retirement 

Status See EO-0466. However, in 1999 the mother of a victim saw Father 

O'Sullivan wearing his priestly collar at Carney Hospital, Dorchester, 

Massachusetts. See The Boston Globe, article 2/9/02. Father O'Sullivan 

confirmed this fact at his deposition, and admitted that he used to visit a sick 

priest at Carney Hospital, wearing his priestly attire. See O'Sullivan Depo., 

January 17, 2003, p. 95. Father O'Sullivan testified that no restrictions had been 

placed on Father O'Sullivan wearing priestly attire. See O'Sullivan Depo., 

January 17, 2003, pp. 95-96. No restrictions had been placed on Father 

O'Sullivan's access to children. See O'Sullivan Depo., January 17, 2003, pp. 96-97. 

20. ANTHONY REBEIRO 

Father Anthony Rebeiro was ordained on December 22, 1956. See 

Rebeiro-OOl. He served in various assignments throughout the Archdiocese of 

Boston during the 1950's, 1960's and 1970's. See Rebeiro-OOl. In 1984, Father 

Rebeiro was assigned to st. Patrick's Parish in Natick. See Rebeiro-OOl. 
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On March 25, 1984, wrote a lengthy letter to newly 

appointed Archbishop Bernard Law detailing the sexual assault of his wife by 

Father Rebeiro at St. Mary's parish in Franklin. See _letter to Cardinal 

Law dated March 25, 1984. When Mrs .• and Father Rebeiro were alone in 

the rectory office, Father Rebeiro blocked the only exit, exposed himself and 

masturbated in front of Mrs... See _ letter to Cardinal Law dated 

March 25, 1984. When she sought confidential advice from another 

Archdiocesan priest, Mrs .• was told that it would be in her best interest to 

tell no one of the incident, avoid Father Rebeiro and "try to forget about it." See 

_ letter to Cardinal Law dated March 25, 1984. Mr.. explained the 

effect this was having on his wife. See _ letter to Cardinal Law dated 

March 25, 1984. When Mr. .'s father died, Father Rebeiro forced himself into 

this very personal and sad moment in the _ life. See _ letter to 

Cardinal Law dated March 25, 1984. Mrs .• learned that Father Rebeiro was 

going to stop by the house to offer his condolences and she panicked. See • 

• letter to Cardinal Law dated March 25, 1984. When Father Rebeiro arrived, 

Mrs .• spent two hours fighting off Father Rebeiro's sexual advances. See 

_letter to Cardinal Law dated March 25, 1984. 

Most importantly, in his letter to then-Archbishop Law, Mr. • 

expressed his disappointment in how the church had responded to the sexual 
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assault, specifically Rev. Henry P. Boivin, pastor of St. Mary's and Bishop Daniel 

Hart, Regional Bishop of Brockton. See _ letter to Cardinal Law dated 

March 25, 1984. Mr.. reported that Father Rebeiro had been dismissed from 

his assignment as Chaplain at Wellesley College because of sexual misconduct 

and was transferred from St. Linus parish in Natick after incidents involving 

"sex and character assassination." See _ letter to Cardinal Law dated 

March 25, 1984. Pastor Boivin abandoned his obligations as pastor. He refused 

to return telephone calls. He avoided meetings with the _ and eventually 

reported that the whole matter had been turned over to the office of the 

Administrator, Bishop Daily. See _ letter to Cardinal Law dated March 

25, 1984. 

In April 1984, Bishop Daily's notes show that there were calls to the 

Chancery to say: 

the husband of the woman from FRANKLIN has written to ABP. 
Law re: Tony. Rebeiro having some problems at NATICK & 

WELLESLEY. [handwriting illegible] says I'll check our 
files and get back to you. T.Y.D. says he has nothing on that in his 
files. [handwriting illegible] after checking files calls back 
to say we have nothing re: Rebeiro and problem. 

See Rebeiro-132-133. Mr..' s letter summarized the RCAB's typical response 

to matters of sexual assault and sexual abuse. See _ letter to Cardinal 

Law dated March 25, 1984. Despite this horrific report, the RCAB left Father 
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Rebeiro in ministry until August 2002. Father Rebeiro went on to sexually 

assault several others. See Rebeiro-258-259; 260-261; 262-263; 293-294. 

Cardinal Law responded to Mr. . ' s letter in the following manner: 

"As you must know, my knowledge of the case is not complete. After some 

consultation, I find that this matter is something that is personal to Father 

Rebeiro and must be considered as such .... Please keep me in your prayers and 

know that you and your family are in mine." See Cardinal Law letter to_ 

• dated April 3, 1984 (emphasis added). 

When asked about .'s letter in his deposition, Cardinal Law admitted 

that the allegations in Mr. . ' s letter were "terribly serious," See Law Depo., 

August 13, 2002 , p. 29, and they described" gross misconduct." See Law Depo., 

August 13, 2002, p. 33. Nevertheless, Cardinal Law could not specify what, if 

anything, was done to investigate the allegations made by Mr. • regarding 

his wife or the other allegations of sexual misconduct against Father Rebeiro that 

Mr. • wrote about in his letter. See Law Depo., August 13, 2002, p. 50. 

In May 1985, Cardinal Law transferred Father Rebeiro from st. Patrick 

Parish in Natick to St. Charles Parish in Woburn. See Rebeiro-192. In March 

1987, Father Rebeiro was transferred from St. Charles to St. Joseph's in Holbrook 

and in May 1989, Father Rebeiro was transferred from St. Joseph's to St. Anthony 

of Padua in Revere. See Rebeiro-215, 237. Throughout the 1980's and 1990's, 
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Father Rebeiro requested to be considered for various assignments as pastor. See 

Rebeiro-218, 239, 246. Each request was denied. See Rebeiro-224, 226, 228, 229, 

234, 241-245, 248, 254, 255. 

In January 1994, the _ contacted the RCAB again. See Rebeiro-249-

250. This time, spoke to Father Peter Graziano, St. Mary's in 

Mansfield who in turn referred the matter to Sr. Catherine Mulkerrin. See 

Rebeiro-256-257. Sr. Catherine noted: "what may be important is to have a 

clearer picture of what, if any, assessment was made about Father Rebeiro." See 

Rebeiro-256-257. When asked about this at her deposition, Sr. Mulkerrin stated 

that she could not recall whether Father Rebeiro underwent an assessment. See 

Deposition of Sister Catherine Mulkerrin ("Mulkerrin Depo.) dated February 14, 

2003, pp. 39-40. 

In May 2002, a man reported that he was abused by Father Rebeiro at St. 

Linus parish when he was a minor. See Rebeiro-293-294. Almost 20 years after 

first being made aware of Father Rebeiro's grave sexual misconduct in 1984, the 

Archdiocese of Boston finally removed Father Rebeiro from ministry. See 

Rebeiro-295. The Archdiocesan spokesperson stated "the allegation made against 

Father Rebeiro was recently reported for the first time to the Archdiocese of 

Boston regarding an incident that occurred nearly thirty years ago." See 

Rebeiro-295. 
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After Father Rebeiro was removed, additional victims came forward and 

reported that they were abused by Father Rebeiro as well. One woman was 

abused by Father Rebeiro in 1977 when she was a patient at Leonard Morse 

Hospital, Natick Campus. See Rebeiro-258-259. Another woman reported that 

she was sexually abused as a minor by Father Rebeiro in 1974-1980 at St. Linus 

Parish in Natick. See Rebeiro-260-261. A third woman reported she was abused 

by Father Rebeiro when she was 14 years old and Father Rebeiro was assigned to 

St. Linus parish. See Rebeiro-262-263. 

21. GEORGE J. ROSENKRANZ 

George Rosenkranz was ordained on February 2, 1962 and was assigned 

as Assistant Pastor to the St. John's Parish in Canton, Massachusetts. See 

Rosencrantz-029516. From February 23, 1965 until June 1970 he was an Assistant 

Pastor at the Star of the Sea Parish in Marblehead, Massachusetts. See 

Rosencrantz-0255-0256. In addition, Father Rosenkranz was responsible for all 

youth programs in the parish and oversaw the altar boys, and the Boy Scouts and 

CYO programs. See Rosencrantz-0306-0308. He was listed as Guidance Director 

16The documents produced by the RCAB regarding Father George Rosenkranz were Bates 
stamped with a misspelling of Father Rosenkranz's name. However, for ease of reference, 
documents are cited exactly as they are stamped, "Rosencrantz". 
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and his resume says that he personally gave individual guidance to 100 students 

and the eighth grade during the academic year. See Rosencrantz-0306-0308. 

It is alleged that between 1965 and 1969, Father Rosenkranz sexually 

molested and raped at least two children from the parish, Peter Pollard and 

See Affidavit of Peter Pollard ("Pollard Aff. ") and Rosencrantz-

0373. Evidence exists in the records which not only supports that these incidents 

occurred, but also that Church officials knew of Father Rosenkranz's activities as 

of 1970 and that those activities were the very reason why he was transferred 

from Star of the Sea to Our Lady of Grace in Chelsea, Massachusetts. See 

Rosencrantz-0373. 

On March 13, 1995, Father Dennis J. Burns, Pastor of the Star of the Sea 

wrote a report concerning the allegations of abuse by Rosenkranz made by 

See Rosencrantz-0373. In it, he wrote: "When I came to 

Marblehead, I heard from staff here that there was a problem, somewhat of this 

kind, with George Rosenkranz. The Chancery records should have some kind of 

record of that." See Rosencrantz-0373. 

Before that, Father George Protopapas, G.MJ of the St. John the Baptist 

Parish in Lowell, wrote a letter to Bishop Robert J. Banks at the Chancery. See 

Rosencrantz-0501-0503 Father Protopapas had lived with Father Rosenkranz for 

over three years. See Rosencrantz-0501-0503. In that letter, Father Protopapas 
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wrote: "He had to leave in the past the parish of Our Lady, Star of the Sea in 

Marblehead, for the same serious reason that he is leaving St. Joseph. For the 

good of the church he should be deprived of exercising his priestly functions." 

See Rosencrantz-0501-0503. This shows that Father Rosenkranz was asked to 

leave Marblehead in 1970 due to his sexually inappropriate behavior. 

Evidence that Church leaders knew as early as 1970 that Father 

Rosenkranz was molesting children is also supported by the allegations of victim 

Peter Pollard, who said: "On one occasion, Rosenkranz was sitting with me in 

the basement of the church at the Star of the Sea. I was about 15 or so. My pants 

and underwear were down to my thighs. The Senior Partner of the Church, 

Monsignor William McCarthy, walked in and saw us. I thought he would say 

something, but he just turned around and walked away. See Pollard Aff .. 

Even after 1970, Father Rosenkranz could not control his sexual behavior, 

which actually resulted in his arrest and public court hearings in 1981 and 1989. 

See Rosencrantz-0495, 0559, 0440, 0432-0435. Despite their knowledge of Father 

Rosenkranz's sexual deviance and dangers to children, supervisors at the 

Chancery took no actions to remove him from ministry in the 1970's or 1980's. 

As a result, several children were molested by Father Rosenkranz during the 

1970's. See Affidavit of Edward Palermo ("Palermo Aff."); Pollard Aff.; 

Rosencrantz-0373. In addition to See Rosencrantz-0373, _ 
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_ was "raped, sexually assaulted and molested" at the Blessed Sacrament 

Church in Saugus, Massachusetts. See Rosencrantz-0165, 0174-0175. According 

to Mr. _ he worked at the Blessed Sacrament Church as a teenager and 

his duties required him to answer telephones and write Mass cards between 6:00 

and 8:30 p.m. See Rosencrantz-0174-0175. Father Rosenkranz asked _ to 

accompany him and watch a TV program about stained glass windows in the 

churches of Europe. See Rosencrantz-0501-0503. _ complied, but while 

watching TV, Father Rosenkranz began to massage the child's groin and advised 

him that it was perfectly normal. See Rosencrantz-0501-0503. He then began to 

masturbate the child and performed oral sex upon him. See Rosencrantz-0501-

0503. Father Rosenkranz then required the child to masturbate him until he 

ejaculated. See Rosenkrantz-0501-0503. Father Rosenkrantz then required the 

child to perform oral sex on him. See Rosencrantz-0174-0175. There were other 

similar occurrences. See Rosencrantz-0174-0175. 

On February 3, 1998, Mr. _ executed a "release" to the Boston 

Archdiocese for the payment of monies resulting from the molestation of him by 

Father Rosenkranz. See Rosencrantz-0207-021O. That release states: "It further is 

expressly agreed by and among all of the parties to this Release, as well as their 

attorneys, agents, servants, employees and insurers, that they will maintain the 

confidentiality of the facts of this settlement. ... " See Rosencrantz-0209. 
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In March of 1972 until June 1984, Father Rosenkranz was an Assistant 

Pastor at the Blessed Sacrament Parish in Saugus, where Edward Palermo a 

minor, was a member of the parish. See Rosencrantz-0295. It is alleged that on 

various occasions, Father Rosenkranz orally and anally raped the boy in the 

Church, the rectory and in a hotel in New Hampshire. See Palermo Aff. 

On July 23, 1981, Father Rosenkranz was arrested for sexual activity in a 

bathroom at Sears in Peabody, Massachusetts. See Rosencrantz-0440. The 

incident appeared in the Salem News with Father Rosenkranz's name. See 

Rosencrantz-0400. Bishop Daily received a call from Tim Barry, a special police 

officer at the Sears Roebuck store in Peabody. See Rosencrantz-0400. Mr. Barry 

said that Father Rosenkranz was in the men's room at Sears and two others were 

in the stalls. See Rosencrantz-0400. Mr. Barry said he observed Father 

Rosenkranz on his knees giving oral sex to another man in the stall. See 

Rosencrantz-0400. Father Rosenkranz had no identification and refused to 

identify himself. See Rosencrantz-0400. He was handcuffed and brought to the 

Peabody Police Station and charged with "unnatural and lascivious acts." See 

Rosencrantz-0440. Father Rosenkranz called a lawyer, who turned out to be 

Judge Gannon of Saugus. See Rosencrantz-0440. 

Bishop Daily met with Father Rosenkranz, who denied the charges and 

said he felt he was being treated unjustly. See Rosencrantz-0440. Interestingly, 
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Bishop Daily did not attempt to determine if Father Rosenkranz had any 

previous sexual issues at his parishes. See Rosencrantz-0440. 

Somehow, Father Rosenkranz was placed in contact with Attorney Beldon 

Bly of Saugus, who told him "not to worry." See Rosencrantz-0440. Even more 

interesting, however, is a notation on red message paper from the Cardinal's 

residence which said: "Bly is friend of Clerk, who is friend of Judge. Clerk will 

make it get lost in paperwork, which is why G.R. could deny it." See 

Rosencrantz-0435. 

Efforts of Bishop Daily to manipulate the criminal process relating to the 

charges against Father Rosenkranz were apparently successful. See Rosencrantz-

0446. A February 11, 1982 letter from Bishop Daily to the Cardinal stated: 

The Suit against Father George Rosenkranz has been dropped. The 
accusation has been removed from the record because of no finding 
- - no evidence, etc. 

See Rosencrantz-0446. What appears devoid from the record is any concern over 

the fact that the incident had been witnessed and that Father Rosenkranz, a 

sitting priest, might endanger others in his parish. In addition, Father 

Rosenkranz was obviously enabled by the Chancery and continued his sexual 

activities. 

On November 17, 1987 and December 12, 1987, Cardinal Law received 

two letters from Peter Pollard detailing his abuse by Father Rosenkranz and the 
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damage done to him. See Rosencrantz-0449-0453. At that time, Father 

Rosenkranz was active in ministry at the St. Joseph's Parish in Salem, despite the 

extensive information known by Church officials about his sexually deviant 

activities. See Rosencrantz-0295. The letter to Cardinal Law was detailed and 

graphic as to the sexual abuse of Mr. Pollard. See Rosencrantz-0451-0453. 

The matter was assigned to Bishop McCormack for review. See 

Rosencrantz-0454. Bishop McCormack interviewed Father Rosenkranz on 

December 30, 1987. See Rosencrantz-0454. In a revealing Memorandum about 

the interview, he said "the alleged actions are ones which could be called sexual 

foreplay in comparison to actual overt genital activity. See Rosencrantz-0456. 

Father Rosenkranz was "upset" by the charges. See Rosencrantz-0456. The 

memo references the 1981 sexual act in the men's room of Sears, so this was not 

something of which Bishop McCormack was unaware. See Rosencrantz-0456-

0458. Father Rosenkranz described Mr. Pollard's allegations as "half truths and 

half unrealities." See Rosencrantz-0456-0458. 

Bishop McCormack met with Mr. Pollard and again with Father 

Rosenkranz. See Rosencrantz-0456-0458. He recommended that Father 

Rosenkranz be evaluated at The Institute for Living in Hartford, Connecticut. 

See Rosencrantz-0456-0458. Father Rosenkranz asked if the Diocese did not trust 

his words. Bishop McCormack responded that it "was not the matter, but the 
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[d]iocese had a responsibility legally as well as to the people it serves to make 

sure that all unanswered questions were addressed and that a disposition about 

future ministry was determined." See Rosencrantz-0456-0458. 

On January 30, 1988, without making any inquiry to the personnel at Star 

of the Sea Parish in Marblehead about Father Rosenkranz, the Boston 

Archdiocese, through Bishop McCormack, gave Peter Pollard the Church's 

response to his complaint. See Rosencrantz-0463. He told Mr. Pollard that "up to 

now, we had found nothing which would require removal of him from ministry." 

See Rosencrantz-0463-0465. Mr. Pollard was visibly upset and wanted to know 

why the Church would believe Father Rosenkranz's denial as it would be natural 

for him to deny it. See Rosencrantz-0463-0465. Bishop McCormack's response 

was as follows: " ... it was also my experience that if pressed they will open up 

and seek help .... " See Rosencrantz-0463-0465. 

Bishop McCormack admitted getting angry at Mr. Pollard and yelling at 

Mr. Pollard. See Rosencrantz-0463-0465. Bishop McCormack said: "We have 

been thorough and the evidence does not support his demands ... Father 

Rosenkranz has denied these [kissing; asking to expose himself] and given his 

own story. . . I need evidence in order to act differently from the way we are 

acting right now ... " See Rosencrantz-0463-0465. 
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In his memorandum on the subject, Bishop McCormack ended by noting 

that he should "Tell Father Rosenkranz we are sorry such a matter has been 

prolonged. See Rosencrantz-0463-0465. Know it has been difficult for him as well 

as Peter Pollard." See Rosencrantz-0463-0465. McCormack also recommended 

conferring with other priests who knew Father Rosenkranz to assure that they 

knew nothing about any sexual abuse - just to create a record to protect the 

Church. See Rosencrantz-0463-0465. One such priest was Father Paul Miceli who 

revealed that Father Rosenkranz admitted the Pollard incident. See Rosencrantz-

0558. It was noted Father Rosenkranz had showed "regret, remorse and 

repentance over Pollard (short lived)." See Rosencrantz-0558. This admission is 

significant. Bishop McCormack never revisited the issue with Mr. Pollard 

despite this new revelation. Obviously, his interest remained with his brother 

priest, regardless of the evidence. 

Ironically, other evidence that supported Peter Pollard's version of the 

events existed for the asking. See Rosencrantz-0501-0503 and 0373. Bishop 

McCormack simply never bothered to ask. It is even more ironic since Bishop 

Banks informed Father Rosenkranz that he did not believe his denials of the 

Pollard matter. See Rosencrantz-0499. When all of this was occurring, Father 

Rosenkranz continued as a sitting priest with children involved in his ministry at 

St. Joseph's Parish in Salem. See Rosencrantz-0295. On October 26, 1989, less 
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then a year after Bishop McCormack's review of the Pollard allegation against 

Father Rosenkranz, Father Rosenkranz was arrested for the second time and 

arraigned in the Lawrence District Court for indecent assault and battery. See 

Rosencrantz-0559. Father Rosenkranz had been involved in grabbing an 

undercover police officer in the groin at the rest stop on the highway after 

several reports had been received about overt homosexual activity there. See 

Rosencrantz-0489-0490. Father Rosenkranz admitted to the occurrence to the 

Chancery. See Rosencrantz-0489. 

From December 1989 until December 1998, Father Rosencranz was placed 

on sick leave. See Rosencrantz-0295. From 1998 until the present, he has been 

designated as unassigned-special and he has been living in Englewood Florida 

Id. He is still a priest and receives a stipend from the RCAB each month. See 

Rosencrantz-0295. 

22. PAUL P. RYNNE 

Paul P. Rynne was ordained in 1956. See Rynne, Paul 1-003. On January 

28, 1985, Father Rynne's appointment as Administrator of St. Bonaventure Parish 

in Manomet, Massachusetts was terminated and he was appointed Pastor at the 

same parish. See Rynne, Paul 1-126. On April 10, 1986, Reverend John W. 

Corcoran met then age 17, at his home. See Rynne, Paul 1-129. • _'s parents, were present, as was Father Thomas 
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McDavitt. See Rynne, Paul 1-130-132. At the meeting, Mr. _ presented a 

letter which graphically described Father Rynne's sexually inappropriate 

conduct toward his son: 

We are sending this letter in deep duress and with a feeling of 
betrayal by a priest who has made a very serious mistake and a 
lasting impression on our son. This man is entrusted with an entire 
parish and for the welfare of all. This priest is Father Paul Rynne, 
Pastor of St. Bonaventure. He has become friendly with our son 
and asked him to join him for dinner on Thursday, April 3, 
1986 ... [u]pon returning from the restaurant, he was asked if he 
would like to remove his shirt and pants and let his "cock" hang 
out. There were other overtures made as to exactly what sexually 
excited him. In shock, he just made his way to his car and came 
home ... [c]riminal charges could be lodged that would be very 
damaging to the church and the entire community. 

Please advise me of what action is to be taken by the diocese 
concerning this deplorable situation so that it doesn't happen to 
some other youngster in our community. 

See Rynne, Paul 1-133 (emphasis supplied). Reverend Corcoran spoke to the 

victim directly on April 10, 1986, who confirmed the incident and added that 

Rynne "began getting touchy at the end of the night," and asked him if he had 

ever been "approached by a gay over the age of 18." See Rynne, Paul 1-130-132. 

"[Rynne] then tried to touch me just below the belt, asking do you want me to 

take a picture of you from here down?" See Rynne Paul 1-130-132. The victim 

added that Father Rynne persisted and said "so, you are not interested in 

anything sexual". See Rynne, Paul 1-130-132. 
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On April 14, 1986, Rev. Corcoran wrote a letter to Bishop Banks, then 

Chancellor of the RCAB, and enclosed his report regarding the sexual assault on 

See Rynne, Paul 1-129-135. He added "I was highly impressed by 

the sincerity and credibility of all the members of the _ family under such 

difficult circumstances ... [They] simply want to prevent any further occurrences 

of such happenings to their children or others." See Rynne, Paul 1-129. 

Father Slyva was also questioned by Bishop Banks about Father Rynne 

four (4) days after Father Corcoran's encounter with the _ family. See 

Rynne, Paul 1-137. He reported that two parents approached Slyva in Manomet 

and told him that "Rynne took a young man to South Africa." See Rynne, Paul 1-

137. "Sister Jeremy mentioned to Father Slyva her concerns for a kid at the 

rectory." See Rynne, Paul 1-137. Also, Slyva "found an album of pictures of 

priests and kids half dressed." See Rynne, Paul 1-137. "Lawyer Timothy O'Neill 

[was contacted] and he says that there is really no criminal charge that could be 

lodged." See Rynne, Paul 1-137. 

Father Rynne was confronted by Bishop Banks on April 25, 1986 and 

Banks noted "[Rynne] implicitly went along with me when I said that an 

indecent thing like this usually means that there have or will be other incidents." 

See Rynne, Paul 1-138. On May 16, 1986, Cardinal Law wrote to Father Rynne: 

"after thorough discussion with Bishop Banks, I am accepting your resignation 
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as Pastor of St. Bonaventure Parish, Manomet, effective July 10, 1986. I note that 

you are submitting your resignation for personal and medical reasons upon the 

advice of your physician." See Rynne, Paul 1-140. On June 3, 1986, Bishop Banks 

wrote to Reverend J. William Huber at the House of Affirmation and noted: "it 

seems that there are rumors that this incident is not isolated. My own guess is 

that the problem is deep rooted." See Rynne, Paul 1-144. 

Father Rynne was sent for evaluations at the House of Affirmation and at 

Southdown. See Rynne, Paul 1-148; 1-153; 1-158. Following these evaluations, 

there were still lingering questions about whether Father Rynne still posed a 

threat to minors. See Rynne, Paul 1-166-1-68. An "evaluation of services" form 

completed by the RCAB indicated that it was "too soon to say" whether Father 

Rynne could responsibly engage in active ministry. See Rynne, Paul 1-166-1-68. 

Nonetheless, on July 13, 1987, Bernard Cardinal Law appointed Father Rynne to 

the position of Parochial Vicar at St. Margaret's Parish in Brockton, 

Massachusetts. See Rynne, Paul 1-169. 

23. PAUL V. TIVNAN 

Paul V. Tivnan was ordained a priest into the Archdiocese of Boston on 

February 1, 1963 at the age of twenty-seven. See Tivnan-2 015. From 1963 to 

1968, Father Tivnan served as an Assistant in Saint Therese Parish in Everett, 

followed by an assignment at St. Paul Parish in Hamilton, from 1968 through 
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1970. See Tivnan-2 015. In September, 1970, he was assigned an assistant priest 

at Our Lady Comforter of the Afflicted in Waltham followed by a short 

assignment at Our Lady of Grace in Chelsea until June of 1972. See Tivnan-2 015. 

Father Tivnan served at various parishes between 1968 and 1970. See 

Tivnan-2 015. In an RCAB Personnel Board Data Form dated 1968, Father 

Tivnan expressed his interest in participating in "youth work, high school 

chaplain and hospital chaplain." See Tivnan-2 020-022. In the fall of 1970, 

Tivnan received a letter from Cardinal Cushing informing him that he was to be 

transferred from Saint Paul Parish in Hamilton to Our Lady Comforter in 

Waltham as an assistant priest and asked for "prayers during these difficult 

days." See Tivnan-2 032. 

Between the years of 1972 and 1985, Father Tivnan was assigned and 

transferred to four parishes, serving the communities of Chelsea, Sudbury, 

Needham and Marlboro until he was put on a "Sick Leave" in May of 1985 by 

Cardinal Law. See Tivnan-2 015, 2 063. A memorandum dated April 26, 1985, 

sent by Father Ryan to Bishop Banks and Bishop McCormack discussed a 

telephone call that Father Ryan had received from a Sudbury policeman 

regarding possible "'concerns' in regard to impropriety in morals, etc" by Father 

Tivnan. See Tivnan, P.-1 to 2. Father Ryan continued to state that after the 

telephone conversation with the policeman, he spoke with the victim referred to 
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as the "son of _" and discussed the allegations and possible action that 

could be taken. See Tivnan, P.-1-2. 

A few weeks later on May 11, 1985, Bishop McCormack met with _ 

_ "the " and his father as well as another young man, • 

See Tivnan, P.-4. In handwritten notes taken by Bishop McCormack 

it states that while Father Tivnan was "stationed in Sudbury, Needham and 

Marlboro he used his office to gain sexual acts from these youth." See Tivnan, P.-

4. explained to McCormack that he had been forced into 

various sex acts including being fondled, and had told Father Tivnan to stay 

away from him. See Tivnan, P.-4. also described to McCormack 

that he had been involved in "sexual activity twice a week" with Father Tivnan 

and that he was scared to tell his parents about the abuse, but once his father had 

found out he immediately contacted the chancery as well as the Sudbury Police 

Department. See Tivnan, P.- 4. During this meeting the boys also shared with 

McCormack the fact that they had a list of twelve other boys that Father Tivnan 

saw regularly, including one who had committed suicide when Father Tivnan 

went to visit him. See Tivnan, P.- 4. 

Within one week, Father Tivnan was flown by the RCAB to Washington, 

DC to seek an evaluation by Dr. Michael Peterson at St. Luke's Institute, who 

determined that Father Tivnan suffered from Klinefelter's Syndrome, which 
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could be treated by Depoprovera. See Tivnan-2 070, 2 065, 2 077, 2 081. In 

addition, while on his trip to Washington, DC, Father Tivnan attended a 

"Sexuality Awareness Workshop." See Tivnan-2 075-076. According to a 

memorandum sent by Father Ryan to Bishop McCormack, Father Tivnan had 

also been evaluated at the St. Luke Institute, the Clinical Radiologists facility in 

Silver Springs, as well as METPATH, Inc in Hackensack, New Jersey. See 

Tivnan-2078. 

After returning from his treatment, Father Tivnan spoke with Bishop 

McCormack and reviewed the evaluation completed by Dr. Peterson, 

determining that he desired to have a mastectomy due to his diagnosis in 

addition to the fact that he was very self conscious of the effects the unusual 

endocrine disorder had on his body. See Tivnan-2 081-082. 

In September of 1985 a confidential memo was sent to Bishop Banks from 

Bishop McCormack inquiring about the RCAB's financial responsibility for 

who has been in contact since the allegation was made. See 

Tivnan-2098. The memorandum stated the following in regard to whether they 

should support 

If we refuse it, then we are not pastorally helping him. If we accept 
it, are we acknowledging not only pastoral assistance, but opening 
ourselves up to some kind of legal intervention ... My 
recommendation is that we offer him assistance since he has been 
involved in this matter for about 12 years. 
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See Tivnan-2 098. Bishop McCormack had a great deal of concern with putting 

Father Tivnan back within the ministry in February of 1986, and felt that there 

was a "question concerning legal and insurance liability." See Tivnan-2 119. 

Also, in reviewing an evaluation completed by Dr. Cassem, Bishop McCormack 

stated the following: 

My impression is that Paul will have a difficult time working in 
ministry. His resistance to insight and to appreciating the 
seriousness of his situation does not seem to offer much promise of 
personal development and change. The limited and isolated nature 
of the ministry in which he would be placed would be stressful for 
him ... If Paul is placed in ministry, he will need to be 'watched 
closely .... ' 

See Tivnan-2 144-145. Bishop Alfred C. Hughes responds to Bishop McCormack 

and Bishop Banks by stating that "it should be made clear to him that the 

Archdiocese of Boston will not be able to continue him in pastoral ministry if 

there is one slip." See Tivnan-2 151. In July of 1986, Father Tivnan returned to 

the Archdiocese of Boston with an assignment to reside at St. Michael's Parish in 

Lowell and to assist at the Bon Secours Hospital in Methuen with extreme 

supervision by Reverend Gerry Wyrus, the Chairman of the Department of 

Pastoral Care. See Tivnan-2 171-172. Father Tivnan was also permitted to 

celebrate daily Mass in West Andover. See Tivnan-2 169. In July of 1986, an 

agreement was signed by Reverend Tivnan and Bishop McCormack stating the 

above. See Tivnan-2 171-172. 
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In August of 1986, Father Tivnan was removed from "Sick Leave" status 

and began his new assignment at Bon Secours Hospital until January of 1987. 

See Tivnan-2 179. At the time of the end of his assignment, William Lane, the 

President and CEO of Bon Secours Hospital requested for Bishop McCormack to 

revise the agreement to "allow Father Tivnan to function in the capacity 

requested." See Tivnan-2 208. Bishop McCormack agreed to allow Father Tivnan 

to be unrestricted in his work at the Hospital, with the exception of the Pediatric 

ward. See Tivnan-2 209. 

In September of 1987, Father Tivnan was moved to St. Francis in Braintree 

to assist in nursing home care at Sacred Heart Parish in Weymouth. See Tivnan-

2 015. He was allowed to celebrate Mass at the nursing home and "as needed in 

either of the above parishes (St. Francis or Sacred Heart)." See Tivnan-2 222. He 

was moved again in January of 1991 to Marion Manor is South Boston as an 

associate chaplain, where he lasted three short months due to the fact that there 

were complaints about him by his peers. See Tivnan-2 284, 2 320-321. After his 

removal from Marion Manor he was placed within the Carney and Deaconess 

Hospitals to assist in Chaplain work. See Tivnan-2 362. 

In March of 1994 a complaint was made to Sr. Catherine Mulkerrin by, 

a former altar boy at Saint Paul Parish in Hamilton, regarding 

an incident where Father Tivnan took John to visit his friends in Rockport and 
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fondled him while they slept in bed together. See Tivnan-2 370. John 

remembered thinking that "this is what old men do" while he pretended to be 

asleep during the abuse. See Tivnan-2 370. 

In September of 1995, after requesting to be placed back in parish 

ministry, Father Tivnan was contacted by Father Flatley who expressed to him 

that his expectation to return is unrealistic and supports himself by forwarding 

him The Policy of the Archdiocese, "The assignment of one who has engaged in 

sexual misconduct with a minor will exclude parish ministry and other ministry 

that involves minors." See Tivnan-2 401. Father Tivnan was thereafter placed at 

the Archdiocesan Priests' Residence in Georgetown by Cardinal Law to live with 

other priests whose ministry was limited due to past allegations including Father 

Gale, Father Paquin and Father Mullin. See Tivnan-2 426, 430. 

After much convincing by Father Murphy and Father McCarthy, Father 

Tivnan was placed on "Permanent Disability" status and moved from the 

Archdiocesan Residence to Beverly Common in 1998. See Tivnan-2 460, 2463. A 

letter was sent to him from Cardinal Law stating the following: 

Over the years many lives have been touched by your generous 
care and priestly concern. All of us in the Archdiocese are grateful 
to you for the work you have done while you were able. We shall 
always relay on your constant prayerful support. 

See Tivnan-2 496. Even after Father Tivnan had been removed from the parish, 

he continued to have problems with young children. Tivnan 2-540. In May of 
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2001, Toni Terenzi, the Archdiocesan secretary, reported to Bishop Murphy that 

Father Tivnan had participated in a Mass at Saint Florence in Wakefield where 

five and six girls were in attendance. See Tivnan-2 540. Father Tivnan had 

apparently nudged one of the girls, who in turn reported the incident to Father 

Murphy. Father Higgins later contacted the girls father but a review of the 

RCAB documents produced shows that nothing materialized from the situation. 

See Tivnan-2 540; 547; 557. 

24. ERNEST TOURIGNEY 

Ernest Tourigney was ordained a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston in 

February 1961. His first assignment was Immaculate Conception in East 

Weymouth. See ET-0181. The RCAB was aware as early as May of 1974 that 

Father Tourigney was engaging in inappropriate sexual behavior with young 

boys. See ET-0004; 0098-99. Father Haley, pastor of St. Mary's in Holliston and 

the housekeeper spoke to Bishop Banks about a relationship between Father 

Tourigney and See ET-0004; 0098-99. After Father Tourigney and 

the boy denied the relationship, the matter was dropped, and he was returned to 

ministry. See ET-0004. Father Tourigney would go on to molest many other 

children. 

In February 1974, a parishioner from St. Mary's in Holliston, Father 

Tourigney's second assignment, wrote to Cardinal Medeiros. See ET-0364. 
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Thomas D. Clifford asked that Cardinal Medeiros examine the conduct of Father 

Tourigney. See ET-0364. He wrote, "[w]hether Father Tourigney's activities stem 

from love of God, or love of love, or whatever, I question the wisdom and 

possible damage." See ET-0364. While the letter is vague, the RCAB was put on 

notice that Father Tourigney's behavior concerned a parishioner enough to write 

to Cardinal Medeiros. There is no indication that any investigation was done by 

the RCAB. 

In October 1988, once Mr. _ was an adult, he spoke to the RCAB, 

specifically Bishop Banks, about the abuse he suffered at the hands of Father 

Tourigney. See ET-0004. Father Tourigney used his position as a priest to 

manipulate Mr. _ into believing their relationship was normal and good. See 

ET-0004. Tourigney told Mr. _ that they had a "special dimensional 

relationship" like in the Bible, "rooted in the Eucharist." See ET-0004. When Mr. 

_ brought this issue to the attention of Bishop Banks in 1988, Father 

Tourigney "basically agreed about his relationship with _ and agreed that 

he lied in 1974. See ET-0098-99. Nevertheless, the RCAB returned Father 

Tourigney to ministry. Bishop Banks noted that "[Father Tourigney] has other 

problems [drinks, family, Messina]" See ET -0004. 

In 1988, Bishop Banks wrote about the 1974 abuse of Mr._: 

this was brought to my attention in May 1974. I called in 
Tourigney-who denied it. Father Haley and housekeeper brought 
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it to my attention. I spoke to II and he also denied it. That was 
the end of that. Jim admits he lied to me. Tourigney spoke to Jim 
and told him what to say. Tourigney was also aggressive towards 
RJB. 

See ET-0004; see also ET-0098-99. When Mr. _ spoke to Bishop Banks in 

1988, he told him about three other children who were sexually abused by 

Father Tourigney: __ Mr. brother, 11_ and 

__ from Matignon. See ET-OOOS, ET-0098-99. 

Father Tourigney's responses rang hollow. He said that Mr. _ 

was just a friend. It was "affectionate but not sexual." See ET-OOOS. Father 

Tourigney said that his relationship with __ was also a friendship. See 

ET-OOOS. He was in grammar school and around "all the time." See ET-OOOS. 

Father Tourigney's "feelings were overwhelming-just too much." See ET-OOOS. 

Father Tourigney's response to Mr. _' s allegation was simply that he 

"really doesn't know what happened that night." See ET-OOOS. Besides the fact 

that Father Tourigney was sexually abusing __ between the years 

1984-1987 at Immaculate Conception in Revere, Father Tourigney stated that 

there was "nothing in Revere." See ET-0098-99; Complaint of John and Jane Doe 

v. Ernest Tourigney et al. ("John and Jane Doe Complaint"). 

After the allegations surfaced of the gentlemen above, Father Tourigney 

was sent to Southdown in Toronto for a psychological assessment. See ET-0098-

99. In 1989, Southdown wrote: "'sexual repression, coupled with a strong need 
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for affection and a growing, if naIve, comfortableness with sexuality may be 

contributing factors' to the sexual relationship. Prominent obsessive/compulsive 

traits. Ernest does not appear to be in danger of any sexual acting out or 

harming youth." See ET-0098-99. 

Father Tourigney was also sent to Doctor O'Hanley for treatment. See ET-

0098-99. Dr. O'Hanley's July 15, 1989 evaluation resulted in a finding that Father 

Tourigney has no proclivity for acting on impulse. See ET-0098-99. "[T]here is no 

evidence from [O'Hanley's] interview nor from the testing that would suggest 

that his ministry be limited in any way." See ET-0098-99. However, just a few 

short months earlier, in February of 1989, ___ and _ 

_ mother, called the RCAB to report that Father Tourigney called her and 

said that he had _ in bed with him and either he or _ "[h]ad a hard

on." See ET-OOlO; ET-0098-99. She told Bishop Banks that Father Tourigney 

threatened that if his friends in Milford knew what was going on, they would 

take care of _ and his family. See ET-OOlO; ET-0098-99. He said, "what will 

_ do when he finds out that I got a slap on the wrist." See ET-OOlO; ET-0098-

99. Father Tourigney also mentioned a boy in Revere and told him that "our 

friendship must be based on the Eucharist." See ET-OOlO; ET-0098-99. When 

confronted with this information, Father Tourigney admitted making this call to 

Mrs. _. See ET-0098-99. 
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Nevertheless, the RCAB returned Father Tourigney to ministry in 1989 

where he served at Our Lady of Immaculate Conception, Revere. In 1992, an 

intervention was held by the Priests' Recovery Program and Father Tourigney 

was referred to Saint Michael's Community in St. Louis. See ET-0098-99. The 

evaluation took place May 18-May 22, 1992 and inpatient treatment was 

recommended. See ET-0012. Father Tourigney remained at St. Michael's until 

the end of December 1992. See ET-0098-99. In 1993, Father Tourigney was 

placed on Sick Leave. See ET-0098-99. 

By 1995, five individuals had complained that they had been abused by 

Father Tourigney. See ET-0096-97. Mr. _ and his brother _ were 

abused in 1974 at Immaculate Conception in Weymouth. See ET-0096-97. Mr. 

_ and __ were abused in 1960's-1970's at Immaculate 

Conception in Weymouth. See ET-0096-97. Mr. _ was abused in 1981 at 

Matignon High School. See ET -0096-97. was abused in 1975 at 

St. Mary's in Holliston. See ET -0096-97. In 2002, Mr. _ reported that he had 

been abused from 1984-1987 at Immaculate Conception in Revere. See John and 

Jane Doe Complaint. 

If Father Tourigney had been removed from ministry in 1974, after Bishop 

Banks received the complaint from Pastor Haley and the housekeeper, Mr. 

_ Mr. _ and Mr. _ would never have been abused. 
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Instead, was subjected to Tourigney's predatory sexual behavior for 

three years including numerous incidents where Tourigney fondled Mr. _' s 

penis and masturbated on him. See John and Jane Doe Complaint. 

In 1993, Father Tourigney was placed on administrative leave and lived at 

Our Lady's Hall in Milton, "house for alcoholics and incurable pedophiles." See 

ET-0729-0732. On May 14, 1993, Mr. met with Cardinal Law. 

Before the meeting, Bishop McCormack drafted a memo to Cardinal Law stating 

that "Mr. _ is looking for you and me and Bishop Banks to say: I am sorry. 

Sorry that Bishop Banks reinstated him in the parish after an evaluation in light 

of what he learned from Mr. _. Sorry that Bishop Banks didn't reach out to 

Mr. _ further after meeting with him. Mr. _ wants to be assured that 

Father Tourigney will never be put into a position to do such things again." See 

ET-0455, 0460-461. It is unknown whether this apology was ever made. 

After meeting with Mr. _ Bishop McCormack wrote to Bishop Banks 

and requested that Banks meet with Mr. _. See ET -0467. Bishop 

McCormack wrote: "If you choose not to meet with him, my sense I that he will 

take it as a sign of indifference to his concerns." See ET-0467. Again, it is unclear 

if Bishop Banks ever reached out to 

Numerous documents within the RCAB's file give suggestions for 

handling the cases of priests accused of sexual misconduct. For example, in 
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November 8, 1993, Bishop McCormack wrote to Father Tourigney saying that 

two victims (_i and _) "think we should reach out to find [other 

victims]." See ET-0045. Sister Catherine Mulkerrin wrote to Bishop McCormack 

saying, it would not be good for Father Tourigney to be out of the country 

working for Habitat for Humanity because Habitat has children volunteers. See 

ET-0056. Also, Ed O'Flaherty's opinion was that Father Tourigney was a 

"danger to young men." See ET-0622. Father Kevin Deeley asked: "do we have 

any responsibility to notify any prospective employer about allegations of sexual 

misconduct." See ET-0505. 

Even after his ministry ended, Father Tourigney repeatedly made requests 

to celebrate mass, perform weddings, baptisms, funerals etc. See ET -0778, 0783-

0784; 00812-0814. Permission was initially granted by Cardinal Law and the 

RCAB but then permission was rescinded for some of the later requests. See ET-

00812-0814. In 1998, the RCAB learned that despite all of the restrictions they 

eventually placed on Father Tourigney, he is still performing mass. See ET-0778, 

0783-0784. 

25. DOZIA WILSON 

Father Dozia Wilson was ordained into the Diocese of Albany, New York 

in 1972. See WILSON, DOZIA J.-1.001. In 1975, he was appointed as chaplain to 

a boys school in Albany, then left the following year for Boston, where he was 
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appointed as administrator to a parish in Roxbury. See WILSON, DOZIA J.-

1.001. 

It is apparent that Father Wilson's departure from Albany was less than 

voluntary. Records disclose that the Bishop of Albany was given an ultimatum 

from the Albany Police to "get him out of Albany." See Wilson, Dozia J. - 1.049. A 

note signed by Bishop Daily in May of 1978 indicated that indicated that a boy 

who was a member of the parish in Albany was "living with J. W. at the rectory 

along with others." See Wilson, Dozia J. - 1.049. Bishop Daily's note stated that 

this information was reported to Cardinal Medeiros on May 23, 1978. See 

Wilson, Dozia J. - 1.049. 

In a communication of December 1, 1978, a youth worker assigned to the 

Roxbury Parish where Father Wilson worked wrote a long letter to Cardinal 

Medeiros, notifying him of detail of inappropriate behavior with the children of 

the parish. See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.078-087. The allegations included many 

financial improprieties and also detailed Father Wilson's abusive behavior. See 

Wilson, Dozia J.-1.078-087. The letter reported that the "padre" has many foster 

sons and that two were residing at the rectory and that he would take to "gay 

spots" in Albany and Springfield where he would allow these "kids" to drink to 

excess. See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.078-087. Despite receiving state compensation for 

his "foster sons," the letter also alleged that Father Wilson would take advantage 
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of them financially. See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.078-087. There was also another 

reference to Father Wilson's "perceived behavior, contained in minutes of a 

NOBC meeting in September of 1978[,] see Wilson, Dozia J.-1.078-087, 1.099-102," 

and it makes reference to the presence of fair skinned boys in the rectory. See 

Wilson, Dozia J.-1.100 through 1.101. 

Father Wilson was removed from the Roxbury parish by Cardinal 

Medeiros, effective March 6, 1979. See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.135. A further 

complaint arrived to Cardinal Medeiros about Father Wilson. See Wilson, Dozia 

J. -1.142. Various options regarding transfer were considered for Father Wilson. 

Father Wilson was sent to the House of Affirmation for evaluation. See Wilson, 

Dozia J.-1.162. 

In response to a request for a recommendation from the Diocese of Tulsa, 

Bishop Daily stated that the Father Wilson and that change "would do him 

good[,]" yet no mention was made of the information contained above. See 

Wilson, Dozia J.-1.150; 1.155. After the Tulsa bishop advised Cardinal Medeiros 

that he was not very impressed with Father Wilson, and wanted more 

information, Cardinal Medeiros responded, stating that "he add nothing to add" 

to Bishop Daily's previous letter. See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.175. Again, critical 

information was not provided to the Diocese of Tulsa. See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.175. 
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In 1997, a former member of the Roxbury parish where Father Wilson 

worked wrote to Cardinal Law to report that that he had been sexually abused 

while he stayed in the parish rectory for two years. See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.181-

182. This victim specifically asked whether the Boston Archdiocese, or any of its 

priests, knew in the 1970's about Father Wilson's tendencies toward pedophilia? 

See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.181-182. He also asked whether any such information had 

come to the attention of the Archdiocese prior to the sending of the victim's 

letter. See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.181-182. A file memorandum was prepared by 

Father William Murphy which outline all of the information contained above. 

See Wilson, Dozia J.-1.193. Again, this comprehensive file review shows that 

records of abusive priests were not inadequate, and that reports of earlier abuse 

were easy to retrieve. 

Three days after this comprehensive file review, Cardinal Law wrote a 

letter to the victim, promising to investigate the "matter thoroughly." See 

Wilson, Dozia J.-1.197. At the time he sent this letter, the information the victim 

had asked for had already been assembled, but its existence was not 

acknowledged in any way by the Cardinal. There are no records of any further 

response to the victim by the Archdiocese or Cardinal Law. 
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DISCUSSION 

I. RELEVANT EVIDENTIARY STANDARDS 

In Massachusetts, all relevant evidence is admissible unless subject to an 

exclusionary rule. See Lentz v. Metropolitan Property and Cas. Ins. Co., 437 

Mass. 23, 26 (2002); Poirier v. Plymouth, 374 Mass. 206, 210 (1978). Evidence is 

relevant if it renders the desired inference more probable than it would be 

without evidence, see ~ Santos v. Chrysler Corp., 430 Mass. 198, 211 (1999); 

Poirier, 374 Mass. at 210; Tilton v. Union Oil Co. of California, 56 Mass. App. Ct. 

901, 902(2002), or if it "'tends to establish or at least shed light'" on an issue. See 

~ Kobico, Inc. v. Pipe, 44 Mass. App. Ct. 103, 109 (1997) (quoting Adoption of 

Carla, 416 Mass. 510,513 (1993)); Foreign Car Center, Inc. v. Salem Suede, Inc., 40 

Mass. App. Ct. 15, 16 (1996). Relevance is a broad concept, see Foreign Car 

Center, Inc., 40 Mass. App. Ct. at 16, and need not bear directly on ultimate fact 

in a case; but rather, is sufficient if it constitutes a link in a chain of proof. See 

Liarikos v. Mello, 418 Mass. 669, 672 (1994). 

II. EVIDENCE OF THE RCAB'S PRACTICES AND POLICIES 
CONCERNING SEXUALLY ABUSIVE PRIESTS OTHER THAN 
FATHER SHANLEY IS ADMISSIBLE TO REBUT THE DEFENDANTS' 
KEY DEFENSES 

1. Section 85K. 

Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 231, Section 85K provides, in 

relevant part: 
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It shall not constitute a defense to any cause of action based on tort 
brought against a corporation, trustees of a trust, or members of an 
association that said corporation, trust, or, association is or at the 
time the cause of action arose was a charity; provided, that if the 
tort was committed in the course of any activity carried on to 
accomplish directly the charitable purposes of such corporation, 
trust, or association, liability in any such cause of action shall not 
exceed the sum of twenty thousand dollars exclusive of interest 
and costs. 

MASS. GEN. LAWS Ch. 231, § 85K (emphasis supplied). Certainly, based on the 

statutory language of Section 85K itself, there is no charitable immunity under 

Massachusetts law. See id.; Conners v. Northeast Hosp. Corp. 439 Mass. 469, 

478-79 (2003) (first clause of first sentence of Section 85K abolishes charitable 

immunity). In turn, whether a party's activity accomplishes directly a charitable 

purposes, and therefore falls within the qualified limitation of liability contained 

in the second clause of the first sentence of Section 85K, "is a question of fact," 

according to the SJc. See Conners, 439 Mass. at 478-79; Keene v. Brigham and 

Women's Hosp., Inc., 439 Mass. 223, 239 (2003). As a result, for the RCAB to 

benefit from the safe harbor provided by Section 85K, the RCAB must prove that 

the activity proximately causing the Plaintiffs' harm was carried on to 

"accomplish directly" the RCAB's charitable purposes. See Keene, 439 Mass. at 

239 (explaining that Section 85K must be plead as an affirmative defense and 

stating that "the burden [is] on the defendant to prove both that it is a charitable 
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organization and that the tort complained of fell within the range of activities 

covered by the cap."). 

For example, in McKay v. Morgan Memorial Coop. Indus. & Stores, Inc., 

the SJC reversed a directed verdict for the defendant (a charitable corporation) 

because the evidence did not warrant a ruling as a matter of law that the 

defendant's activities were carried on "to accomplish directly the charitable 

purposes of the corporation[.]" See 272 Mass. 121, 123-24 (1930); see also, 

Conners, 439 Mass. at 479 & n.7 (citing McKay as support for same). After 

juxtaposing activities "primarily commercial" in nature, where there was liability 

for negligence, with those activities carried on accomplish directly a charitable 

purpose with incidental revenue yielding benefits, where there was no liability 

for negligence, the SJC explained: 

On the evidence, however, the jury would have been warranted in 
finding that the activities of the defendant at the store in which the 
accident occurred were commercial in character, being carried on 
primarily to obtain money to be used for the general charitable 

purposes of the defendant and not to accomplish directly any 
specific charitable purpose to which the receipt of money was 
merely incidental, and, consequently, that the defendant was 
subject to the ordinary rules of liability. 

See id. at 126 (internal quotations omitted). The protections afforded by Section 

85K must be confined narrowly. See Conners, 439 Mass. at 473. The Legislature 

enacted Section 85K to balance the desirability to protect charitable corporations 

with the interest of persons harmed by the tortious acts of those charitable 
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corporations. See id. at 473 (citing and quoting 1971 House Doc. No. 5976 

(Governor Francis W. Sargent's address to Legislature proposing Section 85K), 

which further quoted recommendations of the Forty-Sixth Annual Report of the 

Judicial Council, 1970 House Doc. No. 723). Section 85K "embodies the 'balance' 

sought by the Governor." See id. 

In that regard, the underlying purpose of the abrogated doctrine of 

charitable immunity and, in turn, the charitable limitation of liability contained 

in Section 85K, was and is to protect a charity's assets because, in essence, a 

charity holds those assets in trust for the benefit of the public. See Conners, 

439 Mass. at 473 (explaining that by enacting Section 85K, the Legislature 

pursued its objective of preserving charitable assets); Keene, 439 Mass. at 238 

(describing Legislative purpose and explaining SJC "bound to give § 85K the 

scope intended by the Legislature.").17 Consequently, the history, purpose, and 

judicial interpretations of Section 85K yield the following syllogism that the 

Court may use to determine the applicability of the charitable limitation of 

liability contained in Section 85K: 

1. An activity that benefits the public is an activity carried on to 
"accomplish directly" a charitable purpose; 

17 In Keene, the SJC reversed a Court-imposed (Connelly, J.) sanction striking Section 85K as an 
affirmative defense as a result of defendant's failure to produce discovery. See 439 Mass. at 224 
and 239 (there was "no basis for striking the charitable cap as a sanction .. . ," especially where 
"both parties agree that the alleged malpractice occurred when the defendant was performing its 
charitable activities."). 
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2. An activity carried on to "accomplish directly" a charitable 
purposes deserves protection under Section 85K; 

3. Therefore, an activity that benefits the public deserves 
protection under Section 85K. 

See Conners, 439 Mass. at 473 (describing purpose of Section 85K); Keene, 439 

Mass. at 23918 ("a charitable corporation must be engaged in its charitable 

purpose to enjoy the benefit of the cap, just as, at common law, the protection of 

charitable immunity only extended to negligence committed in the course of 

activities carried on to accomplish charitable activities); see also, Bob Tones Univ. 

v. U.S., 461 U.S. 574, 591 (1983) (historically, a charitable activity is one which 

provides public benefit and is neither illegal or violative of established public 

policy); Grueninger v. President and Fellows of Harvard College, 343 Mass. 338, 

339-40 (1961) (charitable immunity is not available where the activities are not 

charitable or are not within the charitable purposes of the corporation); Heinrich 

v. Sweet, 118 F. Supp. 2d 73, 91-92 (2000) (finding that a doctor's acts of 

conducting human experiments on the terminally ill were not charitable, 

regardless of the good faith of the doctor and hospital), jury verdict vacated on 

other grounds, 308 F.3d 48 (2002). 

18 In Keene, the SJC reversed a Court-imposed (Connelly, J.) sanction striking Section 85K as an 
affirmative defense as a result of defendant's failure to produce discovery. See 439 Mass. at 224 
and 239 (there was "no basis for striking the charitable cap as a sanction .. . ," especially where 
"both parties agree that the alleged malpractice occurred when the defendant was performing its 
charitable activities."). 
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It is under those benchmarks that the RCAB's affirmative defense will fail. 

Plainly, as outlined in detail above, the RCAB had a practice or policy to protect 

alleged child molesters and keep them in ministry where they would have 

continued, unsupervised access to children. See supra. That activity, which 

proximately caused the Plaintiffs' injuries, not only was and is contrary to 

asserted RCAB purposes, but also was and is antithetical to any known public 

benefit. See Gagne v. Q'Donoghue, 1996 WL 1185145, * 7 (Mass. Sup. Ct., June 

26, 1996). It would be extraordinarily inappropriate for the Defendants to receive 

the protections of Section 85K, particularly in light of evidence establishing that 

the Plaintiffs were never informed of the RCAB's unlawful policies and practices 

of allowing child molesters to have access to children. No matter in what 

capacity the Defendants claim they were acting, it seems incongruous to find that 

their actions were carried on directly to benefit the public, i.e., to "accomplish 

directly" the RCAB's charitable purposes, whatever those purposes may be. If 

the RCAB is allowed to allege Section 85K as an affirmative defense, the Plaintiffs 

are entitled to present evidence to rebut that affirmative defense in its totality. 

2. Statute of Limitations and Proximate Causation 

In Massachusetts, a tort action must be brought within three years after 

the cause of action accrues. See MASS. GEN. LAWS Ch. 260, § 2A. A cause of 

action" accrues" when a plaintiff has (1) knowledge or sufficient notice that he or 
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she suffered appreciable harm and (2) knowledge or sufficient notice of the cause 

of that harm. See Ross v. Garabedian, 433 Mass. 360, 365 (2001); Bowen v. Eli 

Lilly & Co., 408 Mass. 204, 208 (1990); Hendrickson v. Sears, 365 Mass. 83, 83-84 

(1974) (adopting a common law "discovery rule" for tort actions); see also, MASS. 

GEN. LAWS Ch. 260, § 4C (incorporating the common-law discovery rule into the 

statute of limitations applied to actions for sexual assault and battery of a minor). 

In turn, a plaintiff invoking the discovery rule and claiming that the delay in 

filing suit stems from a failure to recognize an injury and/or its cause, "bears the 

burden of proving both an actual lack of knowledge and the objective 

reasonableness of that lack of knowledge." See Doe v. Creighton, 439 Mass. 281, 

283 (2003) (emphasis added). In other words, the statute of limitations begins to 

run from "the point at which a reasonably prudent person in the plaintiff's 

position, 'reacting to any suspicious circumstances of which he might have been 

aware,' would have discovered that another party might be liable for [his] 

injury." See Bernier v. Upjohn Company, 144 F.3d 178, 180 (lS! Cir. 1998) 

(quoting Malapanis v. Shirazi, 21 Mass. App. Ct. 378,487 (1986)). 

In the context of an action brought by a sexual abuse victim against a 

supervisor of the alleged abuser, however, the date the claim "accrues" against 

the supervisor may well be different from the date the claim "accrues" against 

the alleged abuser for statute of limitations purposes. See ~ Armstrong v. 
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Lamy, 938 F. Supp 1018, 1032-33 (D. Mass. 1996); Doe v. Board of Educ. of 

Hononegah Community High School Dist. No. 207, 833 F. Supp. 1366 (N.D.Ill. 

1993); Doe v. Paukstat, 863 F. Supp. 884 (E.D.Wis. 1994); Sowers v. Bradford Area 

School Dist., 694 F. Supp. 125 (W.D.Pa. 1988), aff'd, 869 F.2d 591 (3rd Cir. 1989), 

judgment vacated on other grounds, sub nom Smith v. Sowers, 490 U.S. 1002 

(1989). Indeed, in Armstrong, the federal District Court expressly recognized 

that the act of fostering an environment of deliberate indifference, which allowed 

a teacher to sexually abuse the plaintiff, presented a valid claim for supervisor 

liability under 42 U.s.c. § 1983. See 938 F. Supp. 1032-35. 19 In addition, the 

District Court recognized that, with regard to supervisor liability claim, the 

accrual date for statute of limitations purposes against the supervisor was 

separate and apart from the accrual date against the alleged perpetrator, even if 

the plaintiff knew he had been harmed by the perpetrator earlier than 

discovering the supervisor's wrongful conduct. 20 See id. 

19 The Armstrong court ultimately concluded that the plaintiffs had not proffered sufficient 
evidence that made the supervisors liable for the perpetrator's sexual abuse. See 938 Mass. at 
1034-35. In particular, the Armstrong court commented that the plaintiffs had not shown that the 
supervisors received notice that the perpetrator was sexually abusing any students. See id. 
20 The two separate accrual dates make logical sense. Assume, for example, the following: (1) a 
teacher sexually abuses a student; (2) the next week, the student starts drinking heavily because 
he or she is traumatized by the abuse; and (3) the student immediately realizes that he or she is 
drinking because he or she has been harmed by the abuse, i.e., has made a causal connection 
between the abuse and the harm. Arguably, under Ross and Creighton, supra, the student's 
cause of action would accrue lithe next week" and would expire three years thereafter unless the 
student brings an action against the teacher. Assume also, however, that the teacher had sexually 
abused four other students over the past three years and the school's principal knew about the 
abuse but was indifferent not only to the victims, but also to protecting others. Assume further 
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Much like the argument presented to the Armstrong court (and in the 

cases cited therein), the Plaintiffs allege that they were harmed by the 

Defendants' failure to adequately supervise Father Shanley or otherwise protect 

the Plaintiffs from Father Shanley. See generally, Third Amended CompI. In 

addition, as alleged in the Plaintiffs' complaint and as described in greater detail 

herein, the Plaintiffs claim that the Defendants created an environment of 

indifference and acquiescence that permitted Father Shanley to sexual molest 

Greg over a period of approximately six years. See id.; supra. Furthermore, the 

Defendants allege that the Plaintiffs failed to bring their action "within the times 

specified by the General Laws of the Commonwealth[,]" see ~ Answer of the 

Defendant, Bernard Cardinal Law to Plaintiffs' Complaint, i.e., that the statute of 

limitations bars the Plaintiffs from any recovery. Because the Defendants 

concealed Father Shanley's and many other priests' sexual molestation of other 

parishioner's children, as well as their own wrongful conduct, before and after 

Father Shanley abused Gregory, it was not reasonable for the Plaintiffs to realize 

that the Defendants proximately caused their harm until recently. As a result, 

that the principal (1) concealed his wrongful conduct of failing to properly supervise the teacher 
or prevent him or her from having access to other students, and (2) concealed a school practice 
and policy that fostered the sexual abuse by the teacher, as well as other teachers, which allowed 
abuse to occur at the school. According to Armstrong and the cases cited therein, the cause of 
action against the principal would not accrue until the student became aware of the principal's 
wrongful conduct and the school's practices and policies, which could be many years after lithe 

next week." 
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evidence of the RCAB's practices and policies will weigh heavily on the jury's 

assessment of reasonableness for statute of limitation purposes and, as a result, is 

highly probative in this action. 

3. Other Key Defenses 

The Defendants' normal business practices in dealing with complaints 

against priests also is admissible to test other key defenses raised by the 

Defendants. Specifically, negligence is the failure of a person to exercise the 

degree of care that a reasonable person would exercise under the circumstances. 

See Morgan v. Lalumiere, 22 Mass. App. Ct. 262, 267, rev. denied, 398 Mass. 1103 

(1986). The attendant circumstances are an essential element of negligence in 

Massachusetts courts. See id. (instruction on negligence must refer to reasonable 

person standard and to attendant circumstances). On April 12, 2002, Cardinal 

Law issued a press release seeking to explain the conduct in "the case of Father 

Shanley." See Addendum, Press Release, dated April 12, 2002. In particular, 

Cardinal Law stated as follows: 

The case of Father Paul Shanley is particularly troubling for us. For 
me personally, it has brought home with painful clarity how 
inadequate our record keeping has been. A continual 
institutional memory concerning allegations and cases of abuse 
of children was lacking. 

See id. (emphasis added). In addition, on May 20, 2002, Cardinal Law issued 

another press release about the Father Shanley case and stated "I assure you that 
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my first knowledge of an allegation of sexual abuse against this priest was in 

1993. It was immediately acted upon ... I wish I had known in 1984, and I 

wish I had been aware of the 1966 report. It is only possible to act based on 

what is known, however." See Addendum, Press Release, dated May 20, 2002 

(emphasis added). Furthermore, during his deposition, Cardinal Law described 

the general policy at the RCAB between 1984 and 1989 (years during which 

Gregory was sexually molested by Father Shanley) as follows: 

[W]hen such a complaint is made is to see the person, then see the 
priest. Once the determination is made that intervention is 
required, I told him how the priest's activity is restricted and how 
he's assisted along with any victims who we learn have been 
affected by him. That was in general our policy. And as you know 
from this case, Father Geoghan's case and other cases, we did put 
people back in ministry in those days. But it wasn't - it wasn't 
putting people back in ministry with the thought that, well, we're 
just going to move this person from A to B or this person is a risk 
but we're going to take a chance by putting him in a different 
environment. It was under - it was because we felt that we had 
reason to believe that this person, having had this brought to their 
attention, having gone through some treatment, was not a risk. 

See Law Depo., October 11, 2002, p. 159. 

Based on those statements, it is clear that Cardinal Law (and perhaps the 

other Defendants) will claim that he was not negligent when supervising Father 

Shanley because, under the circumstances, Cardinal Law would have acted 

differently if he had known all of the information. Proving that (1) sexual abuse 

was rampant within the RCAB, (2) the RCAB's record keeping system and 
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institutional memory were not faulty, and (3) the Defendants, as a matter of 

practice, return accused or admitted child molesters to ministry, see ~ supra. 

directly undermines Cardinal Law's explanations for his conduct concerning 

Father Shanley. The way the Defendants handled other priests both prior to and 

subsequent to the time that Greg was molested contradicts the broad statements 

made by Cardinal Law that the RCAB lacked an institutional memory of 

"allegations and cases of sexual abuse against children" and that Cardinal Law 

would have acted on certain claims if he had known about them. Indeed, 

although the Defendants seemingly were well aware of the history and 

admissions of inappropriate conduct of various priests, they allowed them to 

continue in ministry having continued access to unsuspecting children. As the 

Court already has recognized: 

The actual discovery materials before the court include statements 
from Cardinal Law that between 1984 and 1989 some offending 
priests were returned to active ministry when, after treatment, 
archdiocesan personnel and the Cardinal determined they did not 
present risks of harm to children. Despite this assertion, other 
archdiocesan records obtained through discovery reveal that some 

offending priests may well have been assigned to parishes, youth 
groups and the like, even though the Cardinal or other 
archdiocesan personnel knew that the priests in question were at 
the least suspected of engaging in continuing sexual encounters 
with children. With respect to Father Lane, he was permitted in the 
late 1990s to publicly celebrate Sunday Masses at a parish in Natick. 
By this time, archdiocesan personnel were well aware from the 
institutions in question that Father Lane had a history of molesting 
adolescent boys at the Alpha Omega House during the 1970s and 
that an allegation of child sexual molestation was made against him 
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in 1997. The RCAB records, produced by court order for purposes 
of this motion, raise significant questions of whether the 
archdiocese was really exercising the care they claimed to use in 
assigning offending priests. 

See Addendum, Court Order, dated November 25, 2002 (emphasis added). 

Accordingly, evidence of the RCAB's practices and policies in dealing with other 

alleged child molesters is highly relevant to the Plaintiffs' ability to rebut other 

key defenses raised by the Defendants. 

III. EVIDENCE OF THE RCAB'S PRACTICES AND POLICIES 
CONCERNING SEXUALLY ABUSIVE PRIESTS OTHER THAN 
FATHER SHANLEY IS ADMISSIBLE BASED ON THE PASSAGE OF 
TIME AND THE DEFENDANTS' FAILED MEMORIES 

A routine act occurring in the context of a business custom practice is 

admissible to prove a particular act was performed. 21 See Commonwealth v. 

Carroll, 360 Mass. 580, 587 (1971); O'Conner v. Smithkline Bioscience 

Laboratories, Inc., 36 Mass. App. Ct. 360, 365 (1994); Elias v. Surran, 35 Mass. 

App. Ct. 7, 12-13 (1993); see generally, Hon. Paul J. Liacos, Mark S. Brodin & 

Michael Avery, Handbook of Massachusetts Evidence, § 4.4.8, pp. 172-73 (7th ed. 

1999) (and cases cited therein).22 In particular, according to the SJC, so-called 

21 Business custom or practice should be contrasted with personal habit, which is inadmissible to 
prove a person performed an act in accordance with that habit. See generally, Palinkas v. 
Bennett, 416 Mass. 273 (1993); Figueiredo v. Hamill, 385 Mass. 1003 (1982). 
22 The fact that the act is performed by an individual does not render it inadmissible as evidence 
of a business habit. See Palinkas, 416 Mass. at 276 (and cases cited therein); d. PROP. MASS. R. 
EVID. 406 (1980), which provides: 

(a) Admissibility. Evidence of the habit of a person or of the routine practice of 
an organization, whether corroborated or not and regardless of the presence of 
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"business habit"23 evidence is admissible when an person is not able to recall his 

or her actions or inactions based on lack of memory. See Palinkas v. Bennett, 416 

Mass. 273, 275-78 (1993). 

For example, in Palinkas, the Court (McHugh, J.) admitted the defendant's 

testimony regarding "instructions he would routinely furnish to parents when 

discharging a prematurely born infant on the issue of what instructions, if any," 

the defendant have given to the plaintiff when discharging her prematurely born 

infant, who suffered brain damage allegedly based on the defendant's negligent 

instructions. See 416 Mass. at 273-74. Justice McHugh admitted the evidence 

after the defendant testified he had no memory of discharging the infant and 

because there was a dispute as to whether the defendant had even discharged 

the infant and what instruction he had given the plaintiff upon discharge. See id. 

at 274-75. 24 The evidence was highly probative because the defendant, the 

plaintiff's experts, and the defendants' experts25 conceded that the defendant 

eyewitnesses, is relevant to prove that the conduct of the person or organization 
on a particular occasion was in conformity with the habit or routine practice, but 
such evidence is not admissible for the purpose of proving that a person or 
organization did or did not conform on a particular occasion to the prescribed 
standard of care. 

23 A "habit" is a regular response to a repeated situation with a specific type of conduct. See 
Palinkas, 416 Mass. at 277. 

24 Justice McHugh also had denied the plaintiff's motion in limine to exclude evidence of the 
defendant's normal routine when discharging both healthy and prematurely born infants. See 
416 Mass. at 275. 
25 The plaintiff had sued two doctors; however, the disputed issue on appeal dealt only with 
business habit evidence concerning one doctor. See generally, Palinkas, 416 Mass. 273-75. 
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would have been negligent if he had not furnished the plaintiff with certain 

instructions when discharging the infant. See id. at 275. As a result, the SJC 

rejected the plaintiff's claim on appeal that the defendant's business habit in 

treating other patients was inadmissible and that Justice McHugh erred in 

admitting the evidence once he determined it was a business habit. See id. at 

275-78. The SJC recognized that, considering the events at issue had taken place 

almost eleven years after the incident, the business habit evidence was in 

practicality the only way the defendant could refute the plaintiff's testimony. 

See id. at 278. 

In the action before this Court, the Plaintiffs must show what the 

Defendants did or did not do with regard to Father Shanley. The Defendants' 

actions or inactions, however, took place over the past forty or so years. In 

addition, in many cases, the Defendants' memories about what they did or did 

not do in response to allegations against Father Shanley are not entirely clear and 

in some cases are inconsistent. 

For example, at his deposition, Bishop Daily stated that he could not 

remember whether or not: 

1. he had a significant file on Father Shanley concerning deviant 
activity; 

2. he spoke with Cardinal Medeiros about the Sweeney Report he 
received in 1977, which alleged that Father Shanley endorsed 
publicly the propriety of sex between adults and children; 
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3. he spoke with reporters to verify what was reported in the Stevens 
Letter; 

4. he spoke with Father Shanley about what was said in the Stevens 
Letter was true or false; and 

5. he undertook any inquiry to determine what Sheila Burke's 
problem was with Father Shanley in 1982. 

See Deposition of Bishop Thomas V. Daily ("Daily Depo.") dated August 21, 

2002, pp. 121-22, 189-90; Daily Depo., August 22,2002, pp. 232-34 and 297-298. In 

addition, at his deposition, Bishop McCormack stated that: 

1. He has no specific recollection of receiving and reading the RCAB's 
confidential file on Father Shanley; 

2. He does not recall seeing any documents that were contained in the 
RCAB's confidential file on Father Shanley, including the letters 
from Ms. Higgs, Mr. McGeady, and Ms. Sweeney; 

3. He does not recall speaking with Dr. Cassem about Father Shanley; 

4. He did not receive any assessment or any reports regarding Father 
Shanley's emotional, psychological, or physical health from the 
Institute for Living; and 

5. He does not recall being involved with moving Father Shanley out 
to California, although a letter from the file indicates that he would 
be responsible for working out the details for Father Shanley's 
move. 

See McCormack Depo, August 15, 2002, pp. 101-02; September 27, 2002 pp. 213-

15; and October I, 2002, pp. 100-02 and 133-36. Moreover, as described above, 

Cardinal Law waffled about whether or not he received the 1985 letter from Ms. 

Higgs, which accused Father Shanley of endorsing publicly the propriety of sex 

between adults and children. Compare Law Admissions, Response No. 1 
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(Cardinal Law "does not believe he read the 'Higgs Letter' in 1985 ... . /1) with 

Law Depo., June 5, 2002, pp. 222-25 (where Cardinal Law admitted that it was 

more probable than not that he did receive the letter from Ms. Higgs and 

amended his sworn answer to the Plaintiffs' request for admissions to: "the 

defendant believes that he did read the Higgs letter in 1985./1); Law Depo., June 

7,2002, pp. 64-66 (where Cardinal Law, after admitting that he had discussed the 

subject with his counsel, again changed his sworn answer and stated that "The 

Defendant does not believe he read the 'Higgs Letter' in 1985./1). In addition, at 

his deposition, Cardinal Law stated that he has no recollection of Bishop Daily 

telling him that the RCAB had received correspondence suggesting that Father 

Shanley had attended the founding conference of NAMBLA. See Law Depo., 

June 7, 2002, p. 115; Law Depo., October 11, 2002, pp. 77-80. 

What the Defendants did or did not do in the circumstances above, as well 

in many other instances, speaks directly to whether they breached their 

respective duties owed to the Plaintiffs. See generally, Morgan, supra. 

(negligence is the failure of a person to exercise the degree of care that a 

reasonable person would exercise under the circumstances). As a practical 

matter, and considering the passage of time and the Defendants' failed or 

seemingly inconsistent memories, the Plaintiffs seek to introduce evidence about 

how the RCAB and its employees, including the Defendants, responded or failed 
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to respond to complaints against other accused child molesting priests as 

business habit and as circumstantial evidence of their responses to complaints 

made against Father Shanley. That evidence is clearly relevant to the Plaintiffs' 

negligence claims, as recognized already by the Court: 

The plaintiffs have presented the court with a firm foundation of 
documentary support that the practices and procedures of the 
RCAB with respect to the manner in which they responded to 
allegations of child sexual molestation made against members of 
the clergy assigned to the Boston archdiocese are clearly relevant to 
the plaintiffs' claim of negligence. The RCAB's practice of sending 
accused clergy to St. Luke's and the Institute of Living and then 
following or choosing not to follow their recommendations are 
directly at issue in the case at bar. 

See Addendum, Court Order, November 25, 2002. Moreover, evidence that the 

Defendants had knowledge and notice of complaints against other priests speaks 

directly to whether or not the Defendants should have left Father Shanley in a 

position where he would have continued, unsupervised access to children, 

considering the Defendants' potential knowledge of prevalence and recidivism 

of other accused child molesters within the RCAB over the past forty years. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant the Plaintiffs' motion in 

limine in its entirety. 

Dated: July 21, 2003 

Respectfully submitted, 

GREGORY FORD, PAULA FORD and 
RODNEY FORD, 
By their attorneys, 

Roderick MacLeish, Jr., BBO #388110 
Jeffrey A. Newman, BBO #370450 
David G. Thomas, BBO #640854 
Courtney B. Pillsbury, BBO #651549 
Greenberg Traurig, LLP. 
One International Place, Third Floor 
Boston, MA 02110 
Tel: (617) 310-6000 
Fax: (617) 310-6001 
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Dear Jean,
In regard to Ft. Faul Shanley, the following are some of

his statements per your request.

Homosexual acts are not sinful, sick, a cr~mei, nor are they
"immoral.

~hat has been done to gays by the straight com~.uunlty calls
out for vengeance from heaven. Gay persons agen’t angry
enough, they should become more angry at society.

He has been following Lewis Crew, who is an advo[ate for gay
teachers and gay curriculum in schools, and he (:r. Shanley)
agrees with Crew, that gay children should have gay teachers
and gay curriculum.

Most first homosexual encounters are with straights.
straights ~’ho seduce youngsters.

It is

Further, "straight peoplecannot tell the truth about sex".

Straights spend time worrying about the bedsores of gays
regard to their sexua~ activity. (Th~s ~rought a big ~augh).

He doesn’t advocate as some clergy do that gays form gay unlon~
(2 forming a pr.), because in his experlenoe counselLug those
in gay unions, he finds that gay unions invariably fall .apart.
:’(He laughed) and-sald ~ust as heterosexualunlons are falling
apart, but in gay unions no chlldren are b~volved.

He stated celibacy is impossible, therefore, the only alter-
native is for gays to have sex with different persons whenever

they want to.

.He spoke of pedophilla (which is a non coerced sexual ~an-
Ipulatlon of sex organs ~ucludlng ora!-genltal sex between an
adult and child). He stated that the adult is not the seducer--
the "kid" is the seducer and further the. kid is not traumatized
by the act per se, the kid is trau~atlzed ~’hen the police and
authorities "drag" the kid in for questlomlng.

He stated that he can think of no sexua! act that causes psychic
dazage--"not even ~ncest or bes~ality"-

He stated that clergy donor weak with gays because they are-fes-r-
ful of losing their reputatlon--that they may be thought to be
gay. He said this is an ~dictment of the clergy. He said It
wo~-~ a ~oo~ ~de~,l~-P°~P~ ~h~u~bt the clergy ~’as gay because
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it Mould have a radlca!lizlng effect. Ft. Shanley described
himself as an ultra liberal.

To top off his speech he said, "Homosexuality is a gift from
God and should be celebrated".

’I havana clipplng~hich sbates that Fr.~ Paul~ shanl~y, ~ the-
A~chdlocese of Boston represents "sexual minorities" on the ~
Young Adult Ministry Board of USCC. Also a Fr. Patrick O’Neill
0SA is the USCC’s representative for young adult ministry.

Ft. Shanley said he was appointed to his position by a
Cardina! Maderls (m~y spelling of the cardinal’s name may be
incorrect).

Ft. S.hanley also stated that he had spoken to several
clergy the afternoon of ~the evening meeting of Dignlty/Integrlty
Sept. 23, 1977, St. Luke’s Episcopal Church. 8.P.M.
Fr. Shanley ~as ~ear~ng full Roman garb.

Sorry I didnlt get this off to you sooner, but have been
very busy. Hope it helps.

Spiritually,
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// / / /~ /- " ~ z// -      135Nob Hill
~-;I~-~/c (~4~ ~/g/~ Roches%er, New York ~6!7

~Io/ ~.~#~/~ ~    November 17, 1977

To :

~ ~e is Je~e D. Sweeney. I ~. a re~stered n~s~ ma~ied 1o a physici~
~d mother of three c~Idren. ~ f~ily ~e active members of the Catho~c
~ocese of Rochester, New York and Chest %he ~ Ch~ch.

For ten years I have taken a public stand for lega! protection of unborn children~
and I frequently ~Tite letters which have been published. Consequently, people
occasionally contact me who have similar concerns.

A Rochester woman called me after attendi~g’a meeting on homosexuality held at
St. Luke’s Episcopal Church on September 23. This woman was very much concerned
about some of the speaker’s remarks and wondered about his validity. He
Father Paul Shanley ~o said he was appointed by Cardinal Mediercs of Boston.

I asked this ~o~an if she would ~_Tite a report of the meeting. Enclosed is
the report she %Tote from her notes. She has given me permission to copy and
distribute her signed report which she states does not pretend to cover
everything he said but rather records statements she found particularly
disturbing.

I greatly respect this woman’scourage in releasing-her report to me. As a
Catholic of this Diocese,I must fulfill, .at least, my responsibility in making
her testimony available to Catholic authorities.

For your convenience I am also enclosing copies of clippings, correspondence~
etc. which are pertinent to Roy. Shanley’s appearance here and my efforts in
trying to bring Mrs. Steven’s report before the channels of this Diocese
open to me as a lay~oman.                   . ..

Respectfully submitted,

D. Sweeney (~v~rs.)
CA.~DI ~, ~. ~ .,.

i 1977

(~FFIS-_-OF THE $--C~ET.’].R’i
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 CO,MI~IONWE.ALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, NA55,~CHU.-~ETT5 02135

PrOtocol Numberi 173/74

February 12, 1979

His Eminence
Franjo Cardinal Seper
Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
11 Piazza del S. UfNzio
.Roma, 00193 (Vatican City)

"Your Eminence"

"I wish to" acknowledge your letter of November 14, 1978 concerning the
matter of Reverend Paul Shanley and his tapes .in which he presents
doctrine directly opposed to the teaching of the Church. Because this
matter involves a serious pastoral problem which confronts the Church
in the United States at this time, .lhave decided tO reply at some length
and after some serious reflecHon on my part and to present my reply in

person at the Sacred Congregation.

I wish to place my answer to your questions in its fullest pastoral context
and also to give to the Holy See the fullest awarenes.s of how I, as a pastor,
see this problem and how I have tried to face it. At the beginning o[this
letter, I will explain my general overall response to this serious proble{n
and then I will answer your questions more directly.

General Context of Homosexuality as a Pastoral, Spiritual and Moral Problem.
in Large Urban Areas of the United States

The following points confront me as a pastor:

There is a widespread homosexual culture especially, although not exclusbel
among young, people. But there is a relatively new element present. This n~ w
element is found in the fact that homosexuals band together to assert: (i)
open fact of their homosexuality, (2) the fact that this is of no consequence
anyone except themselves - thus to be a homosexual differs from having a
heterosexual orientation as being right handed differs from being left handed,
and ($) the strong efforts to secure their civil rights and human rights~
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From the Church, some of these are asking" (i) that they be ministered to
as a group and (2) that they be admitted to seminaries and novitiates. It is
ofte6 asserted that in the past the Church has condemned the condition of
homosexualiD~ as in itself sinful. Implicit and sometimes explicit is the
assertion that homosexual acts and behaviour constitute a morally acceptable
way of life. It is my belief that the verY ~act of banding together in such
groups for social and religious purposes usually includes the recognition
and even the fostering of homosexual activity. All of these elements which
are widespread throughout the United S~tes are intensified in the Archdioce~
of Boston_because of ~o factors: (I) %Ve are largely urbanized and (2) ~Ve
Imve the largest concentration of young people in the worlddue to the great
number of colleges and universities flourishing here.

There is one final, significant factor which though not Widespread is
especially ominous for the life of the Church. Affected by the above elemenn
a few priests are beginning to proclaim their own homosexuality and an eve~
larger number is beginning to foster the assertions and claims outlined abov
In addition, some priests are said to assert that homosexual acts under

certain conditions are not sinful.

General Response                                          .

I hav~ felt an obligation to respond to the root of this problem without, how~
neglecting to respond to its symptoms as well. -First, may I indicate my
efforts to get at the root of the problem.

Priestly Formation .

Since our seminaries reflect the local American culture, the problem "of
homosexuality has surfaced there in a manner which is widespread and quk
deep. It has even been asserted by some seminary faculty members that
the Church does not h~ve the right to inquire into the lives of Candidates fo~
the priesthood in a penetrating way. Suhh a philosophy, which is an illicit
expansion of A merican political philosophy, would paralyze the Church in
its ~nission of calling only true vocations to the priesthood. In response tc

this:

(1) [ have ~orked with seminary priests towards a complete
tra ns formation of our adm~ ssion process .to the college seminary

and to the theologate.
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(2) I have also worked to strengthen the evaluation process
by which men are voted on towards the priesthood.

(3) I have encouraged the spiritual directors of our seminary-
to work in the internal forum - always respecting proper
conadentiaHry - to exercise their influence to remove from
the path to the priesthood young men who are homosexuals.

(4) I have also sent at regular intervals outstanding priests
to be preparedfor the delicate work of spiritual direction.

The danger in seminaries, Your Eminence, is obvious. Where large
numbers of homosexuals are present in a seminary, other homosexuals
are quickly attracted. Other healthier young men tend to be repelled.
As a result of the efforts in our seminary, a large number of candidates
have been dropped. Yet some of these, who are from other dioceses,
have been transferred by their bishops to other seminaries despite complete
disclosures from our seminary.

As a result of my actions and the cooperation of some of our facuky, the
.numbers to be ordained in our Archdiocese for the next severaI years will
be small. Had we not taken these actions, a large number of active
homosexual men would have been ordained. In this, as ydu know, I have
only .been following the requirements of the Holy See in its teaching on
priestly formation. We have a seminary ~hich has now - within a five-year
period - become almost fully nransformed into a communiDr of healthy,
well-balanced young men. Our numbers are much smaller but now we will
attract more young men who wilI be the right kind of candidates.

Naturally, there has been criticism for our actions. But I am convinced
that these actions were correct. I am also convinced that there are other
seminaries where this problem has not begun to be faced. In order to
attack this problem at its root, I am now working with some bishops in our
Region to compose a letter to all seminaries in the United States and
Europ.e where the bishops of New England send young men to prepare for
the priesthocd. ~Vhile there are several foundational areas treated in
this letter, the following are especially pertinent to your inquiry and to
the issues as outlined above:

(1) The teaching of moral theology in the seminary especially
as it relates to the Ma~sterium. We are trying to s~rengthen
the place given to Magisterial teaching by theology professors,
especially by teachers o[ moral theolofff.
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(2) In this letter, we are trying to strengthen the admissions
proceedures in several ways. We are saying quite explicitly
that homosexuals should not he admitted to the seminary.

(3) We are trying to strengthen the core Of trained spiritual
directors as I have found this necessary for many reasons -
but especially helpful in weeding out overt or latent homosexuals.

(4) We are strengthening the means and also the criteria
through which seminarians are evaluated each year.

1 believe this letter which is based on and draws heavily from the teaching
of the Holy See can have an enormous effect over the next generation of
priests formed in New England. We believe it will bring about more
orthodox moral teaching, less priests who are inclined to foster and
encourage the rising homosexual culture (at least where im demands
contradict Church teaching) and that we can turn back the number of
homosexuals who, for many reasons, are being drawn towards the sacred
priesthood.

I hope that this document which is also addressed to vocation directors -
will also be helpful to our National Conference as it draws up new. [ive.-year
guidelines for seminary formation within the next few years.

1 also took one other significant step within the last year which I believe
is related to this matter. I was approached by one of our priests who has
been on a Leave of Absence for about seven years asking if he could return
to,active ministry, l-made an investigation which indicated to me that this
priest has been living in a homosexual relationship with another man for a
large part of those years. He proclaimed that this was over and that,
through a Charismatic Prayer Group, he had experienced a conversion.

felt that to receive him back could create scandal and would undermine the
slo~v but steady reform I was trying to lead in the seminary. So, despite
pressure, I refused to receive him back until he had sought spiritual direction
and counselling over a five-year period under my direction. He refused tO
do this’. He was refused permission by some other dioceses but - unfortunateli
I believe - ~vas accepted by a neighboring diocese.

May I say tha~ I always try to be compassionate and helpful to a priest who
finds himself to be a homosexual but who wishes to.live a life of chastity and

who struggles to do good priestly work.
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III. Efforts Made in the Archdiocese of Boston to Insure Proper Pastoral Action
on Questions of Sexual Ethics

(i) in 1975, theBishops ’ Committee onPastoral Research and Practices
released a paper entitled, Principles to Guide Confessors in QUestions of
Homosexuality. I found this paper to be sound and helpful. [ immediately
mailed it to all the priests of the Archdiocese of Boston. Working with two
theologians and a priest psychiatrist, I also prepared a letter to a11 our
priests in which I tried to set down some further principles on this urgent
question. I have enclosed a copy of my letter dated June 10, 1975 and also
a copy of the document from the National Conference of Catholic Bishops.

(2) In 1977, the Holy See issued "Humana Persona ", a document which gave
the authentic Church teaching cn a broad range of questions concerned with
sexual ethics. The document asked individual ordinaries to prepare further
teaching which would apply the principles in "Humana Persona " to their
local situation. In response to this request, I immediately set about to
write a Pastoral Letter entitled, Growing Together in Holiness. I consulted
several theologians, during the writing of this letter as I always do on such
matters.. A copy of my Pastoral Letter is enclosed.

(3) In general, my Pastoral Letter along with theDocument from your. .
Congregation, was well received in this Archdiocese. I did, however, receive.
some’sharp criticism because I was not lenient enough. I have enclosed an
exclmnge of correspondence which I received from one Franciscan priest
which will point out to Your Eminence the unfortunate thinking which I find
among some priests and which indicates that they base their position more on
the currents of our.culture than on revelation and Church teaching.-

(4) I am sure that you are familiar with the recent study of the Catholic
Theological. Society of America on sexual ethics. As you know, this study
treats questions of sexual ethics in a manner which is opposed to Catholic
teaching. In order to counteract its approach as quickly as possible, I took
the following two steps:

a)’Iasked Bishop Thomas J. Riley (now deceased) to write a theolo~cal
critique for our Archdiocesan newspaper. Bishop Riley was a respected
moral theologian who taught in our seminary for many years and later served
as rector. A copy of this article from The Pilot, July I, 1977, is enclosed.

b) I, myself, wrote a Pastoral Letter concerning this study in which I
tried to auzack its basic foundation. This letter also adcLressed another questic
which was receiving a great deal of publicity at that time. A copy is enclosed.
It also appeared in the enclosed pamphlet entitled, Questions and Answers for
Our Times.
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Having now given to your Sacred Cong-regation for the Doctrine of the
Faith my basic efforts on the broad and dif~cult question of homosexuality
as a pastoral, moral and spiritual problem, I am happy to respond to
your questions in a direct way.    ,.

Efforts Made by me to Confront D~rectly the Work of Reverend Paul Shaniey

When I assumed the office of Archbishop of Boston in 1970, Father Paul
Shanley came to see .me. He had, been working with young people who were
so-called "runaways" with the permission of the late Cardinal Cushing. I
did not remove him from this work. Neither did I at anytime assign him
in any direct way to work with homosexuals or with the so-called "homosexual
community". There are no letters in our files to this effect nor did I ever
write any such letter.

When reports reached me that.he was teaching in ways that seemed contra-
dictory to the teaching of the Church, I immediately summoned him. I have
met with him privately at least five times. I have told him what the
a11egations were and he has denied them. He has told me that he does not
teach against what the Church teaches. I have been very specific in my
questionsand he has responded quite directly. On one occasion, I have called
in to outmeeting, three other priests - one a moral theolo~an, one a spiritual
theologian who is a respected and very orthodox spiritual director at our
seminary, and one who is a widely-known and respected priest-psychiatrist.
All four of us, working as a panel, addressed Father Shanley with direct
questions. Many other questions were concerned with the morality of
homosexual acts. He assured us that he spoke only according to Church
teaching and that he did not violate it or encourage others to violate it.

What Will be Done in the Future Concerning Father Shanley

I trust that the above presentation answers the first part of your question -
namely, What has been done in the past to deal with Father Shanley as well
as positions which he allegedly espouses?

Now, however, I have been apprised by your letter that the Holy See has
found ~im to be still teaching in a way that is directly opposed to the Holy
See. So I feel obliged to answer your second question - namely, ’~Vhat do
I plan to do in _the ful-ure on this matter7

It is my intention to send a letter to all our priests relative to this question.
I will re-state in a brief manner the teachings of the Church on matters of
homosexuality and refer the priests to recent documents of the Holy See, the
National Conference of Catholic Bishops,~ and my o~vn office. More to the
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point, I will indicate that no priest is assigned by me to work specifically
or only with homosexuals. I will indicate that whatever confusion may have
arisen on it in the past, no priest in the .future will have .the right to make
that claim. I will urge all our priests to minister to any homosexual person
with kindness but will teach again that the best Way of affirming that person
is to lead him or her to the following of Ghrist and the avoidance of homo-
sexual acts or the so-called "homosexual ct~kure".

Recently, an organization called "Dignity" mailed to all our priests a piece
of literature which would be destructive if followed and which supports the -
activity of the gay liberation movement and tries to enlist priests in behalf
of that movement - a movement which, as I indicated above, holds positions

which could be destructive of Church life and which are held under a veneer
of seeking full rights .within the Church and also within civil society. A copy

is enclosed entitled, An Introductory Letter to Religious and Clerics by
Brother William Roberts. Also enclosed is a copy of an editorial which
appeared on page I of Dignity’s Cross Currents, Vol. I, .No. 2. This letter
from the organization called "Dignity" will give me a good occasion to write
a brief letter indicating my position and the position of the Church and mentionir
the fact that no one priest is assigned to this apostolate.

Now, I wish to tell you about my recent meeting wlth Father Paul Shanley. I
called Father Shanley to my office and met with him in early January of 1979. "
I told~him that he was to take a regular.Parish assignment, that he was not
to work with homosexuals, and that his .teaching was confusing people and giving
them ideas contrary to Church teaching.. Father Shanley~ as always, said that
he was not teaching against what the Church teaches. However, what I want
to indicate most of all is that shortly after our meeting, Father Shanley went
to the press. He had an extended interview with the Boston Globe and I have.
enclosed a copy of that report. Father Shanley was also interviewed at length
on a WEE[ local radio station program. His loudest protest was that homo-
sexuality as an orientation was not a sin and .that he would continue to proclaim
that to the rooftops. Of course, the Church has never said that it was sinful
but that homosexual acts are sinful. It is on this subject of. homosexual acts
that Father Shanley presents confusing and distorted teaching.

I believe that Father Shanley is a troubl~d priest an(~ l have tried to he under-
standing and patient with him while continuously affirm.ing - both privately to
him and publicly to ~y people - the Church teaching on sexual ethics. Finally,
in an effort to cooperate with your findings,- I have .taken these difRcuk but
necessary steps. I hope and pray that you will find them appropriate and wise.
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I trust, Your Eminence, that I have given you a complete picture of this
delicate matter. When I have completed my.!etter to priests in another

¯ - : ’.- tnonth or two,- I will forffird a copy to you. . : . ...-

"please pray for Fathe.r Shanley and for all Our young people whose souls are
attacked constantly by voices which distort and scandalize. Also, I ask
-yo.~ur prayers above all for our seminaries and for me. I shall, as always,
be pleased to receive you~. response to this matter as well as your good
counsel and advice.

With sentiments of esteem and my prayerful best wishes, I remain

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Humber~o Cardinal Medeiros
A RCHBISHOP OF BOSTON

Enclosures
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Rt. Rev. and dear Monsignor Sexton:

I know that you suggested that this not be put in writing but my advisor
feels this is important for reasons to be explained below.

I want to tDank~you for your very kind approach even though in your :
mind the accusations against me must have seemed Just. If there is any
note of bitterness in what I am about to say,please believe me it is not
directed against you but at the hopelessness of the-situation. On more
than one occasion I have helped other priests in similar predicaments
and have many times myself been similarly situated but never with a Scyll~
and Charybdis so devastating.

Fight or Flight? If I fight I am sure I could at least convince you but
by attempting to secure release from the Seal, summoning witnesses and
thereafter riskihg the tongue of this woman. On the other hand flight
leaves a doubt in your mind, in the mind of the priest who wrote to you,
and a record in Chancery.

You suggest a June transfer. Leaving this overwhelming parish is a pros-
pect not at all unattractive to me. Staying, with such a suspicion loomin_~
on the horizon would be crippling. But if leaving would indicate to you
the veracity of this allegation then I could not li~e with that either,
and would have to request a confrontation and secure a lawyer.

At your suggestion I consulted a wise priest and under the seal disclosed
him all the facts. He agrees that if the boy would release me from the
sealyou would quickly conclude that the accusation has no foundation.
On the other hand he is equally certain that the boy is not likely to
do this. others could be brought in to testify but the suspicion and
notoriety thus engendered would end my effectiveness in the parish
anyway. He found of interest your quote regarding the lesser of two evils
and suggested speculation on what might ha~e been the greater.
He wnated, to know,.and I could not tell him, whether the mother or th~
boy spoke to the priest., If it was Just the m~ther then there is more
hope.

Even if I were to convince you of my innocence he said, %here is still
the doubt about my prudence hence he insisted that I apprise you of the
youth work in which I have been engaged over a period of 20 years without
ever running afoul of such an accusation. Is in not wondrous he asks
that I deceived a whole police~department into requesting my chaplaincy a
referring all Juveniles to me especially those with serual problems?
Is it not pertinent that I deceived an entire psychitric staff to whom
I have made dozen~l of referrals, who put me on the board of Consultants,
who honored me with the Mental Health Award of 1967 for an outstanding
contribution in the filed of Mental Health. That I deceived you, yourse~"

into requesting that I take a position with the Catholic Boys Guidance Ce
That I deceived my classmates for for 15 yrs. who ~lected me to the Senat
and the Senate to the Advisory Board. That I deceived an entire popu~_a~ti¢
into besto~ing the ~n of the Year Award on mm for my work with 1000’s
of teenagers(half of whom are m_ale).It would have to renamed:Charlatan
of the Year. Unbe~n~-ownst to my superiors; before entering the seminary
I was accorded national honors for outstanding service and leadership to
youth, and the ~yor of Boston Citizenship Citation for the same reason.
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Continuing on the prudence of my actions:All of my priest frined~ drop in
unannounced at this alleged trysting-place. The fire chief of the area
and the police are frecuent visitors. The irony of it is that the
reason I started takin~ youngsters w~th me to these woods(where I lived
worked for 7 years before the seminary) as a YMCA Camp Director) was to
obviate it ever being the occasion for accusation from any of-the
disturbed women with whom I was working~ After a local doctor was

~ placed in such a compromising situation it was a priest confessor who
advised me to do this very thing. ,,Put a Roman collar on a lamp-post and
some woman will fall in love with it...is a saying to the truth of which
I can attest many times over.Half a dozen times I ~have gone to the pastor
to tell him of dangerous situations in which I was involved and to set
up safeguards~ More than once other priers have taken over cases for me wh
I became apprehensive on this level.Perhaps had I been less discreet in th
area I would hot-know be burdened with this nightmare.
The older priest also raised some questions which did not occur to me
while I was speaking with you. Since the boy continued to be a frequent
penitent of mine for nearly a year after the alleged liaison, is there ~ny
implication that solicitation or absolution of an accomplice ~s involved,
for then I would have no choice but to fight. Since you did not explicitly
mention these matters and since he has had dealings wi~h you in such case~
before he feels that you do not believe the story and advises me to follo~
your counsel. On the other hand he syas that if you do believe the story
then by career is in Jeopardy and I must fight. "Leave it to his dlscetioz
If transfer implies in his mind guilt, and if the confrontation will not
Jeopardize the seal or spread suspic!onbroadcast and will not be simply
your word against this boys, then fight.But if no Imllcation of guilt wou~
accrue to a transfer and since you want a change any~°aY and since ~the
pastor willonot raise up a storm then accept the transferb~ut if a record
is to be kept then insist that a record of your defense be---~ttached since
Monsignor Sexton will not always be Chancellor. The boys story was obvlou~
convincing to the priest ~ho w~ote to the Chancellor or he would have cont
ed you directly to warn you. It might be convincing to the next Chancello~

Finally, a~ter ~ays of discouragement,temptation and prayer, I am in
agreement with this advise if you can give me assurance that transfer
will in no way ~e interpreted as substantiating th~se charges.

But let me warn you--if this paper implies a calmness and a rational
comfidence you are misled. As often as I opt for this conclusion I am,
within hours filled with rage and determined to fight and to make an
example of this type of behavior to which we priests are subject,in a ~
civil court case.Perhaps I am mistaken but I got the impression you
might have had similardark desires.
In any case I am sure Z will never again be able to ftunction with the
freedom and confidence I once had.

I swear to you as God is my Judge that I did not .~sturbate this boy
here or anywhere else at that date or any other, date, ~o help me God. I fe
unclean even writing such a demu_~rer.
About the only note of humor I can inject into thi~ horror i~ that it is i
deed a comforting ~rospect to realize that any alle~ations which might in
the future be made against me involving women will be given far le~s
credence than ordinary in the light of my presumed predilection for
pederasty.Let us hope that this [~owledge does not lead me too great
a sense of security.                                             RCAB00047



May god give you the strenghh and grace you need to discharge your office
in the tmsavory circumstances which must so often beset you. ~ud may
~od give me the wisdom to grow closer to Him as a result of this trial
and not to become a broken cistern of bitter waters.
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH.AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS O2135
1617)

SECRETARY FOR MINISTERIAL PERSONNEL

June 4, 1985

Rev. Paul R. Shanley
St. John’s Rectory
352 Watertown Street
Newton, MA 02158

Dear Paul:

Recently I received a note from the Cardina! about a letter he had received
from Miss Wilma M. Higgs of Rochester, New York. It pertained to a talk you
gave in the Rochester area last November.

Apparently, she was disturbed by some of the statements you made. I note that
she sent you a copy of.the letter she sent to Cardina! Law.

Would youcare to comment on the remarks, she made. You can either put them in
writing or we could get together some day about it.

I look f6rward to hearing from you. Things also seem to be moving wel! for
Jack White. If I can be of any further help in his matter, please do not
hesitate to let me know.

Fraternally in Christ,

~ev. ~4hn B. McCormack._--~
~Secre’~ary for Ministerial Personne!

JBMc:jt
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SIE’CRI:’TARY FOR MINISTERIAL PIERSONN{:L

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONW~.ALTI~i AVENUIE

BRIGHTON. MAfSSACHUSE’Frs 02135

ARCHCIOCESE OF BOSTON
RECEIVED

OFFICE OF
.VICAR FOR ADMINISTRATIOI’

May 15, 1985 ,". ......

Ms. Wilma M, Highs
10A Portsmouth Terrace
Rochester,New York 14607

Dear Ms. Higgs:

Archbishop Law received your letter of April 29, 1985.
He is sorry to hear you were disturbed about the talk
given by Father Paul Shanley last November regarding
homosexuals and asked that I respond on his behalf.

I, too, regret that his talk was a source of such
disturbance an@ appreciate the interest you show in

;helping to ~voi@ such situations in the future, lhave
been in eontactwith FatherShanleyand.will be speaking
with h~m about this matter soon.

WiShing you God’s blessings, I ~emain
"

Sincerely yours,

JBMc/mf

Rev. John B. McCormack
Secretary-for
Ministerial Personnel
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Your Excellency Bernard law
Chancery Office of Boston
2!21 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, P~ssachusetts 02135

April 29, 1985

ARCHBISHOp,S. RESIDF_~CE

R£CE V£D

T attended, a ta.lk ~’iven y Boston
l~-,,rember which disturbed, me greatly. The priest was Re%"ere’m:l 1:~.~’~’~ Shan..ley~
253 Watertown Street~n; ~e_husetts~21~1 and the talk w~s ~given
at Corpus Christi_~~ch here in RoChester. F~ther Shamley apparently is
involve~treet mlnlstry. He made some outlandls~h~ regarding
the people involved in a homosem~1 llfestyle~ not merely in orientation.
Here are some of the s~atements| some are on tape:

It is immoral to try to ,change homosexuals.

If a former homosexual tells you he is now straight, it is not true.

When ~dults h~velsex with children, the children seduced t.hem. Children
may later regret .having caused someone to go to prison, knowing that they
are the guilty ones.

Homosexuality was Rot known until about a i00 years ago.

Priests do not like "t~o counsel homosexuals for fear people ~ill think they
are homosexuals.

The Bi%le does not say that homosexual lifestyle is ~ong.

The Bible ~as written by ignorant men, then said inspired, by the Holm Spitit.

Quoted the Bishops out of context -. they said we "should be more charitable.
an~ compassionate toward homosexuals" and stopped there without eontlrmlng
to quote that "we do Rot condone their acts."

Instead of trying to help these ~eople, he. encourages them ~nd
, eels that others should do the-same. He constantly critized the Church for

/ not being more sympathetic and accepting them as they are, and chided a
priest for telling the people not to vote for the Gay Bill of Rights.

The information he was giving out ~s so blatantly untrue, I
could not sit there and say nothing. I challenged him on a couple of occa-
sions, and decided that it should be brought to the attention of those in
authority. He was so_misleading his audience who ~re mostly young people.

I spok~with Father Jmmes Calla~_ the ~Imlnistr~tor of the parish,

¯ and he has no objection to my ~iting to you.

I0 A Portsmouth Terrace
Rochester, New York 14607

Copies~

Sincerely,

Bishop ~t%hew Clark, Bishop of Rochester
Reverend James
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~SECR~’TARY FOR’ .MIPIISTER;AL PERSONNEL

ARCHDIOCESE    OF    BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MAS%ACHUSETTS O21"~5
|6171 25a.o~cx:~

May 15, 1985

Ms. Wilma M. Higgs
IOA Portsmouth Terrace
Rochester, New York 14607

Dear Ms. Higgs:

Archbishop Law received your letter of April 29, 1985.
He is sorry to hear you were disturbed about the talk
given by Father Pau! Shanley last November regarding
homosexuals and asked that I respond on his b~half.

I, too, regret that his talk was a source of such
disturbance and appreciate the interest you show in
helping to avoid such situations in ~he future, l. have
been in contact with Father Shanley and willbe speaking

¯ with h~m about this matter soon.

Wishing you God’s blessings, I remain

Sincerely yours,

JBMc/mf

Rev. John B.-McCormack
Secretary for
Ministerial Personnel
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¯ Mr ~iz~me-t~ se~_ me onM~rch 14~ 1988,         .    "
¯          - -- " ......... -’~-~ : ...... /~"I" of 1987 He mentioned to a nurse

~ ’h~ wotrld Ike to talk to some one. Mim Donovan, a pas~o.ra±
....... - ........ o see_ him After a gco~ coversa~xon In    "suggested Father ~nanley, who c~ u    ?     .. ....
which Tom trusted Ft. S., T. maae a pass~gn re~erence uu ..........
Immediately Father Shanley began to zero in on the subject, describing ver~.
graphically ar~ in ~.uch detai! a particular incident. T.theux!ht he was trying
to get him to accept th~ idea. T. thought he.was ccming on to h’.im. T.re~endous
sexua! energy in. the room: Then S. %~nh on to som~nething else. At that point,
T. clmrmed up and just wanted S. to get out of the- rc<m. It had terri~ie effect --
on

iBefore S left) he told another Story about confidentialitv,with obgious
intent of encouragi~xi T. to say notching about the incident.

coordinator..He also was goiig to ~rite the hospita!. . .

Finail~ he £~Id.Fr~.Chris Keenan,:wh6-referred him to Ft. J’ McCorma~k, who
referred h{m to me.

4]nder
delusiona!

me, T. said that he was not

I toldT~ that I ~uld speak to S. but that if S. d~nied it, there really was
notmuch that could b~ d~ne, since there was no possibilityof proo~-to, support
the allegahion~ I did say that he should feel free to r6port the situation to
the Nmclea~ ~SPital, if he did not feel that ~ had ha~!edmatter
adequately~ ~

March 18, 1988

I spok~ he Father Shan!ey. He became irate at first, questioning why the matter
should be brought up at all. After he calmed do~ he indicated- that he
remembered the person and the incident, but did not remenber anything in the
conversation) es~ecia!ly on the subject that T. mentioned.

Father S~nan!ey wins %Dndering if-it was Larry Kessler trying to .g.et even with
him:

that T.I. sugges~ that if he ~re to s~eak to T. he should rar.e?~cer
a very fragile ~erson.

Merch !9~ 1988
that

telephoned T~ and uo_d him that Fr_. S. had ~enied dqe a!legation, and

...... =. :.--.:._--.~ :~,p_-.-’:.>-#:~

is still
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" - SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

This Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is entered

~~~[~t~ehhis /~ day of February, 19@~y end between the Roman

iCatholic ~rchbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole (the

:ese") , Father Paul shanley ("Ft. Shanley") and ~

(coll~ctively the "Parties").

~ WHEREAS, certain allegations were made and claims were

sserted by. the conduct of Fr. Shanley

~hile Fr. Shanley was a priest within the Archdipcese of Boston;

~nd

.             WHKREAS,     ~’clalms" he has suffered

’substantial damages in the form of pain and suffering, emotional

~istress and other forms of personal injury in connection with’
~he conduct of Fr. Shanley; and

~ WHEREAS, as informed the Archdiocese and

’Fr. Shanley that unless this mattAr is re~oived.forthwith, he

intends to file immediate suit which will contain causes of

~ction against each of them; and

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to resolve any disputes

ind/or actions arising out of the subject matter of those

~llegations.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual

i~greements and commitments set forth herein, the Parties enter

~into this Agreement and agree as follows:
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~ i. ~.This Agreement represents a desire of the Parties .

iito settle all claims relating to or arising out
|.

!iallegations, including his allegation of damages received on

i!account of personal injury, without the necessity and expense of

!ilitigation. It does not constitute an admission by the

~rchdiocese or Fr. Shanley of any liability to

2.    The Archdiocese agrees to pay a settlement in t~

iamount of $45,000 to resolve all claims relating to or arising

iout of allegations.

~ 3.    All payments made under this agreement will be in

:the form of checks p~ab~e to "Eckert, Seamans, Cherin & Mellott

!as Attorneys The payment of $45,000 will

:~be tendered contemporaneously with the execution and delivery of

:, this Settlement Agreement.
|

4.    The Archdiocese agrees that it will not place Ft.

:iShanley in an assignment which will give him unsupervised access

to children under the age of eighteen (18) years old. The

i~rchdiocese agrees that future parochial assignments concerning

[~r. Shanley will not include any parish assignments.

5.     Fr. Shanley agrees that he will not through

’.employment or socially seek unsupervised substantial contacts

~ith minors under the age of eighteen (18). Unsupervised,

!substantial contacts shall mean contact alone with minors which

!iis not merely perfunctory. Ft. Shanley agrees to seek

~�ounselling from a psychologist or psychiatrist and will remain

counselling until said trained clinician determines that the
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" i!counselling has reached afinal disposition. --.:    . ~.-._...

!! 6.    As an inducement to--to enter into

llthis Settlement Agreement, Fr. Shanley represents and warrants

!ithat he has insufficient assets to contribute meaningfully to

’isettlement of this matter and contemporaneously with the signing

!of this Agreement wii1 submit a financial statement to counsel

!for                 which will include at a minimum, Copies of his

lFederal Tax Returns for 1993-95.

7.                        anyone claiming by, through or

¯ ~nder. him hereby fully, forever, irrevocably and ~nconditionally

;i eleases, remlses, and discharges the Archdiocese, its agents,

i.lservants, officers and employees, all subsidiaries or

~instituti~ns .related to the Archdiocese, their agents, servants,

iemploye~s,officers directors and trustees and all priests’
!
iincardinated to the.Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,

!including, but not limited to, Fr. Shanley, from and with

respect to any and all manner of claims, charges, complaints,

~emands, actions, causes of actions, suits, rights, debts, dues,

.sums of money, costs, losses, accounts, reckonings, covenants,

hontracts controversies, agreements promises leases, doings,

’omissions, damages, executions, obligations, liabilities, and

expenses (including attorneys’ fees and costs), of every kind

and nature whatsoever, whether known or unknown, which he ever

had, now has, or can, shall, or may have in the future, by

reason of, on account of or arising out of any matter or thing-
!,

;~hich has happened, developed, or occurred before the signing of
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-{ithis Agreement arising out of, based upon, connected to or

irelated to association with the Archdiocese and

;.Fr. Shanley, including but not limited to, any claims~

~ may have in tort for personal injury, including, but in

.’no way limited to intentional and negligent infliction of

:emotional distress, assault and battery, negligence and all

,.o~ther claims and/or causes of action.

8     The Archdiocese, Fr Shanley and anyone claiming

i:by, through or under them, ~ereby fully, unconditionally, and

i!irrevocably releases             his heirs, executors,

i:administrators, next of kin, assigns and any other person or

!~entity deeming an interest through him, from any claims,

’pharges, complaints, demands, actions., causes of actions, suits,

:rights, debts, dues, sums of money, costs, losses, accounts,

’~eckonings, covenants, contracts, controversies, agreements,

"promises, leases, doings, omissions, damages, executions~

~bligat~ons, liabilities, and expenses (including attorneys’

i fees and costs), of every, kind and nature whatsoever, whether

:known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, which they now have,

;:ever had, or may have in the future, regarding an~-~aims

:.irelating to, arising from or connected with the aforementioned

ilallegations and the resolution of those allegations.

9.                    ~resents and warrants that he has

~ot disclosed the events giving rise to this claim, this

~ettlement or any-discussions relating thereto to any third

~arty with the exception of his attorney(s), financial and tax
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!iadvlsors,-including accountants or tax authority, his medical

i’doctor, his therapist, his family, .spouse or fiance, all of whom

~have agreed, at’ the request of maintain the

!~onfidentiality of the sa~gz, since January 23, 1996.

further represents and warrants that.he has not

i ldisclosed ._t.he events giving rise to this claim or settlement or

:l!any. discussions relating thereto to any media outlet. ~..

tees .not to dishlose the events giving rise to this

this settlement and any discussions relating thereto to

~.any third party, except as hereinafter provided. The

i Archdiocese and Ft. ’Shanley agree not to disclose to any third

"party any information concerning except as

~hereinafter provided. Notwithstanding the foregoing,~

consult with or disclose to ~his attorney(s),

~financial and tax advisors, including accountants or any tax

authority, his medical doctor, his therapist, his family, spouse

or fiance, and representatives of.the Archdiocese, with respect"

to this ~laim or settlement or any ~iscussions relating thereto.

Prior to making any such disclosure to any of the above named

~ersons, inform said person of the

’.confidentiality requirements of this Agreement and shall obtain

from them their agreement to hon~r such confidentiality.

In-the case of the-Archdiocese, it may consult with

iany individual reasonably required to implement this Agreement,

its auditors, attorneys and insurance carriers with respect to

..this claim or settlement or any discussions relating thereto.
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’Prior to making any such disclosure to any of the above named

-Persons, the Archdiocese shall inform said person of the

~onf~dentiality requirements~iof this Agreement and shall obtain
:

:fr°m them their agreement to honor such confidentiality.. Fr.

Shanley may consult with his physicians, attorneys, therapists
!
land spiritual advisors under the privilege of confidentiality

~attached to these relationships. In addition, any p, arty may

~make such disclosure which is required by law. Any party

,required to make such a disclosure required by law shall notify

’all parties to this agreement prior to such disclosure.

10. The foregoing provisions relating to

,confldentlallty shall be modi~as set forth herein in the

:event the following occurs: Ft. Shanley has unsupervised

-contacts with minors as defined in Paragraph 5. In such event,~

his counsel shall notify counsel for the

;Archdiocese and Fr. Shanley within seven (7) days to allow them

to investigah~ and resdlve any alleged violations of this

~provision. If such allegations have not been resolved to the
!’
i’~atisfaction thirty (30) days of the

i.receip~ of notice by Counsel for the Archdiocese and Ft.

~Shanley,                        be free to disclose the events giving

rlse to this case to the minor, the minor’s immediate family,

law enforcement ~gencies or any other appropriate government

agency, solely identifying Ft. Shanley and no other parties to

~his Release, nor-the location of the alleged abuse, either

i~generally or specifically.
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No-representation has been made by any party to|i

..ithe other as encouragement or inducement for the execution, of

i!the Agreement, other tl’~an that which is expressly set forth in

!the Agreement. The Parties warrant and represent that they have

i[been represented by competent counsel, that they have entered

:iinto the Agreement .voluntarily, and that "they have consulted

!!with counsel in connection with the .negotiation and execution of

.ithe A~’eement.
i 12.    This Agreement. shall be binding upon the

.~Parties’ and may not be released, discharged, aba.ndoned,

~:supplemented, amended, changed, or modified in any manner,

i lorally or otherwise, except by an instrument in writing of

i lconcurrent or subsequent date, signed by a duly-authorized

i lrepresenEa~ive of each of the Parties hereto.
I
:- 13.    The terms of this Agreement are contractual in

: nature and not a mere recit~l~ and it shall take effect as a

! sealed document. This Agreement shall be. governed by and

!:.construed in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of

~assachusetts. This Agreement may be executed in two or more

’;counterparts, ea~ of whichshall be deemed an original, but all

’of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument,

’and in pl..e..ading or’~#oving any provision of this Agreement it

!shall not be-necessary to produce more than one such

,counterpart.

14.    Should any provision of this Agreement be

:~,declared or be determined by any court of competent jurisdiction

0i
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to be illegal or invalid, the Validity of the remaining parts,

terms or provisions shall not be affected thereby and said

lillegal or invalid part, term or p~visions shall be deemed not
-

~ o be a part of this Agreement.

15.    Waiver o~ any provision of this Agreement, in

~hole or in part, in any one instance shall not constitute a

~aiver of any provision in the same instance, nor any waiver of

the same provision in another instance, but each provision shall

continue in full force and effect with respect to any other

then-existing or subsequent breach.

16.    This Agreement contains and constitutes the

’entire understanding and agreement between the Parties hereto

i.respecting their settlement and supersedes and cancels all

i~revious negotiations,.agreements, commitments and writings in

Izonnection herewith.

17.    Any written notice required pursuant to this

agreement shall be sent via certified mail, return receipt
,|

,~equested, to the following:

In the case of to:

Roderick MacLe°iih~-Jr., Esquire
Eckert.Seamans Cherin & Mellott
One International Place
Boston, MA 02110

In-the case of the Archdiocese, to:

Wilson D. Rogers, Jr., Esquire
Dunn & Rogers
One. Union Street
Boston, MA 02108
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In the case of Fr. Shanley, to:

Timothy P. O’Neill, Esquire
Hanify & King
One Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110-2007

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, all parties have set their hands
and seals to this Agreement as of the da.te written above.

idually

Witnessed by:

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF
BOSTON, A CORPORATION SOLE

By:

Witnessed by:

FR. PAUL SHANLEY

Witnessed by:
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In the case of Fr. Shanley, to:

Timothy p. O’Neill,Esquire
Hanify.& King
One Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110-2007

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, all parties have set their hands
and seals to this Agreement as bf the date written above.

Witnessed by:

Individually

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF

BOST~/CO/RP~TION SOLE

FR. PAUL SHANLEY

Witnessed by:
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In the case of Fr. Shanley, to:

Timothy p. O’Neill, Esquire
Hanify & King
One Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110-2007

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, all parties have set their hands
~nd seals to this Agreement as of the date written above.

Witnessed by:

-Individually

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF
BOSTON, A CORPORATION SOLE

By:

Witnessed by:

Witnessed by:
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-A R C H D I O’C E S E O F        B O S T O N

PERSONNEL BOARD

PERSONAL DATA FOPu~_ __ 1968
.~The inf~o.rmation which you su~l~ ~i~. -. ~

’se use~ oy the
to the CaPdinal for the assi~ents of Priests-. " = ~’~CO~endations

(Please ~pe or print your replies)

(Last)

Year of birth /.~/ ....
~ Mi ddl e )

Ordination Clas

My present ma~or, official assignment is

( Month
I am in specialwork and my present residence is

( Year ) -

My other official assignment ,(s) are:

since
-~Month) (Year) -

since

since

-~-Month)

(Month)

Year~-

Year[

since
(Month)

In addition to my officia! assignment (s), I~m currently
engaged in the fo~lowing priestly activities:
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o Please describe a!ly ~ec~
or non-devree st,,~.. ~ ~." experience,
in makin~o,,~ ~_~_~.~es) a~.~ talents that

"    ~ ~ ~ ~ig~en~s.
training (e.g. degree
should be considered

How is your health at the present time?

Go~d ~                      Fair

Commen t:
Poor

My personal preference with regard to PARISH "
my assignment to
(mark as #i, the kinds of parishes in which you have the
deepest interest;
mark as #2, those in which you have a moderate interest;
mark as #3, those in which you have a little interest;
mark as #0, those in which you have no interest):

~ No Special Preference

~ City Parish

-----_____ Suburban p ari sh

work would favor

~ Bilingual Parish

--____ (Specify)

_____j Inner City Parish

-______ Changing Parish

--_____ Other (Describe)
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5. I am particularly interested in the following SPECIALIZED fields:
(Please check_____)

--___ Adult Education
~ CANA
-____ CFM
-----_ Chancery Office
~ Catholic Charities
~ College Teaching
~ ~ College Teaching
----- Counselling
~ Ecumenism
----- Educational Administration
--___ High School Chaplain
--___ High School Teaching
------ Hospital Chaplain
---- Interracial Work
----- Journalism
-____ Liturgy
---__ Marriage Tribunal

lamf
of fluency: following modern languages.

Moderate

---__ Military Chaplain
a) Regular Service
b) National Guard
c) Reserve

----__ Radio and TV
------ Religious Education(CCD)
----- Retreats and Days of Renewa!
----- Seminary
---_ Sacred Music
-----_ Urban Affairs
------ Vocation Work
-i~ Youth Work
--__ Other (Specify)

Please indicate degree

7. ¯ What suggestions might you have

of assignments, e.~ v_n _
a_s to the desirabilit~ ~ ~ ....

~uu are an Assista-- -~’ "~ ~ /r ~~             -~a ~~,.

Yes                  NO      ~         u you De ~dverse to being changed~

If you are in special work, would you be adverse to being chln~e-~--?

Yes                 No
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l~ow would you evaluate your present assignment?

A. Are you reasonably satisfied? ~_~

B. Would you consider" your rectory your home in any true sense of the

w̄ord? ~

C..Is there genuine dialogue with the priests in the recto~?

Comm,

Would you like to have an interview over the course of the year to complement

this form? Yes ~ No --------                                         .

Comment:
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CHANCERY
ARCHDIOCESE OF BQSTOIN

November 4, 19;33

Reverend Paul R. Shanley
Saint John the Evanaelist Parish Rectory
253 Watertown Stree[
Newton, Massachusetts 02158

Dear Father fihanley:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of’the
Archdiocese, I am endina ycur appointment as Associate
Pastor.at Saint John the-Evangelist Parish in Newton and
I am appointing you Administrator of that Parish. The
effective date of this course of action is November 15, 1983o

As Administrator, you shall be responsible for the total
administration of the parish which, of course, includes all
financial matters, the administration of the recotry, all
policy decisions, and all other matters pertaining to-the
pastofal care of the people of the parish, ! would also
request, that since the parish is without a pastor at this
time, you assume the obligation of the "Missa pro populo".

Please inform me as Administrator of the Archdiocese, and
R@verend Thomas F. Oates, Personnel Director, that you
have received this letter.

It is a pleasure for me to give you this appointment as
Administrator in the Archdiocese of Bcston. I am confident
that you will have a zealous and fruitful ministry in your
new appointment. May God bless you in all your endeavors.
If I can be of assistance to you at any time, please do not
hesitate to call on me.

With every blessing and best wishes, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily
Administ,’ator
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

January 16, 1990

The Very Reverend Philip A. Behan
Diocese of Sa~ Bernadiao
1450 North D Street
San Bernadino, California 92405

Dear Father Behan:

Reverend Paul R. Shanley, a priest in good standing and of the Archdiocese
o£ Boston, was recently granted a medical leave for one year by His Eminence,
Cardinal Law. He plans to llve in the area of Palm Springs, California,
d~ring this time and, if possible, in a religious house or parish rectory.
Afte[wards he plans to return to the Archdiocese for an assignment.

The purpose of my letter is to inform you of this and to express my hope
that this would be agreeable to you. I expect that Father Shanley will make
these arrangements on his own. However, he may call upon you for assistance.
It is my understanding that he would be willing to provide a minlmum 0f
ministry such as a celebration of Mass in lieu of room and board. If his
assistance is not needed, the Archdiocese would be pleased to reimburse the
parish or institution for the room and board provided him.

His Eminence, Cardinal Law, will app[gciate whatever assistance can be
glven, to. Father’Shanley. .If you have any questions about this matter, I will
b~ happy to answer them. I can assure you that Father Shanley has no problem
that would be a concern to your diocese. He has resigned from his parish on
his own, and we shall place him in parish ministry when he returns.

With warm regards, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

RJB:mo’l
1297M

Most Reverend Robert J. Banks
Vicar for Administration
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. 332 W~t 23rd Street, New York, NY 10011. 212 929-1010. Fax

Information

212-366-6801 . 800 7

Air-Condifioaiag

Making a
R~ervadcn
by Phone, Fa~ or
Letter

Cancellation,
Change of Dates,
Refunds, Etc.

Late Arrivals

Forms of Paymeat

Sia~e (I twiz ~ sink. toilet, shar~ shower)
sing~ (1 twha bed, fun ~th)
Doubl~ (1 double be~ ~ toilet, shared shower)
Ekmble (1 ck~ble ~ fi.tll bath)
Ek)uble (2 twin beds, sink, toilet, shared shower)
Double (2 twi.u beds, full bath)
Family (I Qu~_~n bed, 2 twin beds, full bath)

559 W room
56,5 per r~m
567 per room
569 ~ r~x)m
567 per r~m
$69 W r~m
S80 for 2 gersons

* plus up to 2 cots +$15.00 each ac~l’l person. Maximum cat:~-ity is 6 t:~on~.
Cribs for infants aru available! no charge. Window g,.~rded roomz for chiId~....___n a~-’~le. P,~Iuest when

There a~ thr~ common froth/shower facilities on ~ach floor to a~ommodate rooms without ~ bath~.
When check~ ha, ck3uble rooms rented as singles may have only one oZCUl~t.

Sl:~ified morns are equitTped with air-conditioning from June through Set:rteml-,er. There is a $2 additior
~r ai~t for rooms with air-conditioning.

The Reservation De~ is ~ ever! day. 8:00 ba~,i m 11:00 PM (Ea~ra time). Please give
~ ~d ~ ~ ~s ~d ~, ~d ~ ~e of ~. A ~m
~fion ~ one ~’s rant ~d ~ ~. ~v r~fion ~out one ~t’s ~t a~h~
only un~l 4:~ PM ~o ~ prior to ~. ~fio~ ~out ~t~ ~ ~!~ ~’o ~ys prior"

Notice of cancellation or change of arrival dates must be received at least m’o da).~ in advance of the e_x-?e:
arrival date for mull refund. Otherwise one night’s rent i1 forfeited. Lt’kew~, notice ofearty detxu-ture m,~
received at least one day in advance of departuze for fall refund. Otherwise one nigJat’s rent is forfeited_

Guests anticipating an arrival after midnight are reque~ed to notify The Leo House ~ advance.

Identification (driver’s license, passport, etc.) is required. Roorms are ready aftsr 1:00 PM.

Pa.~ent upon arrival is required..Payment in U.S. currency, travelers checks, postal or bank mon~" or~:
credit cards Cv’isa Master Card and Diners Club). Personal checks are not accented.

Cheekout

Baggage Cheek

Smoking

Rooms must be vacated by 1 I:00 AM to. avoid add’l charges. Please payyour telepho/ze bill when
Baggage may. be stored temparariJy in our LoEL-3’" Luggage Room.

Smoking, u.sing candies, incense, etc. is not permitted in ~est rooms. Smoking is rermirted in The Corn"
the garden 6nlv.

Seearity Only registered guests are allowed in the rooms. The outside doors are Iccked after midnight. After mid:
phone the securi .ty guard to be admitted.

Ira priestis a~flable, Mass is usually at 7:00 ,-%M weekdays, 5:30 PM on Saturday and 9:00 AM on Sund.

Breakfast Buffet daiS" in the second floor dining room from 7:30 AM to 10:30 A.\L f~turing homemade
On Sunday a Continental breakfast is available in The Commons on the first floor.

Wake~Up Call

Lanndry

Contact the Front Desk_

Washers, d~.’ers, soap, iron a~d ironing board are avail~le- RCAB 00511

Additional All rooms have Cable "IV and telephones. Remote controls are avaklable at a nominn.l f~.

The Leo House is a safe, quiet guest house with a Christian atmosphere, centrcl!y located within Ne~g York Cir.’.
¯ . It is staffed by the Sisters of St. Agnes and lay persons.
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Be, nard Cardinal Law

Roy. P.dan M. Fiat~ev~
t.~’ "

September 13, 19£5

Rev. Paul R. Shanley

Father Shanley has been working in New York City at Leo House sinceFeb~ary of 1££5. One of his " ~
accusers keeps a close watch on Father Shanley, and he called here, upset that Father Shanley was
working in a place where children reside. Monsignor Murphy.called Monsignor Edward D. O’Donnell, the
Vice Chancellor.for Priests’ Personnel in the A~chdiccese of New York and asked for his advice in this
matter. Monsignor Donnell v~slted Father Shanley, and indicated that he "would find it inconceivable that
there would be any unwholesome activities cccurring there." (report enclosed) On the basis of this
recommenda~on, I supported Father Shanley’s remaining bhere, and we informed the accuser that we and
the Archdiocese of New York are comfortable that this is a gccd placement for Father Shanley. The
accuser seethed mollified, but he is erratic.

Recently the execu~dve director of Leo House, Frank Pilecki, announced that he is permanentJy disabled
and is retiring. The Board of Leo House has invited Father Shanley to replace him. Father Shanley has
asked for my permission to accept the. posi~on .... ,

After consultation with Mon~Jgnor Murphy, I informed Father Shanley that I would support his taking the
posi~on provided that Monsignor O’Donnell would agree and that there was someone in the fadlity who
was aware of Father Shanley’s history and willing to supervise him. Monsignor O’Donne!l was open to the
idea but felt that he had to pass it by the Vicar General and a couple of other people before agreeing.

On Wednesday September 13, I talked with Monsignor O’Dcnnell. He said that he had discussed this
situalJon with Cardinal O’Connor and that the Cardinal was skit~sh. Leo House has been involved in a court
case. There are squatters sta~,ing there, and the ~adlity has been trying to remove them. The case is one
of many confronted by Catholic instib.Ydons in the City, and the courts have been ruling in favor of the
religious comrnunitJes. The Leo House situalJon should be setlJed within days. Although the press has
come to recognize that the Church is in the right, there could be negative publicity in the near future. Leo
House is close to Greenwich Village and the gay ccmmurJt’.,, is becoming a sb-ong presence in bhe area.
The dty councillor in the area is an openly gay man. Since Cardinal O’Connor. is a frequent target of the
gay communib/, the Cardinal feels that this ~Jtuaf~on could be used for negalJve publicity.

RCAB 00538



Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to ~e ~ecrel~ry of Ministerial Personnel
CONFIDENTIAL

Father ~hanley
Page 2

September 1.3,

Monsignor O’Dcnnell does not know much about Father Shanley’s histcry. Monsignor Murphy told him that
there have been allegations of sex~Jai misconduct about Father Shanley, and he felt that was all he needed
te know at the lime. Cardinal O’Connor would like him to find out more about Father Shanl

" " .
The Cardinal’s final statement to Monsignor O’Donnell was that he would go along with the ~4.2a~.’etUna~°t~ere

was s~ong support from Boston.

Father Shanley has been very coopera~ve throughout this prccess. He suggested that Frank Pilecld could
stay on with the ~l:le of Director and Father Shanley would be a consultant. My more immediate concern is
supervision. According to Father Shanley, everyone there would be an employee of his, so there would be
a conflict Qf interest in their supervising him. Father Shanley is aware, and agrees, that if there is any
possibility of this situation becoming an embarrassment to Cardinal O’Connor he has to leave at once. He
says that this wculd be for his benefit as well.

On Tuesday I am gcing to New York to meet with Father Shanley and Monsignor O’Donnell. In reviewing
Father Shanley’s file, I recognize that this is a very difficult situation. Father Shanley twos assessed at the
Insl~tute for Urine in 19£3. It was not a very po~J~ve assessment. He has a great deal of psychological
pathology. However, the Doctor says that "the pdest does not at this lime present a significant risk of
sexual activity with adolescent boys, holing that his sexual activity appears to have largely ceased as a
result of his prostate condi~on." In fact there have been no allegations that do not go back some twenty
years. Father Shanley is not representing himself as a pdesL

My recommendation is                                                          " "
¯ that we share Father Shanley’s complete history with Mcnsignor O’Dcnnell, which may make the whole

situation moot.
t̄hat we develop a sound plan for on-site supervision;

-that we institute a plan of regular contact from our office with Father Shanley and his supervisor,.
If the above is achievable, I support his staying there, providing that we can come up with a plan for
supervision. He loves the work and it seems to be a gccd place, according to Monsignor O’Donne!l. Of
course the bottom line is, what do we do with him if he has to leave thereO This is probably a better
situalJon than we can come up with.                              "

if the A/chdiccese of New York would be comfortable with Father Shanley staying at Leo House but not as
Director, he would be willing to try to work that out.

Perhaps you should have a conversation with Cardinal O’Connor. I do not think that Father Shanley is a
threat to abuse youngsters. I do understand that he cculd become a problem that Cardinal O’Connor does
not need.

Copy: Monsignor Murphy

RCAB 00539



PERSONAL AN-D CONFIDENTIAIo

Review ]Board
December 6, 1993

Case #33:

~en around forty years of age and the mother of a~young man who died of)orted that the priest had sexually abused .~-~f in their early teenage
The allegations basically involved Iris masturbating them.

One lives out of state and appears very fragile. The second has engaged a la~-er
and has made a legal claim. The mother of the young man appeared to be a fine,
gentle and thoughtful person whowas concerned that the Church k.now about this
involvement with her son.

Response:

The priest came with his lawyer. The lawyer reported that he did not dispute the
substance of the allegations. He reported that one young man has been in a
-~v.~__~_ bc~_~’.’_’.-al and he learned that the second young man had put an ad inthe
local newspaper wondering if anySodyknew about him. The second man is the
one who has engaged the lawyer.

4. Back-_round of Priest:

He has not enjoyed good health the past few years. He had been helping out in a
parish on weekends and a couple days a week when the allegations were reported
to kim. He was removed from the parish and the pastor was informed. He is an
honest, straightforward person who identifies with various causes.          -.

S. Imoress~ons:

Fror~ conversations with the priest, it seemed that he stopped this behavior in
1967. My understanding is though, that he probably has been sexually active ~ith
other older males since that time. He claims he has not been active for many
years.

6. ..Action to Date:

The priest was involved in a residentia! assessment pro2ram. The delegate has
received a verbal report by way of his lav, Ter. The following is a sumna~-y of the
report:

RCAB 00622
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C~se #33

Future Plans:

Currently, the priest is living in a religious house in the Boston area. He would
like to return to his residence out of state rather than sit here and do nothing
until there is a final recommendation about his future disposition. He will return
whenever he is asked (he has been most cooperative).

His reasons for wanting to return to his out of state residence are the following:

He needs to he is am, dous to
do it where h ropes to eventually

people are not in Boston but out of state; he minds being
Ks

a priest in the out of state area and
:ran De momtorec by

8.. Delegates:

Would the Review Board support h_is being out there for several weeks mntil a
final disposition is made about his future residence and activity?

!BMzmo’l
6753M
12/6/93

RCAB 00623
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MEMORANDUM

TO: FATHER McCORMACK (CONFIDENTIAL)

FROM: FATHER McCARTHY - CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

DATE: FEBRUARY 2. 1990

SUBJECT: STATUS OF FATHER SHANLEY

John:

Many thanks-for-the copy of the letter to Monsignor Behan-of the
Diocese of San Bernadino concerning Father Shanley. I appreciate it.
However. as you can see from the attached copies of the two letters Father
Shanley received from His Eminence. Sick Leave status was not mentioned to
Father Shanley since at the time these letters were sent that had not yet bee
determined. That means that Father Shanley has never received anything in
writing clearly indicating his status. My understanding’was that you were
going to write that letter instead of His Eminence and send us a copy for
Father Shanley’s file. If you do not feel that there is any need to do this.
John. then we can let it go and hope that there is no misunderstanding a year
from now. Or if you want us to do a letter for His Eminence’s signature we
can do that. Let me know what you decide.

Many °thanks for your assistance with this matter.

Attachments (2)

RCAB 00636
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..MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DATE:

Father McCarthy

Father McCormack

Reverend Paul Shanley

February 6, 1990

Jim -

a.3

His Eminence told Father Shanley he could have a medical leave.

I told him it would be a sick leave and said that he would receive

$600 monthly and the diocese would take care of his room and board.

Later, Father Shanley told me he was using the term sabbatical to
describe his leave.

b.l

b.2

My suggestion is after he informs me of his new address, to write him
a letter confirming his sick leave status and arrangements that have
been made on h~s behalf th~s year.

Inform him that his leave ends December 31, 1990 or January 22, 1991-.
Which do you think?                        ".

JBM:mo’l
1372M

RCAB 00637



CARDINAL°S RESIDENCE

2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 0213~

December 7. 1989

Reverend Paul R. Shanley
Saint John the Evangelist Parish Rectory
253 Watertown Street
Newton, MA 02158

Dear Father Shanley:

~I wish to acknowledge your letter dated November 21, 1989 in which
you indicated that you feel that it is best for your health that you
resign as Pastor of Saint John the Evangelist Parlsh. in Newto~

In response to your letter and subsequent to our recent
conversations. I am writing to advise you that I am acceding to your
request and I am accepting your resignation as Pastor of Saint John
the Evangelist Parish. The effective, date of thiscourse Of action
will be January 22. 1990.

realize that this decision is the result of much soul-searching on
your part and has certainly not been an easy one for you to make.
While we may not arrive at the same conclusions I think you realize
that I respect the Integrlty. and thoughtfulness with which you have
approached this difficult matte~j                                  .". o.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend Robert J. Banks,
Vicar for Administration, and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy
Personnel Director, indicating that you have received this
communication.

I need additional time to work out the details of this period of
time away from an assignment which we have agreed upon. However.
for the sake of the future pastoral care of the people of the parish
I felt it important to respond to this particular part of your
request which impacts upon the service to the people first. Be
assured that I will write again very shortly an4 respond to the
additional matters which you raised.

RCAB 00664



~his letter provides me with an opportunity to tlhank you in my name
and in the name of the people of the Archdiocese for the close to
thirty years you have been in the service of God and His people.
That is an impressive record and all of us in the Archdiocese are
grateful to you for your priestly care.

Without doubt over all of these years of generous and zealous
service the llv@s and hearts of many people have been touched by
your sharing of the Lord’s spirit. You are truly appreciated for
the efforts you have made. You will indeed be in my prayers and be
assured of the. inestimable value to the Church of your prayers~

With grateful remembrance and my blessing upon you and all whom you
serve so well, I remain,

s̄incerely you.rs in Christ.,

Archbishop of Boston

RCAB 00665



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

21o! CQMMONWEALTN AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Dece..nher 11, 1990

Reverend Paul R. Shamley
St. Aa=e Church
6885 Del Rosa Avenue
San Bernardino, California 92404-5699

Dear Father Shanley:

I learned [r6m Father McCormack that you continue =or to feel well and
that you have also been experiencing a malaise. I am sorry to hear that your
health has not improved and my prayer is that you will exp. erience hatter
health over the mext few months.

I am pleased to extend your sick leave for another twelve months My
prayer is that this will provide you the time and opportunity to grow in
strength.

Ia my conversations with Father McCormack about this matter, I asked him
to keep in. touch with you during this time. I also ensourage you to do the
same with him..

If I can he of help in a partlc%tlar way during this time, Paul, please do
mot hesitate to contact me.

With warm personal regards, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

~oi Ba~ton "

RCAB 00668
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PAUL J. ]Mc GEADY
ATTORNEY AT LAW

C.~RDINAUS RESh..)ENOF
RECEIVED

.,~.PF~ 6 ¯1979.
0FFICE0F "l’liE

Humberto Cardinal N~_i~os
Archdiocese of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

~@ril 2, 1979

Dear Cardinal Medeiros :

Re: Father Paul Shanley

I thought you should be aware of an intervi~-that
Father Shanley apparently gave ~o "Gay CcEmLrLity N~"
last month since it involves persorml conversations between
you and Father Sh~nley’. I also include an item from
"Gaysweek" in ~nich FatherS~mley is desi~-mted as your
representative.

PJM:pm
Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

Paul J. M=Ceady ~

EXHIB

RCAB 0O813
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~OT ACKi’qOWLEDGED AT
~ ,,....,. ~..RDINAI. S RE.~IDENCE

CA&DIHAL’S RESIDENCE

R CF. IVED

Hugh Weston, Minister
P.O. Box 1634
PaJm Deeert, CA, 92261

~ ~Parsonaoe:

’hone: {714) 345-3230

Hugh W~ston
43000 Texas Ave ¯
Palm Desert, CA 92260
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JUL 5 - ’883
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AR¢|tBIhHOP’~ RESI D EI’-I Cl£

Decembel" 11, !984

Saint Jo..~- [~ang~sh
253 W a s h’mg to n~’~Tr~
Newton, MA. 0216q

OFFICE OF THE

Dear Father Shanley:

Upon the ~’ecoltirnendatlol~ of &Ire P~rson~ei 8oa~’d or the Archdiocese.
! am ending your appointmet;t as Administrator at Saint John the
Evangelist Parish in Newtan. I am appointing you Pastor at Saint
John the Evangelist Parish h~ fle~ton fo: a period of six years
effective January 1. 1985.

This appointment [o a Mx yea," term t~f office is made in accordance
with my decision to implement the Decree from [ae National Conference
of Catholic Bishops dated Septun,ber 24, ]98q.

I shall c0m!.~unicate wiLl~ Mo=t R~v. Joh~ J "Mulcahy, D. l}.. Regional
Blahop of the Ly~=l l-~.egiol~ hi w}41*:h 5~ J,,hn tDe Evangelist Parish
is located in order to make a,-,ange,,=ents f~t- your canonical installation
as Pastor.

Your jurisdiction in St. J,,hn the Eva,~gelist Parish will begin when -
you sign the canonical doct,=,~ents of inst.dlation before the Regional
Bishop or Vicar. Therefore, you shoul~= not wait until a liturgical
Installation is held in the parish. ~’a~her L, pon receipt of this letter
you should contact the Regional BishoH. or in his absence, the Vicar
of your. ai’.ea to make arrangements to sign the cano~i~a! documents.
An effort should b.e made to sign the canonical documen.ts, of:installation
on the effective date of your ~ppoin~me~t a~ Pastor.

Please notify Reverend Rob,~rt J. Banks, Vicar for Administration,
and Reverend Thomas F. Oates, ~’.erson~el Director, that you have
r~eived this letter.

It is a pleasure for me to give yQu this appoi,=t:aent as Pastor in the
Archdiocese. I am confidei~t [hat you will have a zealous and fruitful
ministry in your new al3poinL=,ent. May God bless you -in all your
endeavors. If I can be of assist.,,~ce to you at any time please do
not hesitate to call on me.

With assurances of my gratitude and with the pledge of my prayers
for you and all those whom you serve .,,o well. I am,



August 25, 1986

"Cardinal Bernard Law
Cardinal’s Residence
Archdiocese of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Cardinal Law:

I have received the letter which you asked Reverend William Helmick,
your s~cretary, to write me in response to my letter of July I0.

I m~st state my deepest c6ncern regarding this response. In
Ft. Helmick’s letter he wrote, "if there were to be an incident of such
abuse by a priest., you can be sure that the matter would he taken most
seriously with deep concern for the victim, the people and the.pr£es~..’’~

A very appropriate and responsible response on the surface.

Unfortunately this response negates the fact that I am aware of
such incidents of abuse not only from this documentary but hy my own
personal experience as a victim. As you reread this statement, I can’t
help but wonder on what basis he is questioning the existence of my own
experience as a victim (as stated in my letter of July 10).

By not believing an honest and revealing statement, by a victim, you are
altering your own perception of reality. In so doing, it becomes much easier
to believe you are responding appropriately.

I implore you to step forward into a perception of reality and come

to understand and believe that such incidents do occur. By adopting this

fram of reference, you can then honestly answer ~hether or no: you are

responding appropriately.

Sincerely,

DG-O001



MAFIIE A. MATAVA

DONNA M. MAK|N

SUSAN L GANG

Tel. (617)

-Juiy i0,.1986

Cardinal Bernard Law
2601 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Mass. 02135

Dear Cardinal Law;

I recently saw a special on a TV series "1986". The
special on Sexua! Abuse of minor children by parish priests
talked about how the Catholic Church did not acknowledge the
problem, enforce sanctions on priests who were involved in
such cases and simply transfered the priests to another
unsuspecting parish.

As a former victim of sexua! misuse by a number of
Diocesan priests, I have witnessed first hand the pain and
anguish that such an incident can occur. This pain has
continued to be a part of my interna! self for al! of my
following years. Today, I .work in child protective services
with the Commonwealth’s Department of Social Services. In "
this role I have seennumbers of other children experiencing
the same pains that I had.

It is my hope that "1986" showed an isolated response
to a pervasive problem in society. The lackof response by
the Church was distressing to say the least. As a former
victim, and a professional in the area of Child Abuse and
Neglect; I cal! upon you to deve!op your awareness in this
area and to develop a responsible and appropriate response
to cases that come to light, as well as creating the
atmosphere in which victims can fee! supported in.coming
forth before yet another victim is created.

If you are interested in hearing more about the
circumstances of my past experiences as a victim, and it’s
continuing emotional effects; perhaps we can schedule a
meeting.

DG-0002



SUFFOLK, ss

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSE’FI’S

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
SUCV 2002-04551 T1
(originally filed in MICV-2002-0626)
(consolidated with SUCV-2002-1296)

GREGORY FORD, ET AL.,
Plaintiffs,

Vo

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW,
a.k.a., CARDINAL BERNARD F.
LAW, ET AL.,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF
DANIEL OUINN

I, Daniel Quinn, hereby depose and say

1. I was born on August 2, 1964. My parents divorced when I was

very young, about 7 or 8 years old. I have seven brothers and sisters. My family

was Catholic and father’s sister is a nun.

2. When I was approximately 12 or 13 years old, I moved from my
~_.~.

mother’s house on Cape Cod to live with my father in Wellesley. I was the only

one of my siblings who lived with my father.

3. In 1981, when I was approximately 15 or 16 years old, I was placed

in Department of Youth Services ("DYS") in Warren, Massachusetts.

4. Approximately 3 months after I was placed at the DYS facility, I ran

away to visit my girlfriend who lived in Newton. I hitch-hiked from Warren to

Newton.

1



5. Jacqueline Gauvreau was a family friend who lived in Newton.

Instead of going to my fat_her’s house where I knew I would be in trouble, I asked

Ms. Gauvreau for a ride back to the DYS facility in Warren.

6. Ms. Gauvreau’s car was in need of repairs so she called the local

parish priest, Father Paul Shanley, and asked him if he would give me a ride

back to the DYS fadlity.

7. Father Shanley came over to Ms. Gauvreau’s house where she

introduced me to Father Shanley. Father Shanley told Ms. Gauvreau that he

would drive me back to Warren the next day. I spent the night at Ms.

Gauvreau’s home.

8. Around 9:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m. the next morning, Father Shanley

picked me up at Ms. Gauvreau’s home.

9. We were driving for not more than a few minutes when he said to

me, "people like you never change. You’ll never amount to anything." He then

started talking to me about sex. He asked me if I ever had sex. I told him

and he asked me "with boys or girls?" I was shocked. Father Shanley told me

that it was okay to have sex with boys and girls and in fact he himself had had

sex with both boys and girls.

10. At that point, Father Shanley reached over and grabbed me

between my legs. I pushed his arm out of the way, called him a "fucking

asshole" and jumped out of the car into traffic.



11.

of the car.

We were in the Newton Comer area of Newton when I jumped out

Father Shanley was about to enter the Massachusetts Turnpike. I

knew that if I did not get out of the car at that point, I would not have had the

opportunity to escape once we were on the Mass. Pike.

12.    I ran back to Ms. Gauvreau’s house. I told her what had t~appened

and she called Father Shanley at St. Jean L’Evangeliste ("St. Jean’s"). I heard Ms.

Gauvreau say, "you tried to molest Danny." Ms. Gauvreau told me that Father

Shanley said, "prove it" and then he hung up.

13. Ms. Gauvreau called back to St. Jean’s the same day and spoke to

another priest and iold him what had happened. I do not remember his name.

Ms. Gauvreau told me that the priest said he would "report it." This priest also

offered to give me a ride to Route 9 to meet the DYS program counselors. Ms.

Gauvreau did not want me to ride alone with this priest so she came with me.

Signed under the pains ~nd penalties of perjurythis~ day of July,.

2003.

Daniel Quinn

3



COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUFFOLK, ss SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
SUCV 2002-04551 T1
(originally filed in MICV-2002-0626)
(consolidated with SUCV-2002-1296)

GREGORY FORD, ET AL.,
Plaintiffs,

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW,
a.k.a., CARDINAL BERNARD F.
LAW, ET AL.,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF
BRYAN SCHULTZ

I, Bryan Schultz, hereby depose and say:

1. I am 50 years old. When I was a child, my family attended St.

Patrick’s Church in Stoneham, Massachusetts.

2. Father Shanley was a priest at St. Patrick’s. Father Shanley sexually

molested me when I was between the ages of 12 and 14.

3. In addition, between the ages of 12 and 14 years, I volunteered at

.Camp Fatima in New Hampshire. Father Shanley suggested that I volunteer as a

waiter during the Exceptional Children’s week, a week of camp devoted to

mentally and physically handicapped children.



4. There, I was introduced to Father Robert Gale, Father Daniel

Graham, Father Robert Beale, Father Edward Kelley, Father Carl Dowd and

others who have since been accused of sexual molestation.

5. After meeting Father Graham and Father Gale at C~amp Fatima, I

continued to have contact with both of them. Both Father Graham and Father

Gate sexually abused me while I was a minor. I knew that Father Shanley, Father

Gale and Father Graham were acquaintances. In fact, the Archdiocese asked

Father Graham to speak with Father Shanley in 1988 after I wrote to Father

Graham about the sexual abuse he perpetrated on me. See Exhibit "1"

6. I have worked for the Department of Social Services since 1980.

7. On July 10, 1986, I wrote a letter to Cardinal Law, on official

Department of Social Services letterhead, and told him that I had seen a

television program which caused me great concern about how the Roman

Catholic Church was handling sexual abuse of minor children by parish priests..

See Exhibit "2." I told him that I was a "former victim of sexual misuse by a

number of Diocesan priests." See id. I stated: "If you are interested in hearing

more about the circumstances of my past experiences as a victim, and it’s

continuing emotional effects; perhaps we can schedule a meeting." See id.

8. Cardinal Law did not respond to my letter personally. He had his

secretary, Monsignor William Helmick, respond. See Exhibit "3." I was not



pleased with the response. I found it to be hollow and meaningless. In turn, I

wrote a second letter to Cardinal Law on August 25, 1986 expressing my

frustration, disappointment and concern regarding the response to my letter.

See Exhibit "4."

9. If Cardinal Law had requested the meeting in 1986, I would have

told him that I was abused by Fathers Paul Shanley, Robert Gale and Daniel

Graham.

Signed this 15th day of July, 2003 under the pains and penalties of perjury.

~chultz



- I. Allegation:

Allegation made 1986

It is alleged that Fr. Daniel Graham sexually abused a
a minor boy over the period of a couple of years .
It would appear that the events took place somewhere
between 1969 - 71. Fr. Graham would have been in the deacon
.year of seminary training and first yearof priesthood.

It is alleged that the events occurred in Fr. Graham’s
car, Fr. Graham’s family home, Our Lady of Lourdes Rectory
in Stoughton, St. Patrick’s stoneham, and in Hull where
Fr. Graham shares a home with other priests.
It is alleged that alcohol and pornography were included
in the sexual activity-

am’s file there is a note dated 9/i0/92 regarding
In Ft. Grah     ..     . orkin with a Physical
a third party allegatlon. Someone w

g

Therapy Group alleged one of the members of the group had
been abuse ten years earlier. A report was made to the
police but it was beyond the statute of limitations.

2. Complainant: ~    GT REDACTION
At the time he first wrote to cardinal, the complainant
was working for the Com of Mass, Social Services. 7/10/86
While alleging abuse he did not name anyone.

There was a second letter stating his dissatisfaction
with the response of the Cardinal’s Secretary 8/25/86

~n an undated lett4r to Fr. Graham he accused him of
the abuse and required that Fr. Graham comply with
his demands:

i. To inform his pastor
2. Remove himself from programs involving youth

.3. Develop programs for victims of abuse
4..Enter a recognized self-help program

There is another undated letter to Fr. Paul Shanley

this letter is-filled with unsubstantiated and often
indirect accusations regarding Ft. Graham’s activity
as a pastor. They appear to be based on assumptions-

3. Response:

Fr. Graham was sent for an evaluation and received a
good report as being ’,well balanced"-
Fr. Graham wrote to the complainant reporting that he
had seen a therapist, and through Ft. Shanley was
attending SLAA meeting every week. In the letter he
apologized for the harm caused to the complainant.
He also sated that he had fulfilled al! the demands
made by the complainant.

DG-0233



Priest Background:

Ft. Graham was ordained in 1970. He spent a number of
years in St. John, Quincy and is now pastor 0£ 3t. Joseph
Parish, Quincy. Ft. Graham is consider?d a very effective
and dedicated priest who enjoys.the esteem of priests and
laity.

Action:
1/8/90 there was a meeting with Bishop Banks who was

e           at the
anywhere in ~ne arc~l~lOCe~- ~ --~                      ¯
events of 1970 were due to stress and that these issues
had been addressed. It was determined that this decision
was supported by the twenty years of ministry of Ft. Graham.

DG-0234



TeL [~?)

-Juiy 10,.1986

Cardinal Bernard Law
2601 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Mass. 02135

Dear Cardinal Law;

I recently saw a special on a TV series "1986". The
special on Sexual Abuse of minor children by parish priests
talked about how the Catholic Church did not acknowledge the
problem, enforce sanctions on priests who were involved in
such cases and simply transfered the priests to another
unsuspecting parish.

As a f~[mer victim of sexual misuse by a number of
Diocesan prlests, I have witnessed first hand the pain and
anguish that such an Snciden-t.can occur. This pain~has.
continued to be a part of my interna! self for all of my
following years. Today, I ~work in child protective services
with the Commonwealth’s Department of Social Services. In
this role I have seennumbers of other children experiencing
the same pains that I had.

It is my hope that "1986" showed an isolated response
to a pervasive problem in society. The lackof response by
the Church was distressing to say the least. As a former
victim, and a professional in the area of Child Abuse and
Neglect; I call upon you to develop your awareness in this
area and to develop a responsible and appropriate response
to cases that come to light, as well as creating the
atmosphere in which victims can feel supported in.coming
forth before yet another victim is created.

If you are interested in hearing more about the
circumstances of my past experiences as a victim, and it’s
continuing emotional effects; perhaps we can schedule ameeting.                                                       /

Si099rely,          Q
DG-0002 ;~/~"-~.~>/-~’-~ ~ " " -"i ..



August-19, 1986

Dear Mr.
His Eminence, Carin~l Law~ has asked me to respond to your letter of

July I0.

Whatever might have been the truth o£ the T.V. show which you saw, you
.m~y be sure that any incident o£ sexu~l abuse o£. a child by anyone is
.viewed most seriously by the Church. Here in the Ardhdiocese o£ Boston,
i£ there were .to be an incident o£ such abuse by a priest~ you can be
sure that the m~tter would be taken most seriouslywith deep concern £or
the victim, the people, and the priest.

~q~ank you £or expressing your concern to His Eminence.

With best wishes, I am
Sincerely in Christ,

Reverend WilliamM’ Helmick
Secretary to the Cardinal

~/ac

L



M,~:II~ A. MATAVA

August 25, 1986

-Cardinal Bernard Law

Cardinal’s Residence
Archdiocese of Boston
210! Commonwealth Avenue

Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Cardinal Law:

I have received the letter which you asked Reverend William Helmick,

your s~cretary, to write me in response to my letter of July ]0.

I must state my deepest concern regarding this response. In
Ft. Helmick’s letter he wrote, "if there were to be an incident of such
abuse by a priest., you can be sure that the matter would be taken most
seriously with deep concern for the victim, the people and the priest."
A very appropriate and responsible response on the surface.

Unfortunately this response negates the fact that I am aware of
such incidents of abuse not only from this documentary but by my own
personal experience as a victim. As you reread this statement, I can’t
help but wonder on what basis he is questioning the existance of my
experience as a victim (as stated in my letter of July I0).

By not believing an honest and revealing statement, by a victim, you are
altering your own perception of reality. In so doing, it becomes much easier

to believe you are responding appropriately.

I implore you to step forward into a perception of reality and come

to understand and believe that such incidents do occur. By adopting this

fram of reference, you can then honestly answer whether or not you are

responding appropriately.

Sincerely,

Br)~n SchutCz

DG-O001
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(Recess.)

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 11:29.

We’re on the record.

Okay. Now, Bishop Banks, in the course of

dealing with what you’ve described as this very

serious problem involving priests having sexual

misconduct with minors, did you ever make a

determination as to the number of victims that

these priests might have had?

No, I didn’t.

But you knew that in some cases, there was more

than one victim; is that correct?

Yes.

And you knew that these priests who had had

credible allegations of sexual misconduct

involving minors against them, that many of them

had served in different parishes; is that

correct?

It might be correct. I’d have to see the

records.

Let’s take a look at Father Birmingham, for

example. You knew that Father Birmingham had

served in various parishes since his ordination

in 1960, correct?
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on, quote, unquote, to somebody who was mentally

ill; is that correct?

I don’t know what you mean by --

MR. PERRY: Objection.

-- "coming on."

That’s what it says.

So long as -- there was no suggestion to me that

in the conversation with Mr. T. that he was

complaining that Father Shanley was -- made an

approach to him.

It says right here, "T. thought he was coming on

to him."

D~ you see that in the first paragraph? Do

you see that?

I see that, but he did not say to me, he did not

allege to me -- because I would have put it

down -- that Father Shanley was propositioning

him or tryingto molest him.                     ..

Do you have a recollection of this incident

separate and apart from what is contained in

Exhibit No. 9?

No, I don’t.

Now, you would agree with me, even accepting what

you just said, that this is a serious allegation
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about a priest of the Archdiocese; is that

correct?

This is a serious allegation ~ibout a

conversation.

Yes. But serious conduct though, serious

conduct? If it were true, it would be serious;

is that correct?

Not -- serious conversation.

Well, you would agree with me that it would be

improper for a priest of the Archdiocese in 1988

to be going into a mental hospital and talking to

a patient about sado-masochism and, in the words

of the mental patient, coming on to him. That"

would be inappropriate?

It would be inappropriate and improper to carry

on a conversation like that.

And it would raise concerns to you, would it not,

as to whether or not Father Shanley was

appropriately assigned as pastor to a family

parish in Newton, Massachusetts, if this were

true, correct?

It would raise concerns, yes.

Concerns that, for example, might trigger either

a review of Father Shanley’s records or an
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assessment; is that correct?

Yes.

Or eventually, removal of Father Shanley from his

pastorship at St. Jean’s?

Not on the basis of this conversation, no.

Well, you would find it acceptable, if it were

determined to be true, for Paul Shanley to be

working as pastor at St. Jean’s while going to

mental hospitals and having conversations about

sado-masochism with patients and coming on to

patients? It would be acceptable to you for him

to remain as pastor if this allegation were true?

MR. PERRY: Objection.

You had a long question there --

Sure. Let me break it up.

-- in which you mixed a lot of things. Some I’d

agree to and some I wouldn’t.

Well, Mr. T. alleges that Shanley, Father

Shanley, made a reference to sado-masochism, then

began to zero in on the subject, describing very

graphically and in much detail a particular

incident. Okay?

Yes.

Do you read that?
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Yes.

And it goes on to say that the patient thought he

was trying to get him to accept the idea and the

patient thought he was coming on to him.

Do you see that?

Yes.

Okay. If in fact all this were tree, okay, is it

or is it not the case that Father Shanley would

have been removed from working as pastor at this

family parish in Newton, Massachusetts?

Not necessarily.

MR. PERRY: Objection.

Can you envision any set of circumstances under

which it would be appropriate for a priest to go

into a mental hospital and talk to a vulnerable

patient about sado-masochism, graphically

describing sado-masochism and then coming on to

the patient?

MR. PERRY: Objection.

MR. ROGERS: I object to the form of

the question.

MR. MacLEISH: Go ahead.

It’s improper to do that.

But that would not necessarily lead to his
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17

removal as pastor?

Not necessarily.

Okay. All right.

And you’ll note here, Bishop Banks, that

there was a nurse that Mr. T. claims he mentioned

this incident to on the floor and he also

mentioned it to the floor coordinator.

Do you see that?

Uh-huh.

Do you see it?

Yes.

Did you take any action to speak with any of

these individuals at the hospital as to what

Mr. T. had reported to them?

No, I did not ....

Okay. Did you think it was important that

this -- that these allegations be thoroughly

19 A

20

21

22

23

24 Q

investigated?

I thought that if these -- that the best way to

investigate them would be for Mr. T. to bring

them to the attention of the hospital

authorities, who could carry on their particular

investigation.

But Mr. T. was talking to you because Father
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Shanley was working as a priest of the

Archdiocese; is that correct?

And I wrote back to him that if he was

dissatisfied with my conclusion, that he should

speak to the hospital authorities.

Well, the hospital authorities have authority

over the hospital. They don’t have authority

over the Church, correct?

Yes.

Mr. T. felt it was important that someone at the

Archdiocese know that this priest of the

Archdiocese had said these things to him.

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of

the question. Foundation.

MR. PERRY: Objection.

He came in to see you?

Yes.

He came in to see you?..

Right.                           "

Bishop McCormack felt it was serious enough that

it was referred to you personally?

Right.

Is it a fair conclusion that Bishop McCormack

wanted you to know about this because you state:
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That’s what you wrote?

Yes. Right¯

So Father McCormack felt this was serious enough

that it required the attention of the person who

was, in effect, his supervisor?

MR. PERRY: Objection.

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the question.

I think there’s no foundation for that

conclusion.

MR. MacI~EISH: Okay. Go ahead.

I don’t know why he referred it to me. He

referred it to me.

And so this -- Mr. T. came in to see you because

he, Father Shanley, he reported that this

incident had occurred, correct?.     .

Reported i~ to who?

He reported to you. You spoke with Mr. T.

directly about this incident?

Yes, yes.

The allegations were serious; is that correct?

Yes. They’re not on the level of saying that
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Father Shanley came in and tried to have sex with

him. It’s not on the same level at all.

I understand. I understand he did not allege

that Father Shanley o- well, I’m not going to say

whether that’s true or not. But I understand

that there’s no physical touching described here.

I understand that, Bishop.

Right.

But at the same time, you would not want someone

working in a -- as pastor in a church who was

going into mental hospitals coming on to people

who were mentally ill and talking graphically

about sado-masochistic incidents, would you?

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form and

no foundation for the question.

MR. PERRY: Objection.

MR. MacLEISH: Go ahead.

Just looking at this, presumably the reason that

Mr. T. wanted to see a priest is that it had

something to do with sexuality.

How do you know that, Bishop Banks?

Well, I’m, you know, deducing this from what I

see here.

You’re guessing?
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Father Shanley should become irate and question

why the matter should be brought up at all? Did

that strike you as an unusual reaction?

It’s going to be difficult for me to reconstruct

what happened 15 years ago, whenever it was.

Right.

Let me say that it’s not unusual for a priest to

get irate any time he’s criticized or that a

complaint is presented to him. It’s not unusual.

But he questioned why the matter should be

brought up at all.

Well, that happens very often when you criticize

or you bring a complaint to a priest. They just

wonder why do they bother going to the bishop.

Then it says, "After he calmed down."

Do you see that, in the next sentence?

Yes.

"He indicated that he remembered the person and

the incident, but did not remember anything in

the conversation, especially on the subject that

T. mentioned."

Do you see that?

Yes.

So he didn’t deny T.’s allegations. He said he
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did not remember anything in the conversation,

especially on the subject that T. mentioned,

correct?

Right.

He could have said: I deny that this ever

happened. That’s not what he said, though, was

it, Bishop? He said he didn’t remember?

According to my notes here, yes.

And you kept accurate notes; is that correct?

Well, I like to think I did, but they’re not full

notes of any conversation.

But there’s a difference between Father Shanley

indicating -- he states he remembered the person

and the incident, but he did not remember

anything in the conversation, especially on the

subject that T. mentioned. So he did not deny

it.

Evidently, according to the report, he did not

deny it.

Then it goes on to say:

"Father Shanley was wondering if it was

Larry Kessler trying to get even with him."

Do you know who Larry Kessler is?

Larry Kessler, at that time, was very active in
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the AIDS --

AIDS Action Committee?

AIDS Action Committee.

Did you know Larry Kessler?

I had met him.

He was, in fact, one of leaders in the community

here in Boston in 1988 --

Right.

-- trying to get help for people who suffered

from AIDS; is that correct?

Yes.

In fact, Catholic Charities worked directly with

the AIDS Action Committee; is that not correct?

That I don’t know.

Well, you knew Larry Kessler to be a reputable

person, did you not?

Yes, uh-huh.

So what did you think when Father Shanley

wondered if this person that you acknowledge was

a respectable member in the community was trying

to get even with him? What was that all about?

It’s a possibility.

Why would this respectable member of the

community, the head of the AIDS Action Committee,
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want to get even with Father Paul Shanley?

MR. PERRY: Objection.

MR. ROGERS: I object to that.

I can only guess at that and I won’t try to

guess.

Did you ask the question why? Did you ask the

question why Father Paul Shanley believed that

Larry Kessler, who you just said, respectable

member of the community, was trying to get even

with him?

Father Shanley at the time also was a respectable

member of the community.

Well, that’s not my question, Bishop Banks.

Well --

You knew Larry Kessler?

I had met him. But it is possible for people in

leadership positions to get angry with one

another and it has nothing to do with anything

that’s disreputable.

Was there any relationship between Mr. T. and

Larry Kessler that came to your attention

throughout this inquiry?

No.

So was the suggestion here, was that Larry
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Kessler put Mr. T. up to this?

No. I don’t know.

Did it strike you as a little unusual when Father

Shanley said that he was wondering if it was

Larry Kessler trying to get even with him? Did

that strike you as an unusual type of comment?

Not really. I didn’t give too much thought to

it, frankly.

You gave enough thought to it to write it --

That’s correct.

-- down in a memorandum?

Right.

It didn’t strike you as unus6al?

I didn’t try to puzzle it out.

Then it goes on to state:

"On March 19, 1988, I telephoned T. and told

him that Father S. had denied the allegation and

there was really nothing I could do."

Do you see that?

Right.

You just established several minutes ago that

Father Shanley did not deny the allegation. We

went over that, correct?

Right.
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But you told Mr. T. that Father Shanley had

denied the allegation, right?

Right.

And in doing that, you were not being truthful

with Mr. T.?

MR. PERRY: Objection.

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of

the question.

Really.

You were not being truthful with Mr. T.?

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

MR. PERRY: Objection.

First of all, we’re talking about a note. I’m

trying to put down things very briefly. And

basically, it is a case that Father Shanley did

not agree with the allegation made by Mr. T.

I asked you several minutes ago and you said

And if you’re going to argue about the word

"denied" m my note, I think that’s really going

too far. I really think that’s going too far.

I appreciate your comments but I --

Then to suggest that I’m lying by putting it

down, I really think is going too far.

Okay. Bishop Banks --
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-- when you wrote this letter in 1990?

He must have said something satisfactory or we

would have removed him from his position.

You would have sent him for an assessment?

No. We would have removed him from his position.

You would have removed him from his position if

that statement -- I thought you said earlier that

you assumed what was said was true by

Mrs. Higgs, that Father Shanley had in fact made

those statements?

Yes.

Didn’t you testify to that earlier?

Yes.

So if in fact he had said those things, are you

now testifying that he would have been removed as

pastor?

No.

MR. PERRY: Objection.

No. I’m saying that if we thought that -o I

don’t even know what I’m saying right now, you’ve

got me so confused. But we would not remove the

person on the basis of what he said.

No matter what he said?

Well, if he continued to think it and was going
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to continue to promulgate it in his preaching and

talking, we would have removed him.

But the point is in --

We don’t remove a priest because he said

something on one occasion.

No matter how deviant it is?

No matter how deviant it is.

No matter how abhorrent it is?

No matter how abhorrent it is.

If he says it on one occasion, he get a free ride

on it?

He does not get a free ride. He has to come in

and confess in some sense that he didn’t mean it,

that he misspoke himself, that he realizes he’s

¯ totally wrong and takes it back and then will

never say it again.

And you don’t know whether Father Shanley came in

and said any of those things, do you, Bishop?

No, I don’t.

And you didn’t know in 1990 that he had come in

and said any of those things, did you?

No, I don’t.

All fight.

However, we did not remove him, therefore, he
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1 A. I’m sure that I must have.

2 Q. Can you recall any such instances right now?

3 A. The one I recall is the one I wrote a letter to

4 Bishop Murphy.

5 Q. Do you remember the name of the priest?

6 A. I said the name and you said that’s not correct.

7 Q. No.

8 A. I don’t remember who it was then.

9 Q. Okay. With respect to the consultations with

10 the Archdiocese concerning particular priests,

11 apart from that one instance, do you have any

12 recollection of telling the Archdiocese that

13 " they needed -- the Archdiocese needed to do

14 something with respect to helping the people who

15 had come forward to provide information about

16 priests who allegedly molested them?

17,~. I don’t, sir.

18Q. Now, do you remember consulting with ~- we’re

i 9 going to go over some documents in a moment --

20 but do you remember generally consulting with

21 Father McCormack concerning a Father Paul

22 Shanley?

23 A. Yes, sir.

24 Q. I’ll show you the documents in a moment -- we’re
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1 Q. When was the consultation with Our Lady’s Hall

2 in Milton?

3 A. I never have been able to find Eileen

4 McNamara’s, the date of her column, because it

5 was after that column that I went there. No,

6 actually, it was before that. It was before

7 that, I went there to meet with the group, the

8 men who were there, the six of them.

9 Q. I don’t believe that Eileen McNamara was a

10 columnist -- I may be wrong -- in the 1980s.

11 I’d be happy --

12A. Maybe it was someone else, but someone else

13 wrote about Milton.

14Q. You believe that was in the mid ’80s at some

15 point?

16A. Ido.

17Q. All right. Okay.

18 If you could turn to Exhibit No. L,

19 please, Doctor.

20 This is in Exhibit No. 1..

21 We have a copy -- and we may not be able

22 to locate it right now, but we’ll have one for

23 you after the break -- we do have a copy of the

24 letter from the doctor concerning Paul Shanley.
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1 A. I apologize for interrupting.

2 Q. Go ahead.

3 A. I learned most about Father Shanley in the

4 newspaper.

5 Q. Okay. All right.

6       In the newspaper, that would have been

7 in 2002; is that correct?

8 A. I don’t remember.

9 Q. Was recently?

10 A. Well, maybe a little earlier.

11 Q. Right.

12 A. But roughly that seems reasonable to me, that

13 date.

14 Q. These were newspaper articles that appeared in

15 the Boston Globe; is that correct?

16 A. Globe, Herald.

17 Q. And you made a reference earlier to Paul Shanley

18 which you read in the newspaper about Paul

19 Shanley being involved with NAMBLA?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. You did not know that in 1991, 1994 until you

22 read it in the Boston Globe; is that correct?

23 A. That’s correct.

24 Q. And you saw, when you read it in the newspaper,
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I

2

3

4

you saw that there were records in existence

within the Archdiocese about Paul Shanley’s

alleged involvement with NAMBLA; is that

correct?

5 A. I read about that in the paper.

6 Q. And you also read, did you not, in the

7 newspaper -- I think you alluded to this --

8 about some of Paul Shanley’s statements about

9 man-boy love which you also learned about

10 through the newspaper.

11 Did I mischaracterize that?

12 Apart from the presidency of NAMBLA, did

13 you learn of other statements that Paul Shanley

14 had made about the propriety of sex between boys

15 and men?

16 MR. REARDON: Objection.

17A. Other than NAMBLA, he was -- he had said it’s

18 the boys who seduce the adults, but I think that

19 was in regard to NAMBLA.

20Q. It was the boys who had seduced the adults?

21 A. Yes.

22Q. And you did not have that information in 1991;

23 is that correct?

24A. No, sir.
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1 Q. You did not have that information in 1994; is

2 that correct?

3 A. That’s correct.

4 Q. But you now understand from newspaper reports

5 that that information was within the files of

6 the Archdiocese of Boston, do you not?

7 MR. REARDON: Objection.

8 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.

9 A. From the newspapers?

I0 Q. Yes.

11 A. I don’t remember that specifically. I have to

12 assume, but --

13 MR. REARDON: Let’s not do that.

14Q. We’ll get the documents.

15 If you had had that information in 1994

16 or 1991, would it have altered your opinions in

17 any way that are reflected in Exhibit No. 6?

18 A. Yes.

19Q. In what way?

20A. That he’s, No. 1, he’s so personally damaged

21 that he ought to be in jail.

22Q. Okay. How else would it have affected your

23 opinions?

24A. Can’t do any kind of ministry. He ought to be
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1 laicized and jailed.

2 Q. Any other way it would have affected your

3 opinions in Exhibit No. 6?

4 A. Those are the main ones.

5 MR. MacLEISH: Let’s mark this exhibit

6 so that we have this complete, Exhibit No. 7,

7 which is your letter.

8 (Marked, Exhibit No. 7, Letter

9 11/16/91.)

10 Q. Just to complete this, Doctor, that was your

11 response to Father McCormack -- when I say

12 "that," I’m referring to Exhibit No. 7 -- was

13 your response to Exhibit No. 5?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Do you see that now?

16 A. Iseeit.

17 Q. Let’s go back to 1991. Okay? You, at that

18 point, were not provided with. any information

19 about allegations either of sexual misconduct by

20 Paul Shanley or statements that he may have made

21 about the propriety of man-boy love; is that

22 correct?

23A. Correct.

24Q. All you had in front of you, as I understand it,
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1 at Massachusetts General Hospital starting when?

2 Was that 19 --

3 A. ’88.

4 Q. Up through?

5 A. 2000.

6 Q. And you were -- I mean, needless to say, that’s

7 a position of some distinction. We can all, I

8 don’t want you to say I agree, but -- let me

9 withdraw the question.

10 Do you think, Dr. Cassem, as you sit

11 here today, that you were in some way, your

12 opinions were in some way being used by the

13 Archdiocese inappropriately?

14 MS. QUILL: Objection.

15 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.

16 MR. RAVITZ: Objection.

17 MR. ROGERS: Objection.

18 A. I have no way to know that..

19Q. Canyou think of any reason why you were not

20 provided with all the details concerning Father

21 Shanley and Father Picardi?

22 MR. ROGERS: Objection.

23 MS. QUILL: Objection.

24A. For Father Shanley, I’m stupefied that I was not
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1 provided with the information.

2 Father Picardi, I don’t understand if

3 there was an evaluation why I don’t have it in.

4 My files. So I don’t believe I ever saw

5 any evaluation from either St. Luke’s Institute

6 or the Institute of Living.

7 Q. And you certainly don’t recall being informed

8 that this man had admitted to raping someone, do

9 you?

10 A. No, sir.

11

12

13

14

15

16 A. I don’t know.

Q. Now, your colleagues at the Massachusetts

General Hospital, Dr. Sanders and Dr. Murray and

the other people that you’ve listed, do they

continue to do work for the Archdiocese of

Boston, do you know?

17 MR. MacLEISH: This is a useful breaking

18 point for us. It’s now four o’clock. I don’t

19 have probably more than half a day at most

20 tomorrow. But I would suggest that we stop for

21 the day and reconvene tomorrow. And I would

22 like to -- one of the reasons I ask we stop is

23 because I would like to look at that file.

24 MR. AUSROTAS: And if we could get
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1 allegations of sexual abuse concerning Paul

2 Shanley?

3 MR. REARDON: Objection.

4 A. Well, feeling like I’m manipulated by you the

5 way I’ve been manipulated by Father McCormack,

6 I’d have to say, yeah, you’re pulling a fast one

7 on me.

8 Q. Doctor, please forgive me. I’m not trying to

9 pull a fast one on you; I’m not trying to

10 manipulate you. I’m just trying to take you

11 through some of records as Mr. MacLeish did.

12 A. That’s good, but I don’t trust you, Mr. Rogers.

13 Q. I appreciate that, Doctor, but my point is I

14 need to take you through these records so I

15 represent my clients’ interests.

16A. What was the question?

17Q. The question is:

18 Is it possible that in 1994, given these

19 records now before you, that you were aware of

20 the allegations of sexual abuse concerning Paul

21 Shanley from Father McCormack?

22 MR. REARDON: Objection.

23A. Possible.

24Q. It is possible, Doctor. Thank you.
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1 primary concerns.

2 If you were aware of allegations of

3 abuse, you would be focused upon how do we

4 protect others from him?

5 MR. REARDON: Objection.

6 Q. Is that fair?

7 MR. MacLEISH: Objection.

8 A. I’d put him in jail right now, I said.

9 Q. Isn’t that fair? That would be one of your

10 primary concerns, how do you protect others from

11 him if there were allegations of abuse that he

12 had admitted?

13 A. Not when I can’t see them, sir.

14 Q. Doctor, Father McCormack represents in this

15 memorandum, does he not, that this was one of

16 your observations in August of 1994, the

17 question "How do we protect others from him,"

¯ 18 does.he not?

19 MR. MacLEISH: Objection.

20 Argumentative.

21 MR. REARDON: Objection.

22A. Father McCormack is a liar.

23Q. So you’re saying that Father McCormack was lying

24 when he sent this memorandum out in August of
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1994?

A. Yes, I am. Yes, I am.

MR. ROGERS: I have nothing further,

Doctor. Thank you.

MR. REARDON: All right. Thanks.

MR. MacLEISH: Thank you very much.

(3:22 p.m., proceedings adjourned.)
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1A

2

3Q

4

5A

6Q

7A

8

9

10

11Q

12

13

14 A

15 Q

16 A

17 Q

18A

19 Q

20

21A

22

23 Q

24 A

Well, he told me. I knew. And that’s how I

became aware of it.

Did he leave Wellesley to, to your knowledge, to

go to some facility?

Yes, he did.

Do you know where that facility was?

He was in Clinton at the time. I think that

this -- something occurred and I’m not quite sure

what happened, but he was put into a facility in

Warren, Massachusetts.

Now, did you have occasion to see Mr. Quinn after

he was put into this facility in Warren,

Massachusetts?

Yes, I did.

How did you happen to see Mr. Quinn?

He came to my door.

Let’s call him Danny.

Let’s call him Danny, yes.

Danny came to your door and this would have been

what year?

I think it was 1981. I can’t be exactly sure but

I think it was the spring of’81.

What did Mr. Quinn tell you?

He said: I took off.
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1Q

2

3A

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Q

I1A

12 Q

13 A

14 Q

15A

16 Q

17 A

18

19

20

21 Q

22 A

23 Q

24

Did you understand that to mean taking off from a

particular place?

Yes. He used to -- there was a man called Joe

Whitniker or Whittiker who ran a farm for boys,

and he came and said: I left Joe wet sneaker.

And I said: Were you allowed to leave Joe?

And he said: No.

I said: Then you will come in and you will

call and tell them where you are.

Did Mr. Quinn come into the house?

Yes, he did.

And did he call?

Yes, he did.

Were you there when he called?

Yes, because I spoke to them.

What did you say to them?

I said: Danny is at my house. And I gave my

address. And I said: I would like -- I would

hope you would understand that he is going to

come back to you on his own.

Okay. What was the response on the other line?

They were positive. They liked him.

Was there a time frame given for returning him

to--
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1A

2Q

3

4A

5Q

6

7A

8Q

9

10 A

llQ

12

13 A

14

15

16Q

17A

18

19

20 Q

21A

22 Q

23

24

I think within three days.

-- Warren?

Just if you could, Jackie,

Within three days.

No, no. Wait until I finish my question. You’re

kind of starting your answer before I’m finished.

I’m really sorry.

It’s very common. It happens to everybody.

Where did Mr. Quinn stay until he --

He stayed at my house.

-- until he left?

He stayed at your house. Okay.

But, excuse me. May I finish? I wouldn’t allow

him to stay at my house until he called and told

the state social workers or the DES where he was.

DES or DYS?

Whatever. I don’t know. I never had anything to

do with them. But DYS. Department of Youth

Services.

So they gave authorization?

Yes.

Now, do you remember whether this was over a

weekend, week day? Do you have any recollection

of the day of the week?
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1A

2Q

3

4A

5Q

6A

7

8

9Q

10 A

11

12

13

15 Q

16 A

17Q

18

19 A

20

21

22 Q

23

24 A

No.

How did you make plans to return Mr. Quinn,

Danny, to Warren?

Well, the first night, I said nothing.

Right.

And then I said: We have to make arrangements

for you to go back and I don’t have a car. What

are we going to do?

So what did you do?

Well, I spoke to my mother and she said: We have

a wonderful priest who is here now and he cares

very much about children and young kids. He

works with drug addicts and he’s a street priest.

His name is Paul Shanley.

Had you met Father Shanley as of that time?

Yes, ! had.

Had you had any problems with Father Shanley as

of that time?

I didn’t have a problem with him, but I saw

things that I didn’t like, but they had nothing

to do with children.

All right. So you spoke with your mother about a

ride for Danny?

Uh-huh.
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1Q

3Q
4

5A

6Q

7A

8Q

9A

10

11

12

13

14 Q

15 A

16

17

18

19

20 Q

21A

22 Q

23

24 A

You have to say Yes.

Yes. I’m sony.

And then did Father Shanley and you speak about a

ride?

I did. And he came out to the house.

Was this on the day that Danny was leaving?

No. He came out the day prior.

What happened when he came out to the house?

He was dressed in his formal black suit and I

introduced him to Danny and he followed him into

the kitchen and talked to him for a few minutes.

And I backed off. And I did say to him he does

have this problem.

What problem?

That, you know, he’s -- it wasn’t -- he’s not --

he’s very intelligent, but he had been -- his

parents what had been through a tough marriage

and I think it affected him. He’s a real nice,

sensitiv~ kid.

Did you consider him to be vulnerable then?

Yes. That’s why I trusted the priest.

Did you have any reason to distrust Paul Shanley

at that time?

Not as of the time, no.
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1Q

2

3A

40

5

6A

7Q

8

9A

10

11

12

13

14

15 Q

16 A

17 Q

18 A

19 Q

20

21

22 A

23 Q

24 A

So did Paul Shanley return, Father Shanley return

the following day to pick Danny up?

Yes, he did.

Do you remember what time of the day it was,

approximately?

No.

Do you remember what happened when Paul Shanley

came over to pick Danny up?

Came to the door and he asked if Danny were

ready, and we said our good-byes and I wished him

good luck. And I told him to keep in touch, and

if he could call, to call, and to do the right

thing. And he said okay.

And he left and I was crying.

You were sad?

I was sad, because he was a good kid. I was sad.

And so --

But I was proud.

You were proud.

Was it daytime or nighttime when Danny left

with Paul Shanley?

Daytime.

Did Father Shanley have a car?

Yes.
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2A
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5Q
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7A

9A

I0

II

12

13 Q

14 A

15 Q

16 A

17 Q

18 A

19

2O

21

22

23 Q

24 A

Do you remember anything about the car?

I’m not sure. I thought it was a cranberry red

and cream top Dodge or Plymouth K car, the little

square cars.

But you’re certain it was Paul Shanley that took

Danny from your home that day?

Absolutely positive.

What did Paul Shanley look like back then?

He had thinning dark hair. He was tall. He’s

very rigid in his positioning of his body. He

was very rigid. He was very immaculately

dressed, very clean.

Okay. Now, did you see Danny again that day?

Yeah. I saw, yes, I saw Danny within the hour.

Can you tell me where you saw Danny.

At my door.

Did Danny come into the house?

I opened the door and I said: You’re back. And

I said: What happened?

And he said: The son of a bitch told me I

could sleep with men and women and then he

grabbed my nuts.

Did you have Danny come into the house?

Yes.
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1Q

2A

3

4

5

6Q

7

8A

9

10

11Q

12 A

13

~4 Q

15 A

16 Q

17

18A

19 Q

20 A

21

22

23

24 Q

Did you talk with him some more?

I asked him again, I said: What happened to you?

And I said -- he was ashen, his color changed,

his demeanor, his whole self was crushed. He was

so different.

Do you know whether Danny had been brought up as

a Catholic?

I don’t think he was a rigid Catholic, but he has

an aunt that’s a nun who actually worked at St.

Jean’s. Her name is Sister Mary Ann Quinn.

So you saw a change in his physical features?

And his -- yeah, his color, and he was very

shaken.

How old was he at that time?

I think he was .15 and a half. I’m not sure.

Did he tell you anything else about what had

happened in the car?

He said he jumped.

Jumped where?

Out of the car. He said they were pulling up to

the light on the Mass Pike on Gayland Street by

Bertucci’s when Paul Shanley reached over and

grabbed him.

Was Bertucci’s there at the time?
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1A

2

3Q

4A

5

6

7

8Q
9A

10 Q

llA

12 Q

13 A

14 Q

15

16 A

17

18

19

20 Q

21A

22

23 Q

24 A

I don’t know. But he’s giving me that as a

landmark, right.

You’re using that as a landmark right now?

Yeah. I don’t know. I’m just saying it was in

that area. Near Pearl Street. So that was there

at the time. Pearl Street has been there for a

long time.

It was near Gayland and Pearl streets?

Right.

As you’re coming up to the Mass Pike?

As you’re heading south to go west.

Exactly. Okay. And Warren is west of--

Of us.

-- of us. Obviously.

Now, how long did Danny stay at your house?

He stayed -- I called and I told them at the DYS

that there had been a problem. And he stayed

that night. And we called the ~’ectory again but

this time I went with him --

Okay.

-- to Route 9 where the DYS came and picked him

up.

Paul Shanley--

I would never -- because I called him
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1

2Q

~3A

4Q

5

6A

7Q

8

9A

10Q

llA

12

13 Q

14 A

15 Q

16 A

~7 Q

18

19A

20Q

21

22A

23

24Q

immediately.

We’re going to get to that in a moment.

All right.

So the following day, Danny left to go back to

Warren.

He did.

Now, after you heard the story from Danny, what

did you do?

I went to the phone.

Who did you call?

I called St. Jean’s and, amazingly, Paul Shanley

answered the telephone.

Was your mother working there at the time?

Uh-huh.

And Paul Shanley answered the phone?

Yes. Both times. Yes, yes.

You clearly remember that Paul Shanley answered

the phone?

He absolutely answered the phone.

¯ Was it the usual practice at St. Jean’s for the

priest to answer the phone at that time?

Usually the housekeeper answered the telephone.

Usually.

But Paul Shanley answered the phone. What
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1

2A

3

4

5Q

6A

7Q

8A

9Q

10 A

llQ

12

13 A

14

15 Q

16 A

17 Q

18A

19

20

21Q

22 A

23

24 Q

happened then?

I said: Danny is at my door and he told me that

you said to him that he could sleep with both men

and women, and you violated him.

What did Paul Shanley say?

He said, Yes -- he said, "Yes, I did. Prove it."

Were those his exact words?

Exact words.

You clearly remember now sitting here --

Yes, I do.

-- more than 20 years later, those were his exact

words?

Yes. I do remember he said, "Yes, I did. Prove

it."

What did you say?

I will.

What happened after that?

I hung up and I called my cousin, Anne Sullivan, ..

I called Betty Morrissey. I was very shaken

myself.

Had you ever --

I never expected him to say, "Yes, I did." He

didn’t even -- he didn’t deny it.

Did you contact Father LeBrun?
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No.

Why not?

He was sickly, and history had it that troubled

priests were sent to him on a regular basis,

except for George Dufore.

So did you contact anybody else within the

Archdiocese of Boston shortly after you had heard

from Mr. Quinn and had this conversation with

Paul Shanley?

Yes.

Who did you contact?

I went to Corpus Christi and I talked to a Father

Joseph McGlone. I was very nervous about it.

Corpus Christi is a parish in Newton?

Aubumdale.

Aubumdale is part of Newton, right?

Yes, but I wanted to be specific.

And why did you go and see Father McGlone?

Because I know he’s an honest and a kind man and

I had a very horrible story.

How long was it after this incident with Danny

and Paul Shanley that you went to see Father

McGlone?

I think within 24 hours, I was on my way.
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Did you speak face-to-face with Father McGlone?

Face-to-face in the church.

Could you tell me about the conversation you had

with Father McGlone?

I told him that I had story that would be hard to

believe, but that a young man came to my door and

told me that he had been molested by a priest.

And I said -- I told him who the priest was, Paul

Shanley. And he said to me: You need to go to

the vicar. The vicar at the time was Robert

Doocey and he was at Mary Immaculate of Lords.

Where is that parish?

That’s in Upper Falls. And I called and made an

appointment.

Does that conclude your recollection of the

conversation you had with Father McGlone?

It was very brief, that he said you need to go to

this person because he’s the one that can help

you.

And that’s Father Doocey?

Yes.

Had you, up until this time, ever made an

allegation of sexual misconduct against a priest?

Never.
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Or against anybody else?

Have I made an allegation against anybody else?

Reported anybody to DSS?

No, I did not report anyone to DSS.

So did you go and see -- in fact, are you even

clear whether you were aware of DSS?

May I ask you a question? What is DSS?

It’s the Department of Social Services.

No, I didn’t.

Were you generally aware in 1980 that there was a

DSS or you didn’t know that, I take it?

No.

Did you go and see Father Doocey in Upper Falls?

I did. I made an appointment and I went.

How long was it that you saw him after the

incident involving Danny Quinn and Paul Shanley?

It was within the week, within the week.

¯ Okay. And where did you meet with Father Doocey?

At the rectory at Mary Immaculate of Lords on

Elliot Street.

Anybody else present?

There were other people in the house but there

was no one else present when he asked me to come

into his office.
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Do you have a recollection of what occurred in

that conversation?

I asked him where Father Shanley was, and he

said: He’s not here.

I said: But I’ve accused him of something.

And he said: Yes.

And I said: Well, why is he not here to

answer the charges that I’ve made against him?

Had you explained to Father Doocey the nature of

the charges before you physically met with him?

Yes.

Okay. Go ahead.

What did Father Doocey then say?

I told him on the telephone when I made the

appointment, I told him why I was coming, why I

wanted to come.

Did you tell him about your conversation on the

telephone with Paul Shanley?..

Yes.

Okay. Now, what did Father Doocey say when you

asked him why Paul Shanley was not there?

He said: He doesn’t have to be here.

Okay. What happened next?

I said: Why not?
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And he said: Because he doesn’t. And he

showed me the door.

There was another priest there leaving at

the same time and I think he heard me. I think

he was a visiting priest. I don’t know where he

came from. But he said: If I were you, I would

call the Chancery.

All right. So the meeting with Father Doocey was

brief, I take it?

Brief and rude.

Had you ever met Father Doocey before?

Never.

And he was the vicar] as you understood it?

He was the local vicar. The vicar was Bishop

Mulcahy.

We’ll get to Bishop Mulcahy.

I just wanted to make that separation.

Right, right. Okay..                   :

So the visiting priest told you to call the

Chancery? .

Uh-huh. On his way out the door, he said it and

I could hear him. He didn’t say it in the house.

MR. ROGERS: Was that a yes, ma’am?

Just so we’re clear.
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THE WITNESS: Do you want to repeat the

question?

MR. MacLEISH: You said "uh-huh." I

think it’s clear it’s yes.

MR. ROGERS: I don’t want to be

deciphering it later on.

MR. MacLEISH: You’ll have a chance to

cross-examine.

MR. ROGERS: I just ask you answer yes

or no.

THE WITNESS: I really am sorry. I

apologize.

MR. ROGERS: No apologies necessary.

Just trying to create a clear record.

THE WITNESS: Try to remind me.

MR. MacLEISH: I will.

Did you follow-up on the suggestion of this

visiting priest --

Yes.

-- to contact the Chancery?

Ad nauseam.

When you say "ad nauseam," why did you do it ad

nauseam?

Because I dialed myself to death trying to get
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What year was that?

I don’t remember.

Was it before or after you left the St. Jean’s

Parish?

I think it was after I left.

What did you understand to be the nature of the

sermon that was given by Paul Shanley about you?

What I heard that he said was that there’s a

woman in this parish that’s out to get me.

Okay. And that was after 1983; is that correct?

Yes.

Which parish did you transfer to?

Our Lady Help of Christian.

And did you continue to sing in the choir?

I sang in the choir there, yes.

Did you continue, after you left St. Jean’s, in

trying to contact someone at the Archdiocese of

Boston?

Always. I never stopped.

This was really something that you were very

determined about?

Yes, I was.

Did you ever speak with any bishop of the

Archdiocese, up until 1985, did you speak with
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any bishop?

The bishop -- first person I spoke to was the

Cardinal.

Right. But by 1985, you had not spoken to any

bishop; is that correct?

Not that I can remember. I can’t remember that.

I don’t think so. I spoke to the local vicar.

Now, at some point, did you have the opportunity

to meet or be physically in proximity to Cardinal

Bernard Law?

Yes, I did.

When did that first happen?

The first time?

Yes. Approximately?

I think it was -- we had sung at a mass at

Channel 7.

Was this something you had done on other

occasions, these masses at Channel 7?

Yes. We had done -- I had been there, I think,

two or three times.

Had you ever been there with Cardinal Medeiros?

No.

You were at Channel 7?

Twice with, to three times, with Bemard Law. I
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think twice.

Cardinal Law, this would have been after 1984?

Yes.

Do you know when Cardinal Medeiros died?

’83, I think.

Do you know when Cardinal Law came to Boston?

After Bishop Daily left.

Right.

I can only tell you that.

Did you learn at some point that Paul Shanley had

been promoted to pastor at St. Jean’s?

Yes.

Did that cause you any concern?

Yes.

What did you do?

I called again, and when I saw Cardinal Law at

Channel 7, we had -- the first time -o can I

.just --

Let’s just take it one step at a time. Let me

mark an exhibit if I could.

(Gauvreau Exhibit No. 1, Photograph,

marked for identification.)

I would like to show you a picture. You’ve seen

this picture before today? It’s Exhibit No. 1.
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Yes.

I showed you that picture sometime ago; is that

correct?

Yes.

Have you had the opportunity to form a belief as

to when that picture was taken?

Somewhere around 1986, ’87.

Are you in that picture?

Yes.

Is Cardinal Law in that picture?

Yes.

Do you remember how close you were standing to

Cardinal Law when that picture was taken?

Yes. I’m standing right next to Mary, the woman

who is standing next to him. I was -- I could

have picked his pocket.

You didn’t though, did you?

No. I. don’t ~hink he had a pocket in his.dress.

(Gauvreau Exhibit No. 2, Photograph of

20 Videotape, marked for identification.)
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This is a videotape that we obtained portions of

it. You’ve seen that document before?

No. But I’m gorgeous.

You are. You look very good.
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Gorgeous.

Do you know whether that’s a depiction of you

with Cardinal Law?

Absolutely.

So you’ll notice that, I believe that -- I don’t

know, I guess I should ask you.

Is Exhibit 1 a different occasion from

Exhibit 2 or is it the same?

I don’t know. It looks to be -- it looks to be

the same.

You’ll see, actually, in Exhibit No. 1, the

Cardinal is dressed in red and Exhibit No. 2 --

He’s dressed in white.

Right.

I thought it might be the photograph.

I don’t know. I’m just pointing that out to you,

whether you can state with certainty --

What I do see is one of the women in a different

place. She’s here in this picture, she’s on the

right, and then she’s right behind the Cardinal

in this picture.

So what does that suggest to you?

That they’re two different pictures.

Two different events?
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Two different times, yes.

Could you, on Exhibit No. l, please draw a circle

around where you are in that picture and mark it

as A. Do it around your head. Just draw a line

and put an A next to it.

(Witness Complies.)

Draw a line up, put an A. Show it to Mr. Rogers,

please.

(Witness Complies.)

Can you do the same with Exhibit --

I hate to ruin it. Do you have an extra one?

Yes. Do it with Exhibit No. 2.

You can cut him out.

(Witness Complies.)

A again or B?

Put in an A. A is fine.

So you had -- I take it you had a good

voice --

Still do.

-- in the choir?

And when you first met the Cardinal at the

television station, you said there were two or

three occasions, as I recall your testimony.

I remember two clearly.
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When you first met the Cardinal, are you able to

state how long it was that it had been since he’d

come to Boston?

Well, if it was in ’85 or ’86, it had to be a

year, but --

But you don’t really know?

I don’t.

The first time you saw the Cardinal at the

television station was that the first time you

had been in such physical proximity to the

Cardinal?

As far as I can remember, yes. That was a mass

that we had sung for another Easter. That was

probably the year before.

That was a television --

Father McFarland usually asked to have that choir

sing on Easter Sunday. He is now deceased.

And that was when you first met the Cardinal, at

Channel 7?

Yes. I didn’t have an occasion at that time to

get close to him because we were in a very small

studio.

Well, we’re going to get to that in a moment.

Okay.
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You knew, I take it, in advance that you were

going to be singing at a mass where the Cardinal

would be present. You knew that the Cardinal

would be there before you arrived at Channel 7?

Yes, I did.

Did you formulate any plan in your own mind to

try to do something?

Yes.

What was that?

I was going to try to get him aside and talk to

him.

About what?

Paul Shanley and his molestation of a young man.

Did you do that on the first occasion that you

sang with the Cardinal?

I did not.

Why not?

Because as he left, we were singing.

So he left before you had finished singing?

He processed. This was a much smaller studio.

Where was it located, by the way?

WNAC.

NEC or NAC?

WNAC.
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Where was it located?

Bulfinch Place.

Where?

Boston, Massachusetts.

So the first time you were in the choir and the

Cardinal was in a processional at the time --

And I was in a back row and he processed out.

But he had been standing physically fairly close

to you?

We were singing the Alleluia chorus as he

processed out.

You were not able to speak with him at that time?

No.

You then had occasion to be with the Cardinal at

another event, I take it, where you did speak

with him?

We had sung again at a mass on Easter.

A televised mass?

A televised mass. And he stayed after the mass

and he took pictures with us.

What happened?

It was -- everyone had their picture taken, you

know, and I had to dutifully stand beside him and

have my picture taken and I did. I wasn’t -- I
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was excited in the fact that I might have a

chance to tell him what happened because I really

thought he would want to know.

You had not formed any negative opinion about the

Cardinal at that time?

No, I had not.

So what did you do?

Well, I left with everyone and I saw him coming

out of the building with his driver and I think

Father McFarland and he was going to his car.

What did you do?

It was a black Mercury, if I remember, with a

number Mass 80.

How do you remember the license plate?

Just one of those things. My father was very

best friend of Buddy Conroy, and Buddy Conroy

drove Cardinal Cushing everywhere in a Cadillac.

Not a Mercury. And that’s how I remember the

¯ numbe~ plate.

So you were outside, I take it, of Channel 7?

Uh-huh.

Bulfinch Place?

Yes. It’s all -- it’s brick. It’s cobblestone

brick type of thing.
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And did you approach the Cardinal?

I was walking away and I saw him with just two

other people, and I said: Oh, God, this is it.

Easter Sunday. I can’t wait. You know. I’m

going to tell him and this is going to be fixed.

And I ran and I said: Excuse me. Can I speak

with you?

Were you respectful?

Of course.

All right. Okay. What did you say to him?

I said: Excuse me, Cardinal Law. My name is

Jacqueline Gauvreau. I’ve been a parishioner at

St. John’s Evangelist church in Newton and -

there’s a priest there named Paul Shanley who

molested a child.

And he took my hand and he said to me:

Thank you. I will look into it.

Okay. Do you remember him taking your hand?

Yes. Well, I wouldn’t take his.

Right. Exactly. But when he took it, you gave

him your hand, I take it?

Yes.

How did you feel after that conversation?

I thought -- this is it. Easter Sunday.
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Thought he was going to do something?

Absolutely. I just said: This is it.

Did the Cardinal ask you any questions?

No.

Now, did anything happen with Paul Shanley after

this communication you had with the Cardinal?

Did he remain as pastor?

Oh, yes.

Did you try to find out if the Cardinal was

making any inquiries into Paul Shanley?

I called the Chancery to try to find out. I

asked for the Cardinal’s Residence. I asked if

there was an assistant to the Cardinal that could

tell me, anyone in close proximity to the

Cardinal. I kept asking questions. I tried so

hard to find out and I got no response.

What was the response when you told the --

He was unavailable. He’s out of town. He’s in a

meeting.

Was it a man or woman you spoke with?

I spoke to a woman.

Does the name Kay Woodward sound familiar to you?

Yes, yes, yes.

Is that one of the women you spoke with?
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I think it was she. I’m not sure. You know, you

can give any name. Sheila Burke.

Right. But you had now had a conversation with

the Cardinal when you were calling?

Yes.

Did you receive any indication that your waming

to the Cardinal about Paul Shanley was being --

Nothing.

-- being followed up on in any way?

Sorry. No.

Did you then have occasion to see the Cardinal

again?

Yes.

When did you see him?

I was singing at a mass at Our Lady Help of

Christian and the Cardinal came. And I’m trying

to think that it must have been either the

installation of a pastor or confirmation.

Do you know what year it was?

It was ’86, ’87, ’87.

Do you know the year, what year it was that you

had first spoken to the Cardinal about this?

’86, ’87. So it was within that year.

You saw him again?
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Uh-huh.

You have to say yes.

Yes.

But this was not at a television studio?

No. This was at the church and I remember --

Which church?

Our Lady Help of Christian.

Were you singing in the choir then?

I was upstairs singing in the choir.

And Cardinal Law was at Our Lady?

Yes, sir, he was.

Do you remember the reason why he was there?

I’m trying to say he was either there for

confirmation of a pastor.

Or some other event?

Or -- usually a cardinal will come for a

confirmation but it could have been Father

Conway’s installation as pastor. Because I

remember one of the big deals was whether we were

going to sing Ecce Sacerdos Magnus.

So you’re singing in the choir and the Cardinal

was there.

Yes.

Did you attempt to speak to the Cardinal on that
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day about Paul Shanley molesting children?

Yes, I did.

Tell me what happened.

We were singing a recessional and I turned --

What is a recessional?

So that when you process out of the church,

there’s music, and so we were singing a

recessional.

Do you remember what you were singing?

He had to shake hands. Make City of God, Let Us

Build a City of God.

Yes.

And but the Cardinal shook hands with people on

his way out. And he stopped, you know. It was a

very long procession. So as he came closer, I

said to the organist --

Now you were in the upper balcony?

Yes. Up on the uppe~, balcony, yes, on .the

left-hand side, and I couldn’t use those stairs

because there were no lights. So I ran in front

of the organist, the director, and I said to her:

I’m going to tell him again.

Who was the person you spoke with?

The organist.
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What was the name of the --

Kathryn D’Agostino.

You had spoken to Ms. D’Agostino about your

allegations concerning Paul Shanley before this

date?

Obviously, because I said I was going to tell him

again.

So what did you do at that point?

I ran down the stairs and I stepped in front of

him.

Did you do it in an offensive way?

I don’t think so.

What did you’say?

I said: Do you remember me?

Did you address him first? Did you say your

Eminence or Cardinal Law?

I don’t know. I can’t tell you.

All right.

I just wanted to say what I had to say.

What did you say?

I said: Do you remember me?

What did he say?

I said: Do you remember me, Cardinal Law? My

name is Jacqueline Gauvreau. I spoke to you
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about Paul Shanley.

And he said to me: See my bishops. That’s

why I have them.                - "

So where did this take place? What part of Our

Lady did this take place?

As you step -- is it a narthex, as you step out

of the church?

I don’t know. I can’t testify.

At the bottom of the stairs, at the bottom of

stairs, there is an opening before you go to the

stairs to go outside.

So this is inside?

This was inside. This was just as you come out

of the church after the last pews. There’s about

four feet, five feet and then you step out.

Where the pastor would typically see people as

they left the church?

It’s where the ushers stand to hand you a

bulletin or to hand you your palms on Palm

Sunday.

Okay. Did you tell Cardinal Law -- when you said

to Cardinal Law, "Do you remember me," did he

acknowledge that he remembered you in any way?

Yes.
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Yes.

But it’s just common sense, isn’t it?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.

It’s common sense to let them know?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.

It’s something that I would have expected to have

happened.

By Cardinal Law and by Bishop Banks?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.

Or whoever it was determined to bring it to the

attention of the pastor.

.,Well, we’ve already been through multiple

situations where statements were being made

against Church doctrine and you’ve testified it

was the job of Bishop Daily to bring it to the

attention of Cardinal Medeiros; correct?

Correct.

That policy remained in effect after Cardinal Law

came on board; correct?

Correct.

So you would have expected under the policies as

you understood it, when this letter from Wilma

Higgs was presented to you, that Bishop Banks

would have spoken to Cardinal Law about something
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as serious as this; is that correct?

Yes. Correct.

You never spoke to Cardinal Law about what he did

or didn’t do, though, did you?

No, I did not.

This is now the third allegation and it’s in

1985. Was there any requirement in 1985 that

child protection agencies such as DSS or the

police be notified about individuals serving as

priests of the Archdiocese of Boston who

represented clear threats to the safety of

children?

Not that I know of.

(Helmick Exhibit No. 30, Letter,

5/I 5/85, marked for identification.)

Showing you Exhibit No. 30. This is from John

McCormack to Mrs. Higgs.

Yes.

This is dated May 15, 1985. He states:

"Archbishop Law received your letter of

April 29, 1985. He is sorry to hear you were

disturbed about the talk given by Father Paul

Shanley last November regarding homosexuals and

asked that I respond on his behalf."
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incident of sexual abuse of a child by anyone is

viewed most seriously by the Church. Here in the

ArchdiocEse of Boston, if there were to be an

incident of sexual abuse by a priest, you can be

sure that the matter would be taken most

seriously with deep concern for the victim, the

people and the priest."

That’s what you write here, correct?

Yes.

Did you speak to Cardinal Law about the letter

that you received?

I don’t remember it.

And where you say that Cardinal Law asked you to

respond to the letter of July 10, does that

refresh your memory as to whether or not you

spoke with the Cardinal about the letter?

It does not.

Would you write that in a letter to this

gentleman if you had not in fact been asked by

the Cardinal to respond to the letter?

No.

So writing here, "Cardinal Law has asked me to

respond to your letter," is it safe to say

that --
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He did.

-- he did ask you to respond to the letter?

Yes.                                     " "

So Cardinal Law did know about the letter, July

10, 1986, that was written by the gentleman that

we just went over, correct?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.

He must have.

In this letter, do you see anywhere where you ask

for a meeting with the gentleman who wrote that

letter?

I don’t.

And did you, in this letter, did you give the

author of the July 10, 1986, letter information

where he could possibly find help, treatment?

I did not.

Did you suggest to Cardinal Law that he meet with

this person?

Again, I don’t even remember the letter.

Does it say in the letter that you suggested that

Cardinal Law meet with this person?

In this letter?

Yes.

No, it does not, no.
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Yes.

So at this time, back some 17 years ago, almost

to the date 17 years ago --

Yes.

-- Father McCormack is reporting that he had

received some note from you about a letter you

had received from Wilma Higgs; is that correct?

That’s correct.

And you would agree that Father McCormack’s

memories of 17 years ago are a good deal more

fresh than yours, mine or Father McCormack’s

are today?

Absolutely.

And you see in this letter a reference to a

note from you.

That’s correct.

Is that correct?

That’s correct.

Do you know where that note is?

I do not know.

Would it be a fair reading of this letter that

there was at times, at one point in time, a

note that you had sent to Father McCormack

about the Higgs letter?
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That’s conceivable. You know, it’s

conceivable. If-- and seeing this letter, if

I may reconstruct what I think may have

happened, I would have seen the letter, perhaps

written a memo saying, "Please follow up on

this. Please look into this," and it could

have gone that way.

Okay. And so is that the way you think it’s

more probable than not that it went, having

seen this letter to Father Shanley, that there

was some writings or note?

Having seen this letter?

Yes.

I would presume that that’s the way it went.

Without having seen this letter, it would have

been an equally valid presumption that it would

have gone without my having seen the original

letter.

But now that we have this Exhibit No. 20 in

front of us, this letter suggests that, in

fact, you did read the letter of April 29,

1985, from Mrs. Higgs and wrote something,

perhaps just on the letter, to Father

McCormack, which prompted him to bring this to
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the attention of Father Shanley. Is that a

fair statement?

Probably not on the letter, because I think it

would be shown on the copy. So it probably was

a separate note, but I would presume that

that’s a reasonable assumption.

And so now that you have that, can we agree

that it’s more probable than not that you did,

in fact, read the Higgs letter?

Yes.

Cardinal Law, could you go back to Exhibit No.

11, please, which is the admissions.

When did you first see that letter that I

just showed you from Father McCormack to Paul

Shanley?

This letter?

Yes.

Just now.

Just now. I’m going to read Request No. 1, and

I’d like you to read Response No. 1, and then

I’m going to ask you a question about it.

Request No. 1:

"Cardinal Law read the letter addressed to

him from Wilma H. Higgs, Mrs. Higgs, dated
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April 29, 1985 ("Higgs letter"). A true and

accurate copy of the Higgs letter is attached

hereto as Exhibit ’A?"

Could you please read the response.

"The defendant does not believe he read the

Higgs letter in ’85. The defendant admits that

he has since read this correspondence."

With respect to the first sentence, would you

now like the opportunity to amend the first

sentence?

I would.

How would you like to amend it?

That the defendant believes that he did read

the Higgs letter in 1985.

Now, Cardinal Law, since you’ve agreed that

this was an allegation of a serious nature,

what follow-up do you know was provided to you,

if any, by Father McCormack to investigate this

allegation that Paul Shanley was making remarks

about children having sex with adults, and when

it occurs, it’s the fault of the child?

Mr. MacLeish, specifically to answer your

question, I have no knowledge of the specifics

of what was done at this point, but I would say
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that that is that indication where --

MR. TODD: You’re pointing to --

I’m pointing to his name up there in the comer,

and it may very well be that that’s the note, and

that note would not imply at all that I had seen

this. As a matter of fact, it would be quite the

opposite.

Something that is stamped in that way would

ordinarily be something that I have not seen but

that has gone to the person referenced. And

perhaps, if you’re with Father McCormack again --

and I have not talked to him about this -- I

mean, Bishop McCormack -- you might ask about

that, but I --

Yes.

But my sense is that when he says "note," that

that could be the explanation of that, because

seeing his letter does still not awaken in me a

memory of having seen this letter.

MR. MacLEISH: Would you mind if I just

had a few more questions before we break, on your

testimony, Cardinal?

MR. ROGERS: No.

Cardinal, so as I understand it, your original
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admission says:

"The defendant does not believe he read the

Higgs letter in 1985."

Yes.

IfI could, Cardinal, at the conclusion of our

day Wednesday, you indicated you wanted to change

that admission based upon the documents I

presented to you; is that correct?

That’s correct.

Now you want to go back and change what you said

on Wednesday to indicate that your original

admission stands; you do not believe you read the

Higgs letter in 1985?

That’s correct. I believe that what is said

here -- that the defendant does not believe he

read the Higgs letter -- is the truth, as I see

it; and I was persuaded by the reference to the

note, that ifI sent him a note about this, then

I must have read the letter, but I really believe

that that note could be a reference to what is

here. That would not indicate, if that’s the

basis of his word "note," that would not indicate

that I read the letter.

Well, respectfully, he says he received a note
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from the Cardinal.

I understand.

He doesn’t say he received a note. He said he

received a note from you.

I know it says that.

And Bishop McCormack would not be someone who

would, to Paul Shanley, at this time, state

something that was not true?

Well, I don’t -- you know, it is not true to say

that he received this from --

When you say "this" you’re meaning Exhibit --

-- received Exhibit 18 from me, from my office,

which is receiving it from me, from my office.

Well, respectfully, Exhibit 18 is not a note;

Exhibit 18 is a letter from Wilma Higgs.

No, no. I’m talking about --

The stamp?

Yes, the stamp with his name on it.

That that --

I believe that that could reference a note to

him.

Well, Cardinal, the truth is, is that -- and

memories are fallible, and I accept that and we

all accept that -- is that you just don’t know
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either way. Now, you’re stating you don’t know

either way whether you had read the Higgs letter

or whether you didn’t read the Higgs letter; is

Wthat correct? You just don t kno either way?

MR. TODD: Objection.

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

I don’t believe that that’s what I said in

response to this --

No, I know that --

-- question. And that’s what I’m referencing

here. You asked me, "Cardinal Law read the

letter addressed to him from a true and accurate

copy of the Higgs letter. Response No. 1. The

defendant does not believe he read the Higgs

letter in 1985. The defendant admits that he has

since read this correspondenc ¯

Right.

And I am saying to yo.u that ~hat’s the response

that i would like to enter, and not the response

as I changed it yesterday.

On Wednesday?

On Wednesday.

Respectfully, Cardinal, wouldn’t the better

response be simply, as you reference in other
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sections of your admissions -- and I can point

them out to you, for example, Response No. 15,

which is on page 3 of the admissions, where you

state that "The defendant has no recollection of

any such discussion, and therefore, can neither

admit nor deny this request for admission,"

wouldn’t the better response for No. 2 be that

you just don’t know either way, so you can’t

admit or deny? Wouldn’t that be the better

response, Cardinal Law?

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

MR. TODD: Objection. It’s No. 1, not

No. 2.

Yeah, right. No. 1?

Number 1.

Isn’t it true that you just, as you sit here

today, truthfully, you just don’t know? You

might have seen it; you might not have seen it?

Isn’t that what you’re saying?

Well, I think, Mr. MacLeish, at least as I

understand it, when I say "The defendant does not

believe he read the Higgs letter in 1985," I’m

not saying that I know without any shadow of a

doubt that I did not read the letter. That’s not
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what’s being said.

If you want to suggest to me how I respond

to that, I -- you know, I can frame it in another

way, and perhaps you can give me a little bit of

time to think about it.

Sure.

But the substance of what I want to say is that I

cannot here say to you under oath that I saw this

letter.

Nor can you say that you didn’t?

That’s correct.

So the better answer is you just don’t --

MR. TODD: No.

Wait a second. The better answer, you would

agree with me, is you just don’t know whether you

saw it or you didn’t? Is that the truth,

Cardinal Law?

MR. TODD: Objection.

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

MR. TODD: Objection.

Go ahead; you can answer.

MR. TODD: Is it a better answer or is

it true? It’s two questions.

Well, you just don’t know either way?
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MR. ROGERS: Objection.

You know, perhaps you should let me think about

this over coffee and come back.

Sure. I’d be happy to do that. Why don’t we

take our break.

It’s what does "believe" mean. I think that --

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 10:14.

We’reoff the record.

(Recess)

(Law Exhibit No. 24, Letter,

marked for identification.)

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 10:25.

We’re back on the record.

Cardinal Law, you wanted to say something?

Yes, Mr. MacLeish, thank you. To go back, ifI

may, just for a moment to my responses.

Yes.

Request for admissions, and it’s that response

number 1.

Yes.

You know, with all due respect, I think I’m

more comfortable with my response as I

originally gave it, because the stamp on the

letter, the Higgs letter, and the note at the
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top, that would indicate to me that this was

something that I did not see. Obviously I saw

this, as I indicate in the response

subsequently, but that I did not see it at the

time, and I would prefer to leave it as it is.

It’s not an absolute does not believe, but I

think it conveys a tilt toward the fact that it

is my thought that it is likely that I did not

see it, and I think that’s different than

saying I can’t say whether I did or whether I

didn’t.

Okay.

You know, we could argue --

Sure. No, I don’t --

-- one way or the other. I perhaps could live

with the other, but I’m more comfortable with

this, so I would rather leave it as I

originally said it.

So the tilt on Wednesday was that you had seen

it; now the tilt is you didn’t see it. Is that

correct?

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

MR. TODD: Objection.

No, that is not correct. It’s not -- when you
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put before me the letter of Bishop McCormack.

Right.

Which I had not seen before.

Right.

And -- to Paul Shanley.

Right.

Which is Exhibit 20.

Right.

And it says recently I received a note from the

Cardinal.

Right.

It’s that that took me back.

Right.

And it’s based on that word "note" that I

altered my response, but as I have reflected

further on that, I believe that -- and the only

way to ascertain this is if you could question

Bishop McCormack further, and he may not have a

clearer memory than I, but it seems to me that

he could use certain literary license at that

point, and -- because he did receive the letter

with the stamp and with his name, and he could

reference that as a note. It’s not a written

note, but it is a note out of my office from
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those whose responsibility it is to assist me

with the mail, and they act on my behalf. So I

think it’s appropriate that he may have

responded that way.

All right. So this reflection that you’ve had,

Cardinal Law, has this reflection included

communication with your attorneys about this

subject matter since Wednesday?

I’ve let them know how I feel about this, and I

checked it out, because I don’t want to be -- I

don’t want to bc, you know, doing something

that legally may not be the appropriate thing

to do, and I was told that I had the ability to

come and ask you if I could change that.

Sure. Absolutely. So your reflection has

included discussions with your attorneys about

this; is that correct? About this subject?

Correct. I just discussed it with them at this

five-minute coffee break to let them know how I

felt about it, and what I would like to proceed

with, and they concurred that I should do that.

And your reflection also included

communications with your attorneys between the

time on this -- on this subject between the
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time you left the deposition on Wednesday and

the time that you arrived here this morning; is

that correct?

MR. ROGERS: I object.

MR. MacLEISH: Your objection is

noted.

MR.. ROGERS: Well, you’re asking

about the subject matter of communications

between counsel --

MR. MacLEISH: I’m asking about

the -- the witness has, I think very candidly,

changed his testimony, which I allowed at the

beginning was perfectly appropriate to do, to

modify it. I invited him to do that.

My question is whether or not between the time

that we stopped on Wednesday and this

moming -- not the five-minute break we just

took -- whether your reflection included

discussions on the subject matter of this

admission with your attorneys.

Listen, yes, I discussed with my attorney --

I don’t want the substance.

MR. TODD: Without a waiver.

MR. ROGERS: That’s what you’re
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asking.

MR. MacLEISH: Only subject matter.

But you’ve asked me that, so I should say in

context, Mr. MacLeish, lest it be

misunderstood, because should it be

misunderstood that this item was yanked out of

context, I discussed in a general way how did

the deposition go, where do you think it’s

going, those kinds of questions, and in the

context of that, that change also emerged, and

my unease about it.

Now, you testified about you had not discussed

this specific issue with Bishop McCormack; is

that correct?

That is correct.

Has anyone relayed to you the substance of

Bishop McCormack’s testimony on this subject?

The substance of his testimony?

Yes.

No.

I have another exhibit before you, Cardinal

Law, which is Exhibit No. 24 -- I think we have

that right here -- which is Bishop McCormack’s

letter to Wiima Higgs of May 15, and it
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such allegation.

You deny --

Based on the fact that I have no recollection of

it.

Request No. 18:

"Jackie Gauvreau met with Cardinal Law after

a televised mass in or about 1987 regarding

allegations of sexual abuse against Father

Shanley."

You had a different answer. The answer

there was:

"The Defendant has no recollection of any

such meeting and, therefore, can neither admit

nor deny said allegation."

Correct?

That’s correct.

That’s a different response from the response

that you gave the telephone call allegation,

request for admission, and Admission No. 17,

correct?

That’s correct.

So if Ms. Gauvreau were to testify that she did

remember discussing with you at a televised mass

allegations of sexual abuse against Father
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Shanley, you would not be in a position to

contradict her, correct?

MR. TODD: Objection.

My presumption is that she has said that.

Right.

And what I have tried to say, in light of that,

is that I have no memory, no recollection of

that. And, therefore, can neither admit nor deny

that allegation.

You’re not denying it as you did with the

telephone call?

That’s correct.

You can’t either admit or deny it. So my

question is:

If Ms. Gauvreau were to testify that she

spoke with you after this televised mass about

allegations of sexual abuse against Father

Shanley, your response would be that you could

neithei" admit or deny that such a meeting took

place. Those were your words in the admission,

correct?

That’s correct.

MR. TODD: Now, what’s the question?

The words in the admission or -- there are two
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assessment of Paul Shanley?

Yes. One could reasonably infer that, yes.

Why was it not done?

MR. TODD: Objection.

I cannot answer that.

Looking at just these two documents, given the

involvement of Bishop Banks in both of them, do

you believe that it would have been within your

policy and practice to require that when the 1988

allegation comes about, there has to be something

more than just Paul Shanley denying that the

incident occurred?

Do you understand my question?

I do understand your question.

That at this point, Bishop Banks has the Higgs

letter -- we know -- we know that from Exhibit

60 -- and he has also the personal complaint from

the patient at Maclean Hospital.

Is it enough at that point for th~ priest to

deny it and the issue goes away?

You know, I would have to say that you’d have to

look at this, these two charges. In both of

these cases, it’s a matter of someone being

accused of saying something.
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In the first case, it’s -- in the second

case, rather, the first that you put before me

today, it’s a matter of alleging that a person

thought that he was, as he puts it, that he was

coming on to him. Tremendous sexual energy in

the room.

But in both of these cases, as terrible as

the allegations are and as disturbing as the

thoughts put into Father Shanley are, in both of

these cases, what you have is someone claiming

what it is that somebody else said. You don’t

have in these cases, in either the Higgs letter

or this previous memo, an allegation of overt

sexual abuse.

Now, having said that, was there enough

here, even with two denials on the part of the

person being accused of what he had said, was

there enough here to warrant investigating this

further, including assessment? I would say,

looking at this, yes, there would be.

How about file review?

Well, certainly. That would be included. But I

would even take it beyond file review. I would

say that assessment would be -- some kind of an
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assessment would probably be called for.

But, again, for that to occur, you have to

have some, you know, something that is

substantial to call for the -- to have a person

go to an assessment, particularly if he is

unwilling to.

And if what you have boils down to I said,

you said, then it may be difficult.

Cardinal Law, one of the reasons you’d want an

assessment is because you’ve got reports from two

different people about improper behavior that

don’t, on the face of it, have any connection

with each other: A mental patient at Maclean

Hospital and a woman from Rochester, New York.

Doesn’t that really dictate that in spite of

a denial, that the matter has to be taken a step

further?

I’m not arguing the fact that -- I’m not arguing

the idea that an assessment would have been

appropriate. All I’m saying is that based on

allegations of this kind, if a person was

hesitant about going to the assessment, hanging

it on letters is not the easiest thing in the

world.
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What about talking to Mrs. Higgs and seeing if

you could get a copy of the tape? No down side

to that, Cardinal Law, correct?

That’s correct.

And I’m not sure that that wasn’t done. I

don’t know that.

Should have been done?

I don’t know that.

Should have been done; is that correct?

I think it would have been a more appropriate way

to investigate it, if it were not done, yes.

Okay. Now, certainly, putting aside the issue of

an assessment -- and I understand the priest has

to agree to the assessment -- and Father Shanley

did ultimately agree to an assessment; is that

correct?

He did.

And apart from the assessment, there are ways to

determine what really happened if the priest

refuses the assessment, such as looking at the

files -~ which we’ve already seen what would have

been found if one looked at the files.

You’re familiar with the documents that I’m

talking about?
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In the first case, it’s -- in the second

case, rather, the first that you put before me

today, it’s a matter of alleging that a person

thought that he was, as he puts it, that he was

coming on to him. Tremendous sexual energy in

the room.

But in both of these cases, as terrible as

the allegations are and as disturbing as the

thoughts put into Father Shanley are, in both of

these cases, what you have is someone claiming

what it is that somebody else said. You don’t

have in these cases, in either the Higgs letter

or this previous memo, an allegation of overt

sexual abuse.

Now, having said that, was there enough

here, even with two denials on the part of the

person being accused of what he had said, was

there enough here to warrant investigating this

further, including assessment? ~ would say,

looking at this, yes, there would be.

How about file review?

Well, certainly. That would be included. But I

would even take it beyond file review. I would

say that assessment would be -- some kind of an
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felt that he could not, in conscious and

integrity to himself, in any way imply that he

was in agreement with that new oath.

And I met with him several times over this

issue because my concern was that if he couldn’t

take the new oath, then what about the oath he

did take? Because that was binding and important

in terms of his teaching.

But in the end, he had two reasons that

pressed his need to back away from the parish.

One was his difficulty with the oath. The other

was some health problems.

" And so since he was in -- he couldn’t

reconcile himself to the new oath and he did have

the health problems, then I suggested that maybe

the best thing for him to do was just deal with

those health problems.

Out in California?

Well, I didn’t say out in California. I think

that was -- I was dealing with him in relieving

him of responsibility as pastor. It was his

desire and hope to go to California.

Father Paul Shanley did not --

Because of climate and otherwise.
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general way and very often specific ways, in

order to handle the volume of correspondence that

a person holding Father -- Monsignor Helmick’s

position would indeed be able to say, as he does

here, "His Eminence Cardinal Law has asked me to

respond to your letter of July 10."

There was an implicit request, as far as my

understanding is concerned, and that’s why I’ve

indicated that in regard to this letter.

I cannot respond or comment on what

Monsignor Itelmick said in deposition.

Okay. So you have Exhibit 65, this complaint

that you just testified about sets forth serious

allegations that comes in, an offer to meet,

diocesan priests involved in, as he described it,

sexual misuse.

You would agree with me that Father

Helmick’s response to that does not reflect any

invitation to set up a meeting. You would agree

with me about that, Cardinal Law?

I would not want to agree -- you didn’t imply

this, but I want to make it clear that the letter

itself does not say that these are priests of the

Archdiocese of Boston.
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It doesn’t make the charge any less

egregious, but I just, as a matter of record, it

does not say that.

Doesn’t use the word -- go ahead.

And to infer that, I think, there would be no

reason to infer that from this letter.

How would you know either way, Cardinal Law,

whether it was referring to priests of the

Archdiocese of Boston or priests of other

dioceses? Wouldn’t you want to know whether it

was a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston?

MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form.

You may answer.

You asked two questions there. First is: How

would you know? And that’s exactly the point I’m

making, that you wouldn’t know.

And the second question is: Wouldn’t you

want to know? Of course I would want to know.

But the letter itself does not imply or does not

suggest that these are priests of the Archdiocese

of Boston.

It says either way. I mean, you don’t know

either way, Cardinal Law?

But one would want to follow-up with the person,
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Now, excuse me.

Go ahead, Cardinal.

If I may finish.

Continue. Absolutely.

What was in the mind of Father Helmick in seeing

this letter and in understanding what was or was

not alleged, I don’t know. You know, I can’t

answer that.

But I have no recollection of seeing this

letter or entering into a discussion. And I

would find it very strange ifI were not to have

asked either Father Banks or Father MeCormack to

pursue this with a discussion.

Okay. Cardinal Law, any downside, as you sit

here today, that was in effect in 1986 that would

have prevented Father Helmick, you or anybody

else that received this complaint, this letter,

Exhibit 65, from just picking up the phone and

talking to the person who had written the letter

and had put down his telephone number in the

upper right-hand corner of the document? Any

downside to that in 1986?

MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form.

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form.
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MR. CRAWFORD: You may answer.

Any downside? The question implies that this --

the possibility of calling this person up and

entering into contact had to be weighed, and then

if it were viewed to be the fight thing to do,

then we’d go ahead and contact the person.

I think what I’ve tried to say is not only

do I think that there was no downside to it, but

I think that there was simply an appropriate and

reasonable response to be in contact with this

person and to see what are -- what is the

substance of what this person is saying in that

final paragraph.

Cardinal Law, in 1986, you did review certain

correspondence that was sent to you by

individuals, third parties from the outside; is

that correct?

I did.

And did you have any understanding with your

personal secretary as to what types of

communications you should see and not see?

Is the implication of the question, was there an

effort to shield me from certain kinds of

correspondence?
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There’s no implication whatsoever, Cardinal Law.

Absolutely not. I’m asking you whether or not --

what the protocol was for you seeing certain

communications and not seeing other

communications.

I’m not suggesting in any way that there was

an effort to insulate you from letters concerning

sexual abuse. I’m asking what the protocol was.

The protocol -- you could test this with my

secretaries to date and see if it isn’t still in

place.

We did with Father Helmick two days ago.

But the Wotocol is a protocol of trust in the

judgment of those assisting me with

correspondence to be sure that matters are

handled expeditiously, are handled by the

appropriate persons. And that sometimes may be

that a secretary can respond personally. Doesn’t

happen t~o often. It more ~ften would be that a

letter would be sent to a cabinet secretary or

later the delegate for the handling of this kind

of case, if that had been in place at the time.

Then there are some letters which come to me

directly.
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Important letters?

Well, I would say that they’re all important.

But there are different ways of handling them.

If someone is responsible, for example, to

handle educational matters for me, it’s going to

be much more helpful for me to have that letter

sent to the Secretary for Education. That person

is going to be more directly knowledgeable, au

courant, on that subject, and --

Sorry?

-- is going to be able then to draft --

Au courant?

Yes.

I’m sorry. I understand. Going back to --

So you know, it might be good if one person could

stay on top of everything that comes across my

desk, but I’m not the person able to do that.

That’s why I think we said in one of the

first depositions, the very organization of the

Archdiocese was an effort to ensure that I’d be

able to handle things expeditiously and that they

not get caught on my desk.

But -- go ahead.

As each day, I have a -- there’s -- I have two
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folders for the mail that I get every day. And

then there’s one is red and one is blue. The red

folder is correspondence that is viewed to be

something that I probably am going to want to

respond to. The blue is informational or maybe

something, someone acknowledging something I

sent. Likely something that doesn’t call for a

response.

If I receive personal and confidential

letters, they’re in that file to me. I open

those letters.

But that mail, before it comes to that

point, has been gone through, and that mail that

is not marked personal and confidential is

opened, it’s looked at, and if it’s matter that

pertains to education, if it’s matter that

pertains to social services, if it’s matter that

pertains to some financial question, it’s sent to

the appropriate person to look at.

If those persons have the ability to

respond --

Go ahead. I’m sorry. I’m listening.

Is it all right?

Yes.
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If those people have the ability to respond and

it’s appropriate, then they do. Otherwise, a

draft of a letter would be sent for me for my

signature.

Okay. Cardinal Law, you testified about the red

folder as containing some things that you would

probably want to respond to.

Do you recall that testimony?

Yes.

And that was the system of red folder, blue

folder was the system in effect in 1986; is that

correct?

I don’t know when that system went into effect,

but I think it’s probably -- some variant of that

was in place where I would -o because, obviously,

I would need to receive each day the mail that I

needed to be attentive to.

Right.

And it was put -- at some point it was segregated

into things that probably don’t need a response

but you want to look at and then those things

that do need a response.

Right. So just so I understand, we’re focusing

on 1986. Was every piece of mail that was sent
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to you contained either in the blue folder or the

red folder?

No, no. I hope I didn’t imply that because

that’s not what I meant to.

No, you didn’t. I wanted to clarify. And you

receive a great volume of mail; is that correct?

Yes.

And you did in 1986 receive a great volume of

mail, correct?

Right.

It’s impossible for you to respond to every piece

of mail that you get; is that correct?

(Witness nods head.)

Would have been impossible in 1986 to respond to

every piece of correspondence that you received;

is that correct?

I’m hopeful that every piece of correspondence is

responded to, but I’ve indicated the manner in

which it is responded to. I have people working

with me in whom I have confidence, and they

assist me in specific areas and they help me with

the correspondence related to that area.

So who made the decision in 1986 as to what gets

into the red folder? Who would that person be?
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The persons usually handling the mail and, again,

I think I’ve indicated this before, would be the

priest secretary -- I say "usually," because

sometimes they’re not available to do that and

the mail can’t wait three days or four days --

and my administrative assistant.

They make the decisions; is that correct?

That’s correct.

And they have an understanding as to what goes

into the red folder, what you have to see

personally; is that correct?

That’s correct.

And certainly, you would put in that red folder,

communications from the Holy See, for example,

would go into the red folder or be brought to

your attention some other way; is that correct?

It could be. It may be something quite

routine --

Sure.

-- and need not go into the red folder.

Certainly, as you’ve testified earlier, it was

not routine to receive complaints about

Archdiocesan priests from 1984 to 1989; correct?

That’s correct.
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And you would agree with me that from 1984 to

1989, there was no greater priority than ensuring

children were protected in Archdiocesan programs?

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of

the question.

Correct?

Certainly with regard to the handling of sexual

abuse cases, the priority is the protection of

children. There are other priorities in the

mission of the Church.

Well, I’m talking about -- and we’ve been over

this a number of times -- whether the sexual

abuse of children, its p~evention, was a top

priority for you in the period from 1984 to 1989?

In the handling of such cases, absolutely. But

it’s not the only priority. And for me to say

that would -- because it wasn’t the dominant

problem facing us.

So you would agree with me that a letter such as

Exhibit 65 was not a routine type of letter that

was received by you at your residence; is that

correct?

Absolutely.

And would your secretaries and Father Helmick
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have some general understanding of the pieces of

correspondence that you would want to see and

need to know about?

MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form.

You can answer.

Would you repeat that question again.

Sure. What I’m trying to do, Cardinal Law, is to

get an understanding of what actually, what types

of correspondence came to your attention as

opposed to those that did not come personally to

your attention.

Do you understand what I’m asking?

Yes.

Okay.

This letter --

Exhibit 65.9

Exhibit 65, in my understanding, could have very

appropriately been sent either to -- in ’86, I

think Father McCormack would have been there as

Secretary for Personnel, not yet named Delegate.

I don’t think we segregated out that role yet.

But he functioned in that way. So that this

letter could very appropriately and perhaps more

appropriately have been sent to Father McCormack.
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Well, there’s no indication from the files that

we’ve received that it was sent to Father

McCormack or that Father McCormack followed up on

this. The only thing we have from your files is

the response from Father Helmick.

So my question is, to you, Cardinal, can you

state with absolute certainty that you did not

see Exhibit 65? Can you state that with absolute

certainty?

MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form.

You can answer.

I have stated, when you put this letter before

me, that I have no recollection of having seen

this letter before and I state that again.

I’m asking you also, in responding to that, to

look at Exhibit 66 and accept my representation

that Father Helmick testified in this room two

days ago that he would have spoken to you about

this letter because he was not authorized to

state that he had spoken to you or met with you

about a particular piece of correspondence unless

he actually had done that.

In light of all that, Cardinal Law, can you

state unequivocally that you did not see Exhibit
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65?

MR. CRAWFORD: I believe he already

stated. Asked and answered.

MR. ROGERS: Asked and answered.

Objection.

MR. MacLEISH: Let the record --

I have answered the question that you put before

me with regard to Exhibit 65 as best I can.

Okay. No recollection?

I have no recollection.

But if Father Helmick has a recollection of

meeting with you about that letter, you would not

be in a position to contradict him; is that

correct?

MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form.

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of

the question.

MR. MacLEISH: Okay.

Monsignor Helmick, as I trust everyone that is

deposed before you, is going to speak the truth

as they know it, as they recall it. And he

certainly is an honor.able person. All I can tell

you is that I have no recollection of having ever

seen this letter before.
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Do you have a recollection, Cardinal Law -- go

ahead.

Nor do I have a recollection of, a fortiori, nor

do I have a recollection of having discussed the

letter with Monsignor Helmick.

Do you have a recollection -- we’ve been through

a number of letters already involving Father

Shanley and we’re going to go through with some

other priests.

Do you have a recollection between 1984 and

1989 of ever reading a letter making an

allegation that a priest had sexually molested a

child? This is in the ’84 to ’89 time period.

It’s difficult for me to answer the question

other than to say that I, as you have put the

question to me, I cannot say to you, oh, yes, I

got a letter on such and such a priest at such

and such a time. I don’t know that.

If you put the letter’before me, perhaps

that will awaken my memory and I can respond yes

or no.

We’ll go through those correspondence.

Exhibit No. 67 is a follow-up of Father

Helmick’s letter of August 19 in which it is
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addressed to you, Cardinal Law, and it says:

"I have received the letter which you asked

Reverend William Helmick, your secretary, to

write me in response to my letter of July I0."

And it says:

"I must state my deep concern regarding this

response. In Father Helmick’s letter, he wrote

’If there were to be an incident of such abuse by

a priest, you can be sure that the matter would

be taken most seriously with deep concern for the

victim, the people and the priest.’ A very

appropriate and responsible response on the

surface."

Do you see that, Cardinal Law?

Yes, I do.

Then goes on to state:

"Unfortunately, this response negates the

fact that I am aware of such incidents of abuse,

not only from this documentary, but my own

personal experience as a victim. As I reread

this statement, I can’t help but wonder on what

basis he is questioning the existence of my own

experience as a victim (as stated in my letter of

July 10). By not believing an honest and
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Banks, dated December 20, 1989.

(Law Exhibit No. 68, Letter from Banks,

12/20/89,. marked for identification.)

THE WITNESS: Is this for me?

MR. MacLEISH: Yes.

Have you read the letter, Cardinal Law?

I have.

Have you seen this letter before today?

I don’t recall seeing this letter.

Now, you do recall, though, that you met with

Paul Shanley on more than one occasion prior to

the time that he submitted his resignation. I

think we covered that in your last day.

Do you recall that?

We covered it at some point, yes, the issue of

the oath.

Right. And this was an oath that Paul Shanley

was not required to take. I think we established

that.

Well, that’s correct.

And we’ve also established -- and we’ll go

through that correspondence if necessary -- that

Paul Shanley was placed on sick leave in January

of 1990 after he left St. Jean’s.
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revealing statement by a victim, you are altering

your own perception of reality. In doing so, it

becomes much easier to believe you are responding

appropriately. I implore you to step forward

into a perception of reality and come to

understand and believe that such incidents do

occur. By adopting this frame of reference, you

can honestly answer whether or not you are

answering appropriately. Sincerely."

Do you see that?

I do.

Do you ever remember receiving that letter,

Cardinal Law?

I do not.

Do you know whether there was any response to

that letter?

I do not. I do not know.

But it is your testimony that Exhibit 65 would

have been the type of communication that would

have been followed up on and sent down, at that

time, to Father McCormack or Bishop Banks; is

that correct?

It would be the type of a letter that should have

been handled in that way, I think, yes.
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motives for agreeing to his accepting his

resignation. The underlying cause, as I pointed

out to you, was the fact that he had difficulty

with the new oath that pastors had to make. He

felt in conscious he couldn’t make it. And as I

tried to explain to him, the oath in its older

form really was not substantially different than

the new one, and he had taken that so I didn’t

see why he had a problem. But at any rate.

Secondly, he had health problems, health

problems, physical health problems, not

psychological, not emotional that I knew of at

that point. But he had physical problems and

that was what he wanted to deal with, to attend

to.

So you’re testifying now that there were no

emotional problems that were the reason for his

leave as you perceived it at the time?

That’s correct. As I perceived it at the time,

they were organic, physical problems, not

psychological problems.

Cardinal Law, when you have written about other

priests who’ve had allegations of sexual abuse,

have you not used the term "malaise," for
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On the second page, if you could turn to

that, Cardinal, it states as follows:

"The Cardinal thought a warm, dry climate

was the place for my allergies, but it turns out

the desert has a dust problem, and the dust is my

major allergy."

Do you see that?

I do.

Did you have, in fact, have any recollection of

telling Paul Shanley that?

I certainly have no recollection of suggesting

where he go.

Right.

But I do have a recollection of his indicating

that he had allergies that were troubling him and

that he was going to a warm, dry climate. And it

seemed to me that that might help him in his

allergies and I hoped it would.

So would it be accurate to say you have some

general recollection of discussing a warm, dry

climate with Paul Shanley with respect to his

allergies?

I have no question -- I have no reason to

question what he is saying here.
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somehow connected to -- the physiogony and the

psychology were linked. I may be wrong on that.

But no expert told you that?

But that was my -- a medical note here would have

told me that.

All right. Okay.

I take it you spoke, before Exhibit No. 108

went out, with, as I understand it, with Cardinal

O’Connor, and the decision was made not to go

forward with Paul Shanley as director of Leo

House.

That’s correct, that’s correct.

Did you ever have occasion, during the course of

your 20 years in the Archdiocese of Boston, to

speak with another Cardinal concerning the

assignment of a priest in any particular area?

MR. TODD: Objection.

I guess -- let me put it more simply, Cardinal.

In 1997, you and Cardinal O’Connor had two

of the largest dioceses in the United States; is

that correct?

That’s correct.

My question is:

Can you recall any other situation involving
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a priest accused of sexual misconduct where you

and someone at the level of Cardinal O’Connor are

discussing the future of that priest?

Father -- well, first of all, you have to

understand that Cardinal O’Connor was probably my

best friend.

I know.

And we were in contact a lot of time.

Ever about a priest?

Well, there was never another occasion to be in

contact with him with a priest.

Right.

But as a matter of fact, this issue was an issue

which was before him, and it seemed to me a

normal thing for me just to talk to him about

this.

So when you pick up the phone, you decided that

Paul -- and spoke to Cardinal O’Connor -- you

¯ ’ decided thatl cbllectively, that Cardinal

O’Connor was not going to go along with Paul

Shanley being named director of Leo House?

The decision was that this would not be the thing

to do.

And part of the concern was negative publicity;
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Father James J. McCarthy
9/25/2002

Page 106

So you took the pastor’s oath, let’s call it
that, when you became pastor; is that right?
That’s correct.
But you’re not aware of any policy in effect in

1989 which required existing pastors to take new
oaths, correct?.
I’m not.

(McCarthy Exhibit No. 7, Memo to Ryan
from McCarthy, 12/11/89, marked for
identification.)

Showing you Exhibit No. 7. Do you recognize that
as a memorandum that you sent to Father Ryan in
December of 1989 concerning Paul Shanley?
Yes.
And that’s your initials at the bottom; is that

correct?
Correct.
And, unfortunately, we don’t have the attachment

so I can’t provide it to you.
In thxs communication, you state that His

Eminence had accepted Father Shanley’s request to
resign as the pastor of St. John’s.
Yes.
"This was done after rather extensive

conversation."
Do you see that7

Yes.

Page 107

Who told you that Father Shanley had agreed to
resign after rather extensive conversation?
I don’t recall.
Well, you had regular meetings with Cardinal Law;

is that correct?                . .
Uh-huh.
You have to say yes.
Yes.
You were having regular meetings with Cardinal

Page 108

1 A It’s possible.
2 Q You then go on to state:
3 "My understanding is that Father Shanley
4 will be in the unassigned group after January 22,
5 19907’
6 What does the "unassigned group" mean or
7 what did it mean in 1990?
8 A That would have been priests that, you know, in
9 this kind of a situation. It could also have

10 been priests that had their assignment ended and
1 l were not yet reassigned.
12 Q What do you mean, "this type of situation"? What
13 do you mean by that?
14 A Well, he was moving away, according to my
15 understanding of this. He had resigned and so he
16 was unassigned.
17 Q You understood that this was nora voluntary
18 situation with Father Shanley; that he had been
19 asked to resign --
20,A Yes.
21 Q -- by the Cardinal?
22 A I don’t know that.
23 Q Do you have an understanding as to the reasons
24 why he was asked to resign?

Page 109

1 A No, I was not aware of those.
2 Q He was not a physically-sick individual at that
3 time; is that correct?
4 A I don’t know that.
5 Q Did anyone tell you that he was a physically-sick
6 individual?
7 A No.
’8 Q So you then go on to.state that -- make’a request
9 of Father Ryan for some counsel on additional.

10 money.
11 Do you see that?
12 A Uh-huh.

Law in 1989; is that correct?
Yes.
How frequently were the meetings?
Perhaps weekly.
Perhaps weekly?
Uh-huh.
Is it fair to state then that the most likely

source of this information was Cardinal Law?
MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.

No, not necessarily.
Okay. Could have been Bishop Banks; is that

correct?

13 Q What typically would happen in 1990 when a priest
14 was put in the unassigned category and not doing
15 any ministry in the Archdiocese, in terms of
16 financial remuneration? What would typically
17 happen?
18 A It would be -- he would get -- I’m trying to
19 remember now.
20 He would get the remuneration, I believe, as
21 if he were still assigned.
22 Q But Father Shanley was asking for additional
23 money here.
24 Do you see that?

28 (Pages 106 to 1091
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Correct.
$650 per month for room and $200 per month for

board, for monthly total remuneration of $1,690.
He also wanted $400 to help with his airfare.

Do you see that?
Yes.
So he was asking for additional money not

typically given to priests who were on unassigned
status; is that correct?
That’s true.
In your years of working at the Clergy Personnel

Office, how frequently had you seen memos like
this where the Cardinal is asking for counsel on
whether a priest should be given additional funds

Page 112

1 "Priest No.’D-9’ is the only case of which I
2 am aware that might be a precedent."
3 Do you see that?
4 A Yes.
5 Q "Cf: Today’s agenda request in light of that

¯ 6 severely ill priest."
7 Do you see that?
8 A Yes.
9 Q At least to Monsignor Ryan, the only precedent

10 for giving additional monies was this one
11 situation.
12 Do you see that?
13 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
14 A Iseethat.

who is on an unassigned category?
MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.

A Infrequently.
Q Ever?
A Yes.
Q Which situation? Which priest?
A I don’t recall specific priests now.
Q

15 Q You would agree with me that giving additional
16 money for Father Paul Shanley was a situation
17 that did not come up frequently. I think you
18 already said it was unusual.
19 A Yes.
20 Q What does D-9 mean? Is that a name of a priest
21 or what is that code?

Okay. But you would agree with me that a request
such as this one concerning additional monies for
someone who was an unassigned status is an

Page 1tl

1 unusual one; is that correct?
2 A Yes.
3 Q And you know that this request was granted from
4 the Clergy Trust Fund; is that correct?
5 A I don’t know that.
6 Q Okay. So you were asking for Father Ryan’s view
7 on whether this additional money should be paid;
8 is that correct?
9 A Correct.

10 Q Did you ever inquire as to why Paul Shanley was
11 leaving to go out to California?
12 A No.
13 (McCarthy Exhibit No. 8, Memo to Clergy
14 Fund Advisory Committee from Ryan,
15 12/13/89, marked for identification.)
16 Q You’ll see Exhibit No. 8, which is a memorandum
17 to the Clergy Fund Advisory Committee.
18 A Uh-huh.
19 Q Do you see that? It says:
20 "Attached memorandum of.lames J. McCarthy."
21 Do you see that? It says that in the first
22 sentence?
23 A Yes.
24 Q It says:

22 A I don’t know.
23 Q Did you ever use codes like that for particular
24 priests?

Page 113

1 A No. Our office never used codes for particular
2 priests.
3 Q Do you have any idea why Monsignor Frederick Ryax
4 or Reverend Frederick Ryan would use a code to
5 describe a priest, except for confidentiality
6 reasons?
7 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
8 A Possibly.’
9 Q Were you aware in 1989 that priests who were
10 accused of sexual misconduct, had been accused of
11 sexual misconduct, were being sent to places
12 outside of Massachusetts?
13 MR. O’CONNOR: Sorry. Prior to when,
14 Eric?
15 Q Were you aware that priests who had accusations
16 of sexual misconduct against them were being
17 assigned to other dioceses outside of
18 Massachusetts?
19 A No.
20 Q Do you know a Father Eugene O’Sullivan?
21 A Yes.
22Q You remember that he pied guilty in 1984 to rape
23 charges; is that correct?
24A I don’t remember that.
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where someone was on sick leave and not actually
sick, are you?
No.
Certainly, when one was on sick leave, one would

not be capable of performing any parish-type work
or ministry; is that correct?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
It would depend upon the sickness.
I thought that when you were on sick leave that

your compensation changed and you received $600 a
month as opposed to your usual stipend, which, as
I understand it back in 1990, was slightly over a
thousand dollars. Am I correct?
Yes.
Let me ask it this way.

Was it typical, Father, during the 18 years
that you were working in the Office of the Clergy
Personnel, for someone to be on sick leave,
located in another state, and working in parish
ministry at an out-of-state parish?
Not typical.
Well, apart from Paul Shanley, can you recall one

other situation where a priest was on sick leave,
living out of state and working doing parish

ministry at an out-of-state parish?
A I can’t recall.
Q Anybody apart from Paul Shanley?
A I can’t recall anyone else.
Q Do you have any explanation for why there was

Page 160

1 the world since we are safe, central and cheap.
2 Tell any of the gents that Boston priests are
3 treated here as VIPs."
4 Do you see that was received in the Office
5 of Clergy Personnel?
6 A Yes.
7 Q Did you know by the 1990s complaints were comin
8 into the Archdiocese about Paul Shanley engaging
9 in sexual misconduct with minors? Did anyone
10 ever tell you that?
11 A No.
12 Q Was it typical for priests who had been on sick
13 leave to convert their status into senior
14 priest/retirement status?
15 A Yes.
16 Q And here Paul Shanley tells you that he’s running
17 a place called Leo House.
18 Do you see that?
19 A Uh-huh.
20 Q You have to say yes.
21 A Yes.
22 Q Did you undertake any inquiry to determine how
23 this man who was once on sick leave was now able
24 to run a place called Leo House?

Page 159

1 A No.

Page 161

2
3
4
5

Q This letter states that Paul Shanley would keep a
bed warm for you and a light in the window. He
addresses you as "Dear Jim."

Do you see that?

1
2
3
4
5
6 this unusual treatment with Paul Shanley?
7 A No.
8 MR. MacLEISH: Next one, please.
9 (McCarthy Exhibit No. 17, Letter to

10 McCarthy from Shanley, 3/3/96,
11 marked for identification.)
12 (Pause.)
13 MR. O’CONNOR: Father.
14 Q You’ve finished reading Exhibit No. 17?
15 A Yes.
16 Q This is a letter that was sent to you by Father
17 Paul Shanley, March 3, 1996.
18 "Dear Jim: The Cardinal has asked me to
19 notify you that he has granted my request for
20 senior priest/retirement status."
21 Then it says:
22 "I’m here at NYC helping to run Leo House
23 and will keep a bed warm for you and a light in
24 the window. We get lots of priests from all over

6 A

8
9

10
11
12 A
13 Q
14
15 A
16
17 Q
18
19
20
21
22
23 A
24 Q

Yes.
This suggests that the very least you are

acquaintances. Seems to be a fairly warm,
somewhat personal letter, although official
business.

Were you an acquaintance with Paul Shanley?
No, no. I knew Paul.
You knew Paul. But you hadn’t seen him since

he’d left Boston; is that correct?
No, no.

(Recess.)
You would agree with me, would you not, Father,

that from the standpoint of Father Shan!ey°s
change of status, as we’ve gone through this
deposition, that this was an unusual case? Would
you agree with me?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
Yes.
You would also agree with me that in terms of the "
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1 remuneration that was given to Father Paul
2 Shanley for sick leave status, it was an unusual
3 amount, correct?
4 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
5 A Yes.
6 Q You don’t have any, as you sit here today, any
7 explanation as to why those statuses changed so
8 much or why Father Paul Shanley was treated
9 financially in a better way than other priests
10 who were on sick leave, do you?
11 A No.
12 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
13 Q You would agree with me that the protocol that
14 was in effect during the entire time that you
15 were at the Office of Clergy Personnel was that
16 before people were made pastors, there was a
17 review of the confidential file; is that correct?
18 A Yes.
19 Q You knew that the confidential file contained
20 information that could include sexual misconduct
21 by a priest; is that correct?
22 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
23 A I did not know that.
24 Q You knew that it pertained to matters of scandal;
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1 is that correct?
2 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
3 A Not specifically.
4 Q What did you think was in the confidential file,
5 Father?
6 A I did not know.
7 Q You knew it was something that you couldn’t see;
8 is that right?
9 A Yes.

10 Q You knew that this was this added layer of review
11 where someone, whether it was Bishop Daily,
12 Bishop Banks or Bishop Hughes, would review the
13 file before the final slate was presented to the
14 Cardinal, correct?
15 A Yes.
16 Q You had some inkling that, did you not, that
17 there could be information in the confidential
18 file which would be such that someone who would
19 ordinarily be considered appropriate to be a
20 pastor could not be considered to be appropriate
21 for a pastor?
22 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
23 A Yes.
24 Q You have now seen the complaints that were in the

1
2
3
4 A
5 Q
6
7
8 A
9 Q

I0
11
12
13 A
14 Q
15
16
17
18
19
20 A
21 Q
22
23
24

Page 164

records produced to us on April 5 of this year
about Father Paul Shanley. You’ve seen the press
accounts of those; is that correct?
Some.

And you know that some of them predated the time
that Cardinal Law appointed Paul Shanley to his
position of pastor at St. Jean’s, correct?
Yes.
You have no explanation, as I understand it, as

to how Paul Shanley was appointed with these
documents being in the file; is that correct?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
I do not.
Do you believe, as you sit here today, that the

Archdiocese did everything that it possibly could
to ensure when Paul Shanley was made pastor in
1984, the children at St. Jean’s Parish were
protected?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
Yes.
You think the Archdiocese did everything that was

possible to protect the children at St. Jean’s
Parish back in 1984?

MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.

Page 165

1 A I have no knowledge.
2 Q Well--
3 A I have no knowledge.
4 Q You knew that were there were prior complaints.
5 You know now that there were prior complaints?
6 A Iknownow.
7 Q Can you think of any reason why that information
8 was not as accessible today as it was back in
9 1984?

10 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
11 MR. MacLEISH: Sorry. I put that the
12 wrong way.
13 Q Can you think of any reason why that information
14 was not as accessible in 1984 as it was when
15 Father Higgins retrieved it after a three-hour
16 file search this year?
17 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
18 A I have no way of knowing that.
19Q Well, with the knowledge that you do have about
20 what Father Paul Shanley is alleged to have done
21 and is alleged to have said and his alleged
22 affiliation with the NAMBLA group, all of which
23 predated the Cardinal’s appointment of him in
24 1984 and was contained in records of the
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13 A

14

15

16

17 Q

18 A

19 Q

20 A

21

22

23

24 Q

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

MR. ROGERS: What was the last

question?

MR. MacLEISH: Did you know Dale

LaGace?

During the 1970s, Father Shanley, did you have

occasion to meet any young people as they were

arriving by bus at the bus stations in Boston and

then taking them to an apartment shared with

Mr. LaGace, where you had sexual contact with

them? These would be minors.

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know a Father Daniel Graham?

Who?

Father Daniel’ Graham.                    ’

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you and Father Graham have sexual contacts

Shanley, Paul 12/9/02 Page 9
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1
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5
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7

8A

9

10

II

12 Q

13

14

15 A

16

17

18

19 Q

20 A

21

22

23

24 Q

together of a young man during the 1970s?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment fights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you own at any point or lease at any point a

cabin in the Blue Hills in Canton, Massachusetts?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment fights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you take any minors to that cabin, Father

Shanley, in the Blue Hills, and have sexual

contact with them at the cabin?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know a.Father Berhard Lane?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment fights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever have sexual contact with a minor at

Shanley, Paul 12/9/02 Page 10
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1
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6

7

8Q
9

10

11

12

13 A

14

15

16

17 Q

18

19

20 A

21

22

23

24 Q

the cabin in the Blue Hills at the same time when

Father Lane was also having sexual contact with a

minor at the same time?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Father Shanley, when you were at St. Francis in

Braintree or St. Patrick’s in Stoneham, did you

ever digitally or otherwise penetrate a minor

under the age of 16 at the rectory at either St.

Patrick’s or St. Francis of Assisi?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Were you ever assigned to St. Jean’s Parish in

Newton, Massachusetts, Father Shanley, in or

about 1980?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

In or about 1979, did you attend a conference

Shanley, Paul 12/9/02 Page 11
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9

10 A

11

12

13

14 Q

15

16

17 A

18

19

20

21 Q

22

23

24 A

love with the defendant in this case, John

McCormack, Father John McCormack?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Have you ever, Father Shanley, spoken directly

with Cardinal Law concerning your views on

man-boy love?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you serve for any period of time at Maclean

Hospital in Belmont, Massachusetts, as the

chaplain of Maclean Hospital?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you discuss sado-masochistic activities with

a patient at the Maclean Hospital when you were

the chaplain there?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

Shanley, Paul 12/9/02 Page 14
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1
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7A

8

9

10

llQ

12 A

13

14

15

16 Q

17

18

19

20

21

22 A

23

24

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you speak with Bishop Banks about the

conversation concerning sado-masochistic activity

that you had with a patient at Maclean Hospital?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Father Shanley, do you know a Gregory Ford?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever have any sexual contact of any kind

with Gregory Ford from the time that he first

entered CCD class when he was six or seven years

old up until the time that he turned twelve years

of age, any time, any point during that time, did

you have any sexual contact with him?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

Shanley, Paul 1219102 Page 15
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1

2Q
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11

12

13 A

14

15

16

17 Q

18

19

2o

21A

22

23

24

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

At any point in time, Father Shanley, did you

ever fondle or touch the genitals of Gregory

Ford?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

At any time, Father Shanley, did you insert your

finger into Gregory Ford’s anus when he was

between the ages of six and twelve, at any point

during that time?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever place Gregory Ford’s penis in your

mouth at any time during the period when Gregory

Ford was six years old up until the period he was

twelve years old?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Shanley, Paul 1219/02 Page 16
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2O

21A

22

23

24

Did you ever attempt to put your penis into

Gregory Ford’s mouth during any period of time

when Gregory Ford was between the age of six and

twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you remember the names of anyone who worked

with you when you were the pastor at St. Jean’s,

starting in 1983? When I say "anyone," I mean

any priest.

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

THE WITNESS: I’m sorry. What did you

say?

MR. ROGERS: Objection. You can

answer.

THE WITNESS: I didn’t hear what you

said.

MR. MONDANO: He said "Objection."

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.
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8

9

10
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12

13

14

15

16

17 Q

18 A

19

20

21

22 Q

23

24

were pretty clear.

MR. MacLEISH: I’m not stipulating to

it for this deposition. I am stipulating to the

six cases that we have in Newton, that this

witness is being deposed in all of these cases.

But I’m not stipulating beyond the six cases from

St. Jean’s.

MR. ROGERS: You’re changing the

position you took in other depositions.

MR. MacLEISH: No, I’m not changing at

all. That’s what I’m stipulating to in this

deposition.

MR. ROGERS: Any other positions you

want to change, let me know.

MR. MacLEISH: I will and that’s

unnecessary.

Father Shanley, do you know Paul Busa?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

qu~sl:ion in reliance on my Fifth Amendment riglits

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever have any sexual contact with Paul

Busa while you were a priest at St. Jean’s in

Newton and he was a child between the ages of six

Shanley, Paul 1219/02 Page 20
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17

18

19

20 Q

21

22

23

24 A

and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever insert your finger into Paul Busa’s

anus, Father Shanley?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever insert your penis into Paul Busa’s

anus when you were a parish.priest at St. Jean’s

and he was a child between the ages of six and

twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts De(laration of Rigfits.

Did you ever touch or fondle Paul Busa’s

genitalia when you were a priest at St. Jean’s

Parish in Newton, Massachusetts, and Paul Busa

was between the ages of six and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

Shanley, Paul 1219/02 Page 21
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22
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24 A

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Father Shanley, did you ever place your mouth

over Paul Busa’s genitalia when you were a parish

priest at St. Jean’s Parish in Newton,

Massachusetts, and Mr. Busa was between the ages

of six and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you, Father Shanley, ever attempt to insert

your penis into Paul Busa’s mouth when you were a

priest at St. Jean’s in Newton and Mr. Busa was

between the ages of six and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know a Mr. Anthony Driscoll, who was a

member, as a child, of the St. Jean’s Parish in

Newton, Massachusetts?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

Shanley, Paul 12/9102 Page 22
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22 Q

23

24

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you, Father Shanley, have any sexual contact

whatsoever with Anthony Driscoll when you were a

parish priest in Newton, Massachusetts, and

Mr. Driscoll was between the ages of six and

twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment fights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you, Father Shanley, ever insert your finger

into Mr. Driscoll’s anus when you were a parish

priest at St. Jean’s Parish in Newton, Mass., and

Mr. Driscoll was between the ages of six and

twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever, Father Shanley, insert your penis

into Mr. Dfiscoll’s anus when you were the pastor

or parish priest at St. Jean’s in Newton and

Shanley, Paul 12/9/02 Page 23
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24 Q

Mr. Driscoll was between the ages of six and

twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever fondle Mr. Driscoll’s genitalia in

any way, Father Shanley, when you were a parish

priest at St. Jean’s Parish in Newton,

Massachusetts, and Mr. Driscoll was between the

ages of six and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever insert Mr. Driscoll’s penis into

your mouth when you were a parish priest and

Mr. Driscoll was between the ages of six and

twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever attempt to insert your penis into
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24 Q

Mr. Driscoll’s mouth when Mr. Driscoll was

between the ages of six and twelve and you were a

parish priest at St. Jean’s in Newton,

Massachusetts?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know a~

Who?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever have sexual contact of any kind with

~when he between thewas ages

of six and twelve and you were working as a

priest at St. Jean’s in Newton, Massachusetts?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever insert your finger into
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15
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17
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21

22

23

24

anus when you were a parish priest

in Newton, Massachusetts, a

child between the ages of six and twelve?

TIlE WITNESS: I can’t just say same

answer?

MR. MONDANO: Keep going through it.

MR. MacLEISH: No.

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 df the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever insert your penis into

anus when you were working as a parish priest in

Newton, Massachusetts,

child between the ages of six and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of th~ Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever touch or fondle

genitalia when you were a parish priest at St.

Jean’s Parish in Newton, Massachusetts, and

I was a child between the age of six

and twelve?
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On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

MR. MacLEISH: Could you read back the

question, please.

(Question read.)

Did you ever insert or attempt to insert

~ penis into mouth, Fatheryour

Shanley, when you were a priest at St. Jean’s

Parish and ’was a child between the

ages of six and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever attempt to or actually insert your

penis into mouth when you were a

parish priest in Newton, Massachusetts, and

a child between the ages of six

and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article
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7

8

9Q

I0

11

12

13 A

14

15

16

17 Q

18

19

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know

Who?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

t 2 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you e,~er insert your finger into~ll~;

anus while you were a priest at St. Jean’s in

Newton, Massachusetts, and~ was a child

between the ages of eight and twelve?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

I’m sorry. Let me attempt to rephrase the

timing.

Did you ever have any sexual contactwith

20 ~o ~~l~when he was between the ages often

21

22 A

23

24

and fourteen?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article
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12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

And again, between the ages often and fourteen,

between the ages of ten and

fourteen, did you ever attempt or actually

succeed in inserting your

anus?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

between the ages of ten and

fourteen, did you ever attempt to insert your. o ~

penis !anus? , ~" ’

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever touch or fondle in any way

the ages of ten and fourteen and you were a

parish priest in Newton, Massachusetts?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article
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21

22

23 Q

24

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever attempt to place~ penis

into yo.ur mouth, Father Shanley, when you were a

parish priest an~ was between the ages

of ten and fourteen?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

ages often and

fourteen, did you ever attempt, Father Shanley,

while serving as a parish priest, to put your

penis into mouth?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know an individual named Andrew Magni?

On the advice of counsel, I declin~ to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did Mr. Magni come to the rectory at some point

during January, February, March or April of 1980
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when it was snowing outside?

On the advice of counsel, I decl~ge to ans,w, er the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you call Mr. Magni’s parents and suggest in

or about January, February, March or April of

1980, that Mr. Magni should stay over at the

rectory?

On the advice o.f counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

And do you remember Mr. Magni staying over at the

rectory at some point during the months of

January, February, March or April of 1980?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you recall, Father Shanley, that you hid

Mr. Magni’s clothes and told Mr. Magni that he

would have to sleep naked in a bed in your room

at the rectory of St. Jean’s Parish at one point
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during the months of January, February, March or

April of 1980?

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

MR. MacLEISH: Go ahead. You can

answer the question.

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

At some point during the night when Mr. Magni was

staying in your room at the rectory, did you

force your penis, over Mr. Magni’s objections,

into his anus while Mr. Magni was sleeping in

your bed in the rectory at St. Jean’s?

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you remember Mr. Magni trying to remove you

from the position that you were, namely, lying on

top of him, with his face -- let me withdraw that

question.

Do you remember Mr. Magni attempting to
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23 Q

24

Ms. Gauvreau’s residence and drive him back to

that facility in central Massachusetts from which

he had eloped?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Father Shanley, did you attempt or actually touch

the young man that you had picked up at

Ms. Gauvreau’s residence in the area of his

genitalia?

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you recall whether this young man escaped from

the car and you returned to the rectory?

On the advice’ of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you recall whether Ms. Gauvreau subsequently

called you by telephone to ask what had happened
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and you admitted what you had touched this young

man in the genitalia, to Ms. Gauvreau?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Now, after Ms. Gauvreau had this conversation

with you, do you recall anyone from the

Archdiocese of Boston contacting you to inquire

whether or not you had in fact touched this young

man in the genitalia while you were driving in a

car with him?

On the advice of cotmsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Father Shanley, do you remember anyone who was in

a position superior to yours in the Archdiocese

of Boston ever speaking to you about the subject

of sexual misconduct with children, your sexual

misconduct with children?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article
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MR. MacLEIStI: Go ahead.

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you at any time, Father Shanley, between 1960

and the time you left Boston in 1990, did you

ever attempt to masturbate any children under the

age of sixteen?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever ask any child, between 1960, the

time of your ordination, and the time you left

Newton in 1990, did you ever attempt to have any

child under the age of 16 masturbate you?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you know an individual by the name

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the
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question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever have sexual contact With Mr~

when you were a priest in Stoneham and

child? When I say a child,

under the age of sixteen.

Go ahead.

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know an individual who would have been

known to you as a child named Thomas Peter

Devlin, Jr.?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

He was also known as Bud Devlin as a child,

Father Shanley. Do you have any recollection of

knowing him?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights
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under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know, Father Shanley, whether or not you

ever had any sexual contact with Bud Devlin, also

known as Thomas Peter Devlin, Jr., when you were

serving as a priest at St. Patrick’s Parish in

Stoneham, Massachusetts, and Mr. Devlin was a

child under the age of sixteen?

Would you repeat that.

Do you recall when you were serving as a parish

priest in Stoneham, Massachusetts, whether you

ever had sexual contact with Bud Devlin, also

known as Thomas Peter Devlin, Jr., when he was

under the age of sixteen?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know, Father Shanley,

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you insert your penis
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while he was a child?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Let me just read you that question.

Did you insert your penis into.

anus when he was a child between the ages of nine

and eleven years old in or about 1972 to 1974?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you remember a child by the name o~

15 ,~ho

16

17 A

18

19

20

21 Q

22

23

24 A

you would have met in or about 1975

when he was fourteen years of age?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitutioja and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you ever have a service, Father Shanley,

where you were providing counseling to children

and teenagers who had sexual identity problems?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the
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question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

With respect while having a

counseling relationship with him as a

fourteen-year old-child, did you ever insert your

penis ’mouth?

MR. ROGERS: Objection.

MR. MONDANO: I don’t mean to

interrupt. I know we have no stipulations. I’ve

noticed that the negative pregnant seems to be

the order of the day. You keep loading up the

question.

To the extent that question, for example,

incorporated your conclusion of fact, even though

he’s asserting the Fifth Amendment privilege with

respect to all questions, you know, I question

the form of the question.

I don’t want to attenuate this process by

adding what amounts to a layer of, a round of

objections with respect to the forms of the

questions. I understand where you’re trying to

go. I would like to accommodate you getting

there as quickly as possible but should I start
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objecting?

MR. MacLEIStI: Object. Make your

objection.

MR. MONDANO: Do you want to rephrase

the question when I make the objection?

MR. MacLEISH: No. Your objection is

noted and you’re free to object at any time

frame.

MR. MONDANO: If you’ll give me the

blanket objection to the negative pregnant to the

form of the question, the questions loaded with

factual information that has not been

acknowledged or accepted by the witness in any

way, shape or form, then I can continue to be

quiet and let this go.

MR. MacLEISH: That’s acceptable to me.

MR. ROGERS: Same continuing objection,

please?

MR. MacLEISH: Yes.

(Question read.)

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.
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Did you ever take ~enis and instruct

him to insert it into your mouth when~

was a child at age fourteen in or about 1975?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Have you ever been convicted of a felony within

the past ten years, Father Shanley?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know anl~]~[~

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

16 question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

17 under the United States Constitution and Article

18 12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

19 Q ’ Did you ever have a counseling relationship with

20

21

22

23

24

A On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.
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23 A
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counseling?                       ~’

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment fights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Did you attend a conference in or about February

of 1979 or January of 1979, a conference where an

organization called the Man-Boy Lovers of North

America was formed?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment fights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declar, ation of Rights.

Have you ever been present at the Corpus Christi

Church in Rochester, New York?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on m~" Fifth Amendment rights

under the United States Constitution and Article

12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.

Do you know a Teresa Shanley?

On the advice of counsel, I decline to answer the

question in reliance on my Fifth Amendment rights
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO. 02--4551-T1
(Consolidated with 02-1296)
(Originally entered in Middlesex
County as C.A. No. 02-0626)

GREGORY FORD, ET AL.,
Plaintiffs,

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, ET AL.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEFENDANT, MOST REV. THOMAS V. DAILY’S,
RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS

REQUEST NO. 1

You were Chancellor at the RCAB from around 1973 to around 1984.

RESPONSE NO. 1

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 2_

You were Vicar General at the RCAB from around 1977 to around 1984.

RESPONSE NO. 2

Admit.

REOUEST NO. 3.

You were Auxiliary Bishop at the RCAB from around 1977 to around 1984.

RESPONSE NO. 3..

Admit.



2

KEOUEST NO. 4

By 1977, you were the highest ranking cabinet-level priest in terms of" authority at the RCAB,
with the exception of the late Cardinal Humberto Medeiros ("Cardinal Medeiros").

~ESPONSE NO. 4

~.s stated, can neither admit nor deny the same.

REOUEST NO. 5

During your tenure as Vicar General, Auxiliary Bishop, and/or Chancellor at the RCAB, from
around 1973 to around 1984, there was no written RCAB policy concerning the protection of
children from sexual abuse by RCAB priests.

RESPONSE NO. 5

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 6

During your tenure as Vicar General, Auxiliary Bishop, and!or Chancellor at the RCAB, from
around 1973 to around 1984, there was no RCAB poli:cy to notify the police of claims of sexual
abuse by RCAB priests.

RESPONSE NO. 6

Admit.

REOUEST NO. 7

During your tenure as Vicar General, Auxiliary Bishop, and/or Chancelior at the RCAB, from
around 1973 to around 1984, you knew the RCAB served tens of thousands of children in
RCAB-sponsored pro~ams, including schools and CCD classes.

RESPONSE NO. 7

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 8

In May of 1973, you knew that Charles Lerrigo, of the Boston Phoenix, reported to Father
William Helmick that Father Shanley was making statements about so-called ceremonies of
commitment or.homose~xual unions, which were contrary to the teachings of the RCAB (the
"Lerrigo Report").                                                           .



RESPONSE NO. 8

~.dmit.

~,EQLrEST NO. 9

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the.Lerrigo Report.

RESPONSE NO. 9                                         " ~

Admit.

REQIJEST NO. 10

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Lerrigo Report.

iRESPONSE NO. 10

Admit.

REQUEST NO. l I

You did not investigate the Lerrigo Report.

RESPONSE NO. 1 l

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 12

In March of 1974, you knew that Thomas J. Flatley sent a letter to Cardinal Medeiros cont.aining
very serious complaints about Father Shanley (the "Flatley Letter").

RESPONSE NO. 12

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 13

A true and accurate copy oft.he Flatley Letter is attached as Exhibit "1" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 13

Admit.



You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Flatley Letter.

_RESPONSE NO. 14

\dmit.

~EOUEST NO. t 5_

"ou did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Flatley Letter.

~_ESPONSE NO. 1 $.

~.dmit.

You did not investigate the very serious complaints contained in the Flatley Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 16

Admit.

_REQUEST NO. 17

In March of 1974, you knew that the Brockton Enterprise reported that Father Shanley made
statements concerning homosexuality, which were contrary to the teachings of the RCAB (the
"Enterprise Article").

R_ESPONSE NO. 17

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 18_

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Enterprise Article.

RESPONSE NO. 18.

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 19

You did not sp’eak with Father Shanley in response to the Enterprise Article.



ZESPONSE NO. 19

~,dmit.

?,.EQUEST NO. 20

rou did not investigate whether Father Shanley had made the statements reported in the
Enterprise Article.

RESPONSE NO. 20_

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 21

In March of 1974, you received a letter from Dianne M. Adams reporting that Father Shanley
-nade statements concerning homosexuality, which were contrary to the teachings of the RCAB
(the "Adams Letter").

~ESPONSE NO. 21

~,dmit.

?,,EQUEST NO. 22

i A tree and accurate copy of the Adams Letter is attached as E,vd-fi.bit "2" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 22

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 23

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Adams Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 23.

Admit.

.LEOUEST NO. 24

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Adams Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 24

Admit.



~____.Q__UEST NO. 2~55

You did not investigate whether Father Shanley had made the statements referenced in the
Adams Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 25.

Admit.

26

’Ln April of 1974, you received a letter from Reverend Arthur L. Reardon, a former classmate,
with attached newspaper articles, reporting that Father Shanley made statements about

losexuality, which were contrary to the teachings of the RCAB (the "Reardon Letter").

Admit.

26

REQUEST NO. 27

A tree and accurate copy of the Reardon Letter with enclosures is attached as Exhibit "3" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 27_

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 2~.

’Wtien you responded to the Reardon Letter, on April 30, 1974, you were concerned about Father
Shanley.

~RESPONSE NO. 28_

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 29_

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Reardon Letter.

~RESPONSE NO. 29_

Admit.



REQUEST NO. 30

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Reardon Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 30

Admit.

: REQUEST NO. 3 I.

{ou did not investigate whether Father Shanley had made the statements referenced in the
~,eardon Letter and its enclosures.

?,,ESPONSE NO. 31.

Admit.

REQt~EST NO. 32

In April of 1974, you received a letter from Joseph J. Reilly, with attached newspaper article,
reporting that Father Shanley made statements about homosexuality, which were contrary to the
teachings of the RCAB (the "Reilly Letter").

RESPONSE NO. 32

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 3,,3.

A true and accurate copy of the Reilly Letter with enclosure is attached as Exhibit "4" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 33

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 34

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Reilly Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 34

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 35

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Reilly Letter.



RESPONSE NO. 35

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 36

You did not investigate whether Father Shanley had made the statements referenced in the Reilly
Letter and its enclosure.                                    "

i RESPONSE NO. 36

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 37

In May of 1974, you knew that Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Melia wrote a letter to Cardinal IVledeiros
concerning remarks reportedly made by Father Shanley at Merrimack College, which were
contrary to the teachings of the RCAB (the Melia Letter").

RESPONSE NO. 37

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 38

A true and accurate copy of the Melia Letter is attached as Exhibit "5" hereto.

.RESPONSE NO 38

Admit.                                                          "

.REQUEST NO. 39

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Melia Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 39

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 40

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Melia Letter.
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~RESPONSE NO. 40

\dmit.

’,EQUEST NO. 41.

"ou did not investigate whether Father Shardey had made the remar_ks referenced in the Melia
Letter.

LESPONSE NO. 4l.

Admit.

~REQUEST NO. 42.

As of May of 1974, you considered Father Shanley to be a "troubled" priest, i.e., a priest who is
disturbed in one sort or another.

(ESPONSE NO. 42.

\dmit.

~EOUEST NO. 43.

As of May of 1974, you did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley.

LESPONSE NO. 43

REQUEST NO. 44

As of NIay of 1974, you did not ask anyone to review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 44

REQUEST NO. 45

During your tenure as Vicar General, Auxiliary Bishop, ancL/or Chancellor at the RCAB, from
around 1973 to around 1984, you could have reviewed the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley.
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~,~SPONSE NO. 45

Admit.

~,EQLIEST NO. 46

in May of 1975, you knew that Thomas J. Flatley wrote another letter to Cardinal Medeiros
concerning alleged actions by Father Shanley, which were contrary to the teachings of the RCAB
(the "Second Flatley Letter").

RESPONSE NO. 46

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 47

A true and accurate copy of the Second Flatley Letter is attached as Exhibit "6" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 47

~.dmit.

. REQUEST NO. 48

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Second Flatley
Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 49

Admit.
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~EQUEST NO. 50

ou did not investigate whether Father Shanley had engaged in the alleged actions referenced in
the Second Flatley Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 50

Admit.                                              ~

REQUEST NO. 51,

In November or December of 1977, you knew that Jeanne D. S~veeney had written Cardinal
Medeiros a letter (the "Sweeney Letter"), enclosing another letter written to Ms. Sweeney by
Dolores Stevens, reporting that Father Shanley made deviant statements,about pedophilia, incest,
and bestiality at a church in Rochester, New York (the "Stevens Report’ ).

~ESPONSE NO. 5 l

kdmit.

.ZEQUEST NO. 52,

~ true and accurate copy of the Sweeney Letter is attached as Exhibit "7" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 52

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 53

A true and accurate copy of the Stevens Letter is attached as Exhibit "8" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 53

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 54

You did not speak to Ms. Stevens about the Stevens Report.

RESPONSE NO. 54

Admit.
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REQUEST NO. 55

You did not speak to Ms. Sweeney about the Sweeney Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 55

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 56

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Sweeney Letter or
Stevens Report.

RESPONSE NO. 56

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 57

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Sweeney Letter or Stevens Report.

RESPONSE NO. 57

Admit.

~ REQUEST NO. 58

You did not investigate whether Father Shanley had made the deviant statements referenced in
the Stevens Report.

RESPONSE NO. 58

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 59

In December of 1977 or January of 1978, you knew that Joseph T. Eltges had written a letter to
Cardinal Medeiros reporting that Father Shanley gave a scandalous talk about homosexuality at a
college in New York (the "Eltges Letter").

RESPONSE NO. 59

Admit.
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REQUEST NO. 60

A true and accurate copy of the Eltges Letter is attached as Exhibit "9" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 60

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 61                                         --

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Eltges Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 61

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 62

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Eltges Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 62

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 63

You did not investigate whether Father Shanley gave the scandalous talk referenced in the Eltges
Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 63

Admit.

.REOIIEST NO. 64

By 1978, you believed that Father Shanley needed psychological help.

RESPONSE NO. 64

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 65

By 1978, you believed that Father Shanley needed mental health treatment.
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,RESPONSE NO. 6.5.

\dmit.

’,EQUEST NO. 6_6

n April of 1979, you knew Paul J. McGeady had written Cardinal Medeiros a letter, with
enclosed articles from "Gay Community News" and "Gaysweek", reporting that Father Shardey
attended and spoke at a conference in Boston concerning man-boy love (the "McGeady Letter").

RESPONSE NO. 66

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 67

A tree and accurate copy of the McGeady Letter with enclosures is attached as Exhibit "10"
lereto.

~.ESPONSE NO. 67

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 68

In April of 1979, you made Cardinal Medeiros aware of the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 68

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 69

In April of 1979, you were disturbed at the statements attributed to Father Shanley in the articles
attached to the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 69

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 70

You did nothing to get the facts as to what Father Shanley actually said at the conference
referenced in the "Gays{~,eek" article attached to the McGeady Letter.
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..~ESPONSE NO. 70

kdmit.

REQUEST NO. 71

You did not speak to the authors of the articles attached to the McGeady Letter to determine if
the statements attributed to Father Shanley in the articles were accurate.

RESPONSE NO. 71

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 72

You did not speak with Mr. McGeady about the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 72

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 73

In April of 1979, you were concerned about Father Shanley attending the conference referenced
in the "Gaysweek" article attached to the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 73

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 74

You did nothing to verify if Father Shanley actually attended the conference referenced in the
"Gaysweek" article attached to the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 74

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 75

In April of 1979, you were aware that at the end of the conference referenced in the "Gaysweek"
article attached to the McGeady Letter, it was further reported that participants caucused to form
the Man Boy Lovers of North America organization.
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~ESPONSE NO. 75

~.dmit.

REOUEST NO. 7,6_

You did nothing to verify if Father Shanley participated in the caucus referenced in the
"Gaysweek" article attached to the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 76.

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 77.

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 77.

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 78

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 78.

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 7.9_

In April of 1979, you knew that Cardinal Medeiros appointed Father Shanley as Associate Pastor
of St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 79

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 8Q

At the time Cardinal Medeiros appointed Father Shanley as Associate Pastor of St. Jean’s you
knew that Father Shanley had access to children at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 80

Admit.
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REOUEST NO. 81

Cardinal Medeiros appointed Father Shanley as Associate Pastor of St. Jean’s approximately six
(6) days after you received the McGeady Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 81

~.dmit.

.~EQUEST NO. 8:2

Cardinal Medeiros appointed Father Shanley as Associate Pastor of St. Jean’s after you informed
him about the McGeady Letter and its enclosures.

RESPONSE NO. 82

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 83

In 1979, you owed the Plaintiffs a duty of care to protect them from foreseeable risks of harm by
Father Shanley at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 83

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 84

By allowing Father Shanley to be appointed to St. Jean’s as Associate Pastor you breached your
duty of care owed to the Plaintiffs.

RESPONSE NO. 84

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 85

You placed no restrictions on Father Shanley’s ministry at St. Jean’s that would have prevented
him from having access to children.

RESPONSE NO. 85 o.

Admit.
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REQUEST NO. 86

You did not recommend that any restrictions be placed on Father Shanley’s ministry at St. Jean’s
that would have prevented him from having access to children.

RESPONSE NO. 86

a~dmit.

REQUEST NO. 87

You are not aware of any specific restrictions placed on Father Shanley’s ministry as Associate
Pastor at St. Jean’s by Cardinal Medeiros that would have prevented Father Shanley from having
access to children.

RESPONSE NO. 87

~.dmit.

REQUEST NO. 88

You are not aware of any specific restrictions placed on Father Shanley’s ministry as Associate
~astor at St. Jean’s by anyone at the RCAB that would have prevented him from having access to
children.

RESPONSE NO. 88

Admit.

REQIJEST NO. 89

In 1979, you owed the Plaintiffs a duty of care to protect them from foreseeable risks of harm by
~Zather Shanley at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 89

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 90

By failing to place any restrictions on Father Shanley’s ministry at St. Jean’s you breached your
duty of care owed to the Plaintiffs.

RESPONSE NO. 90

Deny.
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REQUEST NO. 91

In 1982, you received a letter from Father Shanley reporting that a Brockton woman was making
calls to Father Shanley and complaining about Father Shanley (the "Brockton Woman").

RESPONSE NO. 9l

Admit.

REOUEST NO. 92

You did not ask Father Shanley what the Brockton Woman was complaining about.

RESPONSE NO. 92

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 93

You made no effort to contact the Brockton Woman.

!RESPONSE NO. 93

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 94

You did not investigate whether the Brockton Woman had credible complaints against Father
Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 94

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 95

In May or June of 1983, you knew that Pastor Hugh W. Weston had written Cardinal Medeiros a
letter questioning whether Father Shanley attended the founding conference of the North
American Man-Boy Love Association ("NAMBLA") (the "Weston Letter").

RESPONSE NO. 95

Admit.
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REQUEST NO. 96

A true and accurate copy of the Weston Letter is attached as Exhibit "11" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 96

Admit.

REQ~IEST NO. 97

In June of 1983, you knew that NAMBLA was an organization of people supporting sexual
relations between men and boys.

RESPONSE NO. 97

Admit.

REQ~IEST NO. 98

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Weston Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 98

Admit.

REOUEST NO. 99

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Weston Letter.

!RESPONSE NO. 99

’Admit.

REQUEST NO. 100

You did nothing to verify whether Father Shanley had attended the founding conference of
NAMBLA as referenced in the Weston Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 100

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 10 l

You did not investigate raised in the Weston Letter.
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RESPONSE NO. 101

kdmit.

~EQUEST NO. 102

"ou did not speal~ to the author of The Homosexual Network, which reported that Father
Shanley had attended the founding conference of NAM~LA as referenced in the Weston Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 102

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 103

In July of 1983, you knew that Joseph H. Moynihan had written Cardinal Medeiros a letter
questioning whether Father Shanley had endorsed sexual relations between men and boys at the
. founding conference of NAMBLA (the "Moynihan Letter").

RESPONSE NO. 103

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 104

A true and accurate copy of the Moynihan Letter is attached as Exhibit "12" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 104

Admit.

REQI rEST NO. 105

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Moynihan Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 105

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 106

You did not speak with Father Shanley in response to the Moynihan Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 106

Admit.
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.REQUEST NO. 107

You did nothing to verify whether Father Shanley had endorsed sexual relations between men
and boys at the founding conference of NAMBLA as referenced in the Moynihan Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 107

Admit.

.REQUEST NO. 108

You did not investigate the questions raise din the Moynihan Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 108

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 109

In November of 1983, you appointed Father Shanley as Administrator of St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 109

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 110

You assigned Father Shanley as Administrator because, with the death of Cardinal Medeiros,
you were the highest ranking cabinet-level priest in terms of authority at the RCAB in November
of 1983.

?~ESPONSE NO. 110

As stated, can neither admit nor deny.

REQUEST NO. 11 l

Under the circumstances at the time, Father Shanley’s appointment as Administrator gave Father
Shanley the powers of acting Pastor of St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 111

Admit.
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REQUEST NO. 112

Prior to appointing Father Shanley as Administrator of St. Jean’s you did not ask Father Shanley
about his views on sexual relations between men and boys.

RESPONSE NO. 112                      ..

~dmit.

,~EOUEST NO. 113

At the time you appointed Father Shanley as Administrator to St. Jean’s you knew that Father
Shanley had been associated with endorsing the views of NAMBLA.

RESPONSE NO. 113

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 114

At the time you appointed Father Shanley as Administrator to St. Jean’s you knew that someone
endorsing sexual relations between men and boys could be a threat to children.

RESPONSE NO. 11.4..

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 115

When you appointed Father Shanley as Administrator of St. Jean’s you owed the Plaintiffs a duty
of care to protect them fi-om foreseeable risks of harm by Father Shanley at St. Jean’s,

RESPONSE NO. 115

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 116

By appointing Father Shanley as Administrator at St. Jean’s you breached your duty of care
owed to the Plaintiffs.

RESPONSE NO. 116

Deny.
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REQUEST NO. 117

iYou placed no restrictions on Father Shanley’s ministry as Administrator at St. Jean’s that would
have prevented him from having unsupervised access to children.

RESPONSE NO. 117

\dmit.

LEQUEST NO. 1 l 8

You are not aware of any specific restrictions placed on Father Shanley’s ministry as
Administrator at St. Jean’s by anyone at the RCAB that would have prevented him from having
unsupervised access to children.

RESPONSE NO. 118

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 119

In 1983, you owed the Plaintiffs a duty of care to protect them from foreseeable risks of harm by
Father Shanley at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 119

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 120

By failing to place any restrictions on Father Shanley’s ministry as Administrator of St. Jean’s
you breached your duty of care owed to the Plaintiffs.

RESPONSE NO. 120

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 12l

You were aware in December of 1984 that Cardinal Law appointed Father Shanley as Pastor of
St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 121

Admit.
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bEQUEST NO. 122

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or the substance of
the Lerrigo Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 122

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 123

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or the substance of"
the Flatley Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 123

~.dmit.

KEQUEST NO. 124

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or the substance of
the Enterprise Article.

RESPONSE NO. 124

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 125

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Carding Law about the existence or the substance of"
:he Adams Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 125

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 126

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or the substance
the Reardon Letter or articles attached to that letter.

RESPONSE NO. 126

Admit.
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~REQUEST NO. 127

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or the substance of
the Reilly Letter or the article attached to that letter.

RESPONSE NO. 127

Admit.

LEQUEST NO. 128

’rior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or substance of the
Melia Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 128

Admit.

UEQUEST NO. 129

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or substance of the
Second Flatley Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 129

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 130

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or substance of the
Sweeney Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 130

Admit.

REQ~ JEST NO. 131

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or substance of the
Stevens Report.

RESPONSE NO. 131

Admit.
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REQUEST NO.

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or substance of the
Eltges Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 132

Admit.

REO(IEST NO.

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or substance of the
McGeady Letter or articles attached to that letter.

RESPONSE NO.

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 134

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or substance of the
Weston Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 134

Admit.

REQ[YEST NO. 135

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or substance of the
Moynihan Letter:

RESPONSE NO. 135

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 136

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law that you believed Father Shanley was a
"troubled" priest, i.e., a priest who is disturbed in one sort or another, that needed help.

RESPONSE NO. 136

Admit.
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REQUEST NO. 137

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law that you believed Father Shanley was in
need of psychological help.

RESPONSE NO. 137

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 138

iPrior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law that you believed Father Shanley was in
need of mental health treatment.

RESPONSE NO. 138

Admit.

~EQUEST NO. 139

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law that you believed Father Shanley was a
potential threat to children.

RESPONSE NO. 139

Admit.

i REQUEST NO. 140

You maintained a friendship with Cardinal Law since you left the RCAB in 1984.

RESPONSE NO. 140

Admit.



Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury this ~-t’ 5-~/~y of Ianuary, 2003.

As to objections:

Most Rev. Thomas V. Daily
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AN’D RODNEY FORD,

Plaintiffs,

V.

BERNARD CARDI-NAL LAW,
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)

REQUEST NO. I

RESPONSES OF THE DEFEN-D.~N~_~
BEP~NARD CARDI-NAL LAW,

_TO PLAINT[FFS’ REQUESTS FOR A-DM[SS[ONS

Cardinal Law read the letter addressed to him from Wilma M. Hi~s ("Mrs Hi~,,~s"),
dated April 29, 1985 (the "Higgs Letter"). A true and accurate copy of
attached hereto as E:dtibit "A".

RESPONSE NO. I

The De[:endant does not believe he read the "Higgs Let-tot’" in 1985. The Defendant
admits that he has since read this correspondence.

REOUEST NO. 2

Cardinal Law sent a note to 1ohn B. McCormack regarding the Higgs Letter (the "Higgs
Note").

RESPONSE NO. 2

The Defendant has no present knowledge as to whether he sent a note to Most KeY. Joi’m
B. bIcCormack and therefore can neither admit nor den.,, this Request for Admission.

R.__EO[.’EST NO 3

The Higgs Note was not produced to the Plaintiffs pursuant to an.,. records or docur~ent
request.

EXHIBIT



RESPONSE NO. 3

The Defendant has no present knowledge as to whether he sent a note to Most Rev. John
B. McCormack and therefore can neither admit nor deny this Request for Admission.

REQUEST NO. 4

The Higgs Note is missing.

RESPONSE NO.

The Defendant has no present knowledge as to whether he sent a note to Most Rev. John
B. McCormack and therefore can neither admit nor deny this Request for Admission.

REQUEST NO. 5

Cardinal Law met with Father Shanley to discuss Father Shanley leaving St. Jean’s prior
to Father Shanley leaving St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 5

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 6

Cardinal Law’s meetings with Father Shanley regarding Father Shanley leaving St. Jean’s
were not part of a confessional.

RESPONSE NO. 6

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 7                                     ..

Cardinal Law was aware prior to Father Shanley leaving St. Jean’s that there were
allegations that Father Shanley had molested children at St. Jean’s and other parishes.

RESPONSE NO. 7

Deny.

REQUEST NO 8

Cardinal Laxv was aware in 1985 that Mrs. Higgs made allegations that Father Shanley
had molested children.                ",



RESPONSE NO. 8

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 9

Cardinal Law was aware in 1985 that Mrs. Higgs had stated that she had recorded some
portion of Father Shanley’s remarks at a conference in November of 1984 in or around Boston,
Massachusetts, regarding the propriety of sexual relations between children and adults.

RESPONSE NO. 9

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 10

Cardinal Law never asked any person to get a copy of Mrs. Higgs’ tape of Father
Shanley’s remarks.

RESPONSE NO. 10

The Defendant admits that he never personally asked anyone to-get a copy of the
referenced tape.

REQUEST NO. I I

Cardinal Law never instructed any person to interview Father Shanley regarding his
viexvs on children seducing adults.

RESPONSE NO. 11

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 12

Cardinal Lax,," took no action against Father Shanley after receiving the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 12

Denv.

REOUEST NO. 13

Since 1985, Cardinal Law had the power to remove or reassign Father Shanlev fr6m or
within the



.RESPONSE NO. 13

The Defendant admits but only in accordance with the processes under Canon Law.

REQUEST NO. 1,1

Cardinal Law promoted Father Shanley to Pastor in 1985.

RESPONSE NO. 14

The Defendant admits that he appointed Father Shanley Pastor in 1985.

REQUEST NO. 15

Cardinal Law spoke to Bishop John M. D’Arcy regarding sexual abuse allegations
against Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 15

The Defendant has no recollection of any such discussion and therefore can neither admit
nor deny this Request for Admission.

REQUEST NO. 16

Cardinal Law spoke to .lackie Gauvreau regarding Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 16

The Defendant has no recollection of any such discussion and therefore can neither admit
nor deny said allegation.

REOLrEST NO. 17

Jackie Gauvreau informed Cardinal Law that Father Shanley had molested a child while "
Father Shanley ,.,,’as serving as a priest at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO 17

The Defendant has no recollection of any such discussion and therefore denies that he
was "informed" of said alle~ation.     *                         ~

REQUEST NO 18

Jackie Gauvreau met ~vith Cardinal Law after a televised Mass in or about 19S7 regardin
allegations of sexual abuse against Father Shanley.



RESPONSE NO I~

The Defendant has no recollection of any such meeting and therefore can neither admit
nor deny said allegation.

.REOb-EST NO ~9

Cardinal La~v told Jack Gauvreau that he would look into the allegations against Father
Shanley.

RE$PONSE NO. 19

The Defendant has no recollection of any such meeting and therefore can neither admit
nor deny said allegation.

REO_UEST NO 20

Cardinal Law did not take further action with respect to the allegations provided by
Jackie Gauvreau against Father Shanley.

"RESPONSE NO. 20

The Defendant has no recollection of any such meeting and therefore can neither admit
nor deny said allegation.

"REOUEST NO. 21

Jack Gauvreau met with Cardinal Law after Mass at Our Lady Help of Christians Church
in Ne, wton, Massachusetts. regarding Father Shanley after her first conversation described in
Request No. 18.

RESPONSE NO. 2l

The Defendant has no recollection of any such meeting and therefore can neither admit
nor deny said allegation.

.REQUEST NO. 22

Cardinal Law instructed Jack Gauvreau to speak with Btshop Mulcahe,: in Lynn.
Massachusetts, regarding the allegation of sexual abuse against Father S hanle’..

RESPONSE NO 22

The Defendant has no recollection of any such meeting and theret’ore can neither ddmit
nor den,,’ said allegation.



REO_UEST NO 23

Cardinal La~v took no action to investigate Jack Gauvreau’s allegation regarding Father
Shanley after this second conversation with Jack Gauvreau.

RESPONSE NO. 9_3

The Defendant has no recollection of any such meeting and therefore can neither admit
nor deny said allegation.

REOUEST NO. 24

Cardinal Law refused to accept phone calls from Jack Gauvreau.

RESPONSE NO. 24

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 25

Cardinal La~v instructed others within the RCAB to avoid taking phone calls from Jack
Gauvreau.

RESPONSE NO. 25

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 26

Cardinal Law instructed others within the RCAB to ensure that Jack Gau~,Teau’s phone
calls would not reach him.

RESPONSE NO. 26                                                       -.

Deny.

REQL~ST NO. 27

Cardinal Law "knew that the RCA.tB ran schools and parishes when he promoted Father
Shanley to Pastor at St. Jean’s in 1985.
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RESPONSE NO. 27

The Defendant admits that when he appointed Father Shanley as Pastor of St. Jean’s in
1985, he knew that there were over 400 parishes and approximately 2 ! 5 schools within the
Archdiocese o f Boston.

REQUEST NO. 28

Cardinal Law knew that there was a history of sexual abuse complaints against Father
Shanley when he promoted Father Shanley to Pastor in 1985.

RESPONSE NO. 28

Deny.

REQUEST NO 29

Cardinal Law knew that Father Shanley would have unsupervised access to children
when he promoted him to Pastor.

RESPONSE NO. 29

The Defendant admits that he knew that Father Shanley would have unsupervised access
to children when he appointed him as Pastor.

REQUEST NO. 30

Cardinal Law knew that Father Shanley was reassigamd to San Bemardino, California,
after leaving St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 30                                        "

Deny.

REQUEST NO 31                                     ""

Cardinal Law knew that Father Shanley was reassigned to San Bemardino, California, as
a direct result of sexual abuse complaints against him.

RESPONSE NO 31

Den.,.-.



REOUEST NO. 39.

Bishop Thomas V. Daily spoke to Cardinal Law about allegations of sexual misconduct
by Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 32                                          ""

The Defendant has no recollection o f any such discussion an.d therefore can neither admit
nor deny this allegation.

REQUEST NO. 33

Cardinal Law controlled the decision to promote priests to the position of Pastor in 1985.

RESPONSE NO. 33

The Defendant admits that in 1985, it was the responsibility of’the Archbishop of Boston
to appoint all pastors within the Archdiocese of Boston.

REQUEST NO. 34

When Cardinal Law promoted Father Shanley to Pastor, it was RCAB policy to review
the file of any priest being promoted to pastor.

RESPONSE NO. 3’4

The Defendant denies there was any such specific policy to reviev,- "the file" as alleged.

REOUEST NO. 35

Father Shanley’s file was reviewed by the RCAB in connection with Father Shanley
being promoted to pastor.

RESPONSE NO 35                                                                                                      ,

The Defendant has no personal "knowledge with respect to this allegation and therefore
can neither admit nor deny the same.

REC~LqEST NO 36

The RCAB maintained confidential files for priests accused o f sexual molestation in
1985.
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RESPONSE NO 36

The Defendant admits that RCAB maintained confidential files for priests which included
any such known allegations of sexual molestation.

REQUEST NO 37

The RCAB maintained confidential files for priests accus6d of sexual molestation in
1990.

RESPONSE NO. 37

The Defendant admits that RCAB maintained confidential files for priests which included
any such kno~vn allegations o f sexual molestation.

REQUEST NO. 38

The RCAB maintained confidential files for priests accused of sexual molestation in
1995.

RESPONSE NO. 38

The Defendant admits that RCAB maintained confidential files for pries{s which included
any such known allegations of sexual molestation.

REC~UrEST NO. 39

The RCAB maintained confidential files for priests accused of sexual molestation in
2000.

RESPONSE NO. 39

The Defendant admits that RCAB maintained confidential files for priests which included
any such known allegations of sexual molestation.                               ~.

REOU"EST NO. a0

The RCAB maintained confidential files for priests accused of sexual molestation in
2002.

RESPONSE NO 40

The Defendant admits that RC,ad3 maintained confidenti!l files for priests which included
any such known allegations of sexual molestation.



REOUEST NO. 41

Cardinal Law reviewed each and every document that he signed his name to regarding
Father Shanley.

KESPONSE NO. 41

The Defendant admits that he reviewed or was informed of the contents of each
document that he signed his name to regarding Father Shanley.

_REQUEST NO. 42

Cardinal was aware by 1998 that there was more than one allegation of sexual
molestation against Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 42

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 43

Cardinal was aware by 1999 that there was more than one allegation of sexu!!
molestation against Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 43

Admit.

REQL~ST NQ. 44

Cardinal was aware by 2000 that there was more than one allegation of sexual
molestation against Father Shanley.

RES PONS E NO. 44

Admit.

REOUEST NO 4~

Cardinal was aware by 2001 that there was more than one allegation of sexual
molestation against Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 45

Admit.
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REOEfE.ST RO 46

Cardinal was a~vare by 2002 that there was more than one allegation of sexual
molestation against Father Shanley.

RESPQNSE NO. 46

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 47

Cardinal Law took no action to alert current or former parishioners of St. Jean’s
regarding the sexual abuse allegations against Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 47

The Defendant admits that prior to noticing the Attorney General’s Office of alle~ations
~ertaining to Father Shanley, he had taken no such action as alleged.                  -

REO_UEST NO. ~-8

It was RCAB policy in 1985 to investigate allegations of’sexual abuse made against
RCAB priests.

RESPONSE NO. d8

Admit.

REOL~ST NO. 49

It was RCAB p01icy.in 1986 to investigate allegations ofsexuaI abuse made against
RCAB priests.

RESPONSE NO. 49

Admit.

REQU’EST NO 50

It was RCAB policy in 1987 to investigate allegations of sexual abuse made against
RCAB priests.

RESPONSE NO. 50

Admit.
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REOUEST NO. 51

It was RCAB policy in 1988 to investigate allegations of sexual abuse made against
RCAB priests.

RESPONSE NO. 51

Admit.

REOUEST NO. 52

It was RCAB policy in 1989 to investigate allegations of sexual abuse made against
RCAB pdests.

RESPONSE NO. 52

Admit.

REOU"EST NO. 53

It was RCAB policy in 1990 to investigate allegations of sexual abuse made agains;
RCAB priests.

RESPONSE NO. 53

Admit.

REQUEST NO. 54

It was tile written policy of the RCAB in 1985 to protect children involved in RC.-M.B
pro~ams an~l adtivities, including "CCD" classes and youth retreats, from harm, includin~
sexual abuse.                                                                 -

RESPONSE NO. 5..i

A reviexv is presently being made in this regard. This Response will be seasonably
supplemented.

REQUEST NO 55

It was the written policy of the RCAB in 1986 to protect children involved in RC.-M_~
pro~ams and activities, including "CCD" classes and youth retreats, from harm, includin~
sexual abuse                                     "                               -
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RESPONSE NO. 55

A review is presently being made in this regard. This Response will be seasonably
supplemented.

REQUEST NO. 56

It was the written policy of the RCAB in 1987 to protect children involved in RCAB
pro~ams and activities, " " " "including CCD classes and youth retreats, from harm, including
sexual abuse.

KESPQNSE NO. 56

A review is presently being made in this regard. This Response will be seasonably
supplemented.

REQUEST NO. 57

It was the written policy of the RCAB in 1988 to protect children involved in RCAB
progarns and activities, including "CCD" classes and youth retreats, from harm, including
sexual abuse.

RESPONSE NO. 57

A review is presently being made in this regard. This Response will be seasonably
supplemented.

REQUEST NO. 58

It was tile written pol!cy of the RCAB in 1989 to pro.tect children involved in RCAB
pro~ams and activities, including "CCD" classes and youth retreats, from harm, including
sexual abuse.

RESPONSE NO. 58

A review is presently being made in this regard. This Response will be seasonably
supplemented.

REQUEST NO 59

It ,,’,as the written policy of the RCAB in 1990 to protect children involved in RCAB
progarns and activities, including "CCD" classes and youth retreats, from harm. including
sexual abuse.
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RESPONSE NO. 59

A revie~v is presently being made in this regard. This Response will be seasonably
supplemented.

REOUEST NO. 60

The RCAB ensured that parents of children involved in R_CAB programs and activities
received copies of its policies regarding the safety of children participating in its programs and
activities.

RESPONSE NO. 60

A review is presently being made in this regard. This Response will be seasonably
supplemented.

REQUEST NO. 61

Cardinal Law took no action to reprimand or punish Father Shanley as a result of the
allegations of sexual abuse against Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 61

Deny.

REQUEST NO. 62

Cardinal Law was aware in 1995 that Father Shanley had been at St. Jean’s for ten years
as a priest.

RESPONSE NO. 6~

The Defendant admits that he was aware in 1995 that Father Shanley had been at St.
Jean’s from 1984 to 1990. The Defendant has no present recollection ofhis ,knowledge
regarding Father Shanley’s assi~m~nent to St. Jean’s prior to 1984.                  "’"



Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury tbAs h \

p ?~exmis~’ord~’esponsestoadmissions02.05 ~Oca~din-q

BEl%NARD LAW



SUFFOLK, ss.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
SUFFOLK COUNTY CIVIL ACTION
NO. 02-0455 l-T1
(Consolidated with C.A. 02-1296)

GREGORY FORD, PAULA FORD
AND RODNEY FORD,

Plaintiffs,

Vo

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

RESPONSES OF DEFENDANT, MOST REV. JOHN B. MCCORMACK, TO
PLAINTIFFS’ REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS

Counsel for the Defendant objects to these Requests for Admissions on the grounds that they are
overbroad and unduly burdensome. Counsel for the Defendant further objects on the grounds
that any inquiry through discovery in this regard is in contravention to the First Amendment of
the United States and the Declaration of Rights of the First Amendment. Without waiving said
objection, the Defendant states as follows;

REQUEST NO. 1

You were Secretary for Ministerial Personnel at the RCAB fxom around 1984 to around 1994.

RESPONSE NO. 1

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 2

You were Delegate for Sexual Misconduct at the RCAB from around 1992 or 1993 to around
1994.

RESPONSE NO. 2

Admitted.



REQUEST NO. 3

During your tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual Misconduct
at the RCAB, prior to 1993, there was no written RCAB policy concerning the protection of
children from sexual abuse by RCAB.

RESPONSE NO. 3

Without sufficient information to admit or deny.

REQUEST NO. 4

During your tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual Misconduct
at the RCAB, prior to 1993, there was no RCAB policy to notify the police of claims of sexual

. abuse by RCAB priests.

~ESPONSE NO. 4

Without sufficient information to admit or deny.

REQUEST NO. 5

During your tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual Misconduct
at the RCAB you knew the RCAB served tens of thousands of children in the RCAB-sponsored
programs, including schools and CCD classes.

RESPONSE NO. 5

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 6

During yur tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual Misconduct
at the RCAB, prior to 1993, there was no practice to review a priest’s confidential file prior to
assigning or re-assigning a priest to ministry.

RESPONSE NO. 6

Without sufficient information to admit or deny.

REQUEST NO. 7

During yur tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual Misconduct,
from around 1984 to around 1994, documents relating to Father Shanley were kept in the
RCAB’s Files.



RESPONSE NO. 7

Without sufficient information to admit or deny.

REQUEST NO. 8

During your tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual
Misconduct, from around 1984 to around 1994, you could have revieived the RCAB’s Files on
Father Shanley

RESPONSE NO. 8

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 9

During your tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual
Misconduct, prior to 1993, there was an unwritten policy of confidentiality at the RCAB for
dealing with claims of sexual abuse by RCAB priests (the "Confidentiality Policy").

RESPONSE NO. 9

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 10

In December of 1984, you knew that Bernard Cardinal Law ("Cardinal Law") appointed Father
Shanley as Pastor at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. t0

Denied.            ~.

REQUEST NO. 11

By 1985, you knew that there was problem of child sexual abuse involving at least ten priests of
the RCAB.

RESPONSE NO. 11

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 12

By 1985, you knew that there was national problem of child sexual abuse by priests in the
Roman Catholic Church.



RESPONSE NO. 12

Denied.

REQI JEST NO. 13

By 1985, you knew tht child sexual abuse by RCAB priests occurred in places where children
. tended to be served, such as at schools and CCD classes run by the RCAB.

RESPONSE NO. 13

9enied.

REQUEST NO. 14

By 1985, you knew that there was a potential for RCAB priests to sexually abuse children.

RESPONSE NO. 14

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 15

In May of 1985, you knew that Wilma M. Higgs wrote a letter to Cardinal Law (then,
Archbishop Bernard Law) reporting that Father Shanley made statements in the Boston area
concerning (1) people involved in homosexual lifestyle, not merely in orientation arid (2) adults
having sex with children, with the children being the "seducers" and the "guilty ones," which
were contrary to the teachings of the RCAB (the "Higgs Letter").

R~SPONSE NO. 15

Denied.              :

REQUEST NO. 16

A true and accurate copy of the Higgs Letter is attached as Exhibit "1" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 16

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 17

In May of 1985, you received and read the Higgs Letter.



RESPONSE NO. 17

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 18

In May of 1985, after you read the Higgs Letter, you knew that Ms. Higgs claimed that some of
the statements allegedly made by Father Shanley were on tape.

RESPONSE NO. 18

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 19

In May of 1985, you believed that the statements allegedly made by Father Shanley were terrible
and you were shocked about the alleged statements concerning sex between adults and children.

RESPONSE NO. 19

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 20

In May of 1985, you had concerns about Father Shanley as a result of what was r.eported in the
Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 20

Admitted.                                                               .

REQUEST NO. 21. ,.

At no time did you speak to Ms. Higgs to verify whether Father Shanley made the statem+nts
referenced in the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 21,

Admitted.

,REQUEST NO. 22.

At no time did you speak to Ms. Higgs to get a copy of the tape referenced in the Higgs Letter.



RESPONSE NO. 22

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 23

At no time did you instruct anyone to speak to Ms, Higgs to verify whether Father Shanley made
the statements referenced in the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 23

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 24

At no time did you instruct anyone to speak with Ms. Higgs to get a copy of the tape referenced
in the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 24

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 25

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in respons.e to the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 25

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 26

The only action you to:ok to verify whether Father Shanley made the statements referenced in the
Higgs Letter was to speak to Father Shanley.

RESPONSE NO. 26

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 27

In May of 1985, you responded to the Higgs Letter in a written letter of your own (the
"McCormack Response Letter").



RESPONSE NO. 27

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 28

A true and accurate copy of the McCormack Response Letter is attached as Exhibit "2" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 28

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 2.9_

Prior to sending the McCormack Response Lettr you had not spoken with Cardinal Law about
the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 29.

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 30_

Prior to sending the McCormack Response.Letter you had not spoken with Father Shanley about
the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 30.

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 3 !.     :

Prior to sending the McCormack Response Letter you had not contacted Father Shanley about
the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 31

Without sufficient information to admit or deny.

REQUEST NO. 32

Prior to sending the McCormack Response Letter you had not forwarded Father Shanley a copy
of the Higgs Letter.



(ESPONSE NO. 32

Without sufficient information to admit or deny.

REQUEST NO. 33

You first met with Father Shanley to speak with him about the Higgs Letter on July 25, 1985.

RESPONSE NO. 33

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 34

In 1985, you owed the Plaintiffs a duly of care to protect them from foreseeable risks of harm by
Father Shanley at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 34

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 35

In 1985, you knew that Father Shanley was Pastor at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 35

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 36

In 1985, you knew that:Father Shanley had unsupervised access to children as Pastor at St.
Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 36

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 3,7.

By allowing Father Shanley to remain as Pastor at St. Jean’s you breached your duty of care
owed to the Plaintiffs.

RESPONSE NO. 37

Denied.



REQUEST NO. 38

At no time from 1985 through 1990 did you place any restriction on Father Shanley’s ministry as
i Pastor at St. Jean’s that would have prevented him from having unsupervised access to children.

RESPONSE NO. 38

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 39

You are not aware of any specific restrictions placed on Father Shanley’s ministry as Pastor at
St. Jean’s by Cardinal Law from 1985 through 1990 that would have prevented Father Shanley
from having unsupervised access to children.

RESPONSE NO. 39

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 40

You are not aware of any specific restrictions placed on Father Shanley’s ministry as Pastor at
St. Jean’s by anyone at the RCAB from 1985 through 1990 that would have prevented him from
having unsupervised access to children.

RESPONSE NO. 40

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 41

During your tenure as gecretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual
Misconduct, from the time you received the Higgs Letter to around 1990, you owed the Plaintiffs
a duty of care to protect them from foreseeable risks of harm by Father Shanley at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 41

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 42

By failing to place any restrictions on Father Shanley’s ministry as Pastor at St. Jean’s, from the
time you received the Higgs Letter to around 1990, you breached your duty of care owed to the
Plaintiffs.



RESPONSE NO. 42

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 43

During your tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual
Misconduct, fi~om around 1984 to around 1994, you knew that the P£CAB maintained a "secret"
archival file on the ground floor of the Chancery (the "Secret Archive").

RESPONSE NO. 43

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 44

During your tenure as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and/or Delegate for Sexual
Misconduct, from around 1984 to around 1994, you never inquired whether there was any
information on Father Shanley in the Secret Archive.

RESPONSE NO. 44

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 45

When Father Shanley left St. Jean’s, in late 1989 or early 1990, you knew that he was in need of
mental health treatment.

RESPONSE NO. 45

Denied.              ~.

REQUEST NO. 46

As of Marc of 1991, you knew that Father Shanley was seeing a psychologist.

RESPONSE NO. 46

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 47

In November of 1991, you received a letter from Edwin H. Cassem, M.D., reporting that Father
Shanley was crippled by a psychiatric illness (the "Cassem Letter").



RESPONSE NO. 47.

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 48_

A true and accurate copy of the Cassem Letter is attached as Exhibit "3" hereto.

RESPONSE NO. 48_

)enied.

REQUEST NO. 49

You read the Cassem Letter in November of 1991.

RESPONSE NO. 4_9

Admitted.

~,.EQUEST NO.-50

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shanley in response to the Cassem Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 50

Admitted.

REQUEST NO. 51

In 1991, you knew that Father Shanley endorsed sexual relations between adults and children
and that the psychiatric, illness referred to in the Cassem Letter related to such endorsement.

RESPONSE NO. 51

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 52

In 1991, you owed the Plaintiffs a duty of care to protect them from foreseeable risks of harm
when Father Shanley was at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 52

Denied.



REQUEST NO. 53

By failing to notify the Plaintiffs that Father Shanley endorsed sexual relations between adults
and children and that the psychiatric illness referred to in the Cassem Letter related to such
endorsement you breached your duty of care owed to the Plaintiffs.

~ESPONSE NO. 53

)enied.

REQUEST NO. 54

In 1993 and 1994, you knew that Father Shanley allegedly had molested children while he was
an RCAB priest in Massachusetts (the "1993/1994 Allegations").

RESPONSE NO. 54

Admitted.

REQIJEST NO. 55

You did not review the RCAB’s Files on Father Shan’ley in response to the 1993/1994
Allegations.

RESPONSE NO. 55

Denied.

REQI JEST NO. 56

In conformity with the Confidentiality Policy you did n~t notify the’Plaintiffs at any time that
Father Shanley had bee.n accused of sexual abuse.

RESPONSE NO. 56

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 57

In 1993 and 1994, you owed the Plaintiffs a duty of care to protect them from foreseeable risks
of harm when Father Shanley was at St. Jean’s.

RESPONSE NO. 57

Denied.



REQUEST NO. 58

By failing to notify the Plaintiffs that Father Shanley had been accused of sexual abuse you
breached your duty of care owed to the Plaintiffs.

RESPONSE NO. 58               "

Denied.

REQUEST NO. 59

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or the substance of
the Higgs Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 59

Without sufficient information to admit or deny.

REQUEST NO. 60

Prior to leaving the RCAB you did not tell Cardinal Law about the existence or the substance of
the Cassem Letter.

RESPONSE NO. 60

Without sufficient information to admit or deny.

REQUEST NO. 61

You maintained a friendship with Cardinal Law since you.left the RCAB in 1994.

RESPONSE NO. 61

Denied.



Signed under the pains and penalties of l~jury this_~ d~y of ~anu~Y, 2003.

Wilson D. Rogers, ~]r.
BBO #425120
Wilson D. Rogers, Ill
.]~1~O #559943
lhe Rogers Law Firm, P.C.
One Union Street
Boston, MA 02108
617-723-1 I00



[Notes of Monsignor Fimaegan] 4 Nov 6_4

Ft. Birmingham was present at the Chancery Office to be con~onted by the two boys and their
fathers who had accused him of improper conduct. Fr. Hurley, the pastor, had come to Chancery a few days
before to bring this matter to official attention and Msgr. Sexton interviewed Ft. Birmingham to acquaint him
with their complaint. Ft. B. denied them and today’s meeting was arranged.

Present were Msgr. Sexton, Msgr. Finnegan, Ft. Hurley, Ft. Birmingham, Mr.ql!~and~

related how his son~ told that Ft. B. "put his hands inside his pants and touched
his private parts." It had also happened "last year" in the sacristy and in the kitchen. ~had erection
and "Ft. B. asked ifit felt good." One occasion Ft. B. asked if he was ticklish - but the janitor walked in and
no touches took place at that time.

~ - told similar story regarding his son,~ The incidents happened on two occasions.
Most recently, about a month ago, when altar boys’ meetings had started.~l~ went to his mother and told
the story. She told Mr.~and it was brought to pastor’s attention.

~ at first claimed these accounts "were not true." He claimed the circumstances were
different. These two boys had been concerned with mutual sex play - but Msgr. Sexton and Mrllll~
spoke up to restrict Ft. B. to the alleged incidents themselves. Ft. B. then said that, with~l- "it was-’-"~
spontaneous gesture ofgrabbing him around the waist." Did not touch his p/parts. [The boy answered, in
reply to question by Msgr. Sexton, "Ft. B.’s hands were inside my pants, inside my underwear]. Ft. B. then
was questioned regarding the incident with~ and he "did not remember", "honest to God".

it was then brought out that these incidents could have involved other boys with Fr. B. A
~l~o~~police had stated it could have happened to his boy. These two boys and
~said "this had happened to all the boys." The~boy had said that Ft. B. had once tickled him.
Ft. Hurley pointed out that another boy had denied it.

The Sgt’s boy had told his father "it did happen and it did occur twice" - "Ft. B. put his hands inside
my pants and touched my pr/parts.."

Msgr. Sexton asked for and received Ft. B.’s apology for the "impropriety".
Further talk with the boys’ fathers and Ft. H. indicated that this knowledge is widespread. Boys

have talked orbit. Parents (of at least 5) are aware ofit. Boys won’t go to altar boy meetings, CCD, etc. Mr.

I "not a real practicing Catholic, .wife very upset, etc. etc." Msgr. Sexton told Ft. H. to speak with Mrs.

Msgr. Sexton assured the fathers that Ft. B. would be transferred immediately. Ft. B. asked if he
could stay until Feb. so it would appear to be a routine transfer, and he had many projects, etc. etc.

Msgr. Sexton pointed out that this was impossible and that Ft. B. was to make immediate
appointment with Cath. psychiatrist to get to the root of this problem and seek help f~om his Spiritual
Director. He was given the name and phone no. of Dr.~[~7) and told to make the appointment right
away. His transfer would be in the mail within a day or so - and he would be placed on sick leave, in all
likelihood - and the people were to be told that he had been "working too hard" and "needed a rest". Every
effort would be made to send Fr. H. a replacement, but "we’re short of men at this time ofyear," Msgr.
Sexton pointed out, and, possibly, be might not get help until Ordination in Feb.

But, in any event, Ft. B. is to be transferred.
TJF
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e REGISTF~-D ~IL - SPECL~L DELI~ERY

PERSON.~L

Archdiocesan Personne! Office
Chance~-j Building
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Mass, 02135

Attn: Rev. John J.

17 January 1970

Dear Father:

I write you concerning a Brother Priest, about ,Whom I had
phoned you for advise on two occasions (around last Th~nksgivlr~g
and again, on last Tuesday morning). You recall that our
telephone conversations did not identify the Priest.

The problem presented was one of a "rumor of possible
homosexuality’, - and the rumor concerns Father Joseph E.
Birmingham (class of 1960), presently stationed at St. James’
Parish in Salem. The reason why I bring this name to yo~r.
attention now will become apparent as i spell out my ~.owle~!e
of the case, and the action I have taken regarding it.

The rumor first came to my attention around Thanksgiving
time by ~y of a St. lames’ parishioner. This mm~ iudlcated
that the rumor was ~nowledgeable among the youngsters (boys
and girls) at St. James’ SchooZ, and among some of the parents.
He also indicated that the problem surfaced about two years ago -
but subsided shortly thereafter.

Having heard this, I phoned you to flnd out if Personne!
Office had any definite mode of action in such cases. We
deliberately refrained from identification of priest involved.
Follo~_ng our conversation, I visited Father Birmingham in his
Rectory, indicated the existence of this rumor, and pointed out
the follo-~ing: He wo-ald either have to trace the rumor out and
put an end to it - or, in the event that the rumor had any
fo’~dation in fact, he should consult ~th a psychiatrist. I
offered my own service iu making contact with a psychiatrist
for him, should he feel t.hat this wo~d make things easier for
him. As I expected, he denied any foundation in fact, and
assured me t.hat he would study the matter thoroughly.

Last Monday night (12 January), Sister Superior of St.
James, School phoned me. She had been visited by my informant’s
wife and one/or several other wives. (It ~as from the informant’s
wife that she learned that the subject ~s discussed with me
some 5 or 6 weeks previously). Sister -~as deeply troubled, felt
that she had an obligation to act, and didn’t quite ~ow where
to tu_~%. I scheduled a meeting at her convent on Tuesday morning,
and discussed the m~tter ~th her and another Sister for about
an hour and a half. Her "research" seems to point out that the
rumor is founded on fact s - and that these facts have occurred

BIRMINGHAM
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even since I spoke to Father Birmingham at Thanksgiving time -
indeed, as recent as within the past two weeks. I suggested that,
on behalf of the Sister, ~nd in view of the fact that I had been
earlier approached on the subject, I would discuss the matter
with the Pastor of St. James’ Parish.

It was at this time that i made my second ohone call to you,
and pointed out my intended visit to the Pastor~ Again, uo names
were mentioned. In our conversation it came out t~hat, since you
are presently working on a llst of proposed transfers to become
effective within the next few weeks, it would be also Dossible to
transfer the priest in question - as a normal routine ~atter - if
his name were presented to you. I felt that such a presentation
should come from the Pastor, rather than from me.

My visit to the Pastor took place Tuesday afternoon. I told
him what I have Just soelled out above. The Pastor indicated that
he would send a letter-immedlately to the Personnel Office,
requesting a transfer of Father Birmingham - feeling that, as I
do, Father’s effectiveness in the Parish wou_Id decline in
proportion as the rumor may spread. All the more reason fo~ a
transfer if the rumor proved true in fact.

And so, the matter stands. No doubt the Pastor’s letter
has already reached your Office. _.~or this reason, I mention
the name of the subject-priest - so that you can identify my
phone calls with the Pastor’s letter. !t will also give you an
up-to-date survey of wh~t I have tried to do in this case. I
feel that I am not betraying Father Birmingham since I had
confronted him first ?~th the situation - and now that several
weeks have passed, the situation does not appear controlled.

Inasmuch as the Sisters, and the parents mentioned abov,
look upon the situation as one of extreme urgency, I feel that
there was no other alternative but to visit the Pastor, and to
follow up that visit with this letter to you. The possibility of
re-visitlng Father Birmingham is impossible at present -nor
oould I schedule another meeting ~th him withi~ the next week
and a half.

Trusting that the above will be of helo to you in helping
Father Birmingham, I am                       ~

~ spec~/ly

~everend Pastor, St. James’ Church, Salem.

P.S. ~or your information, Father M~tthias, 0~, of the Formation
Center in .&ndover is also acquainted with the situation and
has discussed the subject with me.

BIRMINGHAM 2.6
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Reverend Robert Banks
Vicar .for Administration
2020 Commonwealth Ave.
BrighUon, Ma.02135

May 16,1985

Dear Father Banks:

Father Joseph Birmingham was studied both from a psychiatric aspect
and also from a psychological approach.

He was an only child, somewhat withdrawn and with few friends through
high school. In 1963 and 64 he was involved sexually with some yopng boys.
The actions consisted of fondling. I saw him in December 1964. At that
time he demonstrated guilt and anxiety over his sexual preoccupations. He
was quite blocked and guarded in his reactions. Psychotherapy was pre-
sribed but never followed up.

At the present time these is no evidence of any significant sexual
preoccupation. There is no weakness of controls and no signes of anxiety.
His affective responses were good. I can find no signs of any significant
psychologica! or psychiatric deficits. Consequently I can see no reason
why he could not be made a pastor.

Sincerely Your.S<,

Philip ~uinn M.D.

BIRMINGHAM 2.10
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February 12, 1987
[’Notes of Most gev. John J. Mulcahy, North Region Bishop]

15 years old.

~and his mother came to my office at 3 P.M. on Thursday - February 12, 1987.~
~l/~told me the following story.

He worked as atlll~ on the first floor of the rectory. Sometime before the
following incidents, Father Joe Birmingham asked ~this question, do you know
who gay people are? ~lUlswered that in a general way he knew about gay people.

Last March--was hurting. He told Ft. Birmingham about this. Fr. said that
he wanted to give~a massage when he got back. He leR the room and when Fr. returned he
took ~upstairs and told him to lie down on the couch. Father Birmingham started to massage
~on the shoulder and the kidney, then down and touchedl~ private parts. He asked~
to massage him but then the door bell rang and~leR the room to answer the door.

This past summer, Ft. Birmingham asked~to bring him some water.l~was due to
receive his check and Ft. asked him to come up and get it. ~ sat down and Father started to
massage him from the shoulder down to his private parts.

On another time, gwas in his first floor office. Ft. came down and said, turn the T.V.
to the news. After the news was over, Fr. told~ to turn down the volume and pull down the
shade. Ft. Birmingham sat down and grabbed l~[by] the arm and said, are we friends. ~
said yes. The Fr. sat ~down on his knee and started to touch the boy’s private parts.

~said that he is angry.

His mother who brought him to my office spoke ofgetting counselling for~
His mother also said that Ft. Birmingham was concerned as to why there was not a youth

ministry in the parish of St. Ann. He wanted to build it up.
~mother wanted to know ifFr. Birmingham would stay in the parish!
Finally,l~said that there is a chance that another boy might be involved with Fr.

Birmingham.
Submitted by
+John J. Mulcahy

2/14187 - 1 spoke to Joe Birmingham_ He admitted there had been some difficulty. He agreed it
would be helpful to resign from the parish and to seek assessment and therapy. He has shown "
himself cooperative in every way.

I gave name of counselor to Bp. Mulcahy so boy could receive help.
+Robert J. Banks

rtlRMINGHAM 2,11
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THE
I.-"iSFITLTE
OF
LIYING

March 25, 1987

Reverend John B. McCormick
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Father McCormick:

Re: Reverend Joseph E. Birmingham
Birth Date: 04/30/34

Pursuant to our meeting to discuss Father Birmingham, this
letter will summarize his treatment and progress at the Institute
of Living.

Father Birmingham has been extremely cooperative with all
facets of his treatment. Although it is undoubtedly a difficult
and traumatic time for him, he has been open in therapy and a
solid therapeutic alliance has been established. This has allowed
us to focus on the necessary issues. As a result, Father Birmingham
has made significant progress. In addition to individual
psychotherapy three times a week, he has attended a general
psychotherapy group three times a week. He meets once a week with
the clergy group and once a week in a group focusing on increasing
patients’ self-awareness. He also participates two times a week
in a group that focuses specifically on sexual concerns. Father
Birmingham has interacted well with staff and other patients. It
is sometimes difficult for patients to relinquish control of their
activities, and they sometimes see it as having no control over
their lives. However, Father Birmingham adapted well to having to
ask me for "permission" for various activities.

In addition to being cooperative, Father Birmingham is highly
motivated. He is not only motivated for treatment here, but is
also motivated to put together a discharge plan that maximizes the
likelihood of his having the support and guidance necessary to
consolidate the gains he has made at the £nstitute of Living.
When this discharge plan is in place, it will of course includ~
outpatient treatment.

BIRMINGHAM 2.20
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The question uppermost in everyone’s mind, including
Father Birmingham’s, is "what is the risk of his acting out in
this manner again". It would be unwise to say with 100% certainty
that it will not happen again. However, I believe the risks of
another occurrence are minimal. This statement is not only a
reflection of his progress in treatment here, but also is based on
several other factors.

First, of course, the effects of the trauma he has
experienced by having to be hospitalized cannot be underestimated.
Having to face’himself and others with the awareness of his
behavior has been a sobering event. Added to that, confronting
the impact on the young boy and his family has left an indelible
mark in his memory. He has expressed great shame and remorse.
Although Father Birmingham does not voluntarily express these
feelings verbally, when probed, it is obvious that they are ther~
within him.

Secondly, Father Birmingham does ngt.-fit the us~@l profile of
someone who is likely to frequently act out in this m~nne~. His
behavior is episodic and the last episode was 17 years ago.
Identifying the particular stressors which may lead to su~acting
out mean those stressors, themselves, may be addressed, rather
than the behaviors they precipitate.

Last, but certainly not least, reducing the risk of future
acting out depends on having a solid discharge plan and aftercare
program. It has been suggested, and Father Birmingham has agreed,
that he continue in outpatient therapy for an indefinite period of
time. Dr. John Currans is being asked to provide that treatment.
A spiritual director is also being recommended. Father Birmingham
has suggested Bishop Hughes and that, of course, will depend on
the Sishop’s availability. Your suggestion of a personal friend
that Father Birmingham can talk with in an open, unguarded way is
of most importance and Father Birmingham is receptive to that
also.

Given that the above factors reduce the likelihood of
Father Birmingham’s repeating his behavior, it would seem that
eventually he could return to his former work. Understandably,
will not be at his former church. The possibilities for an
interim placement in a church where the vicar is in need of
temporary assistance seems appropriate. The idea of

it
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Father Birmingham serving as a hospital chaplain also seems
appropriate.

o

I have ~ied ~o go uver our points of discussion briefly.
~hera is an issue tha~ is unclear or if you would like fur,.her
information, please let me know.

If

It was a pleasure meeting and talkinq with you. If I can he
of assistance in any way, Z can be reached at (203) 241-6932.

Sincerely yours,

Fellow in CLinica! Psychology

BIRMINGHAM 2.21 A
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2 ! 2 ! COMIVION~A~F.AL rH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MAS;.;ACHUSEIIS 07 t 3~

{617| 254.0 ~00

April 14, 1987

Mr

Lssachusetts

Dear Mr. Connelly:

His Eminence, Cardinal Law, received your letter and asked
me to look into the matter for him.

I contacted Father Birmingham and asked him specifically
about the matter you expressed in your letter. He assured me
there is absolutely no factual basis to your concern regarding
your son and him. From my knowledge of Father Birmingham and
my relationship with him, I feel he would tell me the truth and
I believe he is speaking the truth in this matter.

From my perspective, therefore, I see no need of your
raising this question with your son. But if you feel drawn to
do so, for whatever reason, I suggest that you contact Mrs.
Mary Byrne at North Shore Catholic Charities in Peabody
(532-3600). She is the Director of Professional Services and
is experienced in these matters.

I hope that you find this helpful and that itallays any
concerns you may have.

JMc:mo’l

Sincerely yours in Christ,

R~v~end John B. McCormack
S~cretary for Ministerial Personnel
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RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS

In consideration o£ Three Thousand Five

Hundred ($3,500.00) Dollars, the Receipt whereof is hereby

acknowleged, i, ~being eighteen years of age

or older, hereby remise, release and forever discharge The

Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole,

established in accordance with Chapter 506 of the

Massachusetts Acts of 1897, its agents, servants, employees,

The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, and all priests

incardinated to the Archdiocese of Boston, from all debts,

demands, causes of action, suits, accounts, covenants,

contracts, agreements, damages, and any and all claims,

demands and liabilities whatsoever of every name and nature,

both in LAW and in EQUITY, which against the said Roman

Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its agents,

servants, employees, The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston,

and all priests incardinated to the Archdiocese of Boston,

their heirs or assigns, I now have or ever had from the

beginning of the world to this date, including but in no way

limited to allegations made with respect to Rev. Joseph

Bermingham as referenced in a claim letter from my attorney,

Jeffrey E. Rossman under cover of November 9, 1990, to Wilson

~ D. Rogers, Jr., Counsel for The Roman Catholic Archbishop of

. Boston, a Corporation Sole.
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RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS

In consideration of Three Thousand Five

i" Hundred ($3,500.00) Dollars, the Receipt whereof is hereby

..![ acknowleged, I,~ being eighteen years of age

:i or older, hereby remise, release and forever discharge The

Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole,

"" .established in accordance with Chapter 506 of the

Massachusetts Acts of 1897, its agents, servants, employees,

The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, and all priests

incardinated to the Archdiocese of Boston, from all debts,

demands, causes of action, suits, accounts, covenants,

contracts, agreements, damages, and any and all claims,

demands and liabilities whatsoever of every name andnature,

both in LAW and in EQUITY, which against the said Roman

Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its agents,

servants, employees, The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston,

and all priests incardinated to the Archdiocese of Boston,

their heirs or assigns, I now have or ever had from the

beginning of the world to this date, including but in no way

limited to allegations made with respect to Rev. Joseph

Bermingham as referenced in a claim letter from my attorney,

Jeffrey E. Rossman under cover of November 9, 1990, to Wilson

D. Rogers, Jr., Counsel for The Roman Catholic Archbishop of

Boston, a Corporation Sole.
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It is the intention of all parties that this

Release shall resolve any and all claims of any kind of nature

which I have against The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston,

a Corporation Sole, its agents, servants, employees, The Roman

Catholic Archbishop of Boston, and all priests incardinated to

.the Archdiocese of Boston, including, but not limited to

claims currently existing but unknown to any of the parties

hereto.

I further agree that this settlement is in

full compromise of a doubtful and disputed claim both as to

the question o£ liability and as to the nature, extent and

permanency of all injuries and damages, and that the payment

is not to be construed as an admission of liability on the

part of The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation

Sole, its agents, servan%s, employees, The Roman Catholic

Archbishop of 8oston, and all priests incardinated to the

Archdiocese of Boston. No promise or inducement which is not

herein expressed has been made to me and in executing this

Release, I do not rely upon any statement or representation

made by any person, firm or corporation hereby released, or

any agent, physician, or any other person representing them or

any other concerning the nature, extent, or duration of said

damages or losses, or the legal liability therefore.
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All of the parties hereto agree that they and

their attorneys will maintain the confidentiality of this

settlement in the specific and general terms thereof as set

forth in this agreement. No information concernin~ this

settlement will be disclosed to any party. I further state

that I have carefully read the foregoing Release and know the

contents thereof, and I sign the same as my own free act.

Witness my hand and seal this

day of , 1991.

Si,gned in the .~resence of:

( 162-
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NOTES
Jul~l 14

I. Father James McCa         ked me to call Father Henry Cicale
(Sons of Mary) who was filling in for Father Casey in Gloucester.

~
alled Father Cicale (508-283-0054). He referred to an old
e regarding Father-Birmingham in relation to ~
m Gloucester. His mothera ~ wants him to have therapy.
made a settlement with him four years ago (3500) and paid

$385 therapy costs.

I am awaiting her call. In the meantime I called Wil Rogers
to run it by him. Gretchen took the message and will have Wil
call me Monday.

(Wil said that we should discuss this when you get back.
It is an exception to our policy BUT)

July 17

l- I0 a.m. Met with ~and his brother~ (See memo

2. I had a call from Sister Catherine Mulkerrin with a suggestion
for "space for floats." There is a structured residential house
in Chicago called II Ritiro which is for priests who need a
supervised living situation. The Director’s name is John O’Neil.
314-285-7304 OR 314-285-3759 This information came from
Sister Margaret Mary Timmins who works with CEM.

3- [called to ask for help- He did not avail himself
py before. He stopped goiong. Now he finds that he is

suicidal, hostile toward his parents, and unable to date. He

~
uld llke to have a woman therapist. I explained the legal
tuation and that this would have to be brought to a review.
took his number and told him that I would get back to him.

t~ because he seemed depressed.
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PERSONAL AND CONF[DElqTIAL
MEMO RAND U tM

TO:.

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

FILE

Sister P~ta McCarthy

September 11, 1995

Paul Ciaramltaro (Rev. Joseph Birmlngham - deceased)

July 14

Father James McCarthy asked me to call Father Henry Cicale (Sons of Mary)

who was filling In for Father Casey in Gloucester.

I called Father Clcale (508-283-0054). He ref o an old case regarding

Father Birmingham’s connection with ~ ~
~other ~ wants’him to have therapy. We made a settlement with~four
years ago ($3500) and paid $385 in therapy costs.

I am awaiting her call.

July 17

~ himself called to ask for help. He did not avail himself of therapy

before. He just stopped going. Now he finds that he is suicidal, hostile
toward his parents, and unable to go on a date- He thinks he would llke
a woman therapist. I explained the legal situation and also that this

would have to be brought to a review. I took his number and told him that

~ k to him. We talked for awhile because he seemed depressed.

September 11
Recognizing the meager settlement,

age at the tl , and the pressure from family

members regarding his therapy, the team agreed to allow! six months of

therapy. I included this ~ime frame in the waiver I sent He hesitated

to enter therapy under these conditions- However, he did find a woman

therapist, Beberly ~nd decided to go. In the meantime, he also found
a friend who is a lawyer; namely, Michelle~ She called me asking specific

questions so I referred her to Wilson Rogers, Jr.
BIRMINGHAM 2.91
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~dropped by to meek me and to bring a lekter

H£em his new therapist. (see file ~older)

He wanted to understand why his therapy had to be on a

six-month basis. I explained it to him.

He ~eels very much isolated at present. His mother

asked h~m to ~eave home. He’s mad at God, ~hur~h, and

mothe~o    He feels so abandoned~ ~ants ko invest ~n

therapy but fears such a shor~ te~m ~ommitment m~ghh

leave h~m abandoned again in six months°

He isn’t puhh~ng h~s ~ase in the hands of a la~r~er (~ek)

buk d~dn’t want to s~gn the waiver vithout asking a friend

about it-

~ fe~h ~ea~ sorr~ ~or him. He stayed a ~hort t~me.

N~ heart really ruled m~ head in this case!
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Rev. Father Joseph Birmingham
2UU1 Massachusetts Avenue

Lexin6ton, Ma. UT?T0

rO"PaO~ZSS,ON^~S=nV,C~, psychotherapy ~ hour
April @ @ "$~u. ~t~0.U0
Aprll 25 UU.UU
May Z .~    UO~O0
June 5 ~u.O0
June 5 paid
June 26
July Z5
August 13
October i

Balance

~U.UU
~u.

~U.UU
~O.OO

~360.oo

2UU.
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November g, 199C

Wilson D Rogers, Esqui~=
DU .... & ~OGE~S
20 Beacon Street
~O~O.,, 02103

RE: .... I J

Please he advised that this office reEresents~
MasJach:.:setts in regarda claim against Father Joseph ~erminjham who in Auuust, 1985

was assigned to ~
~osac~:.Ise t ,to .

It is my understand-:n5 = ....
and

a student ~d o~ the ~~ ~ha- he ~as molested
by Father Bermi-~~--

It is furt~e~ my "-~ - ~    ’
~,,~ ~ report of this moles~a--tion was made to B~sh~p John MuI,.~,,~ is 5vna who pe~fo- ~

o                  -    - ~ -,., an~ndepend~n~ investlgatio- which confirmed u" " ’*, t,,e molestation of Mr~. ¯

At the direction of Bishop John Mulcahy, Mr.
taken to see an individual (whom we ~ ’

,~e~ieve to be a psychologist)
in Maine for a one hour counsellnj session.

Nc further treatment or counsel’--             ,e,., to Mr.!,,u was rende- ~
nor was <he Gffense reported to either the Department

of Zocial S~ices or the Essex County District Attorney.
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wilson D. Rogers, Esq.
RZ:
November 9, 1990
Pag~ Two

In an efforZ to avoid publicity for ~II p~r~ies concerned, I
would-appreciate iZ if you would indicaze Zo me ~ha~ ~ou have
received this correspondence, ~nd le~ me know whether you wish to
resolve ~his ma~er wi~hou~ ~he n~cessity o£ the institution of
formal’ litigation.

I look forward ~o he~ring from you and ~hank you for your
anticipated courtesles.

yours,

jERlcrslxxvii(cial-l.l)
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUFFOLK, ss SUPERIOR COURT DEPT.
OF THE TRIAL COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 02-1296-H

JAMES M. HOGAN, ET AL
Plaintiffs,

Vo

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF
BOSTON, a Corporation Sole, ET AL,

Defendants.

I, Mary Elaine (Carrette) McGee hereby depose and say:

1.    One night in the Spring of 1970, just before Easter, my sister, Winnie Morton,
came to my house at 11:30 p.m. She was very upset and told my husband and me that she
had just come from talking to Mrs. Ann McDaid. Winnie told us that Ann McDaid told her
about all the troubles her son, Bernie, was having regarding the behavior of Father Joseph
Birmingham towards some of the boys and altar boys attending St. James School. Ann told
Winnie that Father Birmingham had been molesting the boys in the sacristy and in his private
room at the rectory. Bernie also told Ann that she should check with my son Michael,
because he was the President of the class. Some of the boys had talked to Michael when they
didn’t know how to handle the situation.

2.    That night my husband and I got Michael out of bed. I asked him "do you have
anything to tell me about Father Birmingham7" He burst into tears and said "Mama, I’m so
glad you know." His reaction convinced me that there was something that needed to be
further investigated. We sent Michael back to bed.

3.    In the morning I asked Michael what he wanted me to do about the situation. He
told me to tell Sr. Grace Kenning, the Principal of St. James. I immediately went down to St.
James School and told Sr. Grace that I had something very important to discuss with her in
private. She told me to wait in her office.     When she came in and saw the emotional
state I was in, she said, "don’t tell me he got to Michael too7" I told her what I knew and that
Michael had given me the names of some of the boys that had approached him about Father
Birmingham. They each thought they were the only ones who were molested. St. Grace told
me that Father Birmingham had been transferred six weeks before because of these incidents.
I remember a party was held for him after he left and several people lamented the fact that
the "best priest" is gone.



4.    St. Grace told me that she had gone to the Archdiocese in Boston as soon as she
became aware of the situation with Father Birmingham. St. Grace spoke with Father John
Jennings, the Personnel Director. She told Father Jennings that as long as she was Principal
of St. James, Father Birmingham would no longer be allowed near any of her students. She
told me that Father Jennings dismissed her as a meddling female. She suggested that I go to
the Archdiocese with a group of the parents.

5.    Until I met with Sr. Grace, I did not want to believe what I had been told and
hoped that it was all a mistake. After my conversation with St. Grace, it really sank in and I
came totally unglued. When my husband came home fi’om teaching school, I was crying
very uncontrollably and all I wanted to do was sleep, but I couldn’t. I had my husband call
my doctor at home as it was on a Wednesday and he wasn’t in the office. Dr. Barry told my
husband to bring me into his office the next day, as he wanted to talk to us. ARer we told
him everything we knew about Father Birmingham, he told us to go to the Archdiocese in
Boston and speak to John Jennings, the Director of Personnel for the Church. However, he
wanted me to wait for a few days so that I could regain my composure. He said that if we
went right away and I started to cry, they would dismiss me as an emotional female.

6.    The following week, my husband and I had a meeting in our home with some of
the parents involved and decided that a group of mothers would go with me to the
Archdiocese so that we could tell Father Jennings what we knew. I called the Archdiocese
and as soon as I told them what the subject was, we had no problem getting an appointment
with Father Jennings.

7.    The group consisted of myself, my sister Winnie MoRon, Judy Fairbank, Ann
McDaid and Mary Abraham. When we got into Father Jennings’ office, I told him my name,
address, my husband’s name and that he was a school teacher at Saugus Jr. High. I told him
that I wanted him to seek counseling for Father Birmingham, but Father Jennings would not
say that he would do so. I also told Father Jennings that I wanted him to inform the Pastor at
St. Michael’s in Lowell, where Father Birmingham had been transferred, about Father
Birmingham’s molesting the boys. Father Jennings refused to do that as well.

8.    The other ladies had a chance to speak and they told their stories. After about an
hour of discussion, Father Jennings said "ladies, you have to be very careful of slander."
With that, I completely lost my cool, jumped up and asked him, "where do you think my
husband would be if he had been molesting children? He would never be allowed to get
another teaching job." Father Jennings said he would get hack to me and we left.

9.    ARer not hearing from Father Jennings for about three days, I went to talk to
Father John McCormack at Catholic Charities on Essex Street in Salem. He was a very good
friend of Father Birmingham’s and they served together at St, James, I told Father
McCormack everything that happened. I also told him that my faith in the Catholic Church
was severely shaken and that I no longer knew what religion was all about. Father
McCormack said he would call Father Jennings. I le~ Father McCormack’s office with the
feeling that he was already aware of the problem and he was trying to get me to drop the ,
subject.



10. That a~ternoon, I received a call from Father Jennings, and I honestly do not
remember what he said. I was completely disgusted with the Church. I chose not to pursue
the matter as it was beginning to effect my health and well being.

11. I asked my son Michael why he didn’t tell me about what was going on and he
replied "Mama, I was aft’aid you would have him arrested and he is a very sick man."

12. On Sunday morning during the mid 1970’s, my husband wanted me to read an
article that was in the Sunday paper. The article was about the police needing help to find a
man that had been trying to pick up young boys in the Tewksbury area. They gave a
description of a man that they were looking for. As I read the article, I immediately realized
that it fit the description of Father Birmingham. Knowing that Father Birmingham had been
transferred to St. Michael’s in Lowell, I thought that I should report it to the police. We were
living in Lynnfield at the time, and my husband and I went to the State Police Barracks on
Route 1 in Lynnfield. We asked to speak to the officer in charge. I don’t remember his
name, but it should be on record that we were there. It was a Sunday around 8:30-9:00 a.m.
We identified ourselves and told him about the incident in 1970 leading to our trip to the
Archdiocese and about our talk with Father John J’ennings. This brought back a lot of very
unpleasant memories and I asked him to investigate what we told him.

SIGNED UNDER THE PENALTIES OF PERJURY THIS/~ DAY OF
,2003



SUFFOLK, ss

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPT.
OF THE TRIAL COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 02-1296-H

JAMES M. HOGAN, STEPHEN
BLANCHETTE, JOHN MORRIS,
BERNARD MCDAID, ROBERT
ABRAHAM, EDWARD BERGERON,
GARY BERGERON, JAMES DAVIN,
THOMAS BLANCHETTE, LAURENT
BEDARD, ROBERT COURTNEY,
STEVAN GAUTHIER, RUSSELL
BERGERON, OLAN HORNE, DAVID
LYKO, MARK JANECZKO, ROGER
HAMILTON, LAWRENCE FINN,
JAMES MURPHY, LAWRENCE
SWEENEY, DONALD BLANCHETTE,
EDWARD DAVIN, MICHAEL
MCCABE, JOHN DOES 1-4, RICHARD
ROES 1-8, MICHAEL MOES 1-4, AND
JAMES JOE

Plaintiffs,

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP
OF BOSTON, a Corporation Sole, JOHN
B. MCCORMACK, JOHN J. JENNINGS
and BERNARD CARDINAL LAW,
a.k.a., CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF BEATRICE CIARAMITARO

1. I am a resident of Gloucester, Massachusetts. I have a son, Paul

Ciaramitaro who suffers from tuberous sclerosis, a congenital disease characterized

principally by the presence of hamartomas of the brain ("tubers"), retina ("phakomas")



,)

and viscera, mental retardation, seizures, and adenoma sebaceum, and often associated

with other skin lesions.

2. My family was a member of St. Ann’s parish in Gloucester. Father

Joseph Birmingham was the pastor in or about 1986.

3. In or about 1987 Paul informed me that he had been sexually abused by

Father Joseph Birmingham.

4. I called the Archdiocese of Boston Chancery in Brighton and was told to

call my bishop, who was Bishop John Mulcahy in Swampscott. On or about February

12, 1987, I called Bishop Mulcahy and told him that Father Birmingham had been

abusing Paul. I asked that Paul receive counseling.

5. I remember that Father Birmingham left St. Ann’s the very next day.

6. Bishop Mulcahy arranged for Paul to receive therapy. Over the course of

the next several years Paul went to various counselors.

7. I received counseling for about one year from Bishop Mulcahy himself. I

trusted Bishop Mulcahy and looked to him for guidance in dealing with among other

things, the abuse suffered by Paul.

8. Between 1989 and 1991, Cardinal Law served Mass at St. Ann’s. After

Mass I approached Cardinal Law and told him that Paul had been abused by Father

Birmingham and that he was "having a hard time." To which, Cardinal Law brushed me

off and said "Yes, I know. I’m sorry,"

9. In or about 1991 I received a telephone call from Bishop Mulcahy. He

was angry and shouting at me. He asked me, "why are you suing the church? You said

all you wanted was counseling." I responded that I did not know what he was talking



about and that I was not suing the church. He said that Paul had gone to a lawyer and

was suing the church for the sexual abuse by Father Birmingham.

10. Bishop Mulcahy continued to yell at me and threatened to withhold

counseling fi’om Paul if he continued to sue the church. Having Paul receive counseling

was very important to me. Bishop Mulcahy was very angry and he made me very upset.

I felt intimidated and coerced into convincing Paul to give up his lawsuit. I told Paul that

if he continued to sue the church, he would be "kicked out of the family."

11. Shortly thereafter, Paul went to his attorney and told his attomey to settle

the matter. Paul was only 19 years old at the time.

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury this ~ day of June, 2002.

Beatrice Ciaramitaro



SUFFOLK, ss

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
SUCV 2002.04551 T1
(originally filed in MICV-2002-0626)
(consolidated with SUCV-2002.1296)

GREGORY FORD, ET AL.,
Plaintiffs,

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a.k.a.,
CARDI2qAL BERNARD F. LAW, ET

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF
JOHN DOE 3

I, Iohn Doe, being duly sworn, depose and state as follows:

1.    I was born on February 6, 1966. As I child, I lived in Brighton,

Massachusetts and my family and I attended St. Columbkille’s Church.

2. I was baptized and con£’m’ned at St. Columbkille’s Church and I attendcd

St. Columbkille’s Elementary and High School fxora approximately 1978-1983.

3.    I was sexually abused by Father Joseph Birmingham when I was

approximatel~ 12 or 13 years old. The Krst time was when Father Birmingham took me

to a tennJ.s/sports club. I could not swim, but Father Birmhagham took me in the pool.

As he was holding me in the pool, he put his hands down my swim trunks and fondled

my genitals. Because I could not swim, I could not get away from him. We also went

into the Jacuzzi and he put his hands down my swim trunks there too but someone came

in and he stopped. We also went into the sauna and he told me that I had to take off my

swim trunks to go into the sauna, inn the sauna he began to fondle me again until

someone came in. I told him that I wanted to go home. He then made me take a shower

with him naked.



4. The second and last time Father Birmingham abused me was in the rectory

of the church. It was close to the end of the day and my t~acher told me that Father

Birmingham wanted me to come up to h~s room in the rectory. I asked if Father

Birmingham could come down and he did. But then Father Birmingham took me upsta~s

to his room brought me in and locked the door.

5. There, Father Birmingham had managed to open my pants and start

fondling me at first on his bed. I managed to pull away and was standing trying to close

my pants and agaJ.u, he came up behind me and he started pushing his hands back in my

pants at which point I pushed him off of me and I ran from him. I ran out of his room,

down the stairs, out the rectory door and into the street. I was so scared that I did not

look before I crossed the street and I was hit by a car. I was taken to St. Elizabeth’s

Hospital, wh~h is up the sweet from St. Columbkille’s. I believe that Father Birmingham

rode in the ambulance with me. When my morn came to the hospital, Father Birmingham

was in the hospital with me. He also came by my parent’s home at some point that

evening after I was released from the hospital.

6. I never spoke to Father Birmingham again. I le~ St. Columbkille’s High

School hn the I I ~ grade.

2003 unde e " s an~nalties of perjm-y.

John Doe 3
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
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SUCV 2002-04551 T1
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GREGORY FORD, ET AL.,
Plaintiffs,

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW,
a.k.a., CARDINAL BERNARD F.
LAW, ET AL.,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF
THOMAS R. BLANCHETTE

I, Thomas Blanchette, being duly sworn, depose and state as follows:

1. I was bom on January 28, 1948. I grew up in Sudbury, Massachusetts and

attended Our Lady of Fatima Church with my family.

2. I was sexually abused by Father Joseph Birmingham from approximately

1960 to 1963. Several of my brothers were also sexually abused by Father Birmingham.

3. My family was friendly with Father Birmingham during his ministry at

Our Lady of Fatima from 1960 until 1964. He visited my home on numerous occasions.

4.    In or about 1988, I visited Father Birmingham at St. Brigid’s rectory in

Lexington. We were alone in the living room with a German Shepherd dog. I gave

Father Birmingham a brief autobiography and said I couldn’t understand why I had been

so angry all my life. I told him that I realized that I was angry because of my relationship

with him.



5. Father Birmingham equivocated about his personal difficulties. He told

me that both his parents were deceased, that he was an only child and that he was

suffering from a mysterious illness. He told me that he had been in the hospital and they

could not find out what was wrong with him.

6. I told him that what he did to my brothers and I and a list of other boys

was wrong and that he had no right to do that and that I did not think anyone had ever

told him that. He said he did not remember the other boys I listed.

7. I then said, "Having said that brings me to the real reason I have come

here tonight, which is to ask you to forgive me for the hatred and resentment I have held

against you for 25 years." When I said that, he stood up, raised his hands angrily shaking

his fists, and, in a strange, deep and violent voice said "Why are you asking me to forgive

you." Through tears, I answered "because the Bible tells me to love our enemies and

pray for those who persecute us." Father Birmingham fell back into his chair as if he had

been punched. He became very quiet as tears ran down his face.

8. More than a year later I went to see Father Birmingham again. I heard he

was gravely ill and was in Syrnmes Hospital in Arlington. When I went to Father

Birmingham’s room I saw Father Lawrence Kelley, a seminary classmate of Father

Birmingham who in 1968 joined the Army as a Chaplain, had been in the army and was a

Colonel in charge of recruiting priests to the army. Father Kelley told me he had been to

my family’s home several times with Father Birmingham.

9. He told me that Father Birmingham was very ill and in a great deal of pain

and had just been given a morphine shot. Father Kelley told me that Father Birmingham



had pneumocystic pneumonia and cancer.

Father Birmingham’s room, knelt beside him and held his hand.

pounds. A 11 h is h air had fallen out and w hat was 1 eft w as white.

I asked if I could pray for him. I went into

He was about 80

His breathing w as

extremely labored. He opened his eyes and I said, "Father Birminghaha, it’s Tommy

Blanchette from Sudbury. I have come to visit you." He was unable to converse. I said,

"May I pray for you." He said "yes." I then said, "Father, in the name of Jesus Christ I

ask you to heal Father Birmingham body mind and soul." Then, I placed my hand over

his heart and said, "Father forgive him his sins through the shed blood of Jesus Christ,

that he may have eternal life." Father Kelley and I helped Father Birmingham out of his

chair and into his bed. I left at approximately 10 p.m.

10. Father Birmingham died the next morning.

11. I went to Father Birmingham’s funeral later that week and saw Cardinal

Bernard Law there. My friend encouraged me to go speak with him. We were in the

basement of St. Brigid’s Church after the funeral mass and I approached Cardinal Law,

whose back was turned toward me. He was eating a small sandwich and drinking a cup

of coffee.

12. I called his name and he turned around. I said, "Cardinal Law, my name is

Tom Blanchette. I’ve never met you before." Cardinal Law did not shake my hand but

nodded. I said, "I knew Father Birmingham in Sudbury, his first parish." Cardinal Law

said, "Wonderful, very good, and you maintained a fi’iendship through the years." I said,

"No, though I sought him out last year here at the rectory and had a long conversation

with tiim." Cardinal Law responded, "wonderful, wonderful." I told Cardinal Law that I’



visited Father Birmingham had the hospital the night before he died. I said, "Cardinal

Law, there will be a great number of young men in this diocese in need of counseling in

the wake of their relationship with Father Birmingham." Cardinal Law asked, "what are

you driving at?" I said, "Father Birmingham sexually molested me, m~; 4 brothers and

dozens of other boys in Sudbury, and he told me that he was removed from ministry in

Gloucester for molesting boys."

13. Cardinal Law touched me above my right elbow and said, "Come here, I

want to talk to you." He directed me to an area in the middle of the floor whether our

conversation would not be overheard. He said, "As soon as I heard of this I removed him

from ministry. You must believe me. I removed him as soon as I heard of this. He was

put in residential treatment in Connecticut, then put essential under house arrest here at

the parish. He was not to have contact with teenagers or children at any time. He was

allowed to go from the rectory to the church to say mass and return. He was not allowed

to leave the grounds unaccompanied by an adult., He was not to be in the presence of

children or young people at all."

14. Our conversation lasted for about 20-30 minutes. I went on to tell him

about my conversation with Father Birmingham more than a year earlier and my

conversation with him at Symmes Hospital.

15. I told Cardinal Law that I believed that God appointed me to Father

Birmingham’s deathbed in proxy for all the boys he had molested.

16. Cardinal Law told me that Bishop Banks was handling this matter and that

he himself was not. I told him that the church has not only abrogated its responsibility to



the people but has abrogated its responsibility to the priest for not holding them

accountable to their vows. I told the Cardinal that the church shc, uld go to the individual

parishes to talk about sexual misconduct, repentance and reconciliation. I told him that

most men that were sexually molested don’t attend church but the-church has an

obligation to reach out to them all.

17. Cardinal Law repeated that he was not handling this matter and urged me

to speak with Bishop Banks.

18. In conclusion, Cardinal Law s aid t o m e "May I p ray for you?" I said,

"yes." He placed his hands on my head. I was very moved to be prayed for by a

Cardinal of the church, a prince of the church. Upon the conclusion of his prayers he said

to me "I bind you by the power of the confessional not to speak to anyone else about this.

We don’t want to destroy the reputation of this good man’s minislxy." When he said that,

my heart sunk. But not to detract from the sanctity of the moment, I said nothing. I

thanked him and returned to a group of people who were waiting for me. Later, I drove

to North Tewksbury where Father Birmingham was buffed.

19. I did not ask for the sacrament of confession from Cardinal Law.

20. The next day, I called Bishop Banks and made an appointment to meet

with him. It was either May 11t~ at 10 a.m. or May 10th at 11 a.m.

21. On the day of my appointment with Bishop Banks, I entered the Chancery

and spoke with a receptionist who called Bishop Banks’ office. He denied having an

appointment with me. Nevertheless, he agreed to speak with me. He sat behind his desk

and I sat opposite him. Our meeting lasted approximately 1 horn: and 20 minutes. I told



him that I had spoken with him personally the day after Father Birmingham’s funeral and

that he told me to come at the appointed hour. He said he had no recollection of that

conversation. I told him that I had spoken to Cardinal Law at Father Birmingham’s

funeral and that Cardinal Law had suggested I speak with Bishop Banks.

22. I told Bishop B anks about my conversation with Father Birmingham in

Lexington and at Symmes Hospital. Bishop Banks asked me why it had taken me so long

to come forward. I told him that it took me 25 years to get here. He said, "not many

others have come forward but a group of women came to the Chancery from Salem in the

1960’s.

23. I told Bishop Banks the same thing that I told Cardinal Law, that the

church has abrogated its responsibility to the people of the church and its priests. I

suggested that the church hold meetings in the respective parishes regarding sexual

misconduct and Bishop Banks responded "that would be very expensive.

24. I told him that there were more than 100 boys in Sudbury who were

abused by Father Birmingham. Bishop Banks’ response was "but no one else has come

forward from Sudbury." I later learned that two young boys from Sudbury and their

fathers reported Father Birmingham to the Chancery in 1964.

25. After about 1 hour and 15 minutes Bishop Banks said, "I have already

given you more than an hour of my time without an appointment. I have other things I

need to do." I told him that the victims needed counseling. He told me that it was time

for me to go. He never wrote down my name or telephone number and he took no notes

of our meeting.



Signed this day of July, 2003, under the pains ~nd penalties of perjury.

Thomas R. Blanchette
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Massachnse~ practice.

Notice, filing, caption and all other

formalities are waived. All objections except as to

form are reserved and may be taken in court at time

of trial.

It is further agreed that if the

deposition is not signed within thirty (30) days
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deponent is waived~
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A. When I was acting as a priest, correct.
And so that during that period I was acting -- my
primary responsibility and my total responsibility

)4 was to be a priest; I was no longer in the field of
5 social work.
6 Q. Well, did you inform the Commonwealth
7 of Massachusetts that you were no longer acting as a
8 social worker -- the licensing bureau for social
9 workers?

10 A. No, I didn’t inform the -- I had no
11 responsibility to.
12 Q. You had no responsibility to them?
13 A. That I was no longer acting as a
14 social worker.
15 Q. All right. Well, you continued to be
16 licensed until 1988, is that correct?
17 A. Correct, yes.
18 Q. You became the secretary for
19 ministerial personnel in 1984, is that correct?
20 A. Correct.
21 Q. And could you explain to the jury and
22 the court what your duties were as secretary of
23 ministerial personnel.

-
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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A. As secretary for ministerial personnel,
I had administrative oversight over those offices and
departments within the Archdiocese that dealt with
ministerial personnel. So it was around planning,
budgeting, problem solving.

Q. Okay. When you say "problem solving,"
some of the problems that you were solving had to d
with priests who were accused of abusing children,
that correct?

A. That was not part of the overall
responsibility. That was something that became part
of my responsibility having been in the office, but
the problem solving would be with department head.,
around the administration of the office or
institution.

Q. Bishop, is it not true that from the
time you started in 1984 and 1985, you started to
come across situations where there were allegations
that priests had molested children --

MR. ROGERS: Objection.
Q. -- is that correct?
A. Would you repeat that question.
Q. Sure, yeah. Is it not the case that
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1 after you became secretary for ministerial affairs in
2 1984, that starting in 1985 you were confronted with
3 situations where there were allegations that priests
4 had engaged in sexual misconduct with minors --
5 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
6 Q. -- is that correct?
7 A. I -- you used the word "cortfronted."
8 Let me say this: That the allegations usually would
9 be reported to the vicar for administration, and then

10 he at times would ask me to intervene in a certain
11 situation.
12 Q. Right. And that was something that
13 started almost immediately after you commenced your
14 work at the chancery as secretary for ministerial
15 personnel, is that correct?
16 A. I don’t know that. I would need my --
17 my memory refreshed when it started.
18 Q. Correct. We’ll be -- we’ll be going
19 through that --
20 A. Okay.
21 Q. -- later on, Bishop. But just so I
22 understand it, you did become aware, after you became
23 secretary for ministerial affairs, from time to time
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1 that there were allegations of sexual abuse against
2 minors by priests, is that correct?
3 MR. ROGERS: Objection, secretary for
4 ministerial personnel.
5 Q. Personnel, that’s correct.
6 A. I became aware that adults were coming
7 forward about allegations of sexual abuse in their
8 past, when they were a minor.
9 Q. Did you also become aware, Bishop, of

10 situations where children were reporting, either
11 themselves or through their parents, that they were
12 being sexually abused by priests?
13 A. Sometimes, yes, later on, but, again,
14 I’m not sure when, but we can --
15 Q. Okay. Well, we’ll be going through
16 some of those --
17 A. Yeah.
18 Q. -- documents in a couple moments. But
19 the question is, Bishop, is that when you were a
20 licensed social worker between 1981 and 1988, did you
21 at all times, when confronted with an allegation of
22 abuse concerning a child, did you at all times report
23 that or instruct someone to report that abuse to the
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Okay. Now, do you remember this is
another letter that we have "Not Acknowledged at
Residence," do you see that, but Archbishop of Boston
received, do you see that?

A. Yes.
Q. And this would have come approximately

seven weeks after Father Birmingham had met with,
according to these records, with Bishop Banks and
admitted that there had been some difficulty
involving this young man who alleged that he had beet
touched in the private parts by Father Birmingham?

A. Uh-huh.
Q. And now this letter about, as I said,

approximately seven weeks later comes in to Cardinal
Law. And in this letter, as you can see, can you
not, Bishop McCormack, the man states that he’s a
member of St. Ann’s Parish in Gloucester,
Massachusetts, and you knew that was where Father
Birmingham was stationed in 1987, is that not
correct, or he’d just been removed from sick leave at
that time?

A. Yes, correct.
Q. He had been promoted to pastor at that
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parish in 1985, is that correct?
2 A. I’m not sure, but I know he was made
3 pastor.
4 Q. Well, did you recommend him to be
5 pastor?
6 A. No, I don’t think -- I don’t recall.
7 Q. Were you aware that he was being
8 promoted -- I’m sorry, excuse me.
9 A. No, I don’t recall.

10 Q. Do you remember that -- do you remember
11 when he was made pastor you were working as secretar
12 of ministerial personnel at the Archdiocese?
13 A. Correct.
14 Q. Did you recommend against him becoming
15 pastor?
16 A. I recall speaking to someone about him
17 and wondering, you know, whether he ought to be a
18 pastor.
19 Q. Who was that person?
20 A. That’s what I can’t remember. I don’t
21 remember that. All I remember is saying I wonder
22 whether he ought to be a pastor.
23 Q. Was it Cardinal Law that you had that
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1 conversation with?
2 A. I don’t think so, no.
3 Q. Okay. And you wondered why he should
4 be a pastor because you were aware of sexual abuse
5 allegations --
6 A. In the past.
7 Q. Excuse me. You were aware of sexual
8 abuse allegations, Bishop, against Father Birmingham
9 dating back to the 1960s --

10 A. Correct.
11 Q. -- which you learned about in the ’70s?
12 A. Right, sometime there, yeah.
13 Q. And so when Father Birmingham comes up
14 for pastor you can remember speaking to someone you
15 don’t remember at the time -- you don’t remember
16 right now -- indicating you had questions about
17 whether this man, who was alleged to have engaged in
18 the molestation of children back in the 1960s, should
19 become pastor, is that a fair statement?
20 A. Yes.
21 Q. But he went on to become pastor?
22 A. Yes.
23 Q. And then in 1987 this man from
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1 Gloucester, who’s a parishioner at the parish where
2 Father Birmingham was now pastor in Gloucester,
3 Massachusetts, writes a letter to Cardinal Law in
4 which he states that "A colleague of mine in passing
5 mentioned a Father Joe Birmingham who was taken"
6 off-- "out of St. James Parish in Salem during the
7 late" ’60s to early ’70s.
8 He goes on to state "This man said that
9 Father Birmingham had been removed because he had

10 molested boys in the parish: As a matter of fact,
11 this man’s brother was one of the boys who were
12 molested.
13 "I now request that you inform me if
14 this is the same Joe Birmingham." Do you see that
15 right in the letter?
16 A. Yes, I would think it is.
17 Q. And you were actually serving with
18 Father Birmingham at that parish for some period of
19 time?
20 A. Yes.
21 Q. And you were aware by 1987 that it was
22 the same Joe Birmingham who was pastor at St. Ann’s
23 in Gloucester that had been pastor -- I’m sorry, that
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1 had been a priest at St. James that had been removed
because of sexual abuse allegations?

A. Correct.
4 Q. You knew that in 1987, is that correct?
5 A. Yes.
6 Q. And then the man goes on to say in the
7 last paragraph of this exhibit, "I have a son who is
8 an alter boy in the church and have a rightful
9 concern" for "him if this is, in fact, the same

l0 person," meaning Joseph Birmingham.
11 A. Uh-huh.
12 Q. .You can understand why the man would
13 have a concern, is that correct?
14 A. Very much so.
15 Q. And then it says "Twice within 6 months
16 our Reverend Joe Birmingham gave sermons on AIDS
17 which I found rather odd."
18 Then he goes on to say "If it is the
19 same person, how do I bring up the subject of
20 molestation with my son who just turned 13 years
21 old." Do you see that?
22 A. (Witness nods head.)
23 Q. And based on everything you know, you

’2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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would agree, knowing what you knew about Father
Birmingham, that it might be a good idea for this man
to speak with his son, is that correct?

A. I think, yes, if I was familiar with
this and this man asked me, I would encourage him to
approach his son to learn, yes.

Q. Okay. And certainly the sermons about
AIDS, while not being something that would be special
by themselves, in light of Father Birmingham’s
history that you were aware of, that the AIDS issue
would understandably alarm this father? Can you
understand how that would alarm a parent?

A. Yes.
Q. And then it says "Please respond to me"

and have a "real and rightful, concern about this
whole matter. I am concerned about the AIDS
situation, and about a priest possibly molesting my
son.

"Thank you for a prompt reply," and
then it’s signed by the parent. Do you see that?

A. Uh-huh.
Q. You have to say yes.
A. Oh, yes, yes.
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1 Q. So this man is raising a legitimate
2 concern in your view about a man that even you had
3 hesitations about being named pastor in 1985. He
4 wants to know about whether it’s the same Father
5 Joseph Birmingham, he wants to know whether he shou]
6 bring this up with his son about molestation, to
7 which you indicated you would believe that he should,
8 and he wants to know about the AIDS situation, as he
9 describes it. Do you see that? Do you see all those

10 things?
11 A. Yes, Ido.
12 Q. Okay. Do you remember responding to
13 this letter on behalf of Cardinal Law?
14 A. I didn’t.
15 Q. You did not respond or you don’t
16 remember?
17 A. I don’t remember.
18 Q. Okay. This is Exhibit 23. Have you
19 read your letter back --
20 A. Yes.
21 Q. -- to this same man who wrote in this
22 letter of April 4th, 1987 about his son who was a 13
23 year alter boy at St. Ann’s in Gloucester. Have you
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1 read your response to this man, Father -- Bishop
2 McCormack? What you say in this letter back to him
3 is that "His Eminence, Cardinal Law, received your
4 letter and asked me to look into the matter for him."
5 Would that have been a personal request from the
6 Cardinal?
7 A. It had to come either through him or
8 Bishop Banks, yes.
9 Q. And then you state in the next

10 paragraph "I contacted Father Birmingham and asked
11 him specifically about the matter you expressed in
12 your letter. He assured me there is absolutely no
13 factual basis to your eoneem regarding your son and
14 him. From my knowledge of Father Birmingham and re
15 relationship with him, I feel he would tell me the
16 truth and I believe he is speaking the truth in this
17 matter." Do you see that?
18 A. Yes.
19 Q. Then it goes on to state "From my
20 perspective, therefore, I see no need of your raising
21 this question with your son." Do you see that?
22 A. Uh-huh, yes.
23 Q. "But if you feel drawn to do so, for
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1 pastor.
2 Q. And when you said it would be your -- I

think you said that your intent was that -- or that
4 your intent was that it should be resolved, and I
5 want to make sure I’m using your words here.
6 A. Yeah, I’m not sure that I would say --
7 I’d be surprised if I used the word it would be
8 resolved.
9 Q. Tell me in your own words.
10 A. I would say -- well, my sense is --
11 MR. ROGERS, JR.: Well, wait a minute,
12 what he would have said or what he did say?
13 Q. What you did say.
14 MR. ROGERS, JR.: What you did say.
15 THE WITNESS: I’m not sure what I said.
16 Q. Okay. And -- but your intent, as you
17 recollect now, what was your intent back then whet
18 you were talking to him regarding, you know --
19 A. My intent was that this was terrible, I
20 was surprised, I was shocked and that, you know, th
21 pastor -- someone should know about this. And so
22 said "I will tell the pastor" and --
23 Q. Okay. And you did tell the pastor?

Page147

1 A. Yes.
2 Q. Okay. And who was the pastor at the
3 time?
4 A. My recollection, again, is it was
5 Father Curtain.
6 Q. Okay. And what was the conversation
7 again with Father Curtain?
8 A. I don’t recall the conversation; I just
9 recall going over there and said "This is just

10 unbelievable news," and I remember telling him and
11 him shaking his head. I don’t recall much more, but
12 I remember him -- again, it was -- my sense was that
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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1 correct?
2 A. Yes.
3 Q. That you had served with in St. James
4 for a number of years?
5 A. Three years.
6 Q. Three years. Was this the first report
7 that you had actually received regarding Father
8 Birmingham sexually molesting a child?
9 A. To my knowledge -- yes, it is.
10 Q. Why did you believe it?
11 A. Because I knew the parishioner and I
12 knew what he was saying, and there was an expression
13 scrawled somewhere about, you know, something like
14 "Damn Father Birmingham" or something that I had see
15 recently and that kind of made a connection so that’s
16 why I believed it.
17 Q. And when you say scrawled somewhere --
18 A. It was graffiti somewhere, yeah.
19 Q. When you say "somewhere," again, could
20 you be specific as to what your memory is?
21 A. It was on a fence of a family home in
22 Salem.
23 Q. A fence in a family home in Salem?

he was just devastated by this.
Q. Did you believe the report that was

being made to you?
A. Oh, yes, yeah.
Q. Okay. You had no doubts that it was

accurate?
A. I had no doubts that the father, you

know, learned from his son that he was sexually
molested by Father Birmingham.

Q. Okay. And this was a man that you had
gone to seminary with, that being Father Birmingham

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

go by?
A.
O.
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Uh-huh.
And you saw it just as you happened to

Uh-huh, yes.
You’re a director of Catholic Charities

at that point, you’re, you know, a former priest at
St. James. Did you feel that you should go into the
family home and find out why that might be scrawled
there or follow up?

A. I had no idea that -- I didn’t have any
idea that this was the family that -- I just saw this
and said, you know, obviously some kid is upset with

13 Father Birmingham.
14 Q. Now, shortly after this report you
15 testified before that you recall a woman, who we’ve
16 referred to as Mary McGee and you knew her by anoth~
17 name at the time, I believe -- do you know who I’m
18 referring to now or do you --
19 A. I know who you’re referring to and I
20 think I know who it is.
21 Q. Okay. Why don’t we -- we can write it
22 down just to make sure.
23 A. Oh, no, I know the name you’re

38 (Pages 146 to 149)
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1 A. Yes.
2 Q. And subsequently he was assigned to
J3 St. Bridget’s in Lexington, is that correct?
14 A. I’m not sure of that. I know he was
’5 there, but my sense he was -- that he was living
6 there, I didn’t know he was assigned -- he was
7 there. I’m not sure he -- he could have been
8 assigned as parochial vicar, I’m not sure.
9 Q. Well, again, this would have been in
10 1987 and you’re Secretary of Ministerial Personnel
11 correct?
12 A. Uh-huh.
13 Q. Okay. And would you have a role
14 in that assignment of Father Birmingham at
15 St. Ann’s?
16 A. At St. Ann’s?
17 Q. I’m sorry, at St. Bridget’s, sorry.
18 A. No, no, after his -- I think his
19 treatment -- his whole treatment and the work of
20 Father Birmingham was handled, I think, by
21 Bishop Banks, yes, it was, yeah.
22 Q. Okay. So it’s your understanding that
23 Bishop Banks, who was then the Vicar for

,)1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
,22
~23
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Administration, was handling everything having to do
with Father Birmingham at that time and you had no
role in the process, is that your testimony?

A. I don’t recall having any part in his
assignment; if anything, Bishop Banks might have
talked to me about what was happening with Father
Birmingham at the Institute for Living.

Q. Well, when Bishop -- and you have a
memory of Bishop Banks having that kind of
conversation with you, I take it?

A. I think so, yes.
Q. Okay. And when Bishop Banks had that

conversation with you, do you remember at that time
telling him that you had knowledge of prior
allegations of sexual abuse against Father Birmin
going back to 1970 in St. James?

A. I don’t have specific knowledge that I
said that to him, but I would be surprised I didn’t.

Q. I’m sorry, I didn’t --
A. Excuse me, I don’t have a specific

recollection that I said that to him, but I would be
surprised that I didn’t.

Q. Okay. You would be surprised if you
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1 didn’t is what you said?
2 A. gight.
3 Q. So it’s your -- what, you don’t have a
4 specific recollection; your best recollection is that
5 you probably informed Bishop Banks at that time of
6 those allegations?
7 A. We would have talked about it. He
8 might have already known, I don’t know.
9 Q. Okay. And if he was -- and, again, you

10 don’t recall whether Father Birmingham was assigned
11 as parochial vicar at St. Bridget’s at the time?
12 A. Well, my memory is is that -- yeah, I
13 don’t know he was assigned parochial vicar, whether
14 he was assigned to live there. I know eventually
15 that he became sick while he was there and he died
16 while there, but I’m not sure that he was assigned as
17 a parochial vicar, I don’t know that.
18 Q. Okay. And, again, wouldn’t that
19 normally be something you would be aware of--
20 A. No.
21 Q. Let me finish the question, Bishop,
22
23

sorry.
Isn’t that something you would be aware
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1 of in your capacity as Secretary of Ministerial
2 Personnel, if there was an assignment of a priest
3 coming off of an assessment at the Institute for
4 Living?
5 A. At that time, see --
6 Q. At that time.
7 A. -- I didn’t have that responsibility.
8 As Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, my job was
9 oversight over the administrative dimensions of the

10 offices that I was responsible for; it was not over
11 the inner workings.
12 So the inner working of assigning him
13 to St. Bridget’s would be the Clergy Personnel
14 office, the Vicar for Administration office and the
15 Cardinal. My role in that would not be around the
16 specific assignment of the palest as a parochial
17 vicar.
18 Q. Wouldn’t the assignment of a priest as
19 parochial vicar, however, come before the personne
20 board of which you were a member?
21 A. No, not all -- no, not all the time.
22 Remember, I think I said that, not all the time.
23 Q. Do you know in this --
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I think that this is the first one that we’ve had15:26:54
today of the letters that have been sent to you15:26:55
involving Father Rosenkranz, Father Graham, the 15:26:57
complaint from the person working at DSS, this is 15:27:03
the first one, I believe, that has that 15:27:07
particular stamp on it, if I’m not mistaken. 15:27:09

Do you see that2                 15:27:13
MR. CRAWFORD: Let me object to the    15:27:14

form of the question. 15:27:15
Excuse me?

MR. CRAWFORD: Are you asking him if he 15:27:16
sees this? 15:27:17
That’s okay. You see the stamp, right? 15:27:18
I do see the stamp, yes. 15:27:19
We’ve been through a number of documents, such as 15:27:21

Exhibit No. 80 concerning Father Graham, that did 15:27:23
not have the stamp on it; Exhibit No. 79, which 15:27:26
did not have the not acknowledged stamp on it;15:27:32
the exhibit that we spoke about previously from 15:27:36
DSS which did not have the not acknowledged stamp 15:27:39
on it.                        15:27:42
I don’t see that DSS thing, but that’s all right. 15:27:54
I think we went over it.               15:27:56
It’s a matter of record. If it has it, it has    15:27:57
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1 it. If it doesn’t, it doesn’t. 15:28:00
2 Q Well, in any event, Cardinal Law, do you remember 15:28:C
3 receiving this letter concerning Father Joseph    15:28:05
4 Birmingham7 15:28:08
5 A Let me finish reading it. 15:28:10
6 (Pause.) 15:28:13
7 A I do not remember receiving this letter. 15:28:54
8 Q All right. 15:28:58
9 A And, again, the stamps would indicate that the    15:28:59

10 way in which this was handled, "Not acknowledged 15:29:0.
11 at Residence," sent to the Office of Ministerial 15:29:07
12 Personnel, with the implicit understanding that 15:29:09
13 they would respond. 15:29:13
14 Q So when that stamp doesn’t appear, it’s -- it    15:29:14
15 could have been the case that you saw the letter15:29:17
16 directly? 15:29:19
17 A Not necessarily but could have been. If the 15:29:19
18 stamp is there, that’s a likely indication that I 15:29:22
19 did not see the letter. 15:29:25
20 Q Well, again, Cardinal Law, this is yet another 15:29:26
21 letter in the 1984 to 1989 time period - I think 15:29:29
22 it’s the fifth letter that we’ve covered so far: 15:29:32
23    We’ve covered the DSS letter, we’ve covered the 15:29:37

~e.tt_er 15:29:39

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
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!5
16
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21
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23
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concerning Father Graham and now we have the15:29:42
letter concerning Father Birmingham. And did I15:29:47
mention Rosenkranz? So four--           15:29:50

A You did mention Rosenkranz. He might have been 15:29:52
in there. Was he the DSS?             15:29:55

Q No, no. The DSS doesn’t -- mentions diocesan -- 15:29:57
A That’s right. It doesn’t mention -- 15:30:01
Q Doesn’t mention anybody. 15:30:02

Anyway, we’ve had, at this point, at least, 15:30:03
four or five of these leRers that have been sent 15:30:06
to you, none of which you remember receiving. 15:30:10

A ’84 to ’89. 15:30:10
Q ’84 to ’89 time period. 15:30:11
A A letter a year. 15:30:13
Q Well -- 15:30:14
A About. Average. Right? 15:30:14

Q

A

Cardinal, we’ve only gotten the records of 15
priests and we’re not quite through, so we have
some more records we’re going to show you today.
Fine.                        15:30:25
But I would ask you, in light of your testimony

this morning that the issue of childhood sexual
abuse by clergy was not something that you
considered to be pervasive in the time period

15:30:16
15:30:19

15:30:22

15:30:25
15:30:28
15:30:30

15:30:32
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1 from ’84 to ’89, there certainly were complaints 15:30:34
2 that were made; is that correct? 15:30:37
3 A That’s correct. 15:30:38
4 Q There were certainly priests who -- one priest    15:30:40
5 who had admitted engaging in it. 15:30:43
6 A That’s correct. 15:30:45

7 Q Actually, two priests because Father O’Sullivan 15:30:45
8 pied guilty, correct? 15:30:48

9 A Correct. 15:30:48
10 Q So now we have a letter concerning Father 15:30:50

11 Birmingham. And isn’t it the case -- and I don’t15:30:56
12 want to go over this again -- but you assigned 15:30:59

13 Father Birmingham to St. Brigid’s in Lexington15:31:05
14 after there had been allegations that he had been15:31:08

15 involved in sexual misconduct with minors at St. 15:31:11
16 Ann’s in Gloucester; is that correct? 15:31:15
17 A That’s correct. 15:31:16

18 Q Andyou, infact, made Father Birmingham or     15:31:18
19 assigned Father Birmingham the pastorship of St. 15:31:21
20 Ann’s in Gloucester; is that correct? 15:31:25
21 A IbelieveI--IbelieveIdid, depending on what15:31:26

22 year that-- 15:31:30

23 Q That was1985. 15:31:30
24 A -- that he was made -- yes, I would have then. I 15:31:31
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would have been here -- 15:31:34
And you now know -- 15:31:34
- a year. 15:3 ! :36
I’m sorry. 15:31:36
Yes. 15:31:37
You now know - and it’s actually in Exhibit 15:31:38

47 -- that dating back to the -- to 1964, there15:31:4 l
were allegations of sexual misconduct against 15:31:46
Father Birmingham? 15:31:49

I see that in terms of this document, yes. 15:31:49
And then you’ll turn to the next page and you’ll15:31:52

see more allegations in 1970 against Father 15:31:55
Birmingham. 15:31:59

Do you see that? 15:31:59
I do. 15:32:00
So when someone came forward with respect to

Father Birmingham, he was not removed from
ministry; he was transferred over from St. Ann’s
as pastor to St. Brigid’s in Lexington. True?    15:32:14

You read even what this letter says in the second15:32:23
paragraph -- 15:32:28
Right. 15:32:28
-- "Resigned for reasons of health." 15:32:28

I don’t recall the year that Father 15:32:37

15:32:0~
15:32:09

15:32:10
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2
3
4
5
6

Q
Birmingham died but I do recall -- 15:32:38
’89. 15:32:44
I do recall that he had cancer. 15:32:45
Right. 15:32:50
And I do recall that he was in residence at St. 15:32:54

Bdgid’s, died at St. Bdgid’s.           15:32:59
7 Q Right. 15:33:03
8 A And as I recall, but the record should show 15:33:04
9 that -- and I haven’t checked those records -- is15:33:09

10 I recall he had a very restricted assignment at15:33:12
11 St. Bfigid’s in view of his health. He was, in15:33:18
12 effect, dying. 15:33:22
13 Q Well, he died in 1989, Cardinal Law. 15:33:23
14 A That’s correct. 15:33:24
15 Q He was transferred in 1987. So my question to    15:33:25
16 you is: 15:33:28
17 After the allegations surfaced at St. Ann’s, 15:33:28
18 you transferred him to St. Brigid’s in Lexington,15:33:31
19 and you did not place any restrictions on him in15:33:35
20 terms of his access to minors while he was at St.15:33:38
21 Brigid’s, correct? 15:33:41
22 A I’m not sure that’s tree. I’d want to check that 15:33:42
23 out. I would want to check that out. 15:33:46
24 Q Could you? Okay. All fight. That’s fine. If 15:33:48
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1 you have any documents that show that -- 15:33:50
2 A I would want to check that out. Yes, I’d want to 15:33:53
3 check that out and I’d want to check that out in 15:34:01
4 terms of a discussion that I recently had with a 15:34:04
5 victim of Father Birmingham. 15:34:06
6 Q In any event, Father Birmingham was at a parish15:34:07
7 after the allegations -- 15:34:13
8 A Hewas. Hewas. 15:34:15
9 Q -- were made involving his misconduct at St. 15:34:15
10 Ann’s? 15:34:18
11 A Hewas. 15:34:18
12 Q And what was the purpose in transferring him to a 15:34:19
13 parish as opposed to some sort of facility such 15:34:23
14 as Our Lady’s in Milton or another facility where 15:34:26
15 he could have a close eye kept on him? 15:34:29
16 A Yeah. My sense is that, that his health 15:34:31

17 situation was precarious and the idea was to put15:34:39
18 him in a place where there would be -- there 15:34:43

19 could be limitation upon him but he would be with 15:34:48
20 someone who knew him and --. 15:34:53

21 Q Someone who knew him7 15:34:59
22 A Yes. Apdest. 15:35:01
23 Q Okay. All fight. Let’s now refer to the case of 15:35:02
24 Father John Geoghan, if we could, please. 15:35:07
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1 (Law Exhibit No. 84, Handwritten
2 Document, 9/6/84, marked for
3 identification.)
4 (Pause.) 15:35:40
5 (Law Exhibit No. 85, Letter, 9118/84,
6 marked for identification.)
7 Q You’ve read ExhibitNo. 847 15:37:46
8 A Ihave. 15:37:48
9 Q This is a letter that you’ve seen before; is that15:37:48

10 correct? 15:37:50
11 A Yes. 15:37:50
12 Q It’s a letter sent to you on September 6, 1984,15:37:51

13 by a Margaret Gallant concerning Father John 15:37:54
14 Geoghan; is that correct? 15:37:56
15 A It is. 15:37:57
16 Q And she reports in the letter that she has three15:37:58

17 nephews and four grandnephews who have had 15:38:0~
18 dealings with Father Geoghan. 15:38:06
19 A Yes. 15:38:06
20 Q "I’m quite certain of these facts" and she 15:38:06
21 reports to you in this letter that Father Geoghan 15:38:07
22 lately has been seen in the company of many boys. 15:38:12
23 Do you see that? 15:38:18 ’
24 A Yes. 15:38:18
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Plaintiff Robert Abraham is an adult residing in Salem, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Gary Bergeron is an adult residing in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Edward Bergeron is an adult residing in Hilton Head Island, South

Plaintiff James Davin is an adult residing in Merrimack, New Hampshire.

Plaintiff Thomas Blanchette is an adult residing in VineyardHav.en,



Massachuse~s.

I0.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Massachusetts.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Hampshire.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Plaintiff Laurent Bedard is an adult residing in Danvers, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Robert Courtney is an adult residing in Wells, Maine.

Plaintiff Stevan Gauthier is an adult residing in Salem, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Russell Bergeron is an adult residing in Salem, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Olan Home is an adult residing in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff David Lyko is an adult residing in Dracut, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Mark Janeczko is an adult residing in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Roger Hamilton is an adult residing in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Lawrence Finn is an adult residing in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff James Murphy is an adult residing in Salisbury, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Lawrence Sweeney is an adult residing in North Chelmsford,

Plaintiff Donald Blanchette is an adult residing in Gloucester, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Edward Davin is an adult residing in Bradenton, Florida.

Plaintiff Michael McCabe is an adult residing in Manchester, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff George Costanza is an adult residing in Springfield, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Charles Fitzpatrick is an adult residing in North Conway,New

Plaintiff Daniel Finnegan is an adult residing in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff William Zielinski is an adult residing in Dracut, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff William Smith is an adult residing in Tewksbury, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Joseph Favalora is an adult residing in New York, New York.



30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

Plaintiff Heath Vachon is an adult residing in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

PlaintiffPaul Ciaramitaro is an adult residing in Gloucester, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Michael Barros is an adult residing in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Norman Gendron is an adult residing in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff Richard Smith is an adult residing in Springfield, M~sachusetts.

Plaintiffs John Doe 1-4 and Jane Doe are adults who were sexually abused by

Father Birmingham during Father Birmingham’s tenure at Our Lady of Fatima, Sudbury,

Massachusetts.

36. Plaintiffs Richard Roe 1-9 are adults who were sexually abused by Father

Birmingham during Father Birmingham’s tenure at St. James, Salem, Massachusetts.

37. Plaintiffs Michael Moe 2-4 are adults who were sexually abused by Father

Birmingham during Father Birmingham’s tenure at St. Michaels, Lowell, Massachusetts.

38. Plaintiff James Joe 1-2 are adults who were sexually abused by Father

Birmingham during Father Birmingham’s tenure at St. Columbkille Parish, Brighton,

Massachusetts.

39. Defendant, the RCAB is a Corporation Sole, with its principal place of business at

2121 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Suffolk County, Massachusetts. The RCAB operates

parishes, schools and programs for children.

40. Defendant Bishop John B. McCormack is an adult residing at the Archdiocese of

Manchester, 153 Ash Street, Manchester, New Hampshire. Bishop McCormack is the head of

the Diocese of Manchester, which operates parishes, schools, and programs for children in New

Hampshire. Bishop McCormack was ordained a priest in 1960, a Bishop in 1995 and installed as

Diocesan Bishop of Manchester in 1998.
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41. Defendant John J. Jennings is an adult residing at Carmel Terrace, 933 Central

Monsignor Jennings wasStreet, Room 220, Framingham, Middlesex County, Massachusetts.

ordained a priest in 1949.

42. Defendant Bernard Cardinal Law, a.k.a., Cardinal Bernard F. Law, is an adult

residing at 2121 Commonwealth Avenue, Brighton, Suffolk County, Massachusetts. Cardinal

Cardinal Law is the head of the

Defendant Thomas J. Finnegan is an adult residing in East Falmouth, Bamstable

Law was elevated from Archbishop to Cardinal in 1985.

RCAB.

43.

County, Massachusetts.

44. Defendant Robert J. Banks is an adult residing at the Diocese of Green Bay,

Wisconsin, 1825 Riverside Drive, Green Bay, Wisconsin 54305-3825. Bishop Banks is the head

of the Diocese of Green Bay, which operates parishes, schools, and programs for children in

Wisconsin. Bishop Banks was ordained a priest in 1951. He was ordained an auxiliary bishop

for Boston on September 19, 1985, and was then installed as the Diocesan Bishop of Green Bay

on December 5, 1990.

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS

General Background

45. Father Birmingham was ordained a priest in 1960. In approximately 1961, the

RCAB assigned Father Birmingham to Our Lady of Fatima ("Our Lady") in Sudbury,

Massachusetts. In approximately 1965 or 1966, Father Birmingham was transferred to St. James

in Salem, Massachusetts. In or about 1970, Father Birmingham was transferred from St. James

to St. Michael’s in Lowell, Massachusetts. Father Birmingham was then transferred in 1978 to

St. Columbkille in Brighton, Massachusetts. In or about 1986, Father Birmingham was
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transferred from St. Columbkille to St. Ann’s in Gloucester. In 1985, Father Birmingham was

promoted to pastor of St. Ann’s. In 1988, Father Birmingham was transferred from St. Ann’s to

St. Brigid’s in Lexington, Massachusetts. After holding a series of positions in various parishes,

Father Birmingham died in 1989.

46. When Father Birmingham was promoted to pastor of St..~an’s in 1985 Bishop

McCormack was Secretary of Ministerial Personnel and Bernard F. Law was the Cardinal.

Our Lady of Fatima, Sudbury, Massachusetts

47. Father Birmingham sexually abused Stephen, Thomas, Donald, James, Ed, Mike,

George, John Doe 1-4 and Jane Doe while a curate at Our Lady in Sudbury, Massachusetts.

48. The abuse ranged from fondling to rape.

49. In 1964, when Mike’s father, Howard McCabe ("Mr. McCabe") was speaking to

Mike about the "facts of life," Mike told his dad that Father Birmingham was touching him.

50. Mr. McCabe called his friend who told him to not to tell anyone. But about one

week later, Mr. McCabe’s neighbor ("Neighbor") contacted him about Neighbor’s son ("John

Doe 4") who was also being abused by Father Birmingham. Neighbor was furious and Mr.

McCabe calmed him down. Mr. McCabe and Neighbor called Father Robert Hurley, the

church’s pastor, and told them about the abuse suffered by their sons.

51. Father Hurley asked Neighbor, John Doe 4, Mr. McCabe and Mike to go to a

meeting at the Archdiocese Chancery in Brighton ("the Chancery Meeting"). Present at the

meeting was Father Hurley, Father Birmingham, Monsignor Francis Sexton, Monsignor Thomas

J. Finnegan, Neighbor, John Doe 4, Mr. McCabe and Mike. At the meeting the two boys, John

Doe 4 and Mike, were asked to recount the abuse. Se._._~e Typewritten notes of Monsignor

Finnegan, a true and accurate copy of which is attached as Exhibit "A"



52. Father Birmingham denied the allegations of abuse and stated that he only put his

arms around John Doe 4 and Mike in a "spontaneous gesture of grabbing [one of the boys]

around the waist." Mr. McCabe jumped up and said, "You did more than that. You put your

hands down their pants and played with their penises."

53. In response to a question by Monsignor Sexton, Mike replied "Fr. B’s hands were

inside my pants, inside my underwear." Se__.~e Exhibit "A"

54. Mr. McCabe, Mike, Neighbor and John Doe 4 left the Chancery.after the meeting.

Later that day, Mr. McCabe and Neighbor were together when Father Hurley approached them

and told them that Father Birmingham was being moved to Salem to work at Salem Hospital as a

chaplain and to get psychiatric treatment. Mr. McCabe and Neighbor were relieved. That

representation, however, was untrue.

55. Approximately one year later, Mike went on a ski trip to Gunstock, Maine and

saw Father Birmingham with a "busload of children." Upon information and belief, those

children were parishioners at St. James’ Parish in Salem.

56. The RCAB knew that Father Birmingham was sexually molesting children while

a curate at Our Lady in Sudbury, Massachusetts. This knowledge prompted the RCAB to

transfer Father Birmingham to St. James in Salem, a parish with a thriving grammar school.

St James, Salem, Massachusetts

57. Father Birmingham continued to sexually abuse children while assigned to St.

James in Salem, Massachusetts, including Jamie, John, Bernie, Bobby, Laurent, Robert, Stevan,

Russell, Jim, and Richard Roe 1-9.

58. The abuse included fondling, oral rape, attempted anal rape and upon information

and belief, anal rape.
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59. Father McCormack was also a priest at St. James during some of the years that

Father Birmingham was sexually abusing Jamie, John, Bernie, Bobby, Laurent, Robert, Stevan,

Russell, Michael, Jim, and Richard Roe 1-9.

60. Jamie was born in 1954 and grew up in Salem, Massachusetts. In approximately

1964 or 1965, Jamie became an altar boy at St. James.

61. While Jamie was a minor, between the ages of approximately ten (10) and

fourteen (14), Father Birmingham repeatedly sexually molested him over a period of three (3) to

four (4) years.

62. Jamie was first molested by Father Birmingham in or about 1965. Father

Birmingham removed Jamie from his fifth grade classroom at St. James’ grammar school and

brought him to a conference room just outside the classroom. After complimenting Jamie and

telling him how smart he was, Father Birmingham hugged Jamie and placed Jamie’s hands on

his penis.

63. Thereafter, nearly every time Father Birmingham spent time with Jamie, on

approximately hundreds of occasions, he would sexually molest him. The abuse escalated and

included oral sex, mutual fondling of the genitals and attempted rape.

64. Jamie’s mother died in January 1966, when Jamie was in the sixth grade. Father

Birmingham used the death of Jamie’s mother to spend more time with Jamie. Also, despite

there being no signs that Jamie was struggling academically, Father Birmingham convinced

Jamie’s father that Jamie should repeat the seventh grade because his mother’s death had

affected him greatly. Upon information and belief, Father Birmingham did this in order to keep

Jamie in the grammar school an extra year so that he had additional opportunities to abuse him.

65. Upon information and belief, while Jamie was repeating the seventh grade’, in



approximately 1968, his former classmates, then in the eighth grade, wrote a note addressed to

Cardinal Cushing. Upon information and belief, the note stated that they, the undersigned

children, were tired of Father Birmingham "sticking his hands down their pants." Upon

information and belief, Sister Ellen Maureen saw a student passing the note around for signatures

and read what the note said. Upon information and belief, Sister Maureen confiscated the note.

66. In or about 1965-1966, after Father Birmingham had arrived at St. James, John

confessed to Father McCormack that he had been having "dirty thoughts" and performing "dirty

actions" because of the time he was spending with one of the parish priests. Instead of trying to

discover the problems John was having and ensure his future safety and the safety of other

children, Father McCormack’s response was to give John his penance.

67. Bishop McCormack knew or should have known that Father Birmingham was

sexually molesting Jamie, John, Bernie, Bobby, Laurent, Robert, Stevan, Russell, Jim, and

Richard Roe 1-9. Bishop McCormack knew that Father Birmingham was taking young boys on

overnight trips to places like Killington, Vermont; Mount Snow, Vermont and Phoenix, Arizona.

68. Furthermore, on numerous occasions Father McCormack saw Father Birmingham

escort Jamie into Father Birmingham’s bedroom and close the door.

69. At or around the times he was molested by Father Birmingham, Jamie was too

terrified and ashamed to tell anyone about Father Birmingham’s abuse. When questioned by his

father in or about 1968 or 1969, ashamed and embarrassed, Jamie denied that Father

Birmingham had ever touched him.

70. When public revelations were made with respect to the recent wide spread abuse

of children in the parishes of the RCAB, Jamie decided that he must speak to someone about the

abuse he suffered at the hands of Father Birmingham. It was only recently that Jamie, and many



of the Plaintiffs were able to speak to their families about the abuse they suffered as children.

St. Michael’s, Lowell, Massachusetts

71. While serving as a palest at St. Michael’s, approximately I971-1977, Father

Birmingham sexually abused Gary, Edward, Olan, David, Mark, Roger, Larry, Lawrence,

Charles, Daniel, William, Bill, Michael, Norman, Rick and Michael Moe 2-~.

72. The abuse ranged in severity from fondling to oral rape to attempted anal rape.

St. Columbkille’s, Brighton, Massachusetts

73. While serving as a priest at St. Columbkille’s, from approximately 1978-1985,

Father Birmingham sexually abused James Joe 1-2.

74. The abuse consisted of repeated fondling, both under and over the clothing.

St. Ann’s, Gloucester, Massachusetts

75. While serving as a priest at St. Ann’s, from approximately 1986-1987, Father

Birmingham sexually abused Paul, Heath and Joseph.

76. The abuse ranged from repeated fondling and masturbation to oral and anal rape.

77. In or about 1987, Paul informed his mother that he had been sexually abused by

Father Birmingham.

78. Paul’s mother, Beatrice Ciaramitaro, called the RCAB Chancery and was told to

speak to her bishop, who at the time was Bishop John Mulcahy ("Bishop Mulcahy"). See

Affidavit of Beatrice Ciaramitaro ("Ciaramitaro Affidavit"), a true and accurate copy of which is

attached hereto as Exhibit "B"

79. Bishop Mulcahy arranged for Paul and his mother to receive therapy. Mrs.

Ciaramitaro went to Bishop Mulcahy personally for therapy while Paul was seen by various

other counselors. Se.._~e Ciaramitaro Aff. ¶6; Se._~e Bishop Mulcahy’s typewritten notes, a true and
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accurate copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "C"

80. Between 1989 and 1991, Cardinal Law served Mass at St. Ann’s. Aider Mass,

Mrs. Ciaramitaro approached Cardinal Law and told him that Paul had been abused by Father

Birmingham and that he was "having a hard time." Cardinal Law only said, "Yes, I know. I’m

sorry." Se_.__~e Ciaramitaro Aff. ¶8.

81. In or about 1991, Mrs. Ciaramitaro received a telephone call from Bishop

Mulcahy. He was angy and shouting at her. He asked her, "Why are you suing the church?

You said all you wanted was counseling." Se.___~e Ciaramitaro Aft. ¶9.

82. Bishop Mulcahy told Mrs. Ciaramitaro that Paul had hired a lawyer and was suing

the church for the sexual abuse by Father Birmingham. Se.__~e Ciaramitaro Aft. ¶9.

83. Bishop Mulcahy continued to yell at Mrs. Ciarmitaro and threatened to withold

counseling from Paul if he continued his lawsuit against the church. Bishop Mulcahy

intimidated and coerced Mrs. Ciaramitaro into convincing Paul to stop pursuing his lawsuit.

Mrs. Ciaramitaro told Paul that he would be "kicked out of the family" if he continued to sue the

church. Se___~e Ciaramitaro Aft. ¶10.

84. Shortly thereat~er, Paul went to his attorney and told his attorney to settle the

matter. Paul was only 19 years old. See Ciaramitaro Aft. ¶11.

Defendants’ Actual Knowledge of Sexual Abuse Allegations Against Father Birminghatn

85. Prior to Father Birmingham being transferred to St. James in Salem, the RCAB

knew about Father Birmingham’s predilection for pedophilia. At the Chancery Meeting in 1964,

the two children recounted their experience with Father Birmingham. See Exhibit "A"

Although Father Hurley represented to Mr. McCabe and Neighbor that Father Birmingham

would be working as a chaplain at a hospital, and not with children, and that Father Birmingjaam
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would receive psychological treatment, the RCAB recklessly transferred Father Birmingham to a

parish where Father Birmingham was given unfettered access to young children.

86. Instead of informing the parishioners that Father Birmingham was transferred

because of allegations of sexual abuse, so that they could find out if there were other children

who had been abused and get them the help they needed, the RCAB intended on telling

parishioners at Our Lady of Fatima that Father Birmingham had been "working to hard" and

"needed a rest." Father Birmingham in fact, was transferred to St. James in Salem where he

continued his horrific abuse.

87. In addition to Father McCormack’s actual knowledge of Father Birmingham’s

inappropriate conduct with Jamie and John, Father McCormack was approached by a number of

individuals at St. James’ parish in 1969 and 1970.

88. In or about 1969 or 1970, an adult parishioner at St. James (the "Parishioner")

became aware that Father Birmingham was sexually abusing children in the parish. The

Parishioner confronted Father McCormack, who, upon information and belief, was working for

Catholic Charities in Salem, Massachusetts at the time. Father McCormack was not surprised at

the allegation nor did he deny that the alleged abuse occurred, but rather acknowledged that there

was a problem and stated "It’s being taken care of."

89. In approximately 1969-1970, other parishioners learned of the sexual abuse

allegations against Father Birmingham. Sister Grace Kenning, the principal of St. James’ school

("Sister Grace") held a meeting for parishioners. Sister Grace acknowledged that there was a

problem with Father Birmingham and assured the parishioners that the issue would be resolved.

90. In January 1970 a fellow priest wrote to Monsignor Jennings at the Archdiocesan

Personnel Office concerning the inappropriate sexual behavior of Father Birmingham. Se.___~e
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Letter from Rev. Patrick Kelly to Rev. John J. Jermings ("Monsignor Jennings"), a true and

accurate copy of which is attached as Exhibit "D"

91. In his letter, Rev. Kelly states that he spoke with Monsignor Jennings about

Father Birmingham on two other occasions, January 1970 and November 1969. Rev. Kelly’s

letter also discussed two meetings he had about Father Birminglaam’s-behavior with (1) a

parishioner, whom upon information and belief was Mr. McDaid, Plaintiff Bernie McDaid’s

father and (2) Sister Superior of St. James’ School, whom upon information and belief was Sister

Grace Kenning. See Exhibit "D"

92. Upon information and belief, Father Birmingham was transferred from St. James

as a result of complaints from various parents that Father Birmingham was molesting their

children. The RCAB placed Father Birmingham at St. Michael’s parish in Lowell,

Massachusetts where, upon information and belief, he was affiliated with the grammar school.

93. At or about 1970, after Father Birmingham was transferred to St. Michael’s,

Sister Grace visited the RCAB Chancery in Brighton. Sister Grace spoke with Monsignor

Jennings regarding the complaints against Father Birmingham. Upon information and belief,

Monsignor Jennings dismissed Sister Grace as a "meddlesome female" and told her to go back to

St. James.

94. After Sister Grace notified Monsignor Jennings of her concerns, a group of five

(5) women, mothers of children in St. James’ parish ("mothers"), went to the RCAB Chancery in

Brighton to meet with Monsignor Jennings. These women asked Monsignor Jennings for three

things: (1) that the pastor at St. Michael’s be told about the abuse by Father Birmingham; (2) that

Father Birmingham be given psychiatric counseling; and (3) that Father Birmingham be kept

away from young children, possibly be assigned to a high school rather than a grammar scht~ol.
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Monsignor Jennings categorically rejected their demands and threatened the mothers by warning

them of the penalties for slander.

95. Approximately.2-3 days later, one of the five women, Parishioner II, approached

Father McCormack at Catholic Charities. Parishioner II told Father McCorrnack about her visit

with Monsignor Jennings. Father McCormack again acknowledged that ~here was a problem

with Father Birmingham and that the church was taking care of it but then dismissed Parishioner

II with a prayer.

96. When Parishioner II got home from her meeting with Father McCormack she was

furious. Almost immediately, Monsignor Jennings called Parishioner II at her home.

Parishioner II, an~y at being rebuffed by both Monsignor Jennings earlier in the week and

Father McCormack only minutes before, hung up the phone before she was able to hear what

Monsignor Jennings had to say.

97. When Cardinal Law became Archbishop in 1984, he knew or should have known

about the abuse Father Birmingham perpetrated against young children. He had the ability to

locate individuals who had been affected, but recklessly chose not to do so.

98. Again in 1989, Cardinal Law was given the opportunity to reach out to victims of

Father Birmingham’s horrific past when Thomas approached Cardinal Law at Father

Birmingham’s funeral. Thomas specifically informed Cardinal Law that there were many young

men in need of counseling because of the abuse they suffered at the hands of Father

Birmingham. Thomas asked Cardinal Law to reach out to the victims and get them help.

Cardinal Law’s response was "we don’t want to destroy the reputation of this fine man’s [Father

Birmingham] ministry." The ministry Father Birmingham was involved in, was a ministry of

pedophilia.
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99. In an attempt to silence Mr. Blanchette, Cardinal Law layed his hands on Mr.

Blanchette’s head and said, "I bind you by the power of the confessional never to speak about

this to anyone else." Cardinal Law suggested that Thomas speak with Bishop Robert Banks

("Bishop Banks").

100. Thomas contacted Bishop Banks and suggested that the .~’chdiocese make an

outreach to all parishes where Father Birmingham was assigned so that victims could be located

and help provided. Bishop Banks told Thomas that it wasn’t in the RCAB budget to implement

an outreach program such as that suggested by Thomas.

101. Instead of taking prompt remedial action to abate the ongoing harm being suffered

by these men, Cardinal Law and Bishop Banks worked to conceal Father Birmingham’s acts of

pedophilia. It is foreseeable that Cardinal Law’s attempt to silence Thomas about the abuse

perpetrated by Father Birmingham and Bishop Banks’ dismissive response to Thomas’

suggestion, would compound the suffering of the Plaintiffs.

102. As a direct and proximate result of all the Defendants’ conduct, the Plaintiffs all

suffered great emotional and psychological harm.

103. After enduring years of abuse at the hands of Father Birmingham, Plaintiffs were

forced to watch the RCAB and Cardinal Law promote Bishop McCormack - someone who could

have prevented much of the abuse suffered by Plaintiffs - to the position of Bishop of New

Hampshire.

104. The RCAB served no notification on the Plaintiffs, then minors, or their family of

the potential problems with Father Birmingham, despite the fact that the RCAB was aware that

Father Birmingham preyed sexually on children. The RCAB’s willful nondisclosure was a

deliberate attempt to conceal any cause of action from the Plaintiffs so as to toll the statu~e of
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limitations pursuant to the provisions of M.G.L.c. 260 § 12.

105. The Plaintiffs have suffered from severe emotional and psychological harm that is

directly and causally related to childhood sexual abuse that was perpetrated against them by

Father Birmingham.

106. Plaintiffs reallege

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

107. The Defendants had a duty to (a) supervise and retain competent,

STATEMENT OF CLAIMS

COUNT I
Negligence

(All Plaintiffs v. All Defendants)

and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

fit, and

otherwise qualified priests for the R.CAB and to make sure that children involved in RCAB

programs were safe and not exposed to known or suspected pedophiles; (b) fully investigate all

claims of child abuse against Father Birmingham; (c) remove Father Birmingham from having

contact with children once they knew or should have known that Father Birmingham was

sexually molesting children and (d) notify the parishioners that they and their children were

exposed to a known child molester.

108. As early as 1961, the RCAB knew or should have known that Father Birmingham

was sexually molesting children.

109. The Defendants breached their duties by, among other things, the following acts

or omissions: (a) failing to supervise Father Birmingham so that he would not pose an

unreasonable risk of harm to the RCAB parishioners; (b) failing to fully investigate the claims

and allegations of sexual abuse made against Father Birmingham; (c) failing to remove Father

Birmingham from ministry and instead providing him unfettered access to children;-and (d)
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failing to take prompt remedial action by notifying parishioners that their children had been

exposed to a known or suspected pedophile so that, among other things, the victims of Father

Birmingham could receive mental health treatment to prevent any further harm to themselves

and their families.

110. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ wrongful acts or omissions,

Plaintiffs have suffered damages.

111. The actions or inactions of the Defendants deprived the Plaintiffs of treatment

opportunities which could have mitigated their mental anguish, emotional distress and other

damages which they suffered.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs respectfully request the finder of fact to render a verdict in

favor of the Plaintiffs in an amount which is fair and just, plus interest and costs therein.

COUNT II
Negligence-Premises Liability

(All Plaintiffs v. RCAB)

112. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

113. At all times relevant to this action, the RCAB had duty to provide reasonably safe

premises for its parishioners, among others.

114. At all times relevant to this action, the RCAB knew or should have known that

Father Birmingham’s conduct would subject other minors to an unreasonable risk of harm on

their property.

115.

omissions:

The RCAB breached their duty by, among other things, the following acts or

(a) failing to warn the minor Plaintiffs, who were entrusted to the care and attention

of the Defendants and Father Birmingham, on premises owned and operated by the RCAB, that
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they would be subject to an unreasonable risk of harm on their premises; (b) failing to inform

parishioners, specifically the Plaintiffs, that they had been exposed to a known or suspected

pedophile; (c) failing to take prompt remedial action, including notification to parishioners so

that victims of Father Birmingham could receive mental health treatment to prevent any further

harm to themselves and their families.

116. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ carelessness and wrongful

acts and omissions, the Plaintiffs were damaged.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs respectfully request the finder of fact to render a verdict in

favor of the Plaintiffs in an amount which is fair and just, plus interest and costs therein.

COUNT III
Intentional/Reckless Infliction of Emotional Distress

(All Plaintiffs v. All Defendants)

117. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

118. The Defendants had knowledge of Father Birmingham’s deviant behavior toward

children and recklessly and/or intentionally allowed Father Birmingham to remain a parish priest

and transferred Father Birmingham from parish to parish where he had unfettered access to

children.

119. Defendants’ conduct was extreme and outrageous, beyond all possible bounds of

decency, and utterly intolerable in a civilized community.

120. Defendants’ conduct directly and proximately caused Plaintiffs’ extreme

emotional distress of a nature that no reasonable man could be expected to endure.

121. Defendants’ conduct was not privileged.

122. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ conduct, Plaintiffs have been
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damaged.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs respectfully request the finder of fact to render a verdict in

favor of the Plaintiffs in an amount which is fair and just, plus interest and costs therein.

COUNT IV
Breach of Fiduciary Duty

(All Plaintiffs v. All Defendants)

123. The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

124. At all times relevant to this action, the Defendants fostered and encouraged the

relationship between priest and parishioner. The Plaintiffs, who were minors, when they were

sexually abused by Father Birmingham, reposed trust and confidence in the Defendants, to

whom Father Birmingham reported.

125. The Defendants, as fiduciaries to the parishioners and to children entrusted to the

care and attention of priests acting on behalf of the RCAB, owed the Plaintiffs a duty of trust and

loyalty.

126. The Defendants breached their fiduciary duty owed to the Plaintiffs and abused its

position of trust and confidence.

127. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ breach of.fiduciary duty, the

Plaintiffs have been damaged.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs respectfully request the finder of fact to render a verdict in

favor of the Plaintiffs in an amount which is fair and just, plus interest and costs therein.

COUNT V
Violation MASS. G~:N. Laws Ch. 12, §§ llH and llI

(Paul Ciaramitaro against the RCAB)

128. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety ’the
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allegations contained in above paragraphs.

129. At all times relevant, Bishop Mulcahy was an agent of the RCAB.

130. The RCAB, through Bishop Mulcahy, interfered with Paul Ciaramitaro’s rights

secured by the laws of the Commonwealth through threats, intimidation, or coercion, including

the direct threats of withholding psychological counseling if Paul pursued legal action against the

P, CAB.

131. As a direct and proximate result of the RCAB’s conduct, Paul has been damaged.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff respectfully requests the finder of fact to render a verdict in

favor of the Plaintiff in an amount which is fair and just, plus interest and costs therein.

JURY DEMAND

PLAINTIFFS DEMAND A JURY TRIAL ON ALL ISSUES SO TRIABLE.

PLAINTIFFS
By their attorneys:

./
R.obert A. Sherman, BB’0# 458520
Courtney B. Pillsbury,~BO# 651549
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP
One International Place, Third Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Tel: (617) 310-6000
Fax: (617) 310-6001

Dated: August 5, 2002

\\bos-srv01 kPILLSBURYC~52761 v01 \14P L01 !.DOC\4/3/02
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~Ls~. Sexton assurdd r.he far.hers that Fr. B. would be tr:msfen’ed imm.ediate[y. Ft. B. asked
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away ~s transfer would be in the mail wit,kin a day or so - and he would be placed on sick leave, in ~
like~Jhcc, d. and the people were ~o be told that he had boon "working tco hard" and "neod,~ -, ,-* ’ = ,.,
eft’ore would be m~de to send Fr H a r--’--o     ~ . ,’" , " . ...... s: ,.ve.:’

.... cta~ac.ment, ouc ’we re sncm of men at this time o~",ear,"Sexton pointed out, and, possibly, be might not o-t he.p until Ordination in Feb
But. in any event, Fr. B is to be ~’ansferred

TJ-F
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SUFFOLK, ss

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPT.
OF THE TRIAL COURT
CML ACTION NO.: 02-1296-H

JAaMES M. HOGAN, STEPHEN
BLANCHETTE, JOHN MORRIS,
BERNARD MCDAID, ROBERT
ABIL~-IAM, EDWARD BERGERON,
GARY BERGERON, JAMES DAVIN,
THOMAS BLANCHETTE, LAURENT
BEDARD, ROBERT COURTNEY,
STEVAzN GAUTHIER, RUSSELL
BERGERON, OLAN HORNE, DAVID
LYKO, MARK JANECZKO, ROGER
HAMILTON, LAWRENCE FINN,
JAMES MURPHY, LAWRENCE
SWEENEY, DONALD BLANCHETTE,
EDWARD DAVIN, MICH.M~L
MCCABE, JOHN DOES 1-4, RICHARD
ROES 1-8, MICHAEL MOES 1-4, AND
JAMES JOE

Plaintiffs,

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP
OF BOSTON, a Corporation Sole, JOHN
B. MCCORMACK, JOHN J. JENNINGS
and BERNARD CARDINAL LAW,
a.k.a., CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF BEATRICE CIARAMITARO

I. I am a resident of Gloucester, Massachusetts. I have a son, Paul

Ciaramitaro who suffers from tuberous sclerosis, a congenital disease characterized

principally by the presence of hamartomas of the brain ("tubers"), retina ("phakomas")



and viscera, mental retardation, seizures, and adenoma sebaceum, and often associated

with other skin lesions.

2. My family was a member of St. Ann’s parish in Gloucester. Father

Joseph Birmingham was the pastor in or about 1986.

3. In or about 1987 Paul informed me that he had been sexu.ally abused by

Father Joseph Birmingham.

4. I called the Archdiocese of Boston Chancery in Brighton and was told to

call my bishop, who was Bishop John Mulcahy in Swampscott. On or about February

12, 1987, I called Bishop Mulcahy and told him that Father Birmingham had been

abusing Paul. I asked that Paul receive counseling.

5. I remember that Father Birmingham left St. Ann’s the very next day.

6. Bishop Mulcahy arranged for Paul to receive therapy. Over the course of

the next several years Paul went to various cotmselors.

7. I received counseling for about one year from Bishop Mulcahy himself. I

trusted Bishop Mulcahy and looked to him for guidance in dealing with among other

things, the abuse suffered by Paul.

8. Between 1989 and 1991, Cardinal Law served Mass at St. Ann’s. After

Mass I approached Cardinal Law and told him that Paul had been abused by Father

Birmingham and that he was "having a hard time." To which, Cardinal Law brushed me

offand said "Yes, I know. I’m sorry."

9. In or about 1991 I received a telephone call from Bishop Mulcahy. He

was angry and shouting at me. He asked me, "why are you suing the church? You said

all you wanted was counseling." I responded that I did not know what he was talking



about and that I was not suing the church. He said that Paul had gone to a lawyer and

was suing the church for the sexual abuse by Father Birmingham.

10. Bishop Mulcahy continued to yell at me and threatened to withhold

counseling from Paul if he continued to sue the church. Having Paul receive counseling

was very important to me. Bishop Mulcahy was very angry and he mad~ me very upset.

I felt intimidated and coerced into convincing Paul to give up his lawsuit. I told Paul that

if he continued to sue the church, he would be "kicked out of the family."

11. Shortly thereafter, Paul went to his attorney and told his attorney to settle

the matter. Paul was only 19 years old at the time.

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury this ~ day of June, 2002.

Beatrice Ciaramitaro



Februa’ry 12, 1987
[Notes of’Mo~t Key. Jokn I. Mulcahy, North Re, on Bishop]

15 years old.

His mother who brouzht ham to my office ~oke ofge,’xing counselling
His mother also said t~at Fr. Bimlingham was concerned as to why there was not a youth

mini_~"try in the parish ot’~~ He wanted to build it up.
~s mother wanted to know if Ft. Birmin2_Jaam world stay in the parish!
Finally, ~ said tkat there is a chance that another boy mi~t be invob,’ed with Ft.      ..

B irmin~odaam.                                         .                            ¯

Submined bv
÷J’olm I. Mulcahv

2/14i87 - l ~oke to J’oe Bk-m.i.nzham. He admi~ed there had been some difficul~-. He a~eed it
would be he!pfi.d to resi~ fi-orn~the parish and to ~eek assessment and therapy. He has
himsel£cooperath,.e in eve,,-v ~,a,..                                     -

I gave name or’copse!or to Bp. Mt.dcah,, so boy ,:odd receb,’e help.

÷Robert I. Barnks
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Archdiocesan -~ersonnel Office
Chancerj Building
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
=̄righton, :~ass, 02135

ittn: P.ev. John J.

Dear Father:

January 1970

i write you concerning a Brother -=riest, about :,-’non i had
~honed you for advise on t-~o occasions (aro-_nd last Tha_~:sgl,-~_ng
and again, on last Tuesday mo.-~_ing) You recal!
.telephone conversations did not identify the ~rtest.

The Drob!ea Presented ~.ms one of a

=-.~ (class o-" 7c~n~      sent!7
=~.--~~    brims this

_              - = ........ o... the yo_.=s ~ ~-and girls) at -t J~mes~ S.noo_,                    of t~= 2arent.s.
~- that t~= Drob!e~ s~facedbut subsided shcrt!y thereafter.

h’aving heard this, r mho+,=.~ you tc e~.~ out ~-" ~=~Office had any definite ~o~= of action !% such cases.
deliberately refrained from identification of ~riest

Rectorv, ..... ~..~,- the ezistence of this r’~cr, and ;minted
the fol!o:~_ng: He wo’~d either ha?e to trace the .-~-- out
put ~. end to it - or, In the event that t~e r’~cr had ~ny
fo’zx~t!on in fact, he sho,~d cons-~t ~i_th a PsYchiatrist. i
offered my o:,m. so,nice in ~in~ contact ~_th a
for hia, shoed he fee! that t~._s ;.;o[~ ~>= th!nis e=o~=~
him. As r e~ected, he denied any fo,&ndat!cn !n fast, and
ass~ed me t~a~ he ~o~d study the ~tter thoro’~h!Z.

Last l’[onda/ n!zht (~ Jan’~.ry), ~_=,~ .... :--~-p..o.~, no. m~= had been ~!te~ bi
wife th ~             ---              ¯ (~t ~.ras from the infor~nt~s

.a~ she ~==~=.~ t~=~ the "~ =~ ~    scUsaed :<tn meSUBJ..,. :,_- d!              "

an ob!~r~t~o- to a.zt, ~nd d_~%~= c’i.[h= "~ -.

JSO005



even since i spoke to Father B!_~!ng~=_m at Thanks~!T!ng time
~~,~ ~s recent ~ :~,t~!-~ the past two
~r. behalf oE the ~is~,    " __    ,:.                      _
e~lier approached mn the subject, ! wo~.i d~scuss the ~tter
~th the ~astor off 3t. j~es~ ~ar!sh.

It w-as at th!.~ time that i ~_ade ~y second _~hcne call to you,
ar.d pointed out my intended ~_si~ to th~ Pastor. a==~
were ment!o~ed. !n our conversation it c=~e out t~t sLuce you

e~.ec..!ve "~_th!n the next fe’~ weeks, !t :.ro~d be also
transfer the priest in question - as a no~a! routine
his r~e were presented to yo,A. I felt tD~t such a Presentation
sho~d come from the ~zstor, rather than from me.

~̄’[y visit to the Pastor took n!ace
. - ..... ~ afternoon, r to!dhim what I ~ve Just swelled out above, m~ ~astor ~;~ cared that

he wo,~d send a !e~’~=~.~    ~,-"-          - ............ ~v to ~ne ~ersor2.e! C___c_,requesting a transfer cf Father ~i~ingh=~ - fee!!nz that,

prozort!on as the r’~or mai smread. i__ the ~ore rea=c~ eo~ atransfer if the r~or pro~e< true

.4_ud so, the ’r~Ztter sta_nds~ ’.’.[o doubt the Pastor;s !.etzer
has already reache~ yo:ar Office. For this reason, r ~=~t!¢n
the name of the subJect-~r!est _ so that you c~n identify aZ
~hone ~!ls ~th the Pastor,s !ether. rt ~,M_!! also gi~e Zcu
up-tc-~te s~TeV of ~.~at i hate tried ts do in this case¯ r
feel t~t i ~ not betraying Father ~~-~-         -      -
confronted him first ~i_th the s!t’~t!on - ~nd nox that ~=-~-~
weeks [~Te passed the s!t~t!on doe= not a~oear controlled.

_._smuc.. as the Sisters and t"-~ parents ment!oned ahoT,,look upon the s!t-~zt!on as one of extreme ~Eency, i feel that
there ~s no other a!te~t~ ve but to ~ s~ t the
fol!ow up that ~s!t ~_th this letter to you. The possibility
re-vis!t!ng Father ~a~n~ !s impossible at or,sent - nor
co’~d I schedule ~.other me,time ~,/_th him

Trusting that the aboTe ~d~ be of he!D to you
--- - ---Father Birmln{ham, i ~ - -

= � .=or yo,~r inform_~.t~ on, Fat~= ~’,~--tt~ 0_~.,,." of t~.= Formation ,Center !n
has d!szusse£ the subj,:" with

J130006



Name Buntel, Richard A.

Date of
Birth     5 March, 1946

I. D #7102
I

Place o£
Birth Lowell;. Mass.

Date of
Ordination 5/15/71 Place of Holy Cross Cathedral,

Ordination Boston0-~-~ ) -’e.o. ~ox~/o.~
Home :    :~n~ p.-,,,,.,.a ..... Dra6ut ~.= j.,n          .~_.1, ,~1~ O1~.%Home ~Address ~ ~ ........ ~ ’ ~6~s

Tel No.~)~ -~q

Date Assigned Office Place Assigned     Date Detached

6/i/71 Asst.

618171 Asst.

10-10-78

Immaculate Conception, Newburyport 6/8/71

Christ the King, Hudson 10-10-78

TEAM MINISTRY~nAssoc. Pastor, St. Joseph, Malden

3-24-81

8/16/83
6/1/9q

New Term Team Ministry

Associate Pastor St. Catherine. Westford

Unassigned

611-194
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~t. ~oseph’s ~larish
790 SALEM STREET

MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS 02148
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTZAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Rev. James McCarthy August 1, 1983

Bishop Daily

’-.]~ev. Richard A. Buntel
Team Minlstry - St. Joseph’s, MAlden

l write to follow-up my con~mrsatlon with you on the
telephone July 30, 11:30 A.M. concerning Fathmr Buntel.
Father Buntel spent a half hour with me ii:00 to 11:30 A.M.,
Saturday, July 30. Father Buntel denies that any problem,
personal to him, is interfering with his priestly work;
that he has spent time at Our Lady’s Hall; that while there
is concern about alcoholism he feels that there is not a
problem there; that while there had been an involvement in
drugs there has been nothing in over a year, etc. He is
ready to receive an assignment - would like very much to
proceed with re-assignment.

I indicated to him that, as priest and bishop, I merely
wanted to let hlmknow that I was concerned about him
because the concerns were expressed; that I wanted to offer
him whatever programs existed and to do whatever I could to
be of assistance to him should, in fact, problems exist.
indicated I could not i~pose a program on him but I felt that
I wanted to at least be of assistance where and whenever
possible. He made no admission of any personal problem, felt
that he was in good health and indicated that Father Walter
~ McAndrews in Hudson had said to him recently that he
never had seem hlmlooklng so well.

l write this for the record and as follow-up of our
conversation.

TVD/mbg

8UNTEL-2 041



CARDINAL’S    RESIDENCE
210! COMMONWI[ALTH AV[NU~r

BRIGHTON. ~,~A$$ACHUS~’TTI 02 ~ 3~

Reverend Richard A. Buntel
Team Ministry
St. Joseph Parish
790 Salem Street
Malden, Massachusetts 021q8

Dear Father Buntel:

August II, 1983

In accordance with Archdiocesan Guidelines for Team Ministry
and upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board, I am
ending your assignment as Associate Pastor and Team Minister
at Saint Joseph Parish in Malden. Upon the recommendation of
the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese, I am .appointing you
as Associate Pastor at St. Catherine Parish in Westford. The
effective date of this course of action is August 16, 1983

I wish to express my gratitude for the pastoral efforts made
on behalf of God’s People at Saint Joseph Parish by the Team
Ministry of Father Crowley and yourself and Father Guarino,

Please notify Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily, D.D., Chancellor,
and Reverend Thomas F. Oates, Personnel Director, that you have
received this letter.

I take this occasion, Father Dick~ to ask for a remembrance in your
Masses and prayers that I may be a worthy instrument of Our Lord
as Archbishop of Boston.

Invoking the blessing of Christ, the Eternal High Priest, on our
mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Humberto Cardinal Medeiros
Archbishop of Boston
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MOST REVEREND JOHN M, D’ARCY, S.T.D.
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston

OFFICE OF THE BISHOP
Lowell Region
70 Lawren¢~ Street
Lowell, Massachusetts 01852

November i, 1983

Most Reverend Tho~s V. Daily
Administrator
Archdiocese of Boston
2i21 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Bishop Daily:

On October 31 1 had my regular meeting with the vicars of this region who,
during this interim period, are serving as your delegates. One difficult
question arose. This is the fact that Reverend Richard Buntel was assigned
to this region. The vicars are aware that Father Buntel has serious problems.
These problems apparently concern (I) alcoholism, (2) repeated use of drugs,
and it is even alleged that he was an instrument for giving drugs to young
people. It is said that at his previous parish he was called "pothead" by
some in the parish - probably by young people. I am told that the drug in-
volved was cocaine. (3) There is talk at his previous parish of homosexual
activity.

I understand from previous conversations with Father Oates at the time that
he came here, that Father Buntel was told about this and refused to seek help.
At that time, I questioned the assignment to Father Oates, b~t the assignment
had already been made. I believe that these allegations are true and if a
man like this does not seek help, he should not be given an assignment.

I feel certain that if what has been reported is true, the same scandal will
arise up here. Ft. Hudgins, who has been vicar here for a long time, tells me
that while no town is good for this, Westford would be especially bad. One of
Father’s concerns if the Chief of Police in that town. As you know, this kind
of scandal is hurtful in any parish, but most especially in these small towns.
Young people are open to priests and when assaulted in this way, their souls
are often irreparably damaged.

If all of the allegations about Father Buntel are true, I recommend as Regional
Bishop, after consulting with the four vicars (delegates), that Father Buntel
be relieved of his assignment at this time and that he be required to get help.
If Fr. Buntel refuses to seek this help, I urge that he should not be given an
assignment.

It is my conviction, as I believe it is yours as well, that we who are in the
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Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily
Page Two
November i, 1983

position of responsibility have the obligation to try to ~,revent scandal
in those cases where it seems almost definite that it will occur.

’The present staff at Saint Catherine’s, Westford presents an added reason
why it is ~mportant to follow the line that I have recommended.

I very much appreciate your attention to this matter, despite your very
difficult schedule these days. I promise prayers for you.

Sincerely yours in Our Lord,

rend John M.

copies: Rev. Eugene Curtin
Rev. Thomas Hudgins
Rev. Maurice O’Connor
Rev. Thomas Oates
Rev. Alfred Puccini
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CHANCERY
ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

Personal ~ Confidential

November 3, 1983

Most Reverend John M. D’Arcy
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
70 Lawrence Street
Lowell, MA 01852

Dear Bishop John:

Thank you for your personal and confidential letter
concerning Father Richard Buntel. In response to
the contents of the letter, I should indicate to
you that I, myself, confronted Father Buntel on the
allegations noted in your letter. He denied having
any problems in these areas of alcoholism or drugs and
that his difficulties at St. Joseph’s Parish were of
personal relationships with the other members of the
Team.

With your permission, however, I shall confront him
again with the contents of your letter, and follow
through with your suggestio~_~.~9~icularly in light
of what you and the Vicars~~to be a scandal.

I would appreciate knowing if you have had any personal
conversations with Father Buntel or if any of the Vicars
have concerning scandal in his present assignment.

With every best wish, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily
Administrator
Archdiocese of Boston

TVD:mod
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1983

Rev. Richard A. Buntel
St. Catherine Rectory
~in Street
Westford, MA 01886

Dear Father Dick:

I am wrlting to inquire if you
Office on Wednesday, November 23, 1983 30 P.M.
so that I might discuss with you your current assignment
and communication sent to me by the Most R~v. John M,
D’Arcy.

If there should be any ~ifficulty with the date or time,
please let me know. I am sure that appropriate arrangements
can be made.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

TVD/mbg

Most Rev. Thomas V. Daily
Administrator

BUNTEL-2 050



Nov n
GLEi~G? PERSONHEL OFFICE

PERSO[iAL .~9;D CONFIDENTIAL .

CH A~’,’ C ER Y
ARCHDIOCese" OF BOST~t~

November 28, 1983

Most Rev. John M. D’Arcy, D.D., S.T.D.
Regional Bishop - Lowell Region
Bishop’s Office
70 Lawrence Street
Lowell, MA 01852

Dear Bishop John:

I am writing to follow-up correspondence concerning Rev.
Richard Buntel. Father Buntel came to me on Saturday,
November 19 at 2:00 P.M. I shared with him contents e[
your letter to me of November i. He was upset and anzry
about the letter. He indicates to me that he told me the
truth when he saw me July 30, 1983 indicating that whatever
problem he had with alcoholism and drugs was passed and
under control and he indicates he is very happy in Westford.
He feels he is doing good work - that in no way is there any
question of scandal or admiratio. He also indicates to me
that he would be asking to see you about the concents of
your letter. He wants also to interview the vicars and
Father Oates to whom a copy of the letter was sent.

I concur with his desire to speak with you directly abou:
the letter. I suggested to him at the same time that it was
my understanding, that you had serious problems about potential
scandal relating not only to alcoholism and drugs but, more
especially, to inappropriate activity about which we have
previously discussed.

With best personal regards, I am

/I

TVD/mbg

Sincerely in Christ,

Mose Rev. ~ho~a~V. Da£ly
Administrator /
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MOST REVEREND JOHN M. D’ARCY, S.T.D.
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston

OFFICE OF THE BISHOP
Low’ell Region
70 Lowrence Street
Lowell, Massachusetts 01852

December 21, 1983

Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily
Administrator
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Bishop Tom:

Thank you for your letter of November 28 concerning a meeting with
Reverend Richard Buntel. I shall be happy to meet with him. So far
he has not called me here at my office.

By coincidence, I will be making a parish visitation to St. Catherine’s
in Westford on Christmas Eve and offering the Christmas Eve Liturgy
for the people there. Perhaps that will be an opportunity for Father
Buntel to approach me.

I certainly hope that his response to you represents the total truth.
As you know, it is in some conflict with other reports. At any rate,
if there is a problem, it may well be that your conversation with him
may help to put things on the right track, either now or later.

I shall keep you informed concerning any further progress on this matter.

Sincerely yours in Our Lord,

end John M. D’Arcy

JMD/ab
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO :

FROM:

RE"

Bishop Daily

Father Ryan

"Possible Personnel Matter"

April 27, 1984

On April 27, 1984, I spoke to a Mrs. ~who indicated
she was a friend of Mr. and Mrs.~ ~n member of St.
Joseph’s Parish, Malden; a widow who is a social
worker.

She went on at some great length pouring herself out in light
of what she described as a:

drug problem that involved a priest and her concern that
in his reassignment that problem might surface .....

She began by suggesting that the breakup of the Team Ministry at
St. Joseph’s Parish (on two occasions: the first being the
leaving of the priesthood by Father Brian Clark; and the second
when Father Buntel just walked away from the parish ..... ) has
caused a good amount of soul-searching at the parish level. They
feel the problem at St. Joseph’s is now corrected, but it would-
seem from her knowledge and those in the charismatic prayer group
fowhich she is a member, there is discovery that the problem was
known and yet the situation was seen to have been covered up by
the Parish Council, etc.

She went on to suggest that the effects of a priest’s life on
children is perhaps more profound than those older Catholics who

¯ would "not get hurt" too deeply."

She indicated that she had been speaking in recent times with
the pastoral associate at St. Joseph Parish, Sister Hary Nagle,
C.S.J., and Sister has been very helpful to her, confirming that
Father Buntel was referred to alcoholic therapy and he had "gone
away for a month" before being reassigned, etCo

I pointed out strongly to the good concerned lady that I had no
knowledge of the problem and if I did I could not speak with her
about it since it would be totally confidential. I then pointed
out in her own profession there would be guidelines for protection
of the person who is in a problem, as well as trying to resolve
and correct the difficulty. I further pointed out someone who
had a difficulty could not be labeled forever and not reassigned
once addressing a problem and working to correct ito She agreed.
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She went on to pour herself out about her trying to secure a
drug program of instruction in the parish a few years ago in
line with her professional work. She had sent children to the
rectory who were in difficulties and now she is wondering and
having concern that in their "working out of their problems"
they got into further problem with the individual at the rectory.
I cautioned her about rash judgement, jumping to conclusions, etc.

The lady said that she was calling me because she noticed my name
was on the "reorganization committee for the Archbishop" and that
she hoped that the realignment of structures between parishes,
institutions and the governance of°the Archdiocese might insure
against types of problems in the assignment of priests. I told
her that woudl be the purvey of the Archdiocesan Clergy Personnel
Board and the Archbishop, and not the reorganization study group.

She confided that she had supported philosophically the notion of
"team ministry"0 but now having experienced it for a good number
of years at St. Joseph’s and having a Pastor in the dimensions

¯ of Father Daley, she feels that it is best to have someone who
has authority, responsibility and will take full charge such as
a Pastor.

She went on to hope that in the reform of parish structures, etc.,
bazaars would have less importance and evaluation of the parish
needs, visitors to the homes, etc. would take precedence.

The lady seemed to have knowledge that Father Buntel was now
assiged at St. Catherine Parish in Westford and she wanted to
express herhope that he was being cared for. I told her in faith
and hope in the Church she would best make that assumption and put
to rest his alleged past and allow him to live out his life and
the needs that he has in a very local situation of new assignment.
I then urged her to focus her life on her children and the Parish
of St. Joseph, Malden, to see if she could effect some of the goals
that she feels parish life of the 80’s should incorporate.

I concluded by suggesting to the good lady that if she had any
further concerns regarding personnel at the parish level, etc. that
her confidential conversation or addressing of a letter to the
Regional Bishop would be the appropriate manner in which to deal
with it and not to the Chancery Office° She was most grateful for
the chance to speak; she seemed to be conscientious in her concern
and I think she will hopefully put the matter to rest at this
juncture.

I concluded by urging her prayer for the Church; her example to
children and to keep the confidentiality of a professional as
regards any information she may have secured about past situations
at the parish. I pointed out that during this life we only receive
"glimmers of truth" and we shall receive the whole truth in eternity.
Thus it would be well to give the benefit of the doubt to those who
seem to have greater struggles in living the Christian life on this
earth°
I give this to you simply for your information at this time°

FJR:t~                        ~ , ~
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PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE tAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

November 5. 1988

TELEFf’K3NE: 254-208S

Reverend Richard A. Buntel
Saint Catherine Parish Rectory
107 North Main Street
Westford. MA 01886

Dear Dick:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document
specifically the section on the Procedure for the First Term
Appointment of Pastors ~3, indicates that "In every case, whenever
a priest applies for a pastorate, notice of that fact is to be
brought to the atteRtion of the Personnel Board. If a priest is
not appointed he will receive from the Personnel O~fice a letter
informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Christ the King
Parish, Hudson was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence
has made the decision to appoint Father Leo R. Mahoney.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to
you. However. we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you
from indicating an interest in other parishes for which you feel
especially suited. It is important that you not interpret this
appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with reference to
yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one
of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other
parish for which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director. Clergy Personnal
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02 ! 35 (617) 254-2085

November 24. 1992

Reverend Richard A. Buntel
Saint Catherine Parish Rectory
107 North Main Street
Westford. MA 01886

Dear Dick:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors #3.
indicates that "In every case. whenever a priest applies for a pastorate.
notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a
letter informing hlm of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Joseph Parish. Pepperell
was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the decision to
appoint Father Robert J. Butler.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointmen~ to you. However.
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is ~mportant that
you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with
reference to yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
Capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director. Clergy Personnal
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON. MASSACHOSETI’S 02135 (617) 254-Z085

July 21. 1993

Reverend Richard A. Buntel
Baint Catherine Parish Rectory
I07 North Main Street
Westford, MA 01886

Dear Dick:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors ~3,
indicates that "In every case, whenever a priest applies for a pastorate.
notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive frola the Personnel office a
letter Informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Richard Parish, Danvers
was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has taade the decision to
appoint Father Charles J. Higgins.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However.
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is haportant that
you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with
reference to yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards, I remain,

Fraternally yours.

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Associate Director. Clergy Personnel
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02 t35 (617) 254-2085

August 27. 1993

Reverend Richard A. Buntel
saint Catherine Parish Rectory
I07 North Main Street
Westfor. MA 01886

Dear Dick:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Polic~ and Procedures document specifically
the nection on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors
indicates that "In every case. whenever a priest applies for a pastorate.
notice of that fact in to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from tile Personnel Office a
letter informing him of that fact.".

Your request for consideration with regard to Immaculate Conception Parish.
Winchester was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the
decision to appoint Father Charles R. McGahey

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However.
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is important that
you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with
refere.ce to yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future..

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Associate Director. Clergy Personnel
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

February 4, 1994

Reverend Richard A. Buntel
Saint Catherine Parish Rectory
107 North Main Street
Westford, MA 01886

Dear Dick:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically the section on the Procedure
for the First Term Appointment of Pastors #3, indicates that "In every case, whenever a priest applies for a
pastorate, notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board. Ira priest is not appointed
he will receive from the Personnel Office a letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Our Lady Help of Christians, Concord was presented to the
Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the decision to appoint Father Austin H. Fleming.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However, we genuindy hope that it will
not discourage you from indicating an interest in other parishes for which you feel especially suited, it is
important that you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with reference to yourself.
The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only
appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for which you feel an interest in the fi~ture.

With warm regards, i remain,

Fraternally yours,

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Associate Director, Clergy Personnel
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL REPORT
Reverend Richard A. Buntel

February 28, 1994

I met with Father Buntel on February 24, 1994 at the Chancery
regarding a report of sexual misconduct brought forward by Mr.

Initially, I reviewed with Father Buntel policies and
¯ procedures of the Archdiocese regarding sexual misconduct and then
read to him the allegations.

The following are Father Buntel’s responses:

Father Buntel won’t disagree as to what is in the report
in the sense that something happened in the time he was
there.

o He does not agree on the context in which the allegation
is phrased.

This time in Malden was a terrible time in his life. That
was why he went to Milton. There was an intervention by
other people in the house that got him to go to Milton
for assistance.

In regard to the allegations about sex, he says that it
only happened within the last year he was in Malden and
not even the full year (perhaps August, 1982 on until
July, 1983}. This did not occur every time. It did
happen a number of times. Nothing like this has ever
happened since. He believes at that time that~ was
either 17 or 18 years of age.

o The drug use was all part of it. He has not done that
since that time.

o There were drugs through the course of the.five years
with~, but not the sex (only the very last year).

~came to Westford once and one time he came by
Father Buntel’s home because he wanted his assistance in
buying a car (1984). There has been no other contact.

Father Buntel has had no problems for the past eleven
years and now this arises.

o In regard to sexual activity, when asked if there are any
other people we should be concerned about here, Father
Bun~el says there had been other incidents with other
older men. There have not been any, though, in many
years.
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Pers. and Conf. rpt. re: Key. Richard A. Buntel 2-28-94 p.2

10. The topic of sex was kidded about
Buntel, but nothing ever happened
From Father Buntel’s perspective
willing in this.

and Father
the last year.
was more than

Ii. In regard to the drugs involved, Father Buntel says that
it was primarily cocaine and a little bit of marijuana.

Father Buntel agreed to accept an Administrative Leave and agreed
to have an assessment at St. Luke Institute.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDEN

February 2

CONFIDENTIAL
Reverend Richard A. Buntel
Saint Catherine Parisl~ Rectory
107 North Main Street
Westford, MA 01886

Dear Father Buntel:

I was sony to learn of the recent allegations made about you. In light of the steps being taken to address the
allegations and in line with the agreement you reached with Reverend Kevin ). Deeley, Assistant to the
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, ! have assigned you to an Administrative Leave effective March I, 1994.

During this period, you are free to celebrate Mass privately. Otherwise, i ask that you refrain from all pastoral
act.ivity and public ministry until a resolution has been arrived at regarding the allegations. During this period,
your regular monthly remuneration will be provided through the Clergy Benefit Trust of the Archdiocese.

I realize this is a difficult time for you and for those close to you. ill can be ofhelp to you in some way, please
contact me. Be assured you are remembered in my prayers.

Please send written notification to Reverend Monsignor William F. Murphy, Vicar for Administration, and
Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director, indicating that you have received this communication.

With warm personal regards, i am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

cc: Reverend John B. McCormack
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUFFOLK, ss

LEELAND ELI EISENBERG
formerly known as RALPH E.
WOODWARD, JR.,

Plaintiff,

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP
OF BOSTON, a Corporation Sole, and
BERNARD CARDINAL LAW a.k.a
CARDINAL BERNARD LA~V

Defendants.

SUPERIOR COURT DEPT.
OF THE TRIAL COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.:

02-4080

COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND

THE PARTIES

1. Plaintiff Leeland E. Eisenberg, formerly known as Ralph E. Woodward,

Jr., is an adult residing in Bridgewater, Plymouth County, Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

2. Defendant, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston is a Corporation

Sole, with its principal place of business at 2121 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston,

Suffolk County, Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The RCAB operates parishes,

schools and programs for children.

3. Defendant, Bemard Cardinal Law a.k.a. Cardinal Bemard F. Law is an

adult individual residing at 2121 Commonwealth Avenue, Brighton, Suffolk County,

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Cardinal Law was elevated fi:om Archbishop to

Cardinal in 1985. Cardinal Law is the head of the RCAB.



STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS

4. In or about 1971, Father Richard A. BunteI was ordained a priest within

the RCAB. In or about 1982-1983, Father Buntel was assigned to St. Catherine’s Parish

in Westford, Massachusetts ("St. Catherine’s"), his third such assignment.

5. In or about 1982-1983, the Plaintiff who was approximately 21 years old,

was homeless and living in abandoned cars in a local junk yard in Ayer, Massachusetts.

6. In a state of desperation, the Plaintiff went for help to St. Catherine’s. The

Plaintiff discussed at length with Father Daniel Cronin; the senior priest in charge of St.

Catherine’s, his homelessness, the loss of his mother and the abuse he suffered at the

hands of his violent, alcoholic father. The Plaintiff asked Father Cronin if there was

work he could do at St. Catherine’s to enable him to get on his feet.

7. Father Cronin agreed to hire the Plaintiff to paint St. Catherine’s and also

offered the Plaintiff room and board until he could get back on his feet. The Plaintiff

slept on a folding cot in the basement boiler room of St. Catherine’s. Father Cronin

explained the living and employment arrangement of the Plaintiff to the three other

priests at St. Catherine’s: Father Buntel, Father Sullivan and one older palest who, upon

information and belief, was retired but living at the rectory.

8. The Plaintiff was paid by check for the work he did at St. Catherine’s and

in fact, was authorized by St. Catherine’s to purchase paint supplies and other tools on

credit at the local hardware store.

9. Shortly after moving into St. Catherine’s, the Plaintiff learned that Father

Cronin’s day offwas on Monday. Father Buntel was put in charge of St. Catherine’s

during Father Cronin’s absence. On Mondays, with Father Buntel in charge of St.



Catherine’s, Father Buntel would take the Plaintiff out to eat at a local restaurant in

Westford (Monday was also the St. Catherine’s cook’s day off). Father Buntel always

ordered alcoholic beverages for the Plaintiff and himself along with the meal. Father

Buntel charged these meals to St. Catherine’s.

10. Each Monday, for many weeks, after leaving the restaurant, Father Buntel

would take the Plaintiffback to the Rectory at Saint Catherine’s and offer the Plaintiff

additional alcoholic beverages. After supplying the Plaintiff numerous drinks, Father

Buntel would bring out a box of pornographic materiah sit beside the Plaintiff on a

couch, pull out pornographic pictures and magazines and insist the Plaintifflook at the

pornographic materials. Father Buntel would then sexually molest the Plaintiff.

11. On one occasion, Father Buntel, after supplying the Plaintiff with

numerous alcoholic drinks, took the Plaintiff to a pornographic "peep show" in Lowell,

Massachusetts and during this show again molested the Plaintiff.

12. One night, the Plainfiffbecame grossly intoxicated after drinking at a local

club. When they saw the Plaintiff on the street, the local police took the Plaintiff into

protective custody and called St. Catherine’s for someone to come and pick up the

Plaintiff. Father Buntel came to the police station to take the Plaintiff back to St.

Catherine’s. On the ride back to St. Catherine’s the Plaintiffpassed out in the fi:ont seat

of Father Buntel’s car. The Plaintiff awoke to find himself being raped by Father Buntel

in the driveway of St. Catherine’s rectory.

13. The Plaintiff, after escaping the grasp of Father Buntel went to the boiler

room at St. Catherine’s, packed his belongings and left St. Catherine’s never to say a

word to anyone.



14. Within a week after being raped by Father Buntel, the Plaintiff attempted

to take his own life by jumping offofa bridge in Ayer, Massachusetts. The Plaintiff was

taken by ambulance to the hospital and was later sent to a psychiatric facility for

observation and treatment.

15. During the time he was being abused, the Plaintiff felt that he needed to

stay in the good graces of Father Buntel. He relied on him for food and shelter and

employment. He never wanted to offend Father Buntel, fearful that if he did, his only

means of survival would be ripped away from him. -

16. Father Buntel gained the Plaintiff’s trust, preyed on his vulnerabilities, and

then abused this trust by sexually exploiting the Plaintif£

17. Upon information and belief, prior to and during the Plaintiff’s sexual

abuse by Father Buntel, the R.CAB knew, or should have known that Father Buntel was

committing sexually predatory acts, and, thus, posed a danger to the Plaintiff.

Nevertheless, the RCAB failed to act to protect the Plaintiff.

18. Upon information and belief, despite the RCAB’s knowledge of Father

Buntel’s problems with sexual abuse, Father Buntel was given unsupervised access to the

parishioners at St. Catherine’s.

19. The RCAB, at all times relevant hereto, was responsible for the

management and control of St. Catherine’s and was responsible for employing agents,

employees and staff to operate it.

20. Upon information and belief, Father Buntel appeared before the RCAB’s

Clergy R.eview Board in 1994 and again in 1996 for allegations of sexual abuse.

21. Upon information and belief, in 2002 Father Buntel was removed from his’
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position as non-ministerial business manager at St. Thomas of Villanova Church in

Wilmington, Massachusetts, in the wake of allegations of sexual abuse.

22. Plaintiff has suffered from severe psychological harm that is directly and

causally related to childhood sexual abuse that was perpetrated against him by Father

Buntel.

23. Cardinal Law and the RCAB served no notification on the Plaintiff, or his

family of the potential problems with Father Buntel, despite the fact that Cardinal Law

and the RCAB were fully aware that Father Buntel was a sexual predator. Cardinal

Law’s and the RCAB’s willful nondisclosure was a deliberate attempt to conceal any

cause of action from the Plaintiff so as to toll the statute of limitations pursuant to the

provisions of M.G.L.c. 260 § 12.

24. The Plaintiff did not know, and could not in the exercise of reasonable

diligence have known, of the factual basis and causal connection for his causes of action

against Cardinal Law and the RCAB until recently.

COUNT I
Negligence

(The Plaintiff Against the Defendants)

25. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference herein, in their

entirety the allegations contained in above paragraphs.

26. The Defendants had a duty to (a) supervise and retain competent, fit and

otherwise qualified priests for the RCAB; (b) protect the parishioners of the RCAB from

foreseeable damaging acts of third persons; and (c) investigate/warn of unreasonable

risks of harm on the premises of the RCAB; (d) remove Father Buntel once they knew or

should have known that Father Buntel was sexually abusing parishioners.
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27. The Defendants knew or should have known that Father Buntel was a

sexual predator and was unfit to work with parishioners, particularly children.

28. The Defendants breached their duty by, among other things, the following

acts or omissions: (a) failing to supervise Father Buntel so that he would not pose an

unreasonable risk of harm to RCAB parishioners; (b) failing to protect the Plaintiff from

Father Buntel’s foreseeable and probable sexual molestation; and (c) failing to

investigate/warn of the unreasonable risk of harm on the premises of the RCAB; (d)

failing to remove Father Buntel when they knew or should have known that Father Buntel

was sexually abusing parishioners.

29. The Defendant’ actions deprived the Plaintiff of treatment opportunities

which could have ameliorated his mental anguish, emotional distress and other damages

which he suffered.

30. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ careless and wrongful

acts and omissions, the Plaintiff suffered pain and suffering, emotional distress and other

substantial injuries.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff respectfully requests the finder of fact to render a

verdict in favor of the Plaintiff in an amount which is faire and just, plus interest and

costs therein.

COUNT H
Intentional/Reckless Infliction of Emotional Distress

(The Plaintiff Against the RCAB)

31. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference herein in their

entirety the allegations contained in above paragraphs.

32. The RCAB recklessly and/or intentionally assigned Father Buntel to St.
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Catherine’s and allowed Father Buntel to remain in active ministry for the RCAB after

knowing that he was sexually molesting children.

33. The conduct of the P,.CAB was extreme and outrageous, beyond all

possible bounds of decency, and utterly intolerable in a civilized community.

34. The conduct of the I~CAB directly and proximately caused the Plaintiff’s

extreme emotional distress of a nature that no reasonable man could be expected to

endure.

35.

36.

The conduct of the RCAB was not privileged.

As a direct and proximate result of the RCAB’s careless and wrongful acts

and omissions, the Plaintiff suffered pain and suffering, emotional distress and other

substantial injuries.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff respectfully requests the finder of fact to render a

verdict in favor of the Plaintiff in an amount which is faire and just, plus interest and

costs therein.

COUNT HI
Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress

(The Plaintiff Against the RCAB)

37. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference herein in their

entirety the allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

38. At all times relevant to this action, the Plaintiff was entrusted in the care

and attention of Father Buntel at St. Catherine’s.

39. The RCAB fostered and encouraged the relationship between priest and

parishioner and had a duty to exercise reasonable care in doing so.

40. The RCAB breached their duty by providing Father Buntel with unfettered



contact with people under its care when they knew or should have known that emotional

distress was likely to result from Father Buntel’s inappropriate conduct.

41. The RCAB’s conduct directly and proximately caused the Plaintiff’s

emotional distress, which a reasonable person would have suffered under the

circumstances.

42. As a direct and proximate result of’the RCAB’s careless and wrongful acts

and omissions, the Plaintiff suffered pain and suffering, emotional distress and other

substantial injuries.

WHHP,.EFOR~, the Plaintiff respectfully requests the finder of" fact to render a

verdict in favor of the Plaintiff in an amount which is fair and just, plus interest and costs

therein.

COUNT IV
Breach of Fiduciary Duty

(The Plaintiff Against the RCAB)

43. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference herein in their

entirety the allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

44. At all times relevant to this action, the RCAB fostered and encouxaged the

relationship between priest and parishioner and people under the care of the RCAB. The

Plaintiff reposed trust and confidence in the RCAB to whom Father Buntel reported.

45. The RCAB, as fiduciary to the parishioners and to people entrusted to the

care and attention of priests acting on behalf of the RCAB, owed the Plaintiff a duty of

trust and loyalty.

46. The RCAB breached their fiduciary duty owed to the Plaintiff and abused

its position of trust and confidence.
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47. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant’ careless and wrongful

acts and omissions, the Plaintiff suffered pain and suffering, emotional distress and other

substantial injuries.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff respectfully requests the finder of fact to render a

verdict in favor of the Plaintiff in an amount which is fair and just, plus interest and costs

therein.

JURY DEMAND

PLAINTIFF DEMANDS A JURY TRIAL ON-ALL ISSUES SO TRIABLE.

LEELAND ELI EISENBERG
formerly known as
RALPH E. WOODWARD, JR.

By his attomeys:

Robert A. Sherman/J3BO# 458520
Courmey B. Pillsbt~’y,BBO# 651549
GREEN’BERG TRAURIG, LLP
One International Place, Third Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Tel: (617) 310-6000
Fax: (617) 310-6001

Dated: September 16, 2002
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November 8, 1982

Reverend John E. Thomas
Saint Thomas Aquinas Parish Rectory
97 South Street
Jamaica PraWn0 Hassachusetts 02130

Dear Father ThomasE

I am w~Itlng to inform you that I am appointing Reverend
Robert,S.. Burns as Part-tlme Associate Pastor at Salnt
¯ homas Aquinas Parish in Jamaica Plain. The effective
date of this action is December I, 1982.

I am conflde~n that Father Burns will render fine priestly
service to the People of God in ~ai~ .Thomas Aquinas Parish.

I take this occasion, Father John, to ask for a remembrance
in your Hasses and prayers that I may be a woKthy instrument
of Our Lord as Archbishop of Boston.

Invoking the blessing of Christ, the Eternal lllglt Priest,
our mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Devotedly yours in Our ~.ord,

Humberto Cardinal Hed.elros..
Archbishop o£ Boston :      ¯

-!

.~.
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June 24, 1986

Reverend James B. Cann}.ff
Saint ~ary Parish Rectory
]. Mollument Square
Char lestow,. MA. 02129

FILE
Dear Father Canni£f:

With the approval of his bishop, the Host Reverend James W.
Malone,. D.D., and upon the recommelldation of the Personnel Board
of the Archdiocese. I am appointing Reverend Robert M. Burns as
paEt-tlme Parochial Vicar at Saint Hary Parish in Charlestown.
The effective date of this action is July I, 1986.

I am confident thor Father Bu[ns will render fine priestly
service to the People of God il~ Saint Mary Parish.

With my warm personal regards and best wi~hee for you and all
wl,om you serve so weLL. I am.

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop of Boston
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Reverend Robert Burns
St. Mary’s, Charlestown

March 18, 1991

Attorney Warren O’Brien, a neighbor of the~lamily in Jamaica Plain, called to
speak with me about the misconduct of a form--m~priest at St. Thomas Parish, Jamaica
Plain.

The priest’s name is Reverend Robert Burns. The misconduct was sexual abuse of a
fourteen year old boy who worked in the rectory at the time. The boy’s name is ~
~ He is age twenty and is a student at Boston College.

Father Burns is a priest of the Diocese of Youngstown, Ohio. He came to the Archdiocese
in I983 and served in Jamaica Plain for three years.

The specific reports’regarding sexual abuse are:

served as an altar boy in the parish as well as working in the rectory
his grammar school years. The abuse began by Father Burns giving him

massages. This went on for about a year. Then he began touching his genitals after a
face-to-face confession when he was about age thirteen or fourteen; this continued
when he would see him in the rectory. Eventually, there were sins of masturbation,
sodomy and oral sex on one or two occasions. He would tell Father Burns that he
didn’t want to do this and Father Burns would stop, but then it would pick up again.
This went on for a period of less than a year.

Recently, ~became angry and told a friend. At the advice of his
friend he went to a counselor who sent him to therapy at Beth Israel. q:h~l~l~rse-of

r~ear b_i~ or to,2ched him.

I met with Father Burns on March 21 and I presented to him the complaints of Attorney
O’Brien. Father Burns has been in a doctoral program at Boston College. It is not
finished. He was a resident at the House of Affirmation previous to coming to ministry
here in Boston.

At present he is living with a cousin at 5 Garvey Road, Framingham, MA 01701, telephone
number 1-508-877-4645. He left St. Mary’s Parish, Charlestown on Saturday, March 23.

My plans are to remain in contact with him and to help him resettle once we have word
from Bishop Malone what he would like Father Burns to do. Father Burns continues to be
in therapy. He spoke to me about having suicidal thoughts but that he was handling them
okay. He is thinking of leaving ministry and seeking a teaching post at Northeastern
University.

My recommendation is that I continue to be in contact with him until his situation is more
stable.

JBM:mo’l
3042M
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ALTERNATE DRAFT 215/92

S’rA~EHEN’r FROH THE ARCI~IDIOCESE OF BOSTON

CONCERNING ALLEGATIONS OF ABUSE OF A CHILD

The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston has been named in a civil

lawsuit filed in Suffolk Superior Court that alleges abuse of a minor

child. The tragic allegations involve a priest from outside the

Archdiocese of Boston~rlng the period of his temporary assignment in

Boston.~

Since this matter is in litigation and on advice of counsel we cannot

comment further on the case at this time. This is necessary to protect

the rights of all parties.

The Archdiocese of Boston is very concerned and deeply saddened by

these allegations and wants to extend its pastoral support to all involved

at this difficult time.
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DRAFT 215192

The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston has been named in a

civil lawsuit filed in Suffol~ Superior Court that alleges abuse of

a minor child. The tragic allegations involve a priest from outside the

Archdiocese of Boston.

The Archdiocese is very concerned and deeply saddened by these allegations

and wants to extend its pastoral support to all involved at this difficult

time.

Since this matter is in litigation ~ on advice of counsel we

cannot comment further at this time in order to protect the rights of all

parties.

jck
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

2 ! 0 I COMMONWEAl, 1 I I

April29,1999

His Eminence, Angelo Cardinal Sodano
Se¢retariat of State
Apostolic Palace
00120, Vatican City State, EUROPE
Personal and Confidential

Your Eminence,

I am ~a’iting to support tile request made by His Excellency, Thomas J. Tobin, Bishop of Youngstown, Ohio,
in regard to the case of Reverend Robert M. Bums, a priest of that Diocese. With Bishop Tobin, I am
grateful and appreciative ofyour pastoral understanding of the difficult situation facing this local Church.
The immoral and illegal activities of Father Bums during his stay in the Archdiocese of Boston are the cause,
potential and actual, of grave scandal.

I have asked my Delegate to prepare the enclosed Memorandum. You can see that in dealing with Father
Bums, the Archdiocese of Boston mistakenly accepted his word of contrition as a pledge against further acts
of sexual molestation of children. Despite treatment for this behavior, Father Bums continued to commit
these egregious acts. He is presently incarcerated for the same type of behavior, unrelated to his work in the
Archdiocese of Boston.

[ would greatly appreciate your consideration of this case and I request that you present it to the Holy Father
with your recommendation. The sad conclusion I draw from all the evidence is that the best course for all
involved would be dispensation fi-om all the obligations of priesthood for Reverend Robert M. Bums. I
believe this action would benefit the Church wifl~out causing undue harm to the priest.

Again, Your Eminence, I an1 grateful for your assistance, i ask your prayers for all who are so deeply
touched by this tragedy.

With warm personal regards, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

.e end.
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Memorandum R~garding Reverend Robert M_ Bums (Youngstown, Ohio)
Prepared at the Archdiocese of Boston and Submitted to the Holy See by Bernard Cardinal Law

May, 1999

Nallle ~

Born:
Ordained:

Reverend Robert M Bums
March 25, 1949
June 7, i 975

Assignments: 12-01-82 - 7/01/86 Part-Time Parochial Vicar
St. Thomas Aquinas Parish, Jamaica Plain (Boston), Massachusetts

7/01/86 - 3/22/91 Part-Time Parochial Vicar
St. Mar/, Chadestown (Boston), Massachusetts

History of Placement Within the Archdiocese of Boston:
In 1982, Most Reverend James W. Malone, Bishop of Youngstown, Ohio, requesied of Cardinal

Humberto Medeiros that Reverend Robert M_ Bums be granted a place of residence in a parish of the
Archdiocese of Boston while pursuing higher- studies at Boston College. At the time of the request, Father
Bums was undergoing a I~efiod of residential treatment at the House of Affirmation in Hopedale,
Massachusetts. The purpose was to treat incidents of and a proclivity towards sexual activity with boys.

"[’h~October 27, i982 repo~-ff~’flrflre-14~e of Affirmatic~n t_,:~o~-d-~ibert Phtnn. I_)irecax:n~
t_h*_ Off;_;e ,~’ C!’*~g~l P_~xet-(a~Yattaclae~l), clearly stated that Father Burns ouo~at not receivL~aw

past behavior and the likelihood of its recurrence, Father Bums received the full faculties of the Archdiocese
and was twice assigned as Part-Time Parochial Vicar to parishes within the City of Boston. Neither of the
Pastors with whom he was assigned was informed of a need to restrict Father Bums’ ministry" with children.

Record of Complaints and Response:
03/91 - first complaint received against Fr. Bums ofse’~ual molestation of a boy within the
Archdiocese of Boston: in response the assignment to St Mary’s Parish in Charlestown is
ended immediately
10/91 - second complaint received of sexual molestation of a boy by Father Bums
08/92 - settlement out of court with first complainant: $825,000
08/94 - settlement out of court with second complainant: $900,000
03/95 - Father Bums arrested in New Hampshire on charges of sexually molesting
a twelve year old boy

- third complaint received of sexual molestation of a boy by Fr Bums J07/95
03/96 - Father Bums is convicted of sexual abuse of a minor and incarcerated
03/96 - fourth complaint received of sexual molestation of a boy by Fr Bum~
10/98 - fifth complaint received of sexual molestation of a boy by Fr Bums1

01/99 - settlement out of court with fourth complainant: $500,000
03/99 - sixth complaint received of sexual molestation of a boy by Fr Bums ~

Summary and Recommendation
During his eight year presence within the A~chdiocese of Boston. Reverend Robert Bums is alleged

to have sexually molested six young men This propensity was known to officials within the Archdiocese of
Boston, but overlooked in favor of Father Bums solenm assurance of his ability to control his impulses The
subsequent nfisconduct indicates the incorrigible nature of Father Bums’ condition To dispense this man
from obligations to priesthood would help the Church to avoid further problems from him in the future. It
would also assist the Church in restoring trust in her clerk-
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Father Bums during his stay in the Archdiocese 10:45:09
2 of Boston are the cause, potential and actual, of 10:45:12
3 grave scandal." 10:45:15
4 A Yes. 10:45:16
5 Q Do you see that, Cardinal7 10:45:17
6 A Yes, Ido. 10:45:18
7 Q Let’s go back to the O’Sullivan case, and now 10:45:19
8 that we’ve determined that you actually used the10:45:2 l
9 word scandal, why don’t you give us your 10:45:24

10 definition of scandal as you used it on the last10:45:26
11 page of Exhibit 3. 10:45:28
12 A What is meant here on the last page of Exhibit 3 10:45:30
13 is that the immoral and illegal activities of 10:45:35
14 Father Bums when he was in the Archdiocese of    10:45:40
15 Boston, are the cause both of actual scandal --10:45:43
16 in other words, that his acts caused people to 10:45:48
17 view him and the Church in whose name he served 10:45:5,
18 in a negative light. And that would be actual    I0:46:00
19 scandal. 10:46:03
20 And then potential scandal would be that his10:46:04
21 continued presence and ability to serve as a 10:46:08
22 priest would pose that threat. 10:46:14
23 Q Then you’ll also see in the third to last i 0:46:18
24 paragraph, you state: 10:46:20
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1 "I believe that this action" -- which, in    10:46:25
2 the case of Father Bums was the dispensation 10:46:25
3 from clerical duties, it states -- "I believe 10:46:28
4 that this action would benefit the Church without 10:46:31
5 causing undue harm to the priest." 10:46:34
6 Do you see that? 10:46:36
7 A That’s correct. 10:46:36
8 Q Okay. Soclearly, in the case of Father Bums, 10:46:37
9 you were concerned about the potential of Father 10:46:39
10 Bums’ continued status as a priest as 10:46:42
11 potentially causing further scandal to the 10:46:47
12 Church. Is that correct? 10:46:49
13 MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of 10:46:52
14 the question. 10:46:53
15 MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form    10:46:53
16 also. 10:46:55
17 You may answer. 10:46:55
18 Q Do you understand the question? 10:46:56
19 A I’m not sure. 10:46:57
20 Q Sure. Let me try to rephrase it. Itwasbadly10:46:57
21 put. 10:46:59
22 In the case of Father Bums, one of the 10:47:00
23 reasons why you joined with the Bishop of 10:47:02
24 Youngstown, Ohio, in seeking to have Father Bums 10:47:0[
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1 removed from the -- 10:47:12
2 A Laicized. 10:47:14
3 Q Laicized. Let’s put it laicized. 10:47:15
4 -- was because you believed that the action10:47:18
5 of laicizafion had the potential to benefit the 10:47:20
6 Church; is that correct? 10:47:23
7 A That’s correct. 10:47:24
8 Q Now, you’ll see in Exhibit No. 2, you see all of 10:47:24
9 the allegations against Father Bums -- 10:47:28

10 A Yes. 10:47:32
11 Q -- involving sexual molestation. You see all of 10:47:32
12 the amounts of money paid by the Archdiocese of 10:47:35
13 Boston to settle cases involving Father Bums.    10:47:38
14 Do you see that? 10:47:43
15 A Ido. 10:47:43
16 Q So you must have some recollection given the 10:47:45
17 magnitude of what this man did, about Father 10:47:47
18 Bums. You must have some recollection, 10:47:50
19 Cardinal, about him; is that correct? 10:47:52
20 A Yes. 10:47:55
21 Q Okay. You in fact met with Father Bums; is that 10:47:55
22 not correct? 10:48:02
23 A I believe that I -- the only -- the only 10:48:06
24 recollection that I have of meeting with him was 10:48:10
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1 seeing him when I went to, I think it was St. 10:48:14
2 Mary’s in Charlestown for the first time. 10:48:18
3 Q Okay. But at some point, you learned that there 10:48:20
4 were credible allegations of abuse against Father 10:48:23
5 Bums; is that correct? 10:48:25
6 A Well, obviously, because of the letter. You 10:48:27
7 know, I can’t tell you at what point, but, yes, 10:48:31
8 at some point, I learned that there were credible 10:48:35
9 allegations against Father Bums. 10:48:37

10 Q Andby1999, you leamed that af~er he had been 10:48:38
11 released from the Archdiocese of Boston, he had 10:48:43
12 gone to New Hampshire and committed yet another 10:48:4
13 act of sexual molestation and had become 10:48:48
14 incarcerated. 10:48:52
15 Do you see that in Exhibit No. 2, Cardinal? 10:48:52
16 A That’s correct. 10:48:54
17 Q When Father Bums left the Archdiocese of Boston, 10:48:5
18 what actions did you personally take to ensure 10:49:03
19 that the parishes where he had served were 10:49:04
20 notified that Father Bums had credible 10:49:07
21 allegations of sexual molestation against him? 10:49:09
22 A As I think I’ve indicated to you before, matters 10:49:15
23 with regard to the handling of these cases were ’10:49:24
24 delegated and I did not personally deal with the 10:49:32
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details of what was done. 10:49:39
2 Q Did you create any policy between the time that10:49:44
3 Father Bums left his ministry in 1991, and 199910:49:50
4 when the sixth complaint came to the attention of10:49:54
5 you and the Archdiocese of Boston? Did you put 10:49:58
6 into effect any policy whereby former 10:50:01
7 parishioners at the two parishes where Father 10:50:04
8 Bums served were notified of the fact that thisi 0:50:06
9 man had now six credible allegations of child 10:50:09
10 molestation against him? 10:50:13
11 Did you put any policy like that into 10:50:14
12 effect, Cardinal? 10:50:17
13 A I think it should be a matter of record. If it 10:50:18
14 is not, the written policy handling these cases 10:50:21
15 is the policy of 19 -- I think 1983. 10:50:24
16 Q 19937 10:50:28
17 A I mean 1993. Yes. I wasn’t here in ’83, thank10:50:29
18 God. 1993. And so the policy is stated there.10:50:34
19 Q Well -- and there is no policy about -- 10:50:40
20 A And I think--
21 Q -- going back, correct, Cardinal? 10:50:42
22 A That’s right. I do not -- 10:50:44
23 MR. CRAWFORD: Let him finish his 10:50:47
24 answer, please, before you jump in with another10:50:48

P~e39

1 question. 10:50:50

2 A The policy--
3 MR. CRAWFORD: Would you complete your 10:50:51
4 answer, please. 10:50:51
5 THE WITNESS: Yes. 10:50:52
6 A The policy of the Archdiocese of Boston was put 10:50:52
7 in written form in 1993. I even think at that 10:50:56
8 time, I may be wrong, but I think that you had 10:51:02
9 something positive to say about that policy when 10:51:04
10 it was put in place, didn’t you? 10:51:07
11 Q Youknow, the thing about the deposition is that 10:51:10
12 I get to ask the questions and you have to give10:51:11

13 the answers, rm happy to talk about that with 10:51:13
14 you privately. ! 0:51:17
15 A I think you did. 10:51:19
16 Q Well--
17 A But at any rate, itwas 1993 when we put the 10:51:20
18 policy in place. And at that time, the policy 10:51:23

19 did not deal with going to parishes where people10:51:27
20 had served previously. 10:51:31
21 Q Was that becanse ofthe need to prevent scandal 10:51:31

22 to the Church, Cardinal Law? 10:51:34

23 A The effort in putting that policy in place, 10:51:39
24 Mr. MacLeish, was to handle these cases in the    10:51:44
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most effective way we knew how at that time.
When that policy was written, it was

generally praised as being forward looking. As
we look at it now, it had deficiencies. And as
you know, I corrected some of those deficiencies
in January 1, 2000. January I, 2001. But -- and
as you know also, at the present time and while I
was still Archbishop of Boston, we were
attempting now to reach out in an effective way
to parishes.                     10:52:29

10:51:47
10:51:49

10:51:53
10:51:59

10:52:04
10:52:09
10:52:19

10:52:23
10:52:25

But at that time, we didn’t do that.      10:52:31
Q Cardinal, this man had six allegations of child 10:52:33

molestation against him, according to the 10:52:39
memorandum that you sent to the Holy See. You10:52:41
see that in Exhibit 2?                10:52:44

A Yes.                         10:52:46
Q He had a criminal conviction he was serving in    10:52:46

New Hampshire; is that correct?           10:52:5 i
A In 1999 after he had left this archdiocese, yes. 10:52:51
Q What precautions did you personally put in place, 10:52:54

including notification to the Department of 10:52:57
Social Services or law enforcement, about the 10:52:59
threat posed by Father Bums to children? 10:53:02
Because you’ll see after, as you correctly noted,10:53:05
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1 he left the Archdiocese, he went up to New 10:53:07
2 Hampshire and was convicted of sexually abusing a10:53:1(
3 minor and incarcerated. 10:53:13
4 So my question is: While he was still a 10:53:15
5 priest, what did you personally do, either by way 10:53:17
6 of policy or communication to law enforcement or 10:53:20
7 DSS, to ensure that Father Bums, when he left10:53:25
8 the Archdiocese, would not commit abuse again?10:53:29
9 Did you do anything? 10:53:31
10 A Mr. MacLeish, the policy is the written policy of 10:53:35
11 1993. what I did with regard to Father Bums is10:53:39
12 what I was able to do and that was to be sure 10:53:45
13 that he did not serve in this Archdiocese. I did10:53:48
14 not have the responsibility, the authority over 10:53:54
15 Father Bums beyond saying that he could not 10:53:59
16 serve in this Archdiocese because I was not his10:54:02
17 bishop. 10:54:05
18 Q He went up to New Hampshire, correct? 10:54:05
19 A I did not know where he went, but l knew that he10:54:09
20 went to New Hampshire when I heard about the fact 10:54: I:
21 that he had mn afoul and had acted out and had 10:54:16
22 been in prison. 10:54:20
23 Q And the question is: You knew before he went 10:54:22
24 to -- 10:54:25
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He was a priest of Youngstown, Ohio; not a priest 10:54:25
of the Archdiocese of Boston.            10:54:29
Right. Yet he served in the Archdiocese for ten 10:54:30

years? 10:54:32
While he was here. 10:54:33
Yes. 10:54:34
Yes. 10:54:34
And did he come to the Archdiocese of Boston, 10:54:35

from what you’re able to gather, because there10:54:37
was some shortage of priests within the 10:54:39
Archdiocese or did he come and serve as a priest 10:54:42
of the Archdiocese of Boston because Youngstown 10:54:41
did not want to have him there, given the acts of 10:54:48
child molestation he committed there.’?        10:54:51

MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to form.     10:54:53
That’s very bad question. Let me break it down.10:54:55

From what you have been able to gather and10:54:58
what you submitted to the Holy See, was there any 10:54:59
shortage of priests that caused Father Bums to 10:55:04
come and serve in Boston?              10:55:06
This is a very tragic case, Mr. MacLeish. And    10:55:09

among the many, many cases that I’ve had anything 10:55:16
to do with, to my mind, this is one of the most 10:55:21
frustrating.                     10:55:27

Page43

1 Clearly, he did not come here in lend lease. 10:55:28
2 The decision for him to come here was made by my 10:55:32
3 predecessor, the allowance for him to come, an10:55:38
4 arrangement made between my predecessor and 10:55:42
5 Bishop Malone. However, it happened. The full10:55:47
6 record of Father Bums was obscured and he should 10:55:57
7 never have received -- he should never have 10:56:06
8 received an appointment. 10:56:11
9 Q l’msorry. Finish your answer. 10:56:16
10 A He should never have received an appointment. 10:56:17
11 Q You say "the full record of Father Bums was 10:56:20
12 obscured." 10:56:22
13 What do you mean by that, Cardinal? 10:56:23
14 A Well, given the record -- I think you read it 10:56:28
15 here. 10:56:36
16 Q Right. 10:56:36
17 A Well, "Through a misjudgment of the severity of 10:56:40
18 his past behavior and the likelihood of its 10:56:42
19 reoccurrence, Father Bums received the full 10:56:46
20 faculties of the Archdiocese." 10:56:48
21 That should not have happened. 10:56:51
22 Q I’m asking you about obscurity now. Readthe 10:56:52
23 previous sentence, Cardinal. 10:56:56

"On October 27, 1982" -- "The October 27,    10:56:57
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1982, report from the House of Affirmation to 10:57:01
Reverend Gilbert Finn, Director of the Office of10:57:03
Clergy Personnel, copy attached, clearly stated10:57:07
that Father Burns ought not to receive an 10:57:10
assignment that placed him in a position to 10:57:12
minister to minors."                 10:57:14
That’s what I mean by obscured. It seems to 10:57:16

me -- and I don’t -- you know, I can’t say this10:57:19
with any kind of certainty, but it would seem to 10:57:24
me that that record was somehow obscured; that it 10:57:28
was either lost sight of, it wasn’t where it     10:57:35
should have been, but if there were such -- and I10:57:39
have no reason to doubt because the copy is 10:57:42
there -- if there were such a record, that on the10:57:45
basis of that record, he should never have 10:57:48
received an assignment. He should never have 10:57:51
received an assignment.               10:57:58

Now, I can’t imagine that it would have been 10:57:58
recommended to me that he be given an assignment 10:58:0
in the face of that kind of a record unless there10:58:06
were an intervening kind of judgment that it 10:58:09
would be appropriate, and I don’t know of any, 10:58:14
and there was none listed here in this 10:58:18
memorandum.                      10:58:23
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1 Q Well, we know from your own writings, Cardinal10:58:2
2 Law, that the recommendation of the House of 10:58:27
3 Affirmation clearly stated that Father Bums 10:58:29
4 ought not to receive an assignment that placed 10:58:32
5 him in a position with minors. 10:58:34
6 You see that in your memorandum to the Holy10:58:36
7 See; is that correct? 10:58:39
8 A Yes. This is a memorandum stating that in 10:58:39
9 October 27, 1982 -- which is two years before I 10:58:42
10 came here as Archbishop. 10:58:47
11 Q I understand that, yes. 10:58:48
12 A -- that there is this report from the House of10:58:49
13 Affirmation. And what I’m saying to you, 10:58:51
14 Mr. MacLeish, as I sit here now with these 10:58:54
15 documents in front of me, with my own memory of 10:58:.’
16 this very tragic, sad case, that this priest 10:59:02
17 should never have received an assignment on the 10:59:09
18 basis of that and that -- and I can’t imagine 10:59:11
19 that an assignment would have been made with 10:59:18
20 active knowledge of that before someone. 10:59:25
21 Q Could you please turn to Bums 274 in Exhibit10:59:29
22 No. 3. This is the affidavit of the Bishop of 10:59:33
23 Youngstown. 10:59:36
24 A Yes. 10:59:37
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You know the bishop, Bishop Malone; is that     10:59:37
correct7 10:59:41
Yes. He’s deceased now. 10:59:41
Right. 10:59:43
But I did know him, yes. 10:59:44
Why don’t you take a moment and look at that     10:59:45

affidavit. 10:59:48
Surely. 10:59:48
I’m going to be asking you about No. -- well, ask 10:59:48

you about No. Paragraph 10, if you could focus on 10:59:52
that, Paragraph 11.                10:59:55

MR. ROGERS: It’s now 11. Would this10:59:57
be an appropriate time for a break or do you want10:59:59
to --                        11:00:0 I

MR. MacLEISH: Sure. Could we stick to 11:00:02
five minutes?                   11:00:05

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Time is i 1 a.m.     11:00:0~
We’re off the record.                11:00:08

(Recess.)                 11:00:1 i
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 11:10    11:09:0

a.m. We’re on the record. 11:10:30
Have you had the opportunity to look at Bishop    11:10:32

Malone’s affidavit, Cardinal? 11:10:34
I did, yes. 11:10:36
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1 Q You’ll see there are allegations of child abuse 11:10:36
2 when Father Bums was serving in the Diocese of11:10:40
3 Youngstown. 11:10:44
4 Do you see that? 11:10:44
5 A Yes. 11:10:45
6 Q He then was sent to -- you’ll see in Paragraph S,11:10:48
7 he went -- in -- sorry, Paragraph 8, Paragraph 9,11:10:51
8 Paragraph 7, he went to the House of AffirmationI 1:10:56
9 here in Massachusetts; is that correct? 11:10:59
10 A Iseethat, yes. 11:10:59
11 Q You’ll see in Paragraph 10, it says: 11:11:00
12 "Prior to Father Bum’s discharge from the11:11:03
13 House of Affirmation, I had determined that he 11:11:05
14 would not be reassigned within the diocese of 11:11:08
15 Youngstown." I 1:11:11
16 Do you see that? 11:11:12
17 A Isawthat. 11:11:12
18 Q "Father Bums decided to remain in the Boston
19 area and he approached the most Reverend Alfred
20 C. Hughes, auxiliary bishop of the Archdiocese of
21 Boston, and Gilbert S. Finn, Director of 11:11:21
22 Personnel of the Archdiocese of Boston, about his 11:11:24
23 desire for a part-time assignment within the 11:11:27

Archdiocese while he pursued post-graduate 11:11:29

11:11:13
11:11:15

11:11:18
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studies at Boston University." 11:11:31
Do you see that? 11:11:33

I do. 11:11:33
Then it states in Paragraph 11: 11:11:34

"I had various discussions by telephone with 11:11:36
Bishop Hughes and Father Finn regarding Father11 :I 1:38
Bums in which I clearly identified the problems11:11:41
which led to Father Bums’ treatment at St. Luke11: I 1:44
Institute and House of Affirmation. Bishop 11:11:48
Hughes and Father Finn both assured me that they11:11:50
were fully aware of Father Bums’ history; that11:11:53
he had been and was receiving treatment; and that11:11:56
any assignment he would be given would be subject11:11:51
to the recommendation of his counselors and would11:12:0(
not allow him to be in a position where he would11:12:03
have contact with young boys."           11:12:06

Do you see that?                11:12:08
A I do that. 11:12:08
Q And those are the words of-- 11:12:09
A Of Bishop Malone. 11:12:12
Q -- Bishop Malone. 11:12:13
A

Q

Recording his conversations with Bishop Hughes 11:12:1
and Father Finn. 11:12:17
You’ll see in Paragraph 14, he also states: 11:12:19
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1 "At all times in my discussions with Bishop 11:12:23
2 Hughes and Father Finn, I was open and frank 11:12:24
3 about Father Bums’ problems and I never made any 11:12:28
4 attempt to withhold any information that was 11:12:30
5 within my knowledge." 11:12:33
6 Is that correct? 1 i: 12:34
7 A That’s correct. 11:12:34
8 Q And you knew Bishop Malone to be an honest and    11:12:35
9 credible person; is that correct? 11:12:37

10 A Certainly. 11:12:39
11 Q So in the case ofFather Bums, when you referred 11:12:40
12 earlier there was some obscurity, you’ve now had 11:12:46
13 the benefit of reading the sworn statement of 11:12:49
14 Bishop Malone. 11:12:51
15 Does that in any way modify or change your11:12:53
16 earlier answers about what was obscure to the11:12:56
17 Archdiocese of Boston about Father Bums? 11:13:00
18 A Mayl, rather than saying yes, no, mayIbea 11:13:04
19 little bit more -- 11:13:09
20 Q You can answer the question as you want to. 11:13:10
21 A Yes, I want to answer the question. 11:13:11
22 This document before me is 1999, this sworn11:13:13
23 affidavit of Bishop Malone. At this point, he is11 ~ 13:24
24 not in this Archdiocese, as you understand. So 11:13:40
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it’s after the fact -- 11:13:45
2 Q Right. 11:13:47
3 A -- in a sense. Where my indication of obscurity11:13:47
4 may be better understood is in Paragraph 10 --11:14:00
5 Q Yes. 11:14:05
6 A -- where Bishop Malone says that Father Bums 11:14:08
7 approached Bishop Hughes and Father Finn. And I 11:14:1
8 presume that this is in 1982. When I came into 11:14:24
9 this Archdiocese, it was ’84. And -- 11:14:35

10 Q Right. 11:14:38
11 A -- and Father Finn was not in the personnel 11:14:38
12 office. 11:14:41
13 Q He had been assigned as a pastor, Ibelieve?     11:14:41
14 A Yes. He was a pastor. I think at that point he 11:14:45
15 was pastor of Gate of Heaven in South Boston. I 11:14:48
16 did not make that assignment. That was made when 11:1
17 I came here. That’s where he was. I 11:14:54
18 subsequently assigned him to St. Elizabeth of    11:14:57
19 Hungary in Milton, where he is very effectively 11:15:00
20 the pastor now. 11:15:03
21 So he was not in the Office of Personnel at 11:15:05
22 that point. Bishop Hughes was -- and I presume 11:15:10
23 in ’82 also was -- the rector of the seminary, 11:15:20
24 would not ordinarily have been a person who would11:15:2~
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be handling personnel at that point.         11:15:29
How it happened that Father Bums spoke to 11:15:33

Bishop Hughes, I don’t know. But Bishop Hughes 11:15:3~
would not have been in a line to follow-up on 11:15:46
personnel assignments, when I came into the 11:15:50
diocese, it would have been Bishop Daily who 11:15:56
would have had that role with the people who were 11:15:59
in the personnel office at the time, would have11:16:04
been Father Oates and Father Jim McCarthy, I 11:16:07
believe, both of them in that personnel office.11:16:14

Bishop Hughes would not have been in that11:16:20
loop. And Bishop -- and Father Finn was not in11:16:22
the office.                     11:16:27

So what the knowledge of Father McCarthy and 11:16:28
Father Oates was -- 11:16:36
And Bishop Daily. 11:16:37
-- at that point, I do not know. 11:16:38

What the active knowledge of Bishop Daily    11:16:40
was at that point, I do not know. 11:16:43
No. 11:16:47
Nor can I speak -- it says here that Bishop 11:16:47

Hughes and Father Finn assured me that, in 11,    11:16:51
that they were -- and this is ’99 and he’s 11:16:56
thinking back to ’82 -- that they were fully 11:16:59
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aware of Father Bums’ history; that he had been11:17:03
and was receiving treatment; and that any 11:17:06
assignment he would be given would be subject to11:17:09
the recommendation of his counselors and would11:17:11
not allow him to be in a position where he would11:17:16
have contact with young boys.            11:17:16

I have no idea what the records show with 11:17:17
regard to any of that either. But all I can say11:17:20
as I sit here is to say that certainly, given an11:17:25
indication that he should not be assigned, then 11:17:35
to have been assigned, was a mistake. And it had 11:17:39
to be a mistake based on the fact that        11:17:42
information that should have been before one and
should have been operative in a decision wasn’t.
Well, Cardinal, why don’t we just look again at

Exhibit 2 and let me read you the last paragraph
and see if you want to modify the answer you just
gave.                        11:17:58

"During his eight-year presence within the 1
Archdiocese of Boston, Reverend Robert Bums is
alleged to have sexually molested six young men.
This propensity was known to officials within the
Archdiocese of Boston but overlooked in favor of
Father Bums’ solemn assurance of his ability to

11:17:46
11:17:49
11:17:51

11:17:53
11:17:56

1:17:58
11:18:00

11:18:03
11:18:06
11:18:09

11:18:12
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1 control his impulses." 11:18:15
2 Do you see that? 11:18:17
3 A Iseethat. 11:18:17
4 Q So you wrote that Father Bums, thathis 11:18:18
5 propensity to become sexually involved with young 11:18:22
6 men was known to officials within the Archdiocese 11:18:25
7 of Boston. That’s what you said to the Holy See,11:18:28
8 correct? 11:18:32
9 A Well--
10 MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form. 11:18:32
11 You may answer. 11:18:33
12 A I did not prepare this memorandum; l submitted    11:18:35
13 this memorandum. 11:18:40
14 Q Did you read it? 11:18:41
15 A I can’t say whether I read it or not. 11:18:44
16 Q A memorandum to the Holy See submitted by you as 11:18:4
17 an attachment, I believe, of your letter of April11:18:50
18 29, 1999, wouldn’t it have been your practice to11:18:53
19 read communications that were as serious as 11:18:57
20 these, Cardinal Law7 11:18:59
21 A I would have asked that a memorandum be prepared 11:19:0(
22 from the record and I would have trusted the 11:19:03
23 persons responsible for making the memorandum. I ’ 11:19:07
24 cannot state, as I sit here under oath, that I    11:19:09

14 (Pages 50 to 53)
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Archdiocese of Boston
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

November 30. 1985

~ made an appointment to see me at Chancery. He inquired about Reverend
Richard T. Coughlin who at one time was stationed at St. Patrick’s Parish in Stoneham.

Father Coughlin was incardinated into the Archdiocese of Los Angeles in 1971 after five
years of lend-lease service there.

~ lived in St. Patrick’s Parish, Stoneham where Father Coughlin was
stationed. When he was about age nine to eleven years old, he reports that Father
Coughlin fondled him on several occasions.

Presently, ,~1 is a recovering alcoholic who has been attending AA meetings for eight
weeks. He also has been in psychotherapy for a period of time and wondered if his
experience of depression and difficulty in relationships is related to his experience with
Father Coughlin. He also wondered about whether Father Coughlin was still doing this.
He felt obliged to come and tell me.

I encouraged him to continue in his involvement in AA and to seek therapy if needed. I
also assured him that we would look into this matter and follow through with the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

JBM:mo’l
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Living on a "fault" line

A while ago, I had a dream in which I was sitting in a car.
The car was parked in front of the home where I grew up. My
parents were coming across the lawn toward the car. I was aft-aid.
I didn’t want them to see me. The dream ended.

Though I didn’t see anyone else in the d[-eam, Ikne%~ there
was a man in the car sitting next to me. The man molested me over
a three-year period beginning when I was ii years old.

.He was a priest.
I’m still trying to deal with this, to solve it, resolve .it,

even though it llappened 30 years ago.
The priest is still working with children, d~recting a boys

choir in California. Church officials in Boston are aware of his
past because I told them.

I can’t tell you how I felt du~’ing the episodes when he
would fondle me, either parked in his car or in a bed at a mote|
or at his brother’s vacation home in New Hampshir-e. I can te!l
you how I think I .~hould have felt, how I hope 1 felt, ~sh I
felt, but there’s no ce[-tainty I felt any of those ways.

I s[,spect I was afraid, confused, angry, as well as happy at
the attention and affection Y thought ~ was receiving. After a]i,
I worked to be accepted by this man and the group of kids that
always surrounded him in his youth programs. I had worked to
become part of the group, to be accepted by them and especially
by him since I felt unacccpted and unwanted at home.

I dids’t seek to be molested.
But this pe~:son was an adul’t, a pe[-son to be be obeyed. He

was not just any adult, all of whom had power and whom we, as .10--
and 12-year-old children, had been told to obey, but a priest:
the very personification of goodness, virtue, and moral authority
Jn this Irish blue-colla~ town north of Boston. I often served
Mass for him as an altar boy, but I could never go tO him in
donfession.

And since I worked to become part o~ the group, I ~,ust be at
least partly to blame for what happened.

Or so I felt.
There aren’t many days when thoughts of that "relationship"

don’t come to mind, uninvited, unresolved, especially when the
newspaper carries a story of yet another "model" citizen o[
priest with a d~rk secret.

What should I do?
Seven years ago, maybe as a reaction to the McMartin Nursery

School abuse case in california, I decided to speak up, to infoz’m
church officials of those moments lonq ago. ¯

On a bright, clear October day in ~985," the sort of d~,y when
leaves are brilliantly dying, I drove to the Chancery i[~ Brighton
to meet with Monsignor Jolln McCo[’mack, the personal secre~a~.y to
Card.[hal Bernard Law, head of the Catholic Archdiocese or" Boston.
I had remembe[-ed wher’e the pL~L(:St’S 1962 t[ansfer took high, just
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as vividly as I remembered the Diack-and-[-ed (;becked interio£ of
his station wagon, the motel rooms, the vacation home on A].ton
Bay, New Hampshire. I told McCormack where they could find him.

Despite the cool hush in the anteroom, the bright sun
streaming through the bay window, s gleaming across the turL-et~like
desk behind which McCormack sat, I.shook and sweated and cried. I
fe].t a terrible pain, shame and fear. McCor’mack said little, only
that Church officials would try to corr-obo£ate my tale, bL~t I
would never- be told what they found and what, if anything, they
did.

He didn’t say it was not my fault.
I left. I thought it was over.
In 1990, I suffered an emohional br-eakdow~. I signed myself

into a hospital to avoid acting on increasingly dark thoughts.
With the help of a psychiatl-ist, ~ f~,~a].ly began to see the
origins of my behavior.

I couldn’t t[’ust people. I couldn’t bear intimacy. I had no
belief in myself or my value as a person. I was a workaholic and
a perfectionist. In intimate moments, I £ear’ed discovery to the
point of pan|.c. I was a cont,:ol ~reak who had no close f[’iends, a
person who had no identity he could believe i~~, on[y roles to
played.

I had needed to find a sa~c:tuar’y, a place safe from the
dangers of the world, a wocld where nothing was as i.t seemed,
where nothing was pr-edictab~e. I needed to find someone who could
explain to me wl~at i was f~:eling anc[ w~y I was feeling i~.

I spent eight days in the hospital’.~; psychiatric w~ng.
During that period, and the 15 months that followed, the
psychiatrist and I tried to explore some of the consequences of
that devastating relationship. Among the first insights 1 learned
and understood was that I was not to blame for n~y abuse. I had
not caused it. Perhaps I was only too tempting a v~ctim for such
a practiced predator.

I left the hospital £eel%ng a terrible vulnerability, but
somehow safer than when I had arrived.

With the therapist’s guidance, I discovered how I had begun
¯ ~icking at the scar of that relationship. As a journalist, I was
intrigued by ’people. I wondered why their lives were the way they
were and what motivations had moved each person. I believed
everyone had one "secret" to living, and that if I could discover
and amass those secrets, I would understand life, especially my
life. Not until my days in Three East did I realize the
consequences of my own secrets, how susceptible I was to failure,
frustration and unhappiness.

The psychiatrist also led me to understand that there was
positive consequences to that aDusive relationship. Though I was
emotionally dysfunctional, I had developed an intense
intellectual nature. I was Intellige~,t, i.-Dqulslti~e, sensitive0
an advocate of the under’dog and sympathetic..ally to people who
found life difficult, puzzling, unsatisfying, in shot-t, people
like me. I loathed people who abused their authority.

But there a~e also jagged edges, pieces that don’t
qifts of personality, interests and a cynically disarm.|ng se[~se
of humor a~ well as nightmare~ of loss ond .~mmobi].ity.
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While in therapy, I decided to locate the priest. I knew he
[lad moved to California ~n 19~2..I traoked him down after five or six telephone calls that
took a couple hours time- In the process, his former supervisor
told me the man was no longer performing parish duties.

I felt relleved
Then I spoke with his current~ bishop, who described himself

as tll~s priest’s "best f~-~end for 15 years."
I began to be afraid, and angt-y, that nothi[~g had changed.
Father Richard Coughlin, of St. Patz-ick’s parish in Stoneham

in the 1950s and St. Mary’s of Lynn in tile early 1960s, was the
director of St. Michael’s Abbey boys choir in Orange, California.

Nothing had changed.

~ decided to call him, to tell l~im l~ow mucl~ he had hurt me,
how confused my life had baen, to have him take responsibility
for what happened, to tell me it w~sn’t my fault.

We talked a~d I failed to ~,~ angl’y. My feelings, the ones I
could discern during the conversi~tion, were confused. I cou]_dn’t
be angry, I felt embarassed at the reason for my call, guilty
my pursuit of him, ashamed to be hunting down ~ 75-yeaz--old man
with White hair, the man who still clucked his tongue in his
throat before speaking.

I wanted to be str’on9; instead, I waz% weak, a cIlild again. I
couldn’t be angry wltll "Father." We talked, lie said I was always
the "brightest" of the group, that I was the best among my three
brothers, that he’d always thougI~t the~e was "nothing to hold me
back" from futu~-e success, lie played me like a musical score;
part of me glowed under his praise, but I forced myself to tel
him of the alienation, the disconnectedness, the years of
searching for so,~ething witll meaning, tile divorce, tile aloneness
and the pain.

I told him I h~d to finally resolve "our relationship."
lie seemed bewildered, aghast, at my words.
I[e denied any such relationsllip ever existed.
I felt terribly frightened, believing for an instant my

memories were fantasy, inventions, a bad dream. But they were
true, I knew, not imagined, not a fantasy. He acknowledged
traveling to the places of my memories, Cape Cod, New Hampshire,
New York City and Lake GeOt-ge, but lle said in his memories he was
accompallied by someone else, not me.

I persisted: his brother’s place, l,acollia Countk-y Club and
Wiers Beach, Oyster Harbors Golf Course and Falmouth, the Margate
Motel in February and skiing at Sunapee, his blue can of tooth
powder. Finally he said, "If that’s what you remember, it must be

But he never said it was so.

Talking about the abuse has been therapeutic, with my
therapist, my brothers and one trusted friend.
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But my parents cannot confront it, for there’s an accusation
in my wo~ds. Why didn’t you protect me? Why didn’t you know? Were
there signs? Or was it truly a ~ecret between the him and me?

There could have been signs, as I discovered, report cards
from the sixth and seventh g~ades, showing my grades plummct~ng
from mid-90s to 70s and lower. Tllere were absences from school
for undiagnosed illnesses, nearly i00 days in those two years, 35
days in the sixth grade’s first quarter alone. I quit being an
altar boy. There were my two aborted attempts to run away from
home. More than once I said I wished to live with some other
family.

Why didn’t they know? Why didn’t I tell them?
My father was out of work fo,: part of tI~ose two years, and

my oldest brother had fought with him and moved into Boston.
There were two other brothers, each with demands and needs to be
answered.

But should my parents hare known?
And if they had? - They’ve told me they may not have

believed me, or ~f they had, wouldn’t have risked the pariah’s
role in the community, in the parish where my grandfather built
the church, by accusing a priest of molesting their son.

Of the recent scandals of Boston-area Catho].ic priests being
accused of similar molestations, a front-page story in the Boston
Globe for nearly four months, my parents and I have not exchanged
one word on the subject.

So what can I do to reconnect with my feelings and emotions,
a part of me that has been the Jar side o£ the moon for most of
my lifetime? How can I put th~.s to rest, and end the other
feelings that I’ve carried since    £eelings of self-hate and
fraudulence, a fear of intimacy a~d a compulsion to trash
relationships, a lack of friends, a m~strust of my instincts, a
need to be perfect in everything Just to be as good as everyone
else.

Lawyers have told me I have little chance in court. Some
states, and Massachusetts case law, permit victims of childhood
abuse to press civil suits within three years of discovery of the
memories. My visit to the Chancery in 1985, said those lawyers,
would likely have started the three-year clock ticking. Further
research indicates the seven year criminal statute of limitations
is "f~ozen" should the accused leave the state.

I had hoped therapy would be a conclusive end to this, but
it wasn’t. Public disclosure, fo~ its own sake and with ~ts own
consequences, to bear witness to what happened, to what I fear
continued after Coughlin and [ went ou~ sepa#ate ways, is the
only recourse I have left.                       ."

TO do otherwise is to perpetrate a second victimization,.to
let Coughlin escape the public justice that accompanies this
accusation. He has become an old man, respected in his community,
respected because o£ my silence, a silence that has to end.
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Excardinated to A~chdiocese of
Los Angeles

5/4/66 " Immaculate Heart of Mary, 1100 S. Center St., Santa Aria, Cal.
’9Z704

10/10/67
Rev. Richard T. Coughlin
1450 E. LaPalma Avenue
Anaheim, Cal. 9Z805
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I would be away on

retreat

I told him that we would be in contact with Jeffrey Newman, his lawyer, or with him the
week of January 15.

This message was left of his tape.

YBM:mo’I
5347M
114193
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B~NT BY:

Oiflce ol Commumr~t~ons

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
RECEIVED

FEB I 2 1993’
OFFICE OF

MIN|BTF.RIAI.. PF.RSONNEt;

DATE~     2112193

FAX # ~

P ROH t .Tr~h~ ~a! eh _

FAX #~ ~, 617-482-7432

n~,~_~ .at out co~7ere~tion,

NUMBER OF PAGES (including cover),’

ADDITIONAL COMMENTSThis is a rouEh draf~ of oue possible approach
and can be ~evised. I can he reached a~ ~he
office, or a~ home.

**If yod have
please call

any problems receiving this
617-482-4324

¯ ~9 Frankhn 5~’�,’t, Bos{on, h4A. 021 tO {6/,7} 482.4.324

transmis~ion~
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Confidenti~l.Drafb - February12, 1993

The Archdiocese of Boston w~s recently notified of mn
allegation of an inciden~ of sexual abuse against Ft.
Richard Coughltn, s pries% of ~he diocese of Orange County,
California and formerly of the Archdiocese of Boston.
Fr, ¢oughlln lef~ the Bo~on ares in 1965 to serve in the
=rchdtocese of Los Angeles and wha~ is now the diocese of
Orange. He was formally separated,or excardinated in 1971.
The alleged inciden~ is said ~o have occurred while Fr.
~oughlin was serving in .... parish, in ..... HA.

The Archdiocese of Boston has no record of
allegations of improper conduct against Ft. Richard
Coughltn. Neither Fr. John HcCormack, secretary for
Ministerial personnel, nor any other off~lctals of the
Archdiocese have any recollection of notification
incidents until very recently.

B~tll, ~he Archdiocese ~=Res the curren~
very seriously and will listen respectfully to any
individual who feels thet he or she may ]be = victim of ~he
~errtble offense of sexual =buss.

Comprehensive procedures for dealing wi~h such
allegations are in effect in the Boston Archdiocese. The~e
policies emphasize responsive asste~mnce to ~he victims of
sexual abuse ~s well as a ~horough review o? ~11-pertinent
fac~s. We will eorupulously follow ~hese procedures in ~his
case as in ~11 others.
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March 25, 1993 W’~L~ON D. ~GG~m. ZlX

Jeffrey Newman, Esquire
Newman,. Heineman & Itzkowitz
45 School Street
Boston,. MA 02108

RE :

Dear Mr. Newman:

I am writing as a follow-up to a conversation I had
with Mr. Heineman in your office yesterday afternoon regarding the
above-mentloned ~

The Archdiocese of Boston has completed an
investigation into the allegations contained in your letter under
cover of February 18 involving Mr. -_I ~           ~1

As you know, Ft. Richard Coughlin was a priest
incardinated in the Archdiocese of Boston.    Ft. Coughlin left the
Boston area in 1965 to serve in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. He
was formally incardinated to the Archdiocese of Los Angeles (what is
known today as the Diocese of Orange) in 1971.

Our inve§~igation fails to disclose any facts at
the time which would put the Archdiocese of Boston on notice of any
problem or difficulty with Ft. Coughlin. As I am sure you can
appreciate, any liability exposure to the Archdiocese of Boston
would necessarily have to be premised upon the fact that the
Archdiocese of Boston knew or should have known of a problem with
respect to Ft. Coughlin and had failed to take appropriate
precautions so as to prevent harm from befalling anyone. Our
investigation discloses no such facts upon which the Archdiocese of
Boston could be said to have known or should have known of any such
problem.
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While we find no facts upon which to premise any
liability on behalf of the Archdiocese of Boston, it should also be
noted that the doctrine of charitable immunity serves as a complete
bar to recovery in tort against a charitable entity, such as the
Archdiocese of Boston, with respect to events occuring prior to
September 16, 1971.

Wherefore, in view of the foregoing, the

amount of $200,000.00. I would point out, however, that the
Archdiocese of Boston is prepared to respond in a pastoral way to
your client Mr.~- This pastoral response could well include
assistance in the area of counselling. Such a pastoral response,
however, is entirely outside the formal legal process. If your
client is interested in pursuing this matter, he should contact

Sister Catherine Mulkerrin of the Archdiocese of Boston at (617)
254-0100.

Very truly yours,

Wilson D. Rogers, Jr-

WDR:GK
(198-25)
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1. What form did communication take?      ~
Telephone call - Bishop Banks & Steinba.~h

:~. Why wasn’t a letter written?

3. Why the time gap?

4. Was there an investigation between meeting and telephone call?

5. Were there additional complaints in that time period?

6. Policy now is to help the victims - why was nothing offered then?

7. Why did we n~t recall where this file was?

Channel 40uestion:

1. How to tell parish about a priest who has been accused of sexual misconduct.

JBM:mo’l
5794M
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says aide
.to cardinal let
 abuse claim
 anguish

By ,Tam~ I,. Franklin
t ~l,t IP, E ,,~’T A I-" F

One of the two delegtites 1~;11~eI|

b~ ~,.dinal Bernard F. L~w to h~n-
dle sexual abuse e~ses in the

former ~o~on pl.ies~ who h~ now
b~m accus~l of sexually abusing

~he c~mpI~h~ in~e ~n Ig~

for inini~l personnel in ~he Bo~-

¯ ch~ioc~s~, involve~ Rev. Rich-to~ ~ .... ~lin a Boston priest who

m°vl~ s~veml inteswiews recentlY,

~~, 45, of Easth~m.
d informal Father

MeCormack of being sexually
d by Father Coughlin numer-abuse ..... ear ~eriod be-

s lines over a [our-~    rold. t’ -        "~n ~ was
~nning in 19~, wne ~
9 yemm old.

The alleged a~saults took place
while Father Coughlin, who is now
~. was a~l~ed ~ St. Patrick’s par-

ish in Stoneham, sai~ who
works ~ a journalist for sevm~d
weekly Cape Cod newspapm~.
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SENT BY:                   ; 4- 2-93 ; 4:34PM;;     C0mmunicati0ns~       817 582 1104;# 2

The Archdiocese o? Boston indicated today that it has
located a written record of the 1988 meeting with Mr, p
Coleman, who claims that he was sexually abused by a priest
thirty-five years ego. The ?tla =howe that Archdiocesan
officials did take action by notifying the proper Church
of?iota1=.                         "

The record=, contain s ~ummary o? a mem~ing that took
place between Ft. John MoCormack and Mr. Coleman in
November, 1988. They confirm the fact that Mr. ~oleman
heft?ted Ft. McCormack o? hts claim Involving Father Richard
Coughllnt a Boston prlset who moved to ~a11?ornla In 1965.
Ft. Coughltn ham etnoe worked in several capacities in the
Archdiocese o? Los Angelea end the Dtooeae o? Orange.

The ?lle also indicates that Ft. M~Cormack passed the
allsgatt.ona along to hts superior, Bishop Robert Banks, who
was then Vicar For Administration. Bishop Banks informed
the Diocese o? Orange oF Mr. Coleman’s accusations agatnet
Ft. Coughltn. Recently, Ft. McCormack confirmed that Mr.
Co~eman’a name appeared in an appointment book For the
November date in 1985. Ft. Hc~ormsck, however, could not
recall the Spee!?tos of the moating tteel?. Znltial e?Forta
by o??ta~Sle oF the Archdiocese o? Boston ~ere unable to
~urn up a written record unt!l yesterday, The ?tie was out
o? tts permanent storage sits due to an extensive review o?
past complaint Ftlea ordered by Cardinal Law as part o? a
project to revise and update the Arohdtoceean poltoy ?or
handling: ~omplatnta o? sexual abuse.

John B. ~alsh
Otr~ctor
April 2, 1993
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A Ve~., Painfuli!-ISsUe
n the m~nths since ~ revela-toCali~m~ and has since worked in
tion tl~tformer priest, lame~differentca~." tim in the ~o-
Porter, wa~ involved some 25cese oiLos’Angeles and the Diocese
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SUFFOLK, ss

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
Suffolk County Civil Action No.
02-04551-T1 (Consolidated with C.A.
02-1296) (Originally entered in
Middlesex County as C.A. No. 02-626)

GREGORY FORD, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

V.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, et al.,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF
DAVID COLEMAN

I, David Coleman, hereby depose and say:

I was born on August 3, 1947 and grew up Malden, Massachusetts.

When I was about six years old, in 1953, I moved to Stoneham, MA and I lived

there with my family until approximately August, 1961.

I lived with my parents and my three brothers, and we were parishioners at St.

Patrick’s Parish, Stoneham, MA.

In September, 1953, I started the first grade at the St. Patrick’s parochial school

in Stoneham, MA and I attended school there through the eighth grade.

Father Richard T. Coughlin was a priest at St. Patrick’s Parish during the years I

was first sexually molested by him, from approximately 1957-1960.
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I was also sexually molested by Fr. Coughlin after he was transferred to St.

Mary’s in Lynn, MA from approximately 1960-1963.

I was molested regularly by Fr. Coughlin when he would drive me home after

CYO basketball games on Friday nights at St. Patrick’s from about 1957-1960.

I remember that Fr. Coughlin started an evening basketball program. He arranged

to have the parking lot of the church lined like a basketball court, and it was set up

with portable baskets on wheels. On Friday nights, I played basketball there with

other boys from the Parish and Fr. Coughlin until about 9:30 p.m. I remember

that after basketball, Fr. Coughlin would sometimes take boys out to get a pizza

and then drop us off one by one. When Fr. Coughlin gave some of the boys a ride

home after basketball or basketball followed by pizza, I was frequently, but not

always, the last boy to be dropped off, or the ’lucky’ one, that is, the one who

was sexually molested. During the period from about 1957-1960, I was

frequently the last boy to be dropped off, and I was sexually molested by Fr.

Coughlin by his fondling my genitals in his car. I recall that I also played

basketball games with Fr. Coughlin and other boys in school gymnasiums in

Stoneham during the late fall, winter and early spring from about I957-1960.

I remember that Fr. Coughlin had a 1955 Pontiac station wagon with a red and

black plaid interior. I also recall that Fr. Coughlin had a Ford Edsel. I was

sexually molested by Fr. Coughlin in his automobiles.

I was also sexually molested by Fr. Coughlin during the period from 1957-1960

when he took either several boys, or sometimes a larger group of boys, from St.

Patrick’s Parish on trips to Alton Bay, NH, where his brother owned a vacation
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12.

13.

cottage. I often went on these trips and I shared a room and a bed with Fr.

Coughlin. I was sexually molested by Fr. Coughlin fondling my genitals during

these trips from about 1957 -1960. I remember that during the period from 1957-

1960, I also was sexually molested during at least one ski trip to a family ski area

near Laconia, NH, when I stayed in a motel room with Fr. Coughlin. I was

known as Fr. Coughlin’s favorite boy in the group, and I remember that was why

I was chosen to share his room, either in a motel or in his brother’s vacation

cottage.

During the period from 1957 -1963, I was also sexually molested by genital

fondling by Fr. Coughlin during trips to Lake George, New York, and to

Manhattan, New York City.

During the period from about 1961 -1963, I also accompanied Fr. Coughlin on

golfing excursions to New Hampshire and Cape Cod, when I was sexually

molested by genital fondling by Fr. Coughlin during overnight stays in motel

rooms, at his brother’s cottage in New Hampshire.

I remember that Fr. Coughlin was suddenly transferred from St. Patrick’s in

Stoneham, Ma to St. Mary’s in Lyrm in approximately 1960. I never learned

why he was transferred. Years later, I was told by Fr. Paul Shanley, who took Fr.

Coughlin’s place at St. Patrick’s Parish, that he "resented the hell out of Coughlin;

the kids blamed me for his (Coughlin’s) transfer, but I couldn’t tell them why

he’d been moved."
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16.

17.

20.

I moved to Wellesley, MA with my family in about 1961. For a period of time, I

did not see Fr. Coughlin, but then I remember that he contacted me. I remember

that I began to go on trips or excursions with him again, and that I was sexually

molested by genital fondling by Fr. Coughlin from about 1961-1963 while he was

at St. Mary’s in Lynn.

From about 1961-1963, I remember that we went on golfing excursions to Cape

Cod, MA at played golf at golf courses at Wianno Country Club, Oyster Harbor

Country Club and at Falmouth, MA.

When I was in the sixth and seventh grades in school, my grades plummeted from

the 90’s to the 70s and lower.

During the sixth and seventh grades, I missed many days of school due to

undiagnosed illnesses, about 35 days in the first quarter of sixth grade alone.

During all the times that I was sexually molested by Fr. Coughlin, we were alone.

I spoke with other victims ofFr. Coughlin, who all live in California, after

January, 1993.

I have been in therapy for approximately 10 years, since 1993. Prior that time, I

was in and out of psychological counseling from about the age of twenty.

I have suffered from alcoholism and I attended AA meetings during the 1980s.

In approximately 1984, I was participating in group therapy in Wellesley Hills,

MA when a woman in our group reported that her mother was having an affair

with a priest in West Newton, MA and that the woman in our group had been

raped by the same priest. The leader of our group asked if anyone else in the

group had experienced sexual abuse by a priest or member or a religious group,
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24.

25.

26.

27.

and at that time, I realized the nature ofFr. Coughlin’s actions with me as a child

from about 1957 -1963.

I met with Fr. McCormack, the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel for the

Archdiocese of Boston, in November, 1985 to tell him about my sexual

molestation by Fr. Coughlin during the period from 1957-1963. Fr.

McCormack told me that he would look into this but that I would not be told

what was done about my allegations regarding Fr. Coughlin.

In May, 1990, I was hospitalized for about six days in the psychiatric unit of

Newton-Wellesley Hospital for an emotional breakdown.

In November of 1992, I decided to contact the Archdiocese of Boston again to tell

them about my sexual molestation by Fr. Coughlin in order to protect others from

him and to make him accountable for his actions toward me. At that time, I had

learned that Fr. Coughlin was in California, teaching at a boys’ school and the

leader of a boys’ choir.

In the early months of 1993, I contacted Fr. Coughlin by telephone about a half

dozen times to discuss our relationship and I continued to ask Ft. Coughlin if he

would admit that he had sexually molested me. Fr. Coughlin Would not admit

during any of our conversations that he had harmed or sexually molested me in

any way.

I was told by Fr. McCormack that the Archdiocese had no record of my meeting

with Fr. McCormack in November, 1985.
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29.

I remember that in April, 1993, I was told by Fr. McCormack that the records of

my meeting with him in November, 1985, had recently been found at the offices

of the Archdiocese.

I continue to suffer from the effects of the sexual molestation by Ft.

Coughlin. The diagnosis of my therapists is that the consequences of the sexual

assault have become part of my personality. I have been told by psychiatrists and

therapists that most of my psychological problems are due to my sexual

molestation by Fr. Coughlin from about 1957-1963.

Signed this 1~"~’~day of July under the pains and penalties of perjury,



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
210! COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Hay 26° 1987

Reverend Paul J. FLnegan
Saint Michael Parish Rectory
196 Main Street
North Andover. MA 01845

Dear Father Finegan:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Arch-
diocese. I am ending your appointment as Parochial Vicar at
Saint Michael Parish ~n North Andover. I am appointing you as
Pa[ochial Vicar at Saint Margaret Parish in Lowell. The
effective date of this course of action is June 30° 1987.

I am confident that you w~ll render fine pr~estIy service to
the people of God in Saint Margaret Parish.

Please notify Most Reverend Robert J. Banks, V~car for Admini-
stratlon, and Reverend James J. McCarthy. Clergy Personnel
Director° that you have received this letter.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and
all whom you serve so well, I remain. -

Sincerely yours

Archbishop of Boston

FINNEGAN-2 095
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Personnel Ot:t:ice ~. Archdiocese of Boston
I LAKI:: STRI~F-.T

BRIGHTON, MASS.    02135
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Reverend Paul J. Finegan
SalntAnnRectory
60 Prospect Street
Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930

May 21, 1975

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

RECEIVED
MAY 2 8 1975

OFFICE OF (HE CHY, I~C:T.LLOR

Dear Father Fine,an:

~UP.°~_ =th__e .rec_ .o~mendation of. the Persoane-1 Board of the_        Archd£ocese,

Pastor at ~"~t ~ .~ .._._~ .... :~_;Y~.eS.!,.....a.,s Associate

I ~n confident that you w~ll render fine priestly service to the
People of Cod in Saint Michael Parish.

Please ti~Host
Joseph;: Reverend Tho~as V. ~atly, Chancellor, and Reverend
letter. Smy~h, Personnel D~rector, that you have received this

I take this occasion, Father Paul, to ask for a ren~nbrance in your
Hasses and prayers t~at I~ay be a worthy instrument of Our Lord as
Archbishop of Boston.

Invoking the blessing of Christ, the Eternal H~h Priest, on our
~tual priestly endeavors, I a~

Devotedly yours ~n Our Lord,

Humber~oCardinalMedelros
Archbishop of Boston

FINNEGAN-2 313



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2|O1 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHI"ON. MASSACHUSE’n’s O2135

May 26. 1987
OFFICE OF VICAR

ADMINIST~TION

Reverend Paul J. Finegan
Saint Michael Pa~ish Rectory
196 Main Street
North Andover. MA 01845

Dear Father Finegan:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Arch-
diocese. I am ending your appointment as Parochial Vicar at
Saint Michael Parish in North Andover. I am appointing you as
Parochial Vicar at Saint Margaret Parish in Lowell. The
effective date of this course of action is June 30. 1987.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service to
the people of God in Saint Margaret Parish.

Please notify Most Reverend Robert J. Banks. Vicar for Admini-
stration, and Reverend James J. McCarthy. Clergy Personnel
Director. that you have received this letter.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and
all whom you serve so well. I remain. -

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop of Boston

FINNEGAN-2 312
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My name is ~ I resitle in Araherst, MassaChusetts.

~ is my married’name. My maiden name

, In l..gs0, I .corresponded wifla Eath~ Gitbert Rhinn, ..of the A.rc.h~, ,ocese of Boston

and rei~.qed.to him. thatmy sis_tcx, J . .was,s.cxu,al!y.n!ol-cs~d ..hyFath-.erPa.ul

¯ Finegan.who masa-prie~t serving.at.our .P.srisk, ~t. Mi~haels,.in North ~ndov~,

Massachusetts. (7I. pro.~ided,Eather. P. binn’ with" ~ let~erI~ll wy°te wbJ oh’addressed’

her ab.use:,.and the abuse oftter friend, by Finegan.)

I sought Father Phinn’s assistance in addxessing.the matter and caking appropriate

action. I did not want any other.person to be harmed bY Father Firmegan

In approximately the late part of 1980, after Faxher Phinn and I had exchanged

letters, .he called me at my sorority at UMass Aml~erst and’ toltl me, in substance,

"that"we don’t waxtt m embarrass your’family. ~ou sho~lld not speak aboutthis

maXC~wiCk Fafl~ezFinegart to- anyone; W~-(mferdng’t~ the’ Archdiocese’ oi~

]̄3ost~r~)-vAil-handle this,matt~.

I. rioter, t~ld. FaCh, r- Phinn- or suggested, to. him. that. my. si~. and.I, did.~t, want. to.

.coop~ate.or,ciid, not mant.F.a~er F.inegart.to~be.approgtiateLydisciptined"

I. nev~ to, l.d Eath~t Phinn.or suggested.to hjro. that the matter, in.vol..ving Eath~t

ginegan was "resolved".

Father Phinn never questioned my sister regarding, her abuse at the hands of

Father Finegan.

Signed under the pains and peaaalties of perjury this _~day of July, 2003.





SUFFOLK, SS.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT
DEPARTMENT OF THE TRIAL COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 02-4258
(Consolidated with 02-1296)

JANE DOE,

Plaintiff,
V.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP
OF BOSTON, A CORPORATION SOLE,
AND GILBERT S. PHrNN,

Defendants.

FIRST ANIENDED COMPLAINT
AND JURY TRIA.L DEMA~ND

PARTIES

1. The Plaintiff, Jane Doe (the "Plaintiff"), is an adult individual who presently

resides in Lynn, County of Essex, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

2. The Defendant, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, A Corporation Sole,

(the "Archdiocese"), is a legal entity with its principal place of business at 2121 Commonwealth

Avenue, Boston, Suffolk County, Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The Archdiocese operates

parishes, schools and programs for children.

3. The Defendant, Gilbert S. Phirm, ("Father Phirm") is an individual residing at 350’

Reedsville Road, Milton, County of Norfolk, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

4. St. Michael’s Church ("St. Michael’s") is located in North Andover,

Massachusetts.

5. The Archdiocese was, at all times relevant hereto, responsible for the



management and control of it parishes, including St. Michael’s, and was responsible for

employing agents, employees, and staff to operate those parishes.

6. At all times relevant hereto, the Defendant, Father Phinn, was an employee and an

agent of the Archdiocese and had a position that included responsibility for clergy discipline.

7. At all times relevant hereto, Reverend Paul Finegan ("Father Finegan") was

assigned to St. Michael’s and was an agent and employee of the Archdiocese.

8. The Plaintiff was a friend of a parishioner of St. Michael’s and would participate

in various church activities with her friend. It was through her activities at St. Michael’s that the

Plaintiff first came into contact with Father Finegan.

9. On numerous occasions, in or about the 1981-1984 time frame, Father Finegan

engaged in nonconsensual sexual conduct with the Plaintiff, then a minor, at various locations,

including the rectory and the sacristy.

10. Upon information and belief, the Archdiocese and Father Phinn knew, or should

have known, that Father Finegan posed a danger to the Plaintiff, then a minor, and failed to act to

protect her.

11. In particular, the Archdiocese,

complaint regarding sexual impropriety by

approximately 1980.

12. As a direct andlor proximate

through Father Phinn, received at least one

Father Finegan toward female minors in

result of the Defendants’negligent acts and

omissions with respect to Father Finegan, the Plaintiff has suffered damages.

13. The Plaintiff did not know, and could not in the exercise of reasonable diligence

have known, of the factual basis and causal connection for her causes of action against the

Archdiocese and Father Phinn until recently and her present claim is timely filed.



CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

COUNT ONE
(Negligence)

(Jane Doe v. The Archdiocese)

14. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference herein, in their entirety, the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

The Defendant owed a duty of" care to the Plaintiff trader the circumstances then15.

existing.

16. The Defendant breached its duty to the Plaintiff by, among other things,

negligently retaining and supervising Father Finegan and-failing to protect the Plaintiff from the

foreseeable criminal acts of Father Finegan at a time when it knew or should have known that

Father Finegan posed a danger to the Plaintiff.

17. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant’s negligence, the Plaintiff

suffered injuries, pain and suffering, emotional distress, and other substantial injuries.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff demands judgment against the Defendant and requests that

this Court award her damages, including emotional distress damages, interest, costs, attorney’s

fees and all such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

COUNT TWO
(Negligence)

(Jane Doe v. Gilbert S. Phinn)

18. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference herein, in their entirety, the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

!9.

existing.

20.

The Defendant owed a duty of care to the Plaintiff under the circumstances then

The Defendant breached his duty to the Plaintiff by, among other things,



negligently retaining and supervising Father Finegan and failing to protect the Plaintiff from the

foreseeable criminal acts of Father Finegan at a time when he knew or should have known that

Father Finegan posed a danger to the Plaintiff.

21. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant’s negligence, the Plaintiff

suffered injuries, pain and suffering, emotional distress, and other substantial injuries.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff demands judgment against the Defendant and requests that

this Court award her damages, including emotional distress damages, interest, costs, attorney’s

fees and all such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

COUNT THREI~.
(Failure to Mitigate)

(Jane Doe v. The Archdiocese)

22. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference herein, in their entirety, the

allegations contained in the preceding para~aphs.

23. The Defendant owed a duty of care to the Plaintiff under the circumstances then

existing, including a duty to investigate claims of sexual abuse against Archdiocese priests at St.

Michael’s and to take proper remedial action to ensure that the Plaintiff and her family were

informed of the allegations so that the Plaintiff could receive mental health treatment and other

care to prevent any further harm to herself or her family.

24. Subsequent to Father Finegan’s abuse of the Plaintiff, the Defendant knew or

should have known that Father Finegan had sexually abused children.

25. The Defendant breached its duty to the Plaintiff by, among other things, failing to

take prompt remedial action, including notification to parishioners of Father Finegan’s activities

so that his victims could receive mental health treatment and other care to prevent any further

harm to themselves and their families.



27.

acts and/or omissions, the Plaintiff has suffered damages, including

emotional distress and other substantial injuries.

26. The Defendant’s actions deprived the Plaintiff of treatment opportunities that

could have ameliorated her mental anguish, mental distress, and other damages she suffered.

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant’s carelessness and/or wrongful

pain and suffering,

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff demands judgment against the Defendant and requests that

this Court award her damages, including emotional distress damages, interest, costs, attorney’s

fees and all such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

COUNT FOUR-
(Failure to Mitigate)

(Jane Doe v. Gilbert S. Phinn)

28. The Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference herein, in their entirety, the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

29. The Defendant owed a duty of care to the PIaintiff under the circumstances then

existing, including a duty to investigate claims of sexual abuse against Archdiocese priests at St.

Michael’s and to take proper remedial action to ensure that the Plaintiff and her family were

informed of the allegations so that the Plaintiff could receive mental health treatment and other

care to prevent any further harm to herself or her family.

30. Subsequent to Father Finegan’s abuse of the Plaintiff, the Defendant knew or

should have known that Father Finegan had sexually abused children.

31. The Defendant breached his duty to the Plaintiff by, among other things, failing to

take prompt remedial action, including notification to parishioners of Father Finegan’s activities

so that his victims could receive mental health treatment and other care to prevent any further

harm to themselves and their families.



33.

acts and/or omissions, the Plaintiff has suffered

emotional distress and other substantial injuries.

32. The Defendant’s actions deprived the Plaintiff of treatment opportunities that

could have ameliorated her mental anguish, mental distress, and other damages she suffered.

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant’s carelessness and!or wrongful

damages, including pain and suffering,

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff demands judgment against the Defendant and requests that

this Court award her damages, including emotional distress damages, interest, costs, attorney’s

fees and all such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

THE PLAINTIFF REQUESTS A TRIAL BY JURY

TRIABLE.

ON ALL COUNTS SO

JANE DOE,
By Her Attorneys:

Dated: November 26, 2002

Jeffrey A~ l’~ew~man, BBO #370450
James P. Ponserto, BBO #556144
GREENBERG TRAUR.IG LLP
One International Place, 3rd Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Tel: (617) 310-6000
Fax: (617) 310-6001

\\bos-srvO 1 \68362v01
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.Rt. Rev. Thomas J. Finnegan, Jr.
.Office of the Chancellor
2121 Commonwealth Ave.
Brighton, Mass.

June 15, 1968

Dear Monsignor Finnegan,

This letter is to notify you that I have taken up my duties

as Assistant Priest at St. James in Haverhill, upon notifi-

cation from the Cardinal’s Residence, dated June 4, that I

have.been relieved of my lend-lease assignment in Calgary,

Alberta.

e I reported to the Pastor, Father Joseph Reilly, On-June 12th

and am looking forward to my new duties here at St. James.

Please c6~ey my gratitude to the Cardinal for this appoint-

ment. With God’s help, I expect a happy and fruitful ministry

among the people in Haverhill. It is especially pleasing to

be back in the Archdiocese again.

Sincerely in Christ

R~v. James D. Foley

FOLEY, JAMES D.

3.049



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
21OI COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGH[ON, MASSACFIUSErrs 02135

September 23, 1987

Reverend James D, Foley
Saint Peter Parish Rectory
309 Bowdoin Street
Dorchester, M~ 02122

Dear Father Foley:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese
I am ending your assignment as Pastor at Saint Peter Parish in
Dorchester. and I am appointing you Pastor of Our Lady of Fatima
Parish in Sudbury for a period of six years. The effective date
of this course of action is November 24, 1987.

Our Lady of Fatima Parish is vacanh due to the death of Reverend
John F. Hartigan.

I will communicate with Most Reverend Alfred C. Hughes, S.T.D.,
Regional Bishop of the Lowell Region, in which Our Lady of Fatima
Parish is located, in order to make arrangements for your formal
installation as Pastor.

In accordance with the Canonical Procedure for the Appointment of
Pastors dated September 4. 1985, your ~urisdiction in Our Lady of
Fatima Parish begins on November 24, 1987. You should contact the
Regional Bishop, or in his absence the Vicar of that area to make
arrangements for the required profession of faith as soon as
possible after the effective date of your appointment as Pastor.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend Robert a. Banks,
Vicar for Administration and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy
Personnel Director, indicating that you have received this letter.

It is a pleasure for me to give you this new appointment as Pastor
in the Archdiocese. I am confident that you will have a zealous
and fruitful ministry in your new appointment. May God bless you
in all your endeavors. If I can be of assistance to you at any
time please do not hesitate to call on me.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes for you and all whom
you serve so well, I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop of Boston

FOLEY, JAMES D.
3.083



?tDIOCESE OF BOSTON
558 SOUTH AVENUE

¯MASSACHUSETTS 02193-2699
(6i1| 647-4t79

July I, 1993

The Most Reverend Alfred C. Hughes :
Vicar for Administration -
ArchdioceSe of Boston
2121 Commqnwealth Avenue.

"Brighton, MA 02135

I write to request your observations and recommendation
regarding the Reverend James D. Foley, Pastor of Our Lady of
Fatima Parish in sudbury, who has req~.ested reappointmen~ for
another six years.                                                .

I would appreciate very much your counsel in this matter.

May the Lord bless you and keep you. May I remain, with the
promise of my prayers and fraternal support,

Faithfully yours in Christ,

ROG\mg

B6ston. -- "Auxiliary Bishop of
/ .i.~

FOLEY, JAMES D,
3.102



Rev..James D. Foley

Th£s man, ordained in 1960, requested a transfer out of Needham f~r personal reasons

Following that he was in East Boston where he had to be hospitalized and ended up

in Glenslde Hospital in Jamaica Plain.

He was on Lend-lease to Calgary Alberta for two years (1966-68). He had

to leave there because he was involved with a young woman; he dls~ppeared with her f

a while;’and scandal was created.

He returned to Boston in 1968. Later he became pastor of St. Peter’s in
Dorchester and in 1987 he went to Sudbury. There are no notatlons~a~ter 1968 in his

file.

T. J. Daly ....

July 16, 1993.

.Gerry R&illy gives his OK. (c.f. enclosed financial statement).

FOLEY, JAMES D.
3.119.



FOLEY, JAMES D.
3.122



FOLEY, JAMES Do
3.127
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FOLEY, JAMES D.
3.128



Review Board

~_ebruary~[: 199.4_

A report in the priest’s file indicated that there was a relationship with a woman
while he served in a diocese on a lend-lease basis. Further conversation revealed that
the priest has had ongoing relationships with women since early ordination.

The first woman with whom he had a relationship also had two children by him. One
time he left public ministry for a couple months and lived with her out of state.
Later, while he was present in her home she took an overdose of medication. He left,
returned, called 911 and then left. She died.

The second woman with whom he was involved while on a lend-lease assignment was a
young woman. It w~ublic knowledge and made the newspapers.

Upon his return, he received another assignment and entered into another relationship
with a woman. Th[s broke off several years ago.

The first woman is dead. It is reported that her sister knows something about the
relationship between the priest and her. She told him to stay away from the children
and the family.

The second woman is married again and has kept a friendship with the priest through
letters and a once of twice telephone call a year.

The third woman continues to live in a parish of the Archdiocese. She is a spiritual
woman. He has had lunch with her recently to see how she was doing and how she was
dealing with their former relationshiP.

~esoonse.:

Much of the above information was given by the priest.

]B~ck~round of ~he Priest.:

He is an intelligent, well-liked man about sixty years of age. Currently, he is
assigned as a pastor. He projects an image of dependability, reliability and integrity.

He is a thoughtful and sensitive man who has handled his need for intimacy and
’affirmation’ by rationalizing long-term personal and sexual relationships. He thinks
he has come to terms about them and that they are beh[nd him. I am unsure how deeP
an impact or personal responsibility he has taken about these situations.          "

FOLEY, JAMES D.
3.130



He does not concur with the recommendation of psyc.h.o.therapy and thinks that some
¯ based on a remark that he said m a light manner, namely,

o~ the observattous .a.re ..... ....~0~1 a~ain and he said he did not know.
what would happen tz he w~,~ ~-.v .....

¯ " :    " - " ome to some level Of acknow~ledgment a.bout-..h~., se.xua.l
It ts clear that.~e ~e~ 1o talk about it so spec~ically ~d cle~ly. _It ~s,als~
misconduct ~ that ne ~au ~ .... "               ’
clear, thou~, h~ is bl~d to ~sown ~erabilitY. He doesn’t come t~ou~stron~ sere o~ remorse. He tends to blame ~e women ~d doesn’t ta~e persona~
respo~ibllity. ~at will happen when ~s mother ~es? ~o ~1~ supe~se Mm m~s
m~st~ if he doesn’t enter psychotherapy? Or even if he does?

~ ~ew of these co~ce~, there are t~ee major conce~: sc~dal about
spiritual mat~ty ~d acridly; ~s emotional ~d p~cholo~cal health.

1. That he work out with the Archdiocesan legal counsel a resolve around his civil
and moral responsibility toward his children.

2. That he make a lengthyretrea.t:    .              .

3. That he be engaged in psyChotherapY.sOthat he c~andea1 with ~ ~mlner.abilities..
that have lead him to act out sexually,

4. That he be in a supervised pastoral ministry, not in a leadership positinn~.
¯        in addressing these three areas be reviewed within one ]/ear by

5. That his progress~ ,_ --~ ~,, ~n e that the recommendations are being
the p~eview Bourn m m~ ..... sur
implemented fully.

JBM:mo’l
"/035M

FOLEY, JAMES D.
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. Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

.MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Rev. James McCadh~.~ ~__~_~

Rev. Bdan M. F~/

January 17. 1995

Rev. James D. Foley

Father Foley is in residence at Saint Mary Padsh in Waltham as of January 13, 1995. This placement was
made at my request. He is authorized only to say Mass.

FOLEY, JAMES D.

3.171



COMMUNICATION OF ~TATU~

RE Rev. James D. Foley

The decision of the Cardinal, based on the recommendation of the Delegate

and the Review Board at its meeting of 12-05-94, has been verbally communicated to

Rev. James D. Foley

At a meeting of the Delegate’s staff on 02-13-95 it was decided that this verbal
communication was sufficient in this case and that no written follow-up would be
necessary.

Reason: It was decided that there are current issues in this case that make written
communication ¯inappropriate at this time.

FOLEY, JAMES D.
3.181



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

January 23, 1996

Reverend James D. Foley
Sa’mt James Parish Rectory
560 .Page Street
Stoughton, MA 02072

Dear Father Foley:

I am delighted that you are able to once again assume full-time care for others and their needs.
will be good to have the assistance and support of your ministry among God’s people. Along
with you I offer a prayer of gratitude to the Lord for His healing touch in your life through the
efforts of those who have assisted you over these past months. To you I offer a most hearty
"welcome back."

It

I am v, riting now to advise you that i have ended your period of Sick Leave and I have appointed
you as Temporary Parochial Vicar at Saint James Parish in Stoughton. The effective date of this
course of action was January 22, 1996.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service to the people of God in Saint James
Parish and I am truly grateful for your willingness to be of assistance to Father Scanlan during
this period of recuperation.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William F. Murphy, Vicar for Administration,
and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Cle~y Personnel Director, indicating that you have received
this communication.

With warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and your zealous efforts, I remain,

Sincerely your~ in Christ,

FOLEY, JAMES D.
3.187



I~,EVIEW BOARD MEETI~IG

(~ase # 36.

This is a case of a~ult relatioi~ships with women in which me Review Board in 1995
requested a follow-up review. This is the first review since that time. The priest is sixty-
five years old and is in active ministry as a Parochial Vicar. His Review Board
restrictions remain in place. The pdest has had a successful 2.25 years in ministry and~
continues in therapy. He will not be available for a pastorate and this has been
recorded in his record according to the procedures that have been reviewed within the
office. It is recommended that the restrictions remain in place and that the case be .
Closed.                               -

FOLEY, JAMES D.
3.201



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
�>101 COMMONWEALTH AV.~NUE

April 1~. 1996

Reverend James D. Foley
Saint James Parish Rectory
560 Page Street
Stoughton. MA 02072

Dear Father Foley:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese, ! arn ending your
appointment as Tempo.rary Parochial Vicar at Saint James i’arish in Stoughton. I am appointing
you as Parochial Vicar at Sai,~t Joseph Parish in Salem. The ellbctive date ol’this course o1"
action is .Itlne 4. 1996.

! am conlident that you will render fine priestly service io Ihe people of God in Saint Joseph
Parish and in particular to the ! lispanic community toward which the priests and people o1" Saint
Joseph have extended a warm welcome.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William F. Murphy, Vicar Ibr Administration,
and Reverend .lames .I. McCarthy. Clergy Personnel Dircckw, indicating that you have received
this communication.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and all whom you serve so well. I
remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop o1" Boston

FOLEY~ JAMES Do
3.203
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BISHOP’S RESIDEHCE
910-7 A Street N. West

Calgary o Albe~la

May 19, 1966

Rt. Rev. Francis J. Sexton
Chancellor
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue

--Brighton, Mass. 02135
U. S. A.

Dear Monsignor:

I regret to have to tell you that Father James D. Foley, whom His
Eminence, Cardinal Cushing, kindly loaned this diocese, left here on Saturday
last. Ir was not his ministry here, which he filled zealously, nor the
rectory arraz~gemenrs, that caused Ehe departure. Only recently he told me
that he was very much at home with both the pastor and the other priests.

Father Foley went to Spokane, Wash., last week, with two priests of
the diocese for a couple of days off. He returned on Friday evening. On
Saturday, his "problem" which you mentioned in your letter of March 25th
arrived in Calgary from the East, or at least arrived at the Cathedral
rectory. Father apparently contended with her for most of Saturday, but by
evening left with her. We have not heard from him since.

Father Alex MacLennan knew nothing of this happening until I informed
him yesterday. Father Foley told a priest at the Cathedral that Father
MacLennan would forward hzs personal effects which he left there. But, so
far, Father Foley has not gotten in touch with Father ~cLennan.

I sincerely regret this happening. I would be quite willing to take
Father again if we can discover where he is. His problem is not known here.
~f course, I do not know if Father has been in touch with this party or not.
He certainly showed no signs of such since coming here, but put himself to

work with good will and was well-liked by all the priests at the Cathedral.

These are difflcult times for young priests.

With sincere regards,

Yours cordially in Christ,

Bishop of Calgary

FPC/jgs

FOLEY,JAMES 0-2 003
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BISHOP’S RESIDENCE
910-7 A Streat N. Wast

Calg~ry - Albe~a

June 18, 1966

Rt. Rev. Francis J. Sexton
Chancellor
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton 35, ~ass. 02135
U. S. A.

Dear Monsignor:

I am pleased to tell you that Father James D. Foley returned
here yesterday, He had returned to this area a few days earlier
and had visited Rev. Alex ~acLennan.

He gave me an account of what happened during the past month---
fortunately nothing that cannot be easily mended or that prevents
me from continuing him in the priestly ministry. Indeed the
experience of the past month may have ended the problem.

I offered him work elsewhere than at the Cathedral, but he
expressed a preference to return there, despite embarrassment.
In actual fact, the cathedral clergy do not know why he departed
s~ddenly; nor have they any knowledge of his problem. I rather
admire his courage in facing the matter so honestly. If he
perseveres in his present purpose, I have every confidence that
he will get control of his problem.

Kindly convey ~he above information to His Eminence, Cardinal
Cushing. I hope that the Cardinal will leave Father Foley with
us for awhile.

With sincere regards

Yours cordially in Christ,

Bishop of Calgary

FOLEY,JAMES D-2 008



DIOCESE OF CALGARY

M 22, 1968

CHANCERY

Ray. James D. Foley,
12 Eastern Avenue,
Beverly, Mass., U.S.A.

Dear Father Foley:

~ince your departure, I have heard facts from clergy, and la~ and
medical observers, and, along with the Diocesan Consulters, have seriously
wei~hed al~ a~peote of your situation here. We have some to the conelu~ion
that ~ou can no longer work am a priest ih the Diocese of C~lgary. Fathers
Stephe~on and Kirley have elread~ Inform~xl Fou that t~is ~uld likely be
ottr dee£sion. Thus, whatever agreement under ~hich yo~ ease to serve in ~he
Diocese mu~ be terminated.

This action is taken with reKret because we realize that your w~rk at
~he Cathedral was ~os~ acceptable. Becauee you are well known and respected
it ie all the ~ore necessary that you ~ers~tnate Four work here. The double
llfe~ou have been leading £s known~uch~ore wldel~ t~anyou rea~se, and
~ become known to many others, eepe~lallF if you were to return.

The consulters think it best that, you do no~ return to Cal~ary. There-
fore, we ~ ship your belongings to ~ou, or have ~omeone drive your
to Boe~on. We will pay the coe~ of this and save you ~he expense of flFin6
here. Could you indicate ~ithout del~ your a~reem~nt to this arran~ent.
In any event, we have asked Father Tools to have your belongings packed.
It ~uld, as a ~atter of fact, be very advantageous to you finaneial!y
to have your ca~ sold here.

The Chancery Office of ~he Archdiocese of Boston will be no~ified
of ~his decision.

Assuring you of our regret at ha~in~ to take this course of action,
an~ of our pra~ere for your future,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

FOLEY,JAMES D-2 012
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DIOCESE OF CALGARY

His Eminence,
Richard Cardinal Cushing,
Archbishop of Boston,
2121 Commonwealth Avenue,
Brighton, Mass. 02135

May 23, 1968

CHANCERY
7A STREET NORTH WEST
CALGARY. ALBERTA

~our Eminence :

Father James D. Foley, a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston who has been
serving here since April, 1966 has been informed that he can no longer work
as a priest in the Diocese of Calgary. WHen Father Foley came here, Bishop
Carroll was informed that Father had a problem. The problem has recurred.
Father has been seriously involved with a young married woman(19 years of
age) and had been contemplating leaving Calgary with her. There have been
other complications with regard to this relationship, and there are indications
that he has been involved with others. There has been considerable scandal.

When confronted with these matters, Father had a "breakdown" and: spent
three weeks in hospital and was treated by a medical doctor and a psychiatrist.
The psychiatrist described him as "brittle, insecure and suspicious", and as
hed~ng "disordered thoughts". On May 8th Father was well enough to leave
hospital. On May 12th Father Alex MacLennan, who had been with Father Foley
in B~ston acdompanied him to Boston and has since returned. To our knowledge
Father Foley is at his mother’s home in ~oston at the present time.

We have offered to help Father Foley in whatever way is possible and
necessary, but cannot permit him to continue as a priest here. Father,
during his stay here has done much good work and has exhibited considerable
talent and ability.

Regretting the action we have had to take’, I am

Encl. Letter to Father Foley

Respectfully yours in Christ,

Very Reverend Paul J. O’Byrne
Adminis t rator

FOLEY,JAMES D-2 013



DIOCESE OF CALGARY

910 - 7A STREET NORTH

June i, 1968

Rt. Roy. Thomas J. Finnegan,
Chancellor,
Archdiocese of Boston,
2121 Commonwealth Avenue,
BRIGHTOn, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Monsignor Finnegan:

Thank you for your letter of May-27th concerning Father James
Foley.

Regarding an immediate assignment in your Archdiocese for

Father Foley, it is difficult to give you a direct answer. He is
certainly competent and intelligent, and capable of doing very good
priestly work. Whether or not he is psychologically secure enough
at present to avoid further difficulties could be questioned. From
what has transpired here I cannot express confidence concerning
his immediate return to priestly work. He may be deserving of another
opportunity, but should have firm counselling. One of his traits
is to axhibit every confidence and promise that he can overcome
the difficulties, but even while giving such assurances his difficulties
were increasing. He seemed capable of living a dual life.

Father Joseph Toole, rector of St. Mary’s Cathedral, 219 - 18th
Ave. S.W., Calgary, dealt with Father Foley during his period here.
He has been a very real help to him and it was Father Toole who
eventually brought the matter to a head. He has, in my opinion,
handled Father Foley prudently, kindly, and, in the end, firmly.
It was on Father Toolets recommendation and information that we have
acted. He could give you a more detailed assessment of Father Foley’s.
condition, and would do so at your request. If you desire it, we
can obtain from the psychiatrist a more detailed report for your
purposes.

Our interest and prayers go wit~ you in arriving at the correct
course of action.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Administrator

FOLEY, JAMES O-2 014
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FROM:

DATE:

BE ~

MEMORANDUM

!

Father

Review Board Recommendation Regarding Rev~ ..... _

Attached to thls memo Is a copy of the report submitted to-the Revlew Board
which outllnes the activities of Reverend James Foley which reflect serious
sexual misconduct and wrong judgment.

The Board’s discussion centered on his apparent inability to appreciate his
responslbillty and the impact his conduct has had on others. Because of this,
the Board is not sure that psychiatric intervention or a lengthy retreat would
be helpful to him at this time. They accepted the substance of the Delegate’s
recommendation but made revisions in it.

The 8Qav~’~ recommendation is the following:

I. "Recommend that the priest resign as pastor."

2. "Recommend that the priest enter into a residential treatment program
with the goal of focusing on his behavior leading to a sense of
remorse and responsibility."

3. "Recommend that the following recommendations of the Delegate
regarding Father Foley be deferred untll after his residentlal
treatment program:

a) Meet with the Archdiocesan legal counsel in order to develop a
resolve around his civil, and moral responsibility toward his
children.

b) Make a lengthy retreat.

c) Be engaged in psychotherapy in order to deal with the unique
vulnerabillty that leads him to act out sexually."

JBM~mo’l
7059M
Attachment
cc: Msgr. Murphy

FOLEY,JAMES D-2 031



Archdiocese of" Boston
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

M E M O R A N D U M

TO: Edwin Cassem, MD

FROM: Key. John B.

DATE: July 15, 199,*

RE: Reverend lames Foley

Ned" =

Attached is a confidential assessment of Reverend James Foley and the report after his first month in
residential treatment.

Cardinal Law thinks that this man should not be in pastoral ministry due to potential scandal. His
remark is that this man should spend his life in a monastery doing penance.

My own sense is that if he increases in his understanding of himself and is more able to manage his
needs for indmacy and dependency in a healthy way that he could serve in ministry. He is a man
who is well-respected by others.

From reading this material, could you give me a sense of what your thoughts are about his potential
for s~rving in ministry. If anything did break out about him, particularly that he fathered two
children, do you think people would feel that we had put them at risk and that it would be a source of
scandal?

Could you give me a,call? Many thanks.

j :ah " T



COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SU~OLE, ss SUPERIOR COERT DEPARTMENT
SuffoIk County Civil Action No.
02-04551-T1 (Consolidated with C.A.
02-1296)
(Originally entered in Middlesex
County a.s C.A. No. 02-626)

GREGORY FORD, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

V.

BERNARD CARDFNAL LAW, eta].,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES PERRY

I, James Perry, having been duly sworn under oa.th, depose and state as
to the following facts:

1. I was born January 4, 1965 and was raised with my 3 siblings

in Needham, Massachusetts. My sister was born July 30, 1970.

2. My mother’s name was ’R.ita Perry, and she was a parishioner

at St. B~.rtholomew’s Church, in Needham, Massachusetts durin~ the time

that Father James D. Foley was the parish pries’t at that church. My father

also attended the parish with my mother.

3. Father Foley informed me that my mother and I visi’ted him in

Calgary, A3.bert, Canada tn or about May of 1966. He also told me that they

left Calgary for San Francisco and moved into an apartment together.



4. Father Foley informed me ~at wheu he returned to Boston in

the late 19dO’s, he contacted my mother again, but my mo~er had forgo~eu

who he was. My mo~er had had a lobotomy ~ the 1960’s became ~e

suffered ~om depression. ~a~er Foley ~ ~o~ed me ~at he ~e~ed

himself into her ~f¢ md s~ed a sexual rela~ons~p ~ her ag~n.

Fa~er Foley told me ~at he w~ kospir~ized at G]ensid¢

Hospit~ in E~t Boston ~ ~uly of 1954 ~er le~g fl~t my mo~er w~

preset wi~ ~s child.           -

6. My mo~er died in 1973. Her dea~ was described ~ a s~cid¢,

~though there were de~Is of her death ~at were always ~cle~, such m ~e

idenfi~ of the person who c~led ~e pohce.

7. On December 5, 2002, when the ~chdiocese of Boston

produced co~denfi~ priest fries ~d documents about Fa~er J~es D.

Foley, it bec~e clear ~o me ~d Fa~er Foley ~t he may ~ f~ be ~e

biologic~ fa~er of me ~d my sist~.

Si~d ~s ~ay of JMy, 2003 ~der ~� pa~ ~d pen~ties ofpe~.

James
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SUFFOLK, ss
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT

CA 02-04628-TI

(Consolidated with CA 02-1296)
(Originally entered in

Middlesex County as

No. 02-0822)

PAUL W. BUSA,

Plaintiff,
VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, et al.,

Defendants.

THE VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF CARDINAL

BERNARD F. LAW, a witness called by the
Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable

provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil

Procedure, before Kathleen L. Good, (CSR
#112593), Registered Professional Reporter and

Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, at the offices of Greenberg
Traurig, One International Place, Boston,

Massachusetts 02110, on Wednesday, January 22,

2003, commencing at 10:08 a.m.
K. L. GOOD & ASSOCIATES

P. O. BOX 6094

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02209

TEL. (781)    598-6405
FAX (781)    598-0815

K. L. Good & Associates
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tenure -- and that’s the only thing that I can
speak to -- 12:16:53
Yeah. 12:16:54
-- is that as the end of a term as pastor came

up -- 12:17:01
Q Yeah. 12:17:01
A -- the pastor was invited to indicate whether or

not he would want to renew for another term.
And then the -- there was a review in terms

of the regional bishop, the chancellor, yes.
Q Yes. Ultimately, you -- were you involved in

Page 98

12:16:51

12:16:56

12:17:02
12:17:08

12:17:12
12:17:18

12:17:25
that process of renewals?               12:17:28

A I was involved in the renewals, yes.         12:17:29
Q Looking just at what we have at page 21 of      12:17:33

Exhibit 5, you’ll see --               12:17:36
A 217                           12:17:37
Q Yes. The one we just went over. You’llsee 12:17:38

that T. J. Daily -- that would be Father Daily 12:17:42
who was working in 1993, where, Cardinal Law? At 12:17:4
the Chancery?                    12:17:47

A Father Daily was assisting the Moderator of the 12:17:49
Curia. 12:17:52

Q Right. And that would have been Bishop Hughes at 12:17:5
that time; is that correct?             12:17:56

l Q
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
I1 A
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I think that’s who it is. I think that’s made    12:18:56
clear by subsequent documents. But you’ll see    12:18:59
your initials are at the top and it’s actually in12:19:01
your calendar, which I can get for you if you 12:19:03
need, but there was a meeting with Father Foley12:i9:06
that you had on December 23, 1993, or at least12:19:08
it’s listed in your calendar, in your appointment12:19:13
calendar, and it’s referenced in this memorandum. 12:19:15

Do you generally have a recollection of     12:19:19
meeting at some point with Father James D. Foley? ! 2:19:20
I do.                           12:19:22

A I’m sorry.
Q That’s okay.
A In ’93, I’m not sure.
Q Bishop Banks had leR?
A

Q

Page 99

12:17:59
12:18:00

12:18:01
12:18:02

It was Bishop Hughes or it was Bishop Murphy, I 12:18:0.~

don’t know.                       12:18:08
One of the two. You’ll see, he uses the word 12:18:08

"lend lease to Calgary, Alberta." 12:18:11
Had you ever seen that term before? 12:18:13

12
13
14
15

Q And do you remember learning from Father Foley    12:19:23
that he had been involved with a woman from     12:19:28
Needham for some period of time and asserted that 12:19:31
he had had two children with this woman?       12:19:35

16 Does that sound familiar to you, Cardinal? 12:19:41
17 A Yes. 12:19:42
18 Q And do you remember that Bishop McCormaek was at 12:19:4
19 this first meeting that you had with Father 12:19:47
20 Foley? 12:19:49
21 A I am not sureofthat. 12:19:49
22 Q Okay. Well, you’ll see here notes of a meeting,12:19:51
23 and why don’t you take a moment -- I think the 12:19:57
24 handwriting is fairly legible if you want to take12:20:00

1
2
3
4

A
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12:20:02

A First of all, I have not-- 12:18:15
Q Right. 12:18:16
A -- to my recollection, I have not seen this memo

before.                       12:18:19
Q I know.                         12:18:19
A And I would not -- that would not be a term with

12:18:17

12:18:21

5
6
7
8
9 A

a moment and familiarize yourself with pages 28
and 29. 12:20:05

Yes. 12:20:37
Do you remember becoming generally familiar in

which I am familiar in this context.         12:18:26
Q Okay. All right.                  12:!8:28

Going to page 28, you want to take a moment 12: i 8:30
and first tell me whether you recognize the 12:18:39
handwriting on that document, No. 28. 12:18:40

A I think this may be Father McCormack or Bishop    12:18:4~
McCormack’s handwriting. 12:18:53

Q I agree. 12:18:54
A I’m not sure. 12:!8:55

12:20:3.
1993 that Father Foley had had a relationship    12:20:40
with a woman who ultimately had a lobotomy and    12:20:4z
that he claimed to have had two children with    12:20:47
this woman? 12:20:50
I’m not aware of the -- I don’t recollect 12:20:51

10
I1
12
13
14
15

Q

anything about a Iobotomy, but I do recollect 12:20:54
hearing -- having -- being told about the 12:21:01
paternity and this relationship.           12:21:06
And you were outraged by it; is that correct?    12:21:08
Terribly outraged. 12:21:10
In fact, your initial reaction was this man 12:21:12

16 should be sent to a monastery for the rest of his 12:21:13
17 life to do penance? 12:21:17
18 A That’s correct. 12:21:18
19 Q Father Foley told you something about the death 12:21:19
20 of this woman, did he not? 12:21:21
21 A He told me something about the death of this 12:21:23
22 woman. 12:21:25
23 Q He told you in1993 that the woman, whowas 12:21:25
24 married, was overdosed while he was present; that12:21:30

26 (Pages 98 to 101)

K. L. Good & Associates
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A

Q
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she started to faint, he clothed, put his clothes12:21:37
on, left, came back, called 91 l, she died, a12:21:45
sister knows. 12:21:45

Did he tell you that? 12:21:46
I have a recollection of basically that ! 2:21:48

information, yes. 12:21:5 l
And this was certainly shocking information to 12:21:52

you? 12:21:54
Absolutely. And I might say nothing like that 12:21:55

have -- had I ever heard or imagined before or12:22:01
since. 12:22:06
Right. And when Father Foley told you the 12:22:06

sequence of events, did that raise any concern on12:22:1 l
your part that he might have done something or12:22:15
that he could have done something to help save12:22:18
this woman’s life?                 12:22:21

You’ll see the notes of Bishop McCormack and 12:22:25
what -- that are quite specific. "Overdosed 12:22:29
while he was present, started to faint, he 12:22:3 l
clothed," meaning putting -- I assume -- "he 12:22:34
clothed, left, came back, called 911, she died, a i 2:22:39
sister knows."                    12:22:43

The second page of the note, it says, under 12:22:44
No. I:                         12:22:47

Page 103

! "Criminal activity, question mark. 12:22:48
2 Overdosed, later called." 12:22:50
3 You see that? 12:22:54
4 A Yes. 12:22:54
5 Q That’s Bishop McCormack’s handwriting as well; is 12:22::
6 that correct? 12:22:57
7 A Yes, yes, yes. 12:22:57
8 Q And so my question is: Do you remember the 12:22:5[
9 sequence of events as they were described to you12:23:02

10 by Father Foley that he -- after she overdosed 12:23:05
11 and fainted, he left the scene and came back and12:23:09
12 then he called 911 and the woman died? 12:23:11
13 A I really do not remember the sequence of events.12:23:13
14 l just -- I remember the bare facts and I was 12:23:18
15 shocked. 12:23:24
16 Q You remember that he not only claimed to have had 12:23:2
17 children with this woman, but was present when    12:23:27
18 she overdosed and ultimately died. 12:23:29
19 Would that be a fair statement? 12:23:31
20 A Yes. 12:23:32
21 Q And you felt that there were three things that    12:23:33
22 needed to be addressed. And the first issue was 12:23:37
23 the scandal issue? 12:23:40
24 A I’m not sure that -- I’m not sure that these 12:23:42
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1 three points are my points or whether these 12:23:45
2 are -- or whether these are Father McCormack’s12:23:50
3 points. 12:23:58
4 You know, I don’t know how this memo relates 12:23:58
5 to my meeting with Father Foley. 12:24:02
6 Q Okay. 12:24:05
7 A You know. 12:24:06
8 Q Well, let’s go to page -- turn back, if you 12:24:07
9 would, please, Cardinal, to page 25. These are 12:24:10
10 notes of Bishop McCormack. You’ll see this is a 12:24:20
11 month later, 1/23/94. 12:24:23
12 A Yes. 12:24:25
13 Q Itstates: 12:24:26
14 "Reviewed three points of BCL: Scandal, 12:24:28
15 spirituality, emotional and psychological 12:24:32
16 health." 12:24:34
17 Do you see that? 12:24:38
18 A Yes. 12:24:38
19 Q Looking at these notes of Cardinal Law, sorry, of 12:24:39
20 Bishop McCormack, does that help to refresh your 12:24:3’
21 recollection that you made three points at the 12:24:40
22 meeting you had with Father Foley? 12:24:43
23 A Yes. 12:24:45
24 Q So the first one was the scandal issue? 12:24:46
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A Yeah. I have to say that I don’t recall the 12:24:48
details of the meeting but I would follow this as ! 2:24:51
an accurate reflection of that.            12:24:55

Q You felt that if this information about Father    12:24:57
Foley were to become public, that it could create 12:25:00
a scandal7                      12:25:03

A Well, I felt that the scandal in this case was so 12:25:03
pervasive, I mean, the possibility was so 12:25:18
pervasive, the harm that would be done to 12:25:21
children -- 12:25:22

Q Right.
A -- to a husband -- 12:25:23
Q Right. 12:25:24
A -- to a family. 12:25:25
Q Right. 12:25:26
A

Q

You know, and the question, you know, how, after 12:25:2~
the fact, years after the fact, how do you deal12:25:3 l
with that in a way that’s going to be just and 12:25:34
equitable to all those folk. This is - I mean12:25:40
the note here is -- his meeting is the 23rd --12:25:46
Of January. 12:25:49
-- of January. 12:25:50
’94. 12:25:51
When was my meeting? 12:25:52
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1 Q Your meeting was December of’93, December 23,    12:25:54
2 ’93. 12:25:57
3 A Okay. December23. 12:25:58
4 Q A month earlier. 12:25:59
5 A This -- and my reflection is just in the moment 12:26:01
6 of heating about it. I mean, these are the 12:26:04
7 issues that we’re going to have to look at here.12:26:06
8 Q Right. And you see also the question mark of12:26:09
9 Bishop McCormaek, criminal activity, whether 12:26:14
10 there could have been some criminal activity, 12:26:16
11 overdosed, and then says later called, and that’s12:26:19
12 underlined twice. 12:26:22
13 A Right. 12:26:22
14 Q Then you see: 12:26:23
15 "Should he be assigned as a pastor? Justice 12:26:23
16 issue toward children, lack of integrity, 12:26:28
17 scandal." 12:26:31
18 A Justice issue towards the children. 12:26:31
19 Q Right. 12:26:33
20 A It’s the children of his-- his own children. 12:26:34
21 Q Biological. 12:26:37
22 A The justice issue. 12:26:37
23 Q Right. 12:26:39
24 A What are his responsibilities for those children? 12:26:39

Q1
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Right.                       12:26:43
As I recall -- and I am not sure, but I believe 12:26:43

that, at least I believe I was told at that     12:26:49
point, because that would have been my concern, 12:26:51
that these were grown at that point.         12:26:55

Q Right. And so -- but there was also an issue of
criminal activity about whether this man had left
the scene where a woman was dying?

A That’s right. 12:27:05
Q Whether he did enough. Do you see that?
A That’s right. 12:27:08
Q And, in fact, if you take a look at -- well, it

says -- let me just withdraw that question.
So with respect to the issue of criminal

activity, whether this man, Father Foley, had
engaged in some criminal activity, is it fair to
state that as of December 23, 1993, that was a
question in your mind as to whether or not this

12:26:57 6 A
12:27:02 7

12:27:04 8 Q
9

12:27:07 10
11

12:27:09 12
12:27:18 13

12:27:18 14 A
12:27:20 15

12:27:22 16 Q
12:27:25 17 A
12:27:28 18 Q

man had engaged in a crime?              12:27:29
A It certainly was something that -- yes. I’m not 12:27:34

a lawyer. I’m not a policeman.            12:27:38
Q I understand.                     12:27:41
A But it was a question in my mind and it was a    12:27:41

question that I would presume would be looked at. 12:27:48
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1 Q Do you know whether it was looked at? 12:27:51
2 A I do not know that. 12:27:55
3 Q Do you know whether any information was shared -- 12:27:5:
4 I understand this was 20 years later. The woman12:28:00
5 died in 1973. 12:28:02
6 A That’s correct. 12:28:03
7 Q Do you know whether there was any follow-up that 12:28:04
8 was done to determine whether Father Foley should 12:28:06
9 be reported to the Needham police department or 12:28:08

10 the appropriate law enforcement? 12:28:i 1
11 A I do not know that. I would -- here I would have 12:28:13
12 relied on the Delegate. And as I think is 12:28:16
13 reflected here, the very fact that he came to me 12:28:20
14 and I referred the matter to Father McCormack so 12:28:24
15 that it could be followed up on. 12:28:27
16 Q Bu’t you don’t recall you doing anything to 12:28:29
17 follow-up on this story that you heard about 12:28:32
18 Father -- 12:28:35
19 A My follow-- 12:28:35
20 Q Exeuseme. 12:28:36
21 -- about Father Foley potentially being 12:28:37
22 involved in criminal activity? 12:28:38
23 MR. CRAWFORD: Other than delegating? 12:28:40
24 Q Apart from delegating? 12:28:41

Page 109

1 A Apart --
2 Q Your personal -- what you personally did to 12:28:43
3 satisfy yourself that this man should not be 12:28:46
4 reported to the police or appropriate law 12:28:48
5 enforcement? 12:28:53

I raised the issue with the person who was 12:28:53
delegated for following through on this. 12:28:58
Was this perhaps the most serious matter 12:28:59

involving a priest of the Archdiocese that you 12:29:01
recall dealing with, Cardinal, in your tenure 12:29:03
here in Boston?                   12:29:06

MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form. 12:29:07
You may answer.                 12:29:08

How do you -- you know, how do you -- how do 12:29:1
you -- 12:29:18
I withdraw it. 12:29:18
How do you judge these things? 12:29:19
Right. 12:29:21

19 A This is absolutely unique. There’s no parallel12:29:22
20 to this -- 12:29:26
21 Q It’s very serious? 12:29:26
22 A -- of anything I have ever handled. In terms of12:29:27
23 harm inflicted, in a sense -- I don’t know how 12:29:34
24 you -- it’s vain to try -- I mean, it’s foolish 12:29:40
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to try to weigh what is worse. 12:29:44
I understand. 12:29:45
I mean, it’s a terrible thing to take an innocent 12:29:46

child -- 12:29:49
You’re right. 12:29:54
-- and to abuse that innocent child. It’s a 12:29:54

terrible thing for two adults to engage in 12:29:56
behavior that is immoral and inappropriate and    12:30:00
has terrible consequences, as this does.       12:30:05
And you’ll see actually in Bishop, in other parts12:30:08

of the record that you’ll see on page 25, Bishop12:30:13
McCormaek’s notes, you’ll see halfway down, in12:30:18
Needham, you’ll see -- this is the reference to12:30:22
the woman from Needham. It says: 12:30:27

Two children born, one purposefully."      12:30:29
Second -- "The second was not planned. Sister of 12:30:31
woman knows of his ties to children." So think 12:30:34
that she -- "So think she knew he was involved.12:30:37
Woman seduced him. She had a Iobotomy. He has 12:30:4
never seen children since time of her death. 12:30:44
Sister threatened him that if he bothered the 12:30:47
family, she would reopen the ease about the cause 12:30:49
of her death and who called 911."          12:30:52

Do you see that?

Page I 12

1 before with the sister of the mother of his 12:32:16
2 children. 12:32:19
3 Q That’s correct. 12:32:19
4 A And that’s what I see here. 12:32:21
5 Q And you would agree with me, would you not, 12:32:23
6 Cardinal Law, that Bishop McCormack’s notes raise12:32:2~
7 questions as to whether or not the actual cause12:32:29
8 of this woman’s death was thoroughly investigated12:32:33
9 and raised questions about who in fact called the12:32:36

10 police, 911, and raised questions about whether12:32:40
11 the Needham police even knew that it was Father12:32:43
12 Foley who had made that call. Is that correct?12:32:46
13 A I think those kinds of questions would need to be12:32:51
14 put to Father McCormack who heard what Father 12:32:51
15 Foley had to say on this issue. I did not hear 12:32:54
16 that so I can’t comment on that. 12:32:57
17 Q You didn’t get that information relayed back to12:32:59
18 you? 12:33:02
19 A I do not recall that information being relayed to12:33:02
20 me. 12:33:04
21 Q All right. So we at least know that there is--12:33:04
22 that you were concerned about scandal when you12:33:07
23 met with Father Foley; is that correct? 12:33:09

12:30:56 24
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Yes. 12:30:56
Did Bishop McCormack ever tell you that the     12:30:57

Needham police were not clear who had called 911 12:30:59
on the day this woman died? 12:31:02
I don’t recall hearing that information. 12:31:04
Okay. Is that the type of information that you 12:31:07

believe should have been brought to your 12:31:09
attention, that the Needham police might not have12:31:11
known it was Father Foley who had called 911 ?12:31:14
You know, I really delegate with confidence here12:31:20

and I can’t read back into what I should have 12:31:28
thought or would have thought.            12:31:34
But there’s a question here, Cardinal Law, again, 12:31:38

when you read the notes of Bishop MeCormaek, as 12:31:4
to whether there was some issue about whether 12:31:44
Father Foley had moral or legal responsibility12:31:49
for the death of a female parishioner that he was12:31:53
sexually involved with. Is that correct?      12:31:57

Q

A Yes, obviously. 12:33:12

Page 113

12:33:13

Well, what I’m reading here, Mr. MacLeish, as I
understand it, is a note that Father McCormack
has written concerning what Father Foley himself
records -- 12:32:11

Right. 12:32:12
-- about a conversation he had had 20 years

12:31:59
12:32:03
12:32:08

12:32:12

1 Q And that’s scandal to the Church?
2 A Oh, scandal all the way. The scandal of young -- 12:33:15
3 of childran not knowing -- of thinking their 12:33:22
4 father is one person and possibly their father is 12:33:28
5 somebody else. 12:33:30
6 Q Right. 12:33:31
7 A And I can’t say that with absolute certainty, but12:33:31
8 my presumption, just basing on what I’ve heard.12:33:34
9 Q Well, that would perhaps be devastating 12:33:37
10 information to those children? 12:33:40
11 A Absolutely. And that’s scandal. 12:33:41
12 Q Well, okay. Well -- but aiso if this information12:33:42
13 came out, apart from scandal to the children -12:33:45
14 A It would be scandal obviously to the Church. 12:33:48
15 Q To the Church? 12:33:51
16 A Here you had a priest who was, to all intents and 12:33:52
17 purposes, a very effective pastor, and I think    12:33:55
18 people in his parishes would attest to that fact. 12:33:58
19 Q That’s correct. 12:34:01
20 A Who had even been a vicar. And to have that kind 12:34:01
21 of information come out against such a person is 12:34:08
22 a scandal. 12:34:12
23 Q And this was -- do you remember doing anything, 12:34:E
24 Cardinal Law, to find out about the personal 12:34:17
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circumstances of the children of Father Foley to 12:34:22
see whether he had any moral or legal        12:34:24
responsibility, even though they were now adults, 12:34:27
to those children? Did you do anything yourself?. 12:34:29
First of all, as I’ve indicated in other cases,12:34:36

Mr. MacLeish, in these issues, I functioned 12:34:39
through those delegated to follow through. 12:34:43
That’s why they were there, to do that. If you12:34:45
look at the calendar, you’ll see that there are12:34:48
an awful lot of things that come across the desk12:34:52
on any one day.                   12:34:56

However important one issue is -- and 12:34:57
certainly this is a case all in its own 12:35:03
category -- it’s precisely because of the 12:35:09
importance of that, that it’s important that 12:35: i I
someone is going to be responsible to follow 12:35:13
through on that and it’s not going to be put 12:35:16
aside for something else that immediately is very 12:35:18
pressing. So I handled this in a delegated way. 12:35:21

My own immediate response to this was my    12:35:26
fear was allayed by the fact that -- with the    12:35:32
knowledge that these were adults. And had they 12:35:37
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judgment as it goes forward.             12:37:03
Do you recall him coming back to you on the Foley 12:37:0
matter?                       12:37:07
I’m sure that he came back to me on the Foley    12:37:10

matter, but I cannot tell you when, where. Maybe 12:37:13
if you have a memo to show me. 12:37:16
I don’t, I don’t. 12:37:18
But I certainly had to make a decision as to 12:37:20

where he went, and that would have -- that would 12:37:23
have come back to me. 12:37:27
Right. He went to Southdown. All right. 12:37:28

Let’s turn, if we could, to Foley page 69.12:37:32
69? 12:37:35
Yes. 12:37:37
Yes. 12:37:38
This is a memo from Father McCormack to 12:37:40

Dr. Cassem. You might recall that we had some12:37:45
extensive questioning earlier about Father Cassem12:37:49
and his involvement with the Paul Shanley case.12:37:51

Do you recall that testimony?          12:37:54
Yeah. I don’t immediately but I’m sure that --12:37:56
You know who Father Cassem is? 12:38:01

not been adults, it would have been an entirely
different kind of a situation in terms of the

demands of justice upon the father.
It doesn’t mitigate in any sense the

enormity of this act. But it certainly does say
that in that particular moment in which I first
found out about this, which is some 20 years
later, that the fact that they were adults made
it different in terms of what my response would
be vis-a-vis the justice demands for those
children than the fact that they were -- than if

12:35:41
12:35:44
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12:35:48
12:35:51

12:35:56
12:36:01
12:36:04

12:36:09
12:36:15

12:36:17
12:36:21

23 A I do, I do. Yes, indeed.               12:38:03
24 Q Jesuit priest who was at some period of time     12:38:04

I
2 A
3 Q
4
5

chief of psychiatry at Mass General Hospital?
Yes. 12:38:10
Is that correct? 12:38: I 0

He was also brought in on the Michael Foster
ease, was he not? 12:38:13
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12:38:07

6
7
8
9

12:38:11

A You know, I can’t -- I believe so. 12:38:14
Okay. That’s fine. Well, you’ll see here --    12:38:16

this is from Bishop McCormack -- you’ll see the 12:38:21
second paragraph:                   12:38:22

they had been minors.
I understand that, Cardinal. My question -- my

question is: Did you do anything -- let me
just -- before that.                12:36:33

Under the policy of delegation, wouldn’t
that policy of delegation also encompass
follow-up with you on matters that were as
serious as this one? In other words, Bishop

12:36:25
12:36:26

12:36:29

12:36:35
12:36:37
12:36:40

12:36:43

10
11
12
13
14 A
15 Q
16
17

McCormack would gather the basic facts and then 12:36:45
come back to you. Or was the policy of       12:36:47
delegation simply mean that it doesn’t come back 12:36:49
to you; that it’s handled independently by Bishop 12:36:52
McCormack?                      12:36:55
It means that he follows up and he comes to me    12:36:55

where he deems it appropriate and I respect that 12:36:58

18 A
19
20
21 Q
22 A
23
24

"Cardinal Law thinks that this man should    12:38:23
not be in pastoral ministry due to potential     12:38:25
scandal." 12:38:28

Do you see that? 12:38:29
Yes. 12:38:29
Was that a correct statement as of July 15, 1994? 12:38:32

Is that an accurate reflection of what your 12:38:37
position was vis-a-vis Father Foley? 12:38:40
I felt this, and the next sentence is that his 12:38:43

remark is that this man should spend his life in 12:38:46
a monastery doing penance. 12:38:50
Right. We’re going t get to that. 12:38:52
I just felt that the enormity of this act was 12:38:53

such, and the ram -- the very strange 12:38:56
ramifications of it were such that it just was 12:39:00
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inappropriate for him. That was my initial
feeling.                       12:39:05
You see the word "scandal" mentioned there,

Cardinal? 12:39:08
Yes. 12:39:08

Page 118

12:39:03

12:39:05

Did you believe that he should not be in pastoral 12:39:08
ministry due to potential scandal, as Bishop     12:39:12
McCormack writes to Father Cassem, Dr. Cassem, on 12:39:16
July 15, 1994?                    12:39:20
Well, you know, that -- I cannot recollect what12:39:24

my state of mind was and the specification of my12:39:30
judgment in ’94 on this ease. Certainly scandal12:39:34
was among the things that I was concerned with.12:39:39
And as I indicated to you, it’s because of the 12:39:43
nature of the act.                  12:39:46
Right. You were referring to -- as of July 1994, 12:39:48

the reference is that the man should not be in 12:39:53
pastoral ministry due to potential scandal. ! 2:39:56

Is it fair to state that you were concerned12:40:00
in 1994, July of 1994, not about scandal with 12:40:02
respect to the children, but scandal with respect12:40:06
to potential publicity in the event that the 12:40:09
information on Father Foley came out? 12:40:12

Page 120

1 A No. But there would be nothing hidden from him, 12:41:27
2 to him about the ease. He would have been aware 12:41:32
3 about the full dimensions of the ease. 12:41:34
4 Q All right. You didn’t know, and to your 12:41:37
5 knowledge, Bishop McCormack didn’t know anything 12:41:3!

A I think it would be both.
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about the financial or emotional condition of i 2:4 ! :41
these children that Father Foley claimed that he12:41:43
was the biological father of. Fair statement?12:41:46

A I can’t answer that. You’d have to ask Father12:41:51
MeCormack about that. 12:41:55

Q You don’t have any knowledge -- 12:41:56
A No. 12:41:57
Q You don’t have any -- 12:41:58
A But-- 12:42:00
Q Let me finish the question. 12:42:00

A

You don’t have any recollection, as you sit12:42:01
here today of ever receiving some report about12:42:03
the emotional or financial circumstances of the12:42:05
children that Father Foley claimed he sired, 12:42:09
correct? 12:42:14
That’s correct. The children were not, as my 12:42:14

understanding was, the children were not aware of 12:42:19
the paternity of Father Foley. 12:42:22

Okay.                        12:40:16
I think it would be both because I -- I was very

concerned with the impact on the family. I was
very concerned with the impact on the children.
Well, did you get some expert consultation to see

12:40:14 24
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1

Q Right. 12:42:23

A Inquiry into that about them or any inquiry to

Page 121

12:42:25
12:40:16
12:40:20
12:40:23
12:40:25

whether or not, that you can recall -- did you    12:40:29
or, to your knowledge, Bishop McCormack, get any 12:40:3:
type of expert consultation from psychologists or12:40:35
people who were experts in the field as to what12:40:39
should be done with respect to the children that12:40:42
Father Foley claimed that he was the biological12:40:45
father of?. 12:40:48
Well, first of all, I did not. 12:40:49
Yeah. 12:40:51
But I don’t think that that would prove anything 12:40:52

because I did not -- I wouldn’t have been the one12:40:56
to have done that. i 2:41:04
Why not? Given the enormity of this matter? 12:41:04
Because I had someone delegated to do that. That 12:41:06

was their responsibility. The fact of the matter 12:41:09
is the case was referred, as you see, to       12:41:14
Dr. Cassem, and, as you indicated, he’s someone 12:41:17
of some reputation.                 12:41:23
There’s nothing in here about the children.     12:41:25

2 them would have destroyed what I presume -- would 12:42:3
3 have presumed to have been their understanding    12:42:39
4 and their relationship with their natural 12:42:41
5 father -- with their adopted -- with their 12:42:44
6 presumed father. 12:42:47
7 Q So you made the decision, I take it -- did you12:42:48
8 make a decision, Cardinal Law, that the matter12:42:51
9 should not be pursued further with respect to the12:42:53

10 children because it might harm them to find out12:42:55
11 who their biological father was? Was that a 12:43:00
12 decision that you consciously made? 12:43:03
13 A I don’t know that it was a decision consciously 12:43:04
14 made. I think it was -- I think it naturally 12:43:07
15 followed with the information that was available.12:43:12
16 Q Well, but you knew nothing -- you knew nothing, 12:43:1~
17 Cardinal Law, about whether or not these 12:43:20
18 children, even though they were adults, might 12:43:21
19 need some type of assistance, did you? You knew 12:43:24
20 nothing about that? 12:43:27
21 A I knew, Mr. MacLeish, in December of’93, that a 12:43:30
22 priest of this Archdiocese, 20 years before, had 12:43:40
23 been involved with a woman who died under tragic 12:43:4z
24 circumstances, and that he presumably was the12:43:49
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wanted to have Father Foley do penance in the
monastery and not be involved in pastoral 12:53:13
ministry. Remember that? That’s page 69. 12:53:15
Yes. 12:53:18
On 92, page 92, it states: 12:53:18

"I met with Reverend Foley on December 5,12:53:21
’94. I talked with Cardinal Law in the morning12:53:24
to make sure that he was not requiring Father 12:53:26
Foley to live in a monastery."            12:53:28

Do you see that?                12:53:30
Yes.                          12:53:31
It’s a memo to the file from Father Flatley.

You’ll then see, over on 126, some decision
that we don’t know about because it’s stated that
it was decided that verbal communication was
sufficient in this case and no written follow-up

2

4
5
6
7
8 A
9
10

be returned, ultimately, to pastoral ministry.
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12:53:10

12:53:32
12:53:36
12:53:41
12:53:47

12:53:51

11
12
13
14
15
16
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12:55:15

would be necessary. 12:53:53
Do you see that? 12:53:54

Yes. 12:53:54
Then we see on 148 a recommendation of Father    12:53:5~
Foley:                         12:53:58

"The board recommends that the priest be 12:53:59
returned to ministry, not as a pastor; that his 12:54:00
pastor be aware of his history and agree to bring12:54:03
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17
18
19 Q
20 A
21 Q
22
23
24 A

1 Q

4 A
5
6
7 Q
8 A

MR. ROGERS: Objection.
Is that correct?                   12:55:16

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form.
MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form.
MR. MaeLEISH: Go ahead. You can

answer.                       12:55:20
As you know, in 1993, we established a policy

which established a review board. That review
board reviewed the recommendation of the

12:55:16
12:55:18

12:55:19

any concerns regarding the priest’s behavior to ! 2:54:06
the priest’s attention; and if this fails to     12:54:09
satisfy, notify the Delegate; that he continue in12:54:12
spiritual direction, be assigned a monitor and 12:54:14
continue in therapy; that he not enter any 12:54:16
situation with women where there is the potential 12:54:19
to be compromised. This recommendation should be 12:54:2
reviewed in one year." 12:54:25

12:54:27
12:54:30

12:54:34

12:54:37
12:54:41
12:54:45

12:55:20
12:55:23
12:55:28

12:55:30

Do you see that? 12:54:26
A I do. 12:54:26
Q That’s 1995. And you’ll see the following page,

you agreed to accept the recommendation of the
Delegate and the review board; is that correct?

A That’s correct.                   12:54:36
Q You are aware that Father Foley was assigned

ultimately as an associate pastor at St. Joseph’s
Parish in Salem, Massachusetts; is that correct?

Delegate, and that review board included
psychiatrists, parent of a victim, a former 12:55:32
judge. And that review board made the 12:55:43
recommendation to me, as you have shown it to me 12:55:4~
in 148, that he be returned to ministry, not as a12:55:51
pastor, and that was in fact what happened. He12:55:57

A I believe -- I know he was there, yeah. 12:54:49
Q He was there as associate pastor? ! 2:54:51
A Yeah. 12:54:52
Q So this man that you felt had stood out in your12:54:54

mind, had fathered, by his own admission, several 12:55:02
children, and was present at the death of the 12:55:06
woman that bore those children, was sufficient to12:55:10

was not a pastor. He is not a pastor now. He12:56:00
was an associate pastor. 12:56:03
He’s been removed as associate pastor? 12:56:04
Yeah.                          12:56:07
Now, did you undertake any action to inform the 12:56:07

parishioners at St. Joseph’s Parish about the 12:56:11
background of Father Foley? 12:56:13
No.                           12:56:19

Cardinal -- 12:56:21
Nor was that a recommendation of the board.
Right.                       12:56:28
And given the unique nature of this case, I think

one could really question whether that would be a
wise thing. 12:56:39
Because of the potential for scandal?
Because of the potential harm to family.

9 Q Well, the family -- I’m not talking about
10 identifying the family. I’m just talking about
11 informing the parishioners of St. Joseph’s that
12 this man had been previously involved with
13 married women and that he had sired -- claims to
14 have sired -- 12:56:59
15 A Yes. 12:57:00
16 Q -- other children. 12:57:00
17 A No. 12:57:01
18 Q You wouldn’t have had to identify who it was,
19 Cardinal Law. 12:57:03
20 A This was not--
21 Q Communicated. 12:57:05
22 A -done. No. 12:57:07
23 Q All right. Now, the review board minutes that
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12:56:23

12:56:30
12:56:37

12:56:40
12:56:43
12:56:46
12:56:49
12:56:51
12:56:54
12:56:56

12:57:01

24 you have in front of you, earlier review board
12:57:09

12:57:11
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minutes show who was in attendance at these
review board meetings. Later review board
minutes from 1995 on don’t show who was in
attendance. 12:57:21

Can you confidently state, Cardinal, that at
the review board for Father Foley -- and I
believe there was only one psychiatrist involved,
it was Dr. Gutheil who was the only psychiatrist
on the review.                    12:57:32

Do you remember anybody else on the review
board? 12:57:35
Did I say more -- 12:57:35
You said in the plural. 12:57:36
No. I stand corrected. 12:57:38
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12:57:13
12:57:16

12:57:18

12:57:23
12:57:25

12:57:27
12:57:30

12:57:33

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Q
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Now, beyond that, I am not able to answer.12:59:21
But I have to say that I resent the tone of your12:59:25
question because it implies something that is 12:59:30
certainly clearly not the intent of the 12:59:33
establishment of that board and the functioning 12:59:36
of that board. 12:59:38
Cardinal, wasn’t it simply common sense and 12:59:39

judgment that this man who had done these 12:59:43
horrendous things never again be put in the 12:59:47
position where, through his auspices as a priest12:59:50
of the Archdiocese, could do it again? Isn’t it12:59:53
just common sense?                  12:59:57

MR. ROGERS: Objection to form.      12:59:58
MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form. 12:59:59

My information is that Father-- is that 12:57:39
Dr. Gutheil left the review board and was not 12:57:42
replaced. 12:57:45

I’m not conscious of that. 12:57:46
Well, the point is that we don’t even know from 12:57:49

the documents that we have, and you didn’t know12:57:51
from the document that was forwarded to you, 12:57:53
whether there was a mental health clinician 12:57:56
present at the review board meeting that 12:58:02
recommended that Father Foley, under 12:58:02
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I circumstances where there were restrictions, be12:58:04
2 permitted to work in a parish. You don’t know 12:58:06
3 who was present? 12:58:09
4 A I did not get a record of the attendance at these 12:58:09
5 meetings in any case, that’s correct. 12:58:14
6 Q So you can’t say psychiatrists and a mother of a12:58:16
7 victim or a judge even knew about the Father 12:58:20
8 Foley case because you don’t know who was present 12:58:2:
9 at that review board meeting, correct? 12:58:26

10 A I cannot tell you who was present at each 12:58:28
11 member -- at each meeting of the review board. 12:58:34
12 Q Right. So when you earlier suggested that a 12:58:36
13 judge -- the review board was comprised of a 12:58:38
14 judge, a psychiatrist, mother of a victim, you12:58:41
15 can’t say whether any of those individuals even12:58:43
16 knew about this case, can you? 12:58:46
17 A I cannot speak with absolute assurance about the 12:58:53
18 attendance of every member of the review board at 12:58:59
19 any specific meeting. But I can say that the 12:59:03
20 intent in formulating that review board was to 12:59:06
21 ensure that competencies that should be 12:59:10
22 represented were, and it is my understanding that12:59:15
23 attendance at those meetings was a very good 12:59:17
24 attendance. 12:59:20

15 You can answer. 13:00:00
16 A I think it was common sense to handle this case 13:00:01
17 in the manner in which it was handled. 13:00:03
18 Q To have Father Foley go back to St. Joseph’s and 13:00:05
1’9 ultimately end up as associate pastor. That was 13:00:09
20 common sense? 13:00:12
21 A I think the method that was used to arrive at 13:00:12
22 that decision at that time was appropriate. 13:00:17
23 Q Can you explain to me now --
24 MR. ROGERS: It’s now one o’clock. 13:00:19

1
2
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4
5 Q
6
7
8
9 A

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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MR. MacLEISH: One more question.
MR. ROGERS: Well --
MR. MacLEISH: Well, I’d just like to

follow up and then we’ll move on.
Can you explain to me why after 1994, there is13:00:22

nothing in the review board minutes that states13:00:24
who was present at review board meetings? Can13:00:26
you explain that for me? 13:00:30
No, I cannot explain that to you. 13:00:31

MR. MacLEISH: All right. We’ll break 13:00:34
for lunch.                      13:00:35

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 1 p.m. 13:00:1
We’re off the record.                13:00:38

(Whereupon, the luncheon recess was taken.)
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1 PROCEEDINGS
2 MR. MacLEISH: Everybody ready? For the
3 people who represent parties here, same
4 stipulations as we’ve had in the past. All
5 objections except as to form and motions to
6 strike reserved until the time of trial.
7 Dr. Cassem, you have 30 days to read and
8 sign the deposition. If you would like to take
9 the opportunity to do that, you may.

10 And is that something you’re interested
11 in, Frank?
12 MR. REARDON: Yes.
13 MR. MacLEISH: 30 days to read and sign,
14 waive the notary.
15 EDWIN CASSEM, sworn
16 - EXAMINATION
17 BY MR. MacLEISH:
18 Q. Dr. Cassem, my name is Eric MacLeish and I
19 represent the plaintiffs, Gregory Ford, Paula
20 Ford and Rodney Ford, as well as Paul Busa. And
21 your deposition is being taken in those eases.
22 First of all, I’d like to thank you for coming
23 in here today and making yourself available.
24 I just want to go over a few ground

1 rules in depositions. The first is that if at
2 any time you want to take a break, I want you to
3 tell me that and we’ll accommodate that.
4 If at any time you want to go back over
5 any portion of your testimony and revisit it,
6 change it or modify it in any way, you just tell
7 me and I’ll be happy to accommodate that as
8 well.
9 There’s also a tendency that’s very

10 common, and maybe it wont be one that you’ll
11 do, but you might not wait until thn end of the
12 question before answering. It’s important that
13 you try to do that so our court reporter can get
14 everything down accurately.
15 Do you understand those instructions?
16 A. Ido.
17 Q. Could you please state your name for the record.
18 A. My name is Ned Cassem, sir.
19 Q. You’re a physician; is that correct?
20 A. Yes, sir.
21 Q. And are you also -- maybe it’s my confusion --
22 is your first name also Edwin or is that just my
23 mistake?
24 A. You’re correct, sir.

2 (Pages 2 to 5)
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10
11
12
13 give me a sense of what your thoughts are about
14 his potential for serving in ministry."
15 Do you see that?
16 A. Yes.
17 Q. What type of criteria would you consider,
18 Dr. Cassem, in making a recommendation as to
19 whether or not it was appropriate for a
20 particular priest to serve in ministry?
21 A. What his offenses were.
22 Q. Okay. Anything else?
23 A. The factors about treatability.
24 Q. Anything else?

Page 106

1 Do you know that?
2 A. I do not know that.
3 Q. But you remember generally being consulted by
4 the Archdiocese of Boston in 1994 concerning a
5 priest who was alleged to have fathered two
6 children.
7 Do you see that?
8 A. We’re talking about that? Yes, I do see that.
9 Q. Yes, we are.

You’ll see in Paragraph 4, I would like
to read it to you.

"From reading this material, could you

Page 108

1 Q. I think you mentioned that earlier. Would
2 sometimes you give your opinions about
3 particular priests over the telephone?
4 A. Yes.
5 Q. We also don’t have in the documents that you
6 produced any written report concerning Father
7 Foley, what your recommendations were.
8 Does that lead you to believe that you
9 might have given them orally to Father

10 McCormack?
11 A. Yes, sir.
12 Q. So you see the notes down at the bottom could
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1 A. I think, in general, that would summarize it.
2 Q. when you were providing this advice about retum
3 of priests to ministry, were you acting as a
4 psychiatrist? As an advisor? In what capacity
5 were you acting?
6 MR. REARDON: Objection.
7 A. It’s all psychiatric. They’re asking me
8 psychiatric opinions about people who are ill or
9 have some sort of trouble.

10 Q. And so this was a psychiatric opinion that you
11 were asked to render in the ease of Father Foley
12 about his potential for serving in ministry?
13 MR. REAR.DON: Objection.
14 A. I don’t remember this is a memo addressed to me.
15 Q. Right.
16 A. And it says Father McCorrnack’s sense was that if
17 he could just manage certain things in a healthy
18 way, he could serve in ministry. But the things
19 written in his handwriting are all -- they all
20 look to me like they’re evidence against that.
21 Q. Yes. And do you know whether Father MeCormack
22 would speak with you from time to time on the
23 telephone about particular priests?
24 A. Yes.

13 well reflect your oral report to Father
14 McCormack.
15 Do you see that?
16 MS. QUILL: Objection.
17 A. That’s my presumption.
18 Q. That’s your presumption?
19 A. Yes, sir.
20 Q. It’s your belief that you would have told -- you
21 see A?
22 A. Yes, sir.
23 Q. Again, you’re familiar with Father McCormack and
24 his handwriting; is that correct?

Page 109

1 A. Yes, sir.
2 Q. You recognize the handwritten portion of Exhibit
3 D to Exhibit 1 to be Father McCormack’s
4 handwriting; is that correct?
5 A. Yes, sir.
6 Q. And you see A, could be Point A, but it says:
7 "A -- no basis to put him back into
8 ministry."
9 A. With an exclamation point.
I0 Q. Does that help to refresh your recollection as
11 to what your recommendations were concerning
12 this particular priest, James Foley?
13 A. I have no record of what my recommendations were
14 except this one that’s in front of me, and I
15 would assume that that’s what it was.
16 Q. Okay. So if Father Foley were to have been
17 returned to ministry and serving at a parish in
18 Salem, Massachusetts, associate pastor, that
19 would have been contrary to your
20 recommendations; is that correct?
21 MR. TODD: Objection.
22 A. I would assume so.
23 Q. Okay.
24 A. I would also wonder did I know that Dr. Sanders
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I PROCEEDINGS
2 (Marked, Exhibit No. 15, Handwritten
3 Document.)
4 (Marked, Exhibit No. 16, Typewritten
5 Document.)
6 (Marked, Exhibit No. 17, Letter,
7 3/19/88.)
8 EXAMINATION
9 BY MR. MacLEISH:

10 Q. Good morning, Dr. Cassem. And thank you again
11 for making your time available for us today.
12 A. Good morning, sir.
13 Q. Is there anything you would like to modify or
14 change from your first day of testimony?
15 A. I did want to correct the name of the Cardinal’s
16 commission. To call it a blue ribbon commission
17 is a, perhaps, cunning cover-up of the real
18 nature of it. It was called the Cardinal’s
19 Commission for the Protection of Children.
20 Q. And we’re going to be going through this later,
21 but I saw a letter that was written by a number
22 of signatories of March 10 of this year,
23 complaining -- well, letter to Bishop Lennon
24 that expressed concern about the implementation

Page 5

1 of the commission’s recommendations.
2 A. That’s correct.
3 Q. And you were signatory to that letter; is that
4 correct?
5 A. I was, yes, sir.
6 Q. Have you received any response to that letter?
7 A. No, sir.
8 Q. There was, I believe, some meeting that took
9 place in May of this year concerning some of the

10 concerns that were expressed?
11 A. There was a meeting that took place, and after
12 that meeting, another version of an alleged
13 revision to be in accord with our
14 recommendations was published, but was also very
15 unsatisfactory, and another letter from us
16 followed.
17 Q. Another letter followed. And that was in May?
18 A. InMay.
19 Q. I don’t know whether I have that other letter
20 but -- we’ll cover that later on in the
21 deposition.
22 Let’s return, if we could, to Father
23 Shanley.
24 Showing you Exhibit No. 15, which is a
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I Q. Were you provided with this information about
2 Father Foley in connection with the assessment
3 that you did in 1994 concerning this priest for
4 Father McCormack?
5 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
6 A. Not that I recall.
7 Q. You were provided with the information that he
8 had fathered two children?
9 A. Yes, sir.

10 Q. But you were not provided with the information
11 that he was present while the woman he had two
12 children with overdosed, started to faint, he
13 clothed, left, came back, called 911, she died,
14 a sister knows. You weren’t provided with that
15 information, were you?
16 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
17 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
18 A. Not that I remember.
19 Q. Is that the type of information that would have
20 stood out to you?
21 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
22 A. I’d have to say that I can’t -- that the issues
23 that Father McCormack covers are so concrete and
24 rather comprehensive, so I can’t -- he may have
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1 told me about this.
2 Q. Okay. All right. See the second page of
3 Exhibit No. 29, it says:
4 "Criminal activity? Overdosed, later
5 called."
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. Do you know whether you were provided with any
8 information about Father Foley possibly being
9 involved in criminal activity?

10 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
11 A. No, sir.
12 Q. You believe you were not provided --
13 A. I believe I was not, about criminal activity,
14 no.
15 Q. Were you provided with any information about
16 prior --
17 MR. MacLEISH: Let’s go to the next
18 exhibit.
19 (Marked, Exhibit No. 30, Handwritten
20 Document, 1/23/94.)
21 Q. Have you had the opportunity to look at Exhibit
22 30?
23 A. Yes, sir.
24 Q. Do you recognize these as the notes of Father
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1 McCormack? Is that correct?
2 A. Yes, sir.
3 Q. January 23, 1994?
4 A. Yes, sir.
5 Q. And you’ll see, on the first page, about halfway
6 down, you’ll see:
7 "Needham. Two children born, one
8 purposefully, two not planned. Sister of woman
9 knows his ties to children so thinks she knew he

10 was involved. Woman, quote, seduced him. She
11 had a lobotomy. Has never seen children since
12 time of her death. Sister threatened that if he
13 bothered the family, she would reopen the case
14 about the cause for death and who called 911."
15 Do you see that?
16 A. Yes, sir.
17 Q. Were you informed that this woman that Father
18 Foley was involved with had had a lobotomy?
19 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
20 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
21 A. No, sir.
22 Q. If you had been so informed, would that have
23 even strengthened your opinions, Doctor, about
24 his not returning to ministry?

Page 69

1 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
2 A. Yes, sir.
3 Q. Why is that?
4 MR. AUSROTAS: Same.
5 A. Unless she was one of-- the specification of a
6 lobotomy in 1993 could mean that she, first of
7 all, was severely mentally ill to begin with;
8 secondly, could have been relieved to some
9 degree because it was done by stereotaetic

10 surgery at that time.
11 But I would think the vulnerability
12 after surgery seldom diminishes.
13 Q. So you were not told that this -- you were not
14 told, to the best of your recollection, that
15 this married woman with whom he had fathered two
16 children had at one point in her life had a
17 lobotomy; is that correct?
18 A. Correct, sir.
19 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
20 Q. You were not told by Father McCormack that at
21 some point in her life, this woman had mental
22 illness; is that correct?
23 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
24 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
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A. Not to my recollection, sir.
Q. And you would agree with me that someone who hac

3 had a lobotomy or who was mentally ill would be
4 more likely to be vulnerable to someone such as
5 Father Foley?
6 MR. RAVITZ: Objection.
7 A. Definitely.
8 Q. It would have strengthened your recommendation
9 about not reassigning Father Foley to active

10 ministry if you had had that information; is
11 that correct?
12 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
13 A. Correct.
14 Q. Is it fair to state, given - if you tumback
15 to Tab D of Exhibit No. 1 -- that you left your
16 assessment with Father Foley believing that this
17 man would never be back in ministry? Is that
18 correct? Even without the information that I
19 just supplied you?
20 A. That’s correct.
21 Q. And in fact, it says:
22 "Cardinal Law thinks that this man
23 should not be in pastoral ministry due to
24 potential scandal. His remark is that this man

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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should spend his life in a monastery doing
penance."

Is that correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. And that was an assumption that you made in

1994, what was going to happen to Father Foley;
is that correct?

A. That’s correct.
MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
(Marked, Exhibit No. 31, Letter,

4/16/96.)
Q. All right. Have you had the opportunity to look
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1 Q. You see prior to that, Father Foley had been
2 assigned as temporary parochial vicar at St.
3 James Parish in Stoughton.
4 Do you see that?
5 A. Yes, sir.
6 Q. And the assignments of Father Foley to Stoughton
7 and then to St. Joseph’s Parish where he was
8 ultimately promoted to associate pastor until
9 December of 2002, would those appointments have

10 been consistent with your recommendations,
11 Doctor?
12 A. No, sir.
13 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
14 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
15 Q. Whynot?
16 - MR. ROGERS: Objection.
17 MR. AUSROTAS: Same.
18 A. They fly in the face of the evidence that he
19 should have such an assignment.
20 MR. ROGERS: I missed that. Could I
21 have the answer read back.
22 (Answer read.)
23 A. And I complimented Cardinal Law on his judgment
24 yesterday, I certainly should withdraw that.
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at Exhibit 31, Doctor?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You’ll see that less than two years after --

MR. ROGERS: Can we see a copy of it?
Thank you.

Q. You’ll see, Doctor, that less than two years
following your consultation concerning Father
Foley, Father Foley is assigned by Cardinal Law
as parochial vicar at St. Joseph’s Parish in
Salem.

Do you see that?
A. Yes, sir.

1 Q. Okay. When did you compliment Cardinal Law on
2 his judgrnent?
3 A. In the testimony yesterday.
4 Q. You now wish to withdraw; is that correct?
5 A. That’s correct.
6 Q. Why is that, Doctor?
7 A. Yesterday, he said he shouldn’t be in pastoral
8 ministry, he ought to be in a monastery doing
9 penance. I thought that was exactly on the

10 mark.
11 Q. gight.
12 A. And here he sends a letter giving him his second
13 assignment.
14 Q. Less than two years later?
15 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
16 A. That’s correct.
17 Q. And if you had known the other facts that are
18 reflected in Exhibits 28 and 29 about this woman
19 having had a lobotomy and that Father Foley was
20 present at the time that she died, would that
21 have only caused your feelings about Cardinal
22 Law’s judgment that you testified about
23 yesterday, and now wish to withdraw, to be even,
24 I’m not going to say -- I withdraw the question.

19 (Pages 70 to 73)

K. L. GOOD & ASSOCIATES
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Archdiocese of Boston
News

December 13, 2002 - Cardinal Law resigns; Bishop Lennon
appointed administrator

(See Cardinal Law’s statement)

December 13, 2002 - The Vatican - Pope John Paul II has accepted the
resignation from the pastoral government 9fthe archdiocese of Boston
(U.S.A.), of Cardinal Bernard Francis Law, in compliance with canon 401 § 2
of the Code of Canonical Law.

Appointment of the Apostolic Administrator for the Archdiocese of Boston

Pope John Paul II has named Bishop. Richard Gerard Lennon, titular Bishop of
Sufes and Auxiliary Bishop of the Boston as Apostolic Administrator of the
Archdiocese of Boston.

Bishop Richard Gerard Lennon

(See Bishop Lennon’s statement)

Bishop Richard Gerard Lennon was born March 26, 1947 in Arlington, son of
the late Albert and the late Mary (Halligan) Lennon. He graduated from
Matignon High School in Cambridge in 1965 and St. John Seminary College in
1969. At the seminary, he attained his master’s in Sacramental Theology in
1973, and his master’s in Church History in 1984.

He was ordained a priest for the Archdiocese of Boston on May 19, 1973. He
served as parochial vicar at St. Mary of the Nativity Parish in Scituate from
1973-1982, and parochial vicar of St. Mary Parish in Quincy from 1982-1988.

In 1988, he was named assistant for Canonical Affairs for the archdiocese, a
position he held for ten years. In 1999, he was named rector at St. John
Seminary.

On June 29, 2001 he was appointed by Pope John Paul II as titular Bishop of
Sufes and Auxiliary Bishop of Boston. He was ordained to the episcopate on
September 14, 2001.

(Other press releases mad statements)

http://www.rcab.org/News/statement 021213 .html 7/21/2003



¯ co: Father Shea

Original: St. Francis Cahrini Parish, N. Sci=uate

co:/~ersonal - Ft. Forry - ref {xmmm~x second par.

Dece-,.~er 16, 1974

Pmst Reverend Joseph F. Magulre
Bishop’s Office
Cardinal Cushing Hospital
235 North Pearl Street
Brock=on, }~.        02401

Your Excellency:

I have spoke= about =he a=ta~ed material to His E=Inence,
the Cardinal. Ee feels =hat it should be handled on the
local level if possible and that It may well be something
to be handled by =he Local Vicar who, I believe is Reverend
Charles Duggan.

In a related His Eminence, =he Cardinal, is concerned about
a report ±ndirectly received from Father Luke Farley and
Father George Connolly =hat Father Thomas Forty, Associate
Pan=or at St. Frances Xavier Cabrini Parish in North Scituate,
is not conducting proper preparation for couples to receive
=he Sacrament of Matrimony. It is alleged =ha= =he matter
co=terns even ~o= applying for proper marriage dispensations
in s.r~ze cases. This of course would be most serious if
proven =rue. I wonder if this too might be a ma==er of inquiry
by =he Vicar with =he Pastor Reverend John T. Cunn!ngham and
possible Father Forty himself.

With best personal regards, I am

Respectfully yours in Christ,

Reverend Thomas V. DailT,
Chancellor

Enclosures FORRY2 018
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DOMINICAN PREACHIING SIECR  IFARIA l-
1        The Province ol Saint Jos,p/,,

183 8AYVIEW AVE. - JERSEY CITY, N.J. 07305

December 9, 1975.

His Eminence
Humberto Cardinal Medeiros, D.D.
Archbishop of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Mass. 02135

Your Eminence:
eFFICE OF THE SZCRE~ARV

The subject of my letter concerns the attitude and
behavior of a member of your clergy:

Reverend Thomas P. Forry
Associate Pastor
St. Frances X. Cabrini Church
North Scituate, Mass.

During the week November 1 - 7, 1976 I conducted a
Parish Renewal Mission there at the invitation of the Ladies Guild
with the approbation and welcome of the Pastor, Rev. John T.
Cunningham. I am enclosing a copy of my program. The emphasis
involves building a community, and to this end, the local clergy are
urged to participate as fully as may be reasonable.

Upon arrival at the Rectory, and in an initial "buzz-
session" with the Administrator, Father Paul Jakmauh~ Father Forry
absented himself, acted in a cold manner, manifestly detached him-
self from any involvement, and for the remainder of the week, closed
himself up in his bedroom. In fact, he did not appear at table for
any of tile meals when I was present nor did he speak to me all week.
~ile Saint Frances has many "extra-ordinary ministers", Father
Forty did not assist in distributing communion, except for one time
because he had a funeral immediately following my AM program, and yet
each night of the renewal program, the Church was packed. He did
not attend any of the lectures, and yet there was "standing room
only". In other words, he is personally unaware of what was going
on with "his own" that week.

While I make it a practice of never involving my-
self in the internal affairs of any rectory or parish, one can hardly
ignore the fact that in Saint Frances, the female housekeeper liter-
ally lives in fear of physical harm from Father Forry. One particu-
lar experience which I had with him at the altar, in the presence of
the congregation, and with: the CCD Coordinator, Sister Rita, stand-
ing at our elbows, has convinced me that Father Forry possesses the

FATHER VAL L,I,F’RANCEo O,P. PROVINCIAL SECRETARY FOR PREACHING
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His Eminence
Humberto Cardinal Medeiros~ D~D, December 9, 1975.

real potential for physical reaction t any situation which does not
meet his particular mood. I can elaborate on this in further
correspondence if you wish.

The Administrator of the parish, Father Ja~auh,’did
everything humanly possible to make me "at home" and to compensate
for this most debilitating experience. He was hospitable, gracious,
and to the extent that he could, involved himself in the renewal
program.

But the basic question comes down to this: How can
a Christian community be led or even built, to say nothing of being
healed, when the Administrator himself does not dare to sleep in
the same rectory as his Associate? Where the Associate walks around
with obvious rage and frustration in ~is soul? Where the house-
keeper lives in trepidation. It was a significant barometer to me
that rarely did the rectory doorbell ring, nor the telephone. I am
sure that the parishioners must be aware of this cold-war azmosphere,
and perhaps avoid it. How much tl~ov ~re being denied! How my heart
aches for their needs!

The conclusion of all ~i~i~ ~    ’.] . ,rt i : ,i,~I- today
I have had to write Father Jakmaugh a very regr~[,.i[ .~ c[~ ..L~,,n to
his invitation to return to St. Frances for a future program. The
actual invitation was issued by the Ladies Guild with Father’s
knowledge, of course.

I could not, in conscience, live under such circum-
stances, nor could I, in my capacity of Provincial Secretary for
Preaching, assign another Dominican to qo there. There is an in-
tegral contradiction between what would be preached and lived. I
find this a very sad decision to make, and I regretfully bring it
to your attention, yet I have reason to believe that there are
urgent grounds there for ecclesiastical action. I pray that the
rightful authority will be courageous enough to step forward and
take that action so that this wonderfu! Parish of St. Frances may
continue to grow. They are a great, intelligent, and sensitive
people.

Please know that in some sixteen years of preaching,
this is the first time I have ever had to write such a letter about
a diocesan Prz--~, and I have done so only after two weeks of calm
deliberation and prayer. As an official of this Province, I am
hardly unaccustomed to taking necessary action to make corrections
with our own preaching brethren, but it truly is unsettling to
reach out to areas other than one’s own family. I pray that you
understand, and I also pray for the enormous, and oftentime,
lonesome responsibility your great office imposes on you.

co:

Yours respectfully,

Father Val LaFrance, O.P.
Fr. Jakmauh

Fa’rH~-R VaC U~ANC~. O.~. ~ROV~NC~AL SECRETARY FOR
FORRY2 022



His Eminence
Humberto Cardinal Medeiros, D.D. December 9, 1975.

It may be of some interest to you that I have conducted my
program in some of the "following parishes in your Archdiocese:

St. Edward, Mefield
St. Julia, Weston
St. Barbara, Woburn
St. Joseph, Belmont
St. Zephrin, Cochituate
St. Catherine, Somerville
St. Bernard, West Newton
Immaculate Conception, Malboro

and many others.

V.L.

FORRY2 023
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Ju!v 2, 1976

P~ev. i~omas P. Forty
So.Frances Xavier Cabrini
73 i[ann Kill Road
~[o. Sci=uate, i..’a. 02030

Dear Tom,

Enclosed i~ an ou~_!ine of ~he Parish profile. ~,..~e shall be in
need of t:’nis info%~n_ation before the Parish Consu!ta~ion on
"._..’onday0 July. ll, 197,3. ~I realize there is bu~- a short period
of time in w:~ich to provide this infor~ation. [[owever I would
appreciate i= if you would respond during the weak with the
desired informa=ion.

If you have any questions relative to the consultation, please feel
free to call.

Wit?, ~ratifude for 7our cooperation rand with every best wish,

Fraterv.a!l~,

GSP~a=
Enclosure

~qev. Gilber= S. Phinn
Assis=ant Director of Personnel
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[lie srO.qE;Dq’!

Cardinal Humberto Madeiros
Archbishop of Bostom
I Lake Street
Brighton Mass.

Dear Most Rt. Ray. Madelros,

02060
November 21, 1977

As acharter member and builder of
St. Frances X Cahrini Parish I should like to report an incident
which occurred this AM after the nl,te o’clock Mass.

This mor,L±a~ I attended the nine o’clock
~as8 celebrated b! Ft. Thomas P. Forty and received Nhe Holy Luci:~ri’-t.

Afl.e~" Mass I visited the sacristy and was

met by Ft. Forty leaving the alter with ~’~J~e, w~Le~-, cloth and etc.
in his hands a,~d be.finn to ~e:~hto,~ thefact that the hosts are so:.ewhat
latimer and ~.:ore 4ifficult to s;,,ello~,, when he burst out at ~e that
"I was Zul]. ef shlt, sthat I ~as in botheriuJ hi~q.~hat Iwas in botherinu
h~m b$ te]..~ing him Iwas starving and everTon~ else the same thiner,
repeate,l that I was full of shit, and who did I think I ~as by driving
a big Lincoln Contintal and tel~.in~ him I was starving, that he wants
nothing more to hea~" £ro,~ me."

Havin.- ~athered ,yself so’.::e~h.~t from this
outburst or l’age hurled at r,.e for ~hy I will never kno~ I ment!o,~ed
to Ft. Forty that I never said"I was starving" and added that I
onlf tr:/ia,~ to be helDful, I rm~ained "¢:ith him amd attempted to calm
him down by saying "I had nothing against him a~d ~ssurre,’l hr,, that
"I sever said T was starvln.~" and he keDt reoeati~g "You’r full of
shlt" ~’~e left the church to£ether and I told him "I was on his side
that we wars f~iends a::d fo~ hi~a to let r~*e k~o~: if I cou!,[ held him’:
he tol.d me repeatedly while we walk..:~[ that "I was ~ull oT shlt
h9 was not oa my s[~e". ~.’:¢ parted on the drive"~ay and ~:ot into mycar
and drove home, got on the te].ephone to Ft. Jakmauh and was told by
w~\omever answered the phone that he would be gone for two days
that he would call me, that is why I am writing this letter to yo,~
b,~.caus~. It was Ft. Forr:f who ensnare4 the phone.

In closing, [our Revreuce, would you

please see to it that I receive an explanation and an apology.
Thanking you I am,

Repectfully,
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CARDINAL’5 RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALI’H AVKNUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTs

December 7, 1977

Forth Scituate, Massachusetts 02060

Dear Mr. ~

Thank you for yoqr letter of November 21, 1977 with reference
to your meeting with Father Thomas P. Forty of Saint Frances
Xavier Cabrini Parish in Scituate.

I appreciate your taking the time to write to me and I will be
pleased to look into the matter.

With prayerful best wishes and a hearty blessing, I remain

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

ARCHBISHOP OF BOSTON
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December 9, 1977

~st Reverend Eaniel A. Hart
Auxiliary Bishop o£ Boston
Bishop’s Office
Cardinal Cushing General Hospital
~55 H. Pearl Street
Brockton, Massachusetts 02401

D~ar Bishop:

Enclosed is a copy of an exchange o~ correspondence between
His Eminence and ~r. I_    I             I, St. F~:~ ,,~ier
CabrininParish, Scituate, regar .~. ~h~mas P. Forr~
I send it to you for your evRluation and~.t!~-     .
particularly since you indicated in conversation
that you had a long conversation with Father Forty recently.
I ~n sure, His ~minence, would appreciate youz couns~ing
a proper e~lana~ion ~d apolo~ as requested by ~.~

With best personal resards, I am,

Sincerely in Christ,

Most Reverend ~q~omas V. Daily
A%txiliary Bishpp of Boston
Chancellor

TVD/~h
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 NOT ACKNOWLEDGZD
. RDtI AU$ RESIDENOJlZ

1 !
~orth Scituate Massachusetts
O2060

, December 9, 1977

Archbishop Of Boston , "’~. ’,
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Bri{hto,, Massachusetts 02135

..

Dear your Excellency,

Your prayer£ul letter of best wishes and a
beart~ blessing arrived this A.M., ~nd with mo~t slnce~e thanks
respectfully accept.

The letter I wrote to you of Nov. 21 in reference
to ray meeting with Father Thomas P. Forty we should all understand that
my major concern would be the good and welfare of a possibly sick
priest and above all that no sti,jma be brought on our Church or it’s
annolated and ordained and holy people. I was especially pleased to
read in your letter to me that you will be"plea~ed to look into the
matter".

Since that date I have not entered St. Frances X.
Cabrini and have been attending the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and
receiving The Holy Eaucharist daily at either St. Anthony’s la Cohasset,
St. Christeme’s ia Marshfleld, the Benedidictine Abbey la Hingham or
Our Lady of the Nativity in Scituate. This A.M. I attended the 9:00
o’clock Mass at Our Lady of the Nativity in "Our Lady’s Chapel" and as

I left after Mass I got into my car which was parked on Kent Street
and as I looked over the vast acerages of land which is across the
street fromthe church and now bien~ occupied by the ice and snow alon~
with the four winds and father time my thoughts ~ould not hel~ but to
go a little way back to the recent altercation The Archdiocese had
with Scituate snob law when it attempted to do soaethlng worthwhile
with this bar~en waste and possibly improve society or the human race
as it is known in some places, of course I suppose this sounds a
little far fetched when we all kno~ that we would be better off by
putting a man on the moon, anyway your Emminence by ¢lassififying
myself as a man of progress I want you to know that while all the noise
was going on I was hoping that the Archdiocese would win, and who
knows it could happen yet.

I sincerely do hope that by now you do not jud~.e
me as bieng some kind of a orofessional churchmouse When the main
reason for all this devotion and praying is because as a Stereotyper
for the Boston Globe for thirty one years I was forced to terzinate
my employment with them under pressure as of Oct. 14, I~77 when the
~lobe closed down the stereotyL)e dept. and of fez’red t.’,e no alter:~ate
e.mDloz[~e~t, i’~centIves or goals.

(Please cD~.tinue to Pg.2)
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Naturally as you would possibly assume I must meet

my daily needs along with retaiai~ integrity at raying my bills
so of course having no one to turn to but God who has been very
generous with me and has hear~ and answered my every prayer for
the last fifty three years I ha’re full confidence that in His own
way and in His own time along with bieng in the now i will be
continued to be provided for, will be employed and my creditors
shall receive their share.

At this position in my letter to you your Emminence I
would like to tell you that somewhere in n:y past a realization came
to me in regards to "Storing Vast Treasures In Great ~arns" an~
my immortal soul which could be_"Called at Anyti~’e" I built what
is known in the Q~ulnc~Co-Operative Bank a~%d the Superior Courthouse
in pl~,outh "The~ Trust"~ Trustee, what I
am trying to say is that #I lake Street is mentioned, anyhow let
us bode and pray that The Heavenly Father will gat ~ore use from
my 18~ lb. Corpus Humaaus before I meet Peter, Gabriel and Michael.

This is a very difficult letter for n~e to wrl~e to

becuase you are a person I have ue~zer met or writte~a to p~ior to
Nov. 21 and not bieng too well acquai~ted with Cha~-cellry exceDt
with a couple of old priests who may or may not remember me, Ft.
Helmlck or Ft. Russ Novello, anyhow if they are still around, you
cpuld wish them my thoughts and a Merry Christmas a:~d of course
my mother sends hers along also, she is seventy nine years of age,
unable to get out of the house and attend any church see’vice at
all so she has to depend ou St. Frances X Cabrlni Parish to se~d
her a priest with commu~’~ion once a month and I am sorry to say
that he~" religious program has been running somewhat ragged and
on two occasloss she had to depend on other priests one was

~o~,% [(eane, from St. Patricks (Tridentine) on Whitcomb Rd. That
was last summer whe~ I went down and got him myself, and the other

was this ~onth whan no Driest at all arrived and she called the
rectory at St. Frances X. Cabrini a,~d they sent a Driest from the
retreat house "Foyer of Cha-~ity" at 74 Hollett 8t. Fr. JaF.mauh from
St. Frances X Gatrlni ~s the only o~e wl~o ev~.r comes here and he
it will always be o.~ a Thursday at uncertain ti:~:es, she usually
has to rhone t.he rectory to find out when he will ar~ive or if at
all.

in closing let me thank you for your hearsay blessing,
please write at any ti~:e as I feel privledged to hear from you. I
a~ respectful)y your friead.
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December 28, 1977

North Scituate, ~lassachusetts 02060

Dear Mr. ~

I write to thank you for your letter o£ December 9,
1977, in which you share with me some o£ your thoughts
rezarding pastoral ministry at St. Francis Cabrlni
Parish, North Scituaze and some of your own personal
concer~s.

I wish to assure you that the Office of the Regional
Bishop, Bishop Daniel |~rt, has been informed of your
previous correspondence with me and has been in contact
with the priests at St. Francis.

I pray that your mother is feeling better. Please
assu~e her of a sincere remembrance in my prayers and
Masses for a happy holy New Year.

With every good wish, I am,

Devotedly yours in Our Lord

Archbishop of Boston
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Mos~ Reverend Daniel A.

235 North Penal Srree~
Brockton, Massachusetts 02101

Deac Dan:

However’, v,i st coacezaed me most w,,s the: a number of people came up
to me a2erv.’;’,rds and spo’.:e to me a.beu= the s[~uatlon. Many asI~ed rne if
they could no: have sc~[neone who wou"d be a ree~ r:.aszor ~o ~hem. Several
spo~e a:.ou~ I;o,,-~ d.’ffZcu[~ they found ~£ [n ~he present situation because
the app~’oach of d~e pr’ie~.’: to ~hem. As you know, Pushes" N’[ch
helps ou~ d~e~e on wee::ends.

Subseque.~dy, Father .~111 Hc!m[ck, w:~o v:as s~a~ioaed there for man7 years,
spoke ~o ;he a’;ou~ ~nany spec[flc coac,:ra3 o$ ~he people. He even

, , ~.u~ ~,e~ children have begun~ha~ man7 pec"~le have stc~ned goi~ ~Lere ~ ..... ~
~o r[d[cu~e and mahe fun oL" d~e [~r[es~. BIll is aware ~ha~ [ am v~[~[a~ ~o
you ahou~ ~h[s ma~e~- and [ am su~’e would he Fled ~o speak wkh you, ~oo.

I kn¢.~v, "[ .,.fi, ~ha~ you wcu."d .v/an~ ~o ~t: aware of £h[s situation sad I~,, inzo
!~. Man7 ~.hanks for your a~tent:on ~o d~is mat:er %;’h[ch I n%ean~ to brinZ up
vr;~h you same weeks ’-~ ’"

All the best, Dan.

Sincerely ,/ours [n Our Lord,

Most ,~evez-ezd ,ro:m M. D’Arcy
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PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL

To: Bishop Daily ,~/~. ~/
I ~I~ /

From: Father Walsh~/

Ke: Rev. Tom Forty

Date: May 3, 1979

Bishop Hart’s secretary telephoned this morning to let us know that ~
~ housekeeper at St. Francis in Scituate alleges that Ft. Tom
Forty beat her up and thr~¢her down the stairs. I ¢ontacted~
and advised her to write her allegations to you. She said she would and
also stated that her lawyer has sent a letter to Bishop Hart.

Backsround:
Monda’y or Tuesday evening -Dick Little heard from Ft. Paul Jalmauh’s

sister on the tape. She called about five times reporting the incident
involving the housekeeper and Father Forty. She called again later and
left a message telling us to forget the whole thing. RPL can fil! you

in on her exact words.

telephoned Joe Smyth and advised him of the situation and told Bishop
Hart’s secretary to make him aware of the situation upon his return.

TJW/p
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MEMORANDUM

To : Bishop Daily

From: Father Helmick I~~

May 3, 1979

I received a telephone call on Thursday afternoon from Miss
~ of St. Frances X. Cabrini Rectory in North
Scituate --- she is the housekeeper.

She had tried to get me previous to that time, but because
of a misunderstanding, I did not receive the message.

Miss ~ wants to inform the proper authorities that as
of 4:00 o’clock Thursday, May 3, she is leaving the Rectory
unattended and is staying at the home of~, in
Scituate ~.

She can also be reached at the home of_ II

Miss ~ informs me that she is not leaving the Rectory
because she wants to quit her job - she has no intention of
quitting. She is leaving, however, because she alleges that
Father Forry assaulted her on Tuesday of this week.
Apparently, they got into a bitter argument, which resulted
- according to MissY- in Father Forry attempting to
throw her down the cellar stairs.

These efforts were resisted, and she did not get thrown do~cn
the stairs. It does seem, however, that she was bruised and
it also seems that Father Forry tore some of her hair off
her head.

She has been to a doctor, and also has been to a la~!er.

Miss ~ told me that Father Forry threatened to come back
some night from his home in South Boston, assault her again,
and then get people in South Boston to say he never left
South Boston.

I presume you will want to consult with someone about this.
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CLIFFOBD L WARD. 1R.. D.O.
.~ BROOK STRE:-.’T

$CITUATE. MASSACH U S E"I-rS

TELEPHONE s-~,"

May 7, 1979

Mr. Paul Sullivan
Attorney at Law
ll6 Front Street
Scltuate, MA. 02066

RE:

North $cltuato,MA. 02060

Dear Mr. Sullivan:

On May I, 1979 i examined in my office Miss ~
I have kno?m her since 1975 when she first came under my
profeselomsl care. At.that .time through the pre~ent time
she has been employed as a domestic in the rectory at
St. Frances X. Cabrlni Church.

On the occasion of her original visit 6/13/75 she stated
that she had been assaulted by a resident priest who had
thro~m her against a wall in the rectory st which time she
sustained strains of her neck and upper dorsal spine. This
episode produced extreme agitation and anxiety. She was
given sedative medication at that time.

On May i, 1979 Miss~arrived in my office accompanied
by s young female with whom I am acquainted. The patient was
in an extremely agitated condition, ~eepy and semi-hysterical
stating that she had beau assaulted by the same priest who had
been involved in the original visit in 197~. Physical examina-
tion demonstrated a contusion over the right eye, abrsslon at
the corner of her llp on the right side and numerous petechla
of the scalp in the left frontal area due to having had ~ large
amount of hair forcefully pulled out by the roots. The patient
was given Vallum for sedation.

Miss ~ named as hcr ss.,silsnt, Father Thomns Ferry.

I have consigered Mi~s ~ to be ~ straightforward and
reliable woman and have no reason to doubt the ~ccuracy of
her otstement.

C LW/~ua

Very truly yours

Cllffor~ L. Ward, Jr., D.O.
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CONFIDENTIAL

RE:

His Eminence, the Cardina~

Rev. Thomas P. Forty ’68

May 17, 1979

spoke with Rev. Thomas Forty, ~ssoaiate Pastor
St. Frances Xavier C~brini Parish, North S~it~ate,
on Friday, May 11, 1979 at 2 p.m. I met with him

housekeeper in the parish for 16 years w~o
she wa~ assaulted by Father Fo~y. Miss

¢on~a¢ted a lawyer, Mr. Pau£ Su~iuan, w~o
h~s written to me May 9, 1979 about this complaint
indiaating he wo~ld not go to ¢ivil ¢ourt, but ~xpe¢ts
’~de¢isive a¢tion to be taken."

I spoke wit~ you persona~3y on ~his and gave yo~ my
refleation. In brief - Father Forty did admit to handling

damage as de~aribed by Mi~s            ~onver~ation with
Father He~mi~k and letters from C~ifford L. Ward, Jr., D.O.,
and Attorney Paul Su£~ivan (~opies atta~hed.)

It ~o~ld be m~ recommendation t~aat an Administrator be a~.~ointed
as ~oon a~ possib.~ a~d that, on~ t(~a~ ~ook pla~, t~t~r~ fo~lo~
i~diat~ t~rmin~ion of F~k~r Forry as Asso~iat~ Pastor
instruations ~or Father to ao~ta~t th~ P¢r~onn¢~ Offi~¢ to
obtain anointer assignment. All of this ~s r~com~n~d for
pastoral good of t~ faithfu~ o~ St. Franc~s Xavier Cabrini
Par~, ~4. S~it~at~.

/
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Rather Helmlck ~.nd
Father H~Cune

Mos~: Rev. Tl’ko~as V. Da~ly

Father Thonms P. For’r~

DATE.: 5/25/79

Kindly set ~’p an appoln1:ment i~or Father Thomas P. Forty"
St:. Frances .’~vler ~b~i.P~sh in Ho ~citu~e so~et~
as soon as ~ssible ~th the Ca~in~l ~o discuss Father
Fo~’s slam, ion ~d ~ssible t~ns£er ~m St. Frances
Xavier Cabrini Parish.

~e attached ma~e~al,la6n~Idential ~d personal, should
be attached to the ~poln~en~ £or the Cardinal’s back~md.

7VD/aml
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MEMORANDUM

May 30, 1979

To: Bishop Daily

From: Father Helmick

As you requested in your memorandum of

May 25, I have made arrangements for the Cardinal

to meet with Reverend Thomas P. Forty of Saint

Frances Xavier Cabrini Parish in North Scituate.

He will see the Cardinal on Monday, June 4

from 4-4:30 p.m.
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REC.EI VED
FEB 6 1981

CLERGy PERSONNEL OFFICE
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February 20, 1981

Reverend ~omas P. Forty
St. Frances Xavier Cabrini Rectory
78 Mann Hill Road
[~orth Scituate, I.~ 02060

Dear Father Forty:

I wish to advise you that I am hereby granting you
permission to serve with the A.~ary National Guard
noting that you indicate it would not detract from
your parish assignment.

I pray that your ministry in these specia! conditions
will be fruitful and fulfill your desire to bring
Christ’s message and Gospel to His people.

}~y £ take this occasion, Father Tom, to ask for a
remembrance in your ~’~sses and prayers, that I may
be a worthy instrument of Our Lord as Archbishop of
Boston.

Invoking the blessing of Christ, the Eternal High Priest,
on our mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Humberto Cardinal Medeiros
Archbishop of Boston
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TERENCE CARDINAL COOKE

MILITARY VICAR

,~[ILITARY ORDINARIATE

L’N|TED STATES OF A.\~ERICA

1011 FIRST AVENUE

NEW YORK, NY I(}022
Tele01~one (2!2) 355-3457

Key. Thomas P. Forty
St. Francis Xavier Cabrini Rectory
78 Mann Hill Road
North Scituate, ~[assachusetts 0Z060

Dear Father Forry:

I wish to thank you for your letter of February z7 and for
sending along your letter from His Eminence, Cardinal ~[edeiros.
I am returnin== to you the letter from the Cardina! for your own files.

In order for the ~lili~ary Ordinariate to grant you the

Ecclesiastical Endorsement we must have a letter from your local
Ordinary addressed to us (Archbishop Joseph T. Ryan). In this let=er

~he bishop must state that he gives you per~.ission to serve in ~he
Iv[ilitary and ~hat he approves you because you are a priest in good

standing whom he feels would be a good chaplain. Only when we have
received such a letter can we begin ~he process of application.

Looking forward to hearing from your Ordinary and ¥ourse~
in the near future, I am

Sincerely,

(Key.) John A. ~v[inkier
Secretary to Archbishop

JA~[:cs
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March lO, 1981

}lost Reverend Joseph T[ Ryan
}~litary Ordinariate
i011 First Avenue
New York, l]ew York 10022

Your Excellency:

. I write to inform you that I am acceding to the
request of Reverend ~omas P. Forty, a priest of
the Archdiocese of Boston, to serve as a member of
=he Nationa! Guard.

It is my understanding that he is not undert~<ing
active duty and thus his responslbili.ties to the
National Guard will not interfere with the duties
of his principal assignment in the Archdiocese of
Boston.

With my prayerful best wishes and kind regards, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

l[umberto Cardinal Hedeiros,
Archbishop of Boston
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Office o~ th~ Viczr GenetaJ

MILITARY VICARIATE
10It First Avenue

New York, New York 10022

March 26, 1981

NOT ACKNOWLEDGED Ai"
~RDINAL’S~ RESIDENCE

E t’, E IV E

lilt

Your Eminence:

I am pleased to enclose herewith a copy of the endorse~nent
of the l~[ilitary Vicariate for Father Thomas P. Forr7 to appl~ for
a commission as a chaplain i~ the United States Army Natio6al
Guard.

This endorsement is being sent today to the Chief of Army
Chaplains.

Again let me thank you for granting Father Fort7 permission
to apply for an Army Nah[onal Guard Chaplaincy.

Fraternally in Christ,

Vickr Gone ral

His Eminence
Hurnberto Cardinal l~[edeiros
Archbishop of Boston
Zl01 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, ~ 02135
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April 20, 1982

IIII

Reverend Thomas P. Forry I ~-
St. Frances Xavier Cabrini Rectory
78 Mann Hill Road _
Scituate, Massachusetts 02060

Dear Father Forry:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese,
I am ending your appointment as Associate Pastor at Saint Frances
Xavier Cabrini Parish in Scituate. I am appointing you as Associate
Pastor at Saint Joseph Parish in Kingston. The effective date of
this course of action is May i, 1982.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service to the
People of God in Saint Joseph Parish.

Please notify Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily, D.D., Chancellor, and
Reverend Gilbert S. Phinn, Personnel Director, that you have
received this ~etter.

I take t|1~s occasion, Father Tom, to ask for a remembrance in your
Masses :,nd prayers that I may be a worthy instrument of Our Lord
as Archbishop of Boston.

Invoking the blessing of Christ, the Eter~al High Priest, on our
mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Humberto Cardinal Medeiros
Archbishop of Boston
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St. Fre=nceS Xavl-- Cabr~ni Reetory
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IDIC I~T BDE 26TK INF DIV 014-30-2643

%. By direcLion of the Preszdent, you are prcmoted as a Reserve commisaloned
officer o~ ~..,L. Arm.,y e~’fect£ve on the date shown after A above to thegrade in

the branch n;;d comi~znent si:own above.

~. Time in gra~e for promotion to the next grade will be computed from the
effective date of this promotion, unless there is a date shown after B abovev in
which case i~ will be computed from that date.

3. No acceptance or oath of office is required. Unless you expressly decline
this promotion within 60 days, your promotion will be effective as sho,.~ after A
above.

BYORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF ARMY:

RONALD W. ZELTMAN
Brlgad&er General~
Commanding
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ARCHBISHOP’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AV=~NUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS O213S

May 14, 1984

Reverend Thomas P. Forty
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
272 Main Street
Kingston, MA 02364

Dear Father Forty:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the
Archdiocese, I am ending your appointment as Associate
Pastor at Saint Joseph Parish in Kingston. I am appointing
you as Associate Pastor at Saint Francis Xavier Parish in
South Weymouth. The effective date of this course of action
Is June 30, 1984.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service to the
People of God in Saint Francis Xavier Parish.

Please notify Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily, D.D., Vicar
General,and Reverend Thomas F. Oates, Personnel Director,
that you have received this letter.

With warm personal regards and best wishes for you and all
whom you serve so well, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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PERSONAL A~ND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:     Fr~. 0ates~Fro. McCarthy

FKOM/~ Bishop uai~y

KE :     Key. Thomas Forty

July II, 1984

Attached is a letter that came to me some time ago
concerning Father Thomas Forty. I send it to you because
I have just become.aware of it. I would like to suggest
that you speak to Father Forty in. your office as soon as
possible concerning its contents because, as you can
readily see, it is very serious.

Once you have interviewed Father Forty0 you should inform
the Archbishop. If I can be of assistance when I return
from vacation, please let me know.

TVD/mbg

P.S. This letter from ~ has not been
acknowledged.
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CAPE CODE Mass
R CEIVED

MAY :!.

]FFIC/OF THE CHANCELLOR

Sir,

It took me a long time to make the decision to write to you

because I do not want to hurt any body.

~ut I am now in a desperat~ situation and I need your help..

11 years ago I got involved with Tom Forty    " Father Forty".

My Husband, at the time, found out and ask for a divorce,

asking also to give everyt~img, including my house so there

will be no scandal ¯ He let me have my son.

Many years passed , many problemes but Tom and I stayed

together. He built a house in Cape Code for us,~

Mashpee Mass, ans said to me that no matter what hapDens ~ will

olways have a roof over my head. And I was just happy that way..

I never asked Him leave the church, because I knew He would

never be happy just married to me.

3 months ago for some reason Tom decided, after 11 years

that He has to make a choic@ it is very painful that his

choice was to leave me, but I understood.

What i do not undestan~ iszthat He threw me out of the house
and rented to other people, He give me some money to survive
until now. But my son had to be hosDitalised in a psychiatric
hospital at Newtown whe~ He stay for 4 weeks, tebof the
hospital 964 28oo . My Son name ~

I could go to work .. I asked Tom for held but He refused .

Now my Landlord asked me to leave the house T am renting

because I can not pay my rent. That is why I ask for help.

Would you , please ask Father Forty to help me because I asked
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Him to many time and He said No.

Ido not want Him to have Droblems whlt the Church because I

wiE say it again He is a good Priest and want to be better

His choice is ~roof.

Iam sorry I have to write to you but you are the o~ly one

~ could turn too. _ ~ana

here except my Son.

I thank you
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INTERVIEW OF SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR
WITH

REV. THOMAS FORRZ (BOSTON)

JULY 17, 1984=

I interviewed Tom this afternoon.at 2:00. I asked him to give me a
brief resume of his life and of the events that brought him here
to Saint Michael’s Center for this Evaluation.

He spoke briefly about his llfe and his ministry. He seems to be
quite happy with his ministry in the Archdiocese - his work as
Army chaplain, as hospital chaplain, etc.     I got the very real
impression that his life of prayer is not that good.     He feels
that he has a good relatlonshlp with Jesus and that he is able to
"talk" with Him easily...but I ha~ to wonder if he "listens" to
Himl

His Profile shows by all the High and Moderately High scores that
he really needs to look at how his llfe is going (the higher the
scores, the more work is needed).

Like many other priests, Tom seems to have the impression that the
spiritual life is equated with one’s life of prayer. Spirituality
is the totality of our lives and not just how good or how bad our
prayer life is. Tom really needs to look at the totality of his
life and not be content just because he has a good pastor, good
parish, good Archbishop, etc. He has lived a double life for a
long time now and he really needs to look at the values he gives
to God, his ministry, etc and find out exactly where his value
system lies and then set up his life accordingly.

Salvatore L. Busca, s.P.
Spiritual Director
July 17, 1984
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INQUIRING

High scorers on this scale appear to be "searchers" with a
strongly intellectual orientation. They read wfdely in philosophy
and psychology and are probably perceived by others as bright and
competent. Their investigative bent and their appreciation for
the complexities of a given question, however, make it difficult
for them to commit themselves wholeheartedly to one side or
another of an issue. The question of faith, therefore, is a very
real one for many, probably because it inevitably involves a
commitment of belief without compelling evidence.

The issue of commitment which entails trusting something or
someone greater than themselves causes tension in other areas as
well. They are concerned about the future - who will take care of
them in their retirement and whether they will have enough money.
Although they function well in most capacities, they miss feeling
intensely involved and excited about life.    They probably feel
lonely and wonder if they have chosen the right path in life.

These concerns sometimes coalesce into anger directed at God.
They may feel betrayed or let down by Him or misdirected by
others, and thus even less likely to entrust themselves to someone
else.

THE SPIRITUAL      CHALLENGE      FOR     TOM     FOCUSES ON COMMITMENT      -     THE
MOVEMENT     AWAY FROM     OBSERVATION     AND INFORMATION GATHERING      TO
DECISION MAKING AND ACTION.         THIS INVOLVES BOTH THE RISK OF BEING
WRONG AND     OF TRUSTING IN ANOTHER, BE IT GOD OR ANOTHER     HUMAN
BEING. HIS ANGER AND FRUSTRATION OVER HIS PRESENT SITUATION CAN
SERVE AS     A     POSITIVE FORCE PROVIDING THE ENERGY     AND      DRIVE FOR
FUTURE GROWTH.
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SEARCHING

People who score high on this scale seem to be seeking a more
personal contact with God, one which is based on expezlence and is
more emotionally satisfying than what they curzently have. High
scorers are groping for an appropriate context within which their
personal encounter with the Divine can occur. Traditional ways do
not seem to be working for them. They express dissatisfaction
with formal worship, scripture and meditation as a means whereby
God makes His presence know to them. Nor do they seem to find Him
in the less formally religious context of people, daily events oz
nature.

Although they value emotions and experience in a spiriqual
context, their appreciation of them appears .rather vague and
unspecific. At this stage it is probably more notional than real,
based more on a dissatisfaction with their current spiritual
practices than on actual experience with a new orientation. They
nevertheless display an awarenesa of and openness to a richer
dimension of religious experience than they currently possess.

THE SPIRITUAL CHALLENGE FOR TOM APPEARS TO BE TO OPEN HIMSELF MORE
FULLY TO THE REALITIES OF HIS OWN EMOTIONAL LIFE AND TO MOVE AWAY
FROM A MERELY INTELLECTUAL TO A REAL APPRECIATION OF THE VALUE OF
FEELINGS AND EXPERIENCE IN HIS SPIRITUALITY. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS
HE MAY HAVE TO DEVELOP AN OPENNESS WITH OTHER PEOPLE (ON A
HORIZONTAL PLANE) BEFORE HE CAN ACHIEVE IT WITH GOD (ON A VERTICAL
PL~E).
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TRANSITIONAL

Persons with high scores on this scale enjoy being identified with
a structure or a.movement larger than themselves to which they can
devote their energy and talents. With regard to the Church they
are attempting to bridge the gap between newer and older functions
of the ministry. They continue to devote energy to and derive
great satisfaction from time-honored functions such as ministering
to the sick and aged. However, they are also finding rewards in
some of the newer activities such as marriage counseling and
involving themselves in social problems.

This personal satisfaction in using their energy for a good cause
is counterbalanced by tension about changes in the Church and in
its liturgy. Their concern may be more pastora! than theological.
These changes may also raise personal questions about their own
sense of belonging and function within the structure and,
therefore, about who they are.

Their need to belong also extends to the more basic s~ci=l unit,
the family.     Their place in the family and the quality of family
relationships are important to them, and signs of family
dysfunction arouse considerable concern.

High scorers are concerned about their personal appearance as
well. They wish to reflect in their bearing and dress that they
are indeed loyal and acceptable members of Church and family.
This concern about appearance may reflect an underlying anxiety
that they will not be accepted by either institution unless they
conform to pre-established norms of behavior.

A SPIRITUAL CHALLENGE FOR TOM IS TO DEVELOP     A     CLEARER      SENSE     OF
SELF APART      FROM     THE     EXPECTATIONS OF OTHERS OR THE SOCIAL ROLES
WITH WHICH HE IS IDENTIFIED. IN     HIS FAVOR IS AN ENERGY FOR AND
ADAPTABILITY TO NEW FUNCTIONS WHICH HE HAS ALREADY DEMONSTRATED.
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SPIRITUAL PROFILE OF: Rev. Thomas Forty
DI0~ESE OF: Archdiocese of Boston, Massachusetts
CONGREGATION:

TEST ADMINISTERED BY: Rev. Salvatore L. Husca, s.P., Spiritual Director
DATE OF TESTING: July 17, 1984

RESULTS:

The following scores were obtained by Thomas in this Profile.
On the next pages you will find a resume of his three highest scores.

Each resume ends with a spiritual "challenge" upon which
should focus his efforts.

he

TRADITIONAL ........................ MODERATE

TRANSITIONAL ...................... HIGH

INQUIRING .......................... MODERATELY HIGH

SEARCHING .......................... HIGH

PERSON~LARIDITY ................... MODERATE

RELATIONAL ARIDITY ................. MODERATELY HIGH

MINISTERIAL SATISFACTION ........... MODERATELT HIGH

13270 Ma~le Or,re " St. Louis. Missouri 63127 ¯ (314| 965-0860
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MEMORAN DUM

,’O: Archbishop Law PERSONAL 8 CONFIDENTIAL

:ROM : Father Oates

)ATE: August I0, 1984

~URJECT:REV. THOMAS FORRY - ST. FRANCIS XAVIER PARISH, WEYMOUTH

This is in preparation for your meeting with Father Forty tomorrow, Saturday,
August 11 at 10:30 at the r=~sidence. The object of this meeting is for you to
convince Father Forry to return to St. Louis and accept the remainder of the
plan involved for his rehabilitation. On Sunday, July 15, 1984 you met at the
residence with’ Father Forty at some length. At that time he agreed to follow
your direction and participate in the Evaluation Program conducted by St.
MichaePs Retreat in St. Louis. He did go to. St. Louis on Monday the 16th of
July and I went to St. Louis to meet with all the people involved for his report
on Friday, July 10, 1984. That meeting was very intense and the message was
clear and ver:/ direct. The staff at St. Michael’s Retreat including Father Mike
Fole~I and the psychiatrist and others involved. All feel that Father Forty is in
grave need of some long range assistance. They. feel his condition is such that he
should enter a hospital out there for some psychiatric treatment and this treatment
would be followed by an extended period of time perhaps as much as 6 months at
the Servant of the Paraclete Hospital in New Mexico. Father Forty can’t see the
need for any of this and feels very strongly against it. He is also very angry and
at the moment quite worried and upset about his future. In the past he has o~. ou
and to me claimed he w.ill follow the Archbishop’s directions and no one else’ .s~"T

Upon his return from St. Louis after his having refused to stay there and finish
off the treatment, I asked Father Forty at the Direction of Bishop Daily to remove
himself physically from St. Francis Xavier Parish and not to return there until he
is told to return there by the Archbishop. The people in St. Louis felt this was
wise. I have today called Father Mike Foley in St. Louis and I am asking him to
contact you by telephone at the residence tomorrow, Saturday, August 11, 1984,
at 10:30 just as you are scheduled to meet with Father Forty.

I hope this is of some help to you in trying to convince Father Forty to accept the
help that he apparently needs.

T.P.O.

Attachment: (Biog sheet)
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
210! (:QMMQNWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTQN. M~SACHUSETT~ Q;ZI35

January 25, 1988

Most Reverend Joseph T. Ryan, D.D.
Archdiocese for the Military Services
962 Wayne Avenue
Silver spring, Maryland 20910

Your Excellency:

Anticipating the return of a few of the older priests of the
Archdiocese from the ranks of Military Chaplaincy I authorized the
Clergy Personnel Office to advertise that I would release a priest
for full-time military chaplaincy duty at the end of June. 1988.

This was done and in mid-December a sub-committee composed of two
members of our Personnel Board and two former chaplains who have
returned to the service of the Archdiocese interviewed five (5)
priests all of whom have had extensive reserve involvement. The
recommendation of this sub-committee was brought to the full
membership of the Clergy Personnel Board which concurred and
finally the recommendation was brought to me by the Personne!
Directors. The recommendation was to allow the release of Father
Thomas P. Forty. a man ordained in May of 1968 who is forty-six
years old and has been serving with the Army National Guard since
March of 1981. He received very positive endorsements from those
who have worked with him in that capacity. Having reflected on
this recommendation in the light of my personal knowledge of this
priest and in the light of the matters which I shared with Bishop
Roque on the telephone on January 21, I am inclined to grant my
approval of this recommendation provided the Military Archdiocese
will grant the endorsement of Father Fo~,

I would be most grateful, therefore, if you would advise me if you
feel that the Archdiocese for the Military Services will accept
the service of Father Thomas Forty. Slightly over a month has
passed since the interviews and all five priests are waiting for a
decision so I would be grateful for a response at your earliest
convenience.

With my warmest personal regards. I remain,

sincerely yours in Christ,

Encl. (4)

Archbishop of Boston
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
210! COMMONWEALTH AVENUE:

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

March 28, 1988

Reverend Thomas P.
Saint F Parish Rectory
261 Pleasant Street
South Weymouth, MA 02190

Dear Father Forty:

As Father McCarthy of the Clergy Personnel Office has
informed you earlier, upon the recommendation of the
Clergy Personnel Board. [ have selected you to represent
the Archdiocese of Boston as a full-time chaplain with the
United States Army.

I write now to advise you that I have already written to
Archbishop Ryan of the Archdiocese for the Military
Services informing him of your selection in accordance
with our Archdiocesan policy adopted in 1985.

Therefore I am ending your assignment as Parochial Vicar
at Saint Francis Xavier Parish in Weymouth and releasing
you to serve full-time with the United States Army as a
chaplain in accordance with the terms of our Archdiocesan
policy. The effective date of this course of action is
June 28, 1988.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend Robert
J. Banks, Vicar for Administration, and Reverend James J.
McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director, indicating that you
have received this letter.

I have every confidence that you will render fine priestly
service to the people who come under your care and will
represent the presbyterate of the Archdiocese of Boston
well. Let me take this opportunity to wish you every
measure of success in this ministry which is so
important. You will be serving at a distance, but I am
anxious for you to know that you will remain in our
prayers and our concern.

With my warmest personal regards, and my blessing upon you
and all whom you serve so well,I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2tOl COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

February 22. 1990

Reverend Thomas P. Forty
IBth Airborne Corps
109 Canteber~y Drive
spring Lane. NC 28390

Dear Father

I am welting to advise you that I have granted you permission
extend your service to the United States Army as a Chaplain.

I have written to the Archdiocese foe the Military Services
concerning this decisios.

I am pleased to learn that you have found your ministry among the
paratroopers to be so rewarding.

With the assurance of my gratitude foe the fine work you are doing
i~ the military service and with the pledge of my prayers for you
and all whom you serve so well, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 cOMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTQN. M.&~SACHUSE’Frs 02135

January I0, 1991

The Reverend Thcmas P.
H.H.T. is~ 17th Cavalry
82nd Airborne
APO, N.Y. 09656

Dear Tom:

Thanks so much fo~ ,your let:e~ of Decem=e~ 30.

I read wi=h fascinated inte£as~ and some alarm the letter of
commendation which you received f~om Major General James
Johnson, Jr. I know that cong:atu!ations are in order, Tom, but
£ urge you to be careful.

Concerning your future plans, Tom, of course yo~ are a priest of
the Archdiocese of Boston, and you are free to return. £ will
send your letter along to rather Jim McCarthy in personnel, and
ask him to be in touch with you as well.

91ease assure the troops with whom you are in contact, Tom, that
I am praying for their safety. As I write this, £ join the
world in a nervous vigil as we have the countdown to January
15th. While that is not a date certain after which hostilities
will begin if Kuwait is not liberated, it certainly is a date
certain after which war becomes more of a possibility. Please
God, peace will prevail.

Asking God to bless you and to return you safely, and with warm
personal regards, I am

CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Sincecely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Bos:on

8CL/ac

7" I ..’---
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

TO : Rev. John B. McCormack

FROM: St. Catherine E. Mulkerrin

Thomas Forty - Chronology and allegations

DATE: December 22, 1992

i. On life - Physical assault of 58 year old housekeeper at
St. Francis Xavier, Scituate in 1975 and 1971.
Lawyer, Paul Sullivan, did not go to court but
expected "decisive action."

- at 18 yeats of age went to Fr. Forty - family
problems.
- sexual advances (rape?) in rectory
and at his aunt’s home on cape
- learned that same attempts were made with her
sister.
- indicated need "for him to give me some money" -
then changed to his need "to look at what he did to
me. "

currently an AIDS patient, then
determined to write Ft. Forty a letter and a copy
for me - never received
- CEM contacts by phone 8/7/92, 8/11/92, and 9/I/92.
Changed to no___~t pursuing above.

3. ~ - Initial cal! on 12/9/92 - descriptive of~
rela~i~ ~er the years with his own son,
damaging experience of his own, his wife’s and his
son’s in relation to priest    - All anonymous -

~divorced his wife because of the relationship
she was having with this priest who was his close
friend.

Son was in his mother’s custody; she learned
from him of the sexual advances the priest had made
to him, broke off her relationship, said that she
reported    the priest,     later resumed her
relationship.

~ took custody of his
abuse was known and general 1
part of his mother.

once sexual
of care on the

-~spoke extensively of his own life detours -
now in a third , but good marriage. He spoke of
the problems his son has had with drug and alcohol
abuse, and hospitalization for suicide attempts and
now of his son’s current stability.
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Conf. rpt. to J.McC. re. Thomas Forry 12-22-92 p.2

Throughout the conversation, a sense of the
pc~er this priest had, and his threats, and his
control of the woman were strong.    I wept
severa! times.

Second Call on 12-10-92 -~ is now more concerned with how we
might proceed, and whether there are any other
reports and/or allegations on file. why is this
priest still practicing?      There is further
information about o~hers, but who solicits it.

Appointment with~ and wire--on 12-11-92.
Priest, Thomas Forry is named. Some repetition of
the details of the marriage split, divorce, rumors"
going about in Scituate.

Complete 4ocumentation will be made available from
"~Detective Agency and lawyer,~

willing to contact these man and
I Basis questions - How

"neutralized" this priest? For the victim, will
there be understanding and assistance?    Why are
there no records?

~ (son) - Initial conversation with CEM, urged by his
father. 12-9-92.

Resistance - "My Dad is bringing this up"    The
priest destroyed my childhood, teens, early young
adulthood - several suicide attempts. But "i’ve
forgiven this ma~." I did once "I discovered the
Lord." Questioned by CEM - if in his six months
hospitalization at Newton-Wellesley whether he
brought the abuse up. ~was not sure if he
did.

Second call to Cohasset on 12-12-92. ~ is a
chef, married, father of three small children. In
this call, there was no resistance to describing
his growing up, the neglect when his mother would
go off with Tom for a few days - when he at the age
of 8 cr 9 lived with his mother’in an apartment in
Marshfield - after the divorce. He related visits
to Mashpee, sexual fondling which he mistook as
affection and then more explicit genital fondling
in the woodworking area in the basement.
did not say anything for a (?) year, but
Tom. He went to Mashpee 3 or 4 years. One time
when he misbehaved at 14 or 15, Tom beat him
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Conf. rpt. to J.McC. re. Thomas Forty 12-22-92

relentlessly.

~ thinks "he has not gotten the help he needs
and that he should not continue his hypocrisy,
meaning T. Forty.

#~expressed some anger "I think I am (angry) -
I want to take him down.    Much less fear was
indicated about reprisal. T. Forty would "never
know my whereabouts now nor my mother’s in
Florida."

With CEM the possibilities for searching for
counseling and payment for it was affirmed.

~indicated he would like to call every week
or so for awhile.
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

TO : Ray. John B.McCormack

FROM: Sr. Catherine E. Mulkerrin

RE: Thomas Forty - Report subsequent to December
chronology

DATE: January 8, 1993

c~~~ha~ge- Called on December ~2, 1992 Significant
in tone. Feels diocese should carry on its own

investigation. He does ~ot want to be named - fear of
reprisal.    (Past - bad experience also in a church

~roject - mentioned    Father Groden
Tony will also contact his son ~ to

persuade him no___~t to give his name. Will reconnect after
holidays.

Archives - 12/31/92 - See attached letter - No direct
allegation about ~, but fact of hospitalization
in psychiatric unit (~ is French-born,)

Father T. Oates - 12/31/92 - Telephone conversation with CEM.
He called in T. Forty. at request of B. Daily. Went over
fact that T. Forty was gone al! the time from parish,
leading a double life          "He came apart-wept in my
office for hours."    T. Oates interpreted it, "He’s
relieved." Arrangements made for St. Michael Institute,
St. Louis. In joint meeting of T. Oates, T. Forty and
counselor - recommendation was that he stay - be
hospitalized, sedated. Strong resistance - "He (T.F.)
came home with me.    The report would have gone to
Cardinal Law. Institute "wrung their hands of him."

4. ~ - 1-7-93 - Telephone call to CEM - conveyed to
him that we cannot have an independent investigation.
T. had checked with his son,~~, who would be willing
that his name be used. ~ "naively thinks his
whereabouts will not be known or discussed." CEM - told
him that we would still try to avoid using~ name
given the circumstances and Tony’s ~ hesitation.

~ through some contact knew that T. Forty is out of
the military, back in Boston. (Tony thinks this may be
a contact in Scituate.)#~has recently spoken with
his mother and feels that she was mot4 aware of what was
happening to him inpast. ~ feels worse.

CEM reiterated our desire to support #~ for
counseling.      CEM will locate agencies in the
Charlottesville area. ~ wants someone with some
sensitivities about faith, belief.
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Conf. rpt to J. McC. re: Thomas Forr~ I-8-93 p.2

CEM - OBSERVATIONS. Januar7 8, 1993

i) Necessity of immediate contact with T. For~y - who will
probably turn up at Priests Personnel one of these days. He
has been looking over the scene in various parishes.

2) Without using ~ name - is there not sufficient
material in a "past review" of cases to reopen need for
assessment and/or completion of original therapeutic
recommendations. (Ran this by W. Rogers - sounded OK to him)

a) letter of Forty
b) comments Oates ,
c) ou__r awareness of other documentation: I) housekeeper

2) Aids patient

3) No report - any chance that BCL might have anything?

Address on File:

Next of Kin: ~Kathy Forry
783 East 4th Street
South Boston, MA 02127
Tel. 269-0012
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PERSONAL AND CONFI~DENTIA[,

.Reverend Thomas For~
Januar¢ 25, 1993

Allezations: b~

Forced sex. ll~l~admits to having becoming addicted to drugs, engaged in prostitution,
and is presently suffering from AIDS. She is described as not fully reliable.

1. She presented three allegations: -

1. At age 17 112 she came to the rectory around her father’s alcoholism. He
turned off the lights, pressed his body against mine, led me up to his room,
laid on top of me.

He took her to h.is Aunt Kay’s cottage on the Cape. He gave me wine and we
had lobsters. He pushed me down on a bed in the cottage, brought himself to
orgasm and kept telling me "you are such a beautiful, beautiful woman."

On the way home from the Cape he stopped in a grassy area and put my hand
on his genitals.

~l[leels that he took away her ability to trust.

Abuse of a minor ~ who is the son of the woman with whom he had an
affair for eight or nine years. He has had problems with drugs and alcohol, he was
hospitalized for six months in a psychiatric unit at Wellesley Hospital, and does not
consider himself angry as much although he does want to "take Father Forry down."
~feels that Father Forry destroyed his childhood and teens.

The allegations are:

He rubbed his leg while they were watching "IV.

He grabbed him by the waist and rubbed his genitals against him in the
basement. He repeated this on other occasions.~~saw his fondling as
signs of affection.

3. At age 10, he severely beat’~l~after he told Father Forty tO stay away
from his mother.

4. He oftentimes fooled around with~ He put ice cubes down his pants
and tried to retrieve them.

~and his Father are fearful of the temper of Father Forty.
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-2-

Impressions and background of Father Forty:

He seems devastated by these allegations. He is on edge, angry and fearful of losing
control.

He was assessed at St. Michael’s Community in St. Louis around" 198S regarding his
relationship with lVirs. Jones and his physical mishandling of the rectory housekeeper.
They did not keep records and there is no record here.

Summary of Father Forry’s response:

1, The rectory housekeeper would yell and scream at him. At times she badgered
him and he pushed her back from him. Father Carroll, his predecessor, could
verify this.                          -

2. He admitted to the relationship with Mrs~ She had problems in her
marriage. He never promised to set her up and take care of her. She and her son
both developed problems with drugs.

After his assessment at St. Michael’s Community in St. Louis, Father Oates
reports that he was recommended to remain for treatment. He refused and after
seeing the Cardinal, he entered into psychotherapy with a psychiatrist for about
two months. He does not remember who or where he did this.

4. In terms of the breakup of his relationship with Mrs. ~ he does not have a
clear remembrance of how it was resolved. She did not live at his home in

t? ~" Mashpee. At times he would bring her there. She lived in IVlarshfield.

He decided that he needed to breakup the relationship and because he would not
give her any money, she decided to report him.

o

The relationship with her began when she came to Father Forty to seek counsel
because her husband was having an affair.

RegardinF~~allegation, she wrote to Father Forty in August. He
didn’t recognize the name. She threatened that if he didn’t send her money she
would report him. He threw the letter away. He now thinks it is a woman from
Milton originally who came to him around an abortion. She was a ’bikey.’

He remembers visiting her at Milton Hospital. He denied bringing her sister to
Castle Island to make advances and he denied having a sexual relationship with
her.

He observed that it will be hard to determine who is speaking the truth, whether
it is her or him. Only God knows who is speaking the truth. He thinks that
Bishop Hughes and I have made a judgment already. I assured him that there is
no judgment being made, it is suspended until more information is gathered and
an assessment is completed.

He is fearful that we are going to let him "hang" in order to protect the
Archdiocese.
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On January 29, Father
allegations

’ry came to see me. He was very upset. I told him about the

I. He rubbed his leg while watching TV.
2. Grabbed him by the waist and rubbed his~genitals against his b~dy.
3. At age 10, severely beat him when~told him to stay away from his mother.
4. At age 14-I$, Tom beat him relentlessly.

Father Forry was so upset by these allegations he thought he might lose control. I took
him to the Emergency Urtit at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital where he was kept overnight. The
doctor felt he was decompensating.

While in the hospital, Tom remembered that he used to wrestle with ~ when fooling
around with him. He thinks that he might have become sexually excited in wrestling with
him. He never intended sexual activity and he denies ever physically beating him.

An assessment of Father Forty took place at the Institute of Living the first two weeks of
February.

In a telephone conversation on February 11, Dr. Swords who met with him three times did
not see any credence to some of the allegations. He did not think anything took place with
the young man or woman. He is safe from that perspective.

He needs a carefully chosen therapist and to be seen twice weekly because he has a lot of
unresolved conflicts, experiences, anxiety and guilt, and compensates by acting out his
feelings. He has strong feelings of anger and sadness. He is high-strung and could have a
heart attack (disease in the family).

Dr. Lothstein, the clinical psychologist, gave him many tests. He has acute symptoms of
stress. He found him open and candid, nothing deceptive or manipulative about him.
There are no serious cognitive disorders or severe psychological pathology.

He finds Father Forty impulsive, volatile, rigid and projects his feelings. He has an
underlying personality disorder. He is heterosexual. There is nothing in the testing which
.supports that he fools around with women or with boys. He wonders whether
m on the allegations. He thinks that the boy has a strong imagination. He does not think
there was any child sexual abuse.

He does not think Father Forty represents a liability. He wonders whether someone is
trying to manipulate him and the Church for monetary gain. Because he is very touchy
and verbal, his behavior could be misinterpreted because he is so warm.

Ms. Liz_Sprouse, his case worker, found him very open and cooperative. She found
stressl~’at times.
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Father Kiely fLuds him committed to his priestly life and ministry. His spirituality is one
of commitment to the Lord and the Church. He is fervent in his prayer. He has a lot of
feelings and energy as well as a strong character. He needs to enrich hissense of self and
needs to channel a lot of his affections.

JBM:mo’l
5593M
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PERSONAL AND CON~IDENTIAL

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF~
FOR CLAIMS AGAINST THE ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

Mr.~currently lives i ~. Mr.~

was born on March 31, 1965 and was physically and sexu~lly molested

by Father Thomas Forty from approximately 1974 to 1977 beginning

when Mr. ~ was nine years old.

At the time of the abuse, Father Forty was assigned to St.

Francis Cabrini in Scituate, Massachusetts. At the time of the

abuse, Mr. ~ mother had begun a romantic relationship with

Father Forty. This relationship later lead to the break-up of Mr.

~parents’ marriage. Father Forry was a frequent visitcr to

the~home. While visiting the home and watching television or

sitting at the table, Father Forry would stroke Mr.~ back,

thighs and legs. He would also move his hand higher up on Mr.

legs.    Although Mr. ~ sensed that the conduct was

inappropriate and it made him uncomfortable, he thought that Father

Forry was being affectionate and did nothing about the caressing.

This eventually advanced to fondling of Mr. ~ genitals while

Father Forry commented on the progress of his "manhood and

puberty."

Other incidents of abuse took place at Father Forry’s house on

Cape at the Sand Hills Estates and at an apartment in Marshfield,

Massachusetts.    The abuse included putting ice cubes down Mr.

~pants and then removing them while groping at his genitals,

inappropriate wrestling and rubbing his erect penis against Mr.

whispering inappropriate words.    This last incident

occurred .during the summer of 1977 in the basement workroom of
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Father Forry’s Cape Cod house. It was on this occasion that the

abuse lasted for approximately 15 minutes before Mr. ~realized

that he was faced with a real problem.

Father Forty had physically beaten Mr4;~and demanded his

silence or otherwise he would expose the romantic relationship

Father Forty had with M_r. ~ mother.

After approximately a year and a half following the last

incident of abuse, Mr. ~ told his parents separately what had

happened.     Mr, ~ mother _c~nfronted Father Ferry and

temporarily terminated her relationship with him.    Mr. ~

mother also went to the church and reported the sexual abuse of her

son. It was at that time that Father Forry was transferred.
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.Re’Hew Board

Cas~. - January 25. 1993 (6121/93)

I. Allegation:

Sexually molested a young woman at age seventeen ~.~d a half by pressing his body
agains~ her a,ud com;,ng to orgasm on two occasions and touching .her genitals or.c~.
There is some question about her credibility.

Ph!sicall7 abusing and se.-caally molesting the son of a woman he was havir.g an affair
with. He is accused of having an erection and rubbing kis genitals against the boy
while wrestlhag and of touc,~ng the boy’s gerdtals on another occasion.

2. Resnonse:

He was devastated by these allegat:ons. He dem;ed them. He is on edge, ang.,-y and
fearful o~" Iosk’~g control. He admitted to remem~,e.-L’-.g kaw’mg an erec:"on wker.
wres=lhag with the boy’. He has no ~terest ha boys.

3. l~ack~-r0tmd of P:’iest:

He has bee.’,. 5. :he mtihar’t. He £s a.-..’dous and agg.’essive Ln his mar_Re:. "F.’te.-~ was a
com~aL~.t by" a he ’~ekeeper once’a~out b.is pusb,.kng her.

He seems to be a volatile person who works hard at being a good priesz.

4. Actien to Dare:

An assessme=t ac the Lr~titute of Li~’~g arid a moc_;,’.ored rest, tier.co a: Our Lady’s Ha!l
in Mihcn.

Assessment found no evidence of sex’ual disfunction.; ,g. He is re.~orzed as be;me cr.e
who is impulsive and aggressive and acts out his fee[hags. He
personality disorder and is heterose.vaal.

It is recommended that he return to full-time minist~,� while cont;_nu.hag it, the.-.--._-.,,-.

He has fo ,trod it difficult to be engaged ha counse!hag. He admits l-,is ang~; feelings
and aggression, but is not e.xplorhag &era in therapy. He seems to accept them as a
problem to be lived with.

o

Is he able to do some weekend mhaist,-y in the Military- during the summer so that he
might keep his military s~aading?

He would like to return to full-time military duty. Is he able to?

Pe!e~_--:e Recommendation: --

He be allowed to do weekend mh’dstrv in the Milita~- and return to Our Lady’s
Hall and continue in a therapeutic eft’oft.

I 2. Once he sees his management of his feeIings as behag problematic and one which"~
he ~s desirous of addressing, and his therapist feels he is able and responsible to
manage these, he should be re:u~aed to full-time mhaistry.

JBM:mo’l
6141M
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John Curran, MD
328 Washington Stree~
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

Dear Doctor Curran:

I appreciate ~he opportunities you were able ~o provide recently for me to
meet with you and Fathers Forty and Tourig~ey. My hope is that everyone found
the meetings helpful.

In light of these conversations and my efforts to work wi~h them in
developing an effective aftercare plan, it would be helpful to me if you would
share some information about them. While maintaining utmost respect for the
confidential nature of your working relationship, it would be helpful to gain
your understanding of some aspects of their personality and the progress of
their work wi~h you.

In terms of bo~h Fathers Forty and Tourigney, could you formulate for me
your understanding of their personal problem, that is, the underlying
psychodynamic of each of them. Could you help me understand their seeming
lack oE empathy for their complainants? What do you think has to change
within them to insure both them and the Archdiocese that their problems are
manageable and will not reoccur?

My purpose in writing these questions is to give you an opportunity to
think about what I am looking for. I hope you are able to help. I will be
away for a few days and will give you a call within the next two weeks. Would
it be posslble for us to meet or to talk about this on the telephone?

As I write this letter, I am also thinking of Father Mark Medina with whom
I am meeting in a couple weeks. It would be helpful if you could formulate
for me your understanding of his personal problem, again, what I mean is the
underlying psychodynamic of his personality.

I appreciate all you do for these men, Doctor, and the help you have given
to me in my efforts to work with them.

With warm personal regards,

Sincerely yours,

JBM:mo’l
6133M

Reverend John B. McCormack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel
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Holy Family Rectory
403 Union Street

Post Office Box 345
Rockland, Ma~achusetu 02370

February 9, 1994

Reverend John B. McCormack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Jack, peace[

Relative to our conversation of today concern-
in Father Thomas P. Forry, I write at your suggestion:
I am requesting that Tom be allowed to celebrate Mass
on weekdays here at Holy Family Parish.

The reason for this alteration of the directives
which Tom has received from you is pastoral. As of
March I, 1994 I shall be the only priest assigned to
Holy Family Parish. And while Father Henry F. Barry,
senior priest in residence, is very helpful pastorally,
I shall still be stretched to meet the Mass schedule.
For example, we have two daily Masses, six weekend
Masses, 90 funerals and 80 weddings a year. If it
is possible for His Eminence, the Cardinal, to see
fit to change Tom’s directives, I would be grateful.
God bless[

In~omine Iesu,

Jm, es F. Hickey, pastor

i

ARCHDIOCESE (Jr
RECEIVED

14 1994
OFFICE OF

MINISTERIAL PERSONNEL
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TO: File

FROM: Father McCormack

DATE: April 11, 1994

RE: Reverend Thomas Forty

I presented to the Review Board a~ its meeting on April ?, 1994 t_he request of
Father Forr~’s pastor at Holy Family Parish in Rockland that he be allowed to
celebrate public Mass.

The Review Board did not concur with the request due to the following
observations:

Father Forry’s present assignment in ministry and the restrictions on
it were only recently determined by the board. It is not subject to a
review and revision until a year or two has passed by. It would
really depend on how well he was doing in his present asslg~ments.

The Review Board does not recommend it due to the fact that Father
Forty is known to have a ’short fuse’ and really is not ready to deal
with t, he stress and demands that come from doing ministry in the
parish.

The Board also reviewed his desire to be permitted to be deployed to active
duty if and when a Reserve unit is activated which he is serving.

The Review Board is open to this request as long as his immediate supervisors
An the Milltary Ordinarlate are aware of the allegations made against him and
the restrictions put on his ministry by the Archdiocese.

JBM:mo’ 1
7300M
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REVIEW BOARD MEETING

Chancery_- 6:30-8:30 P.M.

The Board recommends that the restrictions on this priest’s ministry be liRed. There is no
convincing ~-vid~ce to conclude that sexual misconduct with a minor occurred.
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REVIEW BOARD
September 7, 1995
CONFIDENTIAL

CASE # 2

This case has come before the Board four times: 1anuary 25. 1993, lune 21 1993, December 6, 1993 and
Apri! 7. 1994. There were two aJlegations: molestin~ a young woman and inappropriate sexual touching
with a young man.                          -

.C-,ompJsliam~: The woman was not credible in her accusation, and the complaint was dismissed: the
young man was the son of a woman with whom the priest acknowledged baying a long term sexual
relationship.

Action r.o d~r~: Since J’une of 1994 the priest has beell assigned as a prison chaplain. He saw a therapist
for about a year. The therapist communicated to the Delegate that the therapy was terminated by mutual
agreement, and that he feels that the priest made definite progress in those issues which were the t’()cus
therapy.

Futur~ Plan_~: The priest is very content in his work, but would like tt) have resu’,cti~ms li~ed t’rom his
minis~., He would especially like to be able to help out in a parish where he w()uld live.

By eve:’yone’s account, this priest is aggressive and "roach()". ~near.h this t’acade, it is evident to all
deal with him that he is a vulnerable and sensitive man. It is clear that he has a prayer life and works hard
at his priesthood. It is the opinion of the Institute tbr Living, and of everyone who has dealt with this
priest that be is difficult to manage but that he is not a danger to children. He has b~n tbrthri~ht about his
inappropriate behavior with the boy’s mother but absolute and convincing in his denial of sexual activity
with the boy.

Delegate’s RecommendatiO[l: That the restrictions on this priest’s minisraBr he lifted.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

November 2, 1995

The Reverend Thomas P. Forty
Our Lady He!p of Christians Rectory
1404 Main Street
West Concord, Massachusetts 01742

Dear Father Forty:

This letter is in regard to the allegatitm of sexual misconduct which was brt~ught fi~rward
ct~ncerning you. As you are aware, I have requested my Delegate t’tlr these matters to h~nk intt~
these allegations in a thortmgh manner. Once the Delegate has a¢ct~mpli,¢hed this evaluatitm, he
makes a ~ecummendation which is reviewed by the appropriate Review [~t~;.tl’d, het’t~re heine sent
tO me for my decision. I write now m notit:y ye, u tat: my decisitm conceruing y~ur mit:istry.

The recommendation which has come to me with the Review Board’s e.,adnrsement is that the
restrictiot~s on your ministry be lifted. I hereby approve the recommenda’,ion.

Please inform Reverend Brian M. Flatley in writing that you have received dais letter. ! know th:lt
these have been dif’t~cuh days for you, Tom. Thank you for your ct)operation. I1" ! can be or’help
to you in any way, please contact me. Be assured that you are remembered in nay prayers.

With warm personal regards, and asking God it) bless you, I am

Sincerely yt~ur.~ in Christ.

Archbishop tar Boston
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REVIEW BOAILD M~ETING
April 2. 1998

~hance~ - 6:30-8:30 P.M,

Case # 2

The Board determined that these cases be considered closed and should hot be carried on
the open case roster.
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUIE

ERIGHTON. MASSACHUSETI’S 02135-3193
(617) 254-01(30

SECRETARY FOR PASTORAL SERVICES

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

MOST tLEV. WILLIAM F. MURPHY

PAUL B. O’BtLIEN ~’~~REV.

REV. TOM FORRY

29 JANUARY 1999

I received the following from Deacon Bill Kane:

Dear Paul:

Chris Ivlitchell [Department of Correction] called yesterday saying he was
quite upset and concerned over an incident that occurred at the Department of
Correction chaplains (Catholic, Protestant and Jewish) meeting on 1.27.99
involving Tom Forty. He s£d that he was "concerned for his (’Forty’s) well
being," and I should contact Ibrahim Rahim for the details since he chaired the
meeting.

I spoke with Ibrahim this morning. At these meetings, they schedule a
chaplain to present what he/she is doing at the chaplain’s facility as a way of
sharing ideas and programs that other chaplains might be interested in or want
to adopt. Forty presented at this meeting for MCI-Concord.

Forty stood in froat of the group refusing to speak until some chaplains in the
rear stopped talking. One of the Protestant chaplains politely requested that
Forty" begin to speak and the people in the rear would settle down. Tom
screamed back at him, "Hey pal, I don’t tell you what to do, so don’t tell me
what to do." Rahim said the room was shocked and went very silent, wkile
Forty just stood there glaring at ever’tone.

Forty then began what Rahim described as a screaming tirade that began with
*the food here stinks," and continued with abrasiv~ shouting. Everyone was in
shock and could not understand what was going on.
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Halfway through his presentation, Forty explained that this is how he speaks
to all new groups of prisoners ~rriving at Concord, which, as you know, is the
classification center for prisoners who will move on to other facilities. Rahim
said that Fort! did not ~se my prohiaity but it was the most unprofessional
presentation he has ever heard, especially for a chaplain. Rahim said tha~ he
and Mitche!1 fear that if this is representative of Forrg’s behavior at Concord,
the inmates are being mistreated and abused, and that Forry’s tone and
approach is contradictory to what they expect chaplains to be presenting for
themselves, ministwt, and the DOC’s care for inmates at the institution.

Rahim went on to say that Program Services has presented all chaplains with a
form to fill and describe the religious programs and services at their facility, so
that program services can publish a directory-~or all chaplains to consider and
use at their assignments. Fort’/presented Rahim with a piece of paper with
some terse scribbling, and said to Rahim the other day: "like it or not...
complete or incomplete.., this is all you are going to get, since you know this
whole thing is bu!Ishit.., this is just bullshit." Those comments were made
out loud to Rakim, in front of other chaplains.

I have several concerns regarding what has been going on:

1. Forrg’s behavior is inappropriate and unprofessional, and has been on
several occasions I have observed ia the past.

2. His behavior is publicly scandalous to the Church and what the Church is
seeking to accomplish in this ministry.

3. I question, but do not know as a fact, whether he is a harmful presence at
Concord prison.

4. I am becoming more and more uncomfortable with the idea of leaving him
in place for another five months in his assignment at Concord, considering the
events of the last few months.

5. Finally- I believe this is most important, given what I have seen and heard
about his behavior- it is my sincere concern that this priest may be
experiencing some emotional or behavioral problem in his personal life and
the Church out of charizy should take a closer look. When people I trust such
as Rab_im and Mkchell that they are concerned for Tom’s "well belng,~ I
believe it is worth taking notice of their instincts.

As always, I appreciate your thoughts, insight and g~idance in this matter.

Bill
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Bishop, I concur with all that Bill reports. Mitchell’s and Rahim’s descriptions of Tom
Forry’s behavior correspond to the bizarre character Tom Forty has displayed on
every occasion I have met him. During the past months, Tom Forty has behaved the
same way with Bill Kane, at chaplains’ gatherings, and in a very ugly incident in which
he shoved a piece of food into Sr. Maureen Clark’s mouth at a lunch. I aui very much
concerned that Tom Forry is unbalanced, and would appreciate your direction on how
this situation should be addressed.

Thanks.
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Memo
Rev. Paul O’Bden
Deacon William F.X. Kane
05107199
MCl-Concord

This is a follow up to our telephone conversation Ibis morning regarding Father
Thomas Forty and Ca~ic Chaplain coverage at MCI-Concord.

As you know, in a tett~r dated ApR 15, 1999 Ft. Forty submitted his resignation to
the Department of Correction effec~e May 22, 1999.

On May 7, 1999 Mr. lbrahim Rahim, DOC Program Services Department, called to
inform me b~at on May 6,1999 Fr. Forty presented a handwritten note to the
Treatment Oirec~r at the prison ad~sing that he was using his accumulated vacation
and comp time and would not be returning to the facility afar May 7e. Rabim was
upset since Forry’s behavior did not constitute the usual and customary courtasy of
two weeks notice pdor to leaving. Moreover, For~.s abrupt departure left no
coverage at the p~ison for Catholic mass and other sauces.

I had to admit to Rahim that I was pemonally embarrassed by the situation since Ft.
Forty neither sent a copy of his resigna/ion letter to me nor did he irrr~rm me of his
plans not to return to the prison alter May 7~,

I called Fr. Forty at his msidanca on May 7, 1999 to verify the above. He offered no
explanation as to why he did not notify me of his resignation or his early departure
from ~ prison. He was resentful that ! was making any inqui~/of him in this matter
and informed me that he did not owe me any explanation of the matter. He said that
he was going to the pdson today to cover the scheduled 6:00PM mass but would not
be at the prison on Sunday for the scheduled 6:00PM mass. He also said he did not
feet it was any hardship for the inmates if they had to go without mass or services
next w,~ekertd.
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He told me ~at the prison Superintendent had complimented him ~e oltmr day on
the job he had done at MCI-Concord and that he didn’t care or need to know w~ether
I was upset or concerned that he had embarrassed me or the Ar~diocese. He s~’d
I~at the Superin~endeflt’s evalua~n of his work was all that marred to him.

For your information, Ft. James Lane~an, Catholic Chaplain at ~ Bridgewater
Treatment Center and 8tare Hcepilal has agreed to temporarBy cover the two
scheduled weekend masses at .MCI-Concord until a replacement can be ~ound for Fr.
Forty.

I am again very disappointed with Fr. For~s judgment and behavi~-. I have found
myself in ~e position of having to a~ologize for him and the Archdiocese to ~he
Department of Con’~c~on for his lack of courtesy and professionalism.

¯ P-,.~2
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. M~SSACHUSETrS 02135-3193
(617} 254-0100

SECRETARY FOR PASTORAL SERVICES

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

REV. PAUL E. MICELI ~
REV. PAUL B. O BRIEN ~ u,..~--~
REV. TOM FORRY

7 MAY 1999

The attached memorandum from Bill Kane is self-explanatory.

With this resignation, Father Forty concludes his direct connection with my secretariat.
For the record, I repeat that I think Father Tom Forty is a deeply troubled person, that he
should be held accountable for his behavior, and that we should do whatever we can be to
facilitate evaluation of his psychological state.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

May 20, i 999

Reverend Thomas P. Forty
Saint Camillus Parish Rectory‘
1175 Concord Turnpike
Arlington, MA 02476-7298

Dear Father Forry:

I am Writing to advise you that I am ending your appointment as Chaplain at the Massachusetts
Correctional Institution in Concord. At this time I am assigning you as a temporary member of
the Emergency Response Team in order for us to be able to respond to the requests from some of
our priests for a priest to fill-in for vacation time and also to be able to respond to other
emergency needs. The effective date of this course of action is June l, 1999.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William F. Murphy, Vicar for Administration,
and Reverend Richard W. Fitzgerald, Clergy Personnel Director, indicating that you have
received this communication.

I have advised the Clergy Personnel Director of this assignment and my expectation that you will
be available to respond to calls which may be made to you for assistance.

It will be extremely helpful to have your assistance in this regard. This assignment will remain
in effect until ! indicate otherwise in writing by the granting of a full-time assignment.

With gratitude for this assistance to your brother priests, I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Bqston

cc: Deacon William F. X. Kane
Director of Prison ,.Ministry
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Deacon John R. Menz, Jr.

60 Stoughton Street
Quincy. MA 02~ 69

61 7-472-3735

Pager 781 -649-9382

l’o: Reverend Charles Higgins October 18, 200]
Saint Mary of The Assumption

5 Linden Place

8rookline, MA 02445-7311
617-746-5t 50

Re: Report of possible abuse

Dear Father Higgins,

A parishioner made an appointmen~to see me on this date. The issue was

poss!bleabus_.~byapriest. The affected parties were allegedly her sister-in-law and
~. Theseincidenl:s apparently took place some years ago. The bovwas

inappropriately touched and after much turmoil reported t:he incident to h,~s paren,.s

the same evening. The priest was apparently a close and trusted family friend.

The boy’s sis!:er was allegedly molested (penetrated) many times over a long
period of time. She was afraid to report the same to protect a younger sister and
therefore would go off with ,’he alleged perpetrator. She was afraid to tell her father
because if he harmed the priest her father would allegedly end up in prison. The

sister-in-law is supposedly struggling with this issue psychologically and is now
h.~ving ser!o’.,s marita! pooblem=.

This past Sunday ~andl~came to the ten a.m. mass at Our Lady of Good
Counsel Church (St. Elizabeth AnnSeton Parish) in Quincy. When they made eye
contact with the presider,~l~immediately turned and headed out of the church. I~
and their two infant children followed him.

My pastor is Fr. Mike Keazney who is currently out of the country on vacation. Fr.

Thomas P Forry is covering our parish from the emergency response team. These

accusations have been directed at Fr Thomas Forry.
It is with great sadness that l report this alleged incident to you. In keeping with

Archdiocesean policy and in justice for all concerned I seek your advice in this matter.

~ primary issues are: 1. uncomfortable worshipping at OLGC the next two
weekends whileFr. Forry is there, 2. she feels he should not be allowed to preside ina
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parish setting to protect other children., 3. possible counseling for the alleged victim

(her sister-in-law) and maybe ocher family members including her husband, her
brother-in-law, and their parents.      ,

The alleged incident was reported to me by             Her husband is "1~1~

l~~They reside at Their phone number

My vacation address in Aruba is: La Cabana Resort
US/Can phone: 800-835-71 93
Aruba phone: 011-297-8-79000
Fax 212-476-9467

Room _number 13013 owner AI Sallese

Vacation dates 10/20/01 -I 0/28/01

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Reverend Mr. John R. Mona, Jr., Deacon
Sainl: Elizabeth Ann Seton Parish

227 Sea S~reet
Quincy, MA 02169
61 7 -479- 9200
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Most Reverend Richard J. Malone
Office of the Regional Bishop
2.36 Pleasant Street
Weymouth, MA 02190-2509

Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton Parish
c~tincy, Massachusetts

Februan/1, 2002

Dear Bishop Malone:

In October of 2001 I was on vacation. Father Tom Fornt was sent by Clergy Personnel to cover

the Parish was Iwas away. Upon my arrival home, Deacon John MenzalerTed me to a situation
t,~at had arisen while I was away. It seems that a family From our Parish, -    " II IIIIII

~ o had attended our 10:00 am
Sunday Liturgy and upon realizing that Father Forry was covering for me, got very upset. Mrs.

~ met with Deacon Menz and informed him that her husband,~ and her sis’~er-in-law
allege that Father Forty, who had been a close family Friend, had molested them during their

childhood. Deacon Menz immediately called Father Charles Higgins at Chancery to inform him
of these allegations. According to Deacon Menz, Father Higgins asked Deacon Menz to have

the~contact himself.

While I was stationed in East Boston, I had dealt with one other situation of the same nature. I
Followed the same steps that Deacon Menz initiated and never heard From any persons
involving the outcome of the case. Feeling that this situation would follow the same course,

neither Deacon Menz nor myself inquired any further at that point in time as to the ~

s~cuation. The~l have continued to at’tend Mass since then and in greeting them before
or after Mass I have asked in a general manner how they were. They have responded that they
were fine and never pursued with either of us the situation with Father Forty. I felt that they

might desire as much anonymity as possible, given the nature of the situation. At the same
t~me, I have felt somewhat unsettled in that neither Oeacon Menz nor myself had any further

knowledge as to whether how the situation was being addressed.
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A, fter our convocation last week, I asked Deacon Menz to re-contact the ~ family. I

asked him to do this so that we could be sure that contact between the ~ family and the
Archdiocese had been made. laskedhim to do this rather than doing it myself as he was the
~,,~rial contact that they had made and wanted to spare them any further embarrassmeni: in

having to i:a!k to another person about the situation. This evening Deacon Menz was able
speak with~(Mrs.!~~!. She informed him thai: her husband and herself were very

happy with the Parish and the manner that Deacon Menz has handled the s~cua[~on. 5nemso

informed him that her sister-in-law is still having a very hard time dealing with the s~tua~on.

Mrs.~l~old Deacon Menz that as a result of what has come to light over the past
weeks with regards to our handling of the sexual abuse of minors, her sister-in-law does not
feet comfortable speaking direct!y with .h. Ar-.hdiecese. Mrs.,~~linformed Deacon Menz

that her sister-in-law has obtained legal counsel an_d plans to pursue the issue further.

Icalled Mrs.~! this morning and spoke with her personally. She informed me that she
and her husband did receive a letter from Father~l~ but has not responded directly to [he

Archdiocese. l invited her to keep any lines of communication with Deacon Menzormysel~

open and told her thatlwould be writing this letter to you. She seemed very grateful.

I am writing to you to make you aware of the situation and to ask if there is anything further

either I or Deacon Menz should do to assist thet~li and the Archdiocese in this matter.
you have any advise or if there is any further action we should take, please call me.

Please find enclosed copies of letter Deacon Menz sent to both Mrs. ~ and
Father Charles Higgins regarding the incident.

Thanks for your assistance in this matter and may God grace us all with the strength and
wisdom to help all of us during this very sad tim~.

Sincerely,

enc.

CC Deacon John Menz

Rev. Michael J. Kearney
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i. o. #6~t,____Z.~...... Porr~, Rev. ~oma.a P.

8/3/41 South Boston

May 29, 1968 Place off
Ordination

783 East Fourth St So Boston °~’17=~=~I~

SOCIAL SECURITY #01~-30-2643

Holy Cross Cathedra!
Boston, Massachusetts

June 12,

4/3/73

5/i/82
6/30/Bq

6/28/88

12/31/92

611194
611199

21712002

1968 Assistant     St.

Associate Pastor

Elizabeth, Milton     4/3/73

St. Frances Xavier Cabrini,

North Scituate
5/1/82

ASSOC.

AlP
Chaplain

Pas tot SO..J.oseph, Kings con 6130184

St. Francis Xavier, South Weymouth . . 6/2.8./88 ...

U. S. Military - Army - Full-Time 12/31/92

Unassigned ¯ 6/1/94

Chaplain Massachusetts Correctional Institution(MCF), Concord      611199

Emergency Response Group - Temporary 2/7/2002
Unassigned

Reverend Thomas P. Forr~
¯ -[Tamp.Emergency Response]

MAILING/RESIDENCE _ 9/1/2000

783 East 4~h Street

South Boston, MA 02127

Tel. #(6171269-0012

03-10-81 U.S. National Guard Inactive Reserve    Ft. Forry’s sister Kathy
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~ Rev. Tho~

Cathedr~l~ ~ston ~ss

ai~ ¢1o St ~an~ ~ ,o.~ ~" ~rn~ Neolacemea De-acCent
[, o;fic" Of the ~apla=,_~

Keverend Thom~ P.
St. C~us ~o~
1175 Concord Turnpike

2/02
P, ev. Thomas P. Forty
783 East 4th Street
South Boston, ~[A 02127
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CAROINAL’S      RE$1OENCE

February 8, 2002

Reverend Thomas P. Forty
783 East 4th Street
South Boston, MA 02127

Dear Father Forry:

I am writing to inform yo~ that upon the recommendation of Reverend Charles J. Higgins,
Secretary of Ministerial Personnel, I have ended your assignment as a temporary, member of" the
Emergency Response Team and in accord~ce with Archdiocesan policy, I have placed you in an
unassigned status. The effective date of’this action was February 7, 2002.

During this period of time in unassigned status, you may celebrate Mass privately in your own
residence. Otherwise, you will refrain from all pastoral activity and public ministry.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend Walter J. Edyvean, Moderator of the Curia,
and Reverend Richard W. Fitzgerald, Clergy Personnel Director, indicating that you have
received this communication.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

cc: Reverend Charles J. Higgins
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"EXHIBIT 3"

John J. Geoghan was ordained a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston on February 2, 1962.

From February 2, 1962 to October 7, 1970, His Eminence, Richard Cardinal Cushing was
Archbishop of Boston. Cardinal Cushing died on November 2, 1970.

From October 7, 1970 to September 17, 1983, His Eminence, Humberto Cardinal Medeiros was
Archbishop oP Boston. Cardinal Medeiros died on September 17, 1983.

From September 17, 1983 to March 23, 1984, Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily was Diocesan
Administrator of the Archdiocese of Boston. Bishop Daily, presently Bishop of Brooklyn, may
be reached at Chancery Office, 75 Greene Ave., P. O. Box C, Brooklyn, NY 11202.

From March 23, 1984 through December 31, 1984, His Eminence Bernard Cardinal Law was the
Archbishop of Boston. Cardinal Law may be reached at Cardinal’s Residence, 2101
Commonwealth Avenue, Brighton, MA 02135.

Father Geoghan was assigned

Assistant Pastor at Blessed Sacrament Parish in Saugus
from February 13, 1962 to September 27, 1966.

The Pastor of Blessed Sacrament Parish from December 28, 1949 to
November 14, 1972 was Rev. William E. Culhane. Father Culhane
died on September 21, 1983.

Assistant Pastor at St. Bernard Parish in Concord from September 27
to April 20, 1967.

The Pastor of St. Bernard Parish from October 14, 1952 to June 6, 1968
was Rt. Rev. John A. York. Monsignor York died on June 6, 1968.

Assistant Pastor at St. Paul Parish in Hingham from April 20, 1967
to June 4, 1974.

The Pastors of St. Paul Parish

from March 23, 1965 to April 4, 1972 was Rev. Ms~. John J. Sheehan,
who resides at Regina Cleft, 60 William Cardinal O’Connell Way,
Boston, MA 02114

from May 2, 1972 to May 8, 1973 was Rev. Thomas W. Moriarty,
who resides at Regina Cleft, 60 William Cardinal O’Connell Way,
Boston, MA 02114
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from May 8, 1973 through December 31, 1984 was R.ev. Francis
McGann, Monsignor McGann resides at St. Joseph Rectory,
1382 Highland Ave., Needham, MA 02192-2694.

Assistant Pastor at St. Andrew Parish in Forest Hills from June 4, 1974
to February 12, 1980.

The Pastors of St. Andrhw Parish

Bo

from May 5, 1964 to March 22, 1977 was Rt. Rev. James L. Conlon.
Monsignor Conlon died on May 30, 1984

from March 22, 1977 through December 31, 1984 was Rev. Francis
H. Delaney, who resides at St. Thomas the Apostle Rectory, One
Margin St., Peabody, MA 01960-1999.

o Associate Pastor at St. Brendan Parish in Dorchester from
February 25, 1981 to September 18a I984.

The Pastors of St. Brendan Parish

A. from April 13, 1967 to March 16, 1982 was Rev. F. Gerard Shea.
Father Shea died on December 19, 1982.

from March 16, 1982 through December 31, 1984 was Rev.
James H. Lane, who resides at St. Augustine Rectory, 9 F St.,
South Boston, MA 02127.

° Parochial Vicar at St. Julia Parish in Weston from
November 13, 1984 through Decmeber 31, 1984.

The Pastors of St. Julia Parish

from August 3, 1965 through December 3l, 1984 was Rev. Msg.
Francis S. Rossiter, who resides at Regina Cleri, 60 William
Cardinal O’Connell Way, Boston, MA 02114.
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.DATES OF BIRTH

His Eminence Bernard Cardinal Law -

Rev. Ms~. John J. Sheehan -

Rev. Thomas W. Moriarty -

Rev. Msgr. Francis J. McGann -

Rev. Francis H. Delaney -

Rev. James H. Lane -

Rev. Ms~. Francis S. Rossiter -

November 4, 1931

December 5, 1912

February 9, 1915

August 13, 1924

December 29, 1926

September 22, 1934

December 30, 1915



VICAR GENERAL

.~d~,CHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSET-[S 02135-3193
(617) 254-0100       FAX (617) 783-2947

Hay 8, 1998

PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUH

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Reverend James McCarthy

Hons±guor Richard Lennon

John J. Geoghan

For your records John J. Geoghan was dismissed from the Priesthood on
February 17, 1998. He was informed of this action on April 27, 1998
(CDWDS 372/98).

H~.¥ 1 1 t.q98
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CARDINAL’S R ES~OEXlC. E

December 12. t~96

Reverend John J. C~oghan
Southdown
1335 Saint John’s Sideroad East
R.R. #2
Aurora,. Ontario L4G 3G8
CANADA

Dear Father Geogbam

I am writing in respoase to your request, made October 19. 1996. for Senior Priest "Retirement.-
~tatus. I am _zranting your request. I am also assi_ming you to full time residence at Re_zina Cleri
in Bostun. The effect~’e dates of these actions is January." 3.19°-7.

.~ you know, it is unusual for a man of your age to be _~anted this status. However. your
particular situation makes k aaN-isable. In regards to your situadom I feel k prudent to remind you
that your ministry v,~Jxin the Archdiocese is restricted to the celebration ofprb,’ate Mass. This
allows for you to be the principal celebrant at the community." Mass at R.egina Cleri. ,Any other
ministry must be specifically, requested throu_*__h the Office of Delegate of the Archbishop.

Please send written notification to Most Keverend William Murphy: Moderator of the Curb. and
geverend James J..~lcCarthy, Director of ClerD" Personnel indicating you have receb,ed this
letter.

Yours has been an effecth,’e life of ministry: sadly, impaired by i]]nes.~ On behalf of those you
have served wel~ and in my. own name; I would like to thank you. I undeistand yours is a painful
situadom The Passion we share can indeed seem unbearable and unrelentin~ We are our best
selves when we respond in honesty and trust. God bless yo~ Jack.

Please stay in close touch ,Mth Reverend W’dliam F. Murphy, Delegate of the Archbishop. I have
asked him to be in contact with you on an informal but re.m~r basis.

Asking God’s blessings on you and those you love, I am.

Sincerely. yours in Ckdst,.

Archbishop of Boron
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REGINA CLERI, INC.

BOSTON. M~A~US~ 02114
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CHANCERY

ARCHDIOCESE    OF     BOSTON

September 9, 1982 CONFIDENTIAL

Rev. John J. Geoghan
St. Brendan Rectory
59? Gallivan Boulevard
Dorchester, MA 02124

Dear Father John:

I have consulted with His Eminence, the Cardinal, as I indicated to you on your
recent visit here. As you know, he has approved of your continuing education
program in Rome for this fall which I believe begins on ~eptember 25. A£ter
the course, however, he would ask that before returning to St. Brendan’s, you
make an appointment to see him. You might well be that you could write to him
from Rome asking for the appointment in the light of this letter.     0 :

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch with.me
before leaving for Rome.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely in Christ,
q        ~ : ¯

Most Reverend ~homas.~/. Daily
Auxiliary Bishop of(Boston
Chaneellor

TVD:em
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CHANcERy

ARCHDIOCESE    OF    BOSTON

September 9, 1982 CONFID£NTIAL

Rev. John J. Geoghan
St. Brendan Rectory
597 Gallivan Boulevard
Dorchester, MA 02124

Dear Father John:

I have consulted with His ~minence, the Cardinal, as I indicated to you on your
recent visit here. As you know, he has approved of your continuing edu~a&ion
program in Rome for this fall which I believe begins on September 25. After
the course, however, he would ask that before returning to St. Brendan’s, you
make an appointment to see him. You might well be that you could write to him
from Rome asking for the appointment in the light of this letter.      , ;

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch with~e
before leaving for Rome.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely in Christ,
./~ ¯

~st Reverend Tho~/V. Daily
Auxiliary Bishop of/Boston
Ch~ncellor

TVD:em
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CHANCERY
ARCHDIOCESE    OF    BOSTON

September 9, 1982 CONFIDENTIAL

Rev. John J. Geoghan
St. Brendan Rectory
597 Gallivan Boulevard
Dorchester, HA 02124

Dear Father John:

I have consulted with His Eminence, the Cardinal, as I indicated to you on your
recent visit here. As you know, he has approved of your oontinuing education
program in Rome for this fall which I believe begins on September 25. After
the course, however, he would ask that before returning to St. Brendan’s, you
make an appointment to see him. You might well be that you could writ~ ~o h£m
from Rome asking for the appointment in the light of this letter.      ,

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch with’me
before leaving for Rome.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely in Christj
_.3        //;

.a:,,,. ~. ..~.,~

Nost Reverend Thomas/V. Daily
Auxtl£ary BLshop oIV’Boston
Chancellor                    ’

TVI):em
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CARDINAL’S R ESIDENCE

August 4, 1996

Reverend John J. Geoghan
64 Oceanside Drive
Scituate, MA 02066

Dear Father Geoghan:

It is my understanding that after significant conversation with Reverend Brian M. Flafley, /"
Assistant to the Secretary of Ministerial Personnel, you have accepted the recorranendation
recently made to you for professional assistance. I am encouraged by your positive respons~in
that regard.                                                                      ~

.’:

In that light, I am writing to advise ~tou that I have granted you Sick Leave ~atus. I have mad~
the effective date retroactive to July 28, 1996.

Since December 30, 1994 you have.been on Administrative Leave and I have indicated that you
should refrain from all pastoral activity and public ministry. It is important that you understand
that during your period of Sick Leave the same conditions would apply with regard to pastoral
activity and public ministry.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William F. Murphy, Moderator o.fthe Curia,
and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel’Direetor, indicating th.at you have received
this communication.

I know that the tim_e ahead has the potential to be an opportunity for much personal insight and
growth and response to God’s care and love in the various ways it may be made manifest to you.
Be assured of frequent remembrance in my prayers.

With warmest personal regards and my appreciation for your cooperation and your efforts, I
remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

cc: Reverend Brian M. Flatley

Archbishop of Boston
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REGINA CLERI, INC.
eO W|LL~AM CARDINAL O’CONN~LL WAY

FILE
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TO :

MEMORANDUM

REVEREND~CHARDG. LENNON

FROM:

DATE :

SUBJECT :

JEI~A PASCALE - CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

JULY 31, 1996 : -~

REVEREND JOHN J. GEOGHAN (I.D. #6216} STATUS CHANGE ONLY

 DRESS mm -ss TRE

DEAR FATHER LENNON:

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY,
ARCHDIOCESAN MAILINGS,
REMAXNS THE SAME, [64 OCEANSIDE DR., SCITUATE, MA
HAS CHANGED (SICK LEAVE - STATUS "60"}.

SO THAT HE WILL CONTINUE TO RECEIVE FUTURE     ’ "
THE MAILING ADDRESS ~OR REVEREND JOHN J. GEOGHA~

02066] ONLY HIS STATUS

AS ALWAYS, THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION TO THIS REQUEST.
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Archdiocese of Boston
As.dst=mt to t~e Secret~r’/for ~nisterial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

Bernard Cardinal Law
Most Reverend William Murphy
Most Reverend John P. Boles
Reverend Paul E. Miceli
Reverend Richard G. Lennon

~’everend James McCar~y

Reverend Brian M. Flatfe’~y~

July 28, 1996

RE: Reverend John J. Geoghan . ~

Fa~er Geoghan is leaving today for resider~al treatment at Sout~dowrt. He has asked ~at all mail be sent
to his home in Scituate. For your informal~on, I have enclosed ~e address at Southdown:

Southdown
1335 SL John’s Sidetoad East
R.R. #2
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8
Canada

Telephone: 905-727-4214
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MEMORANDUM

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

REVEREND RICHARD G. L~NNON

REVEREND JOHN J.

JENA PASCALE - CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

JULY 25, 1996 .... -

GEOGHAN (I.D[ #6216) MAILING ADDRESS CHANGE"[

STATUS REMAINS

64 OCEANSIDE DRIVE
SCITUATE, MA 02066

AS ALWAYS, THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION TO THIS REQUEST.
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A~chd=oce~e of Boston
Assistant to the Secretly for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO: Rev. James J. McCarthy

FROM: Rev. Br~an M. Flatley

DATE: July 25, 1996

RE: Rev. John J. Geoghan ’62

As of Sunday, July 28 all mail for Father Geoahan ~ ~.; ......... , ....~ o,,~,,,.,; should be sent to him at:64 (~::~anside ~
Scituate. Massachusetts 02066.

Would you Idndly notify the appropriate pe~oons and agencies. Thank you.
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CARDINAL’s RESIDENCE

December 30, 1994

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Associate Director - Office for Senior Priests
Regina Cleri
60 William Cardinal O’Connell Way
Boston, MA 02114

Dear Father Geoghan:

I was sorry to Icam of the recent allegations made about you. In light of the -~tepsbeing taken to ad&bss the
allegations and in line with the agreement you reached with Reverend Brian M. Flatley, Assistant to the
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, 1 have assigned you to an Administrative Leave effective today, December
30, 1994.                            "

During this period, you are free to celebrate Mass privately. Otherwise, ! ask ihat you refrain from all pastoral
activity and public ministry until a resolution has been arrived at regarding the allegations. Duringthis period,
your regular monthly remuneration will be provided through the Clergy Benefit Trust of the Archdiocese.

! realize this. is a difficult time for you and for those close to you. ill can be ofhelp to you in some way, please
contact me. Be assured you are relnembered in my prayers. - ". .... "          :..

Please send written notification to Reverend Monsignor William F. Murpi~y, Vicar for Administration, and
Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director, indicating that you have received this      "
communication.

.-- _.
With warm personal regards, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,"

cc: Reverend Brian M. Flatley
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
OFFICE R3R SI~IIOR PRIESTS

6oW~LU~ C,~O~U~. O’~EU. WAY
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02114

TEL (617) 523-1861

REV. JOHN J. GEOGH.~I

CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE
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CARDINAL’S R [=SIOI=NCE

January 23, 1996

The Reverend John J. Geoghan
Regina Cleri
60 William Cardinal O’Connell Way
Boston, Massachusetts 02114

Dear Father Geoghan:

On January 6, 1993, I wrote to you ~o appoint you as Associate
Director of the Office for Senior Priests to take effect on
January 12, 1993. I write at this point ~o relieve you of zhat
position.

You may continue to be in residence at Regina Cleri for zhe
immediate future. I understand thaz Monsignor James Tierney is
amenable to that suggesKion. I believe zhat ~his would be zhe
best place for you at this time.

I know that this is a difficult decision for you to accept.
However, I am confident that you understand how important i~ is
that we be able to have someone in zhat office who can give it
more attention than you are ab!e under the current circ~umszances
to do. It is my hope and prayer tha~ as zhe various issues
involving your situation evolve tha~ we will soon find a just and
equitable solution to all "of them.

Asking God to bless you, I am

Sincerely yours ~n Christ,

Archbishop o’f~
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETI’S 0213S-3800Tel. (617) 254-2085
-FAX (617) 254-840"/

July 12, 1994

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Regina Cleft - Office for Senior Priests
20 William Cardinal O’Connell Way
Boston, MA 02114

Dear John:                                                                                :

We have recently learned of the death of your.mother. We are sorry that this sadness had to be borne by you and
your family. We are sorry also that we were unable to attend the wake and.the Mass to indicate our concern and
desire to share your burden.

Please be assured that we shall remember your mother, Katherine, in our Masses and prayers. Our sympathy is
sincerely extended to you and to your family.

With a pledge of our prayerful and fraternal shpport, we remain,

Sincerely in Christ,

THE PILOT. JULY 1, 1~4

Geo~han, Katherine A.
(Keohane)~ of We~t Roxbur~
0une ~ Mass ~ Holy N~,
West Roxbu~, for ~e wife of
¯ e late lohn L ~ghan, St.,
~q. Mo~er of R~. ~o~ ~.
~ghan of Regina Oeri, a~
~e~e T.R. Sister of Msgr.
Mark H. Keohane, retired
priest, W~t Roxbu~.

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnel

Reverend Kevin J. Dedey
Associate Director, Clergy Pet:sound
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MEMORANDU~

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

REVEREND RICHARD G. LENNON

JENA PASCALE - CLERGY    PERSONNEL OFFICE

FEBRUARY 26, 1993

REVEREND JOHN J.    GEOGHAN (I.D.    #006216) CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Dear Ft. Lennon:

Effective immediately, so that he will continue to receive future Archdiocesan
mailings, the malllnq address for Reverend John J. Oeoghan (Special Ministry -
Status "50") is as follows:                                                     /

OFFICE FOR SENIOR PRIESTS
REGINA CLERI
60 WM. CARD. O’CONNELL WAY
BOSTON, MA 02114

always, thanks for your attention to this request.
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JULIA RECTORY
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~~RANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

JUDY DEVITT

JENA PASCALE - CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

JANUARY 6. 1993

REVEREND JOHN J. GEOGHAN (I.D.    #006216) CHANGE OF ADDRESS/STATUS

Dear Judy:

Effective January 12. 1993. so that he will continue to receive future
Archdiocesan mailings, all co~respondence/maillngs for Reverend Job, ~.
Geoghan (Special Ministry - Status "50") should be sent to the Clerg~
Personnel Office and we will forward.

always, thanks for your attention to this request.
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C:.ERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETI’S 02135 (617) 254-2085

May 19. 1992

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Saint Julia Parish Rectory
374 Boston Post Road
Weston. MA 02193

Dear John:

The £ecently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors #3.
indicates that "In every case. whenever a priest applies for a pastora~e.
notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel:Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office’a
letter informing him of that fact."

~=ur request for consideration with regard to Saint Julia Parish. Weston was
presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the decision to
appoint Father Robert D. Tyrrell.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However.
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is important that
you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with
reference to yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours,

~ GEOGHAN-|101942

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Associate Director. Clergy Personnel



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
21OI COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 0213’~

March 30. 1992

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Saint Julla Parish Rectory
374 Boston Post Road
Westono MA 02193

Dear Father Geoghan:

I am writing to acknowledge your recent letter in which you reiterate your
request to be considered for the pastorate at Saint Julia Parish ~n Weston.

Please know that your interest in this pastorate will be communicated’.to the
priests at the Clergy Personnel Office.

_.,ank you again for all that you do.

With my warmest personal ~egards and my blessings upon you and all whom you
serve so well. I remain.

Sincerely yours in Christ.

A~chblshqp of~"
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ST. JUUA RECTORY
374 BOSTON POST ROAD

WESTON, MASSACHUSEI~S
02193

March 6,1992

His Eminence Bernard Cardinal Law
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Ha     02135

Your Eminence,

I believe now is the time to request that you consider me for the
position of Pastor of St. Julia Parish, Weston, Ha.

I am increasingly aware of the current problems. A large number
of parishioners have chosen to leave the parish for various reasons.
A healing is in order.

With my seven years in residence, a broad relationship w~th the
c~r~nunity and the parishioners I have a clear insight as to the means
of solving many of the problems. A happy vibrant Parish can be attained.

Respectfully, I ask again, that you consider me to be the next
Pastor of St. Julia Parish.

ROUTING - REQUEST
Please

O HANDLE

end                     .

O  O.WA.D

O ~~HME

(Rev’-~)John J. Geoghan
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON. MA~ACHUSETT~ 02135

March 14. 1992

(617) 254-2085

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Saint Julia Parish Rectory
374 Boston Post Road
Weston. MA 02193

Dear John:

This is just a quick note to acknowledge that I have
received the copy of the letter which you sent to Cardinal
Law with regard to your interest in the pastorate at Saint
Julia Parish in Weston.

Your kindness in sending it is much appreciated.

Obviously we will have to wait for the decision of His
Eminence with regard to that pastorate, but I" can assure
you that your desire for consideration will be clearly
made known to the members of the Board when they take up
the task of recommendations shortly after the Parish
Consultation Meeting.

I hope all is going well for you. John. Be sure to take
good care of yourself in every way. We need healthy
people for the long haul ahead.

With warmest personal regards, I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director. Clergy Personnel

GEoGHAN-I101945



Rev. John J. Geoghan
St. Julia Parish
374 Boston Post Road
Nest~n, Ma. 02193

Personal and Confidential

His Eminence Bernard Cardinal Law
~I,~.]~,{ (

2.101 Commonwealth Avenue

Brighton, Massachusetts 02135



-/.

ST. JULIA’S RECTORY

WInSTOn, MA$SACHUSETT!S
02193
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ST. JULIA RECTORY
374 BOSTON POST ROAD

WESTON, MASSACHUSEI-~S
02193

His Eminence Bernard Cardinal Law
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, ~a    02135

Your Eminence,

I believe no~ is the time to request that you consider me for the
position of Pastor of St. Julia Parish, ~eston, Ha.

I am increasingly aware of the current problems. A large number
of parishioners have chosen to leave the parish for various reasons.
A healing is in order.

With my seven years in residence, a broad relationship with the
c~munity and the parishioners I have a clear insight as to the means
of solving many of the problems. A happy vibrant Parish can be attained.

Respectfully, I ask again, that you consider me to be the next
Pastor of St. Julia Parish.

Sincerely,

(Rev.)John J. Geoghan



CARDINAL’s      RESIDENCE
21Ol COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

August 13. 1990

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Saint Julia Parish Rectory
374 Boston Post Road
Weston, HA 02193

Dear Father Geoghan:

I am writing to acknowledge your request of June 29, 1990that you
be considered for the position of pastor at Saint Julia Parish i~
Weston.

Thank you for your i~terest in that position. When the time comes
that Monsignor Rosslter does retire. I will communicate your
interest to the Personnel Board.

I appreciate your dedication to parish ministry and your
faith£ulness to your continuing education.

With the assurance of my gratitude and with the pledge of my
prayers for you and all whom’you serve so well. l am.

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop of Boston
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ST. JULIA’S RECTORY
374. BOSTON POST ROAD

WESTON, MASSACH US F..’I-rS
02193

June 29, 1990

His Eminence Bernard Cardinal Law
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Your F_.m~nence:

Monsignor Rossiter has told me that he will be submitting his letter of
resignation. I respectfully request that I be appointed his successor.

At the Emmaus Program it was stated that there would be a "stampede"
for St. Julia Parish. I feel that I am qualified. I have been six
years in Weston. I know the people, the parish and its problems. I
am confident that I can build a vibrant Faith Community.

~urlng my twenty-elght years in parish mlnlstry, I have been the following:

° Deacon Supervisor, St. John’s SeaLlnary;
° Instructor in Catechetics, St. John’s Seminary; .
° President of an Ecumenical Association;
° Member of Board of Directors, Catholic Charities of Lynn.

I have been faithful to continuing education:

I. Master of Divinity, Master of Theology degrees, B.T.I. and
Weston School of Theology; ..          .

2. Institute for C.T.E., the North American College, Rome;
3. Lectures and Workshops on Canon Law at the Gregorian University;
4. Lectures and Workshops on Liturgy at San. Anselmo University;
5. Biblical Institute and Pilgrlmage, Jerusalem.

Assuring you of my filial obedience, Your’Eminence,

Respectfully,

t~Lev. Johf~lJ. G~oghan
XParochia~Vtcar
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSEqq~ 02135

March 14. 1992

(617) 254-2085

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Saint Julia Parish Rectory
374 Boston Post Road
Weston. HA O2193

Dear John:

This is just a quick note to acknowledge that I have
received the copy of the letter which you sent to Cardinal /"
Law with regard to your interest in the pastorate at Saint
Julla Parish in Weston.

Your kindness in sending it is much appreciated.

Obviously we will have to wait for the decision of His
Eminence with regard to that pastorate, but I" can assure
you that your desire for consideration Will be clearly
made known to the members of the Board when they take up
the task of recommendations shortly after the Parish
Consultation Meeting.

I hope all is going well for you. John. Be sure to take
good care of yourself in every way. We need healthY
people for the long haul .ahead.                               -.

With warmest personal regards. I remain.
~

Fraternally yours.

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director. Clergy Personnel
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ST. JULIA’S RECTORY
374 BOSTON POST ROAD

WESTON, MASSACH US F..TT5
02193

Ka~c~ 6,1992

Dear Fr. Deeley,
Enclosed is my request to His Eminence ,Cardinal Law to be

considered for the position of pas~r of St. Julia Parish

Weston,Ma.
On record with you is my resume given to you at the t~me of
Msgr.Rossiter’s original retirement date,Jan. 1991.
May I add to that information %he fact that I have had some

cosiderable experience with construction and reconstruction:
Saugus 1.Supervision of Blessed Sacrament Rectory,196Z,on

behalf of Msgr. William Culhane-new construction.

Hingham       2 Consultant on the renovation of St. Paul C~urch,
197~ on behalf of Msgr. John Sheehan.       :

Scituate 5Reconstruction of Family Home after’79 Blizzard

Scituate 4 Reconstruction of Family Home,1992-after Blizzard
of October 1991.

Because of these experiences I am familiar with Ma.Building

permits, euvirionmental ~regulat~ous etc.
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RESIDENCE
21Ol COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
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ST. JULIA’S RECTORY
3"24 BOSTON POST ROAD

W I:’STO N. MASSACH USF..1-rs
02193

Rev. James J. McCarthy
ILake Street
Brighton, Ma. 02135

November 18,1989

Dear Father McCarthy,

I am writing to inform you Qf my reception of a letter of
appointment to St. Julia, Weston as Parochial Vicar from
Cardinal Law.

I was delighted that we were able to complete our business in
such a short period of time. Thank you for your kindness.

/
While back ~ust a short period of ti~mI am fully engaged
in parish ministry and I have received a great welcome from
the parishioners, Mrs. Leaf, the housekeeper and Msgr Ro~,slter~

May God bless you and your wonderful work.

FILE ~/John ~/. Geogh~h
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ST. JULIA’S RECTORY
374 BOSTON POST ROAD

WESTON, MASSACHUSI~TTS
02193

November 18,1989

His Eminence Bernard Cardinal Law
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Ma. 02135

Your Eminence,

I wish to thank you for the Warmth of your letter and your
kindness in re-assigning me to Saint Julia Parish,Weston.

Although it is less than twenty four hours,since Ire received
your letter I am already fully engaged in pamish ministry.

It is good to be back and I have received an enthusiasti~
welcome from many parishioners as well as from Msgr. Rosslter
and Mrs. Leaf, the housekeeper.

I will always be grateful to you. God bless you and your @ork.

si

FILE ’John J. Geog~an
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.CHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
r’"~MMONWEALTH AVENUE -

MASSACHUSETTS 02135
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Dear Judy:

JUDY DEVITT

JENA PASCALE - CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

MAY 24. 1989

REV. JOHN J. GEOGHAN (I.D.    #006216) CHANCE OFADDRESS

Until further notice, all correspondence/mailings for Rev. John J.’~eoghan
(Sick Leave-Staus "60") should be sent to the Clergy Personnel Office and
we will forward.

Many thanks for notifying Linda of this so that he will continue to
receive future Archdiocesan mialings.

As always, thanks for your attention to this request.
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ST. JULIA’S RECTORY
374 BOSTON POST ROAD

WESTON, MASSACH USETT~;
02193

May 28,1989

Reverend James J. McCarthy
i Lake Street
Brighton, Mass 02135

Dear Father McCarthy,

I have received from Cardinal Law, a letter in which he states
the ending of my appointment as Parochial Vicar at St. Julia
Parish in Weston on May 31~ 1989 and effective the same date
granting a period of sick leave .

I have been most satisfied with my assignment here and ~ope
that I will have a replacement.Msgr. Rossiter is a fine priest
and is totally dedicated to serving the people of St. Julia
Parish.                                                       ~

I will remain at St. Julia for a few weeks .

Sincerely yours in Christ,
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CARDINAL’S       RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

May 23. 1989

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Saint Julia Parish Rectory
374 Boston Post Road
Weston. MA 02193

Dear Father Geoghan:

Upon the recommendation of Most Reverend Robert J. Banks. Vicar/for
Administration. I am ending your appointment as Parochial Vicar at
saint Julia Parish in Weston in accordance with the conversation
which I am aware that the two of you have had. The effective date
of this course of action is May 31o 1989. Effective that same dale
I am granting you a period of Sick Leave.                              :

It is my understanding that you may be remaining there for a few
additional weeks in order to provide time for Monsignor Rossiter to
have an opportunity for a vacation period.

I realize that at this point it is impossible for you to attend to
the personal concerns which you have and at the same time be
available to care for others and their needs. It would be my hope
that this action which relieves you of parish responsibilities would
also relieve you of any stress that might arise from feeling
obligated to duties which are difficult to fulfill at this time.

Be assured that you have m~ prayers and my full support. If there
is anything which I am able to do for you. please do not hesitate to
call on me.

Please send written notification that you ~ave received this letter
to Most Reverend ~obert J. Banks. Vicar for Administration. and
Reverend James J. McCarthy. Clergy Personnel Director.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and all
whom you serve so well. I remain.

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop ~
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ARCHBISHOP.S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMON’WEALTH

BR;GHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

October 31, 1984

Reverend John J. Geoghan
64 Oceanside Drive
Scituate, MA. 02069

Dear Father Geoghan:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the
Archdiocese, I am appointing you Parochial Vicar at
Saint Julia Parish in Weston. The effective date of this
action is November 13, 198q.

I am confident that you will render fine priest!y service to the
People of God in Saint Julia Parish..

Please notify Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar General, and
Reverend Thomas F. Oates, Personnel Director, that you have
received this letter.

With warm personal regards and best wishes for you and all whom
you serve so well, I am,

Sincerely in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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CLERGY PERSONN.EL OFFICE
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PERSONNEL OFFICE Archdiocese of Boston

ONE LAK~ STREET BRIGHTON. MASSACHUS~I’I’S 02135

November 5, 198q

Robert W. Mullins, M.D.
77 Corey street
West Roxbury, MA. 02132

Dear Doctor Mullins:

I am writing to a( "of October 20, 198q
concerning John J.

Please be assured of my gratitude for your kind assistance
to Father Geoghan. You are perhaps already aware that he
will soon be enjoying formal assignment once again in the
Archdiocese.

With my sincere best wishes and kind regards, I remain,

Sincerely in Christ,

Reverend Thomas F. Oates
’PersOnnel Director
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ROBERT W. MULLINS, M.D.

77 COREY STREET
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ARCHBISHOP’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWF--ALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MA~ACHUSL=-~rs 02135

September 18, 198q

Reverend John J. Geoghan
Saint Brendan Parish Rectory
15 Rlta Road
D.orchester, MA. 0212q

Dear Father Geoghan:

Upon the recommendation of Most Reverend Thomas V: Daily,
D.D., I am ending your assignment as Associate Pastor at
Saint Brendan Parish in Dorchester and I am placing you in
the category of "in between assignments." The effective date
of this course of action is September 18, 198q.

Please notify Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar General, and
Reverend Thomas F. Oates, Personnel Director, that you have
receiyed this letter.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes, I remain,

Sincerely in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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December 27, 1982

Rev. John J. Geoghan ..... , .,’
37 Pelton Street -.
West Roxbury, MA 02132 )

Dear Father Jack:

Thank you for your eon~unleation from Rome dated December 5. I note that ~ou
will be in touch with His Eminence, the Cardinal on your return. Then, I trust
that your future will unfold from your meeting with His Eminence.

Please be assured that you have a most sincere remembrance in prayer and at~ the
altar for a happy, holy Christmas season and a New Year filled with God,s
blessings. Welcome home!

All the best!

In Christ,

Most Reverend Thoma~. Daily
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
Chancellor

TVD:em
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Dear Bishop Daily,

Before I left St. Brendans Parish for The Institute

in Rome, around the 20th Of Septemter, I received

a letter from you requesting that I make an

appointment with His Eminence, Cardinal Medeiros

prior to my return to St. Brendan Parish.

I just wish to inform you that I have written

to the Cardinal and informed H~m that I will be

returning to Boston on the 27th of December from

Ireland and will be staying with my Mother from

the 27th to the 4th of January. This is the date

I had given to Ft. Jim Lane as the time of my

return to the parish.

I hope and-pray that it will be possible for me to

return to the parish.

Sinc~ely, In C~rist, .

(~ev.)#I’m J.V~eo~han "..’,’..
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CARDINAL’S

August 26, 1982

Reverend John d. Geoghaa
St. Brendan’s Rectory
597 Gallivan Boulevard
Dorchester, MA 02124

Dear Father Geoghan:

I am writing to inform you that I have accepted
the recommendation of the Priestly Renewal
Advisory Board that you be authorized to enter
into the Fall 1982 session of the North American
College’s renewal program in Rome. I am also
happy to inform you that you will receive a grant
of $2000 to help you with y~ur expenses. These
funds will be sent to you when they become ayail-
able as a result of the generosity of your fellow
priests.

It is my hope that the three months will provide
the opportunity for the kind of renewal of mind,
body and spirit that will enable you to-return
to parish work nefreshed and strengthened in
the Lord. I assure you of my prayers for this
intention~

With my blessing and kindest ~grsonal regards, I
remain                            -

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Archbishop of Boston

GEOGHAN-I101972
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CHANCERY
ARCHOIOCES~ OFBOSTON

1981

D~ar Father Jack,

You hav£ a r~m~mbran~ in prayer and at th~ altar
~or a happy and ~f~t~v~ prZ~tly mlnl~.t.~y. 6od
b£~.

jd
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597 GALLIVAN BOULEVARD
DORCHESTER. MASS.    02124

:’~arch 21 . in~!

Dear Bishop Daily,

This letter requires no reply. I just wanted to

thank you for your kind letter acknowledging

your reply to my appointment to St. Brendan Pari~

I was generously received by the Priests of the

parish, especially by Ft. Jim Lane who is doing

such great wgrk here. The nuns and the laity haw

been most warm and kind and immediately made me

feel wanted, needed and much at home.

I am making.a good adjustment to parish life and

am .continuing to see Dr. Robert Mullins ~nd Dr.

John Brennan on a regular basis until ~une.

I really believe this has been a "Heaven sent"

assignment.

Thank you for your prayers. I am very grateful.

Gratefully in Chris

"’     ~ .

(ReMo) John



-Februa~ 13, 1981

Reverend John J. Geoghan
37 Pelion Street
West Roxbury, M~ 02132

Dear Father Geoghan:             ~

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese,
I am appointing 7ou as Associate Pastor at Saint Brendan P~rish in
Dorchester. The effective date ~f this course of action is
February 25, 1981.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service t6 the
People of God in Saint Brendan Parish.

Please notify Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily, Chancellor, and
Reverend GilbertS. Phlnn, Personnel Director, that you have
received this letter.

I take this occasion, Father Jo~hn~, to ask for a remembranc~ in
your Masses and prayers that I may be a worthy instr~d~of
Our Lord as Archbishop of Boston.-                              ...

Invoking the blessing of Christ, the Eternal High Priest, on our
mutual priestly endeavors, I am .... ¯                              -~ -

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

H~mberto Cardinal Medeir6~
Archbishop of Boston    ...~"
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October 28., 1980

West Roxbu~y, HA 02132 ::."

Dea~ Father Geo~an: -

Upon ~he recommendation of Doctor John H. Brennan0
your physician, I ,m extending yo.ur period of Sick
Leave for a period of four months. I am hopeful
~ha~ r!~is respite from your active priest~y work
will be of great benefit to. you..~

If I can be of assistance to you du~.ing ~his period,
Fanher John, please inform me.

Please be assured of a remembrance .in my prayers,
always.                    . -’-:ii’.i’-

Invoking ~he blessing of Christ: the Eternal High
Priest, on our mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Devo  " iy yours Our Lord.
¯ :"-’i- ~’ :: "

-./
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October I, 1980

Reverend John J.
37 Pelton Street
West Roxbury, HA

Geoghan

02132

Dear Father Jack: .- : ,. .

I am reluctant to bother ¯~0u at this ti~e ~egarding your ".’ /
status of Sick Leave. . However, "~he policy of ~he Archdiocese-
with respect =o any Extension of Sick Lqave StaEus ca!.is for

I am aware that Gil Phinn wroteyou On August 29, 1980
in that you contact us. To date we have received no reply.
This letter will perhaps simplify the matter for you.         .-~..: .

We need to know in writing"£~~;~Lph:ysici~m Whether" ’ O~ not"" " :- ’"
he is reco~endlng an Extension ~f y~ur period of Sic~ Leers. :.~

T am, therefore, respectfully reques~ing that you contact your.
physician at your earliest convenience and ask him to write us
his recommendation. ~e will await your physician’s letter before
conferring with His Eminence, Cardinal Hedeiros. ’- - ..~.

Be assured .that this office is willing ~d assis~OY~ in whatever
way possible,. Do not hesitate to call us at any                                                                  .Lime’. . .... " ....

TFO:mmm

-Rev. Thomas F. Oates, ~:,
Assis ~ant Director    ;"~
Personnel              "~
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CHANCERY
ARCHDIOCESE OF" BOSTON

February 21, 1980

Rev. John J. Geoghan                     __-- _~. ~__."-
37 Pelton Street
West Roxhury, Massachusetts 02132

Dear Father John:

Enclosed please find a check in t~e amount of $250.00 as your
"sick leave" stipend for the~month of February 1980. This is°"
one-half the usual monthly amount sent to priests residing at
their own residence, due to the fact that your effective date
of this new category was February 12, 1980 (about halfway      ,
through the month).                                                      ~

Beginning in March, you should be receiving from the Clergy
Benefit Trust, a check in the amount of $500.00 while you are
on sick leave. This check is usually mailed out about the
20th of each month.

Assuring you of my continued remembrance of you in my prayers
and trusting you are feeling well, I am

Fraternally~ours in Christ,

Most Rev. Thomas . )ai~iy
Auxiliary BishOp of Boston
Chancellor ./_

TVD:tg
Enclosure

cc: Rev. Frederick J. Ryan
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August 29, 1980

Reverend John J. Geoghan-
37 Pelion Street
West Roxbu~l, Massachusetts 02132

Dear John:

I am writing to you regarding your status Of Sick Leave. As
you kn~; every, six monr~hs your Sick Leave exPires, and the
Personnel Board makes a reco~mendat.ion as to w’nether or not
Sick Leave should be extended.

We are n~ requesting that you contact the" Personnel Office
as soon as possible and if ffedessary, schedule anappointment
with eir~her Tom Oates or me to discuss your situation.

We look forward to hearing f.rom you in the near future.

With prayerful best wishes., I am

Fraternally,

GSP : mel

~;Reverend Gilbert S. Phinn .".-:
Personnel Director
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~very tim~ ! think of you.

I will pray for you in

gratitude for your kindness to me. :

May God give you grace and peaC~.

I



April 8, 1975

Reverend Robert H. M~oney
Reverend John J..~.qeoghan "
St. Andrew the Apostle.Rectory

Forest Hills, Massachusetts 02130

Dear Bob and John:

I write to acknow~edge~y0dr l~tter"to the Personnel Board of
March 25, 1976.-

We have listed you as a" ~wo-oriest team. Flease let us know
if you add another priest tb your team.

Mean%hile we will continue to send you all the material we
send out pertaining to Team Minlstry. YoU are now on our
mailing llst as a team and will r~ceive notices regarding
parishes designatedas suitable for Team Ministry.

~¢Ith best wishes, I ~m ..

-<~,: Fraternally,

Reverend Joseph ?. Zmyth
Personnel:Director
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Andrew Fhe Apostle Rectory

For.S~ ~’lls, Mass. 02~30
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30, 1974

Rev. John J. Goo~han
St~ Paul Rectory
147 North Street
Hinghem, i~.    02043

Dear Father Geoghan:

Upon the recommendation of the ~ersonnel Board of the Archdio’cese,
I am terminating your appointment as Associate Pastor at St. Paul
Parish in Hingham. I am appointing you as A~soclate Pastor at
St. Andrew Parish in Forest Hills. The effective date of this
course of action is June 4, 1974.                                   ’

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service to ~he
People of God in Bt. Andrew Parish.

Please notify Reverend Thomas V. Daily, Chancellor, and Reverend
Joseph P. Smyth, ~ersonnel Director, that you have received this
letter.

I take this occasion, Father John, to ~sk a remembrance in your
~-~sses and prayers that I may be a worthy instrument of Our Lord
as Archbishop of Boston.

Invokin~ the blessing o~ Christ, the Eternal High ~riest, on
our mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Hum~erto Card~nal Hedeiros
Archbishop of Boston
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P.~r~nd John J. qeo.-...han
_=aint Paul :~ctory
147 :.-."orth Street
V.in ~ ;-~L~., ~’Tassac.h~sett s

The Persormel ~oard of the Archdiocese has been concerned:~Ith the Tern
of Assi.~r.~ent of priests s~.ce 1969. The pollcy of the ,bard in this
rsgard ~s ewlved considerably during the past fiv~ years.

l~e present policy calls for tha transfer of a priest after five years
in his ~_nitlal assi~.~.ent or after seven to ten years in subsequent
a ss~ -- r~.ents.

This year, .for the first time, ve are writlr~ tm all priests who are seven
to nine years in their present assignments, A Driest who is seven to nine
years in his present ass~.zr~nt .has the option ~f renaininG in this
assi_..-r~..ent or acceptir~ a r~w assigrunent.

If y~u want to request a change of assi~.w~ent, please contact the Personnel
Office. 3uch a chmnze would ordinarily occur after 0r~ination tins in the
Iste sprln~.

A re.sponse "~thin thr~e weeks would be ~r~atly appreciated, if we do not
hear ~ro~ you’~Ithin t.his p~riod, we shall assum.e thatyouwish to remain
in your present assi~,-rm.ent. -.

If y~u have a~y question about the Ter~ of Assi~nment ~olicy, please feel
~’r~e to call ~ .Ipon me or any member of the Per~sonn.el 3o~rd.

Fratern~lly,

for the ~mb~rs of the Personnel Board

cc Paversnd Francis J..~:cC-ann
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Oecember l~, 198a

Ray. Robert J-’ Banks
2121 Commonwealth Ave.
Br£ghton, HA 02135

RF_CFJVED

Re: Rev. 3ohn 3. Geoghan

Dear Rev. Banks:

s His emotional
Father Geoghan has been under mY care

for the past seven yea~ -. .... sat£sfaCtorY"
condition £s stable ~n~ v~a£ndicat£ons
There are no psychiatrZc uu .... parish
or restrictions to his ~ork as a
pr£est.

/~oh~ H. Brennan, "’" "

3HBlgr

~
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BOSTON ClINICAL ASSOCIATES, INC.

JOHN H. BRENNAN, M.D.
1415 Beacon Street
Brookline, MA 02146

Telephone 566-4009

December 7, 1990

The Most Reverend Robert J. Banks D.D.
2121 commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Re: Fr. John Geoghan

Dear Bishop Banks,

I haven known Father Geoghan since February 1980.

There is no psychiatric contraindication to
Ft. Geoghan’s pastoral work at this time.

JHB/mk
cc: Ft. John Geoghan

/John h. Br.ennan, M.D..
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April 16, 1980

Reverend John J. Geoghan
37 Pelton Street
West Roxbury, MA 02132

Dear Father Jack:

Thank ou for your letter of April 4, 1980 and the
- - Y .... ur "ro"~am I am delighted to know. thatup __,.4_- ~,,~h ~od Droe~ess and t~at you nave

ou are ma~6 .... o-- - ~ u
~he benefit of the good Doctors who are helping yo .

Please -know that you have a continual remembrance
in prayer and a= the altar.

God blessl

Sincerely in Christ,

Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily,
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
Chancellor
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Reverend John J. Geoghan
37 Pelton Street
West Roxbury, Massachusetts 02132

Dear Father Geoghan:

February 12, 1980

AI~C;-i~IOC~SE [.F BO,STOI’~ I

RECEIVED/

I am writing to inform you that I am ending your appointment
as Associate Pastor at Saint Andrew the Apostle Parish in
Forest Hills and I am placing you on Sick Leave. The effective
date of this action is February 12, 1980. /°

I shall remember you in my Masses and prayers, Father John,
that your recovery may be swift and.complete.

I take this occasion to ask for a remembrance, in your Masses
and prayers. Please notify the Office of the Chancellor, and
Reverend Gilbert S. Phinn, Personnel Director, that you have
received this letter.

Invoking the blessing of Christ, the Eternal High Priest, on
our mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

Most Reverend Thomas V.
Vicar General

De Mandato Speciali Ordinarii
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October 23, 1980

John H. Brennan, M.D..       -.
Boston Clinical Associates~ Inc.
17 Henshaw Street
Brighton, IdA 02135

o/

Dear Doctor Brennan:

I write to acknowledge your letter of October ~,
1980 in which you recommend an Extension. of Sick
Leave for Revel.end John J. Geoghan to the first
of the yeaz~. ’" -

Be assured of our willingness to cooperate in
every way possible toward the full restoration
of Father Geoghan’s health. -::,.

Sincerely in Christ,

Reverend Gilbert S. Phinu,
.Personnel Director
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BOSTON CLINICAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
JOHN H. BRENNAN, M.D.

I? HENSHAW BTFII~KT          ",

8RIOHTON, MA88ACHUBKl"T8 02188

TELEPHON~I

October 9, 1980

Rev. Gilbert Phinn
Director of Personnel
Archdiocese of Boston
One Lake Street.
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Re: Rev. John Jo Geoghan
37 Pelton Street
West Roxbury, MassaChusetts 02032

Dear Rev. Phinn¢

It is my professional opinion that Rev. John
Geoghan’s leave of absence should be extended "’~’
to the first of the year.

Thank you for your consideration.

Very truly yours,

John H. Brennan, M.D.

R £ C:E.
OCT 1 5 1980

CLERGY P-ERSOff~EL OFFICE

0



CHANCERY
ARCHOIoCESE OF" BOSTON

/:

Ja.uu~y 26, 1981

John H. Brerman, M.D.
Boston Clinical Associates, Inc.
17 Henshaw Street
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Doctor Brennan:

I write to thank you for your letter of January 13, 1981
regarding the Rev. John J. Geoghan of 37 Pe!ton Street, West
Roxbury, Masachusetts 02032 and am happy to note that in
your opinion Father Geoghan is able to resume his priestly
duties. Thank you so much for this recommendation andl
shall certainly make a note to His Eminence, the Cardina!
and look forward to the assignment of Father Geoghan very
soon.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely in Christ~

Most Ray. Thomas V. Daily//
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
Chan~ellor

TVD/mbg
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BOSTON CLINICAL A~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~SOCIA’rF--S, INC.

JOHN H. BR£NNAN. M.D.

Most Reverend Bishop Thomas V. Daley
Archdiocese of Boston
One J-~ke Street
Brighton, M~ss~chuse~s 0~S

Re: ~everend ~o~ ft.
~7 ~e~on S~ree~
West Roxbu~, M~ss~chusetts 0Z03Z

Your Exce~ency:

I met ~ F~her GeoEh~ ~ my o~ice on the
of Janua~ and it was m~ua~y agre~that he was
now able to res~e ~s priestly d~ies.

~ you wo~d ~e ~o h~ve ~ t~ ~h you or ~o
to you ~ho~ ~s m~tter, F~her Geo~han h~s ~£ven
me per~ssion to do so.

I
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Bishop Banks
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MOST REVERENO JOHN k~. D’ARcY

December 7, 1984

Most Reverend Bernard F. Law
Archbishop of Boston
Archbishop’s Residence

2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear lrchbisho9 Law:

Just a word on the recent assignment in this region of Ft. John
Geoghan as an associate at St. Julia’s in Weston. There are two

things that give me concern.

I) Ft. Geoghan has a history of homosexu~l involvement with
young boys. I understand his recent abrupt departure from St.
~rendan’s, Dorchester may be related to this problem.

2) St. Julia’s for some time has been a divided and troubled
parish. There is great animosity on the part of many parishioners

towards Monsi~er Rossiter. It is difficult to deal with the
situation because Monsignor is a good priest - he is always there,
he is concerned, he does the traditional things very well, but

there are :an7 complaints from good people and there have been
since I have come here to this region and, indeed, long before

chat.

A large number of parishioners go elsewhere. Many attend Mass
at Pope John Seminary or they go to St. John’s, Wellesley or
other parishes. At the same time, there is a core of parishioners,
mostly older, who are loyal to Monsignor Rossiter. The complaints
center around his style and manner that is perceived by many to
be overhearing and authoritarian. There is no question he, himself,
has experienced a great deal of pain in this situation. I believe
he might even be wi!ling to be moved to another parish now and
perhaps this can be considered, although that might present other
problems. His Sunday collection, in ~his parish which is probably
the most affluent in the Archdiocese, is only $900.00. At the
request of about fiftee~ or twenty parishioners, we recently have
initiated =he Spiritua! Development Program and Monsignor has been
most cooperative, but we know there will be difficulties.
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Archbishop La=
December 7, 1984
Page 2

I am afraid that "_his assignment has complicated a difficult

situation. If something happens, the parishioners already
angry and divided, will he convinced that the Archdiocese has
no concern for their welfare and simply sands them priests

with problems. Oz the ocher hand, if Ft. Geogha= is now
removed, parishiomers ".’il! quickly claim that once again
MonsiBnor Rossiter cannon live u’ith other priests.

I have ha~-~e!p~! a~d-~-ustfuctive’’c~nve~s~ti°ns’:b~’thi~’’with
both Ft. Banks and Ft. Oa=es. Both are keenly aware of the
problem and, as you well know, they are hoping to set up some
kind of structure so the: we can handle =his in a better way
in the future, i a= con:er.-.ed about further scandal in this
parish and further division and -_ore misunderstanding by this
assiBnment. I a= anxious to help you in any way I can to
relieve the diffiault pastoral situation there and it is my
obligation to keep you fully informed at this time so you
¯ ;ould noc be "bl-_zdsided" later on. While no perish can handle
chase shocking situations chat ue have vitnessed recentlY,
this parish is r.cst vulnerable. I ~,-onder if Ft. Geoghan should
not he reduced t= just -,-eekend work -~hi!e receiving some kind
of therapy.

You knov ho~" gra:efui i zm to you for your cons=ant concern
have already

about this region and "h- constructive steps you
taken in several parishes here. Many thanks.

Sincerely yours in Our Lord,

c~esI/ : ~ev. Rchert J. ~aa~aks
Roy. Thomas Oa:es
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pERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

~O: .REV. JO~N B. McCORMACK
Secretary, Ministerial Personnel

FROM: FR. FRED RYAN

July 5, 1992

RE: TELEPHONE CONVERSATION: July 3, 1992 (2:15 pm- 3 pro)

I received a "beeper" call from the Chancery A~swering Service on July 3, about
which I made mention to you the morning of July 4.. The following is my recollection
of that conversation on the telephone July 3...

1. A person who identified herself as Mrs.    ---     -     I_~ -    -- --- "593"
i-~ a Lynn telephone exchange...) began by n~’~q her thanks for my return of the call
and her wondering if I had been calling from a "car phone". I stated I had been
out on the road, but had just returned to the Chancery and thus was calling about
15 minutes after her "beep"....

2. She went on to say that she did not want her name brought into public - this was
a confidential call. She stated that at Morning Mass July 3, at St. Adelaide Parish,
Peabody, she was speaking with a gentleman after Mass, She lamented the "Po~ter Case"
etc. and he quietly commented back: "That happened¯ to my two boys..." She related
she then invited the gentleman away from a crowd and spoke with .him for a while at
the Church.     (She noted this was not her" parish, but has come frequently in light
of Fr. Tom DiLorenzo’s ministry. She commented ~lso on how well he and Fr. Blute,
Pastor, conduct a Parish Community, etc...),

o~-~~. John Geoghan~3_~. The gentleman told her that in the 60’s a priest by the name
was stationed at his parish: Blessed Sacrament, Saug~,s. He told her~ne was currently
assigned to St. Julia Parish, Weston...    His"tw6 sons were altar boys’ and regularly
(for about 6 months) Fr. Geoghan would come to his house about i0 pm on a Sunday
evening. While his wife and he put together a "cup of tea", etc. Ft. John would
speak with the boys in their room where they were sleeping ....4. This gentleman, whom the lady mentioned once in the telephone chat asv I     _

(spell.ing? . I did not ask her to re.peat his surname, since at the outset~he indicated
she had’spoken in strictest confidence to the man and .thus could not give his name...)
told her more details, I gather. When I wondered to her whether there might be
any "jumping to conclusions" in-light of recent publicity about Mr. Porter - presuming
some impropriety, etc .... : Mrs. ~ politely asserted that improprieties had
occured. She noted that ’~’ told her the priest would come out of the room, wash
his hands, have tea, and then go across the street to another house of altar boys."
The lateness of the Sunday evening "dropping in" concerned her.    I noted that perhaps
the only time the priest had time to drop in to visit the Parishioners might have been
after the busy week-end Mass schedule and activities .... She felt Mr. ~ gave
a different picture ..... ¯

5_~. ~s_~_~~hen mentioned that while awaiting my call, she had called St. Julia
Parish, Weston and ssp_q~oke with the Pastor "Fr. Rossiter" and alerted him.    She realized
he was to retire thins oming week, and asked me if I ~ought he might, as an older
priest, have a heart attack because of her "call" .... I assured the good lady that
Monsignor was a strong healthy man, and would be OK.

6. The lady went on, recalling that Mr. Qrelated that Ft. Geoghan had told his boys
to keep his visits to themselves; to tell no one. (Thus, that’s why they never had
any reason to question the visits...at the time).
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7__~. Evidently from what Mrs. Fraser heard, F o h as c.al___~led one of the sons
within the past year, to ask him how he was, gtc- The m~n reported to his dad
~t he told the priest: "Don’t you ever call again. If you come here (to his place
of work), I’ll kill you!"

8_~. Mrs. ~ spoke of how religious ~£r. ~ is; she has been with him a~ L~ving P~sari.
as well as Masses, etc. And yet his ~ children, she gathered, ~ not go to Ma~
She commented to me, as I gathered from her report that she cow, rented to Mr. L: "No --
wonder your family stays away .... " There are other children - seemingly all grown
up at this point. I think she told me M~r. L was a 30 years member of the "Blue Army".

Mrs. Fraser urged the man to bring the fa~ly back to the Church, etc ....

9. In light of the CONFIDENTIALITY of the telephon’e call; the assertions by the woman
that Mr. J did not allow her passing on the information; and that she did not want’her
name involved .... : I asked what she felt should be do~e at this time? Initially she
wondered if someone could call the priest.,..

I told her Ft. John MoCormack was delegated by His Eminence Cardinal Law tm care
for any allegations in these matters (She seemed to know that already by her reeogniti~
of that point...). I urged she request the gentleman (Mr. ~ to call Ft.
~cCo_rmack or to speak wl~ nls Dastor Fr. Blute -- whom he knows, would trust, and frol
whom he’d receive good guidance, includin~rhlps assisting his coming to see Fr.
McCormack to relate the situation ’first hand’ .    She understood my point o~" her givin<
me heresay, etc ....

iO.She confided that she does not go to St. Adelaide’s regularly; but would keep in
mind my reco~endation to u.rge the gentleman to speak directly with one of his ~paris~
priests or telephone Fr. McCormack directly ....

ll.With that the lady switched herconversation to that of her family.    She told me
she had two boys (one of them seemed to be in the background of the telephone at this
point?) ...Rob who was 22 and another age 16. She also had 1 girl: 20 years old.
Her husband was retired from the FDIC a few years back, and is now with TWA.

She kept asking me what direction for college h~r son should take ....
Upon asking me what I thought was a good Catholic. College, I pointed to St. Anselm

in Manchester, NH.    She responded: "The Cardinal’s thinks that’s a good school too!"
She then went through a listing from: "Catholic Home Study" via a college in Virgil

to Thomas Aquinas College, Santa Paula, Ca.; Thomas More College in Merrimac, NH - 76
students; Gannon University.; ".Ignatius ’I~st~t~te at the U of San Francisco"....

I repeatedly told the good’lady that I did not know her son, thus could not commeh.
directly on what was best for him. She seemed to pqint to his being a "religious radi~
TV person" .... I encouraged a good College background in Arts, Philsophy and Theolo~
if that was his goal, and not put aside going into the Seminary, if ....

12. In concluding the long call, I told the good lady that I would pray for her son
and family; and also offer Mass for "~ir. ~ and ~is sons, as well as the priest about
which she registered concern. I -urged her trying to contact Mr.~when ~possible, to
encourage his "coming to the Church" via his pastor or Ft. McCormack so the Church mig
be better informed and he/they aided in whatever the matter past. She said She would
continuing her plea that her name not be involved.    I pointed out to her that this
condition made it impos’~ible for my calling Ft. Geo~han, Fr. Rossiter, etc. since I
was held to confidentiality.    She understood and agreed.

This is all I know about this matter.

(I have self-typed all the above, so as to preserve confide.ntiality.)
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PERSONAL AND �ONfIDENTIaL

R~v~rend John Geogb~-

Father Geogh~u will be living in residence at Regina Cleri. The arrangement
is for one year. It will then be reviewed to see whether this is sultable or
not°

He will meet withMonsignor Tierney to review the scope of his work as
Associate Director in the office. Monsignor Tierney is arranging for a room
on the first floor of the buildlng to be furnished for an office. After he
meets with Father Geoghan around the scope of his work, we will review it.
Father Geoghan is wondering whether the Cardlnal might have more expectations
of him in this job than has been mentioned. It seems the Cardinal made /
several remarks to him at the annual Mass and dinner at Regina Clerl on
January 12.

Questlqns :

Should Father Geoghan’s stipend and benefits be built i~ato the office of
Pastoral Support of Priests? If so,~__~.ne_~o.r__the__.r_emainder_.of

If we wait until 1993-94 fiscal year, should the money be drawn from the
Clergy Fund under Special Assignments?

JBM:mo’l
5485M
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Reverend John J. Geoghan
Saint Julia Parish Rectory
374 Boston Post Road
Weston. MA 02193

CARDINAL’s      RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

January.6, 1993

Dear Father Geoghan:                        ...

I am writing to advise you that u~on the recommendation of Reverend foh~ S.
McCormack. Secretary for Ministerial Personnel. and in line with your re~ent
conversation with him. I am ending your assignment as Parochial Vicar at Saint
Julia Parish in Weston and I am appointing you as Associate Director of. the-
Office for Senior Priests. The effective date of this course of action is
January 12, 1993.

,.jr is my understanding that you will continue to’work with Father McCormack
with regard to an appropriate residence.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend Alfred C. Hughes, Vicar for
Administration and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director,
indicating that you have received this letter.                    ,-

Let me use the occasion of this letter to express my personal gratitute for
you willingness to accept this ~ppointment and foryou adceprance of the ":-
challenge to re-focus your generous efforts toward the many’ facets of care and
support needed and appreciated by our Senior Priests. " " - ".~    "-       ’-

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and ~Ii whom y6u.
serve so well. I remain,

Sincerely yours in christ,

Archbishop of Boston
2c: Reverend John B. McCormack

Reverend Monsignor James E. Tierney                 ".
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MEMORANDUM

TO : Father McCarthy

FROM: Father McCormack

DATE: Jauuary 4, 1993

RE: Reverend John Geoghan

Attached to this memo is a copy of a memo I sent to Bishop Hughes regarding
Ft. Geoghan.                                                                        .

/

Would you please arrange for letters of assignment be sent to him and Msgr.
Tierney.

I~ you have any further questions about this, please speak to Bishop Hughes.
The effective date of his transfer is Tuesday, January 12.

J~M:mo’l
5341M
Attachment
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TO: Bishop Hughes

FROM: Father McCorma~~

DATE: January 4, 1993

.PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

RE: Reverend John Geoghan

I spoke with both Msgr. Tierney and Ft. Geoghan about his assignment as
Associate Director of the Office for Senior Priests. They met on Saturday
evening, January 2 to discuss it. It was announced at Regina Cleri &nd at St.
Julia°s in Weston on Saturday and Sunday.

The effective date of his appointment is January 12. I ~m asking Ft. McCarthy
to draft a letter to send to both Ft. Geoghan and Msgr. Tierney regarding’the
appointment.

Ft. Geoghan asked that he not be assigned to work at Carney Hospital or to
live at the residence there. He and I will work on his future residence when
I return from retreat. His reason for not wanting to work at Carney was that
he felt that it would be too intense to do that kind of work as well as to be
working wi’th senior ’priests the rest of the week. I did not press it any
further.

Regarding the funding for Ft. Geoghan’s salary, there are no moneys in the
Office for Senior Priests budget. My suggestion is that we follow the
precedent of funding for Ft. Gale and Ft. Paquin and seek funds from the
Clergy Fund under Special Cases. What do you th~nk?

If you have any questions or concerns about this, we can discuss it when I
return.

JBM:mo°l
5340M

GEOGHAN-[! 07372



Reverend John J. Geoghan
Associate Director - Office for Senior Prints
Regina Cleri
60 William Cardinal O’Connell Way
Boston, MA 02114

CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONW~.ALTH AV~NUIE

December 30, 1994

Dear Father Geoghan: " - .... ,--

~5-~.’ :.’: " ~..-’: --..I was sorry to learn qfthe recent allegations made about you. In light of the steps beingtaken i~) ~ddress the
allegations and in line with the agreement you reached with Reverend Brian M. Flatley, Assist’ant t~)" the

i Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, I have assigned you to an Administrative Leave effective today, December
’30, 1994.                                                                     .

: ..,-...; . . .:.    .

During Ihis period, you are free to celebrate Mass privately¯ Otl~erwise, I ask that you refrain from¯ all pastoral
activity and public ministry until a resolution has been arrived at regarding the allegations. "During this period, "
your regular monthly remuneration will be provided through the Clergy Benefit Trust of the’A~hdiocese.

¯ . : ...~," ~’: ,. ... -
"" " ’:.~"’:.3."~" 3~.’~-:’~.-.’L.-I realize tliis is a difficult dine for you and for those close t~) you.it[ can be o ’he pto ydti in~)-mdway, pleasecontact me. Be assured you are remembered in my prayers¯

-
Please send written notification to Reverend Monsignor William F. Murphy, Vicar for ~dminist~ti~; and ~ :
Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director, indicatiug that you have received thi~ ’÷"~--::’::" :~ :- "
communication.                                                                  - ......:-. ~..:. .

With warm personal ~egards, l.an~: " "           .~ "~:’-       " " " ~:~"~:+:~’:"-~"~"""~:"" -
:,

-’: :" :: ".. :’_~.~::.~ :.. ~.- ... :-.: .’-¯" Sincerely yours in Cluist; " "::" ’:~’’’: ~ ’" ::-’: - ....
... -- .-

cc: Reverend Brian M. Flatley " " ,ff/~,~bCV _. i

, J. OOYLE



MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DATE :

Father John McCormack

Father Paul McInerny

Letters from Mrs. Fnancis C. Buckley

February 4, 1994

These letters are in sequence of correspondence. Please handle.
Thank you.

PBH:kr

ARCHDIOCESE {Jr- -J.iTON
RECEIVED

OFFICE OF
MINISTERIAL PERSONNFEL

GEOGHAN-II 07399



J~qIC~q F~ ~

Your Eminence:

January 19, 1994

Re: Rev. John J. Geoghan ’62

This is in response to your open letter dated December 31,
1993 which was inserted in our parish bulletin. I felt prompted
to send it to a woman who told me in the latter 1970’s that not
only her three sons but her three nephews on visits to her home
were sexually molested by a priest. She would not tell me the
priest’s name because she was fearful about causing "scandal in the
Church."

In response to your letter which I mailed to her, she sent an
angry reply asking why the several priests to whom she had poured
out her heart through the subsequent years didn’t tell you. She
also asked where was I (the church) at the time? These are all
valid questions and deserve acknowledgment and appropriate answers.
The only thing I could advise her then was to tell the pastor.,, Of
course, I was distressed and sickened, but beyond that I didn’t
know what to do! Undoubtedly the priests she told had the same
reaction. I don’t know what steps were taken except the usual
transfers,~he misery ~h--l~h we are now paln~ly aware did nothing but spread

and destroy still more familie~ ~nd lives.

It was only a matter of days ago that I elicited the priest’s
name from her. I told her I was going to inform you. When I
looked up the name in the 1993 Boston Catholic Directory I found
he has been stationed at St. Julia Parish in Weston. I telephoned
the parish and was told that he has been transferred to Regina
Cleri. Thank God he is out of a parish setting{

The ~ame of this mother is 7 . = "" Ur       ]~ ~
I first met her when a

Charismatic Prayer Group was started at St. Thomas Aquinas in ’76.
Even though she did nob belong to our parish, Maryetta used to
come with her three oldest children. We all loved her and were
impressed with her gentle, sweet and loving manner.    She was
married to a non-catholic and her fervent prayer and fondest hope
was that he convert to Catholicism.     :.

I do not feel it my place to give any further details.
Maryetta does need help. She is now divorced. Her three sons are
now in their twenties; one was discharged from the armed forces for
attempting suicide. There are four younger children. Maryetta
herself is a casualty. This is heartbreakingly apparent to me from
recent conversations.

My hope and prayer is that she will be given the kind of
assistance she needs and deserves.     Personally, I feel a large
part of the solution is prayer. As a result of prayer, and God’s
timing - my family received the first telephone call in 16 years
from our daughter who has been in a destructive religious cult.
May God be praised forever for this miracle!

GEOGHAN-I! 07400



Most P, ev. Thomas V. Daily
2121 Cor~,nonweal±h Ave.
Srighton, ~lass. 02135

ST. ANDREW THE APOSTLE PARISH
4{3 WALK[ HILL STREET

FOREST HILLS. MASS. 0’~’130 August 17, 1979.

Dear Bishop Daily :

I write in respectful recognition of your known concern for the we!l-bein~
of a brother priest and your faithful adherence to the virtues of justice and ~harity.It has been called to my attention that a-Mrs.~ll~bof~Forest Hills, has made serious char~es of a moral nature against Ft. John J. Ceozhan, associate
pastor here at St. A~drew,~. It is also my understanding that Ft. W&lliam Francis, Chaplain of
the Boston Police Dept. has reported th~s matter to yCUo

These charges are comnletely false and do not bear even a scintilla of
truth. Ft. Geo~han is aa outstanding,dediCated priest ~hc is do-lag superior work at Zt. A~drmv,$
Parish. He is a zealous man of prayer ~ho constantly gives of blmself inf~rthcri~g the cause of
Christ in this area. f~s good WOrks are countless and I thank God daily that he has favored and
blessed me withh~s priestly presence.                                     ¯

The~ family is emotion~lly unstable, psychotic, revengeful and
spiritually barren. Their reputation in the cow-.unity is poor ~nd in my judgment they are
people of low character whose presence presents an ever-threat~qing danzer" I do not discount
the possible hand of the devil ~here they are concerned and prudence dictates that they should
be carefu1__ly avoided. Only recently I was the victim of an unprovoked assault by~~ll~
(approx. 19 yrs. old) whose mind allezedly has been altered by dru~s. Kno~n~ that the Courts
would do nothins, fearful of an implied t.~reat to set fire to church property and not wishing
to find myself on the front pa~e of the Boston Globe, I have let the fri~ht~nin~ incident pass.
I predict that it is only a matter of time before Robert commits a ~olentcr~rL%nal act a~ainst
so~e person in this community.

~embers of the~pfardly have seen fit to harass the priests at St.
Andrew’s over the years and I believe that a check of the Police files will r~veal that char~essimilar to those made a~ainst Ft. GeoEhan were made by ~rs.~ a6ainst a previous pastor.
Like the present existin~ char~e~they too were totally untrue. I
As Shak:espeare once said, "~e thou chaste as ~-- ~-~ -.-~           s.~pose m7 turn will be.next.
calu~ni,o ....... vu_e as snow, znou shelf not escape

I presum,,e that Ft. !?illlam Franciswafter proper investigationjhas by now
£nforned you that the charges m~de ~ainst Ft. Geoghan are com

some unknorm reason he did no~ ........ .~ _ _     ~betel~ falsf. _I re~ret that~ ~oo~ or ~m~rranz enou.~._~ to di~:nJ~? 9f~r~j            for
the parish. Pr. Geo~han was very open about the whole matter fro= the very bezinnin~.

..... ~\wz~u rne pastor of

The past week has Placed a terrible strain on ~r. Geo~han and a lesser man
~:euld not have been able to bear up under it. The slow poison of calumny has a deadly affect
upon the spirit. I now ask you in your priestly ~oodness to ~ersonally assure Ft. GeoEhan that
his record is clear and inform P~im that he still enjoys the blessin~ of a good priestly
reputatlon~a re~utation ~-ich is ri~htfully his. Only you~as Chancellor of the Axchdiocesej
ca~ dispel the lin~erin~ doubts that are understandably in his ~ind, resfore his confidence
?md brin~ peace to his mind and soul. ~lere are calu.~m.ies a~ainst ~.~hich even innocence loses
courage, i feel sure that you ~iII he happy to comply t:ith my respectful and reasonable
request.                                                                .

l:ell, I’m off to Kennybunkport to fatten up a body that is already toofat ( bonus,, diffusivum sui ) and to t~e out ny many frustrations on a little ~fl*ite $olf
~al!. It keeps me at least half s~ne in these crazy, difficult tines --

~;ishin~ }’on ~Ii ~he be~t, al~vays-

~~

In Christ,



August 23, 1979

Reverend Francis Delaney, Pastor
Saint Andre~ The Apostle Parish

.~:=40 ~!alk Hill Street
Forest Hills, MA 02130

Dear Father Frank:

Thanks for your letter of August 17, 1979. I.~ile it is true
that Father William Francis, Chapllin of the Bostqn Police
Department, reported allegations by a Miss Coveny in Forest
Hills on charges of a moral nature against Father John J.
Geoghan, Associate Pastor of St. Andrew’s, Forest Hills,
these charges were quickly proven to be completely unfounded
and totally irresponsible. One phone call accomplished that.

To give assurance to Father Geoghan and to give him some
consolation in a matter that apparently upset him terribly,
I have w~ftten to ask him to drop by at the Chancery, in
accordance with your request, to personally assure him of his
good record and his good name and priestly reputation.

I a~ delighted t~ know that you went to a good place, viz,
God’s country to relax a little bit. Take care of yourself.

A11 the best~

Sincerely in Christ,

F~st Reverend Thomas V. Daily,
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
Chancellor



2/9/80

R~v. ~rohn J. Geoghan ’62

A_~sociate - St. Andrew’s, Forest Hills.

Rev. John Thomas - Pastor, St. Thomas, Jamaica Plain & Episcopal Vicar - visited Chancery 11:30 A.M.

- 1:00 P.M. to report that a woman ~rom Blessed Sacrament Pax~k, Jamaica plain called him tO r~..ort

homosexual activity by Fr. John Geoghan with. her sons (ages 6-14) and her nephews who were living in her

home at the time. The time period approximately is for I year.

Father Thomas reported to Bishop Lawrence Ra~ey who suggested he document repo~ and speak to me.

Father Thomas spoke to Fr. Geoghan who admits the activity but according to Fr. Thomas he does not feel it

serious nor a serious pastoral problem Father Thomas cli~grees because of growing antagonism and reaction by

the boy’s father (uncle) and the expressed concern of Ft. Thomas D,Zorenzo of Sacred Heart, North Quincy and

(Fr. Dan Twomey now of monastery in N.Y.) expressed indirectly through the mother.

called Fr. Geoghan and asked him to come to Chancery, at 1:30 P.M.

I met with Ft. Geoghan at Chancery as scheduled. He indicated that he had engaged in the homosexual

activity (touches, etc.) as indicated - felt badly "ashamed" - had been very open wiih his confessor/spiritual

director. Had asked about professional psychological help but confessor said to "hold" for now.

In the light of current sltmadon & basically for pastoral reasons I indicated he should be (or would be)

terminated at St. AndreWs, Forest Hills - He would leave February 12 - seek counsel & depending on what he

was advi~d - take some time offat home or go to another parish immediately. Father Geoghan w~l call here.

He will also tell his pastor, Father Delaney, that for reasons of health - tension etc. he must leave the parish. I

gave him OK to use my name. Obviously, replacement is necessary at St. Andrew’s, for with Ft. Geoghan - 2

wtql have left (Fr. Mooney) leaving the pastor alone. To be noted also is that work of 15 yrs. also left.

Father Geoghan was amenable - grateful for intevAew and looks forward to fi’ttitful pastoral minLctry in

another setting.

2118180 - Reported to Cardin;fl - Agree~ in action taker~



219180

Rev. John J. Geoghan, 1962

~er. John Tho~£s, pastor of St. Thomas, Jamaica Plain
=aze to B±shop Daily; had been to Bishop Riley.

Woman froz Blessed Sacrament, Jamaica Plain (later
determined to be Hrs. ~ reported "homosexual
aczivicy" with her sons and nephews (ages 6-11) (later
dezermined to he 7 boys).

Ft. Gecgh~n "admits the activity but does not feel
ic serious or a Pastoral problem."

Transferred, counseling mandated. Cardina! Medeiros
ap;roved.    Sa~ Dr. Brennan for psychoanalysis; Dr.
Mui!ins for psychotherapy.

21!2/80 Sick leave
2/25/81 assigned to St. Brendan, Dorchester

7124182 Y=.

8/10/82

8/28/8~

916/Z2

and .~s.
(MRS.~ sister) and ~-- __ came to see Bishop

Daily, referred by Father Thomas.
Mrs. ~ son (previously molested) met Fr.

Gecghaz ac an ice cream parlor in Jamaica Plain. Seen
there again wi~h another youngster.

Bishop ~!y sent for Ft. Geoghan. He explained
thaz he w-_ in the area for a wake; visited the widow;
took her son cu~ for ice cream.                        "
Le:zer to Cardinal Medeiros from Mrs. ~. Angry.
"7 boys in the family have been violated". Why is he
s~i!l functioning?
Bishop Daily saw Ft. Geoghan. Allowed to go on his
p!a~_ned sabbatical in Rome - see the Cardina! on return.
Another letter fro= Mrs. ~. Why is nothing being
done?

911818~
11/13/84

121!1/84
12/!4184

1986

Father Geogha: between assignments
Father Geoghan assigned to Saint Julia Parish,"Weston.
Msgr. ~ossiter aware of past allegations.
Dr. Mullins - Father Geoghan "~ully recovered".
Dr. ~renn~n: "no psychiatri~ contraindications or
restrictions no his work as a parish priest."

(Notes of Bishop Banks, 3/,9/89) Accusation about ~m~
~ made 3 years ago ~y a social worker from DSS.
T=ny Donovan said that I had fondled him. I denied it.
Bc~uon Police investigated.    Too many discrepancies
dropped it. Charge was fondling at the pool.
in this conversation, Ft. Geoghan tells Bishop Banks, "I
didn’t have the sezcua! attraction for children that I had
before. I have been chaste for the last 5 years."



2

413-!2/85 .--ether Geoghaz sent to St. Luke Institute for ev~lu~ti-~n."

D-=-~zsis: hczosexual pedophi!ia.                "    -

~1418~

Told by Bishop Beaks he had to leave ministry.
Sick leave

lduitted ~o ~ae_____~nstitute of Livinq
Discharged.     Recommended that he be retu~rned to
assign_~en:; keep in touch with psvchiatr4st
i~proved".                          -       - ¯ "Moderately

!i/17/89 Xez~r-_ed to St. Julia’s, Weston
ii/30/8~ Letter by Bishop Banks to Institute for Living. Unhappy

~z~ Discharge Summary.    Different from what he had
understood and based his decision to al!ow Ft. Geoghan
back to Work.

!2/!3/8S Letter to Bishop Banks explaining Discharge Summary: "The
;r:babi!ity that he would act out again is quite low.
However, we c~ot guarantee that it could not re-occur.
~t is bo~h reasonable and therapeutic for him to be
reassigned back to his Parish."

i!12S/90 Ncze fro= Bishop Banks: ."I would recommend him for a
parish, bu~ decision left up to ACH and BFL."

!2/7/90 :-.ezzer    from    Doctor    Brennan:    "no    psychiatric "
czntraindica~ion to Ft. Geoghan’s pastora! work at this

IO//23/~i ~s.~%fron Salvation .Army complained of Ft. Geoghan
prose!y~izing at pool; t~here with a younq boy.

7/3/S2

II!2/9~

.~ called Ft. Fred ~yan at Chancery.    In
cznzlcence said a gentleman she met at Mass named .~~said Ft. Geoghan molested his two sons 1n the
60’s at Blessed-Sacrament. i~ Saugus ’(Ft. Geoghan was
there 1962-66); Ft. Geoghan contacted one of the sons
wi~kin the past year. The boy said he’d kill him if he
cz!!ed again. Hearsay and vague.

Fzuher appointed Associate D~rector of the Office of
Senior Priests.

1/31/94 Letter to Cardinal Law from ~ concerning~ family. Sister Catherine made contact.

~ ~ "~r-o~e complaining about sexual abuse of her_ -r. Geoghan at Saint Paul, Hingham, (Ft. Geoghan
t~-74). Ft. Geoghan denied th~ allegations.

Brian M. F!at!ey
8/22/i~94



Rev. loh~ J’. Geoghan ’62
7/’24/82

and b~by of 4 months

II "1 )

Came to see me at 1:00 P.M. at the request of Father John Thomas, Pastor of Saint Thomas, lamaica Plain.
They lel~ at 2:25 P.M.

They were aft ~ upset at the beginning - e~pedally M~. who emotionally was very agitat,ed - etc. Mr.
~ Baptist’ threatened verbally Father Geoghan to me -pdson - violence, etc.

~i~poke - Fran spoke - all were very invdved with their parishes - llIs~t.CLgr~, etc. - even
Mr. ~lilhelplng pdest¢, etc. in Jamaica Plain, They know many pdests md are close to them -
although none seemed to counsel them or offer consolation during recent 2 years.

Father Geoghan (cf folder) was involved at least to some extent with bo~amilies and on
one occasion specifically Father Geoghan was helped - cf. folder - psychiatrist, etc. - pronounced okay to
work after approximately one year on sick leave. He is now assigned as associate at Saint Brendan’s in
Dorchester.

Father Geoghan was approached by one of M~~lll~ch’en (boys) at an ice cream parlor in J’amaica
Plain one evening - was ~�_e_a. there with another youngster - within last 2 weeks. The families are devastated
as to the "approach" (S?) and what circumstances (seeing him, etc.) might portend. They cannot understand
how the Church could reassign him to a post where he has contact with young boys, etc. Emotionally they
would like to see him out of the community (even locked up) but in reality they pray for hirq - feel he is sick -
needs help - but should not be around chil&en (boys) where he uses (at least in past with the~
collar and religion to become ingratiated with families ~ possible abuse.

I explained that in the past I have acted responsibly - Father Geoghan sick leave - psychiatrist-p~’chologisfs
approval in w~iting before reassignment- admired possible imprudence in allowing assignment in
Dorchester - not that far from Jamaica Plain and Forest Hills. I believe eventually they uaderstcod ! must
deal with the priest - can’t turn clock back and "undo" and also be above all ramcerned with God’s peopld -
them! and others - their sons, other people’s sons - and God’s people in general.

I told them I would act responsibly now in light of above to help palest and people, ~
.verceptignL

_~ I also said the Cardinal has been informed from the ~egi~fing 2 years ago and ~,~ be i~:~ed of
this’: to ~sk ~

The family lee apologizing for emotion. I thanked them for coming - no need to apologize -
~derstand their feelings and position, etc., and will deal with it.

+TVD 7/24/82

3 P.M. Called Saint Brendan’s - "on vacation" - lef~ message
Called Msgr. Mark Keohane - "on vacation" - let~ message
Called his home - tape - let~ message to call me as soon as possible.
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

August 20, 1982

.....

Thank you for your letter o£ August I0, 1982 and your
candid expression of opinion concerning the priest o£
the Archdiocese of Boston who has cahsed hardship to
your family and most especially to several of the boys.

While I am and must be very sensitive to a very delicate
situation and one that has caused great scandal, I must
at the same time invoke the mercy df Cod and share in
that mercy in the knowledge that God forgives sins and
Chat sinners indeed can be forgiven. To be sure, we
cannot accept sin, but we know well that we must love
the sinner and pray for him. I rake great comfort in
noting these thoughts in your letter Co me and at your
compassion for Father. Please be assured that. I am
speaking to the priest in order to find the mos~ Christian
way to deal with ~he problem with him and at the same time
remove any source of scandal for the sake of the faithful.

With every good wish, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Archbishop of Boston







ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
~121 COMMONWF~LTH AV~NUI~

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSt-7"[S 0713~
1617) 254~100

~ovemher 30. 1989

Vincent J. Stephens,. M.D.
The Institute of Living
400 Washington Str,~.et
Hartford, Co=necti::ut 06106

Dear Doctor Stephe:l~:

Th~nk you for t-he ¢:opy of t.he Discharge Summar-j, for the Reverend John J.
Geoghan.

I am a bit disappcLnted and disturbed by P.he reporU. When I me~ with Fat.her
Riley, Father Gill, and Doctor Swords, I was assured that it would be all
right to reassiqn £ather Geoghan to pastoral ministry ~nd that he would not
presen~ a risk for the parishioners whom he would serve. It ~ras on the basis
of that assurance t~at I went forward with his assignment.

The written report: does not convey what I heard at that meeting. Further, £t
seems to suggest that the decision concerning his reassignment was based on
one meeting with ~ rather than on the three months of observation at the
Retreat. Then the report concludes with a diagnosis of "AtYl~LCal pedophilla,
in remission" whi,::h, by itself and without ex~lanationo is not a firm basis
for the decision t:o reassign.                        ~

If it is possible. I would appreciate a letter from you, Dr. Swords or Father
Gill which would e:r~res3 the assurance I was g£ven orally about Father
Geoghan’s reassig~=nent.

Thank you for you: kind attention and for the care given Father Geoghan.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Vicar for Administration



December 13, 1989

The Most Reverend Robert Banks
2121 Co~nonwealth Avenue
Brighton, M~ssac]lUSetts 02135

Re: Condition of I~verend John Geoghan (Inpatient August - N~vember, 1989)

DeaX Bishop Bank:;,:

In response to yo~r letter addressed to Dr. Stephens of 11/30/89, let me f~rst
say that we judge Father Geoghan to be clinically quite safe to resume kis
pastoral ~inist_~, a~£er observation, evaluation and treatment here for three
months. The prob.~bilit~ that he would sexually act out again is quite low. ,
However, we cann.:}~ g%larantee t.hat it could not re-occur. It is b~th reasonable
and therapeutic ~."or him to be reassigned back to his parish.

The clinical dec:.sion to have him resume his pastoral ministry was ours but the
final administra :ive decision had to be yours. The discharge diagnosis of
"Atyp_ical Pedophilia in remission" refers to .a condition in the past but the
symptoms of which have been for sometime no longer in evidence or trnder firm
control.

I trust that this letter is somewhat m~re helpful in being reassured of our
earlier �onversations.

Respectfully yo~=s,

word:~, M.D.          "
Staff Psychiatri.~t

~FS/jh
9259/jb4
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CAAOINAL’S

December 12. t~9o

Rever~ad loha J. G~oghan
Southdown
1335 Saint John’s Sideroad East
~R. ~2
Attrora, Ontario L4G 3G8
CANADA

Dear Father ~ogham

I am writing in respoase to your request, made October 19. 19°.6. for Senior Priest ’ Redremeat."
~-tatus. I am ~antin_~ your request. I am also asd_mfing you to ~ time residenc~ at Regina CleH
in Boston. The effectb’e dates of these actions is Janua~." 3, 199?.

.4 you know, it is unusual for a man ofyo~ age to be ~amed this status. However. your
particular situation makes it acb,-isable. In regards to your ~’madom I feel it prudent to remind you
that your ministry v&hin the Archdiocese is resuicted to the celebration ofprb’ate Ma~s. This
allows for you to be the principal celebrant at the co=remit?." Mass at Regina Cleri. ,any other
ministry must be spedficaJIy requested tkrou~ the O~ce of Delegate of the Archbishop.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William Murpky, Moderator of the Curia. and
Reverend James J..McCarthy, Director of Cler~" Personnel indicating you have r~c~ed this
letter.

Yours has been an effectb-e life of ministry, ~adtyimpaired by i~ness. On behalfoftho~e you
have served well and in my own name, I would l~e to thank you. I understand yours is a painful
situation. The Passion we share can indeed seem unbearable and uardentin~ We are o~ best
selves when we respond in honesty and trust. God bless you,. Jack.

Please stay in dose touch vd~h Reverend W’dliam F. Murphy, Delegate of the Archbi.~hop. I have
asked kim to be in contact with you on an informal but re.~,uiar back.

Asking God’s blessings on you and those you love,

SincereLy yours in ~

Archbiskop of Boston



ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSET’~ 0213~-3193
(617} 2~4-0100 FAX (617) 783-L:)94~

l~y 8, 1998

PEESONAL & CONFIDENTIAL

"MEMORANDHM

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Reverend 3a=es McCarthy

Mo.si .or  chard Le.non
John J. Geoghan

For your records John J. Geoghan was dism!ssed from =he Pries[hood on
February 17, 1998. He was informed of [his action on April 27, 1998
(CD~S 37Z/~8).

RGL: dh

, N~..Y 1 1 ~q.98



Cardinal Bernard F. Law - Day 6
10/16/2002
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OF MASSACHUSETTS
COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX

GREGORY FORD, et al.,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW,

Defendants.

PAUL W. BUSA,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

"Defendants.

AIqTHONY DRISCOLL,
Plaintiff,

Superior Court
Civil Action
No. 02-0626

Civil Action
No. 02-0822

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

De f endants..

Civil Action
No. 02-1737

THE SIXTH DAY OF THE VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION
OF CAP~DINAL BERNARD F. LAW, a witness called by
the Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil
Procedure, before Kathleen L. Good, Registered
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fact that John Geoghan had been sent to the
Institute for Living; is that correct?
There is no reference to that here, specific --

no there is none. There is no overt reference.
Okay. All right.

And there’s no --
If I may say --
Go ahead. Sure.
If I may say, "it is most heartening to know that

things have gone well for you and that you are
ready to resume your efforts" would be an
implicit reference to the Institute of the
Living.
There’s no reference to the fact that John

Geoghan had been assessed at the Institute for
Living for his -- as a result of his sexual
misconduct. No reference to that in this letter.
There is no explicit reference to the Institute

of Living, no.
There’s no reference to the reasons why John

Geoghan was sent there; is that correct?
That’s correct.
Okay. All right. The next letter, November 30,

1989, has been marked in the previous case, from
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1 Bishop Banks to Vincent Stephens, MD, at the
2 Institute for Living.
3 Do you want to take a moment and read that
4 letter, please.
5 A Yes.
6 (Pause.)
7 Q Have you seen that letter before today, Cardinal
8 Law?
9 A I have not seen the letter, but I am aware of the
10 response from the Institute of the Living.
11 Q Right. Now, in November of’89, 1989, was the
12 discharge summary from the Institute for Living
13 concerning Father John Geoghan brought to your
14 attention?
15 A As a matter of fact, I was concerned by the fact
16 that we had not gotten a response from the
17 Institute of the Living in a timely fashion.
18 MR. TODD: That’s --
19 THE WITNESS: Go ahead.
20 MR. TODD: I’m sorry. As soon as
21 you’re finished, I want to make a statement.
22 A And I called and inquired about this. As I
23 recall, I spoke with Father Gill, who was the
24 director of the institute, and, in effect,

l
2
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received basically the u~nderstanding that Bish~i~�

Banks is referencing in the November 30 letter;,
namely, that it would be appropriate and safe for
this priest, Father Geoghan, to be reassigned to
parish ministry.

I immediately called Bishop Banks -- and I
said to the Institute of the Living personnel --
and I believe it was Father Gill -- that it
really is necessary for us to receive in a very
timely manner, a written, full, written report in
this instance, in this case, as it was in every
case.

And then I asked Bishop Banks to go to
the -- to himself go to the Institute of the
Living and to meet with them, to review this
case, because I wanted to be certain about it. I
was concerned about it.

MR. TODD: Hold it, hold it.
MR. MacLEISH: Go ahead.
MR. TODD: I would like to state for

the record that all of the matters, issues,
correspondence surrounding Father Geoghan was
gone into in depositions of Cardinal Law on
multiple days in the cases which Attorney
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1 Garabedian brought, and going over them, the same
2 matters in this deposition, is the subject of my
3 objection.
4 MR. MacLEISH: All right. Okay. Well,
5 I’m not Attorney Garabedian, and I’ve read his
6 deposition and I’m trying to avoid questions that
7 . he asked. But if you’re offering that the
8 del~osition in th~it case can be utilized in this
9 case, Owen, then I’m perfectly happy to discuss

10 that with you.
11 MR. TODD: To the extent that you’re
12 conducting a discovery deposition, I submit that
13 you know all of the information and answers to
14 the questions you’re asking, and if you don’t
15 know it, it’s all available; and to go over
16 examinations which have been conducted for many
17 days on occasions prior to this is wasteful --
18 MR. MacLEISH: Well, I appreciate
19
20
21
22
23
24

MR. TODD: -- and harassing.
MR. MacLEISH: It’s not wasteful and

I’m certainly not intending to harass the
Cardinal.

MR. TODD: I’m entitled to my opinion,

16 (Pages 58 to 61)
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That’s correct.
Okay. He felt that the report was not consistent

with his oral conversation?
If I may say, I don’t think -- well, I can’t

speak for Bishop Banks. I can speak for myself.
Right.
Disappointment would not be in terms oftbe

judgment rendered, but disappointment in terms of
the judgment rendered in writing was different
from the judgment rendered orallyS

Well, you can’t speak for Bishop Banks?
No. But I can speak for myself. That would have

been my disappointment-
But Cardinal Law, isn’t it true that if there was

a favorable report, you personally wanted to have
John G~oghan back in ministry. Is that not
correct?
No, that is not correct. I wanted to do the

right thing.
Okay.
And if - and I didn’t want a favorable report as

opposed to an unfavorable report I wanted an
accurate report.
All right. But, again, one of your options when
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1 Perhaps it was, but I don’t recall it.
2 Q And you’ll see that Df.Swords states, in the
3 first paragraph, that he’s responding to Bishop
4 Banks’ letter to Dr. Stephens of November 30,
5 1989.
6 Do you see that?
7 A Yes.
8 Q Okay. Then he says:
9 "Let me first say that we judge Father
10 Geoghan to be clinically quite safe to resume his
11 pastoral ministry after observation, evaluation
12 and treatment here for three months."
13 Do you see that?
14 A ldo.
15 Q And is that statement consistent with the oral
16 representations, statements that were made to you
17 in the telephone conversation you described
18 earlier?
19 A As I recollect them, yes.
20 Q So it goes on, Cardinal Law, this letter from
21 Dr. Swords, to state:
22 "The probability that he would sexually.act
23 out again is quite low. However, we cannot
24 guarantee that it could not reoccur."
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1 John Geoghan came back was to put him into a l

2 place where he would not have contact with kids? 2 A

3 MR. TODD: Objection. Asked and 3 Q

4 answered.
4

5 Q Right?
5

6 A The answer is the same now as it was a few
6

7 moments ago, yes.
7 A

8 Q Good. Now, let’s turn to the next page, which is 8 Q

9 the Institute for Living, Dr. Swords’ letter to 9

10 Bishop Banks of December 13, 1989, that followed10

11 Bishop Banks’ letter to Dr. Stephens of November11
12

12 30, 1989.
13 Do you want to take a moment and look at 13

14 A
14 that? 1515 A Yes. 16
16 (Pause.) t717 A Yes.
18 Q Looking at this letter from Dr. Swords to Bishop 18

19 Banks of December 13, 1989, do you ever recall19

20 seeing this letter prior to today? 20

21 A I do not recall seeing the letter, no. 21

22 Q It has not been brought up in previous
22

23 depositions that you can recall? 23

24 A I don’t recall it having been brought up. 24

Page 73

Do you see that?
I do.
And then it says:

"It is both reasonable and therapeutic for
him to be reassigned back to his parish."

Do you see that?
ldo.
So when you made the decision to reassign John

Geoghan back to St. Julia’s, you understood, did
you-not, that there could be no guarantees with
John Geoghan that his sexual molestation of
minors, his history of that would not reoccur,
correct?
As I indicated to you just a moment ago, I don’t

recall seeing this letter at the time; but the
content of it would have been communicated to me.
And whether or not it was stated explicitly to me
by Bishop Banks that the Institute of the Living
cannot guarantee that it would not reoccur, 1
don’t know.

But as I said earlier in our conversation, I
know that no one can absolutely predict the
future of human behavior.

MR. TODD: Again, I want to state for

19 (Pages 70 to 73)
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the record this subject matter and these were
gone into extensively in the Geoghan depositions.

MR.. MacLEISH: Which I did not take;
which is another case.

MR. TODD: Doesn’t matter. They’re
available.

MR- MacLEISH: You know, we’re happy to
talk about a stipulation that they can be used in
this case, but under the existing rules, they
could not be used in this case so -

MR. TODD: You know that statements of
parties can be used, prior statements of parties
can be used. You know that. But I won’t -

MR. MacLEISH: We can discuss this all
day but I suggest we move on.

MR. TODD: Yeah.
Cardinal Law, you’ll see in the next paragraph,

it states:
"The clinical decision to have him resume

his pastoral ministry was ours, but the final
administrative decision had to be yours."

Is that correct?
I read -- that’s what this letter says, yes.
And how did you interpret -- I understand you

1 reoccur, were there any restrictions that were
2 placed on him by you or anybody else at the
3 Archdiocese in terms of having access to minors?
4 A I think, Mr. Gar- Mr. MacLeish --
5 Q No, no. You almost said Mr. Garabedian there,
6 Cardinal Law.
7 A Mr. MacLeish. I’m sorry,
8 MR- TODD: Understandable mistake.
9 MR- ROGERS: High praise.
10 A But the critical sentence here in terms of the
11 decision that was made with regard to Father
12 Geoghan’s reassignment is the final sentence in
13 the first paragraph where the Institute of the
14 Living states:
15 "It is both reasonable and therapeutic for
16 him to be reassigned back to his parish."
17 Q All right. Go ahead.
18 When that statement was made, Cardinal Law,
19 you don’t know when you read that, whether the
20 Institute for Living was talking about from the
2 l perspective of John Geoghan or from the
22 perspective of the parishioners, including the
23 children of St. Julia’s, do you?
24 MR.. TODD: Objection. Argumentative.
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didn’t see this letter, but the substance of it
would have been communicated to you.

Was that particular sentence communicated to
you?
I don’t recall that. I would interpret it the

same way that the matter that we’ve gone over
earlier today, that I -- that it is my
responsibtlity to assign priests.

Right-
I obviously do not give that to the Institute of

the Living or anyone else. ’
And the Institute of Living, as far as you know,

did not have any explicit knowledge concerning
the number of children that John Geoghan might
have access to were he to return to St. Julia’s?

MR- TODD: Objection to the form.
MR. MacLEISH: Go ahead.

My presumption is that they knew that as a
parochial vicar, he would be doing parish work,
which would put him in contact with everyone.
When John Geoghan was reassigned after this

report from the Institute of Living where it is
stated that the Institute for Living could not
guarantee that his sexual misconduct would not

Page 77

1 A I would read that sentence and the sense of that
2 to certainly include the well-being of the people
3 in the parish, because the whole point of this
4 exercise is concerned with that, the impact of a
5 priest on a parish, on people, the possibility of
6 very, very negative behavior and abusive
7 behavior. And so that’s what’s at issue here.
8 Q Did you ever delegate to the medical
9 professionals you were relying upon, the decision
10 to make judgments about what was in the best
11 interest of particular parishes of the
12 Archdiocese?
13 MR- TODD: Objection. Asked and
14 answered.
15 A You know, I don’t know -- I really don’t know
16 what you’re asking there, but the answer to that
17 is obviously no.
18 Q All right. So you’re the one that - let me just
19 be specific here, Cardinal Law.
20 Why was it then, since the Institute for
21 Living stated, "We cannot guarantee that John
22 Geoghan’s sexual molestation, acting out with
23 children would not reoccur," why was it that he
24 was put back into St_ Julia’s by you without any

20 (Pages 74 to 77)
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restrictions in terms of his access to children?
That’s my question.

A And my answer would be, again, putting myself in
the 1989 time frame, first paragraph of that
letter, last sentence, "It is both reasonable and
therapeutic for him to be reassigned back to his

7    parish."
Q Well, Cardinal Law, again -

9 A "The discharge diagnosis of atypical pedophilia
l0 in remission refers to a condition in the past,
I l but the symptoms of which have been t’or sometime
12 no longer in evidence or under fa’m control."
13 Q We can both read selective provisions, sentences
14 of this letter. My question is quite specific
15 though.
16 The’ Institute for Living states:
17 "We cannot guarantee that his problem of
18 sexual molestation will not reoccur."
19 We agreed that that’s what it said in this
20 letter, correct?
21 A That’s correct.
22 Q We agree that the substance of this letter was
23 communicated by you to Bishop Banks, correct?
24 A Excuse me?

Page 79

l Q We agreed that the substance of this letter was
2 communicated to you by Bishop Banks; is that
3 correct?
4 A Yes. And that the substance or" this letter was
5 essentially my oral conversation with someone
6 whom I believe to have been Father Gill at the
7 Institute of the Living, prior to the letters.
8 Q We also agree that the lnstitute’s letter
9 accurately reflects that the final administrative
10 decision on what to do with John Geoghan was
1 i yours, correct?
12 A Yes. I mean -- yes.
13 Q We also -- you’ve also previously stated that the
14 protection of children in programs sponsored by
15 the Archdiocese of Boston was a top priodty for
16 you from the time that you first arrived in
! 7 Boston, correct?
18 A I don’t know how many times l’ve answered these
19 questions -
20 Q Right. I understand.
21 A -- to you, and the answer is not any different
22 now than it was the very first, second, third,
23 fourth, fifth time you’ve asked that. Yes.
24 Q Yes. Okay. So my question to you, Cardinal Law,

1
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is that in light of all of those
considerations -- let’s start specifically.

Why were there no restrictions placed on
John Geoghan in terms of his access to children
when he was reassigned to St. Julia’s?

MR. TODD: Do you believe you have
answered that question?

THE WITNESS: I believe I’ve answered
it a hundred different ways.

MR. TODD: Then I’m going to instruct
him not to answer. This is becoming abusive.

MR- MacLEISH: It’s not being abusive.
My question is very specific, Cardinal. I’m

talking about now -- you have not answered the
question, with respect.

MR. TODD: I believe he has. He
believes he has.

MR. MacLEISH: Well, you don’t even
know what the question is, Owen. Let me ask the
question again.

MR. TODD: When you start offsaying I
believe you haven’t answered the question -

MIL MacLEISH: You’ve not --
MR. TODD: The question being --
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1 MR. MacLEISH: Please don’t interrupt
2 me, okay.
3 Q Cardinal Law, the question is very specific.
4 One of the options that you possessed,
5 understanding that there were no guarantees that
6 this behavior would not occur again, that you
7 possessed in 1989 with John Geoghan, was to send
8 him back to a parish ministry with some sort of
9 restrictions on him in terms of access to
10 children.
11 That was one of the options, was it not?
12 A That was an option, right. There were other
13 options. There were options not to assign him
14 anywhere. There were options to assign him to
15 something that was -- that would not put him, in
16 the course of his work, in contact with children.
17 Q Do you recall giving any consideration to putting
18 John Geoghan into a situation at St. Julia’s or
19 elsewhere where he would not regularly have
20 contact with children?
21 A I, in the course of his -- to the extent that
22 reflected upon his future assignment in the
23 course of his going to the Institute of the
24 Living, I’m sure that I would have considered all

K. L. Good & Associates
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possibility of opt,ons.
We’re talking about now when he returns from the

Institute of Living.
That’s right.
Do you have a conscious recollection as you sit

here today of thinking about whether John Geoghan
should have some restrictions placed upon him in
terms of his access to children?
Mr. MacLeish, you may view this as selectively

reading from this letter, but all I can say to
you is that the operative word from the Institute
of the Living impacting the decision concerning
his assignment is, "It is both reasonable and
therapeutic for him to be reassigned back to his
parish."

Whether or not you think that was wise,
whether or not I think it is wise at this point
is irrelevant to trying to see what the situation
was at that point. It was on the basis of that
recommendation, that finding, if you will, of the
Institute o1" the L,ving, fully understanding that
I had to make the decision, but that finding of
the Institute of the Living carried a
considerable weight in the decision to reassign
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hLm to St. Julia’s.
They knew that he was inst. Julia’s. They

knew that it was full pastoral ministry. And it
was on the basis of that finding of that
Institute, in which we had reason to have
confidence, that he was reassfgned.

He would not be reassigned today. He was,
in fact, ultimately removed from that parish, as
you know.
I know.
But it was at that time on the basis of that

finding that he was reassigned.
Cardinal Law, did you place -- you placed

considerable weight, as you just described, on
that sentence in the first paragraph.

Did you also place considerable weight on
the previous sentence, which said, "However, we
cannot guarantee that it could not reoccur"? Did
you place any weight on that in making the
decision to reassign John Geoghan to St. Julia’s?
First of all, as I think I told you previously, I

don’t recall seeing this letter.
So -- okay.
But - and the possibility or" giving absolute
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assurance with regard to future human behavior is
something that very few persons are able to do,
and I don’t know -- and so it would be - you
know, this kind of a sentence would be read in
the context of that final sentence, which is the
judgment that you understand, of course, that we
can’t be a hundred percent sure about what the
future will - how the future will unfold.

However, "It is both reasonable and
therapeutic for him to be reassigned back to his
parish."

I think that that is their judgment --
Okay.
-- in terms of assignment. And it was upon that

that we were relying,
But they’re not the Archdiocese of Boston,

correct?
Correct.
When it says the words in that sentence that

you’ve spoken to a number of’occasions,
"therapeutic for him to be" - let’s jnst focus
on "therapeutic," if we could, Cardinal.

The Institute is referring to therapeutic
for John Geoghan. It’s not referring to
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1 therapeutic for St. Julia’s, correct? You’d
2 agree with me?
3 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
4 Q Do you agree with that?
5 A Yes, I agree with that.
6 Q So when it is stated, "It is both reasonable and
7 therapeutic for him," do you read the first word
8 "reasonable," or the third word, "reasonable," as
9 being a reasonable decision for the parish or -
10 A Absolutely.
11 Q - or do you view it as a reasonable decision for
12 Father Geoghan?
13 A No, I read it -- I would have accepted it at the
14 dme in terms of their discussion with me,
15 because the whole point of the exercise is what
16 is appropriate in terms of the risk here -
17 Q Right.
18 A - to people. And so I would see - I would
19 understand "reasonable" there as the parish.
20 Q All right. Well, in making the decision of the
21 risk, as you put it, that’s really your job,
22 isn’t it, Cardinal Law, not the Institute for
23 Living’s? It’s your job to make a detemfination
24 of whether the risks of doing this are worth it.
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1 That’s your job, correct?
2 A " It is my job to make the assignment.
3 Q Right.
4 A I rely on others to assist me in doing that. In
5 cases of this kind, I relied specifically on
6 Bishop Banks.
7 He and I, through him, relied on the
8 Institute of the Living in terms of an
9 ascertation, given the pathological behavior, as
10 to whether or not it was appropriate, reasonable,
11 indicated that this person should be assigned or
12 could be assigned. And that was the basis on
13 which it was made.
14 Q But you would agree with me that the Institute
15 for Living is not charged in any way with making
16 a deterhaination of the reasonableness of priestly
17 assignments. That’s your job?
18 MR. TODD: Objection. Asked and
19 answered repeatedly.
20 A Mr. MacLeish, I don’t want to appear exasperated
21 here but I am --
22 Q No.
23 A B.ut I feel a little bi~ exasperated because, you
24 know, there’s a reasonableness on my parl, but
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1 for me to make an assignment of this kind - I am
2 not a psychiatrist, I am not a psychologist - I
3 need -- the issue here for me at that point was
4 whether or not someone who had manifested this
5 kind of pathological behavior could reasonably be
6 reassigned or would.it be an unreasrnable thing
7 to do. Reasonable in terms of risk involved and
8 all like that.
9 And so you send somebody away to find that
10 out. I can’t make that judgment.
11 Q Right.
12 A Now, as a matter of fact, I now have made that
13 judgment, and that judgment is as or’January
14 2002, that one such acting out renders it
15 unreasonable. And I think that that’s an
16 appropriate thing. I wish to God that that had
17 been our policy much earlier.
18 Q Right.
19 A But at this point in time, what I was doing was
20 relying upon, in this case, the Institute of the
21 Living and --
22 Q Go ahead.
23 A -- to indicate to me what is appropriate in the
24 assignment of this priest.
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1 Q So you were relying on the Institute for Living
2 to make the decision on what was appropriate?
3 A No.
4 Q No. To assist you in making the decision?
5 A That’s correct.
6 Q The word "reasonable" is not a precise term, you
7 agree with me?
8 MR. TODD: Is not what? I’m sorry.
9 Not a what term?
10 Q It’s not a precise term; it’s a subjective term.
I 1 Is that correct?
12 A It’s a judgment term.
13 Q It’s a term that implies that you have to look at
14 a number of different factors in making a
15 reasoned decision; is that correct?
16 A That’s correct,
17 Q All right. You know now, do you not, Cardinal
18 Law, that after this reasoned decision that you
19 made to send John Geoghan back to St. Julia’s,
20 that people have come forward that claim that
2l they were molested since November of 1989?
22 Do you know that, Cardinal Law?
23 MR. TODD: Objection. Asked and
24 answered.

Page 89

1 A Yes. I think I’ve indicated already that we
2 removed him subsequently when other allegations
3 came forward.
4 Q Right. My question to you is: Are you not aware
5 that individuals did come forward following your
6 reasoned d~cision to put John Geoghan back into
7 ministry in December of 1989?
8 MR. TODD: Objection. Asked and
9 answered.
10 Q That’s my question.
11 MR. TODD: That’s the question you just
12 asked and he just answered.
13 MR. MacLEISH: No, no.
14 A Could you point out to me, Mr. MacLeish, in what
15 way my answer was not to your question.
16 Q Yes. If you couldjnst answer-- Cardinal Law,
17 you testified earlier about individuals who came
18 forward after 1984 who claimed to have been
19 molested at St. Julia’s.
20 Do you recall your testimony on that
21 subject?
22 A Yes.
23 Q My question now is trying to narrow that a little
24 bit. You’re aware, are you not, that in that
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Mr. MacLeish, I would have to look at the record
there. I don’t keep that in mind.

3 Well, at some point, you’re aware that Father
4 Eugene O’Sullivan pied guilty to some crime
5 involving the sexual misconduct of children.
6 That did happen?
7 A I would want to review the record and see what he
8 did and did not do.
9 Q We’ve already had some of your testimony, but

I0 we’ll be happy to go back over that. But you do
11 agree with me that John Geoghan had been assigned
12 by you to St. Julia’s without the parish, the
13 parishioners, rather, being informed that there
14 were allegations of child molestation against
15 him?
16 A I would agree that Father Geoghan was assigned,
17 with my understanding at the time based upon
18 medical advice that this was a safe and
19 appropriate assignment.
20 Q Well, Cardinal, we went through that, I think,
21 before, is that you were the one to make the
22 final decisions. The medical doctors didn’t
23 recommend reassignment; they simply prepared a
24 report for the Archdiocese. Is that not the
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I     case?
2 A That’s correct, Mr. MacLeish, but I would not
3 want the record to imply that there was a willful
4 assignment of someone who was perceived to be a
5 danger to children. It was quite the opposite.
6 Q That was your perception, that he was not a
7 danger to children, correct?
8 A Well, that’s correct.
9 Q And it turns out that that was not a correct
10 perception, is that not true, Cardinal Law?
11 A That’s true.
12 Have you ever made a mistake, Mr. MacLeish?
13 Q He went on to molest children at St. Julia’s
14 where you had assigned him; is that not true?
15 A That’s correct.
16 Q And then he was sent to the Institute for Living,
17 is that correct, in 1989?
18 A That’s correct.
19 Q And he was then reassigned by you back to St.
20 Julia’s where he molested other children; is that
21 not true?
22 A I am not certain about the time frames of the
23 abuse, but I can certainly say that any
24 assignment that he had after the Institute of

I Living was made because of that assessraent of the"
2 Institute of Living.
3 Q We’re going to go over that in a moment, Cardinal
4 Law. But can you point to an assessment of John
5 Geoghan or any other priestwhere the assessment
6 itself recoramends that a priest who has been
7 accused of child molestation should be assigned
8 to active ministry again?
9 A As you yourself have said just a moment ago, the
10 medical personnel don’t make that kind of a
11 recommendation, no.
12 Q You’re the one that makes the final decision; is
13 that correct?
14 A In--yes.
15 Q So here we have a letter in 1986, this would have
16 been following the first assignment of Father
17 Geoghan then to St. Julia’s, where you have a
18 letter which expresses concern about the transfer
19 of priests to unsuspecting parishes after there’s
20 been an allegation of abuse; is that correct?
21 See that in the first paragraph?
22 A Well, this is a letter which speaks about a
23 television show that makes that allegation,
24 that’s correct.

1 Q
2 A
3
4 Q
5
6
7
8 A
9 Q

10
11
12
13
14 A
15 Q
16 A
17
18 Q
19 A
20 Q
21
22
23
24
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Right.
I must say that this is a letter that I do not

recall ever having seen.
I understand. But you understand, Cardinal Law,

that this is a letter from a government agency.
You see that, correct?

MR.. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form.
I see on the letterhead.
Is this not the type of letter that would have

been brought to your attention by Father Helmick
when it was received at the Archdiocese?

MR. CRAWFORD: Object to the form.
You may answer.

I can’t answer that question.
Then you’ll see -- go ahead.
I can’t answer that question because I don’t know

the response of Father Helmick.
We’re going to get to that in a minute.
All right.
In the second paragraph, Cardinal Law, the letter

states:
"As a former victim of sexual misuse by a

number of diocesan priests, I have wimeased
firsthand the pain and anguish that such an

12 (Pages 42 to 45)
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DONNA M. MAK|N
R£GIONAL DIRECTOR

SUSAN L. GANG
AR~,A DIRECT(.’)R

Tel. (617) 569-8310

¯ Juiy I0,.1986

Cardinal Bernard Law
2601 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Mass. 02135

O

O

Dear Cardinal Law;

I recently saw a special oh a TV series "1986". The
special on Sexual Abuse of minor children by parish priests
talked about how the Catholic Church did not acknowledge the
problem, enforce sanctions on priests who were involved in
such cases and simply transfered the priests to another
unsuspecting parish.

As a fo[mer victim of sexual misuse by a number of
Diocesan priests, I have witnessed first hand the pain and
anguish that such an incident can occur. This pain has
continued to be a part of my internal self for all of my
following years. Today, I work in child protective services
with the Commonwealth’s Department of Social Services. In
this role I have seennumbers of other children experiencing
the same pains that I had.

It is my hope that "1986" showed an isolated response
to a pervasive problem in society. The lackof response by
the Church was distressing to say the least. As a former
victim, and a professional in the area of Child Abuse and
Neglect; I call upon you to develop your awareness in this
area and to develop a responsible and appropriate response
to cases that come to light, as well as creating the
atmosphere in which victims can feel supported in coming
forth before yet another victim is created.

If you are interested in hearing more about the
circumstances of my past experiences as a victim, and it’s
continuing emotional effects; perhaps we can schedule a
meeting.

DG-0002



memo .from the desk of

Bishop Banks
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Reverend Daniel M ~raham
St John’s Rectory
25 Gay Street
Quincy, MA.

Reverend Daniel Graham:

Twenty years ago you sexually a~saulted me over a course
of a couple of years on numerous occasions. As you are fully
aware, this abuse took place while I was under the age of 18
and attending High School. You were a seminarian at St John’s
Seminary, later a deacon and finally a priest    It all began when
I was 14 years old.

As you know, t~ese repeated incidents of sexual assault
occurred in many places including: your car, your parent’s home,
yQur..~a~ation home in Hull, Our Lady of Lourdes Rectory in
Stoughton, St Patrick’s Rectory in Stoneham, and others. It
involved the use of alcohol and pornographic material as well as
the sexual assault itself.~

For the negative impact that this has had on me, over the
years, I can never forgive you. For using something that is
suppose to be as sacred of the priestly vestments, the Church
may find it possible to forgive you. But it is very disturbing
to have learned recently that your pattern of abuse has continued.

I ha~$ recently learned that you continue to befriend
young boys, taking them away on overnights, and no doubt abusing
them as well, getting upset when they grow older and terminate
their relationship with you. I can only imagine how many victims
you have had over the years. I cannot allow this to continue on
while I keep quiet.

I can, however, give you the opportunity to make things
right. I request that you do the following: i) inform your
pastor of what has been taking place; 2) remove yourself from
all child-related activities; 3)deve!op a program within your
parish, by a Respected Social Service Community Agency, which
will address the youth of the parish and schools addressing
sexual victimization - providing them the opportunity to come
forward for disclosure and treatment; 4)enroll yourself in a
Sexual Abuse Perpetrator’s Self-Help Group, run by any known
therapist in the field.

I will, of course, require documentation that these
things have occurred.

Should you fail to provide such documentation, I will
have no choice to contact my legal representative with regards
to the best means by which to initiate community outreach in
this area.



I will need the requested documentation prior to
June i, 1988. If it is not forthcoming by that date, I will
find it necessary to proceed with whatever ste necessary

to put an end to this activity

Cardinal Bernard Law, Archbishop of Boston

P.S. You can contact me through my work address, but this
action is in no way an official act of the Department of Social
Services. I am making this request as a private citizen and
victim of your sexual assault.
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In April, it was reported to His Eminence that a young man
had written COncerning misbehavior of Father Daniel Graham Some
20 years ago.

I met With Father Graham, and he confessed that as a seminarian
and a Young priest he had been involved with a young man and
~a~x~a~x~xx that this involvement involved sexual acticity.

A short time after his ordination, ~. Graham real"

..... ~. ne also took other st _    ~, anu cut off the-~ ~n6erlng into better e~ ...... ep~.$u address the ro
. ~uu~nlps w~n Priests. P blem, Such

There has been no difficult since then and this good behavior has
lasted for some 20 years. Father G~ahan has also taken steps in the
parish to assure that other youngsters Would be alerted to
the dagers of eexual abuse by adults.

After meeting With Fatehr Graham,¯ i said that he should do

,
about the young man Father Gr

" so ~~he young man, but ~he -- aham reports that he ~ ¯
- m~hing

FAther Paul S~^- -    ~u~ng man refused F            urle~ to meet
Father Gr~--~*=~Y.~° mee~ With the vou~J _~her_then asked
~uung man was not for himself~un now. The COncern ofw ~ ~na~
Father Graham might be a ~ but for other youh    eo    the ~

b ..... g. g P ple who,~

I also asked Father Graham to meet wi%h Dr. O’Hanley, and I have
received from.Dr. O’Hanley a report which aklows us to continue
to assign Fathe Graham to priesthly ministry.

’I myself have no doubt thatF~ther Graham has been honest in

admitting his guilt and in denying that any improprer activity
has ta-en place in the past 20 years.
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Interview with Dan Graham
8/88

There were four things that ~asked me to do:
i) seminar for kids in parish on abuse    I did this

2) join some help group. I did. S.L.A.A.

3. Refrain from youth oriented activities. I did. I worked with
adults in CYO

4. inform pastor. I did not do that

RJB: Your letter to Paul Shanley sounds as if you sill have problem.
DG: I don’t. I Just wanted to describe the group I was in and to show

him I was complying with ~~s requests.

RJB: I wonder if it is a good idea to go to SLAA.
DG: I Just want ~ to knwo I am not ignoring request

RJB: ~’s letter indicates that he has information that you
were recently in parish befriendi.ng youngsters, goving away on
overnights with them, and takinkg them upstairs in rectory, and
getting upset when relationship terminated.
DG: Not ture-

DG=0013
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8/17/88

Today I spoketo Father James Lane, pastor o£ St. Brendan’s, Do~cheste
to say that a charge had.been made that Dan Graham had acted
improperly with teen-age bo~s at ~uiney. I lndioated that there
seemed ~o be no foundation to the ohar~e, but ~hat I had to assure
the complainant that I had spoken to the pastor and alerted him
to be on the lookout for any imp~oper familiarity with ~eenage~s
on the part of Dan. Father Lane agreed to this. We both aKreed
%hat Dan Graham would be a plus to the parish.

DG-0014



MARIE A. MATAVA
COMMh~,~IONER

-_

DONNA M. MAKIN
REGIONAL Ot RICCTOR

SUSAN L. GANG
AREA DtRI~CTOR

Tel. (617) 569-8310

August 10, 1988

Reverend Paul R Shanley
St Jean’s Rectory
253 Watertwon Street
Newton, MA. 02158

.Dear Father Paul:

Some time ago the case of Reverend Daniel Graham was referred
to you by the Archdiocese. As you know this case is in reference to
the’ sexual victimization that I experienced as a child, with him as

a perpetrator.
I am now writing you with regards to this matter, because you

are the only person from the Church, the Archdiocese that has responded
to this in what could be considered an appropriate and responsible
manner. It is clear that the Archdiocesan response was set up to
look politically sound, but had little substance to it. Thi~ became
ever more clear when I met with Bishop Banks and he informed me ’
l) that my initial information was not taken seriously because the#
could not be sure that I was not just someone who wanted to talk sex
with the Cardinal; and 2) that they could not be accepting my word for
what took place, because it could be only a vindictive response to what

took place.

I was not aware that talking sex with the Cardinal was a favorite
past time of anyone. I can assure you that it certainly is not mine.

and that I do not intend to share what the actual victimization consists
of. It is not the sex that needs to be shared and responded to but the
potential of further victimization of other children and to insure that
any other victims and Graham, himself, are helped. I can also assure
you that I have not gotten any positive results out of coming out wire
this information. I have only received a reexperiencing of residual
feelings that I have not yet completely worked through in therapeutic
treatment. I am not attempting to be vindictive, but rather to be

helpful.
While I can understand them not taking my word for it, and to

check out that which I have stated - I had hoped that they would, at

1~a~t. do that.



Page 02

Having known me personally for approximately 25 years, I
believe that you know these statements (with regards to intent)
are substantively true. I also believe that though I have considered
you to be a friend for this many years, that you are able to separate
our friendship from the need to take care of all of those that are in
need of your pastoral care. I respect you for this, and it is for that
reason that I am writing to you now.

Bringing this information forward, initially, I had no in.~erest or
intent in hurting anyone, to in some way make up for my own years of
pain as a result of this history. Instead, my intent - as I ~D~e stated -
was to help - to protect other children from becoming victimized by
Graham and to insure that Graham received the help that he needs in
order to change his aberrant behavior.

It is clear that I have come up against a systemic bureaucracy
whose only intent is to protect itself - at the expense of it’s
parishioners and staff - if need be. I have received no indication
from the head of the Archdiocese, in the person of Bishop Banks, that
this is anything but true. I have received information which certainly
supports this tenet.

It is out of recent distressing informa~tion that I have received
regarding Graham that is of note in this letter. It ~as brought to my
attention recently that Graham has exhibited serious deterioration of
his persona. People who have had recent interaction with him report
that his hygiene was noted, at a public function, to be poor. His
cloth~s were described as dissheveled, and he ~ further described as
having an odor about him. I find this to be distressing, as did the
people who reported it to me, because Graham has always been known as
having pride in "his appearance and to be well groomed. (I must note
that the people who had this interaction with him have no idea of my
prior history with him).

I am concerned that the Archdiocesan form of response, and it’s
protective agenda, is precluding itself from being able to take appro-
priate steps to take care of Graham’s needs as he has exhibited signs ¯
of depression. Not only is it important to insure that no further
sexual victims are created but that all involved parties are taken care
of a~d not further victimized by this disclosure. It is not
responsible for the Archdiocese to sacrifice Graham in it’s efforts to
protect it’s own name. Surely Christianity means more than saving the
system at the expense of the people.

It is my hope that this letter will initiate actions to take
steps to care for at least one of the individuals involved in this
situation. Any efforts that you can expend in order to respond to
these concerns would be appreciated.

I would appreciate hearing from you with regards to any
develogments that you may be aware of. I also very much apprecia e
all the efforts and interest that you have with regards to this m~tter.
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO: File

FROM: Rev. Bdan M. Flatley

DATE: January 25, 1995

RE:’ Rev. Daniel M. Graham

In April of 1988, Illil/~wrote to Father Graham, with a copy to Cardinal Law, charging that Father
Graham had sexually assaulted him, beginning when ~l~ was 14 years old. lJl~states that the abuse
began when Father Graham was a seminarian, and continued while he was a deacon and finally as a
pdesL It involved the use of alcohol and pornographic material as well as the sexual assault itself. The
assaults are alleged to have happened in Father Graham’s car, his parents’ home, his vacation home in
Hull, Our Lady of Lourdes (sic) Rectory in Stoughton, St Pa~ck’s Rectory in Stoneham and other places.
Bryan says in 1988 ’1 have recently learned that you continue to befdend young boys, taking them away on
ovemights..."

Bishop Ba~ks talked with Father Graham on April 28, 1988 and asked him to see Dr. O’Hanley, which he
did. Dr. O’Hanley and Father Graham acknowledge the behavior, but say that it has long since ended, and
Dr. O’Hanley recommended that there was nothing that would preclude Father Graham from holding any
position in the Archdio.cese. On May 9, 1988 Father Graham met with Bishop Banks, acknowledging the
past behavior, and it wa~ decided that Doctor O’Hanley’s report allowed him to continue in pdestly ministry.

A~gust 10, 1988 - ~ wrote a letter to Father Paul Shanley, detailing his reasons for believing that
Father Graham was still acting out, and indicating signs that Father Graham was at that lime deteriorating.
August 23, 1988, Bishop Banks responded to Father Shanley.

Bishop Banks’ notes indicate that Father Graham denied recent a~vity such as taking young people’away.
"1 haven’t taken boys overnight for five or six years."

On January 8, 1990 Father Graham and Bishop Banks discussed the possibility of Father Graham
becoming a Pastor. Bishop Banks said that ’It sounded to me as if the problem was not an innate one but
more related to stress at the time and the matudng process." On August 24, 1990 Father Graham asked if
there were any problem in accepting Saint Joseph Padsh in Quincy. Bishop Banks said, "no problem"

September 10, 1992: Father Tim Hardson called to say that A woman named ’lll- leader of a physical
therapy group said that a man named llreported that he was abused by Dan about 10 years ago.
Attempts to get more information have not been successful.

The Sexual Misconduct policy states: ’q-he assignment of one who has engaged in sexual abuse with a
minor will exclude parish ministry and other ministry that involves minors." (page 3, "Follow-up:",
Paragraph 2.)
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¯ Father Graham: January 25, 1995- Page 2

Intervention:

This situation has been discussed and reviewed regularly since I arrived here. All those involved in the
delegate’s work agree that this was the course I had to follow. I called Bishop Banks, and he said that 1990
was pre-Porter and a more forgiving lime. He is not familiar with our Policy, but would have had to
reassess his decision in light of that policy¯ Monsignor Murphy said that you would not like to see Father
Graham resign until we have another assignmenL We are hoping to pursue something with senior pdests
once Father Geoghan’s situation is resolved.

I called Father Graham on Wednesday, January 25. I asked him to come in, alerted him that this would not
be a pleasant meelJng, and invited him to bdng an advisor. He suggested Friday, but I urged him to come
sooner. He asked if he could come right away and he did.

I told Father Graham how greatly I respected him, and that this has been a very difficult decision to make.

I reviewed the Policy with Father Graham, reminded him of the allegalJons of                 ¯ .
responses, and read hi                 -                     .      ~ and o~ hism the part of the policy quoted above. I told him that I will have to recommend that
he resign from the Padsh. I told him that you were aware of the situation, and that you would like us to
come up with an assignment for him before he resigns. He asked what kind of assignments we had in
mind. I did not mention senior priests. I told him that even though he has been assessed by Dr.
O’Hanley in 1988, I would like him to go for an in-patient assessment at St. Luke’s. I have a place open for
him on February 20-24, which would get him home before Lent begins¯ I did not ask him to respond to that
today.

I outlined for him the allegation in 1992, and explainect whywe did not pursue it at the time. He says he has
no idea what that is about.

Father Graham reacted with shock. He thought this was all behind him. He mentioned that he was a
seminarian and a deacon when this took place (the allegations says after ordination as well). He said he
would like to see you. I called and made an appointment. He asked if he could stay in the Padsh for his
father’s birthday party in March and for his twenty-fifth in May. I told him that I did not feel that would be a
problem.

I told him that I would be happy to recommend a therapist if he needs help dealing with this process,
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Iune 5, 1995
_Chancery- 6;30-8;30 P,M.

The Board recommends that the priest not be involved in parish ministry or ministry that
involves minors; that he engage in therapy as recommended; that another ministry be
sought where this priest’s talents may be used.
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REVIEW BOARD
June 5, 1995

CONFIDENTIAL

CASE # 62

1.    Allegation,~: In 1988 a young man accused this priest of sexually assaulting him in the late sixties,
when the priest was a seminarian, a deacon and a priest. The assault involved sexual activity, alcohol and
pornography.

In 1992 the leader of a physical therapy group reported that a man in the group indicated that he
was abused by this priest ten years earlier.

2.    ~: The 1988 accuser was a supervisor for the Department of Social Services in the
Commonwealth with a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study and a Masters in Education.

The second accuser was about 18 when the alleged abuse took place. Attempts to find him or to
get more information have not been successful.

3.     ~: The priest acknowledged the first allegation. The complainant made four demands: that
he inform his pastor; that he remove himself from programs involving youth; that he develop programs for
victims of abuse; and that he enter a recoga~ized self-help program. The priest fulfilled these demands.

The priest only recently heard of the second allegation. He denies it.

4. ¢l~t~: He is 50 years old, and is respected as a hard-working, successful pastor.

4a.    ~: This has been a struggle for the Office of the Delegate. This priest did all that he
was asked to do. He came to the diocese before he was made a pastor to make sure that this would not be
a hindrance, and was assured it would not. However, after the Policy was adopted, his case was
reviewed. Our policy says that "The assignment of one who has engaged in sexual misconduct with a
minor will exclude parish ininistry and other ministry that involves minors."

5.    Action to date: The priest has been asked to participate in another psychological assessment. The
assessment found that ~there were no substantial indications of active psychiatric illness. As well, there
were no signs of uncontrolled or inappropriate sexual impulses and no signs of primitive character
psychopathology. His personality organization is described as moderately narcissistic and he is somewhat
dependent on the attention and admiration of others. ~ Outpatient therapy was recommended. The priest
has been informed that he will have to leave parish ministry. He was shocked that this was all coming
back. He has been cooperative.

6.     Etature Plan,~: It is hoped that another ministry will be found for him, so that there can be a
natural transition. Once the Review Board process is completed, this case will be handled by the
appropriate people involved with clergy personnel.

7.     D_elcgate’s Recommendation: That the priest not be involved in parish mististry or ministry that
involves minors; that he engage in therapy as recommended; that another ministry be sought where this
priest’s talents may be used.
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Archdiocese of Boston
As.~stant to the ~ecretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Most Rev. William Murphy

Roy. Brian M. Flatl~

February 1. 1996

Rev. Daniel M. Graham

Father Graham’s case is one which needs to be looked at. In his statement of June 25, 1992, Card~nal Law
said, "the Archdiocese is systematically reviewing its files to ascertain if there are indications that further
assessment is warranted,"

In Father Graham’s case:
t̄he behavior took place in the late 60’s-early seventies;
h̄e acknowledged the behavior in 1988 when the vic~m came forward;

¯ he offered to meet with ~e viclJm; the victim declined; he wrote to the victim;
¯ the vicl~m made 4 demands: .a seminar for kids in padsh on abuse

J̄an a self-help group
¯ refrain from youth’ac~Mties
¯ inform pastor

¯ Father Graham agreed to all four. He paid the vi~m’s counseling fees, and has a letter releasing
him from forther financial responsibility

¯ he was sent to Doctor O’Hanley for an assessment, which concluded that there was nothing "that
would preclude him, psychologically, from holding any posi~on. "

¯ in January and August of 1990 Father Graham approached the A~chdiocese to ascertain if he
could seek a pastorship; he Was assured that there was not a problem.

It seems to me that this case was assessed and adjudicated before the present Policy was instituted.
Father Graham and the Archdiocese responded appropriately to the allegation. The victim "seemed to be
satisfied" and has not made any further claims. It would seem to me that it can be concluded t~at there are
no ’Indications that further assessment is w~. rranted" in this situation.

In September of 1992 there was a vague second-hand complaint about ’~e present pastor of St Joseph’s"
in Quincy. This report, from a reportedly mentally limited individual, concerned sexual abuse approximately
ten years earlier (1982}. Our attempts to pursue this allegation were not successful. Father Graham has
undergone another psychological assessment, this time by Doctors Purcell and Blais. The assessment
found no substanl~al indications of active psychiatric illness.

I would like to bdng this case back before the Review Board and recommend that it be determined to be a
case treated appropriately before the present Policy was in place, one that does not require ’~urther
assessment" and therefore one to which the Policy does not apply.
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REV~W BOARD MEETIN~
February. 5, 1996

Chancery - 6:30-8;30

Case # 62

The Board recommends that this be determined to be a case reported and handled
appropriately before the present Policy was in place, and thus one to which the policy does
not apply, iFather ( ) does not require further assessment and there should be no limits or
restrictions on his ministry.
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REVIEW BOARD
February 5, 1996
CO~WFIDENTIAL

CASE # 62

Ti~ case was originally before the Board on June 5, 1995. At that time the recbmmendation was that the
priest not be involved in parish ministry or ministry ihat involves minors; mat h.e e~gage in therapy as
recommended; that another ministry be sought where this priest’s talents may be used. In light of the
ongoing review of the Policy, it was decided not to act on the recommendation at this time.

This case has continued to be a source of uneasiness for all those involved in the Office of the Delegate. It
was felt that this case was thoroughly dealt with by the priest, the complainant and the Archdiocese prior to
the existence of the Archdiocesan Policy. Recently, the disposition of the case has been completely
reviewed by the Delegate and staff, including legal counsel. The following is an edited version of a memo
recently seat to Bishop Murphy:

.Father [ ]’s case is one which needs to be looked at. In his statement of June 25, 1992, Cardinal Law said,
"the Archdiocese is systematically reviewing its files to ascertain if there are indications that fi.wther
assessment is warranted."

In Father [ ]’s case:
,,the behavior took place in the late 60’s-early seventies;
¯ he acknowledged the behavior in 1988 when the victim came forward;
=he offered to meet with the victim; the victim declined; he wrote to the victim;
¯ the victim made 4 demands: . oa seminar for kids in parish on abuse

°join a self-help group
°refrain from youth activities
°inform pastor

°Father[ ] agreed to all four. He paid the victim’s counseling fees, and has a letter releasing him
from fui-ther

[ ] approached the Archdiocese to ascertain if he c.ould
seek a pastorship; he was assured that there was not a problem.                ..

This case was assessed and adjudicated before the present Policy was imfituted. Father [ ] and the
Archdiocese responded appr to the allegation. The victim "seemed to be satisfied" and has not
made any further

seem to me that it can be concluded that there are no "indications that further
is warranted" in this situation.

In September of 1992 there was a vague second-hand complaint about "the present pastor of St. { }’s" in {
}. This report, from a reportedly mentally limited individual, concerned sexual abuse approximately ten
years earlier (1982). Our attempts to contact this individual were not successful.

Delegate’s Recommendation: That this be determined to be a case reported and handled appropriately
before the present Policy was in place, and thus one to which the Policy does not apply. Father [ ] does
not require further assessment and there should be no limits or restrictions on his mi.aistry.
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CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Reverend Brian M. Flatley

Bernard Cardinal Law

Reverend Daniel M. Graham
Review Board Case # 62

I have reviewed the report and the recommendation of the Delegate and the
Review Board regarding Reverend Daniel M. Graham.

I accept the recomm, endation of the Delegate, and direct the Office of the
Delegate to implement the recommendation. ’
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CARDINAL’S RESIOENCE

FebrU,;Lry 9, 1996

The Reverend Daniel M. Graham
Saint/oseph Rectory
556 Washington S~eet
Quincy. Massachusems 02169

Dear Father Graham:

~ letter is in regard to the allegation or sexual misconduct which was brought forward
concertting you. As you are aware, I have requested my Delegate for these ~at~ers to look into
these allegations in a thorough mariner. Once’the Delezate has accomplished this evaluation, he
makes a recommendation which is reviewed by the appropriate Review Board, before beLn_~ sent
to me tbr my decision. I write now to notifil you of my decision concerning your mi.nistr)-~

The Review Board and the Delegate have recommended that your case be determined to be a case
reported ~md handled appropriately before the present Policy was in place, and thus one to which
the Policy does not apply. They recommended that you do not require further assessment and
there should be no limits or restrictions on your miaistry. I hereby approve the recommendation.
Please intbrm Reverend Brian M. Harley in writing that you have received this letter.

These have been difficult days for you, Dan. You have been most cooperative in tlds process and
I thank you for that. You have been and continue to be remembered in my prayers.

With warm personal regards, and askia~_~ God to bless you. I am

Sincerely yours in Cl~ist.

,,Q/Q ,/. r
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~Grph~m,--Daniel M.

ate of
Birth August i, 194~

Date of    May 23, 1970
Ordination

Home

Address
170 Medford Street, Arlington

Place of Cambridge, Mass.
Birth

Place of     Cathedral, Boston
Ordination

Home    646-2811
Tel No.

Date Assigned Office Place Assigned     Date Detached

6/9/70 Assb.     Our Lady of the Rosary, Stoughton 6/3/75

6/3/75 Assoc, Pastor St. John the Baptist, Quincy ~/28188

6 / 28188 Par.Vicar St. B rendan, Dorchester
9/28/90

9/28/90 Pastor St. Joseoh Parish, Quincy, MA 112612002
J

9/28/96 Re-appointed Pastor/St. Joseph Parish, ouincy,MA             2T

112612002 Unassigned

Rev. Daniel M. Graham

Priestly Renewal Self-designed Program in Liturgical Studies-Rome Fall ’85ATTENDED LEADERSHIP
2/96 Appointed Vicar of the Quincy VicariatelSo~tb l~eaion .

I110199 Re-appointed Vicar of the Qu,ncy ~ZicariatelSOU1 14" Reg,on    TRAINING PROGRAM
111012002 Re-appointed Vicar of the Quincy Vicariate/SOUTl~21~L~j~~ SPRING ’96
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CARDINAL’S      RESIDENCE
2101 coMMONWF:~LTH AvF-,~U~"

-BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

August 25, 1990

Reverend Daniel M. Graham
Saint Brendan Parish Rectory
15 Rita Road
Dorchester, HA 02124

Dear Father Graham:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese, l
am endinq your a~slqnment as Parochial Vicar at Saint Brendan Parish
in Dorchester, and I am appointing you Pastor of Saint Joseph Parish
in Quincy for a period of six years. The effective date of this
course of action is September 28. 1990,

Saint Joseph Parish is vacant due to the resignation of Reverend
Joseph J, Downey.

I will communicate with Most Reverend Daniel A. Hart, D.D., Reqlonal
Bishop of the South Region, in which Saint Joseph Parish is located,
In order to make arrangements for your formal installation as Pastor.

In accordance with the Canonlcal Procedure for the Appointment of
Pastors dated September 4, 1985o your jurisdiction in Saint Joseph
Parish begins on September 28, 1990. You should contact the
Regional Bishop, or in his absence the Vicar of that area, to make
arrangements for the required profession o£ faith as soon as
possible after the effective date of your appointment as PaStor.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend Robert J. Ranks,
Vicar for Administration and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy
Personnel Director, indicating that you have receivedthis letter.

It is a pleasure for me to give you this new appointment as Pastor
in the Archdiocese. I am confident that you will have a zealous and
fruitful ministry in your new appointment. May God bless you in all
your endeavors. If I can be of assistance to you at any time please
do not hesitate to call on me.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes for you and all whom
you serve so well, I remain,

sincerely yours in Christ.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSI~r’rs 02135-3192

November 13, 1998

Very Reverend Daniel M. Graham, V.F.
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
556 Washington Street
Quincy, MA 02 i 69-72 ! 6

Dear Father Graham:

Having reviewed the results of the consultation among priests of your Vicariate, and having
received the recommendation of the Interim Regional Vicar, I am happy to re-appoint you as
Vica¢ Forane of the Quincy Vicariate of the South Region for a period of three years, effective
January 10, 1999.

The responsibilitie~ of the office of Vicar are those described in the accompanying pages, dated
September 15, 1992.

Please be in touch with the Reverend Monsignor Peter T. Martoechio, V.E., your Interim
Regional Vicar and send written notification to Most Reverend William F. Murphy, D.D., Vicar
for Administration and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnd Director, indicating that
you have received this letter and accept this assignment.

I look forwar~t to continuing to work with you in these coming three years.

Asking God to bless you, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

Enclosure

cc: Most Reverend William F. Murphy, D.D.
Reverend Monsignor Peter T. Martocchio, V.E.
Reverend Paul O’Brien
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Mailing List
_Change Request

Requestors Name:

Date of Request:

Desired Effective Date:

Joan Weiss - X3685

February 12, 2002

Februa~" 12, 2002
(Never use "ASAP or Immediately’"
always MM-DD-¥R)

Check one:
Add Delete Change XX

Mailing List ID # 70 ! 9 (I f known)

Name
(required)

Existing Status Code
(if known for all but delete)

New Status Code
(required for all but delete)

~ddress
Existing
(required)

REVEREND DANIEL IVl. GRAIIAM

10

O0

Address
New
(required if changed)

SAINT JOSEPH RECTORY

556 WASHINGTON STREET

QUINCY, MA 02169-7216

69 MONROE ROAD

QUINCY, MA 02169

Special Handling Requests (On Campns/A~~

Confirmed in the System

D ate Change Made

Changes received by the 20th of each month will be processed for the next monthl~g:
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMCNWEAL-.~ -WENUE

BRIGHTON. MAS&&CHUSE--S 02!35-3193
~6"~ 254-0~C~

May24, 1995

i

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
Rev. Daniel M. Graham
Saint Joseph Rectory
556 Washington Street
Quincy, Massachusetts 02169

Doctor Mark Blais sent a bill to me for your recent assessment. Because Doctor Blais is not a
Tufts Total Health Plan provider, I am forwarding his bill to you, so that you may submit it to
Tufts with the enclosed form.

A patient being served by an ’out-of-plan provider’ is now responsible for an annual deductible of
5"250 aiad a 20% co-paymeut up to $2,500 per year. When Tufts sends you an ~
l~, you may submit it to me and I wrll request payment through the Clergy Fund.

This process is specific to the services rendered by ’out-of-plan’ providers such as Doctor Blais.
All other services by Tufts providers are covered 100% without the need of the above process.
I know that this is a somewhat cumbersome process, but one that is part of the Archdiocesan
efforts to manage its medical benefits. Please call me if you have any questions.

With personal good wishes and prayers, and asking for a remembrance in yours, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Assistant to the Secretary
for Ministerial Personnel J

BMF:tt
Eacl. 3
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
21oi COMMONW~’ALTH AV~NU~

BRIGHTON. MASSACltUS~I~’S 02135

GT REDACTION

Department o£Social Services
Harbor Area (40)
115 Gore Street
~ast Boston, l~k 02128

August 19, 1986

His Eminence, Carinal Law; has asked me to respond to your letter o£
July 10.

Whatever might have been the truth o£ the T.V. show which you saw, you
may be sure that any incident of sexual abuse o£ a child by anyone is
viewed most seriously by the Church. Here in the Archdiocese of Boston,
i~ there were to be an incident of such abuse by a priest; you can be
sure that the matter would be taken most seriouslywith deep concern £or
the victim, the people, and the priest.

Thank you for expressing your concern to His Eminence.

With best wishes, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

Reverend WilliamH. Helmick
Secreta1~/.to the Cardinal
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Dear Father Paul

This has been a very difficult letter for me to pull together

and write. As a result, it has taken me much longer than.I had wanted

to get it out to you. It has been so difficult because it raises and

causes me to address some very painful memories thoughts and feelings

which continue to have an ".~mpa~t on me even now. It is becaus@ of my
trust in you and. t~e desi£e to~this all tO prevent any other

children/adolescents" t~ be vict~mii~d be~0re letting it all ~est, that

I write this letter to you.

[~ile I have been pulling this letter together and doing the

necessary research to address the issues within this l~tter, I have

learned some distressing information. This includes, but is not

limited to,the fact that Graham is now looking for a transfer to
another parish. After approximately 13 years in the same parish is it

coincidental that he has now decided that he needs to move, relocate.

I think not. Instead, perhaps it is that he has a need to get ~way

from ~i unidentified source, to continue on his previous escapades.

While I recognize that this sounds a little paranoid onmypart, consider

that for so many yeras he has remained in t~is parish with no thoughts

on transferring. Contrarily, he has voiced that hewanted to stay there

because it was close to¯the home in which his parents live. In addition

he has had it pretty good in this parish in that he has been able to

keep the pastor off his back "due to (the pastor’s) own problems".

Perhaps it is the Cardinal’s response to my recent disclosures.

I hope not, as it is clear that it is better to contain germs in the

infected areathan to expand them to yet uninfected areas until they can

be eliminated or’at least controlled. In this light, my concern is that

I do not believe that he has had only two victims, I believe that it

is still going on. and that to allow a transfer at this time does not

address the problem, but only serves to allow it to continue.

In preparing to write this letter, I have gathered some information.

Information which I believe indicates that the victimization continues.

DG-0208



Page 02

One piece of information is of course the desire to transfer, but

there is more than this.

You tell me that he portrayed himself as being~lnvolved in

getting services for victims. Programs which he states that he set up

include: Adult Children of Alcoholics, Al-A-Teen, AI-A-Non, etc. I

have since learned that although he has a reputation for "developing

these programs, he is not responsible for having done so. In reality

it is the pas~(~ an alcoholic himself - that is responsible for having

done so:
He has been described as being a person who always manages to

take the "Center Stage" - getting involved in programs that can further

his position, but ~equire little effort on his part. "He will give -

if he can get something back" has been repeatedly said of him. Once

an individual or a program starts to go sour, he has been seen to turn

away from them, divesting himself of them.

Perhaps it is this attribute which has made it possible for him

to inherit from’parishioners he has befriended a house in which his

parents live, and two cars. He has also, as we have seen recently

been given expensive vacation trips to places like Italy. It has

done him well, but what of his parishioners, what of the"priesthood".

So we know that he has an innate ability to come out ’smelling

like a rose", to make himself look good and to get credit for things he

is not responsible for. We also know that it is the individual who

is looked upon with favor by’ the community who is often the perpetrator.

for sexual abuse of non-family members. This is the way in which they

are able to gain access to their victims.
Someone like him, who befriends young adolescent boys, very

seldom girls, and engages in supportive friend-like behavior gains the

inside track to dhild£en. An inside track from which it is much easier
to manipulate these children into victimization. He has many young

boys and adolescents (general age 12-17) in and out of the rectory at

all hours of the day and night - visiting him in his chmbers, staying..
overnight, borrowing his car, accompanying him on extended day trips

(of which no mention is made to anyone outside of the "inner circle" //~o

upon return). "It’s almost as if you were intruding if you were to

ask where they spent the day". They have been known to visit his

vacation hom in Hullm HagS.

DG-0209



He will go with these boys to buy them cars and do other activities

which indicate a close trusting relationship. When they grow up and begin

to develop their own idependenceand begin to extend or sever their ties with

him; he will engage himself in self-effacingbeh~viorandnotbeing able

to accept this as a normal right pf passage into adulthood.

.None of thee. are in, and of thems~.Ives, ~ndicative ~at a pr(9~.l..em

continues to exist, in Other circumstances these might be quite innocent

and appropriate interactions with the youth of the parish. But together

with his being known to be a perpetrator of inappropriate sexual activity

against youth that he met in the same manner, raises all kinds of concern.

It is interesting to note that he states that the only child/adolescent
oriented activity that he has admitted to was his activity as Spiritual

Director of the CCD program. It is interestin~ to notejbecause one of his
favorite times to sexually violate me was after CCDclasses which he use

to "innocently" hold in his chambers. I also remind you that he continues

to engage in the very activities which occurred around my own victimization.

Day trips, over-night visits..to the rectory, etc.

This time of the year is also a timewhen he makes himself even more

available to the youth of the parish. His yearly Carnival takes place

during two weeks in June. Although it is questionable if he r~ises the

amounts of money he claims to (as insiders say that he does not), this is

not of importance here. What is of importance is that for half of the

month of May and the ehtire month of June three over-sized trailers are

parked in the parking lot.. These reportedly are used for storage. But

it is interesting to note that while they are parked there, he moves

himself right in "to them. A strange place to live, when you could hire

someone to guard them, if necessary. But he spends day and night in

h~s "office" into which he has moved his desk, couch and other
conveniences. He sleeps there as well as spending his days and nights

there.

My reports state these activities have continued to occur even

most recently.

DG-0210



~ I therefore see it as imperative that he become involved in

treatment for these issues. Literature points out that rarely is an

incidence of this type of sexual abuse isolated, as he would want. .us
to believe. We also know, from my own exper~en.ce workzng In thls area

of specilaization as well as from the literature, that rarely will the

first disclosure from a perpetrator in~;olve the total admission of

what he has engaged in. This .is true of the content as well as the

.incidence: We can be sure ~re are Oth~rs, .to a’ss~me others does a
disservice to all p0tent~al victims with whom he associtaes. In

recognizing that the behaviors outlined here have continued, we know,

at the very least, that he puts himself at risk of further incidents

of abuse through the very behavior he engages in.

Realizing that I can obtain information about what is going on

in the parish, it is not acceptable that the Church states they have no

such access. It is further unacceptable that they do not want Father

McCarthy informed of what is going on, because he "has his own issues".

At this time, as long as Graham is involved in the ccaa~unity he must

be observed and prevented from further incidents of abuse, or oppor-

tunities to abuse. For the Church to not accept this responsibility

must be interpreted as negligent on their part. Indeed if the name

of a present victim were disclosed, both the Department of Social

Services and the District Attorney’s office would become involved.

am sure that it would be very interesting to them that the Church has

not responded appropriately to my requests.

It is for these reasons that I must stand by my original requests.

I request that the Church require him to go into in-patient treatment

for this behavior, that he be prevented from all activities that in

any way provide him access to the youth of the Parish, that Fr McCarthy

or some other individual be informed of the situation and be given the

responsibility 55 oversee his activity to insure that additional

children not be placed at risk.

I am further concerned that despite my previous letters, no one

from the Chancery (particularly Cardinal Law) has thought to be in touch

with me. I question how to interpret this lack of involvement on their

part.
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in place until July i, 1988. I assure the Church that I am prepared to
go public with this information, if I continue to believe that other

children are at risk, and the Church has not responded appropriately.

My main goal is to prevent or at least minimize further inc~den.ts of

abuse by at least one perpetrator.                                      ~.

While preparing this letter, I have le’~rn~d t~a~ Gene Sul[~van has ’-

some time in the past - been placed in treatment for this very behavior.

I hope that this treatment took place some time ago, as t%e abuse that I

~now of that he was involved in occurred some 16 years ago. Of oourse,

there are others also that I am quite familiar with that under their

vestments sits an individual that due to his own issues has acted out

this type of depravity. One might go off on a tangent of how celibacy

brings such abeherent behaviors to the forefront. But that is a separate

issue entirely.

What is of importance here, is that the Church is being given an

opportunity to respond to this behavior in a very responsible manner.

I wou~Id hope that they choose to respond appropriately, before the matter

needs to be brought before the public.

I would look forward to hearing from you at your convenience. But

I would also appreci~.te hearing from Cardinal Law’s office.

With regards,

DG-0212
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V~CAR FOR ADMINISTRATION

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135
1617) 254-01~00

August 23, 1988

Reverend Paul R. Shanley
St. Ja~es Rectory
253 Watertown Street
Newton, MA02158

Dear Paul:

Thank you for sending along~’s letter. I don’t know what he wants. I
have listened to his charges; I have spoken to Dan; and I have reported back to

~on the conversation. Obviously he is not going to be satisfied.

From the-way he reports the conversation I had with him, I fear he adjusts
things to fit his already established way of thinking. It is ~fortunate.

Thanks for your help in this matter. If you have any new insights, don’t
hesitate to pass them along.

I did spend a week on the beach, but it was not with synod notes.

Take good care of yourself.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Most Reverend Robert J. Banks
Vicar for Adminstration

DG-0227



I m~et with Father Graham on January 8, 1990. We discussed
the fact that he soon might be up for ~stor and I wanted it
to be clear that ~ehas no problems that would keep hlm from
being pastor.

One problem could be the location of~ But it seems
that he lives In~, so Ft. Grahan could be appointed
any place.

I asked if there had been any difficulty w~th the prevlous
problem during the past months that he has been at St.
Breudau’s and he said no.

I asked him again if there had been any problems s~nce the case
referred to that took p~ace twenty years ago. He saidno.

I said hat it sounded to me as if the problem was not an innate
one but more realated to stress at the t~me and the maturing proces:
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November 14, 1994

Most Reverend Robert J. Banks, D.D.
Diocese of Green Bay
P.O. Box 23066
Green Bay, WI 54305-3066

Dear Bishop Banks:

Greetings from Brighton! As you khow, the C~rdinal has appointed
me Delegate for cases of clergy misconduct. It is a daunting
ministry.

./~- ~
On a routine review of cases, we surfaced Dan Graham’s file. At
your convenience, I would like to spea.k wi.th you about your
recollection of the events surrounding Dan’s assessment in 1990.
Your insight would be helpful.

I ask for your prayers. You are in mine. I hope to hear from you
SOO~.

Yours in Christ,

BMF:tt

Kev. Brian M. Flatley
Assistant to the Secretary
for Ministerial Personnel
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REVIEW. BOARD MEETING

.Chan.cc~y - 6~30-8:30 P.M.

#62

The Board recommends that the priest not be involved in parish ministry or ministry that
involves minors; that he engage in therapy as recommended; that another ministry be
sought where this priest’s talents may be usecL
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" "FI~3H "~ OFFICE OF THE REGIOOL BISHOP
PHONIE NO. : ?B} 337 4413          .T~n. 23 21a02 :~2:~TM P1

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
()FFtI.’A’.~ t)F THE R~.~GI{.)NAL BISIIOP

MEMORANDUM

PERSONAL AND COHFIDENTIAL

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Father Higgins

Bishop Malone

January 26, 2002

Father Daniel Graham; Father Robert Mona~le

I. Father Daniel Graham

I met this morning with Father Daniel Graham and informed him that, because
the new policy of the Archdiocese with regard to past instances of clergy sexatal
abuse of minors, Cardinal Law was asking him to resign as pastor of St- Joseph
Parish in Quincy, effective immediately.

I assured Father Graham that we are very aware that he has been giving excellent
service as pastor of St. Joseph ]Parish and as vicar forane, and that absolutely no one
is questioning the integrity of his behavior at this time. I told him that we know that
he had received very good psychological assessments and that the archdiocesan
review board, under the former policy, had in the past agreed that he could
appropriately serve in active ministry. I reiterated the recent change in the policy,
and reminded him that the Cardinal has been giving the assurance that as far as we
kno,~, no priest with a past history of sexual abuse of a minor is currently serving in
ministry in the Archdiocese of Boston.

While he was shocked with the suddenness of this decisioa, he seemed to understand
the reason for it. He did not fight it in any way, but accepted it in a very sad but
manly fashion.
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I told Dan that he was not to appear at any Masses in the parish from this weekend
on, despite the fact that it is Father Bob Monagle’s good bye weekend.

I offered him the opportunity of being admitted to St. Elizabeth Medical Center this
afternoon for a full health and psychological workup. I told him that the Cardinal
had arranged for this with Dr. McDonald. Dan declined this option. He would
prefer simply to go on health leave and move home ~vith his elderly and ailing
father. He did say that one good thing about this miserable situation is that he will
now be able to attend better to his own health challenges, and also be able to spend
more time with his father, whom he does nor expect to live much longer. He
expressed the hope that he might be able to celebrate his father’s funeral Mass.
After consultation with you, Father Higgins, I told him that I did not have an
answer to that question at this time.

I also told Dan that it is important that he arrange right away with his o~n
physicians to have a full examination, including the psychological dimensions. He
nodded in agreement. He told me that only one priest, a close friend, Father John
Matloy, knows of his past abuse allegation. He will be in contact with John about
this recent development right away. I also assured him of the Cardinal’s and my
own care and esteem for him, and that we both £md this to be a very painful thing.
He appreciated that, and knows that we are willing to help him in any way that we

can.

! told Dan that I would be talking with Fr. Bob Monagle about this situation right
away. Dan did not have a problem with that.

This was the most difficult thing I have had to do as a bishop and, perhaps, in 30
years as a priest- But, with God’s grace~- it is done.

]I.. Father Robert Mona~le

After some difficulty, I was able to contact Father Robert Monagle. Because he was
preparing to go to a burial, and I to a parish visitation, we had to speak on the
phone in a confidential manner. I informed him of my meeting with Dan Graham,
and outlined for him what I had communicated to Dan. Bob had no knowledge
whatsoever of Dan’s past abase allegation. I exHlained that he and Dan should talk
as soon as Bob returned from the burial, and determine what will be said to the
parish during the weekend Masses. I recommended that they announce that
because of some health problems,’Dan has taken a health leave, effective
immediately. That will later turn to retirement, but that should not be mentioned at
this time.

Bob said there is no problem covering the weekend Masses, since there are several
priests who assist at St. Joseph’s. He needs no help at this time.
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Monsignor William Helmick - Day 2
10/9/2002

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX

GREGORY FORD, et al.,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW,

Defendants.

Superior Court
Civil Action
No. 02-0626

PAUL W. BUSA,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

Defendants.

Civil Action
No. 02-0822
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ANTHONY DRISCOLL,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

Defendants.

Civil Action
No. 02-1737

THE SECOND DAY OF THE DEPOSITION OF
MONSIGNOR WILLIAM H. HELMICK, a witness called by
the Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil
Procedure, before Kathleen L. Good, (CSR
#112593), Registered Professional Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, at the offices of Greenberg
Traurig, One International Place, Boston,
Massachusetts 02110, on Wednesday, October 9,
2002, commencing at I0:00 a.m.

K. L. GOOD & ASSOCIATES
P. O. BOX 6094

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02209
TEL. (781) 598-6405

K. L. Good & Associates
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Monsignor William Helmick - Day 2
10/9/2002

Page 50

and confidential?
That’s correct.
If you received this in 1986 at the Cardinal’s

Residence, you would have opened this, correct?
What we don’t know is whether the envelope was

marked personal and confidential.
Okay. Assuming that this letter came in in the

form that it is here, without any indication of
personal and confidential, would this be a letter
that you would open?
Yes.

1
2
3
4 A
5 Q
6
7 A
8 Q
9

10
11

Page 52

him, but your letter dated August 19, 1986,
states that "Cardinal Law has asked me to respond
to your letter."
Yes.
You’d agree at some point Cardinal Law asked you

to respond to this July 10, 1986, letter?
Yes.

And to be clear, on Exhibit 33, the unredacted
portion does state that the author of the letter
of July 10, 1986, at the top of the letter, that
this author works for Department of Social

8
9

10
11 A
12 Q And your testimony is you do not remember openin~
13 this letter?
14 A Idonot.
15 Q Do you remember what you did with this letter?
16 A No.
17 Q Do you remember what you would have done if you
18 had opened this letter in 1986?
19 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
20 A I would have -- I think I would have sent it to
21 the Chancery.
22 Q What would you have expected the Chancery to do?
23 MR. O’CONNOR: Objection.
24 A To talk about it to the Cardinal.

Page 51

1 Q You would not talk to the Cardinal about this?
2 A No.
3 Q Did the Cardinal ever ask you to respond to this
4 letter?
5 A Well, I don’t remember this so I cannot answer
6 that question.
7 Q Do you remember if the Carciinal ever asked you to
8 respond to this letter?
9 A I don’t.

10 (Recess.)
11 Q Now that we’ve looked at Exhibits 32, 33, 34 and
12 35, you would agree that in 1986, you responded
13 to this gentleman’s letter of July 10, 1986 --
14 A Yes.
15 Q --Exhibit 34?
16 A Yes.
17 Q And you did this on behalf of the Cardinal,
18 correct?
19 A Yes.
20 Q And you did this after speaking with the Cardinal
21 about this letter?
22 A I don’t have any recollection of speaking to him
23 about this letter.
24 Q You said that you didn’t remember speaking to

12
13 A
14 Q
15
16
17 A
18 Q
19
20 A
21
22 Q
23
24

1 A

3
4
5 A
6 Q
7 A
8
9
10 Q
11
12
13
14 A
15 Q
16
17
18 A
19 Q

20
21
22 A
23
24

Services?
Yes.
And you understand that the Department of Social

Services is the child protective agency in
Massachusetts?
Yes.
You would agree that at no time do you remember

asking that this gentleman come in for a meeting?
Again, I don’t remember the letter so I have no

recollection of asking him.
And you have no recollection of the Cardinal

asking you to have this gentleman come in for a
meeting?

Page 53

I have no recollection.
You have no recollection that Cardinal Law asked

you to get the details of this July 10, 1986,
letter?
No.
Do you have any explanation for that?
The only explanation -- I have no memory of it.

So I don’t have -- I can’t have an explanation if
I don’t have a memory.
Do you have any explanation as to why you did not

put in your August 19, 1986, letter, an
invitation for this gentleman to come in and
speak with the Cardinal?
No.
Do you have any explanation for why you did not

ask for the identities of these perpetrators of
abuse?
That would not be my area of duty.
Do you have any explanation as to why Cardinal

Law did not ask you to get the names of these
perpetrators?
I do not.

14 (Pages 50 to 53)
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX

GREGORY FORD, et al.,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW,

Defendants.

Superior Court
Civil Action
No. 02-0626

PAUL W. BUSA,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

Defendants.

Civil Action
No. 02-0822
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ANTHONY DRISCOLL,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

Defendants.

Civil Action
No. 02-1737

THE FIFTH DAY OF THE VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION
OF CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW,.a witness called by
the Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil
Procedure, before Kathleen L. Good, Registered
Professional Reporter and Notary Public in and
for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, at the
offices of Greenberg Traurig, One International
Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02110, on Friday,
October ii, 2002, commencing at 10:04 a.m.

TEL.

K.    L.    GOOD & ASSOCIATES
P. O. BOX 6094

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02209
(781)    598-6405        FAX (781)    598-0815

K. L. Good & Associates



Cardinal Bernard F. Law - Day 5
10/! 1/2002
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1 It doesn’t make the charge any less I 1:17:49
2 egregious, but I just, as a matter of record, it 11 : 17:53
3 does not say that. 11 : 17:56
4 Q Doesn’t use the word -- go ahead. 11:17:57
5 A And to infer that, I think, there would be no 11:17:59
6 reason to infer that from this letter. I 1:i 8:04
7 Q How would you know either way, Cardinal Law, ! 1:18:(
8 whether it was referring to priests of the 1 I: 18:10
9 Archdiocese of Boston or priests of other 11:18:12

10 dioceses? Wouldn’t you want to know whether it I 1:18:14 ’
I 1 was a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston? 11:18:16
12 MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form. 11:18:18
13 You may answer. 11:18:19
14 A You asked two questions there. First is: How    11:18:19
15 would you know? And that’s exactly the point I’m i 1:18:23
16 making, that you wouldn’t know. l 1:18:26
17 And the second question is: Wouldn’t you I 1 : 18:29
18 want to know? Of course I would want to know. I 1:18:30
19 But the letter itself does not imply or does not I 1:18:33
20 suggest that these are priests of the Archdiocese! 1 : 18:39
21 of Boston. 11:18:41
22 Q It says either way. I mean, you don’t know I 1:18:41
23 either way, Cardinal Law? 11 : ! 8:42
24 A But one would want to follow-up with the person, I 1:18:43

1
2
3
4
5
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7
8
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20
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23
24
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which I think is to the point.             11:18:47
Are you testifying that Exhibit 65, this letter    11 : 18:48

from an individual working at the Department of 11 : 18:53
Social Services, are you testifying that you can 11:18:56
read the second paragraph as meaning that it does 11:18:58
not include -- that this man was not a victim of 11 : 19:01
sexual misuse by Archdiocesan priests? Is that! I : 19:06
what your testimony is? Or is it your testimony 11:19:09
that you can’t tell either way?            11:19:1 !

A If you got that out of what I just said, then     i 1:19:13
either I don’t know how to speak English or      I I : 19: i 6
you’re not hearing me.                 11:19:i9

Q Probably I’m not hearing you correctly.        I I: 19:20
A Absolutely not. What I am saying is that --     I 1:19:21

well, let me read what the person says.        ! i: 19:25
Q Right.                        11:19:26
A And my presumption is that the person is working 11:19:27

for the agency --                   1 I: 19:3 !
Q Sure.                           11:19:32
A -- that is carried on the letterhead, but I have I I : 19:33

no knowledge of that.                 i 1:19:35
"As a former victim of sexual misuse by" o- 11:!9:37

and it’s "misuse" here.                11:19:42
Q Right. I used those words earlier.          11:19:43

5
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--"sexual misuse by a number of’ -- "by a number I 1:19:4~
of diocesan priests."                 11:19:50

All I’m saying is -- 11:19:51
Why don’t you read the full sentence. 11:19:52
"I have witnessed firsthand the I~ain and anguish 11:19:54

that such an incident can occur."            11 : 19:57
All I’m saying is that that letter in and of 11:19:59

itself does not say that these are diocesan 11:20:01
priests in the Archdiocese of Boston. It doesn’t11:20:05
say that they’re in Manchester, New Hampshire. 11:20:08
They could be anywhere.                11:20:12

So my only point is that this letter, of 11:20:14
itself, does not suggest that these priests areI 1:20:17
of the Archdiocese of Boston. 11:20:21

However, as I said, Mr. MacLeish, it doesn’tI 1:20:23
change the egregious nature of the act nor does11:20:28
it -- nor does it argue for not meeting with this11:20:34
person. All I’m saying is that the letter of 11:20:38
itself does not make a charge against priests of 11:20:41
this Archdiocese.                   11:20:45
You don’t know from reading the letter, Cardinal, 11:20:46

whether it’s the Archdiocese or some other      11:20:48
diocese, do you?                    11:20:50
The letter does not make a charge against priests 11:20:51

I
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of this Archdiocese. That’s all I’m saying,     11:20:55
Mr. MacLeish.                      11:20:58
How do you know that, Cardinal Law? How do you    ! 1:20:5

know that? How do you know that, respectfully?    11:21:00
It says:                       11:21:02

"As a former victim of sexual misuse by a 11:21:03 ’
number ofdiocesan priests, I have witnessed 11:2 i :06
firsthand the pain and anguish that such an 11:21:08
incident can occur."                  11:21:11

Letter is addressed to you. How can you 11:21:12
exclude that this man was victimized by priests11:21:15
o f the Archdiocese as opposed to some other 11:2 i: 18
diocese? 11:21:21
I’m not excluding anything, Mr. MacLeish. 11:21:21

MR. CRAWFORD: Objection to the form of 11:21:24
the question.                      11:21:25
I’m not excluding anything. I’m just trying to    11:21:25

be specific about what this letter contains, i 1:21:29
Cardinal Law, let me show you the original 11:21:31

unredacted letter, if I could, please. 11:21:34
I’m not going to mark it as an exhibit 11:21:37

because it contains a victim’s name. 11:21:39
You’ll see up in the upper left-hand comer, 11:21:41

you see a telephone number, handwritten telephone 11:21:44

16 (Pages 58 to 61)
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
ARCHBISHOP~80I~FICE

On May I0, 1957 1 called Dr. Gerald McCar~y, psychiatrist.

He told me that after Fr. Johnson’le~t here on Monday, he called the

Doctor asking what he should do. The Doctor replied that he should do

exactly as told--to have he further contacts of -any kind with the ~

girl o£ hhe ~ girl.

The Doctor identified the ~o girls, as beir~.~

and ~. He said that Ft. J. is involved with both--a

d~ginite ’emotional involvement’ which Ft. J. ~ould call flirtation.

The situatior~ has dynamite, the Dr. says, because ~ is talkir~,

writing letters etc. And while it is tmue that her statements ~bably

will be discounted because she is ~en~ally ill, the tragedy is--says

"the doctob--b~at "they are true. Ft. J. has a~huitted such to Dr.

McCarthy. Ft. J. is very much frightened as to what ~ight happen--

talked with Dr." McGarhty, and on one occasion consulted him in his

office (he made:other appointments, but then broke them). When he left

the doctor’s off.lce late~ in the evening, the ’~r. ~ound’Dwaiting

eeE~.s~ ou~slde for him (Ft. J. ) Dr. McCarthy says that Ft. J. ca~not

b~ helped by psychiatric treatment be~aus& he does not’want to be

h~Iped. He was told empha~IcAlly by Dr~ M~. not to see either girl again

but he persists. The Doctor thinks that he is an adolescent, psychopathl

perso~ality--not unlike ~ome of the boys he meets at the Guidance Center.

The Ooctor ~ays ~hat Ft. J. has act~ally been parking with

~. Her fsmutly may not know of the involvement--if 2

members of the family have been ment~ll~ ill, it is no~ impossible that

one of the parents may be so also, says the Dr.

I is writing many letters and notes--to ~ as well
as to others. ~ bro~g~h one ~ a lawyer--the F.9. I. could step in

JOHNSON, RICHARD G.
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~o the case, by reason of the use "~f the mails, says the Dr. The re-

aetlon of the lawyer was that the case "reeks." He cautioned the ~

glrl to s~ay away from Ft. J.

When the Doctor insisted on the grave scandal that could be

caused if ~ continues to talk,. I asked him if the word of the glrl

could be accepted, seeing that she is mentally ill. The .doc_tor replied

that there is always a kernal of truth in what a shhlzophrenic says--

whom he refers to psychiatrists. This fact is strange in itself, the

doctor commented.

The doctor was especially annoyed because Ft. J. was quoted

as saying that Dr. McCarthy would protec.t him. Fr.._~J. now denies having

said this, the doctor told me.

Ft. J. was involved ~Ith a g~2l._while he was a cura~m in

Ayer, the doctor said. .However, inasmuch as .Ft. J. never told this to

anyone except to Dr. McCarthy, the doctor insis£ed that this must not be

revealed.

Asked if he thought that Msgr~. McGlin~hey mlgh.t be deceived

as to Ft. J’s conduct, Dr. McCarthy said that he might well believe that

~ is annoying Fr. J., that Ft. J. wants nothing of it, ~that ~is

mental, that her statements cannnot be believed, etc. He might well be

convinced that everything is all right, seeirg that Fr. J. is so effecti~

in the parish--CYO, organizations, etc. The doctor believes that Fr.

should be transferred. If that is not possible (Msgr. McGlinchey might

object strenuously), Fr. J. should be made to report every two week~ here

it should be hinted to hlr, that we know the whole story, he ~hould be k.ep

anxious and concerned, the possibility of punishment should be kept befor

him.

JOHNSON, RICHARD G.
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On g..ay lh, 19~7 Dr. Gerald McCarthy, the psychiatrist, called me on

the telephone. He told me that on the previous Sunday e~rening, Ft. Johnson

called him at 10 p.m. on the telephone, and kept him talking got an hour. The

reason for the call was this : Ft. Johnson had received a letter l~rom m% asking

that he come to see me on next ’thursday. He wanted the doctor’s advice as

to whether "to open up or not" when mxt he saw me. He said that he feared

that his parents would find out about his difficulties. He had not seen

either I or~ since he talked with me. The doctor again advised him

not to have anything to do with them. At Fr.,s request3 the doctor made an

appointment to see him on Monday at 8 p.m. On Monday evening, soneone called

£rom the Rectory, to say that Ft. J. was on a sick call and could not keep the

appointment--but Dr. McCarhty heard Ft. J’s voice in the background. Later3

Ft. wanted an appointment on some particular evening. The doctor replied that

on that even:ng, he would be at a doctor’s me~ting at the narvard club. Ft. J.

then suggested that he join the doator at that dinner meeting--the doctor rerusedo

Dr. McCarthy co~.ented that such a suggestion was an evidence of an adolescent

approach--and so told Ft. Johnson. ~x

JOHNSON, RICHARD G.
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~ERSONAL A~D CONFIDENTIAL

Reverend Rich____~ard Johnso~n
St. Ma~_~Z~Parish" Beve~l~y.

On February 18, 1994, I met with Father Johnson to report to him theallegations of sexual molestation by ~ while she was a high

school student and parishioner at Sacred Heart Parish, Roslindale.

After reviewing, in general, the procedures of the Archdiocese for handling

these matters, I described to Father Johnson the allegations made by ~

~ to Sister Catherine Mulkerrin on February 4, 1994.

lie was shocked at the allegations. He said they were not true.

lie remembers D" He is not sure that he tutored her, but he did tutor
girls during that time. He tutored~and~

He doesn’t understand why she makes these allegations. He may have been a
little affectionate with girls, but never did he sexually molest them.
also described that he would take eight to ten helpers after a dance to He

breakfast. This would occur once in a while,                                    have

He remembers~ as being a member of the band and the color guard.

lie said that her accusations boggle his mind. lie doesn’t recall pulling her
away from the color guard.

Again, he wondered why she made these allegations. I said maybe she perceived
his hugs as sexual. He said she was on the shy side. k nice little girl.

Hot really part of the in-crowd type.

~hat he did remember about her was her coming to him to prepare for marriage
to a Baptist. They wanted to get married in a Baptist church in Quincy.

He spoke of her family home being near the rectory and may have visited the

house, lie denies any sexual allegations.

I remarked to him that I was aware of the reports made about him to Bishop

Larry Riley in the 1950’s about two young women whose last names were~
andS. Father Johnson said that is all behind him and is all over.

I told him that I would talk with S~ster Catherine in order to be clear about

the allegations and the purpose of her reporting them. I asked Father Johnson
for permission to tell ~that he denied the allegations.

Father Johnson agreed to tbis.

No conclUSion was arrived at because of the difference between the allegations

and Father ,Iohnson’~ response.

JBM:mo’~

7117H
2/24/94
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PERSONAl. AN_D CONFID~ENTIAL

Reverend Richard Jotumon
~’s. Beve rJ_z

in 1957, Monsignor McNamara of the Boys’ Guidance Center reported to Monsignor Riley
that lie had received a report from Dr. McCarthy about Father Johnson. At the time,
Father Johnson was at St. Mary’s, Lynn. It involved his being h sicall my
vulnerable worn - P Y y " olved withen The names mentmned werelllllltlllllll~~ and~Dr. McCarthy the women and also was in conversation with Father Johnson aboutsaw
them as well. It seems Father Johnson admitted more to Dr. McCarthy than he did to
Monsignor Riley.

The description of the involvement is emotional involvement (flirtation~ }. ~
~ was a sister of an off--duty diocesan priest.                   "

Father Johnson is reported as being fearful of being sent to a monastery.

Dr. McCarthy reports to Monsignor McNamara that Father Johnson doesn’t want help. He
is adolescent and has a psychopathic personality. He has been parking with~

~. He should not see either girl anymore.

It seems that Father Jolmson took singing lessons from Mrs.~lllF

JBM:mo’l
7264M
4/4/94
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO: File

FROM: Rev. Brian M. Fia~

DATE: January 27, 1995

RE: Rev. Richard Johnson

Father Johnson came to Chancery on Fdday, January 27 at my requesL He was tanned and rested after a
few weeks in Florida with Fathers Frank O’Sullivan and Chadie Duggan. He expressed surl~ise at my call.
He Ihought this was all behind him.

We had a very pleasant and wide-ranging conversation. I was able to bring to his attention the fact that we
considered the allegations against him serious, but that we were not able to reach any conclusion about
them because of the discrepancies between his story and that of ~, and that there would not
be any resbictions on his minislry.

I told him that the Delegate’s recommendation, approved by the Review Board, was that the Delegate
should inform a pdest in his vicariate about this allegation and that he and this pdest should be in contact
with each other on a regular basis. He questianed me as to why this was so. I said that this is a serious
matter, and that there is a very disturbed woman in Rorida who feels that his interaction with her is the
source of her troubles, and that there was another allegation about him in the file. For his protection and
for that of the Church it is important that we are able to say that we are monitoring his situation.

I asked if he would be willing to meet with Msgr. Jot~n,Mcl~onough. He volunteered that ’~ather Frank
O’Sullivan and Father Rick Beaulieu are aware of his allegations, and Ihat he would be happy to meet with
Msgr. McDonough. I suggested that they might meet quarterly and that the conversation might simply be,
"How are things going?"                                 ’

He mentioned that the Padsh is currenlly celebrating its 125th anniversary, and that once that is ever he is
going to think about retiring, and joining Falher O’Sullivan for more golf time.                     ’

JOHNSON, RICHARO G.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02__135

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON -

This is to state that Reverend Richard G. Johnson, is a priest in good standing in the

Archdiocese of Boston. He is in the Diocese of Pahn Beach until May 1, 1998 to live

in retirement as a Senior Priest of the Archdiocese of Boston.

To the best of my knowledge, iu the external forum, I am of the opinion that he is of good character

and reputation. I believe that he is qualified to perform his ministerial duties in an eflbctive and

suitable maturer There is no canonical or civil reason for his leaving the Archdiocese of Boston and

I have no knowledge that he has been arrested, charged or convicted of any criminal act More

specifically, I am unaware of anything in Iris background which would render him unsuitable to work

with ininor.s. Fmther, I have no knowledge that he has a current, untreated alcohol or substance

abuse problem

Therefore [recommcnd Reverend Richard G. Johnson for priestly ministry in the Diocese of

Palm Beach and ! present him for faculties

Archbishop o[" Boston

Assistant for Canonical Affairs
January 5, 1998

JOHH$OH, RICHARD
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant Io the Secretary for Ministorial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
M_EMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Cardinal Law

Rev. William F. Murphy

Janua~, 12, 1998

Request for faculties for Rev. Richard G. Johnson

Your Eminence,

Enclosed you will fred a form which if completed will be sent to rite Diocese of Palm Beach in Florida on
behalf of Richard G. Johnson_

The reason I ,am sending you this is because there is an item in Father Johnson’s file which err "
p amsto

sexual misconduct. However, while there was an allegation, there was never any proof and no
disciplinary action was recommended by the Review Board or initiated by you. ! feel it is entirely safe
and appropriate for you to complete the enclosed form as is. However, I wanted to alert you to this so
that you would not be signing it without foreknowledge.

WFM:t!
cc: Father Paul MJcch

JOHNSON, RICHARD G.
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To:Chancery OZflce "

2121 Commonwealth Ave.

Brighton Haes.

From:Nahant Police Dept.

Nahant Mass.

Aug. 15,1977 ~~,~#J !

On Aug.h,1977 at ham in the morning OfZlcers Sczca~Inski

and Perry of the Naha~t Police Dept.were on regular patrol.

Ne came to the intersection of cll~f and Willow St. where we

observed a blue sedan parked at the side of the road. We obser-

ved a person ~ump ~rom the seat oZ the car. This Individual

had his pants end underwear wrapped arcund his ankles. He h~d

no clothlng on him from the waist down.He hurrldly began to pull

up his pants. Another individual started to pick up clothes

from the sidewalk.We could not see this individual because he

was reaching from the car seat.He h~s picking up the clothes in

a quick manner. We noticed this second person plck up a pair

of blue pin-stripe pants.

We then pulled up next to the ear and l(0ff. Perry) told

the driver of the car to move on.I/hen I dld this I recognized

the driver as a priest . I knew him when I went to High School

at St. Kary8 !~ Ly~n. In the passenger side of the car was a

young male. They were the only occupants of the car. The driver

wasporsplrlng heavily.

At this point the driver left. We followed them in the cruiser

After discussing the matter between ourselves we put on our

overhead blue lights to stop the ehr to ascertain exactly ~#hat

was going on. The driver, though proceeding at a slow speed,

would not stop. We then pulled in front of the car to cut him

off.

0ff. Szczawlnski talked with th~ young male and found out he

was a 19 year old from Derivers. Off. Perry talked with the driver

After 8eelng hlo license and registration 0ff. Perry confirmed

the fac~ ~ha~ he was a priest. He was the Roy. Edward Kelley

formerly statiomed ~t St. Harys In Lynn.

Fr, Kelley ~as still sweating profusely. Off. perry observed

that the Father was wearing a pair of blue pin strlpe pants.

asked the Father t~ get out of the car. He was not wearing his

KELLY, E. - 5



shoes as they were on the floor of the car. He was in his stock-

ing f~et. ~ then asked the father what he was doing back there

and he said that the boy was going the bathroom. I then asked

him what he was doing in Nahant at that hour and he said he was

counseling the young man.

After a slight pause in our conservation I then the statement

that;"Father, from what I see here, I have nothing but really

bad thoughts about the circumstances that just occured." Fr.

Kelley made no response to that statement.

Off. Perry then observed in the back seat of the car beer

cansin a cardboard box, the type used to hold together a case

of beer. I also noticed an assortment of clothes strewn over

the back.

We then told the Father to get into his car and leave.

An hour later Off. Perry returned to the original scene

and found a broken bottle of Bacardi at the exact spot the car

was parkedoI tasted the droplets on the broken glass and they

had the taste of alcohol.

After investigating further we discovered that Ft. kelley

was stationed at St. Columbkille Parish in Brighton.

From all the above circumstances it was the opinion of the

two officers concerned that we relate this incident to the

Chancery Office.
Sincerqly Yours,

Officer Gerard D. Perry

Officer William Szczawinski

Nahant Police Dept.

KELLY, E.’6



Name E611~y, Rev. Edward T.

Date of
Birth     9/22/42

Date of May 29, 1968
Ordlnat[on

Place of
Birth Lowell

Place of Holy Cross Cathedral
O.rdination

Home
Address 35 Fremont St Lowell

Home
Tel No. 452-1320

Date Assigned Office Place Assigned     Date Detached

6/12/68

6/3/75

6118185

6/5193

7/25/93

10-01-96

121112001

Asst. St. Mary., Lynn 6/3/75

Assoc. Pastor St. Columbkille, Brighton

Parochial Vicar St. Francis of Assisi, Medford

Unassigned -Special

Sick Leave-Exempt

Counselor Priests Recover Pro~ramlOlir .l~dy’s Hall, Milton

Unassigned

6118185

615193

7/25!93

10-01-96

121112001
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TO:

FROM:

RE:

DATE:

I.

II.

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

Rev. John B. McCormack ~/

St. Catherine E. Mulkerrin

Allegation of ~about Fr. Edward T. Kelley

April 27,1993

Please refer to letter received from ~ on March 16,
1993 for initial background - in prior memo.
Letters were sent by CEM in response and to set up meeting
time.

Report of CEM’s phone conversation with psychotherapist Julie
Schauman with the permission of                 April 16, 1993,
Julie Schauman described~ as a remarkable man who has done
miracles with his life, referring especially to his alcohol-
free life.    She thinks ~ would probably see her more
frequently, except that she does not accept insurance.
in his appointment said that he could not get out of work more
often than once in three weeks; he has not told his employers
about his counseling.)

Julie spoke of~’s integrity; "he is not a blamer and is
willing to accept responsibility."     She believes that
everything that has happened is drawing him closer to God,
including his most recent response from the Church.

She has two different opinions about ~’s inability to name
the priest. First, ~ was protecting him because the man
was probably very loving and his experiences were therefore
not terrible, especially for a boy who was emotionally very
needy. Second, though, and "very deep down", if ~ were to
say the name, he has the fear that he would be killed; he
"trusted in a disciple of God."

~could not trust his own Mom and Dad. He did trust God
and therefore, a disciple of God. She commented on how bright

~ is and the fact that it is only fairly recently that
memories have come back, because he is free of alcohol.

III. Evening appointment of CEM with ~ at Chancery on
Wednesday, April 21, 1993.

J is thirty-four years old. He is currently working for an
investment firm, is working on a Master’s degree in English at
Salem State, dates a thirty year old woman (his marriage was
annulled last year, information he wants great confidentiality
about). He lives with his parents and is in his fifth year of
sobriety. ~attends three to four AA meetings a week (some
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with his father) and has been in counseling since January
1989. He presents very well - attractive, humorous (once his
abuse descriptions were finished.), well dressed, intelligent.
He wants to get a lot behind him, start living, have a family,
etc.

~named three places where his sexual encounters with
Fr. Melley took place: St. Mary Rectory in Lynn, Camp
Fatima, and St. Columbkille Rectory in Brighton. When he
was fourteen, at St. Mary’s, he does not remember whether
both he and Ft. Kelley had alcohol or marijuana; Fr.
Kelley took~’s pants down, groped around, but did not
persist. He did that one or two other times.

~ said that Fr. Kelley "befriended us group of boys,
took us to concerts, games and had rapport as a young
priest who could talk to the boys their age." ~ said
there was always alcohol (beer included) and that Fr.
Kelley would get out of control. When~was 15 or 16
(1970’s) and helping at Camp Fatima, he recalls that at
the end of the day there was a half a keg of beer out for
a party for the workers.    He slept in a cabin that
accommodated twenty boys. Father Kelley forced himself
into ~’s sleeping bag - groping, .-touching.
pretended to be in a deep sleep and eventually Fr. Kelley
left. ~ -in shock- that other boys would hear.")

When g was seventeen, Fr. Kelley took him to New York
City to see the Mets game. In the hotel room there was
drinking and the sexual encounters escalated. There was
oral sex. ~ says that he threw Fr. Kelley out of the
bed and told him to stay away from him. At the same time
he said there was some reciprocation.

~from this time on began to drink heavily to smooth
over his despondency and to keep up a facade of being
happy.

In subsequent years (crossing from minor to adult status
as~ acknowledged) he visited St. Columbkille’s. The
two would go to the movies or out eating and then go back
to Fr. Kelley’s room. The~f~drank, listened to records.
"He sodomized me once." ~ thinks there were ten or
eleven of these visits, with sexual encounters and with
"complicity."     (Original letter - pastor prohibited
visits in room.)

In the early 80’s, when ~ was in his early twenties,
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IV.

he told Fr. Kelley -at Camp Fatima- "I don’t do that anymore."
He asked Fr. Kelley if he thought what they had done was
a sin in God’s eyes, Fr. Kelley answered yes.

In 1987 or 1988 Fr. Kelley called~, but he would not
go to see him. ~ is sure he "was replaced by another
kid at St. Columbkille’s.

~is willing that his name be used. He wants to
protect others from the same experiences.

See attached letter regarding counseling - past expenses and
arrangements for future. (CEM has copy)

CEM:tt
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

REVIEW BOARD
November 3, 1994

Case # 7

Allegations:

- In 1977 the priest was found by police in a parking
area with his pants down, with a 19-year old male.
- In 1986 he went into treatment for alcohol abuse.

In 1992 he was accused of sexual conversation and
sexual touching of a young boy in 1977.
- In 1993 he was accused of repeated sexual molestation
of a then 15 year old boy in 1974 and subsequent years
into adulthood.

Complainant:

- The first complaint regarding the 19 year old male was
brought by the Police in 1977.
- The alcoholic intervention was precipitated by’priest-s.
- The 1977 incidents with a young boy were brought by a

_young man in 1992 who refused to be more specific and to
be in further contact.    Another man joined in this
allegation, but we never heard from him again. Recently
the original accuser filled a civil suit.
- The 1974 allegations came in 1993 from 34 year old
recovering alcoholic. He is working for an investment
firm, and working towards a Masters in English.

Response:

Initial denial - Over the years in therapy, he has come
to accept the fact that while he was drinking he did
become sexually involved with older adolescent males. He
maintains that he does not recall the incident alleged to
have occurred in 1977.

Background of the Priest:

He is a 51 year old priest who acknowledged being an
alcoholic. He has been sober now for eight years. The
diagnosis from St. Luke’s was sexual disorder, not
otherwise specified, unintegrated sexuality (309.20);
alcohol dependence in remission (303.90). He is
intelligent, shy and lacking in confidence. He is

respected by those who know him.
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Review Board - Case #7 - 11-3-94

Impressions:

This priest is a model of cooperation and tries very hard
in therapy.    He has a strong identification with the
priesthood. He is faithful to his 12-step program and
spiritual direction. He is grateful for the efforts made
on his behalf regarding these matter.

Action to date:

He was allowed to continue in ministry until the
allegation made later in 1993. He has been treated at
Guest House in 1986 and assessed and treated at Saint
Luke’s in 1993.    In February of 1993 the Delegate
recommended that he enter into individual and group
therapy, and continue in ministry. The Board approved,
adding that he should be supervised by his pastor. In
April of 1993 the Board was informed that a second review
would be needed, based on new information. He is living
in a group setting.

Future plans/Questions:

The priest was recently made aware that there is very
little hope that he will ever be able to r~turn to public
ministry.     He was devastated by this reality, but
continues to cooperate, hoping that "God, who got me
sober, will get me through this".

Deleqate’s Recommendation:

The recommendation is that there be no public ministry
for this man, and that we work with him; that he continue
in therapy, AA and spiritual direction; that we revisit
this case in five years to determine whether any ministry
might be allowed.
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Ri~r. THO.~fAS C. HtIDGINS
Episcopal Vicar ST. ANNE’S PARISH

75 King Street

Littleton, Mass. 01’t60

Telephone 486-’t100

Most /everend Thomas V. Daily

Chancery
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts

April 29, 1980

Your Excellency:

I first heard of Father Lane’s project when he
visited me severa! months ago and also at a meeting held in St.

Feter’s Rectory. The meeting was attended by about twenty five

people and included Bishop Ruocco,a few priests, nuns and lay people.

From the very beginning and from what I have heard, I have had some

misgivings for the following reasons.

.Father !,~e smd Father McLaughlin are two very
strong willed men.and, consequently, they arenot getting along

very well. They go their own ways’and very seldom consult with

one another. Father Lane said that there is great tension in the

Rectory and wants to move to the convent before June ist. This seems

to me to be an escape and the’creation of a new ministry which will

alow him to be on his own. This is the reason for the urgency for

the Cardinal’s consent which is evident in his letter.

Since Father’s transfer from the Alpha Omega House,
I have heard from Protestants as well as Catholics some very

disturbing stories concerning the reasons for his removal. If there

is any validity to them,I believe that he should receive psychiatric

help before he can be placed again in the same circumstances. If

he is allowed to continue with the project and something should

happen, God forbid, his Eminence will be subjected to criticism

and embarrassment. Whereas, if he remains in a parish, the possibility



LOWELL VICARIATE
~¢~DIOCE~I~ OF BOSTON

l~v, THoMas C. HtJD~;IN$
Epi~opal Vicar

of something happening will be very remote.

ST. ANNE’S PARISH

75 King Strcet
iitfleton, Mass. 01460

Tclephonc 486-4100

If I can be of further assistance to you, please do
not hesitate to call upon me.

~espectfully yours in Christ,

Thomas C. Hudgins.
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PERSONAL ~D CONFTDENTI~L

MEMORANDUM

TO: Bishop Hughes

FROM: Father McCormack

DATE: March 15, 1993

RE: Reverend Bernard Lane

The allegations made about Father Lane were dropped. At the time there was an
¯ investigation by both Father Melvin Surette and the District Attorney’s office.

The results of the investigation were that the parent of the boy who made the
allegations was satisfied with the outcome. It seems that the boy made these
charges in a vindictive way. There is no substantiation for holding them to
be credible.

Father Lane took a few months off and Cardinal Law agreed to reassign him.

Father Lane, at the time, agreed to go into counseling.
To my knowledge, hehas never pursued this.

Recommen____datlo__~n:

That a conversation be held with Father Lane around this matter and to discuss
how he perceives ~t, why it was recommended that he have counseling and why he ¯
hasn’t done this ....

My impression is that Father Lane must have been overextended and probably was
not using goodjudgment at times. This is just an intuition.

JBM:mo’l
5665M
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TO:

FROM:

DATE :

RE:

CONFIDENTIAL

MEMO RANDU

Bishop Hughes

Father McCormac~

May 3, 1993

Reverend Bernard Lane

I write in reference to our looking into the circumstances surrounding the
allegation made about Ft. Lane at the Alpha-Omega House program in the 70’s.

St. Catherine Mulkerrin interviewed Martha McKenna. She was a significant
person at the Alpha-Omega House in those ~ears. She was responsible for the
766 Program. She is the wife of the present director, James McKenna.

St. Catherine reports that Martha McKenna knew there was an allegation made
and that Ft. Lane left shortly afterwards. She did not know nor does she
today know of the substance of the allegation.

She never saw Ft. Lane out of line. He did an awful lot of good. He was a
super therapist. Martha is the mother of eight children who were always around
him.

Ft. Lane was Marth~ McKenna’s boss. They got along very well, She couldn’t
say that all people felt the same - but some of that is just typical of
workers.

~ecommendation:

In light of the fact that we can uncover no evidence that points to Ft. Lane
acting irresponsibly or in a way that points to sexual misconduct, I recommend
that the matter not be pursued.

If you would like this presented to the Sexual Misconduct Review Board, I
would do so. However, I do not encourage it.

JBM:mo’l
5919M
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pERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAl_,

Reverend Bernard Lane
Our_Lady of Grace, Chelsea

~I993

Sister Catherine Mulkerrin reported to me that she met with.~of.
Florida. He is about thirty-four years of age and twice married. He described himself as
one who is distrusting of others and has had some problems with drugs and alcohol in h~
past. He appeared to be quite contained and was not looking for counseling. He was
accompanied by Attorney MacLeish.

Alle~ation:

When at age fifteen he was a resident at the Alpha-Omega House in Littleton. He was
sexually abused by Father Lane. He described the circumstances as such:

Father Lane was heavy into one-on-one counseling. In order to teach ~how to
relax, love his own body, and learn intimacy, he would have him lie down on the floor
of the office, remove pieces of clothing such as his shirt and progressively over a
period of time, all his clothing. He would invite~to lay naked in bed with him
when he was naked.

He would then at times massage ~ rush him, try to masturbate him and teach him
how to feel orgasm. They would talk about oral and anal sex, but he would not do it.
He reported that this happened about twenty times within one year. It is not clear
how often the actual massaging, etc. took place.

~ thinks th~it some of the other counselors might have done things like this to
other boys. He thinks Father Lane might have done it to other boys. He gave the
names of other boys who lived at Alpha-Omega to Attorney MacLeish.

He described Father Lane as one who had a charismatic approach to boys. He held a
sway over them and they wanted to be liked by him.                           ,-

He reported Father Lane as bringing some boys to his house in New Hampshire.

He wanted to know what we are going to do with him and to make sure that he is not
in touch with children.

JBM:mo’l
6388M
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Meetinq with Fr. Bernard Lane
August 6, 1993

i. Fr. Lane came with his brother who is a lawyer.

I gave copies of the Archdiocesan Policy to each to read over
so they could ask questions.

3. I then read the report from Sr. Catherine.

o Discussion followed about procedures:

- need to leave parish

- administrative leave or resignation?

o Fr. Bernard Lane then addressed the allegation:

- therapy which all the counselors used was based on
Bethel Training Program which emphasized being more
comfortable with the body

- however there were no doors to the rooms

- he never engaged in massage or masturbation of the boys

- the boys were street boys and generally did not have
underwear at night or pajamas or bathing suits for
swimming

- Fr. Lane¯ recognizes now that this was not a good
professional or common sense approach

- Ft. Lane had not been involved with boys since leaving
Alpha Omega House

o Bernard Lane wants to diffuse situation:

- resignation probably for poor health

- assessment

- placement in ministry where there are no minors

o August 7 telephone call: Attorney Gerard Lane indicates that
Bernard Lane will resign from the parish as of 8/14/9.

ACH:tt
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Case # 37

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
REVIEW BOKRD
JUNE 6, 1994

Alleqations:

In 1978 while the priest was in charge of a residenti~
treatment program for adq~escent males, a young resideht.o
charged the priest with sexual abuse.

In 1993, a thirty four year old man alleged that, when he
was fifteen years old and living in the residential
treatment program conducted by this priest, he was
sexually abused.

In 1994, an adult male alleges that when he was seventeen
years old and working in this residential treatment
program, this priest sexually abused him.

Response:

To the first allegation, the priest responded that this
young man was getting even with him. Since this young
man came to the program as an alternative to jail and the
boy had to be asked to leave the program, the priest
claimed that the boy threatened to get even with him.

To th4 second’and third allega[ions, the priest denied
that there was any sexual abuse, but admits to nakedness.
He described the residents as street kids who were often
given a last chance before going to jail. The priest
described the-therapy as reflective of the times (the
70’,s). Although now seen as being ’unorthodox’, wishes
that he had greater supervision in that aspect.of running
the program.

Backqround of the priest:

He is fifty-nine years of age. He has served in a numbe~
of parishes as a Parochia! Vicar and as a Pastor. He was
responsible for starting a residentia! program for young
people in difficulty in the 1970’s.

BL-0110
~mpressions:

The priest is a hard worker, appears to be naive and can
be extremely intense and anxious. He strongly believes
that he used a new and unorthodox approach that he
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questions in hindsight. He feels that these young men
are making these allegations now and twisting the picture
so that it looks like it was sexual in nature versus
helping them accept their feelings. -    It is my
understanding that some psychiatrists think that people
who ran this type of residential program are now the
recipients of sexua! abuse cases without foundation.

÷ o

Action to Date:

In 1978 the priest resigned as Director of the
residential program and participated in an outpatient
assessment. The results of that are not available to us
now. Subsequently, he was assigned to parish ministry.

Following    the    recent    allegations,    this    priest
participated in an inpatient assessment at St. Luke
Institute. His diagnosis was of an adjustment disorder
with mixed     emotional features (marked to severe
anxiety).     There was a diagnosis of un-integrated
sexuality and a diagnosis of ephebophilia by history. He
was described as the kind of individual that actively
pushes away from negative emotional states and troubling
feelings. The reportfurther stated: "Although the data
is strongly suggestive of an ephebophilia problem in the
mid 70’s, evidence for this condition is currently not
there"

Observations:
BL-0111

Although it is clear that both assessing institutions
agree that there is no current sexual disorder, there
seems to have been serious boundary
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violations and poor judgement.    The men who reported
sexual misconduct by this priest.in their teens see this
now as.sexual abuse The question of ephebophilia-is
raised, but not resolved.

D~elegate Recommendation:

There shall be no parish ministry. In light of the lega!--
claim, there should be no public ministry in the near
future.    The priest should live in a residence with
priests, be in regular contact with his monitor/adviser
and continue in therapy and Spiritual Direction. The
case should be reviewed in two years.

KJD:tt
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for 1Wmisterial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
_MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Rev. William F. Murphy

Sister Rita V. McCarthy

September 30, 1997

Bernard Lane)
Brockton~ ~ (DOB~

~met with me at the Chancery today. He was very apprehensive so he brought his girlfi-iend along
to assuage his fears. Gradually he relaxed and spoke openly of his past. Before he encountered Father
Lane in 1974,~admitted to being a "juvenile delinquent." He described his family as dysfunctional
with many problems. His mother, however, did belong to a Guild at the Chttrch. ~[lll~tfather was
very rough with him. ~,vanted me to understand that all of his problems were not the result of what
Father Lane did to him, only his sexual orientation and serf-esteem. Because of his other problems, such
as stealing cars, he was sent to Alpha & Omega in Littleton.

~lll~description of the dorm at Alpha & Omega was bizarre. He recalls it as a room full of young
men 14-16 years old all lying around naked, some in towels, masturbating one another and reading
pornographic magazines. He also claims that triple X-rated films were made available to the young men.

~was at Alpha & Omega for approximately 5 or 6 months. Father had some "special kids." ~
was one ofthem. At one ~ime~was chosen to speak to a group of Deacons in Brighton.

Father would bring ~ to his bedroom to "tess:him sexually." At first ~tried to brush Father
off. Father turned this around and made the problem ~ own insecurity. Father said that he had a
copy of ~psychological profile and that ~l~tad a sensitive scrotum, which was why ~
would not allow Father to touch him. Father also told ~that he ~ had homosexual fears. ""
Thereafter, Father digitally sodomized him once or twice every week. He kept tellingl~l~ that he was
better than the others, that ~ would make it.

Later in life ~h_ ad a homosexual relationship. ~ll[~realized at this time that it was not true; he
had no attraction for men. He felt all mixed up.

~would like to go to Thomas Morris, MD in New Bedford to try to get a handle on his life. His
girlfi-iend recommended Doctor Morris to him. ~feels that if he can get his serf-est~m back, he
would be able to do something with his life. ~signed a ~vaiver before he leR and thanked me.

RVM:tt
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Rev. William F. Murphy

Sister Rita V. McCarthy

September 30, 1997

~ (Rev. Bernard Lane)
~ 02401

~met with me at the Chancery today. He was very apprehensive so he brought his girlfriend along
to assuage his fears. Gradually he relaxed and spoke openly of his past. Before he encountered Father
Lane in 1974~admitted to being a "juvenile delinquent." He described his family as dysfunctional
with many problems. His mother, however, did belong to a Guild at the Church. ~father was
veu rough with him. ~]]]~wanted me to understand that all ~fhis problems were not the result of what
Father Lane did to him, only his sexual orientation and self-esteem. Because of his other problems, such
as stealing cars, he was sent to Alpha & Omega in Littleton.

~ description of the dorm at Alpha & Omega was bizarre. He recalls it as a room full of young
men 14-16 years old all lying around naked, some in towels, masturbating one another and reading
pornographic magazines. He also claims that triple X-rated films were made available to the young men.

~vas at Alpha & Omega for approx.imately 5 or 6 months. Father had some "special kids." ~
was one of them. At one tifiae ~ was chosen to speak to a group of Deacons in Brighton.

Father would bring ~l~ to his bedroom to "test him sexually." At first.Ill, tried to brush Father
off. Father turned this around and made the problem I~ own insecurity. Father said that he had a
copy of ~psychological profile and that ~ had a sensitive scrotum, which was, whv ~
would not allow Father to touch him. Father also told,~[13.at he ,~111~ had homosexuai fears.
Thereafter, Father digitally sodomized him onc’~ or twice every ~’veek. He kept t~iling~ that he was
better than the others, that ~would make it.

Later in life ~ ~ad a l~omosexual relationship. ~lllll~realized at this time that it was not true: he
had no attra~ion for men. He felt all mixed ups.

~would like to go to Thomas Morris, MD in New Bedford to try to get a handle on his life. His
girlfriend recommended Doctor Mort-is to him i feels that if he can get his self-esteem back. he
~’ould be able to do something witli his lif~. ~signed a waiver before he left and thanked me.

RVM:tt
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
M~-M 0 R A N D UM

TO:

FRO~

DATE:

Rev. William F. M~rphy

Sister Rita V. McCarthy,

September 30, 1997

(Rev. Bernard Lane)
~, Brockton~ ~

~ met with me at the Chancery today. He was very apprehensive so he
brought his girlfriend along to assuage his fears. Cradually he relaxed
and spoke openly of his past. Before he encountered Father Lane in 1974,

~ admitted to being a "juvenile delinquent." He described his family
as dysfunctional with many problems. His mother, however, did belong to
a Guild at the Church. His father was very rough with him. ~wanted
me to understand that all of his problems were not the result of what

Father Lane did to him, only his sexual orientation and self-esteem.

Because of his other problems he was sent to Alpha & Omega in Littleton.

I
H

is description of the dorm there was bizarre. He recalls it as a room y~i~2~
full of young men 14-16 years old all lying around naked, some in towels,

masturbating one another and reading pornographic magazines. He also ~/~- "
~ that triple’~-rated films ~ere mad~ available to them.               "’

~was at Alpha & Omega for approximately 5 or 6 months. At one time
he was chosen to speak to a group of Deacons. Father had some " speclal
kids." He was one of them.                                                 "      "

Father would bringero his bedroom to "test him sexually." At first
he tried to brush him off. ,/Father turned this arou

~own insecurity. ~.~-=~,; ...... nd and made the
profileoana ~m~~. ~-- o=~u ~nac ne had a co~v o~~, . _ - ..... ~, had a sensitiv ....... [~ ~"~Jm~mpsycnologica] a her him. .e also tol why
~uerearter, Father d~-~- ,, ¯ ~- ~,,=~ ~ had ~omosexual
kept tellin=~.~p~fziy so~omized him once or t~ice ev--- "~=20" -

it.
~~ cnac ne was better than the others t~.,=~[ ~ee~

,    .,=~ -= wouio make

Later in life~ had a homosexual relationship. He realized at this
time that it was not true- he had no attraction for men. He felt all mixed
Up.                                 ’

He would like to go to Thomas M~rris, MD in New Bedford to try to get
a handle on his life. His girlfriend recommended Doctor Morris to him.

~ feels that if he can get his self-esteem back, he would be able to
do something with his life. He signed a waiver before he left and thanked
me.
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]~ITCHELL G.&R_KBEDL&N

Wilson D. Roger% Ir., Esq.
DUNN & ROGERS
One U-~on Street
Boston, MA 0210~

October ] 0, 1997

RE: Sexual abuse of~by Father Bernard Lane

Dear Mr. Rogers:

Please be advised that this office represents currently 39 yearsold, who was repeatedly sexually molested by
Lane between January andJune of 1974 when he was fifteen and sixteen years old. The molestation occurred at

Alpha Omega Hall in Littletorg Massachusetts and at Father Lane’s lakefront home in
New I~mp~hlre.

The relevant sexual behavior includes tel/in8 Mr.~l~ that it was perfectly
natural for men to physically feel and demonstrate attraction for other men, providing Mr.
~ with Vaseline, pompgraphl¢ magazines and pornographic videos and
encouraging him to masturbate openly, bringing Mr. ~ to his bedroom at night
arm rubbing his hands up ~ down Mr..~lillll~torso and legs giving, in his words,
"body rushes" as they. both lay naked in his bed. rubbing his hand over Mr4~l~
genitaL~ performing oral sex on Mr.~llilii~ and forcing Mr.~to perform
"hand jobs" on him.

Mr. ~ injuries resulting fiom this behavior include suicidal ideations,
disgust, shame, anxiety, confusion regarding his sexual ideatity, damage to his relationship
with his mother, i.e. Father Lane told Mr. ~ that he had reviewed psychological
tests of Mr. ~ and that they revealed that he hated his mother and that he was a
latent homosexual and that he must confi’ont his mother and stop rejecting perfectly
normal male on male affection.

Based on the foregoing, Mr.~lllll~demands $200,000.00 in settlement of this
matter. Please be aware that Mr. ~ demand is firm and not negotiable.

BL-0122



Nil’. Rogers
page 2

Octobe~ 10, 1997

Please advise as to your decision as I will be filing a complaint on behalf of my
client within the near future.

If you do not represent Father Bernard Lane please inform me of same.

Mitchell Garabedian

BL-0123



Conjqdentia~Memo~~~-
To:    the f!le of Rev. andum -- ~

Bernie LaneFrom: Reverend William F. Murphy//Zz~
Date: October 15, 1997
Re:    new allegation

Ft. Lane and his brother Gerald (an attorney) came in to see me on October 7. I had informed
previous day that Sr. Rita McCarthy had received
~ Mr. ~alle es "            a new allegation against him
at Alpha-Omega House in r"ae,g - th.at Ft. Lane sexually molested him wki!e from a

,.~tueton m 1973.                             Mr~]ll~ was

Fr. Lane says that Mr. ~%vas at A-O in 1973, not 1974. He vaguely remembers him.To the allegation that the young men of A-0 often lounged around naked, masturbatin.g one ant
reading p°mography provided by the staff~ Fr. Lane says it is not true. He says that the 3,OUng
did not wear underwear (the fashion of the day). Upon retiring, they would be naked. ~    ¯
would hug one another or a staffmember as a way of saying goochaight.            Sometun
was privately owned. It was not confiscated. It was never provided by staff.. There wer’,~ no do~

If pornography was pre

rooms, precisely to prevent any sexual acting out. Sexual respons~’bility was one of the ~2~ttudatio
of’the house, along with a prohibition on drugs, alcohol and fighting. Ft. Lane says he r~ever war
rated films with the residents, and certainly did not provide k. He describes a well-run, open coil:
with good SUpervision and safeguards in place.

Mr’~claims that Fr. Lane took him to Fr. Lane’s bedroom

~hoadtohe.m.~..an~n~ °~:_rememb. er ever having Mr ~,.___.. _. to "testhimsexually,
t; mm with his lin,,e ....~.’~mtusroom. Hedenies --" ¯ Fr. La:

~ ,, t,, ~pea~ung to him about/Vfr ~ fi havang touched him

deterrent to sexual cooperation with Fr. Lane. He says he never told ~that~had a "se-
scrotum". "~ ear ofhomose.xuality a.~

¯ Lane does. not recal/if Mr ~"~w one of the group which trave/!ed to St. John’s SemJn.
~PF--real< to seminarians a’-    _" ~ asoout the A-O program. He says if there was anything the staffwished to hidwould they bring the boys to Speak publicly?

Fr. Lane said he wi!l [provide me with names offormer staff‘and                 "
the appropriate atmoSphere Ft. Lane describes,               residents through which I can reco

t.O~. the recommendation of Fr. Paul Mic "̄ ..~.his recent alle,, " eli, Fr. Jma T~,.,,,e ,,~ . .. ~at~on. However./Vh- ~, y (Fr. Lane s ~pervisor) will not be inforn
t-raraoeoaan detve into this sin,-,~’-- ~__~1~~.. has made contact with

become public. I will Speak to Fr. Miceli about this. When I spoke to Ft. Lane, I was una~vare that

..... ~,-, ue could unCOVer others wi!ling to try. Mitchell Garabedian
make claims. The process ctcontact had been made with a lawyer. Fr. Lane does not currently know about this.        "

Fr. Lane would somebody like to assure Mr. ~ofthe treatment he has received and the safer
his current assignment.
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CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDU~
To: the file of Reverend Bema~
From: Reverend William F. Murphy
Date: February 7, 1999
Re: response to allegation

Ft. Bernard Lane came to Chancery this afternoon at my request, to respond to an allegation of

sexual misconduct by ~

I asked Fr. Lane if he cou.ld recall an individual by that name who had participated in the
Alpha-Omega program in Littleton in 1976¯ He said lie did not.

I read Fr. Lane the section of Mr.~ written report which described the alleged
incident. In response, Fr. Lane told me:

¯his family’s New Hampshire house would have been occupied by his family durLng die

month of August, maMng the alleged actMry impossible           "
- he uever told atw person to disrobe and never pulled clothing off any person
- he never committed the acts of oral sex or sodomy (se.’mal activity: oral, anal or

masturbation were offenses for which immediate dismissal "front the program
was the punishment)

- the youths were visited monthly by DSS caseworkers; a report could have been made
"

"~l~keports his Mother took him out of die program because of his changed
demeanor; this could not have happened without involvement of the DYS and
the Staff Psychiatrist, giving another opportuni ,ty to report

- boys coming from West.field Detention Center were in for aggravated assault, murder,
or anne.d robbery: they were not the sorts to permit fondling.

Questions which arose include:
- how would Ft. Lane have separated ~~!off front the odler boys?
- when didll~~first report this incident, and to whom?
- for what had he been hlcarcerated at Westfield?

Father Lane is currently performing no public ministry which would involve minors except die
celebration of two Sun’lay Masses at St. Linus Parish in Nadck. He assures me that he does
not have any contact witl’t minors separate from die open forum of liturgy,.. He performs no
other ministry apart from the work he does at Regina Cleri.
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CONFIDENTIAL MEMO

TO:    File
August 11, 1999

From: Rev. Charles Higgins

Re Reverend George Berthold

A meeting was held on Wednesday June 21, 1999 at 1 PM between Rev Bernard Lane and myself. During
the meeting I indicated to Fr Lane that because of new developments concerning his actions in the Alpha -
Omega proglam, he would have to resign his present position as assistant to Senior Priest of the
Archdiocese. I asked him to respond to the fact that his attorney indicated that he participated in fondling
and mutual masturbation as part of therapy at Alpha Omega. He denied there was mutual mastmbation but
did admit to nude hugging, fondling, touching and sexual arousal. He said there was touching of genital
areas along ~dth touching of all the other parts of the body. He reaffirmed that this was accepted therapy at
the time. I told him this was inappropriate and fell within the guidelines of the sexual abuse policy, of the
Archdiocese. Fr Lane will be 65 years old on August 14, 1999. I have asked him to send a letter of
resignation to the Cardinal, seeking retirement and senior palest status. We will accept his resignation and
place him on retirement. I also asked his for an assessment to help in this transition. He didn’t this was
necessary.
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MINISTIERIAL PERSONNEL

Father John McCormick
Diocese of Boston
One Lake Street
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Father McCormick:

Thank you very much for referri~’~ther Bernard La~s for psychiatric
evaluation and therapy. It is our understar~~ol-d~lng an allegation of sexual
abuse that Father.Lane was evaluated at the Saint Luke Institute in IVlaryland, and that he
was sent to The Institute of Living for further evaluation and treatment. In order for us to
continue with Father Lane’s evaluation and treatment, he has been :;Being me for
psychiatric consultation, usually two or three times a week, over a period of several
weeks since his admission to the Program in Decembe~ of 1993. He has also been seen
for ilsychological reevaluation by Dr. Bruce Reis of our Department o� Psychology, for
spiri,:ual evaluation by Father John Kiely, Director of our Pastoral Program, and has
attended the Professional and Clergy Day Program under the supervision of Todd
McDonald, R.N., B.S.N., C. Father Lane has been entirely cooperative throughout his
stay and although he was anxious, and frightened at the time of his arrival to a point
which might have compromised his cognitive functioning, we found that the support of
the P~ogram soon helped him to integrate fully, so that the report presented below we
feel is an accurate statement of Father Bernard Lane’s current intell,],ctual, emotional and
spiritual state.

In order to be complete I would like to quote from the allegations that were
recorded in a personal and confidential report of July 31st involving a meeting between
the accuser and Father Lane’s Superior at the Archdiocese in Bostoq: "On July 31st,
1993, the patient, who is presently 34 years of age, made the following allegations
about Father Lane. When at age 15 he was a resident at the Alpha Omega House in
Littleton, he was sexually abused by Father Lane, described the cir{;umstances as such:
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Father Lane was heavy into one-to-one counseling. In order to teach ~how to relax,
love his own body and learn intimacy, he would have him lie down cn the floor of the
office, remove pieces of clothing such as his shirt and p~ogressively (Iver a period of time
all hi.’; clothing. He would invite ~to lay naked on the bed with him when he was
naked. He would then at times massage J rush him, try to mast=Jrbate him, and
teach him how to feel orgasm. They would talk about oral and anal :;.ex, but he would
not do it. He reported that this happened about 23 times within one year. It is not clear
how often the actual massaging, etc., took place. ~ thinks that .,;ome of the other -
counselors might have done things like this to other boys. He think.’; that Father Lane
might have done it with other boys. He gave the names of other bo~s who lived at the
Alph.~ Omega to Attorney Macleash. He described Father Lane as or=e who had a
charismatic approach to the boys. He held sway over them and they’ wanted to be like
him. He reported Father Lane as bringing some boys to his house in New H~mpshire. He
wanted to know what we were going to do with him to make sure tidal he is not in touch
with children."

The following is a summary of the response made by Father [.;-:,ne regarding these
matters on August (Sth, 1993:

Father Lane described his state of mind after hearing about these latest charges
and ,3uring the time of his evaluation at the Saint Luke Institute in O(:tober of 1993 in the
following manner: "In the late 1960"s or early 1970’s I was involw:d in street work and
established two group homes and programs for delinquent adolesce-.ts. This past August
an allegation was made that ! sex.ually abuse, d, 20 years ago, in 19~3, a man now 36.
years old from Florida. Following the established guidelines of the ~iocese I chose to
resi~;tn as pastor for health reasons, and went for evaluation for six days to
Saint Luke Institute. 3-heir recommendation was a program at The h~stitute of Living.
The shocking magnitude of the whole experience filled me with trer.",endous tension, fear,
and anxiety. Fortunately I have a supportive family, priest, friend, ~,’~d lay friends with
whom I am able to share, cry out may pain, hurt, etc. I feel I have ,.;truggled to be a
faitl~ful priest most of my ministry, it is a large part of my life and ;dentity, and the
greatest pain is to be restricted in practice or the fear of not being z~l)le to return to active
ministry of some sort. No body in past assignments and years could accuse me of any
improprieties."
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In summary then, Father Lane has attempted since the summer (:~f 1993 to
under.’;tand in a deeply emotional and spiritual sense the events which started in the late
1960’:; and which have affected his life in such a profound way some 30 years later.
We.feel that the initial effect of his dealing with these issues caused ~im to become
disorg-~nized in his thinking and emotions which resulted in the diagno,.:es that were made
at the Saint Luke Institute. We would agree with the diagnosis of an ,]djustment disorder
with nlixed emotional features, marked to severe anxiety, and depression, but have not
found evidence for any sexual disorder. Specifically, although he was diagnosed as
havin~.l ephebephilia by history, the Saint Luke Institute stated that there was no evidence
for ephebephilia in his current condition, and we cannot find any specific evidence for
epheb,~philia in his past history as well. As at the Saint Luke Institute ~ve found no
reasorl to give him a personality diagnosis.

Father Lane has impressed us as being a deeply spiritual man ol a high level of
integrity. Father Kiely and i have found him to be deeply committed t~ his pr!estly
Roma~t Catholic vocation, and believe that there is no psychiatric contr;-]indication to his
continuing in ministry. The personnel of the Professional and Clergy E~,!~y Program agree
with this recommendation and likewise feel that Father Lane has gain(:,:i much maturity
through his extremely hard work. attempting to understand himself and his life
circumstances in a very constructive and maturing manner. We would, therefore, make
the following recommendations: Father Lane should continue in psychotherapy on a
weekl,f basis. Father Lane is currently taking Prozac, an antidepressa~: medication. This
medic,]tion will need to be monitored as Father #_ane will continue to r,::ed support in
coping with the stress of the charges which have been made against him and the effects
of tho.~e changes on his ministry. Group therapy, especially with other Catholic priests
would be helpful. Spiritual direction should continue on a weekly basi.,; and Father Lane
shoulc remain in close contact with’ his.superiorsat the archdiocese. II is our-feeling that
Father Lane does not present a risk of sexual acting-out at this time, ~i’~her with
parish{oners or with nonparishioners. Specifically, we see no evidence that he has a
pedophilic tendency. However, while we do not see any danger in hi~ reassignment to a
parish situation, we do understand that there are other relavant issues which must affect
his reassignment to ministry. This includes the fact that as intense a~ Father Lane’s
evaluation has been, psychiatric prediction is not perfect. In addition i: is quite possible
that F,]ther Lane’s return to parish ministry at this time could result in further charges
which would be destructive to him personally and to his church, even f false. It is our
feeling that there is no psychiatric contraindication to Father Lane bein!] involved with
nursing home, prison, ~ollege or hospital ministry. A supervised resider~ce is not
neces:~ary.
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possible to conside~ the apparent contradiction in the data it~ terms o~: a model of
breakdown of the ego under severely stressful conditions. It may be l~ypothesized that
the indications of aggressiveness on the Rorschach and the MCMI-II, ~m(! depressive
affect he carries are normally well-contained and modulated by higher cognitive processes
such as his superior intellect and high level of adaptive defenses. Wiflfin their failure, his
ability/to adequately cope as reflected in psMchologica! testing, once l:hese what appear
to be ego disintegrative processes which affect ideation, cognition, p,~rception, affect
regul;]tion, and ability to reality test; as he is aided in stabilizing one may expect these
functions to slowly return. The patient’s comments to this examiner regarding what he
impol~tantly perceives to be a supportive environment here at The Ins : lute are regarded
as fa~;ilitadve of his recovery of ego integration."

As Father Lane’s emotional stability and self-respect have retu~r~ed, we have found
him to be deeply committed on a both emotional and spiritual level to his vocation. He
feels that he has gone through a period which has caused him to ree,~aluate his entire
vocal’ion but has come out of that period with increased commitment despite the pain
that it has caused him. With an increased clarity of thinking, he has made an attempt to
fully ,:lescribe the events which t(;ok place in the late 1960"s and earl~.~" 1970"s and will be
Submitting a full report to his superiors with detailed bibliography. This attempt to put
into proper context the events in question is not being done in an angry and defensive
manrer but rather with the hope that people will undersl~and the depth of his commitment
to attempting to alleviate the suffering of mankind as he personally b~comes involved
with that suffering. To quote only a part of what he has said recently,, "The late
and ~.arly 70’s was a time of chaos politically, socially, religiously and culturally. There
were great disputes between the traditional methods of psychiatric and psychological
intervention which seemed to at times fail to work and the various e):perimental
psychologies, namely, primal scream, psycho..motor, encounter, T group, ge.stalt, etc.,
more emphasis at that time was plated ~n the biological needs and n(~t the wholeness in
the sgnse of rational and spiritual values." "It was a behaviorist projection of man as a
stimulus response machine bypassing man’s Cognitive powers." The principal was that a
basic psychological need frustration can undermine the organisms ov.~ rail capacity to live
and make the organism deeply vulnerable to destruction, pain, debilit.]tion, and emotional
destruction. We were surrounded with Mouth in crisis, with deep need deprivation,
reco(jnizing these needs, we tried to set goals and find ways to bridge the gap between
these needs and goals. We believed that these were human dimensions that could be
responded to without drugs; they needed to breathe and take in a m,,~-:]ningful strength
and I~fe." "With no professional training, relying on my mo=al convictions, intuitiorl, and
love for these youth, both male and female, the program we devetop,~.d by trial and error
swiftly received recognition through the state and the mental health field." "...We were
servi~;ing over 150 youths from the local community. At 1:00 and 200 in the morning
we would have youths 14, 15, 16 years of age come in from sleeping on the streets
without food, clothing, cleanliness, from the cold, physically and mo~ll¥ broken."
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At the time of Father Lane’s arrival at The Institute of Living h~ was lound on
mental status evaluation as well as by the staff of the Professional Day Program to be
disor!lanized in his thinking with confused and rapid speech. During lhe first week, this
thera!~ist, as well as the staff of the day program, pointed out to Fath,~r Lane that he
seemed to be disorganized and confused in his thinking and overwhelmed by his
emotions. Rather than being further upset and confused by this con-frontation,
Father Lane responded to the supportive, structured environment and the concern of the
staff by essentially "pulling himself together". His speech .,;lowed° hi.,; thinking clarified,
and he began to integrate the experience of his past years with his present understanding
of the evaluation process. The process rapidly became a new period of self-discovery,
and Father Lane has been able to integrate his experience here in such a way as to gain-
an im:rease in emotional stability and spiritual maturity.

Going on with Dr. Reis’ evaluation: "TAT and proiective drawi’~g results suggest
that Father Lane is deeply emotional, connected to others, and yearr.,; for m~re contact.
Long unmet dependency needs are prominent with a desire for eliciti-~g tactile comfort
from another. Analagous to the "manner in which an infant utilizes th-:.¯ gaze 6f his mother
to ca m himself, Father Lane searches for the same type of mirroring I~.xperience in order
to’ca m internal states of distress and neediness. The lack of these l~nctions has
produced transient feelings of emptiness in him and fantasies of hold!ng someone.
Again, in contrast to the findings of the objective tests, it is indicate:l in the projectives
that he may act differentially, suppressing his own will in order to m~.et these
depe~dency needs and avoid the potential for abandonment. One is:;ue that he is
currently struggling with on at least a preconscious level, i,.; the confl ct implicit in leaving
or being forced to leave the priesthood, which for so long has served a maternal holding
function for him and quite literally organized his life. While Father Lane reports having
struggled with celibacy over the years of his p~iesthood, there is no .~videhce of a DSM-
IIl-R diagnosis of sexual disorder present. His behavior with boys in l_he halfway house
was, from his description, short of meeting a diagnostic criteria for ~,~.dophilia or
ephebephilic acting-out. While his arousal may have tapped homoer=~tic issues and/or
Iongi~]gs for affectional attachment, it appears far more likely that his report of
attempting to therapeutically intervene without appropriate supervision (and with
encouragement to be experimental) resulted in that which we now would regard as
signi’:icant boundary violation. -[he patient clearly noted sexual pre. occupation at present
may reflect the entry of primary process material resulting from the ,=.verwhelment of
repressive defenses. Despite cognitive disorganization resulting from affective
disturbance, assessment of intellectual tunctioding Produced above average performance
on w)cabulary subtests and very much above average performance ()n abstraction
subt~.~sts. Resulting overall assessment of his intellectual functioning was within the
superior range of intelligence and is considered to be a likely undere.’~r.imate of his true
intelligence which may be in the superior to very superior ~ange. Conclusion: It is
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Father Lane’s past medical history includes a disc operation for a ruptured disc
with microsurgery at the age of 49, hernia operation at the age of 5;:. and the removal of
a melanoma from his forehead at the age of 53 [he is seen at six mo,-.th intervals as
follow-up to check on the melanoma]. Father Lane’s parents are bat:-, deceased. He
described his past relationship with him as good. He has three siblings: Richard, aged
G6; Gerard, aged 62; and Eugene aged 56. They are all in good health and have not had
any special problems. There is no history of mental illness in the family.

Dr. Beis continues with his evaluation of Father Lane: "In the late 1960"s and
early 1970’s Father Lane reportedly ran an experimental halfway hou:,;e for delinquent
and drug abusing male teenagers, ages 15 to 20." While not encouraging nudity,
Father Lane statd that..."Due to the zeitgeist of the late 1960"s we didn’t feel uptight
with nudity. There were no boundaries." Father Lane acknowled.ges; ha.ring hugged boys
to calm them down when they were upset. He acknowledge.s that I~e may have become
sexually aroused during such incidents but denies any oral or anal contact with those
boys or any mutual fondling of genitals. About these confusing time,,;, Fathe} Lane
repor’:s, "1 wish I had some supervision at the time and realizing that what was done 20
years ago would be frowned on today, he refers to it as "unorthodox therapy’.= Dr. Reis
goes on, "Results from the test data appear contradictory in their ev.]luation of this
patient. For some tests Father Lane was noted to have provided an upen and cooperative
manner; to others he was noted to evidence a pattern of distinct avoidance of self-
disclosure. Both pictures of his functioning will be provided here for the clinician to
choo.’;e which is more appropriate given his knowledge of the parian:. On the one hand,
the results of the present assessment are largely in accord with resulls of the assessment
completed a short time ago at the Saint Luke Institute. It is suggest~.d that though the
patient does not self-report major depressive affect, highly negat.ive and painful affect is
abundantly present in his response to the R0rschach cards. His proj--.ctivi~ tests suggests
expe=ience of depressive affect to be severe, frequent and intensely ~isruptive. However,
tests indicate that he remains overwhelmed by affect and distant fr0rn affect
simultaneously. This is reflected in his statement during the clinical interview, ’If
something hurts me it reflects on my body’. At present it is sugges-:,:-;d that he is flooded
by affect. His coping abilities are overwhelmed and are largely ineff.-~ctual: As
mentioned, much of his experience occurs outside of his awareness. Much of this affect
apears tied to issues of loneliness or emotional deprivation, and may reflect a chronic
state of neediness. There is also the presence of significantly negati’ve self-evaluation
contributing to a ruminative feeling of sadness. It is additionaly sug:~ested that this
affect has significant disorganized ideational and perceptual process-~’s resulting in -
impa’red reality testing and has weakened his capacity for iudgment0 decision-making,
attention and conce_ntration, perhaps resulting in a state at behavior~l impulsiveness-
Affect is experienced at present, unmodulated by higher cognitive p’0cesses."
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felt that the Cardinals belief and trust in me and respect and admiration of the wider
community helping literally thousands of youth, and now to be accL::~ed of sexual abuse
20 yaars later was totally shattering and confusing, devastating, lik~¯. being blown apart,
so painful...death (as was possible when I had the melanoma) would have seemed an
easier ending of my career to accept. As weeks went by I felt I wa.~; judged, being
puni.’;hed, put into exile, divested of my ministry and fear ~)f losing my priesthood and
bein!l labeled sick without ever being able to adequately respond or to be heard by my
bish()p, the cardinal (or those who were supposed to evaluate me), until coming to
The Institute of Living."

Father Lane supplied the following personal history: He was t~,orn and brought up
in Ailington, Massachusetts. He described his early childhood as tf~e normal. He stated
that he did not have any unusual fears or neurotic traits. During hi.,: adolescence he had
many friends, felt that he had a very good social adjustment althou;lh he was a bit on the
quie’: and shy side. He had had mixed performance in school, with .’;nine difficulty in high
school. The patient’s mother died of cancer at the age of 44, whe=] the patient was only
16 years of age. Father La~e reports that he entered seminary training soon after his
mother’s death and that over lime his commitment to the priesthoot~ became more
intense and real. Although he acknowledged to Dr. Reis entering] th:’- priesthood too
young and too soon, he reports that the early age and the recent Io.,;s of his natural
mother, "the church became my mother" and reports that he struggled in the past with
leaving the priesthood mainly because of his feelings of loneliness ~’~d emptiness.
Father Lane has a Bachelor of Arts in Divinity from Saint John Semir~ary in Brighton.
Massachusetts. He described his adjustment in the seminary as very good with average
academic performance. He enjoys his work in the seminary and in .,;choo!.. He feels he
has always been an enlhuastic worker, and has a military history of being a military
reserve chaplain for four years. He recei.ved most of his information’about sexual issues
from books, friends, and pamphlets that were left around by his parents.

Dr. Reis summaries Father Lane’s discussion of his sexual identity as follows:
"Father Lane himself identifies as heterosexual with solely heterose:,:ual fantasies. Many
of his fantasies revolve around his own issues of Ioneline:~s and isolation, and feelings of
eml~tiness. He longs for intimacy, which he adds does not even have to be sex.
Falher Lane’s previous sexual experience has included dating one ~!i~l for three years ...
prior to his ordination. "Father Lane denies homosexual attraction (~r sexual attraction to
children of either gender."
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Father Lane’s evaluation at the Saint Luke Institute was sumn~]rized as follows:
"Our recommendation for Father Lane is intensive, semi-residential t’~,,atment such as that
provided by The Institute of Living in Hartford, Connecticul. Althou!~h the data is
stron..31y suggestive of an ephebephilia problem in the 1970"s, evide~-~ce for this condition
curre3tly is not there. On the other hand Father Lane give,’; a histo~t of faulty perception
regar,~ing his sexual feelings and this tendency was ~ntirel~f consistc.rlt with some of the
positive findings cited above. He is currently under a great deal of emotional stress
which seems only partly relieved by the antianxiety agent which he i!; taking. Although
he dc,es not complain of depressed mood, the indicators of depressi~J.n, and the various
test i.3st[uments were quite strong. Although Father Lane has funclioned well for many
years, and has apparently refrained from inappropriate sexual behavior° he still harbors an
emotonal vulnerability that is deeper than he realizes. It is hoped tt~’.~t a course of
inten:~ive treatment such as that offered by The Institute of Living progr.am will bring him
to a greater level of subjective comfort and more reliable methods of getting his
legitimate human needs met. Father Lane wanted reassurance rega°ding his .safety in
minister that we could not provide him at this time. His commitmerrl to priesthood as
well as his good function in parochial circumstances, certainly added to a favorable
prognosis. On the other hand, avoidance and denial are not good lop,g-term management
approaches to ordinary human feelings such as anger and -,;exual interest. Once
Fath~ r Lane is away from the fear and intensity accompanying our ~,.,aluation process, it
is hoped that he can come to an understanding of the rationale behind our
recommendation." The diagnoses that were made at Saint Luke Institute are as follows:

Axis I: Adjustment Disorder with Mixed Emotional Featur~;:~, Marked to Severe

Sexual Disorder Not Otherwise Specified, IJnintegraled Sexuality
Paraphilia I~lot Otherwise Spe’cified
Ephebophilia By History

Axis I1: No Personality Disorder

At the time of his arrival at The Institute of Living Father Lan~,, described his state
of mind as follows: "Somehow or other my confidence was being ,,;l’~attered. I was
feelir, g like a failure, blowing the 34 years I had put into the priesth,].od, angry at myself
for h.3ving been so dumb in using such poor judgment, feeling in son’le ways I had let
others down while yet something in my head still screaming out "Y(~u have always
struggled to be and are a good priest and a man’. I had risked muc-, going into this
treat.-nent in the late 1960"s and 1970"s, put myself on the line, sp.~_nt every penny and
ener!|y I had in reaching to these people, and believed what I was doing was the real
work of Christ_ A genuine response o~ the church against serious obstacles and odds. I
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We believe, as we have stated that Father Lane is a deeply committed, sincere,
Roman Catholic priest who without being faultless, is a man who rea(;hes a very high
level of integrity in his vocational function.

Thank you once again for referring Father Bernard Lane to us. ~’~e will be in
contact with your office after you have received this report so that we can plan to have a
form.]l discharge meeting, at which time we can discuss thi,,; rather ext:ensive report as
well as the recommendations which we have made and which you ar~- already
considering, as I know f~om my telephone conversation with you in J;]nuary of this year.

Sincerely yours,

Howard G. Iger, M.D.
Consultation Service
The Institute of Living

HGI 076237: mhc 7621

Father McCormick
Father Kiely
Professional Oay Treatment Center
Dr. Iger
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THE INS FITUTE OF LMNG
MEDICAL GROUP, P.C.

r.,ecember 6, 1995

To Whom It May Concern:

Re: Father Bernard Lane

e

Father Lane has asked me to write a brief letter of recommendaticr~ in support of
his application to become Associate Director of senior priests in the Archdiocese
of Boston. I have known Father Lane for approximately two years .3s his
psychiatrist and confidante. There is on record a February 7, 199q letter to
Father John McCormick of the Diocese of Boston which is a detailed summary of
our findings in Father Lane’s case and which recommends his rete~rn to fuli and
u.’]restricted ministry. Falher Lane has always impressed me as a .:leeply
spiritual man of a high level of integrity. I have found him to be deeply
o:~mmitted to his priestly vocation and believe that there is no psychiatric
o)ntraindication to his continuing ministry. He is a man of integrity, commitment,
a3d intelligence, and I believe that he would work diligently in whz.l.ever capacity
h.~ was assigned. I also feel that his unique experiences over the I~st several
years in dealing with his own emotional crisis and temporary lack of assignment
would help him to have additional insight into the problems of senior priests. I
h’,ghly recommend him for the position, and I would be happy to di,.;cuss further
any issues concerning Father Lane and his abilities.

Please do not hesitate to. conta~ me at (860") 241-8035 at The Institute of Living
IVledical Group.

Sincerely yours,

Howard G. Iger, M.D.
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time ~d Int~e~.’ I ~ ~ppy 1o ~y t~t t~3e misg!vings proved

~g.’ ~d ~ not~ I ~d ~y ~ve offered ~ "I told you

~wever, ~ ch~i~ ~d j~tice I fe~ bo~d to say t~t I ~s ~ong.

~ ~e time I ~$ ~ Little~ (~d I beli~e t~ough the preset)

~le L~e h~ bro~ cre~t up~ ~elf ~ ~ C~ch t~ough

~e c~du0t of ~3 m~i~ at ~p~-~ega. I ~ow of no ~o~d~t wh~e

he ~d ~yt~ng ~e.’ ~a~s relati~ ~l%h St. ~e~s were proper

I thought you would appreciate heaz~g these thoughts and observa-

%ion~ a~ you were ~o F~Lnd in hearing the o~*ig1~a], apprehensions. You

have my prayer~ and support.

Sincerely Yours ~n
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CARDINAL’S    RESIDENCE
2 |O! COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

September I0, 1975

Reverend Thomas H. Gillespie
Saint Thomas Aquinas Rectory
248 Nahant Road
Nahant, Massachusetts 01908

Dear Father Gillespie:

I have your letter of September 5, 1975 and I
want you to know that I am most grateful and
sincerely appreciate your taking the time to
write me. I recall very well the serious mis~
givings you and Father Hudgins expressed about
the proposed assignment of Father Bernie Lane
to the Alpha-Omega House in Littleton. Need-
less to say, I am delighted to l~a’.rn that you
have found your misgivings p~":’ffr6~g. ~d ’~hat
you feel Father Lane has brought nothi.g but
credit upon himself and the Church ~h~rough the
conduct of his ministry at Alpha-Omega.

I am pleased to know also of his warm relations
with St. Anne’s Parish.

Thanking you again for you9 thoughtfulness and
courtesy and with my best personal wishes and a
hearty blessing, I remain

.... Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Archbishop of Boston
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Reverend Bernard J. Lane
544 Ne~rto~a Road
Box 502
Littl.eton, :~_ 01460

Dear Fnther Lane:

I ~am ~-~itlng to inform you that I am endln5 your assignment
as Director of the A!pha-Om, ega" residence in Littletott0 ef-
fective !~_~edlately. I ~ould ask that you co~tact the Priests’
Personne! Office of the Archdiocese and discuss with the
~£senneof thst office your next assignmeut.

I want to thank you for your priestly ~ork in your ~ast assign-
~ent end be.~ God’s held on you in the future.

P].ease notify the Chancery Office and Reverend JoseFh P. S:nyth,
r~c~v.~d this letterPersonnel Director, that you have ~ =" ~                 .

I take this occasion to ask for a re:~embr~_nce in ,your Hasses
and prayers.

Sincerely in Christ,

De Mandato Speelall Ordinarll

Most Reverend ~!~o-~as-    V. Daily
Vicar Gen~mal

BL-0386



November 2"7, 1978

~/ith best I~.vsonal regards,

Gratefully in Christ,

[bst Rev. Thomas V. Daily
&uxiliary Bishop 6f Boston
Qumcel lot

BL-0389



P~verend Bernard J. Lane "(~
Saint Pater Rectory
327 Gorham Street
Lowell, [.~assacixusetts 01852

Dear Father Lane:

Upon the reeo~aendation of the Per~nnnel Board of the
Archdiocese I ma appointing you Associate Pastor at Saint
Peter Parish in Lowell, effective immediately.

I am confident tllat you will ren~er fine priestly service to
the .Beople of God at Saint Peter Parish.

Pleaee notify Most Revermnd Thomas V. Daily,-f/iancellor., _and
Reverend Joseph P. Smyth, Perennnel Director, that you have
received this letter.

I take this occasion, Father Bernie, to ask for a remembrance in
your Masses and prayers that I may be a worthy instrument of
Our Lord as Archbishop of Boston.

Invoking the blessing of Christ, t~e Eterna~ High Priest, on
our mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Devotedly yours in Oum- Lord,

Humberto Cardinal bledeiros
Archbishop of Boston

BL-0396



May 23, 1980

Reverend Bernard J. Lane ¯ ~
St. Peter RecCox~y
327 ~rh~ Street
~ell, ~sa~eUCs 01852

Dear Father Lane:

I am.eonf£de~.~t that you will render f’~.e priestly service to the
PeopI~e of God £n St. 14a~is Goretti Pax~sh.

PZease not££y 14osu Reverend Themes V. D~ily, ChanceXZor, and
Reverend G£tbert S. Phinn, Persormel Director, that you have
rece£ved this letter.

take this oc~aS,~on, Fat:her Bernard, to ask for a
£~.your .Idasses.+~,a~.,~ pr~y~e that I may be a worthy &nstru,me, nt of
~kir~d~s ~’~hop ~f BOSton.

Invoking the blessing of Christ, the Eternal H£gh Priest, on our
mutual priestly endeavors, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Humberto Cardinal Hedelros
Archbishop Of Boston

BL-0404



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

June 6, 1985

Reverend Bernard J. Lane
Saint Charles Borromeo Parish
51 Hall Street
Waltham, MA. 0215q

Dear Father Lane:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the
Archdiocese, I am ending y.our a, ppointment as Associate
Pastor at Saint Charles Borromeo Parish inWaltham. I
am appointing you Parochial Vicar at-Saint Anthor~y.Parish
in Cambridge. The effective date of this course of" action
is June |8,|985.

Please advise Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar for
Administration, and Reverend Thomas F. Oates, Personnel
Director, that you have received this letter.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes for you and
all whom you serve so well, .I em,

Sincerely in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

BL-0424



Po~er of Attorney // JD
Computer
.Kardveyor

210~ COMMONWEALTt~ AV~NU~

~RIGtlTON. MASSACHUS~S O213~

December 31, 1985

Reverend Bernard J. Lane
Saint Anthony Parish Rectory
341 Cardinal Hedeiros Avenue
Cambridge, l~k. 02141

/,RCHEIOCESZOYBOSTGN
RECEIVED

OFFICE OF
FOR A~,~.IIXISTRATION

Dear Father Lane:

Upon the reco~nendatlon of the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese, I

am ending your appointment as Parochial Vicar at Saint Anthony Parish
in Cambridge. I am appointing you Pastor of Our Lady of Grace Parish
in Chelsea for a period of six years, effective January 22, 1986.

Our Lady of Grace Parish became vacant due to the death of Reverend

Bernard L. Sullivan.

I w111 communicate with Host Reverend’Lawrence J. Riley, Regional Bishop
of the Boston Region i~whlch Our Lady of Grace Parish Is Ib~..~d in
order to make arrangements for your formal ~stallation as Pdstor.

In ~ccordance~Ith the Canonical Procedure for the Appointment of Pastors
dated September 4, 1985, your Jurisdiction in Our Lady of Grace Parish
begins on JaNuary 22~ 1986. You should contact the Regional Bishop, or
in his absence the Vicar of your area to make arrangements for the required
profession of faith as soon as possible after the effective d~te of your
appointment as pastor.

.Please notify Host Reverend Robert J~ Bahks, Vicar’for Administration,
and Reve@end Thomas F. Oates, Personnel Director, that you have reeelved
this letter.

It ls a pleasure for me to give you this appointment as Pastor in the
Archdiocese. I ~- con[ident that you will have a zealous and fruitful

ministry in your new appointment. May God bless you in all your endeavors.
If I can be of assistance to you at any time please do not hesitate to call

on me.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes for you and all whom you ser~ex.
so well, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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IIONORABLE RAYMOND F. ROURKE

OFFICE OF THEMAYOR
CITY HALl.

LOWELL. MASSACHUSE~I-S OI8~Z

To The Mayo~

To (’.~ho~ i~_ :°.air Concern:

A~ Zge tta,to~t o.~ Lowell, 1 mould like ¢o zc, tt I ,’hole-
heartedl,~ eado~e ,,ou~ ~l:ri6tZan Youth {ttitne~b Cc~96.
a tgm~ o< indecision and disillusionment o~ ou~ ~,oung
p~opl~, a paognam auch aa ,~eur~ will c~rtaint,t I~p ~o
"br£dae Zhe ~ap" between ~oun~ and oZd, b~aek end
~£eh ~nd ~oor.

Our c£t, 16 rZcl.: in heritage and human talent

ourno6~, a road t~ tt’a~ and I ~¢~ ttou~ Youth ~:itn~ Co~.
a~ one o~ tho~e noada. I urge ~h~-eZ¢~t’~ ~oun~ p~opl~
to contact th~ Chri.~tian VouCh K;itne~6 Corp6. �or
formation and ¢o ~ou~,~ con6idg~ thi~ ,eortfltc~ile uenture.

F.

B I R T |1 P LA C E OF T H U INDUSTRIAL RE VO LUI I O N ~

BL-0477



CHANCERY
ARCHDIOCESE    OF     BOSTON

/
April 16, 1980 ~

Rev. Thomas C. Hudgins ~
Episcopal Vicar ~
75 King Street ~
Littleton, MA 01460 ~

.~NF IDENTIAL
Dear Father Tom,~~~ _ "

I amenclosin~-~t to Hi~Eminenoe,_the
Cardinal, by/Rev_. Bernard J. Lane~ch is self-
explanatory.k~I haven, t cont~9~d Bishop Ruocco
because of his             "    ess.

I ask your counsel in this matter. I have serious
misgivings with Father Lane’s association with a
project of this kind, however good it may seem to
be. Your counsel would be deeply appreciated, on
a very personal, confidential basis.    ..

With best regards.

Sincerely in Christ,

jd

Enclosure

Most Rev. Thomas V. Daily
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
Cha.cellor

BL-0482



CONFIDENTIAL

TO: Bishop Bughes

FROM: Father MeCormack

DATE: May 3, 1993

RE: Reverend Bernard Lane

I ~rite in reference to our looking into the circumstances surrounding the

allegation made about Ft. Lane at the AIpha-Omega House program in the 70°s.

St. Catherine Mulkerrin interviewed Martha McKenna. She was a significant
person at the AIpha-Omega House in those years. She was responsible for the
766 Program. She is the wife of the present director, James McKenna.

St. Catherine reports that Martha McKenna knew there was an allegation made

and that Ft. Lane left shortly afterwards. She did not know nor does she
today know of the substance of the al]egatlon.

She never saw Ft. Lane out of line. He did an awful lot of good. He was a

super therapist. Martha is the mother of eight children who were always around
him.

Ft. Lane was Martha McKenna’s boss. They got along very well. She couldn’t
say that nil people felt the same - but some of that is ~ust typical of
workers.

~econunendatlon:

In light of the fact that we can uncover no evidence that points to Ft. Lane

acting irresponsibly or in a way that points to sexual misconduct, I recommend
that the matter not be pursued.

If you would like this presented to the Sexual Misconduct Review Board,

would do so. However, I do not encourage it.

JBM:mo’l
5919M

I~L-0517
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AciD-Adolescent Counselling in Drugs-. 
13 Linden Avenue Malden,MassachusettsO  .4 

"

Friday, June 15.1973 The ~Pilot

t

AcID VISITATION... Cardinal
Mcdeiros visited the Malden
headquarters of tho Adoles-
cent Counseling in Drugs
(ACID) recently.-The founder
and lirst director of AcID is pic-
tured here with the Cardinal.
Rev. Bernard J. Lane was Ior~
merly Chaplain at Malden
.Catholic High School and
,Associate, Pastor of St. Anne
parish in Liltloton. ,.

IPllot ./~o~ b~/SUck|

S÷ree÷wo ’ k ¯Program

-Eyed_ for Tri-Ci÷ies
Adolescent Counseling in De-

velopment (ACID) is seeking
funding for °’Streetwork." a
gram which works with young
people at tho~e locations they
frequent--street cornPJ’s, parks.
in front of schools, snack bars.
etc.

Working closely with .police
departments and, in Malden. the
Maiden YMCA Outreach Pro-
gram, EMOC0 and the Youth
Commlsslon.-AcID and Outreach
star{ tinder ACID- Streetwork
Director Rich Cantambone. will
offer counseling and recreation
to youti~ on the street, re[er
youth needing further assistance
to AcID or other appropriate
agencies, and work with families
when necessary.

At present, teams of st~ff and
volunteers are working in vari-
ous locations in the tri-clty area
of Malden. Medford. and Eve-
~etL the three cities set-viced by.
AcID. The, agency Is a private.
r~m-p~olit community based
counseling and rehabilitation
program, scr~ing youth and
yo,mg’adults.

Now in its fifth year o{ opera-
lion. AcID has gained national
recognition for its con~istengy
effective p~ogramming.

Street~ork is a ~ecognition’o[
the need. to build relationships
with youth at the onset o{ be~.
hatdor problems or be{ore suck/

behavior" leads to seribu~ h~
volvement with police, court and
prison’.

AcID is ci=rrentiy conducting
its ,’ffth anniversary fund~ratslng
drive under the general chair-
manship of the Rev. George H.
Sinclair Jr.. president of AcID’s
board of directors-

Also serving on the Fund Rais-
ing Committee are Toby Lieder-
man, Emma Swartz0 Jean Ray-
numd, Rosemary Cm~nane, Mur-
ray Goldman, Edna Kapuano.
Vi.~ginia ~ardumia=t and Jean
Fournier.
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"~(d’Ole~d~nt Counselliag in
Drugs" is the topm for this
(lay evonillg’~ program.

siderable promineace i. Ihe area
because o[ his effor[~ in tim drag
seeae xfith youllgs[ers ~ [he Mal-
dell ar~.

St. Charles ~taft members, in-
voh.~t in the Drug Edu¢ation
Seines, requ~t thai parea~
come with O~ell" jmfiof I~gh school

very hn~rtant "pro~."
AC~ -- Adolescent

in D=~gs l=as b~n cstab~shed
hi B’lald~ for’ Hie pul~ose of
assisting tim yomtg ~ople ~
area who b~ome involv~ h~
of a ~ssible m~Up~city of

b A number~.~ments havece~l heard ~ many p~-

Drug Educatiofi
This ~m~g Bionday eV~lh~g’s

pro~am is expect~ Io ~ bolh
a most st~dficant nod imoort;mt
part of the .special "D*’ug Educa-
fi.a Scries".

lu ~:30 p.m.

I
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tegy session before taking their message to the city’s
youn9 people and adults.

(Globe Photo by’ Harry HolbrooEI

t I wanted to be happ
~ laugh I found a home

i grass, in the friend~ wl
’ smoked pot -- rebardle
:! 0~. hQ~yqu-lnoked, you.re
i see’ire and found accel

tance.
"I kept using

:. drugs at the same tirr
each time I would tr
something new, [ would 1.
to myself and say this
all I would take.

Drug Users Seek Youth
PATTERSON

"ormer’Malden teen drug
:rs ar.e prepared to lay
m the line to their peers
1 parents.
¯ Yith a reported 75 pea’-
,t of the city’s teenagers
olved to some degree in
~gs a new organization
~wn as the Acid Center
m the move to aid ado-

’rime mo~er in the new
anization, which will
nsor former teen drug
rs as speakers, is Father
nard Lane, chaplet of
den Catholic H ig h
ool.
eg~nning next month, a
el of teens who former-
~sed drugs will educate
ths, and. their parents
It th~ ~erils of ’drug

"WhenI was on speed,
experienced what seemd
be a slow death -- m
stomach dwindled, I begs.
losing my Knit, my eye
sight became poor -- th
stuff fouls up your mind --

’ death became most promi
neat, or you think about
the way out."

Joe graduated to th~

Centerpin, which he took oni~
"four t~es.

abuse and the need for a
facility to hold group ther-
apy sessions for hard-core

The panelists wdl carry
on discussions in schools,
churches, cotnmuuily cen-
ters -- anywhere a group
gathers.

Last month the center
held "rap" sessmn in a
9x12 ft. room in the Corn-

peculiar comfort for him.
Ft. Lane emphasized the

need for the Acid Center
where youths can relate to
others in their peer groups,
learn of their experiences
and hopefully get turned
off drugs.

"’People do not realize
the need -- they want to
deny any I)loblem e.xlsts,"
he said. During the last

munity Nurses Building on~ r"three years the drug situa-
¯ Ferry st. "At least 5~. ~ ~.~n has grown enormously
youths appeared in need " " ~"of" "’ -~’°75 percent o[ the youth
help and a sympathetic of:the city are revolved m
ear. We bad to shut dow.a..I :drugs in some form.
the operation because of~,"-;fhe critical years are
lack ot space.’" Ft. La’ne_.~ I~t~veen 13 and 16, Ft.
said.                          Lane said.

"It is a tremendous
problem here in Malden.
Just about every other ktd
between the ages of 14 and
17 uses drugs. The adoles-
cent is emotionally un~ta--
ble ao,i drugs p~ov~de a

"These kids are too old
for the L~ttlc League and
too young to work -- the~"
become bored and no one
seems 1o waut to listen to
tbcnk"

One of the pouchsts is

i "I got scat ed, haunted --
Joe, 16, a handsome, neatly all I could think of we.,dressed youth who attends suicide -- i finally asked I~
a Cambridge prep seholM, be helped," he said.
hopes to become a psyeolo- : Drugs are easy to get
gist after college. He comes ’ easier than ale’oho’l or alga-
from a middle income/am- rettes and easy to support
fly, one of six children, and
believes his parents had no
idea he took He became a
user when he was 13.

Je described his experi-
ence with drugs.

"I had terrible quilt
fechng about sex my folks
made it seem as though sex,
was bad and the guilt iust
kept buildmg up. I just
wanted to die -- Ifelt like
was no good.

"I started to smoke
grass(marijuana). Initially
it amde me happy but
after a while I built up a
tolerance to it and became
bored. I turned to speed
(amphctunines) for six
mo,r, ths in additmn to using
m:wilauna." Then
ou the LSD...

the habit, according to Joe.
"Every user is a pusher,"

he said.
But the term ~pusher is a

misnomer, according to the
youth. "Every kid that
wants this stuff is .righ’t
there to get it -- there i~n’t
any pushinginvo,~:ve~l’-z its
easy-flowiog trMfic, he
said.

-#TAs~’sbon as one pushe.’-
is::.a’.r-~’sted, it just means

- more.’business for someom.-
"eie =- the.: sot~ce’~;’is
endless," Jo,e’- s~d~. - .~:

isis" and .Ft. Laae’.hop~ to
be effective inset~ti~g sbme
of’the users straigh~ and
staving ~ff the uninitiated.
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Housecleaning is parl ol lhe responsibilily ol lhe
leenage boys living al lhe residenlial home
reset~ll¥ boughl by lhe archdiocese-

"’The meaning o[ the house to
me just isn’t po_s~le to pul ill

derstand what it really’-.means
to meso I am outline if’for you
which is love respect honesty
trust. True relation~ and
responsibility for myself my
[amily and the people that care
about..around me which ac-
tually is all 116 do with living,
sharing hurt, lonely, mad,
hostile, happy, and inadequate
feelings thai I have "

"Since I came to Acid I’ve
chan~ed my whole attitude The
People here have helped me to
look at myself, and see what I
was doing to myself and other
people. And when I leave here
1’11 be able to change my old
attitude and I hve a responsible
life Instead of stealing [or
money I can work. Withoul
having to depend on drugs 3"he
People here care about me and
trust me And I feel the same
towards them. Thls mean~ allo!

"This house ’[~’-~s alot o!
meaning for me. When I was oa
Um streetal I ha.~ notlung and
nobody, f’~.’d no .q3.tst and know
~o love, I ~d ~b’l [eehngs or

emotion’s .~oncerning my ea
virment, ~wors/ torture on
/l~e s~was not knowing
what to do ~ith my feehngs So
;,~ a r~ult’[ wmdd act out on
I..cm by hurling othm lwoplc

"Now living Iiere I Know love,
have trust, and can deal and
work out my feelings, Without
this feeling of concern people
have showed me here I would be
in jail now, or il I was lucky
dead, for out there on the st= eels
of this city is hell for people like
J[ was.

CARDINAL HUMBERTO ~EOEIROS
wilh lho adolescent res~denls o[ Alpha
Hall in LHllelon l)r~or Io lhe ded~cdlion
coI~ducle(l by hH~a                       .,~ "’,’" ".:.:

Cardinal Medeiros Blesses’
Alpha Omega Hall in Littleton

"Living m the AcID l~ouse has
meant everything to me. it’s
meant a new and beautiful life
with meaning."

"Since l’ve been here i’ve
learned the true meanie, g o[ the
word love and how to accept and
give it. and that’s someLhmg i

¯ believe that very few people: ~ ".t~., .
know"                 ’ e~.. u-, ,..~.�~..;1 ,.,~¢~..’~ ’~’-" .-.

It has taueht me how to be~I .~.~a~’~ :, -...-~ ~ ,~,.~-
honest, loving, and aware ol ~"~" ,.- "-~’"~"
myself aud other people. It has
also showed me how to be a
sensitive, sharing feeling
human being, which l wa~ not
before I came Into UCSldence."

LITTLETON -- Ilumberl.o l’t,llowmg-the hrmf ceremony.
Uarditlal Mcdeno~ ~a:s tile [hoae i~.a[~ndance en)oyed a
gO6~t o~’h~qfioc at the Sunday buffel.d~er~s gu~’of.Alpha-
dedicah~g~ LRtletoff~ Alpha- Omega ’" " ’
Omega,,llaIL His emminence:--The ho~e which ts l~a/ed
blesaed.the,house going from next to Warren Man~acturing
room to room ~th holy xCater ~ mainlined as ~ ’~e~a~euUc
and’ ap ro¯ - p. p"    :p y .
Cardinal Mede~ros made a short ; ~olcsccnt boys. If’has been in
speech and later chatted wRh cxistencc for ~ past .Iex~ .

"the many peoplc who had come ~onths. There
’h:om vm~ou~ l~wus n~r ah~ tar ~dencc wi~ac~ty [m
to gather f~-’~e d~$~ioa. ""     ’" ~ "

"’i’ve leal ned how to deal with
[cehngs bad and good ,rod llot to
let thcln braid up -~d,z rile by
sharing them with someone.
Thn, is very un~rtanl, because
d you don’t share your feelings
with ~olneone, and let
budd up, you’ll find yourself
becoming unhappy with
yourself, and a very Isolated
~rson. and you nltght aC{ out in
someway by drinking or
something Io gel ~d ol tho3c
hmel~ m unh,~pp~ [cclHlgs "’
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met do~ens

teen-age drug
"’~-’I~’~ua.~ a rude awak-

A’~:~13ut as he found vast
numbers’ o~ kids using
drugs, he also d~scovered
v~t numbers xvho wanted
to kick them.

Talking with Malden
Mayor Walter Kelleher, he
found a sympathetic
tenor and a mayor who
was read~ to face ~acts. He
also met other public
cials who were concerned
and who reali~d the prob-
lem had to be met head-on.

The mayor wa~ r~pon-
sible tot provider a room
at the Malden Mental
Heplth Center, where
Lahe counciled throughout
Spring and Summer. He
estimates he dealt with bh-
tween 50 and 60 ~oung
p~ple.

At first, the kids were
skeptical. They were a~raid
the program was a police
set-up (on " the contrary,
the Malden police" have
taken a "~ff" a~ti-
rude and have donated
$100 to ~C.I.D.). But ~ter
four weeks, the young peo-

~ ple real~ed the polico
~’t ~volv~ ~d theg
~ to come aro~d.
By ~all, the professional

p~ple in the community
could e~ily see the rears.

How serious is the drug
problem.,in Malden?
"Wi~out hesitation, I
would say that 50 percen~
o[ the kids in the city use
drugs regularly apd that
30 percent ot them are
really hung up on them,"
sa~s gr. b~e. "R’s a very

Last year, a poll taken
art Malden High School
showed that 60 percent ot
the students had "turned
on at least once" with me+
~ljuana and that 30 percent
had gone beyond that
level. Cot tainly tile hgurcs
would be much higher th~s
year.

"There a~ as |n,nly rea-
sons why k~ds start taking
drugs as there are kids,"
says Fr. Lane. "But you’ve
got to look at the society
the kid lives in. There are
three conditios in our soci-
ety that make ~t a natural
milieu for drugs.

"First, teenage,’s are
going through a very anx-
ious end uncertain period
in their lives. But society
has told them there is a
pill ~or everything and
therelore a quick escape
from these anxieties.

"Second, the kids are
told that they must put off
immediate satisfachon for
long-range goals. But all
around them they see. a
’buy now, pay later’ life.

"Third, they need a
value system and are
taught a certain value sys-
tem. Yet they’re confused
by the other values they
see: war, graft and corrup-
tion."

Ft. Lane has also found
that most youngsters today
are emotionally deprtved.
They dcsperately want
love, but can’t hod

"Wtth all these things
confronting the teenager,
he turns to marijuana.

¯ Pretty sooo he begins feel-
ing guilty and to hate him-

/-le doesn’t want to
himself, so he gels deeper
Into drugs. Alter fiv~ or
six months, he% commit-
ting crime~ "

The reaction o~ parents
o~ youngsters using tha

been rccbt,,bhshed,"Yr.
Lane says, "althoughthe
fn’st reactton is usually
paoic, ;,nxicty and a "how
could you do thts to
attttudc." lie estimates that
he receives 15 to 20 tele-
phone calls every day from
worried parents.

He has discovered lhat
parents are almost always
amazed to learn the extent
o~ the teenage drug prob-
lem. Sl~aking r~ently to
parent-child audience, b
asked the 200 youngs’
prc~ent to stand up
then told them to sit
only if they had NEW
known another young per-
son who had taken d~gs..
Exactly eight sat down.
The paren~ wer~ sh~ked.

The future looks bright
for A..CLD. Ft. Lan~
soon be helped by a resi-
dent director, ~d ~rofea-
sional assist~ea ~ berg
coordinated by ~
Mental Health Cent~. A
f~d-raising drive, h~
been started and donations
may be sent to thn Mid-
dlesex Bank in Malden.

"Sometimes l’H )~t put
nW arm around a kid ~d
he’ll break down ~d e~,"
says Ft. L~m "~ ha
really w~ts la som~na
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Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
M E M O R A N ~_O___M_

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Rev. William F. Murphy t

S~ter Rita V. McCarthy, CSJ~ ~

September 30, 1997

(Rev. Bernard Lane)

I Brockto. L -  DOF’    --

~ met with me at the Chancery today. He was very apprehensive so he
brought his girlfriend along to assuage his fears. Gradually he relaxed
and spoke openly of his past. Before he encountered Father Lane in 1974,
~l~ admitted to being a "juvenile delinquent." He described his family
as dysfunctional with many problems. His mother, however, did belong to
a Guild at the Church. His father was very rough with him. ~wanted
me to understand that all of his problems were not the result of what
Father Lane dfd to him, only his sexual orientation and self-esteem.
Because of his other problems he was sent to Alpha & Omega in Littleton.

f |[is description of the dorm there was bizarre. He recalls it as a’room

I full of young men 14-16 years old all lying around naked, some in towels,
|masturbating one another and reading pornographlc magazines. He also
~c_~,3ii~ that triple X-rated films were made available to them.

~was at Alpha & Omega for approximately 5 or 6 months. At one time
he was chosen to speak to a group of Deacons. Father had-some "special

kids." ||e was one o[ them.

Father would bring~ to his bedroom to "test him sexually." At first
he tried to brush him off. ,/Father turned this around and made the problem

~ own inset_ rprprprprprprprp~K. ~said that he had a copy of I psychological
profile, and that~had a sensitive scrotum, h_~hi__ql h was why he would not
let Father touch him. He also told him that’~ad homosexual fears.
Thereafter, Father digitally sodomized him once or twice every week. ||e
kept telling~ that he was better than the others, that he would make
it.

Later in life Uhad a homosexual relationship. He realized at this

time that it was not true; he had no attraction for men. |le felt all mixed
up.

tie would like to go to Thomas Morris, MD in New Bedford to try to get
a handle on his life. His girlfriend recommended Doctor Morris to him.

I feels that if he can get his self-esteem back, he would be able to
do something with his life. lie signed a waiver before he left and thanked
me.
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Rev. William F. Murphy

Sister Rita V. McCarthy

September 30, 1997

Bernard Lane)

~met with me at the Chancery today, tie was very apprehensive so he brought his girlfriend along
to assuage his fears. Gradually he relaxed and spoke openly of his pasL Before he encountered Father
Lanein 1974,~lmitted to being a "juvenile delinquent." Hc described his family as dysfunctional
with many problems. His mother, however, did belong to a Guild at the Church. ~father was
very rough with him. ~wanted me to understand that ail ~fhis problems were not the result of what
Father Lane did to him, only his sexual orientation and stir-esteem. Because of his other problems, such

as stealing cars, he was sent to Alpha & Omega in Littleton.

|~deseription of the dorm at Alpha & Omega was bizarre. He recalls it as a room full of young
men ! 4-16 years old all lying around naked, some in towels, masturbating one another and reading
pornographic magazines. |[e also claims that triple X-rated films were made available to the young men.

~|was at Alpha & Omega for approximately 5 or 6 months. Father had some "special kids." ~
was one of them. At one time ~l~was chosen to speak to a group of Deacous in Brighton.

Father would brmg~to his bedroom to "test him sexually." At first ~ tried to brush Father
off. Father turned this around and made the problem ! I own insecurity. Father said that he had a

copy of~psychologieal profile and that ~had a sensitive scrotum, which was why~

would not allow Father to touch him. Father also told~ that he ~ had homosexual fears.
Thereafter, Father digitally sodomized him once or twice every week. He kept telling~lll~that he was
better than the others, that ~would make it.

Later in life ~1~ had a homosexual relationship. Wayne realized at this time that it was not true: he
had no attraction for men. He felt all mixed up.

~would like to go to Thomas Morris, MD in New Bedford to toy to get a handle on his life. His
girlfriend reconunended Doctor Morris to him. ~ feels that if he can get his self-esteem back, he
wouid be able to do something with his life. ~ signed a waiver before he lelt and thanked me.

RVM:tt
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Confidential Memorandum
To: Cardinal Law

Most Reverend Y~qlliam Murphy
From: Reverend William F. Murphy
Date: October 6, 1997
R~" new allegation

St. Rita McCarthy met last week with a man who alleges sexual misconduct by Ft. Bernie Lane some 25
years ago. The allegation stems from Ft. Lane’s service at Alpha-Omega House in Littleton.

I plan to meet with Ft. Lane tomorrow. As he has already been removed from parish ministry, the
consequences of this allegation, if deemed to be true, are unclear.

Ft. Tiemey has not been informed of this allegation.
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FOR MINISTI:III^L PERSONNEL

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSEI-IS 02135-3193
(617} 2540100

October 6, 1997

T spoke with ~ again. He did not

have much to add. He named two young men whom

he remembered being at Atpha & Omega with him--

~mentioned watching a "porno" film with Father

present. Other than that, Wayne just told of more

weird things that the "kids" did.
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RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS

In consideration of Two Hundred Thousand ($200,000.00)

Dollars, the Receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, ~

~hereby remises, releases and forever discharges the

~oman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its

agents, servants, officers, employees and independent

:ontractors, all priests who are or who have ever been

~ncardinated to the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,

including but not limited to Rev. Bernard Lane, and all entities

and organizations affiliated with or associated with the Roman

Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, their agents,

~ervants, employees, officers, trustees, directors and

independent contractors, of and from all debts, demands, causes

ilof action, suits, accounts, covenants, agreements,"contracts,

i~amages, and any and all claims, demands and liabilities

l.~hatsoever of every name and nature, inc]uding, without

!illmltatlon, any and all claims for past, preseht or future
.

i:physlcal, mental a~d emotional injuries, whether presently known

i
br unknown, any and all claims for punitive or exemplary

.~amages, any and all claims for loss of earning capacity,

l~iminished life expectancy, death, loss of consortium, loss of

lociety, physical and mental anguish, infliction of emotional

l~istress, pain and suffering, legal fees and expenses, any and

~Ii claims for violations of Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter

)3A and Chapter 176D, and any and all liens asserted, or which

,ay hereafter be asserted, known or unknown, as a result of any

:laim herein released, which against the said Roman
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RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS

In consideration of Two Hundred Thousand ($200,000.00)

Dollars, the Receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, ~

~hereby remises, releases and forever discharges the

~oman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its

agents, servants, officers, employees and independent

contractors, all priests who are or who have ever been

incardinated to the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,

including but not limited to Rev. Bernard Lane, and all entities

¯ nd organizations affiliated with or associated with the Roman

Zatholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, their agents,

!~ervants, employees, officers, trustees, directors and

liindependent contractors, of and from all debts, demands, causes

i,
~’.of action, suits, accounts, covenants, contracts, agreements,

Idamages, and any and all claims, demands and liabilities

~whatsoever of every name and nature, including, without

limitation, any and all claims for past, present or future

l~hysical, mental and emotional injuries, whether presently known

~or unknown, any and all claims for punitive or exemplary

i~amages, any and all claims for loss of earning capacity,

!diminished life expectancy, death, loss of consortium, loss of

,society, physical and mental anguish, infliction of emotional
I"
distress, pain and suffering, legal fees and expenses, any and

’~Ii claims for violations of Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter

)3A and Chapter 176D, and any and all liens asserted, or which

nay hereafter be asserted, known or unknown, as a result of any

laim herein released, which against the said Roman
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~atholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its agents,

servants, officers, employees and independent contractors, all

priests who are or who have ever been incardinated to the Roman

Catholic Archdiocese of Boston, including but not limited to

Rev. Bernard Lane, and all entities and organizations affiliated

~ith or associated with the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston,

a Corporation Sole, their agents, servants, employees, officers,

trustees, directors and independent contractors, I now have or

ever had from the beginning of the world to this date, including

but in no way limited to events which occurred in 1974.

I further agree that this settlement is in full

i[compromiseof a doubtful and disputed asclaim both to the

!iquestion of liability and as to the nature, extent and

i~permanency of all injuries and damages, and that the payment is

ilnot to be construed as an admission of liability on the part of

.the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its

:agents, servants, officers, employees and independent

contractors, all priests who are or who have ever been

i-incardinated to the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,

iincluding but not limited to Rev. Bernard Lane, and all entities

[~nd organizations affiliated with or associated with the Roman

"~atholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, their agents,

:servants, employees, officers, trustees, directors, and

..independent contractors, all of whom expressly

l~eny liability. No promise or inducement which is not herein
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expressed has been made to me and in executing this Release, I

do not rely upon any statement or representation made by any

,erson, firm, or corporation hereby released, or shy agent or

)ther person representing them or any other concerning the

nature, extent, or duration of said damages or losses, or the

legal liability therefore.

It further is expressly agreed by and among all of the

)arties to this Release, as well as their attorneys, agents,

servants, employees and insurers, that they will maintain the

confidentiality of the facts of this settlement and the specific

terms thereof. No party, nor a party’s attorney, agent,

servant, employee or insurer, shall disclose or cause~to be

~isclosed, directly or indirectly, to any person, corporation or

~ntity not a party to this Release, including but not limited to

l:..any form of print or broadcast media, the names of any parties

!’.described herein, the existence of any claims against the

l,released parties, the fact of this settlement, the terms or

!amounts of this settlement, any facts or circumstances leading.

:to the co~ipletion of this settlement or the alleged facts and

!~ircumstances giving rise to any claims described herein unless

l in response to a lawfully issued subpoena fFom a duly

i.constituted Grand Jury or by court order. Prior to making any
I’
l.such required disclosure, Wayne gurbridge, through his C~unsel,

l’shall notify Counsel for the Roman Catholic Archbishop of

Boston, a Corporation Sole. This paragraph shall not prevent
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~ from disclosing or discussing the facts and

:ircumstances giving rise to any claims described herein with a

licensed clergy, physician, attorney, mental health

~rofessional, spouse or immediate family. Prior to making any

~isclosures to any of the above-named persons, Wayne Burbridge

shall inform said person of the confidentiality requirements of

~his paragraph and shall obtain from them their agreement to

~onor such con£identiality.

I further state that I have carefully read the

foregoing Release and know the contents thereof, and I sign the

;aid as my own free Act.

Witness my hand and seal this ~~ day of

li4ay, 1998.

!;

i;
I.
IAGREED AND ASSENTED TO:

l~it’~hell Garabed?in, Es~hir
~,~00 State Street, 6th Floor

i

~ 02109oston,

ounsel for Wayne Burbridge

Witnessed by:
/" .;" ~ ,’V
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RELE_ASE OF ALL CLAIMS

In consideration of Two Hundred Thousand ($200,000.00)

Dollars, the Receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, ~

~hereby remises, releases and forever discharges the

oman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its

~gents, servants, officers, employees and independent

contractors, all priests who are or who have ever been

incardinated to the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,

including but not limited to Rev. Bernard Lane, and all entities

and organizations affiliated with or associated with the Roman

Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, their agents,

~ervants, employees, officers, trustees, directors and

independent contractors, of and from all debts, demands, causes

of action, suits, accoun.ts, covenants, contracts, agreements,

i~amageso and any and all claims, demands and liabilities

l~hatsoever of every name and nature, including, without

’,ilimitation, any and all claims for past, present or future

i~hysical, mental and emotional injuries, whether presently known

i~r unknown, any and all claims for punitive or exemplary

!~amages, any and all claims for loss of earning capacity,

i~iminished life expectancy, death, loss of consortium, loss of

,society, physicai and mental anguish, infliction of emotionaI

I~i.stress, pain and suffering, iegaI fees and expenses, any and

~all claims for violations of Massachusetts Generai Laws, Chapter

and Chapter 176D, and any and all liens asserted, or which

hereafter be asserted, known or unknown, as a result of any

claim herein released, which against the said Roman
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Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its agents,

servants, officers, employees and independent contractors, all

priests who are or who have ever been incardinated to th~ Roman

Catholic Archdiocese of Boston, including but not limited to

Rev. Bernard Lane, and all entities and organizations affiliated

~with or associated with the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston,

a Corporation Sole, their agents, servants, employees, officers,

trustees, directors and independent contractors, I now have or

ever had from the beginning of the world to this date, including

but in no way limited to events which occurred in 1974.

I further agree that this settlement is in full

compromise of a doubtful and disputed claim both as to the

iquestion of liability and as to the nature, extent and

~[permanency of all injuries and damages, and that the payment is

~!not to be construed as an admission of liability on the part of

[the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its

i,agents, servants, officers, employees and independent
!

!’.contractors, all priests who are or who have ever been

iiincardinated to the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,

ilincluding but not limited to Rev. Bernard Lane, and all entities
Ii nd organizations affiliated with or associated with the Roman

ilfatholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, their agents,

l!servants, employees, officers, trustees, directors, and

llindependent contractors, all of whom expressly

deny liability. No promise or inducement which is not herein
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e

essed has been made to me and in executing this Release, I

not rely upon any statement or representation made by any

,erson, firm, or corporation hereby released, or any agent or

)ther person representing them or any other concerning the

extent, or duration of said damages or losses, or the

legal liability therefore.

It further is expressly agreed by and among all of the

)arties to this Release, as well as their attorneys, agents,

, employees and insurers, that they will maintain the

:onfidentiality of the facts of this settlement and the specific

~erms thereof. No party, nor a party’s attorney, agent,

iservant, employee or insurer, shall disclose or cause to be

i)isclofied, directly or indirectly, to any person, corporation or

;.entity not a party to this ReIease, includinq but not limited to

!:any gorm of print: or broadcast medi.a, the names of any parties

i’described herein, the existence of any claims against the

’released parties, the fact of this settlement, the terms or

,~mounts of this settlement, any facts or circumstances leading

l:to the completion of this settlement or the alleged facts and

l:icircumstances, giving rise to any claims described herein unless

i’in response to a lawfully issued subpoena from a duly

~censtituted Grand Jury or by court order. Prior to making any

~such required disclosure, Wayne Burbridge, through his Counsel,

i~hal] notify Counsel for the Roman Catholic Archbishop of

Boston, a Corporation Sole. This paragraph shall not prevent
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~ from disclosing or discussing the facts and

circumstances giving rise to any claims described herei, with a

licensed clergy, physician, attorney, mental health

)rofessional, spouse or immediate family. Prior to making any

disclosures to any of the above-named persons, Wayne Burbridge

~hall inform said person of the confidentiality requirements of

;his paragraph and shall obtain from them their agreement to

ionor such confidentiality.

I further state that I have carefully read the

Foregoing R41ease and know the contents thereof, and I sign the

~aid as my own free Act.

I~. ay, 1998.Witness my hand and seal this

I~GREED AND ASSENTED TO:

|Mi{ch~ll Garabed~an, Esquire
~00 State Street, 6th Floor
¯oston, I¢~ 02109

i~ounsel for Wayne Burbridge

day of

witnessed by :- +’
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~101 Commonwealth Auenae

Februa~ ~. 1999

FEB -

To whom ~ may

I had ~a¢tten you a getter on J~nu~ry I9, 1999. ~agb~ there h~s been

an ovea4¢gh¢ or ~o~ some reason ~ou never received my let~er.

1 wrote to you £n reguards to Reverd Bernard Lane. In the summer o~

~916. Rev~rand Lane was the P¢rector o~ a P.Y.S. program called Alpha

O Omega ¢n Llttleton. ~A. I was accepted into this program ¢n 3a~y ~ 1976.

~hlle 1 was lher~ Reverd Lane took several o~ as boys ¢o his private Beach

Hous~ rn New llampshire on a Lake.|This would ha~e been ~n Au~ust.~ The

Rev~rand had a little room bu(lt into the wall with Black !(ghts and mirrors.

He brought me lnto this room and toed me that if I turned over on my stomach

h~ wott~d message my back. Instead he p~ed o~ my ba~h£ng salt. I was

~n shock and s~ard. 1 to~d Reverand Cane ¢hat I wan~ed to leave and that I

wanted ~o see one of the counslers lha~ had acompanied us. He then becam~

angry and sa~d to me tha¢ if 1 leave the room and ~ 1 tell anybody that 1

wou~d go back to ~estf¢eld’Det~ntlon C~nler. H~ gave m~ oral sex and t~n

sodom~ed me. I cr~ed and ¢hls made Reverand Lane angry. He then was again

t~lng me never to mention to anyone what was going on or 1 wou~d be sent

back ¢o the D~t~nt(on Center.

Th~r~ ~e~ groups that our parents wer~ obl£gated to attend. My Mother
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sensed thal something mas’nt right at this lime. And had me taken out

o~ the program.

My ~other has been a Catholic all her l~fe as I mas brought up to b~

also. I since have left the Church. l’m angry aboul what happened to me

by Reverand Lane. I do not know how to deal mith the very many mixed and

meet and made some of the best friends 1 have. 1 could not la.~k to anyone

and have ~epressed al so many times when 1 just marled to tell someone

but 1 am ashamed and don’t want people lo know that these sexua~ misdeeds

problem talking about ~t. and I don~t want dt passed on to the admln~strt~on

too. I am not comfortable with telling my attorney. Plus I don’t ~ant to

be in the news. then people tha¢ I know kno~lng thls wou~d be d¢~flcu~t fo~

m~ to face. ! am probably not maklng to much sense, but I get ccn~ttsed and

I am embarassed.
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intercourse for the first time when he was 14. He said that all
the boys in the loosely affiliated gang in which he hung out-
started dating at about the same time. "We all had girlfriends.
We lied a lot, too. I had one steady girlfriend when I was going
through all the trouble [ages 14-16]. She was my first love,
guess, even though I don’t know what that means.’,

When he was about 16, he was involved in an altercation with
a boy from a neighboring town, and ended up stabbing him. This
was his first serious offense, and he was told by his probation
officer that he would be given one last chance to straighten
himsRlf out, but that if he ran from the placement that was
recommended, Alpha Omega Hall, he would be sent to the adult
house of correction.

As Nuch, he decided that it was in his best interest to
remain at Alpha Omega, even though he’d run from there a year
earlier. "They threatened me with real jail. I was scared." It
was while he was at Alpha Omega that he came into contact with
Father Bernard Lane. (Please see below for further details.)

While he was at Alpha Omega, staff worked with him to get
into the military. Mr. m made a commitment to join the
Marine Corps Reserves, and after he’d turned 17 and completed his
year at Alpha Omega, he went-off to basic training at Parris
Island. He found it "a whole new world. I did pretty good,
actually. I liked it. Boot camp was ok. After you realize what
it’s all about, after the initial shock is over." However, after
he returned to Cambridge following basic training and got into
trouble again, he said the court threatened him with jail if he
didn’t "go active’, in the military. He signed up full-time, but
in 1978, two years after he’d first joined, he went AWOL and was
discharged from the service with a general discharge under
honorable conditions.

He said that his mother was extremely disappointed in him.
"She’d been proud of me because I was making something of my life
and she wasn’t happy when I got kicked out.

It was depressing.
Here I was going again hurting my mother." His mother kicked himout of her house, and he went to live with friends.

The next year, he was incarcerated as an adult for the first
time, for six months at the Billerica HOC on a larceny charge.
Following his release, he quickly incurred new charges, and in
1.980 was sent back for another i0 months on a breaking and
entering conviction. In 1981, he got his first major sentence on
an armed robbery conviction, and served five years in the state
prison system. He was released in 1986.

After his release from this long stretch, he did well for
five years. ";~hen I first came home, my family was behind me.
relative gave me a job as a security guard at a mall in A
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Cambridge.,, Even though he was living in a pre-release halfway
house and working in the first months he was out, he was usi’ng
cocaine and found himself "kind of a celebrity,, among his
crowd of old friends.

However, after he met his future wife, ~, at a bar
in Cambridge, they quickly decided to
apartment in Revere. Mr. ~         move in together and got an

found that he was better able tostay away from drugs and alcohol once he was removed from the
environment in which he’d tended to use them. He got a new jobworKlng at a bakery, marriedo~ and had two children.
"Thls was the flrst tlme I w
Marines. Y life other than theI learned a lot. Life was good...From 1987-1990 I was

a happy camper. I loved being with my kids. They were my life."

However, after he ran into some old Cambridge friends at a
baseball game, he once again started using drugs. For the first
time, he smoked cocaine. "That was the end of me pretty much.
It ruined my life...That coke had a grip on me, sucked me in."

Shortly after he started using cocaine, he was arrested
again, and "my marriage went downhill big time." His wife threw
him out and he returned to Cambridge. He committed crimes to
support his drug habit, and landed back in Billerica for two and
a half years starting in 1992. He was released in August 1994,
committed several bank robberies and was once again arrested,
convicted and in January, 1995 was sent back to prison to serve
his current sentence. His earliest release date is 2004.

Mr. ~denied any psychiatric history other than some
court-ordered counselling at the Cambridge Court Clinic when he
was a juvenile. He recalled seeing a female counsellor there
whom he found helpful.

He suffers from asthma, for which he uses an inhaler on an
as-needed basis, but otherwise, his health is good.

Mr. ~ said that he was raised in the Catholic faith, but
beyond making his First Communion and being confirmed, he rarely
went to church. "My mother told us to go, but we didn’t. We’d
just go hang out." He said that what the church taught had
little meaning for him. However, even though he had little faith
growing up, he did have a fear of God. "I think I was scared of
God to tell the truth, because God supposedly knew everything you
did and thought. That kinda scared me." After his experience
with Father Lane, he said he was even more disinclined to have
anything to do with the Church.

er Bernard___~ne: As notedabove, Mr.         was sent to Alpha Omega Hall be DYS when he was
about 16 years old.    Father Lane was the director of the
program. Mr" ~ described himself as a "cocky kid" with "a
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chip on my shoulder,, when he went into the p[ogram. He ~eoallad
that not all the boys there were DYS c6mmitted. Others h~ been
referred there by their families or other agenck~g~-~-~a~H~ 6f
behavioral problems. He ’~a~d that the prog~am ~ea.tured. g~oups in
which "they delved into your fee!ings~. I h~a ~o~ I ~’t
into that." He said that he initially felt superior to}:~_[~he other
boys because while they were just there "because hh~y h~ted their
mother," he had a record and had stabbed semeone. His
criminality ~as a badge of honor when he starte~ the program.
"Like no one there could whup me."

While Mr- ~ wasn’t thrilled about participating in group
discussions, he said he quickly became an enthusiastic
participant in Alpha Omega’s sports program. He l~£~d the
program’s physical setting, "a mansion with a swi~ng p~l and a
lake behind it."                                           - - -

He also liked Father Lane, whom he said all the boys called
"Bernie." Although Father Lane was a priest, "he d~essed in
normal clothes all the time except when he did a Mass at the
house. I thought he was a good guy. I thought he ~s cool. He
used to smoke and swear. I thought he was all righ£. Just like
a regular guy." That Father Lane was simultaneously a p~iest and
a "regular guy" formed a large part of Mr. ~ positive
impression of him.

He said that he had daily contact with Father Lane, as did
all the boys in the program. He said that Father Lane either
or sat in on most of the groups. "He knew when I first got there
I didn’t want to be there. But I was scared of jail. I took a
shine to Joe O’Malley [the assistant director of the program]
because he was a former street kid/junkie. ~ said I’d give it a
shot. As time went on and I got to know everybody, Father Lane
started [talking to him]: ’Hi, how ya doing?’-, always friendly.
He’d bring me in his office. I started liking him."

In these talks in the office, Father Lane initiated
discussions of girls and sex. Mr. ~ wanted Father Lane to
think that he’d had lots of experience with both. "He’d ask if
I’d gotten laid. He’d use that word." Mr. ~ let on that
he’d had sex many times with lots of girls. "Then he started

~ me questions, like had I ever masturbated.,, I asked M
what reaction he had when Father Lane asked him

know I w~-,~ ........ that.
- ~,, u ~u[e. The way ne went about it. Being aCatholic you heard these things - no sex till marriage,

masturbation was bad. Then you hear from this guy the other side
of the coin. That this stuff is ok. That kiuda blew my mind
guess."

Mr. ~ said that "these little talks" stayed on that
level "for a little while." Then, one day he decided to come
cleal, and tell Father Lane that he wasn’t quite the experienced
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lady’s man he’d made himself out to be. "I told him I’d only had
sex one or two times in my life...He got excited about it or
something. ~Aw, I guess I thought you were this or that- a stud
- and you’re not.’ I came clean with him." After this more open
conversation, Father Lane told him that he would "come up" and
see him later in the dorm.

Mr.~had seen Father Lane joining other boys in the
program in their beds. "First off I though~ he was a faggot."
None of the boys in the program talked about this, although Mr.
~ didn’t think he was the only one who was. aware of it.

He said that that evening, Father Lane came into the dorm
room in which he slept and "got right under the covers with me.
He was in a t-shirt and underwear. He started talking about sex
again, masturbation. Then he started rubbing my chest. Then he
went down and started rubbing my privates, under my underwear.
He said it’s all right. I didn’t ejaculate, I never came, but I
got excited. And then he left. He said it’s ok, don’t tell
anybody."

Mr. ~ said that he was "confused" by what had happened.
"I was real - real messed up about it. Here was this guy who I
really really liked, a priest, he’s cool, and he’s telling me
it’s all right to do this and I know it’s not. It really fucked
me up. Messed with my mind."

He said that Father Lane came to him only one other time.
At first he recalled that it was at Father Lane’s cottage on a
lake in New Hampshire to which he took all the boys, but later

ithought it probably happened again at Alpha Omega Hall. He said
that the cottage was notable for a bed built into a wall and
surrounded by mirrors. Pornographic magazines were stored nearby
and the boys took turns spending the night in the special bed.

The second time Father Lane came to him to join him in bed,
Mr. ~ said th’~t he told him, "’No, this isn’t going to happen
again. It’s wrong.’ He didn’t get mad. He got hurt more than
he got mad.    "What’s the matter?’"

Mr.          said that after Father Lane approached him
sexually,       view of both himself and the program changed. He
said that his experience at Alpha Omega had started to be a very
positive one. He had liked several of the staff Members, and had
enjoyed participating in the sports program. He said that his
cockiness and the chip on his shoulder had diminished. However,
after these experiences with Father Lane, his feelings changed.
"I wasn’t happy anymore. I wanted to run. I didn’t like it
anymore. I didn’t like him anymore. I wasn’t theve much
longer." Mr. I said that he ~as very anxious to leave the
program, and was relieved when he turned ~7 and ~as able to go
off to Marine Corps basic training.
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JANE SWIFT
GOVERNOR

ROBERT E GII-I’ENS
SECRETARY

ARDITH WIEWORKA
COMMISSIONER

TELEPHONE
(617) .626-2000

FAX: (617) 626-2028
TTY: (617) 626-2066

Direct: (617) 626-2052
e-mail: Denise.Karlin@state.ma.us

November 19, 2002

David.G. Thomas, Esq.
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
One International Place
Boston, Massachusetts 02110

~et al v. Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston et al, Civil Action No.
02-3167

Dear Nh. Thomas:

In fulfillment of your subpoena duces tecum, please find certified copied of all records in
Office of Child Care Services’ possession relating to Alpha Omega. Only the names of
children have been redacted in accordance with G.L.c. 4, {}7, cE 26(c). Please do not
hesitate to contact me should you have any questions regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

Denise J. Karlin
Assistant General Counsel

Enclosure: Records relating to Alpha Omega
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AFFIDAVIT OF THE KEEPER OF THE RECORDS

I, Matthew J. Donovan, being duly sworn, depose and certify as follows:

1. I am the Keeper of the Records for the Office of Child Care Services.

2. A subpoena duces tecum was served upon the Keeper of the Records to
produce certain records described in said subpoena,

3. Pursuant to said subpoena, the requested records have been collected and are
attached hereto.

4. The attached records are true and complete.

The attached records were made in good faith and in the regular course of
business; it is the regular course of business to make such records; the
records were made at or shortly after the time of the events or transactions
memorialized in the records; and the records were made prior to the
commencement of litigation.

Sworn under the pains and penalties of perjury this 18th day of November, 2002.

Matth~ew J. Doa~va~/
Keeper of the Records

JURAT           -.

SUFFOLK, ss                                             ’

Subscribed and sworn before me this 18th day of November, 2002.

Denise J. Karlin
Notary. Public
My commission expires October 21, 2005.
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JOYCE STROM
Oirector

Area Code (617)
727-8900

October 20, 1978

Mr. Jack Sarmanian, Executive Director
Adolescent Counseling in Development, Inc.
170 Pleasant Street
Malden, MA 02148

Re: Compl i t No. 1.31 -Adolescent Counseling in
Development, Inc.

Dear Mr. Sar~anian:

Enclosed is a complaint brought by the Office fo6 Children against
Adolescent Counseling in Development, Inc.’s group care facility,
Alpha Omega House.

Sincerely,

Paul J. Murphy, Director
Group Care and Placement
Licensing and Consul~ation Unit

pjm:cm
enc.

Priscilla Fox, Esq.

OCCS 0003



OFFICE FOR CHILDREI

V. COMPLAINT NO. 1.31

ADOLESCENT COUNSELING    *
IN DEVELOPMENT, INC. *

This complaint is to inform you of this Office’s determination to revoke the
license of Adolescent Counsel-ing in Development, Inc.’s group care facility,
Alpha Omega House, located at 545 Newtowne Road, Littleton, MA 01460, hereinafter
"facility". You have the right to request a hearing on this Office’s determi-
nation. Such a request must be received by this Office by November 6, 1978.
If you request a hearing, a written answer to this complaint must be filed by
November 20, 1978.~i

FAILURE TO SUBMIT A REQUEST FOR A HEARING SHALL
BE DEEMED A WAIVER OF THE RIGHT TO A HEARING.

After receipt of your request for a hearing, the Office shall notify you of the
scheduled time and place of the hearing, the nature of the hearing and the name
of the employee of the Office designated by the Director to represent the Office.

Enclosed is a copy of the Office’s Rules of Procedure for Adjudicatory Proceedings.

Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 28A, section II provides in pertinent part:

(a) No person shall operate a...group care facility...
unless such person is licensed by the Office...

Section 15 of Chapter 28A provides for criminal penalties for the operation of an
unlicensed group care facility. Section 16 of Chapter 28A gives the Superior
Court jurisdiction to enjoin any violation of section II or to take other appro-
priate action.

This Office intends to enforce the provisions of the applicable statutes and regu-
lations to the fullest extent permitted by law.

This Office’s determination to revoke the license of Alpha Omega is based upon
the following violations of the Office for Children Rule~ and Regulations for the
Licensure or Approval of Group Care Facilities (hereinafter Regulations):

(I) Failure by the facility to comply with §313.0 of the Regulations which
provides:

No licensee shall conduct unusual or hazardous treatment except
with the consent of the affected child’s parents or guardian.
The licensee shall specifically describe any such treatment in
the program description on file with the Office.
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II

~OMPLAINTpage 2 NO.¯ ].3.I

The facility as utilized unusual forms of treatment without the consent
of the affected children’s parents or guardians, and has not described
these forms of treatment in any of the program description material on
file with the Offlce.

(2) Failure by the facility to comply with §301.3(b) of the Regulations, which
.provides in pertinent part:

The licensee shall be responsible for assuring that child care
staff assist residents in the activities of daily living, in the
development of self help and social skills, and in the develop-
ment of positive human relationships, including:

iii) proyidiDg emotional support and guidance to residents as

appropriate.
The Office has been informed that the facility has utilized unusual treat-

(3)

ment-practices that did not provide appropriate emotional support and guidance
to the residents.

Failure of the facility to comply with §I05.2 of the Regulations which pro-
vides:

After a hearing, the Office may revoke, suspend, refuse to issue
or refuse to renew a license or approval if it finds any of the
following:
105.2 The applicant or licensee furnished or made any misleading or

false statement or report required under these regulations;

On October 16, 1978, Paul J. Murphy, Director of the Office’s Group Care
Licensing Unit, and Warren Ashes, Supervisor of the Office’s Group Care
Licensing Unit, interviewed the facility’s current director. During the
course of that conversation, the Director at first denied that unusual forms
of treatment had ever been utilized in the facility. Another staff member
subsequently joined this conversation and a detailed discussion ensued,
during the course of which the Director admitted that unusual forms of
treatment had, in fact, been utilized.

OFFICE FOR CHILDREN

BY ITS ATTORNEY:

Prisci ]]a Fox

Date           "
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LITTLETON
TEL (617) 486-8733

OAK HILL RIDGE

BOX 156

LITTLE’TON, MASSACHUSETTS 01450

November I, 1978

TEL    (617)    324-2218
MALDEN

Priscilla Fox, Esquire
Office for Children-
120 Boylston Street
Boston, MA.    02116

RE: YOUR COMPLAINT NUMBER: #1.31
ADOLESCENT COUNSELING IN DEVELOPMENT, INC. for ALPHA OMEGA

Dear Ms. Fox:

Please accept this letter as a "request for hearing" in relation
to the above entitled matter. Such is transmitted for the pur-
pose of preserving the Corporation’s rights in relation to this
matter. However, as indicated previously, it remains their
intent to resoRve all issues without the necessity of involve-
ment in a formal hearing process.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

PEK/tl

S i,n F%r e I~, ,r

Peter E. Knox
Attorney at Law

OCCS 0006



November 2, 1978

Joyce Strom, Director
Office for Children
120 Boylston St.
Boston, MA      02116

Dear Joyce:

I am writing regarding the Alpha Omega program.

NOV

The complaint from your Department concerning alleged practices
at Alpha Omega has been issued and action is pending. We have
been negotiating with this provider to consolidate their services
from twb separate buildings into one. Having two houses seems to
have caused two problems:

Their expertise was s’tretched too far. In the ll months since
Alpha Omega has been operating~ their level of service has not
been satis fac,tory .

Alpha II has created a severe financia! burden for ACID, which
is the parent corporation.

It is my understanding from the staff of ACID hhat until the complaint
is resolved, the license for an expanded Alpha I cannot be granted.

I would ask that the two be treated separately. We feel that the
complaint is not connected with our desire to expand the unit from
15 to 20 youth.    If we do not do something quickly to consolidate
services, the issue of a complaint will be moot as the program will"
be forced to close.

You well know the precarious status of gro.up car.e in this state.
The loss of this program will be an incalculable blow. Detention
will again back up and ~-e will be faced with having to spend a year
finding another home, renovating another building, fighting com-
munity opposition, and trying to get in.

I know of your concern over the group care issue. We maintain that
the program redesign and the complaint are separate issues, but we
certainly invite you to participate in our current redesign efforts,
if you so desire. Your prime contact should be John Isaacson. Thankyou for your concern and swift r~,

John A. Calhoun
JAC : pl Commis s ioner



JOYCE STROM
Director

November 8, 1978

Area Code (617)
727-8900

Irwin L. Glazier, Esq.
Division of H~aring Officers
One Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108

Re: Complaint No. 1.31 - Adolescent Counseling in Development, Inc.
Alpha Omega House

Dear Mr. Glazier:

Pursuant to the agreement established between the Office for Children
and the Division of Hearing Officers, I am herewith forwarding to your
office copies of the complaint, certificate of service and a request
for a hearing in the above entitled matter.

Please file the enclosed documents with the Division of Hearing
Officers and inform this Office of the individual designated as the
hearing officer for this case and the time and place of the hearing.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Fox
General Counsel

pf:cm
eIc.
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COMt’IONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Suffolk, ss.

Adolescent Counseling in
Development, Inc.

V.

Division of Hearingl~CX~’ffic~q-s IQ’r~"

OFC-3011             ~
Complaint No. 1.3|

~ri-~ ,---

Office for Children

NOTICE OF PRE-HEARING CONFERENCE
NOV

Pursuant to’Rule 5.5 of the Division of Hearings Officers Rules of

Practice and Procedure, a pre-heering conference will be held on Thursday,

December 7, 1978 at I0:00 a.m. at the offices of the Division of Hearings

Officers, Room 1021, One Ashburton-Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02108.

Counsel for the parties should be prepared to set the ~ate for )Tearing

in this matter and to discuss:

a)

b)

the simplification or clarification of the issues;

the possibility of obtaining stipulations, admissions, agreements on
documents, understandings on matters already on record or similar
agreements which will avoid unnecessary proof;

c) the limitation of the number of witnesses so as to avoid cumulative
evidence; and

d) the possibility of agreement disposing of all dr any of the issues in
dispute; and

e) other matters including discovery and other motions.

DATE: November 9, 1978

Notice to" Priscilla Fox, Esq.
Peter E. Knox, Esq.

Phyl s S. Wilner, Esq.
Hearing Officer
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LITTLETON

OAK HILL RIDGE

BOX 156

LI TTLETONo MASSACHUSETTS

November 15, 1978

Memoranda

"[0 : Pa~Jl J. Murphy, Director
Group Care Licensing
Office for Children
120 _Boylston Street
Boston, Mass. 02116

From: Peter E. Knox

Re: Alpha Omega I & II

NOV

MALDEN

2 0

In accordance with previous negotiations, please note the
fol 1 owl ng:

I. The Alpha Omeoa II Program has been termiqated. Enclosed
is the Group Care License for said Program.

2. As per your request; enclosed is the r~roup Care Liceqse for
Alpha OFega I.    Such as per our understandings is to be
increased from the existina quota of 15 children to a new
approved quota of 20 children.

3. Rev. Bernard J. Lane and Dr. Stephe~ Howard have both
resigned from the Alpha Omega Program and beth have terminated
their relationship in accordance with their resigna.tion.

cc" Jack Sarmanian
Joyce Strom, Director, Office for Children

OCCS 0009



LITTLE.TON
TEl- (617) 486.8733

OAK HILL RIDGE

BOX 156

LITTLETON. MASSACHUSETTS O 1460

.%vember 20, 1978
TEL    (6|7}    324-2218

MALDEN

Priscilla Fox, Esquire
Legal Counsel
Mass. Office for Children
120 Boylston Street
Boston, Mass.

Re: Al~ha Omega

Dear Ms. Fox:

Just a short note to confirm my communication with Ms. Karen Morton
of your office on 11/20/78. In accordance with that discussion, an agreement
has been achieved whereby there will be an extension of time granted to
ACID, Inc. for its filing of an answer to the Office for Children complaint
against the Corporation’s program Alpha Omega. The amount of time for this
e~tension is to be determined-within the next few days.

Please accept my sincerest thanks for allowing this extension.

~cerely,

PEK:dmp

Peter E. Knox, ~squire
Legal Counsel

OCCS 0010



LITTLETGN
TEL     (~517)     486-8"733

COUNSKLOR AT LAW

OAK HILL RIDGE

BOX t56

LITTLETON. MASSACHUSETTS 01460

December i, 1978

TEL (61"7) 324oZ218
MALDEN

Ms. Priscilla Fox, Esquire
Office for Children
120 Boylston Street

Boston, MA.     02116

Dear Priscilla:

In accordance with our conversation of even date, please note

the following in relation to the current Director of Alpha Omega,
Mr. Joseph O’Malley:

i.) Mr. O’Malley is currently supervised in the following
manner:

a. Alpha Omega’s Advisory Board which requests monthly
verbal presentations of the entire program operations;

b o Executive Director, Mr. Jack Sarmanian, of the parent
corporation, ACID, Inc. meets weekly with Mr. O’Malley
for a 2 - 4 hour period to review, monitor and give

input on the entire program’s operation.

Legal and Financial Consultation,. Peter E. Knox, meets
monthly with Mr. O’Malley to review and monitor all

financial operations and to review any legal issues
which may arise to the program and the children being

served.

2.) Job Description: Prosram Director

Administrative supervision of the entire p~gram operations, inclu-
ding but not limited to staff scheduling, liaison with referring

agencies, physical plant maintenance, daily s.cheduling for children,
staff monitoring and supervision of day to day activities exclusive

of clinical supervision.     In addition, participates in intake
processes, provides individual counseling and participates in group

therapy with the children and their families.

He is responsible to the Executive Director of the parent Corporation,
Adolescent Counseling in Development, Inc. (ACID).

Primary responsibilities for clinical decisions and clinical super-
vision rests with the Psychologist. Said person meets with
Mr. O’Malley on a regular basis to review all clinical issues.

OCCS 0011



December i, 1978

Again, please accept my sincere request that we work towards
a resolving of all issues and thereby secure a withdraw~l of

the existing Office for Children complaint.

I await your response.

PEK/tl

S~erely,

vPeter g. Knox
Attorney at Law

OCCS 0012



LITTLETON
TEL (617) 486-8732

~-, . >" .-r --/. .. ..,    v .. _,.~. ~,L

OAK HILL RIDGE

BOX 156

LITTLETON, MASSACHUSETTS 01460

November 30, 1978 TEL (617) 324o2216
MALDEN

Priscilla Fox, Esquire
Legal Counsel
Office for Children
120 Boylston Street
Boston, Mass. 02116

Re: Alpha Omega

Dear Ms. Fox:

In accordance with our recent conversation in relation to
Alpha Omega, please note the following:

I. Rev. Bernard Lane has resigned as Director of Alpha
Omega, such being effective October i, 1978.

2. Dr. Stephen Howard has resigned as Clinical Director
of Alpha Omega, effective November i!, 1978.

3. The Alpha Omega II Program has been terminated.

4. Alpha Omega I is ongoing and its licensed capacity
has been expanded to twenty (20) youth.

The staffs of both programs have been combined with
several staff having been asked, due to financial
reasons, to terminate employment.

o Cornelius Coco, Psychologist, is now the Clinical
Director of Alpha Omega and Joseph O’.Malley is the
current Director of Alpha Omega.

o The client population to be treated at ~ipha Omega has
been changed in that, as requested by the Department
of Youth Services, Alpha Omega will now be working with
a less disturbed adolescent. Such a change is due
primarily to the fact that administrative leadership
has changed therefore necessitating a change in design
and to budget considerations.

OCCS 0013



o The type of treatment modality utilized within the
Program has been somewhat altered; i.e. the intense
psychiatric treatment methods can no longer be utilized
due to the lack of a full time Psychiatrist and treatment
modality will now focus predominantly upon day to day
reality issues in combination with multiple family therapy
to support the youth’s reunification with his family.

If further information is needed, please let me know and
I will attempt to provide such as soon as possible. It is my
sincere hope that we can proceed along the lines of our origina!
discussions and secure a-withdrawal of the Office for Children’s
complaint.

Most sincerely,

Peter E. Khox~squire
Legal Counsel"

PEK:dmp

cc: Ja6k Sarmanian
Edward Gorfine, Esquire,
ACID, Board of Directors

OCCS 0014



COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUFFOLK, SS. DIVISION OF HEARING OFFICE~S

OFFICE FOR CHILDREN

V.

ADOLESCENT COUNSELING
IN DEVELOPMENT, INC.

COMPLAINT NO. 1.31

MOTION TO CONTINUE PREHEARING CONFERENCE

Now comes the Office for Children in the above-entitled matter and

moves to continue the prehearing conference, originally scheduled for

December 7, 1978, to January 9, I~79 at I0:00 a.m.

ASSENTED TO:

6ter Knox, Esq,."

By its attorney:

Priscilla Fox

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Priscilla Fox, hereby certify that I have mailed a copy of the above Motion to

Continue Prehearing Conference to Peter Knox, Esq., Oak Hill Ridge, Box 156,

Littleton, MA 01460 by first class mail on December 4,-1978.

Priscilla Fox

OCCS 0015



COHNONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUFFOLK, SS.
DIVlS!Otl OF HEARIHG OFFICERS

OFFICE FOR CHILDREN

V.

ADOLESCENT COUNSELING
IN DEVELOPMENT, INC.

COHPLAINT NO.    1.31

MOTION TO CONTINUE PREHEARING CONFERENCE

Now comes the Office for Children in the above-entitled matter and

moves to continue the prehearing conference, originally scheduled for

7, 1978, to January 9, 1979 at lO:O0 a.m.

ASSENTED TO:

eter Knox,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Priscilla Fox, hereby certify that I have mailed a copy of the above Motion to

Continue Prehearing Conference to Peter Knox, Esq., Oak Hill .Ridge, Box 156,

ittleton, MA 01460 by first class mail on December 4, 1978.

¯ ~’iscilia ~ox

OCCS 0016
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I. ~L DIR

;E MASTER

~CITY A.O.II:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ALPHA OMEGA II

Rev. Bernard J. Lane

Doctor Stephen Howard

Steven Ash

Fifteen (15) males between the ages of fourteen and
seventeen, inclusive. (14 - 17)

$50.33 per day

~ICAL DESCRIP-
Suburban setting, large family house, three (3) acres
bounded by town forest. Fifteen (15) rooms, four (4)
dormitories with four (4) per room. Family and group
therapy room, offices for staff, Psychiatrist, Psycholo-
gist and house master. One live-in staff bedroom.
Inter-house and inter-mural sports with local High School,
Physical Ed. program, swimming, and various recreational
and vocational activities.

CIAL NEEDS
ILITY SERVES:

ES NOT HANDLE:

.OGRAM (S):

Court committed and referred youths with serious acting
out back grounds and family conflict. Anti-Social be-
havior, for example drug and alcohol usage, car theft,
assault and battery, breaking and entering, ranaway, etc.
More serious adolescent adjustment problems in breakdown
of family structure.

In contrast to Alpha Omega I - will treat youths more
threatened by affect and intensity of feelings, slightly
less limited group pressure over the first two to three
months with much more individual, one to one approach.
More concentrated with youths whom trust has been so
shattered and more apprehensive of developing any type
of inter-personal relationship and need constant
committed support of one counsellor before ready to move
on to relate with peers and other staff

Cases with long psychiatric history and intervention:
psychotic or schizophrenic youngster requiring medi-
cation or involved medical supervision.

i Director; i Clinical Director; i House Master; i Psycho-
logist; 2 Remedial Teachers; i Reading Specialist; i Social
Worker; i Part time Physical Ed.; i Part time Consulting
Physician; 6 child care workers and one Secretary. All
full time except Phys. Ed. Teacher and Vocational Counsellor
and consulting House Doctor.

Several week orientation period with simple basic responsi-
bility decision making - eg to stay and make committment
and beginning to participate with peers in communal family
living. Obeying basic rules and guide lines with respecr
for peers and others feelings. Slow growth toward inter-
gration into total community and responsibility of Alpha
Omega II, namely group, multiple family therapy, leadership,

OCCS 7



(s): showing responsibility for cone of commumiSy and di==ution
of group goals.

Education and tutoring tailored according to Educational
plan for each youth, five (5) days a week, all year fo°r
two (2) hours with a hi-weekly field trip.

ENSING AND
REDITATION: Chapter 766 approval. OFC Group Care License, and

Department of Youth Services approved.

PROPOSAL FOR ALPHA OMEGA

’.RALL PHILOSOPHY AND TREATMENT RATIONAL

The basic philosophy of treatment of Alpha Omega I and II is providing
environment where emotional growth, not punishment, is emphasized. It
~id exist as an environment for the acquision of personal growth, social
Llls and inter-personal gratification. The basic premise stems from our
~ervation, over theyears, of youths who have been acting out anti-soci-
[y, who are e~tremely narcissistic y~ungsters and who, because of early
~rivation of nurturance, have been conditioned to fill their need for love
~h objects rather than people. "I take what I want" rather than "I give
order to receive".

The residences are small therapeutic communities adapted to adolescents
ring a common goal, nmmely to grow: i.e. to become more than what they

.a~ntly are. They are a center for personal and inter-personal growth,

cing the envioroment and social issues as well as the intra-psychic
hysical issues. Emphasis is placed on social living, personal and

,tra-personal understanding on an emotional level, responsibility and de-,
.sion making. Responsibility, awareness, sensitivity, examination of one s

behavior and motivation must constantly be done by patients and staff
.ike. "I can not ask of another wh~t I not ask of myself". The staff must

a role model and will have equal responsibility to other staff and residents
.ike.

Alpha Omega I and II is a creative, social psychiatric model, specifi-
~lly designed to meet adolescent needs. It is very much in contrast to
~e strict medical model which says the patient has an "illness" and it
s my role "to heal him". Staff must recognize they are but the facilitators
nd the patient has to be helped to see he has within himself the potential
o become better. He has the responsibility to do the. work. Change must
ome from within himself. The most viable and efficacious program is one
hat makes use of special skills and "tools" and the experience of a wide
ange of self help and individual responsibility. Professional supervision,
irection and teaching must be an on going process to guard against abuse or
wild therapy".

TAFF ~ND STAFF EXPECTATIONS

Staff will consist of degreed professionals (psychiatrist, psychologist,
;c "al worker, teachers, administrative staff, etc.) as well as para-pro-

o ~ionals inclusing ex-clients. All will be required to participate in on-
ng staff training and supervision. All staff will be involved in regular

:ase conferences and group process discussions, training seminars, and psycho-
:herapy workshops. The same standi~rds of behavior is expected of staff as
~f patients. They must be able and willing to deal with their own feelings
Ln work situations, strive for complete honesty and continue to seek out re-

sponsibility, professional growth and creativity.    OC~$ 00~8



PROPOSAL FOR ALPHA OMEGA II

SCRIPTION

OAlpha Omega II is a fifteen (15) bed residential program for young~
~-s with acting out problems eminating from the serious emotional isshes

dolescence which place them in conflict with ~he law, family, school
d the community. The usual time and treatment ms seven (7) to nine (9)
nths fol!owed by extended continuation in weekly family sessions and
ntinual contact with the follow-up worker and peer activities. Medica-
.on will not be used except in extreme circumstances where directly in-
.¢ated by House Doctor or Staff Psychiatrist. Problems such as depression
~iety, insomnia, violance or any bizzare behavior are issues for dis-
ission, support, confrontation and learning, but not for medication.
~ients will be from fourteen (14) to seventeen (17) years of age, male,
Lth a sufficient intelligence to integrate the concepts learned in
~erapy. Except in the case of older clients where the goal of therapy
~ to set a youngster up independently upon termination, at least one
~rent is sougnt to be involved. Major emphasis is a strong hope of return
~ the family structure, thus eliminating the use of such a program as a
emporary foster placement or simply a way to get a kid off the street.
opefully, all family members above thirteen (13) years of age will be in-
olved in family therapy. Youngsters with serious physical handicaps,
ental retardation, long psychiatric history since prinzary years, overtly
sychotic, suicidal or requiring a high security environment will not be
ccepted.

.LIN ICAL PROGRAM

A. TREATMENT-OVERVIEW

O
The group t~erapy session is the nucleus around which other treat-

~ent components revolve. Due to the nature of the youth to be involved,
it is expected that for some youth, individual therapy wil1".be utilized in
~rder to assist the youth in developing the personal strengths necessary
:o cope with the group herapy process. Time involvement in individual
=herapy, exclusive of group therapy involvement, will depend on indivicual
~eed. Openess, support, confrontation and shared emotioanl experiences
ingroup therapy is required. Staff must be active and open participants
rather than detached analyti¢l therapists. We must avoid - "l’m the good
person who deals with you, the bad person." We must convey that "you and
I are basically the same - my feelings, my obligations and responsib~iztzes
are no different than yours." "you can see my feelings and learn t~t’i~
is possible to tolerate these feelings without running away, being destroyed
or losing control." W~ether a youth is to remain or be required to terminate
will be a total resident and staff decision. Young people must learn to
make decisions even if unfavorable, difficult or uncomfortable for the
benefit of the whole, not on the basis of popularity.

B. TREATMENT RATIONALE

The therapy within the overall therapeutic con~nunity is based on
the premise that the individuals have experienced or perceived serious
frustrations and negative responses from their parents or other signifi-
cant others during their personality development. Many of the conflicts
~ ’ pain of the adolescent years and perha~ later in life as well find~

origins in wha~ has been called the    irst adolescence" of t~e
vidual when he is defining himself as a separate entity which begins

to resemble a "self". The alternative to the burgeoning identity is a
type of non-existence which must be comparable to death as the other ex-
treme in the growth continuum of life. This primal fear and the pain
~onnected with the frustrations of the basic needs for protection, support.,



B. TREATMENT RATIONALE (CONTINUED)-
urance and realistic limits required for growth are the cause of

] %orting defenses which result in disturbed behavior in later years
~._n the physical growth demands that needs be satisfied. If there is no
~recedent for positive constructive responses to needs of the individual
[rom others, further conflicts arise which carry on the earlier ones or
raise them to seriously destructive forces.

C. THERAPEUTIC PROCESS

During the initial phas~ of the process in the therapeutic
~ommunity, the individual becomes aware of inner tensions and feelings.
Inter-personal reactions, structure and non-verbal techniques are used as
~ell as instruction to follow through with motor behavior appropriate to
:he tension. An example would be if the individual feels anger and the
~ody sign:-of forming a fist occurs, he would use the fist to strike a

~eavy_~unch~ng,bag._ This.action i~ accompanied by whatever noises, words
,r ac=zons ~eea right as ne proceeds. A staff member ac¢omodating these
:esponses would make corresponding responses in the role of the negative
~bje¢t. Following the example given, he would recoil and groan as the
~unching bag is hit or anger is expressed. After the patient has vented
md experienced fully the previously boxed emotion, he invariably becomes
~ware of another feeling, that of emptiness where he had been filled with
mger or other fightening feelings. It is at this point tha~ the most
~ignificant response from the therapist or other group member in the role
~f the positive object (e.g. positive father) occurs. Support and positive

O~opriate contact is given unconditionally as the need and feeling are
ly expressed by the patient. The responses to the individual are

armined by the developmental needs which were originally frustrated
~nd the level of emotional development that was blocked by the primitive
rn~iety, p-ai-n and defenses.

~DDENDUM TO PROPOSAL FOR ALPHA OMEGA II- FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

L.O) This project, with implementation, will accept youth who do not have
an immediatef~mily o~ whose immediate family refuse to participate
in the therapeutic pro,~ess that shall occur within the home. In
accordance with this condition, the writers of this proposal request
that the Department of Youth Services, through their Regional Offices,
agree to give their best effort in assuring that proper aftercare
services: i.e. a sound family setting be secured for youth without
family, as described above, upon termination ofthe youths’ stay
within the therapeutic home.

Where a problem should arise surrounding improper aftercare pro-
cedures with a youth, it is requested that personnel from the
Alpha Omega II have direct access to Region III Department of Youth
Services personnel in order to utilize said personnel as advocates
for resolving the problem.

It is understood by the writers of this proposal that aftercare re-
entry procedures are primarily the responsibility of Department of
Youth Services Regional Staff. This project proposal foes seek to
incorporate specific aftercare procedures in order to assist the
Department of Youth ~ervices personnel in their responsibilities and
to help insure maximum re-entry success for each youth upon termina-
tion from the home. Such procedures would include the provision of
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DENDUM TO RPOPOSAL FOR ALPHA OMEGA II (CONTINUED)

,periodic counseling services t6 youth and his family over a short
-period of- time following termination from the from the home. In.
conjunction with the Department of Youth Services Regional staff;
staff from Alpha Omega II would seek to coordinate and assist on
all other efforts made in relation to after care services. (e.g.
vocational or educational placement).
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MEMBER INVOLVEMENT IN PROGRAM OPERATION

Beyond the specific treatment services within which each program

~m~er participates: all program members participate in program operation

~d new program development.

Responsibility for management of activities and maintenance of the

acility rests with program members. Each program member is responsible

or maintenance of his personal sleeping quarters as well as a specific

aintenance duty (e. g. cooking, laundry, cleaning of specific rooms, etc.)

rogram participants meet as a group, at least twice a week, to discuss

.ssues related to House maintenance (e. g. a member fails to perform his

~uty or does perform, but in a "sloppy" manner). Collectively, program

~embers develop and implement special activities. These include camping

;rips, educational excursions, various recreational programs, etc. Staff

~nd program members participate in evaluation sessions. This process

Q gws for (i) individual input on present operational efficiency:

(2) collective determinations related to the implementation of additional

program elements and or change in present elements:.(3) criticism and/or

praise of individual staff and/or program members: (4) collective decisions

on maintenance, change, and/or new implementation in the specific.area of. ,

treatment dilivery and follow-up services. A similar collective staff

and program member group is utilized in relation to intake of new program

members, hiring and/or release of staff, and termination of program

participation by a program member.

POLICY STATEMENT

NON-DISCRIMINATION

Equal Employment Opportunity

The Corporation, Acid Inc., and its program Alpha Omega does not and
shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of rece, national origin, religion, sed, age or ancestry, and
shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title Vll of the Civil
Rights A¢t of 1964 and MGLA ¢151B
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o .Civil Rights of Clients

Acid Inc. and its program Alpha Omega does comply with Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 USC 2000) which provides that
"no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color,
or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discriminaion under any program or
activity receiving Federal Financial Assistance."

be Rate established by the Rate setting Commission should be posted in
;he main foyer of each house in the area of the Secretaries desk along
~ith licenses and proper permits, visible to all visitors.

7
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ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY

Rev. Bernard J. Lane, founder and director of the program has total

~nistrative responsibility over the total program. He shall be account-
to, for all administrative decisions by the designated Educational

dinator, Mrs. Martha McKenna.

All clinical, therapeutic decisions shall ultimately be made by and
e accountable to for such, by the Clinical Director, Dr. Stephen Howard.
e shall constantly keep the program director aware of these decisions and
o-jointly establish policy together.

Organizational table and lines of accountability as posted in all
taff offices, so there is no excuse for a staff not to know who his
mmediate supervisor is and to whom he is accountable.

 NANCES
Except for a small cash account for all small items such as eggs,

,read, cigarettes, toiletries etc., budget, payroll, and all accounting
~nd payment of bills will be done through contact with Adolecent Counsel-
.ng in Development, 170 Pleasant St., Malden Mmss. threugh Mrs. Judy
Irowne and Mr. Peter Knox. All billing invoices will be forwarded and
~rocessed by ~hat office. All records maintained in Malden. Any in-
~iries are to go to Mr. Peter Knox, phone Number 324-2218.

tEASEARCH~ EXPERIM~NTATION~ CONFIDENTIALITY

o~ Protecting the identity, rights and confidentiality of the youths

in residence must be of prime concern to all staff. No information even

.~o to presence of youth in program should ever be given by any staff.must be especially aware of any such request by means of the telephone.
personal information is ever to be released without permission and

awareness of the director or clinical director or in the absence of both,
then permission may be gotten from the house master.

No youth shall ever be the subject of research or experimentation.
No pictures, movies, video tape or any other potential invasion:of privacy
shall be used without written consent of parents for any youth under (18)
eighteen years of age.

No person, besides directly involved clients and staff shall ever be
allowed to observe groups or confidential sessions. It is our firm con-
viction any authorized agency conducting evaluation can do so effectively
by interviewing clients or their parents and receive feed back of staff
and observing behavior, this best indicates the resu£ts of therapy. In-
sistnace of violating the confidentiality of the group while in actual
therapy by being an observor, we feel is unethical and a violation of
patients rights.
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COMHONWEALTH OF M!~SSACHUSETTS

OFFICE FoR CHILDREN

OFFICE FOR CHILDREN *

V.

ADOLESCENT COUNSELLING IN *
DEVELOPMENT, INC. *

COMPLAINT NO. 1.31

MOTION TO WITHDRAW

~ow comes the Office for Children pursuant to Office for Children

Rule of Procedure 15 and moves to withdraw the complaint filed in the above

entitled matter, for the reason that the facility has come into compliance

with the regulations described therein.

Respectfully submitted,

Prisci |la Fox
Attorney for the Office for Children

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Priscilla Fox, hereby certify that I have mailed a copy of the within

Motion to Peter Knox, Attorney for Adolescent Counselling in Development, Inc.,

Oak Hill Ridge, Box 156, Littleton, MA 01460 by first class mail on

December 22, 1978.

Prisci|la Fox
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AOOI_ESCE;IT ~O:;;;SELL!HS IH .
,D;J ".:’[IL 0 P;.:Ei; T, I;IC. .

*

C.O~-~PLAIHT riO. ] .3]

HOTiOll TO I’!-’"" ’1¯ 1

flow comes the Office for Children pursuant toOffice for Children

Ru!e of Procedure 15 and moves to withdravl the complaint filed in the above

entitl~J matter, for the reason that the faci]ity has come into comp]iance

with the reguiatioe.s described therein.

Respectfully submitted,

Priscilla Fox
’ -" - - .. At.~orney for the Office for Children

¯ " " ~." L - /°3" o~" " - ,    , ".... - . .....:. / . . . -’o,,"~ "~ -,;,,;,.,,"~...~./~ ../... /./.
I~ ,

t~ ,~,. ...- - -. t v" ..~ t I: I

CERT [ F I CAT~_ O._F_ S_ERVI C_____~_E

I. Priscilla Fo.x, hereby certify that I have mailed a copy of the within

P, otio. to Peter Knox, Attor.ey for Adolescent Counselling in Development, Inc.,

Oak Ilill Ridge, Box 156. Littleton, I~A 01460 by first class mail on

December 22, 1978.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Ao PROGRAM PHASES When a client is accepted into the group home he

moves through a three phase process. The first phase is set up with

a maximum of support and controls, During this phase the person par-

ticipates in group therapy and individual therapy, and where appropriate,

the family becomes part of the treatment process, As a client develops

awareness, especially in terms of self image, he is helped to acquire

the needed skills to accept himself as a person, and to cope with that

self, his nuclear family, and general area of inter and intra personal

behavior, The "client enters the second phase of residential care when

the staff and his peers judge that he has developed the capacity to

accept and carry out responsibile behavior toward himself and society

in general. During this phase visits to his home are initiated, During

this phase the controls over the person are lessened according to the

individual’s ability to handle new responsibility.

B. TREATMENT SERVICES/DEFINITIONS     /~ .~- "~- "~ .......

i. Intake - Initial intake interviews will be conducted by Resi-

dential Director and Program Psychologist. All relevant data on each

new client will precede the client to the initial interview, If appro-

priate, the client’s parents or legal guardian will also be interviewed

individually and with their child at the time of the initial intake.

The Program Psychiatric Consultant will review all intakes and participate

in the Intake interview when appropriate. Pre-requisites to entrance

into the residence and a part of the intake process is the accomplish-

ment of a physical examination and evaluation of a new program partici-

pant by current program members.

The utilization of multi-professional staff and program members

in the intake process necessary in order to achieve a comprehensive

evaluation of each new client and, therefore, determine whether resi-
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dential care is appropriate for the applicant. Recent admission in-             -~

terview results have shown an increase in clients who present varying

degrees of psychiatric problems.

Of importance during the intake interview is the communication of

program philosophy and methodologies, program expectations, and time

involvement to the client. Communication is meant in the full sense of

the word; i.e. the client achieves a full understanding of his commitment.

A personal and social history, a medical history, and a drug history

will also be accomplished at intake. Applicants diagnosed as experien-

cing psychotic manifestations or serious medical illness needing inten-

sive medical or psychiatric care~ will not be admitted, but shall be re-

ferred to a resource that can be of immediate assistance.

2. Informal Rap: The informal rap allows for the entire community

(staff and clients) to deal with community problems and their effect on

each other, i.e., the opportunity to ventilate feelings and voice opinions

concerning community life. (e.g. issues which deal with interpersonal

communication, resident projects, specific job tasks, etc.) These groups

foster openness and communication among participants and staff and pro-

vide a forum for dealing with complaints and general information sharing

and therefore assuring that other activities and groups are not disrup-

ted by these issues,

3. Intensive Peer Group Theramy: The purpose of peer group therapy

is to allow for structured time periods where participants can deal with

and alleviate intense feelings which most often seem to be related to anger,

hurt, ~nd excessive guilt. The group is geared to help the person respond

to his feelings of rejection and loneliness, inadequacies, low self-es-

teem, and other feelings of rejection and hurt. Acceptance of the person-

regardless of past behaviors is important. All group activity is confi-

dential and no observers are allowed. A variety of techniques are utili-
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ze~ by the group leader to elicit feelings and maintain correct direction

of group activity. The leaders have the ability to assist the passive,

non-verbal client in expressing his feeling level either verbally or

through actions, All group leaders are experienced and trained.

4. Multiple Family Therapy: The initial purpose of this group is

to orient families to the program, After accomplishment of this orienta-

tion process, the group becgmes more intense in design and seeks to elicit

~pen communicatior~ patterns between child and family. Communication of

feelings between parent and child is fostered. The goal of the group is

not.to e.liminate "bad feelings" that exist in relation to parent for the

child and/or child for the parent, but to achieve a level of understand-

ing by al! parties concerning specific feelings and where feasible to en-

courage activity between parent and child that can alleviate or mitigate

feelings that have become debilitating for specific individuals or the

family as a whole.

5, Individual Counseling: Each resident member is expected to meet

individually with a specific staff counselor. Upon entrance into resi-

dential care these sessions are geared to help the client adapt to commu-

nity life and are primarily supportive in nature. These sessions have

particular importance at the time when a client is beginning to become

involved in activities (work, school, etc,) outside the residence, es-

pecially during the period of reentry. Each client has the opportunity

to meet with the Residential Director at any time. In addition~ Psychia-

tric and Psychological counseling is available when appropriate.

6. Urine Surveillance: Urine testing is accomplished on a randomly

scheduled basis and is col~ected at least once every month, The test

results are recorded in a client’s file and are primarily for patient

management and in the determination of treatment plans.

7. Remedial Education: A remedial Education Specialist who is

o÷
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part of the full time residential staff provides direct individual and

group educational activities for all clients. Based on accumulated data

from other resources and testing done by the Remedial Specialist, the

teacher, with the client, develops an educational plan geared for the

individual’s specific needs, Educational goals vary but primarily fall

within one of the following areas:

~.) A program geared towards achieving a specific grade level

so that the client can reenter the public school setting at

a level commensurate with age.

b.) A program geared towards allowing a client to achieve a

_ basic understanding of specific processes which are essen-

tial to living (i,e. understanding credit and bank terms,

percentages and taxes, reading consumer contracts, etc.)

c.) A program geared to taking and passing the "High School

Equivalency Exam",

d.) Assisting a client to prepare for specific exams (college

entrance, civil service, etc.)

C, -COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

it’s Alpha Omega’s program policy to be involved in the "larger comm-

unity" as much as is possible and allowable. Such involvement is as follows:

I,) Program members involvement in local vocational and/or edu-

cational situations; i,e. part and full time work in local business or

industry; matriculation to local educational systems,

2,) Staff and program members involvement in voluntary community

activities ; e.g. environmental "clean up days" ; assisting other non-pro-

fit programs in operating community events; e,g, "church fairs", fire-

men’s fair", etc,

3.) Staff and program member giving free time for community educa-

tion programs as such relate to "drug problems", "youth problems", etc.
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These are most often sponsored by local groups such as the. Rotary CluS,

Women’s Club, etc.

Al~a Om~a has relitlon§~ips with the following c~mmunlty agencies:

District Courts of Ayer, Concord, and Waltham, Mass,, Region III DYS

Offices, Acton Medical Associates in Acton, Mass,, Region III Division

of Drug Rehabilitation, Littleton Police Department, and various other

groups and clubs.

D. MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRI~ BACK-UP

Alpha Omega currently utilized a Psychiatric Consultant 3 hours per

week for staff consultation and psychiatric counseling for youth when
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HOUS E REGULAT IONS

i. No alcohol or drugs in the house at any time.

2. No sexual acting out.

3. No physical violence.

STAGE I.

Total restrictions for a minimum of two (2) months. This
means a resident is not to leave the house for any reason unless with
staff member or a resident on privileges. No person is allowed any
visitors except from immediate family (father, mother, brothers or
sisters) and this only when requested and approved by staff. Likewise,
no telephone calls may be made or received except to or from imme-
diate family and cnly with permission of staff each time. No alcohol
or sexua~ involvement under any condition during this time. Privileges
may be sought after this period of time and will be granted or not
by staff and group together on the basis of a resident’s fulfilling
all functional and emotional responsibility.

STAGE ll.

Intermediary (2-6 months)

Prlvilegos: Be able to receive visitors, go out with parents
any time not scheduled for other rosponslbilltles with notification
of staff membez. Visitors must be straight, non users. Residents
must be present for all groL1ps and house activities, and responsible
for adherence to house schedule. May be able to make or receive
telephone calls with only goqd judgement and responsibility. Eo able
to leave residence alone in surrounding community (not home or neigh,
borhood) giving destination, activity, and expected time of return.
And such, only with pormlssiou of staff member. May be able to attend
public, vocational school and bus!ness needs alone. No use of alcohol
without express permission. ~ch will be granhed only at home or
special situations with family. No sexual Involvements. All residents
must be in the house by ll:00 P.M. weekdays and I2:00 midnight weekends.
After a minimum of four months, prlviloges may be granted to go home
for a four or five hour period, preferably on weekends. Increase of
length of stay, overnight and eventually weekends will be galnod gradua!ly
on approTaZ by group and the individual’s ~ndication of emotional
readiness to handle return to old environment.
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STAGE

Re-entry

As much latitude as possible will be glven, recognlzlng rcs-
ponslbilitN to group living and awareness of other residents, for an
individual to assume individual responsibility and decision making.
He is responsible for care of own room and a Job responsibility in
the residence. Goals as far as Job, school, program or community in-
volvement should be implemented at this time. Work assignment if uot
in permanent employment, will be of assistance to AcID and community
programs. An individual should be able to make the decision for him-
self (if of age) as to whether or not he ~hooses to drink socially
(exa~01e, with a dinner or date or at a party) as well as responsible
for his own sexual activities. He is required to be present for parent
and two evenln8 groups as well as house marathons. He is responsible
for own hours and direction of o~u activities, use of time, and day.
In the final f6ur weeks more time should be spent at home than at the
house In~e" e~iboh~onthe has to return to, being required to attend
family and one group a week as well as one weekly ludlvldual counsel-
ing period. Upon total separation from residency, he will return for
individual counseling on a bl-weekly basis for three months and
parents group for a miuimum of six weeks.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUFFOLK, ss. SUPERIOR COURT
SUFFOLK COUNTY
CIVIL ACTION
NO. 02-04560-T1
(Consolidated with 02-1296)
(Originally entered, in Middlesex
County as No. 02-1456)

MICHAEL K. SIMONDS,

PLAINTIFF,

Vo

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP
OF BOSTON, A CORPORATION SOLE,

DEFENDANT.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL KENNEDY SIMONDS

I, Michael Kennedy Simonds, depose and say as follows:

1. My name is Michael K. Simonds and I live in Haverhill;

Massachusetts. My date of birth is July 9, 1974.

2. As a boy, I attended St. John the Baptist Church in Haverhill,

Massachusetts on Sundays with my family. My oldest brother was an altar boy

and I decided to become one too.



3. At that time, my family had become friendly with the three active

priests at the Church. There was Father O’Neil, Father Joe and Father Ronald

Paquin who was a newer priest to the Church.

4. I became friendly with Fr. Paquin. As altar boys we used to clean

up within the Church on Saturday nights and we also would collect money for

parking in the Church parking lot.

5. In 1987, when I was 13 years old, Fr. Paquin brought me and some

of my friends some beer. Around that time Fr. Paquin asked me and Keith

Townsend to come to his camp in Kennybunkport, Maine, where he had a trailer

in the campground.

6. We went up to Maine with Fr. Paquin for a night and Ft. Paquin

gave us wine coolers until we were drunk. The three of us were sitting on the

couch in the camper and at that time Fr0 Paquin put his hands down my pants

and fondled my penis and at the same time, he did the same thing to Keith. I

was scared and very confused. I pretended to pass out. The next morning,

nothing was said by anyone and we went home.

7. On about three separate occasions after that, Fr. Paquin brought us

to Maine on the weekends. Each time Fr. Paquin brought us alcohol and played

with my penis with his hands. On the last time in Kennybunkport, Fr. Paquin
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MIDDLESEX, ss.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
OF THE TRIAL COURT

ACTION NO.: cO0.~"~ | ~ 7CIVIL

PATRICK McKEEVER, MICHAEL T.
ACETO, JOHN DOE and JANE DOE,

Plaintiffs,

Vo

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF
BOSTON, a Corporation Sole, LIFE
RESOURCES, INC., THOMAS V. DAILY,
CARDINAL BERNARD LAW, a.k.a.,
BERNARD F. LAW, and JOHN B.
McCORMACK,

Defendants.

COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND

INTRODUCTION

This action is brought by plaintiffs Patrick McKeever, Michael T. Aceto, John Doe and

Jane Doe (collectively, the "Plaintiffs") against the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a

Corporation Sole, Life Resources, Inc., Thomas V. Daily, Bernard Cardinal Law, a.k.a., Bernard

F. Law, and/or John B. McCormack, arising from the intentional, reckless, and/or negligent acts

or omissions in allowing Bernard J. Lane ("Father Lane") to sexually molest Patrick, Michael,

and John Doc while they were minors and by failing to take appropriate action to abate the

emotional distress and other ongoing damages suffered by the Plaintiffs upon becoming aware of

Father Lane’s predatory acts of abuse.



TIlE PARTIES AND OTtlER RELATED ENTITLES

1. PlaintiffPatrick McKeever ("Patrick") is an adult residing in Uxbridge, Worcester

Court. ty, Massachusetts.

2. Plaintiff Michael T. Aceto ("Michael") is an adult residing in Medfield, Norfolk

County, Massachusetts.

Plaintiff John Doe is an adult residing in Nashua, New Hampshire.

residing in Pepperell, Middlesex County,4. Plaintiff Jane Doe is an adult

Massachusetts. Jane Doe is John Doe’s mother.

5. Defendant the Roman CatholicArchbishop of Boston (the "RCAB") is a

Corporation Sole, organized and existing pursuant to Chapter 506 of the Massachusetts Acts of

1897, with a usual principal place of business at 2121 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Suffolk

County, Massachusetts. On information and belief, since 1969, either directly or by and through

various corporate entities, the RCAB has operated a program known as Alpha Omega House

("Alpha Omega"), which is located in Littleton, Massachusetts. From 1973 to 1982, the RCAB

owned the property located at 4 Omega Way, Littleton, Middlesex County, Massachusetts, where

In 1982, the RCAB sold Alpha Omega to Life Resources, Inc. forAlpha Omega was located.

$1.00.

6. Defendant Life Resources, Inc. ("Life Resources") is a not-for-profit corporation

organized in 1978, and has a usual place of business at 5 Beale Street, Wollaston, Norfolk

County, Massachusetts. Humberto Cardinal Medeiros ("Cardinal Medeiros") was the founding

President and Treasurer of Life Resources. Reverend C. Melvin Surette ("Father Surette") was

the founding Clerk of Life Resources. Life Resources delivers services to youthful offenders

referred by the Division of Youth Services of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ("DYS").



On information and belief, since 1978 Life Resources has operated Alpha Omega. Since 1982,

Life Resources has owned the property at Alpha Omega, located at 4 Omega Way, Littleton,

Massachusetts. Upon information and belief, Life Resources was a subsidiary of or otherwise

affiliated with the RCAB.

7. Tri-City Mental Heath and Retardation Center, Inc. ("Tri-City") is a not-for-profit

corporation with a usual place of business at 10 Cabot Road, Medford, Middlesex County,

Massachusetts. In 1998 Tri-City merged with Adult/Adolescent Counseling, Inc., a successor

corporation to Adult/Adolescent Counseling in Development, Inc. ("ACID"), ACID was

incorporated in 1969 to provide, among other things, drug rehabilitation and preventative

education to youths in Malden, Massachusetts. Father Lane was ACID’s founding President and

a member of its initial Board of Directors. On information and belief, ACID operated Alpha

Omega during the 1970s and was a subsidiary of or otherwise affiliated with the RCAB.

8. Defendant Thomas V. Daily ("Bishop Daily") is an adult residing in Brooklyn,

New York. Bishop Daily is the head of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn, New York.

Bishop Daily was ordained as a priest in the RCAB on January 10, 1952, where he served as a

parish priest in the Greater Boston area for approximately twenty years. After serving Cardinal

Medeiros in several positions, Bishop Daily was appointed Vicar General in or about 1976, a

position he maintained until 1984 at the RCAB.

9. Defendant Bernard Cardinal Law, a.k.a. Cardinal Bernard F. Law, is an adult

residing in Boston, Suffolk County, Massachusetts. Cardinal Law is the head of the RCAB and

has held that position since 1984.

10. Defendant John B. McCorrnack ("Bishop McCormack") is an adult residing in

Manchester, New Hampshire. Bishop McCormack is the head of the Roman Catholic Diocese of



Manchester, New Hampshire. Bishop McCormack was ordained as a priest on February 2, 1960,

and served in various positions within parishes and Catholic Charities in Massachusetts. Prior to

becoming Bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Manchester, New ,Hampshire, Bishop

McCormack served as Secretary for Ministerial Personnel from 1985 until 1994 at the RCAB.

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS

A. Father Lane - Ordination And Activities At A CID And Alpha Omega.

11. Father Lane graduated from St. John’s Seminary, Brighton, Massachusetts in

1960. Fellow seminarians included, among others, Joseph E. Birmingham, John M. Cotter,

Eugene O’Sullivan, and Paul R. Shanley ("Father Shanley"), all of whom have been accused of

sexually molesting minors while serving as priests of the RCAB. Since his ordination, Father

Lane has worked as priest within the RCAB.

12. In 1961, Father Lane was assigned to St. Anne Parish in Littleton, Massachusetts

("St. Anne’s") and remained there until in or around 1969 when he left St. Anne’s to serve as

chaplain at Malden Catholic High School ("Malden Catholic"). During that year, along with

Father Shanley and Father Surette, Father Lane began working with runaways. By 1969, the

RCAB already had received allegations that Father Shanley had been sexually molestingboys in

a cabin in Massachusetts and was aware of sexual abuse of children by priests. In addition, the

RCAB had received other allegations about other priests committing unlawful acts of pedophilia

and ephebophelia.

13.    Before the end of 1969, Father Lane was re-assigned from Malden Catholic by

RCAB Cardinal Richard Cushing ("Cardinal Cushing") to establish a program to counsel

adolescents on drug abuse in Malden, Massachusetts. Upon information and belief, the Malden



program was or becamc ACID. Upon information and belief, the RCAB financially assisted

Father Lane in establishing ACID.

B. Father Lane - Alpha Omega’s "Therapeutic" Approach and Sexual Abuse of John
Doe.

14.    Upon information and belief, at all relevant times herein, the RCAB owned,

operated, and financially supported Alpha Omega, either through ACID, Life Resources, or

directly. Father Lane was Director of Alpha Omega from its inception to approximately 1978 or

1979. Upon information and belief, Father Surette ran Alpha Omega with Father Lane, and

succeeded Father Lane as Director of Alpha Omega. Cardinal Medeiros not only encouraged

Father Lane’s work at Alpha Omega, Cardinal Medeiros dedicated the property to Alpha Omega

and made yearly visits to have private suppers with the young residents. Cardinal Medeiros also

administered confirmation to the residents and spent an evening during the 1977 Christmas week

with them.

15. Upon information and belief, Father Lane and Father Surette sexually abused

scores of residents while operating Alpha Omega under the guise of "therapy" throughout the

1970s and 1980s. The "therapeutic" approach employed by Father Lane and Father Surette to

"help" residents at Alpha Omega generally involved the following steps, in whole or in part:

Gain a resident’s trust through meetings and social outings, either alone or with
other individuals.

After establishing trust, teach residents to celebrate their bodies. In so teaching,
begin by giving a resident a massage, then gradually ask a resident to remove
articles of clothing, and eventually to remove all clothing for a full-body massage.
These massages were known as "rushes," a "rush," or "feelings" and consisted of
staff lightly touching different parts or all ofa resident’s body.

Encourage nudity among residents and encourage residents to celebrate their
sexual arousal.

Encourage residents to touch one another and as well as to touch staff and to
allow staff to touch residents.



Encourage residents to sleep together and with staff, sometimes in the nude.

Encourage residents to "ski~my dip" together in the presence of staff and to
perform various lewd, sexually charged acts during group "therapy."

Encourage body-to-body or person-to person nude contact between students and
staff.

Explain to residents that engaging in this type of "therapy" would allow them to
better satisfy women after they graduated from Alpha Omega.

Explain to residents that they were all called upon by the "Creator" to be great
lovers.

~. Encourage residents and staff to shower together.

16. Upon information and belief, by using this so-called "therapy," Father Lane, in

particular, coerced residents to, among other things, (i) allow Father Lane to masturbate and

perform fellatio on the residents, (ii) masturbate and perform fellatio on Father Lane, and (iii)

allow Father Lane to sodomize the residents.

17.    Upon information and belief, the RCAB financially supported the "therapy"

practices at Alpha Omega. Not only were Father Lane and Father Surette priests serving under

the RCAB, they were also officers, directors, and/or board members of ACID or Life Resources,

respectively, while engaging in predatory practices of sexually abusing children. Upon

information and belief, it was conunon knowledge among Alpha Omega staff that Father Lane

and Father Surette would have sexual interactions with Alpha Omega residents. Upon

information and belief, RCAB employees also shared that common knowledge.

18. Upon information and belief, in or around 1975 and 1976, a DYS evaluation team

was sent to Alpha Omega to review the program and its therapeutic approach. Father Lane

refused to allow the DYS evaluation team access to Alpha Omega. The RCAB was made aware

of Father l~ane’s refusal to allow DYS to evaluate Alpha Omega and knew or should have known

about the "therapy" Father Lane was conducting. Rather than stopping Father Lane’s practices,
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the RCAB continued its pattern of protecting child molesters and not informing those children

entrusted to its care, or their families, of the danger that Father Lane presented to them.

19.    Upon information and belief, residents were placed at Alpha Omega by DYS and

were told that they could not leave the program voluntarily without DYS approval. Upon

information and belief, residents were told that if a resident ran away from Alpha Omega that the

police would return them to the program or they would be sent to another state facility. Upon

information and belief, if a resident complained about the "therapy," the resident understood that

Father Lane would not give DYS a favorable report of that resident’s work in the program.

Upon information and belief, Father Lane used this to coerce, threaten and intimidate the

residents.

20. In or around 1976 to 1978, John Doe was assigned to Alpha Omega by DYS.

Much like the other residents, Father Lane sexually abused John Doe under the guise of therapy.

Father Lane would have John Doe meet with other residents upstairs, in the common area at

Alpha Omega, to masturbate or ’tickle’ each other so as to give each other "feelings." Father

Lane said that as long as the residents didn’t penetrate each other, it was alright. John Doe had

no choice but to obey Father Lane. John Doe had been raised a Catholic and he and his family

held priests in highest esteem. In addition, John Doe did not want Father Lane to give DYS an

unfavorable report.

21. At Alpha Omega, Father Lane would call John Doe, at the time the youngest of

the residents, to participate in a form of therapy that involved drawing out John Doe’s "feelings"

and then having John Doe hit a heavy bag on the floor. This would invariably result in John Doe

crying, at which point Father Lane would hug him very tightly and pull John Doe closer and



closer to him so that John Doe would feel Father Lane’s sexual arousal. This type of therapy

occurred often.

22. On many occasions, Father Lane would wake John Doe up in the middle of the

night and sexually abuse him. When John Doe would refuse to cooperate, Father Lane would

threaten to send John Doe back to DYS. On other occasions, Father Lane took John Doe and

others to Father Lane’s cabin in New Hampshire, where Father Lane again abused John Doe.

Father Lane told John Doe that all of this behavior was alright as long as they didn’t penetrate

each other.

23.    Since the time Father Lane entered John Doe’s life and began sexually abusing

him, John Doe’s behavior deteriorated greatly. John Doe made no causal connection in his mind

between the abuse and his coritinued and worsening problems. That all changed with the recent

media coverage concerning child molesting priests in the RCAB. It was only then that John Doe

realized that his many years of pain were related to the abuse by Father Lane.

C. Father Lane - Alpha Omega and Sexual Abuse of Patrick McKeever.

24. Upon information and beli.ef, in 1978, DYS received a.n, allegation that Father

Lane had sexually abused a resident at Alpha Omega. The abuse occurred during an outing at

Father Lane’s New Hampshire cabin. DYS offic,ials met with representatives of the RCAB and

informed them of the allegation. The Massachusetts Office for Child Care Service, then known

as the Massachusetts Office for Children ("OCCS"), conduced a joint investigation with DYS.

Upon information and belief, Father Surette was placed in charge of the investigation for the

RCAB and Life Resources.

25. As a result of the allegation, Father Lane was sent to the House of Affirmation, a

program in or around 1978 serving priests accused of sexual misconduct. Upon information and



belief, while at the program Father Lane admitted that he invited the resident into his room,

asked the resident to disrobe, and touched the resident’s naked body. The program counselor

recommended that Father Lane seek additional help and a more thorough evaluation. Father

Lane, however, only visited the pro~am two times and, upon information and belief, did not

seek additional help or a more thorough evaluation. The RCAB, moreover, did not immediately

remove Father Lane from his position at Alpha Omega, seek to warn other residents, or mitigate

damages caused to past residents, including John Doe. Rather, the RCAB continued to allow

Father Lane to have access to residents, notwithstanding Father Lane’s admission of

inappropriate sexual contact with a resident.

26. In or around 1977 or 1978, Patrick was placed at Alpha Omega by DYS for

approximately ten (10) months. At no time did anyone warn Patrick or his parents that Father

Lane had been accused of sexually molesting residents or of the type of "therapy" prac[iced at

Alpha Omega. Rather, Father Lane misrepresented the therapy approach to Patrick and his

parents.

27. Prior to attending Alpha Omega, Patrick was a student at a Chapter.766 school,

which he was attending for problems he was having as a resuli of the death of his father. Patrick

first met Father Lane in a post-admission interview at Alpha Omega. Patrick’s initial impression

of Father Lane was that he wanted to help Patrick and would be a friend and father figure to

Patrick, something which Patrick desperately needed at the time.

28. Patrick’s hopes, however, were shattered by Father Lane. Specifically, Father

Lane encouraged Patrick to engage in the "therapy" described above. Patrick at first was

extremely uncomfortable about "skinny dipping" in the pool with other students, sitting around

naked in the recreation lounge, allowing Father Lane to perform "rushes" on him, and engaging
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in lewd sexual conduct during group therapy. Father Lane convinced Patrick, however, that the

"therapy" was necessary and that it would help Patrick. That "therapy" led to genital fondling,

masturbation, and other acts of sexual molestation. Father Lane also took Patrick to his house in

Littleton, where Father Lane sexually molested and raped Patrick. Although Father Lane

apologized for getting "carried away" with Patrick, Patrick was left in utter shock, disbelief, and

embarrassment. Then, Father Lane took Patrick to his New Hampshire cabin and sexually

molested Patrick there, as well.

29. Since the time Father Lane entered Patrick’s life and sexually abused him,

Patrick’s behavior deteriorated greatly. Patrick made no causal connection in his mind between

the abuse and his continued and worsening problems. That all changed with the recent media

coverage concerning child molesting priests in the RCAB. It was only then that Patrick realized

that his many years of pain were related to the abuse by Father Lane.

30. Upon information and belief, in 1978 or 1979, OCCS threatened to close Alpha

Omega and the RCAB re-assigned Father Lane to St. Peter’s Parish in Lowell Massachusetts to

develop a youth program. Bishop Daily of the RCAB approved the re-assignment, despite, upon

information and belief, Bishop Daily’s knowledge of Father Lane’s inappropriate practices at

Alpha Omega. At Alpha Omega at this time, Father Lane was officially replaced by Father

Surette. At no time did anyone seek to warn or inform the Plaintiffs who had been exposed to

Father Lane about the danger and harm he had presented, or to mitigate the harm caused to them.

D. Father Lane - Post Alpha Omega and Se_v.ual Abuse of Michael A ceto.

31. In or around April of 1980, Father Lane became a spiritual director in a program

serving teenagers in Methuen, Massachusetts. On April 29, 1980, Thomas C. Hudgins ("Vicar

Hudgins"), Episcopal Vicar, wrote Bishop Daily a letter questioning the reasons for Father
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Lane’s removal from Alpha Omega and re-assignment to Lowell, Massachusetts. In that letter,

Vicar Hudgins expressed concern about Father Lane’s continued involvement with Alpha

Omega. Nevertheless, upon information and belief, Father Lane was allowed to regularly

conduct Sunday masses, run youth groups and outings, and counsel adolescents at Alpha Omega.

32. In or around 1982, Michael was placed at Alpha Omega by DYS because of

problems he was experiencing at the time. Michael met Father Lane during a Sunday mass at

Alpha Omega, which Father Lane conducted weekly. As a result, Michael did not suspect

aiaything inappropriate when he was invited to go on a group outing with Father Lane on a boat

in Massachusetts. Going out with Father Lane on the boat was a "privilege" given to Alpha

Omega residents who behaved and participated in the "therapy" at Alpha Omega.

33. During the outing, and after playing, swimming, and eating with other Alpha

Omega residents, Michael went to sleep. Michael later was awoken by Father Lane molesting

him and performing other lewd sexual acts. Michael does not feel that it was a privilege to be

sexually molested by Father Lane.

34. Michael spoke with an individual working at Alpha Omega about what had

happened on the boat with Father Lane. The individual made Michael feel guilty about the

incident. Further, the individual said that if Michael told anyone about what Father Lane had

done, it could ruin Alpha Omega and the priest, Father Lane, who started the program. The

individual convinced Michael, who was still a teenager, that Alpha Omega and Father Lane

helped children, and that Michael would hinder this help if he repeated this story. Because

Alpha Omega initially had helped him, Michael believed the individual and did not tell anybody

else about this encounter. In addition, Michael was in shock, fearful, and embarrassed about the

incident at the time.



35.    Since the time Father Lane entered Michael’s life and sexually abused him,

Michael’s behavior deteriorated greatly. Michael made no causal connection in his mind

between the abuse and his continued and worsening problems. That all changed with the recent

media coverage concerning child molesting priests in the RCAB. It was only then that Michael

realized that his many years of pain were related to the abuse by Father Lane.

E. Father Lane - Post Alpl~a Omega.

36. The RCAB also re-assigned Father Lane to St. Maria Gorett’s Parish (Lynnfield,

Massachusetts), St. Charles’s Parish (Waltham, Massachusetts), St. Anthony’s Parish

(Cambridge, Massachusetts), and Our Lady of Grace Parish (Chelsea, Massachusetts) in 1981,

1983, 1986, and 1987, respectively. After being reassigned from Alpha Omega, Father Lane

continued to develop youth programs for the RCAB and was assigned as a Parochial Vicar and

eventually Pastor of a parish with a school.

37.    In 1993, the RCAB was again notified of allegations against Father Lane dating

back to the mid-1970s. At the time, the RCAB was aware that Father Lane was operating a

youth program. Father Lane, however, remained as Pastor at Our Lady of Grace Parish until

Cardinal Law placed Father Lane on "sick leave" or "administrative leave." Upon information

and belief, the term "sick leave" or "administrative leave" are sometimes used euphemistically to

refer to priests accused of sexually molesting children. Our Lady of Grace Parish had a grammar

school at the time. At no time did the RCAB, Bishop Daily, or Cardinal Law seek to warn or

inform individuals who had been exposed to Father Lane about the danger and harm Father Lane

had presented, or to mitigate the damages caused to those persons exposed to Father Lane,

including the Plaintiffs.
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38.    In March of 1993, while reviewing what to do with Father Lane and considering

appointing him to Pastor, Bishop McCormack indicated that, with regard to the one allegation to

which Father Lane admitted, Father Lane must have been overextended and probably was not

using good judgment at the time. On May 3, 1993, after reviewing Father Lane’s confidential

file, which contained an admission by Father Lane that he had touched at least one naked boy at

Alpha Omega, Bishop McCormack counseled that the RCAB not pursue whether Father Lane

had acted inappropriately. At no time did Bishop McCormack seek to warn individuals who had

been exposed to Father Lane about the danger and harm Father Lane had presented, or to

mitigate the damages caused to those persons exposed to Father Lane, including the Plaintiffs.

39.    On or about August 6, 1993, Father Lane admitted that he did not take a good

professional and common sense approach to the "therapy" at Alpha Omega. Thereafter, Cardinal

Law accepted Father Lane’s resignation from Our Lady of Grace Parish and placed Father Lane

on administrative leave "for health reasons." Upon information and belief, Cardinal Law was

well aware of the allegations against Father Lane and that such allegations dated back to 1978 or

even earlier. A.t no time did the RCAB or Cardinal Law seek to warn or inform those who had

been in exposed to Father Lane about the danger and harm Father Lane had presented, or to

mitigate the harm caused to those persons exposed to Father Lane, including the Plaintiffs.

40.    On or about October 4, 1993, Father Lane admitted that the "therapy" at Alpha

Omega consisted of nudity and body-to-body or person-to-person contact between staff and

students. He admitted that although he engaged in this type of contact with students that he felt

it was acceptable at the time because he told the students that "I will not be anal or oral with

you[,]" which, upon information and belief, was a falsity nonetheless. At no time did the RCAB

or Cardinal Law seek to warn or inform those who had been in exposed to Father Lane about the
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danger and harm Father Lane had presented, or to mitigate the harm caused to those persons

exposed to Father Lane, including the Plaintiffs.

41. In either 1993 or 1994, the RCAB sent Father Lane to St. Luke’s Institute ("SLI")

for an assessment. The assessment at SLI diagnosed Father Lane with ephebophelia by history.

Upon information and belief, after receiving the negative assessment by SLI, the RCAB sent

Father Lane to the Institute for Living (the "IOL"), another facility used by the RCAB to assess

priests alleged to be pedophiles or ephebophiles. Upon information and belief, other child

molesting priests were sent to the IOL to get a clean bill of health to return to ministry.

42. In January of 1994, when commenting on a discussion with a doctor at the IOL,

Bishop McCormack acknowledged that the allegations against Father Lane seemed to have

substance to them. In March of 1994, it was reported to the RCAB that Father Lane had

molested over one hundred (100) youths at Alpha Omega and at the New Hampshire cabin. In

April of 1994, Bishop McCormack learned that Father Lane had many more allegations against

him and that the allegations that sent Father Lane to the IOL were only the beginning. At no

time did Bishop McCormack seek to warn add.itional individuals who had been in contact with

Father Lane, or to mitigate damages caused to those persons who had been exposed to Father

Lane, including the Plaintiffs.

43. On or about May 9, 1994, Father Lane admitted to "boundary violations" with

students at Alpha Omega. On or about May 16, 1994, Father Lane admitted that he had no

excuse for using the "therapy" he used at Alpha Omega. In or around June of 1994, Father Lane

admitted to nudity at Alpha Omega and wished that he had greater supervision in the "therapy"

portion of the program. Towards the end of 1994, Father Lane met with Cardinal Law and

discussed the allegations made against Father Lane. Upon information and belief, Cardinal Law
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was well aware of the diagnosis by SLI. At no time did the RCAB or Cardinal Law seek to warn

or inform individuals who had been exposed to Father Lane about the danger and harm Father

Lane had presented, or to mitigate the damages caused to tho.se persons exposed to Father Lane,

including the Plaintiffs.

44. Father Lane remained on "sick leave" until 1997 when he was assigned to work as

associate director of the Office of Senior Priests at Regina Cleft, in Boston, Massachusetts.

Upon information and belief, Father Lane was removed from active ministry as a result of the

RCAB’s review of Father Lane’s confidential file which detailed a history of sexual abuse

against children. Regina Cleft is a home for retired priests and, upon information and belief, is

used sometimes as an assignment for priests accused of sexually molesting children at previous

assignments.

45. In September of 1997, the RCAB learned of another allegation of child sexual

abuse by Father Lane dating back to 1973 or 1974 at Alpha Omega. On October 15, 1997, the

RCAB, ttarough Monsignor William F. Murphy ("Monsignor Murphy"), decided not to inform .

Father Lane’s then-supervisor of this new allegation. Rather, Monsignor Murphy seemed more

concerned with whether or not the attorney representing the alleged victim would uncover other

victims willing to make claims, and whether the process would become public.

46. In 1999, the RCAB received other allegations against Father Lane. At the time,

the RCAB also was informed that Father Lane was celebrating mass at St. Linus Parish in

Natick, Massachusetts. Upon information and belief, the RCAB did not warn anyone at St.

Linus Parish of Father Lane’s history of abuse of children. In August of 1999, Father Lane

admitted that nude hugging, genital fondling, touching, and sexual arousal were all part of the

"therapy" at Alpha Omega. At no time did the RCAB, Cardinal Law, Bishop Daily or Bishop
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McCormack seek to warn or inform individuals who had been exposed to Father Lane about the

danger and harm Father Lane had presented, or to mitigate the damages caused to those persons

exposed to Father Lane, including the Plaintiffs.

47. Father Lane retired in 1999. Notwithstanding his history, as well as additional

allegations brought against him in 2000 and 2002, Father Lane remains a priest with the RCAB

and lives in Barnstead, New Hampshire.

48. Upon information and belief, it was the RCAB’s standard practice in the 1970s

and 1980s simply to re-assign priests accused of child molesting to other parishes or states to

avoid public scandal. In addition, upon information and belief, it was the RCAB’s standard

practice to financially support such priests, regardless of the crimes that they had committed.

49. By allowing Father Lane to found and direct Alpha Omega, and by supervising

Father Lane as an RCAB priest, the RCAB fostered and encouraged a special relationship by and

between Father Lane and the RCAB as well as those children and their parents coming in contact

with him. Accordingly, the RCAB owed a duty to prevent and protect those children from

foreseeable risks of harm caused by Father Lane. In light of the fact that Alpha Omega residents

needed additional support in caring for themselves and could not, upon information and belief,

voluntarily resign from the Alpha Omega program, the RCAB had an even greater duty to

protect them from foreseeable risks of harm.

50.    By retaining Father Lane as an RCAB priest, and by allowing Father Lane to have

continued access to children, the RCAB, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop McCormack

had a duty to protect and warn the Plaintiffs of Father Lane’s predatory practices, as well as a

duty to mitigate any damages caused by Father Lane once the RCAB learned about Father

Lane’s predatory practices.
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51.    By failing to take appropriate action, it was foreseeable that the Plaintiffs would

be harmed by Father Lane’s predatory behavior. The RCAB, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and

Bishop McCormack acted with such indifference and reckless disregard for the Plaintiffs that the

natural and probable consequences was the injury suffered by the Plaintiffs.

52. The RCAB, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop McCormack knew or should

have known that Father Lane was a danger to the safety and well-being of children entrusted or

required to be under Father Lane’s care.

STATEMENT OF CLAIMS

COUNTI

NEGLIGENCE/PREMISES LIABILITY

(Patrick v. RCAB and Life Resources)

53.    The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

54. The RCAB and Life Resources, through their ownership, occupation, operation

and/or control of the property located at 4 Omega Way (a/k/a Newton Road) and Alpha Omega,

owed Patrick a duty to provide safe premises free from unreasonable risks of harm.

55. Father Lane’s overt acts were committed while he was acting within the scope of

his employment as an agent of the RCAB and Life Resources.

56. By their unlawful conduct, the RCAB and Life Resources breached that duty.

57. As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, Patrick sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been

permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical
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care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT II

NEGLIGENCE

(Patrick v. the RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop
McCormack)

58. The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

59. The RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop

McCormack owed Patrick a duty to, among other things, protect him from unreasonable risks of

harm and/or to mitigate his damages once they knew or should have known of the unreasonable

risks of harm he was exposed to at Alpha Omega.

60. By their unlawful conduct, the RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal

Law, and Bishop McCormack breached that duty.

61. As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, Patrick sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; Suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been

permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical

care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.
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COUNT III

NEGLIGENT RETENTION/SUPERVISION

(Patrick v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

62. The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

63. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily owed Patrick a duty to retain

and/or supervise competent, fit, and otherwise qualified priests and/or employees.

64. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily also owed Patrick a duty to

thoroughly investigate reports made concerning Father Lane’s deviant behavior toward children

and take necessary action to protect children.

65. . The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily breached their duties with respect

to the retention and supervision of Father Lane.

66. As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, Patrick sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been

permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical

care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT IV

INTENTIONAL/RECKLESS INFLICTION OF
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

(Patrick v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

67. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.
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68.    The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily intentionally and/or recklessly

assigned Father Lane to Alpha Omega and/or allowed him to remain at Alpha Omega where he

had unfettered contact with children, notwithstanding the fact that they knew or were reckless in

not knowing of that emotional distress was likely to result from Father Lane’s inappropriate

conduct.

69. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s conduct was extreme and

outrageous, beyond all possible bounds of decency, and utterly intolerable in a civilized

community.

70. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s conduct directly and

proximately caused Patrick’s extreme emotional distress of a nature that no reasonable man

could be expected to endure.

71. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s unlawful conduct was not

privileged.

COUNT V

NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

(Patrick v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

72. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above para~aphs.

73. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily negligently assigned Father Lane

to Alpha Omega and/or allowed him to remain at Alpha Omega where he had unfettered contact

with children when they knew or should have known that emotional distress was likely to result

from Father Lane’s inappropriate conduct.

74. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s unlawful conduct directly and
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proximately caused Patrick’s emotional distress, which a reasonable person would have suffered

under the circumstances.

75. As a result, Patrick has suffered physical harm manifested by objective

symptomatology.

COUNT VI

VIOLATION OF THE MASSACHUSETTS CIVIL RIGHTS ACT

(Patrick v. the RCAB)

76. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

77. The RCAB, through Father Lane, interfered with or attempted to interfere with

Patrick’s rights secured by the laws of the Commonwealth through threats, intimidation, or

coercion, including the creation, perpetuation, and tolerance of Father Lane’s sexually predatory

acts against children.

78. As a direct and proximate result, Patrick sustained severe and permanent personal

injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and anguish of mind; has been

and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been permanently and adversely

affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical care and treatment; has

suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; has suffered from the inability to trust himself and

others, among other damages.
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COUNT VII

NEGLIGENCE/PREMISES LIABILITY

79.

(John Doe v. RCAB and Life Resources)

The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety, the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

80. The RCAB and Life Resources, through their ownership, occupation, operation

and/or control of the property located at 4 Omega Way (a/k/a Newton Road) and Alpha Omega,

owed John Doe a duty to provide safe premises free from unreasonable risks of harm.

81. Father Lane’s overt acts were committed while he was acting within the scope of

his employment as an agent of the RCAB and Life Resources.

82. By their unlawful conduct, the RCAB and Life Resources breached that duty.

83. As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, John Doe sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been

permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical

care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT VIII

NEGLIGENCE

(John Doe v. the RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop
McCormack)

84. The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

85. The RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop
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McCormack owed John Doe a duty to, among other things, protect him from unreasonable risks

of harm and/or to mitigate his damages once they knew or should have known of the

unreasonable risks of harm he was exposed to at Alpha Omega.

86.    By their unlawful conduct, the RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal

Law, and Bishop McCormack breached that duty.

87.    As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, John Doe sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been

permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical

care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT IX

NEGLIGENT RETENTION/SUPERVISION

(John Doe v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

88. The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

89. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily owed John Doe a duty to retain

and/or supervise competent, fit, and otherwise qualified priests or employees.

90. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily also owed John Doe a duty to

thoroughly investigate reports made concerning Father Lane’s deviant behavior toward children

and take necessary action to protect children.

91. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily breached their duties with respect

to tl{e retention and supervision of Father Lane.
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92. As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, John Doe sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been

permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical

care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT X

INTENTIONAL/RECKLESS INFLICTION OF
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

(John Doe v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the93.

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

94. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily intentionally and/or recklessly

assigned Father Lane to Alpha Omega and/or allowed him to remain at Alpha Omega where he

had unfettered contact with children, notwithstanding the fact that they knew or were reckless in

not knowing that emotional distress was likely to result from Father Lane’s inappropriate

conduct.

95. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s conduct was extreme and

outrageous, beyond all possible bounds of decency, and utterly intolerable in a civilized

community.

96. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s unlawful conduct directly and

proximately caused John Doe’s extreme emotional distress of a nature that no reasonable man

could be expected to endure.
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97.

privileged.

The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s unlawful conduct was not

98.

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

COUNT XI

NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

(John Doe v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in theirentirety the

99. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily negligently assigned Father Lane

to Alpha Omega and/or allowed him to remain at Alpha Omega where he had unfettered contact

with children when they knew or should have kalown that emotional distress was likely to result

from Father Lane’s inalipropriate conduct.

100. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s unlawful conduct directly and

proximately caused John Doe’s emotional distress, which a reasonable person would have

suffered under the circumstances.

101. As a result, John Doe has suffered physical harm manifested by objective

symptomatology.

COUNT XII

VIOLATION OF THE MASSACHUSETTS CIVIL RIGHTS ACT

(John Doe v. the RCAB)

102. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

103. The RCAB, through Father Lane, interfered with or attempted to interfere with

John Doe rights secured by the laws of the Commonwealth through threats, intimidation, or
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coercion, including the creation, perpetuation, and tolerance of Father Lane’s sexually predatory

acts against children.

104. As a direct and proximate result, John Doe sustained severe..and permanent

personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and anguish of mind;

has been and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been permanently and

adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical care and

treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; has suffered from the inability to

trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT XIII

LOSS OF CONSORTIUM

(Jane Doe v. the RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop
McCormack)

105. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

106. MASS. GEN. LAWS, Ch. 231, § 85X provides that the parents of a minor shall have

a cause of action for loss of consortium of a child who has been seriously injured against any-

person who is legally responsible for causing such injury.

107. Jane Doe is John Doe’s mother and is a person entitled by law to the consortium

provided by her son, John Doe.

108. The RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop

McCormack are legally responsible for causing John Doe’s serious injuries.

109. As a direct and proximate result of their conduct, Jane Doe has been deprived of

John Doe’s consortium for many years and has incurred substantial costs in ensuring that John

Doe receives appropriate care and treatment.
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110. Consequently, the RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and

Bishop McCormack are liable, jointly and severally, for damages in accordance MASS. GEN.

LAWS, Ch. 231, § 85X.

COUNT XIV

INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

(Jane Doe v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

111. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

112. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily intentionally and/or recklessly

assigned Father Lane to Alpha Omega and/or allowed him to remain at Alpha Omega where he

had unfettered contact with children, notwithstanding the fact that they knew or were reckless in

not knowing that emotional distress was likely to result from Father Lane’s inappropriate

conduct.

113. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s conduct was extreme and

outrageous, beyond all possible bounds of decency, and utterly intolerable in a civilized

community.

114. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s unlawful conduct directly and

proximately caused Jane Doe extreme emotional distress of a nature that no reasonable man

could be expected to endure.

115. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s unlawful conduct was not

privileged.
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COUNT XV

NEGLIGENCE/FAILURE TO WARN

(Jane Doe v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

116. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

117. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily knew or should have known that

Father Lane had sexually molested children.

118. At all times relevant to this action, The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily

had a duty of care to warn Jane Doe of the sexual abuse complaints against Father Lane and that

John Doe would be subject to an unreasonable risk of harm by exposure to Father Lane at Alpha

Omega.

119. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily breached their duty by failing to

warn Jane Doe of the risks posed by Father Lane.

120. As a direct and proximate result of those wrongful acts and omissions, Jane Doe

has .suffered damages.

COUNT XVI

NEGLIGENCE/PREMISES LIABILITY

(Michael v. the RCAB and Life Resources)

121. The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

122. The RCAB and Life Resources, though their ownership, operation, and/or control

of Alpha Omega, owed Michael a duty to provide safe premises free from unreasonable risks of

harm.
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123. Father Lane’s overt acts were committed while he was acting within the scope of

his employment as an agent of the RCAB and Life Resources.

124. By their unlawful conduct, the RCAB and Life Resources breached that duty.

125. As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, Michael sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been

permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical

care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT XVII

NEGLIGENCE

(Michael v. the RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop
McCormack)

126. The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs.

127. The RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop

McCormack owed Michael a duty to protect him from unreasonable risks of harm and/or to

mitigate his damages once they knew or should have known of the unreasonable risks of harm he

was exposed to at Alpha Omega..

128. By their unlawful conduct, the RCAB, Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal

Law, and Bishop McCormack breached that duty.

129. As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, Michael sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been
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permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical

care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT XVIII

NEGLIGENT RETENTION/SUPERVISION

(Michael v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

130. The Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

131. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily owed Michael a duty to retain

and/or supervise competent, fit, and otherwise qualified priests or employees.

132. The RCAB, Life "Resources, and Bishop Daily also owed Michael a duty to

thoroughly investigate reports made concerning Father Lane’s deviant behavior toward children

and take necessary action to protect children.

133. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily breached their duties with respect

to the retention and supervision o.f Father Lane.

134. As a direct and proximate result of that breach of duty, Michael sustained severe

and permanent personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and

anguish of mind; has and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been

permanently and adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical

care and treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; and has suffered from the

inability to trust himself and others, among other damages.
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COUNT XIX

INTENTIONAL/RECKLESS INFLICTION OF
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

(Michael v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

135. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

136. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily, intentionally and/or recklessly

assigned Father Lane to Alpha Omega and/or allowed him to remain at Alpha Omega where he

had unfettered contact with children, notwithstanding the fact that they knew or were reckless in

not knowing that emotional distress was likely to result from Father Lane’s inappropriate

conduct.

137. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s conduct was extreme and

outrageous, beyond all possible bounds of decency, and utterly intolerable in a civilized

community.

138. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s conduct directly and

proximately caused Michael’s extreme emotional distress of a nature that no reasdnable man

could be expected to endure.

139. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, Bishop Daily’s, Cardinal Law’s, and Bishop

McCorrnack’s unlawful conduct was not privileged.

COUNT XX

NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

(Michael v. the RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily)

140. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.
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141. The RCAB, Life Resources, and Bishop Daily negligently assigned Father Lane

to Alpha Omega and/or allowed him to remain at Alpha Omega where he had unfettered contact

with children when they knew or should have known that emotional distress was likely to -result

from Father Lane’s inappropriate conduct.

142. The RCAB’s, Life Resources’s, and Bishop Daily’s unlawful conduct directly and

proximately caused Michael’s emotional

suffered under the circumstances.

143. As a result, Michael has

symptomatology.

distress, which a reasonable person would have

suffered physical harm manifested by objective

COUNT XXI

VIOLATION OF THE MASSACHUSETTS CIVIL RIGHTS ACT

(Michael v. the RCAB)

144. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in the above paragraphs.

145. The RCAB, through Father Lane, interfered with or attempted to interfere with

Michael’s rights secured by the laws of the Commonwealth through threats, intimidation, or

coercion, including the creation, perpetuation, and tolerance of Father Lane’s sexually predatory

acts against children.

146. As a direct and proximate result, Michael sustained severe and permanent

personal injuries; suffered and will continue to suffer great pain of body and anguish of mind;

has been and will continue to be unable to pursue his usual activities; has been permanently and

adversely affected in his ability to enjoy life; has incurred expenses for medical care and

treatment; has suffered a crisis of faith and spiritual damage; has suffered from the inability to
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trust himself and others, among other damages.

COUNT XXII

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

(The Plaintiffs v. the RCAB, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop McCormack)

147. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

148. At all relevant times, the RCAB, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop

McCormack fostered, encouraged and supported the relationship between the Plaintiffs and

Father Lane and had a duty to exercise reasonable care in, among other things, not exposing

children entrusted to their care to known risks of harm; to retain and supervise competent, fit,

and otherwise qualified priests for the RCAB; to investigate the reports made to them concerning

Father Lane; and to take prompt remedial action including, but not limited to, notifying children

who had been exposed to Father Lane, as well as their parents, so that they could receive help

and mental health treatment to ameliorate any further harm to himself and his family.

149. The RCAB, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop McCormack, as fiduciaries

to the children entrusted to their care and attention, owed the children a duty of trust and loyalty.

150. The RCAB, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law and Bishop McCormack breached the

fiduciary duty they owed to the Plaintiffs and abused their position of trust and confidence.

151. As a direct and proximate result of the RCAB’s, Bishop Daily’s, Cardinal Law’s,

and Bishop McCormack’s breach of fiduciary duty, the Plaintiffs have suffered damages.
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.REQUESTS FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court:

A. With respect to Count I, enter judgment for Patrick and order the RCAB and Life

Resources, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to be determined by

this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

B. With respect to Count II, enter judgment for Patrick and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop McCormack, jointly and severally, to pay

forthwith his damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and

attorneys’ fees.

C. With respect to Count Ill, enter judgment for Patrick and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to

be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

D. With respect to Count IV, enter judgment for Patrick and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to

be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

E. With respect to Count V, enter judgment for Patrick and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to

be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

F. With respect to Count VI, enter judgment for Patrick and order the RCAB, to pay

forthwith his damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, punitive

damages and attorneys’ fees.

G. With respect to Count VII, enter judgment for John Doe and order the RCAB and

Life Resources, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to be
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determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

H. With respect to Count VIII, enter judgment for John Doe and order the RCAB,

Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop McCormack, jointly and severally, to

pay forthwith his damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and

attorneys’ fees.

I. With respect to Count IX, enter judgment for John Doe and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to

be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

J. With respect to Count X, enter judgment for John Doe and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to

be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

K. With respect to Count XI, enter judgment for John Doe and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to

be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

L. With respect to Count XII, enter judgment for John Doe and order the RCAB to

pay forthwith his damages in an amount to be determined by this C6urt, plus interests, costs,

punitive damages and attorneys’ fees.

M.    With respect to Count XIII, enter judgment for Jane Doe and order the RCAB,

Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop McCormack jointly and severally, to

pay forthwith her damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and

attorneys’ fees.

N. With respect to Count XIV, enter judgment for Jane Doe and order the RCAB,

Life Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith her damages in an
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amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

O. With respect to Count XV, enter judgment for Jane Doe and order the RCAB,

Life Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith her damages in an

amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

P. With respect to Count XVI, enter judgment for Michael and order the RCAB and

Life Resources, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to be

determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

Q. With respect to Count XVII, enter judgment for Michael and order the RCAB,

Life Resources, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law, and Bishop McCormack, jointly and severally, to

pay forthwith his damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and

attorneys’ fees.

R. With respect to Count XVIII, enter judgment for Michael and order the RCAB,

Life Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an

amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

S. With respect to Count XIX, enter judgment for Michael and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay ~orthwith his damages in an amount to

be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

T. With respect to Count XX, enter judgment for Michael and order the RCAB, Life

Resources, and Bishop Daily, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith his damages in an amount to

be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and attorneys’ fees.

U. With respect to Count XXI, enter judgment for Michael and order the RCAB to

pay forthwith his damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs,

punitive damages and attorneys’ fees.
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V. With respect to Count XXII, enter judgment for all Plaintiffs and order the

RCAB, Bishop Daily, Cardinal Law and Bishop McCormack, jointly and severally, to pay

forthwith their damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, and

attomeys’ fees.

JURY DEMAND

PLAINTIFFS DEMAND A JURY TRIAL ON ALL ISSUES SO TRIABLE.

PATRICK MCKEEVER, MICHAEL
ACETO, JOI-IN DOE, and JANE DOE,

By their attorneys:

Roderi-ck~M~a~Leis~, r~., ~BBO #388110
Gina Dines Holness, BBO #557714
David G. Thomas, BBO # 640854
Greenberg Traurig, LLP.
One International Place, Third Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Tel: (617) 310-6000
Fax: (617) 310-6001

Dated: July 30, 2002
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SUFFOLK, ss.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

"SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO~. ~2-96

)
JAMES HOGAN et al., )

Plaintiffs )
)

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP    )
OF BOSTON, A CORPORATION SOLE!, et al. )

Defendants )
)

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION AND ORDER ON
DEFENDANTS’ OMNIBUS MOTION TO DISMISS

The approximately four hundred plaintiffs in these consolidated cases seek monetary

damages from various church representatives.2 With a few exceptions, each plaintiffclaims that he

~he was sexually molested by a pries.t.3 Most of the plaintiffs were children when the allcgcdor
...... i .... "-- ..... - .... ’" ~’-" ...... ~, ¯ ; ’,-’"" - ’ "’ .,~ ¯

sexual abuses occurred.4 Each plaintiff claims that one or more of the church representatives

breached a legal duty to take reasonable measures to prevent the alleged sexual assault(s) and as a

donsequence the plaintiff w~s injured.

1See St.1897, c. 506.

2The term "church representatives" is used to describe the defendants who have brought
this motion. Until recently, all parties seemed comfortable referring to the church representatives
as the "supervisory defendants" in order to distinguish them from various other priest who
allegedly sexually molested the plaintiffs. However, as the defendants’ counsel pointed out, the
use of that phrase may erroneously be interpreted to suggest that the defendants acknowledge
they had supervisory authority over the alleged offending priests.

some of the complaints, parents sue for the loss of the consortium of a child.

4 One of the plaintiffs is a lady who worked in a parish rectory and claims she was
sexually abused by a parish priest. A few plaintiffs claim they were sexually abused by priests
during counseling sessions. These plaintiffs were adults at the time of the alleged abuses.



For purpose of the motion before the court, it is not necessary to describe the plaintiffs’

specific factual assertions of the details of the alleged sexual acts or the settings in which they

supposedly occurred. Suffice it to say, most of the complaints contain allegations of rape and

indecent assault and battery. The priests who allegedly committed these acts included some parish

priests and some priests who were involved in youth ministry.

The defendants move to dismiss all of the plaintiffs’ complaints on the basis that the court

lacks subject matter jurisdiction. For the reasons set forth herein, the defendants motion to dismiss

is allowed as to any plaintiff’s claim of"canonical agency" and is allowed as to all of the plaintiffs’

claims for negligent supervision, to the extent relief is sought for negligent ordination of a priest or

negligent failure to laicize a priest. Otherwise the motion is denied.

RULE 12(b)(1) STANDARD

The church representatives have moved purguant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1) to dismiss the.
"

claims agafiast them, on the grounds that the First Aniendment precludes this court from exercising

subject matter jurisdiction over the plaintiffs’ core claims of negligent supervision. Attached to the

,,.,,._..... .. motion are. numerous affidavits which describe how the relationships between the church    ¯." . . . . . . . "...    .                                              ~.. .... .~.: .....

representatives and priests assigned by or to them are guided, informed or controlled by canon law,

theological beliefs, scripture, church doctrine and church policies. The affidavits filed by the church

representatives do not reveal any disputed jurisdictional facts, as they contain no evidenceoof a

relevant conflict between their religious obligatio,ns and beliefs, on one hand, and, on the_other,

secular tort principles which impose a dut~ to exercise care to prevent persons in their control from,

committing reasonably foreseeable sexual assaults uoon._chil~_dre_n. Specifically, nothing in the

affidavits by St. John’s Seminary adjunct theology professor Father Oliver or other religious affiants



state or even suggests that religious beliefs or principles in any way prohibitedrepresentativeschurch

from exerctsxng a duty of care under secular tort law to prevent the alleged abuse.

Rule 12(b)(l ) "is a large umbrella, overspreading a variety of different types of challenges

to subject matter jurisdiction." Valentin v. Hospital Bella Vista, 254 F.3d 358, 362-363 (I" Cir.

2001) (describing Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1 )). Because the motion to dismiss presents

a legal question, and does not require the court to resolve a ~tispute as to accuracy ofj~Jrisdictional

facts asserted by the plaintiffs, the court treats all of the well-pleaded facts alleged in the complaints

as true and indulges all reasonable inferences in favor of the plaintiffs. See Aversa v. United States,

99 F.3d 1200, 1209-1210 (1St Cir. 1996). In assessing whether it has subject matter jurisdiction, the

court may consider affidavits and other matters outside the face of the complaint. Ginther v.

Commissioner of Insurance, 427 Mass. 319, 322 & n;6 (1998); Valentin v. Hospital Bella Vista, 254 ~ (

F.3d at 363 (in assessing the sufficiency of the plaintiff’s basis for subject matter jurisdiction under [~/

Fed. R. Cir. P. 12(b)(1), the court must credit the-i~laintiff’~"~ll-islead~lle~atiori~ .... I

(usually taken from the complaint, but sometimes augmented by an explanatory affidavit or other

repository of_uncontested facts), draw all reasonable inference from them in her favor, and dispose. .      , .... - ..... .* _-     , , ~; -,. --.,.~--~ .... ~ - ~-.-~.~-. .-. . .... ,~ .     -. ". ,.-

of the challenge accordingly"); Smith vo O’Connell, 986 F. Supp. 73, 75 (D. R.I. 1997) (in

adjudicating Rule 12(b)(1) motion supported by affidavits, court treated all of plaintiffs’ well-

pleaded factual allegations in the complaint as true and considered evidence challenging and!or

supplementing the jurisdictional allegations). The threshold to withstand a motion to dismiss under

~ Nor do the defendants argue that any other facts, apart from those set forth in their
affidavits, are pertinent to the resolution of the motion. For example, the defendants argued at
hearing that the plaintiffs’ membership or lack thereof in the Roman Catholic Church was not at
issue, but rather the character of any intrusion by civil courts into church matters.



Rule 12(b)(1) is extremely low. 5A Charles Alan Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice &

Procedure 57 lj50, at 150 (Supp. 2002), citing Lunderstadt v. Colafella, 885 F.2d66, 70 (3d Cir.

1989) (threshold to withstand motion under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1) is lower than that required to

¯ withstand a Rule 12(b)(6) motion).

Analysis of First Amendment principles, as set forth below, compels the conclusion that the
. .."     :,,o_’                                          :             , ,

complaints here allege sufficient facts to establish this court’s subject matter jurisdiction over all of

the complaints and most of the individual counts or causes of action set forth in each complaints.

NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION CLAIMS

While many of the plaintiffs’ complaints include claims in addition to negligent supervision,6

the defendants choose to mount their jurisdictional challenge within the framework of the common

law tort of negligent supervision and whether that typ~ of claim can withstand constitutional scrutiny

under First Amendment Religious Freedom principles7. Because the defendants motion is directed

¯at the issue of subject matter jurisdiction, rather than on Rule 12(b)(6) gr~u~n~ds-,’~h~’/~’]~-~n"d"ff~e~’fo’~" ...............

the court to undertake a full dissertation of negligent supervision tort law. Yet, the parameters of

.~:,,~,,..,,~ ~~,~.. egligent supervision law must be discussed-in order, to understand the respective parties varying. ’ . :-,-.~._.-w : ,.-&’-..~ .~’"

6For example, various plaintiffs’ complaints contain counts for vicario.us,,liability,
negligent infliction of emotional distress, premises liability, "canonical ~-gency. Some

¯ ts for intentional torts" e invasion of privacy, violations of civil rights,complmnts contain coun , .g. . ....
rights,

intentional infliction of emotional distress, invasion of privacy nghts, C~vll consp,~racy. Some
complaints contain hybrid claims, such as, breach of fiduciary duty,"ratification.

7"It is the intention of this motion to show that the gist of Plaintiffs’ Claims, although
denominated otherwise, are claims of negligent supervision or negligent management
masquerading under various aliases, and that they are barred by the Doctrine of Church
Autonomy because the adjudication of them necessarily touches upon ecclesiastical matters."
(Defendants’ Brief in Support of Omnibus Motion to Dismiss For Lack of Subject Matter
Jurisdiction, pages 8-9).



positions on whether the gravamen of the tort claims before the court violates the defendants’

freedom of religion rights. With that understood, the court }urns to the concept of duty under the law

of negligence¯

"There can be negligence only where there is a duty to be careful.., and whether there is a

duty to be careful is a.question of law." Yakubowicz v. Paramount Pictures Corp., 404 Mass¯ 624,

629 (1989). Within the context of the cases at bar, a defendant owes a duty t6/~ plaintiff if the

"defendant reasonably could foresee that he would be expected to take affirmative action to protect

the plaintiff and could anticipate harm to the plaintiff from the failure to do so." Irwin v. Ware, 392

Mass. at 745,756 (1984). Whether it is reasonably foreseeable that a third party will cause harm to

a plaintiff is determined by examining all of the circumstances. Whittaker v. Saraceno, 418 Mass.

196, 199 (1994). See also Schofield v. Merrill, 386 Mass.244, 246-254 (1982) (reasoning that in

determining whether the law ought to provide that a duty of care.is owed by one to another, the court

must look to existing social values and customs, and to appropriate socl p racy).            ¯

In negligent employment cases, it is recognized that an employer whose employees are

..brought in contact with members of~e pu.bfic in the course of the employer’s business have a duty

to exercise reasonable care in the selection and retentions of its emlJloyees. Foster v. The Loft, In).,

26 Mass. App. Ct. 289, 290 (1988).

"These principles have been explained in the following manner: ’An employer must
use due care to avoid the selection or retention of an employee whom he knows or
should know is a person unworthy, by habits, temperament, or nature, to deal with
the persons invited to the premises by the employer. The employer’s knowledge of

s In the cases at bar, the terms "selection" and "retention" cannot include within their
respective meaning the ordination or laicization of priests but can include assignments and
transfers of allegedly offending priests to particular positions. The reasons for this are fully
discussed in the First Amendment Freedom of Religion section of the decision.



o .         o

past acts of impropriety, violence, or disorder on the part of the employee is generally
considered sufficient to forewarn the employer who selects or retains such employee
in his servicethat he may eventually commit an assault, although not every infirmity
of character, such for example, as dishonesty or querulousness, will lead to such
result.’"

Id. at 290-291, quoting Annotation, Liability of Employer, Other Than Carrier, For a Personal

Assault Upon Customer, Patron, or Other Invitee, 34 A.L.R.2d 272, 390 (1954).

The Restatement [Second] of Torts and Agency also outlines when liaigility may be imposed

on an employer for the acts of its employees. It states in relevant part that:

"A master is under a duty to exercise reasonable care so to control his servant
while acting outside the scope of his employment as to prevent him from
intentionally harming others or from so conducting himself as to create an
unreasonable risk of bodily harm to them, if
(a) the servant

(i) is upon the premises in possession of the master or upon which the
servant is privileged to enter bnly as his servant, or
(ii) is using a chattel of the master, and

(b) the master

servant, and (ii) knows or should know of the neeegsity and
opportunity for exercising such control."

~.o:...:,. ~..,~cmRestatement [Second] of Torts § 3 t7 (1..9.65), Comment c.    -

"A person conducting an activity through servants or other agents is subjec.t
to liability for harm resulting from his conduct if he is negligent or reckless:

(b) in the employment of improper persons or instrumentalities in
work involving risk of harm to others:
(c) in the supervision of the activity; or
(d) in permitting, or failing to prevent, negligent or otherwise tortious
conduct by persons, whether or not his servants or agents, upon
premises or with instrumentalities under his control."



Restatement [Second] of Agency § 213.9

As applied to the cases before the court, the task is to determine whether the general

principles of negligent supervision law violate the church representatives’ rights to freedom of

religion.

FIRST AMENDMENT RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution prox;ides that:

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof..."

These guarantees are made applicable to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment to the

Constitution. Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 301 (2000); Everson v.

Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 15 (1947). "The fundamental concept of liberty embodied in that

Amendment embraces the liberties guaranteed by the First Amendment." CantweIl v. Connecticut,

.... ¯     .    .      ,’         e u    ~      " ~ .-     l eae      e_s_c~.b       " "

protected by the First Amendment’s Free Exercise Clause and the restrictions on govemment

intrusion into those liberties.

"The constitution~i[ i~ibition of legislation on the subject of rehg~on h~
aspect. On the one hand, it forestalls compulsion by law of the acceptance of any

9"The rule stated in this Section is not based upon any rule of the law of principal and
agent or of master and servant. It is a special application of the general rules stated in the
Restatement of Torts and is not intended to exhaust the ways in which a master or other principal
may be negligent in the conduct of his business." Comment a.

"The principal may be negligent because he has reason to know that the servant or other
agent, because of his qualities, it likely to harm others in view of the work or instrumentalities
entrusted to him. If the dangerous quality of the agent causes harm, the principal may be liable
under the rule that one initiating conduct having an undue tendency to cause harm is liable
therefor... If liability results it is because, under the circumstances, the employer has not taken
the care which a prudent man would take in selecting the person for the business in hand"
Comment d.

7



creed or the practice of any form of worship. Freedom of conscience and freedom to
adhere to such religious organization or form of worship as the individual may
choose cannot be restricted by law. On the other hand, it safeguards the free exercise
of the chosen form of religion. Thus the Amendment embraces two concepts,
freedom to believe and freedom to act. The first is absolute but, in the nature of
things, the second cannot be. Conduct remains subject to regulation for the protection
of society. The freedom to act must have appropriate definition to preserve the
enforcement of that protection."

In their motion to dismiss, the defendants contend the First Amendment prohibits civil courts

from considering and adjudicating the plaintiffs’ tort claims against hierarchical church

representatives who allegedly failed to take reasonable actions to prevent certain archdiocesan priests

from sexually molesting individuals (mostly children) who were in their care. The defendants rely

on the assertion of a "church autonomy doctrine" which, in their view, prevents the application of

secular law, here tort law, to church representatives,a° Recasting the principle of church autonomy

~~.lekCal lldoctrinell~oL,such b’~e.¢oi~rooortions,,~e~_e_£e .n~- utl .~t~. ~121a’3t, ~,,-- ~- ¯ ,.., ...." .,,~,~ .t.-,,-,--,.-~.,~.~.~ o, -:-~,~a~..~x-~.r’~.~IO~,~.’,~-~u~,c~~’,~’~’mm~’,’,~"tm’~"~-. ’~. -. . , .’~’~- ~’~,~"-*-,,~,~. ~.~r-. ............ "

officials of a hierarchical church are immune from tort liability, irrespective of whether the law and

its application are neutral and regardless of how grave the harm that will likely occur if the law is
" ...........

wolated. The defendants central argument ~s that whene~ex: a church official, having authority bVer ¯     "

a clergy member or church employee, takes an action or makes a decision with respect to the cleric

or employee which breaches secular law and results in foreseeable harm to a third party, for whom

the law is designed to protect, that official cannot be held legally responsible if his relationship to

~°Civil law refers to both statutory and common law. See Kreshik v. Saint Nicholas
Cathedral, 363 U.S. 190, 191 (1960); Alberts v. Devine, 395 Mass. 59, 73 (1985) ("A law,
legislatively or judicially created, that would regulate or prevent religiously motivated conduct
does not violate the First Amendment if the State’s interest in the law’s enforcement outweighs

the burden that the law imposes on the free exercise of religion.").



the offending cleric or employee is in anyway addressed by church law or its theological

underpinnings. In Minersville School Dist. Bd Of Ed v. Gobitis,-310 U.S. 586, 594-595 (1940),

Justice Frankfurter, writing within the context of the Free Exercise Clause, addressed the inherent

danger of such an extreme legal position: "Conscientious scruples have not, in the course of the long

struggle for religious toleration, relieved the individual from obedience to a general law not aimed

at the promotion or restriction of religious beliefs ...." For over a century, The United States

Supreme Court has warned against that danger:

"’ Laws are made for the government o factions, and while they cannot interfere with
mere religious belief and opinions, they may with practices... Can a man excuse his
practices to the contrary because of his religious belief?. To permit this would make
the professed doctrines of religious belief superior to the law of the land, and in effect
to permit every citizen to be’come a law unto himself.’"

Department of Human Resources v. Smith, 494 U.S: 872, 879 (1990), quoting Reynolds v. United

States, 98 U.S. 145, 166-167 (1879):

The defendants advance the argument that the court does not have subject matterjunsalctlon

over tort actions against church representatives arising from their alleged negligent oversight of

~.....priests who .supposedly sexually .assaul~ted children ,.w.ho,,w.ere under their care, because the

r~lationship between a church official and cleric is.a subject "touching" on matters of doctrine,

church law and polity. In Williams v. Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts, 436 Mass. 574 (2002),

the Supreme Judicial Court addressed whether the Superior Court had subject matter jurisdiction

over an intra-church employment dispute between an Episcopal priest and his bishop. The Court held

that the First Amendment prevents civil courts from becoming engaged in "...church disputes

touching on matters of doctrine, canon law, polity, discipline and ministerial relationships..." Id.

at 579. The cases before the court are not church disputes. They are tort claims against church



representatives primarily for negligent supervision of clerics and employees who allegedly sexually

molested various plaintiffs. As is noted throughout this decision, some plaintiffs’ complaints include

causes of action which mn afoul of both the Free Exercise Clause and the Establishment Clause. But

the offending claims appear in only a small number of the hundreds of cases before the court and

even where a complaint contains an offending claim, the other causes of actions do not implicate

the First Amendment’s freedom of religion guarante~                         ’

By labeling First Amendment church autonomy considerations as an impregnable legal

"doctrine," the defendants would have the court apply an overarching rule that would render

traditional jurisdictional analyses of the Establishment Clause and the Free Exercise Clause

meaningless and have the practical effect of granting to hierarchical church representatives

unqualified immunity fr.om secular legal redress, regitrdlessof hownegligent,reckless intentionalor

~he representatives’ supervision over their subordinates might be and regardless of the.severity of
............ .:._ . ~-.~_ ,.. _ .......... . ........ ,_~.:~.:,,.~,.~.~,~..,~ -~..~_,~,.,,,..~.a.~. -.,.,:,,,~,~.,~,,~,.~.~.~,a,,~,-a.,~:" ±:-~.- "~" ....... .,.,.r ...........

the injuries suffered by claim~ts.         ..

This is not to say that an analysis of church autonomy principles or inquiry about whether

,~,~,~.~,.~.,~,~.the. civil resolution of tort-c0ses results in excessive entanglement by courts into church, law. ~ .,
’~.: ,

. ....... -.--,..~..,.~:.,~..~..-.,.w:/y~., .~,-.-.-~

polity should not be undertaken in determining whether subject matter jurisdiction is present in the

cases at bar. See Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese for United States and Canada v. Milovojevich,

~ This decision is limited to the defendants’ First Amendment jurisdictional challenge.
Although a particular cause of action in a complaint does not violate the First Amendment, that
does not mean it necessarily asserts a claim upon which relief can be granted. For example,
many complaints contain causes of actions against various church repre.sen_tatives under a
vicarious liability theory. The issue is not before me at this time, but at some point the court will
have to determine whether legal authority supports a claim that a s__~upe__~isor is strictly liable for
.flae alleged criminal or intentional acts of his Subordinat-~that are not committed witl-l, in the
sNope of the sub_L@.9.Idix~e’s duties.

10



426 U.S. 696 (1976), enunciating prohibition against civil courts violating the First Amendment by

impermissibly intruding into ecclesiastical decisions, and Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971),

for "excessive entanglement" analysis as applied to the Establishment Clause. The impenetrable wall

of a so-called church autonomy "doctrine" does not lend itself to careful legal analysis and inquiry

into First Amendment subject matter jurisdiction issues. Instead the court looks to the First

Amendment’s Establishment Clause and Free Exercise Clause and the body of case law decided

thereunder for guidance in its resolution of the jurisdictional challenge.

A. Establishment Clause: "Congress shall make no law respecting
religion."

an establishment of

The broad principles of the Establishment Clause were stated in Everson v. Board of

Education, 330 U. S. 1, 15-16 (1947), quoting Reynqlds v. United States, supra at 164.

"The ’establishment of religion’ clause of the’First Amendment means at
least this: Neither a state nor the Federal Government can set up a church.

religion over another. Neither can force nor Irttluence a person to go to or
remain away from church against his will or force him to profess a belief or
disbelief in any religion. No person can be punished for entertaining or
professing religious beliefs or disbeliefs, for church attendance or non-

..... ~ ._.xtttencla~. c,e, N..o:,..t~, in...aw, .amo..ugt, l~g.e..o.,r_,_s_~_,al!,.~.,_a~,
’r~ligious acti~,ities or institutibns, whatever they may be calli~d,, ot What(ver        :"""
form they may adopt to teach or practice religion. Neither a state not the
Federal Government can, openly or secretly, participate in the affairs of any
religious organizations or groups and vice versa. In the words of Jefferson,
the clause against establishment of religion by law was intended to erect a
’wall of separation between church and State.’"

On this principled foundation, the United States Supreme Court in Lemon v. Kurtzman, supra

at 607, held that certain statutes in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island which provided state financial

aid to parochial schools were unconstitutional because the statutes ran afoul of both the

Establishment and Free Exercise clauses. Chief Justice Burger, writing for the Court, observed that

11



in light of the broad and thus imprecise prohibitive language of the Establishment Clause it is

incumbent upon courts deciding whether a civil law violates the Clause to "... draw lines with

reference to the three main evils against which the Establishment Clause was intended to afford

protection: ’sponsorship, financial support, and active involvement of the sovereign in religious

activity.’ "Id. at 612, quoting Walz v. Tax Commission, 397 U.S. 664, 668 (1970). To protect against

these evils, the Lemon Court recognized that a part three part test must be met for a civil law to pass

constitutional scrutiny under the Establishment Clause. "First, the statute must have a secular

legislative purpose; second, its principal or primary effect must be one that neither advances nor

inhibits religion... ; finally the statute must not foster ’an excessive government entanglement with

religion.’ "(Citation omitted.) Id. at 612-613. In the later case ofAgostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203,

222-223 (1997), the Supreme Court somewhat modified the Lemon test, at least within the context

of school aid cases. The Agostini Court refined the Lemon test by recognizing that the third factor
-____"--::,

. ......
of’the Lemon test, i.e., the excessiv~s, actually should be one or tlae

considerations in applying the test’s second factor, which is whether the principal or primary effect

~_~x~.~.,;.~,~,-~of.the challenged la.E advances or inhibits refigion, ld. In yet.a later school aid case, Mitchelly.- , . , ,, . - ..... .    - ,. . ......... ~ ..... ~-~.~.,:.~~ .

Helms, 530 U.S. 793 (2000), the Supreme Court applied the revised test and stated,

"... in Agostini we modified Lemon for purposes of evaluating aid to schools and
examined only the first and second factors... We acknowledged that our cases
discussing excessive entanglement had applied many of the same considerations as
had our cases discussing primary effect, and we therefore recast Lemon’s
entanglement inquiry as simply one criterion relevant to determining a statute’s
effect."

(Citation omitted.) Mitchell, supra at 807-808.

The Supreme Court has not yet stated whether the three-part Lemon test still exists for

12



Establishment Clause analysis of disputes where the subject matter does not concern governmental

aid to education or whether Agostini is applicable to all Establishment Clause cases. In the cases at

bar it doesn’t really matter because the plaintiffs’ core claims pass muster under either test. Using

the more modem Agostini test, the first part of it requires a determination of whether the common

law of tort as it applies to negligent hiring, supervision and retention has a secular purpose. None

of the parties genuinely dispute this. The subject tort law is devoid of any religious purpose.

The second factor of the Agostini Establishment Clause analysis is whether the principal or

primary effect of the challenged law advances or inhibits religion. In resolving that question within

the context of the cases at bar, the court must decide whether or not application of relevant tort law

would result in excessive governmental entanglement in churcfi affairs. While entanglement

questions are considered under an Establishment Clause analysis, they also implicate the Free

Exercise Clause. See, e.g., Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 426 U.S. 696, 710 (1976);

Malicki v. Do~, 814 So.2d 347, 357 (2002).

Many of the cases discussing excessive entanglement arise from intra-church disputes. See

Presb terian Church in the United States v ~u.Jl Mem~or~al P~r+esOyterian Chu~r~ch, 3-93~.U..S. 4~0~

(1969); Hiles v. Episcopal Diocese of Massachus.etts, 437 Mass. 505 (2002). While such cases give

much guidance, it is important to recognize that the cases before this court are not intra-church

disputes. The vast majority of the cases at bar arise from alleged sexual assaults or molestations of

children by priests and or other archdiocesan personnel. A number of plaintiffs have never belonged

to the Roman Catholic Church.

In Bollard v. California Province of the Soc ’y of Jesus, 196 F.3d 940 (9~ Cir. 1999), the

United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that the First Amendment did not

13



preclude a former Jesuit novice from pursuing a Title VII~2 claim against church superiors who

allegedly had sexually harassed him.~3 The Court in Bollard stated that the question of excessive

entanglement has "both substantive and procedural dimensions." ld. at 949. Governmental

involvement in intra-church employment disputes,

"creates a constitutionally impermissible entanglement with religion if the church’s
freedom to choose its ministers is at stake. A religious organization’s decision to
employ or to terminate employment of a minister is at the heart of its religious
mission ... We cannot imagine an area of inquiry less suited to a temporal court
for decision; evaluation of the ’gifts and graces’ of a minister must be left to
ecclesiastical institutions."

Id., citing Minker v. Baltimore Annual Conf Of United Methodist Church, 894 F.2d 1354, 1356-

1357 (D.C.Cir. 1990). See Carroll v. Alberts, 474 U.S. 1013 (1985) ("It is clear that the assessment

of an individual’s qualifications to be a minister, and the appointment and retirement of ministers,

are ecclesiastical matters entitled to constitutional protection against judicial or other state

Massachusetts law holds fast to this principle. The Supreme Judicial Court in Alberts v.

Devine, 395 Mass. 59, 72-73 (1985), said that "the assessment of an individual’s qualifications to
o

’ ’ be a minister, £nd the’appointme)it and retirement of ministers, are ecclesxastlcal matters entitled to "

constitutional protection against judicial or other State interference." Nonetheless, the Court held

that subject matter jurisdiction was not precluded over the claim of a Methodist minister brought

against clerical officials of the United Methodist Church for wrongfully inducing the minister’s

Civil Rights Act of 1964, § 701 et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000e et seq.

t3 In Williams v. Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts, 436 Mass. 574, 582 (2002), the
Supreme Judicial Court referenced Bollard, supra, but stated that since the record in Williams did
not support a sexual harassment claim, the Court need not resolve the issue presented in Bollard.
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physician to disclose confidential information to the church representatives upon which they

allegedly based their decision not to reappoint the minister.

At hearing, the plaintiffs conceded, as they must, that claims against church representatives
¯

for wrongful ordination of particular priests, whether explicitly averred or implicitly contained

within the plaintiffs’ claims of negligent hiring, supervision and retention, could not survive First

Amendment scrutiny. Likewise, claims that church representatives should have recommended that

certain priests be removed from the priesthood and that the Archbishop should have laicized these

priests, also run afoul of the First Amendment. The ordination of a man into-the priesthood and his

removal from it are purely ecclesiastical matters that are not subject to judicial scrutiny. Carroll v.

Alberts, supra; Watson v. Jones, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 679, 729 (1871); McClure v. Salvation Army,

460 F.2d 553,558-559 (5’~ Cir. 1972). It is importafi~ to note that Alberts v. Devine, supra, did not

¯ contradict this basic tenet. Indeed in Albertsi the Supreme Judicial Court specially, noted that the
o

selection and removal o f a minister was within the exclusive province of church representatives but

that exclusivity did not permit church representatives, in considering whether to reappoint the

.,minister, to .interferejll.egal.ly with,~e, .midair.. ".s.ter’ s&o~_@, de,n~fial r.elg,ti~p,~ .his,

Mass. at 74.

Thus, in the few instances where some plaintiffs specifically claim wrongful ordination, those

claims will be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(1) for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Likewise a

limited number of the complaints contain a count against church representatives for "canonical

agency.’’t4 Where such a count appears in a complaint, it seems to be based on a factual averment

~" For example see, Count XI of Suffolk County Civil Action 00-5435, Pagliuca v.
Geoghan & Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole.
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that since a priest is a priest "twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week," anything he does must

be imputed to church representatives. A "canonical agency" claim on its face violates both the

Establishment and Free Exercise Clauses and must be dismissed.

The gravamen of most of the plaintiffs’ complaints are for wrongful hiring, supervision and

retention. The court does not have subject matter jurisdiction over so much of the hiring and

retention claims which iraplicitly allege wrongful ordination and laicization. However, the

"hiring" language in the complaints is fairly read to include appointments and assignments of priests

to particular parishes, youth ministries, youth camps and the like by church representatives who

allegedly knew or should have known that those priests were likely to sexually molest children. The

"retention" language in the complaints is fairly read to include decisions by church representatives

to keep priests .in certain assignments despite the ~epresentatives supposedly knowing that such

priests, under the guise of their clerical status, had sexually assaulted children and were likely to do

so in the future if they remained in their assignments or if warnings about their procli~cities were not

given to persons who were likely to come into contact with them in their priestly role. Thus, to the

" " " " " " " e e ineluding ordination.._o.~ l.ai.ciz,3~9~,.~..fF~t_.~.~,~.~~,..~.extent wrongful ~hiring ~and..~e, tentao.n.~ar r ad ~.np_t

Amendment ban against judicial review of church representatives decisions to ai~polnt a pet;son into

the~ninistry or remove him from it is not ~m      ~p~ated.~ J

~5In addition to the cases cited herein, the court has reviewed the case law from Federal
and other State Courts on the issue of whether the First Amendment bars civil courts from
adjudicating negligent supervision claims arising out of priests’ alleged sexual molestation of
children. Some courts have found that civil courts lack subject matter jurisdiction over such
claims, see, e.g., Gibson v. Brewer, 952 S.W.2d 239 (Mo. 1997); Ayon v. Gourley, 47 F. Supp.2d
1246 (D. Colo. 1998); Schmidt v. Bishop, 779 F. Supp. 321 (S.D.N.Y. 1991), while others have
reached the opposite conclusion, see, e.g., Bear Valley Church of Christ v. DeBose, 928 P.2d
1315 (Colo. 1996); Isely v. Capuchin Province, 880 F. Supp. 1138 (E.D. Mich. 1995).
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Aside from the claims for wrongful ordination or laicization, the defendants posit that the

court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the plaintiffs’ other claims since their resolution would

require secular judicial resolution of religious doctrine. In the seminal First Amendment case of

Watson v. Jones, supra, a diversity case which was decided before the First Amendment was made

applicable to the states by the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court stated:

"It is easy to see that if civil courts are to inquire into all these matters, the whole
subject of doctrinal theology, the usages and customs, the written laws, and
fundamental organization of every religious denomination may, and must be
examined into with minuteness and care, for they would become, in almost every
case, the criteria by which the validity of the ecclesiastical decree would be
determined in civil court."

Id. at 733. In Gonzalez v. Archbishop, 280 U.S. 1, 16-17 (1929), the Supreme Court held that "[I]n

the absence of fraud, collusion, or arbitrariness, the decisions of the proper church tribunals on

matters purely ecclesiastical, although affecting civil rights, are accepted in litigation before the

secular courts as conclusive, because the pattie, s in interest n~a, de them so by contract or otherwise."

Also see Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 428 U.S. at 708-709.

The Roman Catholic Church is a hierarchical church. "Hierarchical churches may be defined

as those organized as a body with other churches having s~mdar froth and doctnne vctth,a common

ruling convocation or ecclesiastical head." Kedroffv. St. Nicholas Cathedral, 344 U.S. 94, 110

(1952). When a dispute involves a hierarchical church, "civil courts must tread more cautiously, for

the First Amendment ’permits hierarchical churches to establish their own rules for internal

discipline and government, and to create tribunals for adjudicating disputes over those

matters.’" Fortin v. Roman Catholic Archbishop of Worcester, 416 Mass. 781,786-787 (1994),

quoting Antioch Temple, Inc. v. Parekh, 383 Mass. 854, 861 (1981) and Wheeler v. Roman Catholic
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Archdiocese of Boson, 378 Mass. 58, 61 (1979), cert, denied, 444 U.S. 899 (1979). Thus a claim,

particularly an intra-church dispute, is left to ecclesiastical, not secular, determination where its

resolution requires the application of church law and church policy. Hiles v. Episcopal Diocese of

Massachusetts, 437 Mass. at 515. The defendants insist that resolution of all the cases at bar rest on

the interpretation and application of church doctrine and canon law. In support of their argument,

the defendants submitted several affidavits and extracts from the Code of Canon Law (Vatican

Library 1989). They also provide The Essential Norms for Diocesan/Eparchial Policies Dealing

With Allegations of Sexual Abuse of Minors by Priests or Deacons (Approved by the Congregation

for Bishops, December 8, 2002). The Essential Norms "constitute particular law for all the

dioceses/eparchies of the United States of America."Id. The norms establish church procedures for

investigating and determining claims of child sexual abuse allegedly committed by priests or

deacons.

The Reverend Robert W. Oliver, Jr.’s affidavit is part of the defendants’ submissions. Father

Oliver is an Adjunct Professor of Theology at St. John’s Seminary in Boston. He provides the court

~,,,,~~,~,.:.-,..,,,,~:..with a.thoughtful and instructive..expl.an,3ti9n, pf.the Scriptural foundation of a priest’s obligations..... ~..., -.., . . .- -,..: ........ . ~...~.-:,:.-r~z~.-~-,’~ ......

and how tradition, "Magisterial Teaching," and the Code of Canon Law address those obligations.

The role of a bishop and his relationship to parishioners and priests within his diocese is also

explained by Father Oliver and that explanation is incorporated into the respective affidavits of

Bishop Richard G. Lennon, the Apostolic Administrator of the’Archdiocese of Boston, and Bemard

Cardinal Law, the former Archbishop of the Archdiocese of Boston. The defendants provided

excerpts of the Code of Canon Law to demonstrate that the Roman Catholic Church has detailed

policies and procedures for the appointment, transfer and removal of priests to or from diocesan
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assignments.

The other church representatives who are named as defendants also submitted affidavits.~6

Of these defendants, the ones who were sued in their supervisory capacity as parish pastors

uniformly state in their respective affidavits that they had "oversight responsibility" of other priests

assigned to a particular parish. Each of them says that his position as pastor was "incident to [his]

priestly ministry" and his oversight responsibilities for other priests "were governed by the teachings

of the Roman Catholic Church." Many defendants were, and some remain as, archdibcesan

administrators. Several of these defendants state in their respective affidavits that "to the extent"

they had oversight responsibility for priests of the Archdiocese of Boston, that responsibility was

"governed by the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church including Sacred Scripture and Canon

Law."

Other defendants who served in archdiocesan administrative capacities, including the

Director of the Clergy Personnel Office, state in their affidavits that their respective responsibilities

were incident to their priestly ministries but did not include supervision or oversight of other priests.

.-The defendant who is the Director of the~ffice~f,.Youth ,Min~.s... ,tr.y~f.,~e..~Ar..ch.~_.o..c.e.~s~.P.~,,B~s_t_o.~

states that while he has no general responsibility for any priests or youth ministers, he does have

"some degree of oversight responsibility for priests and youth ministers to the extent a priest o(r)

youth minister participates in a program sponsored by the Office of Youth Ministry."

The defendants offer all of the affidavits and other submissions to support their contention

~ A few of the moving-party defendants were not pastors or archdiocesan administrators.
They include two nuns who are parochial school teachers and an assistant pastor. In their
respective affidavits, they state that they had no supervisory or oversight responsibility for any
priests.
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that the court would necessarily be drawn into establishing or interpreting church policy if it were

to entertain the plaintiffs’ complaints. The core claims before the court do not invite such a result.

The cases at bar do not lure the court into involving itself in church doctrine, faith, internal

organization or discipline. See Alberts v. Devine, 359 Mass. at 72. Instead the court has before

it disputes between third parties and the defendants; these are not intra-church disputes. See

Malieki v. Doe, 814 So.2d 347, 360 (Fla. 2002). There is nothing in the defendants" submissions

that supports the contention that the application of civil law will interfere with or intrude into

ch~-h polity and govemance. The Church remains free within the confines of its own beliefs,

tra~~ laws, to discipline or not to discipline priests wi t secular interference. See Hiles,

supra at 516; Williams v. Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts, 436 Mass. 674 (2002).
o,

The defendants explain that the relationship between a bishop and a priest is not the same

as between an employer and employee and thus matters of assignment to parishes or removal from

them are subject to Canon Law not secular law. According to Father Oliver,

"there are many dimensions to the relationship between the Archbishop of Boston
and the priests of the archdiocese. He serves as their pastor, spiritual adviser,

~" ’~"~ast6"~l ~ouri~lor~ ~pirittial nien~or~ i~ele~iastical.authority, father and brother..~.-~~,~".~,, ,’~:
¯ Stability is an important value in the appointment of a parish priest. Canon 522.
Thus, the removal of a priest from an ecclesiastical office is subject to precise
ecclesiastical judicial norms and procedures. Canons 192-196, 1740-174"/."

However, the affidavits and other submissions offered by the defendants do not indicate

that the Archbishop does not have the "power to determine a priest’s ~ssignment or to closely
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monitor and supervise the priest’s activity.’" Smith v. 0 ’Connell, 986 F. Supp. 73, 78 (D.R.I. 1997))7

Church doctrine and canon law do not conflict with the civil law on the subject of sexual abuse,

particularly the sexual abuse of children. Smith, supra at 78. Father Oliver states in his affidavit:

"A priest is a man, who after seminary training designed to inculcate proper spiritual,
intellectual, and pastoral formation, is ordained, for life, to the priesthood. Among
other solemn promises, a priest promises ’perfect and perpetual continence for the
sake of the kingdom of heaven’ or life-long celibacy. Canon 277. Accordingly, there
can never be a circumstance in which a priest’s sexual contact with another would
constitute activity within the course or scope of his ministry, his work, or his service
to the Church."

In the absence of a substantive entanglement, the procedural aspect of the entanglement

analysis as set forth in Bollard v. California Province of Soc. Of Jesus, supra, is narrowed to

resolving "the constitutional propriety of subjecting a church to the expense and indignity of the civil

legal process." 196 F.3d at 949. Here, as in Bollard, the court (which ultimately includes a jury) will

not evaluate the reasonableness of church doctrine or law nor will it interpret them. Id. at 950.

Subjecting the defendants to the neutral application of secular tort law does not excessively entangle

the court "in intemal church matters or in interpretation ot~religious doctrine or ecclesiastical law."

Malicki, supra at 364.

, the Federal court denied the defendants motion to dismiss brought l~urs.~t
(b)(1). The defendants included various officials of the Roman Catholic
ence. The core claims and jurisdictional issues in Smith are identical to ~.~-¯ ’ " deases at bar. It also appears from rea&ng the case that many of the defen~affidaviN-and

~ attachments were substantially similar to ~ here.         .
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B. Free Exercise Clause: Congress shall make no law prohibiting the free exercise of religion.

The United States Supreme Court, in Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 877

(1990), stated:

"The free exercise of religion means, first and foremost, the right to believe
and profess whatever religious doctrine one desires. Thus, the First Amendment
obviously excludes all ’governmental regulation of religious beliefs as such.’ ...The
government may not compel affirmation of religious belief...punish the expression
of religious doctrines it believes to be false,...impose special disabilities on the basis
of religious views or religious status,...or lend its power to one or the other side in
controversies over religious authority or dogma...."

The Free Exercise Clause protects against laws which discriminate on their face or in their

purpose. Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, lnc. v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 533-534 (1993).

"Ours is a government which by the ’law of its being’ allows no statute, state or national, that

prohibits the free exercise of religion." Kedroffv. St. Nicholas Cathedral, 344 U.S. at 120. In

determining whether the constitutional fight to free exercise of religion is implicated, it is necessary

to show that the conduct sought to be regulated is "rooted in religious belief" and that the civil law

. ,,, -~ h~ a.coercive effe.c~t~on an individual’s religious practice. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205,215

(1972); School District v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 2i33, 223 (1~(~3). It is important to recognize that the

free exercise of religion includes the power of members of religious organizations "to decide for

themselves, free from state interference, matters of church government as well as those of faith and

doctrine." Kedroff, supra at 116. The Supreme Judicial Court explains this principle in The Parish

of the Advent v. The Protestant Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts, 426 Mass. 268, 286 (1997):

"we note that ’religious organizations as spiritual bodies have rights which require distinct

constitutional protection.’ L.H. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 1236 (2d ed. 1988). It is for this
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reason that the Supreme Court consistently has .maintained that matters of church government must

be as independent from secular control as matters of faith and doctrine.’" As discussed earlier in this

memorandum, there is no showing of a conflict between applicable civil tort law and th.__~e RCAB’s

freedom to govern itself nor does the law interfere with church governance and polity.~s The
¯

plaintiffs’ core claims do not "turn on the resolution by civil courts of controversies over religious

doctrine and practice." Presbyterian Church v. Hull Memorial Presbyterian Church, 393 U.S. at

449; Martinelli v. Bridgeport Roman Catholic Archdiocesan Corporation, 196 F.3d 409, 431 (2d

Cir.1999).                                                                   ~

The tort law at issue here is neutral on its face and has general application. See Church of

Lukumi v. Hialeah, supra at 531. Neither in purpose or application does it" infringe upon or restrict

practices because of their religious motivation..." Id. at 533. In Nuttv. Norwich.Roman Catholic

~r/17Shdiocese, 921 F. Supp. 66 (D.Conn. 1995), the Federal court held that negligent supervision

claims, based on allegations similar to those here, did not violate the Free Exercise Clause. The

Court in Nutt said "(t)he common law doctrine of negligence does not intrude upon the free exercise
.a~-.~..~-,,~.- ~-., . -, .-. ;¯ ~,,’~,~’-~-~,~. .. . . ~ 4a,:’-~-~�~¯ . ...~ , "~ - : .......~ ~.-~.~g,.-~S-"-’,-’~., ..    .,. .~.    ~ ~_,’~,~" .....~..- .~;,~.:. ~’~-~ .~.~’.’,. ~.~.~.,~.qd,"~.’~. . _ .~

of religion, as it does not ’discriminate against ia] religious belief or regulate 6r. prohibit conduct

because it is undertaken for religious reasons.’" Id. at 74, quoting Church of Lukumi, 508 U.S. at

532.

The plaintiffs are correct when they state they do not need to demonstrate a compelling state

interest to overcome the defendants’ free exercise judsdict~alleng . "Neutrality and general

~s As stated earlier, claims based on unreasonable ordination or laicization will not be

recognized nor will counts for "canonical agency."
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applicability are interrelated, and...failure to satisfy one requirement is a likely indication that the

other has not been satisfied. A law failing to satisfy these requirements must be justified by a

compelling governmental interest and must be narrowly tailored to advance that interest."/at, at 532.

Here the requirements,of neutrality and general applicability are satisfied. Assuming arguendo that

the requirements were not met and keeping in miiad that most of the plaintiffs were children when

allegedly they were sexually abused by priests, there can be no doubt that the state has a compelling

governmental interest in protecting children from rape and other sexual abuses by adults. Further

elaboration on tiffs obvious point is not necessary since the defendants do not address the issue of

compelling interest.

C. Neutral Principles under Jones v. Wolf.

In their legal memoranda, some parties incorrectly suggest that the court does not have to

engage in an excessive entanglement analysis because the "neutral-principle approach" announced

in Jones v. Wolf, 443 U.S. 595 (1979), does not require an entanglement analysis. The Jones case

arose from a property dispute between a local Presbyterian church in Georgia and the Presbyterian

Church of the United States (PCUS). The local church was a member of the PCUS, which has a

hierarchical form of church governance. Id. at 597-598.

In Jones, the Supreme Court held that a civil court did not have to defer to a decision made

by the highest tribunal in a hierarchical church. Instead, a civil court could elect to resolve the

property dispute by applying the neutral principles of law approach while taking care not to delve

into religious doctrine or polity, ld. at 602-603. The holding was based on the Supreme Court’s

recognition that "the state has an obvious and legitimate interest in the peaceful resolution of
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property disputes, and in providing a civil forum where the ownership of church property can be

determined conclusively." ld at 602, citing Presbyterian Church v. Hull Memorial Presbyterian

Church, 393 U.S. 440, 445 (1969).

In Fortin v. Roman Catholic Bishop of Worcester, 416 Mass at 787, the Supreme Judicial

Court held that the trial court could not eschew analyzing whether a church was hierarchical or

congregational by simply applying a neutral principle approach in resolving a property dispute. The

Court stated "our decision in Antioch Temple. Inc., supra, makes it clear that this court has not

¯ el "chosen to adopt the ’neutral principles’ approach excluslv y. Id. at 787. Instead, the Court held that

in order to exercise subject matter jurisdiction over a church property dispute, thus allowing

application of Jones neutral principles approach, a trial court must first determine whether the church

was hierarchical and, if so, whether the dispute could be resolved "... without entangling ourselves

in questions of religious doctrine, polity, and practice, and rely instead on well-established concepts

of... property law." ld. at 787-788.

Further, it should be noted that the neutral principles approach under Jones is applicable only

".-. ,.. .,. .. ;-. , ....:~. ¯ ; .... . . . ~.-

CONCLUSION

Th.e church representatives’ general proposition that all of the plaintiffs’ complaints must be

dismissed for want of subject matter jurisdiction is not accepted by this court. If the court were to

recognize the defendants’ sweeping church autonomy doctrine, which would grant absolute civil

immunity to church representatives, the result would be that church representatives could exercise

all the rights and privileges the secular law affords yet not be burdened by any of the essential civil

laws that protect the safety of all members of society, particularly children.
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ORDER

It is ORDERED that the defendants’ Omnibus Motion to Dismiss is allowed as to any

plaintiff’s claim of"canonical agency." The motion to dismiss is allowed as to all of the plaintiffs’

claims for negligent supervision, to the extent relief is sought for negligent ordination of a priest or

negligent failure to laicize a priest; otherwise the motion is denied. The clerk will enter this order

on the lead case, Suffolk County Civil Action 02-1296. A reference to the order entered in the lead

case will be made on the separate dockets of the cases consolidated thereunder.

Dated: February 18, 2003 ~C~ ney      -
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TO:

FROM:

KE:

DATE:

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

Rev. John’B. McCormack ~/

St. Catherine E. Mulkerrin

Rev. Robert Meffan

February 3, 1993

January 22, 1993 -    Call from Jane McNally, former CSJ and
currently a licensed psychologist. In September she happened to
switch to the religion channel where she heard a priest being
interviewed about his book,        Was Her Lif,’~. Her description was
that it got "sicker by the minute". When the priest was thanked by
name, she recalled incidents which she had heard about from young
women in the novitiate of the Sisters of St.Joseph; incidents
connected to this priest, -F. Muffin. As told to her, F. Muffin
would attract adolescent girls, get them to enter religious order
and then visit them in various novitiates- He would link spiritual
stages with sexual acts, "what one had to do in order to progress"
and would perform the acts. She knows of three people in the CSJ

-Community, two of whom are still in the Congregation. The one who
left described to Jane what happened as sick, delusional stuff; she
has gone for counseling.

One of the women, still a CSJ, left and then re-entered the
community. (An interview she had at Chancery in January, 1986 is
on file which corroborates Jane’s telephone call.) Jane mentioned

no names.
CEM, after reporting this at 1-28-93 meeting, contacted Jane

by taped message to see if more could be done by Jane’s contacts.

February 4, 1993 - Return call from Jane McNally to CEM in the
evening at Cohasset. The following was discussed:

i) My (CEM) request that she might want to contact the former
member of the CSJ’s and see if she wants to come forward.
Jane has attempted.contact, thinks the person might be
away. She seemed to have some hesitation, is cautious
about whether confidentiality will b~ kept and action
taken. "How was this priest skipped over, when records
were reviewed." CEM said that could happen if no actions
had been taken, e.g. assessments.

2) Jane shared a CSJ name - is willing that CEM say that she
called - especially after thinking a~out the TV show

Muffin was on - the "sickness" of that - and her
recollection of a certain period of time and events told to
her about F. Muffin at Sacred Heart, "Weym°uth
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3) Jane McNally located former member,~ who
will come for an appointment with CEM, readily.

February 17, 1993 - CEM’s call to S. Barbara (1986-file). She felt
she had been listened to. "I put it in God’s hand and went

on with my life."     She appreciated concern that she was
"heard". CEM - readily accepted above, assured
confidentiality. (CEM: I would not press this person.)

CEM:tt
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Reverend Robert V. 7.~ffan
~ur ~dy ~ectory
227 gee Street
Quincy, ~ssachusetts 02169

Dear Father ,’~feffa~.:

T am responding to your letter of ~ctober 17.

~ am b~ppy to excuse you from participation in this
year’s uetreat progz-am.

~t the same time, ! know His Eminence would want me
to remind you of our diocesan pclicy which requires
t~at all priests nuzke a study week and a retreat
week in alternate years. Both P, is Eminence and T
feel that i0. doing this, not only would pastoral
performance be enriched, but our priests would ha.re
an opportunity to come to know one another betier.
~ naturally, therefore, would appreciate your coopera=
tion in the inplementation of this policy.

With best persona! regards, I am

Sincerely )’ours in Christ,

’~ost Reverend 7~on~as V. Daily
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
Chance llor
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July 29, 1977

Your Eminence:

Since the Archdiocesan policy of appointing
pastors prevents me from belnQ a pastor in the
Archdiocese of Boston and since the word i re-
ceived on july 15, 1977 indicates to me that thls
same policy now prohibits me from serving as an
associate pastor in our Diocese, I have decided
after much thought and even more prayer to retire
for the good of all concerned.

Therefore, I submit my retirement effective
one week after a new pastor has been appointed
to serve the people of Our Lady of Good Counsel
parish, Quincy, Massachusetts.

I have always taught in my priesthood that
it does not matter what you are, who you are er
where you are. It only matters ~Y you are,~ It
seems that the Good Lord now wants me te pr~ctlce
for the rest of my life and Priesthood what I
have always preached.

At the moment I can only give you a mailing
address|

Reverend Robert Vo Meffan
Box 298
White Horse Beach, Massachusetts 02381

1 will furnish an address and telephone
number after I take a good long ~catlon and
get my=elf settled.

With my continued prayers for the success
of your difficult assignment, I remain

Humbly In Christ,

Reverend Robert V, Meffan
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Your Eminence:

Aware of the many serious pro]~lems that you must ~leal
with every day, I hesitate to again c~me to you with my
insignificant pro]~lems but with the time ~assin9 so ra~idly
I feel I must have a decision from you.

Since God has blessed me with 9eod health and since
there is such a shortage of priests in the diocese, you
will recall that on July 30, 1977, I visited Y~ur F~n]inence
as my father in Chrisl with a problem of conscience which
I hoI~ed we could resolve so that I could continue to work
in the diocese as an active priest;.you will recall that
after much discussion that you could net change anythin9
and further told me that you did not know what you c~uld
do. I then submitted in writing a request to retire for
the good of all c~ncerned effective one week after a new
Pastor had been assigned to Our Lady’s Parish. You asked
f~r time to think about it which I gladly 9ave to you. The
new pastor was assigned on August 23, and as yet I have not
heard from your Eminence. By the way on july 33 you in-
dicated to me that you had not read the letter which a newly
appointed pastor must sign, so I am takin9 the liberty of
enclesin9 a copy for your files.

During the l~ast three weeks after much prayer, I took
the time te sit down with a lawyer and a canon lawyer.In
view of the fact that on june 13, 1977, I accepte~ the
pa.sterate of Our Lady:s parish only to be t~ld on july 8
that my beliefs would prevent me from doin9 this, and in
view of the fact that on that same July 8 after being de-
prived of the pastorate, I readily csnsented to remain as
Associa-te pastor for the good of the diocese and the ~ood
of the-peop!e of Our Lady’s parish only to be told again
on July 15 that my beliefs also made this an impossibility,
both of the lawyers heartily agreed that I am entitled
either tc full salary as a priest in ~ood standing ~r full
retirement benefits. Both were concerned for my 9ood name
as a dedicated priest for twenty-four years because of the
many rumors that could get started, and especially since
there was no way to stifle thes~ rumors. They also felt
that the case shoutd go immediately tc Rome because it was
as they put it "a flagrant vio!ation of Canon Law".
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I once again turned te the Good Lord for direction.
I certainly feel that my twenty-four years ef service do
entitle me to a pension that would allew me t~ support
myself. As to taking the case t~ Rome, I am undecided.
There is presently so much scandal in the Church that I
hesitate te add to it. Such recourse however still re-
mains a possibility.

It is with an aching heart that I write this letter
to Your Eminence, and I am truly sorry that my conscience
cannot agree with a diocesan policy that I had hoped you
would change for the good of the priests and people of
~od.

Once again, I elf or remembrance in my Masses and
constant prayers far the success of your ministry as
Cardinal Archbishop of Boston. I hope to hear from y~u
sson. I remain~

Humbly in Christ,

Reverend Robert V. Meffan
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September 29, 1977

Reverend Robert V. Meffan
P.O. Box 298
White Horse Beach, MA 02381

Dear ~ather Meffan:

I am writing to acknowledge your personal and confidential
letter to me of July 29, 1977 in which you expressed a
desire to retire effective one week after a new pastor was
appointed to Our Lady of Good Counsel Parish in Quincy.

I have not answered until now because I want you to have
a peaceful vacation. Father Martocchio was appointed to
Our Lady of Good Counsel Parish on August 23. I assume
you started vacation around the beginning of September.
I believe, after a month’s vacation, it is time for me to
give you my views.

Father Bob, I do not want you to retire. There is no policy
that prohibits you from serving as an associate pastor in this
Archdiocese. It is t+me that I do not believe you should be
an associate pastor at Our Lady of Good Counsel Parish but
there are many other parishes in the Archdiocese.

Bishop Hart will be trying to reach you to arrange a meeting
to discuss your remaining as an active priest in this Arch-
diocese. I sincerely hope you are willing to discuss and con-
sider the continuance of your ministry in this way.

With best wishes, I remain

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Humberto Cardina! ~[edeiros
Archbishop of Boston
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October 27, 1977~

His Eminence Humberto Cardln~l Medeiros
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Cardinal Medeiros:

I met yesterday with Father Robert Meffan and spoke with
hlm for some time

At present, he is unwilling to accept an assignment to a
parish in this Archdiocese. He sees this decision as one which
will be his as long as the present system p~evails. He Judges
the system to be an evll one because of its emphasis on money,
and he feels his particular experience is merely the "tip of
the iceberg" of evil and injustice here.

He has thought a long time about retiring, feeling for at
least two years that there would some time be a collision between
hlm-and the Archdiocese. He told me his difficulties with Cardinal
Cushlngwho, he perceived, considered him too idealistic and not
materlal-minded enough. They s~ced, he said, when he w~s
always rejected when his name w§s presented to Cardinal Cus~.ng
for v~rlous Archdiocesan posts (CCD, CY0, Vocation Director).

Father Meffan feels he has been "painted into a corner" on
the occasion of his being asked about becoming ~ pastor, accepting,
being rejected; asked about remaining at Our Lady’s .Parish, ac-
cepting, and being rejected. He feels he cannot accept any
assignment wi~thout at the same time cooperating with the injustice
that he sees so clearly at work: to cooperate would not only be
a moral compromise regBrding truth and honesty for himself, it
would be a desertion of the priesthood which he sees as being
destroyed by-these evils. The matter then is bigger than himself,
it concerns the priesthood and the whole Church.

At this time, he wishes to withdmaw from any and every official
assignment in the Archdiocese. He con~iders himself already t~ml-
nated at Our Lady of Good Counsel Pariah, Quincy (although pre~sumably
officially he is not) and he is unwillim~ to be asmigned to any other
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parish. He feels he is due some regular stipend in the light
of his years ef experience. In addition, he wants to have
health insurance although h~- feels healthy now.

He Judges that he has already requested this "withdrawal’,
in his letters to you. He does not feelany further letters
i~ om him would be necessary or appropriate until he has an answer
to his request for retirement.

I told him ~ planned to write to you and present a summary
of our meeting: that he has refused to accept any assignment,
that he wants health insurance, and he feels that he is due
some stipend.

I suggest that you write to him along the lines of the
enclosed draft.

I am sending a copy of this letter to Father Smyth for his
Personnel Office Confidential File.

Respectfully yours in Christ,

+Daniel A. Hart
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DRAFT

Dear Father Meffan:

_r" "2- ,

I hav.pf az:p_~, of.. ypur.,.:_dJ.sg~.a.si.on; ~-l.th .B~shop_~ .H.ar-.t~ on

O~tobe~:~..6~:A977, -.                                      :::, ..

I regret that you are unwilling ~0 acce~ e~u assi~e~

to a p~ar±..sh.ln .4~he_.A..~.oqese. of Boston at this time. I must,

thereforep terminate your appointment as Associate Pastor at

Our Lady of Good Counsel Parish, Quincy, as of this date.
..... ~.:,.:

I do this reluctantly and sadly because I feel you should

be able to continue your priestly work in another parish.

concern is not only for the Archdiocese of Boston which thus

loses the services of your priesthood in an official way. I

am also concerned about you personally.

With th£s in mind, I ask as your father in Christ that-you

seek guidance from some professional person. Bishop D’Arcy or

Father James Morrissey will be able to suggest in confidence some

possib!~ities in this ~egard,
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-2- DRAFT

I shall make arrangements with Bishop Daily so that you

will receive the bene£its of "~ick Leave" status until

and coverage, in the clergy Hospitalization

will be reviewed durln~ Marhh 1978 and a further decision will

be made at that time.

to an assignment in the Archdioce~9.
.-~o... ~

Humberto Cardinal Medelros
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", -~f ~/ "--
’: /:~’q i ," .’, ~"-~

Bishop Daily ~-_ ’~.:-~ n-~,’" ~._ ...., ¯ November 27, 1978

~ol£ow-Ep o~ t~e Novembe= 8, £978 Clergy ~und Adv£sory
Co~ittee

FROM: Father Ryan

(i) It was suggested by the Clergy Fund Advisory Committee that there
be some "method of review" for the special cases on the Clergy Benefit
Trust listing. It was recommended that you would have some meeting
with Fathers Cowhig and Mason in the future, so as to determine whether
or not we are "just" in continuing the benefits they receive.

(2) Regarding payments from the Clergy Retirement/Disability Trust and/
or Clergy Benefit Trust for early retired to "retired military chaplains"
there was question of how wemight go about securing data at the time of
a man’s retirement, so that we will not send to him any check which
would bring his total benefit above $500.00.

A few of the preists already on our listing, may be protected by
the grandfather clause since they were retired prior to October 1974,
when the Trust documents and Plan were signed by His Eminence, the
Cardinal. Nonetheless, the Advisory Committee did register concern that
some of the modern day retirees who have been military chaplains can
sneak by us if there is no method at Personnel when they are wetiring,
to find out exactly what their retirement benefit should be It was ..
further suggested that perhaps a letter of acceptance by His Eminence
of a man’s retirement, that some specific acknowledgement of his
category for stipend be noted. I give this to you for your recall.

(3) Regarding the anonymity of a priest who approached Father/Doctor
Peterson at the St. Luke Institute at Marsalin in Holliston,it was felt
that it might be better for you to invite Father/Doctor Peterson to
work with Father James Morrissey in the submission of confidential
out-patient therapy meidical claims, etc. It was discussed tha~ there.
could be a possible conflict of interest of the "vendor" being the only
one aware of the services rendered. Furthermore, there was a concern
that no Archdiocesan priest would have a direct contact with the patient/~
priest.        -                                                         -

(4) There was "the request that you speak to His Eminence, the Cardinal,
regarding Father Meffan, suggesting that he go to "special case"
category and off sick leave, since he has insisted to Personnel he is
not sick, etc. Furthermore, it was reported by Personnel tha~ Father
Meffan was waiting to hear from His Eminence or Bishop Daily, etc~
An update at the December 13 meeting on Father Meffan could be valuable.

FJR:tg
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Bishop Daily December 15, 1978

FRO~i: Father Ryan

RE: Follow-Ups of the Clergy Fund Advisory Committee of
December 13, 1978

l) Regarding Father Robert Meffan, it was recommended at the November
meeting, and further discussed at the December meeting of the
Clergy Fund Advisory Committee, that you might speak to His Eminence,
the Cardinal regarding the anomaly of Father Meffan’s situation of
receiving sick leave benefits but no being "sick". Furthermore,
he is receiving separate funding for weekend work and thus we would
need to know that amount so as to reduce the sick leave benefit in
accord with the Trust documents.

2) Rev. Edward Cowhig - We have not sent a check for December to Father
Cowhig but I am holding the $613.00 monthly pay~nent here at my
office awaiting further directions from you. The Board of Trustees
recommended that His Eminence consider no longer sending funds to
Father Cowhig until he is willing to secure the needed medical help
for his condition.

FJR:tg
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FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

Father

Bishop Dal ly

MEMORANDUM OF DECEMBER 15, 1978 - "FOLLOWUPS"

12/19/78

Thank y~u for ti~e ~emorahdum regarding Reverend Edward Cowh|g.
One real reason why we have to hold up payaent of the $613.00
¯ ont~,|y=check Is that we do not kn~w exactly where he is or
where l=e will be. Until we do, obviously, we cannot pay hlm.
In the meantime, I shall try to contact him and have him con~
here It= or~-er that we n=i~ht have a persona] encounter.

Regardlag Fat.her Robert Meffan, it has been suggested by His
Emln~.nce that I ask B|sbop tlart to speak with Father I,ieffan
onc~ a~a|n in order to obta|n some klnd of an idea of Just
wha% hls situation Is and where he Inte~ds to go, regarding
his prIestIy ~in|stry. I shall report to you at the earlies~
possible opportun]ty.
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December 19, 1978

Most Rev. Daniel A. Hart
Bishop,s ®ffice
235 North Pearl Street
Brockton, Massachusetts -02401

Dear Bishop:

At the suggestion of His Eminence, I write to ask your intervention
with Father Robert ~.[effan relative h~s priestly ministry.

I am enclosing copies o£ correspondence relative to Father Meffan’s
situation. The Clergy Fund Advisory Committee is the latest agency
to raise the question because o£ the apparent contradiction in his
current status; namely, on "sick leave" and receivin~ benefits, and
his own expression of "not being sick".

Your evaluation of the current situation would be deeply appreciated,
I am sure, with the hope that Father can return to full-time priestly
ministry in the Archdiocese.

With best personal re~ards, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

~st Re~. Thomas V. Daily
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
Chancellor

TVD/al
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CONFIDENTIAL

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL BISHOP

BROCKTON REGION

January 16, 1979

Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily
Chancellor
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Bishop Daily:

This is a reply to your request of December 19 for an evalu-
ation of the circumstances of Reverend Robert Meffan. I met last
week with Father Meffan and listened at length to his description
oH his present condition and his perception of his. ministry.

Present Situation:

Health - He indicates he is very healthy and happy.
He looks well. He lives alone in a trailer in
Carver which he owns jointly with a couple who
use it only on weekends. He judges that he has
no need now or ever of counseling or any psychiatric
help. In conversation with two psychiatrists, they
told him that the one who suggested any such help
is the one who needs it. He resents very much the
fact that this advice was given to him.

Ministry - He told me he sees many people for
individual counseling. The next day, for example,
he had six appointments. More and more are seeking
him out now that he has a more permanent living
arrangement. He says Mass at a Nursing Home
regularly, baptizes on some occasions, teaches
CCD ~igh school courses, helps out on weekends    -
at Stl Elizabeth’s Parish, Milton; St. Bonaventure’s
Parish, Manomet; and other places. He is as busy
as he ever was, doing priestly work, as distinct
from fund-raising. He is completely satisfied
with his present ministry. He feels he is more a
priest than he was two years ago~ "God has been
good to me. While it was not easy at first~ I
am very happy now."

TELEPHONE (6";’) 588-4000 Exl 660    ~
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Finances - His monthly check from the Archdiocese
changed from $200 to $500 without any irnformation
why. He wonders if there was fear that he was
going to present this matter to Rome and the in-
crease was a way of "buying him off." Later, he
heard that all sick-leave payments were increased.
He actually has more money than he needs. He
gives much of it away. What he wants is retirement
status with some monthly payment and (especially)
hospihalization benefits. He has requested this
twice and has been refused. He continues to pay
his "clergy fund" dues.

Future Priestly Ministry - Father Meffan wishes to
continue the way he is now. He has no intention
of "coming back"-to the Archdiocese (that is,to
accept a formal assignment) while Cardinal Medeiros
is Ordinary. He has two reasons for this: 1 - he
was told that his beliefs were in opposition to
diocesan policy. If he couldn’t stay at Our Lady
of Good Counsel Parish because of this, then he
couldn’t be assigned to any place in the Archdiocese.
2 - The Cardinal said he needed psychiatric help.
If we disagree about this, I can’t be assigned in
the Archdiocese.

Other Topics Discussed:

Personnel Board Members - He judges that they felt
he would go along with anything, no matter how unjust
or inconsistent.

Finances - The new salary scale for priests and sisters
is far beyond what is needed. This is why the Arch-
diocese is in financial difficulty. Also, part of
the problem is the unnecessary expenses in regard to
construction. (Detailed story of how Our Lady of Good
Counsel Parish lost about $~0~000 because of the
delay in approval of the sale of the old rectory
and unnecessary additional expenses in connection
with the new rectory - and he knows many more similar
stories~                                                    _

Genera! Overview - The whole Archdiocese is caving in.
There is no substance. Morale is poor. Nobody wants
to commit himself. What we need are priests like those in
"Going My Way." ~/eryone loved them and they d~priestly
work, cooperating together, old and young. Possibly
many priests have left because they were not as strong
as he to stand up to the injustice of the system.
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January 23, I~79

Reverend Robert V. Meffan
........ a~o-~298- .........

~.q~ite lto~se Beach, Massachusetts 02381

Dear Father ~effan:

I have read and considered ~. summary of your discussion with Bishop
Hart on January I0, 1979.

I am sorry that you are unwilling to accept an assignment in the
Archdioceso of Boston at this time. This effectively makes you a
priest who is disobedient to his lawful superior.

Even though this request is not one with which you agree, I again ask,
as your Bishop, that you seek guidance from some professional person.
Bishop D’Arcy or Father James ~rrissey will be able to suggest in
confidence some possibilities in this regard.

It is not appropriate for you to be "retired." I cannot accept your
request for such a status.

If I can help, I do not want you to be in material need. Hence, I
shall make arrangements with Bishop Daily that you will receive monthly
$200 and coverage in the Clergy Fund Hospitalization Plan for this
calendar year. If you do not need any part of this $200, please return
what is extra to Bishop Daily. I will ask him to review this arrange-
ment in December 1979 and a further decision will be made at that time.

I am not.happy with this kind of arrangement, not only because the
Archdiocese is losing the services of your priesthood in an official
way, but ~Iso because your situation as a priest is untenable, separated
as you are from your Bishop.

I pray with you that you may soon return to an assignment in the Arch-
diocese.

Devotedly youurs in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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October I, ~980

Rev. Dennis J. Burns, J.C.D.
Officialis ¯
Metropolitan Tribunal
I Lake Street
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Father Dennis:

I spoke to Father P~bertlMeffan on September 30 at 4:00 P.M.
here at the Chancery Office regarding the matter you brought
to my attention recently._

He ~id not ask that I reveal the source of my information
but~i.went on to say-that~ "~was a~emotional"
person who brought this matter or this accusation up.about
eightlyears ago when he was-=leaving"or had Just left Waltha~
State~HoSpltal. More receA~ly, he gave a weekend retreat to
membersof the Waltham L~gi0n.ofMary and had heard it directly
that -        |       I    ~has’;s~i~ she was going to.-stop,him from
doing-that. He gave me the indication that he catagorlcally
denied the allegations.

I se~d this to you for your private, confidential information
.and~should~gouwish .toLspeakto.~mg-furtherlabopt#!t~0r°°ffer
me furtherco6nsel, l~odld~"be"hapPy to meet’wlth you. _

With ~est personal regardsi.°l’,.am                    ’~

Sincerely in Christ,

TVD/mbg

~iest Rev. Thomas V, Daily,
A~xillary Bishop" of Bos£on
Chancellor
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

OFFICE OF THE I~EGIONAL BISHOP

BR.,OCKTON P~GION MEMORA ND UM

Archbishop Law
Clergy Personnel Directors

FROM:    +D. A. Hart

DATE:     July 27, 1984

At the request of Father McCarthy, I write this memorandum for Archbishop LaW
regarding my perception of the issues related to the circumstances of Reverend Robert
Meffan, a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston, ordained in September 1953.

Having completed his preparation at St. John’s Seminary, Brighton, with signal honors,
Bob began and continued his priestly ministry until 1977 with apparent satisfaction and
success. He was clearly hard-working, capable, an associate pastor who was exacting on
himself and challenging to those who became his co-workers in parish activities and pro-
gram~ He was quietly effective, always friendly, but not too talkative or visible.

Seven years, Bob’s pastor retired ahd after the customry procedure, Bob was invited
to be pastor. At that time, by policy, prospective pastors were asked to commit themselves
to support the Stewardship Appeal It was an ordinary statement to be signed; but Bob refused
to do this, and he was not named pastor. As a result of a further misunderstanding, almost
immediately upon the new pastor’s arrival, Bob left, claiming (as I recall) that he was told
that he was required to move. There was a continuing escalating breakdown in communications.
I recall listening to Bob one day for about an hour. He was completely justified in his estimation
and merely waiting an assignment. Later he became very bitter and claimed that Cardinal
Medeiros was personally opposed to him and.deliberately unfair.

At that time, Bob shared with me that on at least two separate occasions, Cardinal
Cu~shing had personally vetoed his appointment - once to a diocesan office and once to a
chaplaincy. His story had all the appearances of paranoia.

For the past six years, Bob has lived alone in the Plymouth area. He now lives there in a
mobile home. He has helped in a number of parishes on weekends. I think he is now regularly

celebrating a weekend Mass or two at St. Bonaventure’s Parish, Manomet. He also celebrates
a Mass regularly for a nursing home-type facility in the Weymouth area. He has told me that
he is v. ery busy with counselees who seek him for advice, direction and confession.

To my knowledge, Bob has not been penal!zed offic{a.lly in any way, except that.he
has not been given a priestly assignment. The previous Personnel Director has told me that
he had asked Bob about his willingness to be assigned to a specific parish on a number of
occasions, but Bob has always been negative. As far as I know, Chancery has been sending
his salary regularly over these past seven years.

I hope that the proposed visit of Bob Meffan with Archbishop Law will lead to-Bob’S
assignment as an associate pastor in the Archdiocese. My fear is that~Bob will not want even
to discuss this until he is given the opportunity to tell his whole story - which could take forever.
My suggestion is to try to have the visit be viewed in the context of starting again, on the basis of
reconciliation, putting aside oN arguments, a clean slate, a new beginning. I expect that Bob would
have to be assigned (rather than be given options) and appeals to obedience, to the untenable
nature of his present position, and to his devotion to the Blessed Virgin ,$la~y may be helpful.

I will be praying for positive results fore the proposed meeting.

hope t~his will be helpful.



ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL BISHOP

BROCKTON REGION

CONFIDENTIAL

December 7, 1984

Most Reverend Bernard F. Law,
Archbishop of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton~ MA 02135

Dear Archbishop Law:

I write regarding Reverend Robert Meffan, ordained in
1953, who visited me toda~at your request.

We spoke at some length about his present circumstances
and apostolate. He indicates that he counsels many, is
visited by about 25 penitents monthly, gives weekly pastoral
care at a Braintree Hursing Home, and helps weekends at a
local parish.

Today, he told me that he also has a "mission" confided
to him by God which he is bound to keep secret. He
indicated he had told no other priest about this before
today. He hinted that it is related to DeMontfor~ Devotion,
but was unwilling to be questioned further. This nmission"
makes it impossible for him to accept any regular assignment
from you. He is saddened by this fact, but feels he is
compelled to fulfill this "mission" and any assignment other
than his current apostolate is incompatible with it.

I recommend that you allow him to continue his present
apostolate for one year with the provision that he would
arrange for two appointments during this year with either
Bishop Hugh~s (Vicar for Spiritual Enrichment of Priests) or
Bishop D’Arcy. I talked with Bishop D’Arcy who will be
agreeable to accept this assignment, but judges that Father
Meffan wo~d be completely unacceptable as an associate ~n
the Office Of Spiritual DeveLopment Programs bacaus~ of ,~is
lack of balance.

I told Father M~ffan today that ~ither you or I would
write or call him. If you wish, I will draw up a proposed
draft of a letter for you to review; and, if you wish~ I will
arrange with Bishop Hughes and/or Bishop D’Arcy a~o~t th~

~:~~ ?f Father Meffan’s visiting with them
~CH~iSHO y



ARCHBISHOP.S RESIDENCE
21OI COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

E}RIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

December 26, 1984

The Reverend Robert V. Me/fan
Box 298
White Horse Beach, MA 02381

Dear Father Meffan:

Bishop Hart has discussed with me your meeting with him. I
regret that you feel unable to accept an assignment from me at
this time.

With reluctance I acknowledge this and I will take no further
action about this for a period of one year provided that during
March 1985 and October 1985 you meet with Bishop Hughes or
Bishop D’Arcy, anc during December 1985 you meet with Bishop
Hart. These meetings will be at your initiative and by
appointment. After you meet with Bishop Hart in December I
will indicate to you my decislon about further action.

Please write to acknowledge this letter indicating your
acceptance of these conditions.

Please be sure of my prayers for you during this time.

Devotedly yours in Christ,

Archbishop o[ Boston
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CARDINA’L’S R£51DENCE
2101 COM~4ONWF-,,ALTH AVENUE

E~RIGHTON. MA~;SACHUSE’TTS 0213~

December 16,’ 1985

Reverend Robert V. Meffan
P. O. Box 298"’
White Horse Beach, MA. 02381

Dear Father Meffan:

Upon the recommendati(~n of the Personnel Board of the
Archdiocese, I am appointing you Parochial Vicar at Saint
Thecla Parish in Pembroke, effective January 11, 1986.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service to
the People of God in Saint Thecla Parish.

Please notify Most Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar for
Administration, and Reverend Thomas F. Oates, Personnel
Directqr, that you have received this letter.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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~everenc~ P~oberf V. Meffan

Box 298

¯ White Horse Beach,
December 27,

Reverend Thomas F.    Oates
per so nnel Deie~ectOr1 Lake StrBrighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Father Oates:
This is to confirm receipt of a letter

from the Cardinal appointing me parochia! Vicar

at Saint Thecla Parish in Pembroke, effective

January II, 1986-

May the blessings of Christmas be yours

throughOU~ the year.
Prayerfully in Christ,;:

(Rev.) Robert V. Meffan
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

DATE:

TO: Rev. John B. McCormack

FROM: St. Catherine E. Mulkerrin
~)~C~;O#~

RE: Interview with Ms. ~
regarding Fr. Robert Meffan

February 19, 1993

February 9, 1993 -~ a former Sister of St. Joseph kept
an appointment with CEM in order to describe her relationship with
Fr. Meffan when she was a parishioner and student at Sacred Heart,
Weymouth and Fr. Meffan was stationed there.

In her sophomore or junior year when she was 15-16 years old,
~ joined CYO and other clubs at Sacred Heart, because she

wanted the girls there as friends. As she recalls now, of the 5 or
6 in special relationship with Fr. Meffan, there was something
wrong at home. In her own case both parents were alcoholic.

Ft. Meffan~ message was based on the bride and bridegroom
scripture image which he claimed was "not metaphorical, but meant
to be litera! and for some special reason he had the vision (about
that}" ahead of others.

~said that "he made me feel special, smart       ." He
spoke of a special relationship (of her and the others) with
Christ, the soul of Christ. He did not go as far as intercourse
because that was the after-life. She said that his touching (while
she was on his lap) was encouragement also to masturbate mentally
and if "one managed to have contractions, he could get real off"
This went on for three years of high school and her postulancy. He
"did anything" short of intercourse. The girls met with him in his
rectory office, which ~’ recalls the other priests jokingly
calling "his-tank"; he also had the young women at a cottage down
the Cape- s~e~ng them one at a time. Ft. Meffan monitored them,
e.g. clothing - no slacks; and after the 7:00 A.M. Mass (daily)
each would go into the vestry one_~at a time. When asked what each
girl knew about the other,~~ said, "We all knew there was no
intercourse" and there was some kind of competitiveness among them.
At the same time !ors of people had bad feelings about Ft. Meffan,
including ~ mother who saw a book about the stigmata which
Father Meffan had given to ~.

When ,~ as a postulant told Fr. Meffan she did not wish to
visit with him, his reply was, °’I knew I moved too fast with you",
also "you were always a cynic, a skeptic, in Framingham
recalled a time of feeling absolutely crazy, spacy (postulant).

As a kid she felt that Father Meffan has a very strong, personal
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Conf. rpt. to J. McC re. Fr.Meffan~ 2-19-93 p.2

kind of power. She wanted to please him, was not in love with him,
but somebody was paying attention to her.

~says that Father Meffan continued to see others in their
novitiates - Springfield, SCH’s, 2 others in CSJ’s - He told them,
this (what he was doing) is a religious vocation.

CEM: tt
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TO:

FROM:

RE:

DATE:

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

Rev. John B. McCormack ~/

Sr. Catherine Mulkerrin

Allegation #2 - Fr. Meffan

April ~16, 1993

On March 31, 1993 at Chancery, CEM met with ~
~at 4:30 P.M. ~ had met ~ at the wake/funeral
of ~s aunt. Both were aware of prior experiences pertaining
to Fr. Meffan; and~told~there was a person she @ould
contact. ~ currently lives in Connecticut, is in her ~
marriage and has ~daughters by her first marriage. She was a
m4mber of the Srs. of St. Joseph for four years and grew up in

When~was in the ninth grade she was advised to go see
Fr. Meffan because she was troubled by her father’s severe
alcoholism. She was in a sense an only child, because her brother
was ten years older.    A public school student, she joined the
Junior Legion of Mary and other groups. She describes meeting with
Fr. Meffan as a process that moved slowly and carefully. He used
Bride of Christ images and talked a lot about how much God loved
her, how special    she was.    Suggestions for physical suffering
included putting buttons in one’s shoes, or a piece of twine with
knots around one’s waist, kneeling with arms outstretched, etc.
Fr. Meffan used to suggest imaging Christ touching, kissing, having
intercourse with ~

~ father died when she was a junior in April , ~
On Father’s day of the same year, Fr. Meffan hugged.~, hid h~r
kneel for his blessing and kneeling had her hug him around the
waist.

In July 1964, she and ? three other girls went to Father’s
rented cottage at the Cape. his parents were there also. At night
the girls individually would go into a room upstairs. ~ith Fr.
Meffan, there would be hugging, kissing, touching everywhere,
kissing of genitals    Fr. Meffan had learned through a mystic that
he was going to be the Christ of the Second Coming.

Through 1965-69, Ft. Meffan made visits to the CSJ novitiate
and scholasticate. When~ said she was leaving, he said that
was not part of the plan; she realized the plan centered on him.

When~~ divorced in 1980 and sought counseling afterward,
none of the above was talked about. More recently, she has dealt
with this in counseling and has [old her husband.    Since her
appointment at Chancery, She has decided to return to counseling-

Financial help for that was offered, but at presen%~ prefers
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not to jeopardize her medical plan supplement.

The one thing she would especially like to happen is that this man
not be able to harm any others.

CEM:tt
GT REDACTION
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Reverend Robert Meffan

Father Meffan is age sixty-five. Two allegations have been made recently.
One anonymous allegation was made seven years ago and Father Meffan was made
aware of that at that time. These allegations all revolve around spiritual
advice given to vulnerable young girls which encouraged literal interpretation
of the scriptural image of the Bride and the Bridegroom.

The anonymous allegation was made by a woman who describes meeting with Father
Meffan when she was seventeen. This continued over a twelve year period.
During that time shealleges that Father Meffan began slowly by providing
spiritual counseling. She alleges that eventually there was sexual contact
which she described as ’lovemaking’    We are not clear whether this included
intercourse. She says that Father Meffan began by inviting her to undress
gradually and then invited her to his bedroom. At a later stage, for a four
year period when she was age 24 she met monthly with Father Meffan and she
describes that there was ’normal kind of lovemaking that took place’    This
person is in religious life.

The next allegation was made bye. Her relatiouship with Father Meffan
began when she was in high school and Father Meffan was a priest in her pnrish.

Father Meffan served as her spiritual director and guide during her high
1 years. ~ather Meffan’s message to her was based on the bride and
room scripture image which he claimed was not meant to be metaphorical

ut meant to be literal. There was touching and fondling. This went on for
~hree years of high school an-~er p~-{hulancy in the convent. ~~ claims

that Father M4ffan did everything short of intercourse with her because he
claimed that that action was for the afterlife.

When ~ was a postulant in the convent she ended it by telling Father
Meffan that she did not wish him to visit her.

Another allegatio.n was made by ~. Her relationship with Father Meffan
began when she was in the ninth grade and he was a priest in her parish.

~~went to see Father Meffan at the advice of others at a difficult time
in her life. She describes meeting with Father Meffan as a process that moved
slowly and carefully. Father Meffan used Bride of Christ scriptule images and
talked a lot about how much God loved her and how special she was. He used to
suggest to her that she imagine Christ touching, kissing, having intercourse
with her.

She recalls that when she was a junior in high school Father Meffan hugged
her, had her kneel for his blessing, and kneeling had her hug him around the
waist.

GT REDACTION
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:ND ROBERT MEFFAN (Personal and Confidential) PAGE 2.

In the summer of her Junior year she recalls visiting Father Meffan at a
summer cottage with three other girls. His parents were also present. At
night, she recalls that each of the girls would individulaly go into a room
upstairs with Father Meffan and there would be hugging, kissing, touching
everywhere and kissing of genitals. Also, she ~ecalls Father Meffan telling
them that he had learned through a mystic that he was going to be the Christ
of the Second Coming.

Father Meffan continued to visit with ~when she entered the convent.
ended when ~ left the convent after four years.

Father Meffan denies all these allegations. He describes himself as a
perfection’ist. In conversation he can seem rather rigid in his approach.
was very reluctant to go for an assesment.

It

He
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Father Deeley

FROM: Father McCormack

DATE; .July 6, 1993

RE: everend Robert Meffan

Father Meffan has refused to go into residential treatment at St. Luke’s.
However, I think he might be open to outpatient treatment. What would you
think of putting him in outpatient treatment and asking him to consider prison
ministry? Hospital ministry?

My ~ concern about putting him back into ministry is that up to this point
he has never fully denied the allegations nor does he fully admit them. I
wonder if through outpatient treatment he might be helped to come to own the
allegations and take advantage of therapy.

We can talk about this on Thursday.

His assignment is to be ended but the letter should not be sent without
reflecting the lack of a resolve. Would you share with me the draft letter
you have arranged?

Any observations or questions?

Many ’thanks.
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C A R D I N A L’S R E S I D E N C --_

ZIOI COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BR|GHTON. MASSACHU~I=T-rS O’2. t3~

July 8, 1993

Rer~endRobert Meff~a

154 Washington Street
North Pembroke, Massachusetts 02358

Dear Father Meffan:

I was sorry to learn about the allegations made about you. In light o~
the procedures used by the Archdiocese to address such allegations and in tire
with the agreement you reached with Reverend John B. McCormack, Secretary fo~
Ministerial Personnel, I am ending your assignment as parochial vicar at St.
Thecla’s Parish, Pembroke effective July 8, 1993 and am assigning you to an

’administrative leave with residence at your family home in Plymouth,
Massachusetts. It is my understanding that Father McCormack will be working
with you to come to a resolution as to how best to address the concerns raised
by these allegations.

During this period, you are free to celebrate Mass privately. Otherwise,
I ask that you refrain from all pastoral activity until a resolution has been
arrived at regarding the allegations. During this period, your regular
monthly remuneration will be provided through the C~ergy Benefit Trust of the
Archdiocese.

I realize that this is a difficult time for you and for those close to
you. If I can be of help to yo~ in some way, please let me know. Be assured
you are reme~mbered in my prayers.

Please send a written notice to Most Reverend Alfred C. Hughes, Moderator
of the Curia, and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Director of the Officer of
Clergy Personnel, indicating that you have received this letter.

Hith warm personal regards, I am

Since[ely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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Review Board

Case #22

_Alle~ations:

Initial contact:

Licensed psychologist (former nun - who had known about one or two of the
women). She contacted CEM then told one women about this office. She in turn
met and told second woman.

There are three allegations. They were all young women. The incidents began in
the early or late high school years. The allegations include lovemaking, inviting her
to undress, inviting her to his bedroom; touching and fondling, everything short of
intercourse; bride of Christ, imagine Christ touching, kissing, having intercourse
with her, hugging him around waist and kissing of genitals. All under guise of
spiritual counseling. These complaints took place about twenty-five years ago.

All high school girls went to the convent and went to person for spiritual
counseling. Two women have left the convent. Initial contact heard him on the TV
- "sick religious talk." One complainant is anonymous and made the complaint
seven years ago. She was recontacted but will not be asked to repeat her
allegations.

Person is stunned. He remembers the girls who are named. They Were active in
CYO. He taught them to be brides of Christ. He does not know why they are
saying these things. He admits to hugging people. He tried to teach girls to love
Christ, to go to daily Mass and to make sacrifices. In his talks he emphasizes sex as
very special, as God’s gift.

4--1 ~d of Person:

4-2

He is sixty-four years old. He is very intelligent and is known to be deeply
spiritual. He does a lot of counseling. He has had problems with ecclesial authority
in previous years. He projects an image of sincerity, idealism, and perfectionism.

-

A summary of the assessment: He learned it is necessary to express love to other
people. He has used self-control tl~oughout his life in order to channel his sexual
energy. Regarding the allegations, he derdes any sex~ual motivation in his behavior.
In hugging people, if he touched them on any sexuaI parts, it was accidental. He
admits that he was hugged around his le~s by a kneeling female, but notes that he
was not sexually aroused.             -

He appears to have difficulty understandL.ng the presence of sin and evil impulses
within himself. His personality profile suggests he may attempt to present an
unrealistically favorable picture of his oecsonal virtue and moral values. He tends
to avoid self-disclosure and places strohg value on ac[he(-ing to the expectations of
others. He may be excessively rigid and authoritarian in a defensive way. He tends
to see things in an overly simplistic light. He has strong dependency needs while ---’"
simultaneously has less than usual needs for emotional closeness.
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Case #22

Review Board

Alle~atio.ns_:

Initial contact:

Licensed psychologist (former nun - who had known about one or two of the
women). She contacted CEM then told one women about this office. She in turn
met and told second woman.

There are three allegations. They were all young women. The incidents bega~ in
the early or late high school years. The allegations include lovemaking, inviting her
to undress, inviting her to his bedroom; touching and fondling, everything short of
intercourse; bride of Christ, imagine Christ touching, kissing, having intercourse
with her, hugging him around waist and kissing of genitals. All under guise of
spiritual cotmsel~g. These complaints took place about twenty-fi.ve years ago.

_Complainants:

All high school girls went to the convent and went to person for spiritual
counseling. Two women have left the convent- Initial contact heard Nm on the
- "sick religious talk." One complaislant is anonymous and made the complaint
seven years ago. She was recontacted but will not be asked to repeat her
allegations.

Response: - - ---~--

Person is stunned. He remembers the girls who are named- They Were active in
CY0. He tau~,ht them to be brides of Christ. He does not know why they are
saying these things. He admits to hugging people. He tried to teach girls to love
Christ, to go to daily Mass and to make sacrifices. In his talks he emphasizes sex as
very special, as God’s gift.

4-1 Background of Person:

He is s~xty-four years old. He is very intelligent and is known to be deeply
spiritual. He does a lot of counseling. He has had problems with ecclesial authority
in previous years. He projects an image of sincerity, idealism, and perfectionism.

4-2 Impressions:

of the asse
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Review Board
July 15, 1993
Case #z~
Page 2

The person has a.yem,/a~ed mother to whom he is closely devoted. He does not
want to leave her and enter residential treatment. He is ooen to outpatien~
treatment and wants to retire.

Delegate Recommendation:

.’Ena:." he continue in cegulac conl:ac~ with his monitor. That he be a!Io,.wed ~’liv¢ at
home ’~--~-~ L-~.-~ "!~a~. i~e ~oe 5,~.gaged ;~ ou~.patiect psychotherapy. ~a ~ he
not have rac~ties ~o ca~ out mi~stc,. ~.~. t~ case be re%ewed wit~ one
yea~" t.a sea i~" ~ia~c~ is 9cogr~ss ~ ~s ba~ag abia to look ac ~he negad~e facto~s~n

JB~:i:mo ~
6290,.":
7/~’~i~ 93
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/;

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Review Board

Case #22

The board endorsed the recommendation of the delegate with the followihg refinemen-

a) Delete "that he be allowed to live at home with his cousin.’, and substitute "t!he live in a structured aftercare program.’,

JBM:mo’l
6397M
8/2/93
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September 20, 1993

e_nd Robert Meffan
~98

White Horse Beach
Plymouth, Massachusetts 02381

Dear Father Meffan

I hope that you are doing well. It is not the easiest
of times and you have been in my thoughts and prayers.

I am aware of the lack of closure regarding your
circumstances. I wonder if you and I could meet to
continue our discussion about what has been recommended to
the Cardinal about your ministry and care and what ability
you think you have to meet this.

Would you give Maureen O’Leary a telephone call and
she can set up a time for us to meet the week of October 4
or ii. If these days are not convenient, she will arrange
it for another time.

Take care, Bob.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

JBM:mo’l
6510M

Reverend John B. McCormack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel
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Reverend Rqbert V..,Meffan
P.O. Box # 298 " "- "
White H3i’se B~ac~i; MA 02381

Deai" Father Meffan:’-. "..

CARDINAL"S RESIDENCE

2101 COMMONW~LTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSET’TS 02135-3192

June 17, 1996

It was good to be’.able to meet with you On last F.rld~,j aideS’on t; dis,c,u~s y~gur r.:eq~.est in¯your, le~t~,r,,dated

course 0f.action .was-,to. ~eek .Senior PriestJRetirernent_ stattis and,you theft.fore .did request.that sta _t~,_. ~;,’;,.., ~, .~. _~2&~:    " "~

I writeifiow.to.ad.vise Y.9~ fq,-.rmally. ~..at in.line...w~,..th y~o~ re.que,st and o.~ discflssion, ! am granting’ ~9...{i Seaior
Pries!!Retirement status:--;The effechve, date of this:actzon]sJuly- 1 , 1996, ¯ .....

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William F. Murphy, Vicar for Administration, an~ Reverend
James J. McCarthy, Director of Clergy Personnel, indicating that you have received this communication.

This letter provides me with an opportunity to thank you in my name and in the name of the people of the
Archdiocese for the ministry which you have offered in both hospital and parish settings over the years since
your ordination in 1953. You have worked over these years to bring God’s Word and His Love to His people.
We are truly grateful for your priestly care and ministry to all whom you have served during those years.
Without doubt over these years of generous care, the lives and hearts of many people have b.een touched by your
sharing of the Lord’s Spirit. We are truly grateful

I am aware that there are sdme specific considerations which call for attention at this time in orde..r to be sure
that we have a mutual understanding with regard to this new status. Thus I have asked Father Flatley to
follow-up on this communication. I am certain tl~at you wilt hear from him shortly.

With grateful remembrance and with my blessing and promise of prayer, I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

~
Archbishop of Boston ’°

., . ..,’ :, .    ",,,.._.. -..:,-,,,,, ,,’;’~Y~- ..._" ,’,
:̄.~,: ,.." ¯ ’.,: ,.. ,; : .. ,.,r.~- ;," ~i"." " .," a. ~.~ .. ,..cc: Reverend Brian:FI :" "";;’" ~"~~¯ : .....,~:.. .".,’.°"~ ......, ..... MEFFAN-2 329 2:-;,";:
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Bernard Cardinal Law
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

JUL - 3

Your Eminence:

I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for your time

your kindness and especially for your pain. God knows you have

enough problems without my adding to your burden. So again thanks

and God love you.

This past Sunday we had Father Mahoney down to celebrate his

fifty first anniversary of ordination. He had a marvelous time.

Recently his medication was changed and he was brighter and

sharper than he has been for months. Thank God!

When we met on June 14 you asked me to consider writing about

my reactions to my current situation. Enclosed please find a

copy of same. I tried to keep it brief but inclusive. If you

feel it has value please use it as you see fit. If not, file

it. This morning I offered Mass that God bless and guide your

every decision. Peace and love to you, my friend,

Humbly in Christ,

(Reverend) Robert V. Meffan
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I live my life now as a prisoner of love not because I chose
it but because Christ permitted it. Let me explain.Some years
ago I received the greatest gift awarded to man in this life,
a vocation, a calling to the priesthood. After completing my
Seminary studies I was ordained a priest. My life became full
and extremely happy. I was a servant of the servants of God-
His people. I had the awesome ability as another Christ of
bringing the Creator of all things down to earth to dwell
physically with His creatures. This miracle of miracles took
place daily while the sacrifice of Mass was being offered.
Then as His other self I was able to forgive sins through the
Sacrament of reconciliation,the humbling ministry of the
confessional. It was exciting to pour the water of Baptism on
the sometimes hairless heads of the newborn,to make them children
of God and heirs to Hiseternal kingdom. It was a privilege
to witness the marriage vows of couples lovingly giving up
their individuality to live as one through the Sacrament of
Holy Matrimony. The countless hours spent listening to the
never ending problems of His people were a joy and sometimes
there was even a solution. Teaching religion classes and
working with parish organizations was always a challenge but
more often than not the results were gratifying.And so it went,
busy days and busier nights but always love-filled and happy.

Then came the bombshell,"You have been accused of sexual
misconduct with a minor. No longer can you serve as a priest
in a parish." This was Diocesan policy, strict but necessary.
My dreams were shattered. It seemed that life had passed me
by. I was trapped, a prisoner of love in a cell of allegation.
Anger flared up and bitterness was at my doorstep,but only
briefly. Such reaction would serve no purpose,for those who
live with bitterness will die in bitterness.So forgive and be
happy and pick up the pieces. Did not the Lord forgive and pray
for Hi~ accusers and.besides He allowed this to happen. Why?
I do not know. You can be sure that He had a reason which will
some day be revealed to me.With this in mind a gentle peace
settled over my soul and I began to realize that my ministry
was not-over. I could still say Mass privately each morning,
becoming-one with my loving Christ. I could still tel~ Him over
and over again that I loved Him and since I knew that He was
with me always my ministry could reach to the ends of the earth.
"I am the vine,you are the branches." United to Him every act
of love, every sacrifice, every heartache could secretly touch
souls that I will never know on earth~ Now each moment of each
day is offered to ~im to be used where~ver He may see fitoAnd
so in perfect peace and happiness; I live a prisoner of
love,patiently waiting for eternity where hidden things will

be revealed and the truth shall set me free,

PRISONER OF LOVE
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LEAVE OF ABSENCE - (WITH PERMISSION) CONTROL S H E E T

08-27 -2001

REMINDER LETTER/TICKLER - [LOA/10/I1] 2 MNTHS BEFORE ENDING DATE CC: FR. MICELI
[I MONTH BEFORE ENDING DATE-CHECK W/FR. MICELI WHETHER OR NOT HE REC’D.RESPONSE]

EXTENSION LETTER CC: FR. MICELI
FR. DI PERRI

PUT IN TICKLER IST WEEK IN OCTOBE__R

LEAVE OF ABSENCE CLERGY FUND [LOACLFND/IFORM] MAIL IST MONDAY IN NOVEMBER
[LOACLFND/2LETTER]

ONCE LEAVE OF ABSENCE IS EXTENDED - ADD TO CLERGY FUND RE: COVERAGE

N A M E

IST LEAVE
EFFECTIVE ENDS EXTENDED T._q0

MALLOY, STEPHEN J. ’96 07-12-1999

CROWLEY, KEVIN J. ’64 04-16-1999

PERILLO,
CHRISTOPHER G. ’97 12-01-1999

~7-12-2000 07-12-2000
[TICKLER 05-14-2001]

04-16-2000 11-16-2001
[TICKLER 02-16-2000]

12-01-2000 12-01-2001
[TICKLER I0-04-2001]

07-12-2001

11-16-2002

12-01-2001

MORRISSETTE,ROBERT H.’75 01-01-1999 01-01-2000
[TICKLER I0-01-1999]
CLRGYFND REMINDER LETTER/~ 10-03-2000

E.EARNS, JOHI~ P. ’88 01-01-1999 01-01-2000
[TICKLER 09-13-2001]
CLRGYFND REMINDER LETTER/~10-03-2000

DALEY, JAMES J. ’93 07-01-1999 07-01-2000
[TICKLER 05-01-2000]
~LRGYFND REMINDER LETTER/~ 10-03-2000

WALSH, MARTIN J. ’74 05-26-2000

RILEY, MARK J. ’90 06-01-2000

05-26-2001
[TICKLER 03-26~2001]

06-01-2001
[TICKLER 03-30~2001]

HEALY, THOMAS C. ’ 95 09-01-2000 09-01-2001
[TICKLER 06-03-2001]

HENDRICKS, SCOTT B. ’86 10-24-2000 10-24-2001
[1 YR.REMINDER LETTER/SENT 08-24-2001]

pARKER, PAUL M. ’82 08-27-2001 08-27-2002
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Robert H. Horrissette                         I.D. #7509
Namd

Date of Place of
Birth June 27, 1949 Bir~h

Date of Place of
Ordination     May 17, 1975 Ordination Cathedral

Home
Address 25 Farmland Road, Lowell, Mass.

Hom~
Tel~of 452-0739

Date Assigned Office Place Assigned     Date Detached

6/3/75 Assoc, Pastor St. Mary, Lynn 11/30/76

11/30/76 Assoc. Pastor St. Joseph, Salem 12i]8/84

I?!IR!.Ra Parochial Vicar A~;slim.nfi’nno lq~llin~nh~m 9/I/93

911193 Unassigned 9/18/93

9118193 Sick Leave - Exempt 12/1198

1211198 Unassigned-Special 1/1/99

111199 Leave i~f Absence - With Permission

MAILING ADDRESS-As of 1014193

Reverend Robert H. Morrissette

P. O. Box #312

Tyngsboro, MA    01879

Tel. #(508) ~52-6404

~AILING ADDRESS -" As of ~I/26196
[ Rec.’d. I Ft. Flatley-Phone]

Reverend Robert H. Morrissette

P. Oo Box 1181301

Boston, MA 02118

Tel. #(617)~145-5751
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July I0 1975

Rev. Robert H. Morrissette
St. Mary Rectory
8 South 8ommon Street
Lynn, Massachusetts    01902

Dear Father Mo~ris~te:

. Upon the recommendation Of the Archdiocesan Chairman of Court
" ~aplains~ and afa~r consultation with the Personne! Office, I "

¯ °a~ hereby appointing yoti as Juvenile Coi~’t: Chaplain ~i the ¯ "
District Court of Southern Esse_x in Lynn,2.- - :’.. - . . - ._:i- . . .
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September 25, 1979

/
/

Reverend Arthur I. Bergero~
Reverend Marc A. Piche
Reverend Robert ~rissette,

~"~S~nt Joseph’s Rectory
135 Lafayette Street
Salem, Hassachusetts 01970

Dear Fathers:

Bishop D’Arcy and Father Powers have informed me
of their meetings with you regarding the Campus
Ministry Program at Salem State College. I
appreciate very mudh your willingness to assume
this additional pastoral work since I am aware
of the extensive program that you have already
developed at Saint Joseph’s.              ;

I have confidence that you, as the campus ministers
for Salem State College, will bring to the students
a caring, pastoral presence that will nourish and
enrich the comm~ulity of faith on that campus.

With kindest personal regards and renewed thanks
I remain                                                         ’

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Archbishop of Boston
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Interview with Robert Morrissette -°~ov. ii, 1984

Bob admitted that¯ hehad?made:"adva’~c~s to .thi~oung---ma~,:.-~’as
reported by Fr. Rondeau. He also admitted briefly that he-had
b̄een. involved ~ for : a;~..w, hile~in.~’t_he~.;gay~s.cene ;. but~that. ~e had

~. been" outoof that for ~the::pas~.~coup’l-4~of "years. He:- sa~’d tha,t
the rumors being spread by Fa~.ily B..in Rond-au’s re~6r.~.~r not
true.                     ¯       "              "" ". .... ’                           "    " "~ , - . , . ".. -,..~. ,. . o’," ¢ %:$~’. ~.    .                             ~ ", ...’_..,,’,. ;

He agree:,.d,i, that’,,:h~e~:woul’d be:-~:touch~with the Personnel Boa£d and
that "he .would~transfer’~do. BeT~mng~amc,~He. also agreed- that,once
there he, wou.ld’, contacc,t~,~ the~ dm~..e.c ~tgr.~’of:-~the,: Hous eq of~4~f~irm~tfon
and take a complete evalhatfon: He~’~w’~uld’:,.inform~:~thz:.,:D~’rect6r £ha~
he had been referred by me and.:.he-~Id..,~ive t~"Di~’&ctor...~[.p.~rmlssion
to .send me the results of the ~valu~tion. We also talked~-a~’~’i ~haring
some information with the pastor down there, but XXmX thi pastor is
~i~x~xx resigning, so’ we’ll think about that later.

...
~ob is going to be in c~tact with"~i after he completes
evaluation .... - :’..~..:.~

Bob seems to me to -be~very -s~ncer~and also .repentant;’~H~
wihotut any promptlng&hil conce,.r~.~%f6"~:~the~:~boy an~~ f~’~;:~h%~.::fa~il~~:’

I am hopeful that wl~h approprmate Help he ii be able to handle thms
situation.

He does have a spiritual director whom he sees, and he makes a
directed retreat with him each year.
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ALEXANDER L. O’HANLEY, M. D.
}1 BRATTLE STREET

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

Rev. Robert J. Bahks
Vicar for Administration
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

re: Rev. R.H. Morrissette

Dear Fr. Banks:

Fr. Morrissette gave me your letter in which you requested a second report. He
has been faithful in keeping his appointments and diligent at looking at the sig-
nificant issues of his life. I retain my first assessment that his assignment to
parish ministry is sound and reasonable. I feel strongly that he should remain in
therapy so that he may more carefully evaluate the quality of his day to day rel-
ationships so that they become more meaningful and gratifying to him thus strongly
decreasing the liklihood of any problems in the near or distant future.
If you should have any furthur questions, do not hesitate to call or drop me a
note.

Sincerely,

Alexander L. O’Hanley, M.D.
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ARCHBISHOP°.,~ RESIDENCE

December 13, 1984

Reverend Robert H. Morrissette
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
135 Lafayette Street
Salem, MA. 01370

Dear Father Morrissette:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the
Archdiocese, I am ending your assignment as Associate
Pastor at Saint Joseph Parish in Salem. I am appointing
you Parochial Vicar at Assumption Parish in Bellingham.
The effective date of this course of action is December 18,
1984.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service
to the People of God in Assumption Parish.

Please notify Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar General,
and Reverend Thomas F.Oates, Personnel D,::ector, that
you have received this letter.

With warm personal regards and best wishes for you
and all whom you serve so well, I am,"

Sincerely in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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ALEXANDER LO’HANLEY.M. D.
404 COMMON STREET

BELMONT. MASS. 02178
TIEL, IEPHONI£ ( I-617) 676-7420
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July 5, 1988

I met today with Fr. Robert Morrissette to discuss with thim the
reports from Ft. Matte. I mentioned to him that there were
reports of a relationship with some young man and that the young
man referred to Bob as his ~ove~. Bob denied that there was anything
improper in the relationship. The person is a former seminarian,

It seems that ~ could have seen more in the
relationshp. IN any case, ~. is seeing Bob only one a month, to
go out for supper or a movie. I said that Bob should~be careful of
the relationship and make sure that there is no misunderstadning on
the part of~ and the communiyt.

I also mentiond about his not working in the parish. He says that
he feels he gets out into the parsih more than Dick did. He works with
the RCIA and the litnrgical ministries, and he goes to the homes of
the parishioners for dinner and for counseling or visits. He is o
not.as good as Dick in mixing at big affairs.

I thanked hi m for his cooperation when the report came in from
Salem four years ago, for his trut-fulness and his cooperation is
seeing the doctor. He said that the visit with the doctor was
helpful and g~x~mx~x gave him a lot of insight. He said that
there was not problem with any young people and that whole thing
was behind him.

I also said that .I might have to speak to his new pastor when the
new pastor comes.
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:’,I i "’ ’L,ZJ

370 Pulaski Blvd.
Bellingham. Mass. 02019
7 July 1988

OFFICE OF VICAR FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Dear Bishop Banks:

After our conversation of the other day, I feel compelled to
write to you over a number of concerns. I was so astounded by your
words that I don’t think I responded very well. I realize that
I will probably never be truste~ fully again in any situation
after the incident in Salem. Because of that I will probably never
be allowed to be a pastor; it will be a terrible frustration all
of my life, but I hope and pray that I can deal with it.

What particularly disturbed me was the sense of being set
back, in a sense, in whateve*" redemption I could make of myself

"and my ministry when I was reported for being in a relationship

with ~. I know that,when we first started to be friends last
October andNovember, he began to speak and write to me constant-
ly about an intense love relationship. I made it cler to him then
that I did not want toget in,rolved in such a relationship and
that I just wanted to be friends. Since that time, it has been
clear between us that this is all there will be--a friendship in
which we might go to a show or out to eat.He has wanted me to go
away with him on vacation, but I have said no all along. I don’t
know how recent were the reports you received, but I can’t imag%ne
him saying anything like that to anyone since well before Christmas.
I guess I’m too honest in trusting other people, or perhaps the
wrong people, with the knowledge that I’m gay.

Another concern thatupset me greatly was the thought that
everyone associated with me becomes suspect. I was particularly
concerned that I had mentioned the seminarian who worked here
last year and perhaps had given the impression that he was in-
volved. I want to make it clear that ~ was in no way involved
with this, nor with J. He isn’t even particularly a friend of
~. ~ first introduction to us here waswhen he came
to dinne~at the rectory with some other seminarians from the Pro-
vidence diocese who were friends of ~ It was Dick Matte who
actually encouraged all of themto come by tovisit frequently. I
just want-to make it clear that Mike is not associated with this
at all.                                                                         -

As tothe concern for my work in the parish, once again I
am astounded and perturbed that this is the impression given.l
cna only thaink that because Dick and I are so different in
temperament and approach that some things he would have expected
I did not show to him; butneither did he voice any complaint nor
ask for anything more. Dick would be very free in talking about
discussions he had had with people ( butnot revealing confidences),
but I feel areluctance to talk even to other priests about the
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lives and conoernns of people who have talked to me. Maybe because
of this he felt I wasn’t giving any time to people in that I
wouldn’t talk about it with him. People would occassionally com-
ment on how different our personalities are and wonder if we could
get along. I would always answer quite truthfully from my perspect-
ive that we go along quite well. We certainly had our disagree-
ments and debates on our views of how we should do things (here’s
the frustration of never being a pastor, always under someone
else’s thumb), but it didn’t cause any enmity. His comment" that I
spent a lot of time reading is to some extent true, but I don’t
think to the detriment of the parish as much of it is from theo-
logical,scriptural and liturgical journals. I confess a weakness
for British murder mystery novels, but they are saved for late
night reading in bed or on my day off. I suppose I could go onand
on in what might seem to be an attempt to justify myself, but that
is just a reaction to thesense of loss I feel in what I have
wanted to give to the Lord and to the Church.

I guess T am just unburdening myself because their is no one
else, even among my best friends, other than Dr. O’Hanley and
my spiritual director, to whom I have ever spoken of these things.
I just hope to be able to continue to serve the Church to the
best of my ability as I am and with the lord’s grace. Thank you
for listening to me.

Sincerely.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
21OI COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSI~’TTS 02135

March 27, 1991

The Reverend Robert H. Morrissette
Assumption Rectory
370 Pulaski Boulevard
Bellingham, Massachusetts 02019

Dear Father Morrissette,

I am writing to you to announce that I have accepted
the recommendation of the Priestly Renewa! Advisory Board
that you be authorized to enter the fall, 1993, semester
of the Vatican II Institute for Clergy Education at Menlo
Park, California.

I am happy to inform you that you will receive a grant
of $3,000 to help you in your expenses. Since $500 has
already been forwarded to Menlo Park as a deposit, the
remaining amount of $2,500 will be sen~ to you prior to
your departure.

It is my hope that the program will provide an espe-
cially graced opportunity for the kind of renewal in mind,
body, and spirit that will enable you to return to parish
work refreshed and strengthened in the Lord. I offer you
my prayer that this may be so.

With warm personal regards, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

May 24, 1993

Reverend Robert H. Mor£issette
Assumption Parish Rectory
370 Pulaski Boulevard
Bellingham, MA 02019

Dear Father Morrissette:

Upon the-recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese, I am ending
your appointment as Parochial Vicar at Assumption Parish in Belllngham. The
effective date of this course of action is September i, 1993.

It is my understanding that in line with my previously granted permission
under date of March 27, 1991, you will be participating in the Priestly
Renewal Program offered for the Fall semester at the Vatican II Institute for
Clergy Education, Menlo Park, California. It is also my understanding that
you will be in touch with one o£ the priests at the Clergy Personnel Office
upon your return in December so that he can assist you regarding your next
assignment.

Please send written notification to Most Revecend Alfred C. Hughes, Vicar for
Administration and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director,
indicating that you have received this lette~.

Allow me to use the opportunity of this letter to express once again my
gratitude for the zealous and dedicated efforts you have contributed in behalf
of the people of Assumption Parish. As well may 1 use this opportunity to
extend my wishes that the’ months of renewal ahead will be both stimulating and
relaxing and above all refreshing’. I will look forward to the support of your
ministry upon your. return.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and ~Ii whom you
serve so well, I remain.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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PERSONAL~ CONFIDENTIAL
REPORT

Reverend Robert H. Morrissette
June 29, 1993

The following concerns have been raised about Father Morrissette in
recent years.

In 1983 Chancery was contacted after reports that a college student
had stayed over at the rectory with Father Morrissette.    The
student’s mother was very concerned about what was happening.
Father Morrissette denied any improper conduct.

In August, 1984, the Pastor of his parish reported that a sixteen
year old boy had reported that Father Morrissette had made advances
towards him. The allegation was that while they were in bathing
suits, Father Morrissette invited the boy to his room. The boy
alleges that Father Morrissette ran his hand up and down his leg.
Father Morrissette touched the boy’s genitals and there was kissing
involved. The boy got panicky and ran home and told his parents.

When these allegations were presented to Father Morrissette in
1984, he admitted that he had made advances to the young man as
reported by the Pastor. He also admitted briefly that he had been
involved for a while in the gay scene, but that he was no longer
involved in that.

Following this, Father Morrissette went for counseling.     His
counselor reported later that Father Morrissette could be assigned
to parish ministry after meeting with him for a series of sessions
over a period of time.

In May, 1988, in a new parish the pastor called with the concern
about a relationship of Father Morri~ssette with a 25 year old man
who was known as gay by people in the area.    This young man
referred to Father Morrissette as his lover. Father Morrissette
denied anything improper in the relationship. Father Morrissette
felt that the young man saw more in the relationship than he did.

In light of these past concerns and in light of the present climate
and to assist Father Morrisse~te, a meetin~ was arranged with him.
It was shared with him that there was a need to review his
situation. He is aware of these past concerns and aware of our
policy to review these. He agreed to go for an assessment. In
reviewing with him these incidents, he responded to the situation
in 1983 by relating that a college student came to the rectory at
i:00 A.M. in the morning.    The student’s parents were abusing
alcohol and the student was having sexual identity concerns. The
student thought he might be gay. The student stayed overnight and
his mother made a big uproar. Father Morrissette relates that
"nothing happened~’.

In regards to the situation in 1984, Father Morrissette admits to
kissing the boy and touching him.
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SECRETARY FOR MINISTERIAL PERSONNEL

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVI~NUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

(6171 254-0100

July 12, 1993

.Heidi McCloskey
The Institute of Living
400 Washington Street
Hartford, CN 06106

Dear Ms. McCloskey:

Enclosed is a summary of Reverend Robe~rt H. Morrissette. Father
Morrissette is scheduled to see you on July 19, 1993 to begin an
assessment.

If you have any questions or concerns about this report, please
contact Father John B. McCormack or myself.

With much appreciation for al! that you do for the priests of the
Archdiocese, I am

Sincerely,

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Assistant to the
Seeretary for Ministerial Personnel

KJD:tt
Enclosure
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

REVEREND RICHARD G. LENNON

JENA PASCALE - CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

SEPTEMBER 7.     1993

REVEREND ROBERT H.    MORRISSETTE(I.D.    #007509)    CHANGE OF ADDRESS/STATUS

Dear Ft. Lennon:

Effective immediately, so that he will continue to receive future Archdiocesan
mailings, all correspondence/mailings for Reverend Robert H. Morrissette
(Unassigned - Status "OO") should be sent to the Clergy Personnel office and
we will forward.

As always, thanks for your attention to this request.
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CARDINAL’S R ESIOENCE

September 18, 1993

Reverend Robert H. Morrissette
25 Farmland Road
Lowell, MA 01850

Dear Father Morrissette:

I was sorry to learn of the allegations made about you. I am writing to
advise you that I am rescinding the permission previously granted to you to
participate in the Priestly Renewal Program this Fall.

In light of the steps being taken to address those allegations, which includes
your assessment completed at the Institute for Living, and in line with the
ag[eement you reached with Reverend John B. McCormack, Secretary f~.~.~_~..~__~.~
Ministerial Fersonnel I am placing you on~Sl~ea~fgctlve~_~eptembg~8, [

It is my understanding that you will be in residence temporarily at your
family home in Lowell.

During this period, you are free to celebrate Mass privately. Otherwise, I
ask that you refrain from all pastoral activity until a resolution has been
arrived at regarding the allegations. During this period of Sick Leave your
remuneration will be provided through the Clergy Benefit Trust of the
Archdiocese.

I realize this is a difficult time for you and for those close to you. If I
can be of help to you in some way, please contact me. Be assu[ed you are
remembe[ed in my prayers.

Please send a wri%ten notice to Most Reverend Alfred C. Hughes, Moderator of
the Curia, and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Directo[ of the Office of Clergy
Personnel, indicating that you have received this letter.            _

With warm personal regards, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

A~chbishoD of Boston

cc: Reve[end John B. McCormack
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DATE:

The File

Rev. Kevin Deeley ~>

Rev. Robert Morrissette

November 28, 1994

I met with Fr. Morrissette today at the Chancery. He continues to
see Dr. Rizzuto three times a week and is finding this very
helpful. He will ask Dr. Rizzuto to send me another six-month
report.

In regard to the new health care plan, we went over how it will
work. He understands this, but informs me that Dr. Rizzuto does
not wish to receive payment from Tufts.     She wonders if Fr.
Morrissette could pay her directly and then he would be directly
reimbursed by Tufts.    I told him that I doubted that this would
happen, but that I would check on it.

Fr. Morrissette is working for 25 to 30 hours a week at Marklin
Candle Company in Nashua, New Hampshire. He is doing packaging,
shipping, decorating candles, and developing a new catalog. The
owner is Martin Marklin.

Ft. Morrissette has been in contact with his monitor, Paul Keyes,
but needs to make that a more regular contact. He stays in contact
with his Spiritual Director, Ft. Simeon Gallagher. At some point,
he knows he needs to address the vocational issue.

I discussed-with him our plans to have a supervised residence. I
also asked him to keep in contact with me about any vacation plans,
etc. I expl~ined that we see ourselves as responsible and need to
know and approve of those plans.

KJD:tt
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Case #28:

The Review Board amended the delegate’s recommendation to read as follows:

"The priest enter into twice-weekly therapy for a period of two to three years.
He not receive an assignment in ministry with a further review in one year by an
independent reviewer. That he not reside where there is contact with adolescent
males and that he be engaged in an academic/formative experience."

JBM:mo’l
6576M
10/14/93
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Ana-Maria Rizzuto, M.D., P.C.
75 Gardner Road

Brookline, Massachusetts O2146-4523~
Phone 617 232 5363

November 30, 1993

Robert Henri Morrissette
P. O. Box 312
Tyngsboro, MA 01879-0312

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICE:

Procedure: Psychotherapy, two times a week.

Duration: 50 minute hour

Place: office

Diagnosis Code: A I: 300.02; A If: 301.60

Dates: November 3, 9, i0, 15, 17, 23, 24, 30= 8 sessions

Total due: $ 800.00
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May 23, 1994

Cardinal Law
Cardinal of Boston Archdiocese
]Brighton, Ma

Dear Cardinal Law,

I am writing this letter because I am hutting inside a~ I arn sensitive to condltiom
that could be better ~erved. Let me begin at what I £eei is the beginning. I anl a
member ofA~umption pnri~h in Bellingham ~d I feel there i~ ~ injustice being
done to Father Bob Morrissette who recently had to go out of the parish, as hlz time
was up, according to "Old rules of the Church".

bit longer to become famihar with the wana~ of a parish famil -Y a

Father Bob Morrissette is a gibed prie~, a bit shy perhaps who ma lake "

and I, are about to loose a talented
y. I believe we, youpeople Of Bellingham,s priest who really felt wanted and needed by the

Assumption parish. I would like to see Father Bob return to.Be!lingham before he decides to leave the active priesthood. I think the action as it
Is, is affecting Ft. Bob by tearing him up inside and
am I" and "what value am I" and "to            making him really ask "who

whom"?I have gotten to know Fr: Bob and through

the Cursdlo movement and othermovements, in the pansh, and how well he relate~ to the youth of our P__~sh as well
as all the jobs he Used to accomplish. Ye~! we have lost a great priest fi-om our
lbarish. Fr. Bob sponsored me for Cursillo " ,, ,,

m 86, and has become a trusted fiiendas’well as a priest. If you could just ~nd it in your heart to waver the obsolete rule
that a priest "    ,must move out of a parish after so many years. I believe we could
both benefit and by retaining a good priest,
Fr. Bob to Assumption Parish. which we need so badly and to reassign
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CARDINAL’S ,1::1 E S / O E N CE

June 7, 1994

Mr. David El. Coon
580 Pulaski Boulevard
South Bellingham, MA 02019

Dear Mr. Coon:

! am writing Io acknowledge your letter of May 23, 1994 in which you express your concern
about Reverend Robert Morrisselte. It pleases me to learn ofyour very sensitive concern for
Father Morrissette and your high regard for him and his priestly ministry.

It would not be appropriate for me to c6mment about any interaction I may have with Father
¯ Morrissete or any priest of the Archdiocese for that matter in regard to their assignment.
Currenlly Father Morrissette is on health leave and I assure you that every effort is being made to
assist him. ! am confident that you will continue Io supporl him especially with your prayers.

Willt my warmest personal regard and my blessings upon you and yours, I rem.ain,

Sinc.erely yours in Christ,

Archbishop~
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Archdiocese of Boston                     :
Assistant to the Secretary of Ministerial Personnel
CONFIDENTIAL

Page 1

Rev. Robert H. Morrissette

On November 14, 1995 Father Morrissette met with me at Chancery. I had requested this
meeting after receiving letters from Father Morrissette and his psychiatrist, Ana Maria Rizzuto,
M.D. telling me how upset they were by my letter of October 11, 1995. In that letter I had asked
if Doctor Rizzuto could accept the eighty percent fee formula that Tufts uses. Doctor Rizzuto
refuses to deal with insurance companies. She was also upset because she had an agreement with
Rev. Kevin Deeley that there would be no direct communication between this Office and her
except for a periodic report of the evaluation of the treatment.

Father Morrissette came at 7:00 P.M. It was snowing lighdy. He was obviously anxious about
this meeting. In his letter he asked to see me to discuss this and other matters. I asked him why
he was so upset. He said that this was another in a series of events that has made him feel
intimidated by the authority figures and a problem for the Archdiocese. He feels that his therapy
with Doctor Rizzuto is not valued, and his underlying fear is that one day he will be told that the
Archdiocese will no longer support that therapy.

I thanked Father Morrissette for his honesty. I told him that although we had not talked before, I
was aware from his file that he has a great deal of trouble expressing anger, especially toward
authority figures. I told him that I felt that his ability to express his anger in this case was a sign to
me that he is making progress in his therapy. I tried to reassure him that I was supportive of his
therapy and did not wish to undermine his understanding that he could continue in therapy with
Doctor Rizzuto.

I explained to Father Morrissette that the letter I sent to Doctor Rizzuto was at the request of the
Clergy Fund that all therapists who are not part of the Tufts’s Total Health Care Plan be asked to
discount their fees. I pointed out that I do not apologize for sending the letter. Managed care is a
reality of health care today. We work with many highly qualified therapists, and Doctor Rizzuto
is the only one who has taken this absolute and uncompromising approach. I told him that we
were aware that Doctor Rizzuto’s fees were lower than we would have expected, and so we were
anticipating hearing that she had already discounted her fees for Father Morrissette. I pointed out
that I work within a system, and when asked to contact therapists I did so.

Father Morrissette seemed to understand this. We then moved to other issues. Father lVlorrissette
is still working at the candle company, but is interviewing for a position at the Boston Harbor
Hotel. He would like to get into hotel work but presently the only position open to him is a room
service waiter. He hopes to be hired soon and sees this as a way of getting into the hotel business.
His uncle, Father Perras, left most of his estate to the Archdiocese, and his home is about to be
sold. Father Morrissette has used this home as his home. so he will have to get an apartment.
probably in Boston. He sees this as an economic problem but looks forward to being in the City
which he loves.

November 13, 1995
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~rchdio:ese of Boston
~ssistant to the Secreta~j of Mi~iste~al P~ssormel

Page 2

Father talked about possibilities of tion-parish ministry. Father Deeley has made it clear to hhn
that Parish minisu3, is not a possibility. He says that he is not ready to make career choices at this
stage of his therapy, but if he knew that there was no chance for reassigrmaent this would make his
choices easier. He recognizes this as a regression to his pattern of letting others, specifically
authority figures, make choices for him. I told him that we are researching areas of ministry
within the Archdiocesan that are not specifically parish but that I do not see many of the
opportunities becoming available. 1 encouraged him to work with Doctor Rizzuto in coming to the
point when he is able to make a decision for himself.

Doctor Rizzuto sends a report of Father Morrissette’s progress to this Office every six months.
Father Morrissette and ! agreed that this is the appropriate time for another repotx. He said that he
and Doctor Rizzuto would begin work on it and that I should have the report within a relatively
short time.

Rev. Brian M. Flade~~

November 13, 1995
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29 December 1995

Rev. Brian Flatley
2121 Commonwealth Ave.
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Brian:

Thank you for your Christmas greetings and prayers. In
return I send my greetings and prayers in this holy season
and my best wishes for the New Year.

Earlier this month I began a new job at the Boston
Harbor Hotel. I’m at a telephone taking orders for the room
service department. I am working evenings from 3PM to IIPM.
This leaves me free during the day to continue seeing Dr.
Rizzuto. The job is going well and I am enjoying the new en-
vironment. The only draw-back is the long commute in the aw-
ful weather we’ve been having.

I am submitting the statement from Tufts Total Health
for reimbursement for the month of October. I assume, as has
been the case with the last two reimbursements, that it will
be added to the August/September amount.

Sincerely,
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MOOI~RA~’OR OF ;r,~ CURIA

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMObIWI~ALTH AVI~I’,IUE

BRIGHTON MASSACHUSETIS 02135-3193
(617) 254-0100 FAX (617) 783-2947

Noyember 5, 1998

The d Robert H. Morrissette
P.O.
Boston, MA 02381            ./

Dear Father Morrissette:

I am writing in hopes that you are well, and to ask you ab_.                        would
begin with Monsignor Richard Lennon. Monsignor Lennon has indicated that he tins not aeard
from you. This is some~vhat of a surprise to me, as [ had come to understand you were ready to
move towards seeking laicization.

I am a\~,are that you have received recent correspondence from Father William Murphy, Delegate
to the Archbishop, regarding a clarification of your assigned status. Father Murphy informed me
that you have not replied to his letter.

Bob, it serves neither you nor the Church as a whole to leave your siruatior~ unresolved. I am
writing to ~form you that your status will be automatfcally changed to that of"Unassigned" as
of December I, 1998. This is in accordance with the new classification document approved by
the Cardinal. If you have a difficul .ry with this then you can speak with Father Murphy and
discuss it with him.

More important to me, is my desire that you continue the discussions which were begun with
lVlonsignor Richard Lennon. ! do believe that it would be in your best interest to move fo~vard
in that regard.

You know I have a personal affection for you. Bob, and I am writing .this lenet:out of respect’ for
that care. You and I both know in our hearts what is the best [gath for you. Know that you are in
my prayers. If you would like to discuss this with me I am at your disposal.             _

With my pra.~ ers and best wishes, 1 am

Yours in Christ.

dsr

The IVlost ~v
Moderator of the Curia
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

December 11, 1998

Rev. Robert H. Morrissette
P.O. Box 181301
Boston, MA 02381

Dear Father Morrissette,

I have received your letter in which you request a Leave of Absence from priestly ministry..
I am ~,riting to end your assignment to Sick Leave status and ~ant your request for a Leave of
Absence. This one year period will be~.~n on January !, 1999.

I know that making this decision was difficult and that your relationship to the Church is not
entirely resolved. I invite you to make use of this time with renewed reliance on professional
assistance and spiritual direction. The perspective ofothers often allows us to see more clearly.

I would be happy to sit do~ and discuss this with you if you v, ould like. If so. please contact
Reverend William Murphy, with whom you have been wor "Idng. He will arrange an appointment
for you. It is important to me that you know you have the support of the Church during this time
of discernment.

As you may akeady know, Monsignor Richard kennon is leaving his current position to become
Rector of Saint John’s Seminary. He is no longer be the person you would speak with regarding a
possible dispensation from the Holy See. Father Murphy will be able to direct you to the
appropriate individual.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William Murphy. Vicar for Administration.
indicating that you have received this letter.

Know that you are in my prayers, Bob. May God bless you during this season of hope.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop ~
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November 13~ 1967

Reverend Herbert A. Phinney, P. P.
St. Monlca Rectory
70 Devtm Way
South Boston, Massachusetts 02127

Dear Father Phtnney:

an~ sending to you in confidence a letter which His Eminence, the
Cardlual~ received. If it is a typical crank letter, you can tgnore~lt.
If you think the matter should be called to Father Murphy=s attention,

will leave it to your Judgment. There is no need for any answer.

t~tndest regards, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

FJS:pb
Enclosure

Rt. Rev. Francis J. Sexton
Chancollor
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December ~6, 1’374

John J. Gartland, hsq.
18 Tremont Street
Boston
Massachusetts 02108

CONFIDENTIAL

Dear ~. Gartland,

Recently I received a pllone call from Sister Mary Beruad~tte
Doyle, Admiuistrator of St. Margaret’s Hospital, Dorchester.
Sh~ informed me of several calls she received from the South
Shore area from women concerning a Father Murphy of St. Peter
and Paul Parish, South Boston, who was calling them on the
phone as "an affiliate of St. Margaret’s Hospital" with the
pretext of a survey or study. During the ~onvdrsation questions
were asked or a personal nature and requests made that were no~
proper.

In fact there ib a Fa£h..r David Murphy who i’~ rus~aruh assistant
for the. Prlvsts’ Pvrson,,ul Board, ..u~slstin~ at St. Peter and
Paul Parish, South Boston. [ questioned Fath~-r Murphy ~oacerning
this ma.tter and h~ stat~s ~:at~xorlvally that h_ is not involved,
that it is a hoax and that the mutter" name up iu th~ same way
about a year and a half ago.

My question is ~hat protection <an we afford for Father Murphy’s
reputation? Do we report it to the State Police or the FBI?
Father Murphy is to call Sister Mary Bernadette and inform her
of his position.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Rev. Thomas V. Daily
Chancellor

TVD/j d
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February 4, 1975

John J. Gsrtland, Esq.
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dear Mr. Gsrtlsnd,

Rev. David Murphy, priest of the Archdiocese of
BosUn ~ ~uud ~Lan~!%g nss Deen unjustly associated with
calls allegedly made by him to women usually in the
South Shore area. These calls have been to some
little or great extent obscene and have been a form of
harassment and disturbance to the women involved.
(el. my previous correspondence).

Father Murphy informed me on January 31, 1975, that
1975 st 1:30 P. M., aproximately, Miss

( whose brother is a priest), received
an         call from the~sther David Murphy".
The telephone number is ~

Would you inform the State Police with this information
or do you wish me to do so ? Please advise.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

Bishop-Designate Thomas V. Daily
Chancellor

TVD: ct
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CHANCERY
ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

October 13, 1982

Rev. David C. Murphy, P.P.
Sts. Peter and Paul Rectory
55West Broadway
South Boston, MA 02127

Dear Father Dave:

While it eert~inl~-would not be of great consequence, I would like very much to
have an opportunity to talk to you about the pastoral ministry at Sis. Peter
and Paul, South Boston and more especially about the use of the rectory space
by young people. I have set aside Tuesday, November 2 at 3 p.m. to meet with
you here at Chancery.

Should this be any problem, please let me know, and I am sure that a convenient
time can be arranged.

All the best!

In Christ,

Most Reverend Thomas ~. Daily
Auxiliary Blshop of Boston
Chancellor

TVD:em
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Transcription of memo on the bottom of letter dated October 13, 1982

11/2/ I spoke with Ft. M. as scheduled & asked about "M.urphy’s whore house". Ft. M.

explained that this Was unfortunate - that this name attached to rooms set aside in the basement of

St P & P’s So. Bos. is unfair - that nothing untoward happened there - that these rooms are tittle

used in summer - that he does have supervision etc. He has 3 bingos - 2 at St. Vincents - one at

St Peter & Paul - not 4 - so presumably not one for himselfl, as a fourth. He befieves the Ch. is in

good shape except for one small leak - that is manageable at this point. He says Mass attendance

is good as could be expected

[other side]

He has two nuns as his staff- a CPE program etc. & staffmeetings.

11/6

+TVD
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?0: BISHOPBANKS

M~EMORANDUM

January 16, 1986

FROM: FR.
RE: FR. DAVID MURPHY

I received a telephone call on ~onday,January 13 from a
~ Mr.~~~.ntroduced himself as a homeless
man, thirty years of age. His reason for calling was to issue
a complaint. He said he went to Ft. David Murphy__of Sts Peter &
Paul Parish in South Boston for help. Mr. ~claims that
Fr. Mur h~ffered him and paid him $200. to engage in what
Mr.~termed sado-masachistic activity. He claims this
activity took place a couple of times in Ft. Murphy’s room
at the Rectory. Mr. ~ said that he did not wish to take
part in this activity but did so because of the offer,of money.
He now feels awful about it and wants to bring thee& incidents to
the attention of Ft. ~urphy’s superiors so that it will not
happen again.

I told mr. ~ I would bring this to your attention. I advised
him to stay away from Ft. Murphy.
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9- 12--89
SAINTS PETER AND PAUL/SAINT VINCENT PARISHES

THE WATERFRONT CHAPELS
55 WEST BROADWAY

SOUTH BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02127
(617) 268-8100      268-0710

His Eminence, Bernard Cardinal Law
Archbishop of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Ave.
Brighton, Ma. 02135

Your Eminence:

NOT ACKNOWLEDGED AT
CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

I am writing to request permission to go "lend Lease" to the diocese of
Orange, California. As you know, my mother lives out there. I visited her
this summer. She is not in the best of health, especially in an emotional
sense, since the death of my brother last year. I have been considering
this move for some time, but I wanted to check on her health firsthand,
befo#~ ~king a final decision. I also did not want to leave the parish
without a priest. We now have a parochial vicar(Rev.) Thomas McCarthy.
Ft. Phil Laplante is also here, and we have weekend help when necessary,
as well as.a priest in residence.

With .all this in mind, I feel that now would be an opportune time. Of
course I need your permission. Then I need permission from the Bishop of
Orange. If both of you grant the permission, I would be prepared to move
at a mutually acceptable time, and resign as pastor here. Thank you for
your consideration of this matter.

Sincenely,

(Rev) David C. Murphy
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SAINTS PETER AND PAUL/SAINT VINCENT PARISHES
THE WATERFRONT CHAPELS

55 WEST BROADWAY
SOUTH BOSTON, MASSACH USETTS 02127

(617)~268-81@@       268-0710

CARDINAL LAW TO FR. MURPHY: OCTOBER 2~ 1989 - NOTES

I-SEE BISHOP BANKS

2-SEE JiM McCARTHY AND COMPOSE A LETTER TO BISHOP McFARLAND AND MENTION

POSSIBLE DATES. GIVE THIS LETTER TOCARDINAL LAW AND HE WILL SEND IT

WI~H HIS RECOMMENDATION TO BISHOP McFARLAND.

3-AT SOME POINT LATER(AFTER ANSWER FROM BISHOP McFARLAND) - SEND LETTER TO

CARDINAL LAW OFFERING RESIGNATIONS.

a-ALSO AT A LATER POINT - SEE JACK McCORMICK(CONTACT MAN FOR ME WHILE IN

THE DIOCESE OF ORANGE.

.
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ROCKLAND TRUST BUILDING
P. O. BOX 459
PEMBROKE. MASSACllUSETrs 02159

TEL I61"/I 293-9~33
FAX: 1617) 291-~593

LAW OFFICE OF

PAUL HEALY
Paul Healy

Also A&nitted
i,, Florida

Nicholas G. Kaltsas
Of ro.nsH

April 4, 1996

Archdiocese of Boston
Legal Department
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135

Re: NOTICE OF CLAIM

Please be ad, ised that ~ " "                      formerly o£ ~
Y

, hereby gives the Archdiocese of Boston Notice of
his claim for personal injury sustained upon him by Father David
Murphy, formerly of Saint Peter & Paul’s Parish, South Boston,
for injuries inflicted upon him from on or about June 15, 1978
through on or about June 15, 1980, which injuries~ illegal
sexual acts performed upon the said~ll~by the
said Father David Murphy, ah the Rectory of the said Saint Peter
& Paul’s Parish.

B a t tpr~py, ,

~aul Healy, £s~q. //
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO: File

FROM: Rev. Brian M. FlatJ~g,~

DATE: April 26, 1996

RE: Rev. David C. Murphy

When I retume~ Fdday, April 19, 1996, Father Murphy called to see if there had been any
contact from ~attomey. After checking with Wilson Rogers, Jr. I called Father Murphy to
say that Wilson Rogers had sent a letter to Attorney Paul Healy, but that he had not yet receive~l a reply.
I pointed out to Father Murphy that it would not be in his interest or that of the Archdiocese to press the
attorney. Father Murphy says that he has retained an attorney from South Boston, an old’fflend named
Hurley. He said that Bishop Mu.rphy had called him and was very suppodJve and gracious.

Father Murphy said that his mother, who lives in Califomi&, has been involved in an automobile acoidenL
He was planning to ~,o to California to visit and wondered if that was appropriate. After.consul~ng wi~ ,.
Wilson Rogers, Jr. Ifold him that he could go to California, as long as there was a way ror me ~o reacn n=m.

On Friday, April 26, 1996, Father Murphy calle.d again. I told him we had no further information. He
sounded more discouraged and perhaps betrayed a trace of anger.

Father Murphy is going to be in California May 12-22. The number there is 714-492-7040.
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Arclxliocese of Boston
Assistant to tim Secreta~ of Ministerial Perso
CONFIDENTIAL

Roy. David C. Mmphy
July I. 1996

Page !

Rev. David C. Murphy

On Monday, July 1, 1996, Father Murphy met with me at Chancery.. He was accompanied by
Attorney Francis Hurley. I invited Nell Hegarty, LICSW, to be presem for the meedag.
I reviewed with Father Murphy the Archdiocesan policy, regarding sexual misconduct, told him
that everything we discussed was discoverable if this matmr was brought to a judicial process and
summarized for him the allegations as contained in an affidavit signed by~

~ aSFking Father Murphy it" he was aware of what was in the allegation made by~ather Murphy said he was not. I told him that since the statement was dated
February 15, 1994, I wondered if it had been shared with Father Murphy. Father Murphy asked
if I was going to read the entire document or if he would receive a copy. I said that this was not
our policy. I su~ested that Mr. Hurley contact Attorney Paul Healy for a copy.

~ll~alleges that in 19"18 to 1979 Father Murphy, who had befriended him for a
number of months, picked him up whe~ ~ away from home, was thumbing, a fide to
Boston. Father Murphy brought him to Saint Peter and Paul Rectory in South Boston where they
watched a movie. ~s:iys that Father Murphy gave him seven to eight beers. Father Murphy
invited him to stay overnight. Later he put his hands on~utm~, ks, pulled off his
underwear and pert’~rmed oral sex on him. ~[~.says that he said, "no, this isn’t fight."

The next morni~_~ Idmits that he stole gold chains and shoes from another priest’s room.
As he was leaving Father Murphy gave him forty, dollars. ~says he sold.the chains in
downtown Boston. Lamr in the day he says he called Father Murphy and was invited to remm to
the Rectory. He maintains that Father Murphy met him outside the Rectory and .asked if he
wanted to wamh more movies and have a beer. ~ays that he had four to five beers in m’o
hours. Father Murphy then took him to Father r’s room. showed~his weights and
invited ~o show him how strong he was. to lift the weights. After a few
minutes Father lVinrphy rubbed ~hest and said he was strong.
Murphy invited him to try. to pin Father Murphy down.. They wresded and Ifelt pain in his
back. Father Murphy laid bed, pulled his pants down and began to rub ~
back. Father Murphy ~ays that he said, "no. please." He
maintains that Father Murp.hy held down and put his penis into1
He then got off and~_ - Ulled Father Murphy’s blanket over himself, .    hen
passed out. In the morning, he says.that Father Murphy said he was sorry him. ~
refused Father Murphy’s offer of a ride home.

Two days later Father Murphy called the~d spoke to~’ather.
Mr.~asked ~tf he had stolen gold chains. He denied, then later the same day
admitted that he did.
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Rev. David C. Murphy

Page 2

The following is Rev. David C. Murphy’s response to the allegations made by ~

Father Murphy began by saying that it is all fiction. In our previous conversation Father Murphy
acknowledged that he knew ~ However. he maintained that he did not know him

¯ in the years cited in the claim letter. He maintains that the jewelry stolen from the Rectory
belonged to Father Jamez Braley, who lived at Saint Peter and Paul Rectory from 1981 to 1986.

With regard to the specific allegations:
*Father Murphy says that he did not know~m 1978-1979. After the

¯ incidem with Father Braley’s jewelry he never met him gain until 1985 when he
picked him up hitchhik]~_ the nloht_ of Hurricane Gloria and drove him to his
grandmother’s houseJ

-Father Murphy denies pic         up when he was thumbing_ a ride to Boston.
*Father Murphy denies b " _nngi~_ him to Saint Peter ~nd Paul Rectory in South Boston to

watch a movie. He says they did watch movies together after 1985.
-Father Murphy says he never gavel beer.
*Father Murphy says he never

buuocks, pulled off his underwear nor performed oral sex on him.
*Father Murphy says that ~.~ver said, "no. this isn’t righ~ t.."
*The time that items were stolen t~m Father Braley’s rodin was ber,yeen 1981-1985.

Father Murphy says that he is unaware that~stole gold chains
and shoes from another priest’s room in 1978-1979.

*Father Mtaphy says he never gave~forty dollars. He occasionally gave him five
or ten dollars, especially afar 1985 whe~couid not hold down a job.

,Father Murphy says he did not invke_~ rentrn to the Rectory as alleged.
*Father Mmphy says he did not mect~hLside the Rectory and ask if he wanr~’d to

watch more movies and have a beer.
-Father Murphy says he did not take ~into his room. show~his weights nor

¯-     invi~e~to show him how s~ong he was: Father Murphy says that he had a
Soloflex in his rooms, not we~hts. Occasionally,~may have used it for a
few minutes.

*Father Murphy says he did not rub ~ che~ and say that he was s~ong.
*Father Murphy says he did not invi~e~ uT. to pin him down or wrestle with him.
*Father Murphy says he did not lay~on the bed, pall his paros down, rub~

back or pull ~[ii~underwear off.
*Father Murphy says that~kever said, "no, plea~."
*Father Murphy says he thd not hol~’: ----= d~ arms down, nor put his peni~ into~

bmtock~.
*Father Murphy says he did not say that he was sony ffhe hurt~~anse the

incident never happened.
*Father Murphy says he did call the~home when the kems were missing from

Father Braley’s room. He does not remember to whom he spoke. He pointed out
again that he did not knov~~i 1979.

At this poin(l decided to read the entire affidavit to Father Murphy.

I told Father Murphy that I would prepare a summary of ~is interview and send it to him for his
response.
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Rev. David C. Murph~
~u~y [, ~996

Page 3

F~ture Plans:

I told Father Murphy that even though he denies the all _egation I have decided that reasonable
probability regarding the substance of the alleg~ation e.xi~. Mr. Hurley asked if I world explain
my reasons for ~ determination, l.gave these reasons:

made a specific allegation of sexual misconduct concerniug Father
Murphy;

*Father Murphy acknowledges that he knows~
*Father Murphy acknowledges that ~’latched oa to him";
*Father Murphy acknowledges that he often helped~out with a few dollars;
*Father Murphy acknowledges that ~would go up to Father Murphy’s room in

the Rectory;
*There have been other maaers brough_ t to the auention of the Archdiocese which raise

concerns about Father Murphy in the area of sexual misconduct. These matters
were discttssed with Father Murphy in a meeting with me on April 12. 1996.
Father Murphy presented me with a summary of his recollections of that meeting,.

In light of this decision and in keeping_ with the Paaroral Policy for imndling allegmions ofserual
misconduct vvi~h minors by clergy of ~he Arclw~’ocese, I asked Father Murphy to accept an
AdminLswadve Leaqe, which means that temporary .re~-trictions w~l be placed by Cardinal Law on
Father Murphy. Duriug this p~dod he is free to celebrate Mass privately in his own residence.
Otherwise, the Cardinal asks that .he refrain from all pastoral activity and public minktxy ~
there has been a resolution of this situation. During this period his regular monthly remuneration
wRI be provided through the Cler~ Benefit Trust of the Archdiocese. Father Murphy accepted an
Administrative Leave. It is effective today, although the Cardinal ~ not sign a ieuer to this
effect until he returns later in the week.

Father Mmphy ~reed to go to Saint Luke Institute tbr a psychol~ical assessment S _umlay July 14
through Friday, July 19. I explained to Father Mmphy the options of my atmnding the closeout of
the asse~mem, or having the ass~mem report sent to his attorney, then to Attorney Rogers and
finally to me. Father Murphy will let me know what his itecision is regardiug these options.

Near the end of the interview Mr. Hurley raised’ s~me questions abeu~
credibility. Mr. Hurley stated that he worked at Saint Peter and Paul Rectory "seven days a ,.
week" during the time in que~don and knew many of the young people involved. He said that they
were tough kids. Given Father Murphy’s slight build, he would not have been able to wresde with
or subdue these young people.
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Rev. David C. Murphy.

Page 4

I left the room to find the name and telephone number of the contact person at Saint Luke Institute
(Bonnie Co,mot: 301-967-3700). Since it was time for me to celebrate the Chance~ noonday
Mass I asked Sister Rim McCarthy to deliver the inlbrmadon to Father Mmphy.

Nell Hqarty later informed me that .~h’. Hm-ley inquired as ~ what would happen if Father
Mm’phy refused to participa~ in the evaluation. ~tr. Hegarty said he was not entirely sure, but
that he knew Father Flatiey would have to discuss the manet with the Cardinal. He said that he
"supposed" that a priest could be assL_oned m an assessment but that this would have to be
discussed with Father Flatley. The meeting ended at 12:15 P.M.

Later in the day I called Father Murphy to ask how he was doing_ and ~o offer the resources of the
Archdioce~ if Father Murphy feels that he needs psychological help at this time. He said that he
felt he wascoping_ well. I also asked for wriaen authorization to send information from his file to
Saint Luke Institute. Father Murphy said that he would consult with his attorney.

Father .Murphy will be staying_ with friends, Robert and Priscilla Turner. 527 Old Westport Road,
Dartmouth MA, 02714, 508-636-9972. At other times he will stay with his mother in Calitbrnia.
He w~l keep me informed of his whereabouts.
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MEMO TO FR. FLATLEY FROM FR. MURPHY

ACCORDING TO THE ALLEGATIONS BY~ WE FIRST
MET IN 1978 OR 1979 WHEN I PICKED HIM. UP WHILE HE WAS
HITCHING A RIDE. I WAS IN A RED DODGE OMNI, HE SAID. HE
MAINTAINS THAT I BROUGHT HIM TO THE RECTORY AND
EVENTUALLY WENT ACROSS THE HALL FROM MY ROOM TO A SMAIZER
ROOM AND ENGAGED HIM IN SEX. HE SAYS THAT WHEN HE WOKE UP
THE NEXT MORNING HE STOLE GOLD CHAINS FROM THE ROOMS OF
ANOTHER PRIEST AND LEFT AND SOLD THEM IN BOSTON. HE THEN
SAYS THAT HE CAII~D ME AND THAT HE STAYED OVERNIGHT IN THE
RECTORY WHERE I AGAIN ENGAGED HIM IN SEX. HE SAYS THAT AT
BOTH TIMES HE SAID:""NO IT ISN’T RIGHT."" THEN HE LEFT THE
.RECTORY.

1- IN 1978 I DID NOT LIVE ON THE FIRST FLOOR OF THE RECTORY(THE
ONLY FLOOR ON WHICH THERE IS A SMALLER ROOM ACROSS THE
HALL. THE PASTOR AND ASSOCIATE PASTOR LIVED THERE. I DID NOT
MOVE DOWN THERE UNTIL SOMETIME IN THE FALL OF 1979.

2-COURT RECORDS WILL INDICATE THAT~WAS
BOP, aN ~ COURT RECORDS WILL ALSO INDICATE.THAT THE
THEFT OF THE GOLD CHAINS FROM THE RECTORY DID NOT OCCUR
UNTIL 1982. I DO NOT KNOW THE EXACT MONTH BUT I BELIEVE IT
WAS PERHAPS                                    "CAN BE DEI’ERMINED. I~ THAT IS

HAVE BEEN A LEGAL ADULT.
AFTER THE THEFT, I FOUND OUT FROM THE YOUTH WHO WERE
STAYING IN THE RECTORY AT THE TIME(PROBLEMS AT HOME) THAT
1T WAS A~~~~I~O STOLE THE CHAINS. I FOUND
OUT FROM THEM WHERE HE LIVED. HE WAS FROM~ I WEN~I"
DOWN AND SAW HIS PARElxVI’S AND TOLD THEM THE STORY.
EVIhNTUALLY 1T WENT TO COURT I BELIEVE. APPARENTLY HE GOT
PROBATION. THAT WAS THE FIRST ThME I EVER MET ~

OR RIGHT AFTER HURRICANE .... GLORIA"". I WAS DRIVING THROUGH
QUINCY AND I GAVE A GUY A RIDE WHO WAS HITCHING. HE GOT IN
AND I TOLD HIM I WAS GOING DOWN TOWARDS THE BEACHES TO
SEE THE EFFECTS OF THE HURRICANE. HE SAID ""I KNOW WHO YOU
ARE. YOU’R FR. MURPHY FROM SO. BOSTON""I SAID "RIGHT, HOW
DO YOU KNOW?" HE SAID "IM
REMEMBER ME .... I SAID "YES"        HIM TO         DROVE
AROUND AND LOOKED AT THE BOATS AND THE BEACHES. I DROVE
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HIM TO HIS GRANDMOTHER’S. SHE WAS NO HOME AS I RECALL. I
THEN DROPPED HIM OFF AT HIS OWN HOME.
4- IN HIS ACCUSATIONS, ~~6AYS THAT I PICKED HIM UP IN
1978 OR 1979 IN A RED DODGE OMNI. I DID NOT HAVE A RED
DODGE OMNI UNTIL 1985. I DON’T THIN~ THEY MADE DODGE
OMNIS IN 1978 OR 1979_ IN 1985 HE WAS 20 YEARS OLD.
S-~~~HAS A RATHER EXTENSIV~ POLICE RECORD. IN 1994 HE
WAS SENTENCED TO 15 YEARS FOR ARMED ROBBERY. HE DID NOT
SERVE THAT TIME, APPARENTLY AS HE IS OUT NOW.
5-I HAVE MANY OBSERVATIONS. RIGHT NOW I WOULD JUST
OBSERVE THAT I FELT THAT THE DIOCESE WOULD HAVE CHECKED THE
FACTS BEFORE TAKING ANY ACTION. I REALIZE THAT THE DIOCESE
MUST TAKE SOME KIND OF ACTION, BUT FIRST THEY SHOULD
INVESTIGATE CERTAIN FACTS SUCH AS DATES AND TIMES THATARE
EASILY AVAILABLE FROM THE CIVIL AUTHOR1TIF_S. I MAINTAIN THE
ALLEGATIONS ARE FALSE. I WOULD HOLD THAT SOME PROCESS IS IN
ORDER BY THE DIOCESE, BUT NOT THE PROCESS ABOUT ALLEGATIONS
ABOUT A MINOR, SINCE HE WAS NOT A MINOR.
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CONTINUATION OF MEMO TO FR. FLATLEY

CONCLUSION:

1-IN 1978-1979, IDID NOT LIVE ON THE FLOOR ON WHICH THE
CALLED INCIDENTS OCCURRED. THE THEN PASTOR AND ASSOCIATE
PASTOR LlVED THERE. I COULD HARDLY TAKE OVER THEIR ROOMS.
2-I BELIEVE IN HIS STATEMENT THAT I~IMENTIONS
FR. BRALEY AND FR. MANNING AS THE PRIESTS FROM WHOM HE
STOLR THE GOLD CHAINS IN 1978-1979. THE RECORDS WILL
INDICATE THAT FR. BRALEY AND FR. MANNING DID NOT ARRIVE
UNTIL 1981.
3-COURT RECORDS WILL PROVE TItAT THE ROBBERY OF THE GOLD
CHAINS DID NOT OCCUR UNTIL 1982. ~INDICATES IN
HIS SWORN STATEMENT UNDER OATH THAT HE FIRST MET ME AT
THE TIME OF THE ROBBERY; HE SAYS IT WAS THE DAY BEFORE THE
ROBBERY. THE ROBBERY WAS IN 1982. HE COULD THEREFORE NOT
HAVE KNOWN ME IN 1978-1979, ACCORDING TO HIS OWN
STATEMENT.
4~SAYS THAT I PICKED HIM UP IN 1978-79 IN A RED
DODGE OMNI. THE RECORD WILL SHOW THAT I DID NOT OWN A RED
DODGE OMNI UNTIL 1985.SEE ENCLOSF.D HBERTY MUTUAL RECORDS.)
IN FACT I DO NOT THINK THEY EVEN MADE DODGE OMNIS IN 1978-
i979. I DID PICK HIM UP IN A RED DODGE OMNI AFTER HURRICANE
GLORIA IN 1985 AND DROVE HIM TO~
5- I HAVE STATED THESE FACTS FROM THE FIRST TIME THAT I MET
WITH FR. FLATLEY. MY NOTES OF MY CONVERSATION WITH FR.
FLATLEY ON 4-12-96 WILL CONFIRM THIS. I GAVE THEM TO FR.
FLATLEY WHEN MY LAWYER AND I MEF WITH FR. FLATLEY ON JULY
1996.
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CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

To: File of Reverend David C. Murphy

From: Reverend William F. Murphy

Date: May 4, 1997

Re: evaluation at Behavioral Medicine Institute of Atlanta

I returned today from three days in Atlanta, during which time Ft. David Murphy was tested at
the Behavioral Medicine Institute of Atlanta, by Dr. Eugene Abel, its founder.

Dr. Abel will submit a written report to me. He will also send a copy to Ft. Murphy and to St.
Luke’s Institute, which made the referral

Orally, Dr. Abel concluded that Ft. Murphy had significantly failed the polygraph test ~hen asked
if he had lied to Dr. Abel about his sexual history, if he had engaged in sex with~
~ or if he othwerwise had engaged, in illicit sex_ Dr. Abel says that this faiiure was
marked and indisputable. He says the polygrapher is of high reputation. The test took 2.5 hours.

Dr. Abel cannot state conclusively what happened between Ft. Murphy and ~ but
he feels that Ft. Murphy is concealing something "which we may never know".

On other testing, Dr. Abel says that Fr. Murphy currently shows no sexual interest in children or
males. This testing was also extensive and reputed to be as reliable as the plethysmography.

Dr Abel suggested that Fr. Murphy be periodically retested by polygraph, to determine if his
current behavior is within the non~

M~’ impression i~ that Fr. Muxphy is something of~n enigma. He is unusually nervous and
communicates little. He was resigned to having the test results (once he learned them) make it
impossible for him to continue in ministry.

If possible, Fr. Murphy would prefer to stay in Brockton until his term expires in June, 1998. He
is not interested in moving to a parish where he will have to inform the pastor of his situation. He
is especially concerned with the integrity of his reputation.

I personally can not see Fr. Murphy posessing the confidence or inclination to do those things of
which he has been accused. Certainly the polygraph results complicate the matter and they cannot
simply be dismissed. Perhaps ifFr. Murphy were monitored occasionally as suggested it would be
safe to place him back in parish ministry.
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CAF. DINAL’S RESIDENCE

September 26, 1997

Reverend David C. Murphy
Our Lady of Lourdes Rectory
439 West Street
Brockton, MA 02401

Dear Father Murphy,

I am writing about the recent recommendation I accepted from the Archdiocesan Review Board
pertaining to you and your future ministry. I appreciate the difficulty you have endured because
of the allegations against ydu. I am grateful for your cooperation with Fathers Brian Flatley and
William Murphy as these allegations have been investigated.

In accord with canon 1347.1 I am, by this letter, issuing you a warning against repeating certain
acts which led to the allegations. Specifically, I am wa.rning you not to engage in any ministry
which directly involves minors. If you are uncertain whether a particular act will violate this
warning, please refer to Father W’tiliam Murphy for clarification. Also, I am warning you not to
receive any guests within your own rectory quarters, or to allow any person to remain with you in
your rectory quarters for any reason. Should you disregard this warning canonical penakies viii
be imposed upon you. You will be removed from parish ministry and suspended from priestly
duties.

I am confident that by the experiences of the past months you have grown in awareness of the
need for priests to be vigilant regarding their behavior and what they allow to occur in their
presence. I trust that there will be no need to impose these penalties and that you will be able to
serve God’s people with generosity and dedication.

Please continue to be in touch with Father Mushy, that yOu,will receive support, and please -
contact me dkectly if I can be of any hdp to you.

Asking God’s blessings upon you and those you serve, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ

Archbishop of Boston
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

February 5,1998

Om’T.~,qi f L~’~i~es" Pa rich Rectory
439 West Street
Brockton, MA 02401

Dear Father Murphy,

I am writing to inform you that I am ending your period of Administrative Leave and I am
assigning you to ministry as Chaplain to the Good Samaritan Hospital and Brockton Hospital.
The effective date of this assignment is November 1, 1997. I apologize for the delay in sending
this to you.

I am grateful for the spirit of patience and trust which you have shown during this period of
difficulty. Father William Murphy tells me that you have been most cooperative with all aspects
ofthe process. I hope you understand the need for the procedures. ! also hope you were treated
well by all involved.

The ministry to the sie.k to which I a~n assiguing3,ou is so significant because it was close to the
heart of the Lord Himself. I know you will undertake it with a generous heart and compassionate
spirit.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William Murphy, Vicar for Administration, and
Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director, indicating that you have received this
letter.

Asking God’s blessings upon you and those youserve so well, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ

Archbishop of Boston

cc: Mrs. Kelly L. Dunn
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Mailing List
Change Request

Requestors Name:

Date of Request:

Desired Effective Date:

Joan Weiss - X3685

February 14, 2002

February 14, 2002
(Never use "ASAP or Immediately"
always MM-DD-YR)

Check one:
Add Delete Change XX

Mailing List ID # 6327 (If known)

Name
(required)

REVEREND DAVID C. MURPHY

Existing Status Code
(if known for all but delete)

New Status Code
(required for all but delete)

Address
Existing
(required)

50

00

OUR LADY OF LOURDES

439 WEST STREET

BROCKTON, MA 02401-4899

Address
New
(required if changed)

C/O REV. CHARLES HIGGINS

CHANCERY OFFICE

Special Handling Requests (On Campus/Air Mail) -

Confnaned in the System

Date Change Made
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Mailing List
Change Request

Requestors Name

Date of Request

Desired Effective Date

Check one:
Add

Mailing List ID#

JOAN WEISS

tzl2oloo

tt/2o/oo
(Never use "ASAP or Immediately"
always MM-DD-YR)

Delete Change_~

6327 (if known)

Name
(required)

Existing Status Code
(if known for all but delete)

New Status Code
(required for all but delete)

REVEREND DAVID C. MURPHY

50

50

X

Address
Existing
(required)

OUR LADY RECTORY

439WEST STREET
BROCI~I"ON, HA     02401-4899

Address
New
(required if changed)

OUR LADY OF LOURDES RECTORY

439 WEST STREET
BROCKTON HA. 02401-4899

Special Handling Requests (On Campus/Air Mail)

Confirmed in the System ~~..//

Date Change Made //~/’//~

Changes received by the 20th of each month will be processed for the
next monthly marling.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
:) | 0 t COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135-3192

February 8, 2002

Reverend David C. Murphy
Our Lady of Lourdes Parish Rectory
439 West Street
Brockton, MA 02401-4899

Dear Father Murphy:

I am writing to inform you that upon the recommendation of Reverend Charles J. Higgins,
Secretary of Ministerial Personnel, I have ended your assignments as Chaplain to the Good
Samaritan Hospital and Brockton Hospital and in accordance with Archdiocesan policy, I have
placed you in an unassigned status. The effective date of this action was February 7, 2002.

During this period of time in unassigned status, you may celebrate Mass privately in your own
residence. Otherwise, you will refrain from all pastoral activity and public ministry.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend Walter J. Edyvean, Moderator of the Curia,
and Reverend Richard W. Fitzgerald, Clergy Personnel Director, indicating that you have
received thi~ communication.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

cc: Reverend Charles J. Higgins
Mrs. Kelly L. Duma
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

Rev. Chades Higgins
Sister Rita McCarthy, CSJ
March 7, 2002

(Rev. David Murphy)
DOB:

ice

Attorney Sherman asked if I would interview ~1 He came to see me this
morning at the Chancery. ~was originally from South Boston. He came back
to Massachusetts in July when his wife, ~ divorced him because he was
unfaithful to her. Their four children remain in Florida with their mother. Their
oldest girl was adopted. She is the child of ~ niece. They then had twin
gids, Hand~and finally another girl named ~ ~is not all(~wed to
communicate with the girls at present, but hopes he can have a relationship with
them eventually. He misses them very much. lwas a police officer in Flodda
for 12 years.

~vas born in South Boston in St. Peter and ll’aul’s Parish. He is one of nine
children. His mother died of a heart attack at the age of 36. ~was six years
old at the time and never got over it. He said that his childhood was very
disruptive and he was always in trouble. When he was in Grade 7, an Albino
teacher who was an assistant principal took an interest in him and thought he
should be in Grade 8, which was in the Gavin High School. He personally escorted
him to the high school. On the way they met Father David Murphy who told M if
he could ever be of assistance to him just come and see him at the rector.l.

"~dropped out of school in Grade 11 at which time his father "threw him out."
He lived on the streets and was cold and hungry most of the time. He did not
belong to any of the gangs, so he was very much alone. He recalled that Father
Murphy had told him he would help him, so he went to see him at the rectory.
Father gave him something to eat and let him wash up. Father told him to come
back at night at 10 o’clock but not to ring the bell. He would be waiting for him.
~ could recall the whole setup of the second floor of the rectory. He spent
about 15 nights with Father, sleeping in bed with him. Father was naked and used
to lie on ~p of I~1 performing sexual acts on him. At no time did he penetrate
him. ~said }J~i~’The was a virgin at that time and had never seen sperm before.
He said he never wanted this to happen but did expect it as the price he had to
pay for a warm bed and someone to watch over him. He said that he realizes now
how naive and stupid he was.
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Page 2

This same year ~ljoined the Marines. The above happened while he was
waiting to get into the Marines. In 1981 he left the Madnes. His brother ~
was getting marded and wanted him to be his best man. ~ was delighted until
he found out that Father Murphy was performing the ceremony. It was very
awkward for him.

~described his family as very dysfunctional. One of his brothers has been
through the whole correctional system and is now in prison for murder. Dudng a
robbery he was stationed as a street person on the ground in front of the bank with
the job of shooting the first policeman who appeared. Another brother is gay; his
youngest brother is getting a sex change. His older sister is a nun in Illin(~is. Her
name is Sister~ His father still lives in the project in South Boston.

I~1 works for the~as a facilities supervisor. It is
a non-profit organization, multi-services, with its main office at~ in
Boston. The job is stressful and the employees are mandated to take a week off
on a regular basis, which is why he was available for this interview. He thanked
me for seeing him. He signed a waiver and took a list of therapists with him.
When he selects one, he will call me.
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hA"" Murohy, Rev. David C.                ""
:.~ov. 22, 1936          Boston, Massachusetts
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m.sszo, on the t-2, --.-- ¯ ,, ..... He ~.evec re:tu’-ned ,’.~.e caI~ 5ark.

I spoke with Father Swo-nev or, -1-, " 9 ....
PaquLn f:nd ~ .-~;-,;-- .--. ,,. ,....-vii _j z.-.d toIc v.’-m at-o,,- r~o

~ would f;ad ;" a::::_,,,..: ,- ...... .~,.~.-i you:.’-..
thuen tb--ough the rest of tVSs program wb.ich ends Ln November Ue sa!5 L-.a: he would

........ J.~peak with ~hem.                                            .          . -
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~everend~

I met with Father Paquin and Father Sawyer on August 21. We considered the options for
hospital ministry and Father Paquin is interested.

Leonard Morse Hospital, Natick, is not a possibility due to the fact that it has a
pediatric unit.

Lynn Hospital is not a possibility due to an alternate plan for the ministerial care
of the patients outside of a full-time chaplain.

Faulkner Hospital, Jamaica Plain, was thought to be a possibilit~r but 4
Is not retiring.

Father Goss
Marlboro Hospital is a possibility. The parishes are willing to fund a chaplain’s
position.

5. Youville Hospital may have a chaplaincy o euln
clinical/ ~.s - P g. They re uixe aP toral education background. Would it be possiblet for Father Paquin to
be a chaplain while is involved in the training?

6. Father Sawyer tel’ephoned at a later date to say that Tewksbury Hospital for the
Emotionally and Mentally Sick had an opening for a chaplain. I told him I didn’t
think it would be a good placement.

I spoke with Father Richard Leunon about his observations about Father Paquin’s ministry
at Beth Israel and his residency at St. Mary’s Parish, Brooldine. He thought from what he
could learn from the priests in the parish that Father Paquin worked only about three
hours a day. It was in the morning. Sometime during the day he would again return for
about an hour. He stayed away from the hospital and the parish not only on Friday and
Saturday which were his days off, but sometimes on Thursday evening as well as Sunday
and Monday morning.

His observation was that he did’a minimal of hospital work. From the way Father Paquin
describes it he spent a great deal of time in the oncology and bypass surgery units.

From my conversations with Father Paquin it is clear that he needs to be guided and
assisted in developing an appreciation of what hospital ministry is about. He has a need
for belonging and for settling i~ He wants to move out of his home which is not a
supportive or constructive situation. He would like to live in a parish outside a city. He
would appreciate in addition to the hospital being his primary involvement if he could
celebrate Mass in the parish and sometimes do baptisms and marriages. I told him that
this would not all be possible. We then reviewed the restrictions placed on him due to civil
and criminal liability.
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Father Paquin did well under a fatherly pastor. He tends to crave fatherly guidance. He
sees himself as a compassionate priest. He is very much aware of his budding signs, that
is, those signs which give signals that he is under tension and needs to watch how he is
handling matters. Because he tends to block negative feelings or observations, he needs to
hear how people perceive him more often than the average person. He has to learn to
accept that one o£ his difficulties is that he tends to get too intimate with yotmgster and
this is hi~ disability.

Father Paquin repoz-ted to me that he had a meeting with the aftercare worker of St.
Luke’s Institute along with several of the persons whom he has asked to be part of his
support group. These include Father Louis Bourgeois of St. Anne’s Pari~h, Salem.

Arrangements are being made for him to live with Father Lawrence Drerman at his p~rJsh
in Lincoln while he awaits an as~i~riment.                "

JBM:mo’l ¯
3592M
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August 12, 1993

One lnt~’natianal Plact lBth Floor

,VIA 02110

~le~honc 617,’M2-6B00
Eac~.’im~le 617;M2-689~

l~’t. tsbu~h

All~ato’a:n

~hiladdph&

Boca Raton

Miami

Tallah~sr~

Wilson Rogers, Jr., Ezquire
Dunn & Rogers
20 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02108

Re: ]rather Ronald Pacqnin.

Dear Will:

The purpose of my letter is to advise you of the claims for negligence which
, ~ and ~ possess against the

ArchdiOcese of Boston (the "Archdiocese’), as well as various individuals associated with
the Archdiocese. As you know, these claims arise from the sexual abuse and molestation
of these individuals by Ronald Pacquin, an employee of the Archdiocese. As you will
note, Father Pacquin’s abuse’of these individuals, albeit during different time frames, was
sti-ikingly similar and equally reprchem~le.

As set forth above, at all relevant times hereto, Ronald Pacquin was a
Roman Catholic priest who was assigned to St. Moniea’s Church in Methuen,
Massachusetts. This church was under the control of the Archdiocese. While in the fifth
grade at St. Monica’s grammar school, Mr. ~ became an altar boy. As such,
blx.~had frequent and unsupervised contact with Father Pacquin. In fact, such
contact betweea Father Pacquin and St. Monica’s altar boys was encouraged by the
school and parish. Father Pacquin was assigned the duty of overseeing all altar boys at
St." Monica’s. Shordy after assuming such duties, Mr. ~ bec.ame one of Father
Paequln’s "favorite" altar boys. Such a distinction provided Mr~ with more
privileges than the "average" altar boy at St. Monica’s, such as going to funeral services
away from the parish, as well as assisting Father Pacquin at weddings.

On numerous occasions, Father Pacquin would invite Mr~ over to the
rec~ry to assist hitfi with school projects, and a correspondingly close relation.ship
between the two blossomed. Once Mr. ~ reached the 7th grade, there were
times when he was alone in Father Pacquin’s bedroom located on the third floor in the
rectory. During one of these occasiom, Father Pacquin invited Mr. ~ to his
room to watch television. As he explained to Mr.~ what an extraordinary
individual he was, Father Pacquin began to stroke Mr~ ~’s hands, play with his

RODF.~CK Li.AcLEIsH. JR.
6171 342.687.6
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August 12, 1993

finger~ and caress his thigM. Father Pacquin then began to tell Mr. ~ quoting
from the scriptures, that he should give no part of his body any more at~ation than any
other part. As he did this, Father Paequln unzipped Mr. l~llpants, pulled out
his penis and informed .Mr.~that he was going to give him "a good feeling’;
that is, Father Pacquin was going to masturbate Mr. !~11~1~, whi_.cl~, he did. Incidents
similar to this occurred several times throughout the seventh and eighth gr-~des and into
Mr. ~ high school yeax’s.

In fact, while Mr.!~attended St. John’s Seminary upon Father Pacquin’s
urging, Father Pacquin invited him over to the rec~ry to assist him in moving his
belongings from St. Monica’s to a parish in Haverhill. Upon complelSon of this task,
Father Pacquin asked Mr. ]~l~to go up 1o his room in the rectory and relax while
he attended to other matters. While Mr. ~ laid on the bed, Father Pacquin
arrived in the room, unzipped Mr. ~illpants, and placed his mouth over Mr.
!~lls penis. Sensing Mr. ~ repulsion at this act, Father Pacquin ceased
performing oral sex.

As mentioned al~ve, the abuse of Mr. ]~ltook place primarily in Father
Pacquin’s bedroom at St.Mordca’s rec~ry. This abuse occurred during the afternoon
hours and sometimes well into the night. However, the abuse was not isolated to the
confines of the rectory. In fact, on a trip back to St. Monica’s from Brockton, Father
Pac.quin masturbated Mr. l~while he was driving his automobile on Route 93.

2. Robert P, Bart/et~

Like Mr. ~ Mr. Bartlett was also a student at St. Moaiea’s
grammar school. While in the fourth or fifth grade at St. Moniea’s, Father Pacquin
recruited Mr.~to join the parishas an altar boy, a position Mr.l
accepted. Mr.~ was, at the time, a friend                   Despit~ their
friendship, Mr. i and Mr.i~kl~ never discussed the subject matter of this
letter. Again, without sharing their experiences, Mr.~ description of abuse
suffered at the hands of Father Paequin mirrors that of Mr. ~ For example,,
Mr. ~ was considered by Father Paequin as one of his "s .p.e.c. ial" altar boys. As
such, Mr.~l~lwas given th~ pri~,’ilege of spending a lot of time with Father Pacquin,
assisting hLm with several projects on an off the rectory’s premises.

The first incident of the abuse occurred in Father Pacquin’s car. While the
vehicle was in operation, Father Pacquin reached over to the passenger seat and began
caressing Mr.lli~ thigh. Father Pacquin made his way up bit. i~ieg
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~an l~agcr:, Yr., E.tclulr~ and eventually began to feel his penis and testicles through his pants. Father Pacquin’s
ac*.dous brought Mr. ~ to arousal, but leR him with a sense of confusion and
emptiness. Mr.~was approximately 11 year~ old at the time.

As the abuse continued, however, Father Pacquin chose a different venue,
name-ly,-his bedroom at St. Moniea’s rectory. During one of the vLsits to his room,
Father Pacquin asked Mr. ~ to sit at the edge of his bed. While engaging i~.
harndess conversation, Father Pacquin asked Mr.~if he had ever masun-bated.
When informed that be had not, Father Pacquin reached over and began massaging Mr.
~ penis through his pants, informing Mr.l~l,~ that such action was perfectly
normal since no part of hi~ more special than any other. Father Paequin then
proceeded to remove Mr. ~ pants and underwear and began to masmrbata Mr.
~11. When Mr.~l~had not reached ejaculation, Father Paequin asked that Mr.
~ close his eyes and focus on his ~trlfriend. Finally, after ejaculating,
Father Paequin wiped the -~emen off Mr. ~ che~t with his handkerchief, held it
to his nose and recited, "manna from Heaven." Father Paequin also told Mr.~
that be was amazed at how far the semen had proceeded up his chest. Scenes such as
that occurred frequently. Like Mr. ~, the abuse occurred at St. Monica’s rectory
on the third floor, during the afternoon and night while the other priests were present in
the rectory.

In fact, when Mr. ~l~was a freshman in high school, he visited Father
Pacquin at the rectory. While in his bedroom, and upon ]Father Paequin’s insistenc~, Mr.

~ masturbated Father Pacquin. After ejaculation, Father Paequin informed Mr.
~at the lack of semen produced was due to the fact that it had been "the fourth
time" he ejaculated that day..After Father Pacquin cleaned himself off, sniffed his
handkerchief’s contents and proclaimed "manna from Heaven’, someone knocked at the
door. Father Pacquin asked who it was and two young boys responded promptly. Father
Pacquin turned to Mr.~ and said "here comes number five for today."

Mr. ~|lleft Father Pacquin’s room and on his way out of the revery he
viewed Father Kllen Roache, then Pastor of St. Moniea’s, watching television.
Distraught by the event, Mr. ~ confronted Father Roache. Mr.l~linformed
Father Roache that he must go to Father Pacquin’s room because something terrible was
going to happen. When asked what he meant, Mr. I~told Father Roache that
Father Pacquin was going to masturbate two boys as he had done to Mr. ~during
the past few years. Father Roache, as he passed by Mr.!~ said "I always thought
something funny was happening up there."

Father Roache went up the stairs and pounded on Father Pacquin’s door. After
the door was opened, Father Roache yelled at Father Pacquin, asked him to leave the
room, and remained in Father Pacquin’s room with the two boys. Father Pacquin then
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came down the stairs and asked Mr. Illl~lwhy he betrayed him. Despite meeting
Father Roache at the rectory several times thereafter, neither he nor Father Pacquin ever
discussed the incident with Mr. I[illl

This form of "treamaeat" continued for a period of appr?ximatdy three years.
During each meeting, Father Pacquin would begin to caress Mr. l~penis, typically
preceded by Father Pacquin’s suggestion that he give Mr.~ "a good feeling’. As
in Mr. ~ case, on several occasions, Father Pacquin would wipe Mr. ~
semen from his stomach, sn;ff its contents and hold it to his nose pronouncing the words,
"manna from Heaven’. In several instances, Father Pacquin directed Mr. [i~w bring
a ~ magazine to his room so that it would be easier for Mr. I~t to become
erect before masturbation.

Being the tender age of approximately 11, Mr. ~ did not question Father
Pacquin’s treatment. Indeed, Father Paequin validated his therapy with books he said
were from the College of Cardinals and work of the Pope. Finally, Father Pacquin’s
therapy expanded to encouraging Mr. ~ to masturbate him. The abuse eventually
subsided upon Father Pacquln’s departure from St. Moniea’s.

From the aforementioned summary, it is apparent that other employees of the
Archdiocese either knew or should have known that Father Pacquin was engaged in
improper sexual contact with children. Two employees of St. Moniea’s Parish, Father
Jose Matos and Pastor Allen Roache, viewed Father Paequin taking each of these
individuals up to his room and remain behind closed doors for lengthy periods of time.
Indeed, Father Matos’ room was directly opposite Father Pacquin’s. On a number of
occasions, Father Matos viewed these boys entering Father Pacquin’s room, the door
being locked, and significant amounts of time elapsing before their departure. I am
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informed that Father Jnmes Caxroll addressed the issue with Father Mares and Father
Matos mid Fathe~ Carroll that he knew strange things were happening in Father
Pacquin’s bedroom. Remarkably, as descried above, Mr. ~l~ notified Pastor
Roache of Father Pac.quin’s abuse, and rather than removing Father Pacquin from his
active duties until an investigation was conducted, the matter was swept under the rug.

Moreover, Father Pacquin was given h~eral leave to take students on various off-.
premises trips, frequently in situations where he would be alone with them. It is my firm
belief that many other employees of the school and the Archdioc~� were aware of Father
Pacquin’s improper conduc% and y~t took no action to prevent it. To this end, if this
matter goes forward, I inform you that my clients will take legal action gainst these
individuals.

As one might ~pect, the damage which Messrs. _ _                     |
suffered as a result of Father Pacquin’s a~ous has been substantial. For example, Mr.
~ began drinking alcoholic beverages in the 7th grade and became a teenage
alcoholic, which almost ended his life. ARer being cited for s~veral driving under the
i~tfluence violations, he was involved in an accident which left him in a coma and
temporarily paralyzed. Likewise, Mr. l~llt,while a teenager, experienced acute
depression which led to a suicide attempt.

In short, with regard to all of these individuals, each suffers ~rr~ne low self-
esteem, an inability to form lasting relationships, a great diswust of authority fig~r~,
severe depression, dissociative disorders, sexual disorders, substanc~ abuse, nightma~’es,
loss of religion, and post traumatic stress disorder. In my opinion, their claims dearly
fall within the s~amte of limitatiom insofar as they only recently made the causal
connection between Father Pacquin’s abuse and their own psychological problems. S¢~
Riley v. Presnell, 409 Mass. 239 (1991).

In the opinion of this office, the above-named individuals have claims agaimt the
Archdioc~e and the employees listed above under various theories of liability, including,
without limitation, negligent hiring, negligent supervision, as well as a failure by the
Archdiocese to protect the public against the predilections of Father Pacquin that weed
known or should have been known by the Archdiocese.

Clearly, these individuals are entided to be compensated by those responsible
their injuries. Accordingly, Messrs. - ....... therefore
demand upon the Archdiocese, as well ~s Father Matos, Father Carroll, and F~,
Roache for fair and reasonable compenqation for the injuries which they have surfs:
A similar demand will be made upon Father Pacquin.
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IHls~ Rogers, Jr.. l~qulre
Page 5

I would request tha~ the Archdiocese, in consultation with you, nmke an initial
determination as to whether or no[ the Archdiocese is interes~d in engaging in settlement
discussions or whether this ma~er should proc2~i to litigation. I request that you
respond to ibis letter within fifteen days of i~ receipt.

Moreover, if the Archdiocese intends to disct~s this matter without resor~ to
litigation, I expect that it, ~ wall as its employees named ~bove. will execut~ a Tolling
Agreement. The Ar~dioc~e has delayed in doing so in the past aud is leaving this firm
with no other option than to exercise our client’s legal remedie~.

Very truly yours,
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
Reverend Ronald Paquin

Auqust 30, 1993

Father Paquin has agreed to meet with Father Larry Drennan as
his monitor.

2. Father Drennan has agreed to be the monitor for Fr. Paquin.

Father Paquin has agreed to be in touch by telephone with
Drennan once a week. He will also meet with Father Drennan
once every 3-4 weeks.

Father Paquin continues to see his Doctor one a week.    He
participates in four other meetings each week. He alsc ~.e~
on a regular basis with other members of his suppor~ .2:.’to;
which includes nine people.

KJD:tt
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In fact, we have -¢ubst~ntlal evidenca which prove~ th~ the Archdiocese knew or should
have knowu about Ft. Pacquin’s profoundly tvrtiou~ act~ons, and yet did nothing t~
prevent him from Injuring young boys again and again and again. Mr. l~[ta]leg~s
that, when he was a freshman in high school, he v~sited Ft. Pacquin at the rectory.
Upon Ft. Par.quin’s imistence, Mr. ~ma.~uzbated Fr: Pacquin. After ejaculating,
Ft. Pacquin imeormed Mr. ~ tha~ the lack of semen produced w’as due to th~ fan
that R had be~n "the fourth time" he h~d ejacul-,st~ tha[ day. Aider Ft, Pacqui~ had
denned himself off, sniffed hls handkerchief’s contents and procla|med, "Manna 6"om
Heaven," someone knocked ar ~he door. Ft. Pacqu~n asked who it w~s ;rod ~ young
boys re~[,"onded promptly. Ft. Pacquta tur~ed to Mr. ~and said, "He~ come~
number five today." Oa his way out of the re~ory, Mr~ saw Fathe~ Allan Roche
[see above~ pp. 5-~], then Pastor of SL Moalca’s, watching television. D~stra~ht by

the event, Mr. ~ confronted Ft. Roche, tel!h~g him that ha must go to
Pacqutu’s .bedroom immediately because somethtng terr~le was about to happen. When ’
asked what he meant, Mr. ~ told Ft. Roche that Ft. l~acqui~ was going to
masturbate two boys as he had done to Mr. ]~for the last several yea~. Ft. Roche,-."
as he walked past Mr. ~ sai~l, "I ~lways thought something fu~u~ was g~Ing oa
up there." Ft. R~che went up the stairs and pounded On Ft. Pa~lu[n’s door.- When
door was opened, Ft. Roche be~ yeHia~ ~ Ft. Pacqu~, who had been c~u~t wkh the
two young boy~ in me~ia~ re.s. Ft. Roche demanded he leav~ ’the room, and remained
In Ft. Pacquln’s room whh the two boys. Ft. 1~acqu~n came down the st~’s and asked
M_r. ~ why he had betrayed him. And yet, de.splte meeting Fr. Roche at th~
reao~ s~ve~ dme~ the~Rer, ne~the.r Ft. Roche ~or’F.r. Pacq~Lu ever di~cu~.sed
incident with Mr. ~
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~ also claims that he was ~ually molested by Ft. Pacquin while Mr.
~ was in the eighth grade at St. Monica’s gramm~ school. At ",he time, lll~
was having dirTinuhy finding a gh’ffTiend, and went to Fr. Pacquin for advice. Ft.
Pacquin ~old him tha~ he needed "therapy." "i’be first session occurred in Ft. Pacqu|n’s
car while on Route I I0 in Dmcut, Massachusett_s. Wh~e the vehicle was park~ in a
supply shop parking lot overlooking the Merrirnac River, Fr. Pacquin begin to caress
Mr. ~ thigh and eventually his peats. Soon Ft. Pacquin was tur~pping Ivlr.
~ pants and masturbating him in the car. Thi~ form of "thrrapy" continued for
approximately three ye,~s. Each meeting would typically consist of Pr. Pacquin
care~ing Mr.~peals, ores preceded by Ft. Pacquln suggesting that he g~ve Mr.
~ "a good As in Mr. ~ c~e, on sever~ occasiom,--F4"~ Pacqtlin
would wipe semen fi-om his stomach, sniff its contents and hold it to his
nose, saying, "Manna from Heaven." In several instances, Pr. Pacquin instructed

~l~t~o bring a P.enrho.use magazine to his room so that it would be easier for
~ to become ere~ before masturbation. Yr. Pacquin validafed his "therapy" wkh
books he said were from the College of Cardinals or works of the Pope. Eventually,
Pacquin’s "therapy" included urging Mr. ~ to masturbate him. The abuse ended
when Yr.. Pacquin leR St. Mo~,ca’s Chafch. " "

From the above summary, it is abundantly clear ~har other employees of the A~chdioc~c
either knew or should have known that Ft. Pacquin was engaged in improper sexual
contact with children. Father .}’osc Mates and Ft. Allan Roche, the pastor, vicwcd l=r.
Pacquin taking these chlJdrcn up to his room and remain behind closed doo~ for leng~v
periods of time. To underscore this, Ft. Mates" was dh’e~y opposite Ft. Pacquin"s
room. On a number of occasions, Ft. Mates witnessed these boys entering Ft. Pacquin’s
room, the door being shut and locked behind them, and siguific,~nt amounts of time
elapsing before their departure from the room. As I noted in my August 12 lc~er to you,
w~ a~� inforrned that Father l~me~ Carroll addressed the issue with Ft. Mates, an.d Ft.
Mates replied ~hat he knew strange things .w~r¢ happening in Ft. Pacquin’s bedroom.
And most notably, ~s described above, Mr. ~ notified Ft. Roche of Ft. Pacquin’s
abuse, causing Ft. Roche to catch Ft. Pacquin .in fls_~nte dclic~q, and ya nothing was
done to remow this priest from active duty while a fall investigation was done, or even
conducting an inve.s~gadon at all. Instead, the matter was swept under the r~g. k Is my
firm bdld .that m ..an~i other e.mploye.~ of the school and the Archdiocese we.co aware of
Ft. Pacq.uin’s high!y improper condu~ and yet took no am-ion to prevent it.

A~ one might expect, the damage which ~
suffered as a re~ult of Pr, Pacquin’s actions has b~a sub~’tamial. For example, Mr.

~begsn drinking alcohol in the seventh grade - during the’perlod of the abuse -
and became a teenage alcoholic, which nearly ended his life. After being ci.ted sev’erai
times for drinking whil~ under the influen~, he was involved in an accident which left
him in a coma and temporarily paralyzed. Likewise, ~.r. while a teenager,
expe~ienc.ed acut~ depre~slon which ted to a suicide a~temp~, regard to all of th~se
indhtiduats, each suffers from extreme low self-e.~eem, an inability to form lasting
relationships, a profound disu’ust of authority figures, severe depression, dissocladve
dlsorder~, sexual dysfunction, substance abuse, loss of religion, and post-traumatic stress
disorder. Each of these men is entitled to some form of compensation for the vast
injuries they have sustained. I expect to hear fi’om you sh6r~Iy cegarding our most r~,.ent
demand for executed tolling agreement~ and compensation in the amount of $275,000 for
each man, an~ong other things.
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On September 13, 1993, wo sent you a revised demand and new ~Iling agr~-~me~n~
behalf of thre. men who .were similarly s~ually abused by Ft. Ronald Pacquin. While ""

’ we are hopeful that the Arehdioc.~e will s~ fir to re.~pond in a prompt and substarttiv~
fashion to the~e vet7 real and alarming charge,, our recent experience with the
Archdiocese’s ~mpt~ to nc..-dlessty prolong th~s othc~v~se st~ht:~orw~rd proc..~
us good mason m be ckcumspec~ For the mami, I will restate the ~ below, aJ1 of
which were presenr.ed to your o~c~ over one month ago, In my August 12 l~e.~ to you:

reports that he was sexually abused by Ft. Pscqutn while in the
fifth grade ar St. Moni~’s C~urch in Methue~ Massachusetts. At the time, Mr.

~ was an aJt=- boy, which put hkn in direct and fzequent c~ntact w~
Pacqukt who, ar the time, was assigned the duty o£ oversd-.ing ~ll of =he din" boys ~r
Monic~’s. On numerous occ,~sions, Ft. P~cquin would invite Mr. ~ over to the
re...~ory to ~sslst him wlth school project. In one o£these Insr~aces, Ft. 1~cquln inv~,ad
the boy to the Drie~:’s third-floor bedroom, ostemib/y to wstch tels’Hsion. Ft. P~c.2uin
beg;m re.fling Mr.l~Imm~ what an extraordinary person h¢ w~s, all the wh~e str~king
the boy’s hands, fm~d thlgh~. Then~ quoting from the ScdDmras, Ft. Pacquin
began telling Mr,~l~= th~t h~ should give no part or" his body any more
thzn any other part. Ft. Pacquin proc~_..ded to unzip the boy’s p;~n~s, pulled out his penis
and sald he was =~oing to give Mf.~"a good feeling." Ft. P-ac.qutn then began
to m~-zurb~tc Mr. ~ Inddeu~ of this sor~ occu~ed several thnes thrcughout
the seventh and eighth ~=vades and into Mr~’s high school years. W~ile Mr.

~ a~ended $~. John’s Send~ary (at Ft. Pacquin’s urging),_Fr. Pacquin iu~ted
him over to the rectory to help him move some belongings from St. MonJ~’s to a parish
|oc~ted in Haverhill. After finishing the t~sk, Ft. Pacquin ~ked ,’V-a’.~ to go up
to his room and rest while the priest ~rte~ded to som~ other marte~J. Wh~le Mr.

~ rested, Ft. Pacquln entered the room, unzipped Mr. ~s pant~, and
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SImilafly,~ asserts that he was also sexually molested by Fr. Pacqutu
wbi/e ~ the ~ur~h or fifth gra~e at St. Monica’s and thereafter. Like Mr.~,
Mr.~was consklered by Ft. l~acqutn to be one ~ his "spedai" al~ boys. This
gave them added privLl~es, like being able to serve a~ ,.funeraLs and travel wi~ Ft.
Pacquln to serve at Masses outside St. Monica’s. Thg abroad of Mr.~bega~ ia Ft.
~Pacquia’s c~r. While the velfide win; ha operation, Ft. Pacqutn r~hed over the
passenger seat and began car~st~g Mr~’s thigh, making Iris way ~p~

¯ leg to the point wherg he began fondlhag ~penls and testicles tkrough
pants. Mr, ~}w~as approximately I1 years old ~t th, time. On one occ~ion,
Pacquin brought Mr. ~ttp to hA bedroom on the third floor of the St. Mottica’s
rectory. The prie~ asked Mr.~to SR on the edg-~ of the bed. Whi!g
harmle~g convert, ata’on, Ft. Pae..quin a~kad the boy if he had ever masturbated. When Mr.
~ replied no, Ft. Pacquln r~ed over add begin managing Mr. ~ pe~.
thrgugh hi~ 15ant~, kfforming Mr. ~ that ~ch an action w’as okay l~:au, e
of his body was mor~ spezial than an7 other. Pr. Pacquha then ~mov~ Mr,
paros and tmderwear, and-began masturb~ttng the boy. When Mr. ~had not
eja~alatad, Ft. Pacquin ask~ that Mr. Bartlett dose his eyes and f~cma on his ~rtorit*
girlfriend, Finally, after ejaculating, Ft. PaalUha wiped the semen off Mr.
~est with hi~ handkerchief, held it to his nos~, am[ ~aid, "mama ~rom l~avem" Ft.
Pacquia al.~o expreased amazcmem at how far the ~emen had gon~
cheat. Incidents such as this On.Tarred frequently, during the afternoon and ~veni~g when
other priests were in the rectory.

In fact, we have ~hstamia[ ev]dence which proves that the Archdiocese ~ew or shottld
have known about Ft. Pacquha’s profoundly tortious action, and yet did nothing to
prevent him from injuring young boys again ’and again and affaln. Mr. ~alleges
that, when he was a freshman in high school, he visited Ft. Pacquiz at the t-~.ory.
Upon Fr. Paequha’s imL~tence, Mr.t~W;nasn-u’bated Fr: Paequin. After ejaculating,
Ft. Pacquha ingormed Ytr. ~ that the lack of semen produced was dug to th." fact
that it had b~n "the four’& time" he had ejacuhtted that day. After Fr. Pat:qulz had
cleaned himself off, sniffed his handkerchief’s eontent~ and proclaimed, "Manna from
H~ven," someo~.~ knoek~ at ~e door. Ft. Pacquia asked who it was and two young
boys responded prompdy. Ft. Paequiz turned to Mr. ~ and said, "Here ¢~mes
number five today-." On his way out of the rectory, Mr.~llsaw Father Allan Roche
[see above, pp. 5-6-], ±eta P~tor of St. Moaica’s, watching te!evision. DisWaug.ht by
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PSJ~an D. R~r~oJr., F.~qulr~

the ~’vant, Mr. ~ confronted Ft. Roche, tailing him that he must go to Ft.
Pacquin’s bedroom immrdia~ely bemuse something 1~rrible was about to happen. When
asked what he mean~, Mr. ~told Ft. Roche that F~. Pacquln was going tu
mastm-bat¢ two boys as he had done m Mr. ~ the last several yea~. F-r. Roche,
as he walked past M~.q~t, sai~, "I a~ways thought something funny was going
up there" Ft. Rnch~- went up the stalr~ and pounded on Fr. l~,,cqsin’s door.- When the
door was opened, Ft. Roc.he began yelling at Ft. Pacquln, who h~ been caught wkh the
two ymmg boys in medias r~s, Ft. Roche demandM he leave the room, and ramalned
in Ft. Pscquin’s morn w~ the two boy~. Ft. Pacquin came down the stair~ and asked
MX. ~ why he had beuayed him. And yet, de~pke me~ing Ft. Roche at
rr~ry srv¢~l tlmea the’caRt.r, ndther Fr, Roche ~r’~, Paccfuin ¢vrr discu~ed the
incident Mth Mr. ~                      ...

~ also claims that he was s~x-uaily moIe~-md by Ft. Pacquin whiIe Mr.
~was tn the edghth grade at St. Monica’s grammar school. At ~e timg ~
was having difficalty finding a glrlfxicad, and w~at to Ft. Pacguin f~r advi~. Ft.
Pacquin told him that he needed =therapy." The f’LrSt Session occurred in Ft. Paquin’s
car while on Rome 1 l0 in Dracut, Masaachua~ts.-Wh,3¢ the v~icle was parked’in a gas
supply shop parking fox ov~looldng the Msrvimao Rive, Ft. Pacquin began to caress
Mr. ~ thigh and eventually hh psuls. Soon Ft. Pacquin was un~pping Mr.

~ pants aml mamu,-batlng him in th~ car. ~ form of "therapy" ¢ontinned f~-
approximamly~year~. Each meeting would typically coaslst of Ft. Pacquin
careasing Mr.~t p~s, often p~ed by Ft. Pacquin sugg~’fing that he glv~ Mr.

~ "a good feeling." As ~n Mr. ~s case, on several occaslom,.F¢~ Pacquln
would wipe Mx.~I~ scmrn from his stomach, sniff ~ contauu; and hold it to
nose, sayLug, "Manna f~m Heaven," In several ~, Ft. Pacquln instru~ed Mr.
~tto bring a ~ mag~ne to his room so that it would be easier for
~to become ~ before masun’bation. Ft. Pat.quirt validated his "therapy" with
books ha said ~ from the College of Cardh~s or workx ofths Pops. Eventually, Ft.
Pa~uin’s "therapy" ~nduded urging Mr. Wto masturbate him. Ths abus~ ended
w~sa Fc. Pacquin Idt St. Monica’s Chucc,h. ’

¯ From the above summary, it is abundandy cl~xc that other ¢rnp!oye:z of~e Ar~dioc~e
either kn~w or should have known that Ft. Pacqulh was engag~ in improper sexual
coam~, with children. F~thex Jose Matos and Ft. Allan Rochc, the pastor, viewed Ft.
Pacquin taking the~e children up to his room and remain b~ind closed doors ~r lengthy
periods of time. To underscore this, Ft. Matos" was dkeetly opposite Ft. Pacquin’s
room. On a number of o~.asions, Ft. Mares wimessed these boys entezing Ft. Pacquln’s
room, the door being shut and locked behind them, and si=-m~fieant amounts of.time
elapsing before their dep*a-Vare from the room. As I not~ in my August 12 le=m" to you,
we are informed that Fath*,r James Carroll addressed the issue with Ft. Matos, and
Matos replied that he knew strange things were happening in Ft. pacquin’s bedroom.
And most notably, as de.scribed ~bove, !Vtrj~t notified Ft. Roche of Fr. Pacquin’s
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IWJa~n 29. ~rx, .,Yr., ~rzqMr¢

@use, causing Ft. Roche ta catch Ft. Pacquin
don~ Lo remow th~ priest from ac’-~v= duty whLle a full investigation was don=, or even
conducting an investigation ar all. In.stead, ~he matter was swrpt under the rag. It is my
fu-m beLief.that m.~. ji oth~ employe,s of the school and the Archdloc,~ were aware of
Ff. Pacq.uin’~ highly Improper condu~, and ye~
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CARDINAL’S Ft ESIOENCE

2101 COMMONWEALTH

December 27, 2000

His Eminence, Angelo Cardinal Sodano
Secretary of State
Apostolic Palace
00120 Vatican City State
Europe

Personal and Confidential

Your Eminence:

I am writing in regard to a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston who has engaged
in the molestation of young boys.

Following the indications of your memorand.um 424.469 of December 19, 1997,
I would like to submit for ybur consideration this case concerning Reverend Ronald
Paquin. It is my judgment that he is the cause, potential and actual, of Have scandal.

In dealing with
encountered a Idest who

uin over the and [ have

serious situation, as you can see from the
~or~, has continued .r ten years with the potential for even more reports of

molestation to surface.

I would greatly appreciate your consid4ration of this case and I request that you
present it to the Holy Father with your recommendation. I sadly conclude from all of the
evidence that the best course of action would be dispensation from all the obligations of
priesthood. This action would benefit the Church and the victims without causing any
undue harm to the priest.

Your Eminence, [ am grateful for your assistance. I ask your prayers for me and
all who are deeply affected by this tragic situation.

Asking God to bless you and those you serve so well, I am,

Sincerety yours in Christ,

Archbishop or’Boston ,t)ObO 6



CASE I-[ISTORY FOR REVEREND RON,’a&D PAQUTN

Date of Birth 10/16/42

Ordination 4/11/73

Assignments St Monica Methuen

St John Haverhill
Sick Leave
Part Time Chaplain Youville Health Care

Cambridge
Suspended

51L/73-
612181
9/l 1/90

7/15/98
I 1/3/00

Complaints

August
August
August
September
September

October
September
January
April
April
October
February
J~huary
May
lanuary
August
August
September

1990 complaint Pastor
1990 complaint-I William Burnes
1990 complaint David Surette
1992 co.mplaint Timothy Menihane
1992 complaint John Regan
1992 complaint Lawrence Basile

1992
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1997
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000

complaint
complaint
complaint
complaint
complaint
complaint-2
complaint
complaint
complaint
complaint
complaint
complaint
complaint

Paul David
Bartlett

William Burnes

John Burnes
Robert Mullen
Paul Contois
Thomas Dick
Kevin Sears

involved with various boys.
sexually abused by priest at 13 years old.
se.,mally abused by priest from age 12-14.
sexually abused by priest from age 13-17.
sexually abused by priest from age 12-16
sexually abused by priest while patient in
hospital
sexually abused by palest at 14 years old.
sex-ually abused by priest from age 15-16
sexually abused by priest from age 12-21
sexua!ly abused by priest from age 13-14
¯ sexually abused by priest from age 13-14
sexually abused by priest at 13 years old.
sexually abused by priest from age 13-14
sex-ually abused by priest as a teenage
sexually abused by priest at 16 ye.ars.iald. -
sexually abused by priest at 13 years old.
se,,mally abused by priest at 13 years old.
sexually abused by priest at 14 years old.
sex-ually abused by priest as a teenager



Archdiocesan Response

July 1990 assessment Southdown Institute in Aurora, Canada
October 1990 residential treatment St. Luke’s Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
April 1991 discharge St. Luke’s Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
October 1991 aftercare St. Luke’s Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
Winter 1991 CPE training
May 1992 workshop St. Luke’s Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
October 1992 aftercare St. Luke’s Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
April 1993 aRercare St. Luke’s Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
October 1993 aftercare St. Luke’s Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
October 1995 aftercare St. Luke’s Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
April 1997 evaluation Massachusetts General Hospital
June 1991 Dr. Edward Messner Psychotherapy until the present

The Advisory Board with the recommendation of the Delegate and with the acceptance of the Cardinal Law
recommended the following:

June 1994 redommended to seek laicizationrejected by Fr. Paquin
March 1997 recommended re-testing
October 1997 recommended to seek laicizationrejected by Ft. Paquin
October 1999 recommended to seek laicizationrejected by Ft. Paquin
October 2000 recommended to seek laicizationrejected by Ft. Paquin

As of December I, 2000 there have been eighteen (18) complaints against Ft. Paquin. These complaints
represent fourteen (14) directed to the office of the Delegate and four (4) directed to the Archdiocesan legal
representative. The Archdiocese of Boston has legally resolved (8) eight of the cases concerning Father
Paquin in which there were allegations of sex’ual misconduct. Two other individuals are in the process of
contemplating formal accusations against Father Paquin.

oooo14



O! CONFIDENTIAL

Reverend Ronald Paquin

Currently, Father Paquin is living at St. Joseph’s Parish, Lincoln (259-8364) and enrolled in
the clinical/pastoral education program at Holy Family Hospital in Methuen under the
supervision of Reverend Gerald Wyras (687-0151). The program began the first part of
September and will end November 27. He hopes to continue in the second quarter program
which begins December 3 and ends February 20.

In early August, Father Sweeney reported to Father McCarthy that he had heard that
Father Paquin had seen the son of a woman who lives in Beverly. Previously, he had lived
with her in Haverhill.

On September 23, Father Sweeney called me to inform me that--s nervous
about Father Paquin being at St. Joseph’s Parish, Lincoln. He also reported that he heard
some youth from Methuen want to call a lawyer about Father Paquin being at Holy Family
Hospital.

~ ney iriformed me also that Father Paquin has been visiting a young man named
He is age fifteen on sixteen. He was ’romancing him’ when he left

Haverhill. He comes from a broken home. His father is violent. Father Paquin has
brought the boy to visit his mother in Beverly. He has been sighted visiting the boy’s home
on--our times.

He also reported that the two friends of Father Paquin in the parish: ~ andS._.
~ave~ left the parish because-they see Father Sweeney a~-the ’bad guy.’

On September 25, I spoke with Father James Carroll at the urging of Father McAuliffe.
He is a priest at St. Monica’s in Methuen.

The following is a summary of his report:

It seems ’that Father Paquin was close to young boys in the parish. Sometimes he
would have kids in his room until five or six in the morning. Six or seven boys were
involved in counseling because of their relationship with Father Paquin. One of them,
after being in counseling, moved to Florida, another would not go to Mass anymore
and a third would never let his son go with a priest after his experience with Father
Paquin.

The specifics seem to be that they would go on trips with Father Paquin and he would
give them ’pot.’ Sometimes he would talk about the ’birds and the bees’ - that is, sex
- with the boys and would encourage them to masturbate in.front of him.

Father Carroll is upset that Father Paquin is working at the hospital in the Pastoral
Education program. He thinks that it will cause some upset in the community.
Already a probation officer, Paul Duby, is upset that Father Paquin is in the area. It
seems that Paul Duby learned from Bill Burns, Jr. of Haverhill about Father Paquin’s
experiences in Haverhill.
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William Burns, Jr. telephoned me (373-2287) and asked that I return the call and I left a
message on the tape. He never returned the call back.

I spoke with Father Sweeney on April 27 and told him about the efforts to help Father
Paquin find a         in which he would not be in contact with youth. I wondered if ~

!would find it difficult if he continued to try to do this in
thuen the rest of this program which ends in November. He said that he would

speak with them.

I spoke with Father Paquin on Saturday, September 28 and reported to him my
conversations with Father Sweeney and Father Carrol~et. He thinks Father
Sweeney is vicious and is behind all the complaints of ~ andS.
He is surprised about Father Carroll’s observations. He does not admit to any of them.

I told him that it is clear people are still upset with his behavior in the past and that he
needs to accept this whether he sees it as vicious or not. I told him to remain out of
Haverhill while such feelings are so strong and not to be visiting~ either. He
said that much of his support group is in Haverhill. I told him that he would need to meet
with them away from their homes. He seems resistant but also agreeable.

He said that he would speak with Father Carroll. I told him that if he did, to do it in
confidence. He will also ask one of his friends,~ to speak to Father Sweeney
about not fanning any upset in the Haverhill area.

JBM:mo’l
3690M
9/30/91



CARDI NAL’S RESIDENCE

21Ol COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

September i0, 1990

Saint"John the Baptist Parish Rectory
Ii0 Lincoln Avenue
Have,hill ~ 01830

Dea~ Fathe~ Paquin:

w~iti~g to advise you that upon the recommendation of Reverend
".~’.~ohn B. ~McCormack. Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, I am ending
.~’,~,.you£,assignment as Parochial Vicar at Saint John the Baptist Parish

~i~ Have,hill and I am placing you on Sick Leave. The effective
date of this course of action is september ii, 1990.

I realize that at this point it is impossible for you to attend to
the health concerns which you have and at the same time be
available to care f6r others and their needs. It would be my hope
that this action which relieves you of parish responsibilities
would°false relieve you of any stress that might arise from feeling
obligated to duties which are impossible to fulfill at this time.

Pleas~. be assured that you have my prayers and my full support.
there is anything which I am able to do for you, please do not
hesitate to call on me.

If

Please send written’notificatibn that you have received this letter
to Most Reverend Robert J. Banks, vicar for Administration, and
Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director.

With my warmest personal regards, I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop of Boston

Reverend John B. McCormack



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVI~NUE

July I I, 1998

..;
Roverefitl Ronald H. Paquin
35 Hovey Street #14
Cambridge, MA 02138

Dear Father Paquin,

I am writing to inform you that I am ending your Health Leave Status and I am assigning you as
Part-Time Chaplain to Youville Healthcare Center in Cambridge. The effective date of this action
is July 15, 1998.

I am confident of your ability to minister competently and compassionately to the community at
Youville. I must ask that you restrict your ministry to that which strictly pertains to the care of
the patiehts at Youville Healthcare Center. I have asked Father William Murphy to further clarify
this request.

I am grateful for your cooperation and openness during the period of your assignment to Health
Leave. I know that there have been some very difficult moments for you. I trust that your own
continued vigilance and the support of competent professionals will allow you to begin a new
phase of ministry in the Archdiocese.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William Murphy, Vicar for Administration,
and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Director of the Office of Clergy Personnel indicating that you
have received this letter.

Asking God to bless you and those you serve, I am,

Sincerely yours h~ Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

Reverend Edward M. Flaherty, S.J.
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Observations:

Father Roche is about seventy-four years old and lives in a modular housing unit in
Seabrook, N~w Hampshire. He seemed cautious in his manner and responses. He gives the
impression that he likes to keep to himself. He has not been sleeping well. He was
hospitalized for a rapid heart beat several days after he learned about the allegations.
When asked whether he knew much about Father Paquin’s activities, as a pastor he said it
was only hearsay and it was after Father Paquin had left. He did think that he had an
unusual interest in boys. He would bring them up to his room. He never confronted him
about this. He did not want to create any conflict.

JBM:mo’l
5678M

Roche, Allan E.
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SUFFOLK, ss.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSE’ITS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
OF THE TRIAL COURT
SUCV 2002-04564
(CONSOLIDATED WITH SUCV 02-1296)
(ORIGINALLY ENTERED IN MIDDLESEX
" COUNTY AS NO. 02-1741)_

ANTHONY J. FACELLA,

Plaintiff,

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC
ARCHBISHOP OF BOSTON, A
CORPORATION SOLE, AND
RONALD PAQUIN

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY FACELLA

I, Anthony Facella, depose and say as follows:

1. My name is Anthony Facella and I live in New Hampshire. I am

the son of John Facella.

2. In the 1970’s, including 1977, my family were parishioners at St.

Monica’s Parish in Methuen, Massachusetts. Around that time my mother was

sick with cancer.

3. I knew Father Ronald Paquin ("Fr. Paquin’) from St. Monica’s



Parish. He was a priest there.

4. In December of 1977, Fr. Paquin took me in his car to a hotel in

Hyannis, Cape Cod, Massachusetts. On the way, Fr. Paquin stopped to pick up

another priest. Once at Hyannis, I went swimming and then got into the

whirlpool with Fr. Paquin. At that time, Fr. Paquin fondled my penis. I was 13

years old and when he did this to me, I got very ang, ry. I got out of the whirlpool

and told Fr. Paquin that he had a problem. I had liked Fr. Paquin before that and

I felt like a fool because I had trusted him.

6. I immediately went to the hotel room and packed my bag. I told Fr.

Paquin that I was leaving.

7. There was a huge snowstorm outside at this time, but I would not

stay because of what he did. I started to hitchhike on the highway. About a half

an hour later Fro Paquin drove up in his car and asked me to get in. I told him I

would not get in the car and he said that I had to. I got in the car and Fr. Paquin

¯ s~id, ;’I’m sorry. You~ father told me to do that because he Wanted to know if

you had any gay tendencies." We said nothing else to each other all the way

home.

8. When I got home my parents asked me why I had come home so

early and I told them exactly what happened.



9. My father, John, died last year. Several years ago he told me that

after I told my parents what Fr. Paquin had done, he called Fr. Roche, the pastor

of our Church, who told him to immediately come down to the rectory. My

father told me tlqat Fr. Roche told him that, before he said anything about the

incident, he wanted my father to read a little note. It said "Fr. Paquin

abused/fondled your son." My father said he asked Fr. Roche how he knew

what had happened and Fr. Roche said he had received other complaints about

Fr. Paquin. My father asked him whether he would call the police. My father

told me that Fr. Roche responded to him by saying "Don’t you have enough

problems at home - - enough on your plate? Do you need more? Your son will

go on the witness stand and it will be his word against Fr. Paquin. It’s going to

be rough." My father told me that he did not pursue the matter further because

my mother was so sick. My father felt bad for years after that for having not

gone to the police that night.

10. My morn died that Christmas of1977. She had been bedridden for

mon4~s with cancer.

~ SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN UNDER THE PAINS AND PENALTIES

OF PERJURY THIS ]~ DAY OF JULY, 2003.

A~I~NY FA~LA



SUFFOLK, ss

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
OF THE TRIAL COURT
SUCV-2002-04554 T1
(originally filed in MICV-02-1169)
(consolidated with SUCV-2002-1296)

JOHN DOE,

Plaintiff,

RONALD H. PAQUIN and THE ROMAN
CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF BOSTON,
A CORPORATION SOLE,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN DOE
(Name Given to Defendant and Court)

I, John Doe, depose and say as follows:

1. For purposes of this Affidavit, I am being referred to as John Doe.

2. I was born in January 1976 in Danvers, Massachusetts and I come from a

broken home. By the time I was five years old, my parents were divorced and I visited

my father every other week while I lived with my mother in Danvers. I moved from my

mother’s apartment in Danvers to my father’s home in Haverhill in 1987. I was about 11

years old at that time.

3. I was introduced to Father Ronald Paquin ("Fr. Paquin’) in June or July of

1987 by a friend of mine, who was’an altar boy at St. John’s Parish in Haverhill. St. John’s



was located less then a mile from my father’s house.

4. I was given twenty dollars by Fr. Paquin for the tasks we performed the

first time I went to St. John’s.

5. Fr. Paquin seemed very friendly to me and he began to take me for ice

cream and "long walks at Hampton Beach. He encouraged me to come to him with any

problems or issues that I was dealing with and he began to buy me clothes when we went

on trips, as well as other gifts, like a boom box radio and shoes.

6. In 1988, Fr. Paquin began to talk to me about psychology and sexuality and

he asked me if I masturbated and how it affected me.

7. Fr. Paquin asked me to consider him a father figure and I did. He always

wanted me to hug him and kiss him on the cheek when I first saw him. He would talk

about being comfortable with my sexuality and how it was not a bad thing to have an

erection. After a time, he persuaded me to allow him to just rub my groin area. Then he

began to touch my penis and would ejaculate me by masturbation. Fr. Paquin then began

to perform oral sex on me. This would happen in his car and on trips to New Hampshire

and elsewhere. I continued to see Fr. Paquin for any problems I had.

8. In 1989 we went to Mount Mansfield. Sexual incidents happened there. We

also went to the Killington Resort in New Hampshire and Lake Placid, where sexual

incidents also occurred. We visited Sunday River in Maine and while we were there, Fr.

Paquin put his mouth on my penis ,and he masturbated me with his hand.



9. In 1990 Fr. Paquin went to Maryland. He said it was to go to college to

become a hospital chaplain. While he was away, Fr. Paquin sent me letters and some

money~ When he returned, he contacted me and we continued our relationship,

including the sexual parts of it. We even went to Canada together and had sex there.

10. In 1991, we went to Nantucket together a few times, including the summer

of 1991. We stayed at The White Elephant in a room together. I was 15 years old at that

time. Fr. Paquin performed oral sex on me and masturbated me.

11. We went on a few camping trips in tents. I remember one occasion in New

Hampshire at a camp ground where my parents had been visiting. We went to Pine

Acres in Raymond, New Hampshire in July of 1991 and also in August of 1992. I

remember getting there and putting up the tent and the staking out the ropes we used to

tie down the tent. We got a fire started and sat down and had some beers and talked. We

finally decided to go to bed on Fr. Paquin’s blowup mattress. I just wanted to go to sleep

because I was exhausted from the day. Fr. Paquin reached over and started to fondle my

pen~s. I pushed his hand away and told him I did not want him to touch me. Fr. Paquin

asked me why. I tried to explain that I didn’t want to do that. Fr. Paquin said fine and

rolled over away from me. I decided to roll over on my side away from him. A few

minutes later Fr. Paquin rolled back over and tried to grab my penis again. I rolled over

on my stomach and placed my two hands on myself to cover my penis so that Fr. Paquin

would not be able to touch me. Fr. Paquin then took my legs and spread them open. I



tried to keep them closed but Fr. Paquin was able to get his hand in between and under

my legs as I lay on my stomach. Fr. Paquin then reached up and was able to get to where

my hands were covering my penis. I clenched my penis hard so Fr. Paquin could not get

through. Fr. Paquin then started to fondle the underside of my testicles and tease the

spots that were exposed. I continued to keep my hands on my penis. Then Fr. Paquin

got forceful and moved my hand out of the way and grabbed my penis and started to

pump fast. I had been erect previously from him teasing my testicles. I became

frustrated that Fr. Paquin was continuing these motions and gave in and allowed him to

masturbate me for about a half a minute. I was on my back. Fr. Paquin then began to

orally suck on my penis. He continued to do this until he could tell I was close to orgasm

and then he finished off with his hand. Each time I tried to not allow the sexual event to

happen, Fr. Paquin would say it was not a problem at first, but when it became nighttime

and we were lying near, he would always start with the massaging and it would

eventually end up in coerced sex.

12. In 1991 or so, Fr. Paquin lived in Lincoln, Massachusetts on Lincoln Road. I

remember he lived there after he got back from Maryland. I went there on several

occasions to visit Fr. Paquin. I went in his room one time. It was a small room

overlooking the driveway. It was a Church and a rectory. It seemed small compared to

the other churches I had seen. One time, in Fr. Paquin’s Lincoln bedroom, the only time I

had been in that room, Fr. Paquin made attempts to massage my genitals. I remember

4



trying to move his hand off of me. I remember Ft. Paquin trying to make me become

erect as he had done in the past by just keeping his hand on my genitals and just wiggling

really fast and massaging me. I had moved him away and nothing was said verbally

about the incident. That was the only time I remember being in that room in Lincoln.

Most of the time while Fr. Paquin was living in Lincoln, he would drive up to Haverhill

to see me.

13. In 1992 - 1993, I remember Fr. Paquin moved to Milton, Massachusetts. It

was a white mansion in a well-to-do section of Milton. There was a long driveway that

forked halfway down the drive to the side of the house, or to the front of the house.

There was what seemed to be a lot of land. I remember Fr. Paquin and I would go in his

bedroom there and watch movies. On a few occasions in 1992 - 1993 1 stayed over in the

Milton mansion with Ft. Paquin. I remember Fr. Paquin would tell me Co just stay in his

room if I wanted food. I remember feeling awkward about this because everywhere else I

had ever been I was able to get up and get my food or drink as I pleased. Fr. Paquin

would tell me to just stay in his room and he would get the food downstairs in the

kitchen. I did meet some of the priests there. Fr. Paquin would tell me when there was

no one in the house and say that was a good time for me to come over so we would not

have to worry about some of the priests there. Sexual events did happen there. I

remember on two occasions lying on Ft. Paquin’s bed watching television. He would

start as he always did. He walked over to me and massaged my feet and then worked his



way up to my penis, and then the sexual acts began. I guess I knew it was coming

because he was shutting the blinds in the room. I remember this happening two times.

They occurred sometime in 1993. Fr. Paquin eventually held a job in Milton at a CVS

store down the street. Fr. Paquin said that he thought a lot of the pries_ts in that mansion

seemed to be weird and crazy, and that he stayed away from them. Fr. Paquin told me

how they had meetings downstairs in that mansion. I did not know what those meetings

were for. I remember Fr. Paquin was on one end of the mansion in the beginning when

he lived there. If you are looking at the mansion from the front where you drive in from

the driveway, he was on the right side in the beginning in a large room with an adjoining

bathroom. Later, he was moved to the opposite side of the house. Both rooms had easy

access to doors to the outside. The second room I remember Paquin living in at the

Milton mansion was just above the side door where the side driveway came to. In 1992 I

had a Honda Interceptor motorcycle which~Fr. Paquin bought for me and I used

to drive to visit him in Milton. More often than not, however, Fr. Paquin would come to

pick me up in Haverhill and bring me over to l~is house. My parents had allowed me to

go wherever I wanted to go with Fr. Paquin. In 1993 1 could slee~ over at my girlfriend’s

home (my current wife). So it became increasingly easier to do as I wished as I became

older and had a vehicle to move about in.

14. I eventually went and spoke to the State Police about Fr. Paquin. The Essex

County District Attorney brought charges against him for what he did to me and he pled



guilty. He is now in prison for these crimes.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO UNDER THE PENALTIES AND PAINS OF

PERJURY THIS ~ DAY OF JULY, 2003.

JOHN DOE
(Name Appended)

\ \ bososrv01\ 85489v01
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What happened first? Strike that.

Did Father Paquin leave to go to

Toronto sometime after your meeting with Bishop

Hughes?

He told me. I don’t even know when he went.

At some point did he leave the parish to go?

Yeah, he had to. I didn’t miss him, though. I’m

not being fresh.

No, I know. But up until that time, as I understand

it, would Father Paquin be here all the time and say

mass on a weekly basis and assist with parish

activities?

Yes.

So was there a period of time after the meeting with

Bishop Hughes that he wasn’t around to do that

because he was gone?

Could have been his day off, you know.

How long did he go up to Toronto for?

I don’t know.

You don’t remember?

Don’t remember.

Who told you that he was going to Toronto?

He did -- oh, no, not going. I didn’t know he went.

So did anyone from the Archdiocese let you know what

DEPOSITION OF REVEREND FREDERICK E.    SWEENEY
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was happening as it related to him going to Toronto?

No.

Did anyone follow up with you on the heals of the

meeting with Surette and young Bill Burnes to tell

you what was happening and what they had learned?

No.

Were you given any documents regarding a meeting

between Burnes and Surette and anyone from the

Archdiocese?

No.

At some point were you advised that Father Paquin

was going to be removed from Haverhill and

reassigned?

Bishop Hughes just said he has to be transferred --

no, he has to leave Saint John’s. Nothing else

specific was said. Just he has to leave here.

All right. And then.was he in faqt sent someplace

else?

To a hospital.

Where?

Suitland, Maryland.

Were you told why?

I only know that because he gave me his address.

He did, okay. If you know, was Father Paquin

DEPOSITION OF REVEREND FREDERICK E. SWEENEY
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CAI1DINAL°S RESIDENCE
21OI COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTB O21YI~

May 25, ].988

Reverend John M. Pieardi, Jr.
Saint Rnn PaEleh Rectory
60 P~oepeot gtreet
Gloucester, HA 0L930

Dea~ Father Pieardl:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel SI)ard of the Archdioceee,
I am ending your appointment as Pa[ochial vicar at Saint A,n
Parish in OIoucester. I am appointing you ae P~£ochial Vicar at
Saint Hichaei Parish in Bedfo£d, The effective date of this
eoucee of action is June 28. 1988.

I am conEtdent that you will render fine p~testly service to the
people of God in Saint ~lchael Parish.

Please ~end written notification to ~oeU~evecend Robert J. Ba.k8o
V~car £or Administration and Reverend Jame~ J. ~cCarthy0 Clergy
Personnel Dicector. indtcattnq that you have received thie letter.

With my warmest personal regards and my blee~ing upon you a.d all
~hom you serve so well. I ~emain.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

~rchbt~hop of Boston"~

PICARDI~JOHN M.
1.0022



MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

REz

Cardlnal Law

Father McCormack

February 6, 1992

Reverend John Plcardl

John PIcardl and I had a good meeting followlng the one he had with you.
I arranged for him to meet with Dr. Groves and for him to contact Abbot
Matthew around a retreat. He saw Dr. Groves once. Dr. Groves cannot see
him for another few weeks. He ha~ arranged to see Abbot Matthew for a
retreat beginning March 2.

Since then, John spoke to me and asked for permission to make arrangements
to enroll In a program with Monsignor Andy Cuslck at Seton Hall
University. I told him that it would be okay to talk wlth him, but he
could not make arrangements for any programs untll after he had finished
his retreat and had seen Dr. Groves several times. This was my
recommendation as well as yours. There could be no ultimate resolutlon
about his leaving Bedford or entering a program untll he had the
opportunity to see a psychiatrist and have a retreat. Be thought that it
was okay to leave as of March I.

3o Since then, hls pastor, Mark Sheehan, came to visit me. He describes John
as feisty and angry at times. He would become embroiled in arguments with
parishioners. He seems sad and troubled at times and becomes overly
invested in short-term ralatlonshIps. He thinks John physlcally Is not in
good health, he smokes a great deal.

At the Same time he spoke glowing of John being a talented priest who does
wonderful work in the parish.

He tee.mends that John receive some help in a residentlal program. He
thinks"there Is a lot going on within John that needs to be addressed.

I have made an appointment to see John next Wednesday to discuss future
efforts on his behalf and his assignment at St. Michael*s. My sense Is to
agree with Father Sheehan and John that he should come out of St.
Michae1*s as of March.l or as early as possible afterwards. John is
extremely a~xlous and for some reason or other does not want to stay there.

This is for your update. I will let you know more about this when you
return.

If you have any questions about this, please give me a call.

Many thanks.

OBM:mo’l
4131M

Bishop Hughes PICARDI, JOHN M.
1.0030



MEMORckNDUM

TO: Cardinal Law

FROM: Father Mcl

DATE: February 25, 1992

RE: Rev. John Picardi, St. Michael’s, Bedtbrd

Following my meeting with Father Picardi on February 12th. [ talked with both Dr. Groves and
Monsignor Andy Cusack. The tbllowing is a summary.

Father Picardi needs to call his own shots at this time. He needs to be in control. I think this
attitude reflects our ’culture’ as well as his own personal anxiety.

John realizes that his emotions are nearly out of control. He wants to enter into a program
that will be both scripturally and psychologically based.

He wants to make a change in his life. He t~els he cannot do it here where people have
certain expectations of him - be it the family or the parish. He thinks he needs to be away to
accomplish the need to change.

He visited both Dr. Groves and Monsignor Andy Cusack. He appreciated his interview with
Dr. Groves but prefers Monsignor Cusack who. in his eyes, has both a theological as well as
a psychological base.

Summary of Dr. Grove~:

He thinks John has not been acting out but needs space and autonomy to deal with internal issues
which are bubbling within him. He sees him as one *oo is possibly on the brink of acting out. He
d~cribes him as a ’spoiled child’ who always needs praise. He needs a place where people can soak
up his ’anger’. He needs to reflect and grow. He says let him go to Seton Hall.

Summary of Monsi~or. Cusack:

He ~ee~. Father Picardl as ~n ’emotional mess’.
he is on the brink of doing so.

He fears John could be acting out privately. If not,

He sees John as one who fears that if he doesn’t do something now, something negative will happen
to him and his priesthood.

Monsignor Cusack r~ommends the following program tbr John:

Takes a few special courses at Seton Hall these next few months.
Live in the community of Father Benedict Groeschel. Meet with Father Groeschel tbr
spiritual direction weekly.
Meet with Monsignor Cusack in therapy weekly.
Spend an hour in prayer before the Eucharist daily
Possibly do weekend ministry in the area.
Take the five week Summer Institute program at Seton Hall on Priestly Life and Ministry.

PICARDI, JOHN M.
1.0033
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Observations:

I. ! am not very. knowledgeable about Monsignor Cusack’~ personal expertise. He seems to run
a decent summer program. He has some standing as a spiritual and psychological guide.
Right now John places great confidence in him.

2. John is ve~" determin~l and is fearful he is going to burst in some way. Theretbre. he needs
’ some structure and a supportive setting. Yet, at the same time. because of his personality, he

needs some space and autonomy to flow.

Be released from his assigrmaent at St. Michael’s, Bedford as of F-~ and placed on sicl~
leave. If Abbott Matthew agrees, be permitted to enter into a program with Monsignor Cusack
following his retreat with Abbott blatthew the week of March Ist.

The program he develops with Monsignor Cusack be written down and signed by John and
Monsignor Cnsack and that it be reviewed with Father McCormack in April and in the first part of
June. If it is determined he should continue in the program, it should be the Summer Institute at
Seton Hall. Toward the end of the Institute program, he should contact me about his readiness to
return to ministry.

JBM:ah

PICARDI~ JOHN M.
1.0034



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

ARCHDIOCESE OF ~L)~TON
RECEIVED

OH-|GE OF
MINISTERIAL pERSONNEL

Reverend 0ohn M. Picardi. Jr.
Saint Michael Parish Rectory
90 Concord Road
Bedford, MA 01730

February 29, 1992

Dear Father Picardi:

I am Writing to advise you that upon the recommendation of Reverend John B.
McCormack, Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, I am ending your assignment as
Parochial Vicar at Saint Michael Parish in Bedford and I am placing you on
Sick Leave. The effective date of this course of action is March 2, 1992.

I realize that at this polnt it is Imposslble for you to attend to the
concerns which you have and which we spoke about and at the same time be
available to care for others and their needs. It would be my hope that this
action which relieves you of parish responsibilities would also relieve you of
any stress that might arise from feeling obligated to duties which a~e
impossible to fulfill at this time.

It is my understanding that you are working out a program With the assistance
of Monsignor Andrew Cusack of Scion Hall University. I would ask that the
details of that program be approved by Father McCormack and would likewise ask
that you work out details for maintaining contact with Father McCormack during
this period of time.

Please be assured that you have my prayers and my full support. If there is
anything which I am able to do for you, please do not hesitate to call on me.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and all whom you
serve so well, I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop o£ Boston

PICARDI, JOHN M.
1.0037



PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

~ Reyerend John picardi
Holy Trinltv~ Monast~i~. La~chmont. New York

Avril 6. 1992

Reverend Benedict Groes~liel telephoned to report about Ft. Picardi.

1. He is seeing Philip Gu.erb!, MD, for’th©rapy, He suggested that he ,provide the
psy~chiat~ric anit psychological evaluation rather than St. Luke.

2. He thinks that John was near a nervous breakdown, that is, an acute emotional
stress reaction. He has been shaken right to the ground.* He is well involved in
therapy.

3. He is open with Ft. Benedict.

4. He has sexual identity confusion.

5. There is no deep homosexual pattern.

6. He would not be surprised that within a few months he would be ready to return
t6 active ministry.

Ouestions:

~ .~ 1. Are we going to have Dr. Guerin do the evaluation rather than St. Luke? I said
¯ ~ yes.

2. Is it okay for him to return to. Boston to do parish ministry? Would the

~.~,,~ ~" .,~ archdiocese want Fr. Picardi to serve temporarily in a diocese such as Orlando or
.~’~ ~.1~~’" Venice, Florida?

c~.~.~,~;~o’~. Is ~still angry? Is he in a litigious stance?

JBM:mo’l
~4445M

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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transcript of handwritten note of ACH - 8114/92
document #14

1. He wanted:
- help in getting counseling
- to know results of H1V testing

- a letter acknowledging that the report had been made and that we are
committed to doing anything necessary to keep same activity from
happening again.

- to know circumstances ofJ. Picardi’s departure from St. Ann,
Gloucester and [ ? ] before assignment at St. Michael, Bedford.

2. I told him I would check on the first and third

3. I indicated two could be possible only if an agreement to bring issues to a
dosure

PICARDI, JOHN M.
1.0093



MINISTERiAl. PERSONN~L

August 25, 1992

.~RCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
212 ! COMMON~CEALT~ ~VE’~Ufi

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSF~TTS
~6171 254-0100

Reverend John Picardi
Trinity Retreat House
One Prysr Manor Road
Larchmont, NY 10538

Dear John:

I Just tried to reach you and was not successful. I thought I would drop you
a line to let you know the details of the assessment that Z have arranged for
you. This is in case I do not reach you be telephone today or ~omorrow.

Arrangements have been made with the Brief Evaluation Program at the Institute
for Living, 400 Washington Street, Hartford, CT 06106. The person I have
spoken with is carol Steam. The �onsultation service is headed by Dr.
Bridburg. ~he telephone number is (203} 241-6905.

The assessment will take place on September 3-4th. It begins at 8:30 a.m. at
the Institute. Arrangements have been made for you to stay overnight at st.
Thomas Seminary in Hartford. You are encouraged to stay there the evening of
September 2nd so that you can be at the Institute at 8130 in the morning. You
may contact Irene Ronan at (203} 242-5573 for de~ails about the arrangements.

I hope that these days go well for you. I will keep you in my prayers. If
you would llke to arrange the blood test we talked about recently to take
place at the Institute, I can arrange that as well.

I look forward, to talking wi~h you after the report o~ the assessment, John.
If there is anything else I can do for you, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

Reve             . McCo~mack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PICARDI, JOHN M.
1.0099





pERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

R¢~,~rend Jolm Picardi

October. 1992

Father Zazella, Director of the Clergy Personnel for the Diocese of Patterson, New
Jersey, telephoned to say that the diocese would be open to receiving Father Picardi for
priestly ministry. I reported that Cardinal Law has agreed to have him s~rve there for one
gear.

I then infoianed him of the background of Father Picardi:

1. He admits to a sexual incident with an adult male in Florida. He is described as
being impulsive, immature and insensitive to the feelings of others,

2. He has a need to present himself in the best light. Due to this, he has a tendency
to avoid addressing the negative factors in his personality.

3. When he thinks others do not understand him, he tends to withdraw.

I recommended that Father Picardi be placed with a pastor who is mature and who will not
be intimidated by his immaturity or impulsiveness.

JBM:mo’l
5141M

PICARD|, JOHN M.
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CARDIhlAL’S RESIDENCE

~’101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS O213~

ARCH01OCESE O~" r~uSTON
RECEIVED

OFFIC£ OF
October 26, 1992 MINISTERIAL PERSONN£L

Most Reverend Frank J. Rodimer, D.D., J.C.D.
Diocesan Ceste£, Diocese of Paterson
777 Valley Road
Clifton, New Jersey 07013

Dear Bishop Rodimer:

I am writing at this time to advise you that I have written to Reverend John
M. Picardl, Jr., a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston, granting him
permission to serve with your kind permission for a period of one year in the,
Diocese of Paterson.

This decision was made in light of conversations which have taken place
between Father Thomas Zazzella your DirectOr of Clergy Personnel and Father
John B. McCormack our Secretary for Ministerial Personnel.

Please be assured of my profound gratitude for your willinqness to receive
Father Picardi. I think we all feel strongly about assisting these young men
to persevere in the commitment they have made to follow the Lord. Sometimes
that leads us to have to also depend upon one another and I am truly grateful
for your understanding in this matter as well as that of your advisors.

Should any questions o[ concerns a[Lse during this period of time please feel
free to contact me personally or to speak with Father McCormack who will
Continue to maintain contact with Father Picardi.

With my abiding appreciation for your assistance and support in this manner,
remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop of~

cc: Rev. John B. McCormack

PICARDI, JQHN M.
1.0135



Fruit Street
BOSton, Hassachu~etts 02114

Dear Ned:

Enclosed is a copy o~ t_he roporU made by the Institute
of Living regarding Father John Picardl. Yon will noUe

numbers that I asked for some undershanding in our
telephone conversation the ohher day.

I am also enclosing a psychological evaluation that
was made about John In the late spring. It might add to
your understanding.

¯hanks for your inUerest and assistauce, Hod. I look
for~rard to hearing from you.

JB~:mo’l
5556~
Enclosures

Reverend John Be HcCormack
Secretary for ~inlsterlal Personnel

PICARDI, JOHN
1.0168



Archdiocese of Boston
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

M E M O R A N D U M

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Cardinal Law

Father McCormack’)~

April 6, 1994

Father Picardi has been serving in the diocese of Paterson for about a year and a half to two years.
Pr~t0us tO that, he hhd been in spiritual direction while living at Father Benedict Groeschel’s retreat
ho~e in Westchester, New York. Currently he is serving in St. Margaret of Scotland Parish in
Paterson, New Jersey.

Recently, he telephoned me and then wrote a letter. It concerns his request to continue serving in the
diocese of Paterson, New Jersey. The reasons he offers to support his request are the following:

1. He has both personally and as a priest developed positively these past couple of years.

Much of his development is due to his regular meetings with Father Benedict
Groeschel, Dr. Philip Guerin and Reverend Eugene Fulton. Dr. Guerin is his
psychotherapist and Father Fulton is his spiritual direction.

Encouraged by his counselors, he thinks it is in his best interest, both personally and
as a priest, to continue serving in the diocese of Paterson.

After speaking with Bishop Rodimer, he learned that the Bishop is open to his
request. It would involve a change of assignment to a full-time position with a long-
term commitment of about five years for the purpose of incardination.

He is grateful for all that the Archdiocese has done for him these past years. He finds it painful to
ask but would appreciate if you, Cardinal Law, would be open to letting him serve in the diocese of
Paterson with the view of incardination. He thinks that this is best for him.

He has asked to meet with you and asked me to visit him within the next year or two to 1p~rn how his
situation is and how beneficial it is for him.

Recommendation: That you grant him permission.

I have not had a chance to ask him about arranging for Bishop Rodimer to write a letter to you saying
that he is welcome to serve in the diocese. Would you raise this with or would you want me to do
after you meet with him?

JBM:ah
PICARDI, JOHN M.
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CARDINAL’S R E$1DENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Juse6,1994

./’(’ ~,f ’)", <,

ARCHDIOCESE O1- t3US’I’L)I~I
RECEIVED

JUN 9 199~;
OFFICE OF

MINISTERIAL PERSONNEL

Most Reverend Frank I. Rodimer, D.D., J.C.D.
Diocesan Center, Diocese of Paterson
777 Valley Road,
Clifton, New Jersey 07013

Dear Bishop Rodimer:

After recent conversation With Father John M. Picardl, ~Ir., a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston who has been
serving with my permissioha~t-~,~o[It’~ in the Paten:s-on Diocese since November of 1992, I am writing to indicate
that ! am extending my permission for his continued service and assignment in the Paterson Diocese provided
you are in agreement.

Father Picardi is very appreciative of the welcome which has been extended to him and has indicated to me that
he has found his time there to be both fmitfi~l and enjoyable. For those reasons he seeks to continue to minister
there. I have indicated to him that he has. my permission to remain on assignment there and as well my
permission to explore the possibility of incardination at some fiiture point if he wishes to do this’and if’your
Excellency is open to this possibility. Without being hasty in this regard, I would think that it is important for
him to settle and to feel that he belongs to the presbyterate era diocese whether that be Boston or Paterson. If
at some future point he asks to be considered for incardinatlon and is’accepted I would appreciate being made
aware of the acceptance.

May ! again express my gratitude to you and to the priests of your diocese, especially to Father Zaz.zella, for
your understanding support and welcome of Father Picardi. I know lie is most grateful and I want to assure you
that ! too am most grateful for the fraternal care being extended to this priest of’Boston.

With my warmest personal regards and my appreciation for your assistance and support in this matter, ! remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

cc: Reverend John B. McCorrnack

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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Archdiocese of Boston
Asdstant to the Secretary for I~nisterial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Bernard Cardinal Law

Rev. Brian M, Flatiey

March 25, 1995

Rev. John M. Plcardi
Appointment, Wednesday March 29 at 4:45 P,M,

Father Picardi is coming home on Tuesday. He has an appointment with you on Wednesday at 4:45 P.M.
This is the situation:

Father Picardi left the Archdiocese in March of 1992 after a homosexual experience with an adult, who was
a youth leader in the parish, He went to Father Groeschel’s Retreat House from March to October of 1992,
at which time he was given permis~on to minister in the Diocese of Paterson, New Jersey He has
ministered there successfully since.

In January of this year, an allegation surfaced in New Jersey that Father Picardi touched a young child in
an improper way in the schoolyard of the Padsh School where he was stationed at the time. Father Picardi,.
vehemently denies the allegation, and is supported by the Pastor of the Padsh, and by Msgr. Zazzella, the
Clergy Personnel Director for the Diocese of Paterson, who is Father Pk;ardi’s former Pastor.

The case had to be reported to the District Aitomey. The District Attorney called the Bedford Police
Department, Saint Michael’s In Bedford, and here, Iooldng for Information. In the cour~ of their
investigalion, they learned that "a couple" of anonymous calls had been made to the Bedford Police
concerning Father Picardi and children. I do not know where the information came from= There are no
records at the Bedford Police DepadmenL There has been "talk". Msgr. Zazzella called on March :~, t995’
to report that it seemed that the prosecutor would not pursue the issue. The parents of the child did not
want Father Ptcardl punished - "defrooked" is the word he used,

On Fdday March 10, Msgr. Zazzella called to say that the parents of the child have agreed not to pursue
this matter only if the Diocese will agree not to give Father Picardi another assignment. Father Plcardi saw
Bishop Rodlmer on Friday, and told the Bishop that he has decided he cannot live under this cloud. He
intends to step away from minisby for five years, and would like to talk with you first, and then with me.

I called Father Plcardi, and he returned my call. He appreciates the fact that this is a very sedous situation.
He is ready to talk and listen, but is not willing to ~et this case deride his future. He.has a/ready been
assessed, but will go through another assessment if we require it. If you need more details of the case, I
will be happy to provide them.

Page 1
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Picardi memo March 25, 1995
Page 2

March 21, 1995: I talked with Father Picardl today, and his atlJtude is completely different. He has hired an
attorney, and Is going to fight this. He would still like to talk with you. He suggested you might want to call
him, He is staying with fdends: Donna and Tom Chiappa (201-539~)465). Meanwhile, you (,Cardinal Law) "
.c~,,led, and I filled you in o.n the situation. You were concerned that B!shop Rodimer be aware of what is
gi~lng on, and said that you were not anxious to talk wi~ ffa{her Picardi over ~te telephone, but want him to
come home and to talk with you and with me and with Father O’Raherty. I relayed this Information to
Father PicardL He said that Msgr. Zazzella is aware of the situation, so he Is sure that Bishop Rodimer is.

Saturday, March 25, 1995:
Father PIcardi called this Week, and asked me to make the appointment with you. In the course of my
conversation with the you (Cardinal Law), you asked if Father Picardi was aware of the anonymous calls.
did not know. I called Father Picardi this morning and informed him of the reports, He naturally is up~et
and confused. He asked what his future was. I asked what he has in mind. He is angry and upset - says
he wants out, but that he Is Oot trained.for anything. I told him that although we do not act on anonymous
calls, in light..of the New Jersby dtuation, these calla take on new importance. He responded. "I know thaL
I’m nbt :StUl~l~".

He knows that you are aware of the anonymous allegalJons, My recommendation is that you listen, but do
not encourage him In regards to future ministry, As vague as all of this is, we would be subject to
tremendous liability if he were working around children.

Copy: Reverend Msgr. William Murphy
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PATERSON DIOCESAN CENTER
777 VALLI~y ROAO

CLIFTON. NEW JI~RSI:Y 07013

t2O ! ) 777~8818

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Hatch 29, 1995

His Eminence Bernard Cardinal Law
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Coramonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Cardinal Law:

As you know by now, Father John Picardi who has been with us in
the Diocese of Paterson for 2 1/2 years, has planned to ask for a leave
of absence so that he can discern God’s will for him. He started off
well when he came to Paterson. Monsignor Zazella, who is our Personnel
Director, was his pastor while he was in St. Margaret’s, Morristown, and
he speaks highly of John.

Unfortunately, John didn’t do as well in his second assignment,
and, in fact, was accused of an improper action which I’m inclined to
doubt he actually performed. We were required to report it to the New
Jersey Division of Youth and Family Services (DYFS), and to remove John
from his assignment. Our Chancellor, Monsignor Tillyer, has informed
John that the State of Mew Jersey Institutional Abuse Unit has verbally
advised the Diocese that it formally objects to John receiving any
Church assignment ever again in the State of New Jersey where he would
have any possibility of contact with children. Obviously, they conclude
he did what he was accused of doing.

This whole thing has been hard on John and I have tried to support
him in any way I could. However, I think his decision to take a leave
of absence is a good one.

With best wishes for the Lord’s blessings, I remain

Respe.ctfully in christ,

Host ~ev. Frank J. Rodimer
Bishop of Paterson
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PATERSON DIOCESANCENTER
777 VALLEY ROAD

May 2, 1995

Mr. Joseph Whelan, Investigator
Division of youth and Family Services
Institutional Abuse Investigation Unit
100 Hamilton Plaza, Suite 803
Paterson, NJ 07505

Dear Mr. Whelan:

You had requested that the Diocese of Paterson supply you with a report on the current
status and employment of Rav. John Ptcardl. Your request was an outgrowth of your
investigation of an incident which allegedly occurred at Holy Spirit School in Pequannock
on January 13, 1995 and which allegedly involved Father Picardi.

Based upon your investigation you informed me verbally by phone that the position of
DYFS’s Institutional Abuse Investigation Unit to the Paterson Diocese is that Father Picardi
should never again be assigned by the Church to any position in the State of New Jersey
where he would have any contact with children.

Father Picardi had been serving as Parochial Vicar of Holy Spirit Parish since June 10,
1994. He is an incardinated priest of the Archdiocese of Boston and he was sewing in the
Diocese of Paterson pursuant to permission granted by his Ordinary, Bernard Cardinal Law,
the Ar.chbishop of Boston.

Father Picardi no longer has any ties or commitment t~ the Diocese of Paterson. He has no
assignment of any kind from the diocese and no assignment of him will be made by the
Diocese of Paterson in the future.

All future clerical assignments of Father Picardi are under the jurisdiction of the
Archdiocese of Boston. Any service by him as a priest within the Archdiocese of Boston
or anyplace else would be subject to the approval of his Archbishop so long as he remains
an incardinated priest of that Archdiocese.

Any further inquiry regarding Father Picardi’s status may be addressed as follows:

Reverend John B. McCormack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135 PICARDI, JOHN M.
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Mr. JosephWhelan
page 2
May 2, 1995

Nothing contained herein Should be construed as constituting a judgment by the Diocese of
Paterson concerning the,allegations about the January 13, 1995 incident.

Rev. Msgr. Herbert K., Tilly,,e~ !./ "
Ghancellor. ~, ~    ~ ~ "

Reverend John B..McCormack, Archdiocese of Boston Secretary
for Ministerial Personnel

Paterson Diocese Priests Personnel Office
Diocesan A~torney of the Paterson Diocese
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CHRISI"lhlE TODD WHITMAN
Governor

The Most Reverend Frank J. Rodimer
Bishop of Paterson
Pater~an Diocesan Center
777 Valley Road
Clifton, blew Jersey 07013

May 12, 1995

WILLIAM WALDMAbl
Commissioner

Re: An Allegation of Sexual Abuse Concerning
Holly Spirit Schoo 

Pequannock, on January 13, 1995
(IARI ~ase #95-0104)

Dear Bishop Rodimer:

It is the responsibility of the Division of Youth and Family Services to investigate all child abuse and
neglect referrals as outlined in N.LS.A. 9:6-&11. On lanuaty 25, 1995, the Division’s Northern Regional
Investigation Unit received an allegation of sexual abuse at the above named facility.

An investigation was conducted. Sexual abuse was unsubstantiated with concern~ regarding the actions of
Father John Picardo, h’~ accordance with the child abuse/neglect statutes of the State of New Jersey.
Genital contact occurred. The actions of Father Picardo were determined to be unjustified~’mapproFiat~
placing Jacqueline at some unnecessary and undue risk of harm. Specifieally, the credible evidence
indicates Father Picardo placed his hand on ~bttttocks area over her skirt for one to two
seconds and then lifted the child’s skirt below the level of her buttocks.

An administrative concern arose during the course of this investigation. The evidence indicates that the
facility administrator, Sister Marie Antonelli, failed to immediately report this matter to the Division, as
required by New Jersey statute.

Appropriate remedial/corrective action was taken at the time of this investigation; Father Picardo removed
himself fi’om parish duties and will not be assigned to parish duties in the Diocese of Paterson now or in
the future.

If you have any questions regarding this finding, you may contact this office at (201) 977-4060, Monday
through Friday, between t,_he hours of 9:00am and 5:00pro.

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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Under the state confutentiality statute, NJ.&A. 9:6~&lOa et s~, ., re£orts and records concerning child abuse
and neglect are confutentiaL In accordance with the statute, however, we can release information to you to
help ensure that proper care, treatment or supervision is provided not, only to the specific child or du’Idren
involved here, but to all children under the care and supervision of this facility. In conjunction with the
provision of proper care, thi~ information may be used in any investfga- dons or disciplinary actions you
may fred necessary.

The law requires any agency or person receiving such informaU’on to preserce its confident~ and it
provides .for criminal penalties for anyone violating its provisions. Therefore, when conducting apl~roptiate
investigations and disciplinary actions, steps shouM be, taken~ to !imt, t a~’,.cess to persons necessary to the
investigation, or disciplinary action, The materials and the bifotmation contained herein may not be
disclosed to the public or to the press either directly or as part of any otherwise public records or
proceedings.

c: .~t~. John B. McCormack, Secretary for
~’Minlsterial Personnel
Archdiocese of Boston

Sgt. Kevin Loughman, Supervisor
Morris County Prosecutor’s Office

Asst. Regional Supervisor
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CH.~JST1N£ TODD WHITMAN

DEPARTMENT OF Hut~dq S~RV~CES
DMSlON OF YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES

CN 717
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0717 Commissioner

PATRIOA BAIJ~SCO- B,,~
Director

Reverend John Picardi
85 Fairmount Avenue
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Re: Review Gf IAIU Case 95-0104
Holy spirit School

Dear Father Picardi:

Per your request I have received the above named case and
concur with the finding of unsubstantiated with concerns.
Specifically the concerns were that you placed yottr hand on a
female child’s buttocks area over her skirt and then lifted the
child’s skirt below the level of her buttocks. These actions
placed the child at some unnecessary and undue risk of harm since
they were deemed to be non-accidental in nature.

The decision to assign yo~ to duties which would keep you from
direct access to children was a mutual decision made from our
recommendations and a concurrence by the diocese.                  -

This review is considered a final agency decision. Should you
wish to appeal this matter further you may do so by contacting the
Appellate Division of the New Jersey Superior Court, Hughes Justice
Complex, CN 006, Trenton, New Jersey 08625, (609)292-4822.

I trust this information has been helpful to you in clarifying
the findings of our agency.

Sincerely,

Susan Manion, Administrator
Institutional Abuse
Investigation Unit

SM:det
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Bishop Frank Redirect
Paterson Diocesan Center
777 Valley Road
Clifton, NJ 07013

August 8, 1995

Dear Bishop Rodimer,

I hope that this letter finds you well and getting some relaxation. It has been a very busy summer
for me, I am still job hunting with no end in sight. The job market is very fight at present. I want
to first thank you once again for your time and support through what has been a most difficult
time in my life. Your personal belief in me has been a continual means of strength and courage. I
am writing to you in order to keep you informed of my situation as it now stands. I have been
working with Adolph .G011ueeio on my case. Since the alegation of sexual abuse was
unsubstantiated, DYFS only issued a recommendation that I not work directly with children.
When my attorney questioned DYFS on this recommendation they told him that it specitieally
applied to three situations; my ability to adopt, become a foster parent or run a day care center.
Again, according to Mr. Galhccio, it is only under these circumstances that these files would be
opened again. His feeling at this time is that there is no legal restriction prohibiting me from
working as a priest. Mr. Galluccio has also stated that DYFS would reject any application for a
hearing into this matter due to the fact that there is no finding of guilt and therefore, nothing to
argue against. The bottom line is that although they found me "not guilty," they are treating me
as ifI were. Mr. Galluccio feels that this situation can happen largly due to the climate of the
times that we find ourselves in. In.his letter, Mr. Gnlluceio also expresses a concern of the
"possibility for criminal charges being filed against me." He is concerned that by continually
attempting to fight this finding they may attempt to get back at me by "going public" with the
situation in order to cause me embarrasment. Due to the present findings in the case as it stands,
he finds this poss$ility slim, but he feels that I need to be made aware of this situation. I have
enclosed a copy of his letter to me in order that you can read it for yoursel£

When we last met, you expressed to me your openness to my working in the diocese. I also
realize that other realities since that meeting could have changed your feelings on this matter. I
write to you now to ascertain your present feelings on this matter. I am also trying to discover
the position of the Archdiocese of Boston in this matter as well. Please be assured that I am
willing to entertain what ever the requirements you and the diocese would need in order that you
would feel confident in placing me back into a parish. I am also in no immediate rush to return to
work. Personally I feel the need to work through the many emotions that have been affected by
this situation. I fiflly intend to focus on this during my present requested year leave of absence
from the Archdiocese. The three years that I have worked in the diocese were key in helping me
to maintain my heath and it is because of this fact that I have a primary desire to work here.

I have also been meeting with Benedict Groechel. He is also very interested and supportive of
me. He is most willing to talk with you or one of your delegates to discuss this situation. It
would be my hope that through him, the diocese and the archdiocese will be able to form some
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tiype of program for me that would be agreeable to all parties involved.

I also realize that my return to working in the diocese may no longer be a possibility. I want you
to assure you that I will understand if your feelings lean in this direction. The present situation

¯ has also taught me to be a realist! I realize that my request is not an easy one, but I also feel that
it is important enough for me to ask. I hope that you understand this. Once again, I thank you
for all that you have done for me. My time in the diocese will always be a cherished memory and
a catalyst of hope for the future where ever I may ultimatly end this journey.

In Christ,

’
John M. Picardi, Jr.

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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Reverend Brian Fiatley
Chancery, Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135-3193

Augusi 8, 1995

Dear Bdan,

Sorry that I have not been in touch for a while, it has been a very busy summer for me. I am still
out looking for a job, with no luck in sight. I have also been working with my lawyer, Adolph
Gallueeio on my case. Enclosed you will find a copy of his most recent letter to me. According
to Mr. Oallueeio, the alegation of ~sexual abuse was found to be unsubstantiated. DYFS issued a
recommendation that I not work directly with chil&en. When my attorney questioned DYFS on
this recommendatinn they ,told him that it specifically applied to three situations; my ability to
adopt, become a foster parent or run a day care center. Again, according to Mr. Gallueeio, it is
only under these circumstances that these files would be opened again. His feeling at this time is
that there is no legal restrictions prolu"oiting me from working as a priest. Mr. Gallueeio has also
stated that DYFS would reject any application for a hearing into this matter due to the fact that
there is no finding of guilt and therefore, nothing to argue against. The bottom fine is that
although they found me "not guilty," they are treating me as ifI were. Mr. Gallueeio feels that
this situation can happen largly due to the climate ofthe times that we find ourselves in. In his
letter, I~. Galluccio also express.es a concern of the "Possibility for criminal charg~ being filed
ag;~iust me." He is concerned that by continually attempting to fight this finding they may attempt
to get hack at me by "going public" with the situation in order to cause me embarrasment. Due to
the present findings in the ease as it stands, he finds this possibility slim, but he feds that I need to
be made aware of this situation. This would place me in an even worse quagmire, one that I do
not wish to place myself, the Archdiocese of the Diocese of Paterson into.

I know that you are well aware that before I was granted permission to work in the Diocese of’
Paterson that I went through two testings. One of these was through my counsdor, Dr. Gue.rin
and the other one was

of these tests and the unsubstatiated report from DYFS in New Jersey, I am
a bit perplexed as to why I should have to go for further testing. I would be very willing to go for
further testing ill had been found guilty of any accusation or even if there was a charge made
against me. While you have told me according to Boston’s policy, any new accusation requires
new testing, does this not presume some type of guilt found? I guess that my question is; what is
the policy when no guilt has been found and no charges will ever come of the situation? Is this
not the situation that I find myself in? I am also well aware of the fact that at present, I am unable
to return to work as a priest. I need to work through the many emotions that this present
situation has obviously touched upon so that ill were to return to active ministry that I will not
carry with me any negative emotions that would adversly affect my ministry. I am presently
working with Ft. Gene Fulton in this area.
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I have also been meeting with Fr. Benedict Groechel, he too is a bit perplexed by the situation. I
would be very open to the both of you discuss’rag what would be the best road for me to follow in
order for me to one day find myselfln a position to return to full and active ministry. When I met
with Benedict, I discussed with him my hope that you would contact him in order to discuss with
him,the expectations of the Archdiocese and the best way that this can be met. He is most willing
to speak with you on this matter.

Regarding the two anonomous acusations against me, I honestly feel that they come through
Father Mark Sheehan. I do not make this statement lightly. In light of our history together, I feel
that it would be difficult for me to contact him personnally to discuss this matter. I also feel that
it would not be beneficial to the situation. I do feel that an appropriate person ~om the
Archdiocese could asscrtain this information in a manner that would be far more appropriate and
professional. Your help in this matter would be greatly appreciated. I also feel that this is a
matter of justice. Despite my feelings toward Mark, [ honestly believe that if these accusations
come from my time in Bedford, be they rooted in truth or not, that the testing which took place
aRer the accusations should cover the questions raised by these acusations. Your feelings on this
aspect could al~o be discussed with Benedict when the both of you discuss my situation.
I look forward to hearing from you directly or through Benedict on the matters that I have raised
in this letter.

As usual, I have also sent Cardinal Law copies of these letters and I also include the letter that I
sent to him. I also have sent a letter to Bishop Redirect to keep him abreast of the situation. I
have sent Cardinal Law a copy of this letter. Bishop Rodimer also received a copy of Mr.
Galluccio’s letter. I have done this in a large part dud to the fact that when I last met with him he
did express a desire to reasign me in the Diocese if the situation changed in any way. While it
would be my primary deske to return to Paterson to work due to my personal experience of the
health that I have maintained while working there over the last three years. Cardinal Law also
expressed this fact when you and I met with him in the chancery office. I also realize that this
option could be closed to me. Again, I realize that any immediate return to ministry is out of the
question at this time. As always, I am deeply appreciative of your support and concern for me.
Thanks again for everything.

John M. Picardi, Jr

PS: As of the mail today, I have not received my check for July. I am sure that this is just a
clerical error that can be easily straightened out.
Secondly, I am presently renting a rooms from an older woman from my parish in
Morristown. Her name is Doris O’Neill. The phone number is: 201-539-0887. The address
is: 49 Sylvan Drive Morris Plains, NJ 07950
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geverend Brian Flatley
Chancery, Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, .MA 02135-3193

August 8, 1995

Sorry that I have not been in touch for a while, it has been a very but summer for me. I am still
out looking for a job, with. no luck in sight. I have also been working with my lawyer, Adolph
Galluccio on my case. Enclosed you will find a copy of his most recent letter to me. Accordin~
to Mr. Galluccio, the alegatlon of sexual abuse was found to be unsubstantiated. DYFS issued a
re~mnieadation that I not work dk~ly with children. When my attorney questioned DYFS on
this recommendation they told him that it specifically applied to three situations; my abifity to
adopt, become a foster parent or run a day care center¯ Again, according to Mr. C.r~lluccio, it is
only under these circumstances that these files would be opened again. His feeling at this time is
that there is no legal restfictious prohibiting me from working as a priest. Mr. Oalluccio has also
stated that DYFS would reject any application for a hearing into this matter due to the fact that
there is no finding of guilt and therefore, nothing to argue against. The bottom line is that
although they found me "not guilty," they are treating me as ifI were. Mr. Galluccio feels that
this situation can happen largly due to’the climate ~fthe times that we find Ourselves in. In his
litter, Mr. Galluccio also expresses a concern of the "Posa’bilityfor criminhl charges being filed "
against me." He is concerned that by continually attempting to fight this finding they may attempt
to get back at me by "going public" with the situation in order to cause me embarrasment. Due to
the present findings in the case as it stands, he finds this possibility slim, but he feels that I need to..
be made aware of this situation. This would place me in an even worse quagmire, one that I do
not wish’to place myself, the Archdiocese of the Diocese of Paterson into.

I know that you are well aware that before I was granted permission to work in the Diocese of ~O
Paterson that I went through two testings. One of these was through my counselor, Dr. C-uerin ~
and the other one was tlu’ough The Institute for Living in Hartford,

in New Jersey, I am

a bit perplexed as to why I should have to go for further testing. I would be very wilHn." g to go for
further testing ifI had been found b~dlty ofany accusation or even if there was a charge made
against me. While you have told me according to Boston’s policy, any new accusation r~lukes
new testing, does this not presume some type of guilt found? I guess that my question is; what is

~-th~p-o~c~-W~ ~og~l~ ha~ b~en foi~l ~d no cliarges ~ ever come 0fthe ~ttiafi6n7 Is this ........
not the situation that I find myself in? I am also well aware ofthe fact that at present, I am unabl~
to return to work as a priest. I need to work through the many emotions that this present
situation has obviously touched upon so that ill were to return to active ministry that I will not
cam] with me any negative emotions that would adversly affect my ministry. I am presently
working with Ft. Gene Fulton in this area.
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I have also been meeting with Ft. Benedict Groechd, he too is a bit perplexed by the situation. I
would be very open to the both of you discussing what would be the best road for me to follow in
order for me to one day find myseffin a position to return to full and active ministry. When I met
with Benedict, I discussed with him my hope that you would contact him in order to discuss with
him the e~ectations of the Archdiocese and the best way that this can be met. He is most willing
to speak with you on this matter.

gegarding the two anonomous acusations against me, I honestly feel that they come through
Father Mark Sheehan. I do not make this statement lightly. In light of our history together, I feel
that it would be difficult for me to contact him personnally to discuss this matter. I al~o feel that
it would not be beneficial to the situatio~ I do feel that an appropriate person from the
Archdiocese could assertain this information in a manner that would be far more appropriate and
professional. Your help in this matter would be greatly appreciated. I also feel that this is a .
matter of justice. Despite my feelings toward Mark, I honestly believe that if these accusations
come fro~ my time in Bedford, be they rooted in truth or not, that the testing which took pla~e
after the accusations should cover the questions raised by these acusations. Your feelings on this
aspect could also be discussed with Benedict when the both of you discuss my situation.
I look forward to heating from you directly or through Benedict on the matters that I have raised
in this letter.

AS usual, I have also sent Cardinal Law copies of these letters and I also include the letter that I
sent to him. I also have sent a letter to Bishop llodimer to keep him abreast of the situation. I
have sent Cardinal Law a copy of this letter. Bishop Rodimer also received a copy of Mr.
C-alluccio’s letter. I have done this in a large part due to the fact that when I last met with him he
did express a desire to reasign me in the Diocese if the situation changed in any way. While it
would be my primary desire to return to Paterson to work due to my personal experience of the
health that I have maintained while working there over the last three years. Cardinal Law also
expressed this fact when you and I met with him in the chancery office. I also realize that this
option could be closed to me. Again, I realize that any immediate return to ministry is out of the
question at this time. As always, I am deeply appreciative of your support and concern for me.
Thanks again for everything.

Sincerely,

John M. Picardi, Jr

PS: As of the mail today, I have not received my cheek for July. I am sure that this is just a
clerical error that can be easily straightened out.
Secondly, I am presently renting a rooms from an older woman from my parish in
Morristown. Her name is Doris O~’/eill. The phone number is: 201-539-0887. The address
is: 49 Sylvan Drive Morris Plains, NJ 07950
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Bernard Cardinal Law
Archbishop of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135-3192

August 8, 1995

Your Eminence,

I hope this letter finds you well and enjoying the summer. It has been a very busy summer for me.
~While I am still job hunting, there seems to be no end in sight! I will keep plugging though.
Enclosed you will find copies of two letters, one that I sent to Brian Flatley and the other from
my lawyer. As you can see, I have basically reached a dead end and am a bit perplexed as to what
to do next. I hope that by my expressing my honest feelings and concerns to you that some type
of program canbe set up that is ~micable 4o all can be reached, The fact of the matter is that as I
co~ttinue my job search it seems to only convince me of my vocation as an active priest. I also
realize that the many questions raised by my situation must be resolved and that this will take
time, time that I am willing to spend. While I still wish to continue my leave of absence for the
year, I wish to direct a greater part of my energy towards a return to full and active ministry. An
openness on your part to this posibility would then change my job focus as well. I have also
written to Bishop Rodi[ner and sent him a copy of Mr. Galluccio’s letter. Enclosed you will find a
copy of this letter. Your feelings and per~spective on this matter would be extreemly helpful to
at this time. Thanks again for your time and interest.

Sincerely, ~-- .~

John M. Picardi, Jr. ~
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Bernard Cardinal Law
Archbishop of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135-3192

August 8, 1995

Your Emineltce,

I hope this letter finds you well and enjoying the summer. R has been a very busy summer for me.
While I am still job hunting there seems to be no end in sight! I will keep plugging though.
Encloged you will find copies of two letters, one that I sent to Brian Harley and the other from
my lawyer. As you can see, I have basically reached a dead end and am a bit perplexed as to what
to do next. I hope that by my expressing my honest feelings and concerns to you that some type
ofprogram can be set up, that is amicable to all can be reached. The fact of the matter is that as I
continue my job search it seems to only convince me of my vocation as an active priest. I also
i’ealize that the many questions raised by my situation must be resolved and that this will take
time, time that I am willing to spend. While I still wish to continue my leave of absence for the
year, I wish to direct a greater part of my energy towards a return to full and active ministry. An
openness on your part to this posibility would then change my job focus as well. I have also
vaitten to Bishop godimer and sent him a copy of Mr. Galluccio’s letter. Enclosed you will find a
copy of this letter. Your feelings and perspective on this matter would be extreemly helpfi~! to me
at this time. Thanks again for your time and interest.

Sincerely,              .

1ohn M. Picardi, Jr.
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

To: Fathe Brian Flatley

From: Father Richard Lennon

Re: Reverend John Picardi

Date: September 26, 1995

I am writing in response to the Cardinal’s request that you discuss Father Picardi’s request to the
Bishop of Pater~n, Most Reverend Frank J. Rodimer, that he conduct an internal Church
investigation of the allegation of sexual abuse made by a parishioner of Holy Spirit Parish,
Pequannoch, New Jersey.

Having reviewed the file, it is my considered opinion that the Cardinal not_.qLg!3~ the authorization
requested by Bishop Rgdimer for him to open the investigation.

The reason for this opinion is that I see no beaefit to such an investigation for either Father
Picardi to work in New Jersey nor for the Church; in fact, opening such an investigation runs the
real risk of negative fail-out both for Father Picardi and for the Church.

I can only presume the reason for his requesting this investigation is in light of his lawyer’s letter
of July 31, 1995, wherein the lawyer advises Father Picardi that "the Diocese should either accept
or reject the allegations", It seems to me that this is not the fimdamental issue. Rather, Since
Father Picardi is a priest of the Archdiocese and s’mce an allegation was made, the Archdiocesan
Policy must be implemented, which indicates.the need for an assessment. Without such an
assessment in light of the allegation, and’pastincident and "reported other i~cidents", it would be
inadvisable for the Archdiocese to consider granting Father Picaxdl permission to exercise priestly
ministry either in the Archdiocese or somewhere else.

Thus, the requested investigation in Paterson should not be authorized; rather, efforts to have him
receive an assessment should be continued, so that a proper response by the Archdiocese can be
made vis-a-vis Father Picardi’s future as a pdest.

RGL:rw
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CAFIOINAL’S RESIDENCE

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

October I I, 1995

The Most Reverend Frank J. Rodimer, D.D., J.C.D.
Diocese of Paterson Diocesan Center
777 Valley Road
Cli~rt, New Jersey, 07013

Dear Bishop Rodimer:

In your letter of September 18, 1995 you state that with my authorization you are willing to have
the Diocese of Paterson conduct an internal Church investigation into the allegation of sexual abuse
concerning Reverend John M. Picardi, Jr., a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston who was serving
in the Diocese of Paterson at the time of the allegadon.

Having consulted with advisors here in the Archdiocese, I have decided not to authorize this
investigation. Please permit me to explain the reason for this decision. As a priest of the
Archdiocese of Boston, Father Picardi is subject to the Sexual Misconduct Policy of this
Archdiocese. That Policy calls for Father Picardi to undergo a medical and/or psychological
assessment before any decisions may be made regarding any future assigxLment in this Archdiocese
or anywhere else. Therefore an internal Church investigation in Paterson would not be
appropriate at this time, for it would not resolve the question of Father Picardi’s return to
ministry.

Father Picardi has been in �onversadon with Reverend Brian M. Fladey, my Delegate for these
matters, who has made Father Picardi aware that if he wishes to pursue the opdon to return to
priesdy ministry, he must agree to a medical and/or psychological as,5. essm.ent.

Again, I would like to express my gratitude to you for your help and support of Father Picardi.
With warm personal wishes, and asking God to bless you, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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TO:

FROM:

RE:

CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

Revel’end Brian M. Flatley

Bernard Cardinal Law

Reverend John M. Picardi, Jr.
Review Board Case # 67

I have reviewed the report and the recommendation of the Delegate and the
Review Board regarding Reverend John M. Picardi, Jr.

I accept the recommendation of the Delegate, and direct the Office of the
Delegate to Implement the recommendation.

Date:

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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Archdiocese of Boston
Asdstant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO: Bernard Cardinal Law

FROM: Rev. Bdan M. Flatf~

DATE: June 8, 1996

RE: Rev. John M. Picardi, Jr.

I talked with Father Picardi this morning and told him that you accepted the Review Board
recommendation. Would you please date the enclosed memo May 31, 1996.

Enclosed Is a copy of the letter I will send oUt on Monday. Father Plcardi is aware that it is coming.

I asked Father Picardi if we could set up a date to discuss the situation. He said he would rather see the
letter firsL

The Review Board recommendation co~nued ’l-le should be encouraged to continue in his therapy and to
continue to discern whether he should seek laicizatioR" We have decided that this Is a sugges~:~t rather
than par of the recommenda~on. I decided not to share It.with Father RcardL

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEAL]-H AVENUI~

BR~GHI"ON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135-3193
(6;7) 254 0100

June 10, 1996

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
Rev. John M. Picardi, Jr.
% Msgr. Thomas Zazella
Saints Cyril and Methodius Rectory
218 Aekerman Avenue
Clifton, New Jersey 07950

Dear Father Picardi:

As you are aware, as Delegate of the Archbishop l made a recommendation to Cardinal Law with
regard to an allegation of sexual misconduct which had been made concerning you. Having
determined that there ts reasonable probability that sexual misconduct with a minor occurred in
this ease, my recommendation was that you not be returned to parish ministry or other ministry
that involves minors. The Review Board recommended that the Cardinal accept my
recommendation.

Before making a decision on the recommendation, the Cardinal asked that the Office of the
Delegate make an attempt to interview the child involved in the incident. I am grateful to you for
granting permission for us to interview the child. Howeger, we’were not able to do so, because
the child’s mother would not allow it.

I write now to inform you that the Cardinal has accepted the Review Board’s recommendation.

As the termination date of your leave of absence approaches, Cardinal Law has directed me to be
in conversation with you about your future. Please give me a call to set up an appointment. I am
wiling to be of assis’,ance to you kn any way that I can.

These are difficult matters to resolve, John. You are always in my prayers.

Sincerely yours in Clu’ist~

Assistant to the Secretary
for Ministerial Personnel

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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July 9, 1996

Bernard Cardinal Law
Cardinal’s Residence
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135-3192

Your Eminence,

I have received the June 27th letter of Father Brian M. Flatley, in which he clarifies Your
Eminence’s decision about my status and my ministerial future. In that letter, Father
Flatley wrote, "It would, therefore, appear that this clarification concerning the content of
the Cardinal’s decision would serve as a response to your request for a reversal of that
decision." This being the case, I realize I need not wait for the full thirty days in which to
proceed further (as def’med in canon 1735).

While not wishing to increase your administrative burdens as my Ordinary and as the
Archbishop of Boston, I remain firmly convinced that this decision has placed an
unnecessary cloud over my good name and reputation, I hereby wish to inform Your
Eminence that I am utilizing the provisions of canon 1737 and initiating recourse to the
Congregation for the Clergy within the time parameters determined by that canon.

I am enclosing a copy of my formal appeal, which [ have sent directly to the Congregation
for the Clergy in Rome.

Sincerely in Christ,

Rdverend John M. Picardi, Jr.

cc: The Most Reverend Frank J. Rodimer, D.D.,
Bishop of Paterson

enclosure

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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CONFIDENTIAL
September, 1996

Chrono~10gy of contacts between Rev. John M. Picardi, Jr. and The Delegate

*January, 199~
Father picardi apparently indicated that he was having some emotior~spiritual hard times and was looking
for some relief.

*February, 1992:
Bishop McCormack met with Father Picardi, referred him for a psychiatric consultation and shortly thereafter
he was relieved of h~s assignment. This was based on his presenting issues of anxiety, frustration, etc.

*March 11,1992: (Bishop Hughes handwdttan notes)
Among other issues there is tile notation: "John raped~~llll~ in Flodda"

*March, 1992" (Bishop McCormack typed notes - Personal and Confide~al)                      .
Marcl~ 11 - "Mark Sheehan reported to Bishop Hughes that John Picardi had acted out sexually with a 29-

year old male named ~ll~htle on a tflpin FIodda. I~~�omplaJned to Fathe~
Mark Sheehan about this."

March 12 - "Bishop Hughes saw Father Picardi. He admitted to the incident and said it was his first time. He
is penitent."

BASED ON THI~ INCIDENT THE FOLLOWING ACTION WAS TAKEN:ACllON: o.. " ’ "TO HAVE AN ASSESSMENT
MARCH !3 o °1 MET WITH FATHER PICARDI AND ARRANGED FOR
AND APHYSICAL EXAM AT ST. I~IJKE’S INS] i~iJTE BEGINNING APRIL 26.1992_’

RCAB REDACTION
*March 19,1992: (Bishop Hughes hand-written notes

"Notes on conversation with ~
"Tdp to Flodda....drank heavity.....Jacuz;d...awakened by J.P. removing his pants....2nd time, he performed
oral sex...3rd time he had removed his pants~and att.emp, tcd. ,an~.sex;, he ejaculated...went to FL
Lauderdale...J.P. admitted he had raped~ (Empna~s aaaea/

*Undated note on Bishop Hughes stationery:
~ wa~s to pursue charges vs J. PicardL"

*September 18,1992: (Memo, Father McCormack to Bishop Hughes)
"1. He admits to being the aggressor. He was drunk. It was a single inddent."
Other comments follow about a l~eatm~nt plan with the’ con~lusion: ’:4. In light of the above, I" recommend
that he be given permission to take an assignmentin the New York/New Jersey area for one year."

*October 16,1992: (Bishop Hughes handwritten notes.)
~!~!~has spoken to at least three young people in the pa~ish and raised questions about J.P. Two
young men and one young woman have come and mentioned this. They have also reported J.P. to have
been tactile with them, but never genitally involved."

NOTE: FATHER P!CARDI REMAINED IN N.YJN.J, IN THERAPY AND SPIRITUAL DIRECTION,

*October, 1992: (Father McCormaclCs typed notes)
"Father Zazella...Diocese of Paterson, New Jersey, telephoned to say that the diocese woutd be open to
receiving Father Picardi for pdestiy minisky. I reported that Cardinal Law has agreed to have him serve there
for one year."

"October 26, 1992: (Letter, Cardinal Law to Father Picardi)
"...permission to serve for a pedod of one year in the Diocese of Paterson, N.J...effective date...November 1,
1992."

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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*February 22, 1993: (Memo. Father McCormack to Cardinal law)
‘1 support John’s request that he be allowed to continue an as~. g~ment at SL Magaret’s in Mordstown at least
Ihrough Ju~e of 1994."

’~arch 15,1993: (Letter, Father McCormack to Father Picardi)
"... I Spoke with Cardinal Law about your desire to remain in St. Margaret’s... He concurs with your
reque~"

*July 30,1993: Memo Father McCormack to Bishop Hughes regarding Father Picardi’s assignment in New Jersey.

NOTE: FATHER PICAROI IS NOW AT HOLY SPIRIT PARISH. PEQUANNOCK, N.J...(National ,C~thofi~

*June 6,1994: (Le, tter, Cardinal Law to Bishop Rodimer, Paterson New Jemey)
’1 am wdlirtg to indicate IP, at I am extending my permission for his continued sen~ice and assignment In the
Patemon Diocese provided you are in agreement."

*January 26,1995: (Memo, Father Deeley to Father Flattey)
- telephone call today from Monsignor Thomas Zazella
- became aware yesterday of an allegation made about Father John Ptcardi: touched a fdth grade gid at the

padsh school on the buttocks; gld herself did not know who did it, but her girlfriend claims that she
saw Father Picardi touch her.

- mother of the gld became aware of this and reported it to the school pdndpal.
- schoof principal and the pastor of the parish met with John;
~ he denies Ihat this incident occurred; they have found John believable.
- allegation had to be reported to the civil authorities of the State of New Jersey;, at this point there is a

preliminary investigation.
- The mother of the gid asked why a priest from Boston is working in New Jersey;, whether there had been

any allegation of sexual misconduct with a minor; the response was negative.

*March 3, 1995: (Memo, Father Ratley to file)
- allegation surfaced In New Jersey that Father Picardi touched a young child in an Improper way
- Father Picardi vehemently denies the allegation,
- case has to be reported to the Disldct Attorney. For the present, Father Picardi is staying with friends.
~ I told police Ihere were no allegations in our files concerning Father PIcardi and minors; on advice of the

Archdiocesan Attorney I declined tO answer whether there was anything else in file
- it seems that the prosecutor will not pursue the issue. The parents do not want Father Picardi punishe~ -’

"defrocked".
- prosecutor does have to turn it over to an agency that deals with institLl~onal abuse.
- Msgr. Zazella feels that it will probably not be pursued -

will probably be some resection of Father Picardi with regard to children,
it would be best if he did not go back to Holy Spidt Padsh.
Father Picardi has already made the dec{don to move.

~ The prosecutor mentioned that James Theophile, might s611 file a dvil suit. Neither Msgr. Zazella nor I are
aware of how the prosecutor found out about~

ACTION: AS A RESULT OF THE ABOVE REP_ORT AND AFTE!~ CONSIDERABLE DIALOGUE, FATHER
P!CARDI WENT TO ST. LUKE INSTITUTI~ FOR AN ASSESSMENT IN OCTOBER, 1995,

*March 25, 1995: (Memo, Father Flatley to Cardinal Law)
- Father Picardi left the Archdiocese in March of 1992 after a homosexual experience with an adulL
- went to Father Groeschel°s Retreat House from March to October of 1992,
- was given permission to minister in the Diocese of Paterson, New Jersey; has ministered there successfully

since.
- [recap of January events]
- Investigator for DA in NJ called Bedford Police, Saint N~ohael’s in Bedford, and here, looking for

PICARIDI, JOHN M.
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information, learned that "a couple" of anonymous calls made to Bedford Police regarding Father
Picardi and children. I do not know where the information came from.
no recerds at the Bedford Police Department "~here has been ’1a/k".

-Friday, March 10, 1995:
- Child’s parents agreed not to pursue case if the Diocese will not give Father Picardi another

assignment.
- Father Picardi told Bishop Rodimer that he cannot live under this cloud.
- He intends to step away from ministry for five years.
- He has already been assessed, but will go through another assessment if we require it.

- March 21, 1995:
- Father Picardi’s atlitud~ is completely differenL He has hired an attorney, and is going to fight this.

- March 25, 1995:
- Cardinal Law asked if Father Picalxfi was aware of the anonymous calls. I did not know~
- I informed Father Picardi of the reports.

He ls angry and upset He asked what his future was. I asked what he has in mind.
He say~ he wants out, but that he is not trained for anything.
I told him that we do not act on anonymous calls, but these calls take on new importance.
He responded. ’1 know that, I’m not stupid".

*April 1995:, (undated letter from Father Picardi to Cardina! Law)
- "your distress that I have been unjustly treated due to lack of due process gave me courage and hope."
- Advice of JMP’s attorney: unless there are charges made, that there is nothing that I can do to change the

present situation.
- Regarding the conclusions of DYFS "decision rendered by Ihem is pro forma and not unusuai." No way for

me or anyone else to discover the basis for the request that I not work directly with children.
- ’1 agree with your assessment of the situa~on: that there is a prejudice toward Catholic pdests; We are

presumed guilty, and in my case. without due process; that the Rodda situation greatly prejudiced
the case, even though, as you yourself stated, has nothing to do with the present slluaiJon."

* no ,cdminel charges against me at this time, nor will there be.
- I realize that this does not help me despite the fact that I am innocent and that both you and Bishop

Rodimer believe me, busts that mean a great deal to me.
- Since our meeting, I have been in contact with Brian Ratley a number of times.

he is verbally supportive; his insistence upon an immediate psychological evaluation disturbs me_
only been three years since my evaluation at The Center for Li~ng in Hartford, Conn.

- In order to regain my self-image and sensp, of worth, I request to be released from ac~ve ministry in the
Archdiocese on July 1, 1995 for a personal leave of absence for one year. I request that dudng this
year, I not live in a rectory or other ecclesia/environments. Tom Zazella and I have discussed the
possibility of shadng an apartment for over a year. I would like you to consider ~ possibility.

- I will look Into the possibility of ge~ng a job, not connected with pdedly ministry. There is a need for me to
look at other career possibilities in order to fully ascertain and be assured of my vocation. I ask that
you consider providing me with a living allowance to help cover the expenses I will incur until such
time that I am able to fend for myself. I will do my best to keep these expenses at a minimum.

*April 21, 1995 : Leave of absence granted by Cardinal Law

*May 12,1995: State of New Jersey Department of Youth and Family Services:
"An investigation was conducted. Sexual abuse was unsubstantiated with concerns, regarding

the actions of Father John Picardi, in accordance with the ddld abuse/neglect statutes of the State of New
Jersey. Genital contact occurred. The actions of Father Picardi were determined to be
un~uslifiedltnapprowiate, p/acing ~ll~t some unnecessary and undue risk of harm. Specifically, the
credible evidence indicates that Father Picardi placed his hands on ~buttocks area over her skid
for one to two seconds and then lifted the child’s skirt below the level of her buttocks."

*May 16, 1995: (Letter from Bishop Rodimer to Cardinal Law)
"Father John B. McCormack of your Personnel Office has received a copy of a letter from Alliso~

Black, Assistant Regional Supervisor of the New Jersey Department of Human Services, Division of Youth
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and Family Services regarding Father John Picardi. Fortunately, the finding was that there was no sexual
abuse; unfodunately, Father Picardi was found to be guilty o.f unjustified and inappropriate acEons. Note was
made of the;f~act that he will not be assigned to pa~shes in the Diocese of Paterson now o~ in the future. I
don’t know what John will deride after his yeafs leave of absence, but I am sorry that he won’t be coming
back to Paterson. I feel badly about thl~ because he has so many good qualities."

*August 8,1995 - (Letter, Father Picardi to Father Ratiey)
- DYFS found me "not guilty." they are treating me as if I were.
- I went through two tes~ngs. Both concluded that I was not a danger to children; recommended my return to

work with no stipulations.
- perplexed as to why I should have to go for further testing.
- Wl~ile you have told me according to Boston°s policy, any new accusation requires new tes~ng, does lids

not.presume some type of guilt found? I guess that my question is; what is the policy when no guilt
has beef1 fo~d~ and no c~arges will ever come of the situation?

- I aim also wel!’aware of the fac~ ~hat &t p~esent’ I am I.#qable to return to work as a pdesL I need to work
thro.u, gh the many emotions that this present situation has obviously touched upon so that if I were to
return to active ministry that I will not carry with me any negative emotions that would adversely
affect my ministry.

- I am very open to the both of you discussing what would be the best road for me to fo/Iow in order for me to
one day find myself in a position to return to full and active ministW.

- Regarding the two anonymous accusations: I honesl~y feel that they come through Father Mark Sheehan. I
do not make this statement lightly. I feel that an appropriate person from the Archdiocese could
ascertain this Information in a manner that would be far more appropriate and professional. Your
help in this matter wou~d be greatly appredated. I also feel that this is a matter of justice.

*August 21, 1995 - (Letter, Father Flatley to Father Picardi)
"When the Archdiocese of Boston learns of an allegation of sexual misconduct with a minor, its

Policy requires that a psychological assessment be arranged. Even though you underwe~ assessments
three years ago, our Review Board would ask for an independent assessment of your cta~rent p~ychologlcal
state. After that assessment, the matter would be presented to the Board f~" a recommendation to the
Cardinal as to future ministry in the Archdiocese. In light of reports both from the Diocese of Paterson and
the Division of Youth and Family Services of the State of New Jersey that no assignment of you will be made
by the Diocese of Paterson in the future, I am quite certain that the Review Board will not be v~]ting to
recommend that you be assigned in the Archdiocese of Boston.

As to your request that there be an investigation of matters revealed to or by the Bedford Police
Department, that investigation would have to come from a place other than here. Such an investigation
would be outside the pu~ew of this Office."

*September 18, 1995 - (Letter, Bishop Rodimer to Cardinal Law)
"Father John Picardi sent you a copy of his letter of September 6, 1995, requesting that I conduct an

internal Church investigation of the allegation of sexual abuse made by a parishioner of Holy Spldt Padsh,
Pequannock, New Jersey, where Father Picardi had been serving. I am willing to conduct such an
investigation if I have your authorization inasmuch as he is a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston. My plan
would be to appoint a three-person panel to conduct the process. I have warned John lhat lids may stir up
some problems since the mother of the alleged victim would have to be interrogated once again.

*October 11, 1995 - (Letter, response of Cardinal Law to Bishop Rodimer)
"In your letter of September 18, 1995 you state that with my authorizaf~on you are willing to have the

Diocese of Paterso~ conduct an internal Church investigation into the allegation of sexual abuse co~ceming
Reverend John M. Picardi, Jr., a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston who was solving in the Diocese of
Paterson at the time of the allegation.

Having consulted with advisors here in the Archdiocese, I have decided not to authorize this
inveslzgalJon Please permit me to explain the reason for this decision. As a priest of the Archdiocese of
Boston, Father Picardi is subject to the Sexual Misconduct Policy of this Archdiocese_ That Policy calls for
Father Picardi to undergo a medical and/or psychological assessment before any decisions may be made
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regarding any future assignment in this A~chdiocese or anywhere else. Therefore anirdemal Church
investigation in Paterson would not be appropriate at this lime, for it would not resolve the question of Falher
Picard~s return to mldstry.

Father Picardi has been in conversation with Reverend Bdan M Ratley, my Delegate for these
maltem, who has made Father P~cardi aware that if he wishes to pursue the option to return to pdestly
minisby, he must agree to a medical and/or psychological assessmenL"

*October 2,1995 - Father Flatley traveled to Larchmonk NY, to see Father Picard~"s therapists.
Father Groeschel’s conclusion was that Fathers Fulton and Groeschel should work with Father

Picardi on coming to terms with the fact that he will not be able to minister within the Archdiocese of Boston
again.

*October 11, 1995 - (Letter, Father Picardi to Father Flabey)
- Benedict and Gene have informed me that there is informalion in my file that causes concern because of

the way that I supposedly interacted ~ children in my previous assignments in the Archdiocese.
- This Information was never mentioned to me
-Msgr. Zazella asked Father John McCormack if there would be any problem assigning me to work t~at

would put me into contact with children.
-Father McCormack stated that there was no such concern addressed in my record.
- I would like to know why none of this Information was given to them or to me before ~is I~me.
-As a matter of justice and fairness In the review of the queslion of the possibility of retundng to minisby, I

request that you inform me of the specific questions and concerns. I also believe that I have the dght
to respond to these questions an~ concerns. I ask for this in light of the fact that the accusation
raised at Holy Spidt In Pequannock was found to be unsubstar~dated by DYFS of New Jersey and by
the prosecutors office of Morris County.

- Since I do not know the specific concerns that you have, I find it difficult to defend myself against these
corK:eros. However, it is with great confidence that | can state that I have never willfully acted in a
way that would be considered inappropriate with children.

- I believe in a Church that is just and compassionate al~d that will make derisions based on fact and not on
wesumptions or anonymous accusations. I have always been honest and direct in my
communication with the Archdiocese and I do not think it is too much to ask that I receive the same
courtesy. I will cooperate with you in any way that will dadfy the concerns you expressed to
Benedict and Gene at your meeting on October 1, 1995.

*October 17, 1995 - (Letter, Father Ratley to Father Picardi)
"This is to acknowledge your letter of October 11, 1995. As you are aware, I was not involved in this

minisb’y at the llme when you first wentto Larchmont. It is only s~noe the report in New Jemey that I have
reviewed your situation in detail.

As I mentioned to you in my letter of August 21,1995 the Policy of the Archdiocese of Boston
requires that you undergo a psychological assessment in light of the allegation made in New Jersey. If you
wish to pursue returning to ministry in the Archdiocese, this would be the required next step. A detailed
discussion of your situation would be appropriate after that step is completed. If you intend to pumue this
matter, please call me and I will an’ange for an inpatient assessment for you at Saint Luke Institute."

*October 27, 1995 - Father Picardi agreed to go to Saint Luke Inslitute - asked to meet with me.

*November 16, 1995 - Father O’Flahedy and I met with Father Picardi and Msgr. Zazella at Chancery to review

*November 24, 1995: (Letter, Father Picardi to Father Flatiey clarifications)
- Monsignor Zazella spoke about the climate Ihat exists in the Mords County Prosecutor"s Office: the

first Assistant Prosecutor in charge of the Sex Crimes Unit, Ms. Kar~n Keily-Weisert, made a statement to a
lawyer who was representing a priest of the Diocese of Paterson, that in her opinion, any priest who is
accused of misconduct is guilty and her office conducts their investigation with that attitude. Msgr. Zazella’s
point in relating this other situation was to bring out the fact that in spite of this anti-Catholic priest bias which
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present Vice Chancellor of the Diocese of Paterson, who resided at Our Lady of the Magnificat and had
dealings with the Andemon family. Sister Made Antonelli is the prindpal of Holy Spldt School, Pequannock
where the alleged incident occurred. She could shed light on ~famlly situation and more
impedardJy on how the alleged incident has Impacted her day ~--d~ I’~ng. It is a fact that when such
incidents occur that there is usually behavior changes, grade problems, etc. Sister would be able to confirm
if these realities are present in ~lllllll~life today or noL I was a bit perplexed by your indifferent response to
my request that these contacts being made, in light of Ihe fact that we are seeking after truth and that these
people could shed some objective light into the situallon. Once again I make the request that these people
be contacted, especially in light of the fact that Msgr, Zazeila recommends that these contacts be made as

Rnally, I must admit to being a bit corffused by your recommendalio~ and the Board’s
recommendation to the Cardinal that I not be returned to ministry. In our phone conversation on INs issue I
never received a full explanalion as to hOw you came to this decision and how the Board concurred with the
derision. I also do not understand what the Cardinal’s decision means or the reason(s) for It. I also request
that these questions be’fUlly explained tc me in wdling. I believe that I have the dght to know fully and to
completely understand derisions which will have an effect on my live. I am sure that you understand these
requests, which my advisors feel are reasonable to ask for."

*February 6,1996: (Letter, Father Picardi to Cardinal Law)
"Endesed please find a copy of my latest letter to Father Bflan Ratiey. I must admit to you that I am

a bit frustrated and feel that I am not being told everything that I should be being told. I ask for the possibility
of my queslions being answered in order that I can feel that I am being fully informed of all that is happening.
Thanks for your assistance in the matter."

*February 20, 1996: Memo from Sister RIta McCarthy to Father Flatley pointing out that the Anderson family is not
willing to allow their daughter to be interviewed in this matter.

*March 11,1996: Letter from Father Picardl to Cardinal Law listing Canons 1453, 1506, 1520, 1734,1 and 1737,2 as
having ’legislated concrete time parameters for certain matters and procedures of both a judidal and
administrative nature". Father Picardi was asking "that a derision be rendered by yourself as soon as
reasonably possible".

*May 24,1996: Memo from Sister Rita McCarthy to Cardinal Law reporting that she had used all ix~ssible avenues
to involve the ~~ln either allowing an inte~ew with their daughter or releasing the information
from the State~ Regarding Mm~ Sr. Rlta concluded that "it now seems that she has
no intention of cooperating,"

ACTION: FAIUNG AN oppORTUNITY TO INTERVIL=W THE CHILD. THE EAR(!_PR RECOMMENDATION OF
THE REVIEW BOARD WAS ACCEPTEI~;

*May 31, 1996: Cardinal LaWs decision based on the recommendation of the Delegate and the Review Board.
"The Board recommends that the priest not be returned to padsh ministry or other minisby that involves
minors. He should be encouraged to continue in his therapy and to continue to discuss whether he should
seek lalciz;atien."

*June 10,1996: Letter to Father Picardi to inform him of the above decision.

June 13, 1996: Letter from Father Picardi to Cardinal Law stating that he had not received the above mentioned
letter and that he would now "hereby formally inv(~ke Canon 1734, paragraph 2, asking you to reverse lids
decision."

*June 27, 1996: Letter from Father Flat~ey to Father Picardi clarifying that Cardinal Law accepted the
recommendation that Father Picardi "not be returned to parish ministry or other ministry that involves
minors." Father Picardi has asked in his letter that lhe decision that he "not be returned to any form of
ministry in the Church" be revexsed.

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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... is present in the Morris CountyProsecutofs Office. no charges were brought against me. If there had been¯ . suffident factual information, I would hav.~ had to be ,char, g~d wi~ a cdmP.     .,.., ;-; . .- .      ~. -_ .
¯- Since Jarluary 25, 1995 ! hay.e been fnJslrate~ ~,~th the inanity, to be treated. .,fal, ,d.y .and jqs. tiy. ,~ -

report is issued by DYI=S which carmot be ~halienge~d because therear~ r~ cdminal or ~ charges filed
against me. There was no credible evidence indicating that I acted in an Intentional way. My actions were
determined by DYFS to be unJuslified and inappropriate. Their repeal Is sealed and cannot be opened unless
there are charges filed. I feel like I am caught in a Catch 22 situalion.

- Anonymous reports are made against me which are given new importance because of the New
Jemey allega~on. I cannot respond to them because no one knows who made the reports ~o~ the specifics
attached to the reports.

~ In our meeling on November 16th0 you stated that the Review Board had the responstbli’~y to
protect the people of God. rm sure that I do,not have to remind you that I also fall into that category and
deserve to be ~eatad faidy and not,just I~t asid~ Because anonymous reports, allegations that cannot be
substantiated° and a diuat~on that is represented as, something that It was not,

- I am determined to dear up any doubts about my suitability for MidsW. I have been in contact with
’ a Canon Lawyer and he is contident that if we =ke my case to the Congregation for Clergy. I wi~ll receive a
fair and just headng. He believes that the Congregation will be an advocate for the rights of a priest even
when dvil authodlies deny those dghts.

ACTION: BASED ON THE INCIDENT REPORTED ON 1126195. AND FOLLOWING EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION.
i’liE CASE WAS SENT TO THE REVIEW BOARD.

*January 4,1996
Delegate and Review Board recommended to the Cardinal that Father Picardi not be returned to

parish ministry or other minlsW that involves minors. Recommendatio~ based on the New Jersey inddenL
Cardinal Law asked that an attempt be made to inten~iew the gld before he acts on the recommendalio~.

February 5,1996
"Father PIcardi called on February 5, granting perrn!,~,sion fer ,us to.interview~ He .

again asked that we Interview the other people involved. He followed up With a lette~0 with a number of
questions. He sent a letter to the Cardinal as well." (See Father Ragey’s ’lvlemo to File" of 2-21"-96)

*February 6,1996: (Letter, Father Picardi to Father Ratiey)am to in order have w e. oLo 
FebnJary 5, 19~. In
~ ~e ~leged ~c6m In my
~se f~ ~s request Is to ~n her re~lec~ of ~e all~ed ~ent ~at ~ed ~ J~W 23,
19~. It IS ~ my ~de~ ~ ~e ap~e ~el ~ ~e ~ese ~ Pate~ ~11 ~ ~ed
bef~e she ~ apw~ed,
effe~ on ~em. ~ I menaced ~ y~ ~ ~e p~e, I am a ~ ~r~exed ~ to ~y ~s ~ ~ d~e ~ a
year ago, as ~oce~n ~cy re~mme~s. I ~d ~ rec~ve.~ a~wer to ~s quew ~om y~ ~ ~e
ph~e, and at ~s ~me w~d request ~ a~wer in ~ng at yore ~die~ ~e~e~.

It is al~ my ~d~ ~at at
~gr. John CaKoll,
w~ch the~ive.
also my hope ~at ~IS ~ver~on ~li ~ s~red ~ ~e C~dinal. Msgr, ~zelia also suggested to you
~at you sp~k ~ Fa~er ~ ~d~ a~ Sister ~de ~t~d,, M.F~. in ~der ~at you ~li ~ess a
f~ler ~dem~ into
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*July 9, 1996: Letter to Cardinal Law from Father Picardi staling that he is "ulilizJng the provisions of Canon 1737
and intlialing recourse to the Congrega~on for the Clergy... I am endosillg a copy of my formal appeal.
which I have sent direclly to the �ongregali~m for the Clergy in Rome."

*JUly 15,1996: Father Flatley’s letter to Father Picardi indicating Cardinal Law’s receipt of his appeal to the
Congregalior) for the Clergy.

*July 24,1996: Letter from Father Picardi indicaling that "any financial assistance at this lime would be greatly
appreciated."

"July 31,1996: Letter from Father FlatJey to Father Picardi requesting his present address.

*Atigust 17,1996: Letter from the Co~]regation for the Clergy to Cardinal Law requesting his "obsentalio;~s on the

ACTION: AU~UST 20.1~96 - LETTER FROM CARDINALLAW.TO THE CONGREGATION FOR THE CLERGY
STATI~.G THAT.IN NO WAY HAS ANY RNAL DECISION BEEN MADE REGARDING HiS FUTURE AS
P~.~T". THE CARDINAL CON-~iNUES THAT HE DOE8 "NOT UNDERSTAND HOW HIS CANONICAl
RIGHT~ HAVE BEEN VIOLA

*August 29,1996: Letter from Father Flalley to Father Rcardi addressing the matter of financial suppod and
In~catlng that he Is recommenc~g ~ the Clergy Fund that you be p~ovided with the monthly stipend of
$9o0.

*September 3, 1996: Letter from Cardinal Law to Father Picardi staling his concern and hope that the "appeal to the
Cor~gregalJon of the Clergy... be resolved quickly’.
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Index of Documents from the File of
Reverend John M. Picardi, Jr.

Priest of the Archdiocese of Boston

1. 2/6/92 memo to Bernard Cardinal Law (BCL) from Reverend John B.
McCormack (J-BM)

2. 2/25/92 memo to BCL from JBM with handwritten addition from Most
Reverend Aired C. Hughes, Vicar General (ACED

3. 2/29/92 letter from BCL to Reverend John M. Picardi, Jr. (J-MP) ending
his assignment and placing him on sick leave

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

3/11/92 handwritten notes of ACH

undated (3/92?) memo to file of JMP summarizing recent events

3/19/92 transcript of handwritten notes of ACH

4/13/92 memo to ACH from JBM regarding treatment of JMP. JBM copy

ACH copy

undated note on ACH stationery

10. handwritten note to JBM from Reverend Thomas J. Daly (TJD)

11. handwritten letter to JBM from JMP 7/21/91 (must be 1992)

12. 8/15/92 psychological evaluation of JMP from Center of Family Learning

13. 8/25/92 letter from J-BM to JMP regarding evaluation at the Institute for
Living

14. 8/14/92 handwritten note of ACH regarding meeting with ~

15. 9/10/92 memo to ACH from JBM regarding HIV test; letter from JMP;
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.test results

16. 9/10/92 report from The Institute of Living, Hartford, Connecticut

17. 9/18/92 memo to ACH from JBM: summary and recommendation to
grant leave to minister in New York / New Jersey area

18. 10/16/92 handwritten note of ACH to JBM regarding rumors involving

19.

20.

21.

22.

10/92 memo to file regarding willingness of Diocese of Paterson, ]New
Jersey to accept JMP with full knowledge

’10/26/92 letter from BCL assigning JMP to Dibcese of Paterson for one
year. Accompanying letter to Most Reverend Frank J. Rodimer,
Bishop of Paterson. (F JR)

11/92 exchange of letters between JBM and Reverend Thomas J. Zazella,
Dirctor of Clergy Perso~nel, Diocese of Paterson (TJZ)

2/22/93 memo to BCL from JBM discussing extension of JMP’s term in
NJ

23. 3/15/93 letter to JMP from JBM regarding extension

24. 5-6/93 exchange of letters between JBM and TJZ indicating positive
status of JMP

25.

26.

7/30/93 memo to ACH from J-BM indicating desire of BCL to care
responsibly for men in similar situation to JMP

6/6/94 letter of BCL to F JR giving permission for JMP to stay longer in
Paterson

29.

3/4/94 memo to file from JBM regarding current status of JMP

3/17/94 letter to JBM from JMP requesting permission to stay in
Paterson with a view towards incardination

4/6/94memo to BCL from JBM recommending granting of request by
JMP for long-term assignment with a view of incardinating in
Paterson Diocese
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30. 4/8/94 copy of letter from Reverend Benedict J. Groeschel, C.F.R.
(BJG) to FJR summarizing psychological status of JMP

b~nning of material pertaining to New Jersey incident

3’1. 1126195 memo to Reverend Brian M. Flatley (BMF) from Reverend
Kevin J. Deeley (KJD) regarding news of an allegation of sexual
misconduct with a minor by JMP

32. 3/3/95 memo to the file from BMF indicating allegation and perception of
TJZ in Paterson

33. undated chronology of events from 1/13/95-3/21/95 by JMP

34. 3/25/95 memo to BCL from BMF summarizing file. First mention of
anonymous prior complaints involving minors

35. 4/6/95 memo to BMF from Reverend James J. McCarthy, Director of
Clergy Personnel, Archdiocese of Boston (JJM) suggesting a
course of action in keeping with policy.

36. 3-4/95 exchange of letters between BCL and F JR regarding a leave of
absence and perceptions of the situation

37. undated letter to BCL from JMP requesting a one year leave of absence
beginning 7/1/95

38. 4/20/95 letter to JMP from BCL responding to but not immediately
granting leave of absence

39. 4/20/95 memo to BMF from BCL granting authority to act while BCL is
in Rome

40. 4/21/95 letters to JMP from BMF and Reverend Monsignor William F.
Murphy, Vicar General (WFND, granting JMP a leave of absence
for one year

41. 4/2~1/96 letter to F JR from WFM to inform of leave of absence
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42. 512195 letter from Reverend Monsignor Herbert K. Tillyer, Chancellor of
the Diocese of Paterson to Mr. Joseph Whdan, Division of Youth
and Family Services, State of New Jersey indicating current status
of JMP

43. 5/5/95 leter to J~P from BMF outlining items to be included i-n three
month budget approved by BCL

44. 5112195 letter to JMP from State of New Jersey to inform JMP of
conclusion of investigators

45. 5/95 exchange of letters between JMP and BCL

46. 616195 letter to JMP from State of New Jersey regarding results of appeal
by JMP

47. 6/95 exchange of letters between FJR and BCL regarding status of JMP

48. 6/95 letters between JMP and BMF regarding monetary support; memo
to inform WFM of same

49. 6-7/95 exchange of letters between BMF and JMP; JM~ mentions further
appeal by him of decision of State of New Jersey

50. 716195 letter to JMP from BCL noting cooperation by JMP

51. 7111195 letter to BMF from JMP

52. 7131195 letter to JMP from his attorney, Adolph J. Galluccio

53. 8/8/95 letter to FLR from JMP

54. 8/8/95 letter to BMF from J1V[P

55. 8/8/95 letter to BCL from JMP

56. 8/21/95 letter to JMP from BMF explaining need for another assesment

57. 8122195 letterto JMP from FJ-R discouraging a return to Paterson

58. 1013195 memo to file of JMP from BMF detailing meeting with therapists
of JMP
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59. 9-10/95 exchange of letters and memos regarding an internal
investigation of the incident by the Diocese of Paterson

60. 10/95 letters to BMF from TJZ and his advisor in testimony to the good
character of J-MP-.

61. memo to file of JMP from BMF which reviews events

62. 10/11/95 letter to BMF from JMP

63. 10/17/95 letter to JMP to BMF requiring an assessment

64. 10/17/95 letter to BCL from FJR

65. 10/27/95 letter to BMF from JMP agreeing to assessment

66. 11/17/95 BMF summary to JMP of their conversation

67. 11/20/95 BMF letter to JMP detailing material to be provided to
treatment center

68. 11/24,28/95 letters between BMF and JMP; JMP contests some of his file
information

69. 12/12/95 evaluation of JMP from St. Luke Institute

70. undated additional notes, apparently from St. Luke.

71. 12/95 JMP requests Review Board action; BMF agrees.

72. 1/96 TJZ endorses JMP~s corrections (document 68); BMF replies

73.~ 2/6/96 letter to BCL from JMP

74. 2/21/96 memo to the file of JMP by B1MF regarding possible interview of
the child in New Jersey by Boston representatives

75. 3/11/96 letter to BCL from JMP asking haste, on canonical grounds

76. 3/19/96 memo from BMF to Reverend Monsignor Robert J. Deeley,
Judicial Vicar (RJD)
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77. 4-5/96 documents detailing unsuccessful efforts to contact mother of the
complainant for the purpose of interviewing the child

78. 5/24/96 memo to BCL from BMF

79. 5/31/96 acceptance of Review Board recommendations by BCL

80. 6/8/96 memo to BCL from BMF regarding contact with JMP

81. 6/10/96 letter from BMF to JMP regarding decision; with invitation

82. 6/13/96 letter to BCL from JMP invoking canon 1734, paragraph 2

83. 6/27/96 letter to JMP from BMF clarifying decision; with invitation

84. 6/27/96 memo to BCL from BMF discussing options

85. 7/9/96 letter to Congregation for the Clergy from JMP

86. 7/9/96 letter to BCL from JMP

87. Explicatio, Rationes, Expositio from JMP- undated

88. 7/15/96 letter to JMP from BMF acknowledging receipt for BCL

89. 7/24/96 letter to BMF from JMP requesting clarity on status

90. 7/31/96 response to JMP from BMF

91. 8/6/96 memo from BCL to Reverend Paul E. Miceli, Secretary of
Ministerial Personnel (PEM)

92. 8/20/96 letter from BCL to Most Reverend Dario Castriilon Hoyos,
Congregation for the Clergy (CFC)

93. 8/20/96 letter to BMF from JMP protesting actions

94. 8/29/96 letter to JMP from BMF in response

95. 8/20/96 letter to BCL from JMP with reference to document #93

96. 8/29/96 memo to BCL from BMF regarding response
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99.

100.

9/3/96 response to JMP from BCL

8/17/96 (rec’d 9/3/96) letter from CFC to BCL requesting further
information

9/16/96 memo to WFM from BMF regarding letter from CFC

10/30/96 memo to WFM from RID

101. 10/22/96 (rec’d 1116196) letter from CFC extending response time to
1/31/97
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CONGREGATIO
PRO CLERICIS

Vatican City, 28 January 1997.

Prot. N. 97000015

His Eminence
Bernard Cardinal Law
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton. MA 02135-3192
U.S.A.

Your Eminence,

This Congregation has recently received the materials you kindly forwarded us on
23 December 1996. We thank you for the information provided.

in order to study it properly it will again be necessary to extend the time frames for
resolution of this recourse until 30 April 1997, by which time we should be able to have
reached a decision in the matter.

Were Your Eminence to resolve the matter before this time with Father Picardi, we
would be extremely happy to learn of this outcome.

I take this opportunity to renew my sentiments of esteem and with every best wish,
I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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Re-examination of Case # 67
Apri~ 3, 1997

Reason for Re-examlnation:
Cardinal Law has continued to expr,~ess discomfort with the rccommenc~tion that this priest be

restricted to the extent that he is. He has asked that the case be re-examined. Iris opinion is reinforced
by that of Bishop W’flliain Mtuphy and Fr. Ridutrd Lelmon (Vice-Chancellor for Canonical Affairs) This
delegate believes that there is not enough evidence to make a sure determination in this matter.

Points to consider:
* there is nothing in the ptiest’s psychological assessment to indicate he is a threat to minors
* the conclusion of the civil authorities was that the claim against the priest was "unsubstantiated

with concerns"
* the above fimUn8 indicates that the civil authorities were unable to conclude that sexual

miseond.u~t oc~rred
* the decision of the Bishop not to resssign’the priest was based on an agreement with the

child’s parents, in exchange for which the matter was not pursued beyond the
finding of the civil authorltes (the decision of the Bishop does not imply guilt)

.* the nature of the incident does not suggest an action ~n~istent with the ordinary profile of
sexual misconduct. It was not proceeded nor followed by any special rehtionship to the
ohild. The incident took place within a large group in a public place.

* the child’s parents allowed the child to be interviewed by the ~ authorites and the church
authorities outside of Boston, but they did not allow her to be intex,~iewed by a
representative of the Archdiocese.

Recommendation of the Delegate:
Relying on the findings of the ~ authoxities, it seems imposs~ole to conclude that the priest

engaged in a~tivity which would warrant his being removed from parish ministry. I recommend that the
finding of January 4, 1996 be nullified, that the priest be free to return to parish ministry, and that hi~
direct superior in ministry be informed of the nature of this allegation.
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CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

To: Cardinal Law

From" Reverend William F. Murph~

Date: April 8, 1997

Re: Reverend John M. Picardi, Jr.

Your Eminence,
When the I~eviow Board met on Thursday, it revisited the ~se of Father Pieardi. After

careful consideration, they voted to rescind the finding of Ja~uary 1996.

BecauSe the Review Board failed to find adequate evidence for sexual misconduct with a
minor, the Archdiocesan Pofiey no longer applies to Father Picardi.

I spoke to him immediately after the meeting. Iris ~ response is gratitude. Regarding
his future, he feels that it would be too difficult to consider returning to a~dve priesthood in
Boston. He is interested in remaining in Phoenix, Arizona as a priest.

with him and Msgr. Zazella. Would you like to meet with John while he is here?
Ft. Picardi is coming to Boston on April 13, remaining until the 15tk I am having dinner
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OARDINAL’S R ESIDENCE
2101 ~OMMONWI~AL’FH AV~NU~

BRIOHTON, MAS~ACHUgET-rS 0213~-:3192

April 24, 1997

Most Reverend Thomas D. O~Brien, D.D.
400 East Monroe
Phoenix, AZ 85004

Your Excellency,

I am writing regarding a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston who is interested in se~ing the
Church of Phoen~

His name is Reverend John M. Plcardi, Jr. Father Picardi was ordained in 1983 and has served
the Church of Boston well There have been two incidents during his ministry which have caused
concern, however, and I want to apprise you ofthenx The first was an incident of homosexual
behavior with an adult who had accompanied Father Picardi on a trip to Florida. The behavior
was reported by the man and Father Picardi has expressed deep regret over the incident. The
Archdiocese of Boston arranged for Father Picardi to spend time in treatment as a result of this
incident and the reports ~om the facility were positive regarding his ability to return fully to
minisay.

Father Picardi did not return immediately to Boston, having sought permission to minister in the
Diocese of Paterson, New Jersey. While he was there, a twelve year old glrl reported that Father
Picardi had touched her inappropriately at the parish school Father Picardi maintains that his
hand brushed up against the girl while they were both part era moving crowd which had stopped
abruptly. The matter was investigated by the civil authorities. They concluded that the girl had
been touched but that it was impossible to say if the event constituted sexual abuse. Our.own
Archdiocesan Review Board has come to the same conclusion.

Father Picardi is free to minister within the Archdiocese’wlthout restriction. He would like to
begin his ministry again in the Diocese of Phoenix because he has had some recent experience
living there and sees the Church there as w~orant. He also feels it would be di~cult to re-establish
himself in Boston because of the difficult associations which have developed.

Father Picardi will be in Phoenix fi-om May 17 through May 30. ARer that he will begin a renewal
of several months at the Trinity Retreat Center in Larchmont, New York. ffyou are interested,
would it be possa’bh for you to meet with him at some point during his stay?

I would be willing to provide you with more information than a letter allows. The priest here who
is most knowledgeable about Father Picardi is Reverend William F. Murphy. He is my delegate
for matters pertaining to clergy sexual misconduct. You may wish to speak to hint

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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Thar~ you for taking the time with this request. I honestly befieve that Father Picardi has many
gi~s ~dt which to serve the Church. If you are interested in meeting with him, would you please
let ~u know?

Asking God’s blessings on you and those you serve so w~l~ I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ

PICARDI, JOHN M.
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THE ROMAN CATHOLIC

church of ph0 r  x
4~ ~ MONROE, PHOENI~ A~IZONA 8~4-~7~

TE~PHONE (~ ~57~o~0 ¯ F~
Office of lh¢ Bishop J~ [1, 1997

His Eminence
Bernard Cardinal Law
Archdiocese of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02135

Your Eminence,

I am writing in reference to Father John Picardi whom you have indicated has an
interest in serving in the Diocese of Phoenix. I had been in conversation with Father
John Murphy, your delegate, about him. I have met Father Picardi personally and
reviewed his situation. He was quite honest and open with me. He also was
interviewed by some members of our Priests Personnel Committee and by the Vicar of
Clergy who spoke with him on two occasions. I believe that Fr. Picardi showed no
reluctance to discuss his background and his interest in serving here.

Fr. Picardi made a favorable impression upon all of us and, as a result, I am willing
to provide an assignment for him here in the Diocese if you are still willing to give your
permission. He has leit Phoenix and has returned to Trinity Retreat Center for
counseling for the next few months. He indicated he will be ready for an assignment
some time in September or October of this year.

I hope this meets with your approval. I believe we have done our job with due
diligence here as best we can in this situation.

With cordial good wishes, I am

Faithfiffiy yours in Christ,

Most Rev. Thomas J. O’Brien
Bishop of Ph~)enix

cc: Rev. Thomas Zurcher, C.S.C.
Vicar for Clergy
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~ICAR GENERAL
MOOEI:tATOR OF "filE CURIA

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETIS 02135-3193
(617) 254-0100       FAX (617) 783-2947

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

TO: Reverend W’dliam F. Murphy
ATTN: Toni

FROM: Father Richard Lennon

RE: ~xpenses I~¢urred by P-07
C-19

lune 20, 1997

Reference your memorandum, subject as above, enclosed please find check in the amount of
$1,500.that you requested.

RGL:amk
Enclosure
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Cardinal Bernard F. Law - Day 2
2/3/2003
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT

CA 02-04628-TI

(Consolidated with CA 02-1296)
(Originally entered in

Middlesex County as

No. 02-0822)

PAUL W. BUSA,

Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, et al.,

Defendants.

THE SECOND DAY OF THE VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION

OF CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, a witness called by

the Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil

Procedure, before Kathleen L. Good, (CSR

#112593), Registe~ed Professional Reporter and
Notary Publgc in and for the Commonwealth of
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is something that can be done in the ongoing 10:27:57
spiritual life and therapy of this person would 10:28:01
be of assistance and he doesn’t present a threat,10:28:04
then I would think that he could function. 10:28:07
But you don’t know, Cardinal, as you sit here 10:28:12

today -- it’s only a presumption that there was 10:28:15

Page 24

1 Q Well, we’ve already gone through, you recall,10:30:29
2 Father O’Sullivan. We don’t need to go through10:30:32
3 that again. He went down to New Jersey. 10:30:34
4 A That’s correct. 10:30:36
5 Q Okay. We’ve also been through Father Bums. He 10:30:3(
6 was received from Ohio after allegations of 10:30:38

an assessment that was made about Father Picardi.10:28:17 7
You don’t have any personal knowledge of what 10:28:19 8
the -- whether there was one done or what the 10:28:21 9
results were? ! 0:28:23 10
Well, I can tell you what my understanding would 10:28:2411

have been that would have occurred and I can --10:28:29 12
Right. 10:28:32 13
-- refer to the records that you have put before

me that would certainly imply that that was in
fact done. But I can’t point to you the result
of that, no.                     10:28:46
Again, just to specifically focus, was Father

Pieardi, after he admitted to raping, according

10:28:33 14
10:28:37 15

10:28:39 16
17

10:28:47 18
10:28:49 19

to Bishop Hughes, JT, was he free to serve in the 10:28:52
Archdiocese of Boston or was he told that he had 10:28:56
to serve in another diocese? 10:28:58
He would not have been told that he had to serve 10:29:00

in another diocese if he could not have served    10:29:03
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I here. 10:29:07
2 Q Suggested? Could it have been suggested to him 10:29:07
3 that he serve in an another diocese, Cardinal?10:29:11
4 MR. TODD: Could it have been? Is that 10:29:14
5 the question? Object to the question. 10:29:16
6 A That’s a hypothetical. Could it have been? Yes.10:29:17
7 But I don’t see anything here that would indicate10:29:26
8 that a decision was made that he shouldn’t serve10:29:28
9 in Boston and, therefore, should serve somewhere10:29:32

10 else. 10:29:35
1 i Q We’re going to go through some other documents.10:29:3!
12 Let me ask you this question first, though, 10:29:38
13 Cardinal. Was there an informal practice of any10:29:40
14 kind that you knew of that existed within the 10:29:42
15 Archdiocese of Boston whereby priests who had 10:29:45
16 accusations of sexual misconduct against them10:29:48
17 would be encouraged in any way to seek transfer10:29:50
18 to other dioceses in the United States? 10:29:53
19 A No. I don’t think that that was -- that that was 10:29:59
20 a policy or a desire. 10:30:04
21 Q Was it a practice? 10:30:06
22 A First of all, 1 don’t recall dealing with that 10:30:13
23 many, and don’t recall priests -- no, no, I don’t 10:30:20
24 recall that as a policy at all. 10:30:27

20
21
22
23
24
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6 Q
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20
21
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24

abuse; is that correct? 10:30:41
MR. TODD: He was what? 10:30:43

Q He was received into the Archdiocese and 10:30:44
allowed -- excuse me -- after allegations of 10:30:46
abuse in Ohio. 10:30:49

Do you recall that? 10:30:50
A I recall the case of Father Bums. 1 don’t know 10:30:51

that it’s accurate to say that he was received in10:30:58
order to function as a priest in the Diocese of10:31:02
Boston. 10:31:06

Q He wasn’t incardinated into the Boston 10:31:06
Archdiocese? 10:3 t :09

A No, he was not incardinated, but I don’t believe 10:31:09
that he was received in order to function as a10:31:12
priest. 10:31:15

Q He ended up functioning as a priest? 10:31:15
A He did, and that was a mistake. 10:31:18
Q Now, if we can tum next to -- we can skip over 10:31:25

Page 25

Nos. 10and II andwecan go to No. 12. 10:31:31
Do you recognize No. 12 of Exhibit 18 as    10:31:33

your letter of October 26, 19927           10:31:37
Again, yes, I have no doubt that this would be my10:31:56

record, my letter. 10:31:59
Okay. Do you recognize No. 13 as your letter to 10:32:03

Bishop Rodimer? Have I pronounced it correctly?10:32:07
Rodimer? 10:32:11
Yes. And ifI may -- 10:32~14
Sure. 10:32:15
-- on No. 12 point out: 10:32:!5

"It is my understanding that during this 10:32:19
period of time, you will remain in your current 10:32:21
program of psychotherapy and spiritual direction 10:32:24
and as well remain in contact with Father 10:32:26
McCormaek" -- 10:32:29
Yes. ! 0:32:29
-- "as you have been doing." 10:32:30
Nothing about an assessment result in that 10:32:31

letter, Cardinal? You understand the distinction10:32:33
between assessment and psychotherapy? 10:32:37
Yes. 10:32:40
There’s no reference in your letter of October 10:32:42

26, i 992, to the results of any assessment of 10:32:44
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Father Picardi in terms of his fitness to serve
as a priest? 10:32:50
You’re speaking of my letter of October 26 -- 10:32:51
Yes. 10:32:54
-- to Father Picardi? 10:32:54
Yes. 10:32:55
I’m speaking not of assessment. I’m speaking10:32:56

about the ongoing care of this person, not -- you10:32:59
know, an assessment is something that’s done 10:33:02
initially and then it’s done.             10:33:05

Page 26

10:32:47

Ongoing therapy is something that is quite 10:33:08
different. 10:33:13

Q Right. No. 13, do you recognize that as your 10:33:16
letter to Bishop Rodimer?              10:33:20

A l have no doubt that it is. And l would point    10:33:22
out to you that, for the record, if I may --     10:33:26

Q Certainly. 10:33:30
A -- that the second paragraph is: 10:33:31

"This decision was made in light of 10:33:35
conversations which have taken place between 10:33:38
Father Thomas Zazzella, your Director of Clergy 10:33:40
Personnel, and Father John B. MeCormack, our 10:33:44
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel." 10:33:48

Q Okay. You were not a participant in that 10:33:50

Page 28

10:35:00
10:35:02

10:35:04
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I conversation; is that correct? 10:33:51
2 A I was not aparticipant. 10:33:52
3 My presumption is, and my desire would have 10:33:56
4 been, that there would have been nothing about10:33:59
5 this case that would have not been communicated10:34:03
6 to the bishop. 10:34:06
7 Q But you don’t know either way, doyou, Cardinal, 10:34:06
8 for sure? Of your own personal knowledge? 10:34: ! 0
9 A Having not been a participant in that 10:34:10

10 [onversation, I cannot confirm that, right. 10:34:13
I1 Q The next letter is No. 14. We can skip over 10:34:17
12 that. 10:34:20
13 We can go to No. 15. 10:34:23
14 Is this a memo to you from Father McCormack 10:34:25
15 concerning John Picardi, dated February 22, 19937 10:34:27
16 A Iris. Ipresumeitis. Imean, that’s-- 10:34:33
17 Q Why don’t you take a moment and read it so we ean10:34:3
18 be sure. 10:34:40
19 (Pause.) 10:34:41
20 A It’s the same -- it’s twice the same, right? 10:34:49
21 Q Right. It’s the same thing except there’s 10:34:53
22 handwritten notes on No. 16. 10:34:55
23 Do you see on No. 167 10:34:57
24 A I do, yes. 10:34:58

1 MR. TODD: There’s some on 15 too.
2 Q Yes, there’s some on 15. And then there’s --
3 does any of your handwriting appear on either 15
4 or 167 10:35:07
5 A On 16. 10:35:08
6 Q What does it say, Cardinal? 10:35:09
7 A "Okay. Have we been in touch with the bishop in 10:35:11
8 New Jersey?" 10:35:14
9 Q Okay. 10:35:14

10 Then you’ll see No. 17 is a transcript. 10:35:16
11 A Can l just read this one? 10:35:20
12 Q Sure. Absolutely. 10:35:22
13 (Pause.) 10:35:23
14 A I--I-- 10:35:55
15 MR. TODD: There’s no question. 10:35:57
16 MR. ROGERS: There’s no question. 10:35:58
17 Q Ifyou could please turn to No. 20. Ifyoucould 10:35:59
18 look at 21 as well. 10:36:36
19 (Pause.) 10:36:38
20 A Yes. 10:37:11
21 Q Do you recall in 1994 extending permission that 10:37:11
22 you’d given Father Pieardi to serve in the 10:37:15
23 Paterson diocese for another year? 10:37:17
24 A Yeah. I don’t recall the details of this, but I 10:37:20

Page 29

10:37:24
10:37:26

have no doubt that this is what occurred.1
2 Q Could you rum to No. 24, please. If you’ll look
3 at 25 as well. 10:37:58
4 (Pause.) 10:37:59
5 A Yes. 10:38:46
6 Q Do you recall learning in 1995, Cardinal, that    10:38:47
7 Father Picardi had been accused of some form of 10:38:54
8 sexual misconduct with a girl at a school? 10:38:54
9 A I do recall that, and I recall, as Bishop 10:39:00

10
il
12 Q
13 A
14
15
16
17
18 Q
19
20
21
22 A
23 Q
24

Rodimer’s letter indicates on page -- in document10:39:05
25, that he was -- 10:39:11
24, I think. 10:39:14
24, yes. 10:39:15

"Fortunately, the finding was that there was10:39:16
no sexual abuse. Unfortunately, Father Picardi10:39:18
was found to be guilty of unjustified and 10:39:20
inappropriate actions."               10:39:23
Okay. And that involved sexual misconduct with a 10:39:2

minor, the unjustified and inappropriate actions; 10:39:26
is that correct?

MR. TODD: Objection.           10:39:32
Yes. 10:39:33
You were aware that Father Picardi, in 1995, was 10:39:33

found, as Bishop Rodimer states it, guilty of    10:39:37

8 (Pages 26 to 29)
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unjustified and inappropriate actions; is that    10:39:42
correct? 10:39:45
That’s correct. 10:39:45
And you understood in 1995 that those unjustified 10:39:46

and inappropriate actions concerned some form of 10:39:50
sexual misconduct that is described on No. 25     10:39:53
with a girl; is that correct?             10:39:56

MR. TODD: Objection.           10:39:58
I was -- yes, in a general way, I’m -- I was     10:40:00

aware of that.                     10:40:03
And No. 25 is the letter from the State of New    10:40:04

Jersey Department of Human Services in which it’s 10:40:08
stated that Father Picardi had placed his hand on 10:40:11
a female child’s buttocks area over her skirt and 10:40:15
then lifted the child’s skirt below the level of 10:40: ! 8
her buttocks. 10:40:21

Do you see that -- 10:40:22
MR. TODD: Objection. 10:40:23

-- Cardinal? 10:40:24
I see this letter, yes. 10:40:25
Did you see that, understand that to be the 10:40:27

nature of the allegations in 19957 10:40:28
I don’t know that I had the details of the 10:40:31

allegation at that time.                10:40:35

Page 31

I Q Do you recall learning that, as stated in No. 25, 10:40:36
2 from the New Jersey Department of Human Services 10:40:2
3 that the actions of Father Picardi, quote, placed 10:40:41
4 the child at some unnecessary and undue risk of10:40:45
5 harm since they were deemed to be nonaccidental10:40:48
6 in nature? 10:40:5 !
7 Do you recall learning about that in 19957 10:40:52
8 A 1 do not recall the details of the report of the 10:40:54
9 State of New Jersey. 10:40:58

10 Q Ailright. But in any event, you did know, asis 10:40:59
11 reflected in Exhibit 24, Father Picardi had to 10:41:03
12 leave Paterson, New Jersey. 10:41:06
13 Do you see that? 10:41:07
14 A l did see that, yes. 10:41:08
15 Q So Father Picardi, at that point, retumsto 10:41:10
16 Boston; is that correct? 10:41:15
17 A I’m not certain ofthat. 10:41:16
18 Q So this is a manjust, asof1995, you knew that10:41:19
19 this man had admitted to being involved in some10:41:23
20 form of sexual misconduct with an adult in 199210:41:26
21 and some form of sexual misconduct with a minor10:41:31
22 in 19957 10:41:34
23 MR. TODD: Objection. 10:41:34
24 Q That was the state of your general understanding 10:41:35
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1 in 1995; is that correct? 10:41:36
2 MR. TODD: Objection. 10:41:37
3 That question implies that Father Picardi    10:41:38
4 had admitted that he was involved in some sexual 10:41:41
5 misconduct with a minor. 10:41:43
6 So I object to the form. 10:41:46
7 Q Okay. You understood in 1995 there was an 10:41:47
8 allegation that Father Pieardi had engaged ini 0:41:50
9 some form of sexual misconduct including rape of 10:41:52

10 an adult in 1992, and some form of sexual 10:41:55
11 misconduct, alleged sexual misconduct, in 1995; 10:41:58
12 is that correct? 10:42:02
13 A l’m aware ofthe fact that there was a charge in10:42:02
14 1995, yes. 10:42:05
15 Q And you were aware in 1995 of what had happened 10:42:06
16 in 1992; is that correct? Did you have a general 10:42:09
17 awareness of that? 10:42:12
18 A Yes, yes. 10:42:13
19 Q All right. Let’s move on, Cardinal, and if you 10:42:15
20 could look at No. 30, please. 10:42:20
21 A Excuse me. Which one, please? 10:42:37
22 Q No. 30,please. 10:42:41
23 MR. TODD: 30. 10:42:42
24 A 307 10:42:44
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Yes. 10:42:50
(Pause.) 10:42:51

Yes. 10:43:07
You can look at, if you want to as well, in the 10:43:07

same context, 3 I, 32 and 33.              10:43:09
(Pause.)                   10:43:13

I see. 10:44:08
So you recall that there was a letter that was    10:44:09

sent to you by Bishop Rodimer in September of 10:44:11
1995 asking whether you wanted there to be an 10:44:14
internal investigation conducted by the Diocese10:44:19
of Paterson, New Jersey, into this allegation of10:44:21
sexual misconduct with this young girl? 10:44:24

MR. TODD: Objection.           10:44:26
Well, I don’t think it was a question of my      10:44:27

wanting it to be done. 10:44:29
Right. 10:44:31
It’s a question of Father Picardi requesting that10:44:31

it be done. 10:44:33
That’s correct. 10:44:34
And then the judgment of the diocese, the 10:44:36

Archdiocese, was being asked. 10:44:40
Right. And -- but Bishop Rodimer states: 10:44:41

"I am willing to conduct such an 10:44:45
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investigation." 10:44:46
That’s correct. 10:44:46
Okay. So in 1995, you knew that the Diocese of10:44:48

Paterson was willing to conduct some form of 10:44:50
internal investigation into this allegation of 10:44:54
sexual misconduct with a minor -- 10:44:55
That’s correct. 10:44:56
-- is that correct? 10:44:57

And you’ll see 3 I, I’d like to read a 10:44:58
paragraph and ask you a question. This is a memo 10:45:02
from Father Richard Lennon to Father Brian 10:45:04
Flatley. Paragraph 2, he states: 10:45:07

"It is my considered opinion that the      10:45:10
Cardinal not grant the authorization requested by 10:45:12
Bishop Rodimer for him to open the 10:45:15
investigation." 10:45:18

And then it goes on to state: 10:45:18
"The reason for this opinion is that I see 10:45:19

no benefit to such an investigation for either 10:45:21
Father Picardi to work in New Jersey nor for the10:45:27
Church. In fact, opening such an investigation10:45:27
runs the real risk of negative fall-out for both 10:45:29
Father Pieardi and for the Church."         10:45:35

Do you see that?                10:45:36

! A That’s correct. 10:45:37
2 Q Were you aware that Bishop Lennon had stated this
3 as a reason as to why there should be no internal
4 investigation conducted by the Diocese of
5 Paterson? 10:45:48
6 A I don’t recall this. I think that document 32--
7 Q Yeah. 10:46:01
8 A -- may throw a little bit more light on what th.e
9 underlying thinking is hbi’e, where it says that

10 "If Bishop Rodimer allows the investigation" --
I 1 and it is clear that Father Picardi -- "and it 10:46: i 3
12 clears Father Picardi" -- if that were to 10:46:16
13 happen -- "we may have to allow him to return to10:46:18
14 ministry. I am more and more convinced that this10:46:21
15 would be a mistake, and I’m sure that the review10:46:24
16 board would agree." 10:46:27
17 Q That’s Father Flatley’s memo to you. We’re now 10:46:29
18 talking about Bishop Lennon’s memo to Father 10:46:32
19 Flatley. Okay. We’re going to get to that one. 10:46:35
20 It’s an important document. 10:46:38
21 But let’s look at 31 first. Did you know in 10:46:39
22 1995 that Bishop Lennon had recommended that 10:46:41
23 there be no internal investigation into this 10:46:43
24 matter of sexual misconduct with this girl 10:46:46

1
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because Bishop Lennon believed that the opening
of such an investigation runs the real risk of
negative fall-out for Father Picardi and for the
Church?                         10:46:59

Did you know of that in 1995, Cardinal? 10:46:59
MR. ROGERS: I object to the form of 10:47:02

the question. 10:47:03
MR. TODD: Objection.
MR. ROGERS: That’s an incorrect      10:47:04

characterization of then Father Lennon’s 10:47:06
recommendation. It was not to allow the 10:47:09
investigation by Bishop Rodimer; it was not that 10:47:12
there be no investigation. 10:47:15
Okay. Have I read -- you understood -- 10:47:!6

MR. MacLEISH: Are you finished? 10:47:20
MR. ROGERS: Well -- 10:47:21
MR. MacLEISH: You can really just say 10:47:22

"objection" is what you’re supposed to do but -- 10:47:24
MR. ROGERS: Well, I appreciate that, 10:47:25

but, quite frankly, if I’m going to get advice on10:47:27
the rules, I don’t think I’d come to someone who10:47:29
is --                          10:47:32

MR. MacLEISH: Probably not.
MR. ROGERS: -- a Rule 11 violator 10:47:33

Page 36

10:46:50
10:46:53
10:46:56
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recidivist. I think what I’d do is I’d choose    10:47:35
more carefully. 10:47:37

MR. MaeLEISH: We’ve got a lot of     10:47:38
offenders in the room. But that’s good point. 1 10:47:40
appreciate you bringing that up.           10:47:42
Did you understand in 1995, Cardinal Law, that    10:47:45

B~shop Lennon had recommended against authorizing 10:47:4[
this internal investigation of the Diocese of    10:47:52
Paterson, New Jersey? 10:47:54
First of all, I don’t recall seeing this 10:47:56

memorandum. I don’t have any reason to doubt    10:47:58
this memorandum. 10:48:06
Right. 10:48:06
I do believe, however, that the underlying reason 10:48:06

is reflected in 32, and I would say that that 10:48:17
comes fi’om Father Flatley’s conversation with 10:48:2 I
Father Lennon. 10:48:27

As you -- ! 0:48:30
MR. TODD: Cardinal, the narrow      10:48:31

question is whether you remember -- 10:48:32
No, no. But I do not recall. 10:48:33
Okay. 10:48:35
I do not recall seeing this and seeing -- now,10:48:35

was I informed of it? 1 could have been, but I10:48:41
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don’t recall that¯ 10:48:44
Okay. All right. Will you turn to No. 32 then.
Yes.                          10:48:50
And you see this is a memo to you from Brian

Flatley.                        10:48:53
Do you see that?                 10:48:54

Yes, yes.                        10:48:54
Okay. And you see in this file, in this memo to 10:48:55

you, it states:                     10:48:59
"Our files indicate that Father Picardi 10:49:00

raped" -- do you see that, underlined -- "raped10:49:02
the 27-year-old man and admitted that fact." 10:49:06

Do you see that? 10:49:09
Yes, i see that. 10:49:09
So is it fair to state that in your understanding 10:49:11

in 1995, was that Father Picardi had admitted to 10:49:13
raping a 27-year-old man? 10:49:16
This is a memo to me. I have no reason to 10:49:19

suspect that I did not see it so I would have 10:49:24
known that, yes.                    10:49:26
This is the type of memo, as we’ve gone through 10:49:27

with some other files like the Father Foley case,10:49:29
that stands out, does it not? Remember we 10:49:32
discussed some of the Father Foley material as10:49:36

Page 38

10:48:45

10:48:50

Page 39

I standing out in your mind? 10:49:39
2 A Yeah. 10:49:40
3 Q When you learned that this priest had admitted to 10:49:40
4 raping a 27-year-old man from Father Flatley -- 10:49:44
5 A Right. 10:49:46
6 Q -- in 1995, did this type of information stand 10:49:47
7 out for you? 10:49:50
8 A Yeah. It was a shock. ! 0:49:50
9 Q It was a shock. Okay. And so l~ather Flatley, as 10:49:51

10 you correctly noted, stated that it would be a    10:49:55
I ! mistake, as is reflected in No. 32, for this man 10:49:59
12 to return to ministry. 10:50:02
13 Do you see that? 10:50:03
14 A Yes. 10:50:04
15 Q And he states that he’s sure that the review 10:50:04
16 board would agree. 10:50:06
17 Do you see that? 10:50:07
18 A That’s right, yes. 10:50:07
19 Q AIIright. AndthenNo. 33 is your letter back 10:50:10
20 to Bishop Rodirner telling him that there’s no 10:50:15
2 i need -- you do not wish him to conduct any sort 10:50:18
22 of internal investigation? 10:50:20
23 A That’s right. 10:50:22
24 Q Is that correct? All right. 10:50:23
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10:50:24
10:50:29

I would want to refer you, for the record, on
32 -- I suppose this is in the record, though, is
it not? 10:50:31
Yes. 10:50:31
This whole thing is in the record. Fine.
Everything is that you state is in the record. 10:50:32
Fine. No, no, I mean this whole document? 10:50:35
Absolutely, it’s part of the record. 10:50:39
Because I think that’s very important because 10:50:39

this whole document, I think, explains -- 10:50:42
Sure. 10:50:44
-- better the rationale for not having that 10:50:44

investigation.                     10:50:47
So as of ! 995, with the memo from Father Flatley 10:50:48

indicating that this man had admitted to raping10:50:52
another human being, it was certainly your view10:50:56
that Father Picardi should not be allowed to 10:51:00
return to ministry; is that correct? 10:51:03
Well, the issue -- you’re speaking of’957 10:51:04
Yes.                           10:51:09
The allegation was that that had occurred      10:51:09

earlier. ’92, was it? 10:51:12
’92. 10:51:14
And in the intervening time, there has been the    10:51:16
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assessment at the Institute of the Living, there 10:51:19
has been ongoing psychotherapy, ongoing spiritual 10:51:22
direction.                       10:51:26

So with regard to that one act -- and it was10:51:26
the only act involving an adult up to that time 10:51:30
that was known to us. It appeared that that was10:51:35
something that had been dealt with in terms of10:51:40
psy.chological cou.nseling and help; that he had10:51:47
ongoing spiritual direction with the knowledge of 10:51:49
what had occurred, and appeared to be doing good 10:51:54
work.                          10:51:57

So that there was -- the ability for him to 10:51:58
serve after that act was not counterindicated. 10:52:04
You don’t know what the results of the 10:52: I 1

assessment, any type of assessment were, do you, 10:52:13
Cardinal Law, in terms of his fitness to be a    10:52:16
priest?                       10:52:22
No. I don’t have that assessment in front of me. 10:52:22
In fact, if you look at No. 32, it states, from 10:52:24

Father Flatley, in the memo to you, Cardinal, 10:52:28
after it states, "Our files indicated that Father10:52:30
Picardi raped the 27-year-old man and admitted10:52:32
that fact," it states, farther down, it says: 10:52:36

"In light of the new allegation and the 10:52:39
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Thursday, it revisited the case of Father       11:33:44
Picardi. After careful consideration, they voted I 1:33:46
to rescind the finding of January 1996."       11:33:49

Just for your reference, that was the      11:33:52
finding that you approved on May 3 I, 1996.      11:33:53
Yes. 11:33:57
And then it states: 11:33:58

"Because the review board failed to find    11:34:00
adequate evidence for sexual misconduct with a    11:34:02
minor, the Archdiocesan policy no longer applies 11:34:04
to Father Picardi."                 11:34:07

Then it says:                   11:34:09
"I spoke to him after the meeting. His 11:34:10

initial response is gratitude. Regarding his 11:34:12
future, he feels it would be too difficult to 11:34:14
consider returning to active priesthood in 11:34:17
Boston. He is interested in remaining in 11:34:19
Phoenix, Arizona, as a priest." 11:34:21

Do you see that?                11:34:23
I do.                          11:34:23
Now, the review board has rescinded its prior 11:34:23

finding so there’s no restrictions on Father 11:34:28
Picardi’s ministry; is that correct? 11:34:30
That’s correct. 11:34:31

Page 63

1 Q And you approved, did you not, that 11:34:32
2 recommendation of the review board that its prior 11:34:34
3 ruling, that you had approved less than a year    I 1:34:36
4 earlier, be rescinded; is that correct? 11:34:39
5 A Well, they rescinded it. 11:34:42
6 Q Right. They rescinded it? 11:34:43
7 A Yeah. 11:34:45
8 Q You have to approve the rescission, I assume?11:34:45
9 A Yes. 11:34:48
l0 Q Did you approve the rescission? !!:34:49
I 1 A I, implicitly, I did. I don’t see a written 11:34:51
12 record of that, but, implicitly, I did. 11:34:54
13 Q I would give you the reeord ifl had one. I 11:34:56
14 didn’t have something similar to No. 34 in which 11:34:58
15 you -- I’m sorry -- 37, in which you indicated 11:35:02
16 your approval. I just don’t have that so I’m 11:35:05
17 asking you whether you recall less than a year11:35:07
18 after you had approved No. 34 -- I’m sorry, 11:35:10
19 No. -- it’s in No. 37, your approval of the 11:35:!5
20 review board. Review board recommendation is I 1:35:21
21 No. 36. 11:35:27
22 So do you recall approving the rescission of 11:35:32
23 the review board’s recommendation that it made to 11:35:34
24 you on January 4, 1996, which you approved on May i 1:35="
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1 31, 1996, that the priest not be returned to 11:35:40
2 parish ministry or other ministry that involves 11:35:44
3 minors? 11:35:45
4 A I don’t recall that, but I would presume I did. 11:35:46
5 Q All right. Cardinal Law, did it ever go through 11:35:48
6 your mind after you received the memo from Father 11:35:51
7 Flatley where there was an admission of a rape in11:35:54
8 1992 that law enforcement should be contacted?11:35:57
9 A No. 11:36:05

10 Q Okay. Even though there was, going back to 32,11:36:05
11 an admission, as far as the records showed, of a11:36:09
12 rape by Father Picardi? 11:36:13
13 A No, it did not enter my mind. 11:36:20
14 Q Okay. Allright. Then, ifwecould, Cardinal, 11:36:22
15 just moving forward, do you remember Father 11:36:27
16 Pieardi seeking to be incardinated into another11:36:33
i 7 diocese? 11:36:43
18 A I remember, you know, as we talk about this 11:36:43
19 today-- 11:36:50
20 Q Yeah. 11:36:50
21 A -- I can recall that Father Picardi did -- was 11:36:51
22 not pleased and felt that he had not been dealt11:36:56
23 with fairly by the Archdiocese of Boston in this 11:37:02
24 matter from the very beginning. 11:37:06
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1 Q Right. 11:37:08
2 A And felt that he could not comfortably function    1 i :37:09
3 as a priest in this Archdiocese because of that. 11:37:14
4 And that was why he was -- he had asked to go to 11:37:22
5 New Jersey, and I presume the same reason why he 11:37:2~
6 asked to be a priest an Phoenix, where he was     11:37:31
7 after he left New Jersey, and not functiomng as 11:37:34
8 a priest. He was liying in Phoenix. 11:37:40
9 Q Well, do ~,ou know right now whether Father i 1:37:42

10 Picardi has been incardinated into the Diocese of11:37:45
1 Phoenix? 11:37:47

12 A Ieannotsaythat. 11:37:49
13 Q Okay. 11:37:51
14 A I do not know that. 11:37:51
15 Q Let’s go to 58, if we could. 11:37:52
16 A Idon’treeallthat. 11:37:55
17 Q Okay. Let’s go to 58, which is your letter to i1:37:56
18 Bishop O’Brien from the Diocese of Phoenix. 11:38:01
19 A Yes. 11:38:05
20 Q And this isn’t the same bishop who is the 11:38:07
21 military Archbishop O’Brien; this is a different 11:38:10
22 Bishop O’Brien; is that correct? i ! :38:14
23 A That’s correct. It’s different. 11:38:14
24 Q Is he still alive, Cardinal? 11:38:15
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incident. And to put that before him. And then
to indicate who it would be that could give
further information, details on both of these
issues.                       11:47:53

Was I purposely avoiding the use of the term
"rape" in that second paragraph? Or was I
influenced by the fact that I have two adults,
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I i :47:4 l
I 1:47:44
l 1:47:50

11:47:59
11:48:03
I 1:48:07

albeit at different times, the alleged        11:48:14
perpetrator having -- being reported as saying    i 1:48:17

I0 one thing -- 11:48:21
11 Q Admitting. 11:48:21
12 A -- and then -- being reported as admitting -- and 1 i:48:22
13 then later being incensed by the fact that this11:48:26
14 was called that and denying it? The fact of the11:48:29
15 matter is something happened and something i 1:48:35
16 happened that was inappropriate. And the -- it i 1:48:38
17 was alleged to be a rape by the person aggrieved i 1:48:44
18 and it was denied as that. 11:48:52
19 Q Not initially, Cardinal Law, according to the 11:48:54
20 records that you had before you. 11:48:57
21 A According to the report initially, it indicates    11:48:58
22 that he admitted that, that’s correct. 11:49:00
23 Q And you know, understanding that even putting 11:49:04
24 this in the circumstances where it’s an ! 1:49:07

A
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1 encounter," which -- 11:50:26
2 A I did not use homosexual encounter. I said this 11:50:27
3 was an incident of homosexual behavior with an11:50:30
4 adult. 11:50:33
5 Q Behavior, I’msorry. Allright. Okay. 11:50:34
6 Cardinal -- 11:50:44
7 A And I would say, if I may, that granted, it isn’t 11:50:44
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allegation that was denied, did you not consider11:49:09
it important, in light of the contemporaneous ! 1:49: ! 1
admission that was in your records, to point out1 i :49:14
to the Bishop of Phoenix, who was thinking of 11:49:15
accepting this man, incardinating him into the11:49:18
Diocese of Phoenix, that there was an allegation11:49:21
that had been admitted, not of a homosexual 11:49:23
encounter, but of the rape of another human 1 ! :49:27
being? 1 ! :49:30
Yes. Well, you know, I felt at the time that I 11:49:30

wrote this letter, obviously, that I was setting 11:49:35
forth the situation in an appropriate way and 11:49:42
indicating who it was that could fill in the 11:49:46
details of both of these situations.         11:49:49

Q With the benefit of hindsight, Cardinal Law,     11:49:52
would it have been better to have mentioned the I 1:49:56
allegation of the rape?                I 1:49:58

MR. TODD: Objection.            11:49:59
A Well, the incident was mentioned. Would it have 11:50:00

been better to have called it a rape, given theI 1:50:03
conflicting position of the alleged perpetrator 11:50:10
here? I don’t know. Perhaps it would have been 11:50:14
wise to say he was accused of.            11:50:i8

Q But you just chose the words "homosexual       11:50:23

8
9
l0
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in the direct form that you perhaps would find 11:50:50
more acceptable. I say the first was an incident1 i :50:52
of homosexual behavior with an adult who had 11:50:56
accompanied Father Picardi on a trip to Florida.11:50:59
The behavior was reported by the man. And that,11:51:02
certainly, would imply that there was an 11:51:04
aggrieved person here. And Father Picardi hasI 1:51:08
expressed regret over the incident.         11:51:11
Does the term "homosexual behavior," as you     11:51:13

include it in your letter of April 24, 1997, to 11:51:15
the Bishop of Phoenix, encompass nonconsensual    I 1:5 !: 1
rape of another person? 1 i :51:23
In this instance, it’s a generic term which 1 i :51:27

becomes more specific with the second sentence.11:51:33
All right. So does "homosexual behavior" 11:51:36

encompass rape, Cardinal Law, as you understood    11:51:39
that term in 1997, used it?             11:51:42
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11:51:45
11:51:47

1 A You know, that’s a question that I’ve never
2 really thought of before and I don’t know that I
3 have a-- 11:51:49
4 Q Can’t answer it? 11:51:50
5 A Yeah. 11:51:52
6 Q AIlright. i1:51:52
7 And you understand, as Mr. Todd pointed out, 11:51:55
8 that even when confronted with the allegation of 11:51:58
9 rape, which was denied, that Father Picardi’    .11:52:01

10 admitted to being the aggressor. You understood 11:52:04
11 that, is that correct, in 1997? I 1:52:06
12 A I’d have to go back and see the record there.11:52:09
13 Q AIIright. 11:52:11
14 MR. TODD: It’s 34. 11:52:12
15 MR. MaeLEISH: 34, right. 11:52:14
16 Q Okay. The next sentence: !1:52:15
17 "Father Pieardi did not return immediately ! 1:52:17
18 to Boston having sought" -- I 1:52:18
19 A Excuseme. Where is this? 11:52:i9
20 Q Sure. The third paragraph on 58. 11:52:21
21 A All fight. Fine. 1 ! :52:23
22 Q You describe the second allegation and you state: 11:52:24
23 "While he was there, a 12-year-old girl 11:52:27
24 reported that Father Picardi had touched her 11:52:29
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1 PROCEEDINGS
2 MR. MacLEISH: Everybody ready? For the
3 people who represent parties here, same
4 stipulations as we’ve had in the past. All
5 objections except as to form and motions to
6 strike reserved until the time of trial.
7 Dr. Cassem, you have 30 days to read and
8 sign the deposition. If you would like to take
9 the opportunity to do that, you may.
10 And is that something you’re interested
11 in, Frank?
12 MR. REARDON: Yes.
13 MR. MacLEISH: 30 days to read and sign,
14 waive the notary.
15 EDWIN CASSEM, sworn
16 EXAMINATION
17 BY MR. MacLEISH:
18 Q. Dr. Cassem, my name is Eric MacLeish and I
19 represent the plaintiffs, Gregory Ford, Paula
20 Ford and Rodney Ford, as well as Paul Busa. And
21 your deposition is being taken in those cases.
22 First of all, I’d like to thank you for coming
23 in here today and making yourself available.
24 I just wa,nt to go over a few ground

Page 5

1 rules in depositions. The first is that if at
2 any time you want to take a break, I want you to
3 tell me that and we’ll accommodate that.
4 If at any time you want to go back over
5 any portion of your testimony and revisit it,
6 change it or modify it in any way, you just tell
7 me and I’ll be happy to accommodate that as
8 well.
9 There’s also a tendency that’s very
10 common, and maybe it won’t be one that you’ll
11 do, but you might not wait until the end of the
12 question before answering. It’s important that
13 you try to do that so our court reporter can get
14 everything down accurately.
15 Do you understand those instructions?
16 A. Ido.
17 Q. Could you please state your name for the record.
18 A. My name is Ned Cassem, sir.
19 Q. You’re a physician; is that correct?
20 A. Yes, sir.
21 Q. And are you also -- maybe it’s my confusion --
22 is your first name also Edwin or is that just my
23 mistake?
24 A. You’re correct, sir.
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Edwin Cassem; is that correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And you’re referred to as Ned?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Dr. Cassem. And you reside at the Campion

Center; is that correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And how long have you been licensed as a

physician in Massachusetts?
A. Since 19 -- let’s see -- 1966.
Q. Where did you attend medical school?
A. Harvard Medical School.
Q. And following your graduation from medical

school, you went through residency; is that
correct?

Page 6

So your real name is Edwin, your true name is

A. I went through one year of medical internship in
the Bronx.

Q. After you left the Bronx, where did you go to
practice medicine?

A. I went back to Mass. General in Boston.
Q. And you have remained at Mass. General since you

left the Bronx in the department of psychiatry;
is that correct?

Page 8

A. Yes, sir.

Page 7

1
Q. Dr. Cassem, do you have any particular specialty

in your practice in psychiatry?
A. It’s called consultation psychiatry.
Q. Consultation psychiatry.

What is consultation psychiatry?
A. It’s seeing patients who are medically and

. surgically ill.
Q. You’ve read, as I understand it -- we’re just

getting your curriculum, have it copied we’ll
have it in a moment -- you specialized in
providing -- I don’t know the best way to put
it -- assistance and therapy to people who are
critically ill?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. You’ve written a number of articles on that

subject; is that correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You’ve been profiled in magazines about that

subject; is that correct?
A. Yes, sir, some.
Q. And do you have any other specialties in the

field of psychiatry apart from consultation with
individuals who are critically ill?

A. I think that in the twilight of my career, you
could also say I’ve a specialty in palliative
medicine.

Q. What does that mean?
A. Seeing patients who either have an illness that

will kill them or has already crippled them and
eventually will result in their death.

Q. What positions have you held at Mass. General in
the department of psychiatry?

A. I was the chief of the consultation service.
Before that, I was residency training

director.
Then I was chairman of the department

for 12 years.
Q. What were the dates when you were chairman of

the department?
A. 1988 to 2000.
Q. Do you presently hold any position at Mass.

General Hospital?
A. No, sir. l’m a psychiatrist.
Q. Where is your office located?
A. In Mass. General.
Q. You hold an appointment at Mass. General

Hospital?

1
2
3
4
5

A. Yes, sir.
Q.What is that present appointment?
A. Well, the name of it is psychiatrist.
Q.Are you staff psychiatrist?
A. Yes, sir.
Q.Attending psychiatrist?
A. Yes, sir. All of the above.
Q.But you’re no longer chief?.
A. No, sir.
Q.Are you a chief emeritus?
A. No, sir.
Q. Dr. Cassem, you’ve also published some articles,

have you not, about the impact of ftrearms on
public health. Is that correct?

A. One.
Q. Have you attended conferences on that subject?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How many such conferences have you attended?
A. It would have to be a guess. Maybe 20 to 30.
Q. 20 to 30. Are these conferences that are

typically sponsored by individuals who have a
particular view over the use of firearms?

A. I think the major thrust of all of them have to
do with the safe use and competent use of
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24
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1 of these during the deposition -- records such
2 as assessments -- when I say "assessments," do
3 you know what I mean?
4 I’m talking about facilities that
5 reviewed priests who had been accused of sexual
6 misconduct.
7 You do generally recall that some of
8 those assessments were sent to you by the
9 Archdiocese; is that not correct?

10 A. I do not recall. There’s one assessment on
11 Father Ford. I had an exchange of letters with
12 Bishop Murphy.
13 Q. On which Father was this?
14 A. I think it was Gregory Ford. I’m not sure.
15 Q. He’s not a priest. I’m talking about records
16 that were prepared either by the Institute of
17 Living, Southdown or St. Luke’s that were sent
18 to you by the Archdiocese of Boston.
19 Do you remember receiving any
20 evaluations of priests at any time from any of
21 those three institutions?
22 A. I don’t, sir.
23 Q. Did you maintain all of the records that you had
24 with the Archdiocese of Boston concerning

Page 15

1 priests who had been accused of sexual
2 misconduct? Did you retain them all?
3 A. I believe that I did. I can continue to look
4 for those, but I did not throw any records away.
5 Q. Okay. All right.
6 And what you’re testifying to, as I
7 understand it, is that the general records
8 department of Mass. General Hospital P.artners
9 would not have any. of these xecords?
10 A. No, sir.
11 Q. These records were maintained by you exclusively
12 at your office; is that correct?
13 A. Yes, sir.
14 Q. And everything that was sent to you by the
15 Archdiocese, you believe that you retained; is
16 that correct?
17 A. Yes, sir.
18 Q. And you’ve conducted a due and diligent search
19 for those records that were identified in the
20 subpoena; is that correct?
21 A. Yes, sir.
22 Q. Do you have any records of the Campion Center
23 that you maintain?
24 A. No, sir.

Page 16

1 Q. You were, as I understand it, consulted by the
2 Archdiocese of Boston in the late 1980s and then
3 throughout the 1990s concerning various priests
4 who were accused of sexual misconduct with
5 minors; is that correct?
6 A. Yes, sir.
7 Q. Did you charge a fee for any of this work that
8 you did, Dr. Cassem?
9 A. No, sir.
10 Q. Was this work performed in your capacity as a
11 psychiatrist at the Massachusetts General
12 Hospital?
13 A. Yes, sir.
14 Q. But there was no fee associated with the work
15 that you were doing for the Archdiocese of
16 Boston; is that correct?
17 A. That’s correct, sir.
18 Q. Why was that, Doctor?
19 A. I’ve never charged for work done seeing priests
20 or women religious.
21 Q. Is there a reason why you’ve never charged for
22 that?
23 A. I’m not sure what to say.
24 Q. That’s okay.

Page 17

1 A. I think that it’s sort of a sense of loyalty.
2 I’m not sure how to word it.
3 Q. Okay. You felt some loyalty to the Archdiocese
4 of Boston?
5 A. To the Archdiocese of Boston, to the religious
6 orders, to anyone who asked for my help.
7 Q. Some of your colleagues at the Massachusetts
8 General Hospital have also been involved in this
9 work of assessing priests who have been accused

10 of sexual misconduct; is that correct?
11 A. Yes, sir.
12 Q. That would include Dr. Kathy Sanders; is that
13 correct?
14 A. Yes, sir.
15 Q. And was she brought into this work at your
16 suggestion?
17 A. She was -- I asked her to join a committee.
18 Q. Okay.
19 A. I’m not sure that she was brought into the work
20 at my suggestion.
21 Q. Well, did you in any way recommend her to
22 individuals of the Archdiocese of Boston?
23 A. Yes, sir.
24 Q. And then Dr. Murray; is that correct?
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1 THE WITNESS: I’m out of line. I have a
2 counselor to ask questions for me.
3 MR. MacLEISH: If you want to take time,
4 Dr. Cassem, to consult with your lawyer, feel
5 free to do that. I’ll give you-that opportunity
6 without me being present and within earshot.
7 Q. If you take a look at the first page of the
8 chronology on page 12, Doctor, you’ll see
9 there’s reference to March 19, 1992, "Bishop
10 handwritten notes." It states:
I 1 "Notes on conversation" -- we’ll just
12 use initials -- "JT, trip to Florida, drank
13 heavily, Jacuzzi, awakened by JP" -- that would
14 be John Picardi -- "removing his pants. Second
15 time, he performed oral sex. Third time, he had
16 removed his pants and attempted anal sex. He
17 ejaculated. Went to Fort Lauderdale. JP
18 admitted he had raped JT."
19 That would be John Picardi admitted he
20 had raped JT. You see that?
21 A. Yes, sir.
22 Q. Here you see a document, which is Exhibit
23 No. 13. Do you want to take a look at that?
24 These are, again, a transcript prepared by the
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Archdiocese of Boston of handwritten notes of
Bishop Hughes.

And you’ll see in the statement there:
"John raped JT in Florida."

Then we have another note also, yeah,
then we have Exhibit --

MR. MacLEISH: Let’s mark this as
Exhibit 14.

(Marked, Exhibit No. 14, Transcript of
Handwritten Notes of Bishop Hughes.)

Q. Exhibit 14 is a transcript of handwritten notes
of ACH, that’s Bishop Hughes, 3/19/1992, and
you’ll see down at the bottom, "JP" -- John
Picardi -- "admitted he raped JT."

Do you see that?
A. Yes.

Page 188

1 A. No, sir.
2 Q. Are you fairly certain of that, Dr. Cassem?
3 That’s something you would have made note of in
4 some way or remembered there had been an
5 admission of a rape?
6 A. Yes, sir.
7 Q. So you’re quite sure that information was not
8 provided to you?
9 A. Iam.
10 Q. This is the first time today that you’ve seen
11 these documents about Father Picardi; is that
12 correct?
13 A. Yes, it is.
14 Q. And you’ll also see from the chronology that was
15 prepared by the Archdiocese, that Father Picardi
16 was transferred down to New Jersey for a period
17 of time where there was an allegation that he
18 acted inappropriately with a young girl.
19 You saw that when you read the
20 chronology?
21 A. Idid.
22 Q. That’s the first time you’ve seen that today; is
23 that correct?
24 A. Yes.
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Q. The date of that allegation was, I believe, in

Q. Now, again, is this the type of information that
would stand out to you, Dr. Cassem?

A. Yes.
Q. And can you state, in connection with your

consultation with the Archdiocese or Father
McCormack concerning Father Picardi, whether you
were ever informed that Father Picardi had
admitted raping U

2 1995. Yes. March3, 1995.
3 Do you see that?
4 A. Yes.
5 Q. And were you ever informed, Dr. Cassem, that
6 there had been another allegation about Father
7 Picardi aider his transfer down to New Jersey
8 and .following your receipt of the Institute of
9 .Living report?

10 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
11 A. No, sir.
12 Q. Do you now have a further basis to believe that
13 the Archdiocese of Boston did not provide you
14 with the full details prior to asking for your
15 opinion concerning another priest, namely Father
16 Picardi?
17 MR. AUSROTAS: Objection.
18 MS. QUILL: Objection.
19 A. Yes.
20 Q. That is, on the basis of the documents I’ve just
21 shown you?
22 A. It is.
23 Q. Now, as you sit here today, Dr. Cassem, let me
24 ask you this. You were the chief of psychiatry
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Rev. Arthur P. O’Lea_,,y
225 Blue Rock Road
Yarmouth, MA 02664
508-394-5632
776-4902 Cellular Phone
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Early November, 1985

It was reported by Chaplain of State Police ( a Woreester priest)
that the State Police had spotted Ft. Arthur O’Leary several times
at a rest area on the Cape which had b-en frequented by gays.

Bishop Hart brought this to Ft. O’Leary’s attention.

Pr. O’Leary came to see me to dispel any wrong ideas. He has home on
Cape, and used to bring refuse to rest area for disposal. Was approached
once, and after refusing and identifying himself as a Driest, was
asked for help by person. Later several other gays cam~ for help and
he would counsel them in the rest are, rather than Lake them home or
to a bar.

That has been extent of the involvement.

llea agreed ~o stay away ~rom the rest areas, and he also agreed
let me tell the State PAlice that he had done nothring wrong.

O’LEARY, ARTHUR p.
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Net with Ar~hru O’Leary- September 8, 1986

-As bla-e as ever.
- denies that there was anything untoward at the rest area.
- denies that we had an agreement concerning his not going             "

there
- says that he is contemplating legal action against the State

Police because they harassed him and trailed him home.
- explains his actions as taking #rash to the barrels and

counseling some £reinds of his there.
- denies any activity.
~ says categorically that he has not engaged in any homosxeual

activity at rest area.
- says that I should check out his careers and reputation (teacher

for 17 years in Hingham and boy scout leader.) I indicated
that homoxexual can have excellent record.

-I told him that I still had my suspicions,but could not prove anything
at this stage.

- In summary, I think we have an active homosexual who restricts
his activity to times and places away from the aprish.

- he mentioned that he was complained against at Holy Rosary because
he was seen con~ing out of woman’s house at 3:30 A.M. He explains
this kind of cavalier behavior as result of his not going

through the regular seminary system.
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Archives

Hay lqo 1991

Reverend A[thu[ P. O’Leary
Saint Cheistine Paeish Rectory
Route ~3A - P. O. Box g274
Marshfield Hillflo MA 02052

Dear Father O’Lear¥:

upon the [ecommendation of the Peroonnel Boa[d of the Archdiocese, I am ending
your appointment ae Parochial Vicar at Saint Christine" Pavioh in Marshfield.
I am appointing you ao Parochial Vicar at Saint Macy o~ the Sacred Heart
Parish in Hanove[. The effective date of thi~ course of action is June 25,
1991. ~--’--

I am confident that you will rende~ fine priestly service to the people og God
in Saint Mary of the Sacred Heart parish.

Please send written notification to Moot Reverend Alfred C. Hughes, Vicar
Administration and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director,
indicating that you have received this letter.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and all whom you
~erve so well. I remain,

Sincerely you[s in Christ,

.
A~chbishop o~
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Additional Persona] and Confidential
regarding Ft. Arthur O’Leary

background information

Alleqation:     (September, 1992)

Mrs.
son
parish.

contacted the Chancery with concern about her
who is 12 years old and an altar server in the

a very uncomfortable feeling around Fr. O’Leary.
Some of this was a feeling he had and some came from words and
actions by Ft. O’Leary.

Specifically the boy mentioned Ft. O’Leary’s use of swear
words like "ass" around the boys.    Also, in referring to

Os cincture, Father said ’stop playing with your ding-a-
ling’. In regard to the processional cross, Fr. O’Leary told
him to ’stop playing with my jewels’. Finally, ~ says
that he massages the boys’ shoulders. This makes~         feel
very uncomfortable.

Mrs ~ decided to meet with Ft. O’Leary with her
husband and a priest relative. They did have a meeting at
which they expressed there concerns.    They felt that Ft.
O’l, eary really had little response to these concerns at this
meeting.
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ST. MARY’S RECTORY
392 HANOVER Sf.

HANOVER, MA 02339
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November 8, 1993

Reve~end Arthur P. O’Learv~

392 Hanover Street
Hanover. Massachusetts 02339

Dear Arthur:

I received your note requesting reimbursement for your
cost of transportation to and from Logan Airport aud
Washington. DC. I have submitted it to the Clergy Fund.
YOU should receive a check from them within the next few
weeks.

I k~ow that these are not the easiest of days for
you. You are in my prayers. Take care.

Sincerely yours.

JBM:mo’l
6650M

Reverend John B. McCormack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel
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] met with Father Arthur O’heary at the Chancery on October 23,
1993 reqarding reports from the Chancery files concerning possible
sexual misconduct in 1985 and in 1986.    ~ met with him also
regarding concerns raised by one family in his parish in September,
1.992.

Initially I reviewed with Father O’Leary the policies and
procedures of the Archdiocese regarding sexual misconduct and then
read to him the reports.

The following are Father O’Leary’s responses:

In regards to the situation with ¯_ _             -- , Father
O’heary wished to clarify some issues. In regard to the
comment about "jewels’, Father O’Leary explained that the
parish has a large processional cross with five large,
round jewels. It seems that some of the altar servers
have a habit of fooling around with it and in that lighE
he asked ~not to play with it.

Father O’Leary met with the parents and Father Congdon.
This took him by surprise since Father Congdon asked for
the meeting and the parents also came_

Father O’Leary also found it interesting that Mr.
~ was most upset because Father O’Leary exchanged
greetings on a Sunday morning with his son and not with
him.

Father O’Leary has a sense that the family is "uptight".
He cites as an example the family’s decision not to hold
hands during the 5ord’s prayer when he says Mass_
(Father O’Leary invites all in the conqregation to hold

hands at that time.)

In the same area, Father O’LearF iden(ifies himself as
beinG- very -~:omfor~=ab]e with hugg~q o~ being ph.ys:~c,~) .
He has always been tha~: way.

Fathe~ O’Leary wants to make it clea.v that
trying to make it with~".

He ~ote$ that
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Pe~_-, & conf~ ~emort re. Ft. Arthur O’Le~_~_y 10-23-93

}le explains that he was angr_v at the ~, b~,~ also
sorry that ~l~saw ~hings ~his way.

He recalls meeting with Father Congdon and the parents
for about one hour to talk out the whole thing.

In regard to the question of massaging, Father O’Leary
says that he always checks the albs of the servers before
Mass.    He’ll pull the alb down if it’s not falling
correctly.    He also puts his hands on the server’s
shoulders before they go out for Mass, mostly to tell
them to go or to wait.

In reviewing the reports of 1985 and 1986 I also reviewed
Father O’Leary’s responses at that time. Father O’Leary
had some additional observations today.

The incident of October 21, 1986 he recalls that the "’k~d
ran out of gas ond I was assisting him".

Father O’Leary feels that the State Police have many good
people, but overall he does not find them to be a
pleasant group to deal with. Father O’Leary feels that
they were "nasty" to many people on the Cape and in the
rest areas.

Father O’Leary went on to inform me that one of the man
he had met there has become a friend. At that time this
person was an unemployed alcoholic. He is now doing mtlch
better. He recalls that another person that he had met
there died of AIDS.    Father O’Leary feels that most of
the people there were lonely and that they really were
not just looking for sex.

Father O’Leary fel~ that maybe what be was doing was
indiscreet.

Futv~’~ ~lans: Father O’]3ea]rv has
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REVIEW BOARD
February~ 1994

Case #34

I. Allegations:

In 1985 & 1986 the priest was seen several times in
a parked area late at night that is known to be a
meeting spot for anonymous sex.

Concerns were raised about the priest’s conversation with
a young male parishioner    which made the    boy
uncomfortable.

Complainants:

A.    The State Police

B. The mother of the boy spoke to CEM about the priest’s
behavior.

Re_~onse:

To the first allegation, the priest denied any misconduct
when he was confronted about it in 1985 and 1986.    More
recently, when he went for an assessment he admitted that he
had engaged in some anonymous sex at the area where he was
seen by the Police.

In regard to the second allegation, the priest
emphatically denies any sexual interest in minors. He admits
that his speech around people sometimes contain inappropriate
double entendres

Background of the Priest:

He is a bright and articulate person. ~e is in his early
sixties.    He was ordained in his mid-forties.    He can be
defensive, but he was very forthright in the assessment. He
describes himself as heterosexual.

He has held three assignments in the Archdiocese as a
Parochial Vicar and to my knowledge has served Well,

The pr[,.--.-~t ha.~ been cooper:~ ire in ~his p~ocess.    At
times he i s defens~ ve and det.~ched when ~’espond~ ng
q~l,~st~ 011£~ about the complaincs.
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Review Board - February 7, 1994 p.2

6 o Action to Date:

The priest had an assessment. There was no evidence that
he was sexually drawn to adolescents. There is concern about
internal stresses for this priest around issues of loneliness,
self-esteem and dependency issues.    It is felt that the
conditions that caused the priest to act out in the 80’s still
need to be addressed.

Diagnosis with sexual disorder not otherwise
specified, compulsive sexuality,    unintegrated
sexuality.

Dependent and compulsive traits.

Future Plans:

It was recommended that he should be involved in
outpatient psychotherapy to address his issues.     They
recommended that the priest contact the center in twelve
months and with his permission have his therapist speak with
them regarding his psychotherapeutic progress. If progress is
limited,    ~hey would    recommend    a    re-evaluation    and
consideration of residential treatment.

8 o Delegate’s Recommendations:

The recommendation is that the priest be involved in
outpatient therapy. In one year this will be reviewed with
his therapist and the person who directed the assessment. He
may continue in his present assignment with the notification
of his pastor and a monitor assigned to him.
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REVIEW BOARD

no

In 1985 & 1986 the priest was seen several times in a parked area hte at
night that is known to be a meeting spot for anonymous sex.

Concerns were raised about the priest’s conversation with a young male
parishioner which made the boy uncomfortable.

A. The State Police

B. The mother of the boy spoke to CEM about the priest’s behavior.

To the first allegation, the priest denied any misconduct when he was conli’onted
about it in 1985 and 1986. More recently, when he went for an assessment he admitted
that he had engaged in some anonymous sex at the area where he was seen by the Police.

In regard to the second allegation, the priest emphatically denies any sexual
interest in minors. He admits that his speech around people sometimes contain
inappropriate double entendres

He is a bright and articulate person. He is in his early sixties. He was ordained in
his mid-forties. He can be defensive, but he was very forthright in the assessment. He
describes himself as heterosexual_

He has held three assignments in the Archdiocese as a Parochial Vicar and to my
knowledge has served well.

The priest has been cooperative in this process. At times he is defensive and
detached when responding to questions about the complaints.
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REVIEW BOARD MEETING
April 7, 1994

Chancery- 6:30-8:30 P.M~

The re~ommendation is that the priest be involved in outpatient therapy. In one year this
will be reviewed with his therapist and the person who directed the assessment. He may
continue in his present assignment with the notification of his pastor and a monitor
assigned to him.
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Archdiocese of Boston
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIA~L~

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Cardinal Law

Father HcCormack

April 24, 1994

Reverend Arthur OOLeary _ Case #34

Attached to this memo is a report presented to the Review Board regarding
Reverend Arthur O’Leary. The case was presented on Aprll 7, 1994.

The complaint that occasioned Father Deeley to meet with Father O’Lear¥
was made by a parishioner regarding his conversation with a young altar
boy. The conversation made the boy uncomfortable.

In 1985 and ’86, another complaint was made by a State Police officer
about Father O’Leary frequenting roadside rest areas. He denied any
sexual activity when confronted by Bishop Banks. He also denied this to
Father Deeley. Yet, during the psychologlcal assessment he acknowledged
that for the period of a couple years he was engaged in anonymous sex at
the rest areas.

The family of the young boy considers that the steps taken by the
Archdiocese are sufficient. They do not see any reasons for limiting the
ministry of Father O’Leary.

My concern about Father O’Leary is how resistant is he to learning
positive ways of addressing his personal issues of loneliness, dependency
and low self-esteem. Outpatient psychotherapy has been recommended with a
review in one year about how effective it has been.

Although it was not included in the recommendation of the Delegate or the
Review Board, I would also suggest that he he asked to enter into
spiritual direction.
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M E M o R A N D U

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DATE:

Father McCormack

Cardinal Law ~hur~"

The Reverend Ar Leafy

May II, 1994

I have read your recommendation and I have read the Board’s
response.

I think it would probably be good if you and I were to speak about
this case.

Thank you.
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

MEMORANDUM

Ft. Brian Flatley

Ft. Kevin Deeley~?

October 27, 1994

Ft. Arthur O’Leary

I spoke by telephone with of Hanover on October 25,
1994 in regard to his sons, Both boys have made
complaints about Fr. O’Leary and his inappropriate behavior toward
them.

a freshman-at Harvard, recently had a panic attack. It
was serious enough to hospitalize him for six days. While he was
being treated, he repeatedly asked his parents how his brother was.
~ was concerned about ~ being around Fr. O’Leary.    In
some way ~ has felt violated by Ft. O’Leary and he is still
working through this with his psychiatrist.

The parents confronted ~ to see if anything had happened.
~ responded that ’I told you the guy has been bothering me’.
He went on to relate the following:

When he, with another boy, was counting the collection, Fr.
O’Leary came in and gave him a choice to have a shoulder rub
or a wedgie. The parents later learned that this was standard
procedure each week for Ft. O’Leary with the boys counting the
collection. The other boy told~ that he would be wise to
take the shoulder rub.

When Ft. O’Leary gave Q the shoulder rub, he rubbed so hard
that he really hurt the boy’s shoulder. Mr. sees this as
being like an assault on his son. It seems that~ was not able
to cgmpete in an athletic e~ent at school the following week
because of this incident.

At another time Ft. O’Leary showed~ a new pair of boxer shorts
he had. Ft. O’Leary told him that he really didn’t like them. At
another time, he told~ that he liked the boxer shorts he was
wearing and then proceeded to pull down his pants to show them. In
speaking about this incident, Mr. ~ recalled that at one
time Ft. O’Leary had given his son ~ boxer shorts for a
Christmas present. It really seemed inappropriate.

~ offered to meet with ~ to help him talk about what may have
happened to him.     Mr. ~ did not want to put any more
Dressure on ~ at this time.

Mr. ~spoke about getting cou~lseling for all in the family.
I told him that the Archdiocese would be willing to assist them in
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Memo to Fr. Flatley re: Ft. Arthur O’Leary 10-27-94 p.2

that area.
insurance.

He felt that they could cover it with their own

He has spoken with his lawyer, but did not want to pursue that
area. He was reluctant to let me use the family aame with Fr.
O’Leary, but eventually agreed to that. His objective is to stop
this from happening. He does not think that Fr. O’Seary should be
in their parish or any parish and that he should not be around
young boys.
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
Rev. Arthur O’Lea_~

Octobe~ 28 1994

Father Brian Flatley and I met with Father O’Leary at the Chancery
on October 28, 1994, regarding complaints raised
from his parish in Hanover.    These complaints involved Father
O’Leary’s involvement with two of the ~ boys, ~ and

The father outlined what they now see as very inappropriate
behavior by Father O’Leary.

The following are Father O’Leary’s responses:

Father O’Leary wished that                 able to be present
there so that we could ta[ with him about all this.
Father O’Leary also expressed his regrets that we live in
a world where everyone is suspect and there is no room
for any humor.

2.
Father O’Leary said that he never did anything that he
felt was of a sexual nature with either~ or~.

3. He stated that it was not his habit to go and offer
wedgies or shoulder rubs to these boys.

He felt that~ and he were good friend~. He does
not r~call ~ ever expressing any disapproval to
him. Father O’Leary recalled that as a matter of fact

~ often volunteered to assist him in different
projects.      Father O’Leary can recall a telephone
conversation with~ as recent as two weeks ago. It
seems that ~ had called Father O’Leary to learn of
the status of the other boy from the parish who counted
money with him.     It seems that this other boy was
involved in some recent difficulties with the law.
Father O’Leary shared with~ what he Could about
the situation and advised~ to call this

In regard to Father O’Leary’s Christmas present to
~ of boxer shorts, Father O’Leary explained the
boys who counted money had a contest as to who would wear
the most outrageous shorts. They would show them to each
other. As one who knew this background, Father O’Leary
gave~ the Christmas present in that vein. At a
later point, Ft. O’Leary stated that on more than one
occasion they showed their shorts and he showed them his.

In regard to the shoulder rub, Ft. O’Leary explained: It
was more a practice of applying pressure to a person’s
back at the point which stops the flow of blood.    He
explained that one would feel this immediately and that
it is possible to be hurt with this.
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Per. and Conf. Re_qport reg. Rev. Arthur O’Leary 11-28-94 p.2

10.

In regards to wedgies, Father O’Leary says that he did
give~ a wedgie one time and that this occurred in
the Church and that there were other people present. He
describes this wedgie as being done by him only from the
back.

Father O’Leary says that he probably did the shoulder or
back procedure more than once.    He can only recall,
though, doing this shoulder procedure with ~ one
time.

Father O’Leary admits that he did show the boys the boxer
shorts that the had recently got.     Father O’Leary
describes this as innocent conversation. Father O°Leary
also says that he may have showed them the shorts he was
wearing.

Father O’Leary had no understanding of why ~would
tell ~ to stay away from Father O’Leary.

Future Plans: Father O’Leary agreed that his assignment would be
ended at the parish.    Father O’Leary agreed to accept an
Administrative Leave. Father O’Leary understands that we will
talk againto discuss how we will address this allegation in
light of the previous concerns that were raised with him.
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

/
TO: The File V

FROM: Father Kevin Deeley

RE: Father Arthur O’beary

DATE: October 31, 1994

I spoke by telephone with Mr. ~ as a follow up to the
concerns he had raised with Fr. Henry Doherty and subsequently with
me about his two sons and Fr. O’Leary.

I explained to Mr. ~that we were following our policy. He
knows that Fr. O’Leary will no longer be serving at his parish.

told me that Fr. O’Leary had called him about this
It seems that Ft. O’Leary explained himself as a

physical person and thought that the boys could take the "fooling".
I assured Mr. ~ that we have asked Fr. O’Leary not to have
further contact with him or his family.

Mr. ,and his family have lost confidence in Fr. O’Leary.
Mr. has later learned that at one point Fr. O°Leary
expre.ssed the opinion that "This is better than sex". Mr
understood that this was a reference to the events that he and his
boys had raised concerns about.

Mr. ~feels that his boys are doing OK. His son, ~is
getting some counseling. I offered again to meet with him and the
father would rather let the boy continue as he is. I encouraged
Mr, ~ to have his boy, malso see a counselor, at least
to talk this whole situation through.

Mr, ~ pointedly asked whether or not Ft. O’Leary was just
going to be assigned to another parish. He does not feel that Fr.
O’Leary should be around young boys.

I assured Mr. ~that "if" we were going to assign him, we
would be in contact with him (i.e., Mr. ~). It was clear to
me than M~. ~wanted some assurance from us and I think that
that is a fair request.

KJD : c ~5
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

CQ FII]EItlII L

October, 3 I, I~

i_

Reverend Arlhur P. O’Leary
Saint Mary o£the Sacred Heart Parish Rectory
392 llanover Street
Hanover, MA 02339

Dear Father O’Leary:

i was sorry to learn of the recent allegations made about you. In light o[‘the steps being taken to address the
allegations and in line with the agreement you reached with Reverend Kevin J. Deeley, Assistant to the
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel, ! am ending your assignment as Parochial Vicar at Saint Mary of’the Sacred
tleart Parish, Hanover and I am assigning you to an Administrative Leave. The effective date of this course of
aclion was October 28, 1994. It is my understanding that you will be in residence temporarily at your home in
South Yarmouth

During this period, you are flee to celebrate Mass privately. Otherwise, l ask that you refrain flora all pastoral
activity and public ministry until a resolulion has been arrived at regarding the allegations. During this period,
your regular monthly remuneration will be provided through the Clergy Benefit Trust of the Archdiocese.

I realize this is a difficult lime [’or you and for those close to you. If I can be ofhelp to you in some way, please
contact me. Be assured you are remembered in my prayers.

Please send written notificalion to Reverend Monsignor William F. Murphy, Vicar [’or Administration, and
Reverend James J. McCm tby, Clergy Perso’finel Director, indicating that you have received this communication.

With warm personal regards, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

cc: Reverend Brian F. Flalley
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Cardinal Law (Personal and Confidential)

Fr. Kevin Deeley "~-~

December 17, 1994

Background for your meeting on Friday, December 23, 1994 at 1:30
P.M. with Ft. Arthur O’Leary

This meeting is at the request of Father O’Leary. I have no knowledge
as to why he wishes to meet with you. You may find this background
helpful to your meeting.

Father O’Leary is sixty-three years of age and is presenlly on
Administrative Leave. His most recent assignment as Parochial Vicar
at Saint Mary of the Sacred Heart Padsh, Hanover was ended by
mutual agreement on October 28, 1994.

As you may recall, Father O’Leary’s situation was reviewed last year
by the Review Board. There were two situations that prompted that
review. First of all, there were reports in the files that in 1985 and 1986
Ft. O’Leary was observed by the State Police on several occasions in
a parked area late at night that is known to be a meeting area for
anonymous sex. At the time of those reports he denied any sexual
acting out. More recently, in his Participation in an evaluation at St.
Luke Institute he was able to admit that he had engaged in some
anonymous sex at the rest area over lhe pedod of time from1984 to
1986. Secondly, there was a more recent concern raised by a male
minor in his parish who felt very uncomfortable around Father O’Leary.
Fr. O’Leary’s language and behavior made this boy feel so
uncomfortable that he spoke with his parents who shared this concern
with the Archdiocese.

In .light of these concerns, Fr. O’Leary Participated in an evaluation at
St. I_:uke Institute in November, 1993. In their evaluation; they saw
several areas o.f concern that they felt needed addressing. They did
not find enough evidence that I~ather O’Leary was sexually drawn toadolescents. They did note, hgwever’ that any further revelations

about inappropriate behavior with minors would suggest that an
immediate re-evaluation be done. In general, they recommended that
he continue in therapy on an outpatient basis and recommended that
his situation be reviewed in one year.

In late October, 1994, the pastor of his parish, Ft. Henry Doherty,
notified me thai another parent had come forward with great concern
about Father O’Leary’s current inappropriate behavior around his
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Father Arthur O’Leary (Personal and Confidential) Page 2.

adolescent sons. i spoke with this parent at length. One boy has not
been aisle yet to speak about this although he warned his parents to
keep Fr. O’Leary away from his brother. The other brother has told his
parents that Fr. O’Leary had been bothering him. Once again it
involves serious boundary violations including giving one boy a
’wedgie’ and another time a shoulder rub. It also involves discussion
and showing of underwear.

In consultation with Dr. Montana at St. Luke Institute after this new

Father O°Leary is a bright and articulate person who enjoys his
priesthood very much. I have found him at times to be very defended
about this material. I am not sure if he sees the seriousness of this
current situation. He lives on the Cape in a house he shares with
another man who he describes as a seasonal worker on the Cape and
in Florida.

Father O’Leary is at prese.nt meeting regularly with his therapist. He is
in contact with a Monitor/Adviser as assigned by us. and participates in
regular spiritual direction.

Once the evaluation is accomplished at St. Luke’s we will be able to
make a recommendation to the Review Board and to you in regard to
future plans.

If you need further information please contact Ft. Flatley or myself.
Please advise if we need to do any followup.
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

Reverend Arthur O’Learl

Father O’Leary participated in an assessment at Saint Luke
Institute in November, 1993. He was asked to participate in an
assessment because of two concerns that the Archdiocese of Boston
was aware of.

First the Archdiocese had been contacted by a family in regard to
Father O’Leary’s interaction with their twelve year old son who was
an altar server. The boy had a very uncomfortable feeling around
Father O’Leary in regard to language and touching.

Secondly there were reports in the files of observation by the
State Police of Father O’Leary in a rest area late at night that is
known to be a meeting spot for anonymous sex.

Following his evaluation Father O°Leary continued in his assignment
in parish ministry. He was cooperative in following through on his
therapy on an outpatient basis.

In late October, 1994 the Archdiocese was notified by his pastor
that another parent was raising concern about Father O’Leary’s
recent behavior with his two sons.    After meeting with Father
O’Leary for his response and discussing the situation with Doqtor
Stephen Montana, it was felt that a re-evaluation at Saint Luke
Institute would be appropriate.

The following is a summary of a report made by that parent about
Father O’Leary:

A parent of two adolescent boys approached the pastor of the
parish where Father O’Leary was assigned as a Parochial Vicar.
This occurred in late October, 1994.    The parent raised
serious issues about the behavior of Father O’Leary with his
sons.

Both boys had worked around the rectory.    At one time or
another the boys, for example, would count the collection on
Sunday. The parents know Fr. O’Leary and had even recently
written him a note to thank him for his concern and interest
in their son’s lives.

The oldest boy has just entered college this fall. While at
school this fall, he suffered some sort of psychological
distress than caused him to be hospitalized for six days.
While this young may was being treated he repeatedly asked his
parents how his younger brother was. He told his parents that
his younger brother should not have anynhing [o do with Father
O’Le~[y. The older boy has not yet been able to discuss %,hat
may have happened to him and he is working through this with
his psychiatrist.
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After this revelation, the parents approached the younger boy
and asked him if anything had happened between him and Father
O’Leary. The boy responded that "I told you the guy has been
bothering me"    He then related the following:

When he, with another boy, was counting the collection, Father
O’Leary came in and gave him a choice to have a shoulder rub
or a wedgie. The parents later learned that this was standard
procedure each week for Father O’Leary with the boys counting
the collection. The other boy told him that he would be wise
to take the shoulder rub.

When Ft. O’Leary gave him the shoulder rub, he rubbed so hard that
he really hurt the boy’s shoulder. The parent sees this as being
like an assault on his son. It seems that the boy was not able to
compete in an athletic event at school the following week because
of this incident.

At another time Ft. O’Leary showed the boy a new pair of boxer
shorts he had. Ft. O’Leary told him that he really didn’t like
them. At another time, he told him that he liked the boxer shorts
he was wearing and then proceeded to pull down his pants to show
them. In speaking about this incident, the parent recalled that at
one time Ft. O’Leary had given his older son boxer shorts for a
Christmas present. It really seemed inappropriate.

The response of Father O’Leary to these allegations is included
with this report.
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PERS.ONAL AND CONFIDENTIAl,
MEMORANDUM

TO: Rev. Brian M. Flatley

FROM: Rev. Kevin J. Deeley

DATE: February 7, 1995

RE: Rev. Arthur P. O’Leary

I met today at the Chancery with Father Arthur O’Leary to follow up on his re-evaluation at Saint
Luke Institute.

He is not please~with the recommendation, but he is considering it. He wondered whether or not
he could receive a guarantee that he would be fully restored to his ministiy if he goes and there is
a positive report. I told him that I could not make such a promise. He also wondered what
happens if he does not go to Saint Luke Institute. I responded that we are hoping for his
cooperation in tiffs matter and encouraged him to see it as something that could assist him in his
life. I told him that I was unable to tell him specifically what steps the Diocese would take, but
there would need to be some steps taken and that the Cardinal would need to be apprised of a
lack of cooperation.

I encouraged him to consider this and he plans to discuss it with his therapist and get back to me.

Finally, he feels we may be guilty of "psychological murder" in his situation. He feels very
strongly that his whole situation is not fair.

I asked him to contact his Monitor, Father Borges, on a regular basis because I had learned that
he had not been in touch. Father O’Leary reluctantly agreed to do that.
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CO____MMUNICATION OF .~TATU______~S

RE: Rev. Arthur O’Leary

The decision of the Cardinal, based on the recommendation of the Delegate

and the Review Board at its meeting on 04-07-94, has been verbally communicated to:

Rev. Arthur O’Leary

At a meeting of the Delegate’s staff on 03-13-95, it was decided that this verbal
communication was sufficient in this case and that no written follow-up would be
necessary.

Reason: There are current issues in this case that make a written communication
inappropriate at this time.
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Archdiocese of Boston
A.~st~nt to ~e Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO: Rev. Brian M_ Flatley

Rev. Kevin J. Deeley~FROM.

DATE: May 10, 1995

RE" Rev. Arthur P. O%ea~y

I spoke by phone with Mrs. ~, the mother ofl~ll and ~ who had raised serious concerns
about the behavior of F~ 13’Leafy towards them. At the time ~ was unavailable and Mrs.
~was anxious to talk about this and pleased that the family was contacted.

She informed me that lllllll~had let~ Harvard and is still in counseling. The hope is that he will be able to
return to school in the fall. Her feeling is that this whole situation with Father O’Leary may have been the
trigger for other issues that he was facing. She informs me that he is dealing with depression and that he is
still on medication. I asked if~has been able to be more specific about what Father O’Lea~y had done
to him. Her response was that ~ has not told her directly but ,from his doctor, she had learned that
there was no rape but there were ’a few things’ and she was not able to be more specific.

~ is still working at the Church. il~ was also in counseling for a short time. His doctor feels that he
is pretty well adjusted. Mrs. ~ is not sure she agrees w=th the docto.t ~ grades have not been
good and she is c~ncemed about him."

[ infom~ed her that Father O’Leary has not been assigned and that, as [ told her husband, when and if it is
time for an assignment, we would talk with them about this. They do not feel that Father O’Leary should be
assigned to a parish.

Mrs.!l~ll~ has also been diagnosed wifl~~l~ She is presently undergoingllll~l~ -

Mrs. ~ was, appreciate of the call and told me that her husband, ~ would be getting m touch with
me soon about this whole situation
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P~diocese of Boston
#,ssistant to lhe Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
MEMOR, AND UM

TO. Rev. Brian M. Flatley /

FROM:
Rev. Kevin I. Deeley ~(~.’~

DA~E: Iune 1, 1995

Rev. Arthur p. O’Leary

met today in Sagamore with Ft. Arthur O’ "
995 Lemy to rewew his situation and respond to his letter of May 11,

Arthur informs me that he has a job 3 evenings a week, 4:00 to 12:00 P.M. as adis ate
company. He usuaily work with one or two other adults i ..... m~...~._ _’.,     p~. her for an alarm

........ wu~re mey momtor reports of alarm andcustomer’s homes or businesses. They dispatch police, etc.       "

Arthur continues to see Dr. Purcell. He finds him very helpful. Arthur informs me that Dr. Purcell now sees
him about once a month.

Although he knows we have a difference of opinion in regard to his involvement with hospice, he is now
seeing his second patient. He does not understand the objecfon to his involvement. I explained that
although he is not serving as a priest, he is still ministering to people and that there is the potential for
children to be a part of the picture. Until he completes an inpatient program, I asked him again not to
participate in the hospice care. Since he is working with an elderly man who is dose to death, [ told him that
I word understand if he completed his service after this person’s death..Arthur did not give me a definite
coamailment on this and I honestly do not know what he will do. ’

In regard to his not keeping in contact with Ft. Larry Borges as his monitor/adviser, he tells me that he does
not understand tile role. I explained it again to him. [ offered that another person could serve in that role if
that was a concern. He was open to that and I mentioned the possibility of Ft. Peter Martoechio serving in
that role for him. Arthur will consider that and at some point get back to you about that.

Arthur says that he will not participate in an inpatient treatment program at St. Luke nor at Southdown. He
does not see tlie need for it. There is no guarantee of ministry after the program and he does not see the use
of it at his age Arthur seems very firm on this point, but [ still feel there is a possibility he will eventually
participate

Overall, Arthur is still upset with his whole situation He feels there should have been more of an
investigation into thel~ family complaint. He dismisses the earlier concerns and talks about taking
legal action against the State Police and the II~llFarruly for ruining his character He very much wants
his faculties back. Arthur offers to retire if that would return his faculties, i informed him that this would
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

TO: Rev. Brian M. Flafley

FROM: Rev. Kevin 1. Deeley

DATE. June i 2, 1995

RE: Rev. Arthur P. O’Leary

= spo e by te epho.o is the~ll~who were affected by the behavior of Ft. O’Leary.

Oinfotms me thatl~ll~has been accepted back at Harvard for the fall semester. I asked ~
leas been able t~o_give any more information about. Ft. O’Leary’s behavior with him. ~ indicated to me that
he ~th ll~wben he was going to his psychologist. ’Wedging’ and ’shoulder rubs’ by Ft. O’Leary

.on ~ere the issues mentaoned and the psychologist indicated that to this point those are the thinms
mat llll~as talked about.

~ informed me that he had ]l~isee a psychologist as well. At this point the Psychologist thinks
is doing fine and does not need to be seen anymore.

Mrs. ~is presently doing alright. She is still taking ~

~ recalled for me a conversation that he had somefme ago when Ft. O’Leary first came to his parish. It
seems that a police officer friend fiom Marshfield indicated that one should ’watch him’ meaning Ft. O’Leary.
In retrospect as well, ~l~sees that Ft. O’Lea.,jt got along well with the men but seemed to talk down to the
womeIl.

The ~ do not feel that Fr. O’Lgary should be in contact with young people. [ assured him again that
when and if an assignment is to be given to Ft. O’Leary, the ~ll~would be contacted for their thoughts.
~ indicated that he ve~ much would like that to happen.

At this point, they are indicating that they are all set. They do not want to be reimbursed for the counseling
oftbeir sons. They see this as a contribution to their Church. They are happy with the way this has been
handled by the Archdiocese. They want to make sure that no one else gets hurt.

There does not seem to be any need for further follow-up I~om the Archdiocese until such time as an
assignment is pending for Ft. O’Leary.~ll~ is aware that should he have any questions or concerns
he would speak with you

KJD tt

ARTHUR P"
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary for Ministedal Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO: Bernard Cardinal Law

FROM: Rev. Bdan M. Fla~.~/~

DATE: September 7, 1995

RE: Rev. Arthur P. O’Leary

Father ladl~hur O’Leary asked and I gave him permission to concelebrate with you on Sunday at Saint
Christine Padsh in Marshfield. If he engages you in oonvefsalion, this is his current status:

In 1985 and 1986 the Massachusetts State Police complained that Father O’Leary was frequenting rest
areas and engaging in homosexual a~vity. He denied it indignantly to Bishop Banks. After a complaint in
1993 that he made a youngster uncomfortable he was sent to Saint Luke’s

In October of 1994 a family contacted Chancery. Their son had a severe emotional episode at Harvard
and he told his parent~ to keep their other son away from Father O’Lea~y. The second son told his parents
that Father O’Leary had been bothering him -crossing sexual boundaries with convemation and non<Jenital
touching. The farm’ly asked that he be removed from Hanover. He went for a reassessment at Saint
Luke’s. ~ather Kevin Deeley worked patiently with him, but so
far he has refused to go.

I talked with Father O’Leary recently and he asked for some time to tall(with his therapist about the
possil~’lities around his future. He said he would call me after Labor Day. He has been hinting that he
might seek laidzation.

intend to mlll him again if I have not heard from him by mid-September.

think there is something koublesome here. The othersin the office of the Delegate share that concern.
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary of Ministerial Personnel
CONFIDENTIAI.

Page 1

Rev. Arthur P. O’Leary

On Wednesday, October 4, 1995, Father O’Leaty met with me at Chanceoj. I had requested this
¯ meeting as a follow-up to Father O’Leary’s meetings with Father Kevin Ddeley.

Father O’Leary was dressed in suit and tie, and looked well. He had been working as a night
dispatcher for an alarm company, but had to resign because of conflicts with social security.
Fa’ther O’Leao/says that he found the work interesting and misses it.

Father

area m

I-in minigtry. This
i_s comidered mMist_q¢. Fath.er O’Lemy feels that this is an
is restricted can do sotue l~bbd, working as a layman.

i reviewed Fat~er O’Leary’s situation with him. There are reports in our file of Father O’Leary
s. Fa.ther

Lul¢e Institute for an

to return to ministry.

After the second vague allegation, Father O’Leary was asked to go to Saint Luke Institute in
January of 1995 for another .a.2s~en~ ~I 1_     i a er o’ eary was unwilling to accept that recommendation.
Since then Fathers Deeley and O’Leary have not been able to reach a resolution of this issue.

Father O’Leaty expressed annoyance that this Office has not been in touch with Doctor Purcell
about his situation. He feels that we do not take the work done i

~We support Father O’Leary’s work with Doctor
Purcell. The point is well taken that this Office should be in more regular contact with therapists.

Father O’Leary spoke of his abhorrence of returning to Saint Luke Institute. His first experience
there was rather positive, but the second was very unhappy, in part because of his difficulty in
dealing with Doctor Carol Farthing. ! suggested that ! could request that his therapist be someone
other than Doctor Farthing.

Father O’Leary then said that in pursuit of his goal to get his faculties restored, he would be
willing to go Southdown for a second opinion.~ I told him
that I would be open to the second opinion, and ! called Southdown while he was here. He is
scheduled for an asgesstuent at Southdown on October 29, 199:5. i will try to attend the feedback
session on Friday, November 3.

October 4, 1995
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assistant to the Secretary of Ministerial Persoan~.~
CONFIDENTIAL

Page !

Rev. Ar~mr P. O’Leary

On December 6. 1995. Father O’Leary met with me at Chancery. ! r~quested this m~fing to
discuss with him the Assessmem Report from Southdown and to talk about his future. Father
O’Leary was prompt and cordial. We discussed liturgical matters and mutual friends before
addressing the issue of the a.~sessment.

Father O’Leary had some specific comments he wished to be part of his record. He denies the
incidents related at the bottom of page :} and the top of page 4 in the Assessment Report. At the
bottom of page 12 he disagrees with the wurds "overly rigid’.

i reviewed with Father O’ Leafy the fact that we now have two assessments from two of the most
respected institutions in the field of clergy sexual misconduct [ v

Father O’LeaJy mentioned that he, too. noted the word

Father O’Leary repeated again how stro~iy he disagrees with the recommendations of the
assessments. He acknowledges that many of the findings are tlue. However, he pointed out that
he spent many years as a scout leader, a teacher and a priest without allegations. He was not
leading a double life all those years. He brought letters he received from young men-testit~,ing to
the way in which Father O’Leary positively impacted their lives. I accepted the letters for the f-de_

In response i agreed with Father O’Leary that indeed he has done good work in ministry. The fact
that a priest gets into difficulties or has a problem or problems does not negate the good work he
has done in many areas, At the same time when a priest is acdng out. for example at rest areas,
he is leading a double life. He is leading his people in prayer knowing that parts of his life are in
contradiction to what he stands for. Tbese are the areas that must be addressed.

Father O’Leary asked what would happen if he went for residential treatment and got a clean bill
or: health. Would he be returned to ministry? I explained that having communicated with the
treatment center throughout the process, and after receiving the from report, the Delegate would
have to make a recommendation tO the Cardinal. That [ecommendation would have to be passed
by the Review Board. He asked if parish ministry would be a possibility. ! explained that if in the
judgment of the Delegate ~exual misconduct with a minor did in fact occur, the Policy would
preclude parish ministry or ministry that dealt with young people. Father O’Leary a~ked how that
determination was made. ! explained that the Policy requires the Delegate to make a
determination as to whether there is reasonable probability that sexual misconduct occurred. This
is done after followi~ the procedures oudined in the Policy. FatherO’Leary said that as far as he
in concerned parish ministry is priesdy ministry. He effectively dismissed any other possibilities
of ministty for himself.

December 6, 1995
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Archdiocese ~ Boston
Assistant to the Secretaq¢ of Ministerial Personnel
CONFIDEblTIAL

Page 2

Father O’Leary asked about retirement. ! asked what he meant by retirement. He talked about
continuing as he is right now, but with retirement status. ~

~ For us to allow him just to walk away
would be irrespous~le. As reluctant as the Cardinal would be to do so, eventually he would have
to invoke canonical sanctions in the case of a priest who refuse~ to accept an assignment. To
Father O’Leaty’s specific question ! said that this meant suspension. He asked if after residential
treatment he could retire with faculties. Aga’m ! said that I codd not artswer that question until a
recommendation had been sent and a decision made by the Cardinal.

Father O’Lea~/said that he think~ that he is healthy and does not need residential treatment. He
raised some practical matters, including management of his home during the period of residential
treatment, but these issues did not seem to be insurmountable_ He said that he would like time to
think and pray about this and to talk about it with Doctor Purcell. He said he would be in touch
with me after the first of the year.

Rev. Brian M.

December 6. 19q5 O’LEARY, ARTHUR p.
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RESIDENCE

January23,1996

Reverend Arlhur I). O’l,eary
225 Blue Rock Road
South Yarmouth, MA 02664

Dear Father O’Leary:

it is my understanding that after significant conversation with Reverend Brian M. Flatley you have accepted the
professional recommendation recently made to you. I am encouraged by your positive response in that regard.

In that light, ! am writing to advise yon that I am granting you Sick Leave status, effective Februal3, I. 1996.

Since Octoher 28, 1994 you have been ou Administrative I,eave and I have iadicated that you should refiain
from all pastoral activity and public ministry. It is important that you understand that dnring your period of Sick
Leave the same conditions would apply with regard to pastoral aclivity aud public ministry.

Please send written notification to Most Reveread William F. Murphy, Moderator of the Cnria. and Reverend
James .I. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director, iudicating that you have received this letler.

I know that the time ahead has the potential to be an opportunity for much personal insight and growth al.~d
response Io Gnd’s care anti love iu the various ways it may he made mauifcst to yi~u. Be assored (~f t,i’eqnent
remembrance in my prayers.

With my v, armest personal ,egards and my appreciation tbr yoor cooperation and yonr efforts, I relnain.

Sincerely yonrs in Christ.

cc: Revereud llriau M. Fladey

Archbishop of Boston

O’LEAR¥, ARTHtIR P-
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Assistant to the Secretary of Ministerial Pe~son(~r~

COI~IF1DEI’fFIAL

Page I

Rev. Arthur P. O’Leary

On Wednesday, May 15, 1996, I met at Southdown in Aurora, Ontario, Canada with Father
O’Leary, Richard L Giimartin, Ph.D., Father O’Leary’s therapist at Southdown, and Sister
Loretta Dower, R.S.M., coordinator of the Southdown Connection Program. The purpose of this
meedng, known at Southdown as a close out, was to discuss Father O’Leary’s future.

me

Wi~ , policy of theArchdiocese says thai ",th~’ ,as.~igament of one Who has engaged in sexual misconducl with a minor

will exclude parish minig~.. ~d other ministry that involves minors." I pointed out that this would
preclude his being able ’tO:help out in a parish.

On Monday, May 13, Father O’Leary called to ask about my arrival time at Southdown. Hearing
that he had not yet re~ived my letter I told him its contents over the telephone and then faxed a
copy to him. He asked if I had made a determination that his conduct was indeed sexual
misconduct. I said that I had made that determination

Father O’Leary picked me up at the airport and drove me to Southdown. Our meeting began with
Father O’ Leary ~king about his history and what brought him to Southdown. He talked about the
telephone call in which he learned of nly determination. He said that my letter, which arrived on
Tuesday, May 14 was dated May 8, 1996, the twentieth anniversary of his ordination to
priesthood. Father O’Leary described his devastation at the news and his anger at the process.

i told Father O’Leary that I had struggled with this situation. ! too rec~aize that this is different
~’rom other incidents that we have dealt with. However. aRer consulting with many people who
have experience and expertise in this area I could not fmd any support for the notion that his
conduct was anytifing other than sexual misconduct. Once ! have accepted that fact, fine policy is
clear on the consequences.

Father O’Leary stated that he feels that this decision was made long ago. He questioned the
authenticity, of making him go to Southdown. It seems to him that we were going through
motions. 1 pointed out that Father Deeley and I had tried throughout this process to be clear in our
explanation of the .policy. I said that we had two assessments stating that Father O’ Leafy needed
residential treatment’. It would have been irresponsible on our part not to lbllow those
recommendations_

May 17, 1996
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Assistant to the Secretary of Mi~fistefial Personnel
CONFIDENTIAL

Page

Father O’ Leap/expressed his anger at the policy. He thinks it is unjust and unforgiving. We had
a discussion of the inflexibility of the policy and the difficttlW of changing a policy once it ".ts - -
prgmdlgated. Father O’Leary expressed with Some vehemence his opinion thatit should be-
changed to be more flexible, wluateve, the ,lications. " "

i said that Father O’Leary could not do Parish ministry, which means that he could
not help out in parishes on weekends. He asked about hospital chaplaincy. ,i told them that we
have come to the point where we are not comfortable with hospital chaplaincy, because it is so
difficult to supervise or segregate the ministry of a chaplain.

Father O’Leary asked about hospice work. I said that I would be open to talk about that under
specific conditions. Father O’Leaty would have to agree that he would not minister to other
family member, specifically minors. He said that he would be open to that. In fact. this has not
been an issue in his previous experience. He said that he would not identify himself as a priest in
his ministry. I said that we could explore this area.

Sister Loi-etta asked about the Southdown Connection. I told her tha~ i would be willing to come
for a day if it could be arranged. She said that Southdown is looking at alternative ways to
connect with diocesan contact people

Father O’Leary is leaving Southdown on May31. 1996. I asked him to be in touch with me when
he is home and settled. He said he had some practical questions we could discuss on the drive to
the airport.

On the drive to the airport Father O’Lear~) raised questions about his stares when he returned
¯ home. ! told him that ! would research these matters and get back to him.

Rev. Brian M. FI~//~

May 17,1996
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Dear Cardinal Law,

225 Blue Rock Road
South Yarmouth, MA

02564
June 7, 1996

After discussions with Fr. Brian Flatley, I am sadly writing to you to
request that I be granted the status of Senior Priest. I will live on my
own at my own home at the above address. I would like this to take
effect on July 31st of this year. By this time I should have all of the
medical insurance coverages, i.e., Medicare A and B and Bankers Life
and Casualty Supplemental Insurance.

I hope this meets with your approval.

Please keep me in your Prayers.

Peace,

(Fr. Arthur P. O’Leary)

O’LEARY, ARTHUR P.
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Archdiocese of Boston
As.-.-.-~tanl to the ~;ecretary for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

Bernard Cardinal Law

Rev. Bdan M. FlailS/~"

June 26, 1996

Rev. A~hur P. O’Leary
Appoinlment Friday, June 28 at 4.00 P.M.

Father O’Leary has recenlly returned from Southdown. It was a slzuggle getting him there. He had hoped
to be able to relum to parish minislzy. I have made it quite clear that this is not possible. His situalion:

In 1985/1986 Massachusetts State Police informed us that Father O’Leary was engaging in homosexual
adivity in rest areas. He denied it indignanl~y to Bishop Banks. After a complaint in 1993 that he made a

In October of 1994 a family contacted Chancery. Their son had a severe emotional episode at H~rvard
and he told his parents to keep their o~er son away from Father O’Leary. The second son told his parents
that Father O’Leary had been bothering him - crossing sexual boundaries with conversatio~ and non-genilal
touching_ "[he family asked that he be removed from Hanover. He went for a reassessment at Saint Luke
Institute. They recommended in-patient treatment. Father Kevin Deeley worked patiently with him. but he
refused to go. Father Oeeley never gave up hope_

In Oclober of 1995 Father O’Leary went to Southdown for a second assessment, hoping for a different
finding. ~ At that point Father (

to Sou~down in February of this year fo~ residenlJal ~’eatmenL t

se~/hxt~|~=w~a..s_~m_o~st ~ffi.(::u.It.irl ,tl~.iS ~se was ~]e Ra~re of ~e O.e.ses. ~ere was .o dear~ a~n~ o~. no
=, ~u~=~L ~e~my mlS ~se was different from some of our m~e celebm~

s~~ ~e idea ~at pe~aps ~ere ~s some~ing a~n to se~ hara~ment here ra~er ~an
abuse or misc~du~ ~wever, was ~t abe o         e ~ ex e sem is area to ag~at ~is

was a ~lld d~sbn~o ~ are cemed.. ~

Fa~er O’Lea~ is ~happy abo~ ~e policy. He ell probably blk to yeu abo~ ~aL However. ~efe is a
Jack of in~ght in Fa~er O’Lea~ which 1 6nd om=nous_ Even after he was confronted and allowed to
con~nue in minls~ he allowed a ~m=lar ~a~on to occur_

Father O’Leary is seeking seruor pdestfrelirement status_ He wanted to help out ~n padshes on the Cape
but this =s not consistent with the policy. Even h=s therap~sl at Southdown recommended that he move from
padsh to padsh rather than build up relal]onsh~ps in one padsh. Father O’Leary is interested in doing
hospice work. I have encouraged him in Ibis

My recommendation: that you grant Father O’Leary senior priest status but remind him that this
does not change the tact that be is restricted in ministzy. He should be in conversation with me.

O’LEARY, ARTHUR P.
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Rev. Arthur P. O’Leary

On Wednesday, May 15, 1996, I met at Southdown in Aurora, Ontario, Canada with Father .
O’Leary, Richard I. Gilmartin, Ph.D., Father O’Leary’s therapist at Southdown, and Sister
Loretta Dower, R.S.M., coordinator of the Southdown Connection Program. "[he purpose of this
meeting, known at Southdown as a close out, was to discuss Father O’Leary’s future.

On Tuesday, May 7, Father O’Leary faxed a copy’ of his departure covenant to me. In the cover
letter he mentioned that Doctor Gilmartin says there should not be any surprises at the close out_
With that in mind I wrote to Father O’Leary, malting clear to him that the policy of the
Archdiocese says that "the assignment of one who has engaged in sexual misconduct with a minor
will exclude parish ministry and other minisuy that involves minors." 1 lminted out that this would
preclude his being able to help out in a parish.

On Monday, May 13, Father O’Leary called to ask about my arrival thne at Southdown. Hearing
that he had not yet received my letter I told him its contents over ate telephone and then faxed a
copy to him. lie asked if I had made a determination that his conduct was indeed sexual
misconduct. I said that 1 had made that determination

Father O’Leary picked me up at ate airport and drove me to Southdown. Our meeting began with
Father O’Leary talking_ about his history and what brought him to Southdown. He talked about the
telephone call in which he learned of my determination. He said that my letter, which arrived on
Tuesday, May 14 was dated May 8, 1996, the twentieth anniversary of his ordination to
priesthood. Father O’Leary described his devastation at the news and his anger at the process.

Doctor Gilmartin talked about Father O’Leary’s work

i told Father O’Leary that i had struggled with this situation. I too recognize that this is difti~reut
from other incidents that we have de~ai"t with. However, after consultin~with many people who
have experience and expertise in this area ! could not t-rod any support ~or the notion that his
conduct was anything other than sexual misconduct. Once ! have accepted that fact, the policy is
clear oil the consequences

Father O’l_eary stated that he feels that this decision was made long ago. He questioned the
authenticity of making him ~o to Southdown It seems to him that we were ~oin~ through
monons. I pointed out that Father Deeley and l had tried throughout this process to be dear in our
explanation of the policy. I said that we had t~vo assessments stating that Father O’Leary needed
reside,fial tream~ent It would have been irresponsible on our part not to follow those
recommendations_

O’LEARY, ARTHUR p.
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Father O’ Leary expressed his anger at the policy. He tl~uks it is unjust and unforgiving. We had
a discussion of the inflexibility of the policy and the difficulty of chah~ing a policy once it i~
promulgated. Father O’Leary expressed with some vehemence his opinion that it should be
changed to be more flexa’ble, whate~;er the implications. Doctor Gilmartin mentioned that Boston’s
is considered the toughest policy in the country.

At this point Doctor Gilmartin brought focus to the discussion saying_ that we are clear on the
policy and asking what are the implications of the policy statement for Father O’Leary’s future.
Father O’l~ary said that two sections had to be deleted from his departure covenant: "I expect my
diocese to support me by...providing me with the opportunity to exercise my priesdy ministry"
and" In return, to my diocese I promise...to place my ministerial gifts at the disposal of the
archdiocese." I said that Father O’Leary could not do Parish ministry, which means that he could
not help out in parishes on weekends. He asked about hospital chaplaincy. I told them ~hat we
have come to the point where we are not comfortable with hospital chaplaincy, because it is so
difficult to supervise or segregate the minist~ of a chaplain.

Father O’Leary asked about hospice work. I said that I would be open to talk about that under
specific conditions. Father O’Leary would have to agree that he would not minister to other
t~amily member, specifically minors. He said that he would be open to that. In fact, this has not
been an issue in his previous experience. He said that he would not identify himself as a priest in
his ministry. I said that we could explore this area.                 "

Sister Loretta asked about the Southdown Connection. l told her that I would be willing to come
for a day if it could be arranged. She said that Southdown is Iookin~ at ~dternative ways to
connect with diocesan contact people                          -

Father O’Leary i~ leaving Southdown on May 31, 1996. I asked him to be in touch with me when
he is home and settled. He said he had some practical questions we could discuss on the drive to
the airport.

Doctor Gihnartin expressed his willingness to be of help in any way he could in Father O’Leary’s
situation.

On ~he drive to the airport Father O’ Leafy raised questions about his sta[us when he returned
home. i told him that I would research th~se matters and get back to him.

Rev. Brian M. FI~~’~

May 17, 1996

O’LEARY, ARTHUR p.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMI’vlONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTOR MASSACI-~SETTS O2135

June 9, 1997

The Reverend Arthur p. O’Leary
225 Blue Rock Road

South Yarmouth, MA 02664

Dear Father O’Leary:

This is to acknowledge your letter of May 26, 1997.

I am pleased that your contact with Father Murphy has been a
positive one.    He is very committed in his pastoral
responsibility, and T am grateful to you for your cooperation with
him.

Arthur, my understanding is that there has been some contact with
the Diocese of Fall River concerning regular weekend assistance on
your part. This has been referred to the Bishop, and he does not
fee[ that he can give a positive response to this offer for
service.

As dLfficult as it is for you to hear this response, I am certain
that upon reflection you will understand the very difficult
situation in which the Bishop of Fall River finds himself.

What [ understand from your letter to me, however, is a desire to
be able to participate specifically in the funeral Masses of those
to whom you have been a helpful presence through your work with
hospice. I am taking the liberty of sending your letter to me and
my response to Father Bill Murphy, and I will ask him to follow up
on this specific question, whi6h is somewhat different from the
more general offer to serve on weekends which has been rejected.

It may be that this question, too, has been resolved in the
response of the Vicar General and the Bishop of Fall River.
Nonetheless, I will ask Bill to follow up on this correspondence
and to be in touch with you again on it.

WLth warm personal regards, Arthur, and asking God to bless you,
am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

BCLIac

Archbishop of Boston

O’LEARY, ARTHUR p.
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REVIEW BOARD
September 10, 1998
CONFIDENTIAL

CASE # 34                                 PRIOR REVIEW: April, 1994

1.    IA!legali~: "l/~ere is a ten year history of separate but related episodes. In 1985-6 the priest
was identified as frequenting lfighway rest stops, presumably for the purpose of engaging in
homosexual activity. In 1993, Chancery officials received from the parents of a twelve year old
boy a report of inappr6priate, sexualized language and touching of the shoulders in a way which
made the boy feel uncomfortable. In October, 1994, the Delegate received a report that a college
freslunan was experiencing severe psychological distress which he attributed in part to the
behavior of the priest. Here the behavior involved non-sexual horseplay which resulted in the boy
being injured, and a long-tutoring banter between the priest the boy and another boy centering
around the pattern featured on the boxer shorts each was wearing. The boy also complained of a
~wedgie" by the priest.

2.    lnve_!y~ga3jg_q: "llae priest was interviewed, as were the complainants ol~ inappropriate
behavior towards minors.

3.    I~LI~9~¢: hfitially the priest denied stopping in rest areas for the purpose of sex;
during his initial psychological assessment, he admitted it. Initially the priest denied any sexual
motive in showing physical attention to boys and in speaking with sexual double entendre; while in
residential trealment he admitted the behavior was "sexualized".

4.    D__e!cgl~g~[~~: The Priest’s response indicates a desire to conceal
information which could damage his standing or reputation. He has admitted only to that at which
he has been caught, aud reluctandy.

5.    Pr f i       e n n     " " The priest was assessed twice in clinics which
specialize in clergy misconduct. He was also more recently assessed by a clinical psychologist at
MGH who fi’equently does work for this office. Copies of the assessments or significant portions
are attached. They may be sumtnarized by stating that the priest is not believed to have a
psychological disorder which would place minors at risk h~ his presence. Additionally, it is
believed that the priest has grown in his awareness of appropriate boundaries

6.    At_Qh~i e’    e n          i in " No formal complaint was made in the rest stop
episodes. The two complaints regarding inappropriate behavior towards boys were resolved. In
one case, no response was made apart from a meeting with the family. In the other case the
family was promised that the priest would not remm to parish ministry without their being
informed. Also, the second complainant was offered payment for psychotherapy which was
declined on the grounds that the family’s insurance was covering the expense. There were no
legal actions in these cases.

e
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7.    AtcMJ.~-csa!t~R_e_~l~/j~e~U The priest was allowed to return to ministry after the rest
stop incidents and the first complaint of inappropriate behavior, as it was deemed by the Delegate,
the Review Board and il~e Cardinal that he could safely r.eturn. After the second complaint of
inappropriate behavior towards boys the priest was removed from parish ministry pending
resolution of his ease. The case was not returned to the Review Board until now. The Delegate
determined that the behavior of the priest was sexual misconduct and that the restrictions of the
policy applied. The priest has been living in his own home and he has engaged in some secular
work and some hospice work (not as a priest). The priest now has retirement status.

8.    ~: The priest is requesting the opportunity to engage in
weekend ministry within the Archdiocese.. He has no desire for any other kind of ministry. The
question before the Board is: does the behavior of the priest constitute sexual misconduct
sufficient for Ihe application of the Policy? If the answer is "yes’, the priest will not be allowed
to engage in any parish ministry. If the answer is "no", then another question arises: is it
appropriate for the priest to be allowed to engage in weekend ministry as long as his pastor is
informed, he is cautioned against informal contact with minors, he is issued a canonical
warning and the complainant family is informed? The canonical warning would impose the
withdrawal of all priestly faculties in the event that another report of inappropriate behavior is
received.

O’LEARY, ARTHUR P.
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_REVIEW BOARD MEETING
.September 10, 199~88

_Chancery - 6:30-830 P.M.

Case #34

The Review Board recommends: That the behavior of the priest, partly by his own
admission, qualifies as sexual misconduct. In light of this, the Policy applies to the priest
and he is prohibited from the weekend celebration of parish masses, which is his request.

O.LEAR~(, ARTHU*R P.
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February 22, 2001

Rev. Arthur O’Leary
225 Blue Rock Road
So. Yarmouth, MA 02664

Dear Arthur,

Concerning you," request to celebrate weekend Masses at Our Lady of the Cape, I refer to
a letter you received from Cardinal Law dated June 9, 1997. That particular
correspondence failed to give a positive response to a similar request because of the
Archdiocesan policy and Bishop O’Malley’s difficulty with your situation.

Restrictions, wldch have been placed on your ministry, still remain and parish weekend
assistance is not possible. It is understood that the only sacramental ministry will be on a
case by case authorization.

[ know tiffs is still a difficult matter for you. Please let me know if any clarification is
necessary. Be assured of my prayer and fraternal concern.

Sincerely yours in Clu-ist,

CJH:tt

Rev. Charles J. Higgins
Delegate of the Archbishop

O,LFARY, ARTHUR P- "
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Cardinal Bernard F. Law - Day 2
2/3/2003
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT

CA 02-04628-TI

(Consolidated With CA 02-1296)

(Originally entered in
Middlesex County as

No. 02-0822)

PAUL W. BUSA,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, et al.,
Defendants.

THE SECOND DAY OF THE VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION
OF CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, a witness called by
the Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil

Procedure, before Kathleen L. Good, (CSR
#112593), Registered Professional Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, at the offices of Greenberg
Traurig, One International Place, Boston,
Massachusetts 02110, on Monday, February 3,
2003, commencing at 10:04 a.m.

K. L. GOOD & ASSOCIATES
P. O. BOX 6094

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS    02209
TEL. (781) 598-6405
FAX    (781) 598-0815

K. L. Good & Associates
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I A

3
4 A

Q

A

I don’t believe so, no. No, he was not.       12:56:02
So~ -- there was a~. Is that what 12:56:06

you said? 12:56:09
That’s correct. 12:56:09
Why don’t you take a look and read No. 4 and 5. 12:56:11

(Pause.) 12:56:16
Yes. 12:56:50
And you’ll see from -- I just want to read the    12:56:50

second paragraph.                  12:56:54
"He revealed" -- this would be the student. 12:56:57

I’m sorry. Let me read the first paragraph. 12:57:00
"Last night one of the students came to me12:57:02

with a report from his father, who is a close 12:57:05
friend with a State Police captain. The captain12:57:07
said that he was going against his own 12:57:10
regulations revealing the story, but he wanted 12:57:15
very much to try his luck.               12:57:15

"He revealed the name of a priest that the    12:57:15
police are soon" -- that’s in quotes -- "to move12:57:18
in on for involvement with boys. He wanted to 12:57:21
avoid this if at all possible, for all the      12:57:24
reasons you can imagine. He hoped that somehow 12:57:2(
the Diocese could intervene before that drastic 12:57:29
action happened, by getting the man to counseling 12:57:32

1 and warning him of the seriousness of the 12:57:35
2 situation before the law." 12:57:37
3 Do you see that? 12:57:39
4 A l do see that. 12:57:39
5 Q Right. Now, would you have expected this type of 12:57:41
6 communication about the police investigating a12:57:45
7 priest of the Archdiocese for possible 12:57:47
8 involvement with boys and criminal activity to 12:57:49
9 immediately be brought to your attention? 12:57:53

10 A Well, first of all, this was being brought to the12:57:55
11 proper person for handling these cases. And I,12:58:00
12 on the basis of this, I don’t -- I don’t -- on 12:58:05
13 the basis of this, I don’t know the name of the 12:58:11
14 priest nor the activity that has been alleged. 12:58:15
15 It sounds very bad. But -- 12:58:19
16 Q Father -- it’s in Father O’Leary’s file, and 12:58:24
17 there’s actually a -- 12:58:27
18 A Fine. But I’m basing myself on this note, which 12:58:29
19 I have not seen before. 12:58:32
20 Q Right. But is this-- given that Father 12:58:33
21 McCormack would be reporting directly to you and 12:58:3"
22 meeting with you on a regular basis, if the 12:58:39
23 police were about to move in on a priest for his12:58:42
24 involvement with boys, is that a type of matter 12:58:48

I that Bishop McCormack would have brought, under    12:58:51
2 your unwritten policy, to your attention? 12:58:55
3 A He would have investigated this, and at some 12:58:57
4 point this would have needed to have been brought 12:59:00
5 to my attention because some action would need to12:59:02
6 have been taken. 12:59:04
7 Q If you look at page 6, you’ll see the next 12:59:05
8 paragraph, is "Father" -- it says, I don’t know 12:59:08
9 what this is. It may have been the note. 12:59:10

10 "Father Arthur O’Leary of Marshfield Class of    12:59:12
I ! 1975 is the person involved." 12:59:15
12 A Yes, Iseethat. 12:59:18
13 Q If you take a look, we have actually two page 8s, 12:59:19
14 but if you take a look at page 8, that’s the 12:59:22
15 signature of Bishop Banks down at the bottom? 12:59:28
16 A I’m not sure ofthat. Isit? 12:59:30
17 Q Itis. 12:59:38
18 A Yeah, okay.
19 Q But that’s okay. Why don’t you take a moment and 12:59:39
20 read that. 12:59:42
21 (Pause.) 12:59:43
22 Q Doyou seethat? 13:00:26
23 A Ido. 13:00:27
24 Q On Paragraph 8, Bishop Banks becomes involves in 13:00:2~

! this matter in 1986. 13:00:33
2 Do you see that? 13:00:37
3 A Yes. 13:00:37
4 Q And the allegation or the letter was February of13:00:37
5 1986. 13:00:38
6 A Yes. 13:00:39
7 Q And then Bishop Banks interviews Father O’Leary.13:00:3
8 Do you see that? 13:00:43
9 A Yes. 13:00:43

10 Q And it’s noted there that Father O’Leary had been 13:00:44
11 a Boy Scout leader. 13:00:48
12 Do you see that? 13:00:50
13 A lseethat. 13:00:50
14 Q And that was in1986. And ifyou take a look at 13:00:52
15 the assignment card, Cardinal Law, you’ll see --13:00:55
16 A Where? 13:00:58
17 Q Page l. l’msorry, lapologize. 13:00:59
18 -- that this priest wasn’t placed on 13:01:05
19 administrative leave until October 28, 1994. 13:01:06
20 Do you see that? 13:01:12
21 A Yes. 13:01:14
22 Q So there was an allegation, some involvement with 13:01:1:
23 the police, and yet this particular priest 13:01:18
24 remained as parochial vicar at St. Mary’s of 13:01:22

34 (Pages 130 to 133)

K. L. Good & Associates



We are taki~ the liberty o~ r~porting directly to you
th~ following serious events which took place ~ f~w weeks ago
in Saint A~’~ parish at Gc~sn Bluff, Marshfield, trusting that
you In Four wisdom will ~cw how best to handle the matter.

On Friday August 14th~her O~Sulliv~of S~int Ann’a
Picked up o~ son (who . ~ oy aged 12) near our
su~er cottage gad drov~ him to the sacristy of
the ch~ch on the pretense of chmcking the altar bey assignment~
for ~aturd~y A~ust 15th. ~bout ~ hour later he drove hi~ back
and dropped him off in the vicinity of the cottage.

~ seemed very upset and after ~.uch painfull questioning
he r~lated the following story: ~fnile in the s~cristy of Saint
Ann’s, Father O’Sullivan had reached under his (~ ~athln£
trunks ~nd touched him repea~ealy in the private area for several
"~".i~utes; when he drove him be.ck to the cottage he told him "not
to tell ~uy.on~ that I touched you ’.’ }Wails was loath to talk
~.urth~r about it, h~ finally admitted that ~ O’Sullivan had
touched him there 9n previous occasions but that thi~ was th~ first
time that he had b~en ~.~earing only trxnks.

The next day (S.~turday August 15th) we visited the r.sctory
e.nd reoorted the incident to the pastor, Father Finn. He told us
to return that eyenlng which we did. ( we thought he would at that
time confront Father O~3ulllvan) Upon our ret~n that -~vening
Father Finn s~ild he h~d r~tl~er hoped we ?.;ould not ret~.~n hut ~ould
ferret th~ incident. We told him once ~gain the story ~-~%ich hc
wrote do~. He ~.[d n~t to discuss the z, mtter with a .soul; that
he would report the ~mtter to the proper authorities in’Bo~ton;
we would be contacted after our rct~n to Milton.                  -

Several days after the Au u.-~t 15th date, one of the other
altar boys (age 12) a’~kcd         if ~ather O’Sullivan had bc~n
"touching you do,~n there" and admitted that he had done so
hi~, his 13 year old brother and several other boys. (Thcir parents
are aware that we h~.ve reported the re&tier and we told then the
sitaatiou will be dealt ~ith by the authorities in Boston)

After waiting 6 we..~ks, we tele~..houed Father Finn and were
shocked to hear him ~ay he had not reported the matter because
h~ had rscsived no f~ther complaL%ts. When asked if he
ntte:aot-~d te question any altar boys or Father O’Sullivan hc
r~nlied "Oh ns I couldn, t do that"

We have be~:n greatly upset by these tragic ~vent~ and
dL-~coura~.~ed b:~ the :isce.otion which occured after ~;e r~;orted, the
zltua.t[:~n to ~he proper authority. (Father Finu) O~ home
is .~X,~ 2979

V~:’F truly v.~ur s
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Starting with the top document...

April, 1991: discussion abou~ransfer to Metuchen

noted he is nervous...has moved many times...near a breakdown etc.

advice: see a psychlatrlst...arrange a clean break with Metuchen...meetlng

with Springfield???

:il have had no problem for ten years...overworked in Arlington ~

date ~ Feb. 28, 1991...meeting with ACH: told to make appt with Institute for
Livlng...and then to Springfield...

he wanted to return to Boston in June of 91...

March 16, 1991 ACH reports he is high strung...serlous difficulties in Metuchen..

wants out...maybe Springfield???

A Fr. Cardillo is the counsellor in New~ersey...

newspaper account of his case in November 9, 1984.

Progress report from So~thdown...May 30, 1985...p~sitive.

Final report...July 23, 1985: from Southdown...positive..

October 3, 1989...flrst assignmentto Metuchen...

Mtice of keeping in touch with probation officer...

Letters from Fr. Michael Peterson...about when he is ready.., to go to Southdown

Nov 13, 1984 letter to ~from man who claims he was an altar.boy in

Waltham parish and was sexually assaulted by Fr. O"Sulllvan at that time (1964?) ~

The Arlington case was involved with the name of a ~,distlnct case from

above.

Another incident in Marshfield in 1964, this time with a boy from Milton, named

Letter from Dr. Quino..refers to eight tlmes~lsays he is real sick...no date on

this letter...

E0-0018



September 19, 1993

The Most Reverend Bernard Cardinal Law
Archbishop of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Cardinal Law:

I am writing to you today because of an incident that
happened to me over twenty five years ago. The memory of this
incident was buried away until a story that was aired on
local news in July brought back the memories. The story that
¯ .’as told was about a priest by the name of Ft. Eugene
O’Sullivan and his two ~ which were claiming to have
been sexually molested as youngsters by Fr. O’Sullivan and
went on to say that another youngster from Arlington was also
sexually molested but was paid to be silent about the
molestation.

The memories that came back to me also are of Ft. O’Sullivan
at Our Lady of the Assumption Parish of East Boston back in
and around the middle 1960’s. He was there when I attended
the Parish grammar school, graduating in 1969. The
particulars of my contact with Ft. O’Sullivan will not be
discussed in this letter, but I was sexually assaulted by
him.

At first I thought that it was just someone with the same
name and that Fr. O’Sullivan was long gone, but as I
investigated further I did indeed find out that this was the
Ft. O’Sullivan of my memories. I contacted the office of Mr.
George Murphy, Middlesex County Assistant D.A. which
prosecuted Ft. O’Sullivan in the Arlington case and he
positively identified him as the same person.

I do realize that something that happened to me so many years
ago, possibly would not have happened to someone else if I
had come forward, but I just did not know what t’o do as a boy
of 12 years old. Nobody would ever question the Priest,
especially being educated by the Sisters of Notre Dame. I did
not even tell my parents because I really did not know if
this was right or wrong. The only person that knows about
this incident is my wife and after much prayer and discussion
with her I have decided to write to you.

I have always been a faithful follower, because of my
upbringing and 12 years of parochial education. I do my best



to attend Mass on Sundays and Holydays. My wife and I are
active in our Parish in various ministries.          -

I do know that the Archdiocese does not want or need any
publicity of this kind and I do not want my story to be told
but I will tell it if it has to be done. I’m torn between my
Christian lifestyle of today and what happened to me twenty
five plus years ago. I just do not know what to do! I simply
cannot understand how you (The Church) can allow this type of
behavior to continue in the Priesthood while there are so
many good Priests having to deal with the bad reputations of
a few. There are so many good things Priests can be doing,
fighting off someones stereotypical idea of a Priest should
not be one of them. At a time in history where people are
searching for answers, looking to faith’for guidance, this is
the time to take a stand and get rid of the Fr. O’Sullivan
types publicly not quietly behind closed doors where the
followers will never know. If a Priest cannot be trusted with
the children of today, where will the Priests of tomorrow
come from?

I am against abortion as the Church defines it, however, is.
it not a form of abortion when a child is sexually molested?
Don’t you feel something in that child is killed? I certainly
do feel something is destroyed.

Please, Cardinal Law, do what has to be done with these sick
men who hide behind the collar of a Priest. Let the law of
the land handle each and every case publicly so no others
will be able tb hide in our Religion. Let all children be
safe at conception and throughout there lives. Do not allow
another child to be mole’sted because of the media pressure
and remain silent and out of the limelight.

In closing, I do hope you are able to respond to me quickly.
I also hope that you realize that this letter is not from a
rebellious person with an ax to grind, but from someone who
cares for our Christian life as Christ would want us to live.

Sincerely,



ECKERT SF_a LaNS CHER  &

September 27, 1993

W~on D. Roger~, Jr.,

5..Father Eugene O’Sullivan. (St, A~es Church, A.rli.n~on, and Our Lady of
the Assumption, East Boston, Massachusetts)

im%rmz us that he was sexually molested hundreds of times by Ft.
Ilivan during the period 1974175 through around 1980. The abuse began when Mz’.~l~was ten years old. Ft. O’Sullivan rep~t~ly put his h~mds in Mr.

pants pockets to "search for money," all the while molesting the young boy’s geak~As
through his paros pocket. The priest ~en began performing oral sodomy on
in the church, sacristy before and aft,r Masses, where Mr. |lll~was an altar boy.
Mr. Segan working ha the re~,ory two or three nights a week, and eve_-y
Fr. was on duty there, the priest would orally sodon~z~ Mr.~, and on
several oeezsions, Fr. O’Sulliw, m forc~ Mr. ~ to’p.efform oral sodomy on him.
Additional ac-~ of abuse took place in the high school’s office, the rec~ry garage, in Ft.
O’$ullivan’s car, and other places. Our client reports that Mo~ignor Lertihaa Icaew of
Fr. O’Sullivan’s uncontrollable habit of sexual molestz~iou, and ye~ did n~thing to stop
Fr. O’Sullivan. In 1980181, when ~ charges of sexual abuse against Ft.
O’~;uIIivan earned wide publicity ha the lo ’cal m~ia, Mr. ~ inform~ Monsignor
Lenihan that others had been similarly victimized by Ft. Sullivan. The Monsi~or
re[~li~ that Mr. ~ ~legatior~s were an isolated problem. Then .’Va’~told ",he
Monsignor that Fr. O’Sullivan had, in fat’s, abused Mr. ~. Th~ Monsignor’s reply
wm that th situation ,s ~lready being remedied,", and that Fr. O’Sullivan was no longer
a priest. Howeve,-, during a recent visit to New Jersey this pa~t spring,
read a newspaper account of Ft. O’Sullivan recently being suspended from three parishes
in New Jersey for the sexual abuse of minors.               ;          .,..---~-

~ r~por’d that he waz sexually abused by Fr. O’Sullivan d~in~
summer of 1967 or ’68, at Our Lady of AL~umptlon Church, in East. Boston." At
time, ,~Mr. ~was a 10 or 11 year-old boy. The incident of abuse occurr~ when
Ft. O Sullivan requested that.a group of boys to help him move some ehah’s in the
basement of the church. After moving the chairs, Ft. O’Sullivan invited Mr. ~ to
come to the rec:ory for some Cokes. While in the re...~tory basement, Ft. O’Sullivan
crone up behind Mr. ~ ~nd said he could g~aess the boy’s weight by picking him
~np, whereupon Ft. O’Sullivan reach~ "around the front of Mr.~and p~ his handsthe boy’s front pants pockets. Fr. O’Sullivan proceeded to fondle Mr. ~ penis
and genitals through the pockets. Mr. ~struggled and broke free, and ran up the
stah’s and out of the front dooc of the rectory. Mr. ~ is certain of at least this
incident of abuse, bur suspects there were more. From this period on, be actively
suppressed memories of the abuse, and forgot about it entirely, until his wi~. (\vho had --
no idea that Mr. ~ had been molested by a priest) offhand~ly alerted him to a
recent television documentary depicting the charges agak~st a priest in New Jersey
had also been charged wi~ sexual abuse in Massachuse.,-ts: The priest’s name wa~ Ft.
O’Sullivan. Suddenly, Mr. ~ wax flooded witch memories about his own sexual
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Onc lntc~;ationaI Place lSth F~oor

Telel,he.¢ 617"342-6800

Fac~;milc 617.’342-6899
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Pl;il.~dc;l,;:ia
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T, zP, al:asscc

t;:;.~t::,T:o,. D C.

March 5, 1994

Wilson D. Rogers, Ir., Esquire
Dunn & Rogers
20 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02108

Dear Mr. Rogers:

This firm represents a former resident of Arlin~on,
Massachusetts. Mr. us tha was sexually abused by Father Eugene
O’Sullivan (’Ft. O’Sullivan’), a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston (’Archdiocese’).
Mr.~has suffered extraordinary emotional, psychological and physical anguish
in the years since the commencement of the abuse, which form the basis for his legal
claims against the Archdiocese and Fr. O’Sullivan, as the facts below will demonstrate.
The abuse and the resulting damage to Mr. ~ are described in the demand to
Warren A. Blair, ITI, Esquire, counsel for Tr. O’Sullivan dated March 5, 1994 (copy
enclosed), the contents of which are incorporated herei.n..by..refer.e.nce.

There are considerable grounds to establish the fact that the Archdiocese knew or should
have known that Ft. O’Sullivan’s propensity towards sexual abuse of minors but failed
to take any significant action to protect his many victims from these habits. Fr.
O’Sullivan was routinely transferred from parish to parish throughout the Archdiocese
in the 1960s and 1970s, including transfers to Point of Pines Parish in Revere,
Massachusetts. Further, Mr. ~repotts that Fr. O’Sullivan’s nickname among the
children of St. Agnes’ parish was "Fr. HomO’Sullivan," because of his sexually abusive
actions. The Archdiocese failed to take reasonable steps ’to train and supervise Fr.
O’Sullivan.                                         "

In conclusion, Mr. ~ makes several demands upon the Archdiocese. Fk.~.~st, Mr.
~ insists that Fr. O’Sullivan refrain from having any contact with children until
he has sought the appropriate medical attention for his predilections. Second, Mr
~ demands compensation for his injuries which are causally related to the abuse
of him by Fr. O’Sullivan. To this end, Mr. ~ is willing to resolve all his claims
for the sum of $500,000.~, an amount which is well within the range of settlement in
these types of cases.

RODERICK MACLEISH,
617/ 342-6826

E0-0041



CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM
To:    the file of Reverend Eugene M. O’Sullivan
From: Reverend William F.
Date: April 28, 1999 7v’~-’-
Re:    police inquiry

I received an unexpected visit today from Boston Police Detective John Donovan of the Sexual
Assault Unit (617-343-4400). He had received a report from a man named~, who
claimed that Fr. O’Sullivan had sexually molested khn. The dates of molestation were between
1964 and 1973. The places where this occurred were at Our Lady of the Assumption Parish in
East Boston (the rectory and parish hall), and the home of the priest’s mother (in Arlington?)

Mr~says he was a boy at the time. He claims to have been forced to perform oral sex on
the priest, and to allow the priest to reciprocate.

The Detective noted that too many years have passed for the case to be prosecuted criminally.
He says the Archdiocese will probably be hearing from Mr.~

E0-0052
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CONTACT:" Michael Hurley
(201) 596-3"710

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
3Uly 16, 1993

"STA~ REGARDING FR. EUGENE 0’SI~LLIVAN"

Based on information from the Archdiocese of Boston and

assurances from a recognized treatment center which evaluated and

created Ft. O’Sullivan. Archbishop McCarrick agreed to accept the

rehabilitated Ft. O’Suilivan {or ministry in Metuchen in good faith

and to allow Ft. O’Sullivan to re-establish a ministry ~or Jesus

Christ. The Archbishop was further ~ssured that there were no

re~tzieticl,~ on where the ministry could take place.

E0-0181
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ECKEI  SF_AMANS (2-IERml &

One intemationoJ Place 181h Floor
Bosto~, MA 0~110

Tdephone 6171342-6800

Facsimile 6171342-6899

March 7, 1994

Wilson D. Rogers, Jr., Esquire                                  .~
Dram & Rogers                                           -.~:
20 Beacon Stree~                                             - .~-
Boston, MA 02108

Re: ex eo ,~ ne ’ liv

Dear Mr. Rogers:

infot-m~ us that he w~abused byTath~r Eugene 0 Sullivan (’Ft. O’Sullivan )
a priest of the Archdiocese of Boston (’Archdiocese’). Mr.~suffered extraordinary
emotional, psychological and physical anguish" in the yea~ since tile commencement of
the abuse, which suffering forms the basis for his legal dah~ ag~t~t the oAr~di0t~se
and Fr. O’Sullivan. The abuse and the resulting damage to Mr. ~ .ate described in
the demand letter, dated March 7, 1994, to Warren A. Blair, IIl, Esqtflie, c0~nsd for
Ft. O’Sullivan (copy enclosed), the contents of which are incorporated herein by
reference.

There are considerable grounds to establish the fact that th6 Archdi0~e~e knew o~r~otfld
have known of Fr. O’Sulliv ~an’s propegslty towards ~exual a~e-of .mlnorg b~fail, ed~to
take any significant action to protect his many victims from these liablts. Ft. O’Sulliv~tn
was routinely transferred from parish to parish throughout the Archdiocese in the 1960s
and 1970s, including transfer to Point of Pines Parish in Revere, Massachusetts. The
Archdiocese failed to take reasonable steps to train and supervise Fr. O’Sullivan.

Further, Mr. ~ reports that Fr. O’Sullivan’s pedophilia was well known. He
attempted to brtbe children to engage in sexual acts at the Arlington Catholic High School
and other schools. He was constantly asking children to clean out locker rooms or to go
to deserted areas so that he would have the opportanity to molest them. In fact, he
fondled Mr. ~ in a locker room at Arlington Catholic High School, whereupon Mr.
~became so angry that he took a chair and threw it at Ft. O’Sullivan.

In conclusion, Mr. ~ makes several demands upon the Archdiocese. First, Mr.
~ insists that Ft. O’Sullivan refrain from having any contact with childre"~-’~til he
has sought the appropriate medical attention for his predilections. S~ Mr. ~
demands compensation for his injuries which are causally related to the sexual abuse of
him by Ft. O’Sullivan. To this end, Mr. m is willing to resolve all his claims for
the sum of $500__Q_Q~__,.~, an amount which is well within the range_of settlement in these
types of cases. The Archdiocese’s offer to pay for Mr. ~ currefit psychiatric
counseling is a step in the right direction, but does not go far enough in addressing the
damage caused by Ft. O’Sullivan and the Church.

RODERICK MACLEISH. ~’R.
6171342-6826

E0-0274



to Prlests
Personnel - copy to Fr. Banks

November 1, 1984

Archbishop Bernard F. Law
2100 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts

Your Excellency:

I wish to notify you that I resign my position as
pastoral assistant at Saint Agnes parish, Arlington
as of today, November Ist, the Feast of All Saints.

I a~ree to take this action based on the recent cir-cumstances which I have discussed with you, Father
Banks, and my pastor, Monsignor Lirunehsn-

I await your further instructions.

with sincere best wishes.

y4~cy~l~ruly yours,,          -

//~~ugene M. O’ Sulllvan

~-~ NOV 2 81984 ~

~LE~G~’ P~.~5,gNNEL OFFICE

EO-0293



CHANCERY
ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENLII~

BRIGI4TOfl. IAASSACHUSETI-S 02!35

November 9, 1984

Rev. E_~l~ene M, O’Sullivan
St. Agnes Rectory
24 Medford Street
Arlington, Massachusetts 02174

Dear Father O’Sullivan:

I am writing to inform you that I have received your resignation
as Parochial Vicar of St. Agnes Parish, Arlington. Because of
the painful and regrettable facts which have come to light these
past days, I am accepting your resignation. Further, it is my
intention to refrain from appointing you to any new position of
pastoral responsibility in the Arehdlocese until it is evident
from professional evaluation and a successfully completed program
of rehabilitation that you are able to undertake such responsibilities
without possible harm to others or to yourself.

For the reasons given above, it is also my decision to withdraw
your ecclesiastical faculties for the Archdiocese of Boston. Until
these faculties have been restored, you should abstain from preaching
and from administering the Sacrament of Reconciliation.

You should be in contact with Father Banks concerning arrangements
for a thorough professional evaluation and for a suitable program
of rehabilitation.

I am confident that you will understand that these actions have
been .taken for yqur own good and that of the Church. I appreciate
the coop’eration which you have already given to me and to the civil
authorities. I am also confident that you share my deep sorrow for
what has happened to the young man involved, to the parish and to
the Church.

You have my prayers ,and fraternal support as you now turn to the
important and necessary work of rehabilitation.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

E0-0296



CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS O2t35

February 10, 1986

The Reverend Pat HcKelvie, CR
Southdown
RR Number 2
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8
Canada

Dear Father McKelVle:

Thank you very much for your letter of January 17.

I appreciate very much your kindness in writing about your
follow-up visit with Father Eugene O’Sullivan, and I am very
much encouraged by your report.

I will keep Father O’Sullivan in my prayers with the hope that
a combination of God’s Grace and therapy will have the desired
effect in his llfe.

I saw him myself just before Christmas, and he seemed to be
doing well.

With renewed thanks for your kindness and with best personal
wishes, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

BCL/ac

E0-0381



VICAR F-OR~ ADMINISTRATION

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE:

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSeTtS 02135

1617} 25,4 ~O100

February 20, 1986

Eev. Eugene O’SUllivan
St. Joseph’s Parish
ql Manning Avenue
North Plainfield, New Jersey 07060

Dear Gene:

I just finished reading the very favorable report ~r~ Pat McKelvie. It
certainly sounds encouraging, and you must have been glad to receive a copy of
the report.

I trust that all goes well, and that you are gradually making the adjustment to
New Jersey. I a~sorry that I have not been available when you have been in
Boston. I shall have to do better on trying to keep in touch.

I just returned from attending the annual meeti~ of the St. James ~oeiety in
Peru. I must say that I was very impressed by the men and by the work that
they do. I think I am beyond that kind of misslonary work.

Let us pray that this Season of Lent will be a time of grace for both of us.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Most Rev. l]obert J. Banks
Vicar for Administration

RJB:Jt

EO-0382



~latrnn ot’~e ~In|uzr~! ~,hur~h

r:Iost Rev. Robert Banks
21 21 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts

Dear Bishop,

,’.~en I talked with you on the phone about a month ago, I mentioned
that my niece was getting married on October 25th at St. James
Church, Arlington. You suggested that perhaps it would not be a
good idea for me to perform the marriage in case the local news-
paper were to get wind of it and create some publicity. I will
admit that I did not give this a %h6ught before your mentioning
it and believe that it is possible.

I was home last week for my monthly overnight and brought the subject
up with my sister and niece. They became very disturbed because
I would not be doing the wedding. In the course of our conversation
we discussed the possibility of my doing the wedding someplace else
such as St. Paul’s, 0ambridge where my sister was married and where
I celebrated my first Mass. I was back there in December to con-
celebrate my uncle’s funeral Mass with Cardinal Law. At that time
I met all the old neighbors and there was no publicity or adverse
reaction.

Do you think that this is a possibility? 0nly family and close
friends would be attending the wedding. There will ~e no publicity.
Also, the Arlington town paper has changed ownership this past
year.

I would like to hear from you as soon as possible so that we can
reserve St. Pauls’ Church. According to my niece, the date is
ooen at the present time.

..:ith sincere best wishes, I am

_ Rev. Eug"~ ~ ...... "’.ene ~! _9’~u_l.livan ....

201-75 -3383

E0-0386



ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHI~ON. MASSACHUSETTS O2135

|617| 254-0100

June 5, 1986

Rev. ~H~f./.Eugene Mo O~Sulllvan
St. Joseph’s aee~
ql Harming ~treet
North Plainfield, New Jersey 07060

Dear Gene:

I am writing in answer to your most recent letter.

As long as there is no great publicity, then I think it would be all
right to perform the marriage of your niece at St. Paul’s, ~a~bridge.

I am sorry that we have to be so circumspect, but we do not want to get
ourselves in any difficulty.

I hope that all goes well with you.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Most Rev. Robert J. Banks
Vicar for Administration

RJB:jt

EO-0387



ARCHBISHOP’S RESIDENCE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

November 5, 1985

Reverend Eugene M. O=Sullivan
Saint Agnes Parisl~ Rectory
2q Medford Street
Arlington, MA. 0217~

RECEWED.

N0vl
)FFICE OF THE CH/tNCELLO~

Dear Father O’Sullivan:                                 /

In view of our conversation and the decision we have reached
together I am ending your assignment as
Saint Agnes Parish in Arlington and I am placing you on
Sick Leave. The effective date of this course of action was
November 1, 198q.

I shall remember you in my prayers and Masses that your
recovery may be swift and complete.

Please notify Reverend Robert J. Banks, Archdiocesan
Vicar for Administratio~, and Reverend Thomas F. Dates,
Personnel Director that you have received this letter.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes for you, I
am,

Sincerely in Christ,

Arch.bishop of Be

E0-0425



PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Rev. Charles Higgins
Sister Rita McCarthy, CSJ
Februa[y 12, 2002

(Rev. Eugene O’Sullivan)

called from his car asking if I was at the office and could he stop in
see me about an allegation. I was present and available. He thanked me for

seeing him on such a short notice. He is the .~l~.f Msgr. Robert Barry, whom
he described as a mentor. He brought me a p=cture of his~ His~was a
real estate agent. He has one younger sister.

’ is his wife’s name. They have one daughter whom they adopted from
t when she was 3 months old: He proudly showed me a picture of her.

went to                School for 8 years. She is a straight A student and
plans to attend                    year.

~attended St. Joseph School in Belmont, Grades I through 4. They moved
to St. Ann’s Padsh in Marshfield. Later he went two years to Boston College.
While at St. Ann’s Church, he was an altar boy, which was how he came to know
Father O’Sullivan. He used to go to the rectory for practice. One time Father
asked him to go over to the parish hall after a weekday session and wait for him.
Father came over shortly, took him up on the stage, put his hands down ~
pants and staded to grope him. He told him to ’"oequlet."    Then he sat him on a
chair and removed his pant, s. That was ~1~ firstejaculation. He did not know
what to think. Possibly.that is how a man comes into manhood?

The same scenario happened one week later. He recalls staring off into space
and distancing himself from the action. He knew he had to stop it. He was so
embarrassed that he kept his distance from father from then on.

He never told anyone about it. He could not tell his parents nor could he tell the
pastor Father Scully. However, it continues to haunt him. He wanted to know if
Father O’Sullivan is still in ministry. If so, he could be hurting others. I assured him
that he is not.

EO-0461



glek- ~eeve

Unassigned
Senior PriestIReUre,~ent Status

618197

Reverend Eugene M. O’Sullivan
[Senior PriestlRetirment Status]

RESIDENCE

320 Washington Street
Arlington, MA     0217q

Tel. #(6~)Sq6-qq88 [NON-PUB]

E0-0466



Hay 28, 1970

Rev. Eugene M. O’Sullivan
Our Lady of the Assumption Rectory
404 Sunmer Street
East Boston, Hassachusetts 02128

Dear Father O’Sullivan:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board, I am
transferring you from Assistant Priest at Our Lady of
the Assumption parish in East Boston to Assistant
Priest at St. Agnes parish in Arlington. The effec-
tive date of this transfer is June 9, 1970.

I am confident that you will continue your exemplary
prlestlywork in-thls new assignment, and,my I assure
you that I will be happy to assist you in any way pos-
sible.

Please notify Reversnd Monsignor Thomas J. Finnegan, Jr.,
Chancellor, and Reverend John J. Jennidgs, Personnel
Director, that you have received this letter of transfer.

Invoking God’s blessings upon you and your work, I remain

Devotedly yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

E0-0467
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX

GREGORY FORD, et al.,
Plaintiffs,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW,

Defendant.

Superior Court
Civil Action
No. 02-0626

PAUL W. BUSA,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

Defendants.

Civil Action
No. 02-0822

ANTHONY DRISCOLL,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LA~-

Defendants.

./a
et al.

Civil Action
No. 02-1737

THE VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF CARDINAL
BERNARD F. LAW, a witness called by the
Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil
Procedure, before Kathleen M. Silva, Registered
Professional Reporter and Notary Public in and
for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, at the
offices of Greenberg Traurig, One International
Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02110, on
Wednesday, June 5, 2002, commencing at 10:06

K.    L.    GOOD & ASSOCIATES
P. O. BOX 6094

BOSTON,    MASSACHUSETTS       02209
TEL.     (781)    598-6405    - FAX    (781)    598-0815
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! have come -- and ! know you don’t like 14:39:54
me to reference another time frame -- but I 14:39:56
have come in 2002 to s~ that as -- that zero14:39:58
toleration policy ts the only adequate way to 14:40:04
protect children. 14:40:08

Q All right. Well, let’s, ffwe can, if it’s 14:40:08
possible, Cardinal, focus on 1984 to 1993 for     14:40:11
the time being. 14:40:16

Can we agree upon that? 14:40:16
A Yes. 14:40:19
Q i understand your present position, and you’re 14:40:i’

A

Page 168

I Q He was still an Archdiocesan palest? 14:42:13
2 A He was still a priest of the Archdiocese of 14:42:16
3 Boston. 14:42:19
4 Q And you said -- 14:42:19
5 A With theconcutrence- 14:42:21

absolutely right, I think it’s the correct 14:40: ! 9
position. You’ve articulated my views well. 14:40:22
But can we just focus on 1984 to 19937 You 14:40:2
testified that in these cases, you received 14:40:29
assurances that there was a reasonable 14:40:33
probability that a r~offcnse would not occur; 14:40:35
is that correct?                    i 4:40:39

I think that’s an accurate way to phrase it, 14:40:40
absent seeing the evaluations themselves. 14:40:45

Yet, in making the decision on whether to put 14:40:,~
the interests of reassignment ahead of the 14:40:53
potential for reoffense against children, that 14:40:56
was your decision; that was not the decision of14:40:51J

Page 167

St. Luke’s, Southdown or the Institute for 14:41:02
Living. Is that correct? 14:41:04

MR. TODD: Objection to the form.      14:41:05
Q Do you understand the question, Cardinal? 14:41:0"
A I do the assignments; St. Luke’s does not. 14:41:08

That’s correct. 14:41 : 12
Q So in looking at whether or not to reassign a 14:41 : 12

priest - let’s start with Father O’Sulli van, i 4:41:15

6 Q With the concurrence? 14:42:23
7 A The assignment was not made by me. I couldn’t14:42:24
8 assign him to work in that diocese. That would14:42:28
9 have to be done by the bishop there. 14:42:29
10 Q And the concurrence, that would be Bishop 14:42:3 I
I I MeCarrick; is that correct? 14:42:34
12 A ! believe it was Bishop McCardck at the time. 14:42:36
13 Q He had full disclosures about the facts 14:42:38
14 concerning Eugene O’Sullivan concerning the 14:42:41
15 conditions of his probation, Cardinal Law? 14:42:43
16 A My understanding is he had full knowledge. 14:42:46
17 Q What is that understanding based on? 14:42:48
18 A Well, it would be based on tbe way that eases !4:42:50
19 like this should be handled, and I would have 14:42:57
20 wanted them to have been handled. I wouldn’t 14:43:00
21 send someone like this to another diocese 14:43:07
22 without letting the bishop know what the 14:43:09
23 situation was. 14:43:15
24 Q Could you point to any piece of paper in Father    14:43:i7

O’Sullivan’s file in which it is stated that
Bishop McCarrick was informed that Eugene

I
2
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14:43:22
14:43:25

A

if we could. Father O’Sullivan was convicted 14:41:19
of rape, sent for aa evaluation and then he was14:41:23
reassigned, I believe, as an Archdiocesan 14:4 i :26
priest to the Diocese of Matuchen, New Jersey; 14:4 I
is that correct?                    14:41:34
The finding was that he could be assigned 14:41:35

without risk; that he had responded well to 14:41:4 !
treatment; and the decision was that it would 14:4 ! :44
not be good for him to remain locally because 14:41:4c~
of the publicity attendant to the case and the 14:41:53
possible scandal that that can cause. 14:41:57

So he had family in New Jersey, which is 14:42:0 I
intportant in terms of support to the priest 14:42:04
himself, and with the concurrence of the bishop14:42:0"
there, he received an assignment in that 14:42: ! 1
diocese. 14:42:13

3
4
5
6
7
8 A
9

10
II
12
13
14
15 Q
16
17
18 A
19
20
21
22
23
24 Q

O’Sullivan had been convicted of rape, and as a14:43:29
condition of his probation could not be in any 14:43:31
parish assignment where he would have access to14:43:35
minors? Is there a piece of paper that says     14:43:38
that, Cardinal Law?                   14:43:40
First of all, I have not reviewed his file. So 14:43:41

I don’t know what is or is not in his file. It 14:43:44
may very well be that such explicit reference 14:43:50
to what was communicated isn’t there, but there14:43:54
may be a reference to a communication of the 14:43:56
situation or of the case to the bishop, and 14:44:01
that would imply that.                 14:44:03
But this is simply at this point conjecture on 14:44:05

your part; you don’t know what was said to 14:44:08
Bishop McCarrick? ! 4:44:10
I don’t have the file before me. ! have not 14:44:10

reviewed the file prior to our meeting here, so    14:44:12
I can’t say what’s in there or not in there, 14:44:17
but I can tell you that it would be, in this 14:44: i 8
kind of a case, my intent that the bishop would 14:44:2 I
be informed of all pertinent information. 14:44:25

I’m asking you specifically at this point 14:44:28

43 (Pages 166 to 169)
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I direction." 15:03:03
2 Q And this was something that could be done, as 15:03:03
3 you put ~t at the time, without risk. 15:03:05
4 Do you sec that7 15:03:08

5 A That’s what I said. 15:03:09
6 Q And that wasn’t based upon any statement that 15:03:10
7 was made by a chmcian concerning Father 15.03:15

8 O’Sullivan, was it, Cardinal Law?. That was 15:03:19
9 your assessment that he could function without i 5:03:22

10 risk? 15:03:28
I I A Fd have to see what the assessment says, which15:03:3 I
12 you may have there. 15:03.34
13 Q idon’t. 15:03:35’
14 A But the previous line, No. 4, it says: 15:03:36

i 5 "He was sent for assessment and I 1:04:37
16 treatme, nt." 15:03:40
17 And then 5 says: 15:03:41

18 "On the strength of results, it was I 1:04:40
19 decided he could function without risk." 15:03:45
20 Now, whether or not the assessment 15:03:47

21 specifically said he may function without risk,    15:03:5 I
22 I don’t know, but -- 15:03:54
23 Q Do you see Bishop -- I’m sorry. 15:03:57
24 A Eut the idea that I had, as I wrote this memo, 15:03:59
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I was that the idea was there in the assessment,i 5:04:05
2 Q Well, didn’t we just go over this earlier, and 15:04:13
3 it was your recollection that you never had a 15:04:16
4 guarantee front any ofthe assessment facilities15:04:i8
5 that the poest would not reoffend? Didn’t we 15:04:2 I
6 just go over that several minutes ago, Cardinal15:04:25
7 Law? 15:04:27
8 A Yes.. That they would not give you an assurance    15:04:29
9 that never, a hundred percen.t foolproof. But 15:04:33
10
II

Q

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24

on -- at the same time, as the policy in our     15:04:39
diocese, and in many other dioceses was at that    15:04:43
time, there was the possibility of          15:04:47
reassignment, and a pntdent judgment was made15:04:50

that this could be done pntdently without risk, 15:04:58
without likely risk, and this perhaps is not as 15:05:08
accurate and full as a statement as it might 15:05:14

be. And, again, that’s to the point of the ! 5:05:18
change in our policy, i 5:05:22
I understand. 15:05:23
And the reason that we’ve changed it -- ! 5:05:25

i really understand the reasons why you’ve 15:05:26
changed it, and i’m talking now aboht what you ! 5:05:28
were thinking in 1993.                 15:05:3 I

You see Bishop Hughes’ notes, "Can’t find 15:05:33
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I report." 15:05:35
2 Do you see that? 15:05:36

3 A I do. 15:05:36
4 Q And you agreed with me earlier that psychiatric15:05:37

5 facdities such as Southdown, St. Luke’s or the15:05:4 I
6 Institute for Living don’t make the ultimate 15:05:45

7 decision on assignment of a priest. 15:05:47
8 A That’s correct. 15:05:49
9 Q It’s you who makes that decision? 15:05:50
I0 A That’s correct. 15:05:52
I I Q And so it was you who decided that Father 15:05:53
12 O’Sullivan could function ,without risk, 15:05:56
13 correct? 15:05:58
14 A That’s correct. 15:05:59
15 Q It was not any psychiatric facihty? 15:06:00
16 A That’s correct. 15:06:03

17 Q And in making that decision, you had to balance    15:06:03
18 the interest of returning the priest to 15:06:05
19 ministry against the risk that he might i 5:06:07
20 reoffend and victimize another child, correct? 15:06:10
21 A That’s correct. 15:06:13
22 Q And in this case, you were dealing with someone    15:06:13
23 who had been convicted of rape, correct? i 5:06:15

24 A That’s correct. 15:06:18

Page 189

I Q Now, you then go on, and if we could mm to 15:06:20
2 the next page, please, Cardinal Law, these are15:06:24

3 the continuation of the points that you thought 15:06:30

4 should be made, possibly at a news conference,15:06:33

5 as you have said on the other page. You say in! 5:06:37
6 Point No. 9: 15:06:40
7 "Bishop Banks held a more extensive" -- 11:06:47
8 I’m sony. Let’s go to No. 8. "! contacted 15:06:45

9 the Bishop of Matuchen, reviewed the case and 15:06:48
10 asked if he would consider allowing him to 15:06:51

i I serve." is that correct7 15:06:54

12 A That’s correct. 15:06:57

13 Q Did you look at the case file before you had 15:07:00

14 this conversation with the Bishop of Matuchen? 15:07:05

15 A i did not look at the case file. lwouldhave 15:07:11

16 had the substance of it reviewed with me by i 5:07:14
i 7 Bishop Hughes or by Bishop Banks. 15:07:18

18 Q Would that have included, can you state with 15:07:21

19 certainty, the confidential file which might 15:07:24

20 contain allegations of prior sexual abuse? 15:07:27

21 A
22 Q
23
24

The 1966 -- no. 15:07:29
1964. No. l’m talking about the confidential 15:07:32

file. When you reviewed the file, reviewed 15:07:35

the -- reviewed the case, as you put it, with 15:07:37

48 (Pages 186 to 189)
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Page 66

a minor. I l: 14:36
Sexual abuse of a minor.’? I I : 14:37
Sexual abuse of a minor. 11:14:38
And you were aware that Eugene O’Sulhvan was     I 1:14:4,

sent down to work m the Diocese of Matuchen, is l 1:14:43
that correct, reassigned to the D~ocese of      I !" 14:46

1
2
3
4
5
6

Q

(Recess.)                    11:16:19
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 11:29

We’re on the record. I 1 "29:45
Okay. Now, Bishop Banks, in the course of

dealing with what you’ve described as th~s very
serious problem involving priests having sexual

Matuchen? 11:14:49
MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of I 1:14:49

the question.                      I I: 14:50
MR. MacLEISH: Go ahead. You can      I 1:14:50

answer the question. I 1:14:51
Yes, I was aware I 1:14:51
And there were no restrictions that were placed 11 : 14:53

upon him by you as Vicar for Administration in I I : 14:55

Page68

terms of what he could do in the Diocese of     I I: 14:58
Matuchen, correct? I I: 15:0 I
No. 11 : 15:02
That’s incorrect? 11:15:02
Well, at least it gives the impression that we    I 1:15:05

dtdn’t care about what was going on. As a matter I I : 15:09
of fact, he was -- the pastor was notified and 1 I: 15:11
the pastor was to monitor him very closely so I 1:15:14
that there would not be any repetition of what 11:15:17
had happened before.                  11:15:20

Page 67

The question is what restrictions were placed I I:15:21
upon him by you, if any, in terms of Eugene 11:15:23
O’Sullivan’s access to children when he was 11 : 15:28
reassigned to the Diocese of Matuchen? 11:15:29
I forget if we put any specific restriction. As 11 : 15:31

I say, the main thing was that the pastor was I 1 : 15:34
made aware of the problem and he and I were ~n11 : 15:36
contact to make sure that th~s did not happen 11:15:40
again. I I : 15:42
So you talked to the pastor after Eugene 11 : 15:43

O’Sullivan was sent down to the Diocese of 11:15:46
Matuchen after he pied guilty for a sex crime 11 : 15:48
involving a minor; is that correct? 11:15:5 I
As I remember. This was, ofcourse, was after    I l: 15:52

six months at Southdown. And at Southdown, said 11:15:55

I 1:29:4

11.29:47
11:29:51
11:29:54
I 1:29:57

credible allegations of sexual misconduct       I 1:30:16
involving minors against them, that many of them I 1:30:17
had served in different parishes; is that 11:30:20
correct? I 1:30:22
It might be correct. I’d have to see the 11:30:25

records. 11:30:27
Let’s take a look at Father B~rmingham, for 11:30:27

example You knew that Father Birmingham had     1 l:30.M
served in various parishes since h~s ordination    11:30:32
in 1960, correct?                    11:30:35

Page 69

I A I really haven’t looked at the record of Father11:30:36
2 Birmingham. I have very little recollection of .11:30:39
3 having dealt with that case. So any questions I 1:30"4 I
4 you ask me about the Father B~rmingham case, 11:30:44
5 you’ll have to have records here to refresh my 11:30:47
6 memory. 11:30:50
7 Q I will. We do have records. We’ll get to those. 11:30:50
8 Father Geoghan, you knew served ~n a number I 1:30:54
9 of different pa.rish.es? I 1:30:55

10 A Yes.. 11:30:56
I I Q Father Tourigney had served in a number of I 1:30:56
i 2 different parishes? I 1:30:59
13 A I couldn’t say that. 11:30:59
14 Q Wasn’t it generally the practice wit.hm the 11:31:00
15 Archdiocese that priests served for a term of I 1:31:06

that he was not -- he was not a pedophilic, that
he was not an ephebophilic, but that the sexual
abuse that had taken place was a result of sexual
immaturity.                       I 1:16: I 1

MR. ROGERS: Is it time for a break?
We’re about an hour into it.

MR. MacLEISH: Sure, absolutely.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Time is I 1:16.

11:15:59 16
11:16:04 17
I 1:16:07 18

19
11:16:12 20

21
11:!6:14 22

11:16:16 23

six, seven or eight years, and then are 11:31:06
transferred to another parish? Was that a I 1:31:08
general practtce in the Archdtocese? 11:31:10

A Not really.                       11:31:11
Q Well, you knew that priests would be reassigned    11:31:13

from time to time -- 11:31:16
A That’s right. 11:31:16
Q -- to other parishes? ! 1:31:17

We’re offthe record. 11:16:18 24 A Yes. 11:31:18

18 (Pages 66 to 69)
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7 misconduct with minors, did you ever make a
8 determination as to the number of v~ctims that | ! :30:00
9 these priests might have had? 11:30:03

10 A No, I didn’t. 11:30:05
I I Q But you knew that in some cases, there was more    I 1:30:07
12 than one victim; is that correct? I 1:30:09
13 A Yes. 11:30:11
14 Q And you knew that these priests who had had I 1:30: I I
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A

been now the fifth child that you would have been
aware of where there had been tnappropriate
acttvtty mvolv~ng Father O’Sulhvan and minors;
~s that correct? 15:07"33
Yes. 15"07:34
After this convtct~on, Father O’Sullivan was sent

down to the Diocese of Matuchen; is that correct?
MR. ROGERS: Objection to form of the

question                        15.07:46

Page 214

15:07.25
15:07:27
15:07:31

15:07:36
15:07:41

15:07:45

MR. PERRY: Objection.            15:07:47
Q He was reassigned to the Diocese of M;~tuchen?     15:07:47

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of 15:07:50
that question. 15:07:52

Q Go ahead. Is that correct? 15.07:52
A What is correct? 15:07:53
Q Father Eugene O’Sullivan, following the time that 15:07:54

he pied guilty to this sex crime with a child, he 15:07:58
was reassigned to the D~ocese of Matuchen, was he 15:08:02
not?                          15:08:05

Page 216

I Matuchen that Father O’Sullivan was not to have    15:09:58
2 any contact with children? 15:10:02
3 A I forget that. 15:10:03
4 Q Okay. And why was it that Father O’Sullivan was 15:10:0!
5 fit to serve in the Diocese of Matuchen but could15:10:10
6 not remain in the Archdiocese of Boston on an 15:10:14
7 assignment here? 15:10:17
8 A Idofftknow. 15:10:22
9 Q Scandal? 15:10:23

MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of 15:08:05
that questton. 15:08:06

A He went to Matuchen. I don’t know that he was 15:08:06
reassigned to Matuchen.                15:08:09

Q He went to Matuchen following the time that he    15:08:10

10 A Could have been. 15:10:27
I I Q But he was fit to serve in Matuchen, but it was    15:10:30
12 not appropriate for him to remain in the 15:10:34
13 Archdiocese of Boston, correct? 15:10:36
14 MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form of 15:10:37
15 the question. 15:10:39
16 MR. PERRY: Objection. 15:10:39
17 A I wasn’t makmg any judgments along those lines.15:10:40
18 Q You knew that he was worki~g in a parish in the15:10:42
19 Diocese of Matuchen; is that correct? 15:10:44

Page 215

I pied guilty to some type ofcmne involving 15:08:13
2 sexual contact with a minor; ~s that correct? 15:08:15
3 A If he pied gudty, yes. 1 forget what his plea 15:08:17
4 was. 15.08:20
5 Q But there was a criminal prosecution of Father 15.08.21
6 O’Sullivan -- 15:08:24
7 A Yes. 15:08:24
8 Q -- that you remember; is that correct? 15.08:25
9 A Yes. 15.08:26

10 Q And the disposition was, was that he either pied 15:08.26
11 guilty or was found guilty; is that correct? 15:08:30
12 A I’m not sure. 15:08:33
13 Q He wasn’t aquitted, was he? 15:08:35
14 A No. 15:08:37
15 (Banks Exhibit No. 35, Document,
16 7/16/93, marked for tdentlficatton.)
17 Q Okay. And when he went down to the Diocese of    15:09:3
18 Matuchen, ~s it or ~s it not the case that you 15:09:33
19 were the person who was in contact with the 15:09:38
20 Dtocese of Matuchen concerning Father O’Sullivan? 15:09:4
21 A I know I was tn contact with the parish. I 15:09:48
22 forget if l was in contact with the diocesan 15:09:52
23 offices. 15:09:55
24 Q Did you inform the pastor in the Diocese of 15:09:56

20 A Idid. Idid. 15:10:45
21 Q Because you were in touch with the pastor? 15:10:46
22 A That’s right. 15:10:47
23 Q Andso-- 15:10:49
24 A My purpose of being in contact with the pastor    15:10:50

I
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down there was to make sure that the closest 15:10:52
possible supervision was given to this priest. 15:10:55
Okay. But you don’t have a recollection of 15:10:58

informing the pastor down there, notwithstanding15:11:00
the fact that you knew there had been incidents15:11:04
with five children, you don’t recall telling the15:11:07
pastor that Father O’Sullivan should not have 15:11:09
unsupervised contact with minors, do you? 15: I I : i 2
I forget if I told him that, but I did tell him 15:11:14

why he was down there. It was because of.       15:1 I: 16
inappropriate contact with youngsters. 15:11:20

MR. ROGERS: May I suggest a brief     15:11:23
break and then go to four?               15:11:25

MR. MacLEISH: Brief. 15:11:27
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 3:1 I.    15: ! 1:33

This is the end of Cassette 2 in today’s volume i 5:11:36
in the deposition of Bishop Banks.           15:11:40

We’re off the record.               15: I 1:41
(Recess.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now 3:26 15:25:3

p.m. This the beginning Cassette No. 3 in      15:25:5 I
today’s volume in the deposition of Bishop Banks. 15:25:55

We’re back on the record.             15:25:57
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Page 57

1 Q The bishop down in New Jersey was looking--
2 A Yes.
3 Q So it was Bishop Banks’s suggestion that you go
4 to New Jersey; is that correct?
5 A Yes. See, they would be aware of what’s going on
6 around the country.
7 Q When you say "what’s going around the country,"
8 what do you mean?
9 A In other words, the needs.

10 Q For a priest?
11 A Exactly.
12 Q Bishop Banks suggested that you go to New Jersey;
13 is that correct?
14 A Yes.
15 Q Because he knew that they had a need for priests
16 in New Jersey; is that correct?
17 A That’s correct.
18 Q So at any time, did Bishop Banks tell you that
19 you could return to work in a parish in the
20 Archdiocese of Boston?
21 A We never discussed that. I mean, he never
22 discussed it with me. I initiated saying that I
23 did not want to be reassigned.
24 Q Because of the problem that might be created?

Page 58

1 A Correct. And he agreed with me.
2 Q He agreed that would be a problem if you were
3 here in Massachusetts?
4 A It’s a possible problem.
5 Q Possible problem. Because of the publicity?
6 A Possible publicity.
7 Q And scandal that would be created by possible
8 publicity?
9. A Possibly, yes.

10’ Q" So arrangerfients were made for you to go down to
11 Metuchen, New Jersey?
12 A Correct.
13 Q Do you have any family in New Jersey?
14 A No.
15 Q Do you have any family in Metuchen, New Jersey?
16 A No.
17 Q Have any family in that general area?
18 A No.
19 Q How long was it after you returned from Southdow~
20 that you were assigned to the parish in New
21 Jersey?
22 A September.
23 Q Of’857
24 A Yes.

Page 59

I Q And Cardinal Law makes -- you’re aware that
2 Cardinal Law makes all assignments for priests of
3 the Archdiocese. Are you aware of that?
4 A Right.
5 Q Did Bishop Banks indicate to you that Cardinal
6 Law was aware that you were being sent down to
7 New Jersey?
8 A I have no idea. He never mentioned that.
9 Q And you never spoke to Cardinal Law in 1985
10 before --
I 1 A I have no recollection.
12 Q -- before you were sent down.
13 Now, do you know who the bishop was down in
14 Metuchen? That would have been Theodore
15 -McCarrick; is that correct?
16 A Right.
17 Q Did you ever talk to Bishop McCarrick about your
18 pleading guilty to unlawful sexual intercourse
19 with a child?
20 A Yes.
21 Q When did you talk to him?
22 A When I went down there. Well, I went down first
23 to see if they would accept me and ! talked with
24 his vocation director.

Page 60

1 Q I’m not talking about his vocation director.
2 A I’m explaining to you what transpired.
3 Q Go ahead.
4 A Then I talked with the bishop afterwards at a
5 meeting of, a general meeting of all the priests
6 ofMetuchen. I was already assigned there. So
7 that was all worked through his delegates.
8 Q You were already there?
9 A Exactly.

10 Q Let’s brrak this down.
11 Before you were assigned to Metuchen, before
12 you started your work there, did you speak with
13 Bishop McCarrick of the Metuchen diocese?
14 A No. I spoke with his delegate.
15 Q This is before the assignment?
16 A Yes.
17 Q What was the name of his delegate?
18 A Oh, gosh. He’s dead. I forget.
19 Q Did you tell his delegate that you had been
20 convicted of unlawful sexual intercourse --
21 A He was aware of everything.
22 Q Let me finish the question. Okay?
23 Did you tell the delegate that you had a
24 criminal conviction of unlawful sexual

K. L. Good & Associates
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 0 l lll  !0bl  Abuse in the Catholic Church
THIS STORY HAS BEEN FORMATTED FOR EASY PRINTING

Some who settled now feel betrayed

By Michael Rezendes, Globe Staff, 2/9/2002

W hile Catholic Church officials continue to search through personnel records for more
accusations of clergy sexual abuse, victims and their advocates yesterday lashed out at

the Archdiocese of Boston for placing priests in parish settings even though they had settled
sexual abuse claims against them.

Moreover, two attorneys who represented victims of clergy sex a.buse said that when claims
were settled, the victims received specific assurances that the accused priests would be
isolated from children for the remainder of their careers.

On Thursday the archdiocese removed six priests from their positions because of past
allegations of sex abuse. The Globe reported that the church had previously settled sex abuse
claims against four of the six.

"The victims wanted to be assured that no other children would ever be out in the situation
they were in with these priests," said attorney Robert A. Sherman, who represented numerous
victims of clergy sex abuse in the 1990s.

For victims to learn now that the archdiocese reassigned many of those priests to parish
work, Sherman said, "is a breach of faith by the archdiocese and opens old wounds for the
victims."

In the case of the Rev. Eugene O’Sullivan, who pleaded guilty to raping an Arlington altar
boy in 1984, victims and their families said they were "revictimized" at least twice: Once,
when they learned O’Sullivan had been reass!gned to parish work in New Jersey less than a
year after admitting his guilt, and in 1999,when the mother of a victim ran into O’Sullivan
wearing his priestly collar in Dorchester at Camey Hospital, a Catholic-affiliated institution.

In a 1993 Globe interview, the late Sean O’Sullivan, a nephew of the priest and a victim who
settled his sexual molestation claim out of court, said, "We were told he would no longer be
involved with the church, that he would no longer be able to practice as a priest."

Kathleen, Sean’s sister, said in a Globe interview yesterday that old wounds were reopened
when her mother encountered O’Sullivan at Carney Hospital three years ago.

"I was just blown away," said Kathleen, who asked that her last name not be used.

The Rev. O’Sullivan was recalled to Boston in 1992, during a review of personnel records by
the archdiocese, and banned from priestly activities.

The current edition of the Boston Catholic Directory lists O’Sullivan as a "senior priest" with
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an address at the Brighton chancery.

David Clohessy, national director of the Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests, said
it’s not uncommon for victims to discover that settlements with provisions restricting the
activities of the accused priests are violated.

"In reaching a settlement, survivors typically feel like they have done the responsible thing,"
said Clohessy. "They haven’t trashed anyone in public and they’ve protected kids from the
priest. Then they go into a different parish to attend a wedding and suddenly see that same
priest with the altar boys and get a sickening feeling in their stomach."

Victims and their advocates also said church policies written to restrict the activities of
priests accused of sexually molesting children are often ignored because the church is
accountable only to itself.

Said Clohessy: "It doesn’t matter what the policy is if there is no one there to enforce it."

Walter V. Robinson of the Globe Staff contributed to this report.

This story ran on page A6 of the Boston Globe on 2/9/2002.
© ~ 2002 Globe Newspaper Company.

For complete coverage of the priest abuse scandal, go to http:llwww.boston.eomlglobelabuse
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Ne~]RI~CI2$, Anthony J

REBEIRO, Anthony J.
D~te of
Birth November 13, 1930

.- "~ Place of    I.D.~#7711
Birth       Madpe r, India

~ ~~J~ Place of
December 22~ 19~_ /97/ Ordination     Rome

Date of
Ordination

Home None Home
Address Tel No.

Date Assigned Office Place Assigned     Date Detached

i0-8-6k $~ rea~denae St_ Philip Nsri, Waban 9/21/6~
while studying at B.C.

9-21-6~ in res~ St. ~-y ~f the Assumption
Brookline 1/18/73

1-22-73     Asst. St. T, inn ,~ ;

8/30/77 / Incardinated in Archdiocese of Bo~qrnm

2-26-80

7/7/81

412184

Assoc. Pastor    St. Zepherin, Cochituate 7/7/81

Assoc Pastor, St. Mary, Franklin(,ne~ dir~ctiv~

Temporary A/P

6118185: Parochial Vicar

4/1/87 Parochial Vicar

6115189 Par.Vicar
81112001 Chaplain

811012002

St. Patrick. Natick

St. Charles, Woburn

St. ~Toseph, Holbrook
4/1/87

6115189
St. Anthony of Padua, Revere

Soldier~ Home, Chelsea
Administrative Leave
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11/22/2002
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Tel. #(5081655-q.852

Refer all calls

to Rev. Scan ConnorlToni
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Toni - X5757
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ARCHBISHOP’S RESIDENCE
210 ] COM~MONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS; 02135

May 18, 1985

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Patrick Parish
44 East Central Street
Natick,’MA. 01760

Dear Father Rebeiro:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the
Archdiocese, I am ending your appointment as Associate
Pastor at Saint Patrick Parish in Natick. I am appointing
you as Parochial Vicar at Saint Charles Parish in Woburn.
The effective date of this course of action is June 18,
1985.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service
to the People of God in Saint Charles Parish.

Please notify Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar for
Administration, and Reverend Thomas F. Oates,
Personnel Director, that you have received this letter.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes for you
and all whom you serve so well, I am,

Sincerely in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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CARDINAL’S     RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETI’S 02135

March 23, 1987

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Charles Parish Rectory
280 Main Street
WobuEn. MA. 01801

Dear Father Rebeiro:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the
Archdiocese. I am ending your appointment as Parochial Vicar at
Saint Charles Parish in Woburn. I am appointing you as
Parochial Vicar at Saint Joseph Parish in Holbrook. The
effective date of this course of action is April i, 1987.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service to
the people of God in Saint Joseph Parish.

Please notify Most Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar for Admini-
stration, and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel
Director, that you have received this letter.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and
all whom you serve so well, I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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ST. ,JOSEPH’5 RECTORY

Feb. 24,

Rev. James J McCarthy

Director of Personnel

1 Lake St.

Brighton Ma 02135.

1988.

for thirty two

eligible to

Dear Fr. McCarthy,

I would like to offer myself

as a candidate for Pastor of Most

Precious Blood Precious, Dover.

I have been ordained a pries

years and I feel that I a

be a Pastor.

Thanking you for your

consideration

Sincerely,

Rev. AnthOny J Rebeiro
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PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

July 20. 1988

TELEPHONE. 254-~)085

Reverend Anthony J. Rebe[ro
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
153 South Franklin Street
Holbrook. MA 02343

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document
specifically the section on the Procedure for the First Term
Appointment of Pastors 4~3. indicates that "In every case. whenever
a priest applies for a pastorate, notice of that fact is to be
brought to the attention of the Personnel Board. If a priest is
not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a letter
informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint John the
Evangelist Parish. Beverly was presented to the Personnel Board.
His Eminence has made the decision to appoint Father George J.
Butera.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to
you. However. we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you
from indicating an interest in other parishes for which you feel
especially suited. It is importa,t that you not interpret this
appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with reference to
yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortu,ately the Cardinal can only appoint one
of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other
parish for which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraterna[Iy yours,

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnal
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PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

B~IGHTONo ~ASSAC~UsErrs o~3s

August 8, 1988

TELEPHONE. 254-2085

Reverend Anthony J. Rebe[ro
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
153 South Franklin Street
Holbrook. MA 02343

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document
specifically the section on the Procedure for the First Term
Appointment of Pastors #3. indicates that "In every case, whenever
a priest applies for a pastorate, notice of that fact is to be
brought to the attention of the Personnel Board. If a priest is
not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a letter
informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Zephe[in
Parish. Wayla~d was presented to the Personnel Board. His
Eminence has made the decision to appoint Father Paul W. Be[ube.

We realize that this news may be a source o£ disappointment to
you. However, we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you
from indicating an interest in other parishes for which you feel
especially suited. It is important that you not interpret this
appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with reference to
yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfor.tunately the Cardinal..can only appoint one
of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other
parish for which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours,

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnal
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PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

~Ot~.~SS~CHUS~rS

November 5. 1.988

TELEPH(~’4E: 254-’2085

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
153 South Franklin Street
Holbrook, MA 02343

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document
"specifically the section on the Procedure for the First Term
Appointment of Past~rs ~3, indicates that "In every case, whenever
a priest applies for a pastorate, notice of that fact is to be
brought to the attention of the Personnel Board. If a priest is
not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a letter
informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Christ the King
Parish, Hudson was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence
has made the decision to appoint Father Leo R. Mahoney.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to
you. However, we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you
from indicating an intecest in other pacishes for which you feel
especially suited. It is important that you not interpret this
appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with. reference to
yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to re6ommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one
of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other
parish for which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours,

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnal
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PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONl~ LAKE S)’R£EI"

Archdiocese of Boston

8RIGHrOt~. MASSACHUSEI"TS 02135

December 30, 1988

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
153 South Franklin Street
Holbrook. MA 02343

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document
specifically the section on the Procedure for the First Term
Appointment of Pastors #3, indicates that "In every case, whenever
a priest applies for a pastorate, notice of that fact is to be
brought to the attention of the Personnel Board. If a priest is
not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a letter
informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Our Lady Help of
Christians Parish. Concord was presented to the Personnel Board.
His Eminence has made the decision to appoint Father John H.
Curley.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to
you. However, we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you
from indicating an interest ih other parishes for which you feel
especially suited. It is important that you not interpret this
appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with reference to
yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one
of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other
parish for which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnal
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PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

P, RIGHTON. MASSACHUSI~I"’rs 02135

April 14, 1989

TI~L£PHON6 254.2085

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
153 South Franklin Street
Holbrook. MA 02343

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document
specifically the section on the Procedure for the First Term
Appointment of Pastors ~3, indicates that "In every case, whenever a
priest applies for a pastorate, notice of that fact is to be brought
to the attention of the Personnel Board. If a priest is not
appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a letter
informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Camillus Parish,
Arlington was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has
made the decision to appoint Father C. Paul Rouse.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you.
However, we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from
indicating an interest in other parishes for which you feel
especially suited. It is important that you not interpret this
appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with reference to
yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of
them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other
parish for which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director. Clergy Personnal
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

May 8, 1989

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Joseph Parish Rectory
153 South Franklin Street
Holbrook, MA 02343

Dear Father Rebeiro:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the Archdiocese, I
am ending your appointment as Parochial Vicar at Saint Joseph Parish
in Holbrook. I am appointing you as Parochial Vicar at Saint
Anthony of Padua Parish in Revere. The effective date of this
course of action is June 15, 1989.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service to the
people of God in Saint Anthony of Padua Parish.

.. Please.send written notification to Most Reverend Robert J. Banks,
Vicar for Administration and Reverend James J. McCarthy, Clergy
Personnel Director, indicating that you have received this letter.

With my warmest personal regards and my blessing upon you and all
whom you serve so well, I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Arch ishop of Boston J
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2.50 REVERE STREET

REVERE, MASSACHUSETTS O21SI

October 16, 1991

Rev. Kevin J. Deeley
Personnel Office
1 Lake Street
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Father Deeley,

I understand there is an opening for a Pastorate at
Saint Theresa’s, North Reading.

I would like to be considered for that position. I am
a priest, ordained 35 years and have served the Archdiocese
for twenty years.

Thanking you for your consideration,

Sincerely,

Rev. Anthony J. Rebeiro

CLEBGY PEBSONNEL OFFICE
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135 (617) 254-2085

December 2. 1991

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Anthony Parish Rectory
250 Revere Street
Revere, MA 02151

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors W3,
indicates that "In every case, whenever a priest applies for a pastorate,
notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a
letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Theresa Parish, North
Reading was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the
decision to appoint Father Thomas M. Gillespie.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However,
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is important that
you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with
reference to yourself. The Personnel.Board is obligated to recommendseveral
capable priests. Unfortunate~y the Cardinal can only appoint one of them;

Please fool free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain,

Fraternally yours,

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnal
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICEArchdiocese of Boston

ONE LAKE STREET BRIG HTON, MASSAC HUSE"VI~ 02135 (617) 254-2085

JaBuary ll, 1993

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Anthony of Padua Parish Rectory
250 Revere Street
Revere, MA 02151-q694

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors #3,
indicates that "In every case, whenever a priest applies for a pastorate,
notice o’f that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Of[ice a
letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Paul Parish,
Hamilton/Wenham was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made
the decision to appoint Father Louis D. Bourgeois.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However,
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is important that
you not interpret this appointment by the cardinal in any negative way with
reference to yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to regommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.                                ~

With warm regards, I remain,

Fraternally yours.

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnal
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

na~oH’roN, M,XSS,XCHUSEa~rs OZ t 3 5 (617) 254-2085

June 29. 1993

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Anthony of Padua Parish Rectory
250 Revere Street
Revere. MA 02151-4694

Dear Tony:

The recently approved A~chdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors ~3.
indicates that "In every case. whenever a priest applies for a pastorate.
notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a
letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Patrick Parish. Natick was
presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the decision to
appoint Father Daniel F. Twomey.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However.
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is important that
you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with
reference to youmself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Associate Director. Clergy Personnel
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSE’I’TS 0Z 135 (617) 254-Z085

Jury 22. 1993

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Anthony of Padua Parish Rectory
250 Revere Street
Revere, MA 02151-4694

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors ~3.
indicates that "In every case, whenever a priest applies for a pastorate,
notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a
letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Thomas More Parish,
Braintree was presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the
decision to appoint Father Cornelius J. Mullaney.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However,
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is important that
you not interpret this appointtaent by the Cardinal in any negative way with
reference to yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several ’
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards, I remain,

Fraternally yours,

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Associate D[£ecto[, Clergy Personnel
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135 (617) 254-2085

May 19. 1992

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Anthony o£ Padua Parish Rectory
250 Revere Street
Revere. MA 0215[-4694

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors
indicates that "in every case. whenever a priest applies for a pastorate.
notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from the Personnel office a
letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Julia Parish. Weston was
presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the decision to
appoint Father Robert D. Tyrrell.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However.
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is important that
you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with
reference to yourself. The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several
capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Associate Director. Clergy Personnel
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2S0 REVERE STREET

REVERE, MASSACHUSETTS 0:2151

October 28, 1992

Rev. Kevin J. Deeley
Personnel Office
1 Lake Street
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Father Deeley,

I understand there is an opening for a Pastorate at
Saint Mary’s, Randolph.

I would like to be considered for that position. I am
a priest, ordained 36 years and have served the Archdiocese
for twenty-one years.

Thanking you for your consideration,

Sincerely,

Rev. An,~hdny J. Rebeiro

OCT 13 0 1992

CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSE’I~S 02135 (617) 254-2085

November 24, 1992

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Anthony of Padua Parish Rectory
250 Revere Street
Revere, MA 02151-4694

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically
the section on the Procedure for the First Term Appointment of Pastors
indicates that "In every case, whenever a priest applies for a pastorate.
notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board.
If a priest is not appointed he will receive from the Personnel Office a
letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Saint Mary Parish, Randolph was
presented to the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the decision to
appoint Father Richard L. Harrington.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However,
we genuinely hope that it will not discourage you from indicating an interest
in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is important that
you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way withreference to yourself. The Personnel. Bo.ard .i~ obligated to recommend severai

capable priests. Unfortunately,the Cardinal can only appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call expressing interest in any other parish for
which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards. I remain.

Fraternally yours.

Reverend Kevin J. Deeley
Associate Director, Clergy Personnel
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135-3800 Tel. (617) 254-2085
FAX (617) 254-8407

May 23, 1994

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Anthony of Padua Parish Rectory
250 Revere Street
Revere, MA 02151-4694

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically the section on the Procedure
for the First Term Appointment of Pastors//3, indicates that "In every case, whenever a priest applies for a
pastorate, notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board. If a palest is not appointed
he will receive from the Personnel Office a letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Our Lady Comforter of the Afflicted, Waltham was presented to
the Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the decision to appoint Father Joseph F. Byrne.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However, we genuinely hope that it will
not discourage you from indicating an interest in other parishes for which you feel especially suited. It is
important that you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with reference to yourself.
The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only
app(~int one of them.

Please feel free to write or call regarding any other parish for which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards, I remain,

Fraternally yours,

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnel
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CLERGY PERSONNEL OFFICE

ONE LAKE STREET

Archdiocese of Boston

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135-3800Tel. (617) 254-2085
FAX (617) 254-8407

July 22, 1994

Reverend Anthony J. Rebeiro
Saint Anthony of Padua Parish Rectory
250 Revere Street
Revere, MA 02151-4694

Dear Tony:

The recently approved Archdiocesan Policy and Procedures document specifically the section on the Procedure
for the First Term Appointment of Pastors #3, indicates that "in every case, whenever a priest applies for a
pastorate, notice of that fact is to be brought to the attention of the Personnel Board. Ira priest is not appointed
he will receive from the Personnel Off:ice a letter informing him of that fact."

Your request for consideration with regard to Our Lady of Fatima Parish in Sudbury was presented to the
Personnel Board. His Eminence has made the decision to appoint Father Michael J. Bova Conti.

We realize that this news may be a source of disappointment to you. However, we genuinely hope that it will
not discourage you from indicating an interest in other parishes for which you feel especially suited, it is
important that you not interpret this appointment by the Cardinal in any negative way with reference to yourself.
The Personnel Board is obligated to recommend several capable priests. Unfortunately the Cardinal can only
appoint one of them.

Please feel free to write or call regarding any other parish for which you feel an interest in the future.

With warm regards, I remain,

Fraternally yours,

Reverend James J. McCarthy
Director, Clergy Personnel
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DATE:

Rev. John B. McCormack

Sro Catherine E. Mulkerrin

Follow up with~ on old situation (Fr. Rebeiro}

June 13, 1994

A referral call came from Fr. Peter Graziano, St. Mar~ Parish,
Mansfield to JBM on February 23, 1994 concerning In

summary of that call,            had told Fr. Graziano e was
attacked by Ft. Rebeiro    file he was stationed at St. Mary’s,
Franklin, in 1984.    She was "not out to get the church", but she
was not in therapy because she could not afford it. The attack was
described as Fr. Rebeiro’s reaching out to her in inappropriate
ways, propositioning her, going after her.

had appointment with Bishop Hart in 1984 about Fr.
the meeting was described to Fr. Graziano as

unsatisfactory. There was also a letter written to the Cardinal
and a response made: the Cardinal had just come to Boston.

Prior to this referral ~~~..~ had called CEM, wanting
to know if the inciden~had ever been filed. He is now divorced
from~ and has also been granted an annulment. One motivation
behind the call, an admitted one was could be
a reunion with The
case was documented      The couple were 6ffered counseling, which
both pursued. In CEM’s appointment with          she looked upon the
response as ineffectual for her needs, }ecause most of the time
ended up being used to take care of her husband’s problems. Bishop
Hart requested that Ft. Rebeiro not be stationed elsewhere in the
same vicariate.

husband then contacted her to indicate that the
port had not been discarded.    He told CEM that she might be

calling.

On March i0, CEM met with at rectory. She is

a student at does ork at the parish

and is deeply interested in theology, intention to pursue
further studies. She described some incidents which might suggest
that she be bitter about the Church; however she said that she
could separate Church from individuals.    She received spiritual
direction/counseling from a priest at ~ it would appear that
telephone to make suee that she is holding up " is
frequent, raising ~Wwo teenage children

with the
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Memo to Ft. McC. re. Rebeiro - ~     6-13-94 p.2

She may not have been too trusting in
the beginning of the meeting, but was more relaxed as the
appointment progressed.

Regarding the incidents                     she said that the priest
masturbated - while she wa~ present,     the rectory (notes’not very
clear). ~ inquired what happened to him.

CEM: Given the times when the inappropriate incidents occurred, the
documented responses seem appropriate. Help was offered and
subsidized.

What may be important is to have a clearer picture of what, if
any, assessment was made about Fr. Rebeiro.

~ presented the opposite picture of those who
orelnarl±y will have no more to do with the Church. However,
I am not sure that such affiliation is necessarily any
healthier (for her).

CEM:tt
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FORM D

Massachusetts law requires all mandated reportem including clergy, to in’~mcdiately report the
suspected physical, sexual or emotional abuse otmlMl’tt~,jatdi~der the age of 18 directly to the
Department of Sac!al Services. This speclal form r ~-~o~" *-"red Id exclusively to report eases of child

GT REDACTION
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DATA ON REPORTER/REPORT:

R~por~r’s N.~me: __ [.1 ~q
First

Date of Rcporl

Last

R porter s Address: (If the reporter represents an institution, school, or facility please indicate.)

S tree t Clty/Town

State Zip Code Telephone Number

ABUSE/NE~GLECT REPORT "

What is the nature and extent of the injury, abuse, maltreatment or neglect?
(Please cite the source of this information if not observed first hand.
Approximately when and wher...~.q did the abuse itself occur? (city/town)

and under what circumstances did you become aware of this information? Who provided this
information to you? Has this information been reported, and if so, when and to whom? To your knowledge is there
documentation anywhere regarding this?                                                         ’

Please give other information, wh,ch you think might be helpful in establishing the cause of the injury and/or the person
responsible for it. If known, please provide the name(s) of the alleged perpetrator(s).

_Signature of Reporter
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COM2MONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
SPECIAL FORM FOR CLERGY REPORTING OF SUSPECTED ABUSE

OF CHILDREN WHO ARE NOW AGE 18 OR OLDER
TO THE MASSACHUSETTS DISTRICr ATTORNEYS

......... : .... . .... .~.o~.I .-,     ;..-h,rl;.o t,l~.ro~t t:~ ~mrn~di:~relv rcoOrt the I

GT REDACTION
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NOU-06-2B02 18:25

DATA ON REPORTER/REPORT:

F~rst

Date of Report

Last

Reporier’s Address. (If the re, porter represents an institution, school, or facility please indicate.)

o,~ ~t,.,,<~’k .~.Cgh¢geS~,,’l-e tog
Street City/Town

A oa.-q  0 6t7
State Zip Code Telephone Number

ABUSE/NEGLECT REPORT

What is the nature and extent of the injury, abuse, maltreatment or neglect?
(Please cite the source of this information if not obscrved first hand.

~ did the abuse itsclfoccur? (city/.town)

Approxtmately when and under what circumstances did you become aware olttiis intormation: who provided this
information to you? H~ this information been reported, and if so, when and to whom? To your knowledge, is there
documentation anywhere regarding this?

Please give odxer information, which you think might be helpful in establishing the cause of the injury and/or the person
responsible for it. If’known, please provide the name(s) o.fthe alleged perpetrator(s).

Signature of Reporter
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NOU-06-2002 18:25
P.OSx14

FORM D

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
SPECIAL FORM FOR CLERGY REPORTING OF SUSPECTED ABUSE

OF CHILDREN WHO ARE NOW AGE 18 OR OLDER
TO TIlE MASSA(~H USETTS DISTI~JCT AITORNEYS

Massachusetts law requires all mandated reporters, including clergy, to immediately report the
suspected physical, sexual or emotional abuse of children under the age of 18 directly to the
Department of Social Services. This special form must be utilized exclusively to report cases of child
abuse, where the child was under 18 when the abuse occurred but now is age 18 or older. R.eport all
suspected abuse, regardless of’how old, and regardless of who the suspected perpetrator (e.g., clergy,
parent, neighbor) may be. Please mail this fom~ directly to the District Attorney for the county where
the abuse occurred.

Please complete all sections of this form. If some data is unknown, please so indicate. If some data is not certain,
question mark after the entry.

DATA ON INDIVIDUAL REPORTED:

place a

o
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NOU-O6-2002 18:25 P.09/14

DATA ON REPORTER{REPORT:

P,.eporter’s Name. _ ~ ~_.~

First

Date of Repod

Last

Repor~er’s Address [If the reporter renresents an institut" school, or facility please indicate.)r                    IOn,

Street City/Town

Telephone Number

ABUSE/NEGLECT REPORT

What is the nature artd extent of the injury, abuse, maltreatment or neglect?
(Please cite the source of this information if not observed first hand.
Approxirnatel      and who did the abuse itxelfoccur?

/Approximately when and under what circumstances did you become aware o1: this information? ~,Vho provided this
information to you? Has this information been reported, and if so, when and to whom9 To your kaaowledge, is tnere~__~

"

P-. 6-;Please give other information, which you think might be helpful in establishing the cause of the injury and/or the person
responsible for it. If known, please provide the name(s) of" the alleged perpetrator(s).
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VICTIM REPORTING SHEET

Victims Name:

Street

City

State

Zip

Phone

Priest Reported

Date of Incident

Place of Incident

GT REDACTION
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Donna Morrissey To: _Everyone
CC:

08/10/2002 04:18 PM o ul t Media Release

Statement of Donna M. Morrissey, Spokeswoman, Archdiocese of Boston
August 10, 2002

The Archdiocese of Boston in accordance with its policy for handling allegations of sexual
misconduct with minors by members of the clergy today placed Father Anthony J. Rebeiro,
Chaplain of Quigley Memorial Hospital and Soldiers’ Home in Chelsea, Massachusetts on
administrative leave and removed him from all assignments pending further review of an
allegation made against him. This policy calls for a thorough investigation by the Delegate’s
Office and notification to proper legal authorities within forty-eight hours in cases such as this.

The allegation made against Father Rebeiro was recently reported for the first time to the
Archdiocese of Boston regarding an incident that occurred nearly thirty years ago. Following the
policy it was determined that the allegation had enough substance to warrant further investigation
by the Archdiocese of Boston and met the criteria to place Father Rebeiro on administrative
leave. Pastoral and counseling support has been offered to both the person making the allegation
and the accused priest.

The first priority of the Archdiocese of Boston is the protection of children. The rights of the
victim and the accused priest are to be respected and any action taken in the course of an
investigation should not be construed as implication of guilt of the accused cleric. Our obligation
as representatives of the Church and as a community, legally and morally, is to fully investigate
all past allegations of abuse of a minor. Until the resolution of the investigation by
representatives of the Church and by the proper authorities is complete, Father Rebeiro will
receive a salary and medical benefits but he will not have permission to perform any public
ministry in the Chut’ch. If the allegation proves to be groundless, efforts will be made to restore
the priest’s reputation.

Representatives of the Archdiocese of Boston have contacted representatives of Quigley
Memorial Hospital and Soldiers’ Home and the Health Care Ministry to inform them of the
investigation. The Archdiocese of Boston is in the process of notifying the proper civil
authorities.

Our prayers continue to be with victims and their families, the faithful of the Archdiocese, and all
those who have been affected by instances of child abuse by members of the clergy.
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-Franklin, Mass. 020~8
March 25, 198g

Most Rev. Berr~rd F. Law
Archbishop of Boston
Chancery
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Mass. 02135

Youz Excellency:

I write to you with hope, yet with sadness that I must burden you with
an unhappy story in this time that should be a positive and joyful new
beginning for our Archdiocese.

My family h~s been deeply hurt by the actions of a priest of this
A~chdiocese, Rev. Anthony J. Rebeiro. We have fu_~her been hturt, perhaps
even more seriously, by the response (ari lack of response) of our
Pastor, Rev. Henr7 P. Boivin of St. Marf’s in Franklin, and of the
Regional Bishop of Brockton, Bishop DanAel Hart.

My wife, ~, was the victim of two sexually graphic and degrading
actions by Father Rebeiro. In May, 1983 when she was in a St. Mary’s
rectory office to receive the Sacrament of Reconciliation, he blocked
the oz_ly exit door, exposed himself, and masturbated in front of her.
In seeking confidential advice from another priest outside of the
parish, she was told tb~t it was in her best interest to tell no one
of the incident, avoid Fr. Rebeiro, and try to forget about it. Imagine
the difficulties. ~was active in the parish as a CCD teacher,
prayer group member, scripture class attendee -- ari Ft. Rebeiro was
an Associate ~zstor. Several months later, my wife felt she could keep
her horrible experience to herself no longer, and she told me about it.
We discossed it and decided to try not to judge, to try to forgive, to
tz7 to suppress our outrage. Imagine going t6 mass and trying to
concentrate on the homilies preached by this man. Imagine receiving
the Eucharist from this man, trying not to judge, trying to forgive,
tzzying to forget. Nevertheless, we mar~ged to cazz7 on through last
fall and winter.

My father died of cancer at his home in Florida two days after Christmas.
His children and grandchildren were all with him at the end. My wife
and tb_ree your4 children were forced to return to Franklin while I
remained in Florida to help with funeral arrangements. ~ called
St. MazT’s to inquire about a memorial mass. Ft. Rebeiro learned of
this inquirg and called ~ to offer the parish’s condolences.
He also said that he would be coming by our house to offer comfort.
~ was in a panic. She called a woman in the p~rish, who h~
been a confidant, to express her anxiety. While she was in the bedroom



(2)

on the telephone, Ft. Rebeiro arrived and was admitted by one of the ’"
children. ~spent two hours fighting off his pawing and pathetic
pleas for her to give in to b_im while the children (ages 3, 7 and 9)
were watching TV in another room. She didn’t want to alarm them and
sour them to our Church by drawing their attention to this sick man’s
activities.

I retttrned home the next evening after my father’s funeral services.
When I learned of the previous day’s incident we had to reassess our
decision made after the last incident. We knew it would be ~
word against the priest’s. We guessed we faced great difficulties.
We also felt that we could no longer iguore this man’s problem. We
determined that I should go to the Pastor and reveal the incidents.
I saw Ft. Boivin on Januaz7 i, 1984. I told him the whole story as
I knew it. He questioned me in great detail about my wife’s sexual
and psychological history. He implied that, if any of what I said
was true, she must bear some of the responsibility. He asked to see
~ in private the next day. She saw him and was subjected to the
same llne of questioning and innuendo. At the end of their conference
I was called in and we were asked to agree to the following plan:

i. We al! pray about the matter
2. My family avoid Ft. Rebeiro
3. ~ seek psychological counselling (Fr. Boivin agreed

that the paris~ would pay for all counselling fees that
were not paid by our medical insurance)

4. Ft. Boivin would discuss the matter with Ft. Rebeiro later
in the week

5. Ft. Rebeiro would be told to avoid my family.

As agreed, ~ade an appointment for the following week with
a licensed psychologist, Dr. Kenneth Broker. Meanwhile, as we
thought about the above plan, and as we sought advice from a close
friend and ~s uncle (both priests) it became clear that we
were being cut-off from the parish.. Ft. Rebeiro was still en the staff.
To avoid him, as agreed, CCD was out for ~and the children,
prayer group was out, scripture class was out, mass was out. We also
learned that week from our priest friend that Ft. Rebeiro ha~ a
history. He he/ been dismissed from Wellesley College as chaplain
for sexual misconduct. He had been tz-ansferred from St. Linus parish
in Natlck after incidents involving sex and character assasination.
Given the level of response we were given at the parish level, we were
advised to go to the regional bishop.

We arranged to see Bishop Daniel Ha~ during the second week~’in
Januaz~. We drove over thirty miles in a bl~zazd to see him. We
told him our sto~$. He indicated that he had not been made aware of
the situation by the pastor. He denied any knowledge of Ft. Rebeiro’s
’alleged’ problem history. He told us "I don’t know you from Adam".



Imagine going to see a bishop of your Church, bein~ deeply troubled,
expecting some acknowledgement of your pain, some sympathy, a~i being
told "I don’t know you from Adam". We understood that he hsxl only heard
our side of the stozT. In all justice he could not commit to any
action without investigating for himself~ He could have shown us
some compassion. He could have assured us that if his investigation
bore out our stoz7 something would be done. He did not. We were
advised that we must demand that Ft. Rebeiro be removed fz-om St. Ms_ry’s
parish. We had a moral obligation to make this demand to pr~tec,~
ourselves and any other women in the parish. We also hs~ a Christian
duty to demand that Fr. Rebeiro be sent somewhere where he could not
continue to harm people and that he be given psychological help for
his illness. We made these demands. I asked Bishop Hart when we
might expect to hes_r from him with a resolution. He replied that he
did not see himself in the role of getting back to us at all. We told
him that we did not expect to be able to return to St. Mary’s parish,
~ Ft. Boivin’s attitude. We asked him if he would help us find
another parish that would satisfy our needs. He refused, saying that
different people had different ideas about what a satisfactory parish
might be. We went to the bishop seeking help, we left feeling even
more isolated from our Church.

When we called Ft.. Boivin to tell him of our arrangements with
Dr. Broker, he avoided our calls. When he finally cajoled back, he
would only say that he had been advised not to discuss the matter
fuz-ther. The whole matter had been turned over to the office of the
Administrator, Bishop Thomas Daily.

We have never heard from anyone in the Archdiocese. We understar~i that
Ft. Rebeira.le~ St. Mary’s (awaiting assignment) the week after we
saw Bishop Hat%. We attend Sunday mass here and there, inside and
outside the ~rchdiocese. Our eight year old son, who was to receive
First Comm~on’ this year is no longer in the CCD program. Our nine
year old son cannot receive the religion awal~i with the rest of his
Cub Scout den because he doesn’t have a ~rish. ~" whose social
llfe revolved around her ’friends’ and actlvlties in the parish is
an outcast. It has been made clear to us that we are not welcome at
St. Maxy’s. ~ and I have both been deeply depressed. I spent
two full non-productive months at work, unable to concentrate. My
internist found it necessary to prescribe medications to deal with
the physical symptoms associated w~th this ordeal. We are both
receiving counselling. I have been fortunate to be able to get to
the Paulist Center in Boston for daily masses and to receive support
from a Franciscan Friar at St. Anthony’s Shrine. ~, however,
remains isolated at home in FI-anklin.



Our experience with the Azchdiocese has been deeply troubling. It
has reminded us of one of those large corporate entities which silently
closes ranks to protect one of its own. We would like to think that we
are one of the Church’s own, That we should be protected. It is also
uncomfortably reminiscent of the rape victims who traditionally have
been z-aked over the coals, who have been victimized a second time by
being made to feel responsible, who have been ostracized by their own.
We must expect much better of our Chtuwch. We do.

We try to tell ourselves that some good, some growth must come out
of this devastating experience. We have come to hope, from reading
about you, and from hearing and seeing you on television that the
’shepherd’s hea~’ will bring us reconciliation and justice in this
Azc~iocese. We pray that the promise generated by your appointment
as ou~ A~chbishop will be ftulfilled for all of us.

We would be g~ateful if you wotuld see us, help us. These clumsy words
on paper cannot begin to tell all there is to tell. Thank you for the
implicit hope that your installation has provided us.

For~ and our children, _ _ IIIL , I am

Sincerely yours,



ARCHBISHOPS RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

April 3, 1984

Frank i in
Massachusetts 02038 CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Mr.~

This is to acknowledge your personal and confidential letter
to me of March 25, 1984 concerning Rev. Anthony J. Rebeiro,
priest of the Archdiocese of Boston.

As you must know, my knowledge of the case is not complete.
After some consultation, I find that this matter is something
that is personal to Father Rebeiro and must be considered such.
At the same time, however, I am very much concerned about the
Church’s pastoral relationship with you, your wife and family.
I ask that you be in contact with your Pastor, Rev. Henry Boivin,
in order to reestablish a healthy and spiritually productive
relationship with the center of your spiritual life at St. Mary
Parish, Franklin.

Please keep me in your prayers and know that you and your family
are in mine.

With every good wish, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Most Rev. Bernard F. Law
Archbishop of Boston

EXHIBIT
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Cardinal Bernard F. Law - Day 3
8113/2002

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX

GREGORY FORD, et al.,
Plaintiffs,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW,

Defendant.

Superior Court
Civil Action
No. 02-0626

Page 1

PAUL W. BUSA,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

Defendants.

Civil Action
No. 02-0822

ANTHONY DRISCOLL,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a/k/a,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, et al.

Defendants.

Civil Action
No. 02-1737

THE THIRD DAY OF THE VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION
OF CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, a witness called by
the Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil
Procedure, before Kathleen M. Silva, Registered
Professional Reporter and Notary Public in and
for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, at the
offices of Greenberg Traurig, One International
Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02110, on Tuesday,
August 13, 2002, commencing at i0:00 a.m.

TEL.

K.    L.    GOOD & ASSOCIATES
P. O. BOX 6094

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02209
(781)    598-6405         FAX    (781)    598-0815

K. L. Good & Associates



Cardinal Bernard F. Law - Day 3
8/13/2002

Page 26

1 A That is not what is said here. 10:27:46
2 Q Okay. 10:27:48
3 A What is said here ~s that this particular 10:27:49
4 allegation is reported for the first t~me ~n th~s10.27:54
5 time frame relating to an act alleged to have 10:27:58
6 occurred 30 years before. I can’t read more lhan10:28:01
7 that into this. 10:28:06
8 Q Have you seen Father Rebeiro appearing on 10:28:08
9 television and giving interviews to the news 10:28:10

10 media since th~s was -- 10:28:12
11 A lhavenot. 10:28:13
12 Q You would acknowledge, would you not, that prior 10:28:2
13 to the t~me that Exhibit 42 was put out, there 10:28:20
14 would have been a review of Father Rebeiro’s 10:28:24
15 file; is that correct? 10:28:26
16 A My presumption is that there would have been, 10:28:27
17 yes. 10:28:29
18 Q Including the confidential file? 10:28:29
19 A My presumption is that his file would have been 10:28:32
20 reviewed, yes. 10:28:34
21 Q Okay. 10:28:36
22 MR. MacLEISH: Let’s mark that as 10:28:37
23 Exhibit No. 43. 10:28:39
24 (La~ Exhibit No. 43, letter,~ to Law, 10:28:40

3/25/84, marked for identification.)
Q Why don’t you take a moment and look at Exhibit

No. 43, Cardinal Law. 10:29:25
A (Witness reviewing document.)
Q Have you had the opportunity to read Exhibit No.

43, Cardinal Law?                    10:32:22
A I have. . . 10:32:23
Q This is ~. letter from a gentleman by the name of

Mr. I, dl~ll~, to you shortly after you
were installed as Archbishop. The letter is
dated March 25, 1984. Do you see that?

A I do.                          10:32:36
Q And the letter reports two actions of Father

Rebeiro. In the first allegation Father Rebeiro
is alleged to have had Mr. ~s wife in the
rectory office. He blocked, according to

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1 have been investigated and looked at; ~s that
2 correct? 10:33:14
3 A It certainly would have been my intent that that
4 be done, yes. 10:33:18
5 Q Can you think of any reason why, in light of this
6 allegation as you s~t here today, that would not
7 have been done9 10:33’23
8 A No, 1 cannot. First of all, the act itself, as    10:33:28
9 you know, is alleged to have occurred ~n a t~me    10"33:33

10 frame before I arrived. The letter is written 10:33:38
11 March 25. 10:33:42
12 Q That’s correct. 10:33:42
13 A And-- 10:33:43
14 Q The letter is addressed to you. 10:33.45
15 A The letter was addressed to me. I do not recall 10:33:46
16 ever having seen this letter prior to th~s 10:33:52
17 moment. 10:33:53
18 Q Okay. 10:33:53
19 A But the -- and that’s not unlikely, because it’s10:33:54
20 addressed to the Chancery, which is a different10:34.01
21 building than my office, the day after I was 10:34:05
22 installed. However, the content of this is a 10:34:11

Page 28

10:33:12

10:33:15

10:33:19
10"33:21

A

Page 27

10:28:43
I0:29:2~

10:32:20

10:32:24
10:32:27

10:32:30
10:32:33

10:32:36
10:32:40
10:32:44

10:32:52

23 terribly serious charge that would have to be 10:34:22
24 looked at very, very carefully. 10:34:25

Page 29

1 Q Right. In the same way that the 1966 charge     10:34:28
2 against Father Paul Shanley is a terribly serious 10:34:30
3 charge that you said you would have acted upon if 10:34:34
4 you had been made aware of it, correct? 10:34:36
5 A That’s correct. 10:34:38
6 Q In this letter, the first allegation, just so 10:34:38
7.. we’re clear, is of this priest, Father Rebeiro,10:34:40
8 who was suspended last weekend by the 10:34:45
9 Archdiocese, Father Rebeiro masturbating in front 10:34:49

10 of a woman and exposing himself, and then another 10:34:54
11 instance where Mr.~l’s -- one of his parents10:34:56
12 had died, and Father Rebeiro comes over to the10:34:59
13 house, and Mr. ~ reports that he was pawing at 10:35:03
14 his wife while in the family home while Mr.~ 10:35:12
15 was away. Do you see that? 10:35:14
16 A Yes. 10:35:17

Mr.~, the only exit door, exposed himself and 10:32:54
masturbated in front of her. Do you see that?    10:32:59
Yes. 10:33:00
Is that a serious allegation? 10:33:00
Terribly sertous allegation. 10:33:02
One that would have been implemented in 10:33:04

accordance with the pohcy that is described 10:33:06
in -- that you described earlier today? It would 10:33:10

17 Q
18
19 A
20 Q
21
22
23
24

And again, you were Archbishop on the date that I 0:35:18
this letter was sent, is that not correct? 10:35:22
I was. 1 think two days I was Archbishop. 10:35:24
You’d been Archbishop for two days. So you never 10:35:2

recall seeing this letter, but if you had seen    10:35:28
this letter, you would have taken some immediate 10:35:30
action to have the matter investigated; is that    10:35:33
correct? 10:35:34

8 (Pages 26 to 29)

K. L. Good & Associates



Cardinal Bernard F. Law - Day 3
8/13/2002

Page 30

1 A I would have had those assisting me look ~nto 10:35:35
2 this, yes, and follow up on this letter. 10:35:37
3 Q Okay. And do you see also the allegations here10:35:40
4 on the second page where Mr.g reports, "We10:35:44
5 also learned that week from our pries~ friend 10:35:46
6 that Father Rebeiro had a history. He had been10:35:50
7 dismissed from Wellesley College as chaplain for 10:35:53
8 sexual misconduct. He had been transferred from 10:35:56
9 St. Linus Parish in Natick after incidents 10:35:58

10 involving sex and character assassination. Given 10:36:02
11 the level of response we were given at the parish 10:36:05
12 level, we were advised to go to the regional 10:36:08
13 bishop." Do you see that? 10:36:10
14 A Ido. 10:36:11
15 Q There’s a report that Mr.~ was -- and his     10:36:12
16 wife were not treated well by Bishop Daniel Hart. 10:36:15
17 Do you see that? 10:36:19
18 A lseethat. 10:36:20
19 Q On pages 2 to 3. So this would all be something 10:36:21
20 that you would want to look at if you had 10:36:24
21 received th~s letter; is that correct? 10:36:27
22 A That’s correct. 10:36:28
23 Q Because St. Linus Parish I believe is in Natick;10:36:28
24 is that correct? 10:36:32

Page 31

A That’s correct. 10:36:32
Q And that’s a family parish similar to St. Jean’s 10:36:32

Parish in Newton, where Paul Shanley served?     10:36:37
A As are all our parishes, yes. 10:36:39
Q They’re all family parishes? 10:36:42
A Yes. 10:36:43
Q So this would have been the type of letter that,10:36:44

if you would have received it, would have 10:36:46
attracted your attention, and consistent with 10:36:48
what you have said about what you would have done10:36:5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1
2 A
3 Q
4
5 A
6 Q
7
8
9
I0
11 A
12 Q
13
14
15
16
17
18 A
19 Q
20 A
21
22
23
24

1
2

4
5
6
7 A
8 Q
9 A
10 Q

if you had received the 1966 letter, would have
resulted in some sort of immediate investigation
and inqutry conceming Father Rebeiro; is that
correct? 10:36:57

A That’s correct. 10:36:59
MR. MacLEISH: Mark this, please.

(Law Exhibit No. 44, letter, Law to~l~’,
3/25/84, marked for identification.)

Q Have you read Exhibit No. 44, Cardinal Law?
A I have. 10:37:55
Q This is your letter to Mr.~, correct?
A It is a letter that apparently has my signature

attached to it, and it’s addressed to Mr.~[~.
Q And it acknowledges his letter of March 25, 1984.

10:36:51 11
10:36:53 12

10:36:55 13
14 A
15 Q

10:37:05 16
17 A
18 Q

10:37:52 19
20

10:37:55 21
10:37:59 22
10:38:01 23

10:38:04 24
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Do you see that? 10:38:08
It does. 10:38"08
And your letter is dated April 3, 1984; is that 10:38:08

correct? 10:38:1 I
It ~s. 10:38:11
So it’s fair to state that this would have 10:38:12

been -- Mr. ~"s letter would have been 10:38:14
received within several days after March 25, and10:38:19
then you responded in a timely fashion on April 10:38:22
3, 1984; is that correct? 10:38.25
That’s correct. 10:38:26
And you stated, did you not, "As you must know,    I0:38:2~

my knowledge of the case is not complete. After 10:38:30
some consultation, I find that this matter ~s     10:38:33
something that is personal to Father Rebeiro and 10:38:34
must be considered such." Did you use those 10:38:38
words? 10:38.41
Well, this ~s a letter that I have signed. 10:38:41
Did you use -- go ahead 10:38:45
I would -- my presumption is this letter was 10:38:46

prepared for my signature, and I would need to --10:38:49
in order to pursue what is meant here, ! would 10:38:58
need to deal -- speak with those who were -- who10:39:01
would have handled th~s matter and brought it 10:39:05
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before me. I can’t tell you what -- I have no -- 10:39:08
as I sit here, I don’t know what that would mean. 10:39:12
Cardinal Law, we know now that Father Rebeiro has 10:39:1.~

been suspended from his job because of 10:39:17
allegations of sexual misconduct occumng 3010:39:20
years ago -- 10:39:23
Yes, 10:39:24
-- correct? 10:39:25
That’s correct. 10:39:26
We put in front of you Exhibit 43, a letter from 10:39:26

Mr.a to you, that in detail set out       10:39:29
allegations that you, yourself, acknowledged were10:39:33
serious allegations -- 10:39:37
That’s correct. 10:39:38
-- of gross misconduct by Father Rebeiro; is that10:39:39

correct? 10:39:42
That’s correct. 10:39:43
And he wrote this letter to you and he gave you 10:39:43

details about other parishes where Father Rebeiro10:39:46
had served, with other allegations of sexual 10:39:49
misconduct, and you wrote back to MrS, and 10:39:53
you said to him, "After some consultation, I find 10:39:56
that this matter is something that is personal to 10:40:01
Father Rebeiro and must be considered such." Is 10:40:03

K. L. Good & Associates
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Cardinal Bernard F. Law - Day 3
8113/2002

Page 50

Yes, that’s correct.                  10:58:37
In fact, the allegation that you have right now 10:58:38

that has come before the Archdiocese concerns10:58:40
sexual misconduct alleged to have been undertaken 10:58:43
by Father Rebeiro at St. Linus in Natick.      10:58:46
I do not know that, because I was away when that 10:58:49

allegation came in, and I’m not aware of that.10:58:54
Does it cause you any concern, as you sit here10:58:56

today, that in 1984, shortly after you were 10:59:02
installed as Archbishop, there was a report given10:59:02
to the Archdiocese about Father Rebeiro, and that10:59:07
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I THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 11:00:54
2 11:00 a.m. We’re off the record. 11:00:56
3 (Recess.) 1 I: 11:07
4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 11:13. 1 l:I3:Z
5 We’re on the record. 1 I: 13:39
6 Q Cardinal Law, have you had the opportunity to I 1:13:40
7 review Exhibit No. 45? 11:13:41
8 A Yes. 11:14:44
9 Q This was a letter that was sent to you on 11:14:47

10 December 12, 1987; is that correct? 11:14:50
11 A That’s correct. That’s the date it bears. 11:14:53

he was not removed from active ministry in the 10:59:09
priesthood until this weekend; does that cause 10:59:11
you any concern as you sit here today? 10:59:14
Certainly I am concerned, as I see this letter,10:59:16

yes. 10:59:19
Okay. On the face of it, it would appear that 10:59:19

not enough was done to investigate the 10:59:22

12 Q Do you remember receiving this letter, which set11:14:55
13 forth allegations of sexual misconduct involving11:14:59
14 a minor by one ~ ~nvolving Father 11:15:02
15 George Rosenkranz. Do you remember receiwngI 1:15:0’
16 that communication? 11 : 15:08
17 A I do not recall receiving this communication. 11:15:10
18 Q Well, during this period of time, as you’ve 11 : 15:12

allegations of Mr. ~, would you agree with me? 10:59:24
MR. ROGERS: Objection to the form.    10:59:27

I don’t know what was done, Mr. MacLeish. I’d    10:59:28
really have to open that up and discuss it with 10:59:33
people who were involved in it. I have no way 10:59:36
of-- I’m not going to make a judgment about 10:59:40
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that, but it’s certainly something that needs to 10:59:43
be looked into.                   10:59:47

MR. MacLEISH: Okay.             10:59:48
Now, Cardinal Law, if we could turn away from    10:59:4~

Father Rebeiro, I’d like to ask you some       10:59:53
questions about a Father George Rosenkranz. Do 10:59:55
you know Father Rosenkranz?              10:59:58

19
20
21
22 A
23 Q

your first priority in the 1984 to 1990 time

stated, your intention was to have as your first 11 : 15:14
priority the protection of chddren; is that     11:15:17
correct? 11 : 15:19
That’s correct. 11 : 15:20
So wouldn’t it seem likely, in view of that being 11:15:21

11:15:2424
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period, that any allegation about a priest being 11 : 15:27
involved in sexual misconduct with minors would    11:15:30
have been something that would have come to your 11:15:3.
attention?                        11 : 15:35
Not necessarily. It would have been -- it would

have come to the attention of those responsible
for following up on this type of mat.ter, and that

2
3
4
5
6
7

A

A I know there is a priest of the diocese by this    11:00:03
name, yes.                       11:00:07

Q And he is one of those priests who has been      11:00:08
placed on administrative leave or removed fromI 1:00:14
priestly duties because of credible allegations11:00:18
of sexual misconduct with minors; is that 11:00:20
correct? I 1:00:22

A Yes. Can you reference something? 11:00:23
Q Sure. I certainly can. I’m just wondering if    11:00:25

11:15:36
11:15:39
11:1.5:42

8 would have been, as I’ve indicated, at an i~arher11 : 15:45
9 time frame, the moderator of the Curia, at a 11 :t 5:50

10 later time frame, the secretary for ministerial11:15:53
11 personnel, and yet at a later time frame the I 1 : 15:57
12 person holding the responsibility of delegate. A11:15:59
13 number of things come to your attention every I 1:16:02
14 single day, and if they’re going to be handled11:16:04
15 well and expeditiously, delegation is a good way11:16:08
16 for that to happen. 11:16:13

you perhaps were aware of him without looking at I 1:00:29
anything. But let me give you a letter.       11:00:32

(Law Exhibit 45, Letter, 2/12/87, marked for
identification.)

MR. ROGERS: Mr. MacLeish, we’d like to 11:00:47
take a five-minute break every hour, but whenever 11:00:50
it an appropriate time.                11:00:52

MR. MacLEISH: This is a good time. 11:00:53

17 Q
18
19 A
20 Q
21
22
23
24

Sure. But the protection of children, you’ve     11:16:13
stated, was your first priority? 11:16:15
In the hand -- 11:16:18
May I finish the question, please, Cardinal Law. 11:16:19

You’ve testified that the protection of     I 1:16:21
children was your first priority. Understanding 11 : 16:23
that you have many other responsibilities in the11 : 16:26
’84 to 1990 time period, wouldn’t a letter making11 : 16:28

K. L. Good & Associates
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Sister Catherine Mulkerrin - Day 3
2/14/2003

SUFFOLK, ss
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT

(Consolidated CA No. 02-1296)

GREGORY FORD, et al.,
Plaintiff,

VS.

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, et al.,
Defendants.

02-04551-TI
(Originally
entered in
Middlesex County as
CA No. 02-0626)

THE THIRD DAY OF THE DEPOSITION OF SISTER
CATHERINE MULKERRIN, a witness called by the
Plaintiffs, taken pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil

Procedure, before Kathleen L. Good, (CSR
#112593), Registered Professional Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, at the offices of Greenberg
Traurig, One International Place, Boston,
Massachusetts 02110, on Friday, February 14,
2003, commencing at 10:03 a.m.

K.    L.    GOOD & ASSOCIATES
P. O. BOX 6094

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
TEL. (781) 598-6405

FAX (781) 598-0815

02209
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Sister Catherine Mulkerrin - Day 3
2/14/2003

Do you know what you were referring to?
I believe it was the couple’s first efforts at

counseling.
Okay. So this was not in reference to -- you

write:

Page 38

1

3
4
5 A

Page 40

assessment of him?
Do you remember, as you’re sitting here today,

whether you learned anything about the assessment
or the lack of assessment?
I don’t recall either way.

"The documented responses seem appropriate."
Is it your understanding that that was not

referring to the Church’s responses but the
couple’s --
For me, it was referring to what was offered to

the couple.
By whom?
By the diocese willing to subsidize counseling.
Okay. And that is something that was offered by

the diocese in 1984 or in 1994?
In the background in my memo, the couple were

offered counseling, which both pursued.
Do you know when were they offered counseling?

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Q

MS. PILLSBURY: Want to take a break
now? Start a new topic.

(Recess.)
(Mulkerrin Exhibit No. 16, Letter

4/14/87, marked for identification.)
Sister Catherine, if you could just take a look

at what’s been put before you as Exhibit 16. If
you could read the first -- actually, I’m going
to have you -- sorry. I think I stapled them out
&order. If you could review Birmingham 2.222
and Birmingham 2.223. It’s the second and third
document.

(Pause.)
I assume that it was sometime after the first

letter, the letter from the husband.
The letter of 1984?
Yes.
So does this indicate to you that you later

learned that there was some response from the

Page 39

1 Archdiocese in response to Mr.~s letter of
2 1984?
3 MR. ROGERS: Objection.
4 A I have in the report here the case was
5 documented.
6 Q That is different from what we’ve seen in the
7 o.ther documents that we’ve seen today, correct?
8 ’ A Yes. I’m not sure -- well, that says to me I saw
9 some documentation, but l’m not -- that brings me
10 back to 252. "Matter on file records, seemed to
11 be handled satisfactorily."
12 So what I found and how much, I’m not clear
13 on that myself.
14 Q You write also on page 2 of your memo, marked
15 Rebeiro 257, you write:
16 "What may be important is to have a clear
17 picture of what, if any, assessment was made
18 about Father Rebeiro."
19 Do you see that?
20 A Yes, I do.
21 Q Do you know if you learned anything about any
22 assessment of Father Rebeiro?
23 A I don’t recall learning -- that would have been a
24 suggestion on my part to say was there an

19 A Okay.
20 Q Do you recognize this document, Sister Catherine?
21 A I believe this was part of the packet that was
22 sent over.
23 Q Aside from reviewing this document in preparation
24 for today’s deposition, have you ever seen this

Page 41

1 document before?
2 A No.
3 What I saw was what I read in the Globe.
4 Q So this document is something that you saw for
5 the first time either in the Boston Globe or in
6 preparing for today’s deposition?
7 A As best as I can recall, yes.
8 Q And you see that this document is a letter
9 addressed to Bemard Cardinal Law, dated 4 April
10 ’87?
11 A Yes, ldo.
12 Q Do you see that it’s stamped "Not Acknowledged at
13 Residence"?
14 A Yes, Ido.
15 Q Do you know what that stamp means?
16 A I believe it means that the Cardinal did not
17 write a response.
18 Q This is a letter from somebody with the initials
19 ~; is that correct?
20 A Yes, it is.
21 Q And he’s asking Cardinal Law about Reverend
22 Joseph Birmingham; is that correct?
23 A Yes, he is.
24 Q Would you agree with me that this gentleman is

11 (Pages 38 to 41)
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JOH1q C. DI~IMON£
pAUL F- MITCHELL
oW£N P. Mc~;OW^N

MITCHELL, McGOWAN & DESIMONE
Attorneys at Law

99 SUMMER STIt.E£T

BOSTON, MA~ACHUSETIS 021 t0

Wnttt’s DIr~! Dial [617) 737-$391

0

Via Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested

February25,1997

Corporate Officer or Person in Charge
The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135

ARCHDIOCESE OFBOS’rON
RECEIVED

FEB 2 7 1997

OFFICE OF
MIN!STERIAL PERSONNEL

v. Rev. George Rosenlcranz and the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, et al.

Dear Sir or Madam:

This office has been retained to representq~~~who resides in Norfolk,
Virginia. Mr.~ was raped, sexually assaulted, and molested, both physically and
mentally, during his childhood by the Reverend George Rosenkranz. At the time of Reverend
Rnsenkranz’ abuse of this individual, Reverend Rosenkranz was a priest at the Blessed
Sacrament Church in Saugus, Massachusetts. The abuse took place on numerous occasions over
many years.

As a direct and proximate result of Reverend Rosenkranz’ conduct and his superviors’
negligence in failing to prevent the abuse, my client has suffered extreme and permanent damage
for which he intends to hold you responsible.

Please forward this letter in absolute confidence to your insurance carder or legal
representative.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this important matter. We await your response.

Very tsuly yours,

Paul E. Mitchell

PEM:dd
cc: Wtlsol~ D. Kogcrs, Jr, Esq

Timothy P. O’Ncd, Esq.

ROSENCRANTZ - 0165



MITCHELL, McGoWAN & DESINIONE
Attorneys at Law

99 SUM~’~, 5"r&E~T
BOSTON, MAss^crnJs~Tls 02110 TELEPHONE (*l~ 7].7-t)00

Writer’s DIt~t’~ Did (61’1) 7~ 14.’tq I

May 28, 1997

Wilson D. Rogers, Jr., Esq.
Durra & Rogers
One Union Street
Boston, MA 02108

Re:
Vs. Rev. George Rosenkranz, et al

Dear Mr. Rogers:

Thank you for your May 19, 1997 correspondence. We provide you with the following
factual background concerning Father Rosenkranz’ misconduct.

//IiIliwas born oni/iill~. He presently resides at ~

~ was sexually abused by Father Rosenkranz for a period of approximately
one year beginning in 1973.

As a teenager ~was employed by the Blessed Sacrament Church. His duties
required him to answer telephones and write Mass cards between 6:00 and 8:30 p.m. Shortly
after Father Rosenkranz arrived at Blessed Sacrament Chureh,~was working. The Father
asked ~II~to accompany him and watch a TV program about "stained gl~ss windows in the
churches of Europe." The child complied and at Father Rosenkranz’ direction, the child called
his parents to alert them that he would be late arriving home. While watching television on the
second floor of the rectory, Father Rosenka-anz began to massage the child’s neck. During the-__.
abuse, Father Rosenkranz began to mk sexual questior~. He than began to ma.~age the child’s
groin and advised the child that what was happening was perfectly normal. Rosenkranz placed
his hands beneath the child’s clothing and began to masturbate the child. The priest removed the
child’s clothing and performed oral sex on the child. He then required the child to place his
hands on the priest’s penis and masturbate him until he ejaculated..The palest required the ekild
to perform oral sex on him.

~rccalls being very scared and confused. The following day,~I~
refused to return to work. His mother iusisted that he work at the rector)’. The child was unable
to dtsclose the abuse

ROSENCRANTZ - 0174



Wilson D. Rogers, Jr., Esq.
May 28, 1997
Page 2

GT REDACTION

On many occasions following work at the rectory and a12er the maid left, similar episodes
occurred. Father Rosenkranz would come into the office where the child worked and began
hugging and kissing the boy. Father Rosenkranz often asked if the child had disclosed the abtme
to anyone and reminded him that the sexual acts were "their secret." Father Rosenkranz also
reminded the child that he was lucky to be close to someone who was so special. Father
Rosenkranz then brought the child into another room on the first floor of the rectory. He
performed oral sex while lying next to the boy on the ground.

~also recalls that while he was folding chairs in the basement of the church
after a meeting, Father Roserdc.ranz came downstairs mad turned the light~ off. He came to the
child’s side and began kissing him. He took the child’s clothes offand performed oral sex on the
boy. Father Rosenkranz then digitally raped the boy. The child became nervous and said he had
to go. He ran out of the church, quit his job and never returned. Thereafler,~
began to experience a lifetime of trouble. He began drinking alcohol. His life changed. He
became rebellious and began to skip school. He also stopped going to church.

Only recently, did ~ realize that his problems were caused by the
inappropriate behavior and abuse of Father Rosenkranz.

The above information is provided to you in the strictest confidence. We understand that
it will not be dislributed, reviewed, discussed or otherwise made available to any per~un but for
yourself, those members of your office working on this file, and appropriate members of your
client’s organization.

Please note that my client desires to proceed to medication before Mr. Paul Finn. The
invitation to mediate remains open for only thirty days. Accordingly, we look forward to hearing.
from you in a timely fashion.

Very truly yours,                          "

Paul E. Mitchell

PEM:jl

Paula Finn, Esq
Ttmothy P. O’Ne~l, Esq

ROSENCRANTZ - 0175



R_ELEASE OF. ALL cLAIMS

In consideration of Slxty-Five Thousand ($65,000.00)

, the Receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, ~

hereby remises, releases and forever discharges the

Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its

~gents, servants, officers, employees and independent

¯ all priests who are or who have ever been

.hated to the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,

Including but not limited to Rev. George RosenkranZ, and all

~titles and organizations affiliated with or associated with

Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole,

agents, servants, employees, officers, trustees, directors

~nd independent contractors, of and from all debts, demands,

Luses of action, suits, accounts, covenants, contracts,

reements, damages, and any and all claims, demands and

iabilities whatsoever of every name and nature, including,

ithout limitation, any and al! claims for past, present or

physical, mental and emotional injuries, whether

)resently known or unknown, any and all claims for punitive or

~lary damages, any and all claims for loss of earning

,acity, diminished life expectancy, death, loss of cons6rtlum,

)ss of society, physical and mental anguish, infliction of

~motional distress, pain and suffering¯ legal fees and expenses,

and all claims for violations of Massachusetts General Laws,

,ter 93A and chapter 176D, and any and all liens asserted, or

may hereafter be asserted, known or unknown, as a result

ROSENCRANTZ - 0207
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any claim herein released, which against the said Roman

Ltholic Archbishop of Boston, a corporation Sole, .its agents,

ervants, officers, employees and independent contractors, all

’Jests who are or who have ever been incardinated to the Roman

atholic Archdiocese of Boston, including but not limited to

George Rosenkranz, and all entities and organizations

ffiliated with or associated with the Roman Catholic Archbishop

Boston, a Corporation Sole, their agents, servants,

)loyees, officers, trustees, directors and independent

:factors, I now have or ever had from the beginning of the

:id to this date, including but in no way limited to events

~ich occurred between 1973 and 1974.
I further agree that this settlement is in full

omlse of a doubtful and disputed claim both as to the

~tion of liability and as to the nature, extent and

.ermanency of all inJurie~ and damages, and that the payment is

~ot to be construed as an admission of liability on the par~ of

Roman Catbol~c Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole, its

ents, servants, officers, employees and independent

:ontractors, all priests who are or who have ever been _

.ncardinated to the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,

~ncluding but not limited to Rev. George Rosenkranz, and all

titles and organizations affiliated with or associated with

Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole,

agents, servants, employees, officers, trustees,

ROSENCRANTZ - 0208



irectors, and independent contractors, all of whom expressly

liability- No promise or inducement which is not herein

~ressed has been made to me and in executing this Release,

not rely upon any statement or representation made by any

~erson, firm, or corporation hereby released, or any agent or

person representing them or any other concerning the

extent, or duration of said damages or losses, or the

Legal liability therefore-

It further is expressly agreed by and among all of the

¯ ties to this Release, as well as their attorneys, agents,

ervants, employees and insurers, that they will maintain the

of the facts of’this settlement and the specific

thereof. No party, nor a party’s attorney, agent,

~ervant, employee or insurer, shall disclose or cause to be

~isclosed, directly or indirectly, to any person, corporation or

not a party to this Release, including but not limited to

~ny form of print or broadcast media, the names of any parties

~escribed herein, the existenc9 of any claims 9gainst the

parties, the fact Of this’ settlement, the terms or

of this settlement, any facts or circumstances l_eading

the completion of this settlement or the alleged facts and

.cumstances giving rise to any claims described herein unless

Ln response to a lawfully issued subpoena from a duly

zonstituted Grand Jury or by court order. Prior to making any

required disclosure, James Hartigan, through his Counsel,

all notify counsel for the Roman Catholic Archbishop of

ROSENCRANTZ - 0209
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8oston, a corporation Sole. This paragraph shall not prevent

from disclosing or discussing the facts and

circumstances giving rise to any claims described herein with a

licensed clergy, physician, attorney, mental health

[essional, spouse or immediate family. Prior to making any

~isclosures to any of the above-named persons, ~

shall inform said person of the confidentiality requirements of

paragraph and shall obtain from them their agreement to

~nor such confidentlality. I further hereby represent that I

made no disclosures intended for the print or broadcast

concerning the facts and circumstances giving rise to any

[aims herein or the settlement of said claims.

I further state that I have carefully read the

foregoing Release and know the contents thereof, and I sign the

said as my own free Act.

WitnesS my hand and seal this      ~’~     day of

1998.

\G~D AND ASSENTED TO:
Paul E. Mitchell, Esquire
Mitchell, McGowan & DeSimone
99 Summer Street
Boston, MA 02110

zounsel for~

ROSENCRANTZ - 0210
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Personal

Objective

Education

Certification

Practicum

RESUME

REV. GEORGE J. ROSEN-KRANZ
Star of Sea Rectory
85 Atlantic Avenue

Marblehead, Massachusetts

Tel.
Rectory: 631-0086 Marblehead
Office : 631-3458 Marblehead
Home : 887-5720 Topsfield

Age 33 5 feet 7
136 pounds

Ordained: February 2, 1962

Qualified by experience for a position in Religious
Education, Guidance, Pastoral and Psychologic~l
Counseling. To use my acquired and natural skills
for the guidance of youth.

Saint John’s Seminary. 1962
State College at Salem 1968
Boston University 1969

Bachelor of Arts Degree
M~ster of Education
Advanced Graduate Study

Masters program consisted in the basics of the Psych-
ology.and Philosophy of Education. My major was
Guidance and Counseling with particular emphasis on
Adolescent development.

Completed additional studies in psychological testing
and Personnel Administration at Salem State College.

Presently enrolled in a program of Advanced Graduate
Studies in Psychological Counseling at Boston University
toward the attainment of the Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Studies. (C.A.G.S.)

The following certifications were issued to me by
the Cbmmonwealth’of Massachusetts Departmeht of
EdUcation,

Teachers Certificate
Guidance Counselor
Guidance Director
Wechsler Testing Certificate

One year of supervised counseling practicum at the
Star of Sea School with Junior High students.
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Experience
1962-1965

1965-

Assistant Pastor, Saint John’s Church, Canton, Mass.

St. John’s was one of the fastest growing parishes on
the South Shore. Ther~ were approximately 1,600 Catholic
families at that time.

Was responsible for all Youth Programs within the Parish.
Taught Religious Education to Freshman boys. Directed a
corp of 80 elementary and 50 High School altar boys.

Responsible for the establishment of the Catholic Youth
Organization within the Parish. Active membership of
300 High School Teens.

Supervised through subordinates, an active spiritual,
cultural, athletic and social program. Presented the
best according to the reformed liturgy: Bible Vigils,
Folk Mass, Days of Recollection, etc. Established the
present tradition of an annual Variety Show incorporat-
ing about 150 teens.

Conducted Days of Recollection in several Catholic High
Schools as Ursuline Academy, Jean D’Arc, etc.

In 1964, conducted Liturgical Workshops in a regional
series sponsored by the Boston Sacr.amental Apostolate.
These workshops were held for adults at Xaverian High
School in Westwood and St. Jerome’s in North Weymouth.

Assistant Pastor, Star of Sea Church, Marblehead, Mass.

Catholics in Marblehead are a minority, although the
parish maintained approximately 1,700 families.

Supervised the structural reform of the Ladies Sodality
according to the norms of "apostolic activity" set forth
by Vatican II.

Developed programs for approximately 2Q0 women~ .stressing
"christian commitment" and service. E~phasis placed upon
spiritual rather than social aspects of sodalities.

Was responsible for all Youth Programs within the P~rish,
altar boys, scouts, C.Y.O., etc.

Conducted special seminars for senior High School boys
within the Confraternity of christian Doctrine.

Organized and supervised a full time guidance department
for the junior high students in our parochial school.
Star of Sea school is the first parochial junior high in
the Archdiocese of Boston to have a full time guidance
progrnm.
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Personally gave individual counseling to 100 students of
the 7th and 8th grade during the academic year.

Taught Group Guidance to both grades - four classes each
week. Developed and coordinated the following proggams:

Educational Information Program
Social Information Program
Sex Education Program
Drug Education Program

Worked for the establishment of the Parish Council. Have
been appointed chairman of the Guidance Co~nittee within
the Education Commission. Responsible for planning,
personnel and budget recommendations.

Have contributed to many community activities. Involved
in the "grass roots" organization of the Marblehead Drug
Commission, Marblehead Fair Housing Commission and the
Marblehead F~mily Counseling Service.

Extra-Parochial
Activities

Past assistant Deanery Director of Catholic Youth
Organization in the Salem Desnery. Supervised and
directed C.Y.O. activities among the parishes in the
greater North Shore.

Past member of Board of Directors of the C.Y.O. Worked
with Archdiocesan Director and other members in coordinat-
ing and establishing policy on the Archdiocesan level.

Past Chaplain of the Fourth Degree Knights of Columbus
John F. Kennedy Council. Was spiritual director, attended
monthly meetings, and contributed to the monthly publica-
tion.

Associated with "TEC". (Teens Encounter Christ) TEC is a
new movement in Teen Spirituality. It uses the techniques
of group dynamics, sensitivity training and encounter
methods. Its purpose is to stren.g~hen Christian community
awareness. I have been spiritual director at these
Encounters.

Professional
Associations

Member of American Personnel and Guidance Association
Archdiocesan Guidance Association
Academy of Religion and Mental Health

References forwarded upon request.
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OUR LADY, STAR OF THE SEA PARISH
Eighty-five Atlantic Avenue ’ Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945 - 63143086

IMPRESSIONS:

~ is a clean looking, rather good looking young man,
dressed in clean and neat work clothes. He was well spoken, respectful,
and, seemingly, without anger or a desire for revenge. He said: "I don’t
know if the man is alive or dead. I just want this to be over for me. I
am not responsible; he is and I want to be rid of it."

He has not, according to him, sought any legal advice nor negal
remedies and professes not to be interested in it. He says he has given
this to me to do what I want with it.

~sounds believable. He did, however, spout all the language
of the abused cases in the papers and on Television. He has all the
"buzz words" and places the blame for all the failures and trauma in
his life on these actions of Fr. Rosenkranz.

What I found problematic’was that he says he has "blocked out" all
the details from this relationship from his mind. He could not remember
any of the other priests here at the time; he does not remember just
wh~t the sexual acts were, whether sodomy or otherwise. He did not
explain his silence, except that Father said no one would believe him.

He still did not suggest publicity, suits for damages, using a
lawyer or receiving money. I suggested that he could benefit from some
therapy to be able to bury the past and make something of the future
ahead and he did not argue against the idea.

I told him I would report this to ArchdioceSan authorities at once
and that someone would be in touch with him. He asked for confidentiality
beyond those authorities and I assured him that I would respect that.

I told him that, if he didn’t hear from the Archdiocese within
two weeks, to get back to me.

When I came to Marblehead I heard from staff here that there was a
problem, somewhat o£ this kind, with George Rosenkranz. The Chancery ~.~
records should have some record of that. Still, in the general parish
community, he is spoken of with respect and appreciation by many- If
this should become public, I am sure that it would be a shock to the
parish.

I await any directions you may have for me.

1,
/ /

Ma~ch 17, 1995                          {O~nnls J. Burns - Pastor}
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January 11, 1999

I have tded unsuccessfully to reach you by phone. I have had your check for
$9575 since October 15, 1998. Did you ever receive the settlement papers I sent
you? That was the only way I was able to pay your back therapy bills because I
originally had no signed waiver. Therefore, I had no knowledge that you were
receiving therapy.

The policy in the Billing Department is to pay the bills monthly. So I tded another
way, since I wanted you to receive the money for the past therapy.

Please call me (617-746-5756) or write letting me know the status of this
payment. If I do not hear from you by January 28, I shall have to void the check.

I hope you are well. Your answering machine has been on each time I called
you, and I was concerned.

Sincerely,

Sister Rita McCarthy, CSJ
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T’tm Bany (Attorney Blais)

Sears - Special Police, Peabody

2 men & (3rd)

Fr..~ - (~)

man complained - about watching him
problem anyway

~. l~. & other

Fr. IL arrested
- pushed -
- refused to respond to ?s
- called Judge Gannon Saugus home
- called (7)
- no identification
- identified self to Judge Gannon -
but refused until hst night - when he identified self

- bail
Peabody Police Station

Sept. 2, 1981
GT REDACTION

Felony - unnatural & lascivious act -
waived reading
no comment
(2)
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On red message paper (Cardinal’s Residence)

1) Phoenix- Sears

2) G.IL h scull 1
other h stall 2

3) G.1L receiving massage

4) arrested after rigorously resisting same - no iden.

5) transported and booked by Peabody Petite - called Bly, atty., and iden. self

6) At corot (7/22), Bly saw judge - G.1L not in court room but remained in corridor outside
with J.T. 2

7) Case continued, with stipulation that both parties see a shrink - reading of case was waived
in

court, and it was continued to Sept. 2.

8) Appeared in Salem News - fact of arrest and names.

9) Blyis fliend of Clerlg who is a fi-iend of Judge.

clerk will make iqlost in paper work, which is why G.R. could deny it.
1\

Peobody Police & Sears Security

5 31-1212 - Bob Costello, Chief of Police
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7/23/81

Received a cali pron~pted by Ft. Win. Helmlck from Mr. T~n Barry, special police security o~ficer
at Sears Roelmck Store, Peabody. (Ft. l~lmi~k had been told of incldent by anunnamed p~iest)
and had spoken to me). IV~. Baby rehaed ~l~cumataaces ofF.~. Rosenkranz c~ase. Ft. Roseakranz
want to n~m’s room on Tues. P.M. at seers - two othera wer~ in stalls: one le~ - went to Mr. B. -
claimed son,one was molestin8 ~ Mr. B. went to man’s room- verified prese~xce of 2 m~ in
stal~ - pretended to leave - renm~ed quietly and ~ound Fr. E. on kaeea - doing hnmoral action
with another man - in stall - p~esumably, Mr. B. asked Ft. ~ to come out. he refxtsed - Mr. B.
Inoke door and b~ousht Ft. R. o~t - he says - Ft. protested - refused to identify self- had no
idenflfl~tion - was ~ - later brought to Peabody DisUi~t Poli~e Station - cha~ed with
"unnatm~l & lasciv~" us act". - Ft. ~ called lav,3~r who it turned out, was Judgo Gannon of
Seugu~,- then Mr. B. heard Ft. R. idcnt~ sel£ Ft. l~ was ~ on b~ - for cotut appearance
next day.

I spoke with Mr. O~e~ later, P~rsonnel Manager of Sea~s who ~polosized that mattex had gone
as f~r as it did - but it had to because Ft. 1~ refused to identify ~ He said in cases h~e this it
was a question of s~eing cour~ psychiatrist and case dismis.~t.

I made little oonxment ~c~pt tO Say ]~ wou]d inves~isate.

7/24/81 - I met with l~. R. at Chancery from 2 P.M. to 3 P.M. approximately - Ft. E_ denied
cha~ges - said ~t was a case of being in "wron8 place at wrong time" - was upset and angt7 - feb
he was t~eated unjustly - talked about charging offset re: arr~t - was placed in contact with Atty.
Byden Bly of Sau~ who told him not to worry - that everything would be alrisht - case would
be dismayed. There is to be a court/trial on Sept. 2 but Ft. R. was told "not to wor~" - that
everything would be alrlsht. Fr. R. expressed conc~n to me about his efFe~’tivene~ at the patch
if people know or heard of allegation etc.

I told him in light of his p~otestation ofhmocence I woul~ s~ort him. Pos~’bly he would have
to be changed if people began to thi~k ill ofhlm - or his pastoral effe~v~e~ deteriorated
because of malicious people in the parish or comnnm~. I ktdic~ted that we ~an~ ~xuta~t (court7)
nor the m~dia - we have to adj~t and do the best w~ can- even in (?). Priest are wdnerable.
Always ~ to be 777

Ft. I~ had called B. Mulcahy but could not reach him at ~ha time. He w~l keep me informed.

(Bishop Dan"y)
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MEMOKAND UM

TO :

FROM:

DATE :

RE:

His Eminence, the Cardinal

Bishop Daily

February II, 1982

Rev. George Rosenkranz

The suit against Father George Rosenkranz has been
dropped. The accusation has been removed from the
record because of no flnding-no evidence, etc.
Father Rosenkranz called in on February I0 to inform

TVD:em
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Nov~ 17, 1987

George Two days ago, I returned from an overnight trip to my brother and sis-

ter-in-law’s to tell them that I was molested by you nearly 20 years ago.
It was my third attempt to tell them and I left having been again unable

to do it:                               -Last February~ out of the blue, I broke down sobbing, while reading a
better in a newspaper fra~ a sexual assault victim~ since then, I’ve told about
2~ people about your abuse of me~ s~,e were harder than others. I expected sup-
port and ant{cipated accusation with each o~e~ All of them helped me.

After 2~ years of denying to myself that what you did had any lasting
effect on me, I now understand that the effects have permeated and tainted
every aspect, every decision, every actlon~ every., day of my llfe~ My ability to
trust~ my ability to have a normal relationship, my ability to interact with
anyone without blaming myself for any breakdown, have all been h.amstrung." I’ve
been" severely handi.capped by your deceit and by your manipulative, hateful,
trayal" of my trust.I’ve realized that I’ve been protecting you~ feeling responsible myself,
asstm~ing your guilt because it felt safer to me than admitting how badly you
misused me~ a 16-year-old child~ I’ve unknowingly developed a whole personality
based largely on an effort to assure that I’m never hurt so badly a~aln.

In the past several mo~ths~ I’ve cried about the losses I suffered, the
llfe decisions I made~ the people I push.ed away over the years in my confusion.
And I’ve gotte~ angry about what you did.

But you gcd-~amned pig~ .when I stood two days ago, hugging my 6-year-old
nephew good-bye, and re~llzed I hadn’t been able to tell my brother and sister-
in-law because I was afraid they would associate me with child abuse -- that
they might hesitate to let me be with their children~ I wanted to kill you.

There and then~ .in the present, I felt the full effect of your abuse.

Not on19 did I aga’in deprive myself of the comfort of two of my closest
friends~ but I withheld a caress - a normal~ healthy loving caress of a child

who is uery special to me.         .
I want you to hurt for that
If I could cut off your hand or foot or wound you in some way~ it wot~id

please me~ But even that would not permeate your life, affect your every move-
ment, your every gesture and thought the way your abuse has affected me.

I want your life to change.
I want you to be put in a position where you can never cause this pain

again; where you’ll never be with a child alone again~ I want your other vic-
tims to be told they should stop ignoring the consequences of your assault.
want sc~e of the incredible damage you’ve done to start being repaired.

The results of you[ actions will stay with me for the rest of my life.
~ven coming to grips with it~ learning to control it, learning to see you for
the wo[thless slime you are, learning not to acc.ept any excuses for your ac-
tions, will not wash it away.
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You cannot take it back~
You cannot give me back the last 20 years to live again without this si-

lent demon directing .my behavior~
All this time, I’ve been testing~ probing~ experimentin_g~ unknowingly

trying to come to terms with the dual betrayal you perpetrated.. Not only.did
you sexually assualt me, but you did it in the guise of a teacher.

I can still hear your words discounting my discomfort at exposing myself
to you or at lying on top of you in a darkened library in the rectory basement
and allowing you to kiss and caress me.

’’I’m showin.g you this so you won’t have to learn about it in the
streets~" you said. "It can be damaging if your first experience is. bad[ It
can ruin your ability to have a good relationship with a girl later on."

You said those thlngs~ you fucking sllmebag:
Did you believe thee then? Did you hate me so badly that you wanted to

destroy whatever chance I had st being happy? Were you hurt so b~dly yours.~If
that you couldn’t stand not to ruin my llfe as well?
looked up to you. I thought you respe¢.~ed and cared about me. I was flattered
by your attentlon~ your ability to make me feel special.and listened to~ But I
did not want to.sleep in your. bed or masturbate with you. You tried to trick me
into doing that~ you asshole.

And then, as if you hadn’t hurt m@ enou@.h already; you did psychological
tests on me and told me my goal.s were too high, that my abilities were limited
and that I could only go so far.

Did you know what your were doing all that time? Did you know how devas-
tating all that would be? Did I do scmething to you that made you think you had
the right to so savagely attack me in the guise of caring?

How do you explain your actions~ as a priest~ as a counselor~ as a god.-
da,m~ed htmmn being?

You deserve to be defrocked~ delicensed and beaten to a pulp~
I can’t believe you’ve gotten away with this~
I believe fron how you behaved "that you were a~iready practiced at what

you were doing~ And I believe I am not your last victim.
My silence has allowed you to continue on your way~ fi~dlng _new victims,

finding vulnerable, trusting people who. tur.n to you .fqr friendship, confort or
guidance.

I’m .going to stop you~ There is going to be a consequencs for what
you’ve done. And it’s going to be dear .....
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REDACTION

Bernard Cardinal Law
2101 Commonwealth Ave.
Brighton, MA 0213

Dear Cardina~ Law,

I’m writing to notify you that I was sexually assaulted

by a priest in your’ diocese 20 ysars ago.

I was ~ parishioner at the Star’of the Se~ Church in
Marblehead from early childhood untll I graduated from high

school in 1969.

I attended the grammar school a÷filiated with the
church. I was an altar boy and active in the CYO and other

church activities. For much of that time, I believed I had a
vocation to the priesthood. In the course of my exploration
o~ that possibility and of my other church involvements, I
bsc~me very clos~ to Ft. George Rosenc~nz. As much as I can
remember, he was assigned to Star of the Sea from about 1964
until a short time after I went away to college in 1959.

I viewed him then as a trusted fri~nd~ teacher~
confidant and guide through a period o~ adolescent turmoil.

I’m w~iting no~ to report that he also sesually abused

me on a number of occasions between 1966 and 1969.

In the guise of teaching me about sexuality, he kissed
me; had me lle on top of him and kissed me~ had me e~pose
mysel~ and discuss se~ with him; and on at least one
occasion, while on an overnight trip, tried to coerce me
into sleeping in his bed with him in a hotel where ~e sta~ed

in Conway, N.H.                                                 ~

At the time, I was unsettled and extremely con÷~used by
his sexual advances, but ÷lattered by his attention and

professed respect or me.

During the intervening yearS, I ~elt disappointed that
he had complicated what I viewed as an otherwise positive

relationshiP-

Now I’m enraged.

i°v~ c.omo to recognize in ~ec~.nt months that thi~ m~n°s
abuse has left a profound m~k on ~- I fe~l dou~ly ~c~r~ed
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because he is a priest, a supposed representative of god; the
person I was raised to view as the arbiter of morality.

Because he chose to e:~plain his abuse as a form o÷
education! a favorl and because of the apparent ~ase with
which he carried out his campaign, I’m convinced I was not
his {Irst vlctlm~ or his last. I am astounded to have learned
that he was subsequently assigned as an administrator o{ a
boy’s school in the diocese.

I’m appalled at the prospect o{ the damage he may have
done in the 20 years I’ve remained silent.

I have strong reason to believe others in tho diocese
have also been awa~e that this man has problems with sexual
boundaries. I {ind it disgusting that he has been allowed to
continue to be in the position o~ a trusted counselor for
people in turmoil - that he has undoubtedly counseled
children and adults trying to sort through i~sues of sexual
abuse by others.

I {eel that he and thos~ in the church who have chosen
to tolerate this kind o{ abuse by members o{ the clergy h~ve

.{ailed miserably in their reYponslbility to me and other
victims. As individuals and as an organization, you hav~
betrayed a sacred trust.

Although I visited Rosencran~ once in a parish in
Chelsea in about 1971, I have had no other contact with him
since 19171.

However, I have scheduled to meet today with him at St~
~oseph’s Church in Salem, where he is now stationed. I plan
to inform him then that I have sent you this letter.

I will also deliver another letter to hi~, which
expresses some o{ the rage, hurt and betrayal "I feel, even
now, 20 years later. Although the language used in parts of
it may be viewed as o÷~enslve, I’m enclosing a copy in the
hops that it will impress upon you the serious impact o{ what
he did in the name o{ god. I include it also with the hope
that it will stir someone in the church to ~ace a severe-and
insidious problem and to take steps to prevent him and others
to abuse their position o{ authority by victimizing another
child.

Maybe that’s idealistic.

But be on notice. If you take no significant action to
~ind appropriate and e{fectlv~ treatment {or him and to
locate his other victims, I will make every el{oft to ma~e
this information public, even at my own expense.

I am also informing th~ Department of Social Services
and the Esse:: County Dis~r~ct Attorneys offic~ about my
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e:~perience with Rosencran~ and am suggesting that any report~
o~ se:~ual abuse by this man should be taken seriously, And
X’v~ o÷fered myself as a supportive witness in any action
that might arise against him~

IS at some point in the future, it comes to light that
another child has been victimized by your ~ailure to act, I
will strive with all my resources to see to it that you
personally and the church as a ~hol~ is held in complicity.

GT REDACTION
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OFFICE OF "I’HE BISHOP
Lynn Region

53 LYNN SHORE DRIVE
LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS 01902

GT REDACTION

(617) 581-0980

I received your letter and the enclosure. Needless to say, I was most
disturbed by the contents. As soon as possible, I talked to Bishop Banks,
the Vicar General of the Archdiocese of Boston about thls issue. He has
been in touch with Fr. John McCormack who would handle this type of a
problem.

May Jesus give you every grace, peace, and consolation.

JJM:jq

Sincerely In Christ,
.:, - "

:./’,     Z:,.,’-..::,"’:""-../ / :’L
Most Rev. John J. Mul hy,
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston

DQ
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PERSONAL AND GONFIDENTIAL

TO: Cardinal Law

FROM: Father McCormack

RE: George Rosencranz
GT REDACTION

DATE: December 30, 1987

Fat~r Rosenoranz has been accused by a former parlahloner -~
of!Hatfield, Massaohusetts - of molestlnK him sexually eighteen years
The alleged actions are ones which could be called sexual foreplay in
eomparlson to actual overt genital activity.

When I met with Father Rosencranz he was very upset by the charges and
feared he would be publlely exposed or have to undergo a civil or criminal
trial (in 1981 he was arrested for an alleged sexual act in the men’s room
o£ a department store. This case waa dismissed by the Peebory Court due to
Insuffiole6t evidence).

Father Rosencranz’s response to the accusations by ~is to
place them in the context of a young boy’s reaction to his participation in
T,E.C. (Teen Encounter With Christ). It is a pro8ram in which a young
person can become emotionally upset. Father Rosencranz tried to help some
of these youth deal with their upset 5y talking about personal things _and

~them. He has no recollection of the speoi£1o acousatlons~

~made. (He said in a later conversation they are half truths and
half unrealities.) In our conversation he said other people have accused
him o£ being sexually interested in them - a woman in Canton whose husband
accused him of being responsible for his wife’s preananc~ and another woman
who chased.hlg around a OininE room table stripping herself of olothlng,

I introduced the incident of his arrest in Peabody into the conversation.
I asked after deserlbing that inoldent whether with the above mentioned
incidents he ever wondered about the messages he may send to people    -
about his sexual interest. I also mentioned that as a young man he was
also a sexual person who might unintentionally or intentionally express his
desire by various actions and conversations, He said this could of
happened when he wa~ a young priest because he worked with young people and
may have said or done thln~s when foolin~ around like Erabbing one another
without intending that it be sexual in its overtone.

I asked him to consider doing the following thinks:

a) tell him about the letters and his meeting
asking him what he would recommend. He is to

be in contact with Attorney Timothy O’Neil.
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b)

e)

d)

To look at how these accusations have affected him personally and
how he handles them.

Seek counseling because of the way he describes his cautious
responses to people as a defense a~ainst the way they react to
him.

Consider the responsibility of the Archdiocese in this case. It
may ask him to undergo a psychological assessment if some
questions remained unanswered about his behavior once I interview

December 19: Interview wlth~

I met with ~ and his lawyer/friend~ of
Marblehead. Both appeared serious, determined and angry.

I aske~ to give me the details of the incidents which led him to make
these accusations about Father Rosencranz. He related that there were a
series of incidents which would be described as sexual behavior - none of
it consisting in actual genital activity. He reports that his involvement
in these incidents was initiated by Father Rosencranz during his sophomore
and Junior years in high school. He had a relationship with Father
Rosencranz in which he saw him as an important person in his life and he an
important person in Father Roseneranz’s life. The activities mentioned in
his letter were done sporadically over that period of time, not out of a
close relationship as much as Father Rosencranz~s stated intention to
’teaoh’~thlngs about sex which he wouldn’t want him to learn on the
street.

The alleged activities were done six to ten times: namel~, kissing, lying
dow~ together ar~.~exposing himself at Father Rosencranz’s request.
One time, Msgr. McCarthy walked in on them but apparently didnvt notice
tha£~ while sitting down had his paints open. The s~me tyPe of alleged
activity preceded the accusation that~ go to bed with Father
Rosencranz.

The relation ended abruptly when Father Rosencranz calle~ll~to sa;~that

he had been forbidden to see him anymore. When.~ asked why, he told
.~o ask his father. ~relates that he never asked his father due

to the fear that his father miSht know what had been going on.

~.~ feels that a trusting and important relationship was misused by
Father Rosencranz’s sexual desires - he said he began to deal with the
trauma caused by this only recently. He is in eounselinK. He wants to
make sure Father Rosencranz is in no position to do this again. He would
like to make s~re that efforts are made by the Church to s~rface other
victims of Father Roseneranz’s alle~ed abuse and let them know that they
oan be helped.
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He asked what does the diocese do with priests in this matter? I related
that the procedure we follow when such a complaint is made is to see the
person then see the priest. Once the determination is made that
intervention is required, I told hi~ how the priest’s activity is
restricted and how he is assisted along with any victims whom we learn have
been affected by him. I said the diocese would not publicize Father
Roseneranz’s name in order to surface the victims as they requested.

I told him that I was sorry for the pain and hurt he is experiencing and
hoped that through this effort he wou~d be able to address these issues and

put this painful matter behind him.

I agreed to his request that we meet on January ~ to let him know what has
happened in the handling of this matter.

December 21

I met with Father Rosenersnz and discussed with him ~
description of the incidents and how they contrasted with his perception in
understanding of the incidents. I told him that I am asking him to go to
the Institute for Living in Hartford to be assessed by the staff at the
Institute as to his disposition in these matters. The assessment would
provide the diocese a professional opinion as to how they see the
perception and~ report and what is the dioeese’s responsibility in
its placement of him in ministry. He wondered if the diocese didn’t trust

his word. I said that was not the matter, but that the diocese had a
responsibility legally as well as to the people it serves to make sure that
all unaswered questions were addressed and that a disposition about future
ministry was determined. He a~reed to go.

He is to report to the Institute fdr Living in Hartford on Monday, December
28 and ten o’clock in the morning. Dr. Gallucei, a psych~loglst, will do
the evaluation. Dr. Thomas Conklin agreed to send ae an assessment of the
evaluation. He should be there for about four days.

December 21

Chief Robert St. Pierre of the Salem Police called to say that the Disl~let

~ttorney’s office sent him the letter from ~ which had been
addressed to the District Attorney and was similar to the one that was s~nt

to Cardinal Law and Bishop Muleahy. I assured him that I had seen Ft.

Roaenoranz twlee,~ once and was arranKin~ for Ft. Roseneranz to
be assessed as to his complicity in this matter.
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Report on meeting with ~ and~ January 30.

We met at one o’clock at the Chancery. ~wanted to know what
has h~ppened with Father Rosencranz: where ks he, what is our declslo,. My
report was that up to now we had found nothing which would require removal
of him from ministry. We are waiting for one more source to respond to our
concern before a final decision is made. If the source confirms nothing is
happening which is contrary or detrimental to pastoral ministry, he will
not be removed. However, he will be required to follow two eondltlons to
eontlnue in pastoral ministry. One is to enter out-patient therapy and the
other is that his physician is obligated and free to alert us of the
presence of any matter which would be detrimental to his .remaining in
ministry such as sexual acting out.

,~ WaS visibly upset and wanted to know where he was evaluated. I told
him that I could not release such information. It was confidential. All I
couId do is assure him it is a nationally recognized institution which did
psychiatric and projective tests for a period of five days. Its purpose
was to reveal whether there is any present sexual dysfunetlon or was there
ever any deviant sexual behavior. He wanted to know why we would believe
Father Rosencranz’s story - it is ,atural for him to deny it. Why don’t
you believe my story? He says it is nationally acknowledged such people
deny their stories. I said it was also my experience that if pressed they
will open up and seek help. He said that is not the national experience.

He felt that we had done nothing and began to use vulgar language while
yelling at me. I told him that he shouldn’t continue that language - he
continued it and I became angry and yelled back at him. I asked whether he
wanted to provoke my anger, if so, he had succeeded. I said we had done
our best. We have been thorough and the evidence does not support his
demands. I said I thought he was being unreasonable. I resllze you are
hurting and angry over what happened to you in the relatiSnship. He said

he would llke to see the Cardina!. I said he may write and ask to see
his, but I want him to know I will not recommend it to him. There is
nothing to be gained by such a meeting.

~ said that since he is s third pa_~_[~ who is not involved_.
in this he would like to make an observation. ~ came here with
nothing to gain. He has opened up and embarrassed himself. Why don’t I
believe what he says. Do I believe that Father Rosencrs,z kissed him.
said I don’t know. Do I believe that Father Rosencranz asked him to expose
himself. I don’t know. I said Father Rosencranz has denied these and
given his own story. They asked how Father Rosencranz explained it. He
said that he would admit to ’horsing around’ with a ~roup of kids once in
awhile when he was very young and at other times young men would come back
from TEC very upset. He would help them with their upset by talking about
their issues which sometimes were personal. Sometimes he would hug them.
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overt sexual tnten¢lon.
and traumatized by it. ~became upset that we refuse to do anything
further tO surface victims of his alleged behavior. I said if he had any
names of vtotims I would be happy to speak with them. I need evidence in
order to act differently from the way we are acting right now. He said it
was our responslblllty. He said he guessed he would have to take matters
into his ow~ hands, that he will consider suing us and publicizing this

matter. ~ did not respond.

It was about this time that he said that there was nothing to be gained

from further diseusslon here, ~ agreed with him. They both
walked out in silence.

Father  ondeau an #ather C oherty and
they acknowledge ~ never received a report aSout an incident and have
never perceived behavior that would lead them to question Father
Rosencranz’e relationship with a young boy. I think this is needed for his
file as well as to be assured we have checked every known source about his

behavior.

Secondly, I suggest that I make a telephone call to~ about the
final disposition of this matter as well as an apology for my yelling at
him. At the same time I will ask him if he knows any other evidence about

Father Bosenoranz that is different from what I have.

Thirdly, I recommend that I meet with Father Bosenoranz and tell him

a) about the pain and hurt of this young man i, not having his story
believed and acted upon the way that he anticipated.

b)

e)

d)

to he prepared for adverse publioity by ~his young man that oan
affect his ministry and the Church.

that this matter, along with others, leaves questions unanswered
in my mind.

to meet with Bishop Banks immediately after meeting with me, il~

order to receive the decision of the Archdiocese.               -

Recommended decision:

A. Remark:

Two Options:

Tell Fr. Rozencranz we are sorry such a matter has been

~ ow it has been difficult for him as well as for

We require that he be in weekly psychiatric therapy as recom-
mended by the Institute with Dr. Groves or Dr. Curran (Ft.
McCormack will help arrange it.) Any matter inconsistent with
pastoral ministry, such as sexual acting out, the doctor must
be free to report. An assessment of his capacity to remain in
pastoral ministry will be made after I year based on a letter
from hi~ therapist.
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Remark:
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We hiahly urge his involvement in spiritual direction with a
priest.

Tell Fr. Rozencranz we are sorry such a matter has been

~; w it has been difficult for him as well as for

Due to the differences in the stories about what happened in
Marblehead end to the Euilty plea of the man in the Searts
Feabody Court incident, there appears to he strong evidence
that some inappropriate behavior did occur.

Due to the threatened publicity about the Marblehead Incident,
if it occurs there will be adverse effects on your present
ministry as well as that of the Church.

Therefore, we require that:

a) You enter into an in-patient therapeutic proKram at
Southdown in Ontario, Canada for a period of three to
six months to address the concerns raised in the report
of the Institute. The recommendations made by the staff
at Southdown will determine where your future pastoral
ministry will be in the Archdloeese.

b) That your assianment at St. Joseph~s be terminated in
10 days.

If you refuse to go into therapeutic treatment, your
assignment will be terminated at St. Joseph’s and the
Archdiocese will. not re-assiKn you to pastoral ministry
for the foreseeable future.

My personal recommendation is option B. I feel more comfortable with it.
I. have called Father Roseacranz and have arranKed for an appointment for
myself to see him on February 17 at 11 otoloek .and for you to see him
immediately after. (This time had been ori~inally scheduled for us to
meet. There is no other time in my schedule that day. I don’t think
should be prolonged any 10n~er.)

If you disagree with these options and want to handle the matter in a
different way without me, I su~Kest you telephone Ft. Rozeneranz and make
an appointment for your own convenience and his other than the time I
scheduled. If you want to talk to me before makln~ a decision, yOU can
reach me at Paul Walsh’s place in Waterville, New Hampshire. The telephone
number is 603-236-g~02.
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In mid-October 1989, Father Rosenkrantz was arrested by the North
Anodver police. I received an anonymous phone call telling me of this
arrest, but when I called George he denied it.

Then I received a call from Frank Audy of the Probation Office, and
when I called George and confronted him, he admitted it, and said
that he would come to see me.

In the meantime, I called the Police Chief in No. Anodver, who
was very helpful. From various sources, I found out that the police
had staked out the area of the State Park because numerous complaints
had been rece£ved of overt homosexual activity. It is a well known
spot for homosexuals.

The raid was carefully planned, and the police officers were briefed
ahead of time about entrapment and about what kind of action consitiuted
grounds for arrest.

Father Rosenkranz approached officer on bendh, engaged i
him in concersation and then reached for his crotch. For this reason
he was ehagged with indecent assaulth.

I spoke to George who indicated remorse for not having confessed to
me when I first telephoned him. He hoped that it could be gotten
over with no p~oblem. He didn’t think that anyone knew, because
he used different initial, and also wore lay clothes. He did inform
the police that he was a priest, and they seemed to respect that."

He said that he was just walking through the park and met this young
man. He began a conversation with him, and admits that the conversation
went a little too far, bu~ he denies -hat there was any action
whatsoever.

I told George that he would not be .allowed to go back into parish
ministry until we Had ~ettled wh’ether ~e constituted a danger.
I suggested that he would have to make a retreat, and that w
he would have to go into residential therapy, though I did not ~now what
kind of therapy would be helpful for someone who denied there wa-s a
problem.

In any case, we shall have to wait until case is heard January 23rd.
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TO:

FROM:

RE:

M E M O R A N D U M

Bishop Banks

Father Lennon ~

Father George Rosenkranz

October 26, 1989

Frank Audy (class of 1972), works as a Probation Officer at the
~ District Court.

He called today to inform Chancery that Father Rosenkranz - was
arraigned yesterday along with three other men. The case has
been continued until January 23rd.

If he is able, Frank Audy seemed quite willing to be of assistance.
His telephone number is 508-687-7184 Ext. 222
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

8FIIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135
1017)

I met with George Rosenkranz on February 20 (?) to discuss what
happened at his trial on January 23. He informed me that they had eontinu
the case on lewd conversation but that they dropped the charge of
battery. If there is no problem within the year, then everything w~ll he
dropped.

He wnated to know what next. He completely denied that there was any
wrong-dolng on his part other than an indiscreet conversation with the
arresting officer. (I did not tell him that the incident had been
described to me otherwise.)

I said that it was impossible for me to believe his denials any more.
That it seemed clear to me that he must have a problem with homosexual act
tlvity mnd that something would have to be done before he could be
re-asslgned to ministry. A particular problem was the first accusation
about hid misbehavior with a juvenile. Because I could not believe
his denials about the latest homosexual arrests, I could not very well
believe his denial about the incident with the youngster.

I said that an evaluation would at least be necessary, though I really
didn’t see any vaule ~mmlng from the evaluation as long as he di
denied 3everything.

He said that he was going to a therapist and that he would like to stay
off-cuty for two months while he comtinued with the therapist. He also
asked if I would like a report from the therapist. He also said that
he needed more financial spport.                                      -

I told him that if he wanted to ask the therapist to send me a report
that would be all right with me, but it would not take the place of an
evlauation by a doctor chosen by us. I also said that he should
ask the therapist to help him to admit to me what was really happening.
Anf finally I said that we would increase the stipend so that he
would get what he was recieving while on duty.

We should be seeing one another in a couple of monthss
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A~chdioce,se of Boston
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel

MEMORANDUM

TO: File

FROM: Rev. John B. McConnack

DATE: Suly 20, 1994 ~

The ~|lovrln~t |nfnrm, ation is totally 9ff the record~ confidential and cannot be used~
background to Father Rosencra~.

It is provided for

Mr. Gary Cowles of the court reviewed Father Rosencrantz’s record at the Peabody Court. He gave
the following summary:

t. He attended a court clinic for a setles of seasions.

The security officer at Sears made a report.
The police department also has a report of the event.

The outcome of the court hearing w~v:,4~o-pros". It is usually interpret~}~,[o mean03
that as there was no sufficient evldene~pet~on is a first time offend ,er o.~1~e, is a_.
public figure who should not be exposed, tie felt that them was no aoubt at~out hts
behavior. Each man wa~ in a separate stall and one was reaching over and
masturbating the other.

He also wondered whether we were aware of the October 1989 arraignment at Lawrence District -
Court for indecent assault and battery. Toe case was continued without a finding. Eventually it was
dismissed. The record can be obtained by writing to the court system and making reference to the
case as number 89-18CR8172.

JBM:ah
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SUFFOLK, ss.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
OF THE TRIAL COURT
SUCV 2002-1042
(CONSOLIDATED WITH SUCV 02-1296)

PETER POLLARD,

Plaintiff,

V.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC
ARCHBISHOP OF BOSTON, A
CORPORATION SOLE,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF PETER POLLARD

I, Peter Pollard, depose and say as follows:

1. My name is Peter Pollard and I live in Massachusetts.

2. In 1966 when I was 15 years old, I was an alter boy and an active

member of the Youth Group at the church at The Star of the Sea Parish in

Marblehead, Massachusetts.

3. At that time, Father George Rosenkranz ("Fr. Rosenkranz’) was an

Assistant Pastor and Guidance Director at the parish and he was, for a time, a

mentor to me.

4. Under the pretext of teaching me about sex, Ft. Rosenkranz kissed

me. During the next year, Fr. Rosenkranz molested me in various ways. He

always explained his sexual advances as a lesson. He had me expose myself to



him, he kissed me, he had me lie on top of him clothed while he kissed me and

on another occasion, while on an overnight trip to New Hampshire, Fr.

Rosenkranz tried to coerce me to sleep in his bed.

SUBSCRII3ED AND SWORN TO UNDER THE PAINS AND

PENALTIES OF PERJURY THIS /’/ DAY OF JULY, 2003.

PETER POLLARD



COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUFFOLK, ss

EDWARD PALERMO,

PlainfifL
V.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC
ARCHBISHOP
OF BOSTON, A CORPORATION SOLE,

Defendant.

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
OF THE TRIAL COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 02-1102A
(CONSOLIDATED WITH 02-1296)

AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD PALERMO

I, Edward Palermo, depose and say as follows:

1. My name is Edward Palmero and I amJindividual living in Lynn,

Massachusetts. My date of birth is March 1, 1957.

2. In the 1970’s, Father Geo,.~o~ge Rosenkranz ("Fr. Rosenkranz") was a

priest working at the ~ Saf~3,ment Parish in Saugus, Massachusetts.

lviy tami~y,~.~members of th~acrament Parish and I

play~rhe organ .a~,he Church~,’-~.~se_a, Kab -

4. When--Twas at the Church I got to know Fr. Rosenkranz.

5. When I was 14 years old, Fr. Rosenkranz took me with him to New



Hampshire. I believe this was in 1972. Fr. Rosenkranz told me that he was

looking~e a camp in New Hampshire. ~:~ ~. O.- ~ ~o,~ s

6. When we went to New Hampshire we stayed in a motel in

~. At night Fr. Rosenkranz began to touch my genitals and then put his

mouth on my penis until I ejaculated.

7. After that incident, Fr. Rosenkranz began to touch me on my

genitals,~,r~the rectory at the Church. There were times he did this on the couch

in th~ sitting room and also in his bedroom. I~ ~. ~ \s~

8. Another time, Fr. Rosenkranz took me to a motel in Peabody,

Massachusetts on Route 1 and fondled my penis until I eiaculated.,~

9. On another occasion, Fr. Rosenkranz did the same thing to me in a

CCDclassroom. ~,"x ~. ’9-,¢C~,~,~

10. After a time, I told my parents I did not want to go to Church

anymore and my mother told me to speak with a priest about this. When I went

downto talk to a priest, itwas Fr. Rosenkranz. ~O,~¢~ at¢~ crw_ -X" ~,~_,¢~0~-

11. O~fl,fl~r occasion, FF. Roserd~~me to an o~mp

for boys in Barns ,~ ew Hampshire. When ifie ~Q,k me there h,,c~Su~ his

mouth o~2~~aculated.



SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN UNDER THE PAINS AND PENALTIES

EDWARD PALERMO
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Original returned I:o Reslder, ce for personal presentation
by ÷BFL on Tuesday, 2119185, 4:00 P,M.

January 28, |9,85

Reverend Paul P. Rynne
Salnt Bonaventure Parish
State Road
P. O, Box 996
Manomet, MA,- 023q5

--~C~H D’,O C ES E O[

REC -_-IVED

FEEl 41
O~ICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

Dear Father Rynne:

Upon the recommendation of the PersonIlel Board of the Archdiocese,
I am ending your appointment as Admh,istrator of St. Bonaventure
Parish in Mahomet. I am appolnti;~g you Pastor of St. BOnaventure
Parish for a period of six years elf(:ctlve Feb,-uary 20; 1985.

I will communicate with Most Re~erend Daniel A. Hart, D.D.,
Regional Bl’shop of the Brockton Region In which St. Bonaventure
Parish Is located In order Io make arrangements for your canonical
In~tallatlon as Pastor.

Your jurlsdictlon In Saint Bonavenlure Parish will begin when
you slgn the necessary form~ befor(- lhe. Regional BiShop or Vlca~’.
Therefore, you should n(~t ~alt u~=:d your formal installation
but you should contact the Regional Bishop, or in hls absence,
the Vicar of yot~r area to make arra.~gements to slgn th@ necessary
documents as soon as possible ,~fte." the effective dat~ of your
appolntment as Pastor,

Please notify Reverend ’Robert 3. ~anks, Vicar for Administration,
and Reverend Thomas F. Oates, P~,sonnel Director, that you
have re(~eived thi~ letter.

It Is a pleasure for me to give you thi~ ~ppointment as Pastor
in the Archdiocese. I am confident that you will have a zealous
and fruitful ministry in ~our new appol,~tme~t. .May God bless
you In all your endeavors. If I can be of assistance, to you at
any time please do not hesitate !.~ c.~ll on me.

Wtih my war’h~ personal ,’eoa,-ds Pnd !,est wi~|le~ ~o~" ~’ou and
all whom you ser\,¢ so w~ll. ~ aln,

Sin,..-.,

RYNNE, PAUL
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210 CENTRAL STREET
EAST BRIDGEWATER, MA 02333

April 14o 1986

Most Reverend Robert J. Banks
Chancellor, Archdiocese of Boston
2101 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts - 02135

Dear Bishop Bankst

Enclosed, please find a copy of my report of the interview
which ~ook place on April 10, 1986, at the home of ~
~ in Plymouth, M~ssachusetts. Also enclosed
iS an untKped original copy of a letter of M~. ~
to you. I think the contents speak for themselves. I would
add that I was highly impressed by the sincerity and credibility
of all the members of the ~ family under such difficult
circumstances. They impressed me as not being ’headhunters.,
but rather sincere Christian people whose family has been
greatly betrayed, and simply want to prevent any further occasions
of such happenings to their children or any others.

In preparing for my visit, I had a chance to visit with
Tom McDavitt for a brief visit. He had informed me that the
~ were regular Church-goers, a~very close family with a
good rapport with their children. ~. has been involved
in Plymouth ~for some six years now, during which
time he has spent much time with his son. Tom also felt that

~ was very credible and truthful in his answers.

If I may be of further help in this matter, please feel
free to call upon me.

Yours sincerely" in Chris~,

RYNNE, PAUL
1-t29



210 CENTRAL STREET
EAST BRIDGEWATER, MA 02333

On the evening of April i0, 1986. I visited the home of

, Plymouth,

Massachusetts. in the company of Rev. Mr. Thomas MeDavitt.

Mr. McDavitt had called me on April 6. 1986, having been visited

by ~ on that same date, to discuss
a pastoral matter.

At the~ home, I was met at the door by the younger

~, a 17 year old senior in high school who is the

subject of this report, ~ and I met in the living room of
the home in the presence of ~ and Tom McDavitt for

about an hour. Before initiating the conversation, ~. ~

asked if he could present an ~ntyped letter which he had been

composing (see attached letter which I later asked him to sign).

He felt that this would avoid any graphic descriptions of what

had happened. I read the letter. Then, I proceeded to question
He said he had known Father Rynne for some four years,

having met him in his Freshman year in high school during Holy
Week. During the Easter season of that same year, he, ~,

together with 2 other friends, whom he identified as ~ and

were asked by Father to the 1620 Restaurant in Plymouth.

~ saidt ’he was nice, I liked him, but after that~

and~ never were seen with him again - whether they heard

rumors about him.’ (sic) Over the past four years,~’s
contact with Father was only as he saw him a% Church. But

on these occasions, he was always wanting to get together to go

out to supper. ~has worked steadily for a carpenter for

a few years, hence was not usually available.

¯ About three weeks, Father became more active in his

invitations, finally agreeing on the night of April 3, 1986.’

They drove to the Renaissance ~estaurant in Pembroke, Massachusetts.

~relates that they were alone in the restaurant for about

a half an hour, durin~ which time Father .2rank two manhattans,

hut nothing of importance happened. Shortly thereafter, they

were joined by three black people, former parishioners

RYNNE, PAUL
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210 CENTRAL STREET

EAST BRIDGEWATER, MA 02333

~r friends of Father’s from Roxbury. Two were women, one a

young man named ~. ’who looked gay during the evening.’

Father had explained to ~ ’how hard it was to meet kids

in Plymouth, not so in Roxbury.’ During the meal, f said

that Father patted his head several times - ’thought that weird,’

He began getting touchy at the end of the night.

When they left the restaurant. (~ said that Father

had consumed 6 manhattans over a three or four hour period),

F~ther asked a to drive home. Along Route 3 heading south,

~made the comment as they passed the rest area in Kingston.

�probably all homos,’ wanting to see Father’s reaction. The

reply was, ’have you ever been approached by a gay over the age

of 187’ I think he thought I was 18.’

Father asked ~ to pull into the rest area in Plymouth.
jUSt before Route 44. There, Father went to the men’s room.

They arrived at the rectory about i0~30 p.m. Father asked ~

to come in so he could take a picture of him (fully clothed).

~ said, ’that got me to thinking some more.’

It was at this point in our conversation that I showed

~ the letter which his father had written. Me said that

what was in the letter was the content of what had happened.

In asking whether he wanted to add anything to the content of

the letter, ~ replied to me, ’He then tried to touch me

must below my belt, asking, ’do you want me to take a picture

of you from here down?’’ ~ said to me, ’that got me nervous!

[ wanted nothing more to do with him and made every effort to

get out to my car.’ As Father walked him to the car, Father

asked or made a statement, ’so, you’re not interested in

anything sexual,’ Here ended i’s account of the April

~rd, encounter with Father.

Mr. ~ then related to me ’how glad he was that ~

had come to talk with him about it so quickly. But my mouth

was open.’ ~ T, hen stated, ’there have been some rumors

my fathe~ had heard about, that he had heat-d a lot about him.’

[ then pursued this with [’;|r.~ who mentioned how many

RYNNE, PAUL
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210 CENTRAL STREET
EAST BRIDGEWATER, MA 02333

neighbors hang around the ’local watering holes’ (the Sportsman
Club), where much has been discussed about Father Rynne’~

alleged behavior.

~ added that she felt ’Father Rynne has
a sickness, and hopes it doesn’t happen 1o anyone else.’ She
concluded, ’she would have to leave the parish.’

RYNNF, PAUL
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EAST BRIDGEWATER, MA 02333

Dear Father,

We are sending this letter in deep duress and with a feeling

of betrays! by a priest who has made a very serious mistake and

a lasting impression on our son. This man is entrusted with an

entire parish and for the welfare of all. This priest is

Father Paul Rynne, Pastor of St. Bonaventures in Mahomet, Ma.

He has become friendly with our son and asked him to join him

for dinner on Thursday, April 3. 1986. My son felt elated about

this as we as we did - being his parents. However, upon his

return home, he appraised me that Father Rynne was an obvious

homosexual. In shock and disbelief, ~ asked what made him say

this. He then proceeded on with his story.

Upon returning from the restaurant, he was asked if he would
like to pose for a picture and was then asked if he would like

to remove his shirt and pants and let his ’cock’ hang out.

There were other overtures made as to exactly what sexually

excited him. In shock he just made his way to his car and came

home. Upon his arrival, he told us the story.

Regardless of one’s sexual preference, a priest takes a
vow o~ celibacy. I also know that they are only hu.u~n. However,

this,does not excuse anyone in a position of trust to exercise

his preference on my son - who is a minor. Criminal charges

could be lodged that would be very damaging to the Church and
the entire community. I do not wish to pursue this avenue.

However, we wish some action to be taken to have this priest

removed and some tremtment sought for his obvious sickness.

Please advise me of what action is to be taken by the
diocese concerning this deplorable situation so that it doesn’t

happen to some other youngster in our community.

RYNNE, PAUL
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Hather Paul Rynne

Spoke with Ft. Slyva about Rynne today (4/14/86). He is unwillin~
to confront Ft. Rynne. Has his own problems as a recovering
alcoholic.
asays that while he was at Mahomet, a couple of parents approched
Slyva . They said that Paul had taken a young man to So America. They
confronted Paul about situation.
- then 2 or 3 months later, an employee of the rectory approached
Slyva with the same con~erno Said there was some picture taking
lh the basement of the rectory. Once again 0o clear details.
-Sr. Jeremy mentioned to him her concern about some kid at the
rectory.
- also Paul had a young Oriental fr±end. Would see him a~ very
late hours,or early in morning, comeing out of Paul’s room.
- finally found an album of pictures or priests and of kids half-
dressed.                                                                       ’

I spoke with Lawyer Tim Oneil. He says that there is really no
criminal charge that could be lodged.

I spoke with Paul Rynne over the telephone. He Bhinks he might
be willing to say in June that he is not seeking re-appolntment.
He also would be willing to go for intensele evaluation. I shall
be getting back to him.

RYNNE, PAUL



Paul Rynne ~ Interviewed 4/25/86

Said he was seeing his own psychiatrist and would be seeing
psychologist this week.

I told him of my interview with ~. I mentioned’about
two rumors and he denied them or that things had happened
with others (though he implicitly went along with me when I
said that an Indlcent llke this usually means there-have or
will be ~nd other incidents) Also denied any drinking in the
aprlsh.

He asked that he be allowed to stay until June.

Arrangements a~reed upon:

1. He will announce his resignation weekend of June 7th.

2. He will go for evaluation immediately after.

3. I will inform Jim McCarthy and I will line up evaluation.

4. He understands that we will not be able to place him a~in until
we hve assurance that there will not be another problem.

5. He greed that K~ I caould talk to ~

RYNNE, PAUL
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cc: Most Rev. Daniel A. Hart
Rev. James Jo McCarthy

May 16, 1986

~he Reverend Paul P.~J~
St. Bonaventure Rectory
State Road, Box 996
Manom~t, Massachusetts 02345

Dear Father Rynne:

Thank you for your letter o1 May

After a thorough diseusaion with Bishop Banks, I am aoeeptlng your reslgnatlon
as Pastor of St. Bonaventure Parish, Mahomet, effective June 10, 1986. I note
that you are submitting your resiB~atlon for personal and medleal reasons upon.
the advice o£ your physlelan.

While I a~ree with your assessment that resignation is the appropriate course
of aotion, I can appreciate that this must be a very di££ioult deoision for
you.

I am pleased that you will continue to be in conversation with Bishop Banks.
May I also ask that you make an appointment to meet with me at a mutually
~onvenient time so that we can review your situation to~ether.

You have my co~kolete support as you work through this time of transition. Your
desire to cooperate with your doctors is a particularly good sign.

With warm personal regards, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

RYNNE, PAUL
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ARCHDIOCESE    OF    BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSI:IJS 02135

June 3, 1986

Rev. J. William lluber, Ph.D.
House of Affirmation, Inc,
4 Joy Avenue
Webster Groves, Miasouri 63119 CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Father Huber:

I ~mwriting in response to your letter requesting further information in
regard to Father Paul Rynne.

I really have not known Father Rynne personally. I was not in the seminary
with him, and I never worked closely with him in the Archdiocese. My
interaction with him prior to this recent incident never lasted more than five
minutes.

A cloud of uncertain rumor has hung over Father Rynne for several years, but I
never could figure out the reason or the content.

~ow that I am in a new position in central administration, I k~ow from reports
that there has been suspleion in the past of alcoholism. Father Rynne has
denied this, and his denial has been supported. My own suspielon would be that
there is a problem of overuse o~ alcohol.

The recent Incident concerning the young man is the first time that such a
problem has been brought to the attention of the A~chdloeese. In talking with
those w~o had s~mewhat direct knowledge concer~ing this incident, it seems that
there are ~umers that this ineldent is not isolated. My own guess would be
that the problem is deep-rooted.

Father Rynne has been completely cooperative with me concerning this incident,
though he has denied any further problem of any sort. As far as his pastoral
work in the Archdiocese, he was given sensitive and demanding position in
interracial work some years back, and I gather he did quite well.

If you would want further details, may I suggest that you give me a call.

Sincerely yours,

Most Rev. Robert J. Banks
Vicar for Administration

RYNNE, PAUL
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South ,n
, (

RR Number 2
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8
Canada
Telephone 416 727-4214

July 8, 1986

Reverend Paul Ryqne~.o1"JT~\.k.

Mashpee, MA gZ649 ~#_~

Dear Father Rynne:

At the request of Bishop Banks, your name has been placed on the
waiting list for entrance Into the therapeutic program at Southdown.
Bishop Banks advised me that an evaluatlon had been conducted at
the House of Affirmation. It would be most helpful to members of
our cllnlcal team If you would have a copy of the assessment
forwarded to us. Also, would yQu please complete the enclosed pre-
admission form and return it to me at your earliest convenience.

Currently you are sixth on the waiting list. Since room availability
is dependent upon the number of departures in a particular month,
I cannot be specific at thls time about an arrival date. I will
contact either yourself or Bishop Banks once an opening can be
confirmed. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me
if you have any questions.

I am also enclosing one of our brochures For your Information.

Slncerel~i/~
Marilynn lla|!
Admln. Coordinator
Enc{s

cc - The Most Rev. Robert J. Banks

~)Emmanuel Convalescenl Foundabon RYNNE, PAUL
1 -i 48



Southdown
RR Number 2
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8
Canada
Telephone 416 727-4214

August 6, 1986

The Most Reverend Robert J. Banks
Vicar ~eneral
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Father Banks:

Re: Reverend Paul Rynne

Further to our telephone conversation yesterday, I am writing to
advise that Father Rynne telephoned today to confirm his arrival at
Southdown on Monday, August 25.

In order that we may establish the beginning of a working file that
wilt support the therapeutic process, we would appreciate your
assistance In responding to the followlng questions.

[) How would you describe Fr. Rynne’s basic need at this time?

2) What are his primary strengths?

3) What do you wish to see accomplished during the period of
residency at Southdown?

Thanking you in advance for your cooperation. This information will be
most helpful to members of the clinical team who will be working most
directly with Father Paul. We look forward to having him join the
community at Southdown and trust that he will benefit from his involvement
in the therapeutic program.

Sincerely,

Marilynn Hall
Adm~n. Coordinator

’ EmmanueICo{~valescen! Foundal~on

RYNNF, PAUl.
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"ARCHDIOCESE    OF    BOSTON

October 29, 1986

Rev. Canice Connors, OFM Cony.
Southdown R.R. #2
Aurora, Ontario - L4G3G8
CANADA

Dear Father Connors:

Thank you for your very helpful report of the progress
being made by Father Rynne. ~. aE pleased that he has
been willing to ~T-~i-n~=6---~ program and to cooperate
with it.

Itseems that there is still progress to be made. More
and more, I am glad that Father Rynne was willing t~
undertake such intensive therapy in a residential setting
away from Boston. It seems that he made the right decision.

I look forward to hearing from you in the future.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Most~ R~s
Vicar for Administration

RJB/mf

RYNNE, PAUL
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South
RR Number 2
Aum~’a, Ontario L4G 3G8
Canada
Telephone ,116 727-4214

July 3, 1987

Questionnaire Hailed 813187 jd

ARCHDIOCESIK OF BOSTON

RECEIVED
JUL I ? Ig~7

OFFICE OF VICAR FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Most Rev Robert J Banks D.D.
2121 Commonwealth Ave
BRIGHTON, MA
*USA 02135

Dear Bishop Banks:

Greetings and Peacet

Six months have already passed since Paul P Rynne left the
residential program at Southdown. As ’~-~rt o£" ContinUing Care he
is completing a Six-Month Survey, evaluating the residential
program and the effects it has had on his life.

At this time we would also appreciate receiving some evaluative
information from you. The Evaluation of Services form sent with
this letter is a subjective assessment of the residential program
at Southdown and any effects it may or may not have had on the
above named person. If you feel someone else would be better
suited to complete such an evaluation please pass on this form.
The person should in some way be in a supervisory or authority
position in relationship to the former Southdown resident.

If we can be of any assistance please do not hesitate to contact
us. We thank you for this and for all your efforts on behalf of
the men and women who come to Southdown.

Sincerely,

Ann Fox, O.S.F.
Coordinator of Continuing CaKe
:rd
Encl.

Jim Thompson, O.S.A.
Coordinator of Continuing Care

RYNNE, PAUL
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EVALUATION OF SERVICES

Ple.lse help us evaluate our program by answering some questions about the
services received by Paul P Rynne. We are interested in your opinions,
whether they are positive or negative. Please answer all of the questions.
We also welcome your comments and suggestions.

Thank you very much foryour assistance.

CIRCLE THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO YOUR RESPONSE

1. How would you rate the quality of service received by this person?

3             2             iEx     ent             Good                Fair                Poor

2. Did this person get the kind of service you thought was necessary
for him?

No, definitely not    No, not really    Yes, generally    y      efinitely

]. If someone else in your order or diocese were in need of similar
help, would you recommend our program to him?

e~n 3 2Yes, d itely Yes, I think so No, I don’t think so No,definitely not

|. How satisfied are you with the amount of help received by this
individual?

Quite dissatisfied Indifferent or    Mostly satisfied Ve     atisfied
mildly dissatisfied

Have the services received by this person helped him to deal more
effectively with his problems?

y~el 3 2 lYes, the ped Yes, they helped No, they really No, they seemed toa great deal
somewhat didn’t help    make things worse

Have the service~ received by this peson helped him to deal more
effectively with others? ~O ~ ~~"

1 2 3 4No, they seemed to No, they really Yes, they helped
Yes, they helpedmake things worse didn’t help somewhat a great deal

Have the services received by this person helped him to deal more
effectively with the =esponsibilities of his ministry? ~ ~u~_~_ ~ ~t

4              3              2              1
Yes, they helped Yes, they helped No, they really No, they seemed toa great deal somewhat didn’t help     make things worse

RYNNE, PAUL
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- 2 -

In an overall, general sense, how satisfied are you with the service
this person received?

I              2              3            ~4~
Quite dissatisfied Indifferent or Mostly satisfied Ver~r~ati~fied

mildly dissatisfied

If this individual were to seek help again, would you send him back
to our program?

~i~e 3 2 1
Yes, def ly    Yes, I think so No, I don’t No definitely not

think so

PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS

Southdown’s strongest point is:

If one thing could be changed about Southdown, it would be:

POSITION:

RYNN£,PAUL
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CAI~DINAL’S RESIDEI~CE

July 13. 1987

Reverend Paul P. .         ~.~
Saint Mar~Parlsh Rectory
9L7 Montello Street P.O. Box 3025
Brockton, MA. 02401

Dear Father Bynne:

I am most pleased to hear that you are feeling well enough
to once again assume a full-time assignment. It will be
good to have the assistance and support of your ministry
among God’s people. Along with you I offer a prayer of
gratitude to the Lo~d for Hie healing touch in your life
through the efforts of those who have assisted you. To
you I offer a most hearty "welcome back."

I am writing to advise that I am appointing you as
Parochial Vicar at Saint Margaret Parish in B[ockton. The
effective date of this course of action is August I. i%87.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly service
to the people of God in Saint Margaret Parish.

Please send written notification that you hays received
this letter to Most Reverend Bobe~t J. Banks. Vicar for
Administration. and to Reverend James J. McCarthy. Clergy
Personnel Director.

With my warmest personal ~egards and my blessing upon you
and all whom you serve so well. I ~emain.

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop of Boston ~’

RYNNE, PAUL
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PERSONAL    AND CONFIDENTIAL

M E M O RA N D U M

TO:    Father Banks
~,~ather McCormack

FROM: Father Ryan

RE: "Son of ~"

April 26, 1985

You will recall my reporting to you on April 22, the telephone
call i received from a Sudbury poi~ceman and a!so from the
father of ~ on Aoril. 22, regarding poss_~=~- "csncerns" in
regards inpropriety in morais, etc.

As you w{!l_ recall, I sooke, with the pol~ceman and                                                                       _.=:_=: .... :seed
referring the individual who had come to him In a
spirit, to talk either with Father John McCormack, as Secre=ary
of Ministerial Personnel, or Father .... a Vicar

" Achninistration. (I had not to!d them in my telephone conversations
to contact the Regional Bishop since the description cf the matter
was somewhat "clearcut" and in need of ebvlous sensiti’;!t’y and
I presum~the involvement of the Archdiocesan General Counsel,
as handled in the "precedent case". .... )

Be that as it may, on April 25, the "son of ~" called in-
dicating that his father had encouraged him to s~e=.~ w~    me

now discovered that(Curiously, and perhaps providentla!iv, I have
I was the witness to the wedding of~ and his wife (ncw
divorced for 10 years and a~i parties rema .... u) ~ of

.~,’Hyd~ ~Park) . Although I s~ill do not know the name of the
young man 19 years of age, or of the father, ldo recall the
family" and presume I officiated at the marriage around 1965 or 66,
from what I can ~ather bv the "anonymous co~F{~n~ nh~ ~11"

When the young man telephoned, I recommended tha= he m:ght best
speak with the Regional Bishop if he wished to tel! me which area
he resided in. I got the impression that he was now i~" ~ ~ in
Lowell, that the father now lived in the Sudbury asea, and that
the mother i~ ved in another sectlon of the Commonwealzh. He did
not want to speak with a Regional Bishop and indicated he would
prefer to speak with me    I told him that we certain!v were
concerned with his di[f[cuitv~ and would wa~.t to he~-~ ntm, he]~-

.̄-~. ’ ~ ~=~] the need
that
a[ [,~,~c

he wqntcd dny disctpttna~v actlom to be ccnsldege! o: in,. movement

m,:’ J,~rksdtctioR to he ~nvo[,.’e,.! [n such matte:s, but a-s a ~ttest
and no’.~ as one knc’.4Lnq that



-2-

He secured from me dates that he would mention to his father and
then arrange to come to the Chancery Office for a discussion with
me of their concerns in the matter. The three dates that I gave
him for possibZe meeting are:

-- May 7 - 7:00 p.m. on

-- May 8 - 9:30 A.M.-II:30 a.m.

-- May 8 - 7:00 p.m. on

I did speak with the young man for about 5 minutes on the phone;
he seemed relaxed and normal; and he was not at a!l vindictive,
aggressive or ~eemingly "shaky". He seemed very happy that i knew
his mother and was willing to ta!k ~bo~t his uncles, t~e death of
his grandfather, Mr.~last December, etc. He then went cn tc
"inform me" that his mother and father were divorced about 15 years

I give the above information since this is a!l that i knew a: this
time and I will try to move the discussion into
once I have had the cpport~nit"Z to meez face to face and sec’zre some
facts in the matter now being discussed "in the air".

I give this to you for youl update and conf’-dentia! know

TiVNAN, P. -’2





~:~2;~. Feb. ~, ~963 ~ ......... Saint ~n’s, Glouces~er, Mass. -. . Cushm~

~..,u. Salem.’Massachusetts 0197~ .~. PI 4-6992

2/12/63 ~{t. J Saint Therese s Pa~sh. Everett J I/9/68

9/15/70 IAsst. ~ O. ~, Comfo~er of the ~icted, Waitha~ ~1~17~     J

7/7/81~ AssOc. PasZor, St. Joseph, Needham     [ 4/26/83
4/26/83 ~ AssSe. Pastor, T~eculate Concep. MarlSoro 5/20/8~
 /20/s S£ kJne ve I I

"/~/~    JTech A~st. in res. St. Michael,LowelL ~ 10/13/87 J

~/3o/~ IA~t~gl~r
I

Rev~-Paul J. Tivnan       as of 7/1/98
1 Beverly Commons Drive, Apt. 22
Beverly, MA 01915
978-927-7397

Re5 ,
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ARCHDIOCESE 0F

PERSONNELBOARD

BOSTON

PERSONAL DATA FORM - 1968

The information which you supply below is confidential, and will
be used by the Archdiocesan Personnel Board to make recommendations
to the Cardinal for the assignments of priests.

(Please type or print your replies)

( Last )                (Pi r~t )

Year of birth Ic!,’°~       Ordin_~tion Class

(Month~

I am in special work and my present residence is

( Ye’ar )

My other official assignment (s) are:

since

since
(Month) ’ (Year}

since
-(Mon’~h)    (Year)

since
..... (Month)-- (Y~r)

In addition to my official assignment (s), I am currently
engaged in the following priestly activities:             =

TIVNAN-Z uzu



2o Please describe any special experience, training (e.g. degree
or non-degree studies) and talents that should be considered
in making your assignments.

3. How is your-health at the present time?

Good     ~                     Fair Poor

Co~11en t :

My personal preference with regard to PARISH work would favor
my assignment to
(mark as #I, the kinds of parishes in which you have the -.

deepest infierest;
mark as #2, those in which you have a moderate interest;
mark as #3, those in which you have a little interest;
mark as #0, those in which you have no interest):         -.

No Special Preference

City Parish

Suburban Parish

~,~ Bilingual Parish

(Specify)

Inner City Parish

~__Changing Parish

Other (Describe)

TIVNAN-2 021



I am particularly interested in the following SPECIALIZED fields:
(Please check      )

Adult Education Military Chaplain
CANA a) Regular Service
CFM b) National Guard
Chancery Office c) Reserve
Catholic Charities Radio and TV
College Teaching Religious Education (CCD)
College Teaching Retreats and D~ys of Renewal
Counselling Seminary
Ecumenism Sacred Music
Educational Administration Urban Affairs
High School Chaplain Vocation Work
High School Teaching __~ Youth Work
Hospital Chaplain Other (Specify)
Interracial Work
Journalism
Liturgy
Marriage Tribunal

I am familiar with the following modern languages.
of fluency:

Language ~ Moderate

Please indicate degree

What suggestions might you have as to the desirability of determine-~ per%ods
of assignments, e.g. 7-9 years.

If you are an Assistant Pastor, would you be adverse to being changed?

~es No A’A/~H~,’&Ih~ ,Yll~..b Zt ’ /~’/! OT~CE,O~.~

If you are in’ s,pecial work, would you be adverse to being changed?

Yes No

COMMENT:

TIVNAN-2 022



September 4, 1970

Reverend Paul J. Tivnan
..: St. Paul Rectory

L~
~; 50 Union Street

Hamilton, Massachuaetts 01982

Dear Fat~er Tivnan:

Upon the recommendation of the Personnel Board of the
Archdiocese, I am transferring you from Assistant P~iest
at St. Paul parish in Hamilton to Assistant Priest at
Our Lady Comforter of the Afflicted parish in Waltham.
The effective date of this appointment will be Tuesday,
September 15, ’i~970.

I am confident that you will continue the exemplary
priestly service that has characterized your ministry
in the past.

Please notify Reverend Monsignor Thomas J. Finnogan, Jr.,
Chancellor and Reverend John J. Jennings, Personnel Director
of the receipt of this co~nunication.

Invoking God’s choicest blessings upon you and asking
your prayers during these difficult days, I remain

Devotedly yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston



ARCHBISHOP’S RESIDENCE
2 |0| COMMONW~:AL]’H AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUS~:TTS 02135

May 13, 1985

.Reverend Paul J. Tivnan
’Immaculate Conception Parish
’i’7 Washington Cou~t
Marlboro, MA. 01752

Dear Father Tivnan:

Upon the recommendation of Reverend John B. M¢Cormack,
Secretary for Ministerial Affairs, I am ending your assignment

"as Parochial Vicar at Immaculate Conception Parish in Marlboro
and I am placing you on Sick Leave. The effective date of this
course of action is May 20, 1985.

I shall remember you in my prayers and Masses that your recovery
may be swift and complete.

Please notify Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar for Administration,
and Reverend Thomas F. Oates, Personnel Director, that you
have received this letter.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes, I am,

Sincerely in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston

TIVNAN-2 063





All invoices net 15 days.
i

~6es n~t apply to credit c~rd o� ~h sales
/

7LT:2.~i    STCI
S ’!A’: °

SU3 T~TAL

Please reconfirm continuing & returning reservations 72 hours in advance.
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June 6, 1985

TO: FATHER JOHN B. McCORMACK

FROM: FR. RYAN

RE: BILLS SUBMITTED BY YOU OM BEHALF OF "Priest A-I"

I have your memoranda of June 3 and 5 forwarding bills on behalf of Fr. Paul
Tivnan.    I suggest in the future so as to preserve the "anonymity" of Ft. Paul,
you simply transmit the bill to me with cover request from you on behalf of "Priest

I will send you toward the end of this month, check for your forwarding as payment
on his behalf:

Thank you.

St. Luke Institute, Suitland, My.:
Clinical Radiologists, Silver Springs
METPATH, Inc., Hackensack, NJ:

5/31/85 : $1179.00
~/31/85 : 421.00
5/24/85: 157.65
5/24/85 236.90
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TO:

FROM: FATHER McCORMACK

DATE: June 13, 1985

RE: Paul T~vnan

MEMORANDUM

PERSONAL AND CONFIDEt~IAL

Paul Tivnan has been evaluated by Dr. Michael Peterson at St. Luke’s Institute.

H~.s_~is that Pa’~l .~ua~endocrine disorder. It ~eems h~ l,d~ -
linefe ’ ^~"K It is a-disea~= of the ~ex ............... I~ .as a ~h

co~wi Lh ~x

It is difficult to treat child abuse. There’s a whole issue of control. Paul
seems well disposed and he will try a drug on him to see if it works. The name
of the drug is Deppraprovera (sic).

He suggests that Paul enter into a program for a minimum of six months to a
year. It is a new program at the Institute that Dr. Peterson does not care to
advertise at this time. It begins July 15, 1985.

He made a suggestion about exploring a mastectomy operation. Paul has
developed fatty tissue on the breast about which he is very selfconscious. He
also feels Paul, in many ways, is unsooialized and it does not take much to tap
a deep-seated anger.

I met with Paul on June 11, 1985, and discussed his experience at St. Luke’s
and the proposed program. Paul is open to the program and although he is
nervous, he knows that if he wants ministry in the future, he needs to go
through this. He wondered whether he will overcome all these issues. He is
interested in a mastectomy because he is very selfconscious.
It effects his self image. I suggested that he probably could tell how much he
needed the operation by deciding of how much he would be willing to pay for all
or part of it. It was left for him to decide. I assured him of our support.
He will go to the Institute on June 24, 1985.

We discussed the placement of his furniture. Someone from his family will go
to Marlboro to pack his things. He will ask Paul McLaughlin to have the
furniture stored there. I told him it was not good to have him seen in
Marlboro, Needham or Sudbury. Therefore, he was not to go there and engage
himself with parishioners. If he needed to go to the Rectory, do it quietly.
He minded this, but would follow my reco~nendation.
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Page 2
Rev. Paul Tivnan

June 13, 198~

I asked him to keep in contact with me monthly or bi-monthly letting me know
how things are. going. I assured him of our prayers and support. He seemed in
a very good frame of mind.

jt
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:     Father Banks

FROM: Father McCormack

RE:

September 17, 1985

~has been in contact with me recently regarding his receiving therapy.

Up to now he had been resistant to receiving therapy. I have recommended
that he see Brian Dacey at Lowell Catholic Charities for an assessment and
for assistance. He said he would when he needed to. He had not contacted
Brian but requested that I provide some kind of assistance for him to
receive therapy from a person named Geiger with whom his mother has been
involved in therapy. His mother recommmends that he see him. He charges
$60.00 an hour.

I reminded ~ that it was my suggestion he see Mr. Brian Dacey who is
skilled and experienced in the areas that concern him. He wondered about
his credentials. I assured him of his credentials as well as his
experience. He agreed to call Brian and he would then get back to me if
things weren’t working out. I assured him that we would be of any assistance
that is needed. ~ Ib’~u~-~’~-~ .

My question is do we want to provide him some financial assistance? If we
refuse to, then we are not pastorally helping him. If we accept it, are
we acknowledging not only pastoral assistance, but opening ourselves up
to some kind of legal intervention. This could happen or it could not
happen.

My recommendation is that we offer him assistance since he has been
’involved in this matter fbr ab’out 12 years. He is about age 19 at present.

JBMcC:tg
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Re: Father Paul Tivnan 2-

He would like to be able to baptize his niece at St. Ann’s in peabody. I

agreed as long as it will not be public.

We talked about his going into the three-quarter house program and being

assisted in becoming expert at hospital ministry. He possibly could enter

into a CPE accreditation program. With regarding to the time of his return

to Boston, this would depend upon the climate, his readiness and the concerns

of the~family and the Church. If he goes to another diocese he would

like to be involved in the decision. _

We talked about the three-quarter way house program and the aftercare contract

of the Archdiocese. There would be an aftercare contract with St. Luke’s

Institute as well which would last for four years in which he would return

twice annually to review his situation and to monitor the Deprovara medication

he will be on. I agreed to the three-quarter house program. Paul will contact

me before he comes to Boston around February 13th.

February 3 - Paul called me to find out if I had heard anything about his

inability to act as a priest in the three-quarter house program. The Archdiocese

of Washington does not wish to take any liability for him. Is the Archdiocese

of Boston ging to require that he act as a lay minister all the time? I told him

I was aware that there was a question concerning legal and insurance liability

and I would be back to him in this regard. I?~A

Rev. John B. McCormaek
February 12, 1986
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REPORT REGARDING REV. PAUL TIVNAN

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

A Sugary of the discharge report of Paul Titan from St. Luke’s:

Paul depends upon the structure of Sex ~on~ous for support.

After ~e, very painful efforts, he has gained a small amount of

insight regarding his behavior. ~rowth in his capacity to

sustain personal relatlonshops ~’tentative. He finds it difficult,

to see wnatA~ contributes to a ~er~nal relationship. ~m-increaseA

~ self-acceptance i"     ’         " capacity to be essertive.

His prognosis i~-~%nceuraglng ~f ~e ~ o^n~i-m~a~ to ~row

~~nd!                 a specialize~ministry. Both of these are relat d

to and dependent on one another.

Observations:

As a result of several telephone conversations I had with Paul and a

letter I received from him, I have some reservations ~bout how

significant the changes are in his development. He is so frustrated

by his situation that he discounts any knowledge of what is being

done to arrange his.practicing ministry in the Archdiocese of

Washington while enrolled in the St. Luke’s three-quarter-way house

program. He was told three times about this; he had difficulty

accepting it and therefore seems to have difficulty acknowledging

that it is happening. He is also demanding, indignant and exaggerated

in his observations. This makes it very difficult to’work with Paul"

and makes me wonder how understanding he will be of others when their

difficult situations impinge on his comfort. He m4~,~%s~being a

’problem’ and a ’risk’.

My impression is that Paul will have a difficult time working in

ministry. His resistance to insight and to appreciating the serioushess

of his situation does not seem to offer~se o~ersonal

development and change. The limited and isolated nature of the ministry

in which he would be placed would be stressful for him in that it most

likely would not offer him the recognition and affection he desires. If

Paul is placed in ministry, he will need to be ’watched closely’ by a

kind person who can set limits while he is in ministry and while he is

away from it.
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Re: Rev. Paul Tivnan

Questions regarding his future ministry:                              -

) Can Paul be sufficlentl.y~comfortable with his own problem and

unlqueness so as to enter into and sustain with another priest

or person a working relationship which will keep him united

with the work of a local church? Or, will he always need to

be in a relationship where he w4=]~=s~4 direction and guidance

in his work?

b)

c)

Whom do we know who would form a hel~ing, working relationship

with Paul?

If he lacks the support and recognition he needs and becomes

isolated, will this diminish his emotional stability and

control? If so, what do we do?

d) How resentful will Paul be of a person watching and guiding him

because of his problems?

e) Is there a ministry which sufficiently frees Paul from stress

and satisfies his personal, spiritual and social needs so as to

enable him to be an ’effective’ priest in his own eyes and in

those of the Church? ~/

Recommendations:

i. Assign Paul to a limited ministry in the Archdiocese such as -

assistant in a nursing home;

2. Paul agree to psychotherapy and spiritual guidance through

out-patient counselling at the House of Affirmation or with

Father George Carrigg;

3. That Rev. John O’Donnell be asked to be a support person to

Paul - i.e. a Significant Other;

4. That Paul’s adjustment be evaluated in one year;

5. If significant growth is not evident at that time, that laicization

be considered.

Submitted

Rev. John B. HcCormack
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ST. JOHN’S SEMINARY    .-’

May 19, 1986 PERSONAL and CONFIDENTIAL

Most Rev. Robert J. Banks
Chancery Office
2121 Commonwealth Ave.
Brighton, MA 02135

Dear Bishop Banks:

I write in response to your request for a recommendation regarding

future pastoral ministry of Re~_P_~ Tivnan.

Since he has completed the rehabilitation program asked of him, I
think it is important to offer Father Tivnan one more chance to
exercise pastoral ministry. I would, however, indicate the follow-
ing conditions to which he should agree ahead of time:

i. The following of the medical and psychological prescrip-
tions spelled out by the St. Luke Institute;

2. Meaningful spiritual direction;

3. Regular meeting (once a month?) with the Vicar or
Regional Bishop in the region in which he is serving;

4. A ministry which minimizes contact with young men or
boys.

I think it should also be made clear to him that the Archdiocese of
Boston will not be able to continue him in pastoral ministry if there

is one slip.

I hope that this is helpful to you in your deliberations.

Sincerely in the Lord,

Rector

ACH:MFF
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MEMORANDUM

TO: FATHER RYAN

FROM: FATHER

DATE: July 17, 1986

RE: Residency Payment in Support for Father P~ul Tivnan

Beginning August I, Rev. Paul Tivnan will return to ministry in the
Archdiocese.

In te~ms of residency, he will live at St. Michael’s Parish, Lowell. It is
agreed that the Archdiocese will take responsibility for paying $150 monthly to
St. Michael’s Parish for his board and room.

In terms of ministry, Father Tivnan will assist at the Bon Secours Hospital in
Methuen. Any payment he receives for ministry will be forwarded to the
Archdiocese through my office.

He will also be responsible for celebrating or arranging the celebration of
daily Mass at the Poor Clare’s Convent in West Andover. Any remuneration he
receives from this will also be sent to the Archdiocese.

In terms of Paul’s personal support, my question is should he receive payment
from the Clergy Fund of the Archdiocese or directly from the Archdiocese
itself. I know of no budgeted funds that the Archdiocese would have for this
arrangement. Therefore, I would seek an arrangement through the Clergy Fund
Association. Would you please advise if this is possible.

Many thanks.

jt
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COVENANT AGREEMENT

BETWEEN THE ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON AND THE REVEREND PAUL TIVNAN"

This Covenant Agreement is entered into to define the relationship between the
Archdiocese of Boston and the Reverend Paul Tivnan as he returns to active
ministry in the Archdiocese.

The constitutive elements of this Convenant are:

I. Father Tivnan will reside at St. Michael’s Rectory, Lowell and receive
both room and board there. He will also celebrate a Sunday Mass there
on the weekend.

Father Tivnan will provide ministry at Bon Secours Hospital in
Lawrence, This ministry will be supervised by Rev. Gerry Wyrus, the
Chairman of the Department of Pastoral Care and assisted by Rev.
Shaunessey, the Catholic Chaplain in the Hospital. The ministry will
exclude any and all services to psychiatric and pediatric patients. An
exception to this limitation is ministry required due to an emergency.
When emergency assistance is provided it will be reported in writing by
Father Tivnan to Reverend Wyrus.

Father Tivnan will also celebrate Mass on a daily basis at the Convent
of the Poor Clare Sisters in West Andover. On days he does not
celebrate due to hospital coverage or a day off, the sisters will
arrange for a celebrant.

Father Tivnan will receive the customary weekly days off and annual
vacation periods as is practiced in the Archdiocese. These will be
specified in the agreement with Bon Secours Hospital and the Poor Clare
Convent.

5. Fathe[ Ti~nan will receive a stipdhd from the Archdioc@se for these
services.

6. Outside of the above stated ministries, no other ministries will be
carried out by Father Tivnan. Engagement in any other ministry
requires the approval of the Secretary of Ministerial Personnel.

Father Tivnan will continue to maintain involvement in on-going therapeutic
programs as outlined in the Covenant with St. Luke’s Institute. This Covenant
includes:

I. Continued on-going theragy with Dr. Henry Ouellette at the Catholic
Charity Office in Manchester, New Hampshire.

2. Continued on-going spiritual direction with

3. Continued involvement with the twelve step program on a regular basis,
including Sexaholics Anonymous.

4. Regular meetings wlth Rev. ~hcTnas Hudgins as ’a signlficant other’
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The Office of th@ Secretary for Ministerial Personnel and the Office of the
Pastoral Care of the Clergy are ready to provide Father Tivnan their full
support and assistance. Together they have full responsibility for ena61ing
and monitoring this agreement.

This agreement will continue through July 17, 1987. Between June I and July 17
the agreement will be evaluated for further development or refinement.

Rev. P~

Rev. J~i B. McCormack
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

August 4, 1986

Revergad~aul J. Tivnan ~_~
Sai~ae~a~ish ~ec~ory
543 Bridge~Btreet
Lowell, MA. 01850

Dear Father Tivnan:

I am most pleased to hear that you are feeling well
enough to once again assume a full-time assignment.
It will be goo~ to have the assistance and support of
your ministry among God’s people. Along with you I
offer a prayer of gratitude to the Lord for His
healing touch in your life through the efforts of
those who have assisted you. To you. I offer a most
hearty "welcome back,"

I am writing to advise you that I am ending your
period of SicM Leave and that upon the recommendation
of the Reverend John B. McCormack, Secretary for
Ministerial Personnel, I am appointing you as a
Technical Assistant in Residence at Saint Michael
Parish in Lowell. It is my understanding that from
this residence you will have as responsibilities the
celebration of the Eucharist for the religious at the
Monastery of Saint Clare in West Andover and
assistance in chaplaincy services at Bon Secours
Hospital in Methuen under the direction of Reverend
Gerald Wrywas. The effective date of this course of
action was August l, 1986.

I am confident that you will render fine priestly
service to the People of God in your care as you
fulfill these responsibilities.

Please notify Most Reverend Robert J. Banks, Vicar
for Administration, and Reverend James J. McCarthy,
Clergy Personnel Director, that you have received
this letter.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes for you
and all whom you serve so well, I remain.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Bo,~ton -/
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ARCHDIOCES,E OF
RECEIVED

JAN 1 5 t987
OFFICE OF

MINISTERIAL PERSONNEl"

Jar~14, 1987

BON SECOURS HOSPITAL

Reverend John B. ~hCormack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Maasach~setts 02135

Dear Father McComnack:

As you’ll note by readin~ the attached request, Reverend Thomas
Sh~ughnessy, Catholic Chaplain, ~Id like to offer Father Tivnan the same
opportunities to perfom as auxiliary chaplain as are afforded other ilinical
pastoral education students during their terms with us. He feels Father is
ready for such assignments and Reverend Gerald W~, C~E Director, concurs.
Given the fact that these men have worked ~Ith Father Tivnan most closely and
that as a result they perhaps are in the best position to judge his progress,
I’m inclined to support their request.

Given the fact that Father Tivnan’s "Covenant Agreement" with the
Archdiecese of Boston- (originally dated July24, 1986) specifically @rohibits
his service in some of the ~ys suggested by Father Shaughnessy, it will be
necessary for you to amend the agreement if ~e are to allow Father Tivnan to
function in the capacity requested. I’ii leave that decision to you, but will
be supportive of the extension of his responsibilities if you decide to alter
the Agre~ent to permit such activity.

Please let me know your decision. Until then, I’Ii ask that Father
Tivnan’s respo~ibilities be limited as origirmlly intended.

Th~nks for your consideration.

William L. hsne
President/Chief Executive Officer

WLL/jaf

Enclosure

cc Reverend Thomas P. SPmughnessy, Hospital Chaplain
Reverend Gerald Wyr~s, Director of Pastoral Services

ARCHDIOCESEOFBOSTON
RECEIVED

,IAN 1 5 1987
OFFICE OF

MINISTERIAL PERSONNEL
ZO ~:aSl SIr(~t. Melhuen, Ma ~s.~achusells 01844 617/68t-O15t Good hl.Ip Io d,ose m need ",race 194b
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SECRETARy F"OR MINISTERIAL P~RSONNEL

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON MASSACHUSET[S 02135

January 26, 1987

William L. Lane
President/Chlef Executive Officer
Bon Secours Hospital
70 East Str.eet
Methuen, Massachusetts 0184q

Dear Mr. Lane:

I received your letter regarding extending the areas of ministries for
Father Tivnan and ~ pleased to learn of the confidence that Reverends
Wyrwms and Shaughnessey place in him.

In response to their request, my recemmendation is that no time limit
be set on the hours he works when this is needed, that no restriction be
set on his ministering on the psychiatric ward and that he not need be
under the direct supervision or pr~{6nce of Reverends Wyrwa~ and
Shaughnessey. At present, I would hold him restricted in terms of the
pediatric ward. However, in case of an emergency, he should be free to
serve a youth or adolescent. He would be required to report this
immediately to his supervisor within twenty-fours hours. His service in
this area would be limited to an emergency effort.

If this causes any proble~m for the Pastoral Care Department, I would
be willing to discuss this with them. With ~ch gratitude for what you,
Reverend Shaughnessey and Reverend Wyrwas do on behalf of Pau! Tivnan, I
remain

JMc:mo’l

Sincerely yours i~prist,

Ri~rend John B. McCormack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

Bishop Banks

Father McCormack

Plan for Paul Tivnan in Ministry

September 2], 1987

I. Father Tivnan will live at St. Francis, Braintree and be responsible to
Reverend Richard CrowIey, ~he pastor.

2. He will assist at nursing home care in Sacred Heart Parish, Weymouth
under the supervision of Reverend Paul MacDonald.

3. He will celebrate Mass at nursing homes and as needed in either of the
above parishes.

4. He will be supervised in addition to Father MacDonald by a Clihical
Pastoral Education supervisgr (yet unnamed).

5. Paul will continue during his ministry to participate in:

- AA and SLAA programs weekly
- Therapy
- Spiritual direction
- Conversations with a §~gnificant other - Ft. Hudgins quarterly
-Aftercare workshops at St. Luke’s biannually.

The plan so far has been agreed to by Fathers Crowley, MacDonald, McCarthy,
McCormack. If you agree to the plan, I will explain it to Paul Tivnan and
see if he has any problems agreeing to it.

Do you have any observations?
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CARDINAL°S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWE,ALI"H AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02135

January 14, 1991

sister Andre Marie Ross, O.Carm., Administrator
Marian Manor
130 Dorchester Street
South Boston, MA 02127

Dear Sister Andre Marie:

I am writing to advise you that upon the recommendation of Reverend
John B. McCormack, Secretary for Mnisterial Personnel, I am
appointing Reverend Paul J. Tivnan as Associate Chaplain at Marian
Manor in South Boston. The effective date of this course of action
is February i, 1991.

I take this occasion to ask God’s blessing on all the wonderful work
that you do for ~he sick and afflicted.

With my warm personal regards and best wishes for you and all whom
you serve so well, I.am0                           ..

Sincerely yours in Christ.

Archbishop of Boston

cc: Reverend Lucien A. Sawyer. O.M.I.
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April 15, 1993

TO: Father John B. McCormack
Secretary for Ministerial PersOnnel

Dear Father McCormack,

As you requested, i visited Marian }~anor this morning
for an interview with Sister Andre Marie Ross, O.Carm[ and
Rev. Joseph Kane. I inquired of Sister Andre whether the
ministry of the associate chaplain Father Paul Tivnan was
satisfactory and met the needs 6f the clients at this
institution. The response: without hesitation, was an
unqualified no.

She has received several complaints from staff
.~mbers, families of clients, and cli~D~ themselves
concerning many of "~¥~ remarks while visitin~ which are
inappropriate and lacking in sensitivity to the
situation. There is a lack of maturity that often
offends. Attempts at discussing this with Father Tivnan
have proved futile, revealing a lack of insight into what
is happening. Much of his conversation, including his
homilies at liturgy, center about h.is pers6mal emotional
concerns, to the point that this could be pathological.

A second reason why his ministry is not satisfactory
is that he is totally unreliable, and not at all aware of
his obligations. He does not communicate with the staff
and though he is receivin~ a full time salary, he ~ften
leaves in the middle of the day without notification. He
may at times not show up for Mass, without prior warning.
His self-cent~redness precludes any form of team activity .
which is reqoired for health care ministry today.
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"His ministry is exclusively Sacramental. He
distributes communion, offers Mass, anoints when
necessary, then disappears to the seclusio~ of a private
room, which he has furnished himself. He is never present
for words of consolation or encouragement to a family when
this is necessary. Sister Andre is concerned about the
image of the manor that is reflected in the surrounding
community, since one of its strong points is the presence
of a priest and the religious women.

Father Joseph Kane confirmed the observations of Sister
Andre and shared how it was impossible to reasonabl?
approach Father Tivnan in any matter. On the chaplain’s
days off, the associate cannot be counted on to make the
communion rounds, though it is his responsibility. Father
Kane, who does dot see himself as a confrontive person,
finds it difficult to deal with his associate when the
latter needs to be reminded of anything. Father Tivnan’s
presence has created a tension within the institution that
affects every one of the employees from the cafeteria and
maintenance staff to th-~ professional peo~@. It was with
a great deal of effort and planning that Father Kane
finally arranged a meeting with Father Tivnan, and
suggested that perhaps he should consider leaving his
present assignment.

Both Sister Andre and Father Kane agreed that Father
Tivnan is not suited at this time for any form of hospital
ministry. He just cannot handle the emotional situations
that so often arise. They intimated that in depth
therapy, at least, could be considered, if not inpatient
treatment.

I have tried to convey the remarks as I remember them.
I hope I have been faithful to the two persons I
interviewed. I am sure they can be counted upon for more
information if they are contacted personally by you.

Respectfully submitted,

(Re’.) Lucien A. Sawyer
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Father McCarthy
Father Sawyer

FROM:    Father McCormack

DATE:    January 3, 1994

Recently, I met" with Father Tivnan and he appreciates the fi11-1n work that he
is doing at the Deaconess Hospital. He thinks that the work he is doing is
being helpful to the patients and their f~milies.

I told him that I would contact you and suggest that he be free to fill in at
another hospital. His one reservation is that he not have to take night
emergencies. Confidentlally, he has a concern about driving in Boston and at
night. He frequently ~akes the "T’° to his assignment.

If an opening occurs where you think Father Tivnan could be of service, would
you let me know.

Many thanks.

JBM:mo’l
5861M
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MEMORANDUM

/
TO: Fr. John B. McCormack ~/

FROM: Sr. Catherine Mulkez ~ ~ ~/-~4/ ,

RE: Allegation abo~ Fr. Paul Tivnan

DATE: March 28,

On March 25, 1994, ~, currently living in Salem,
called about a twenty year old incident which occurred when he was
twelve and on,an overnight visit with Ft. Tivnan. ~ is 32 years
old, single, gay, not working but receiving a disability check; he
has been in therapy and describes himself as mentally doing very
well. He is an alcoholic, but has been sober for five yea~s.

Twenty year ago Fr. Tivnan was helpful to--and his mother
when divorce was splitting the family. He came back to visit the
family. Ft. Tivnan invited ~ to visit friends in Rockport with
him; ~’s mother urged him to go. The adults had drinks; ~
had gone to bed in a room where there were two sets of bunk beds.
Ft. Tivnan came to the room and got ready for bed (boxer shorts).

~ said that he was lying on his stomach, not really quite
asleep.    ~r. Tivnan stretche~ out over the boy~ seemed to be
"praying, talking to God’; ~ felt his penis through the sheet;
"he was bumping, grinding, he did not enter me." ~ pretended to
be asleep,and thought to himself, "this is what old men do."

In adgition to this one incident, ~ said that from ages 9
to 19, he was sexually abused by the "guy across the street", an
ordained Baptist minister who ~ claims, is "still doing it".

~ sazd that the minister fondled him and really played head
games with him, taking over his father’s role.

~’s reason for calling was to be a backup. He did not know
what Ft. Tivnan is doing.    CEM told him that he is listed as
unassigned and that she would get back to him with further
(appropriate) information.

~ placed Fr. Tivnan’s assignment during the pastorate of a
Ft. Dwyer and before Ft. Clarles Howard who was nice to him as an
altar boy and who, as~ knew, is now deceased.

Ft. Tivnan’s assignment in Hamilton was between 1968 and 1970.
When ~ places the incident aas happening twenty years ago, he
either was younger that twelve, or the overnight was during the
period Ft. Tivnan came back to see how the family was doing.

7
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON, MASSACHUSE-UPS 02135.3193
(617) 254-0~00

SECRETARY FOR MINISTERIAL PERSONNEL

September 27, 1995

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
Rev. Paul J. Tivnan
Saint Francis Re~tory
856 Washington Street
Braintree, Massaehuseths 02184

Dear Paul,

Thank you for your letter of September 20, and the copy of your letter to Father Connors. It
seems that you have established a good relationship with Doctor Purcell. He is a good therapist
and a good man.

Paul, [ appreciate your concern about your situation and I applaud your efforts to move on with
your life. However, it is important that you not have unrealistic expectations about your future.
The Policy of the Archdiocese, implemented publicly in 1993, says "The assignment of one who
has engaged in sexual misconduct with a minor will exclude.parCh ministry and other ministry-that
involves minors." This clearly stated exclusion does not allow for your return to "regular active

As I pointed out to you in our conversation in June, it would not be easy for me to recommend
another placement for you when you leave Braintree and the Deaconess Hospital. Perhaps it is
time for us to have another conversation about your future plans. Would you give me a call and
we can set up a time for us to me.et.

With a remembrance in my prayers, and asking for yours, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Rev. Brian M. Flafley
Assistant to the Secretary
for Ministerial Personnel
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

Ap~ 29, 1997

Reverend Paul L Tivnan
Saint Francis Rectory
856 Washington Street
Bra~tree, MA 02184

Dear Father Tivnan,

I am writing to infogn you that I am assigaing you to residence at the Archdiocesan Pfiestg
Residence in Georgetown, Massachusetts. The effective date of this assignment is May. 1, 1997.

The terms of your assignment wlql be in accordance with the Archdiocesan Policy which currently
governs your priestly life. Whatever ~ you undertake must be within the/imits set for you
by the Archdiocesan Kevinw Board. I also expect that your life at Georgetown ~ be lived with
adaerence to the Pastoral Plan which has been developed for you. You will receive the monthly
stipend of $524.00 pe~ month, as do priests resident at Regina Cleri.

I understand that this-move represeats a significant ~:hange for you. I hope it wtTl-aot be too
di~eult. It is my intention to provide you with a secure and supportive living arrangement while
at the same time acting in a responsible maimer towards the Church and society as a whole.

Please stay in close contact with Reverend William F. Murphy, my Delegate. With Reverend
C. Melvin Surette, he w~l work towards £mding a situation for you in which you can find
satisfaction wh~e expressing your gifts of priesthood.

Please respond in writing ~o Most Reverend William Murphy, IVloderator of the Curia, and
Reverend James J. McCarthy, Director of Clergy Personnel, indicating you have received this
letter.

Asking d’ "Go s blessings on you, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Archbishop of Boston
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From:i

Dat~

Re." :’~
-!

Rob~i
mail t

.q

".1

~e~/~r~d lames McCarthy
"~;TR~rend Richard Lennon

Re~ere~d William F. Murp

~ri,~sts~ residence

CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

Ronaf@.Pa quin’I
mail t.~.~_.O. B~x 240

:..’~Georgdtown, MA 01833

’.3,~08-35~-2197

direr’ : ~ alove, No Status Listed

dire~i~: ~s a~ove, No Status Listed

Jay Mii]iJ~
mail td’P.O. Bbx 1553

~_I-Ian~c!~, MA 02645-6553
~.~0~-43,2-4062

dkecto~: as alSove, No Status Listed

:,:

~ h..ave ~tecided questions about their mail and theil listing in the Archdiocesan Directory.

P.O. B~x 240
Ge.org~town, MA 01833
50~.37"2197

y: i a’~ ~b,~v~, No Status Listed
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SECRETARY FOR MINISTERIAL PERSONNEL

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON
2121 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

BRIGHTON. MAS,.%~CHUSET]S 02135-.3193
(617) 254o0100

May 20, 1998

Lee Maynard, ILN., Ph. D.
P.O. Box 240
Georgetown, MA 01833

I am writing to request a letter which would support the movement of Fr. Paul T’wnan into
Permanent Disability statu~ Disability status, according to the soon-to-be-implemented new
guidelines, is appropriate for a priest "... who by reason of a physical or mental condition is not
able to exercise full.time active ministry." Permanent Disability stares does not prevent a priest
t~om exercising mfifistry to the extent he is able.

Your testimony, as one who is familiar with Fr. Twnan’s medical history and current restrictions,
would be the only outside medical opinion on which this request would be based. Surely Fr.
T’wnan has other medical professionals in hlz life, but none with an overarching view of his
situation.

I would appreciate your sending me your perspective on this question as soon as possible. (Like
._you have nothing else to do,).                     . .-.                     - -,

Thank you for your attention to this.

Sincerely in Christ,

R~~d William F. Murphy

Delegate of the Archbishop

co: Reverend Paul J. Tivnan
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BEVERLY
COMMONS

LETI’F_.R OF INTENT / RESPONSIBILITY
Let this serve as a letter of intent to rent an unfurnished apartment at the premises

of Beverly Commons Apartmem~, ~ecifieally 1_ Beverly Commons Drive ~ 22

Beverly, MA 01915.

The move in date w~ll be on. Monday~ Ju..ne 15~ 1998~and the ex~.. te~. m.ove out

date will be on Wednesda¥~ Ju_ne 30, 1999. We (as authorized signature of company ~

under~.’gned below) understand that we will be responsible for all payments to Beverly

Commons for this time pexiod, and for any period thai we hold the apartment .a~er the

move out date. We will accept re*ponsibility for. ~ cleaning, undue damage, or

abnormal wea~ ~md tear done to the unit or its contents.

As we understand, there will be a full lease agycement forwarded to me, until then

we are submitting this letter ~ respoma’bility to r.ent the apartment.

We understand tlmt we will be invoiced for the rent for the apaxtment, as well as,

Last Month’s Rent and a $25.00 refundable Key Deposit that will be i~sued immediate~.

If for some reason, we have to cancel the apartmem and not rent it for the specified

amount of time, we under~ that the Last Month’s Rent will be forfeited to B~verly

Commons for lost rent.

Company that the Lease will be named in: go,~a,o ~-~r~o~.,<
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE
2101 COMMONWI~,LTH AVENUE

June22,1998

verend Paul J. Tivnan
3everly Commons Drive - Apt. #22
~verly, MA 019 ! 5

)ear Father Tivnan:

, am aware that you have had recent conversations with Father x,~illiam F. Murphy and I am most grateful for
your generous cooperation in that regard.

The Archdiocese wishes t~ insure your sense of peace about your future and the most recent communication
from Doctor Lee Maynard, R.N. indicates that it is clearly unreasonable to expect you to be available for the
care of others, given the nature of the health concerns with which you have been coping and with which you
will be coping in the months ahead. Therefore I am writing to advise you that pursuant to the recommendation
of Doctor Maynard, and also upon the recommendation of the Clergy Fund Advisory Committee, I am granting
you Disability status. The effective date of this course of action is July 1, 1998. It is my understanding that
you will be residing at the above address.

\

Over the_ years many lives have bee.n tquched by your generous cabLe.and priestly concern. All .of_ .us in the
Archdiocese are grateful to you for the work you have done while you were able. We shall always rely on your
constant prayerful support.

I sincerely hope and pray that God will bless you with a deep sense of inner peace and tranquillity.

I am aware that there are some specific considerations which call for attention at this time in order to be sure
that we have a mutual understanding with regard to this new status. Thus I have asked Father Murphy to follow
up on this communication.

Please send written notification to Most Reverend William F. Murphy, Vicar for Administration, and Reverend
James J. McCarthy, Clergy Personnel Director, indicating that you have received this communication.

With heartfelt gratitude, my blessing, and a promise of remembrance in my prayers, I remain,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

cc: Reverend Paul E. Miceli
Reverend William F. Murphy

Archbishop of Boston
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Archdiocese of Boston
Assislant to Ihe Secretap/for Ministerial Personnel

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDU1V[

TO: Bishop Murphy

FROM: Toni Tereazi

DATE: May 7, 2001

RE: Rev. paul Tivnan

Fr. Tivnan came in this morning wanting to see Fr. Higgins and/or Fr. Ivliceli. When I told him that
neither one of them was available today, he asked me if he could talk to me.

We went into the red conference room and he proceeded to tell me that he made a bad judgement and
wanted to report this as soon as possible. He now acknowledges that participation in this Mass was
inappropriate because of his restrictions. He did a teen Mass at St. Florence in Wakefield. 5 or 6 girls
were talking and he went to them and gently nudged them on the cheek and said to pay attention.

Apparently one of the girls later told her father that he, Ft. Tivnan, slapped her. The girl’s father then
got in touch with the Pastor, Fr. Murphy. Fr. Tivnan was so upset by this incident that he called his
therapist, Dr. Purcell, first thing this morning.

1 asked Ft. Tivnan if he would put this incident in writing and send it to Fr. Higgins. Fr, Tivnan left
me his tel,epho,ne # 978-927-7397.

I then called Ft. Miceli at the Cape and Ft. Miceli asked me to inform you of this incident as soon as
possible.

/
cc: Ft. Higgins V

Fr. lVliceli
Fr. O’Flaherty
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May31,2001

Wakefield, MA.01880

Thank you for our recent telephone conversation concerning your daughter.

Let me assure you I have followed up concerning the issues that came to my attention and
a proper response has been initiated.

Wishing you the blessings of Pentecost, I am

Sincerely yours in Christ

CJI-I:tt

Rev. Charles H. Higgins
Assistant to the Secretary
for Ministerial Personnel
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June 29, 1992

Reverend Robert p. Bea!e
Our Lady’s Hall
2S7 High!and Street
Milton, Massachusetts, 02185

Deer

His Emizezce received y~ur letter of May 2~ izfc~-m, izg
him about the outcome of the assessment at St. ~: ~ ~. ..-c-.ae_ Sand their recommendation that Father Tour!grey continue
there for six months" trea~ezL.                 "

Recently, he received cooies of reports from St.
Michael’s and has sent them a !eLter asking that the
reports be sent Lo me. He is asking that I monitor this
situation. I plan to be corresponding wi~a the director

If.you ~hink it would be h=~p= ~ .... u_ for you and I to have
a discussion before I talk with the director, would you
Flease giv~ me a call.

Again, Eeb, many thanks for all you do.

Sincere!Z yours,

4697~
Rove:end Jcha B. McCormack
SecreLary for Mizisteria! Personze!
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Nove~Lber 8, lg93

Reveren~
Our ,La~dy’s Hal
287"~ighland Street
Milton, Massachusetts 02186

Dear Ernie:

I received your letter and appreciate the thoughts you
expressed about the correspondence we received from Mr.
MacLeish_and his representation of - ~ --’s and~
..... concerns.

His reading of their "rage" is not surprising to me.
I have experienced the same. However, outside of the
other allegation that has been handled by this office, I
am not sure they are aware of any other person with whom

~.~th
OU may have been involved. If they do, they have not
h.ared it with me. My sense is they suspect there are

ers but do not know who they are. They think we should
V~ach ~ut to fine them.

When the occasion arises, I will ask them about other-~
persons. I am not sure when this will be since they have
engaged an attorney. I will check this out with Wilson
Rogers.

I know these are difficult days for you, Ernie. You
are in my prayers. Take care.

Sincerely yours,

JBM:mo’l
6644M

Reveresd John B. McCormack
Secretary for Ministerial Personnel
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Archdiocese cf £cst~n
Assis~P.t i:o ~he Se.~re~nI t’¢r ,Mir.is:e~al ~e.’-s¢~el

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

M E M O R A N D U M

TO. ~I e

FR©M. Re,; Enan M. Fla~ey

DATE.

RE: Roy Ernest E. Tcudgney

Fat~,er Tcungne7 c-ame to " - o-                                                           .~h,=nc..2’cnA,cn118,1££hat ’ i ’ ’~my nvl~.cn. We had scheduled ~s
ea~;er, b~ he arnved cn Mac, day, March 2T, ar, d I had ~e a~Fcin~ment sc~,eduled tar Tu=~s"~-~ z Ma’ .... *’~ 2~.

Fa~er Toudgney ardved on ~me, and we greeted one ana~er cordially I in,~t~d him to tell his
had requested. He asked just how man ~ accusa~cns ~ere were against him. I answered ~at :her~ wer~

a~ anonymous young man from Ma~;Rcn,

FaKer Toudgney decided to deal w~ the allega’~cn from MaIsncn first He identified ~e young man as
~, and told ~e sto~ of an evening close to ~e end of his ~me a~ Ma~gncn. He had
ddn~ng, and feeling like a f~lure He heard ~e voices of ~e young go�pie h~ging cut in ~e ~laygr~un~
adjacent to his aFa¢~ent, and went o~ and sat dc~ and ~lked ’M~ ~em, shadng his feelings cf
~ ~em. ~qey asked if ~ey could con~nue ~e disc=~icn back at his ap~enL ~c~ ~v...,~’ ~, .... -’
~me back, and ~e7 ~lked undl it ~s late When ~e o~ers were lea~ng,~asked if he ceul=
and ~lk.., _ .                        and ~he famdy had lived in Fa~er Tcudgne~s aca~ment
before Fa~er Toudgney moved in. 7ney ~ ked un~l, i~ was v-r/. lot=- ~en Fa~er Tcudgney ~na~’y,.,
he had to go to bed,~le& Father Tcudgney made himself aco~er dnnk. ~en he 5holly went to
bed, ~ stepped out of FaCher Toudgne~s pdvste barroom, papally unaltered. Fa~er TcuffSne~
net remember what happened aRer ~aL He had a "blackc~’. ~e ne~ morning ~ere were a ~ct
~ &ings around, including a be~r bc~e in ~e bathroom. He ~inks~ had been dd~g
went to ~e bsShrccm ~ was upset at school. Fa~er Toufigney spoke to his parent, ar~ ~qe
of ~e school, a~d apologized for whatever had happened ~e dgh~ before.                     ’    ’





I

Rev. Ernest F_. Tourigne,Y
Summary - April 15, 1995

May, 197-* (S4~’)
F~th~ Hale’!. pa~or in Ho :UAn, oe., and the ho~ke~, ~oke to

Bishop B~:a.ks called Fath:r Touri.~’~_.ey Lu. Denied it Bishop B ~a.n..ks s-poke to~ He d’aied
it also. Admitted later that he lled to the Btshop. Father Tourigney told ~ what to say. Father Touri~aey
wm ~essive tow~r&a Bishop Ban.ks.

October 23, 1988
misconduct £oca age ~f 14 (1970). Says F~th_---r Tou.-ig~ey ~hu, sed

Weymou~
Btshop Bunks spoke with Father Tourigney, who ba..dcally agr~d :*bout his re!atiou~hip v~

A ~t~,buted the problem, to alcohol, which he bad given up (5 ye~s eat~. 1 :rod he w~.- fi-iends.
a_F’ec:ioaate, not sexu.fl. He i.s i~ Florida. Still friends. ~ "He felt feelin~ w~e ov-’T~,heLmLag.
probably were as I look back on it." ~at Matig~o~- really d~a’t know what happened that night."
Nothing ha Revue. Bishop Bern.ks said thor" was ~ seed for rexid~’dal ev:,luadoa. Fathe’r Tou.~g~ey v,i.ll see
[Doc:or] O~a~ley.

15-20, 19S9
A~es~eat at Southdowu: "Sexual r:pressio*a, coupled with a s~’oug seed for ,tffection and a ~o~,~ ~
~ai’,’e, com£oc’.ableness with se.xualiel may be contn’bu ;t[ug factors" to ~he ~x’ual relado~hip. Prom;nent
obsess{ve!compuksive ~aits. "E~est does not a£pea~ to be in dang~ of any sepal ~c6~g out or ha~g
you~ ~

February 5, 1989
~. F~ther Toud~ey said he had lin bed with ~ Had a ’hard on’. He called oa la~uary 27
to say that fib.is friends in Milford ~ew what y~u w~e saying they would take car." of~ ~ud his fa~.
\~,’~at willlo wheu h~ finds our that I got a sla.~ oa the

Father Tourigney acknowledg-.d the carl Very upset. Toronto backlash. Did wan~ to wars him.

¯ : WIll see Doctor CrHa~ley for a year, md see Bishop Bamks ;n May or luue and December. Bishop upset that
F~ther Toudgney ~ so accusing o~ Bishop Brinks off~ psychological help

July 15,

lvlay It 5,

19S9
L-t:er to Bishop Bat~s from Doctor O’Hatdey, acesting that.Father Toud.~ney has co proctivir.t’ for acr.~g ou
i~ulse. "There iq co evident- from m.’," i~{e.--views nor f~,oga the t~,.ag that would s’u~g~ that I:~
be limited in any way.

1992
k:te."x’eztion ha Revere, set up buy the Priests’ Recover’ Protein. Fa&er Tou."i_o-’--_..ey refe.-":, ed :o Saint
bi~chaet’s Cotz.munit7 in Sa:.nt Louis %r evatuatiou. Evaluation took place Stay 13-22. [z..-at!eu: ~.’atment
recommended_ Fat.her Tou."i~ey r-’._mained at Saint Michael’s uutll the --ud of

December 17, 1992
~~l~aUed. ALleged abuse

December 22, 1992
Ji~ F[yrm, CSS caUed B~sSo.e Hu~es ~upsec Wants to _-eke sure Fa~er Tot:ri~e) ~s away from

youth. Le~er
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F-.~r.mr1 4,

~ Many o~:r s=.’caal accusado~ abou:~ looked for mo~.ey

~ aNo ¢:~me in ro see F’,ther McCorm’,ck. Abused ~s a child. (l

12, 1993
M~.~.ng be.":,’:--’= Fa&er Tourig=ey :rod Father McCormack
"Boo.ore line: No public ~ ~:fl ~ues denlt

¯ =~jor d~io~ wet= rome about my ~ w~ch wet= u~j~
~ oppo~ to re~e before I ¢= let ~ go
Ī ~c: ou~ of~ s~e ofh~g

~d to ~r: "~es and ~¢pr=sectado~" befor= mov~g on

¯How Do I r:¢rZ~= =y

"a=~l"" not "M& berg m~ed ~, but wi~ berg
F~&er McCo~ck ~k:d Ya~ Toud~¢y to meet ~nd d~c~s ~ conversation ’~& ~. C~an.

June 6, 199..3
M’:-’;-~-g of Fa&er .McCormack and F~&~’r Tou:-i~ey ~n~ Dr. Cur::m
Fauk"r McCor-’~ack: Fa~er Tou:,~ey not read! to return - does not und~stand the h=pact he had on vic’J.m.s.

Fath--: Tou.~_~.~_..’y said he dces
Fa’U~ M¢Cor’-ack: "I told hhm I would ~hL~.k about what ha~ be~"-, said and ’.rill get to him by ",he middle

Jub,."
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I. D. J6137 _

14. 1934

-619170
715177

511197

"81812000

Pest:o’ Team ~!:l n-[~;
Revere

.~s ojr G/’LIL/Eg Reversal of_~:~sit_i_on     -
Team I~linistry - T.QURIGN~
MODERATOR - MESSIN~r R|dhard C

Sick L_~.ve
Permanent Disability

Seni~L Pr~tlRetir~nt

6191q2
61919Z
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MEMORANDUM

To~

Date:

Father John McCormack

Kaye Woodward ~

Aprll 28, 1993

In response to your memo of Apr£1 27 regarding a meeting between
Mr. ~ and cardEnal Law, the date of Fr£day, May 14, 1993
at 4:00 pom. has been scheduled in the Cardtnal°s calenaar.

KW/ac

ARCHDIOCESE OF boSTON
RECEIVED

"APR ~ ?
OFFICE OF

MINISTEPJAL PERSONNEL
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Cardinal Law

FROM~ Father McCormack

DATE~ May 14, 1993

RE~ Mr. |

TodaF you are scheduled to meet wlth~ at 4~00 p.m. I will be
present. I am scheduled to celebrate Mass at 5~15 at St. Pau1’So Therefore,
I will plan to leave about 4~50. If you have a problem with this, please
me know.

5979M
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PERSONAL AND CQNFIDENTIAL

Newburv~ort. MA

Mr. lll[~l~, thirty--eight years old, married, two stepchildren, a former seminarian
at St. John’s and a recovering alcoholic.

Confidential Information: Fr. Tourigney reports that Mr. ~ was abused by a
school bus driver when he was a child.

Mr. ~ and Fr. Tourigney had a sexual relationship during his adolescence and
seminary years. It perdured for about five years.

Mr. ~is angry with the Archdiocese. He reported Fr. Tourigney to Bishop Banks.
After sending him for an evaluation, he was reinstated in a parish.

Mr.~MM|is angry with Ft. Tourigney. He feels he manipulated him into the
relatiomfltip and was held ’hostage’ by Ft. Tourigney. He would tell Mr. !~ that
the relationship was a good one, something special and one blessed by God - similar to
the relationship of Jesus to John and David to Jonatha~

He was concerned that Fr. Tourigney manipulated him by theologizing about their
relationship and portraying himself as one with spiritual wisdom (’including the idea
about being reincarnated). He is angry that Ft. Tourigney threatened his mother in a
telephone call that he would send people from IWflford (It was left vague).

Mr. ~is lookingfor you an~ me and Bishop Banks to say:. 1 am sorry.

a) Sorry that Bishop Banks reinstated him in the parish after an evaluation in
light of what he learned from Mr. ~

b) Sorry that Bishop Banks didn’t reach out to Mr. ~l.~. further afte.r meeting
with him.

Mr. ~ wants to be assured Fr. Tourigney will never be put into a position to do
such things again.

He is looking for compensation through a lawyer.

Other information:

a)

b)

Mr. Iknows ~ and ~ of Immaculate
Couceptiou Parish, Weymouth. They made previous complaints about Ft.
Tourigney.

Fr. Tourigney currently is on administrative leave, living at Our Lady’s Hall
under supervision, in counseling with a psychiatrist and not doing any public-
ministry.

KBM:mo’I
5980M
5/14/93
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June 14, 1993

Most Reveren~ Robert J. Banks, DD
Bishop of Green Bay
P. O. Box 23066
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54305-3066

Dear Bob~

Recently, ~had a meti~wi~h Cardlnal Law. His underst~ndlng
that the Cardinal lntended to share some of the convereatlon With

~ telephoned and asked ~hether it would be possible to meet with
you. He thou@hi t.hat it could be possible so~e time when you visited the
area. I told hl~ I was not sure about ms but thought t~at the best uy to
go ~bont it us for h~ to write you n note.

~’~en~e la that he Wa~t8 to have an underst~mdln~why thtngs happened the
waF they did in ]~t8 conversations wtth you around Father TourigneF. He thinks
-you 51dnot handle it the way tha~ he expected. Therefore, th~a could be a ,-
sensitive conversation.

I have found my conversations with him to be helpful to him. He is a
recovering alcoholic who is trying to come to terms with his past. Ht the
same t~e, he is angry with us and I am sure ~hat he will be looking for a
financial settlement. He has a lawyer.

If you thought that you could be pastorally helpful to him in your
conversetlon, I would encourage you to meet wlthhtm sometime. If you choose
,no~ tO .~..,~t ~lth hl~. mF s~e is ~t he will t~e it as a si~ o~

I mind bringing ~hls information to you, but I thought I ought to inform
you what he has asked and what he would llke to do. If you think I can be of
help, let me know. Take care.

Sincerel~ yours,

Reverend John B. HcCormack
Secretary for bilnlsterlal Personnel
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE :

RE:

Ft. John McCormack

Ft. Kevin Deeley~

May 23, 1994

Fr. Tourigney

My concern is whether or not he has adequately begun to
face the serious issues raised in the allegations.

Do we have a responsibility to notify any prospective
employer about allegations of sexual misconduct.

I think this is a catch-22 situation, i.e., he needs to
do something, but we still have responsibility for
monitoring his activity.

KJD:tt
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Memorandum

To:

From :

Re:

May 20, 1994

Fr. John B. McCormack

Fr. Edward M. O’Flaherty, S.J.

Reverend Ernest Tourigney

I am responding to the memo you sent about Fr. Tourigney’s
letter sent to Cardinal Law. I shall answer from the point
of view of my role in pastoral support of priests, and do
no___~t take into account any questions of liability.

i. E.T. has not been dealing successfully with his anger,
~s--~-~aJ~hlm, and his present p~n
the Archdiocese. At least, this is what we hear. Could his
psychiatrist give some kind of evaluation of the progre_s~
he has made ? The a~cUsations agalnst hi~-femain very
strong statements about his unsuitability for what might
be called "ministerial" or service-~;iented work, because
the allegations clearly suggest that he t~dvantage of
some yo~ung]~T-in trusting situation__s. E.g. ~h~- son of ~
close friends of his. It is-not apparent to me that he has
done much with this allegation other than to seem to admit
it but diminish its significance. Finally, I have a
question about how well he is using his time at the
residence to which he is assigned. It seems he is away
from there more often than he is present, and his
difficulties seem to be those of the Archdiocese’s
handling of his case, not hi__~s case. The present
opportunity seems to be an escape from problems more than
a solution to them.

2. It seems to me that if E.T. is not interested in
pursuing the effective handling of his problems, then he
should be invited to seek laicization. Then he would be
free to accept such offers as he sees fit. It is not a
happy solution, because it leaves him as a potential
danger to young men, but perhaps the seriousness of the
invitation might get him to think of more effective ways
to deal with his problem.

3. Could the above, especially number I, be said to him ?
You would have to check with his psychiatrist, monitor and
with Ft. Bob Beal, and they will confirm what I proposed.

ET-0622



OUR LADY’S HALL AN-D I~’S PL’RPOSE

Provid~ hom¢ and coun~ling service to reco~fing alcoholic pr~sts.
A transitional lN~ng an-atgement for priest~ ~-ho h~� bc~n accused of

¯ for those who do not ha~ an attc,na~ li~¢mg arrang~mnt.

t Quoting Ft. John Walsh (Boston CHobe 1 23,97) "church o:lTacials can assur~ .’vfilton
msid~as th~ men INing m d~ haft po~ no
Quoting .Milton sdectn~n John Shidds (same m’ticle) "Ihcy. claim that the~ has never
bctmal~rtmntimrewho~uldbeapredator. Youhav~ to take solacc in that. You

Conditions .rtm3~m~ of those rcsidir~_ at OI_H: R .�~port wh~r~ai~uts ~o as to I~ ~bl¢ to ~
rcach¢d in an ¢m~g~ncy.

PERSONAL RE.-~ONS FOR BELNG .-kT OLH

Personal reasons fro- ie~ving OLH and returning to mv family homeo     . o

I. It was llfe draining and harmful to the quality of my Hfe as observed b~

ET-0729



My Spiritual Director ~-as concurred .about th~ effect that a stifled lifes~e had an

My fan~" members, eSlX’Cial~- my sister and brotber-h-hw with whom I meet md
meals on a dafly.basis and who are my strongest support ~,.~a view

¢onl~ement at OLH not only a_s "cruel and inhuman treatment" but also as "counter-

¯

¯ M)" priest and ha) fiicnds have complimented me on the quali~." of life and upbe~
attitude I e.v~q3it since ~ to my fame." home.

2. I_..~REASONABLE RESTRICTIONS AT OLH

Forbidd~ to answer
Forbidden to an~v’er ~
F~ to ~ ~. ~ t~ m~ and ~t
Fo~d~ to ~x.~ ou~ telephone or Lv.
C~ ~ ~t O~ w~ not o~ ~e ~m �~ ~ ~l~m~

~o~h~e.

EFFECTS OF WAREHOUSL’qG

¯ Soeializi~ was rare....mainly, at lhe noon day meal and occasionally, late night in
the T.V. room..

¯ Lack of any. purpo~ful a~tivily.
. ~aptoms of imtiauionaliza6on as manif~ar.d by paranoi~ ang~ p~wi bick~ing

THE QUALITY OF LIFE EXPERIENCE AT FA2vfILY HOME

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

Healthy. ~ (Afoot th~ hou~ aaad yard oroj~ts)
Cultural At, tizZies

Membership at a local ad~t fttm~ center

ATTEMI:WS TO M- -rMp ST?d~T LIFE

haMay 1992 ~ that was m~ and imp~’t~t w-as sudd~dy laken away fixnn
me, lea~,~ag me with an unbearable emptiness. Upon compl~on of my Ireatment at St

Michael’s in St. Loui~ I met with Jolm McCormack who at first indicated Ihat I w-~’~_"l~730



Enlisted ah¢ services of a career coum~lin~ finn (DB~. k ~mr ~id~t ~e to ~e

that was do~ md rele~g pe~o~el ov~ ~g ~r of 5 5 f~ ~" ~nt ~
~ h~ of ~ ~ m~ ~ploym~ w~ ~-

wgl~mc mch ~ ~- H~ s~k~ ~r:o~" ~i~ C~ ~w who m~ ~

d~d ~" R~. J~ McCOy.

Was consid¢~d for the position of chaplain at ~n �Id~d3." c.m’e facitity in S[
Peterstmr~,_ Fla.    Permission dcnird by Rev. John M¢Cormack.

A final anempt was with Habitat For Hmmmi~." where I was ~;onsMe, rrd for the
position of field ~ta~’e in Sd Lanka and hdi~. Pcrtrdssiort denied.
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Iha~ a moral obligation to protect :rod
fi’om God. Abortion is aot th~ only -~n

as a d~ath s~ntrnc-- and thus I am mcrall)." bound m r~ist it..

I would like to come m son~ agreeable r~oiunon to this dilemma. [ am 62 years old and
ordained 36 years. Combined with the 9 3"ears of preparation I ha~ been conn.:ted :o the

chinch for a total of 45 ~ most or’which has been
:k~pe.~l to you ~s a brother l~eSt to ~x~rcise justice and eha~ in att+--mpting to +,’~soh

Issue, I! woold be presumptuous on my part
ehu~h ~s t’org~’ness as le+,sus prayed in the Our Fa,.~.cr..ks often e.x’pefi~nc-+d ~n the
Gosp+l lh~ k .+-ystonc of the Church ks mercy and thg building blocks ~r¢ low. Withom
th~se we am doomrd to coDapse. If no o~er .,~solufi~n h posm’ble, being_ only ~ .~+~. ".e~

l~om r~ti~mm~t- I would h3~e to be considered for, ~tirern~ stores.
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To: Cardbtal Law, Most Reverend ~ Murphy, Msgr. Robert P. Deeley

From: ~rerend William F. Murp~//~~"
Date-" Oetober 29,199~

I xece~ved a tedephone zail today from Ft. Harw Waldow, V’x~r for Clergy ht the Diocese of Atmm~1o,

Te~s, t~ard~ng Ft. Emie Tourney.

Ac~ord~g to a couple passing through Amarillo who had spoken to Ft. Waldow, they w~essed Ft.
Tourign~ ~lebnte Sunday Mass at St. Thomas th~ Apostle ParCh in An~-~lo.

The Pasto~ of S~ Thongs is Msgr ~oseph Tash, a longt~e fried of Ft. To~igney.

The couple t;poke to Ft. Waldow, ca~ous that Fg. Tomlgney was ~baclc ~n II~ist~. This prompted the

call to Boston.

I ~o~ to M~r Lennon about ~ G~ven ~ Ft. Tourign~!s ~lties h~w alr~dy b~en mnov~d by
Cardi~l Law (seo attached), Msgr. Le~non suggested that F~. Tom~gnoy be instmcX~ to x~port to
Cl~m~ as soon as possible to giw an ac~mnt of his a~tion~ and poss~ly to be

,~ soon a~ Ft. Wald~w prepares a ~port f~r his Bishop comaining mm~ dztai~ from the couple ~d
report from Msgr. Ta~,he will f~xng a ~py. I will b~ back in touch wlth YOU-

What would you suggest as a course of action?
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Octobe~ 29, 1998

To Host Rev. Bishop John Yanta
Diocesan Bishop of Amarillo, Texas

To Rsv. william Murphy
priest Personnel Co~-ittse
Archdiocese of Boston,Massachusetts

from Msgr. Harold Waldow
Vicar of Clergy, Diocese of Amarlllo

DIOr_,~N P/&.~’TIDF~L I~=N’I"I~R AMAI:~, TX "7~11"7-,..~



October 29,1998

Shortly a£tcr the weekend o£ Gc%obcr %hlrd and £our%h -
I received a telephone call at St. Joseph’s Church where I
reside from a gentleman who asked If there was a priest in
our Diocese By %he nume o£ Ernlc. I repllcd ~ha% %0 m~,
knowledge there was not. The only priest I ever knew here in
A~arillo called Ernie was a Vlncentlan priest : Father
Francis ~nes now deceased who was called " Ernie." The
conversation went no further.

Another telephone call ensued inter in the wee~ this ti~
the gentleman and his wife spoke to the same issue . The
~oman had said she called St. Thomas the Apostle Church here

weekend Mass...she was told his name w~s Father Ernle
Tour~gney. The couple ...in particular the ~oman now spoke
uf h~ ~i uunc~rh ~h~ ~he~ h~d ~hou~h~ ~ha~ ~he prles~
celebrant they saw that weekend was Father Tourlgney ~f
Boston who was no longer in active ministry ~n the New
Zngland area, the call ~o 3~. T~omas confirmed their
suspicions that he was one and the same person. The qnestlon
was raised how could Father Brnle celebrate Mass here and
no~ ~n Ne~ England. The couple ~dentlfled themselves as
~ho were in AmarilloInterviewing for employment. Their home is the greater
Sos~on area and ~ey were v~sit~hg st. T~omas ~e Apostle
that weekend. I received the information and turned the name
of the priest over to the Bishop who asked that %he V~car
General follow up on this matter. The Vicar General asked me
to. assume responslb~l~ty for the matter and I called the
Archdiocese of Boston £irst being ~irected to Father Paul
Miceli and theu to Father Willlam Murphy.’I explalned the
situation. I ~as told by ~ather Murphy that Father Tour~gney
was a priest of the Archdloc~se who was " of~ the Job."
Father Murphy also told me that Father Tourlgney has no
permission to work as a priest in Boston or anywhere else.
There were issues in the past that deal with sexual
misconduct with minors.

Later in the afternoon Father Joe Bixenman our vicar General
told me that Father Ernie had celebrated all the veekend

DII3C!=~AN pASTOI:I~L C~NTER AMAI:::tlL.LD, TX 79117-5644

I
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residence ~ere out of

Sometime arouna 4:00 p.m. Father M~rphy telephoned again and
asked for some written statement from me concerning the
allegations- We spoke brleEly- ~ assured that I would write
the situation up £or both Bishop Yan~a as yell as for the
Archdiocese of Boston.

Re~- Msgr. Harold WaLdow

ET-0784



* Says he had permission fi~m Bishop Murphy for a year and would have had the
~ make other arrangements if he knew he couldn’t be involve~L :

¯ Tmunm~ to family, bride to be, etc.

Pleads for reconsidvrafion wants me to ’have the Cardinal review th~ fact~’"

My comments to hkn:
I was calling to let him know that ’any earlier permissions had been reconsidered and

know to Fr. Higgim. I would be I~ek in touc~ with him ~y afternoon.

Can this be reconsidered in that it’s for a single event and not an assignm~ like the
other simatiom? -

If not, I’ll call him .Thursday "
decision stand~

afmmoon to say that the situation has be~. ~viewvd and tlm

08-14-01

Ne~H.

ET-08 ~ 2



:ARCHDIOCESE OF t~OSTON

BRIGHTON. ~USh’-I~ 021.35-3193
(6t7) 254-0~00

August 9, 2001

Rcv~end Emmet Tourigney
P. O. Box 1491
Pocasset, Massachusetts 02559

Dear Father Toudgney:

As of today, August 9, 2001, all previous permissions that were
granted to you for the publio celebration of the Sacrament hereby are
withdrawn. This includes th~ two most recent requests for a wedding at

Due to circumstances and situations oftoday, this action is being
taken for your protection and that of the Archdiocese of Boston.

CJH.’mo’l
1851

Sincerely in Christ,

Reverend Charles $. Higgins
Delegate to the Archbishop

ET-0813



Fr. Toar~iaey

His conc~-ns:

family, he mffered from cancer, coma, etc. to recover and plan a wedding.
¯ Says he had permission from Bishop Murphy for a year and would have had the

family make otl~ arrangements if he knew he couldn’t be involve&
¯ Traumatlc to family, bride to be, etc.

Pleads for reconsideration warns me to ’have the Cardinal review the facts."

Can this be recomktercd in that it’s for a slngle event and not an assignment ll~e ~
otl~r situations?

If not, I’ll call him Thmmiay afternoon to say that lhe situation has been rtwiewed and the
decision stands.

Nell H.

ET-0814



MIDDLESEX, ss

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT
OF THE TRIAL COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.:

JOHN DOE and JANE DOE,

Plaintiffs,

BERNARD CARDINAL LAW, a.k.a.,
CARDINAL BERNARD F. LAW, ROMAN
CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF BOSTON, a
Corporation Sole, and ERNEST
TOURIGNEY,

Defendants.

02-1451

COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND

This action is brought by plaintiffs JOHN DOE ("John") and his mother JANE

DOE ("Mrs. Doe") (separately, "Plaintiff’ and collectively, "Plaintiffs") against defendants

Bernard Cardinal Law, a.k.a., Cardinal Bernard F. Law ("Cardinal Laxv"), the ROMAN

CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF BOSTON, a Corporation Sole ("RCAB") and Ernest Tourigney

("Father Tourigney"), arising from Cardinal Law’s intentional, reckless, and/or negligent acts or

omissions in allowing Reverend Ernest Tourigney ("Father Tourigney") to repeatedly sexually

molest John for many years while John was a minor. Specifically, John brings this action against

Cardinal Law and the RCAB for negligent hiring/supervision, intentional/reckless infliction of

emotional distress, and violation of the Massachusetts Civil Rights Act, MASS. GEN. LAWS, Ch.

12, § § I 1H and 11 I; and ag~nst Father Toufigney for assault, battery, intentional in~iction of

emotional distress and a claim under M.~,SS. GEN. L. ch. 12, §§ 11H and 1 lI. In addition, Mrs.



Doe joins with John, her son, and brings this action against Cardinal Law and RCAB for

negligent hiring/supervision, loss of consortium, and intentional/reckless infliction of emotional

distress. Concomitantly, Plaintiffs seek damages resulting from the wrongful and unlawful

conduct of Cardinal Law, the RCAB and Father Tourigney.

THE PARTIES

2. Plaintiff John is an adult residing in Malden, Middlesex County, Commonwealth

of Massachusetts.

3. Plaintiff Mrs. Doe is an adult residing in Malden, Middlesex County,

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Mrs. Doe is John’s mother.

4. Defendant Bernard Cardinal Law, a.k.a., Cardinal Bernard F. Law, is an adult

residing in Suffolk County in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Cardinal Law is the head of

the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston (the "RCAB"), which operates parishes, schools, and

programs for children in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Cardinal Law was elevated from

Archbishop to Cardinal in 1985.

5. The defendant, the RCAB, is a corporation sole, with its principal place of

business at 2121 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Suffolk County, Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. The RCAB operate~ parishes, schools and pro~amsfor children.

6. Defendant Father Tourigney is an individual who resides in Pocasset, Barnstable

County, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. Father Tourigney, hnmaculate Conception, and Accusations of Se.’cual Molestation of
Children.

7. Upon information and belief, Father Tourigney has been a priest within the

RCAB since the 1960’s. In or about the 1960’s, Father Tourigney was assigned to the



Immaculate Conception Church in Weymouth, Massachusetts.

6. Upon information and belief, Father Tourigney molested at least two young boys,

before and apart from the plaintiff John while he was Immaculate Conception Church in

Weymouth.

7. Later, Father Tourigney was transferred to the St. Mary’s Church in Holliston,

Massachusetts. Upon information and belief, Father Tourigney molested at least one minor

parishioner while he was a Pastor at St. Mary’s Church.

8. Thereafter, Father Tourigney was transferred to Matignon High School in

Cambridge, Massachusetts. Upon information and belief, while at Matignon High School,

Father Tourigney would take members of the high school football team out on the field late at

night and consume alcoholic beverage with them.

9. After leaving Matig-non High School, Father .Tourigaaey was assigned to the

Immaculate Conception Church in Revere, Massachusetts.

10. While at the Immaculate Conception Church in Revere, Sister Katherine O’Brien,

S.N.D. ("Sister Katherine"), Sister Winifred Miller ("Sister Winifred"), and Reverend Richard

Messina ("Father Messina") each had concerns regarding Father Tourigney’s abuse of alcohol

and behavior with small children. Upon information and belief; .Father Messina observed Father

Tourigney with young boys in his room at the rectory, on some occasions with the door closed

and on some occasions with the door open. Upon information and belief, Father Messina

discussed these concerns with Sister Katherine and Sister Winifred. Upon information and

belief, Sister Katherine, Sister Winifred and Father Messina consulted Cardinal Law on various

occasions regarding their concerns about Father Tourigney’s involvement with sm~ll children as

well as Father Tourigney’s abuse of alcohol.



11. At some point in 1991, Father Tourigney was sent to St. Louis, Missouri for

treatment for alcoholism and pedophilia.

12. Upon information and belief, in 1992, when Father Tourigney returned from St.

Louis, he was sent to a half-way-house in Milton, Massachusetts. Also upon information and

belief, Father Toufigney had additional meetings with Cardinal Law at that time regarding

returning to a parish. Upon information and belief, Father Tourigney was prevented from

serving at any parish.

B. Cardinal Law’s Actual Knowledge of Sexual Molestation Charges Against Father
Tourigney.

13. During the early 1990’s, at least two parishioners at the Immaculate Conception

Church in Weymouth, Massachusetts reported to Cardinal Law that they had been molested by

Father Tourigney when they were children. After the RCAB failed to satisfactorily address the

problem, in or about 1995, these two parishioners brought suit against Father Tourigney.

14. Moreover, upon information and belief, Cardinal Law became aware of other

allegations of sexual molestation of children by various RCAB priests during the period from

1984 (when he arrived as Archbishop) to 1989, separate and apart from Father Tourigney. In an

effort to conceal the actions ofpedophiles, some of those priests were transferred from parish to

parish or returned to active ministry despite substantiated allegations ofpedophilia. Cardinal

Law’s decision to ignore the complaints of various parishioners concerning Father Tourigney

and others was consistent with Cardinal Law’s inaction and ostensible acquiescence to

pedophilia within the RCAB.

C. Father Tourigney’s_Sexua]~Molestation of John.

15. John was born in 1970. While John was between the ages of thirteen (13) and

sixteen (16), Father Tourigney repeatedly sexually molested him (approximately between 1984



through 1987).

16. John has just began counseling regarding the sexual abuse he has suffered at the

hands of Father Tourigney. John has remembered that Father Tourigney had sexually abused him

when he was a child and is in the process of making the causal connection between these acts

and his psychological injury. John is still in the process of treatment and is c.ontinuing to

remember more instances of the abuse.

17.    On at least two occasions, John stayed overnight at the Rectory at the Immaculate

Conception Church in Revere, Massachusetts, when Mrs. Doe was out of town. On each of

those two events, after John came out of the shower, Father Tourig-ney dried John offwith a

towel. While Father Tourigney dried John off, he fondled John’s penis and testicles.

18.    On another occasions, John stayed with Father Tourigney at Father Toun=ney s

house on the Cape. While the two were on the beach, Father Tourigney wrestled with John

during which time he touched John’s penis and testicles. When they returned from the beach to

the house, Father Tourigney commented that John was covered in sand and that he should

remove his swim suit so it could be washed. When John removed his swim suit, Father

Tourigney again dried John offwith a towel and fondled John’s penis and!or testicles.

19. Father Tourigney was close to the Doe family and would often visit John and

Mrs. Doe at their home and would also invite John And Mrs. Doe to his home on the Cape. On

various occasions while at the Doe home, his home on the Cape or at the Rectory, Father

Tourigney asked John to sit on his lap. John would sit on Father Tourigney’s lap and find that

Father Tourigney’s penis was erect.

20.    Also, on numerous occasions, at the Does’ home, Father Tourigney’s home on the

Cape and at the Immaculate Conception Church in Revere, Father Tourigney would hug John



very tightly and closely.

2 I.    On a different occasion, Father Tourigney took John to house in New Hampshire.

At night, John was sleeping on the floor next to another child. Father Tourigney woke up the

child who was sleeping next to John and instructed him to sleep in another location. Father

Tourigney then laid down next to John and was facing him. John felt uncomfortable and tumed

his back to Father Tourigney. Father Tourigney then held John close and pressed his body close

to John’s. Father Tourigney also placed John’s hand on his leg. John felt Father Tourigney’s

skin and hair and realized that Father Tourigney had removed his pants. Father Tourigney then

proceeded to masturbate on John. John started to cry and asked Father Tourigney to stop. Father

Tourigney stated that he loved John and continued to rub John’s chest, legs and penis.

22.    During the time Father Tourigney began molesting John, John began developing

various behavior problems. In junior high and high school, John had problems controlling his

bowel movements would have accidents at school. Since then, John has suffered various other

maladies, including, without limitation, sleeping problems, depressions, sexual problems, and

problems controlling anger and frustration.

D. Breach of Duty and Failure to Act Responsibly by Cardinal Law and the RCAB.

23. Put simp’ly, between 1984 and 1990, Cardinal Law and the RCAB completely

failed to notify, let alone warn, Plaintiffs of the danger and foreseeable problems with Father

Tourigney, despite the fact that Cardinal Law and the RCAB was a~vare of the complaints made

by the other priest and nuns in Father Tourigney’s parish. Moreover, Cardinal Law and the

RCAB were aware, or reasonably should have been aware, of Father Tourigney’s deviant

behavior toward children and the complaints that had been made against him befor~ his arrival at

Immaculate Conception in Revere. Moreover, Cardinal Law and the RCAB breached his duty to



John when they failed to notify parishioners of the Immaculate Conception Parish that there were

serious allegations of pedophilia against Father Tourigney in 1991. Had Cardinal Law and/or the

RCAB notified parishioners of the abuse allegations made in 1991, then it is more likely than

not that John would have received treatment more than 11 years ago and would have made

substantial progress in his recovery.

24. Despite the fact that (a) Cardinal Law headed the RCAB, which operated

numerous programs; (b) a reasonable person in Cardinal Law’s position would know, or should

have known, that pedophiles, like Father Tourigney, would be attracted to situations where they

could gain access to children; (c) Cardinal Law had a duty to ensure that reasonable steps were

taken to make certain that innocent and unknowing children were not exposed to pedophilia or

unsafe situations where they could be abused; and (d) at least two complaints were made by

other parishioners as well as complaints by nuns and at least one priest in Father Tourigaaey’s

parish itself directly to Cardinal Law about Father Tourigney’s deviant behavior, Cardinal Law

allowed Father Tourigney to continue as Pastor at Immaculate Conception, where he eventually

sexually molested John continuously for many years. In addition, during the years that John was

being abused by Father Tourig~aey, the RCAB was a haven for priests who engaged in

pedopl~il~a.

25. During the time that Father Tourigney was sexually molesting John, the RCAB,

under the supervision and direction of Cardinal Law, knowingly permitted pedophiles such as

Father Tourigney to remain in situations within the RCAB where they could gain access to

children. In addition, the RCAB failed to adopt proper procedures to prevent children attending

parishes and schools within-the Archdiocese from being abused by priests and others associated

with the RCAB.



26. Despite Cardinal Law’s actual knowledge of credible allegations of child

molestation against Father Tourigney, Cardinal Law allowed, condoned, and provided Father

Tourigney with free access to children within the Immaculate Conception Parish, including John.

With this access to children, Father Tourigney did assault, batter, intentionally inflict emotional

distress and violate MASS. GEN. L. ch. 12, §§ 11H and 1 lI. In addition, the RCAB is vicariously

liable for these actions of Cardinal Law. Moreover, the protection ofpedophiles is not an activity

protected by the limitation of liability set forth in MASS. GEN. L. ch. 231, §85K.

STATE,MENT OF CLAIMS

COUNT I

(Negligent Hiring/Supervision - All Plaintiffs Against Cardinal Law and the RCAB)

27. Plaintiffs reaIlege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above p.ara~aphs.

28. Cardinal Law and the RCAB had a duty to hire and supervise competent, fit, and

otherwise qualified priests for the RCAB and to make sure that children involved in RCAB

programs were safe and not exposed to known or suspected pedophiles.

29. As early as 1985, when Cardinal Law became Cardinal for the RCAB, Cardinal

Law knew or should have known that Father Tonrigney had sexually molested children at the

parishes where he had worked prior to arriving at Immaculate Conception in Revere. Cardinal

Law also should have taken action to thoroughly investigate the reports made to him by the

parishioners concerning Father Tourigaey’s deviant behavior toward children.

30. As early as 1985, the RCAB knew or should have known that Father Tourigney

had sexually molested children at t~e parishes where he had worked prior to arrivin~ at

Immaculate Conception in Revere. The RCAB should have taken action to thoroughly



investigate the reports made to him by the parishioners concerning Father Tourigney’s deviant

behavior toward children.

31. Cardinal Law and the RCAB breached their duty by, among other things, the

following acts or omissions: (a) not protecting John ~rom Father Tourigney’s foreseeable and

probable sexual molestation; (b) not taking prompt remedial action; (c) not taking any effort

whatsoever to inform parishioners at Immaculate Conception that their children had been

exposed to a known or suspected pedophile; and (d) not taking appropriate actions to investigate

the two complaints from other parishioners.

32. As a direct and proximate result of the wrongful acts or omissions of Cardinal

Law and the RCAB, Plaintiffs have suffered damages.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter judgxnent for Plaintiffs

and order Cardinal Law and the RCAB, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith to Plaintiffs their

damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, attorneys’ fees, and

all such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

COUNT II

(Intentional/Reckless Infliction of Emotional Distress -All Plaintiffs Against Cardinal Law
and the RCAB)                           ’

33. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above para~aphs.

34. The RCAB and Cardinal Law recklessly and/or intentionally assigned Father

Tourigney to, and allowed Father Touri~ey to remain at Immaculate Conception.

35. The Conduct of the..RCAB and Cardinal Law was extreme and outrageous,

beyond all possible bounds of decency, and utterly intolerable in a civilized community.

36. The Conduct of Cardinal Law and the RCAB conduct directly and proximately



caused Plaintiffs extreme emotional distress of a nature that no reasonable man could be

expected to endure.

37. The unlawful conduct of the RCAB and Cardinal Law was not privileged.

38. As a direct and proximate result of the conduct of Cardinal Law and the RCAB,

Plaintiffs have been damaged. __

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter judgment for Plaintiffs

and order Cardinal Law and the RCAB, jointly and severally, to pay forthwith to Plaintiffs their

damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, attorneys’ fees and all

such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

COUNT III

(Intentional/Reckless Infliction of Emotional Distress- All Plaintiffs Against Father
Tourigney)

39. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above para~aphs.

40. Father Tourigney intentionally sexually abused John when he was between the

ages of thirteen and sixteen.

41. Father Tourigney’s conduct was extreme and outrageous.

42. Father Tourigney’s conduct caused Plaintiffs extreme emotional distress.

43. Father Tourigney was not privileged to cause Plaintiffs emotional distress.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter judgment for Plaintiffs

and order Father Tourigney to pay forthwith to Plaintiffs their damages in an amount to be

determined by this Court, plus integests, costs, attorneys’ fees and all such further relief as this

Court deems appropriate.

10



COUNT IV

(Violation of the Massachusetts Civil Rights Act, MASs. GEN. LAWS
Ch. 12, §§ llH and llI -John Against All Defendants)

44. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

45. Father Tourigney, and through him the RCAB and Cardinal Law, interfered with

or attempted to interfere with John’s fights secured by the laws of the Commonwealth though

threats, intimidation, or coercion, including the creation, perpetuation, and tolerance of Father

Tourigney’s sexually predatory acts against children.

46. As a direct and proximate result of the conduct of Father Tourigney, Cardinal

Law and the RCAB, John has been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter judg-rnent for John

Doe and order Father Tourigney, Cardinal Law and the RCAB, jointly and severally, to pay

forthwith to John Doe his damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests,

costs, attorneys’ fees and all such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

COUNT V

(Assault - John Doe Against Father Tourigney)

47. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragraphs.

48. When John was between the ages of thirteen and sixteen, on several occasions,

defendant Father Tourigney sexually abused John, including but not limited to masturbating on

John, and fondling John’s penis and testicles.

49.    Father Touri~oney intentionally created an apprehension of immediate physical

harm on the part of John by these and other overt acts.

11



50.

51.

injured.

John’s apprehension was reasonable.

As a direct and proximate result of Father Tourigney’s actions, John has been

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff John Doe respectfully request that this Court enter

judgment for him and order Father Tourigney to pay forthwith to John Doe his damages

in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, attorneys’ fees, and all

such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

COUNT VI

(Battery - John Doe Against Father Tourigney)

52. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragaphs.

53.    When John was between the ages of thirteen and sixteen, on several occasions,

defendant Father Tourig-ney sexually abused John, including but not limited to masturbating on

John, and fondling John’s penis and testicles.

54. Father Tourigney intentionally used force against John on several occasions.

55. Father Tourigney’s use of force against John was unjustified.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff John Doe respectfully request that this Court enter judgment for

him and order Father Tourigney to pay forthwith to John Doe his damages in an amount to be

determined by this Court, plus interests, costs, attorneys’ fees, and all such further relief as this

Court deems appropriate.

12



COUNT VII

(Loss of Consortium - Mrs. Doe against All Defendants)

56.    Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference herein in their entirety the

allegations contained in above paragaphs.

57. MASS. GEN. LAWS, Ch. 231, § 85X provides that the parents of a minor shall have

a cause of action for loss of consortium of a child who has been seriously injured against any

person who is legally responsible for causing such injury.

58. Mrs. Doe is John’s mother and is the person entitled by la~v to the consortium

provided by John.

59. Father Tourigney, the RCAB and Cardinal Law are legally responsible for

causing John’s serious injuries.

60. As a direct and proximate result of the conduct of Father Tourigney, Cardinal

Law and the RCAB, lVlxs. Doe has been deprived of John’s consortium for many years.

61. Consequently, Father Tourigney, the RCAB and Cardinal Law are liable for

damages in accordance MASS. GEN. LAWS, Ch. 231, § 85X.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Mrs. Doe respectfully request that this Court enter judgment for

her andorder Fathe~ Tourigney, Cardinal Law and the RCAB, jointly and severally, to pay

forthwith to Mrs. Doe her damages in an amount to be determined by this Court, plus interests,

costs, attorneys’ fees, and all such further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

13



JURY DEMAND

PLAINTIFFS DEMAND A JURY TRIAL ON ALL ISSUES SO TRIABLE.

JOHN DOE AND JANE DOE,
Plaintiffs,
By their attorneys:

"-"~oderick MacLeish, Jr., BBO’-~388110
Annapoomi R. Sankaran, BBO #631065
Courtney B. PilIsbury, BBO # 651549
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP
One International Place, Third Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Tel: (617) 310-6000
Fax: (617) 310-6001

\\bos-srv01 \SAN KARAN AL52135v03\148703 ~.DOC\414/02
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W~T_$0N, Dezi~_ 3osephNs!ne

Date of
Birth- Sept. 22, 19~5

:e ofC in~tion May 13, 1972

Place o£
Birth ¯ . Bait~more, Mary_la~

’Place of
Ordination Albany Cathedral

Address 421 Melrose Kvenue, Atlantic City, N.J. "
Ho~e ’ ’
Tel No. 314~,-6964

Date Assigned Office Place Assigned Date Detached

._May 1972

March 1972

October 1975

ASSQ~, Pastor

Director._ ¯

Chaplain .’

Adm,

Urban Ministry. (O~ne. o£ Alh~y)

l~a,S~lle School for Boys (AIhs~y

St. Joseph.. Rokbury

WILSON, DOZIA
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doing anything about St. Joseph, but they are saying that134

they don’t w~nt the s,~me th£ng to happen.

I have been pretty autonymous. The pastor and

I, we wosk very well together, ~d he has grown to respect

me. B~t now they are saying they want the pastor to have

all of this power.

The parents in the school are of the ~ind that

they llke the philosophy. They are not ashamed to be Black.

There are a few People in the parish who ~re very ashamed

of being Black. They have no children in the school. They

have nothing to say about the school. But at this point,

they would like to have something to say about the educationa~

structure there.

The parents in the school like what 18 going on

as a Board.

My Problem is how do we get the diocese to allow

the parents to choosm their own principal and to operate

with a Philosophy that they espouse; how do we remove any-

body from a situation when hey are bad for the people or
t*

ineffective.

I think that that is a difficult thing to do, but

I feel it has to be done. If I had the power to do it by

myself, I would do it. I believe that Reverend Dozia Wilson

should be removed from St. Joeeph. He is not good for the

people there. How to do that, that is the problem.

METROPOLITAN REPORTING SERVICE. INC.

WILSON, DOZIA
J. - 1.099
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[~ow, NOBC is supposedly a strong orgsnizatlon

that can effect change. I think we at the table know that

that may be not true. But I don’t think that th~ Catholle

Church in Boston thinks that that is not true, and, there-

fore, we can reallM do some things if we r~allM want to.

I 8~n telling you really in supplication for that, 8~d I

would hate to have to go back and have nothing happen.

This is the only resource I have.

MR. MC CONDUIT: Mr. Chef.nan, I have been lucky

to Eat a little mor~ In-depth Info~matlon on this si~uatlon.

After giving it some considerable thought, I think ~hat

maybe a letter from NOBC to the Chancery Office at Boston,

expressing their concern and also advising the diocese there

that NOBC is Eolmg to send in a team to do a full and

thorough investigation. I guess the Sisters don’t really

want to expound too much on th@ situation, but I am not

aboye that. I can saywhat it is.

(Off the record.) .

MR. MC CONDUIT: It gets a llttl@ bit even deeper

than that. He has contracted with a given organization to

bring in boys, predominantly falr-sklnned, almost White-

looking boys, to llve in, and then in a week or so, they

are transported out.

I think It is a situation where we are ~alklng

about a Black parish, and I~ is a very scandalous situatlbn,

WILSON, DOZIA
J, - 1.100
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~nd I think we shouldbo really and definitely concerned if

we are talking about Black Catholics and especially about our

youth. I am saying this to the Board, and I am not afraid

to say what I am saying -- maybe some of you are~afrald to

get sued or something l!ke that -- but it don’t make me a

darn bit of difference because I have all the protection in

the world.

But I think we need to really investigate it,and

I don’t mean a letter as a threat, but really send in an

investigation team to get total first-hand knowledge of

what is going on in that parish.

MR. HUBBARD :

SR. COL.BERT :

Sister Josita?

I don’t know. I would see a letter

going, to the chancery, yes, one. I would, if the Board so

agrees, see a team to investigats the situation of the

Catholic Church in the Black community in Boston¯

What is happening at St. Joseph’s affects St.

John’s St Francis"DeSale$, is that whole problem that we, ¯

are having now of the diocese, using examples like this

wherein we have Black leadership in this parish, you know,

priests and whatever, to say that we have~ not the ability

or we have not the skills -- I am Just using those terms,

it is probably worse than that -- to manage, yo~ know, and

so they use that.

In terms of what you said, that part you can’t

METROPOLITAN REPORTING .SERVICE, INC’.
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prove -- well, maybe you can -- but this Board is not dealing

with that.

What is happening in Boston is That church has

never, in~ mind, since the little time I have been there,

had a/~y respect for Black people. We did have fight to have

those schools work with parents, so that they would have some

input in their children’s education there.

Medaris, with the help of Broth,r Joseph and some

other people, somewhat verbalized a respect for that, or

concern for that, by allocating or seeing that the diocese

allocated some funds for those particular schools. Now,

lot of the other parishes frowned on that. They didn’t want

that to happen.

The bfg thin~ is that the Black nuns are leaving.

That is one thing. This is a way for them to get back in

the schools. They don’t want St. Joseph’s to exist, and they

are using -- I think Father Wilson should go -- but they are

sitting there looking at thab s~tuation.

going to be that the Black priest- close the school. The

Black priest is the cause of this happening.

He is not of service to that community. I think

he should ~o. I think he really should go. I think that

the church in Boston, for some reason, because of Brother

Joseph, sees NOBC as a powerfu! orgEnlzatlon.

~.~ese people were really at their wit s end when
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON

February 23, 1979

Most Rev. Howard J. Hubbard,
B~shop of Albany

Albany, New York 12203

I am ~ng to inform yo, that I have terminated
the assignment of R~v. Dozia J. ~ilson, Adminis~ator
of St. Josepk P~is~, Rox~y, effective M~ch 6, 1979.

I ~m grateful to you and to your predecessor, Bishop
Broderi~k, for ~a~owing Father ~i~on to ~erve ~n the
Archdiocese and to administer to the ~piritual needs

aonsultation concerning the pa~tora~ min~try at St.
Joseph Parish and the ne~d~ o~ Fat~er ~i~on. I pray
that Father Wi~on’s willingness to ~rv~ wi~ ~

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

WILSON, DOZIA
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BosTON

March 21, 1979

Dear Mrs.~:

Thank you for your letter of March 14,-1979, which you write to
express your dissatisfaction with the performance of Rev. Dozia
Wilson as Pastor of St. Joseph’s Parish, Roxbury.~"T~ate-
ful-~-~-~o£~v~iting and I shall certainly give most serious
consideration to your statements concerning pastora! ministry
at St. Joseph’s.

I am sure you are aware that I have been aware of the difficult
situation at St. Joseph’s gnd that I have been working personally
and with many others, to try to effect a peaceful and equitable
solution that will be spiritually beneficial to all concerned.
Certainly, in God’s providence, solutions can be found and with
God’s help, they will be.    Thank you for your cooperation over
the years and all that you have done for St. Joseph’s Parish,
Roxbury.

With every good wish and prayerfu! remembrance, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Archbishop of Boston

WILSON, DOZIA
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CHANCERY OFFICE

DIOCESE OF TULSA

TULSA, OKLAHOMA    74101

NOT ACKNOWLEL-X;ED AS

April 6, 1979
918 / 5FJ7-3115

RECEIVED

1979

His Eminence Humberto Cardinal Medeiros
Archdiocese of Boston
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Your Eminence:

OFFICE OF IHE S_CRETA~RI

I am the Chancellor of the Diocese of Tulsa and also serve as
secretary to our Personnel Board. Our Bishop, Bishop Eusebius J.
Beltran, recently received a letter from Reverend Dozia Wilson who
has been serving the Archdiocese as Administrator of St. Joseph’s
Parish in Roxbury.

He has expressed a desire to work in the Diocese of Tulsa and my
purpose in writing to you is to ask for an evaluation and a recommen-
dation for Father Wilson. If, perhaps, this letter should have more
appropriately gone to one of the members of your Personnel Board,
could I impose upon you to approach that person for such a recommen-
dation or evaluation.

Thanking you in advance for your kind consideration of this
matter andwishing you a very blessed Holy Week and Easter, I ask
to remain

DCD:rb

Sincerely you~e.~-~L°rd’

Reverend Dennis C. Dorn~
Chancellor /

WIL$ON, DOZIA
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April 18, 1979 PERSONALICONFIDENTIAL

Reverend Dennis C. Dorney,
Chancellor
Diocese of Tulsa
P. O. Box 2009
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101

Dezr Father Dorney:

Recently, His Eminey~ce, Car~if~l FIedei eived your request for
reference for tile Reverenc~ Doz~a J. W~Ison, who has applied to work
in the Diocese of Tulsa.

Fat~er Wilson is a priest of the Diocese of Albany, i~ew York. He ca~
to Boston a~ the invitation of Cardinal Medeiros and with his Ordinary’s
permission, to exercise priestly ministry at Saint Joseph’s Parish, Roxbury,
in the Archdiocese of Boston. His appointment at Saint Joseph’s began
May l, 1976 and is to terminate April-~,~8~ 1979.

Saint Josepi}:s Parish, Roxbury, is an inner-City Parish, ~st of whose
parishioners are poor. Father Wilson came into a most difficult situation,
not only from the point of view of economy (the Parish is almost to~ally
subsidized) but also because of the division which exists in the com~unlty
b~tween ~ose associ’ated with Saint Joseph’s school and those who favor
Parish program~ and activities. Father Wilson has been in the middle of
those who vehemently oppose him and those who strongly favor him, in his
practice of pastoral ~inist~y.

In the pas~-. Father Wilson has expressed to His Eminence the desire for
a change. His Eminence has agreed that a change could be helpful to him
and has expressed the prayerful thought that the generous spirit that lead
Father Wilson to the priesthood in God’s Providence will enable him to
fulfill an ever ~re effective ministry mnong God’s people where ever he
serves.

-l -
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Reverend Dennis C. Dorney,
Chancel for         ¯
Diocese of Tulsa

Page 2. April 18, 1979

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely in Christ,

Most Reverend Thomas V. Daily,
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston
Chancel I or

TVD:~nm

cc: Most Reverend Eusebius Beltran, D.D.
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

M E M O,,R A N D U M

~Wilson

April 23, 1979

Enclosed please find a letter I have prepared for your signature
to Mrs. ~ acknowledging her letter of April 19 in re-
sponse to yours which I composed dated April 6, 1979.

As regards payment of the bills for Father Dozia ~ilson, it would
seem these will have to come from funding by Diocese of Albany
into which he is incardinated, or from some funds of the Arch-
diocese general. The reasons:

a)

b)

c)

You will note from the April 19, 1979 letter of Mrs.~
that the services rendered to Father Wilson were by a Father
Madden who is not a licensed psychologist. Thus, Blue Cross-
Blue Shield will not honor the claim which we have submitted
to them and have resubmitted back to the ~ouse of Affirmation
along with Father Wilson’s Blue Cross-Blue Shield
identification number-(#007699863).

Blue Cross-Blue Shield will not honor any claim for ~ut-patient/
in-patient psychological therapy unless it is done by a

"licensed psychologist?

This is in good line with the norms that we have set down for
our Clergy Medical/Hospitalization Plan, as noted in our Plan
booklet (page 2 - Benefits, Section Ao which reads "In general
all reasonable hospital bills are paid in full. This refers to
in-patient charges at a general hospita!, as well as in-patient
charges at a licensed psychiatric hospital.")

Also, noted on page 3, section C, "Mental-nervous ang alcoholie
conditions", we read: ’~hen priest is treated as an out-patient:
coverage up to 50% of billing for out-patient care, ad-
ministered by a psychiatrist or licensed psychologist".

This brings up the further question of our continuing payments
to House of Affirmation, Inc. for priests who are incardinated
in the Archdiocese, and whether or not we are receiving services
from "psychologists who are not licensed". Thus it seems
appropriate that we find out the credentials of all those who
might be working with our assignees at House of Affirmation ......

/



-2-

Case in .Point: Father Dozia Wilson

i) The bills addressed to you that I am aware of for care given
to Father Wiloson are as follows:

(I) Dated 1/23/79 - $70.00 balance

(2) Dated 3/1/79 - $70.00 balance

(3) Dated 3/21/79 - $35.00 balance

(4) Dated 4/5/79 - $35.00 balance

2) I assume no payments have been made on these, even though there
is no "continuing balance due" brought forward on any of these
bills.

This is my evaluation as I see it as you requested by dated 4/20/79.

FJR:tg
~~Enclosure
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May 30, 1979 -

Most Rev. Eusebius J. Beltran
Bishop of Tulsa
P. O. Box 2009
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101

Your Excellency:

I am writing to f~l~ow up your letter to me’of ~.lay 14, 1979,
in regard to th.e/Reverend Dozia Wils~-fo~rmerly Adm.inistrator
of Saint Joseph~--Pa~_~-Re×b y~, here in the ~,chdiocese of
Bos ton.

It is ~LV understanding from the Chancellor of the Archdiocese,
the ~Bst Reverend Thomas V. Daily, that he wrote to your Chancellor,
the Reverend Dennis C. Dorney, on April 18, 1979 following a request
for an assessment of Father Wilson’s petition for work in the Diocese
of Tulsa. I, personally, have nothing to add to Bishop Daily’s
assessment of Father Wilson’s ministry for b;~o years in the #r~hdiocese
of Boston.

With every good wish and prayerful remembrance, I am

Devotedly yours in Our Lord,

Archbishop of Boston

WILSON, DOZIA
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25 August 1997

Bernard Cardinal Law
Roman Catholic Archdiocese

of Boston
The Chancery
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts 02135

Dear Cardinal Law:

I am writing to inform you that a Roman Catholic priest temporarily assigned to the
Boston Archdiocese (from the Albany, NY Diocese) sexually abused me when I was a teenager.
At the time of this pedophilia, I was living under the guardianship of this priest, Rev. Dozia J.
Wilson, in the parish rectory - St. Joseph’s Rectory in Roxbury.

This childhood sex’ual abuse occurred twenty years ago and was accompanied by other
forms of abuse and harassment. I was abused during several years in the mid-1970s by Rev.
Wilson. At the time he se,,mally abused, Rev. Wilson was serving a temporary assi~warnent at St.
Joseph’s Church in Roxbury. This tempbrary assignment began in the Spring of 1976.

During the Summer of 1976, I started working for Rev. Wilson at St. Joseph’s. I had
moved away from             Away from my parents. Away from my family, my relatives and
my friends. Away trom my support and friendship networks. Into a lar~,er city. And into a
neighborhood and culture vastly different from the one I knew inI was suddenly and
almost exclusively dependent on Rev. Wilson; especially, dependfor friendship and

support. In addition, I was in my first "real’" job, working in a variety of roles to help Rev. Wilson
revitalize this moribund parish. I had many demanding responsibilities and it was a very stressful
time.

I stayed with Rev. Wilson in the parish rectory for two years and I attended two Catholic
high schools: Cathofic Memorial and Cathedral. I was sexually abused repeatedly in the rectory
by Rev. Wilson. On a few occasions, Rev. Wilson took me on trips and abused me in motel
rooms (e.g., the Sheraton Tara in Framingham).

Many years have passed from the occurrence of these hurtful episodes. Of course, I am
still dealing with the consequences of this abuse. Only recently, however, as I began to undergo
counseling and do other self-work, I began to grasp the larger ex’tent of the damage caused by
Rev. Wilson’s behavior.
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Some of this damage includes my problems with alcohol. My relationships with women
have also been affected. I have had relationship problems, including a divorce. I have problems
with authority which has led to arrests, misdemeanor convictions and revocation of my driving
license. Problems with holding jobs eventually resulted in homelessness. Currently, I live in a
Catholic Charities SR.O building in       I have left the Catholic Church.

I want to leave bel’~ind the legacy of being the victim of Rev. W’dson’s sexually abusive
behavior. I have entered counseling and I am working diligently to overcome this experience. On
a daily basis, I am working to deal effectively with my pain and suffering. I do not want revenge
on the Church or Rev. W’dson. I want to move on with my life. I want to restart my career. I
want to break out of my emotional stagnation. I want to achieve better mental health.

This letter is part of my mental health self-improvement process. I believe in the good of
the Church and I have some questions for you.

1) Did the Boston Archdiocese, or any of its palest.r, know in the 1970s about Key.
Wilson’s tendencies toward pedophilia? Has any other information on this subject come to
the Archdiocese’s attention at anytime prior to this letter?

2) Is the Boston Archdiocese ready, willing and able to help me overcome the hamu-~l
legacies of this abuse? Is the Diocese ready, willing and able to help me?

I am attempting to grow, to affect positive self-development, to develop a better self-
image and healthier self-esteem. I want to become a healthier person with a better life. I need
help and I am asking you for assistance. I would be willing to meet with your representative to
talk in greater detail about this abuse and my reluctance - until now - to bring this abuse to light,
as well as to explore methods the Diocese can provide to help me overcome the legacy of being
Rev. Wilson’s sex-ual prey.

My voice mail phone number is My address is
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Confidential Memorandum
To: the file of Rev. Dozia I~Ison
From: Reverend W~lliam F. Murphy
Date-" September 3, 1997
Re: new allegation of past behavior

A letter was received from Mr. ~by Cardinal Law and forwarded to me. A copy is
attached-

On reviewing Fr. Wilson’s file, it is plain that he was assigned to St. Joseph’s, Roxbury from Apr:d 1976
through May 1979. He appears to have left the parish in a hurry, but there is no record of why.

A long letter to Bishop Daily from ~, the I        I     II     ofthe parish, claims that Ft.
Wilson was a known, practicing homosexual who used pari~h funds for his personal trips and
entertainment. There is no record of a response to this letter, only a note that indicates its content was
comnnmieated to Cardinal Medeiros and that Fr. Mike Groden implied Mr. Silva may not be a reliable
source of information.

In May of 1978, Bishop Daily indicates that a Fr. John Rooney of AIbany, Pastor of the parish Ft. W’flson
was assigned to in Albany, visited "a ~ boy - a member of the parish - living with F. W. at the
rectory along with others". Fr. Rooney informed Fr. John Crowley, Associate at St. Joseph’s, that the
Albany police had told Bp. Broderick, former Bishop of AIbany, "... to remove Fr. W. from the area
because of homosexual activity." This was communicated to Cardinal Medeiros on May 23, 1978.

There is another reference to Ft. Wilson’s perceived behavior, contzdned in minutes ofa NOBC meeting in
Sept, 1978. It makes reference to the presence of fair sldnned boys living in the rectory.

In November, 1978, Fr. Wilson was asked to go to the House of Affirmatiott or risk losing the
Administratorship of the parish and being returned to Albany. He consented.

A letter to the Bishop of Tulsa in May, 1979, indicates Ft. W’tlson’s desire to work in that diocese. No
mention is made of any problems with Fr. W.
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CARDINAL’S RESIDENCE

September 10, 1997

I am writing to acknowledge receipt of your letter, dated At~gust 25, 1997, in which you inform
me of sexual abuse by Reverend Dozia J. Wilson, a priest who was stationed in Boston during the
mid-1970’s. It saddens me a great deal to read your account and I promise to investigate the
matter thoroughly.

My Delegate in these matters, Reverend William F. Murphy, will be conducting the investigation.
He has been in contact with the Church authorities in the Diocese of AIbany, from which Father
Wilson came to Boston. He is also reviewing the file of Father WiLson. I have asked him to be in
touch with you.

In cooperation with the Diocese of Albany, I assure you that I am committed to investigating this
report and responding in the fullest appropriate way.

Asking God’s blessings upon you and those you love, I am.

Sincerely yours in Christ

Archbishop orb oston
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